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IRISH, SCOTTISH GAELIC, AND MANX
Latin leabning came to Ireland with Chris-

tianity in the 5th c., not as a discipline im-

posed by conquerors, but as the medium of a

new religion of peace and holiness. The Irish

had already a long tradition of native learn-

ing, which had grovm up in the druidic

schools and was preserved by the flid by oral

transmission as in the brahmanic schools of

India. They practised writing in 3 crypto-

graphic script called Ogam which is preserved

in many inscriptions on stones, and is based

on the Latin alphabet; but there is no evi-

dence that the ijitin alphabet itself was used

in pre<3hristian times, nor that there was

any writing on parchment. With the coming

of Christianity, however, the use of the Latin

alphabet was applied to the native language,

and religious and secular learning flourished

side by side. Thus it is that we have in Irish

the oldest vernacular literature in western

Europe. The manuscript tradition of (he Irish

language goes back to the 6th c., within a

hundr^ years or so of the death of St.

Patrick, although the earliest surviving manu-

script containing Irish material, the Wiirz-

butg codex, is not earlier than 700 a.d. The

oldest Irish documents, apart from the Ogam
inscriptions, are in verse, and are largdy en-

comiastic or satirical poems. Apart from their

linguistic importance they sometimes contain

fragments <rf historical tradition of considet-

aMe value, for example the stanzas attributed

to Lugair Ldnfili,* whom Me^er placed in the

6th c., and those of Colm^ mac L6n6ni,

edited by Thumeysen, ZCP rg, The

most remarkable of those early poems is (he

famous Amra Choluim Chille, preserved in

the Liher Hymnonm, which is said to have

been composed by DalMn mac Forgaill’^ at the

Assembly of Druim Cett C575 a.d.) where St,

Colmcille successfully defended the order of

plid against their accusers. It may be that the

rhythmical texts in the great legal compila-

tion knovm as the Senchas M&r go back also

to this early date (ZCP r8, roz), and we
should then have a considerable amount of

material; but^the detailed study of these texts

firom the linguistic point of view has yet to

be made. The written tradition has lasted for

almost foiuteen centuries, and the material

is of great extent. We shall confine ourselves

to an account of the imaginative literature in

prose and verse, to the exclusion of history,

grammar, law and other learned writings.

Hagiography and purely devotional literature

will also be disregarded.

The Hermc Literature. Epic and romance

go hand in hand in Irish literature, for , the

two great cycles, of heroic tales express some-

times one moods sometimes the other. The

association of sorrow with beauty is (he motif

of one of the oldest stories, and it has indeed

been shovro that the le^pd of Tristan and

. Isdt derives from Iritii i&^inals. The dasti-
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fication into cycles is modem. The native

tradition classified the stories by types, and

we have two old lists of sagas so arranged.

The types there recognized are Destructions,

Catde-raids, Courtships, Batdes, Cave Stories,

Voyages, Tragedies, Banquets, Sieges, Ad-

ventures, Elopements, Eruptions, Visions,

Lovestories, Plunderings, Hostings, and In-

vasions. A story was just a story, whether the

matter was legend or history; the boundary

between these two was of less interest in

medieval times than it is today. The tide of

a story about Gormflaith, a well known his-

torical person of the loth c,, appears beside

that of the love of the Hag of Beare for

Fothad Canainne. These two cycles are known

as the Ulster and Fenian cycles respectively.

The Ulster Cycle is so called because its

heroes belong to the Ulaid, a people of north-

eastern Ireland, whose name was later given

to the modem province of Ulster. Their king

in the ist c. b.c. when the events narrated

are supposed to have taken place, was Concho-

bor; his palace was at Emain Macha, close to

the city of Armagh. Its site is marked by the

remains now called Navan Fort, about two

miles west of the city. The central figure of

the cycle is Cii Chulainn, an Irish Achilles,

whose father, according to one tradition, was

the god Lug of the Long Arm; many of the

stories celebrate his valour and his might.

One long story describes a conflict between

Connacht and Ulster, and forms the central

theme, so diat many of the others are prei-

sented as prefatory tales (remscSla) to Tain

B6 C4alnge (The Cattle-Raid of Cooley'),

The form of the stories is prose, with oc-

casional use of verse to mark a climax of emo-

tion or for descriptive passages; and some of

this early verse reaches a high level of poetry.

It is the form that was later perfected in the

Icelandic sagas, and it is generally believed

the Norsemen acquired it in Ireland. But

it is found also in the Vedic literature of India,

and Oldenburg suggested that it derived from

ancient Indo-European.

In the earliest form in which we have it,

the great Tdin is far from perfect in form.

The LU-YBL text is a conflation of two re-

censions dating perhaps from the 9th c,, and

preserved in mss, one of which, Leior na

hUidre (The Book of the Dun Cow), was

written c. 1100 a.d., while the other, The

Yellow Book of Lecan, is of the late 14th c.

It is believed that the story was committed

to writing in the middle of the 7th c. by a

fili who was acquainted with the Latin learn-

ing of the monasteries, and wished to record

the native heroic tradition in a worthy form.

There are signs which show that he knew the

Aenedd, In the 12th c., however, an unknown

author composed, from the mangled version

preserved in LU, in which interpolations from

a third recension had been introduced, a fresh

recension of the great epic, preserved in the

Book of Leinster (ca.> 1160 a.i>.), and in

a 1 6th c. ms. in the Royal Irish Academy.

The sterner form of the oldest tales has given

way to a more flowing style, and there is a free

use of alliterative epithet, well suited to the

oral recitation for which these stories were

intended. It is a fine achievement, and if the

style of the Composer, as he is called, later

gave rise to excesses of bombast and turgid

repetition, that takes -nothing from the merit

of his work.

The story begins with a "pillow-conversa-

tion" between Medb, queen of Connacht, and

her husband, Ailill, in which they dispute as

to who is the greater. Ailill possesses a bull,

Whitehorn, finer than any beast in the queen^s

herd, and Medb resolves to get the Brown
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Bull of Cooley from the Ulstermen. Having

failed to get it peacefully, she assembles an

army to invade Ulster, and the great catde-

raid begins. Like the Greeks in Aulis, Medb

consults a prophetess for an auspicious sign.

She hears only warnings of doom. The army

sets out at a time when the Ulstermen are

stricken by a mysterious sickness, the result

of a curse that has been laid upon them all,

save only the boy Cti Chulainn. Alone Cd
Chulainn goes out to meet the enemy. The

Connacht army is led by an Ulsterman, Fer-

gus, once king of the Ulaid, now in exile be-

cause of the betrayal of the sons of Uisnech.

He is foster-father to Cti Chulainn, and helps

him in various ways. But the great bull is

captured and driven off, and Gti Chulainn

can only delay the army’s return until the

men of Ulster shall arise from their sickness.

With his sling he kills so many of the war-

riors each night that Ailill makes a compact

with him to send a singly champion against

him every day, and promises that the army

will not advance till Cti Chulainn is defeated.

There follows a series of single combats at a

ford, with Cd Chulainn always the victor.

Medb sometimes breaks faith and sends many

warriors instead of one. Once she sends five

and he kills them, once she sends a hundred,

but he overcomes them all. Now the god Lug

visits Cti Chulainn^ and causes him to sleep

for three nights and three days. While he

sleeps the boys of Ulster come out to oppose

the army, and they hold it for three days, but

all are slain. Cu Chulainn awakes refreshed

and avenges the heroic boys with mighty

deeds. Fer Diad, Cti Chulainn’s foster-brother,

who is also in exile with the Connacht men,

is persuaded to oppose him, and the famous

fight of Fer Diad and Cti Chulainn takes

place. This is the emotional climax of the

epic. For three days they fight, and each

evening they send leeches and cures to heal

each other’s wounds, until Fer Diad is slain

by the mysterious weapon called gde holga

which only Cti Chulainn can use. He had

learnt its use from a woman-warrior in the

east. Cti Chulainn laments the death of his

friend in a long poem, and is himself prostrate

from his wounds.

The Ulstermen at last set out to fight the

army of Connacht. Conchobor advances be-

fore the others, and returns with i6o heads

and i6o women whom he has freed. Mean-

while Ailill sends a messenger to see whether

the enemy is entering the plain of Meath.

If so, he will stand and fight. And now we
are given a description of the approaching

enemy in the manner beloved of these sagas,

Conchobor and Ailill make a truce till the

following moming.^During the night the she-

demons, Badb, B6 N4it and Nemais, soimd

their cry over the Connacht host, so that loo

men die of terror in Gairech and Irgairech.

And the story ssiys that that was not their

most peaceful night.

Next day the great battle is fought at

Gairech and Irgairech. It is told as L6eg

describes it to Cti Chulainn. At first the line

moves east against the Ulstermen, and

then west against Connacht. Medb and Ailill

prevail on Fergus to enter the fight. With his

sword he clears gaps in the Ulster line that

it would take loo men to fill. Medb, too,

enters the field, and three times she drives

back the Ulstermen. Now, Conchobor himself

comes against Fergus; their duel is described.

Fergus’ weapon touches the ground behind

him, as he draws to smite Conchobor, but,

remembering that he is himself an Ulsterman,

he turns his anger against the hills, and three

hills are shorn of their tops by his sWord.

i
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Conchobor has a magic shield, which screams

when its master is in danger, and Cii Chu-

lainn has heard the screams of the shield.

Though he is lying prostrate from his wounds,

he rises now and in heroic frenzy seizes no

mere weapons, hut his war-chariot, body and

wheels, which he wields against the enemy.

Fergus has promised, if ever he and Cti

Chulainn should meet in battle, that he will

not resist him; now they meet, and Fergus

leads his company out of the fight. They are

followed by the Leinstermen and the Munster-

men, so that only Ailill and Medb and their

sons, with nine battalions, remain in the field.

At noon Cd Chulainn came into the field.

At sunset he had defeated the last battalion;

of his chariot there remained a few ribs of

the body and a few spokes of the wheels.

When the battle is lost, Medb laments the

disaster to Fergus, who answers that a drove

of horses led by a mare can have no luck.

Meanwhile, the Bull has been led away and

meets the Findbennach (Whitehorn) in Mag
Ai (the country around Croghan, Go. Ros-

common). All who have fled from the battle

of Gairech and Irgairech come to watch the

fight of the two bulls. The Brown Bull of

Ctiailnge kills the Whitehomed Bull of

Cr6achain, and careers through Ireland with

fragments of its flesh clinging to his horns.

He dies on the border qf the Ulster territory

in Uibh Echach at Druim Tairb (Tulfs

RidgeO, which place is named from him.

"Ailill and Medb made peace with the

Ulstermen and with Cti Chulainn. For seven

years after, there was no woimding of men
between them. Findabair stayed widi Cti

Chulainn, and the Gonnachtmen went to

their country, and the Ulstermen to Emain

, Macha with their great triumph. Finit

Amen/*

The finest of all the Ulster stories is that of

the Tragic Death of the Sons of Usnech. It

is the earliest form of the love-motif which

later became famous in the story of Tristan,

apparently a French adaptation of Irish tradi-

tion, mediated through Cornish and Breton

interpreters. The text as we have it may date

from the 8th or 9th c. It is preserved in the

Book of Leinster and in the Yellow Book of

Lecan,

The Ulaid feasted one day in the house of

Fedlimid, the chronicler of King Conchobor,

and as the feast came to an end, a girl-child

was bom to the wife of Fedlimid; and a dmid

prophesied about her future. The prophecy

is pronounced in two long poems, parts of

which have not yet been satisfactorily ex-

plained. Most of the text is clear. Her name

is to be Derdriu. The child will grow to be

a woman of wonderful beauty, and will cause

enmity and trouble, and will depart out of

the kingdom. Many will die on account of

her.

The Ulaid propose to kill the child at

once, and so avoid the curse. But Conchobor

orders that she be spared and reared apart,

hidden from men's eyes; and that he himself

will take her for his wife. So Derdriu is en-

trusted to foster-parents, and reared in a

dwelling apart. A wise woman Leborcham is

the only other person allowed to see her.

Gnce the girl's foster-father was flaying

a calf outside in the snow in Winter to

cook it for her; and she saw a raven drink-

ing the blood in the snow. Then she said

to Leborcham: ^Tair would be a man upon

whom those three colours should be: his

hair like the raven, and his cheek like the

blood, and his body like the snow." "Grace

and prosperity to you!" said Leborcham,

"He is not far from you, inside close by:

Noisi the son of Usnech." ^*I shall not be

well," said she, "imtil I see him."

Once that same Noisi was on the ram-

part of the fort sounding his cry. And
sweet was the cry of the sons of Usnech.
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Every cow and every beast that would hear

it used to give two thirds excess of milk.

For every man who heard it, it was enough

of peace and entertainment. Good was their

valour too. Though the whole province of

the Ulaid should be around them in one

place, if the three of them stood back to

back, they would not overcome them, for

the excellence of their defense. They were

as swift as hounds at the hunt. They used

to kill deer by their speed.

When Noisi was there outside, she soon

went out to him as though to go past him,

and he did not recognize her. "Fair is the

heifer that goes past me,** said he. ^Heifers

must grow big where there are no bulls,**

said she. "You have the bull of the

province,** said he, "the king of the Ulaid.**

"I would choose between you,** said she,

"and I would take a yoimg bull like you.**

"No!** said he. Then she sprang towards

him and caught his ears. "Here are two

ears of shame (?) and mockery,** said she,

"unless you take me with you.**
*

Noisi soimded his cry, and the Ulstermen

sprang up as they heard it, and the sons of

Usnech, his two brothers, went out to restrain

and warn him. But his honour was chal-

lenged. ^'We shall go into another country,**

said he. "There is not a king in Ireland that

will not make us welcome.** That night they

set out with 150 warriors and 150 women
and 150 hounds, and Derdriu was with

them/

Conchobor pursued diem with plots and

treachery; they fled to Scodand. And they

took service with the king of Scodand and

built a house around Derdriu, so that they

should not be killed on account of her. One

day the steward saw her, and told the king

of her beauty, so that he demanded her for

wife; and the sons of Usnech had to flee again,

and take refuge on an island in the sea*

Now Conchobor invited them back, and

sent Fergus as a surety; but when they came

to Emain, Noisi and his followers were killed,

and Derdriu was brought to Conchobor, and

her hands were boimd behind her back.

When Fergus and Cormac heard of this

treachery they came and did great deeds:

three hundred of the Ulaid were killed, and

women were killed, and Emain was burnt by

Fergus. And Fergus and Cormac went to the

court of Ailill and Medb, and for sixteen

years the Ulaid had no peace.

But Derdriu was for a year with Con-

chobor, and she never smiled nor raised her

head from her knee.

^And when the musicians came to her,

she used to say:

^Though you think the fierce warriors fair,

who march proudly over Emain, more

proudly used 5iey to march to their hous^

the brave sons of Usnech. . . .

Sweet to Conchobor, your king, are the

pipers and homblowers. Sweeter to me the"

cry of the sons of Uisnech. . . .

Dear was the grey eye which women loved.

It was fierce against an enemy. After a

visit to the woods, noble course, delightful

was his cry through the black forest.

I do not sleq>, and I put no purple on my
nails. Joy comes not into my mind, since

the sons of Uisnech do not come. . « .

Joy is not for me in the assmnbly Emain

which nobles fill, nor peace nor happiness

nor comfort, nor a big house nor fair orna-

ment** I

And when Conchobor was comfortmg^

her, she used to say:
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''Conchobor, what are you doing? You have

caused me sorrow and tears. As long as I

live, I shall not love you.

What was dearest to me under heaven, and

what was most beloved, you have taken him

from me,—a great wrong—so that I shall

not see him till I die, . . .

Two bright cheeks, red lips, eyebrows black

as a chafer, pearly teeth bright with the

noble colour of snow. . . .

Do not break my heart. Soon I shall die.

Grief is stronger than the sea, if thou didst

know it, Conchobor.”

*What do you hate most of what you see?^^

said Conchobor. "You,” she said, "and

Eogan son of Durthacht.” ^You vnll be a

year with £ogan,” said Conchobor. He gave

her to £ogan. They went next day to the

assembly of Macha. She was behind £ogan

in the chariot. She had prophesied that she

would not see two husbands on earth to-

gether. 'Well, Derdriu,” said Conchobor.

"You look like a sheep between two rams,

between fiogan and me.” There was a big

rock in front of her. She thrust her head

against the rock, $0 that it shattered her

: head, and she died.

That is the exile of the Sons of Usnech,

and the exile of Fergus, and the Tragic

.Death of the Sons of Usnech and of Der-

driu. Fijnit. Amen. Finit.’

This story is preserved in a modern version,

composed perhaps in the 15th c., which has

great merit. It has been the victim of rather

fastididus censure by scholars
,
who had ac-

quired a taste for the Cistercian bareness of

ihe early sagas, and could not appreciate the

baroque in literature. But people of Hterary

taste have seen better^ ,and Jt is this second

version which is the source of Lady Gregory’s

modernization, and so of the works of Yeats,

A. E. and James Stephens, Synge, too, prob-

ably used this adaptation, but his great play is

very much his own creation.

Another story excels in its restrained emo-

tion. When Cu Chulainn was in the east

learning feats of arms from Scdthach so that

he might win the hand of Emer, he fought

against another woman warrior, Aife, an

enemy of Scdthach, and he overcame her and

had a son by her. All this is told in a long

saga called The Wooing of Emer, The boy is

to come to Ireland when he grows to man-

hood, and he is not to tell his name on the

demand of a single warrior. The Tragic Death

of Atfe's Only Son tells of the boy’s coming

to Ireland, and of his death by the hand of

his own father. It is the story of Sohrab and

Rustum, the theme also of the Hildebrands-

lied. The Irish text is very short, so short

that we may ask whether the ms. versions

of these stories may have served sometimes

merely as an outline which the reciter could

develop as he went along. (Thurneysen con-

sidered this possibility and rejected it, Helden-

sage p. 60.)

The men of Ulster were assembled at

Tracht £isi when they saw a boy coming on

the sea in a boat of bronze with gilded oars.

He was performing strange feats, bringing

down birds alive with his sling, and' then

releasing them. He would scatter them out of

sight by a trick of his hands, and then sing

to them so that they flew back to him. The
Ulstermen were alarmed, and sent a cham-

pion to meet him and prevent his landing,

or discover his name. Condere goes first, but

the boy defies him. Then the mighty ConaU

Cemach goes down. The boy hurls a stone

from his sling, and Conall falls. The boy

binds his arms with the strap of his own
shield. Xet someone else oppose himl’ says

Conall Cernach.

Cti Chulainn was practising his feats as
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he approached the youth, and the arm of

Emer daughter of Forgall was around his

neck. ‘'Do not go down!'* said she. “It is a

son of thine that is down there. Do not

murder thy only son! Refrain, O eager son

of Soalite. It is not brave nor wise to oppose

thy valiant son. . . . Turn towards me. Lis-

ten. My advice is good. Let Cii Chulainn

hear! I know what name he will tell, if the

boy down there is Conla, Aife's only son.”

Then Cti Chulainn said: “Forbear,

woman! I heed not a woman's advice. . . .

Make not thy womanish talk of gentle con-

duct. . . . The good spear drinks good

liquor. Though it were he, indeed, woman,”

said he, “I would kill him for the honour

of Ulster.”

Then he went down himself. “Thou

playest well, boy,” said he. “But your play

is cruel,” said the little boy, “that two of

you do not come so that I might tell my
name to them.” “Should I then have taken

a child along with me?” said Cii Chulainn.

‘Thou shalt die, if diou dost not tell thy

name.” “Be it so,” said the lad.

The boy comes towards him. They smite

each other. The boy shaves his head with

his sword by a measured stroke. “This is

enough of insolence,” said Cu Chulainn.

“Let us wrestle then!” “I shall not reach-up

to thy belt,” said the boy. The boy got

upon two stones, and he threw Cd Chu-

lainn between the stones three times. And

the boy did not move either of his feet from

the stones, and his feet went into the stones

up to his ankles. The track of his feet is

still there. Hence is named Trdcht Msi

(‘The Strand of the Track') in Ulster.

Then they went into the sea to drown

each other, and the boy put him under

twice. He went against the boy in shallow

water and played him false with the gde

lolga. For Scdthach had taught the use of

that weapon to none but Cd Chulainn

,
alpne. He ckst it at the boy through the

water so that his entrails were about his

feet. ‘That is what Scdthach did not teach

me!” said he. “Woe to thee who hast

wounded me!”

“It is true,” said Cii Chulainn. He took

the boy in his arms and bore him away,

and he carried him up and cast him before

the Ulstermen. “Here is my son for you,

men of Ulster!” said he.'

Two other stories of this cycle deserve

special mention: The Feast of Bricriu and

The Story of Mac Da Tho's Pig. The first is,

after the great Tdin, the longest and perhaps

the most finished of the Ulster sagas. There is

a quality of humour and a variety of episode

that are unequalled. The central motif is that

of the Hero's Portion (cwr^scd-wfr) at a feast,

an echo of what Posidonius tells about the

ancient Gauls. Here too occurs the Cham-

pion's Ordeal, in which the hero is invited

to cut oS a giant's head on condition that he

will lay his own head on the block at the

end of a year. Kittredge has shown that it is

the source of the similar episode in Sir

Gawayne and the Green Knight The second

is motivated also by competition for the Hero's

Portion, and is notable for its lively dialogue.

Both of these tales are, pure comedy, and

provide a contrast to the noble tragedy of

Deirdre and the story of Conla's death,

the purely heroic temper of the Tdin, and the

gende romance of Tdin B6 Fraick or Serglige

Con Culainn.

There is a story about the fairy Etain and

Conaire the Great, king of Ireland, which

became associated with the Ulster cycle and

may be noticed here, namely, The Destruc-

tion of Ca Dergds Hosteh

£tain was the wife of the fairy king Midir.

She was reborn as a mortal, and became the

wife of Eochaid Airem, Idng of Tara; but she

returned to Midir. Her daughter's daughter,

another £tain, was a mortal and became the

mother of Conaire, son of EtarscdL In a well
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known passage at dlie lieginning of tke story

of iJa Derga’s Hostel, fitain is described:

‘He saw a woman at tbe edge of a well,

and she had a silver comb with gold orna-

ment She was washing in a silver basin on

which were four birds of gold, and bright

little gems of purple carbuncle on the

chasing of the basin. She vrare a purple

cloak of good fleece, held with silver

brooches chased with gold, and a smock of

green silk with gold embroidery. There

were vwmderful ornaments of animal de-

sign in gold and silver on her breast and

shoulders. The sun shone upon her, so that

the men saw the gold gleaming in the sun-

shine against the green silk. There were

two golden tresses on her head, plaited in

four, with a ball at the end of every lock.

The colour of her hair was hke the flower

of the iris in summer, or like pure gold after

it has been poliriied. She was imdoing her

hair to wash it, so that her arms were out

from beneath her dress. White as lie snow

of one night were her hands, and her lovely

cheeks were soft and even, red as the moun-

tain foxglove. Her eyebrows were as black

as a beede’s back. Her teeth were like a

shower of pearls. Her eyes were as blue as

tie hyacinti, her lips as red as Pardiian

leather. High, smooth, soft and white were

her shoulders, cleat white her long fingers.

Her hands were long. White as the foam

of a wave was her side, long and slender,

yielding, smooth, soft as wool. Her thighs

were warm and smooth and white, her

knees small and roimd and hard arid bright

Her stuns were short and bright wd
straight Her heels were even and lovely.

If a rule had been laid upon her feet it

would hardly have shown any imperfection

in them, unless it dbould crease tie flesh

' or the skin. The blushing light of the moon
was in her noble face, a lofty pride in hdc

smooth brow. The radiance of love was in

her eyes, the flush of pleasure on her

cheeks, now red as a calfs blood and chang-

ing again to snowy whiteness. There was

gende dignity in her voice. Her step was

firm and graceful. She had the walk of a

queen. She was the fairest, loveliest finest

4at men’s eyes had seen of all the women
of the world. They thought she was of the

fairies. Of her it was said: “All are lovely

till compared with fitain. All are fair till

compared with fitain.’”

The dominant theme in this story of the

death of Conaire is that of the prohibitions

called gessa which attach to certain persons,

ox may be imposed upon them. Conaire was

subject to many gessa, and the tragedy here

is that he is caught between conflicting tabus

and is therefore doomed. As the plot develops

he cries out: ‘All my gessa have overtaken me
tonight.'

The Fenian Cycle. The second heroic cycle

takes its name from the jiana whose adven-

tures it relates. The word fian means ‘a band

of warriors,’ and we know that there were

such bands of adventurers in Ireland as early

as the 6th c. A troop of them went to Britain

in 603 A.D. to help die Irish king of Scodand,

Aeddn mac Gabrdin, against the Angles.

In the literature three leaders of fiana are

mentioned as contemporary. Find Mac Cu-

maill, Fothad Canainne and Ailill Fland Bee;

but only Find and his companions baame
famous.

Find’s company comprised two factions,

Glanna Baiseni to which he himself be-

longed, and Clanna Mdma, whose champion,

Goll Mac Mdma, had slain Find’s father,

Cumall, at the batde of Cnucha (Castle-

kno<^ neat Dublin). The chief heroes of the

former, besides Find, were his son Oisin (Mac-

Pherson’s O^an), Oscar son of Oisfn, Caflte

son of Rondn,. and Diarmaid (the prototype

of Tristan) whose beauty no woman could

resist Condn the Bald, the buffoon of the
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sagas, was a brother of Goli, and belonged to

Clanna M6ma.
The predominance of the Fenian Cycle in

the literature begins with the composition

ca. 1200 A,D. of a long story called Acallam na

Sendrech (The Colloquy of the Old Men),
which is second only to the T&in in length.

The early recension, which breaks off unfin-

ished in the ms., makes some 8,000 lines in

Stokes^ edition. In form it is a frame-story,

like the Arahicm Nights or the Decameron,

the framing story here being an account of

the meeting of the survivors of the Fenians

with St. Patrick. Cailte wanders over Ireland

with the saint, and tells him the legends of

the hills and woods and lakes to which they

come, in the manner of the Dindshenchas,

Sometimes they separate, and Cailte travels

alone, or with Conall Mac N^ll, king of

Ulster. He meets with kings and saints and

warriors, and even encounters some of the

ancient gods. Some of the tales he tells to his

various hosts belong to the mythological cycle,

but most of them are of the high deeds 6f

Finn and the Fenians.

(Summary:) The Acallam begins with a

time when the last survivors of the Fenians,

Oisin and Cailte with a few companions, are

wandering in desolation. Oisin soon retires to

Join his mother in a fairy motmd, and Cailte

goes on alone. He comes to Inber Bic Loingsig

‘which is now called The Monastery of Drog-

heda^ (this gives us a superior date, for Drog-

heda was founded in 1142 a.d.), and south

across the Boyne to where St. Patrick was.

Their conversation begins well;

‘

“Was he not a good lord with whom ye

were, Find Mac Cumaill that is to say?*

Upon which Cailte uttered this little trib-

ute of praise: “Were but the brown leaf

which the wood sheds from it gold—were

but the white wave silver—Find would

have given it all away/ “Who or what was

it that maintained you so in your life?”

Patrick enquired. And Cailte answered:

“Truth that was in our hearts, and strength

in our arms, and' fulfillment in our

tongues.”
’

Cailte tells that when the Fenians were

on their way to .fight the battle of Ventry

against the Foreigners, they met C4el, a young

warrior of Find*s people, who had seen a

beautiful girl named Ci6de in a dream, and

set out in quest of her. The Fenians turn

aside from their expedition and join him on

his quest. Cr^de is the daughter of the king

of Kerry, and can be won only by a man who
is poet enough to praise her treasures worthily

in verse. Cael wins her, for his fairy nurse

has given him a poem, and Cr6de joins the

Fenians on their journey. On the last day of

the battle Cdel is slain, and his body is washed

up from the sea ‘so that CiePs Strand is the

name of that shore ever since/ The beasts

whose life-span was joined to his died at his

death. And Cr6de came and lay beside his

body, and here is Cr6de^s lament for C4el:

‘The haven roars over the angry surf of Rinn

Dd Bdrc: the wave against the shore la-

ments the drowning of the warrior of Loch

Dd Chonn.

Plaintful is the crane from the marsh of

Druim Dd Thrdn: she cannot protect her

loved ones, the fox of Dd li pursues her

nestlings.

Sad is die note of the thrash in Dromkeen,

and sad die music of the blackbird in Let-

terlee.

Sad is the cry of the stag in Druim Dd IMst

the doe of Druim Sfleann is dead, and the

stag of Dfleann laments her.

Sorrowful for me was the death of the

warrior who used to lie beside me: the son
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of the woman from Doire Da Dos who lies

^ today with a cross at his head.

Sorrowful for me that Cdel lies dead beside

me: the wave washes his white side; it is

his beauty that has left me senseless.

Sad is the voice of the ebbing wave against

the strand, for it has drowned a noble

comely man; alas that he went to meet it!

Sad is the sound of the wave against the

"beach to the north, bieaking over a white

rock, weeping for ‘Gael that he is gone.

'

' Sad is the fighting of the wave against the

beach to the south: as for me, my day is

* done, I have lost my beauty.

The strong wave of Tulach L6is makes a

heavy spray: as for me, I have nothing,

since it proclaimed the tidings that it tells.

'Patrick said again: "Well, Cailte, my
soul, what was the best hunting that the

Fenians ever had in Ireland or in Scot-

land?'' "The hunting of Arran," said Cailte.

"Where is that?" said Patrick. "Between

Scotland and Pictland," said Cailte, "and

we used to go there with three companies

of the ftma on Lammas Day, and we would

get plenty of hunting there until the cuckoo

called from the tree-tops in Ireland. And
sweeter it was than any music to hear the

cry of the birds there, as they rose from the

waves and coasts of the Island. Thrice fifty

flocks of birds frequented it, of every col-

‘ our, blue^ and green and grey and yellow."

And Cailte sang a lay:

"Arran of the many stags,

The sea strikes against its shoulder

Isle where companies are fed.

Ridge on which blue spears are reddened.

Skittish deer are on her peaks,

Delicious berries on her manes,

Cool water in her rivers,

Mast upon her dun oaks.

Greyhounds are there and beagles,

Blackberries and sloes of the dark black-

thorn,

Her dwellings close against the woods,

Deer scattered about her oak-woods. ^

Gleaming of purple upon her rocks,

Faultless grass upon her slopes,

Over her fair shapely crags

Noise of dappled fawns a-skipping.

Smooth is her level land, fat are her swine,

Bright are her fields,

Her nuts upon the tops of her hazel-wood.

Long galleys sailing past her. ;

Delightful it is when the fair season comes:

Trout under the brinks of her rivers,

Seagulls answer each other round her white

cliff,

Delightful at all times is Arran!" ' #

(Meyer).

Sometimes the narrative has an Arthurian

flavour as in the repeated mention of gen-

erosity as a quality of the Fenians, the largesce

which for Chretien de Troies was the chief,

of knightly excellences, or when Cailte dis-

covers two women in distress because their

husbands have abandoned them, and he pro-

vides them with a love-charm (SG 125—AS

954), or when he delivers fiogan Flaith-

brugaid from the reaver (SG 149—AS 1896).

Sometimes we are reminded of the voyage

tales, as in the story of Clidna (SG 198=5AS
3726) or of the Visits to the Otherworld, as in

those of Sliab-na mBan (SG 222=AS 5001)

and Assarroe (AS 6789=p. 254). It is entirely

Christianized, and we are told repeatedly that

Find foretold the coming of St, Patrick and

made an act of Faith before his death. This is

introduced rather absurdly for the edifiication
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of .the fairies (SG 147=AS 1825}. There is a

great deal of legend not found elsewhere, and

the compiler seems to have used the oppor-

tunity to record whatever he could find of the

old tradition. The Acallam is undoubtedly a

deliberate compilation by a single author

unknown, from sources now probably in great

par? lost. But the question of its sources has

not been investigated; it is closely related to

the Dindshenchas*

The temper of the Acallam is cheerful, in

spite of Cailte^s loneliness and decrepitude,

and his regret for the heroic past. St. Patrick

and the kings enjoy his stories, and heaven is

promised him for himself and Find and the

other warriors whom he praises. But in the

later ballade literature, both saint and hero

become caricatures, and a different sort of

humour appears. These ballads are the char-

acteristic form of Fenian literature. Of the

modern Irish period, perhaps not earlier than

the 14th and 15th c., they amount to some

25,000 lines now published. Here Patrick is

often a bigoted cleric, pronouncing the doom

of hell upon the Fenians, and Caflte or Oisin

the’ defiant pagan. If Find is in hell, they say,

then God is a poor judge of men. Find would

not have treated God so harshly. Better to be

in hell with Find than in heaven with pale

and flimsy angels; and, as for the devil and

his torments, the Fenians can take care of

themselves. There is something here of the

anti-clerical humour which inspires the fan-

tastic Vision of Mac Con Glinne, which

Meyer attributed, indeed, to the 12th c., and

Brian Merriman^s amazing Midnight Court,

written toward the end of the i8th c. But I

prefer to quote the ballad of The Blackhird

of Derrycam:

Sweet is that. Blackbird of Derrycam,

I have never heard in any place

music that was sweeter than your voice

as you sit at the bottom of your nest.

The sweetest music in the world,

wretched is he who does not listen to it.

O son of Calprann of the sweet bells—

and you may sing your psalms later on!

If you knew as I do

the story of the bird

you would weep bitterly,

you would pay no heed to God for a while.

In Norway of the blue streams

the Son of Cumall, whose cups were of

gold,

found the bird you see now:

that is its story surely.

,Derrycam is that wood in the west

where the Fenians used to stay:

the blackbird was placed there

because of the beauty and pleasantness of

its trees.

The song of the blackbird of Derrycam,

. the lowing of cattle from Faill na cCder

is the music to which Finn slept at sunrise,

and the call of the wild duck from the Lake

of Three Fords.

Grouse around the hill of Crdachain,

the whistling of the badger of Druim Da
Loch,

the voice of the eagle of Gleann na fFuath,

the cry of the cuckoo of Cnoc na Scoth;

The baying of the dogs of Gleann Caoin,

and the scream of the blind eagle of the

chase,

the cry of the hounds in the morning

returning from the beach of red stones.

When Finn and the Fenians lived

they held dearer the mountains than the

church:

sweet to them were the blackbird's notes,

the ringing of bells was not sweet
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The great prose tale o£ the Fenian Cycle

is the Pursuit of Diarmaid and Grdinne. A
version of this story -must have existed as

early as the loth c., for it is mentioned in a

document of that time; hut the surviving ver-

sion is Modem Irish, and the earliest manu-

script is of the 17th c. Grdinne, the daughter

of Cormac Mac Airt, king of Ireland, was

wooed by Finn; but, like Deirdre in the

Ulster story, she fled from the old man with

Diarmaid, and she too caused the death of

her lover.

Not all the ballads are in the form of a

dialogue with St. Patrick. Many of them tell

merely the adventures of the Fenians; and

there is one connected with this story which

may be quoted here. It is a sleepsong sung by

Grdinne .for Diarmaid during their flight;

Sleep a little, just a little, for you need

not fear a little,

boy to whom I have given my love, Diar-

maid, son of 0 Duibhne.

Sleep soundly here, noble Diarmaid.

I shall keep watch for you, beautiful son of

6 Duibhne.

(She remembers others who slept soundly

when in danger, and then thinks of their

being' themselves perhaps separated:)

To separate us is to separate two children

of one home,
** to separate body and soul; warrior from the

lake of Carman.

The hound Caoinche will be loosed upon

yom tracks; Caoilte will run well.

May neither death nor evil overtake you,

to send you to sleep for ever!

(The animals around them sense danger.

They do not sleep.)

The stag in the east does not sleep; he does

not cease to call:

even though he is in the forest, he has no

thought of sleep.

The lively music does not cease in the

twisted branches of the trees;

they are noisy there: even the thmsh is not

asleep.

Tonight the grouse does not sleep, in the

deep rough heather;

sweet is the note of his clear voice: amongst

the streams he does not sleep.

Geographically the Fenian Cycle is situ-

ated mainly in Leinster and Munster, whereas

Ulster and Connacht are the scene of the

other. Chronologically it pretends to narrate

events of the reign of Cormac Mac Airt who
lived in the 3d c, a.d. It contrasts with the

Ulster Cycle also in its characteristic form,

which is the ballad. We have thousands of

lines of verse in which one or other of the

warriors recounts the joys and sorrows and

heroic deeds of Finn and his companions.

Moreover there is a different temper here. We
are not brought face to face with the actors

in the stories. It is the fierce joy of a past

remembered in a rather melancholy Christian

present. There is then something oiF the differ-

ence between epic and romance in the point

of view, although the matter of the sagas and

ballads is simple heroic, not essentially differ-

ent from that of the Ulster stories. Finally

there is a contrast in the actual manuscript

tradition. While the Book of Leinster con-

tains a few Fenian poems, it is in mss. of the

15th c. and later that the Fenian Cycle be-

comes prominent; In Ireland it later ousted

the Ulster Cycle almost altogether, and alone

survives in the modem folklore. It is perhaps

characteristic of the Scottish tradition that

ballads were recited about the heroes of the

Ulster Cycle as well There are ballads in
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The Book of, the Dean of Ltsmore about

Frdech, ConMech and Cii Chulainn which

are the same in form and spirit as tfie Fenian

ballads; and^ while two of these are also

found in Irish mss., they seem to have been

more widely known in Scotland. The folklore

of the Highlands has preserved much of the

Ulster Cycle beside the other.

The Fenian Cycle represents southern and

eastern tradition, and its gradual spreading

may well be connected with the rise of the

Dalcassians of Munster, who were closely

associated with the kingdom of Leinster, and

the decline of the ancient d)niasty of Ui N4ill

which had held the high kingship of Ireland

for six hundred years until the usurpation of

Brian in 1002 a.d. But the claim has been

made that the general resemblance between

Fenian and Arthurian tradition is due to the

fact that both enshrine very ancient Celtic

traditions of protective magic, which would

have been a dominant feature of Celtic reli-

gion. The Fenian Cycle would then be of

greater importance for Celtic mythology than

the Ulster Cycle. M-L. Sjoestedt saw the con-

trast in a quite different light, suggesting that

the Ulster Cycle celebrated the hero of the

tribe, while the Fenian Cycle celebrated the

hero outside the tribe.

The Mythological Cycle. The mythological

cycle is not well preserved in the literature.

In the sagas of the Ulster and Fenian cycles

there are references to supernatural beings

who are imagined as dwelling in fairy mounds.

Some of these sites are actually prehistoric

burial mounds, notably the famous Brug na

B6inne, now known as New Grange, in

Coimty Louth: others are natural formations.

The beings themselves are called dde (pi.),

while sid (sg.) is the word for a fairy mound.

King of these fairies is the Dagda (The Good
' God’). Oengus Mac Ind 6c is a son of the

Dagda, and dwells in Brug na B6mne. An-

other son, Bodb, lives in Sid al Femen in

Munster (County Tipperary). Midir, hus-

band of the beautiful £tain, lives in Bri L^ith

(Mound of the Grey Man’) near the village

of Ardagh (County Longford). Mannan^n
Mac Lir ('Son of the Sea’) reigns in the Isle

of Man. (He appears in Welsh tradition as

Manawyddan fab Llyr.) Ntiadu AirgetMm

('Silver Arm’) is apparently a patron of fish-

ing, Diancecht a patron of healing. Lug Mac
Ethnenn ('Son of Ethniu’), also called Lug
Ldmfada ('Long Arm’), is the god whose

name is widely known over Celtic speaking

territory in the place-name Lugdunum. He
is the father of Cd Chulainn. Besides Stain,

the wife of Midir, may be mentioned Fand

('The Gentle One’) the wife of Mannandn,
and daughter of Aed Abrat (Tire of the

Brow’), Li Ban ('Beauty of Women’), wife of

Labraid Ldath Ldm ar Claideb ('Swift Hand
on Sword’). Bond is the god of the dead,

and dwells in Tech Duind (Bond’s House’),

an island off the coast of Kerry. Bres Mac
Elathan, Echaid tuil, Sogan Inbir, Failbe

Find, Riangabur, whose son L6eg is Cd
Ohulainn’s charioteer, and Senach Siaborthe

are among other fairy beings whose names

occur. Cd Roi is not of this company, but a

sort of wizard, lord of Cathair Con Roi, the

mighty stone fortress now known as Cahir-

conree on the Dingle peninsula in County

Kerry. Van Hamel has well pointed out tJiat

these beings do not appear as gods in the

accepted sense. They are not adored, or

served by sacrifice or .otherwise. They are

supernatural beings with magic powers, who
sometimes interfere in the affairs of men.

In the pseudo-history of the monasteries,

and in the later sagas, these gods or fairies

are called T^ha Dee Dmann ('peoples of

Dee Danann’). Thumeysen suggests that the

name Dee Danann first belonged to three

mythical beings, the brothers Brian, luchair

and lucharba. How the others came to be

called their 'people’ remains obscure. In the

sagas they are sometimes called Fir fri nDeq,

'Men of the Three Gods’ (RC 12, 76 § 60)
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and tlie 'Three gods of Danu^ are mentioned

(82 § 83). The historians taught that Ireland

was inhabited by the Tuatha Dee Danann
before the Irish came. There was a race of

giants, the Fomoire, who were enemies of the

gods. They lived on islands and came in

ships over the sea.

Much of this tradition is recorded in the

Dindshenchas (History of Places), and the

Cdir Anmann (Fitness of Names), learned

compilations of the Middle Irish period, which

are not part of the imaginative literature; it

also provides the account of the T4aiha Dee
Danann and Fomorians in the Lehor Gabala

(Book of Invasions), This is a fictitious his-

tory of Ireland from the earliest times

down to the twelfth century, which Thur-

neysen has declared to be, in its earliest form,

mainly a prose redaction of the liistoricar

poems of Gilla Cdemarn (d. 1072). It makes

tedious reading, but is important because it

was regarded as authoritative by native his-

torians down to the 17th cl It will not be

further considered here. Only the sagas of the

cycle concern us, and they are not many.

The ancient list of tales in the Book of

Leinster preserves a few titles of mythological

stories" now lost. Of those which have come
down to us, four are early in their extant

form; The Taking of the Fairy Mound (De
Gahdil in tSida); The Dream of Oengus
(Aislinge Oenguso); The Wooing of &dn
(Tochmarc tltaine), and The Battle of May-
tura (Cath Maige Tured), Four others have

been preserved only in late Middle Irish or

Modem Irish recensions: The Battle of Moy-
tura at Cofig; The Nourishment of the Houses

of the Two Cups (Altram Tige Dd Medar)\

The Fate of the Children of Tuirenn (Oidh-

eadh Clainne Tuirinn), and The Fate of

the Children of Lir (Oidheadh Clainne Lir),

of which the last seems to be a comparatively

modem invention.

The Taking of the Fairy Mound is a mere
anecdote, too brief in its extant form for

recitation before an audience, which tells how
Oengus, son of the Dagda, persuaded his

father to bestow his dwelling at Brug na

Boinne upon him for a day and a night.

When the Dagda claimed it back, Oengus
explained that 'day and night* means 'for

ever; and so Oengus remained lord of the

place. It is described as a wonderful country.

Three fruit trees are always in fruit. There is

a roast pig and also a vat of fine liquor, which

never diminish. This description corresponds

to those of the Otherworld beyond the sea to

be considered later. Beyond the sea or beneath

the fairy mounds, it was apparently the same.

The Dream of Oengus tells of a mysterious

sickness of Oengus, which can be cured only

by the love of a girl whom he has seen in a

dream. This is the motif of some of the best

of the early sagas, Echtrae Conli, Echtrae

Cormaic, Imram Brain, Serglige Con Culainn,

but in all of these the lover is human. Here
Oengus himself is smitten. At the request of

the Dagda, Bodb discovers the girl. She spends

one year in human form and the next in the

form of a swan. For some reason not stated,

Oengus waits to approach her till she has

became a swan. He then goes in human form

to the lake where he has been told to find her,

and calls her to him. She will come only if he

promises to allow her to return to the lake.

Oengus agrees. He puts his arms around her,

and changes into a swan himself. They fly

round the lake together three times, so that

his promise is not broken, and she stays with

him.

The story of Oengus and the Brug occurs

in a different form in The Wooing of t^tcAn,

which is one of the two principal surviving

tales of the cyde, the other being The Batth

of Moytura. There are indeed three stories

about fetain, but they form a sequence, and

appear so in the two mss. that contain them.

She is the mother of the £tafn whom Etarscd

saw washing at the well, and who became the

mother of Conaire. In this tale she is at first
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the wife of Midir, and the dearest, gentlest,

loveliest in Ireland, and then after a thousand

years she is re-bom as a human, and becomes

the wife of Echaid Airem, king of Ireland,

but she returns with Midir to fairyland. There*

is a strange beauty here which perhaps no
other Irish story shares. The temper of love

is there, and the power of magic—this is a

pure fairy tale—and a happy ending. And the

form is unique, for it is one story in three

episodes, a comedy in three acts.

The chief saga of the mythological cycle,

however, is The Battle of Moytura, for it tells

with much circumstance of the victory of the

Tiiatha Dee Danann over the Fomorians, and

many of the leaders on both sides are intro-

duced. Though it is preserved only in a ms.

of the 1 6th c., the language is early and the

matter is genuine pre-Christian tradition. Its

value, however, is rather mythological than

literary, for the narrative is rambling and

formless, and has been used as an occasion

for recording lists of names and miscellaneous

fragments of mythology, (It has been most

recently discussed by Father Gustav Leh-

maches, Anthropos 26, 435; 1931.)

The Historical Cycles. The oldest of these

tales, according to the supposed date of the

events recorded, tells of the vengeance of

Labraid The Exile for the murder of his

father Ailill Ane by Cobthach king of Ireland.

Labraid built an iron house and invited Cob-

thach to a feast. When the guests were feast-

ing the doors were fastened and fire was set

to the house, so that all within perished. The
motif of the Iron House recurs in the Welsh

story of Branwen. A separate anecdote about

Labraid presents the Midas motif. He had the

ears of a horse, and every barber that shaved

him was slain on the spot, until one was

spared who told the secret to a tree. From

its wood a harp was made, and the harp re-

vealed the secret. A similar legend is told

* about King Echaid, and the tradition is also

attested in Brittany.

The next great story is The Battle of Mag
Mucrama, which introduces Lugaid Mac Con.

He was the foster-brother and rival of £ogan
M6r. Banished to Britain by £ogan^s father,

Ailill Olom, Lugaid returned with a powerful

army, defeated logan and took his kingdom.

Blit he was an unjust king and was deposed

in favour of the famous Cormac son of Art,

who reigned at Tara, according to the Annals,

from 227 to 266. Lugaid retired to Munster

and sought a reconciliation with Ailill, but

Ailill thrust a poisonous tooth into his cheek

as he kissed him, and then sent Ferchess in

pursuit of him, and he was slain. Cormac is

the hero of many stories, some of them be-

longing to other chapters of the literature. He

'

was king in the days of Find and the Fenians,

so that the whole Fenian Cycle falls chrono-

logically within his cycle. Perhaps the most

charming story about him is The Melodies of

Buchet's House, which has some resemblance

to the Indian story of Sakimtala.

Niall of The Nine Hostages became king

of Ireland in 379 a.d., and we have a saga

entitled The Adventure of the Sons of Eochu

Muigmeddn, of which he is the hero. He wins

precedence over his brothers by kissing a

loathsome hag who is changed by his embrace

into a beautiful girl, and reveals herself as the

Sovranty of Ireland. One of the finest of the

historical tales is The Death of Mdel Fothar-

talg son of Rondn, which Meyer compares to

the Greek legend of Phaedra and Hippolytus,

R6n4n was king of Leinster ca. 600 a.d. After

his wife had died and his son Mdel Fothar-

taig had grown to manhood, R6ndn took a

young girl from the north to wife. The young

queen fell in love with her stepson, and when
he refused her love, she accused him of mo-

lesting her, so that his father put him to

death. The story is well told, with perhaps

more artistry than is common. The tension is

never relaxed.

Another good story tells the adventures of

Mongan, kin^ of Ulster (d. 625) who for-
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feited his wife to Brandub, king of Leinster,

and won her back by a ruse, Mongdn was

begotten by the fairy king Mannandn upon

the wife of Fiachna The Fair, and was, ac-

cording to one tradition, a re-birth of Find

son of Cumall, The cycle of Domnall son of

Aed son of Ainmire, who was king of Ireland

from 628 to 642, is perhaps the greatest of

the historical cycles. It comprises three famous

tales and centers around a heroic struggle for

the high kingship, which is a matter of his-

tory. The battle of Moira was fought in 637
between Domnall, king of Ireland, and Dom-
nall Brecc, king of D41 Riada, the Irish king-

dom in Scotland, which at this time still in-

cluded a small territory in north-east Ireland.

One result of the battle seems to have been

the loss by the Scottish kingdom of its Irish

territory. The first story. The Feast of D'An

na nGSd, leads up to the battle: it is plainly
‘

influenced by The Battle of Mag Mucrama,

for various motifs of that story recur in this.

The second story is The Battle of Moira itself;

the third, The Frenzy of Suihne, tells the

adventures of the famous madman who lost

his wits in the din of battle.

One other cycle deserves mention. Chrono-

logically it follows close upon the last. The
cycle of Diarmait son of Aed SMine and

Gtiaire Aidne, includes a number of tales.

Diarmait and his brother Bldthmac became

joint kings of Ireland in 643 and died in 665.

Gtiaire, famous for his hospitality, was king

of Connacht and died in 663. The most im-

portant tales are The Story of Cano son of

Gartndn, which presents an interesting par-

^ allel to the saga of Tristan and Isolde, and
The Great Visitation to.GAaire, which is a

satire on ihe arrogance of the poets, and pre-

^ serves the tradition that the great Tdin was

first written down by the pli Senchdn Tor-

peist in the 7th c. (TTiumeysen has expressed

the opinion that this tradition may be authen-

tic.) There is also a story about St. Cellach,

The Triumph of Cellach, which contains

some good poetry.

The Echtrau There is a group of stories in

which the Promised Land is the chief motif.

Here is introduced most strongly the Celtic

magic, the imaginative quality for which Irish

literature is well known. The Otherworld is

called the Land of the Living, the Delightful

Plain, the Many-Colored Land, the Land of

the Young or the Promised Land, the last a

translation of terra repromissionis, which oc-

curs in the Wurzburg Glosses C32-b2, 33a23).

It seems indeed that a primitive pagan belief,

which is expressed in the early stories in its

true form, was later validated and sustained

by confusion with the Promised Land of the

Old Testament,

The Irish Otherworld is a country where

there is neither sickness nor age nor death,

where happiness lasts for ever and there is no

satiety, where food and drink do not diminish

when consumed, where to wish for something

is to possess it, where a hundred years are as a

day. It is the Elysium, the Island of the Hes-

perides of the Greeks, the Odains-Akr, the

Jord Lifanda Manna of the Norse. Alfred

Nutt pointed out that it finds its closest

analogues in early Greek mythology, suggest-

ing that it represents ancient Indo-European

tradition.

This Land of the Living is thought of as

in the western sea. A beautiful girl approaches

the hero, and sings to him of this happy island.

He follows her, and they sail away in a boat

of glass and are seen no more. Or else he

returns after three days, warned not to set

foot upon the soil of Ireland; and when his

feet touch the earth he turns into ashes, for

he has been away for hundreds of years.

Echtrae Conli: Conle was a son of Cond
of the Hundred Battles, who was High King

of Ireland in the 2d c. A.n,, according to the

Annals. The story dates perhaps from the

8th c. in the form in which we have it.
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^One day Conle the Red, son of Cond of

the Hundred Battles, was beside his father

on the hill of Usnech. He saw a woman in

wonderful attire approach him. Conle said,

^'Whence art thou come, woman?"

have come," said the woman, "fromThe
Land of the Living, a place in which there

is neither death nor sin nor transgression.

We enjoy lasting feasts without preparing

them, and pleasant company without strife.

We live in great peace. From that we are

named The People of Peace."

'With whom dost thou speak, boy?" said

Cond to his son, for none saw the woman
save Conle alone. The woman answered:

1. "He speaks to a beautiful yoimg

woman of noble race whom neither death

threatens nor old age. I love Conle the

Red, I call him to the Plain of Delight

where reigns a king victorious and immor-

tal, a king without weeping or sorrow in

his land since he became king.

2. Come with me Conle the Red thou of

the jewelled neck, red as flame. Thy hair

is yellow over the bright noble face of thy

royal form. If thou come with me thy

beauty will not lose its youth nor its fair-

ness forever."

Cond said to his druid. Coran was his

name, for they all heard what the woman

said although they did not see her:

"I pray thee, Cordn of the many songs

and many talents, trouble has come to me
which defeats my counsel, which defeats

my power, a strength which I have not

. known since I became king, that I should

meet an invisible form which strives against

me to steal away my fair son by magic

spells. He is being lured away from me,

the king, by women's wiles."

Then the druid sang against the woman’s

voice so that no one heard the voice of the

woman, and so that Conle did not see the „

woman after that; but when the woman

went away at the loud chanting of the

druid, she threw an apple to Conle. Conle

was for a month witibout drink, without

food. He cared not to eat any other food

but his apple, and his apple did not dimin-

ish for what he used to eat of it, but was

still whole. A longing then came upon

Conle for the woman he had seen. A month
,

from that day Conle was beside his father

in the plain of Archommin, and he saw the

same woman approach him, and she said to

him:

"There above sits Conle amongst dead

mortals waiting for gloomy death. Living

immortals invite thee. Thou art a hero for

the people of Tethra who see thee every

day in the assemblies of thy fatherland

amongst thy dear companions."

When Cond heard the woman's voice he

said to his people: "Call me the druid. I

,

see that her tongue has been loosened

today."

The woman said then:

"Cond of the Hundred Battles, do not

love druidry for it is small. A just man
comes to give judgement at the wide strand

with many companions, many and wonder-

ful. Soon shall his judgement .reach thee,

and it will scatter the spells of the druids

in the sight of the devil, the Black Ma-

gician."

Cond thought it strange that Conle

spoke widi no one once the woman had

come.

"Hast thou understood what the woman

says, O Conle?" said Cond.

'It is not easy for me, for I love my

,

people, but a longing for the woman has

come upon me."

The woman answered then and said this:

I. 'Thou hast a longing greater than all

other desires to go from them over the sea,

so that we may come in my ship of glass to

the dwelling of Boadach, if we can reach it.
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z. There is another country where also

thou couldst go. I see the sun sets. Though
it is far away, we shall reach it before night.

3. It is the country which delights the

mind of anyone who goes there. There are

no people there save only women and

girls.’^

When the maiden had finished speaking

Conle sprang away from them so that he

was in the ship of glass, that is in the firm

crystal coracle. They looked out further

and further, as far as their eyes could see.

They rowed then over the sea away from

them, and they were not seen since, and it

is not known where they went.*

Echtrae Brain Mate Fehail: The most fa-

mous of these Adventures Qechtrat) is that of

Bran, son of Fehal, which was edited in a

two volume study by Meyer and Nutt in

1895. The text is one of the earliest of all the

sagas, and may go back in its written form to

the 7th c.

One day Bran was walking alone close to

his dwelling when he heard music behind

him. He turned about, but the music was still

behind him; and soon he fell asleep from the

sweetness of the music. When he awoke he
found beside him a silver branch with white

flowers, and he brought it into the house.

When all were assembled in the house they

saw a woman in strange attire in the middle
of the house, and she sang fifty quatrains to

Bran, so that all could hear.

Now comes an astonishing poem (only 28
quatrains are extant, and 3 of these appear
to be a Christian interpolation) descriMng
the beauty and the pleasures of the Other-
world. It sets the tone for many other such
descriptions, unless indeed we should sup-
pose a single author of this genre. There is an
island supported by four pillars of gold. On
a plain of silver (a silver strand?) games are
held* There are chariot races and boat races.

• Lovely colours shine on every side. Joy is con-

stant. There is no sadness, no fierceness,

neither sorrow nor sickness nor death. Music

sounds always in the air. The sea washes the

wave against the land so that tresses of crystal

fall on the shore. The chariots are of gold

and silver and bronze, the horses golden

chestnut, roan, even blue as the sky. The sun-

god is described:

'A fair-haired man comes at sunrise to

light up the lovely lands. He rides over the

white plain against which the ocean mur-

murs. He stirs the sea into blood.*

The woman departs and vanishes. As she

goes, the silver branch flies from Brands hand

into hers. He cannot hold it. On the next day

Bran sets out upon the sea with twenty-seven

companions. After various adventures they

reach an island on which there is a crowd of

persons who laugh and shout He sends one

of his men ashore, and the man at once begins

to laugh and shout like the others. He merely

laughs at his former companions when they

call to him. It is the Island of Merriment.

They leave the place and row on till they

come to the Island of Women. The leader of

the women calls to Bran to come ashore, but

he is afraid to land. She throws a ball of

thread in his face and he puts up his hand.

The ball sticks to his hand and the woman
draws the boat ashore by the thread. (This

motif occurs in the story of the Argonauts.)

They go into a great hall where there is a

bed for every man, twenty-seven beds. The
food that is served them does not diminish.

They thought they were a year there, but it

was many years.

One of the men, Nechtan son of Allfronn,

feels a longing to return home, and Bran is

persuaded to go. The woman warns them not

to set foot on land, and bids them bring along

with them the man whom they had left in the

Island of Merriment. They arrive at Srub

Brain in Ireland, and find people assembled
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there who ask who has come from over the

sea. Bran replies: 1 am Bran son of Febal.’

We know him not, but the Voyage of Bran

is one of our ancient stories.' The man who
longed to return is put ashore, and he turns

to ashes at once, as though he had been in the

grave for hundreds of years.

Bran told his adventures to the assembled

people, and* bade them farewell. And from

that time forward his adventures are not

known.

This story of Bran is mainly an echtrae, a

visit to the Otherworld; but the account of

the voyage with the incident of the Island

of Merriment leads over to a distinct class of

stories, called imrama (voyages), in which

the voyage is the principal theme. And in-

deed the only manuscript which supplies a

title (The Book of Leinster) calls it The
Voyage of Bran and his Adventure, It may
be that the Adventure of Conle represents

the echtrae in its simplest and oldest form.

In the story of Bran we would then have the

germ of a development in which the journey

is made the occasion for a narrative of won-

derful places visited. This reached its fullest

attainment in the famous Voyage of Mdel
Diiin, which is too long for discussion here.

It is however of great importance on account

of its close relationship to the famous Navi-

gatio Brendani, Other Adventures are Echtrae

Airt maic Cuind; Echtrae Cortnaic; Echtrae

Laegairi; and Serglige Con Culainn, Two
other Voyage Tales have come down to us,

The Voyage of the Ui Chorra and The Voy-

age of the Coracle of Snedgus and Mac
Riagla,

The Visions: In the later Voyage Tales

visions of Hell and Heaven appear as inci-

dents in the story; there is a separate group

of texts which derive from Christian and

Jewish originals, and describe such visions as

experienced by one or other of the Irish saints.

The apocryphal Book of Enoch, which dates

from the time of Judas the Maccabee (2d c.

B.C.), and enjoyed considerable esteem

amongst Christians down to the 3d c., The
Vision of Esdras, The Gospel of Nicodemus,

the Visio Pauli, and the Apocalypse itself,

are examples of this tradition. The Divina

Commedia is its greatest realization as litera-

ture. The only attempt to examine the Irish

texts from this point of view is by C. S.

Boswell, An Irish Precursor of Dante, a book

that has not received the attention it merits.

The author seems to work largely at second

hand, but he makes a number of valuable

observations and covers a wide field. He cast

his net too widely, indeed, to permit of his

coming to close quarters with the matter. The
Irish visions contain valuable evidence about

what was read and studied in Ireland in the

8th, 9th, and loth c., and there is still room

for investigation. ^
More important, indeed, for the wider

question of the influence of Irishmen on the

medieval literature of western Europe are

the Irish visions composed in Latin, the

Vision of Tundale, and the Purgatorium

Patricii, which, with the Navigatio Brendani,

are considered by D'Ancona as among the

works that may have prompted Dante

(I Precursori di Dante 37, 63, 102). These

three can hardly have been unknown to him;

but they are beyond the limit here set. The
earliest and best of the Visions composed in

Irish is the Vision of Adamndn,

St Adamndn,’^ author of a beautiful life

of St Colmcille, and of a description of the

Holy Land, was abbot of Iona, 679-704, tenth

in succession to Colmcille (Colum Cille'^),

its founder. Of him it is told that once, on

the feast-day of St. John the Baptist, his soul

parted from his body and was guided by its

guardian angel^ to heaven and to hell. The

text is preserved complete in LU and also in

the Lehor Brecc (14th c.). The LU version, to

judge from the language, cannot be earlier

than the loth c. nor can it be much later.
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The possibility of an earlier original, from

which the extant text derives, is not excluded.

The Vision of Adamndn is an example of

smooth and stately prose, not without good

imagery and a sort of gladness that rings true.

It makes better reading than the Book of

Enoch, which is perhaps the earliest example

of its kind. There is a good analysis by Sey-

mour, PRIA xxxvii, Section C, 304 C^9^y^,

who calls it ^the finest of all the medieval

visions prior to Dante/ It has a claim on our

attention, whatever its own merit, for two

reasons. First, it is one of the earliest medieval

visions, earlier than the Visio Tnugdali and

the Purgatorium Patricii; and secondly it is

related to the Voyage tales discussed above.

The Voyages borrow from the Visions, and

the Visions seem to have been influenced by

the pagan traditions about the Otherworld.

(Summary): Many of the saints, and of

the apostles and disciples of Christ have been

permitted to know the mysteries of heaven,

the rewards of the just and the pains of hell

and those who suffer them. St. Peter beheld

the four-cornered vessel that was let down
from heaven, St. Paul was raised to the third

heaven and heard unutterable words. On the

day of Mary^s death, all the apostles saw the

sufferings of the damned, when the Lord bade

the angels of the west open the earth before

them, so that they might behold hell and its

torments, as He had foretold long before His

passion.

All this was revealed to Adamndn, when
his soul went forth from his body and was

brought to heaven and to hell. Its guardian

angel appeared to it and brought it first to

heaven, a bright and happy land, where the

saints of the east and west, and north and
south are ranged in separate choirs, clad in

white hooded cassocks. All axe equally dose

to the vessel in which the nine degrees of

heaven dwell. All hear the heavenly music.

At one time the saints sing, praising God,

at another they listen to the music of heaven.

For that music, and the light that they be-

hold, and the fragrance of that country fill

them with delight. There is a wonderful

prince facing them to the southeast, with a

veil of glass between and a golden arch be-

yond it. Through this arch they perceive

the forms and shadows of the heavenly host.

A wall of fire surrounds the country, but it

harms not those who cross it.

The host of heaven is described; the apostles

and the Blessed Virgin are around Christ. On
Mary's right hand are the holy virgins, ^and

no great space between them.'

Tut great and wonderful as are the

brightness and light in the land of the

saints, as we have said, more wonderful a

thousand times is the brilliance of the plain

of the heavenly host around the throne of

the Lord himself. That throne is a well-

wrought chair, supported by four pillars of

precious stone. Though one should hear no

other music but the fair harmony of those

four pillars, it would be enough of happi-

ness. Three stately birds are perched on the

chair before the king, their minds ever in-

tent upon their Creator.

And this is their ofl&ce. They sing the

eight Hours praising and glorifying the

Lord, and a choir of archangels accom-

panies them. The chant is begun by the

birds and the angels, and the whole host of

heaven responds, both saints and virgins.

Above the Glorious One seated on his

throne there is a great arch like a wrought

^
helmet or a royal crown. If human eyes

should see it they would melt aw^y at once.

Three zones are around it, between it and

the host, and what they are cannot be told.

Six thousand thousands in the forms of

horses and birds decorate the fiery chair

and blaze eternally.

’ To describe the mighty. Lord who is on

that throne is not possible for anyone save

Him alone, unless He should entrust it to
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the heavenly orders. For none shall tell His

ardour and energy, His glow and gleam,

His dignity and beauty. His constancy and

firmness, the number of angels and arch-

angels who sing their chant before Him.

, . . Though one should gaze around east

and west and north and south, he will find

on every side the noble face seven times

as bright as the sun. He will see no human
form, neither head nor feet, but a mass of

fire blazing throughout the world, and all

in fear and trembling in Its presence.

The citadel in which that throne is set is

surrounded by seven walls of glass of vari-

ous colours, each one higher than the next.

The ceiling and the floor of die citadel are

of glass, bright as the sun, shot with blue

and purple and green and every colour.

People gende and kind, lacking no sort

of goodness, are they who dwell in that

citadel. For none come there nor dwell there

but holy virgins and pilgrims zealous for

God, Their order and arrangement is hard

to understand, for none has his back or his

side towards another, but the inscrutable

power of the Lord has appointed them face

to face in ranks and equal circles joyful

around the throne, all of them face to face

with God.'

The description of the citadel is completed,

and then we are told of those who are out-

side the gate, awaiting the Last Judgment

after whichjthey are destined to go in. A veil

of fire and a veil of ice hang in the gateway,

and strike against each other with a sound

terrible to the ears of sinners. To the host

of heaven within, however, it is perceived

only as faint music.

Then the approach to die citadel is set

forth. For there are seven heavens, and six

gates through which the race of men must

pass. The first is guarded by the Archangel

Michael and two men that are virgins. They

scourge sinners with iron rods. The Arch^

angel Ariel with two virgins guards the second,

and they have flails of fire. There is a river

of fire before the gate in which the Angel

Abersetus washes the souls of the just dean

of any stain of sin, so that they are as bright

as stars. They pass into a cool and fragrant

well, and are comforted, but in that same well

the souls of sinners are tormented further.

The sinners proceed in sorrow, and the just

rejoicing, to the gate of the third heaven; and

so on till the sixth gate is passed. Michael

then approaches the Angel of the Trinity, and

together they lead the soul into the presence of

God.

The just soul is received with joy by the

heavenly host and by the Lord himself, but

the Lord is harsh to the unrighteous. The
wretched soul is separated from the kingdom

of heaven and the presence of God, and it

utters the sigh that is heavier than any other

sigh on going into the presence of the devil

after having seen the joy of heaven. Twelve

fiery dragons swallow it, one after the other,

and the last deposits it in the devil's maw.

When the guardian angel had shown the

soul of Adamnan these visions of heaven, he

brought it to hell. From a black and dismal

country, where, however, there is no punish-

ment, a bridge leads across a valley of fire

into the Land of Torment, Three companies

seek to cross it For one company it is wide

and they pass over without fear. They are the

chaste, the penitent, and the martyrs. For the

second it is nanow at first and then wide so

that- they pass with peril. These are they that

were compelled to do God's will and later

consented to it. For the third it is wide at first

and then narrow so that they fall into the

fire and are devoured by the eight monsters

who dwell in that valley. These are the sin-

ners that have heard the word of God and

have not kept it.

There follows a description of the various

torments suffered by those guilty of particular

crimes, as in the Inferno. Not all, howew,
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are doomed to eternal punishment. Finally

we are told that beyond the Land of Torment

there is a wall of fire seven times more hor-

rible. But no souls shall suffer there until

after the Last Judgment. Only demons dwell

there. The soul of Adamnan was brought

then in the twinkling of an eye, through the

golden arch and the veil of glass, into the

Land of Saints again; but when it thought to

abide there, it heard the voice of the angel

from beyond the veil bidding it return into

the body whence it had come, and tell in

assemblies of laity and clergy the rewards of

heaven and the pains of hell as the guardian

angel had revealed them to it.

The. text concludes with a passage con-

firming the authenticity of the vision, and it

is said that Silvester, ^abbot of Rome,’ told

Constantine the doctrine of heaven and hell

at the assembly before which Constantine '

T)estowed Rome upon Paul and Peter.’ This

last sentence has been used to provide a

superior date for the composition of the vision,

since it appears that the legend of the Dona-

tion of Constantine is not earlier than the

late 8th c. But the point is hardly important,

since that date is uncertain, and the whole

concluding passage is not an integral part of

the Vision, and may be a later addition.

There is, however, no evidence that the

Vision is much earlier than the extant text

(loth c), and none other to the contrary.

One paragraph from this final passage de-

serves attention, for it appears indeed to be

a later addition, and to present a conflicting

eschatology. Elijah and Enoch are represented

in Paradise, where the souls of the faithful

. dwell in the form of white birds. This latter

notion occurs in the Voyage tales, while the

reference to Elijah and Enoch derives from

a well-established tradition. The immediate

source is a text entitled The Two Sorrows of

the Kingdom of Heaven CDd Br6n Flatha

Nime^ which seems to derive from a Greek
' apocryphon.

59^

This is the story that Elijah tells to the

souls of the righteous under the Tree of

Life in Paradise. When Elijah opens the

book to instruct the souls, the souls of the

righteous in the form of white birds come

to him from every quarter. He tells them

,
first the rewards of the righteous, the joy

and the delights of the kingdom of heaven,

and they are exceeding glad the while.

Then he tells them the pains and torments

of hell and the decrees of Doomsday. And
a look of sorrow is manifest upon him and

upon Enoch, so that those are the two

sorrows of the kingdom of heaven. Then
Elijah closes the book, and the birds utter

a mournful cry and strike their wings

against their bodies for fear of the pains of

hell and the day of Judgment, so that

streams of blood flow from them.’

The Vision of Mac Con Glinnei Just as

the hymns and sequences of the Church were

parodied by the troubadours, so the Irish

Visions are the occasion for an extraordinary

outburst of fancy and malice in the ViAon of

Mac Con Glinne, composed in the 12th c.,

but apparently constructed upon an earlier

original from which the anti-clerical motive

was perhaps absent. So at least it seems from

the study by Wollner prefixed to Meyer’s -

edition. The text as we have it in LB is,

however, the work of a wandering scholar

with a grudge against the Church, and he

gives full play to his humour.

Irish Poetry: In Irish, as in Sanskrit, the

distinction between verse and poetry is im-

portant. Verse was used in recording law,

history, genealogy, lists of kings, and the feast-

days of the Church, without any intention

other than that of composing a text suitable

for memorization. I do not doubt that the

Irish recognized the distinction observed in

Sanskrit between kdvya (poetry) and smrti

(tradition), though I cannot cite any author-
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ity. And it may prove difficult to maintain

it in particular cases. The fiUd, who graduated

through a training of twelve years, were the

great national poets, and enjoyed special

privileges in society. One of their duties was

to record the historical traditions, and many

of their ‘historicaF poems' have come down
to us. But most of these are hardly poetry.

However, they also preserved the heroic sagas,

in which there are some lovely poems, com-

posed no doiibt by fiUd,

The bards, who were an inferior class,

wrote poems in praise of their patrons and

satires upon their patrons' enemies. But after

the Norman invasion, .which caused the de-

cline of the great national festivals, the filid

accepted the duty of praising individual

patrons in the bardic manner and these later

poems must be judged as poetry. The filid

were now often attached as court poets to one

of .the noble houses, and many poems are in

honour of members of the family. Many
others are the expression of joy or grief or

piety or pride. They are always occasional,

not written for the purpose of mere instruc-

tion, and often lyric in temper.

We shall consider first the early lyric poetry,

all of it anonymous or piously ascribed to

fictitious authors, and then the bardic poetry:

then the late lyrics which O’Rahilly and

Flower have made known,

Ireland has produced no great epic poem.

The poetry of the sagas, which has already

been considered, is epic in theme, but the

effort is not sustained. It is an artistic device

used with great effect toJncrease the emotional

power of the prose narrative. The nearest ap-

proach to epic form in the early period is the

account in the great Tiin of the fight between

Cu Chulainn and Fer Diad, in which the

verse passages make up almost half the text.

There are indeed two poems of epic stature.

Sdtmr na Rann (The Psalter of Quatrains'),

written ca, 987 a,d., tdls in verse the story of

the Old Testament and the life of Christ, but

it is rather to be classed with the verse his-

tories and festologies than with the imagina-

tive work of poets. The Voyage of the Coracle

of Snidgus and Mac Riagla, which has aji-

ready been mentioned, is the single example

of an old tale that was first composed in verse

alone, the prose narrative deriving from it.

But it is not of epic length, and is a modest

performance. These two attempts at epic

poetry remain landmarks on a journey that

was never completed. The Fenian ballads

which first appear in the Modern Irish period

are indeed the stuff of epic poetry; but the

age of greatness was then long past in Ireland.

The time was out of joint, and there was no

Dante or Milton to give them epic form. In

the 1 8th c. Michael Comyn composed his

Laoi Oisin i dTir na nOg (Lay of Oistn in

the Land of Youth), in the tradition and

form of the ballads. Brian Merriman's aston-

ishing Cuirt An Mheadhdn Oidhche (The

Mid'Night Court), written in 1780, is the

work of a man capable of epic poetry, but

he did hot attempt an epic theme.

The history of Irish poetry has not been

written. The forms of the prosody are fairly

well known, but the development from the

earliest alliterative form through forms with

rhythm and rhyme to the syllabic rhymed

quatrain without regular rhythm which re-

mained the established form for a thousand

years—this matter has not been fully investi-

gated. Nothing, of its kind has been added

to Thumeysen's article in the Revue Celtique

6
, 326-47, written in 1884, although the great

mass of the material has been edited since

that date, much of it by Thumeysen himself,

much by Kuno Meyer. Tlie metrical tracts

edited by Thumeysen are of great interest,

and Meyer sought to establish a chronobgical

sequence of forms. According to him the

earliest form knew neither rhythm nor rhyme,

depending solely on a link (Bindung) con-

necting small groups of words, and consisting

in alliteration. Then an irregular rhythm was
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introduced, and later rhyme came into Irish

from the Latin hymns. An intermediate state

with regular rhytW and a seven syllable line,

but no rhyme, is well established. Thurney-

sen has since shown that the third state, quasi-

rhythmical verse, with rhyme but no fixed

number of stresses or syllables, is as early as

the 6th c. Bergin has shown that a peculiar

rhythmical stanza existed beside the regular

metres, in the form called Briitlingeacht, and

that this later gave rise to the song-metres of

the 17th and i8th c. And the suggestion has

been made that one common metre is of

Welsh origin.

The earliest surviving poems are then mere

alliterative groups without rhyme or rhythm,

from the 6th c. Then rhyme appears, to-

wards the end of the 6th c., but there is still

no fixed number of stresses or of syllables.

The fragments that have come down to us in

these earliest forms are largely historical or

encomiastic and not of great literary value,

although there are some lively satires. In the

7th c. irregular rhythm appears combined

with rhyme, in many metrical varieties,

and a lyric note comes into the poetry.

Meanwhile a rhythmical line without rhyme,

in the form —u —u —u u is widely used

in legal tracts and in rhetorical passages

in the sagas. It was apparently a favorite form

for the purpose of memorization, and sur-

vives in the sagas into the Middle Irish

period. *

Filially, perhaps in the 8th c., the syllabic

count becomes dominant, and there is no
regular ictus, the word-accent serving only

for alliteration and rhyme; and this system,

in many metres, was maintained into the

17th c.

From the first appearance of rhyme, experi-

ments were made in a remarkable variety of

patterns, an4 a study of Meyer's Bmchstiiche

der alteren Lynk Irlamh shows the delight

these early poets found in different combina-

tions of rhythm and rhyme. The ultimate sub-

stitution of a purely syllabic system for the

earlier rhythmical system is a strange develop-

ment in a language having a strong stress

accent. Thumeysen, in the article already

cited, derived the Irish syllabic measures from

the trochaic tetrameter catalectic of the Latin

hymns, e.g. St. Hilary's Hymnus in laudem

Christi, beginning: Ymnum dicat turha

fratrum
|

ymnum cantus personet
|

Cristo

regi concinentes
|

laudem demus ^hitam*

Meyer adopts this explanation. Ancient Irish

Poetry xiii. It does not well fit the facts that

the earliest fragments of rh3med poetry in

Irish show no resemblance to this Latin model

(rhyme is also supposed to be of Latin origin),

whereas the later seven and eight syllable

lines are non-rhythmical, in contrast to the

regular rhythm of the Hymn of St. Hilary,

I shall try to illustrate the quality of Irish

poetry. To do this by means of translations

may seem an almost hopeless undertaking for

poetry so rich in ornament of alliteration, as-

sonance, consonance and rhyme. But it has

been shown by the translators that the at-

tempt is not vain. Of these Kuno Meyer is

easily the chief. In the Introduction to his

Ancient Irish Poetry he says: In Nature

poetry the Gaelic muse may vie with that of

any other nation. Indeed, these poems occupy

a unique position in* the literature of the

world. To seek out and watch and love Na-

ture, in its tiniest phenomena as in its grand-

est, was given to no people so early and so

fully as to the Celt. Many hundreds of Gaelic

and Welsh poems testify to this fact. It is a

characteristic of these poems that in none

of them do we get an elaborate or sustained

description of any scene or scenery, but rather

a succession of pictures and images which the

poet, like an impressionist, calls up before

us by light and skilful touches. Like the Japa-

iiese, the Celts were always quick to take

an artistic hint; they avoid the obvious and

the commonplace; the half-said thing to them

is dearest,'
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Here are two quatrains which appear on the

margin of a 9th c. ms of Priscian preserved

at St. Gall in Switzerland. We can see an

Irish monk sitting in the garden at work.

He pauses in delight and then writes these

lines:

A hedge of trees surrounds me,

a blackbird's lay makes music—I shall tell it.

Above my well-ruled book

the trilling of the birds makes music.

The clear-voiced cuckoo sings me a lovely

chant

in her grey cloak from bush to bush.

God's Doom!—may the lord protect me!—
happily I write under the shade of trees.

Another is reading a manuscript of Cassi-

odorus and writes a note; Tleasant is» the glit-

tering of the sun today upon these margins,

because it flickers so!' It is the 'pied beauty'

that Gerard Hopkins saw.

The earliest verse has survived only in

fragments, and for longer poems we must pass

to the period from the loth to the 12th c.,

but the temper is the same.

One of the best of these longer poems is

put into the mouth of Marbdn, a hermit who
was brother to Gtiaire, a king of Connacht

famous for his hospitality. Gtiaire reigned in

the 7th c., but the poem is much later, per-

haps of the loth. Marbdn had retired into

hermitage, living simply and alone, and on

one occasion, we are told, Gtiaire went to

persuade his brother to return to his court

and to the life of a warrior. Here is Marbdn's

answer: ,

I have a shieling in the wood,

None knows it save my God:

An ash-tree on the hither side, a hazel-bush

beyond,

A huge old tree encompasses it.

'

The size of my shieling tiny, not too tiny,

Many are its familiar paths:

From its gable a sweet strain sings

A she-bird in her cloak of the ousel's hue.

• • * •

A hiding mane of green-barked yew
Supports the sky:

Beautiful spot! the large green of an oak

Fronting the storm.

A tree of apples—great its bounty!

Like a hostel, vast!

A pretty bush, thick as a fist, of tiny hazelnuts,

A green mass of branches.

A choice pure spring and princely water

To drink:

There spring watercresses, yew-berries,

Ivy-bushes thick as a man.

« • # •

Swarms of bees and chafers, the little musi-

cians of the world,

A gentle chorus:

Wild geese and ducks, shortly before summer's

end,

The music of the dark torrent.

• * * L
*

The voice of the wind against the branchy

wood

Upon the deep-blue sky:

Falls of the river, the note of the swan,

Ddidous music!

The bravest band make cheer to me.

Who have not been hired: •

In die eyes of Christ the ever-young I am no
worse off

Than thou art

CThen the response of Guate)

I would give my gbrious kingdiip

With the dbare of my father’s heritage—

To the hour of my death 1 would forfeit it

To be in thy company,' my Marvan.

(Mesbr).
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This poem expresses distinctly religious

feeling. The sensitiveness to form and color

and sound that is apparent here, the delight

in detail, recur in songs of Summer and

Winter.

SUMMER HAS COME

Summer has come, healthy and free,

Whence the brown wood is aslope;

The slender nimble deer leap.

And the path of seals is smooth.

The cuckoo sings sweet music.

Whence there is smooth restful sleep;

Gentle birds leap upon the hill.

And swift grey stags.

Heat has laid hold of the rest of the deer—

The lovely cry of curly packs!

The white extent of the strand smiles.

There the swift sea is.

A sound of playful breezes in the tops

Of a black oakwood is Drum Daill,

The noble hornless herd runs.

To whom Cuan-wood is a shelter.

Green bursts out on every herb,

The top of the green oakwood is bushy,

Summer has come, winter has gone.

Twisted hollies wound the hound.

The blackbird sings , a loud strain.

To him the live wood is a heritage,

The sad angry sea is fallen asleep,

The speckled salmon leaps.

The sun smiles over every land,—

A parting for me from the brood of cares:

Hounds bark, stags tryst.

Ravens flourish, summer has come!

(MlfeYER).

SUMMER IS GONE

My tidings for you: the stag bells,

Winter snows, summer is gone.

Wind high and cold, low the sun.

Short his course, sea running high.

Deep-red the bracken, its shape all gone—

The wild-goose has raised his wonted cry.

Cold has caught the wings of birds;

Season of ice—these are my tidings.

(Meyer).

Gerard Murphy has pointed out the trjadition

of love for nature and for animals in the ac-

counts we have of the early Irish saints and

hermits. St. Adamndn’s Vita Sancti Columhae,

of the 7th c., contains incidents that recall

the Eioretti, and the spirit of the early Fran-

ciscans was, in a measure, anticipated in Ire-

land. It seems that this awareness of the

whole of creation as the work of God, a de-

light in the forms and sounds that are an oc-

casion for praising and thanking the Provi-

dence that gave them, is the source of much
of the nature poetry. Some of the poems are

piously attributed to St. Colmcille.

And there is the other motif, that of the

hermitage, solitude that brings one nearer to

nature, the sound of the waves, the wind

amongst the reeds, the seagulPs cry—as in thir

1 2th c. poem:

Delightful to me ,to be on an island hill, on

the crest of a rock, that I might often watch

the quiet sea;

That I might watch the heavy waves above

the bright water, as they chant music to

their Father everlastingly;

That I might watch its smooth, bright-bor-

dered shore, no gloomy pastime, that I
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might hear the cry of the strange birds, a

pleasing sound;

That I might hear the murmur of the long

waves against the rocks, that I might hear

the soxmd of the sea, like mourning beside

a grave;

That I might watch the splendid flocks of

birds ^ over the well watered sea, that I

might see its mighty whales, the greatest

wonder.

That I might watch its ebb and flood in

their course, that my name should be—it is

a secret that I tell—lie who turned his back

upon Ireland';

That I might have a contrite heart as I

watch, that I might repent my many sins,

hard to tell;

That I might bless the Lord who rules all

things, heaven with its splendid host, earth,

ebb and floodj

That I might scan one of the books to raise

up my soul, now kneeling to dear heaven,

now chanting the psalms;

Now gathering seaweed from the rocks,

now catching fish, now feeding the poor,

now in my cell;

Now contemplating heaven, a holy pur-

chase, now a little labour, it would be de-

lightful.

The hermit poetry of Ireland is well dis-

cussed by Kenneth Jackson in his Studies in

Early Celtic Nature Poetry. Closely asso-

ciated wi^ it is the poetry of exile, for the

same ascetic idea that inspired the hermits

led other monks to go into exile for Christ's

sake, feregrinam ducere vitam.

The motif of exile is first expressed in the

well known Farewell to Ireland, attributed to

St, Colmcille, which dates from the 12th c.

Delightful to be on the Hill of Howth
Before going over the white-haired sea:

The dashing of the wave against its face,

The bareness of its shores and of its border.

Delightful to he on the Hill of Howth
After coming over the white-bosomed sea;

To be rowing one's little coracle,

Ochone! on the wild-waved shore.

Great is the speed of my coracle,

And its stem turned upon Derry:

Grievous is my errand over die main,

Travelling to Alba of the beetling brows.

My foot in my tuneful coracle,

My sad heart tearful;

A man without guidance is weak.

Blind are all the ignorant.

There is a grey eye

That will Jook back upon Erin;

It shall never see again

The men of Erin nor her women.

(Meyer).

Bardic Poetry: All of the poetry we have

considered up to now is anonymous. The na-

ture poetry is evidently the work of the

monks, and illustrates the important fact that

in Ireland Acre was no struggle between

Latin and the vernacular for the rank of a

literary language. Oh the contrary the native

tradition received a new impulse from the

coming of Latin learning and the practice of

writing. The spirit of Cassiodorus, not that

of St. Gregory, animated the Irish monks.

Classical and theological learning went hand

in hand, and with them the old learning that

had been handed down orally by the ^lid.

The ms tradition of the sagas is largely the

work of the monasteries. The secular poetry
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that has been preserved, satire, lovesong, and

lament, was probably composed by ibe pro-

fessional learned class, jeux d’esprit of the

filid and bards. In their professional capacity

they did not remain anonymous; we have the

names of poets as early as the 6th c., and

fra^ents of their work, preserved for the

most part by quotation in the Annals and

genealo^cal tracts.

From the rsdi to the 17th c. the profes-

sional poets were perhaps the most powerful

secular influence in Irish Society, and vrere ac-

omlingly the object of severe repressive meas-

ures on the part of the English government

Th^ had special schools, and members of

their order were attached to the monastic

schools, so that the monks might be instructed

in the native literature. In earlier times only

the great historical and genealogical poems of

the pid were thought worthy of preservation,

but it is knovm that bardic poetry of the kind

preserved later had been composed by the

bards from time immemorial. Fragments pre-

served in the Annals and genealogical tracts

have already been mentioned, and the practice

is attested even of the Celts in Gaul.

A good idea of the quantity and quality of

the later bardic poetry can be got from

O’Crad/s Catalogue. Quig^ gave a more

comprehensive account in his Prolegomena,

but a great deal has been published since.

The most recent survey is by Vendryes, La
PoSsie de Cour en Irlande et en Gcdles (P^is,

1932). Much of it is mere encomium and

would be intolerable were it not for the

exquisite polish that the poets were able to

g^ve it. But the strict metrical rules th^ ob-

served did not deaden the spirit, and, when
the theme invites it, there is passion as well as

digniqr and dbquence in many of the poems.

An address to a harp begins with these

beautiful stanzas:

O harp of Cnoc 1 Chosgaii that bdng^t

de^ 'to eyes long wakd^ diou of the

sweet and delicate moan, pleasant, refresh-

ing, grave.

O choice instrument of the smooth, gende

curve, thou that criest under red fingecs,

musician that hast enchanted us, red harp,

high-souled, perfect in melody.

Thou that lurest the bird from the flock,

that coolest the heart, brown, sweet-

speaking speckled one, fervent, wondrous,

passionate.

(Bergin).

Some of the finest of these bardic poems are

some of the latest, cries of sorrow and anger

at the downfall of Ireland after the Battle
'

of Kinsale in 1601. The flight of O’Neill and

O’Doimell, the Earls of Tyrone and Tyrcon-

neU, in 1607, with a great company of nobles <

of Ireland, was a message of utter despair,

and the poets knew, some of tbm at least,

that all was lost. The following lament, writ-

ten in r6o9 and translated by Bergin, is by

Fear Flatha O Gnimh:

A blessing upon the soul of Ireland, idand

of the faltering st^; methinks Brian’s

Home of the soft voices is pregnant whh
sorrow.

.
The same as the death of F6dla is the sup-

pression of her right and her faith, the

degradation of her £cee sons and her

scholar^ if lays or letters are true.

It were hard for Banbha not to die after,

that gallant company of champions who,

went joum^nng to Italy—alas for die

princes of Ulster!

Fear of the foreign law does not permit

me .to tell her sore plight this anooth land

of royal NiaU is being washed widi hmo^

cent blood.

CBbbcsin).
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O'Neill and O'Donnell both died in Rome
and are buried there in the church of San

Pietro in Janicolo. In 1608, Owen Roe Mac-

award, hereditary bard to O'Donnell, wrote

his famous poem, addressed to the earl's sister

Nuala, whom he imagines weeping alone

beside the grave. Mangan's verse translation

is the best interpretation:

A hhean fuatr faill ar an hhfeart

trmgh Horn a n-aghthaoi d!eisteachtl

da mheath pan Ghaoidhecd id! ghar

do hhiadh 'gut chaoineadh congnamh.

Fada go bhfoighthe an fhaill

dd mheath thiar a dTir Chonaill;

Idimh le sluaigh Bhoirche dd mheath

ni foighthe an uaigh go huaigneach.

1 nDoire, i nDruim Chlidhh no gCros,

i nArd Mocha is mdr cddhos,

ni foighthe Id an feart m faill

gem mnd do theacht fd thuaraim.

Do hisleochthaoi 6 ingnihh scor

an cnoc 'n-ar crochadh Feodor,

n6 hhiadh an teach gan ghdir nguil

dd mheath Idimh le Fiadh Fionntuin,

# • *

Dd mhac righ don fhreimh sin Ckuinn

atd ar gach taohh d' 0 Dhomhnuill--

na tri cuirp re sineann sihh

fir-earr ar n-^ilc a n-oidhidh,

O woman of the piercing wail,

Who mournest o'er yon mound of day

With sigh and groan.

Would God thou wert among the Gael!

Thou wouldst not then from day to day

Weep thus alone.

'Twere long before, around a grave

In green Tircbnnell, one could find

This lonelinessj

Near where Beann Boirche's banners wave,

Such grief as thine could ne'er have pined ^

Companionless.

On Derry's plains—in rich Drumdiff—

Throughout Armagh the Great, renowned

In olden years,

No day could pass but woman's grief

Would rain upon the burial-ground

Fresh floods of tears!

Oh! horses' hoofs would trample down

The mount whereon the martyr-saint

Was crucified.

From glen and hill, from plain and town,

One loud lament, one thrilling plaint,

Would echo wide.

Two princes of the line of Conn

Sleep in their cells of clay beside

O'Donnell Roe.

Three royal youths, alas! are gone,

Who lived for Erin's weal, but died

For Erin's woe!

These are but a few examples from the

great mass of bardic poetry that has been

preserved. The names of some of the most

famous of the poets may find a place here.

Muireadhach Albanach 6 Dalaigh (O'Dalyj

fl. 1213) was the ancestor of the Scottish

bardic family of MacVurichs. Donnehadh

M6r O Ddaigh’^ (d. 1244) was renowned

for his religious poetry. Quiggin has sug-

gested that he was influenced by Marbod of

Rennes and Hildebert of Tours. Tadhg 6g
O Huiginn (O’Higgins, d. 1448), Philip

Bocht 0 Huiginn (d. 1487) and Aonghus

O Ddlaigh Ci6th c.) were also famous as re-

ligious poets, Tadhg Dali 0 Huigiim^ (d.

1591) was one of the greatest of a great line:

we have 44 bardic poems by him, amounting

to some 6,000 lines, and he is regarded as

among the most finished masters of the craft.

GioUa Brighde 6 Heoghusa (O'Hussey, i6th-
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17th cO, Ferghal Og Mhac An Bhaird (Mac-

award, fl. 1609), and Eochaidh 6 Heoghusa

(d. 1613) have also left us a large number of

fine poems.

The tradition was common to Ireland and

Gaelic Scotland, for the two countries were

one so far as culture and the literary'language

are concerned, down to the end of the i6th c.

A Scottish poet Giolla Criost Bniilingeach

writes a poem in praise of MacDermot of

Moylurg (d. 1458) in Connacht, which is

purely Irish in form and feeling. The first

Irish text to be printed in Ireland was a poem

by Philip Bocht 6 Huiginn beginning Ttmr

feirge foighide Di, published as a single sheet

by S6on Uis& (Ussher) of Dublin in 1571,

printed in Anglo-Saxon type.

Later Lyric Poetry. It was not only by

prefessionsd bards celebrating the glory of

Irish princes or lamenting their deaths, or by

monks in praise of Christ and the Blessed

Virgin, that bardic poetry was written. Some
of the most charming verse of this period was

written by laymen, prominent among them

Gerald, Earl of Desmond (d. 1397), on

lighter themes. The Book of the Dean of

Lismore contains a number of love poems

attributed to Isabella, Countess of Argyle,

who lived in the early i6th c. These amateurs

did not hold themselves boimd stricdy by die

rules prescribed, and were satisfied to avail

themselves of the freedom permitted in

dgldchas or ^apprentice poetry.*

Here is a poem by a Scottish bard, Niall

M6r Mac Muireadhaigh, or MacVurich.*^ It

^has die unforgettable quality of good poetry,

and brings us dose to humanity. It is pre-

served in the Red Book of Chnranald (Cam-

eron, Reliquiae Celticae II 290):

Farewell to last night! The memory will

not fade. Though I were to die for it, I

wish that it were beginning now.

There are two in this house tonight whose

eyes cannot hide their secret; though they

are not mouth to mouth, each looks with

longing at the other.

Silence gives meaning to the language of

the eyes; and silence of the lips cannot keep

the secret that a glance betrays.

Ah, gentle eyes, the slanderers of love have

sealed my lips. Watch what my eyes are

saying, as you sit over there:

^Keep night around usl Would that we
could stay like this for ever! Do not let

morning in! Arise and put out the light of

day!*

Ah, Mary, gracious mother, queen of schol-

ars, come and take me by the hand—Fare-

well to last night!

Pierce Ferriter was one of the bravest and

noblest of the Irish leaders in the Crom-

wellian campaign. According to tradition, he

was taken treacherously, in violation of a

safe-conduct, and hanged together widi a

bishop and a priest, in 1653. He was a good

poet in both styles, the old bardic meters and

the later song meters that took their place,

and some of his poems belong to the class

that we are now considering. Here is one of

them:

^ Lay down your arms, fair maid, unless you

wish to woimd us all: unless you lay them

down, I shall have you bound by law.
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If you shall lay them down, then hide your

twisting hair, hide your white throat that

lets no man go in peace.

You may think that you have never killed

a man, north or south: the light from your

eyes’ glance has slain them, though you

wield neither knife nor axe.

You may think that your knee is blunt and

that your hand is cold: they have wounded

all who have seen them; shield and spear

could not serve you better.

Hide your white bosom from me, let me
not see your bare side: for the love of

Christ let no man see your breast that

shines like hawthorn.

If you are satisfied with all this conquest,

before I am driven into the grave, you who
are robbing me of life, lay down those arms!

This kind of poetry was being written as

early as the 14th c. The earliest known poet

of the genre is the famous Geardid larla, as

he is called in Irish, Garrett FitzGerald,’^

fourth Earl of Desmond, who was Lord Jus-

ticiar in 1367. Many of his poems are still

unpublished, but here is one that is well

known in which he defends women:

He that blames women is a rogue! It is

unseemly to slander them. So far as I can

see they do not merit all this reproach.

Their words are fair, their voices gentle,

and I like them well. Only a wretch will

call them cruel. He that blames women is

a rc^e!

They do no murder nor deceit, nor any

horrid wrong; they harm no monk or friar.

He that blames women is a rogue!

How else but through a woman’s care came

bishop or king into the world, or the great

prophets who knew no sin? He that blames

women is a rogue!

I was in bondage to love, for they like a

man sound and slender: they would not

tire of me. He that blames women is a

rogue!

A man that is old and grey and fat is not

their choice for making love: they like him

young and sturdy, even if he is poor. He
that blames women is a rogue!

Ciichonnacht 6 G16irigh, one of a great fam-

ily of poets and scholars, makes fun of those

who say they are dying of love;

Love is no painful sickness; what they say

of it is false: no man was ever healthy that

was not in love with a woman.

I shed no tears for love of her who holds

me captive: I have no thought of death;

love rather keeps me alive.

Through my love for the swan-like maid,

I am stout and well; I eat plenty and sleep

in peace; music still gives me pleasure,

I can distinguish night from day, I c^
tell a boat from a ship, and black from

white, in spite of all my love,

I know Aat a horse is not a deer, and that

the mountain is not die sea, and I know
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great from small, and that a seal is not a

fly.

The dearest woman under the sun—I shall

conceal it no longer—my love for her has

not left me senseless. I swear I am not

in pain.

The originals of these translations and

many other love poems will be found in

O^Rahiliys Ddnta Grddha to which Flower

supplied an introduction, and he says of them:

It is not the direct passion of the folksingers

or the high passion of the great poets, but

the learned and fantastic love of European

tradition, the amour courtois which was first

shaped into art for modern Europe in Pro-

vence, and found a home in all the languages

of Christendom, wherever a refined society

and the practice of poetry met together.’

In the course of the 17th c. the Irish and

Scottish traditions became distinct. With the

collapse in Ireland of the bardic schools,

which resulted from the disappearance of the

patrons upon whom the poets depended, and
to some extent perhaps from direct action on
the part of the government, the classical lan-

guage common to Ireland and Scotland for

three hundred years was cultivated no longer.

The break was not immediate. In Ireland

the prose writers and the poets of the 17th c.

maintained the tradition for a while. Indeed

Geoffrey Keating,’^ writing in the early part

of the 17th c., did for the Irish language what
St Jerpme in his day had done for Latin. His
firm and graceful prose is perhaps the simplest

and most flexible and eloquent in all the his-

tory of Irish, unless it be that of his contem-
porary Florence Conry. But Conry’s achieve-

ment is more limited than that of Keating.

His History of Ireland (Forets Feaset at

Mrinn) tells of the story of Ireland from the

earliest times down to the coming of the

Normans; his three other prose works are all

devotional, so that it is only as a poet that

Keating falls within the scope of this survey.

As a poet he is not negligible. He had been

trained in the bardic tradition and is one of

those that wrote in both styles, Ddn Direach

and Amhrdn. Others of his time that deserve

mention are Pddraigin Haic^ad and Daibhi

6 Bruadair.’^ A Htde later came Egan

O’Rahilly^ (d. 1726), the last considerable

name, it seems to me, if we take quantity and

quality together. For there are three others

whose single poems deserve a^place of honotir

in any record, Brian Merriman (d. 1805) who
wrote The Midnight Court, Michael Comyn
(d. 1760) author of The Lay of Oisin in the

Land of the Young, and Eileen O’Leary whose

passionate lament for her husband Art

O’Leary, killed by Government troops in

1773, has a human quality that is rare in

Modern Irish poetry. But in the i8th c.

Ireland was prostrate* and without hope, and

the poets that could still find heart to write

were so limited in their opportunity and ex-

perience that they could do little more than

join rhymes together; yet they did this with

fluency and skill that compel admiration. The
lovable rascal Owen Roe O’Sullivan’^ Cd.

1784) is deservedly the best known of them.

Some of his finest poems are in the form

known as aisling, a vision in which the poet

sees a maiden in distress. She is Ireland, wait-

ing for her spouse. Prince Charles, to return

and deliver her. Gerard Murphy has shown

that this allegorical form appears in a Latin

poem of the 13th c., so that a sub-literary

tradition seems here to come to the surface.

Carolan (d. 1738) was a remarkable musi-

cian, but his poetry is poor stuff. The last of

his kind was Raftery (d. 1835), who was illit-

erate, for he was blind from childhood. There

is wit and gaiety in his songs, but no more*

Meanwhile the nameless authors of the folk

songs were making the beautiful songs that

have come down from mouth to mouth,

Roisin Duhh from which Mangan made his

Dark Rosaleen; Donnohadh Bdn which Yeats
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has used in Cathleen Ni Houlihan; Maidin

Luain Cingctse, An Chuilfhionn, An Droigh-

nedn Donn, Maiiin de Barra, Xlna Bhdn and

many another; and the story tellers were re-

citing the folk tales that still delight us.
%

The Scottish Gaelic Period. In Scotland,

too, the literary tradition of the bards per-

sisted for a while, longer indeed than in Ire-

land. Niall Mor MacVurich,"^ hereditary bard

to the MacDonalds, composed an elegy in

strict bardic form on Donald of Moydart who
died in 1686, and another, perhaps the last

of its kind, on Allan of Clanranald who was

killed at Sherrifmuir in 1715 (Cameron,

Reliquiae Celticae ii 244-59). Many of the

poems in The Book of the Dean of Lismore,

which was written early in the i6th c., appar-

endy from oral tradition, by Sir James Mac-

Gregor,* Dean of Lismore, and his brother,

Duncan, are in ogldchas; some of them, com-

posed by Scottish poets, seem to show traces

of the local dialect, so that here for the first

time Scottish Gaelic appears in the literature.

But CarswelFs translation of The Book of

Common Order, which was printed in Edin-

burgh on the 24th April 1567, the first book

ever printed in Irish, shows no such influence.

The Femaig Manuscript, written by Duncan

Macrae* between 1688 and 1693, is the earli-

est document to preserve remains of any con-

siderable extent of Scottish Gaelic; its literary

value is negligible. Besides a few poems in

the literary dialect, this manuscript contains

for the most part poems in the vernacular,

some of them as early as the late i6th c.,

others composed by Macrae himself, and here

we find the song-meters that in Scodand as in

Ireland gradually took the place of Dan
Direach. But the Scottish Gaelic peasant poets

of the 17th and i8th c. did not achieve the

same perfection of form as Egan O'Rahilly

or Owen Roe O'Sullivan or many others of

the Munster school.

^ The first appearance of the song-meters in

Scodand is associated with the names of Ian

Lorn (John MacDonald, d. ca. 1710) and

Mary MacLeod (ca. 1615-1705). John Mac-

Codrum (d. 1779) is another whose poetry

has attracted attention in Scotland. Sir James

MacDonald of Sleat made him his family

bard, thus reviving an old custom, and granted

him certain allowances by right of oiBSce,

although MacCodrum was illiterate and had

no bardic training. The anecdotes about him

that survive suggest a wit comparable to that

of Owen Roe O'Sullivan. Dugald Buchanan

(d. 1768) was more privileged so far as

schooling goes. His religious poetry became

popular and has had considerable influence.

He assisted in the publication of Stewart's

translation of the New Testament into Gaelic

(1767). It is, however, in the Jacobite poetry

inspired by the struggle in 1745 that Scottish

Gaelic poets were most effective, and of the

Jacobite poets the chief is Alexander Mac-

Donald* (fl. 1751), Mac Mhaighister Alas-

dair as he is known in Scotland. The most

considerable poet in Scottish Gaelic literature,

he did not limit himself to the patriotic theme,

but wrote also love poems and poems in praise

of the Highland scene. The most admired is

The Birlinn of Clanranald, which describes a

voyage from South Uist to the mainland. Of

the Jacobite songs the finest is the Mdrag,

which is addressed to Prince Charles, who is

imagined as a beautiful girl. After the Forty-

five there was a period of increased literary

activity. Alexander MacDonald remains the

leading figure, but Duncan Ban Macintyre

(d. 1812) and Rob Donn (d. 1778) deserve

mention.

The folk songs, with their fine music, and

the folklore of Scotland, of which many
volumes have been collected by J. F. Camp-

bell, Alexander Carmichael and others, are

perhaps the greatest treasure of the distinctly

g
Scottish Gaelic period. Campbell's Leahhar

na Fdinne contains some 54,000 lines of ballad

poetry from manuscript and oral sources.
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Carmichaers Carmina Gadeliea, a collection

of religious poetry, proverbs, and occasional

prayers, is an important contribution to our

knowledge of the language and traditions of

contemporary Scotland,

Manx Literature. The Manx language also

belongs to the Gaelic or Irish family, but the

literature of the Isle of Man has perished

almost completely. The island became a

Norse Kingdom in the 9th c., and the lan-

guage and traditions of the privileged class

were Norse until Alexander III of Scotland

conquered the island in 1275. The Isle of

Man became, finally, an English possession

in 1346. Fragments of the Gaelic tradition

have survived. One Ossianic poem is reported

from a ms. (in the British Museum) written

in 1789. A number of ballads and 'carvels'

(Christmas Carols) have been collected. The
earliest of the ballads dates from the i8th c.,

and is knovm as The Song of Manmnan Mac

y Lheir. It narrates the conversion of the

island to Christianity by St. Patrick. Another

ballad deserves mention for its sociological

interest. The title is Myleaharaine (Maol-

chtardin); the theme is a reproach addressed

to a man who gave a dowry to his daughter,

thus violating the ancient custom according

tQ which the husband paid a bride-price for

his wife.
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i5tli c., now in the library of the R<wal Irish
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in the Royal Irish Academy; RC; Revue CeUique;

JSG; S. .H. O^Grady, Silva Gadeliea II, txans. and
notes (London, 1892); YBL: The Yellow Book of
Lecan, a ms written in the late 14th c., now in the

library of Trinity College, Dublin; ZCP*. Zeitschrift

fiir Celtische Philolagie.
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Mythological Cycle: H. D'Arbois de Jubainville,
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1903; Adventures, Voyages and Vision Tales:
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Irish Folklore. Gaelic folklore, though rec-

ognized to he amongst the richest in the

world, has only recently come to he recorded

systematically in Ireland Scotland, which can

daim one of the classic folk-tale collections

of the 19th c., Gampheirs Pofular Tales

of the West Highlands (1860-62), has not

yet begun to apply modem methods to the

collection of her traditions. During the 19th

c. a few individuals were attracted to Irish

folklore for various reasons; Croker and Ken-

nedy influenced hy Grimm and Ashjdmsen;

Wilde because he was interested in every

aspect of native culture; Curtin, the Irish-

American, in search of '‘myths*’; Hyde and

Larminie because of their love for it as a

revelation of the people’s mind. In conse-

quence, a few books found their way into

print, mainly in English. The Gaelic revival

movement (1893 onwards) was responsible

for the collection and publication of a consid-

erable amount of folk literature, although the

motive was linguistic rather than folldoristic.

In 1927 the Folklore of Ireland Sodety was

established and commenced the publication

of a journal, BSaloideas, devoted to Irish folk-

lore, and in 1930 a state institute with"a small

state grant was set up. This body was enabled

to undertake collection work through a grant

from the Rockefeller Foundation. In 1935 the

Irish Government set up a substantially en-

dowed Commission to collect Irish folklore.

The methods employed are an adaptation of

those used in the Folklore Archives of Uppsala

and Limd in Sweden where the principal

officers of the Commission went to receive

their training.

In consequence Ireland now possesses a ms.

collection of folklore that is one of the greatest

in extent and richest in interest in the world

—only the great collections of Finland and

Estonia might be said to rival it—and has

made available for scholarship a field of re-

search as yet unfilled. The material has not

yet been subjected to comparative studies, but

it is possible to speak of some outstanding

characteristics.

Ireland, situated on the periphery of

Europe, has even down to modem times

tended to preserve archaic forms. This con-

servatism is allied, perhaps paradoxically, to

keen intelligence and imagination and a de-

light in the power and beauty of words. An
acute verbal sensibility shows itself some-

times in the pithiest concision and sometimes

in the most extravagant cascades of language,

and is an abiding trait of Irish literature and

speech. Even today there are in Gaelic-speak-

ing districts storytellers with repertoires of

two to three hundred tales and anecdotes. A
tale from one of the best of these amounted

to 28,000 words.

All the usual forms of folk literature occur,

e.g., wonder-tale, romantic tale, religious tale,

humorous tale, chain-story, cante-fable, song,

ballad, rime, prayer, charm, riddle, and prov-

erb; but there are noticeable predilections for

certain forms. The most remarkable is a

native form of the wonder-tale, longer and

more involved than the European Mdrchen,

having long drawn-out marvellous adventures,

and embellished with 'runs’ (fixed formulae

of words recurring in certain contexts, e.g.

sea-voyaging and battle-sequences, rides, wel-

comes, banquets, beginnings and ends of

tales), nearer in spirit and form to medieval

romance than to the simple and straight-

forward narratives met in Grimm and other

standard European collections. Von Sydow,

indeed, remarks on their similarity to the

Welsh Mdhinogion and Arthurian romances.

These tales fdl into well-defined types, but

they have not yet been numbered or added

to the international register, and they are still

identified by their popular titles. Those inter-

ested will find summaries of them in S.

6 Sfiilleabhdin’s Hmdhook of Irish Folklore,

pp. 589-607.

Of the common stock of Indo-European

wonder-tales (von Sydow’s ohm^ates^ nos.
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300-750 in the Aame-Thompson catalog),

'Gaelic genius has impressed itself most on

nos. 300, 301, 313, 325, 425, 507, 513, and

these are usually embellished with ‘runs* and

other devices of the distinctively Gaelic

wonder-tale. Other tale-types of the interna-

tional register, often as popular, show their

external origin by having little in style to dis-

tinguish them from similar narratives in other

lands. It is noticeable that the native wonder-

tale dies with the Gaelic language, but the

simpler chimerates have been carried over into

English and are killed later by modernity

rather than by the linguistic change. Some

notion of the difference in style may be got

by comparing the tales in Curtin*s and Lar-

minie*s books, collected from Gaelic speakers,

with those in Kennedy's Fireside Stories and

Legendary Fictions of the Irish Celts, which

though recorded earlier were got from a com-

munity already English-speaking.

Of peculiar interest are the religious tales.

As well as many charming legends, there

occur a number of very strange longer tales

in which marvellous and pietistic elements are

interwoven with an extraordinary naivet6.

(See Hmdhodk of Irish Folklore, pp. 629-

640.)

Animal fables, with a few exceptions based

on observation of actual traits, are uncommon.

Their paucity is, in fact, remarkable. In com-

parison with other countries, the humorous

tale occupies but a moderate position in Gaelic

lore. The broadly humorous situation is not

^^lished as much as the witty retort, mental

ingenuity, or play on words. The cante-fable

is extremely popular and occurs in a profusion

of types. But it, too, is rarely carried over into

English, while the much less distinctive hu-

morous tale makes the transition without any

difi&culty.

Even more dependent on the old Gaelic

atmosphere for their survival were the lays

of the Fianna, long narrative poems dealing

with the deeds of Fionn and his heroes. This

popular art-form has not been without influ-

ence on the general trend of literature, for it

gave MacPherson his inspiration and so had

a large part in the birth of the Romantic

Movement. Of its nature it belongs to a

vanished world when it had the hospitality

of greater houses than the cottages of fisher-

men and crofters, and as a living form of

tradition it is now on the point of extinction.

Even in 1944, however, it was possible to

record one such lay, Laoi na Mnd Moire,

chanted in the old traditional way.

Because of the popularity in former times

of the heroic lay, the European ballad made

little headway in Gaelic, The few ballads

that occur are late immigrants and obvious

translations, e.g. there are Gaelic versions of

Lord Randdt But amongst the English-

speaking Irish, the ballad had an extraordi-

nary popularity and development during the

1 8th, 19th, and, indeed we may add, the

20th c. It was perhaps the only art-form the

people had after abandoning Gaelic, and into

it they poured all the passion and humor of

a crucial period of their history. Anglo-Irish

balladry is, therefore, extensive and still holds

its own in popular affection.

Irish folk music has been more fortunate in

the past than other branches of popular cul-

ture, and there are available the printed

collections of Bunting, Petrie, Joyce, O'Neill,

and the Irish Folk-Song Society, The work of

collection has been resumed in recent years

by the Irish Folklore Commission, for the

musical tradition is still far from dead. Over

four hundred airs have been recorded in one

small parish in the west of Ireland.

The remaining forms of folk literature,

prayers, charms, proverbs, and riddles are

mainly enshrined in Gaelic. They hold em-

balmed the ancient folk mentality of Western

Europe enhanced by the peculiar Celtic gifts

of subtle phrase and vivid imagery.
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The collection of beliefs and customs is

already vast and is being constantly added to.

The Irish fairy world, for instance, is no

longer uncharted territory. Many thousands

of tales illustrative of fairy belief, so marked

a feature in Gaelic tradition and literature,

have been recorded in Ireland in recent years.

While the Gaelic-speaking districts are incom-

parably the richest in ancient lore, the whole

country is being surveyed for the, survivals

of rural culture. To name but a few subjects,

the Irish folklore archives contain copious

data on the main festivals of the year, the old

summer-pasture custom, harvest customs, folk

medicine.

A remarkable development of the interest

in folk life has been the publication of biog-

raphies of Gaelic-speaking peasants. The first

and classic of its kind was by a fisherman of

a small island off the Kerry coast. It has been

translated into English by Dr. Robin Flower

of the British Museum under the title The
Islandman. It was followed by two other bi-

ographies from the same island, one of which.

Twenty Years A-growing, is also available in

English, and by personal reminiscences from

the Gaelic districts of Cork, Waterford, and

Donegal.

In conclusion, it must be emphasized that

few of the books of Gaelic folklore available

in English versions convey an adequate idea

of the Gaelic folk mind. Honorable exceptions

are Hyde^s superb Religious Songs of Con-

nacht and his Love Songs of Connacht; Alex-

ander GarmichaeFs Carmina Gadelica; for

folk tales, Curtin's Myths and Folklore of

Ireland, Hero-Tales of Ireland, and the re-

cently published Irish FolhTales; and for

social life, The Islandman.
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1840; Petrie, Ancient Music of Ireland, 1855; Mush
of Ireland, 1882; Joyce, Ancient Irish Mttsh, 1873;
Irish Mush and Song, 1888; Old Irish Folk Mush
and Songs, 1909; St^ord, Complete Petrie CoIIec-

thn, 1902, 1905; 0*Neill, Mush of Ireland (Chi-

cago); Mrs, Costello, Amhrdtn Mhuighe Sedla; Tra-

ditional Folk-Songs from Galway and Mayo (Dub-
lin), 1923; O’Sullivan, Bunting Collection of Irish

Folk Mush, 6 pts., Irisb Folk Song Soc. (London),

1932-39; Journal of the Folk Song Soc. (Lon-

don), Vol. VI, 1920-21 (Freeman’s Ballyvoumey
Collection); Journal of the Irish Folk Song Soc*

(London), 1904-1939.

Maire MagNexle.

IROQUOIS-See North American Native. ISLE OF MAN (MANX)-See Irish.
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ITALIAN
After the fall of the Roman Empire, the

vernacular speech in Italy remained relatively

close to Latin, and such literary activities as

survived were fragmentary continuations of

the Roman cultural tradition, carried on in

Latin, Little material written in the vernacu-

lar is extant from the period before 1200, and

that little has scant artistic value. Among
extant compositions dating from this period

are a few loth c. phrases in Latin documents,

a few doggerel verses, and some 12th c, ser-

mons partly in language showing mixed North

Italian and French features. A curious 12th c.

verse sermon, the Ritmo cassinese or rhymed

sequence from Cassino, has survived only in

fragmentary condition and has not been fully

interpreted.

The three main drives of the rising West

European civilization—sex, adventure, war-
had already found their first expression, in

South French (Provengal) literature, in the

themes of courtly love, chivalry, and the Cru-

sades. The civil war of the Albigensian "cru-

sade^^ (1209-29) destroyed the aristocratic

Provencal civilization and dispersed its poets

to other regions, among them Sicily and the

rising communes of northern Italy, In this

latter region, the Provencal poets were di-

rectly imitated, in Provengal, by such Italian

troubadours as Sordello di Goito and Lanfranc

Cigala (first half of the 13th c.). The first

poetic imitation in an Italian vernacular,

however, was made in Sicily at the court of

Frederick II (1225-50), Here, themes of

courtly love and the Crusades were treated

by the poets of the ^'Sicilian school,” e.g.

Jacopo ’da Lentino, Giacomino of Apulia,

Rinaldo d'Aquinp, and Frederick II, in a

language based on contemporary Sicilian, but

containing many Latin and Provengal borrow-

ings, These poets followed Provengal poetic

patterns and theories of the physiology and

nature of love, but their work has a definitely

primitive flavor; their grasp of subject-matter

and technique was as yet imperfect, and its

foreign provenience is clearly apparent.

In northern Italy of this period, Provengal

lyric poetry was not imitated in the local

vernaculars, although certain other genres

were, e.g. the enueg or ''gripe-poem” in the

Noie (Irritations) of Girolamo Pateg of

Cremona. Most North Italian poetry of this

period was written in the local dialects of its

authors and based on traditional moralistic

themes, treated in a rather unsophisticated

and elementary way, as in the writings of

Pateg, Bonvesin da Riva, Giacomino da

Verona, Ugugon da Laodho (Uguccione of

Lodi) and Pietro da Barsegapfe.

Northern France's main literary type, the

epic, however, was imported wholesale into

northern Italy during the 13th c. Among the

poems composed on French models in a vari-

ously hybrid Gallo-Italian dialect are the

Buovo dfAntona and versions of the Entrie

dfEsfagne (Invasion of Spain) and the Prise

de Pampelune (Capture of Pampelune) as

well as of classical or pseudo-classical subjects.

Prose versions of these and other French

poems, e.g. the Tristan legend, were also

made, and an omnibus compilation of this^

material, made in the 14th c. and knovm as

the Reali di Franda, has retained its popu-^

larity to the present day among the Italian

lower classes.

In central Italy, an indigenous literary

movement followed* in the wake' of the mys-

tical religious reawakening in Umbria headed

by St Francis of Assisi and his followers.

Francis wrote, in his native Umbrian, a series

of Laudes creaturarum (Praises of All Crea-

tures)f naive but fresh and spontaneous out-

pourings of love for all God's creatures, in a

kind of prose poetry. In Umbria there devel-
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oped also a number of lay religious groups

devoted to self-discipline and to dramatic rep-

resentations of religious subjects, or sacre

rappresentazioni. The outstanding writer of

sacre rappresentazioni was lacopone da Todi

(1230-1304), whose works show strong emo-

tion and the rudiments of dramatic handling,

but rough and undeveloped technique. But

the sacre rappresentazioni were never admit-

ted to the church proper and never received

oflSicial support, and were carried on wholly

by small groups of enthusiasts; in the Middle

Ages they never passed beyond the embryonic

stage.

After the middle of the 13th c,, however,

these indigenous manifestations were over-

shadowed by a new literary movement that

arose in Tuscany, out of a fusion of two main

currents: the Provencal doctrine of courtly

love (as borrowed both through the "Sicilian

school” and directly) and the idealization of

woman and adoration of the Virgin Mary
(^TMariolatry”) of northern French mysticism

and scholasticism. The Provencal concept of

love as an all-powerful force that conquers

the lover and places him at his mistress’

mercy, with all the accompanying pleasurable

and painful manifestations, is kept, but at the

same time re-interpreted into a symbol of

human love for the divine, as manifested in

the beloved lady. The latter is also re-inter-

preted as an angel or symbol of divine grace

granted to the world, and to the lover in par-

ticular, with miraculous purifying effect. The
language used for such poetry was carefully

chosen and refined, containing a high per-

centage of abstract terms of Latin and Pro-

vencal Origin, often re-defined and given spe-

cial meaning. This type of poetry came to be

known, from the term applied to it on its

first appearance, as the dolce stil nuovo or
"

^'sweet new style,"

Guittone d’Arezzo (ca. 1225-93), the first

Tuscan poet of note, was not a follower of

the dolce stil.nuovo^ although he was an imi-

tator of Provencal poetry who later turned to

philosophical and religious subjects. The true

initiator of the dolce stil nuovo was Guido

GuinizelH (1240-76), a Bolognese, whose

poetry far surpassed that of the Sicilian school

and of Guittone in beauty of style and con-

tent. Toward the close of the century, Gui-

nizelli’s poetic manner was imitated and per-

fected by a group of followers, centered in

Florence, whose chief members were Dante

Alighieri*^, Guido Cavalcanti (ca. 1260-

1300), Dino Frescobaldi (d, 1317), Cino da

Pistoia (1270-1336) and Lapo Gianni, Of

these, the most thorough-going in his synthesis

of love and religion and the greatest in com-

mand of poetic style was, of course, Dante.

The others (of whom Cavalcanti and Cino

were the most outstanding), in addition to

having a less nearly perfect poetical technique,

were somewhat less mystically inclined, and

less intense in the emotion manifested in their

poetry.

The dohe stil nuovo dominated lyric poetry

of the late 13th and early 14th c, to such an

extent that other poets of the period are, if

not negligible, definitely minor by contrast,

A few less serious poets, like the bourgeois

humorist Rustico di Filippo (ca. 1230/40-

ca. 1300), the epicurean hon vivant Folgore

da San Gimignano (fl. ca. 1300), and the

embittered wastrel Cecco Angiolieri of Siena

(ca. 1250-before 1312), a somewhat Villon-

like figure without Villon’s profundity or in-

tensity, are almost the only representatives

of a more indigenous vein of Ijnricism,

Didactic and allegorical poetry flourished

in this period, mostly under the influence of

France and the dassics, Dante’s teacher

Bnmetto Latini (ca. 1230-95) wrote his chief

work, an encydopedic compilation named

Li livres dou TrSsor (The Book of the Treas-

ure') in French prose, and a shorter didactic

work in Italian verse, II Tesoretto (The Little

Treasure)* A certain. Ser Durante of Florence

made a version of the Roman de la Rose in a
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long Italian sonnet sequence, 11 Fiore CThe
Flower; ca. 12,90), A brief anonymous alle-

gorical poem, Vlntelligenza (The Intelli-

gence; ca. 1290-1300), often ascribed to Dino

Compagni, shows strong influence from

French sources, especially the Roman de la

Rose, and interweaving of the classical, Celtic,

and French motifs common in French litera-

ture of the time. Francesco da Barberino

(1264-1348) is remembered for his two alle-

gorical, moralizing poems, Documenti dAmore
(The Instructions of Love; ca. 1310) and

Del Reggimento e Costume di Donna (On
Woman!s Manners and Behavior; ca. 1318-

20). But Dante^s Commedia (ca. 1300-21),

later called Divine, overshadows all these

works, combining the pre-existent genres of

the encyclopedia, the vision, the journey, and

the allegory, and rising far above any pre-

vious examples of any one of these genres.

Of the various prose works of this period

may be mentioned the numerous collections

of legends, fables, and stories, such as the

Novdlino and the Lihro de* Sette Savt (Book

of the Seven Sages'), and various translations

of Latin and French works. Most of the his-

torical writing of this period does not rise

above the annalistic level; a notable excep-

tion is the vivid personal narrative of the

Cronaca (Chronicle; 13 10-12) of Dino Com-
pagni (ca. 1260-1324), recounting his part

in the events leading up to the factional strife

of 1300. A work that has commanded vride-

spread attention for its personal interest and

documentary value is the Viaggi (Travels,

1298) of Marco Polo (ca. 1254-1324), first

dictated in French and then translated into

Italian by Rusticiano da Pisa.

In the 14th c,, Tuscany (particularly Flor-

ence) was definitely established as the liter-

ary center, and the Tuscan dialect as the

standard literary and interregional language,

of Italy. Tuscan began to supplant the local

dialects in elegant literary usage, first in lyric

and then in other poetry, and later in prose.

This was due in large measure to economic

factors: Florence became, during the period

from 1259 to 1348, the leading industrial and

banking center of the new mercantile econ-

omy, and its language and literature accom-

panied its trade. Its specifically literary pres-

tige was established by the artistic merits of

the work of the '^Big Three^’ (Dante, Petrarch,

Boccaccio).

The dolce stil nuovo left a permanent

residue in Italian poetic tradition, in the quasi-

religious interpretation of love and in refine-

ment of sentiment and vocabulary; but after

Dante and his contemporaries, it had no direct

continuators of note and died out as a school.

The somewhat narrowly formalized scholastic

philosophy and abstract theory of emotion on

which it was founded was replaced by a more

subtle psychological analysis, based on more

direct observation. Petrarch,’^ in his lyric

poetry, was the chief originator of this newer

style, whose content was the result of search-

ing introspection coupled with more attention

to features of the external world (e.g. Laura's

physical appearance). At the same time, in

the formal aspect of his poetry Petrarch re-

turned, to a certain extent, to a direct develop-

ment of tendencies present in his Provencal

models, especially to emphasis on formal pol-

ish and perfection—which tended, even in

Petrarch's own works, to degenerate into mere

verbal virtuosity and rhetorical exaggeration.

From this time on, Petrarch took the place of

Dante as a model for lyric poetry; but, of his

immediate successors, Boccaccio is the only

one of major interest to modern readers.

The allegorical poems of die mid 14th c.,

however, were either positively or negatively

influenced by Dante's Commedia, though

none even approaches it in interest or merit.

The Dittamondo of Fazio degli Uberti (ca.

1300-ca. 1367) and the Quadriregio (Four

Kingdoms; 1394-1403) of Federigo Frezzi (d.

1416), arid encyclopedic compilations though

they be, are the outstanding examples of the
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genre* An aberrant specimen is the encyclo-

pedic poem LAcerha (title about equivalent

to ''the unripe or bitter poem'O of Francesco

Stabili, called Cecco ("FrankO dAscoli, in-

teresting only because of its author's violent

hostility to Dante*

The outstanding prose writer of the 14th c.

is Giovanni Boccaccio.’*^ In Boccaccio^s prose

style, previous efforts at imitating, in the

vernacular, Latin prose order and periodic

construction came to a head. The resultant

manner, which to modem readers seems top-

heavy with inversions and over-complex in

sentence structure, had value in the eyes of

Boccaccio's imitators because of the prestige

of Latin style and the merit of the content,

and came to be a model for classicists of later

centuries. Other 14th c. prose is considerably

simpler, and to modern readers more attrac-

tive; most Trecento prose reflects the spon-

taneity and freshness of everyday speech of

the period, so that the 14th c. came to be

known as il huon secoh della lingua ("the

best century of the language"). The anony-

mous Fioretti di S. Francesco (Little Flowers

of St, Francis)^ a collection of narratives of

his actions, are especially pleasing in their

naive charm. Other outstanding prose works

are the moralizing and religious writings of

Domenico Cavalca (ca. 1270-1342), the var-

ious 14th c. translations of Latin writers

(Ovid, Sallust, Livy), the Sfecchio di vera

fenitenza (Mirror of True Penitence, 1354)

of lacopo- Passavanti (1300-57), and the

Chronicle of Giovanni Villani (d. 1348),

continued by his brother Matteo (d. 1363)*

The last-mentioned work is less intensely

personal than Compagnfs Chronicle, but

more truly historical, and gives a colorful

picture of Villani's own times, in easy-flowing,

almost conversational Italian.

After 1348, the year of the great plague,

literature in the vernacular declined. To a

certain extent, this was a reflection of the

decline in vitality of the peninsula's economy,

and also of the shift of dominance from the

democratically or oligarchically controlled

commimes of the late Middle Ages to the dic-

tatorships (signorie^ of the early Renaissance.

The chief literary writers of the latter 14th c.

are two bourgeois writers. Franco Sacchetti'^

and Antonio Pucci. The latter (ca. 1310-

r388) was a fertile producer of verses, some-
sonnets, sirventesi, capitoli, etc. — giving a

lively, spontaneous picture of everyday life,

from which satire was not absent, particu-

larly in his Noie (IrritaUonsy, and others

dealing with romantic and legendary subjects,

as in his Gismirante and la Reina d'Oriente

(The Queen of the Orient); or with historical

matter, as in his set of songs on the Pisan

war (1362-64) and in the Centiloquio, a long

versified abstract of Villani's Chronicle, Prose

writing of this period is likewise primarily on

the bourgeois level, as in the Tiovelle of Sac-

chetti and of lesser writers, e.g. a certain Ser

Giovanni of Florence, author of a collection

entitled 11 Pecorone (The Simpleton, 1378),

and Giovaimi Sercambi (1347-1424). In lit-

erary merit, these last-mentioned writers are

not equal to St. Catherine of Siena (Caterina

Benincasa, 1347-80), the author of mystical

and religious Letters.

In the first half of the 15th c., intellectual

activity was very great in Italy, all the more

so because Italy was at that time in a state of

relative stability as contrasted with France,

Spain, or England. At first, however, Italian

literature did not share in the benefits of this

activity. The leading minds of the period were

primarly concerned with re-investigating and

re-introducing into modem culture as much
of ancient culture as they could discover. The
Renaissance re-discovery of the ancient world

eventually provided another source for cul-

tural borrowing, which differed from the

purely relic features of classical culture that

had survived into the Middle Ages (e.g. the

study of Virgil) in that many of the features

introduced at the time of the Renaissance
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(e.g, knowledge of Plato) were indeed new to

the modem world. This change in emphasis

fixed the attention of most scholars and men
of letters so firmly on classical languages and

literatures that Italian fell into relative neg-

lect; indeed, it was the object of contempt or

hostility from a number of humanists. When
L. B. Alberti,^ the only 15th c. humanist

seriously interested in Italian literature, held

the Certame coronario or prize contest in

1440, for the best literary work in Italian, no

work was submitted worthy of the prize. The
highest that the first half of the 15th c. could

produce in literary lyric poetry was the in-

sipid Petrarchizing of such men as Buonac-

corso da Montemagno (d. 1429) and Giusto

de’ Conti (d. 1449). Superior in interest to

the Petrarchesque lyric is the lighter poetry

in more popular vein of Leonardo Giustinian

C 1 388-1446), which drew its inspiration from

Venetian popular songs, and the satirical but

deliberately confused and obscure poetry of

the barber Domenico di Giovanni, called

II Burchiello (The Wheny, 1404-49). The
long narrative poem La Citth di Vita (The
City of Life') of Matteo Palmieri (1406-75)
combines imitation of Dante with exposition

of Neo-Platonic doctrines.

During the second half of the 15th c., such

Italian literature as remained free of human-
istic tendencies remained at about the same
level, especially at Naples. The Neapolitan

writers, like other non-Tuscans, used standard

Italian and imitated Tuscan models of the

Trecento, but not without considerable local

flavor in linguistic forms and in subject-

matter, as in the Novellino of Masucdo of

Salerno (1476)* Of the Neapolitan poets of

this period, by far the most original and
gifted was lacopo Sannazaro.^ A group of

imitators of Petrarch, best known of whom
was Benedetto Gareth, called II Cariteo

(1450-1514), exaggerated the worst defects

and mannerisms of Petrarch^s style, anticipat-

ing the tendencies of Marinism, and from this

612

fact have been termed 1 Seicentisti del Quat-

trocento ('The Marinists of the 15th c.’O.

Other followers of this tendency elsewhere in

Italy were the poets Serafino Ciminelli

dairAquila (1466-1500) and Antonio Te-

baldi, called J1 Tebaldeo (1463-1537).

But the most notable trend of Italian litera-

ture from 1450 to 1550 was toward the

absorption of the new knowledge and fresh

outlook on the classics developed by Renais-

sance humanism. This involved the use of a

considerably extended range of ancient, par-

ticularly Greek, sources, as contrasted with

the limited and almost exclusively Latin mate-

rial known to earlier generations; a new philo-

sophical attitude, including greater attention

than before to human interests and values,

and a strong current of Neo-Platonic ideal-

ism; and emphasis on the formal aspect of

artistic creation, with absolutist critical stand-

ards and insistence on imitation of models as

one of the most effective methods of attaining

perfection.

From 1450 to 1500, Italian literature assiml

lated above all the new philosophical currents

of humanism. Florence continued to be the

literary center of Italy, characterized by a

brilliant group surrounding Lorenzo de^

Medici.^ The Florentine school of Neo-

Platonists, including Cristoforo Landino

(1424-1504) and Marsilio Ficino (1433-99)
had revived the study and appreciation of

Plato, attempting a reconciliation of Neo-

Platonic doctrine with Christianity. Their

outlook served as philosophical background

for the writings of Lorenzo's group, which

included Angelo Poliziano,'^ the brothers

Puld (Luca, 1431-70; Luigi, 1432-84; and

Bernardo, 1438-88), and Giovanni Pico della

Mirandola (1463-94). This group as a whole

showed remarkable versatility and intellectual

ability, extensive humanistic training, and in-

nate poetic genius. In addition, they were in

continued contact with popular sources of in-

spiration, especially in the dance lyric and
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the narrative poem, whose spirit they assimi-

lated with sympathetic understanding, though

not without a certain touch of aristocratic

condescension and humorous detachment,

Lorenzo's poetry attains the best fusion of

the various elements; Poliziano's writing is

weighted somewhat on the humanistic side,

and Pico della Mirandola is remembered pri-

marily as an expositor of Ficinian Neo-

Platonism, in his unfinished commentary on

the Canzone d*Amore CSong of Love) of an

obscure poet, Girolamo Benivieni.

The chivalric romance had, since its intro-

duction from France, become one of the most

popular of literary forms, and its material had

become the common property of cantimlanchi

or popular minstrels, who treated and mal-

treated it in innumerable refashionings, such

as the anonymous Orlando (Roland, ca.

1380). Luigi Pulci, the best known of the

three Pulci brothers, following the tendency

of the Medicean group to imitate popular

genres, used this poem as the basis for his

narrative poem, the Morgante Maggiore

(main portion 1460-70; later additions until

1483). Pulcfs epic continues directly the folk

tradition of the chivalric romance, with added

humorous episodes and characters Ce.g. the

giant Morgante, the rascal Margutte, and

Astarotte, the demon versed in theology),

Pulci attains comic effect by conscious imita-

tion and burlesque of the popular singers'

mannerisms, and by intentional antitheses be-

tween heroic subject-matter and bourgeois

style and lattitude. Also deriving from the

popular versions of the chivalric romances,

but showing a sympathetic and understanding

approach very different from Puld's comic

exaggerations, is the unfinished Orlando

Innamorato (Roland in Love) of Matteo

Maria Boiardo."^ Through this latter work

and its later re-workings (such as that by

Francesco Bemi) and continuations, the

subject-matter and style of the chivalric ro-

mance, in its Italian adaptations, became fash-

ionable in the courts of Italy in the early

Cinquecento.

Another indigenous genre, the sacra rap-

presentazione, began to be cultivated in litera-

ture in the works of Feo Belcari (1410-80)

and others, including the Magnifico (Lo-

renzo) himself. The subject-matter of these

plays, originally confined to the life of Christ,

was extended to other Biblical subjects and

popular religious legends, and in Poliziano's

Orfeo (1480) to completely secular material,

Niccolb da Correggio's Cefalo (1487) and

Galeotto del Carretto's Sofonisha (1502) rep-

resent further efforts to treat classical themes

in the non-regular form of the sacra rappresen-

tazione; its ultimate development into the

pastoral drama was first foreshadowed in the

iamatic eclogue Tirsi (1506) of Baldassar

Gastiglione. As a religious genre, the sacra

rappresentazione has survived fragmentarily

into modem times in rustic and provincial

locales; as a vehicle for the presentation of

classical subjects, it was replaced in the

16th c. by the. “regular" classicizing drama;

but applied to pastoral themes, it developed

into die “tragi-comedy" of the latter half of

the i6th c.

At the beginning of the i6th c. a marked

change took place in Italian political and

social conditions, with a profound effect on

Italian Eterature, In 1494, with the French

invasion of Italy, the balance of power among

the states of Italy and the relatively peaceful

condition of the preceding half-century was

lost, and until 1530, the peninsula was the-

battleground of contending nations in the

struggle between France and the Spanish-

Austrian empire. After 1530, most of Italy

passed under Spanish control or hegemony,

which was fully confirmed by the treaty of

C4teau-Cambr6sis (1559). As a result of

Spanish restrictions on commerce and indus-

try, the economic life of Italy was thrown

into confusion and suffered a decline almost

amoimting to annihilation, from which in-
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deed it has never fully recovered. The aris-

tocracy in general lost its contact with the life

of the lower classes; life at court became a

highly specialized art, requiring a careful

training and technique, expounded in ideal-

istic terms by Count Baldassar Castiglione

(1478-1529) in his Cortegiano (Book of the

Courtier, ca. i5o6flF.)> and m practical terms

by many later writers. Sixteenth c. court life

became an extremely artificial mode of exist-

ence and gave an unrealistic approach to

human experience. But most literary men of

the 16th c. were attached to courts or influ-

enced by courtly ideals; to just that extent,

their relation with normal life and experience

was interrupted. From this time on, there

were two currents in Italian literature: the

learned, aristocratic, academic tradition, domi-

nant in "officiaV* literary circles; and the popu-

lar tradition, overshadowed by the other and

to a large extent finding its expression in the

local dialects of its writers.

It is this background that explains the rapid

development, in the first part of the i6th c.,

of the movement knovm as umanesimo voL

gare, *^humanism in the vernacular.” Directed

toward the establishment in Italian literature

of conditions similar to those prevailing in

Latin humanism, it followed two basic prin-

ciples: perfection of form and imitation of

models. As the Augustan age was considered

the golden age of Latin literature, so was the

14th c. to be treated as the "classical” period

of Italian. As Virgil and Cicero were consid-

ered unsurpassable models for Latin poetry

and prose, respectively, so were Petrarch and

Boccaccio set up as comparable classic writers

in Italian. This trend, possibly desirable at the

time in moderate degree, reached an extreme

of narrow purism by demanding that writers

restrict themselves exclusively to imitation of

the 14th c. in language, style, and content.

It represented a general movement toward

purity of language and style, materially fur-

thered by the strong personal influence of

Pietro Bembo,* by his example in lyric poetry

and his precept in other fields. But it also

represented the triumph of academicism over

spontaneity, of the pleasure derived from rec-

ognition of familiar elements over that derived

from originality.

The insistence of Bembistic purism on imi-

tation of 14th c. Tuscan usage came into

conflict with another linguistic standard, a

contemporaneous and not purely Tuscan

idiom, which had begun to develop along

with the rise of courtly life. The discussions

which began at this time on the subject of

the Italian language, known as the Questione

della Lingua ("linguistic question”) were

widespread in the i6th c., and lasted for over

300 years, faithfully mirroring the problems

facing standard Italian in its rise. There were

two main problems facing the writers of the

Cinquecento: (i) should the language of

literature be archaic (14th c.) or contempo-

rary? (2) should it be Tuscan, or non-Tuscan?

All four of the possible combinations of these

viewpoints were represented in the debates.

Bembo, in his Prose della volgar lingua (ca.

1502-25), and his followers naturally favored

the use of archaic Tuscan; but opponents of

the notion that literary Italian was pure Tus-

can could on occasion be equally puristic and

archaizing, as was the authoritarian and pe-

dantically dogmatic Girolamo Muzio (1496-

1576) in his Battaglie in Difesa delV Italica

lingua (Battles in defense of the Italian Ian-

guage; 1530-36). A more liberal viewpoint

recognized the validity of contemporary as

well as 14th c. usage; among those who held

this view but also recognized that standard

Italian had a Tuscan base were Niccol6

Machiavelli in his Didogo della Lingm
(Dialogue on the Language; ca. 1514); Clau-

dio Tolomei in his dialogue II Cesano (ca.

1535); G. B. Gelli in his Cafricd del BottcAo

(The Cooper*s Fancies; 1546) and Discorso

sopra la Difftcoltd di crdinare la lingua di

Firenze (Discourse on the difficulty of reduc-
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ing the Florentine language to order; 1551);

P. E. Giambullari in his^ dialogue 11 Gello

Cl 546); and Benedetto Varchi in his long-

winded but thorough expository dialogue

LErcolano (before 1565). But, even though

it had a Tuscan base, standard Italian was by

this time used in literature and among the

upper classes throughout Italy; this fact

caused many to protest the excessive authority

claimed for Tuscany by the purists, and even

to exaggerate their counterclaims to the extent

of maintaining (erroneously) that standard

Italian was based not on Tuscan, but on all

the dialects of Italy. Debate over this point

began in connection with the ^‘courtly” lin-

guistic standard in the first years of the i6th c.

(touched upon in Castiglione’s Corteglano)

and continued later in 1529 ff. with Gian

Giorgio Trissino’s publication of a translation

of Dante’s De vulgari Eloquentia and of his

own dialogue II Castellano QThe Castellan')

defending his anti-Tuscan position. In strictly

literary usage, the archaizing, ^Tuscan” view-

,

point favored by Bembo and his followers

became dominant, although in other fields it

was never wholly accepted—a result indicated

in the Dialogo della Lingua (ca. 1530) of

Sperone Speroni (1500-88). The viewpoint

of the archaizing purists was crystallized in

the theory and practice of the Accademia della

Crusca (founded 1546), dedicated to the

preservation of the "'purity” of the Italian

language, and in its Vocaholario (first ed.

1604, later eds., lyth-ipth c.).

The field in which Bembistic purism was

most completely victorious was lyric poetry.

An almost numberless group of Bembo’s fol-

lowers imitated his imitation of Petrarch, in

polished, elegant verbal exercises almost com-

pletely devoid of original or sincere content.""

Among those remembered at least by name

are Francesco Maria Molza (1489-1544),

Angelo di Costanza, (1507-91), Francesco

Coppetta dei Beccuti (1509-53), Berardino

Rota (1509-75)* Luigi Tansillo (1510-68)^

Galeazzo di Tarsia (1520-53), and the

poetesses Veronica G^mbara (1485-1550) and

Vittoria Golonna (1492-1547). Somewhat

apart from the others are Giovanni Guidic-

cioni ( 1 500-1 541), noted for his intense pa-

triotism, and Giovanni della Casa (1503-

1556), the author of the book of elegant be-

havior II Galateo (1551-54), and noted for

the fluidity and exceptional sonority of his

verse. But the only really outstanding lyric

poets of the i6th c. are the artist Michael-

angelo Buonarroti (1475-1564) and the Vene-

tian prostitute (?) Gaspara Stampa (ca. 1523-

54). The former gives travailed, tortured ex-

pression to his Neo-Platonic idealism, love

for Vittoria Colonna, and deep pessimism, in

his fortunately crude and imperfect poetry;

and the latter, more conventional in style and

diction, is saved from the Petrarchists’ super-

ficiality by the intense and sincere emotion of

her love for Count Collaltino di Collalto.

In most prose writing, likewise, the influ-

ence of humanistic purism led to the preva-

lence of involved syntax, heavy style, and

imitation of Latin models in vocabulary and

content. Writers of history in "classical” style

followed their models, particularly Livy and

Sallust, even in the invention of speeches for

their personages: among the outstanding ex-

amples of this type of historiography are

Bembo’s Historia Veneta (History of Venice;

pub. 1551), written first in Latin and then in

Italian; Giambullari’s Storia delV Europa

(History of Europe; ca. 1547-55); Angelo di

Costanza’s Istma del Regno di Napoli (His-

tory of the Kingdom of Naples); the Congiura

de* Baroni (Conspiracy of the Barons, 1565)

and Storia dltalia (History of Italy, ca. 1568)

of Camillo Porzio (ca. 1530-80). Classical

influence is also evident, but tempered with

individuality of style and outlook, in the his-

torical and political 'writings of Niccolb

Machiavelli,^ and of Francesco Guicciardini:

Ricordi politici e civili (Political and civil

memoirs, 1527-30) and Storm dltalia (1537-
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40). A closer observer of reality in its details

and less inclined to sacrifice facts to abstract

systematization than Machiavelli, Guicciardini

was both a critic of the Florentine Secretary

and his proper pendant in i6th c. historiog-

raphy.

Of the many biographies written in the

16th c., best are the Vite de* eccellenti

pittorif scultori, e architettori (Lives of the

most outstanding painters, sculptors, and

architects; 1543-51) of Giorgio Vasari C1511-

74), a great source of material for the history

of art and not lacking in stylistic merit. The

latter virtue is most apparent to modem taste

in the often careless, always colloquial and

spontaneous Vita CAutohiography; 1558-66)

dictated by the artist Benvenuto Cellini

(1500-71), which combines a freshness and

vigor rare in i6th c. prose with the interest

of the Florentine goldsmith's adventurous life.

Likewise notable for spontaneity of language

and style, together with humor, intelligence

and some originality, are the moralizing dia-

logues 1 Capricd del Bottmo (The Cooper^s

fancies; 1546) and Circe (1549) of the Flor-

entine artisan G. B. Gelli (1498-1563).

Prose fiction in the t6th c. consisted largely

of novelle, written in the Boccaccesque tradi-

tion as regards style and content. The most

notable collection is that of Matteo Bandello

(1485-1561)? written from 1505 onwards and

published in 1554-73, and, in spite of their

licentious content, valuable as a portrayal of

i6th c. North Italian court society* Anton

Francesco Grazzini C1503-84), called II

Lasca (The Roach), a Florentine satirist and

writer of comedies, gives in his Cene (Sup-

pers; 1540-47) a picture of the light-hearted

aspects of Florentine life. Other, less inter-

esting and less original collections of novelle

were the Ragionamenti dAmore (Discussions

of Love; 1525 ff.) of Agnolo Firenzuola

C1493-1543), the Piacevoli Notti (Pleasant

Nights; 1550-53) of Gian Francesco Stra-

parola (ca. 1490-1557), and the EcatommiH

(1565) of Giovanni Battista Giraldi Cinzio

(1504-73), Individual novelle were also writ-

ten by various authors, including Luigi da

Porto (1486-1519), whose Romeo e Giulietta

was the source of Shakespeare's Romeo and

Juliet, and Machiavelli in his Novella di Bel-

fagor Arcidiavolo (Story of the Archdemon

Belphagor'), The general tone of the i6th c,

novella was one of extreme licentiousness and

immorality; certain writers who, like Sebasti-

ano Erizzo, proposed to remedy this defect

succeeded only in rendering their work dull

and uninteresting.

In the drama, the 'regular" genres of trag-

edy and comedy were revived, or at least ex-

humed, following the precepts of current

literary criticism. Aristotle's Poetics and

Horace's Ars Poetica served as guides, and

Aristotle's descriptions of fact or chance obser-

vations were transformed, in accordance with

humanistic procedure, into dogmatic prescrip-

tions: the "classical rules" of the unities (time,

place, action) were set up, and the principle

of decomm restricted subject-matter and style

to material, characters, and actions that would

be socially acceptable to audiences. For Aris-

totle's "purgation through fear and pity" was

often substituted ammiranone (amazement,

or wonder) as the emotional aim of tragedy.

A long series of i6th c. tragedies written

"vrfthin the rules," beginning with Trissino's

Sofonisha (1515), included as its least unin-

spired examples the Rosmunda (1515) of Gio-

vanni Rucellai (1475-1525), the Orhecche

(1541) of Giraldi, the Canace (1542) of

Speroni, and the Orazia (1546) of Pietro

Aretino (1492-1566). Despite its heaviness

of style, over-emphasis on strange and horri-

fying atrocities (designed to awake ammira-

zipne in the audience), and lack of character

analysis, r6th c. Italian tragedy set the model

for later imitators throughout Europe.

Sixteenth century comedy was, in general,

equally dependent on classical models; in sub-

ject matter and style, it was closer to current
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life than was tragedy, and adherence to ^^the

rules’^ did not crush originality and invention

as much as elsewhere. Its two masterpieces

are Machiavellfs Mandragola (The Mandra-

gore; ca. 1513) and Giordano Bruno’s II

Cmdelmo (The Candle^Maker; 1580), both

typical of the period in their indecency, im-

morality, teen observation, and effective real-

ism. Other comedies worthy of mention are

the Calandria C1513) of the court wit Ber-

nardo Dovizl of Bibbiena C1470-1520); the

comedies of L. Ariosto, the Cortigiana (Court

Life; 1526) of Aretino; the Aridosia (1536)

of Lorenzino de’ Medici (1514-48); the

Straccioni (The Rascals; 1544) of Annibal

Caro (1507-66); the seven comedies (1540-

50) of II Lasca; and those of the Rorentine

Giovanni Maria Cecchi (1518-87).

Freedom of invention and expression was

greater, however, in the less ''classical” dra-

matic types, the tragi-comedy and the farce.

The former, developing out of the freer dra-

matic form of the sacra rappresentazione, was

used toward the mid c. for pastoral subjects

in the tradition of Sannazaro’s Arcadia; a

number of eclogue-like masques followed Cas-

tiglione’s Tirsi (1506), and the first full-

fledged pastoral drama was 11 Sacrificio (The

Sacrifice; 1554) of Agostino Beccari (d.

1590). The masterpieces of the genre are the

Aminta (1573) of Torquato Tasso^ and the

Pastor fido (The Faithful Shepherd; 1580-

90) of G. B. Guarini (1538-1612). At first

simple and delicate in Tasso’s hands, the type

became more and more complicated in action

and affected in sentiment, until it was the

artificial, exaggerated expression of aristoc-

racy’s escape to unreality from everyday ex-

istence.

The farce is considered by at least some

scholars to have been a direct survival from

Roman timess. Broad in humor and unin-

hibited in morals, it was usually acted in local

dialect and often improvised, at least in part,

on a fixed scenario. Sannazaro, P. A. Garac-

ciolo, and others wrote farces in Neapolitan;

those of Giovaniii Giorgio Alione (1460-

1521), in Astigiano (Piedmontese), are in a

moralizing vein; also worthy of mention are

the farces of the Sienese Niccolb Campani,

the Paduan Angelo Beolco (1502-42) called

II Ruzzante (The Prankster), and the Vene-

tian Andrea Calmo (1510-71). Artisans and

members of the lower classes formed clubs

for the acting of these popular dramas, such

as the Congrega dei Rozzi at Siena; these

groups were the predecessors of the profes-

sional companies of actors, the first of which

played at Mantua in 1567, and from whose

activities developed the commedia delV arte

of the following century.

In the field of the narrative poem, Boiardo’s

unfinished Orlando Innamorato had a num-

ber of continuators and revisers; chief among

the latter was the brilliant and original satiric

poet Francesco Bemi (1498-1535), now re-

mmbered more for his burlesque poetry

than for his once famous revision of the

Innamorato. The only continuator to achieve

lasting fame was L^ovico Ariosto,’*' whose

Orlando Furioso (Mad Roland; ca. 1506-16,

with revisions until 1532) long overshadowed

the v^ork of his predecessor. The success of

the Furioso called forth a spate of imitations,

extensions, developments of single episodes,

etc., which lasted for two centuries. Of nu-

merous i6th c. works of this type, the Girone

cortese (1548) of L. Alamanni and the

Amadigi (1560) of Bernardo Tasso (1493-

1569) are remembered today. Other poet%

intending to follow the precept and example

of classical epic, wrote lengthy but stillborn

poems such as the Itdia Liherata dal Goti

(Italy Freed from the Goths; pub. 1547-48)

of Trissino, or Alamanni’s Avarchide. After

considerable critical debate on the merits of

the non-cl^sical chivalric romairce, a com-

promise was reached—summed up in Giraldi’s

Discourse on the Composition of Chivalric

Romances; 1554—recognizing its legitimacy
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but calling for greater unity in subject-matter.

Giraldfs attempt at a fusion of the romantic

and the classical narrative poem, the Ercole

CHercules; 1557), was unsuccessful, and the

realization of the late i6th c. compromise in

the field was reached only in Torquato Tasso’s

Gerusalemme Liherata Qerusalem Delivered,

pub. 1581), which combined Christian, epic,

and essentially unified subject-matter with

considerable variety of episodes, and romantic

inspiration.

Parody of the chivalric romance also began

early, with the Orlandino ^Little Orlcmdo) of

Pietro Aretino and the works of Teofilo

Folengo: Baldus (1517 IF.) in macaronic

Latin and Orlandino (1526) in Italian. The
latter author was a brilliant but unstable

monk, for a time renegade, with Lutheran

leanings; his masterly use of macaronic Latin

(i.e. Latin mixed with standard Italian and

dialectal vernacular elements) combines with

satiric portrayal of middle and lower class life

and of the clergy to make the Baldus one of

the three most notable narrative poems of the

1 6th c., together with Ariosto’s Furioso and

Tasso’s Gerusalemme.

The development of printing and the in-

crease in reading in the i6th c. brought into

being a class of writers, at first directly con-

nected with printers’ establishments, who ful-

filled the various duties that would today be

entrusted to editors, proofreaders, and hack-

writers. Among these men-of-all-work, known
in the i6th c. as poIigm/z,-may be mentioned

Lodovico Dolce, Girolamo Ruscelli, Ortensio

Lando Ci 512-53) and Anton Francesco Doni

(1513-74). The. most outstanding poligrafo

of the 1 6th jc., however, was Pietro i^etino, a

brilliant and extremely prolific, but very

superficial writer. In addition to a few works

of real value, ^Aretino produced ah immense

quantity of trash, by which he made a

luxurious, if piecarious, Hving-flattering his

supporters (for value received) and attacking

his detractors in the polemical style traditional

in Italy from 15th c. humanists to 20th c.

professors.

Italian literature was the first vernacular

literature in Europe to receive the revived in-

fluence of ancient Greek and Latin culture;

and it became in its turn a model and source

of inspiration for literary work in the rest of

Europe. Italian men of letters were well re-

ceived elsewhere, especially at royal courts,

e.g. Leonardo da Vinci and L. Alamanni in

France, and Castiglione in Spain. From the

rest of Europe, men came to Italy in connec-

tion with ecclesiastical affairs (Luther, Juan

de Vald&, Du Bellay), or intellectual matters

(Erasmus, Montaigne). Through these and

other channels, works of Italian literature be-

came known and regarded as on almost the

same level as the classics of antiquity. Spe-

roni’s Dialogo della Lingua furnished the

material for Du Bellay’s program of renova-

tion and humanization of French language

and literature, in his Deffense et Illustration

de la Langue Frangaise (1548). The classiciz-

ing Petrarchism of Bembo and his followers

influenced lyric poetry in Spain (Juan Bos-

cdn; Garcilaso de la Vega), France (the Lyon

school; the P16iade), and England (the Eliza-

bethan poets). Italian re-working of the chival-

ric romances, especially as embodied in Ari-

osto and Tasso, was diffused over Europe in

numerous imitations, reaching its height in

Spenser’s Faerie Queene (1590-1609). The
pastoral tradition was continued in many
plays and in works of other genres, e.g.

Spenser’s Shepherd's Calendar (1579) and

d’Urf6’s novel Astr6e (1610). Italian critical

interpretation of ancient literary theory and

practice served as the basis for classicizing

criticism, as in the Querelle du Cid in France

(1637 ff.) and the Abb6 d’Aubignac’s

Pratique du Theatre (1647-58).

But if Italy in the i6th c* was for a time

a center of cultural diffusion, it ceased to be

so in the following centuries in literature and

intellectual matters (although continuing in
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that r6le in art and music). Italian literature

and thought lost vitality and sank in general

to the level of empty, formalizing imitation

of ancient and Renaissance predecessors. To
the adverse influences of excessive classicism,

separation of men of letters from social real-

ity, and economic decline, was added after

the middle of the i6th c. the further impedi-

ment of the Counter-Reformation. This move-

ment brought the restrictions of the Inquisi-

tion, the censorship, and other repressive

measures that followed the triumph of ecclesi-

astical ultra-conservatism, in dogma and prac-

tice, at the Council of Trent (1545-63).

Hereticism in religion disappeared from Italy,

but so did intellectual freedom—boldness and

originality in thought, or sincerity and sim-

plicity in literary expression. Those that con-

tinued in dissident paths met with persecution

and suppression. Giordano Bruno of Nola

(1548-1600), the pantheistic philosopher and

author of II Candelaio and numerous philo-

sophical works, was burned as a heretic at

Rome. Tommaso Campanella (1568-1630),

the philosopher-reformer ^f Calabria, and the

author of La Citth del Sole (The City of the

Sun; 1602), a description of a Utopia-like

ideal community, suffered long imprisonment

for civil and religious rebellion. The Floren-

tine astronomer Galileo Galilei (1564-1642)

suffered persecution and was forced by the

Inquisition to recant his doctrines. Fra Paolo

Sarpi (1552-1633) of Venice, an outspoken

enemy of the temporal power of the church,

earned the hatred of the ecclesiastical powers

by his History of the Council of Trent (pub.

1619), and was protected from their venge-

ance only by the power of his native state.

Belles-lettres, narrowly speaking, under-

went a serious decline after ca. 1600. Bembo's

classicism, which at least included restraint

and sobriety among its virtues, was replaced

by a search for originality at all costs—an

originality that, denied in content, was found

in elaboration of description, abuse of rhetori-

cal devices, heaping up of similes, antitheses,

puns, conceits, and the like. This disease of

literary affectation, which infected all of

Europe at the beginning of the 17th c. (Gon-

gorism in Spain, Euphuism in England,

Pr&iosit6 in France, baroque literature in

Germany) was known in Italy as Marinism,

from the chief Italian focus of contagion,

G. B. Marino."^ Marino's followers, including

Claudio Achillini (1574-1640), Girolamo

Preti (1582-1626, and G. B. Manso (1561-

1654), carried his style even further (where

possible) in its baroque elaboration.

A few poets followed slightly different lines

of development. Gabriello Chiabrera (1552-

1638), of Savona, was notable for his choice

of unusual models among the classics (Pindar,

Anacreon) and contemporaries (the Pldiade),

for his metrical innovations and imitation of

classical meters, and for his choice of Pindaric

and gallant subject-matter. Fulvio Testi

(1593-1646), of Ferrara, imitated Horace,

but with an added element of personal feel-

ing and especially of patriotism rare among

the poets of his time. Among satiric poets—

of whom there were many, following and

degrading the tradition of Bemi's satire to the

level of scurrilous obscenity—the only one

worthy of mention was the Neapolitan painter

Salvator Rosa (1615-74).

The 16th c. tradition of epic poetry was

continued in the 17th, with a series of unin-

spired imitations and developments of the

chivalric subject-matter, based on the work

of Ariosto and Tasso. Markworthy are only

the Croce Racquistata (Recovery of the

Cross; 1611) of Francesco Bracciolini (1560-

1645) and the Conquisto di Granata (Con*

quest of Granada; 1650) of Girolamo Grazi-

ani (1604-75), imitations of Tasso's Gerusa-

lemme. More vital was the development of

the mock-heroic or satirical epic. This genre,

which had already begun with Folengo's work

in the i6th c., was developed further in Brac-

ciolinfs Schema degli Dei (Mockery of the
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Gads; 1618-24) and in the Secckia Rapita

(Rape of the Bticket; 1622) of Alessandro

Tassoni.^ In these and similar poems, such as

the Mcdmantile Racquistato CMalmantile Re-

gained; puh. 1676) of Lorenzo Lippi (1606-

65), the Asino (The Donkey; 1652) of Carlo

Dottori C 1 61 8-86), the commonplaces of the

epic or the romance—knights errant and their

adventures, warrior virgins, .mythological epi-

sodes—are turned into comedy, either by treat-

ing elevated subjects in a ridiculous fashion

(Bracciolini) or by handling low material in

a solemn tone (Tassoni).

Belletristic prose also showed the eflEects

of the Marinistic vogue, as in the long insipid

novels La Dianea C1627) of Gianfrancesco

Loredano (1607-61), and II Calloandro

Fedele (The Faithful Cdloander; 1640-41;

1652) of Giovanni Ambrogio Marini (ca.

1594-ca. 1650), and many others now for-

gotten-prose rehashes of epic, romantic, pas-

toral or melodramatic episodes, in a style

alternating between turgid, bombastic de-

scription and flat narrative* A few writers of

novelle may be mentioned, such as Giovanni

Sagredo (1617-82), the author of VArcadia

in Brenta QArcadia on the Brenta; 1667), a

collection imitated from Boccaccio; and Giam-

battista Basile (ca* 1575-1632), the writer of

II Pentcmerone (The Fentameron)^ ^so

known as ha Cunpu de U Cunti CThe Tale

of Tales; pub* 1634-36). The last-mentioned

work, told with vivacity and spontaneity in

Neapolitan dialect, is based directly on mate-

rial from popular sources, and is a mine of

valuable folUoristic material.

But as often happens in such periods, the

best writing is found in prose not consciously

literary in aim* Examples already mentioned

are the works of Galileo and Sarpi; other

prose writers of note were Traiano Boccalini

(1556-1613), a literary and pblitical critic of

vigor and acumen in bds Ragguagli di Pamaso
(News from Parnassus; i6ro) and Pietra del

Paragone Politico (Politicat Touchstone;

1614), notable especially for their violent

attacks on Spanish tyranny; the anonymous

author (Tassoni?) of the Filippiche CPhiUp-

pics; 1615) against the Spaniards; and the

preacher Paolo Segneri (1624-94) in his

sermons and religious treatises, A number of

travelers (such as Pietro della Valle, 1586-

1652) and notable personages wrote of their

voyages and adventures; among the latter type

of writers are especially notable Enrico Ca-

terino Davila (1576-1631), author of the

History of the Religious Wars in France

(1630), in which he had taken part; and

Guido Bentivoglio (1579-1644), the author

of Rehmoni in tempo delle sue nunziature

(1629), a history of the revolutions in the

Netherlands against Spanish rule, and of a

series of Memoirs,

In the theatre, strictly classical tragedy and

comedy were cultivated by conservatively-

minded authors and critics, but remained life-

less; even the Aristodemo (1657) of Carlo

Dottori is scarcely remembered. Michelangelo

Buonarroti the younger (1568-1640), a. stu-

dent of Tuscan popular and dialectal speech,

used the comic genre as a setting for linguistic

gems, in his complex of five five-act comedies

portraying Florentine market scenes with real-

istic vivacity, entitled as a unit La Fiera (The

Fair), The influence of Spanish comedy of

the Golden Age, with its greater freedom from

classical restrictions, began to be felt, espe-

cially in the Convitato di Pietra (The Stone

Guest; ca, 1653) of Giacinto Andrea Cicog-

nini (1606-60), a re-working of Tirso de

Molina’s Burlador de Sevilla and the first Ital-

ian treatment of the Don Juan legend. The
pastoral continued at first as a separate genre,

but in a series of unoriginal and uninspired

imitations of Tasso’s Aminta and Guarini’s

Pastor Fido; the only exception to the rule is

the Filli di Sdro (Phyllis of Scyros; 1607)

of Guidubaldo Bonarelli (1563-1608), But

by the end of die century, the pastoral fused

with the newly developed musical opera or
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melodramma, an invention of the 17th c.

Toward the end of the i6th c., a group of

Florentine musicians, known as the Camerata,

had experimented with the revival of Greek

drama, then thought to have been entirely

sung, and the poet Ottavio Rinuccini (1564-

1621) had collaborated with the composer

lacopo Peri (1561-1633) in the operas Dafne

(1599) Euridice (1600). The new genre

rapidly became immensely popular, and de-

veloped into one of Italy’s leading art forms,

largely due to the genius of the musician

Claudio Monteverdi (1567-1643). The orig-

inal aim of the Florentine Camerata and of

Monteverdi had been to effect a perfect union

of poetry and music; but, during the course

of the century, poetical and musical content

and verisimilitude came to be sacrificed to the

superficial attractions of fashionable gallantry,

romantic episodes, singers’ virtuosity, and dis-

play of complicated staging. In this form, the

Italian opera had spread all over Europe by

1700.

The other living theatrical genre of the

17th c. was the commedia delV arte, or pro-

fessional improvised comedy. Performed by

stock companies, it was mainly based on a set

scenario, with the development of each scene

left to the spontaneous imagination of the

actors, and with fbced characters (“masks”):

Pantaloon, Harlequin, Punch (Puldnella)

and Columbine, and a number of more or

less variable secondary types: die miles glorir

osus ('Tjoastful soldier”: Capitan Spavento di

Valdinferno; Matamoros), the doctor (Grazi-

ano), the servant (Pedrolino; Brighella), and

more. The actors enlivened their perform-

ances by happy inventions on the spur of the

moment and by embroidery on the set situa-

tions, by the use of hzzi or ‘*gags,” and by a

plentiful admixture of slapstick comedy. At

first a lively and efl&cacious representation of

contemporary life, given on such a level as to

be accessible to all, the commedia ddV arte

sank by the end of the century In many cases

to the level of a stereotyped series of fixed

buffooneries, often extremely coarse and im-

moral. But it was immensely popular through-

out Italy, and, like the opera, was carried all

over Europe by traveling Italian troupes.

The late 17th and the early i8th c. wit-

nessed a kind of codification of the less ex-

travagant aspects of baroque literature, under

the auspices of the academy known as the

Arcadia. The excesses of Marinism passed

from fashion about the mid 17th c., and cer-

tain later lyric poets are notable for a return

to sobriety and measure. Francesco Redi of

Arezzo (1628-98), a doctor, scientist, and

student of the Aretine dialect, devoted 20

years (1665-85) to the writing and perfect-

ing of a long dithyramb, Bacco in Toscana

CBacchus in Tuscany')^ a description of the

god’s increasing drunkenness on Tuscan wine,

frivolous in content but lively, varied, and

exquisite in form. The Florentine Vincenzo

da Filicaia (1642-1707) and the Pavian Ales-

sandro Guidi (1650-1712) avoided the ex-

cesses of Marinism, but fell somewhat into

the opposite extreme of over-solenmity and

artificial rhetoridty. Carlo Maria Maggi

(1630-99), of Milan, is notable for his patri-

otic poems in Italian and his poetry and com-

edies in Milanese dialect. The new tendencies

were embodied and crystallized in the aims

of a new academy, the Arcadia, founded at

Rome in 1690. With the intention of purging

Italian poetry of bad taste and restoring it to

its pristine purity, the members of the Arcadia

—including such outstanding literary critics as

Gian Vincenzo Gravina (1664-1718) and

Giovan Mario Crescimbeni (1663-1728)-*

dedicated its meetings to recitations of pas-

toralizing poetry, by gentlemen and ladies dis-

guised as shepherds and shepherdesses, in the

tradition of Theocritus, Virgil, and Sannazaro.

In the parent academy and branches estab-

lished throughout Italy went on, for the next

century, the production (almost manufacture)

of minor lyrics, delicate in form and devoid of
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content, celebrating insignificant daily events,

by a host o£ insignificant minor versifiers.

Among the poets of the Arcadia, only Carlo

Innocenzo Frugoni (1692-1768) of Genoa is

remembered, and that more for his popularity

and influence in his century than for the

intrinsic merit of his works.

The taste symbolized by the Arcadia was

dominant in other fields as well. Men of let-

ters had come to feel that the late 17th c.

form of the opera was a state of decadence,

and that the opera needed to be brought back

to a higher literary level, by a more perfect

accord between poetry and music, and by

greater verisimilitude and regularity in con-

struction. A learned literary critic, Apostolo

Zeno (1668-1750) of Venice, attempted a re-

form like this, bringing into the opera, in his

70-odd melodrammi and oratoriiy at least some

of the unity of action, the decorum of be-

havior, and the purity of style characteristic

of classical tragedy. But Zeno's reforming zeal

was not accompanied by inspiration, insight

into psychology, or skill in versification. This

latter characteristic especially typifies the

leading operatic librettist of the i8th c., Pietro

Metastasio,'^ whose melodrammi represent the

adaptation to prevailing taste, in a heroico-

sentimental style, of the romantic features of

17th c. opera together with at least a modicum

of classical restraint.

The best prose was still to be found in

non-belletristic writing, especially that of the

scientific investigators of the period. Among
these^ in addition to Redi, may be mentioned

the physicist Lorenzo Magalotti (1637-

1712), in his Saggi di naturdi esferienze

CExperiments in the Natural Sciences') and

his anti-atheistic Familiar Letters, ,and the

physiologists Marcello Malpighi (X628-94)

and Antonio Vallisnieri (1661-1730). A
Jesuit of Ferrara, DanieUo Bartoli (1608-85)

was a liberal classicist in literary and gram-

matical criticism, in his The Man of Letters,

Right and Wrong of Purism, and Treatise df

Italian Orthografhy, and a consummate artist

in prose in his skillful, if not always accurate,

history of Jesuit missions. The writing of his-

tory received a great impulse from the avail-

ability of new materials, compiled and pub-

lished by a number of men with criteria of

accuracy and completeness; the most outstand-

ing of these scholars was Lodovico Antonio

Muratori (1672-1750), who collected and

edited a vast quantity of mediaeval documents

and other materials in his Este Antiquities

(1717 and J740) and Writers on Italian Mat'

ters (28 V.; 1723-51); in his Antiquities of

the Italian Middle Ages .(6 v.; 1738-43) and

Italian Annals, he interpreted the material

thus gathered. The first extensive history of

Italian literature, Crescimbeni's Istoria della

volgar foesia (i698)~more notable for its

extent and erudition than for order or critical

perception—likewise dates from this period.

Slightly later, the Neapolitan Pietro Giannone

(1686-1743) recounted the Istoria civile del

regno di Napoli (1723), a history of Neapoli-

tan laws, customs, and civilization rather than

of external events, with a strong anti-ecclesi-

astical and libertarian bias which brought

upon Giannone ii years of exile, and. impris-

onment for the last 12 years of his life. An-

other Neapolitan, G. B. Vko,'^ living in rela-

tive obscurity, developed the philosophy of

history to even more novel and radical con-

clusions, but was able to avoid persecution.

In the mid and later i8th c., a general re-

awakening of Italian cultural and political life

took place. Spain and its oppressive influence

were excluded from Italy by the treaties of

Utrecht and Rastadt (1713--14), and the

treaties of Vienna (1736) and Ax-la-Chapelle

(1748) restored at least nominal independence

to the various states of Italy, except Lombardy

and Mantua, which were transferred to Aus-

trian rule. Freed from the anti-industrial, anti-

commercial restrictions imposed by Spanish

rule, Italian economic life began to revive.

The top-heavy structure of aristocratic society,
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by this time decadent and corrupt in its moral

nature, and the excessive domination of Ital-

ian life by ecclesiastical powers, came to be

the objects of criticism and reform, the latter

of which had already begun (to a modest

extent) before 1789 in some parts of Italy.

Although indigenous in its ultimate origin,

the i8th-c. revival of Italian culture was meas-

urably hastened by a strong wave of foreign

influence, especially from France, and in-

directly from England. The deistic, naturalis-

tic, rationalistic, expansionistic, relativistic,

libertarian, equalitarian, and humanitarian

theories of the French fhilosophes of the

1 8th c., especially of the Encyclopedist school,

were diffused throughout Italy by reprints of

the Encyclopedie itself (1758-78) and by

numerous followers. What Fontenelle did for

France in popularizing the new discoveries in

science and other fields, was done for Italy by

Francesco Algarotti (1712-64), a friend of

Voltaire and Frederick II and a very widely-

travelled man with extensive foreign connec-

tions, in his Newfonianism for the Ladies

(1737) and many other works. A notable

group of Italian thinkers of Encyclopedist

leanings at Naples included the political

economist Antonio Genovesi (1712-69); the

economist, dialect lexicographer and belletrist

Ferdinando Galiani (1728-87); and the

jurists Francesco Mario Pagano (1748-99)

and Gaetano Filangeri (1752-88). At Milan,

Pietro Verri (1728-97) and Cesare Beccaria

(1738-94) were the leaders of a group whose

literary organ was II Caffi (pub. 1764-66),

a journal originally modeled after Addison^s

Spectator, but devoted principally to the di-

vulgation of ^'enlightenment*^ in the shape of

economic, social, and literary reform. Bec-

caria was one of the pioneers of modem penal

reform in his On Crime and Punishment

(1764), an argument for closer correlation

between the two and for the abolition of

torture and capital punishment.

In literary theory, the excessive classicism

and purism of the Bembistic-Arcadian tradi-

tion brought about an equally excessive re-

action in favor of independence and indi-

vidualism. This led such destmctive critics as

Saverio Bettinelli (1718-1808), in his Vir-

gilian Letters (1757) and English Letters

(1766) to attack savagely the greater part of

Italian literature from Dante onwards, in the

name of reason, clarity, and taste. Giuseppe

Baretti (1719-89), in his literary periodical

La Frusta letteraria (The Literary Scourge;

1763-4), was another leader in the con-

demnation of exaggerated classicism and the

broadening of Italian literary horizons to in-

clude a Imowledge of foreign authors (e.g,

Shakespeare, Baretti*s lifelong enthusiasm)

and a closer contact with modem life. Con-

servatives of course reacted strongly in de-

fense of Italian literary tradition, as did Gas-

pare Gozzi (1713-86) in his opuscules in de-

fense of Dante (1758, answering Bettinelli)

and his journals The Venetian Gazette

(1760-61) and The Venetian Observer

(1761-2). Together with the imitation of

foreign authors came a wave of linguistic

innovation, especially a great number of loan-

words from the French. This wave of Galli-

cism gave a partially new topic of debate in

the perennial Questione della Lingua. The

problems facing the Italian standard language

in the i6th c. had remained unsolved, since

economic and social conditions had not per-

mitted a natural spread and wider acceptance

such as the standard languages of France,

Spain, and England had found; hence the

debates on the language had been going on

during the 17th and early i8th c. along the

lines laid down by Bembo, Trissino, and other

1 6th c. debaters. In the i8th c., the more

progressive thinkers, such as Melchiorre

Cesarotti (1730-1808), in his Essay on the

Philosophy of Language (1785), were not

opposed to the innovating currents, at least

in moderation, while they recognized the

Tuscan origin of modern Italian. Here again.
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purists reacted violently, as did e.g. Gian

Francesco Galeani Napione, in his anti-Gallic

On the Use and Merits of the Italian Lan-

guage C1791).

In belles-lettres, the three chief protagonists

of reform were Carlo Goldoni,^ Giuseppe

Parini,^ and Vittorio Alfieri*^ None of the

three was an originator in literary technique

or in intellectual content; Goldoni and Al-

fieri were, in fact, markedly conservative in

dramatic construction, and the novelty of

Parini^s style consists rather in judicious

choice of models than in technical innovation.

What aroused the admiration of contemporary

and later critics was the lofty moral tone of

Parini's satire and Alfieri^s tragedy, and the

purity of common life and character as por-

trayed in Goldoni^s comedy, as contrasted

with the degeneration then current in society

and letters. The relation of their work to the

national regeneration then beginning has

saved it from the oblivion into which have

fallen most other belletristic writers of the

late Settecento, with the possible exception

of Carlo Gozzi (1720-1806), author of the

humorous poem The hizarre Marpsa and a

series of fairy-tale plays, including VAmove
delle tre melarance CThe Love of the Three

Oranges; 1761) and Turandot; and of G, B.

Gasti (1724-1803), author of a satire The
Talking Animals (1802)*

The period of the French Revolution

(1789-1815) brought to Italy an increased,

but soon disillusioned, hope of independence

and unification. From the French invaders in

1796, and later from Napoleon Bonaparte

(partly because of his Corsican origin), the

Italians expected the establishment of a free,

imited Italy; but when Italy was kept in a

disjointed condition and the several states

were parcelled out to Napoleon's favorites,

Italian admiration and praise for France and

Napoleon turned to disgust and hatred. For-

eign literatures became better known and

more widely imitated: At Bertola translated

Gessner's idylls, Cesarotti the poems of

*'Ossian,'' and Alessandro Verri (1741-1816)

Shakespeare's Hamlet and Othello, Young's

Night Thoughts were imitated by A. Verri

in his prose Roman Nights (1792-1804), and

Thomas Gray's Elegy in a Country Church-

yard by Ippolito Pindemonte (1753-1828),

the translator of the Odyssey, in his unfinished

poem The Cemeteries (1806). A generation^

of writers arose whose emotions had been

aroused by patriotism and hope, and rendered

unstable by revolution, war, and unsatisfied

national aspirations. Typical of this disor-

ganized period was the disorganized career

of Vincenzo Monti (1754-1828), who fol-

lowed in his literary work the changing fash-

ions in politics, becoming in turn an Arcadian

in his youth; anti-French in his poem La

BassvilUana (1793-7); pro-French and im-

perialistic in a number of occasional poems,

including Prometeo (Prometheus; 1797), La

Mascheroniana (1800), and II Bardo della

Selva Neva (The Bard of the Black Forest;

1806); and pro-Austrian in a number of adula-

tory poems to the Emperor after 1815. Mark-

worthy also is the typical combination in

Monti's work of classicism (possibly his best

work is his translation of the Iliad, pub. 1810)

and pre-Romantic (Germanic, pseudo-Celtic)

elements. The poet Ugo Foscolo^ is also typi-

cal of the period, in a more admirable way, in

his constant patriotism and unfortunate pri-

vate life and exile, and also in his fusion

of classical and foreign material.

Dialectal literature* of this period had two

poets of major stature, and many others.

Giovanni Meli (1740-1815), writing in

Sicilian, started with imitation of the Arcadian

manner, but in his later work turned to satire

in Don Chisciotti (Don Quiocoie') and The
Origin of the World, and to realistic portrayal

of folk life in his dithyramb Sarudda. Carlo

Porta (i775-r82i), of l^ilan, is one of Italy's

greatest realistic poets, in such poems as his

Qiovannin Bmgee (1818) and The Naming
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of the Chaplain (1819), and other works of

observation of daily life. In Venetian, Pietro

Buratti Ci772»-i832) wrote amusing but

morally lax poetry, typical of which is VOmo
CMan\ a description of the various ages of

man.

The abolition of the old regime created con-

ditions favorable to the development of Italian

thought in history and allied sciences, and

this period is characterized by the work of a

number of serious and profound scholars.

Carlo Botta (1766-1837) of Piedmont, a

careful but somewhat rhetorical and moralistic

historian, was the author of the History of

the American War of Independence (1809);

Storia dHtalia dal 1789 al 1814 (1824); Storia

dltalia continuata da quella del Guicciardini

fino al 1789 (1832). Two Neapolitans, Pietro

Colletta (1775-1831) aiid Vincenzo Cuoco

(1770-1823), recounted periods of the his-

tory of Naples: Colletta in his intensely per-

sonal, even if inexact and stylistically poor

Storia del reame di Napoli, covering the

period from 1734 to 1825; and Cuoco in his

Saggio storico sulla rivoluzione di Napoli,

one of the major Italian works in the historical

field. Cuoco was also the author of an his-

torical novel, Plato in Italy (1804-6).

After the fall of Napoleon, the Congress of

Vienna (1815) attempted to restore Europe

to as exact an approximation as possible of

its pre-1789 condition. Italy was re-divided

into its component states, and subjected (ex-

cept for the independent Kingdom of Pied-

mont) to the hegemony of the Austrian Em-

pire. The following half-century was a period

of renewed and desperate struggle against the

ultra-reactionary, tyrannical Austrian rule, for

the establishment of a free, united Italy, in

the movement of national liberation known

as il Risorgimento (the resurgence). ,As in

other European countries, the aftermath of

the Napoleonic wars brought to writers and

intellectuals a feeling of frustration, and they

turned to a world of fantasy and imagination

in the common European movement of

Romanticism. Italian Romanticism shared

with that of other countries the characteristics

of escapism: from classical rules and literary

types into free literary creation; from tradi-

tional subject-matter, especially ancient

mythology, into the world of the Middle Ages

or exotic climes; and from i8th c. intellectual-

ism and skepticism into free emotional ex-

pression and renewed religious fervor. But

Romanticism in Italy was not purely negative,

nor productive of a split between writers and

their public as it was in France, England, or

Germany. Italian Romantic writers shared

their frustration and their fantasy—in the at-

tainment of national independence and imity

—with their fellow-citizens, and men of letters

desired to use their talents in the service of

the national liberation. Hence Romanticism

in Italy had a more positive side than else-

where, and a closer connection with national

life and politics. The Italian Romantics de-

sired freedom of expression, portrayed the

Middle Ages, returned to religion—but in

order to find truth and apply it to problems

of ordinary existence and current life, espe-

cially those of liberation and unification.

The first manifesto of the new school was

given in 1816 by Giovanni Berchet (1783-

1851), in his Half-serious Letter of Chrysos-

tom, an exposition of Romantic principles of

artistic liberty, and inspiration from national

and folk sources, prefaced to his translation

of Burger's Der wilde Jdger and Lenore* Like

most of the other Italian Romanticists,

Berchet was active on the liberal side in

political affairs and suffered exile for his

activities; his best original work—his ballads

and the poem The Refugees of Parga (1824)

—was done during his exile. The Italian

Romantic movement had its center in Milan,

around a group including Berchet, Alessandro

Manzoni,^ Federico Confalonieri (1785-

1846), Giovanni Torti (1774-1852), and

Silvio Pellico (1789-1854). The last-
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mentioned was editor of the chief Romantic

journal, II Conciliatore Ci 8 18-19), ^ind

author of a rhetorical and sentimental,

but immensely popular tragedy, Francesca

da Rimini (1815), and of the world-

famous Le mie frigioni CMy Prisons; 1832),

the narration of his sufferings, endured with

Christian humility and forgiveness, under

Austrian tyranny and imprisonment from

1820 to 1830. Other Milanese adherents of

Romanticism were the dialectal poet Carlo

Porta, and Tommaso Gross! (1791-1853), a

poet in Milanese and Italian, and the author

of sentimental tales in verse and of an epic,

I Lomhardi alia Prima Crociata (The Lom-

bards on the First Crusade; 1821-26),

The field in which- the Romanticists were

most successful was undoubtedly the histori-

cal novel. Manzoni's I Promessi Sfosi (The
Betrothed; 1828) was the first and best of a

series of Romantic novels that included La

Battalia di Benevento (The Battle of

Benevento; 1828) of Francesco Domenico

Guerrazzi (1804-73); Grossfs Marco Vis-

conti (1831-4); the Ettore Fieramosca (1833)

of Massimo d^Azeglio (1798-1866); Guer-

razzi^s UAssedio di Firenze (The Siege of

Florence; 1836); the Margherita Pusterla

(1838) of Cesare Canth (1804-95);

D^Azeglio^s Niccold del Lapi (1841). Of these,

some (La Battalia di Benevento, Marco Vis-

conti, Margherita Pusterla') evoked the heroic

past of the Middle Ages; some (Etiore Fiera-

mosca, Niccold de* Lapi, UAssedio di Firenze)

the period of the Renaissance and the loss of

Italian liberty during the foreign invasions;

some (I Promessi Sposi) the time of national

degradation under Spanish rule. The histori-

cal novel proved an especially effective device

for exciting patriotic pride and resentment

of foreign domination, by recalling past pe-

riods of national greatness or decline, at the

same time evading the Austrian censorship by

avoiding direct reference to the present.

In other fields, the ability of the Romantics

was not wholly equal to their ambitions.

Romantic drama in general derived material

from Italian history, and technique from

foreign sources (Shakespeare, Goethe, Schil-

ler), The chief Romantic dramas were Man-
zoni^s II Conte di Carmagnola (The Count

of Carmagnola; 1816) and Adelchi (1820),

and the heavy but intensely patriotic dramas

of G, B. Niccolini (1782-1861), best of which

are Antonio Foscarini (1827), Giovanni da

Procida (1830), Lodovico Sforza (1833) and

Amaldo da Brescia (1843), The debate over

Romantic infringement of pseudo-classical

precepts (the unities, decorum) generated

more heat than light, except in Manzoni's de-

fense of his practice in his Letter on the Uni-

ties of Time and Place in Tragedy (1823).

-In the lyric, the only outstanding poet of the

Romantic school was again Manzoni, espe-

cially in his Inni Sacri (Sacred Hymns;
1812-22). The other great poet of the period,

Giacomo Leopardi,*^ probably Italy's greatest

purely lyric poet, was not a member of the

Romantic school, in fact opposed it in theory,

but his poetry is essentially romantic in its

intensity and expression of personal emotion.

The Questione della Lingua, which had

continued ever since the Cinquecento^ re-

ceived in this period its final settlement. In

the 17th and i8th c,, the use of standard

Italian (as opposed to local dialect) had not

spread beyond the point it had reached in the

16th 0.: the upper classes and literature.

Hence the problems confronting its further

spread had remained unsolved, and the de-

bates still centered around the subjects of

archaism and ^Tuscanism." The puristic and

archaizing tradition was continued in the

early 19th c. by such men as Antonio Cesari

(1760-1828), Pietro Giordani (1774-1848),

and Basilio Puoti (1782-1847), The chief

debate of the early 19th c. was touched off

by Monti's Proposal for some corrections and

additions to the Crusca Vocabulary (1817-

26) and by his son-in-law Giulio Perticari's
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works in defense of Dante^s De vulgari EIo-

quentia^ and against purism On the Writers

of the Trecento and Their Imitators (1818)

and On Daniels Love for his Country

C1820). Polemic answers to Monti and Per-

ticari were written by the Dalmatian lexi-

cographer Niccol6 Tommaseo (1802-74) and

by the Modenese Giovanni Galvani. But the

changed situation of the 19th c, brought new
life to the standard language itself; even be-

fore actual political unity was established, the

desire for national regeneration led to the

spread of education and to wider use of

standard Italian. The contemporary speech

of upper-class Tuscans was the obvious model

for current usage; the action of Manzoni in

going to Florence (1827) to study Tuscan

speech for the revision of I Promessi Sposi was

symbolic of the general trend in literary Ital-

ian. The adoption of modem Tuscan as the

recognized literary standard was termed, from

its chief exponent, la soluzione manzoniana

C^'the Manzonian solution^O of the Questione

della Lingua, and was the solution generally

adopted; even those who objected to it in

theory (e.g, Leopardi, Carducci) followed its

essentials in practice. After 1870, the in-

creased interregional communication, the ex-

tension of elementary schooling, and the uni-

versal military training introduced by the

central government continued the work of

linguistic imification, and the Questione della

Lingua became a thing of the past.

Towards the mid century, the crisis of the

revolutionary movement in politics became

more acute, and the problems of liberation

and unification more pressing. After unsuc-

cessful revolutionary outbreaks, especially in

1830 and 1848, the establishment of a united

Italy was finally accomplished between 1859

and 1870, by the growth of the kingdom of

Piedmont into the constitutional monarchy

of Italy, under the astute leadership of Count

Camillo Benso di Gavour (i 81 0-61). Litera-

ture in this period abandoned, in general, the

exotic and iconoclastic aspects of Romanticism,

and was devoted almost wholly to the out-

spoken
.

service of the Risorgimento. The
satirical poems of Giuseppe Giusti (i809-50)

‘

were of primarily political import, especially

the Dies Irae (1836), Lo Stivale (The Boot;

1836), La Terra Morta (The Land of the

Dead; 1841), Sant' Amhrogio (1846) and

Delenda Carthago (Carthage must he de-

stroyed; 1846). The very lack of precision in

Giusti^s humanitarian, democratic ideals made

his poetry all the more effective in arousing

patriotic sentiment. The other great satirist of

the period, Giuseppe Gioacchino Belli (1791-

1863), in his more than 2,000 sonnets in

Roman dialect, far surpasses Giusti in satiric

force, in the terrific impact of his portrayal

of corruption in 19th c. Rome, but was less

directly concerned with national affairs and of

less influence on the contemporary public.

Other nationalistic poets, in an idealistic vein,

were Gabriele Rossetti (1783-1859), Pietro

Giannone (1792-1872), Angelo Brofferio

(1802-66), Alessandro Poerio (1802-48)

Luigi Mercantini (1821-72), and Goffredo

Mameli (1827-49), most of whom suffered

imprisonment, exile, or death for the cause

of liberty.

Of the theoretical writings of the revolu-

tionary period, the most widely influential was

the Primato civile e morale degli Italiani

(The Supremacy of the Italians in Civiliza-

tion and Ethics; 1843) of the Catholic

philosopher Vincenzo Gioberti (1801-52), an

exaltation of the Italians^ glorious past and

their alleged superiority to other nations, and

a utopistic dream of a federated Italy under

the leadership of the Pope. Efficacious in the

re-creation of national pride and ambition,

Gioberti^s Primato set a dangerous precedent

for the combination of inferiority complex,

defensive self-glorification and unieaHstic

utopism that dominated Italian ideals in the

19th and 20th c. and whose ultimate degenera-

tion took the shape of Fascism. Cesare Balbo
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(1789-1853), in addition to his historical

works—especially the History of Italy under

the Barbarians (1830), Vita di Dante (1839),

and Sommario della Storia dltalia (1846)—

wrote the almost equally influential strongly

anti^Austrian Le Sferanze dltalia(TheHope$

of Italy; 1844). More specifically concerned

with contemporary events were the writings

of such political figures as the republican

Giuseppe Mazzini (1803-72) in hia famous

journal La giovine Italia (Young Italy') and

elsewhere, and Massimo d’Azeglio in The
recent hapfenings in Romagna (1846) and

other essays on current events. Many of the

political figures of the revolutionary period

wrote niemoirs, the most notable of which is

d’Azeglio^s I Miei Ricordi (My Memories),

The best novel of the period is the Con-

fessioni d^un Ottuagenario (1857-58) of

Ippolito Nievo (1832-61), a somewhat long-

winded but psychologically and socially pene-

trating historical novel of the late i8th and

early 19th c.

With the establishment of the united king-

dom in the i86o*s and 70's, the political aims

of the Risorgimento were accomplished, and

literature no longer had a direct political

mission. With one of its strongest links to

contemporary reality thus gone, the literature

of the latter 19th c. lost the unity of aim that

it had had in the revolutionary period, and

developed in several different directions: con-

tinuation of Romanticism, return to classicism,

and assimilation of currents from other Euro-

pean countries, particularly realism. The work

of the '^Scapigliatura milanese''^ or Milanese

bohemians, a group of somewhat disorderly

writers living in Milan between i860 and

1880, was in the Romantic tradition, though

not without overtones of realism and deca-

dence derived froin late French Romantics,

especially Baudelaire. The group included the

poet Emilio Praga (1839-75); the novelist

Giuseppe Rovani (1828-74), author of the

historical no^el I Cento Ami (The Hundred

Years; 1859-60), a long-winded, anecdotic,

cyclopedic 'Gavalcade" of Italian life from

1748 to 1848; and the dramatist, opera li-

brettist, and composer Arrigo Boito (1842-

1918), best known for his operas Mepstofele

(1868-75) and Nerone (1901). Other poets

of primarily Romantic inspiration in this pe-

riod were Aleardo Aleardi (1812-78), Gio-

vanni Prati (1814-84), and Giacomo Zanella

(1820-88), now remembered chiefly^ for his

Longfellow-like poem The Fossil Conch-Shell,

But most men of letters of the post-1870

period reacted against the outworn formulas

of Romanticism. The establishment of the

constitutional monarchy did not bring with it,

as many had hoped, an immediate solution for

the social and economic problems confronting

Italy, and disillusionment with the ideals of

the preceding era soon set in. Many intellec-

tuals sought new inspiration and ideals in the

warlike greatness and pagan splendor of an-

cient Rome, regarded by them as the proper

models for modern Italy. The leader of the

neo-classicists was Giosufe Carducci,^ who
sought to re-animate Roman themes and even

Latin meters in his sonorous poetry of pagan

inspiration. Among Carducci's friends and

followers may be mentioned Giuseppe Chi-

arini (1833-1908), Giovanni Marradi (1852-

1920), and Severino Ferrari (1856-1905),

Even such an originally more personal and

independent poet as Giovanni Pascoli* was,

in his later years, drawn to the imitation of

Carducci's themes and style by the force of

his personality and influence. Other poets of

essentially conservative inspiration in this pe-

riod were Domenico Gnoli (1838-1915) and

Arturo Graf (1848-1913),

Of the literary currents from foreign

sources, especially France, the most important

was realism. The initiator and theoretician of

this movement (called, in Italian verismo)

was Luigi Capuana (1839-1915), but his

novels, from Giacinta (1877) to II Marchese

(The Marquis) di Roccaverdina (1901) show
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excessive pseudo-scientific objectivity and lack

life and artistic inspiration. Possibly tbe most

outstanding purely realistic novelist was Al-

fredo Oriani (1852-1909), in bis Jealousy

(1894) and later novels. But tbe best work in

this field came from the cross-fertibzation of

realism with the movement of regionalism,

the effort to portray life in a given province

or city—a particularly rich field of endeavor

in a country so diverse in its various regions

as Italy. Through this combination there arose

a numerous and successful school of novelists,

the chief of whom was Giovanni Verga^ of

Sicily, and other notable members of which

were Renato Fucini (1843-1922) of Tuscany;

Matilde Serao (1856-1927), author of an

impressive novel of Neapolitan life, 11 Paese

di Cuccagna (The Land of Cockaigne; 1891);

and Grazia Deledda (1875-1936, whose most

powerful novels deal with Sardinia, e.g, Elias

Portolu (1903), Cenere (1904), and La
Madre (The Mother; 1920). The leading

novelist of the late 19th c., Antonio Fogaz-

zaro,*^ combined the characteristic traits of the

period—regionalism, realism, interest in for-

eign techniques—with a deeper insight into

character, a more human sympathy and sense

of humor, and a more profound religious and

philosophical inclination than most other con-

temporary authors possessed.

In the drama of the late 19th c., the Ro-

mantic tradition was continued by Pietro

Cossa (1830-91), in his historical plays, as

Nerone (1870), Plauto e il suo secolo (Plau-

tus and His Times; 1874), Ariosto e gli

Estensi (Ariosto and the Este Family; 1874),'

Messalina (1875), I Napoletani nel 1799

(The Neapolitans in 1799; 1880). In this

connection may be mentioned also Ronumti-

cismo (1902), a historical play dealing with

the Risorgimento, by Girolamo Rovetta

(1854-1910), But most of the dramatists of

this period underwent the influence of French

and Norwegian realistic drama, and of the

social or ^‘problem*' play. Thus, Paolo Ferrari

(1822-89), who at first wrote folk comedies

such as La medicina di una ragazza ammalata

(Medicine for a Sick Girl; 1848), and then

historical comedies of Goldonian type in

Goldoni and His Sixteen New Comedies

(1852) and Parini and Satire (1856) passed

to the piice d thdse in such plays as 11 Duello

(1872) and Two Ladies (1877). Likewise,

Giuseppe Giacose (1847-1906) began as a

romantic dramatist in verse, with Una partita

a scacchi (A Game of Chess; 1871) and 11

Trionfo d'Amore (The Triumph of Love;

1875), passed to the historical drama in II

conte rosso (1880) and then to the Ibsenian

social and psychological play in Tristi amort

(Sad Loves; 1888), I diritti delV anima (The
Rights of the Spirit; 1894, Come le foglie (As

Fall The Leaves; 1900), and 11 Piil Forte

(The Strongest; 1905). Roberto Bracco (b.

1862) wrote both realistic plays like Don
Pietro Caruso (1895) and psychological plays

in the manner of Ibsen and Hauptmann, such

as 11 Piccolo Santo (The Little Saint; 1911).

The beginning of the 20th c. was domi-

nated by the figure of Gabriele d^Annunzio,^

who summed up most of the trends of the

late 19th c., continuing the pagan neo-

classical tradition of Carducci, and adding to

it the splendor of his recherche vocabulary

and virtuoso mastery of poetic technique,

his fin-de-siMe decadent taste, and hds Nie-

tzschean cult of animalistic sensuality, besti-

ality, and brutality. In his prose fiction, he

combined these characteristics with effective

realism and regionalistic portrayal of his na-

tive Abruzzi. D'Annunzio's work, the vital

part of which extended from ca. 1885 to 1910,

exerted an immense influence in Italy. Lesser

writers imitated his manner and content—as

usual, the worst aspects of each—and his anti-

Christian, anti-humanitarian, anti-democratic

and anti-inteUectual outlook so impregnated

the youth of his day as to make it 4ie ideally

receptive ground for' the wholly d^Annunzian

philosophy of Fascism.
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Of the writers who in the main escaped

d^Annunzian influence, some continued along

paths of 19th c. tradition. Realistic observa-

tion, coupled in varying degrees with psycho-

logical analysis, characterizes a number of

20th c. novelists: Italo Svevo (pseudonym of

Ettore Schmitz, 1861-1928), in his Una vita

(A Life; 1893), Senility (1898) and The
Conscience of Zeno C1923); Ugo Ojetti (b.

1871) in his Mio figlio ferroviere (My Son

^
the Railroader; 1922) and Cose viste (Things

Seen; 1923-31); Bruno Cicognani (b. 1879)

in his La Velia (1923); Giuseppe Antonio

Borgese (b. 1882) in his Rube (1921) and

I vivi e i morti (The Living and the Dead;

1923); and Federico Tozzi (1883-1920) in

his Tre croci (Three Crosses; 1920) and II

Rodere (The Farm; 1921). Alfredo Panzini

(1863-1939), traditionalist and even classicist

in outlook, shows more humor and sympathy

than most realists in his essays and novels,

among the best of which are lo cerco moglie

(I Seek a Wife; 1920) and II padrone sono

me (The Boss, Thaf's Me; 1922). Traditional

drama continued in the sentimental plays of

Dario Niccodemi (1877-1934), such as

Scdmfolo (The Remnant; 1916) and La

maestrina (The Little Schoolmistress; 1917);

the historical drama in the somewhat d^An-

nunzian plays of Sem Benelli (b. 1877), e.g.

La cena dalle heffe (The Supper of Jests; ^

1909), LAmore dei tre rd (The Love of the

Three Kings; 1910).

Other writers struck out along new paths.

A noisy group of ultra-iconoclastic young au-

thors proclaimed a violently anti-traditional-

istic school of "'futurism,'* beginning with the

manifesto in 1909 of F. T. Marinetti (b.

1878), and continuing in the years ^before

1914, including such writers as Ardengo Soffici

(b. 1879), Aldo Palazzeschi (b. 1885) and

Giovanni Papini *(b. 1881). The last, the

most famous of the group, has passed through

a Stravinsky- or Picasso-like series of literary

incarnations, going from futurism to polemical

and self-centered negativism in his powerful

but unpleasant autobiography Un uomo finito

(A Worn-Out Man; 1912) and his critical

essays, and then to a widely advertised but

somewhat suspect ""conversion" to Catholic

Christianity, first announced in his Storia di

Cristo (Life of Christ; 1920). Another school,

following in the footsteps of Sergio Corazzini

(1887-1907) and led by Guido. Gozzano

(1883-1916), known as crepuscolari ("twi-

light poets") or intimisti ("intimists"), treated

ultra-familiar themes with quiet nostalgia and

humor, in a vein of chilishness and self-

indulgence. Fantasy and paradox, which en-

tered the theatre with the comedy La maschera

e il visa (The Mask and the Face; 1916) of

Luigi Chiarelli (b. 1886) and the "grotesque"

tragedy Marionette, che passional (The Suf-

ferings of Marionettes; 1918) of R. M. Rosso

di San Secondo (b. 1887), was broadened and

deepened into philosophical reflection on the

nature of personality, individuality, sanity

and existence itself, in the novels and plays

of Luigi Pirandello.*^

After the advent of Fascism in 1922, older

writers in general continued along the lines of

development their careers had already drawn

them into (Panzini, Pirandello, Papini).

Younger writers of the 1920^$ and 30's either

became active supporters of the regime and

produced valueless adulatory eulogies of Mus-

solini, Balbo, etc.; continued traditional types

of literature, without producing any note-

worthy new examples, except possibly the

decadent novel GV Indifferenti (The Indiffer-^

ent Ones; 1929) of Alberto Moravia (pseu-

donym of Alberto Pincherle, b. 1907); or

went into exile. Covert and vague satire

against Fascism is occasionally found among

non-exiles, e.g. in the Roman dialect poems

of Trilussa (Carlo Alberto Sallustri, b. 1873).

Among the exiles, the best-known has been

Ignazio Silone (pseudonym of Secondo Tran-

quilli, b. 1900), author of several novels de-

picting Italy under Fascism, e.g. Fontamara
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(1933) and Pane e vino (Bread and Wine;

1937). It is not unlikely that Italys tragic

experience in World War II and its aftermath

will produce a new resurgence of literature,

fresh and vigorous, rich in spirit, freed from

the Fascist taint.

When we consider the entire development

of Italian literature, we are struck by two

things: its late beginning (ca. 1225) and its

alternation of great periods Ci4th, i6th, 19th

c.) with periods of utter decline (15th, 17th-

1 8th c.)* A marked correlation is to be observed

between periods of greatness in literature and

those of economic prosperity coupled with

strong outside influence: French in the 14th

c., classical in the i6th, and cosmopolitan in

the 19th. This consideration suggests that the

late beginning and the alternation of greatness

*and decline in Italian literary and cultural

history are due to Italy's unique position in

relation to modem Western European civiliza-

tion: a central area of an old culture (Roman
classical), which became a relic area on the

margin of a new cultural area to the north-

west. Alternately brought in contact with the

new northwestern culture in periods of pros-

perity and shut oflE in periods of decline, Italy

received, whenever it came in contact with

the outside, cultural borrowings that for the

time being fertilized its own cultural life.

Thus in the 13th and 14th c., Provencal and

French cultural traits (courtly love; scholas-

ticism; Mariolatry) Inspired the work of the

Sicilian poets, the Dolce Stil Nuovo and

Petrarch. For a time (in the Renaissance) the

ancient Roman culture itself was revived, and

Italy became again, for a time, an active center

of cultural diflEusion, at least in certain aspects

(humanistic studies, literature, art, music);

even then, however, many of the cultural

features that spread outward from Italy (e.g,

chivadric romances; polyphonic music) were

traits that Italy had earlier borrowed from

northwestern Europe and re-fashioned. With

the strangulation of the impulse of the

Renaissance by the Counter-Reformation and

•by economic ruin, Italy again sank to the

level of a relic and marginal area (17th-

i8th c.), and awoke to new life only under

the cosmopolitan influences of the "Enlighten-

ment" in the i8th c. and of Romanticism and

Realism in the 19th. The conclusion is ines-.

capable that, although indigenous talent and

genius have been and still are present in Italy,

their activity, brilliant though it may on occa-

sion be, has had to be stimulated by outside

influences. In the future likewise, the vitality

of Italian literature and culture will probably

be in large measure dependent on outside

stimulation.
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JAPANESE

L Early Period (before 700 a.dO

The earliest period in Japanese history, as

with that of many other countries, is known

to us only through cosmogonic and theogonic

myths. However, from the various studies

that throw light on antiquity, it is possible to

make a few statements regarding the charac-

teristics of the early Japanese people and their

expression. They seem to have been simple,

lighthearted, pleasure-loving, and rather senti-

mental. Surrounded by mountains and water

of great beauty, and engaged in agriculture

and fishing as their primary occupations, they

were evidently lovers of nature then, as they

are still. Out of these conditions developed the

indigenous cult, later called Shinto, a simple

worship of nature spirits. Primitive Shinto

must not be confused with the modem state

cult, which was given the same name. State

Shinto, “however, has much in common with

primitive Shinto, making use of its myths as

a basis for new nationalistic interpretations.

There was no written language in Japan

prior to the introduction of Chinese char-

acters, at the turn of the 5th c, A.i>. There

was, however, an unwritten literature, in the

form of tales, songs, and liturgies transmitted

orally from generation to generation. Official

narrators were called kataribe; it was their

duty to preserve the records and tales by

memory.

It is difficult to analyze these oldest forms

of Japanese literature with any accuracy.

However, in the light of Kojiki, Nihonshohf,

and Engishiki (discussed below), which were

not committed to writing until the later pe-

riods, it is possible to make some generaliza^

tions. According to these, three general types

constituted the literature of the time-tales,

songs, and norito or Shinto liturgies. In gen-

eral, these are in verses that are rather prosaic

and in prose that contains certain elements of

poetry.

Two events of great importance formed the

basis for the later development of Japanese

literature. The first was the introduction of

the art of writing, which came with Chinese

civilization. The second was the propagation

of Buddhism, The official date for the former

is given as 405 a.d., when a Korean named
Wangin (Wani in Japanese) was appointed

teacher of Chinese to an imperial prince. The
date for the latter is 552 a.d. This statement

in no way implies that the strong continental

cultural influences began abruptly in the 5th

c.; they had in fact been apparent for an

indeterminable length of time before.

II. Nora Period (700-794)

In strict chronological history, this period

begins with the establishment of the capital

at Nara in 710 A.n., and ends in 794, when
it was moved to Heian-ky5, present Kyoto.

However, in literature, 700 is usually consid-

ered as the beginning of this period, primarily

because the poetical works of Kakinomoto no

Hitomaro*^ ^ began coming into full flower

at about that time.

Up t6 then the Japanese capitals had been

migratory, that is, with each change of ruler,

the royal seat was moved. This tradition was

probably due to the Shinto idea that every-

thing involving death or the retirement of a

person is "'impure,'^ and the new rule should

have a new and clean beginning. However,

the splendor of the Chinese capital and the

advanced stage of Chinese culture attained

in it by the native scholars and officials finally

culminated in the establishment of a perma-

nent capital at Nara. Nara, actually the first

* Names of persons we written in orthodox Jap-

anese style, i,e., surname first and given name last.
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real city in Japan, was designed on the model

of the Chinese capital of Hsian, and soon

developed into the most splendid seat of gov-

ernment the Japanese nation had ever wit-

nessed. Although life in the country saw few

changes, the newly developing Japanese cul-

ture based on that of the continent reached its

first flowering in this settled community.

Buddhism was firmly established, and with

the assistance of continental artists, architec-

ture and sculpture underwent revolutionary

developments. Although limited to a very

small number, the aristocratic literati of this

period were absorbed in the study of 'the

Chinese language and classics.

When the Japanese were confronted with

the problem of expressing their spoken lan-

guage in a writing derived from Chinese char-

acters, it became apparent that the difficulties

were great. Various methods were tried, to

express the phonetic and polysyllabic Japanese

words by the use of the monosyllabic Chinese

ideographs. This has resulted in one of the

most complicated written languages ever de-

vised. Sometimes the Chinese ideograph kept

its meaning and was pronounced as the equiv-

alent Japanese word. Sometimes it was used

merely as a phonetic syllable and combined

with others to set down a long Japanese word.

Eventually a simplified syllabary, called kana,

was worked out, by which Japanese words

could be phonetically written. These phonetic

symbols were not entirely invented by the

Japanese- scholars as many are led to believe,

for many of them had already been applied by

the Chinese in the form of an abbreviated

cursive style of writing. The actual use of the

kana system in literature did not come about

until the succeeding Heian period. This sim-

plified system, however, has never entirely

superseded the use of the Chinese characters,

and the written language today remains a

mixture of the two—a language very rich and

flexible, but cumbersome in form and there-

fore extremely diflScult.

The chief .literary expression of the Nara

period was in poetry. Poetry had grown from

its primitive, crude, and naive stage into a

polished form. It became powerful, refined in

language, delicate in observation, skilful in

technique. Native literary critics today hold

that Japanese poetry has never surpassed that

produced in the Nara period.

A brief analysis of the verse most prevalent

at that time, the tanka, is necessary for a

general understanding of its nature as well as

the outstanding characteristics of Japanese

poetry in general. The most natural rhythm

in the structure of Japanese poetry is the com-

bination of five and seven syllable phrases.

The tanka (also known as waka) consists of

five phrases of five, seven, five, seven, seven

syllables respectively, or a total of thirty-one

syllables; it contains from twelve to twenty

words. Often, there are one or two more than

the standard thirty-one syllables; some con-

temporary poets bdonging to a new school of

tanka compose without much regard for the

number of syllables. No meter or rhyme is

necessary in this form of poetry, because not

only do almost all Japanese words end in

vowels, but every syllable in them ends in a

vowel. This makes them musical without re-

course to the usual technicalities of prosody.

Since it is very short in structure, the impor-

tant things in tanka composition are brevity,

ellipsis, pregnancy, and suggestion. It is im-

perative that only the important points be

written. In esseiice, the poet's work is to pre-

sent the scene; the reader must use his imag-

ination and create what is not written. As

W, G. Aston points out, the poems are more

or less confined to lyrics; they are primarily-

an expression of emotion. The popular sub-

jects are man and nature and such human
emotion as love; also Regies and a philosophy

of life.

Although it is extremely difficult to retain

the atmosphere of the original verse and at

the same time to translate into natural English
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prosody, two examples have been selected

here from the early anthologies:

Yamabe no Akahito (Sth c.):

Haru no nu ni

Sumire tsumini to

Koshi ware 20

Nu wo natsukashimi
'

Hitoya nerikeru

To the meadow in spring

I came to pick violets,

And there through the night I slept—

The field so enchanted me.

Ono no Komachi (9th c*):

Utatane ni

Koishiki hito wo '

Miteshi yori

Yume cho mono wa
Tanomi someniki

Since in daylight slumber

I saw for a moment my beloved,

With a stronger hope

I have turned to dreaming.

Manydshu^ ^Collection of a Mytiad

Leaves) is the oldest of Japanese anthologies

of poetry and the greatest, both in quantity

and quality. It was completed probably dur-

ing the late Sth c, although, it is impossible

now to ascertain how and when it was com-

piled in the form in which it has been handed

down to us. Some 450 poets, including the

two outstanding, Kakinomoto no Hitomaro

and Yamabe no Akahito, contributed a total

of some 4,500 verses to this anthology^ The
poems contained in this collection were writ-

ten in Chinese characters, since kana was

® Circle is placed after each work available either

in complete or in fragmentary En^h trandation.

still in course of development. They belong

chiefly to the latter half of the 7th and the

first half of the Sth c. The Tang period (618-

906) was the golden age of poetry in China,

and the compilation of this work was un-

doubtedly stimulated by Chinese anthologies,

which were widely read by the Japanese of

this period. Manyd versification consists in

combining several or more lines that are usu-

ally made up of five or seven syllables. Al-

though 90% of this anthology are in the

tanka form, there are many choka or longer

poems. It is an interesting fact that this longer

type suddenly became unpopular after this

period, and never found its place again in

Japanese poetry. To a person interested in

the study of Japanese poetry it is to be rec-

ommended strongly that he begin with a criti-

cal analysis of this anthology.

Although the Nara period is marked by its

lack of prose literature, a few prose works

deserve mention. Kojiki^ CRecords of Ancient

Matters) y the first written Japanese chronicle,

was completed in 712 a.d. The credit for its

recording is given to 0 no Yasumaro. It con-

tains early traditions of the Japanese, begin-

ning with the myths that form the basis of

Shintd. It ends with the early 7th c. when

they become more or less historical in nature.

Nihonshoki^ (Chronicles of Ja^an), com-

pleted in 720 A.D. and reputed to be compiled

by many writers including Prince Toneri and

Yasumaro, is a series of official histories writ-

ten in Chinese. It is a collection of myths,

legends, poetry, and history down to the end

of the 7th c. The earlier work is more bio-

graphical, more subjective, more selective;

the latter, more chronological, more objective,

more historical. Although the literary value

of both Is negligible, they are valuable texts

for the study of mythology, legends, language,

and the estimation of other aspects of early

Japanese life. Izumo Fudoki (Records of the

Geography of Izumo), compiled by Miyake

no Omi Kanatari and Izumo no Omi Hiro-
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shima in 733, was probably tlie first book of a

geographical nature attempted in Japan.-

III. Heian Period C794-1192)

The Heian period covers the era beginning

with the establishment of the capital at Heian-

kyd in 794, and lasting until the founding of

the Kamakura military government in 1192.

During these centuries, this city was the cen-

ter of all cultural life, but with the court and

court nobles its only participants. Outside,

the people continued the simple, primitive

way of life they had always followed.

This was the classical age of Japanese lit-

erature. In the early decades of Heian; the

court was still busy modeling itself as much
as possible on Chinese lines. Later, however,

the language attained its full development in

native belles lettres. The Chinese language

was not well assimilated and was presumably

too heavy and dignified for the light senti-

‘ mentalities of the era. However, it was studied

by the Japanese in the form of ‘‘J^P^lzed

Chinese,*^ which helped Japanese literature to

attain a higher level than would have been

possible without it. In 894, a scholar-statesman

named Sugawara no Michizane advised the

court not to send any more embassies to

China; his petition was granted. Although

some contact continued, the country turned

away from direct intercourse with China, and

began a period of remolding the imported

continental culture on Japanese lines.

Starting with the Nara period, actual po-

litical" power had been taken from the hands

of the Emperor and vested in the powerful

Fujiwara family. Its head was the regent and

X actual ruler; its branch members held virtu-

ally all the positions of influence in the court.

Practically all die literature of this period is

the product of this family. Outstanding among

them was a group of court ladies, one of

whom, Murasaki Shikibu, produced* the story

that is considered by many the outstanding

work in all Japanese literature, the Tde of

GenjL The status of women in this and the

earlier periods was quite different from what

it became later. Their freedom was not lim-

ited to the expression of their emotions and

fancies in literary' works, but they often took

part, direcdy or indirectly, in the government.

Reflected in the Heian literature are the

characteristics of the people that produced it,

a high degree of refinement, a love of luxury,

and pleasure, and a certain laxity of morals.

Their approach to life, although extremely

artificial in many respects, was almost entirely

aesthetic, and the appreciation of art in all its

forms was, perhaps, their paramount occupa-

tion. Students of Japanese culture should bear

this in mind, as this aesthetic strain seems to

run deeply throughout the successive periods

in the nation^s history. Handwriting was ele-

vated to a cult, and the production of verse to

express any and. every situation or emotion

was universal.

Genji Monogcctari^ (JCale of Genjt)^ by

Murasaki Shikibu,^ is believed to have been

written sometime in the early iith c. It is a

novel depicting the love-life of Prince Genji,

his son, and his grandson. This prose epic,

written in hanuj is the first realistic novel in

Japanese literature; it gives a most graphic

and exact picture of Heian court life. It is not

only a great literaiy work in Japanese, but

has been pronounced one of the outstanding

novels of the world, although comparison of

works in different languages is hazardous, for

reasons too obvious to mention. At the same

time, it is singularly interesting to note that

this tale antedates the modem psychological

school of novel writing, by many centuries.

Some native literary critics comment unfavor-

ably on its involved and long sentence struc-

ture, but that in no way impairs the charm of

Murasaki^s flowing style. Remarkable is her

Tefined and delicate language, even in her

descriptions of the moral laxities of the time.

In fact, she handles her material with such

supremely artistic and emotional skill that the
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result creates a warm and sympathetic reac-

tion. This novel takes in elements of almost

all types of literature that preceded it, and has

profoundly influenced numerous great literary

works that have followed. It may not be an

overstatement to say that Genji meets all the

criteria of the highest form of literature.

Readers will find in Arthur Wale/s English

translation an excellent interpretation of Lady

Murasaki's work.

There were numerous other narratives writ-

ten during this period, including Taketori

Monogatari^ CTale of a Bamboo Hewer),

thought to be the first novel in Japanese, and

Ise Monogatari (Tales of he), but they do

not go beyond the scope of fairy tales.

Sei Shdnagon,^ contemporary of Lady

Murasaki, was another great woman writer

of this era. Her Makara no Soshi^ (Pillow

Sketches), a work written in the second half

of the roth c., is a collection of rambling

notes and essays on the life at court. This

was the first attempt at a type of desultory

essay known as zuihitsu. The title alludes to

the authoress' habit of keeping a manuscript

by her pillow to jot down her thoughts when
going to bed or getting up.

Kokinshu*^ (Poems Ancient and Modern),

an anthology* published "about 922, was edited

by four of the greatest of the Heian poets, .Ki

no Tsurayuki, Ki no Tomonari, Ochikochi no

Mitsime, and Mibu no Tadamine. Tsurayuki,

the chief compiler, is credited with the preface

to Kokinsku, which later literature alludes to

as a model of the critical essay on poetry.

The work is considered the best anthology of

poetry since Manydshu. It consists of i,oqo

poems, entirely in the tanka form, with the

exception of five longer poems. These were

selected from verses composed during the

200 years beginning with the Nara period.

Compared to those in Manydshu, the poems

in this collection are somewhat artificial, al-

though perfected in form. Tsurayuki was also

the author of Tosa Nikki‘S (Tosa T)iary,

935 A.D.). He wrote this on a journey back

to Kyoto after having completed his term as

prefectural administrator of Tosa, on the

island of Shikoku. It describes in simple,

humorous language the life of a traveler of

this period.

Engishiki (Institutes of Engi, 905-27) is

a compilation in Chinese of rules and cere-

monies practiced by the imperial court. The

first portion of this work is devoted to the

gods and goddesses and to Shinto shrines.

The remainder covers a discussion of the func-

tions of various governmental departments.

This work is considered the best repository

of early Japanese ideas and practices, more

even than Kojiki or Nihonshoki of the Nara

period.

IV. Kamakura Period C1192--1332)

There came a time when the governing

power, which had been so long held by the

court nobles of Kyoto, was seized by one of

the military families that had served them in

carrying out the actual military duties of their

position. A second clan, jealous of the position

achieved by their rivals, attacked the first and

civil war* followed. The second clan, the

Minamotos, emerged victorious. Its leader,

Minamoto no Yoritomo, having seen his op-

ponents fail largely through the enervating

influences of the courtly life they had adopted,

established his headquarters at Kamakura,

some 300 miles east of court at Kyoto. The

period of 150 years that followed is known by

that name.

It was a period that saw the rise of a, middle

class in the form of warriors or retainers of

the provincial barons, the establishment of a

feudal system in which these great landed

barons rose to prominence, and a gradual

decline in the wealth of the imperial court

and court nobles. This period marks the be-

ginning of the military age in Japan, the most

abrupt transition in the nation's history until

modem times. Although usurping actual
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power, the leader of the victorious clan was

still nominally serving the imperial family as

generalissimo or shdgun. In Kydto the court

continued its way of life with but little out-

ward change. Actually it became poorer and

poorer, as lucrative lands slipped from the

grasp of its members. And as life waned for

them, a strong element of wistfulness for de-

parted days of glory, and of pensive senti-

mentality, crept into their literary expres-

sions, which continued to be, as in the past,

chiefly poetic.

But in the new military city of Kamakura

there was great activity. An upsurge of inter-

est in religion, such as often accompanies a

period of great change, flowered in the ap-

pearance of new sects and vigorous religious

leaders, in the building of temples, and in

writing on religious subjects. The most popu-

lar sect of the day was Zen, a form of Bud-

dhism derived from China, which holds that

enlightenment is attained only by individual

meditation and direct intuitive perception.

This simple Zen philosophy became very suc-

cessful with the simple military class of this

era. As time went on, this school of thought

infiltrated deeply into the minds and habits

of the nation, until it became a major cultural

influence in literature, painting, architecture,

and virtually all other forms of expression.

If the development of thought in Japan

could be arbitrarily divided into two distinct

historical stages, the demarcation probably

should be made as pre-Kamakura and post-

Kamakura. Before this period, life for the

cultured group h^ been free, romantic, and

but little philosophical Afterwards it was in-

trospective, realistic, and regimented. The
Kamakura period witnessed the emergence of

all the forms of thought peculiar to a military

society. The ethical code fostered by feudal

leaders was based on an expedient adaptation

of the Confucian doctrine which stressed the

loyalty of a vassal toward his lord,

Kamakura literature may be divided into

the following major fields: narratives, poems

in tanka form, desultory essays or zuihitsu,

Buddhist essays and hymns, and works in

Chinese. Some of these writings are of interest

chiefly because this period witnessed the final

stage in the building up of a truly national

written language, blending the native and for-

eign elements. This technical unification was

accompanied by an enthusiastic revival of in-

terest in things ancient and in the study of

native classics. Copies of, and commentaries

on, the anthologies, narratives, and other

works of the previous periods were under-

taken. These have provided invaluable mate-

rial for the scholars of later years. This interest

in classics was closely linked with enthusiasm

for the study of Shinto, which during this

period became for the first time a conscious

system, and with it came also a prevalence of

the conception of a national state. In general,

Kamakura literature is imitative, didactic,

lacking in individuality and originality. It is

permeated by an atmosphere of sadness and

pathos, reflecting the manifold unfortunate

events of the age, together with the Buddhist

belief that this was the time of map^o or

decadence, which had long been prophesied.

Heike Mcmogatari° (Tale of Heike) and

Genpei Seisuiki (Rise and Fall of Genji and

Heike') should probably be taken as a single

study, although traditionally they have been

treated as two separate works. Certain literary

critics today, after studying old commentaries,

conjecture that the latter may possibly be a

variant of the former. It is safe, at any rate,

to assume that one of them is an adaptation

of the other, if they are not versions of the

same work. Although definite authorship and

date of the war narrative Tcde of Heike are

unknown, it is considered an outstanding

work of its kind in the history of Japanese

literature. Furthermore, since it was intended

for chanting to the accompaniment of a

stringed instrument called hiwa, it holds more

interest as a work that has influenced later
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dramatic novels that it holds in itself. The
atmosphere of Buddhist pessimism runs

through this as through other works of this

era. Other important historical tales of die

time are Hamuro Tokinaga’s Heiji Mono-

gatari (Tale of Heijt) and Hogen Mono-

gatari^ (Tale of Hogen')

^

and Mizu Kagami

(Water Mirror) by an unidentified writer.

The making of tanka poems continued at

the Kyoto court, although there was not much
originality left. Hyakunin Isshu° (Single

Songs of a Hundred Poets) is the representa-

tive anthology. It was compiled about 1235

by Fujiwara no Sadaie, a courtly scholar-poet

who is also credited with making critical

studies of Heian literature.

The pessimism of this age is best pictured

in Hdjdki° (Notes From a Ten Foot Square

Hut) written by a priest named Kamo no

Chdmei^ (ii54?-i2i6) in 1212. While it is

a record of the author’s personal experiences

and feelings in the desultory essay form, it is

also a representation of the inner spirit of

Buddhism during this period of war and strife.

Other works by Kamo include Mumyosho^
(Anonymous Selections) and Shiki Mono-

gatari (Tale of Four Seasons).

Tannisho^ (A Book of Grief over the

Faiths at Variance with the Master^s) is con-

jectured to be the work of Yuien-bo, a de-

voted disciple of Shinxan Shdnin (1173--

1262), founder of the Shin sect of Buddhism.

The book is divided into two parts: the direct

record of Shinran’s confession of his faith; and

criticisms, by Yuien, of the prevailing hereti-

cal thought of the day toward the master’s

teachings. Rissho Ankoku Ron (On National

Safety)^ .written in 1260 by Nichiren Shdnin,

founder of the Nichiren sect of Buddhism, is

a dissertation on national safety, criticizing

the Hojo government’s policy and emphasiz-

ing the importance of religious faith.

Works in Chinese during the Kamakura

period were mediocre, being mostly those of

Buddhist priests, particularly those belonging

to the Zen sect. Among them the outstanding

writers were Eisai and Dogen.

V. Nanhokuchd and Muromachi Periods

(ca. i332«-ca. 1603)

About 1332, a turn in the military and po-

litical affairs of Japan resulted in a situation

that has been but little mentioned in modem
times, namely, a division of the imperial fam-

ily, with the establishment of two rival im-

perial courts, each with its emperor and its

adherents among the nobles, the landed

barons, and the military men. This period of

the dual courts, lasting for sixty years, from

1332 to 1392, is known as the Nanhokuchd

(Southern and Northern Courts).

When at last a single emperor was once

more established in Kyoto and that city again

became the headquarters for a new control-

ling shogun, a new period was inaugurated.

It is sometimes knovm from the name of its

shogunal dynasty, the Ashikaga, or more

often as the Muromachi period from the street

on which the headquarters of this government

stood. Historically, this period lasted until

1573, the greater part of it being a time of

clan and civil warfare in which each landed

baron that felt himself strong enough attacked

his neighbor. Meanwhile, the economic con-

dition of the peasants became worse than dur-

ing the Kamakura period, resulting in Nu-

merous agrarian revolts. George B. Samson

states that insecurity in every phase of life led

at this time to the strong development of the

family system, and this in turn resulted in

respect for masculinity, the institution of

primogeniture, and the subordination of

women. This low status of women is in great

contrast to the position of women in earlier

periods of Japanese history.

While the latter part of the period is usually

called Japan’s dark age, the earlier part saw

in Kyoto a brief time when, during an uneasy

truce of about half a century, the arts, espe-

cially painting, reached the highest peajk they
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have attained in Japan. This period of truce

between 1392 ^to 1465 is also the time when
the lyrical drama called No. was perfected.

Otherwise, the disimited, chaotic condition of

this era is conspicuously reflected in its litera-

ture and thought, marking the lowest ebb in

the history of Japanese literature. With the

exception of Chinese studies, works cannot be

arranged by definite trends. It should be re-

membered, however, that while this was a

dark ageTor literary development, the feudal

struggles tended to decentralize cultural ac-

tivities hitherto concentrated largely in Kyoto

and its neighborhood. Actually it was a dor-

mant period of underground growth that pre-

pared the way for the following era of peace

and culture.

Perhaps the most significant work of the

time, at least in its effect upon later thought

and action, grew out of the struggle between

the rival courts, as the partisans of one or the

other attempted to establish the legitimacy of

its favored ruler. This resulted in a delving

into the' old records and myths and the writ-

ing of commentaries on them which have con-

ditioned thinking up to the present day.

Jinnd Shotoki CHistory of the True Suc-

cession of the Divine Monarchs') by Kita-

batake Chikafusa"*" (1293-1354) was written

sometime during the period of the dual courts

in the reign of Go-Murakami (1328-68). It

supports the legitimacy of the southern line

of imperial succession in the Nanbokucho

conflict. At the same time, it is also a work

that expresses the author's idea on political

and moral attitudes toward Japanese history,

beginning with the mythical age and carrying

down to 1288. This work is extremely nation-

alistic in nature, Kitabatake trying his best to

eliminate foreign influences upon* the devel-

opment of Japanese culture. Its literary merits

are not as significant as its influence upon

later historians and vraters.

Taiheiki (Record of Peace, ca. 1369) is

conjectured to be the work b£ a priest named

Kojima. In spite of the title, it deals with the

disturbed history of the feudal governments

from the establishment of the Kamakura mili-

tary rule in 1192, to 1368. This narrative

history is significant from the standpoint of

literature in that the language used is com-

paratively simple in grammatical structure

and enriched by the authors beautiful com-

bination of Chinese and Japanese. It is safe to

say that it marks the beginning of the modem
literary style of writing, which the Sinologists

of the 17th and i8th c. perfected.

Tsurezure-gusa^ (Notes of Tedium} by

Priest Kenkd, written during the Nanbokuchd

period, is a collection of rambling notes on

some 240 items dealing with diverse phases

of human life. This zuihitsu is one of the

most popular of all Japanese classics, probably

ovring to the ease vrith which it can be read

and also to the fact that this type of literature

possesses the greatest individuality through

the author's direct expression of thought.

No drama. The lyrical drama No developed

into a definite form during the 14th c. The
earliest form of Japanese drama was closely

associated with religion, consisting mainly of

ceremonial dances, as the kagura, hugdku,

dengaku, and sarugaku. No seems to have

evolved from the synthesis of these, supple-

mented by monologues and dialogues. At

first it was a purely religious performance in

connection with Shintd shrine festivals, but

finally it developed into a secular form of its

ovm. Its perfection was achieved by Kan'ami

(1333-84) and his son Seami (1363-1443).

The four original schools were Kanze, Kon-

paku, Kongo, and Hosho, to which the Kita

school was added during the later Edo period.

There are widely divergent opinions on

the literary value of the No dramas. Some

critics hold that no other form of literature

shows so little originality as the texts of the

No. Others call it the highest form of Japa-

nese literature and maintain that it is the

noblest ejqpression of poetry.
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Yokydku is a term used to designate the

songs or words of the No. They are a mixture

of prose and verse. Most of the prose parts

are written in the courtly colloquial Japanese

of the Kamakura period, and the extensive

use of honorifics and auxiliaries makes the

style extremely verbose. The portions in verse

vary from orthodox poetry to phrases that are

not far from prose. Often, famous tanka from

old anthologies are inserted. This inclusion of

familiar excerpts from earlier anthologies is

an important and essential part of the No,

since it, like the tanku itself, attempts to

suggest as much as possible to the audience

without explicit explanation. The artificiality

of the many literary devices used in the No
texts may be defended in much the same way
that rhyme and alliteration are justified in

Occidental prosody. One of the distinguishing

features in the presentation of these dramas

is the use of masks, of which there are ap-

proximately 15 different types. These masks

are supposed to represent symbolically the

complex expression of various emotions. Ah
though there is not much originality in the

composition of the dramas themselves, the

form is an original contribution to the literary

types of the world. A few of the outstanding

plays are Takasago^ (Pme Tree of Takasago'),

Oimatsu^ CAndent Pine), Naniwa^ (City of

Nmiwa), Dojoji^ (Ddjoji Temple), and

Tosen® (Homeward Bound)*

Kydgen is a kind of farce that is performed

on the No stage between the heavier and

more serious No plays, It is a short and light

piece composed in the colloquial dialect of

the time, and has rio choral accompaniment.

This and the No became substantially the

progenitor of all forms of the later drama,

although today the No itself has become more

or less a curious survival from an old era,

VL Edo Period (1603-1868)

The decades of internal strife were brought

to a close about the end of the i6th c. by a

succession of three great generals who suc-

ceeded in uniting the nation once more under

a single controlling government. The last of

these three, Tokugawa leyasu, was able to

establish his family as a new dynasty of ruling

shogun which controlled the country for two

and a half centuries. The capital of this new
military .government was, like Kamakura, es-

tablished away from Kydto. In that old city

the emperor and his court continued to live,

honored in outward forms but actually with-

out power. But unlike Kamakura the new
capital, called Edo (which later became

Tokyo), developed into not only a political

center but a cultural one as well, and gave

its name to the literature of the period.

In the middle of the i6th c., Japan came

into contact with the West for the first time.

This was probably in 1542, when castaway

Portuguese sailors landed there. Shortly there-

after, Jesuit and Franciscan missionaries ap-

peared, and later Portuguese, Dutch, and

English traders. Although Christianity spread

rapidly, it was later suppressed; the total effect

of Western influences on literature at this

time was very slight. In the middle of the

17th c. foreigners were almost entirely ex-

cluded from Japan, so that the country be-

came detached from the rest of the world for

two centuries.

Tokugawa feudalism, which lasted to the

middle of the 19th c., exercised a rigid control

and kept the country at peace. It tried to hold

the nation in a static condition, socially and

economically, but of course was unsuccessful.

The period was marked by the rise of a new
merchant class, which finally controlled the

money market of the nation at the expense of

the warriors and the farmers. On the other

hand prosperity, and the higher standard of

living enjoyed by the people owing to the

peaceful age, helped to enhance the culture

of the Edo period. As the seat of an unpre-

cedentedly efiScient central authofity, Edo
became also the literary Center of the nation.
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The literature of the period turned plebeian

as to both the readers and the subjects dealt

with by the writers. The advancement of edu-

cation was advocated by the shogun; priests

were hired to copy Chinese and Japanese

books; and schools were established and en-

dowed by many interested persons. This was

the first time in Japanese history that literary

accomplishments became part of a warrior^s

qualifications. Furthermore, the printing of

books for popular consumption became exten-

sive, although printing itself is said to have

been introduced as early as the Nara period

(700-794), Edo literature, in contrast to that

of the previous periods, became richer in the

variety of its subjects, more complicated in

thought, and more unfolding in its reflection

of life. The Japanese language again went

through a substantial modification, Chinese

words were adopted in great quantity to fa-

cilitate the needs of the manysided cultural

interests, making the native language much
richer. Progress was seen in the simplification

of the grammatical system and the perfection

of the literary style of writing.

During this period a new interest in Chi-

nese scholarship influenced almost every

phase of life. Probably the forerunner of the

scholars who led this movement was Fujiwara

Seika (1561-1619) who took up Chinese

classics seriously and propagated neo-Confu-

cianism, especially that of the Chu Hsi

school. His work set the standards for Edo

literary and political ideals and morality. The

conflict between the artificial, indoctrinated

morality of the people and their natural in-

stincts, brought about by the rigid ethical con-

cepts and thrust upon them by the feudal

system ever since the Kamakura period, seems

to have become more pronounced during this

era. This was due to the unlimited emphasis

on, and application of, Chinese philosophical

notions, particularly those of loyalty and filial

piety. As a result of this conflict, the era

produced numerous tragic dramas, sensual

novels, and other types of literature, all of

which were a curious mixture of authentic

history, imagination, humor, and sentimental-

ism.

Afai Hakuseki’^ (1657-1725) was probably

the greatest scholar of Chinese studies of this

period. He is remembered for his interesting

and voluminous work Hankanpu, 1701, a

history of the feudal barons of the 17th c., in

which a fearless attempt is made to expose the

actual condition of that period. Hayashi Kazan

(1583-1657), one of the pupils of Seika,

wrote numerous moral and scholastic treatises

and miscellaneous Chinese poems. Nakae

Tdju (1608-48) began his career as a Chu
Hsi scholar but later was converted to the

school of Wang Yang-ming. Kaibara Ekken

(1630-1714), known as a teacher of Con-

fucianism, is credited with having produced

approximately 100 volumes. Kinoshita Jun^an

(1622-98), one of the greatest Chu Hsi

scholars of this period, probably had the

largest number of able students. Others out-

standing in Chinese scholarship were Kuma-

zawa Banzan, Yamaga Sok5,
Ito Jinsai, and

Ogyu Sorai.

As a reaction against the Chinese move-

ment, a school dedicated to an enthusiastic

study of native Japanese literature arose. The

most important work of this school was the

Dai Nihon Shi (History of Japan') started

under the sponsorship of Tokugawa Mitsu-

kxmi (1628-1700). It was begun in 1657, and
*

essentially completed during his lifetime. The

final completion of all the addenda, however,

came as late as the Meiji period CX868-1912)*

.

This work is a history of Japan from the time

of the mythical first ruler, Jinmu, to the abdi-

cation of Emperor Go-Komatsu in 1413* It is

written in the Chinese language in simple yet

elegant style and is considered a standard

work of its kind. Motoori Norinaga*^ (i73<^-

1801), historian, poet, and linguist, is one of

the outstanding figures in the recent history

of Japan. His most important work, Kojiki
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Den ^Commentary on KojikO, in 49 volumes,

was completed in 1798. It is not only ex-

tremely nationalistic in its theme but illus-

trates a pronounced reaction against the Chi-

nese school of ethics and philosophy. Other

scholars of this school included Kamo no

Mabuchi C1697-1769), Hirata Atsutane

(1776-1843), a Shinto theologian, and Rai

Sany5 (1780-1832), author of Nihon Gcnshi

CHistory of Japan').

This turn toward native studies cannot be

dismissed as merely a strong reaction against

Chinese scholarship with a consequent revival

of interest in the native classics. It was a

deeper cultural movement that nurtured the

spirit of nationalism and led, in no small way,

to the epoch-making Meiji Restoration of

1868.

Kahuki drama. Historically many types of

drama have appeared, but the Kahuki, which

took its form in the Keicho era (1596-1614),

should be considered the popular drama of

Japan. Kahuki, which is enacted only by
men, owes its beginning to a woman. Accord-

ing to the records, it may be traced back to

Okuni^ a ritual dancer at a Shinto shrine, who
is supposed to have given her first perform-

ances in Kyoto in 1596. The historical devel-

opment of this drama may be divided into

three periods: first, the Onna Kahuki
(Women's Stage), second, the Wakashu
Kahuki (Youths' Stage), and third, the Yam
Kahuki (Men's Stage).

The Women's Stage, as the name suggests,

was made up entirely of women performers.

In its embryonic state, the performances were
simple and semi-religious in nature. The
music that accompanied them was produced
in the beginning only by a flute and a hand-

drum, to whict a larger drum was later added.

The theatre itself seems to have been very

simple and small. The injection of music by
the samisen (a three-stringed instrument),

which had been introduced from China pre-

viously, made the accompanimoit more jovial

and romantic. The Women's Stage came to

its end in 1629, when the shogunate decreed

its abolition on the ground that the wanton

life of actresses was incompatible with public

morality. This brought about two inevitable

and significant consequences: first, keeping

female players almost entirely off the stage,

second, the creation of onnagata (actors of

female r6les).

When the Women's Stage disappeared, the

Youths' Stage, which had been in existence

from about 1617, ^ose from its subsidiary posi-

tion and became the popular drama of the

people. This stage was made up entirely of

handsome youths, wearing forelocks or

maegami. Like its predecessor, this school

came to an end by a shogunal order, in 1652,

when its members were accused of immoral

relationships with women patrons. Thus

Kahuki came to its third step, the Men's

Stage, with an all-male cast—the form in

which this drama is still staged. From about

the mid 17th c., improvements were made

in its accompanying musical scores, or joruri,

in the construction of theatres, in the plays,

and in the acting. During the Genroku pe-

riod (1688-1704) prodigious developments

took place. However, the decline of feudalism

brought the decline of the stage, as well; thus

from the early part of the 19th c. to the col-

lapse of the Tokugawa regime, it was vir-

tually in a state of stagnation.

From the standpoint of pure literature, the

Kahuki drama does not hold a very high posi-

. tion. (This is true at least of the dramas writ-

ten before the radical modifications attempted

by Tsubotichi Shoyo and others during the

Meiji era, to which reference will be made

later). This lack of literary quality is due

primarily to the fact that Kahuki is funda-

mentally more interested in its showmanship

than in its themes, with consequently a greater

stress on the movements of the actors than on

the content of the plays. A high regard has

developed for the conventional forms of the
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r61es, or kata. Realism is sacrificed for theatri-

cal symbolism, expressed by greatly exag-

gerated movements. Many dramas of this pe-

riod were written for the purpose of enhanc-

ing the jndividuality of some gifted actor, in-

stead of selecting the actors to meet the

demands of the r&les. iThe rhythmical and

musical nature of the lines is also used essen-

tially to assist in the perfection of presentation.

The greatest dramatist of this period was

Chilcamatsu Monzaemon^ (1653-1724). His

voluminous plays may he classified in two

types, historical and domestic. They are, vrith

a few exceptions, in five acts. He believed

that the aim of dramatic art should be pure

entertainment, a quality which is definitely

shown in his works. Among his many pro-

ductions may be mentioned Kokusenya Kas-

sen^ CBattles of Kokusenya'), Sonezaki Shinju

(The Double Suicide of Sonezaki), Meido

no Hikyaku^ (The Courier for Hades), and

Hakata Kojord Namimakura9 (The Adven-

tures of a Hakata Damsel). Other prominent

dramatists were Takeda Izumo (1691-1756),

one of the co-authors of Kanadehon ChU-

shingura^ (The Faithful); Namiki Shozo

(1630-93); and Kawatake Mokuami (i8i6-

93) of whom mention is made also in the sur-

vey of the contemporary drama.

Haiku poetry. During this period a form of

poetry which was even shorter than the classi-

cal 31 syllable tanka verse became popular.

It is knovm as haiku or hokku, and techni-

cally, is a tanka vrithout the last 14 syllables

(two lines), thus becoming a verse of 17 syl-

lables. It had developed as an independent

form of poetry during the previous period. Its

17 syllables are arranged into three phrases

of five, seven, and five syllables eaA. Re-

quired of this type of poetry are first, that it

must always suggest one of the seasons, and

second, that it must be purely an objective

description with the subjective sentiment left

for the reader to realize or feel. In other char-

acteristics it is similar to the tanka. In these

poems is found a deft impressionism, which

depicts the external beauties and moods of

nature. The haiku and the tanka are undoubt-

edly a unique contribution to the poetical

types of world literature. In these verses the

Japanese probably show their highest purely

literary qualities. The popularization of haiku

by Matsuo Basho"^ (1644-94) pupils

made it a formidable rival to the tanka in his

time and thereafter. Following is one of the

most popular of Basho’s verses:

Furuike ya An old pond

Kawazu tobikomu A frog leaped—

Mizu no oto Sound of die water.

A few of the other poets of this school are

Enomoto Kikaku (1661-1707), Kaga no

Chiyo (i703-"75), Taniguchi Buson (1716-

83), and Kobayashi Issa (1763-1828).

In the 18th c. a hmku poet, Karai Senryu

(1718-90), originated a type of poetry which,

like the haiku, was composed of 17 syllables,

and which subsequently came to be known
as senryu, after its creator. This diflEers from

hoSku not in form but in content, since the

seasons axe not an important factor, and the

subject matter concerns itself mainly with

man and life from an intimate and critical

point of view. It most resembles the epigram

and often is a humorous satire on society.

This school, too, plays an important role in

the Japanese poetry of today.

In diis period novelists began for die first

time to speak for the populace. Ibara Saikaku*^

(1642-93) founded a new scTiool of fiction

based on contemporary life and manners. His

works were gross and dealt with extreme

sensual pleasures, defying die general stand-

ards of morality. Hence, until recendy many

of his works were denounced and censored,

but today, a great interest is evident in

Saikaku's realism, and his works have found

a definite place in Japanese literature. Some

of his books include: Fuddhoro no Suzuri
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(Bosom InkslahX Koskoku Ichidai Otoko

(Life of a Voluptuous Mari), Koshoku Ichidai

Onna^ (Life of a Voluptuous Woman), and

Koshoku Gonin Onna (Five Stories of Volup-

tuous Women),
A humorous story of travels along the

Tokaido highway by two comic characters,

Yajirobe and Kitahachi, is Hizakurige^

(Tokaido Circuit), 1802-1822, by Jippensha

Ikku (1766-1831). It is considered one of the

most entertaining books in Japanese literature.

Shikitei Sanba (1775-1822) wrote realistic

sketches of plebeian life, such as Ukiyo Buro

(The World's Bath House), Ukiyo Doko
(The World's Barber Shop), Shijuhachi

Kuse° (Forty-eight Habits), and Kokon
Hyakunin Baka (One Hundred Fools Ancient

and Modern), Another prolific writer, Kyoku-

tei Bakin (1767-1848), concentrated upon
writing romantic novels similar in nature to

classical Chinese fiction. Representative of

his works are: Yumibari Zuki (New Moon),

1805; Seiyu Ki (Journey to the West), 1806;

Satomi Hakkenden (Story of Eight Dogs),

1841; and Suiko Den, a translation of the

Chinese Shui Hu Ch'uan,

VIL Contemporary Period (1868-1941)

Contemporary Japanese literature may be

arbitrarily divided into two general periods,

first, the Meiji (1868-1912), and second, end-

ing with Pearl Harbor, the Taishd-Showa

(1912-41). This follows the traditional era

names used in computing the Japanese his-

torical calendar.

"Meiji Period (1868-1912)

The Tokugawa shogunate fell in 1867, gen-

erally as the result of its own outworn condi-

tion but specifically from influences growing

out of the reopening of the nation. A politick

reorganization was inevitable. In i;^68 the

emperor was restored to more or less temporal

power, and the capital was moved from Kyoto

to Edo, the latter being renamed Tokyo. A

gigantic transformation of politics, industry,

education, and every other phase of life fol-

lowed. The thought of the youthful leaders

of the country was concerned witL practical

science, Western ideals of freedom and equal-

ity, and Christian doctrines of humanity and

love.

Literature was not at first fundamentally

affected by the incoming Western influences.

The popular humor of Edo persisted for some
time after the breakdown of the Tokugawa
feudal system, and the general trend of the

literary works was but an imitation of the

previous era. A good example was the 15

volume work of Kanazawa Robun (1829-94),

entitled Seiyd Hizakurige (Tramps Abroad),

^^hich was but an imitation of Jippensha

Ikku's Hizakurige,

The early 8o*s saw the rise of a great in-

terest in the study of foreign languages and
literature. Translations of foreign books and

articles appeared one after another. This was

particularly true of political science, where

the need for knowledge of western ideologies

and systems was most felt in the building of

the new government. Among the most seri-

ously studied were the works of Rousseau,

Voltaire, Montesquieu, and Mill. Not satisfied

with merely getting social and political in-

formation from the West via such literature,

the native writers soon began writing their

own political novels for popular consumption.

Keikoku Bidan, 1883, by Yano Fumio (1850-

1931), was one of the many works of this

type. Fukuzawa Yukichi (1834-1901) was an

aggressive and sincere interpreter of western

culture and civilization. Through his own
actual experiences in the West and also

through translations from foreign languages,

he has left many valuable books on Europe

and America.

Beginning about 1885, Japan witnessed a

strong reaction against indiscriminate adoption

of Western civilization. The people attempted

a serious reappraisal of their cultural heritage.
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Curiously enough, however, it was Ernest

Fenollosa, a Westerner, who was really re-

sponsible for the revaluation of the signifi-

cance of the native fine arts. In the field of

literature, interest in the native writers of

the previous periods was revived; and espe-

cially Chikamatsu and Saikaku were zeal-

ously restudied. In fact, this period was the

dawn of a new age that prepared the way for

the emergence of the various literary move-

ments that followed.

Shdsetsu Shinzui (Essence of the Novel),

an essay % Tsubouchi Shoyd*^ (1859-1935),
published in 1886, was an epoch-making work
in the history of Meiji literature. It deals with

the essence of novel writing and the actual

technique of expression. Up to this time litef-

ature had been regarded as a means of prag-

matic moral teaching, and any work that did

not conform to this ideal was condemned. This

work of literary criticism established literature

as an art in itself. Tsubouchi^s differentiation

between art and morality is very important,

since this is the first attempt to minimize, if

not entirely to dismiss, the value of morality

as a part of the theme of the story. About

1890 he stopped writing novels and concen-

trated upon the production of dramas. Among
his notable plays may be mentioned Kiri

Hitoha^ (A Leaf of Paulcmnia), 1896;

Hototogisu Kojo Rakugetsu^ (Darkness of the

Dawn), 1898; and Maki no Kata (Lady

Maki), 1897. His career as a pla5nvright was

many-sided, but his chief contributions lay

in the reform of the stage. He criticized the

traditional Kahuki drama as being fantastic,

and tried to create a new school of historical

drama based on logical, coherent plot, and

emphasis on the characters depicted. In many
of his works the influence of his Shakespear-

ean studies is evident.

Tsubouchi was not the only one who ad-

vocated realism in literature. Futabatei Shimei

(1864-1908), Yamada Bimyo (1868-1910),

and Ozaki Koy5 (1867-^1903) were a few of

the outstanding realists of this period who
expressed strong apathy toward Western in-

fluence as felt in translated novels. Perhaps

the greatest contribution of both Futabatei

and Yamada to the development of Japanese

literature during the Meiji period was their

use of the conversational tongue as the stand-

ard of writing. Taj5 Takon (The Broken^

hearted Widower), 1896, and Konjiki Yasha‘S

(The Golden Demon)
^ 1897-1903, are two

very popular novels of romantic love written

by Ozaki.

Probably the greatest woman writer in the

Meiji period was Higuchi Ichiyo (1872-96),

who died at an early age. Takekurahe (Com-
faring Height), 1895, is one of her most in-

teresting novels. Mention should be made also

of Tokutomi Roka (1868-1927), whose style

of writing and thought placed him apart from

the other writers. His position in literature

is probably more important as an autobiog-

rapher than as a novelist. His best autobio-

graphical work is Shizen to Jinsei^ (Nature

and Man), 1900; his most popular novel is

Hototogisu^ (Namiko), 1898.

As reactions against the realistic move-

ment, both idealism and romanticism flour-

ished during this period. Koda Rohan (b.

1867), the author of Goju no To^, 1892,

was the only important exponent of the

former. Among the romanticists, Mori Ogai

(1862-1922) Kitamura Tokoku (1868-94),

and Izumi Kydka (b. 1873) should be men-

tioned.

The last stage in Meiji literature, lasting

approximately from 1906 to 1912, witnessed

naturalism developed to its highest point, and

the emergence of a strong reaction against it.

Several factors were involved in the rise of

such a movement in literature. First was the

realization by the people, after the Sino-Japa-

nese War of 1894-5, that they must revolu-

tionize their traditional social structure and

mode of living. Second was the influence of

European naturalism. The literature of Tol-
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stoy, Ibsen, Zola, Maupassant, and other

naturalists was introduced and enthusiasti-

cally studied. Demands for such literature in-

creased; criticism of the preceding realistic

novels became strong. Third was the in-

fluence of individualism, largely through the

works of Nietzsche. This ideology was a chal-

lenge to traditional moral standards and insti-

tutions. Naturalism in Japan more or less fol-

lowed the path taken in Europe, but it dealt

mainly with the analysis of man rather than

the mechanism of society. Advocates of

naturalism detested the *art for art’s sake’

ideal of the romanticists; they turned to the

darker side of life and tried, without reserve,

to depict actuality. To them love between

man and woman was merely an expression of

the sex instinct. Their works were filled with

incidents of human sex life, boldly and

frankly exposed.

In the development of the naturalistic

movement, the contribution of such literary

critics as Shimamura Hogetsu C1871-1919)

and Hasegawa Tenkei (b. 1876) was exceed-

ingly great. It appears that their literary criti-

cism preceded the actual writing of novels by

the members of this school. A few of the

"naturalists were Kosugi Tengai (b. 1865),

Kunikita Doppo (1871-1908), Shimazaki

Toson’^ (b. 1872), and Tayama^Katai (1871-

1930)-

The study of Shimazaki’s works is, Kuni-

tomo Tadao observes, the study of contem-

porary Japanese literature itself. Shimazaki is

one of the few writers who have made major

contributions to the literature of the Meiji,

Taisho, and Showa eras. He is also noted for

the introduction of the western type of poetry,

called shintaishl As a naturalist, he wrote

outstanding novels, such as Hakai (ApostasyX

1906; Ham (SpringX 1908; and le (Two
Families^ 1911. Hahn expressed a revolt

against the class system of Japan, and Ham
had a great influence upon young people.

From 1929 to 1955 he devoted himself to the

writing of his great two-volume novel, Yoake

Mae (Before the Davm), 1935. This novel

covers about 1,500 pages, and is considered

the outstanding work of its type in current

Japanese literature. In it, the author’s per-

sonality and art have reached the last stage

of maturity. With the period of the Meiji

Restoration as its historical background, this

novel describes a rural intellectual, Hanz5,

and the life of other common people, in plain

and simple descriptive style. It is the biog-

raphy of contemporary Japanese history, of

contemporary Japanese society, itself.

At the very close of the Meiji era, how-

ever, naturalism gave way to a series of re-

actionary movements. These were the Leisure

School, the neo-romantic school, and the neo-

idealistic school. Naturalism had fallen some-

what into nihilism and despair, and all of

these new movements, which rose in succes-

sion, attempted to search for a new signifi-

cance in life.

Natsume Soseki*^ (1867-1916) was the first

to raise a strong protest against naturalism.

He led a school known as Yoyu Ha or Teihti

Ha (Leisure School) which stressed the fact

that life is bright and happy if people know
how to enjoy leisure. He revived the haiku

sentiments and other traditional esthetic ele-

ments in novel writing. His fundamental

literary philosophy was based on his morality,

humor, and delicate and refined tastes. This

was most directly and eloquently expressed

in his Wagahai wa Neko de aru^ (I am a

Cat)y 1905, and Botchan^ (Master Darling'),

1906. These are pnobably two of the most

widely read of modem Japanese works. They

are good examples of Natsume’s power of

analyzing human emotions and psychology.

Their terse and energetic style of writing has

made them standard texts in many schools.

Kusamakura° (Unhuman Tour), 1906; Guhi-

jinso^ (Red Poppy), 1907; Sanshird, 1908,

and Mon (Gate% 1910, are some of his other

important contributions. Among the promi-
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nent writers and thinkers o£ today are many

who have been gready influenced by him.

TaishoShowa Period (1912-1941)

During and after the first World War, re-

ligious literature suddenly became popular,

Kagawa Toyohiko (b. 1888), an unusually

energetic Christian minister, has devoted his

whole life to the teaching of human love

through literature that deals especially with

social justice. Shisen wo Koete^ (Beyond the

Deathline')
t 1920, and Taiyo wo Iru Mono^

(A Shooter at the Sun), 1921, are two of his

popular novels. Kurata Momozd (b. 1891) is

one of the outstanding playwrights in this

field. His Shukke to Sono Deshi^ (Priest and

His Disciples), 1917, is perhaps the best of

his works.

The neo-romantic school, led by Tanizaki

Jun’ichird (b. 1886) and Nagai Kafu (b.

1879), made vigorous attacks on naturalism.

It attempted to make life richer and more

colorful by seeking sensual and other forms

of decadent beauty. Its aim was to harmonize

art and real life. Tanizaki’s Chijin no Ai

(Maniacal Love), 1924, best reveals the na-

ture of his literary philosophy. Other writers

of this school include Yoshii Isamu (b. 1886),

Nagata Mikihiko (b. 1890), and Tamura

Toshiko (b. 1884).

A greater protest against naturalism came

from the neo-idealists, such as Mushakoji

Saneatsu, Arishima Takeo, and Satomi Ton.

It is significant that these writers came from

aristocratic and wealthy families. In general,

a strong element of humanism is found in

the works of the authors belonging to ,this

school. Some of the more important works

of Mushakdji Saneatsu (b. 1885), are Kofukur

mono (Happy One), 1918; Yujd (Friend-

ship), 1920; and Yaso (Jesu$)„ 1926. He has

also vratten numerous plays. He is a great

lover of the artistic spirit of the West, and

his characters are selected from all over the

world. Arishima Takeo (1878-1923) was a

prolific writer, but his career was compara-

tively short.

This period is also characterized by the rise

of the neo-realist school. The writers of this

school are also known as later naturalists, and

their works have a tendency to emphasize

naturalistic realism. They attempt to see life

as a composite whole; hence harmony and

compromise are the essence of their philoso-

phy. Leading this group have been Kikuchi

Kan, Akutagawa Ryunosuke, Kume Masao,

and also two former neo-idealists, Satomi Ton
and Shiga Naoya.

Kikuchi Kan’^ (b. 1888) has probably been

the most interesting and popular literary fig-

ure since the Taisho era. He is a practical man
of sound reasoning and common sense, and

at the same time a great moralist. His philoso-

phy holds that popularity with the masses

should be the guide to all literary activities,

and he has succeeded, at least in popularity,

with his own works. The earlier part of his

career was spent in the writing of one-act

plays, the more important being Kiseki^

(Miracle), Chichi Kaeru^ (Father Returns),

and Tdjuro no Koi^ (Tdjurd^s Love). After

1920, he began writing serial novels for news-

papers and magazines. It was he who built the

foundation for the present popular style of

novel, which appeals to every type and class

of people in the country. Since 1923, he has

been issuing his own monthly literary maga-

zine, Bungei Shunju, which has developed

into one of the best magazines of its type in

Japan. A few of his best known novels are

Shinju Fujin (Madam Pearl), 1920; San

Katei (Three Families), 1934; and Shohd^
(Victory or Defeat), 1933.

Akutagawa Rjmnosuke (1892-1927) has

probably written the best short stories of the

contemporary period. His Rashomon^, 1915,

and Hana° (The Nose), 1916, are excellent

examples of his sldlL in this type of writing.

The latter part of the Taishd era marked

the rise of proletarian literature. Almost all
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of the proletarian writers are interested in a

direct and plain exposition of their ideologies,

with the definite purpose of propagandizing.

Hence their style is less perfected and their

plots are distorted. Because of the nature of

their writings, members of this school have

been involved in constant trouble with the

authorities. For those interested in the study

of present day Japanese thought, apart from

literature, a careful survey of works by this

school will prove rewarding. Kanikosen^

QCrah'Cannery Ship), 1929, by Kobayashi

Takiji C 1903-1933); Tessd no Hana (The

Flower Behind Prison Bars), 1927, and Tokai

Sokyokusen (The Citys Threads of Destiny),

1929, by Hayashi Fusao (b. 1906); and Doshi

Ai (Comrade Love), 1930, by Kishi Sanji

(b. 1899), give some idea of the nature of the

subjects dealt with. A few other important

leaders of this school are Takeda Rintard

(b. 1904), Tokunaga Naoshi (b. 1899),

Hayama Yoshiki (b. 1894), and Maedako

Koichiro (b. 1888).

In the closing, years of the Taisho era an-

other school of literary thought appeared, of

ultra-impressionistic tendency, known as

Shinkankaku-Ha, led by Yokomitsu Riichi

(b. 1898) and a few others. Characteristic of

its writing is a unique technique used to

express feelings. Its theory is to give immedi-

ate sense impression in response to phe-

noinena, hence a strong disregard for orthodox

rules of novel writing. Kakai (Machine),

1930, is one of Yokomitsu^s typical works.

Throughout the contemporary period the

traditional tanka^md haiku have been very

popular in poetry. These two forms have been

composed not only by the professional poets

but by innumerable people in all walks of

life, Shintaishi, the western type of poetry;

senryu; the folk songs, and children’s poems,

known as ddyd, also have had a prominent

’ place.

A few of the outstanding tanka poets since

the beginning of the Meiji era are the Em-

peror Meiji (1852-1912), Sasaki Nobutsuna

(b. 1872), Yosano Hiroshi (1873-1935),

Yosano Akiko (b. 1878), Wakayama Bokushi

(1885-1928), Ishikawa Takuboku (1886-

1914), Kitahara Hakushu (b. 1886), and

Kuj5 Takeko (1887-1928). Some of the

more important haiku poets are Masaoka

Shiki (1866-1902), Natsume Soseki (1867-

1916), Takahama Kyoshi (b. 1874), Ogi-

wara Seisensui (b. 1884), Murakami Kij5

(b. 1870), Ono Bushi (b. 1888), and Shimada

Seiho (b. 1882). As representative poets of^

the shintcdshi school the following may be

mentioned: Kunikita Doppo (1871-1908),

Masaoka Shiki (1866-1902), Shimazaki

Toson (b. 1872), Doi Bansui (b. 1871),

Mild Rofu (b. 1889), Kitahara Hakushu

(b. 1886), Saij5 Yaso (b. 1892), and Noguchi

Yonejiro (b. 1875). The name of Iwaya

Sazanami (b. 1870) should be remembered

in the field of children’s literature.

Among the more prominent playwrights

who have contributed to the development of

contemporary Japanese drama are Kawatake

Mokuami (1816-1893), Fukuchi Ochi (1841-

1906), Tsubouchi Sh5y5 (1859-1935), Oka-

moto Kido (b. 1873), Yamamoto Yuzo (b.

1887), and Kurata Momozd (b. 1891),

Besides the No, there are three types of

stage drama in Japan. The Shinfa, which ap-

peared for the first time during the middle

of the Meiji era, depicts the social life of the

people. The Shingeki is the modem play

movement, started in the last days of the

Meiji period by a group of intelligentsia stim-

ulated by the similar movement in the West.

In 1924, Osanai Kaoru <1881-1928), play-

wright, put this movement on firmer ground

by establishing the Tsukiji Little Theater in

Tokyo as the center of its activities. Kahuki,

to which reference has already been made,

has recently undergone such modifications

that many of its phases differ greatly from

the Kahuki of the Edo period. On the other

hand, it is still heavily colored with the to-
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mantic tint of the Edo drama, which is con-

trary to modes of living today. Furthermore,

the invasion of the new dramas based on real-

ism is a serious threat to the future of this

stage. Prediction is difl&cult and unreliable,

but it is unlikely that any national drama can

be established which totally ignores the dra-

matic technique of Kabuki.

In the field of fiction, various forms of

popular literature are in demand by ordinary

people. They are known as Taishu Bungaku

and Tsuzoku Bungaku, and they consist of

detective plots, humor, domestic situations,

and life during the feudal period, comparable

to the ‘Westerns” in America. At first, these

novels were not regarded too highly. How-

ever, their position in literature was tremen-

dously improved when some of the prominent

writers, including Kikuchi Kan, began pro-

ducing them with a higher standard of ex-

pression and technique. There has been a

great increase in the number of readers, not

only because of the development of these two

types of popular literature, but also as a re-

sult of the increase in translations, mainly of

French, German, English, and American

works. American best sellers have been trans-

lated' immediately after they were placed on

the market in the United States.

After the outbreak of war with China in

1937, production of war literature assumed a

major role. Hino Ashihei's Tsuchi to Heitai^

(Mud and Soldiers), 1938, and Mugi to

Heitai° (Wheat and Soldiers), 1938, have

commanded extraordinary popularity. It is to

be assumed, although materials are not avail-

able for such a survey, that war literature

must constitute a large share of the works

siiice 1941.

Possibly as a result of the strong pressure

of nationalism and reaction since the early

1930*5, the latest literary development was

the emergence of an unorthodox type of novel

writing. This is known as Shinkyd Shosetsu,

the novel of personal feelings and thoughts.

It has practically no theme or plot, only the

ordinary events of a man’s everyday life or

his philosophy are described. Basically it is

the expression in novel form of the Japanese

sensitiveness typified in the haiku form of

poetry.

Thus, when a survey is made of the devel-

opment of contemporary Japanese literature

since the Meiji Restoration of 1868, it is evi-

dent that many Western elements are mixed

with ingredients of traditional literature. The
latter in themselves had been strongly in-

fluenced by India and China, .as outlined

earlier in this survey. Hence, while contem-

porary Japanese literature is colorful in back-

ground, it lacks outstandingly gifted writers,

and appears to be in a state of relative stag-

nation.

(Works to whick the writer has referred frequently

in the preparation of the material for this survey are

marked t*5

In Japanese: tTsukuru Fujimura, Nippon Bwn-

gaku Daijiten (Comfrehensive Dictionmy of Jof^
anese Literature), 4 v., Shinchosha (TSkyo), 1934;

Tsukuru Fujimura and Sen^chi Hisamatsu, Meiji

Bungaku Josetsu (introduction to Meiji Literature^

Sankaido (Tokyo), 1933; t Heihonsha, Dai Hydkka
Jtten Qafanese Encyclopedia), 28 v., Heihonsha

(Tokyo), 1933; Sen*chi Hisamatsu, Nippon Bunga-

ku Hyoron Shi (History of Japanese Literary Critir

cism), 2 V., Shibundo (Tokyo), 19365 tHisao
Honma; Tsutomu Igarashi; Nobutsuna Sasaki; Tatsu-

yuki Takano; Yoshinon Yoshizawa, Nippon Bungaku
Zenshi (A Complete History of Japanese Literature),

iz V., Tokyodo (Tokyo), 1935-41 Toshiro Ihaxa,

Nippon Engeki Shi (History of Japanese Drama),

Waseda U. P. (Tokyo), 19245 Kaizosha, Gendai
Nippon Bungaku Zenshu (Contemporary Japanese

Literature), 63 v., Kaizosha (T5ky6), 1926-31;

Tatsuo Numazawa, Nippon Bungakushi Hyman
(Chronological Table of Japanese Literature), 2 v.,

Meiji Shoin (Tokyo), 1934.

In ENGxrsa: Roh^ G. Armsttrong, Light from the

East: Studies in Japanese Confucianism, U. of To-
ronto, 19145 t W. G. Aston, A History of Japanese

Literature, D. Appleton-Century (London), 1933;

t Hugh Borton, Serge EHss6eff, Edwin Rei^auer,
A Selected List of Books and Articles on Japan in

English, French, and German, American Coundl of

Learned Societies (Washington, D.C.), 1940; B. H.
Chamberlain, Kojiki or Records of Ancient MaUers,

Kegan Paul (London), 1932; Hu^ Keenl^fside and
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A, F. Thomas, History of Japanese Education and
Present Educational System, Hokuseido (Tokyo),

1937; Zoe Kincaid, Kahuki, the Popular Stage of

Jafan, Macmillan (New York), 1925; Kokusai

Bunka Shinkokai, Introduction to Contemporary Jap-
anese Literature, Kokusai Bunka Shinkokai (Tokyd),

1939; Loraine E. Kuck, The Art of Japanese Gar-

dens, John Day (New York), 1940; fTadao Kuni-
tomo, Japanese Literature Since 1868, Hokuseido
(Tokyo), 1938; F. A. Lombard, An Outline History

of Japanese Drama, Houghton Mifflin (Boston and
N. Y0 > 192-9; Asataro Miyamoii, An Anthology of

Haiku Ancient and Modem, Maruzen (Tolfys),

1932; Asataro Miyamoii, Masterpieces of Japanese

Poetry, Ancient and Modem, 2 v*, Maruzen (To-
kyo), 1936; Nippon Gakujutsu Shinkokai, The
Manyoshu (Owe Thousand Poems Selected and
Translated from the Japanese'), Iwanami Shoten
(Tokyo), 1940; t George B. Sansom, Japan: A Short

Cultural History, D. Appleton-Century (N. Y0»

1943; Yukuo Uyehara, Songs for Children Sung in

San, Hokuseido (Tokyo), 1940; Arthur Waley,
e No Plays of Japan, Knopf (N, Y.), 1922; Ar-

thur Waley, The Tale of Genji; A Novel in Six

Parts Translated from the Japanese, Allen and Un-
win (London), 1935.

Yukuo Uyehara,

JARILDEKALD—See Australian Aljprigine,

JUDEO-$
The term Judeo-Spanish, as here used, refers

to the idiom spoken, helongingly, by the

Sephardic Jews of the Levant and the Bal-

kans; in Turkey and Asia Minor; in Greece

and the "Greek” Islands; in Bulgaria, Ro-

mania, Yugoslavia; diminishingly, for differ-

ent reasons, in Syria, Iran, Egypt, and Pales-

tine; in Morocco, Algeria, Tunis. It cannot

properly apply to the language spoken by the

Jews of the Iberian Peninsula before their

expulsion. The literature that is here, pre-

sented comprises neither that portion of Span-

ish literature contributed by the Jews of Spain

before 1492; nor the post-expulsion literary

output, in Spanish or Portuguese, by the

refugees or Aeir descendants, in Holland,

Italy, or elsewhere in the western world. For

noyrhere in these regions is Spanish now their

vernacular; not even in the case of those Jews

that follow the Sephardic or Portuguese ritual

in their synagogues—not in Amsterdam, nor

in London; not in New York.

Judeo-Spanish
,
was the home idiom (before

the Nazi exterminations) of some million

Jews, the descendants, with some admixtures,

of those, expelled by Ferdinand and Isabella.

JIVARO—See South American Indian.

PANISH
This Judeo-Spanish has immigrant existence

in the United States, notably in New York,

and has exile status wherever the Levantine

and Balkan Sephardic Jews found refuge. It

has a very modest literature, save for its im-

portant liturgical output; and for its rich store

of folk literature, borne into exile and pre-

served, still Spanish in form, content, and

spirit, as naturally and faithfully, almost, as

their religiob.

There have been Judeo-Spanish newspapers

in Constantinople and Smyrna, in Bucharest*

and Sofia, in Cairo and Jerusalem. New York

had its daily Vara, and for a while a satirical

weekly. But judged by literary standards, the

productions are not inspiring. They were hap-

hazard, parochial, local sheets (asH TeUgrafo

of Constantinople), with the familiar penny-

dreadful feuilleton. They are modest replicas

of the good old family organ, such as the

extremely popular Guerta de Ch)istorias edited

by Baruh Mitrani (Constantinople, ? 1892-8).

Popular volumes were mainly translations of

light European fiction (e.g., Xavier de Mon-
tdpin's La Portadera de pan;

^

trans. Victor

Levi, 6 V., Constantinople, 1895) or popular-
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ized versions of a classic Ce.g,, Pol i Virjini,

romansOy Constantinople, 1901). The serious

output, meant for permanent perusal, con-

sists of religious, ethical, and exegetical works,

in the special dialect called Ladino.

Otherwise, the body of Judeo-Spanish liter-

ature is all traditional and all oral. These

descendants of Jews driven out of Spain in

1492 have in fact retained the most indigenous

elements of their persecutors’ lore, some of

which the Spaniards themselves have long

forgotten. Judeo-Spanish has not only pre-

served the 15th c. sound values but has, in

their subsequent development, followed pho-

netic rules that are inherent in the Romance
languages (e.g., the difference in accent be-

tween judio'y Jew, and judia, Jewess). Also,

in its surprisingly large vocabulary, there are

Spanish words that have retained a meaning

lost in Spanish (e.g., conducho in the sense

of something to eat, as in the Poema del Cid);

and others retained in the songs although

their meaning has quite gone (e.g., misa, the

sacrifice of the mass, was explained to the

^present writer by a group of women on the

Island of Chios as meaning a paseOy a pleasant

walk).

The name "Judeo-Spanish” has been gen-

erally adopted by students of language. "Se-

phardic Spanish” is also use4j ^ Spanish texts,

sefardi These Spanish-speaking Jews them-

selves have really no name for the language.

TTiey accept the over-all word Judesmo, Jew-

ishness. By the Yiddish-speaking Jews about

them, it is often called SjjanioUsh The word

LadlnOy sometimes used of this speech by the

outside world, is by those that speak it limited

to the distinct sub-variant of their idiom,

archaic in form and mystic in implication,

that is the language of their Bihle translations

and their ethical and liturgical texts.

The ethical treatise based on the life and

virtues of the "affamado” Yokf ' horZaddik

(Smyrna, r88i) adds to that tide: "dito libro

est& ordenado en ladino.” Many of the works

in Ladino are translations from the Hebrew.

Outstanding original works include:

a treatise on religious laws and deci-

sions (Constantinople, 1733); Shulhm ha-

melehy by Abraham ben Isaac Asa (Constan-

tinople, 1749); Shihhe ha-tanatmy by Abulafia

(Salonica, 1865). Especially influential upon

the culture of the masses of Levantine and

Balkan Sephardim have been the Ladino ver-

sions of Bahya ibn Pakuda’s Hohot ha-hvavot

(printed in square letters in Venice, 1713; re-

edited, in the rabbinical alphabet, in Constan-

tinople, ca. 1890); the Pirke ahot (Livorno,

1856; Salonica, 1887; Vienna, 1897); the

volumes of the Meam loezy popular commen-

taries on the Old Testament, printed through-

out the 18th and 19th c.

All the passages of the Old Testament in

Ladino, and the Bible verses found now and

again in Judesmo, stem from the one version,

a word for word translation from the Hebrew,

which exists in several extant pre-expulsion

manuscripts, in the various Amsterdam edi-

tions of the 17th and i8th c., and in the score

or so of reprints of the Judeo-Spanish Bibles

to the time of World War 1 . The earliest

extant Levantine example of this Bible was

printed in Constantinople in 1547. Facing the

word for word Hebrew Pentateuch is a trans-

lation into neo-Greek, also in Hebrew char-

acters. Of the translations in Roman char-

acters, most famous is the elaborate edition,

in two forms, printed in Ferrara in 1553. Th®
one issue is dedicated to the Jewess Dona'

Gracia Nasi, by two persons of Jewish name;

in the other, two men with Spanish names

pay homage to the Duke of Este. And the

translation differs, in the verse of Isaiah that

is supposed to predict the virgin birth of

Christ, Modem Judeo-Spanish is printed and

written in the Hebrew rabbinical alphabet,

not in the same type of letter as Yiddish.

Judeo-Spanish literature, oral and tradi-

tiona.1, has a great treasure of proverbs, many'

of them in old Spanish refraneros, or as quota-
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tions in some ante-expulsion Spanish text

Among these are: El gUerco fora todo tofa

ctchaque: The devil finds a pretext for any-

thing (Sofia). Huerco, by the Avay, is obsolete

in Spain. Bien te qu(i)ero, mal te pero; I love

you veell, I beat you badly (Salonica; Buchar-

est; Constantinople), Mu(n)chos son los ami-

gos, focos los escozidos; many are the friends,

but few the chosen (Constantinople), O de

pan o de conducho, cale inchir el hucho; vdth

bread or with vegetable(?) one^s crop must

be fiUed.

More astonishing is the remembrance of

the songs of olden Spain. The women in

Salonica, weaving or cooking, may chant the

epic of the unhappy but brazen Juan Lorenzo

d’Acuna, whose unfaithful wife married Fer-

dinand I of Portugal (1383) and who flaunted

two golden horns in his cap:

Juan Lorenso, Juan Lorenso,

^Qu(i)en te (h)izo mu(n)cho mal?

Who did you great harm?

More popular is The Rape of Helen, heard

in Salonica, Sofia, Bucharest, Sm3OTia, and

other places, in slightly different versions but

all in the same rhythmic measure:

Estava la reina Izela

En su bastidor lavrando—

Y en su bastidor lavrando;

Agu2ica de oro en mano
Pend6n de amor lavrando.

Y pend6n de amor lavrando.

Pot a(h)i pas6 Paxize,

El su lindo *namorado . . .

^‘Para este puerpo, Parize,

iQ\x6 ofisio aveg tornado?"

^‘Mercader so, mi seiiora,

Mercader y escrivano.

Tres naves tengo en el porto,

Cargadas de oro y de brocado . . .

(Queen Izela, on her embroidery frame at

work, a golden needlet in her hand, At
work on a love pennon; Her-ward came
P^s, her handsome lover, ^Tor such a

body, Paris, what occupation have you

taken?" ^'Merchant am I, my lady; mer-

chant and writer. Three ships have I in

the harbor, laden with gold and with

brocade . . .)

The most popular of these Judeo-Spanish

cantigas, heard throughout the Levant, and

also encountered by the present writer (in

Spanish) among the Negro sugar-cane cut-

ters of Cuba, is the. tale of the father who
falls in love with his own daughter. More
than two hundred of these epic cantigas are

household songs among these Hispanic Jews.

To these have been added songs of their

own composition, of various literary quality:

riddles; engagement, marriage, and childbirth

songs; funeral plaints (ewdechas); religious

festival songs: for Purim, for the Feast of the

Torah; songs with Biblical content: the fall

of Adam, the sacrifice of Abraham, the tri-

umph of Joseph, the mission of Moses. In

one of the prose stories, in a semi-liturgical

text, an angel is guided to Moses* crib in the

Nile by a star. Most of these numerous prose

stories are transmitted orally. These conseSas

are greatly relished. They are, however, for

the great part, the common stock of all Levan-

tine folk groups, with only occasional adapta-

tion to Jewish life and doings. Thus, the

Turkish priest, or hoja, butt and hero inter-

changeably of many Turkish tales, sad or

salty, becomes Joha in the Judeo-Spanish

versions.

At times, even these orally transmitted tales

are reminiscent of the actual past. Here is the

story of the discovery of America as it was

told the present writer by the wife of the

Rabbi of Chios (the King and Queen are not

Ferdinand and Isabella, but the generalized

monaichs of all such tales):

One day was the King with the Queen
seated at the window, by the shore of the

sea. A little kerchief fluttered in the breeze.

Said the Queen; "Curious! Here there
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must be land!*' (It was the woman's nat-

ural understanding that a breeze must come

from terra firma.)

The King, when he heard this, said

“Allow! We shall see whether there is land."

He filled two ships with victuals, and

sent them to find a city. They traveled

much time—five months, and found noth-

ing. They turned back. They said to the

King that there was nothing; their bread

had given out, they were dying of hunger.

He filled a much greater ship with bread,

and sent them that they look for the city.

They traveled much time; they found

America, And they saw some men like the

savages. They took some few, and brought

them to where the King was. And he saw

that they were so many savages.

He put them to school, and taught them

to read and write, and made them civilized.

After a time he sent them to America, and

afterwards—all the Americans became civi-

lized.

To what extent the culture of these Jews,

and they themselves, have survived the 1940-

45 holocaust, remains to be determined.

M. Kayserling, Bihlioteca Espanola-Portugueza Ju-

daica (Strasbourg), 1890; M. L. Wagner, Beitrdge

zur Kenntniss des Judensfanischen . . . (Vienna),

1914; Los Dialectos judeoespanoles . . . (Madrid),

1925; C. M. Crews, Recherches sur le judSo-es^agnol

. . , (Paris), 1935; M. A. Luna, A Study of the

Monastir dialect of JudeO'Spanish (N. Y. and Paris),

1930; Judeo-S^anisk dialects in N. Y, City, 1930;

JudeO'S^anish froveths, **Revue Hispanique,” 1933;
H. B. Jopson, Literary Style in Judeo-Sfanish, "Oc-

cident and Orient*' (London), 1936; R, Menendez-
Pidal, El Rotmncero . . . (Madrid), 1928.

William Milwitzky.

JUGOSLAV-See Yugoslav.

JUTLAND-See Danish.

KAGGABA—See South American Indian.

KAMBA—See African.

KAMILAROI—See Australian Aborigine, •

KANARESE-See Indian.

KARTHLI—See Georgian.

KASHMIR-See Indian.

KASICA—See North American Native.

KHASI-See Indian.

KHATTI-See Hittite.

KHMER.-See Thai.

KIPCHAK-See Turkish.

KOREAN-See Chinese.

KRU—See African.

KUKATJA—See Australian Aborigine.

KURDISTAN-See Aramaic.

KUTCHIN—See North American Native.

KWAKIUTL—See North American Native.

LADIN—See Swiss.

LADING—See Judeo-Spanish.

LAMBA—See African.

LANGUEDOC-See Provencal.

LATIN
Classical (Rowwm)

The pbimitive inhabitants of the peninsula

of Italy were driven out by Indo-European

immigrants from the north. These invaders

are the earliest representatives of that racial

stock of whom there is any record. Later, a

race known as the Etruscans came from Asia

Minor. They settled in the coast towns in

the Umbrian country directly north of the

site of Rome, spreading to embrace the Tibet
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valley, including the entire fertile plain of

Campania. Because of their previous contacts

with various advanced cultural centers in the

East, the Etruscans had a profound influence

upon the history of Italy. (For further consid-

eration of their literature, see Etruscan.

That group of Indo-European settlers known

as the Latins occupied much of the territory

in which the Etruscans later became over-

lords. These Latins later played the major

historical role, rather than the Sabines or

those of Samnite stock who held a large part

of central and southern Italy, or the Umbrians

who inhabited both Tuscany and Umbria.

Contacts with the Greek colonists caused the

Latin peoples to realize the usefulness of

adopting the Greek alphabet in vogue at

Cumae in Campania, in preference to the

Etruscan alphabet to which the Oscans and

Umbrians were partial. It was a Dorian Greek

alphabet, of 21 letters, ABCDEFZHIK
LMNOPQRSTVX.In place of Z in

this list the letter G was substituted in the

early 3d c. b.c. Two centuries later Z came

into use once more, and the Greek letter Y
was borrowed for use in the transliteration of

Greek words.

The name of the city that was eventually

to weld these ethnic groups into a political

unit is of Etruscan origin. The word 'Homa^*

has been linked with the ancient name of the

Tiber, Rtoo. This in turn has been connected

' with a toot form of the word meaning '‘to

flow.^' Accordingly, Rome is the "stream-

tovra.^*

Notwithstanding the profound influence of

the Etruscans on Latin culture, especially in

the domain of religion and of military science,

there is'hardly any trace of such influence in

•the realm of pure literature. True, there are

many legends of the era of Etruscan domina-

tion. This legendary material not infrequently

^ furnished what might be called a '^rop scene^^

in the dramatic history of early Rome, These

legends were recorded by the later annalists

only to show how Roman valor finally ousted

the Etruscan tyrant. The result, in a literary

sense, made exciting reading to those that in

later times loved to look back on the heroic

past. The deeds of the good king Numa, of

the evil tyrant Tarquin, and of the heroic

maiden Cloelia were still moving episodes in

Roman history to the epic poet, Virgil, and

to the historian, Livy, at the end of the ist c.

B.c. Unfortunately, the Etruscan side of these

stories has not come down to us. We meet

the name of no writer versed in the Etruscan

tongue as Ennius was in Oscan. The Etruscans

that are mentioned in later records for their

literary or philological accomplishments are,

like Tages, mere shadows. What we can see

behind this dark wood is something that ex-

cites the imagination, it is true, but leaves us

wholly unsatisfied. What was contained in

these "Books of Etruscan Lore''? They seem

to have dealt with augury and magic. We can,

perhaps, read their contents inscribed in many

of the records of ancient Roman religious

ritual and cult.

Of the early inscriptions that preceded work

of literary significance, one should not pass

without mention. The folk-poetry that must

have existed has, because of the indifference

of the ancients to such manifestations of the

popular spirit, disappeared forever. The sur-

vival, in the form of an inscription, of the

Song of the Arval Brethren has aroused the

curiosity of students of folk-lore. This ancient

ritual chant places us in the midst of a clear-

ing in some central Italian farm-stead'. We
can hear and see the simple ritual with its

monotonous chant, invoking the powers of

Mars (Marmor, Marmar), who was a fertility

god before he became identified with war.

Here is sympathetic magic in action; we seem

to read the primitive mind of men of Indo-

European stock as we endeavor to decipher

and interpret the obscure verses, each chanted

antiphonally three times, ending with a verse

repeated five times:
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Help us, O Lares,/ and thou, Marmar, suffer

not plague and ruin to attack our folk./

Be satiate, O fierce Mars. L^p over the

threshold. Stay, fierce one./

Call in alternate strain upon all the heroes./

Help us, Marmor./ Bound high in ritual dance.

Although we have no certain evidence for

the existence of popular heroic song in an-

cient Italy, we are grateful to Macaulay for

bis imaginative reconstructions of this, after

the manner of the English and Scotch bal-

lads. What we do find testimony for lies in a

different direction. Those that have spent

some time in modem Italy will not be sur-

prised to find suggestions of the existence of

popular ditties in the extant literature. These

were children’s songs not unlike the familiar

rhymes of their descendants everywhere to-

day. Here is a sample; ‘He will be king who
does his fling, Who doesn’t a thing will not

be king.” A sailor interrupted the poet

Horace’s siesta by singing in a loud tone

“The girl I left behind me,” This was in the

sophisticated era of Augustus, when popular

songs must have been legion. An interesting

epitaph on a soldier’s monument recalls to

mind the fact that a soldier will always have

his stein-song; ‘While alive I did imbibe.

Imbibe, ye all who’re still alive!” Even the

gladiator in the arena, at the time when all at

Rome went to the spectacles given by candi-

dates for public office, had his rhythmical

song as he sought to entangle his opponent

in his net: “A fisherman I am, you Gaul. So

watdhi my net now make its haul.” Doubtless

many other such jingles were long current.

Although much of what was inscribed in

immemorial bronze or stone may not be lit-

erature, one cannot dismiss altogether the

so-called Laws of the Twelve ‘Tables. These

were known—if not always understood—by
every schoolboy in ancient Italy. They have

a certain archaic^ ritualistic tone which im-

pressed those that^ like Cicero in the ist c. b.c.,

sampled them as one would bottles of old

wine for their quaint bouquet.

The Republican Period. It is, indeed, the

indefatigable Cicero, statesman, orator, poet,

that has preserved for us many of the choice

fragments of the literature of the Republican

era (ca. 230 B.C.-30 b.c.). Of the first writer

to appear on the literary horizon, Livius

Andronicus (ca. 284-ca. 204 b.c.), Cicero

writes with awareness of his significance.

Livius’ translation of the Odyssey of Homer,

Cicero regarded as comparable to the sculp-

ture of the mythical Daedalus. Primitive in-

deed it is, TTie verses are in rough-hewn

Saturnian verse— the accentual verse in-

digenous to Italic, and, it would appear, to

the Indo-European races in general. What is

left hardly justifies more than a conventional

criticism. The lines preserved to us by later

grammarians, merely as illustrations of word-

usage, do not conform to the Hellenic pat-

tern that became dominant in Italy after

Ennius (239-169 b.c.). We do not, moreover,

entirely comprehend the art of reading

Saturnian metre. The Odyssey of Livius was

one of the well-worn books read by Horace

in the school ruled over by the severe Orbil-

ius. The fact dxat these early writers fur-

nished pabulum for the elementary schools

may help to explain the neglect into which

Livius Andronicus, as well as other writers of

the Republic, fell at the period when Italy

was influenced most by the cosmopolitan cul-

ture of the East.

Like the other two poets, Cn. Naevius and

Ennius, that flourished in the era of Republi-

can simplicity, the translator of the Odyssey

tried his ’prentice hand at translation of Greek

tragedies. This teacher of languages adapted a

Greek drama for the Roman stage at the first

recorded series of games held in Rome, 240

b.c. This was two years after the peace settle-

ment with Carthage, which terminated the

first successful foreign war against the Roman
state. Roman officers that had enjoyed the
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princely hospitality of Hiero of Syracuse, now
an ally of Rome, were dazzled by his display

of art and by his literary treasures. In the

theatre at Syracuse these Roman aristocrats

enjoyed the plays of Euripides and Menander.

Hiero even pointed out, in the works of Greek

historians, how the Romans were descended

from the heroes of Troy. All this had a pro-

found effect on the Roman generals, who saw

to it that the translator of the Odyssey should

also reproduce some Greek tragedies for

presentation in Rome. From the few frag-

ments extant we can judge that he favored

the themes celebrated by the older Greek

dramatists and that his versions were free

adaptations with abundant alliteration after

the accepted mode of his day.

Whereas Livius Andronicus, a ^'half-Greek,’*

came to Rome as a prisoner of war, Cn.

Naevius (ca. 270-ca. 199 b.c.) was a native-

born citizen, from Campania. He had all the

independence characteristic of one that had

served in the first Punic War. He emulated

his predecessor Livius in the art of adapting

Greek drama to Roman dress. His first plays

were brought out in 235 b.c. To Naevius is

credited the first Latin play on an Italian

subject. His partiality for Old Greek Comedy,

with its freedom of speech and utmost frank-

ness in criticising contemporary foibles,

aroused the opposition of the aristocratic fam-

ily of the Metelli. To Naevius must be given

credit for the introduction into Latin dress

of such stock comic characters as the hungry

parasite and the boasting soldier. In the

Girl from Tarentum, he presents us with a

deft picture of a flirtatious girl of the town.

He forsook the stage and devoted himself to

the composition of a national epic on the first

Punic War. In the fragments that have sur-

vived, we can detect manifestations of real

taknt in dealing with a subject which, how-

ever, was too near and pressing to furnish

suitable material for an heroic epic after the

grand manner. His achievement, nevertheless,

was such as to inspire later writers like

Ennius, and especially Virgil, to reflect on

the simple but genuinely heroic past of the

embattled citizen soldiers of Italy. He chose

also to use the native Saturnian measures,

leaving to his younger contemporary Ennius

the task of taming “those native wood-notes

wild” into the artistic mold of the Greek hex-

ameter, the meter made immortal by Homer,

Quintus Ennius’^ (239-169 b.c.) has rightly

been called the “Father” of Latin literature

as part and parcel of Mediterranean culture.

His predecessors had played with Hellenism

as an imported product from over-seas. The
fact that Ennius was born and lived for a

score of years in the Graecized town of Rugiae

in Calabria speaks for itself. Although Livius

came from Tarentum and was a master of two

languages, his lowly estate as a teacher did

not lend itself to fostering the whole-hearted

adoption of Hellenism as a literary cult.

Ennius had the good fortune to be noticed

by Marcus Cato, whose reputation for rigid

honesty and narrow patriotism was a guaran-

tee that one who benefited by such patronage

might be, like Caesar’s wife, above suspicion.

Such an association might be expected to lead

toward Ennius’ choice of a literary theme of

national import. The fragments of his Roman

epic, prosaically called the Annals, amount to

about 600 verses. The achievement of Ennius

in these 18 books was twofold. He awoke the

Italian muse to record its past in heroic strains,

after the grand Homeric manner. And for the

first time the technique of Greek quantitative

verse, the hexameter, was introduced into

Roman poetry.

The most imique contribution, however,

of Ennius to Latin letters is in the field of

satire. He was the first to introduce—if not to

create—for the west that curious medley in

verse, with its elements at once didactive and

narrative. In this genre he was the inspirer of

a long and noble line of successors. One of

these was his nephew, M. Pacuvius (220-
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ca. 130 B.c.)* The Satires of Pacuvius are lost

to us, but we possess over a hundred lines of

fragments of his tragedies. He, like his uncle,

was interested in national drama on an Italian

subject. A younger contemporary of Pacuvius

was Accius (b. 170). Cicero informs us that

both writers staged plays at the same aedile

games, when Pacuvius was eighty years old

and Accius was in his thirtieth year.

Although Roman critics like Quintilian

seem to have regarded Latin comedy as much
inferior to the Greek, we are in a situation

today that makes it difficult to agree or disa-

gree. We have extant today 21 comedies al-

most entire of Plautus and 6 complete come-

dies of Terence. While Quintilian deals more

favorably with tragedy in Latin, not one en-

tire Latin tragedy has survived of the older

period, to enable us to evaluate his judgment

on the attainments of the Romans in this

genre. Moreover, very few of the Greek

models for the Latin writers of comedies have

come down to us in their entirety. Hence our

judgment of the intrinsic merits of either

Plautus or Terence as playwrights is likely to

be somewhat subjective.

T. Maccius Plautus^ was active in Rome
as writer or adapter of comedies from Greek

originals from 220 to 184 b.c. He was there-

fore a contemporary of Ennius. He seems to

have been bom in Umbria and received

Roman citizenship later. His name has comic

association: "Titus Flatfoot the Clown.’' He
was a man of the people and knew all their

foibles and preferences. The 21 plays at-

tributed to him on the authority of the learned

Varro, who lived over a century later, even

though their plots and stock characters are

taken bodily from the Greek comedies of

the 4th and 3d c., are filled with rollicking,

boisterous Italian humor.

Younger than Plautus by more than 30

years, older than Terence by about 20, was

the dramatist Caecilius Statius, an Insubrian

Gaul from the Po valley. As a prisoner of

war he was first a slave. Subsequently he be-

came a freedman and a close friend of Ennius

and of Terence, both of whom were produc-

ing plays during his lifetime. About 40 titles

of comedies from the Greek by this author

are extant. As a careful stylist he serves as

a representative of the period of transition

between the more naive comic spirit of

,

Plautus and the more refined art of Terence,’^

(ca. 195-1 59 B.G.). As his name would imply,

P. Terentius Afer was born in Africa. Like

Caecilius Statius he was a slave who finally

received his freedom from his master, P.

Terentius Lucanus, a Roman senator. He
later attracted the notice of the prominent

Roman statesman and enthusiastic Hellenist,

P. Scipio Africanus; Terence used the pro-

logue of one of his plays to defend himself

against the charge that his patron was the real

author of his comedies. In keeping with the

refined circle for which Terence wrote, his

plays portray characters that rouse our sympa-

thy because of the delicate lines of their de-

lineation. In the Lady of Andros we find

depicted no common courtesan as in the

more popular Plautus. Again in his admirable

Self’Tormentor the tempered outlook of a

man of culture is reflected in the celebrated

remark of the harassed father that nothing

human is alien to his interest; homo sum;

hwmcmi nil a me dienum puto.

^
This literary Renaissance in Rome of the 3d

and 2d c., with its emphasis especially on

drama, reflected the interest inherent in

Greek literature of the Golden Age. As in

many of the revivals of this sort, the results,

though often brilliant, like diamonds in a

strange setting, were what one might expect

of a hybrid product. Though not entirely

sterile, these centuries of dramatic efflorescence

generated a strange progeny. The results of

much grafting on Italian culture were multi-

farious. The grafted tree, to use a Vergilian

phrase, looked down in astonishment on fruit

that was not its own. Social Condifions in
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Rome and throughout Italy in the ist c. b.c.

set the stamp of approval on multitudinous

mimes and farces. These were more native to

the soil, perhaps, but because of their over-

emphasis on buffoonery or slap-stick appealed

especially to the multitude clamoring for en-

tertainment at one of the four great holiday

periods in the Roman year. When candidates

for office hitched these occasions for festivity

to their political ambitions, we come upon

those extraordinary spectacles that, at their

worst, evoke our amazement and horror. At

their best, the machinery seems to have over-

whelmed what is left of the literary tradition.

The extravagance of the productions is de-

scribed by Cicero in one of his letters: 'What

delight is to be found in watching the proces-

sion of 600 mules in Clytemnestra or 3,000

wine-jars in the Trojan Horse?'* We have

reached a time when in Rome educated peo-

ple left dramatic presentations to the populace.

Instead of attending such shows, the aristocrat

or wealthy dilettante that had leanings to-

wards philosophy or literature retired to his

villa to compose, like M. Terentius Varro,

a dialogue on Agriculture, or like Cicero, a

dramatic dialogue on The State, This break

between the populace, whose sole aim for

existence seemed to be 'bread and circuses,’^

and the educated few, will prepare us for the

tendencies in Roman literature of the ist c.

B.c. and later. With perhaps one or two

exceptions, writers in the Italian scene will

more and more he concerned with the

prejudices, preoccupations, ambitions, failings

and virtues of a minority of successful fami-

lies, whether these be of ancient lineage or

have attained such heights by their native

genius and industry.

Bom in Campania about 20 years before the

death of Terence, C. Lucilius (ca. 180-103

B.cO belonged to the phil-Hellenist circle of

P. Scipio Afrkanus. To estimate Lucilius

correctly as a writer of pungent satire is now
no easy task. We possess over 1,000 verses,

chosen for the most part by a compiler of a

dictionary of Republican Latin over 200 years

later. Hence we see our author chiefly either

as an innovator in language or as one who
frequently reflected the popular speech of his

day. The significance of Lucilius in the his-

tory of satire will become increasingly evident

as we trace the evolution of this genre during

the years that follow-years fruitful in criti-

cism of man and his foibles. This Campanian-

bom writer set the stamp for satirical poetry

in Rome. The semi-dramatic form initiated

by Lucilius produced so many literary heirs

and emulators that the critic Quintilian could

state confidently that "satire is wholly ours.''

Roman satire, however, was unable alto-

gether to conceal the fact that its free and

often audacious criticism of contemporary so-

cial trends had ultimate source in the spirit of

5th c. Athens. The ghosts of Aristophanes and

of other representatives of Old Comedy were

stalking the Italian streets and highways. The
vein of didacticism, which is more charac-

teristic of Roman than of Gr^ek letters, leads

one to expect, however, a greater strain of

gravity in the west. In this, Lucilius reflects

the high seriousness sought after by the great

Roman aristocratic houses. In this respect, too,

,

he was undoubtedly influenced by the high

standards of the Scipio family, which en-

couraged a Greek historian, then a hostage

at Rome, to study the causes of the rise of the

Roman republic. This Greek refugee, Poly-

bius, attempted to plumb the depths of Roman
character, as exemplified by certain indi-

viduals of social consequence. The highlight

of such an ideal is stated in two verses of

Lucilius himself: "Our country's weal as first

we always rate, Our parents' next, and last

our own estate."’

In direct contrast to such objectivism as is

found in those writers that used satire as a

medium for their ideas, stands another group

of poets. This group was fascinated by the

subjectivism of the Alexandrians. The still
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small voice of die Greek lyric poetry of the

most representative of these 3d c. poets, Cal-

limachus, found an echo in the hearts of

many Roman young men of leisure. This

Greek poet-librarian gave currency to the ex-

pression that "a big book is a big evil." Hence

the rage for brief vignettes, thumb-nail

sketches, pointed epigram and learned toy

epic, which at once fascinates and repels us

in the literature of Rome in die ist c. b.c.

From the beginning of this century we have

epigrams after the Greek manner, by Q.

Lutatius Catulus, Valerius Aedituus, and

Porcius Licinus. Some playful tit-bits of

Laevius of the same period are in the ap-

proved Alexandrian manner, addressed to the

eye and ear of the initiated only. The eye was

pleased by the fanciful shapes formed by the

varied metres. For example, one of his poems

was designed to rouse the imagination to roam

in curious fashion. Accordant with its tide, the

external form of this poem was that of' die

outspread wings of a phoenix! Somewhat later

in die century, certain verses of M, Furius

Bibaculus were laughed out of court. In his

lost epic on die Gallic wars of Caesar, at least

one infelicitous phrase was noted by the

Augustan critics: wrote, "spat

on the wintry Alps flakes of white snow." A
poet of this group, who links this period with

the era of the court-poets under Augustus, is

C. Helvius Cinna, author of a toy-epic, lo,

on which he is said to have spent nine years.

He is reputed to have been one of the con-

spirators that stabbed Julius Caesar to death,

ti Shakespeare's play, one of the plebeians

is represented as threatening Cinna with

death "forliis bad verses
"

A discussion of Latin lyric poetry would be

incomplete without mention of C. Valerius

Catullus,®^ of Verona (ca. 84-54 b.c,), who

belonged, as his name, implies, to the historic

gens of the Valerii. If we exclude one note-

worthy contribution to a state celebration in

the fpnn of a noble hymn to Diana (XXXIV),

his poetry is stamped with an individualism

that has made an impress on European poetry

hardly exceeded by any other ancient poet,

with the possible exception of Sappho. Catul-

lus' version of a famous lyric of Sappho's is

surcharged with his own very personal love

for Lesbia. More than the Greek poet, Catul-

lus exemplifies extreme abandon at the two

magnetic poles of love and hate. "Lesbia,"

whose real name was Clodia, was the inspirer

of his most l)nacal verse. It would seem that

she played with all the arts of a coquette on

the heart of this impressionable young man
from the provinces. His 85th poem is brief

and epigrammatic: T love and hate; why so,

you ask in vain./ I know not, but t'is so. I

sense the pain." The style of CatuUus, like

his emotions, varied according to the content

and purpose of his theme. Latin writers re-

ferred to him as Teamed"; that is, well-

trained in the school of the Greek muse of

poetry. His attainments in the field of the

epithalamium or marriage-hymn, for example,

may not have appealed to the average reader

in antiquity, but these poems have made a

niche for their creator in the shrine of all

sincere poets. In fact, Catullus became at

once the pioneer in the province of jthe love

elegy and the spiritual motivating force for

such masterpieces as the fourth eclogue of*

Virgil.

While Catullus possesses a genius of many

facets, the next poet we shall consider pre-

sents a decided contrast. The keen, unswerv-

ing mind of Lucretius^ C95-54 b.c.) preferred

the more sombre enchantments of the Muse

whose delight is to search for the ultimate

"nature of things." This furnishes the theme

for his famous didactic poem in six books. In

this he is but following the tradition of those

pre-Socratic poets whose minds revelled in an

imaginary domain of terrestrial, or rather, uni-

versal origins. To use a striking phrase of

Lucretius himself, he aspired to reach beyond

"the flaming walls of the universe " An en-
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thusiastic follower of Epicurus, he inter-

mingles Epicurean serenity with that Roman
high-seriousness which found its model in the

01)7mpian utterances of such philosophical

Greek poets as Empedocles. In fact, like that

of the last named, Lucretius’ life has become

somewhat of a legend. If Empedocles is re-

puted to have ended his life by leaping into

a volcano, the Latin poet is said to have died

by his own hand after drinking a love-potion.

Lucretius’ own verses, in which he frequently

extols "immortal death” as well as the infinite

creation and destruction of the world, may

have inspired the legend. He seems, in truth,

to have been half in love with "dusty deadi”;

for who can soon forget the profound convic-

tion expressed in a line that is the key-note

of his third book? In effect, he says that when

we have shuffled off this mortal coil (a

Lucretian figure) with all its troubles, death

is nought; it matters not even whether we
were ever bom "when mortal life is snuffed

out by death immortal.” Notwithstanding

these outpourings on inevitable death, as a

counterblast to the materialistic beliefs on the

after-life in vogue at his time, the aim of

Lucretius is above all to trace the beautiful

order of nature and what he conceived to be

the natural law of the universe. His atomic

theory is derived from the Greek philosopher

Democritus. But Lucretius attempted to make
this hypothesis a convincing one by thorough

exposition after the approved rhetorical man-

ner of his day. Interwoven in what to many
minds is a desert of analytical description of

atomic permutations are many brilliant flashes

of genius. To Lucretius’ contemporary Cicero,

these purple patches made up for the

thousands of verses of another sort, though

even these are very skilfully wrought. The
enigmatic words of Cicero to his brother

Quintus indicate the background of a con-

troversy on the precise value of such specula-

tion on physical science in Latin verse.

So far in our discussion of the history of

Latin literature we have confined our remarks

to the province of poetry. It is to be expected

that the art of expressing one’s thoughts in

rhythmic language precede, in the history of a

literature, the art of composition in prose.

Yet here again, Greek models were at hand.

Before Cato, called the Censor (234-149 b.c.),

some native Italians had written in Greek

prose certain historical treatises, no longer

extant. Cato was a staunch exponent of the

Italian native traditions. He professed to dis-

like all Greek ideas and studied the language

only in his later years, under the direction of

the poet Ennius. In a lost work on the origins

of Italian towns, he proved himself a lover

of his own land and traditions. We can judge,

from the sledge-hammer qualities of his ex-

tant speeches, that he disdained the highly

intricate art of ^the Greek rhetorician. Yet

even here, in some 80 fragments, he betrays

at times his secret admiration for his models.

Preceding Cicero by a bare ten years is a

writer whose contribution to prose literature

far surpasses in extent that of all other

Romans. Marcus Terentius Varro’^ was born

in the Sabine country in 116 and lived well

into the age of Augustus (27). He wrote over

40 different works, embracing such varied sub-

jects as agriculture and philology. He was

widely read and quoted, down to the period

of the Christian fathers, who found in his

encyclopedic work a mine of information on

ancient Italian cult practices. Varro is heir to

the Alexandrian flair for miscellaneous facts

and fancies. From the point of view of pure

literature, he must be regarded as a source for

later writers, pch as Virgil in his Georgies

and Pliny the Elder in his Natural History,

and for commentators in general. He is re-

sponsible for the vogue of the Platonic and

Aristotelian dialogue pattern (cf. his work

on Farming and on the Latin Language),

which is a characteristic feature of Cicero’s

essays. Here again we seem to see the artistic

preference of many Roman as well as Greek
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writers, for dramatizing what would otherwise

be unrelieved discussion or dry exposition.

The Roman encyclopedist was a warm ad-

mirer of Marcus Tullius Cicero’^ (106-43

B.C.), and dedicated part of his work on the

Latin language to this greatest and most

versatile of all prose writers in the tongue,

Cicero had already dedicated to Varro one

of his philosophical dialogues. Here we may
gain an insight into one of the special in-

terests of each of these two prominent vmters:

science for one and philosophy for the other.

Before he became fascinated by philosophy,

however, Cicero had lived a full life of a

Roman statesman and lawyer. We possess 47
of his speeches, written with superb art. His

style steers a middle course between the ultra-

omateness of the Asian school and the sim-

plicity of the Attic. In this respect he reveals

the strength and the weakness of his character

and aims. His eclecticism reached also into

the realm of social and political life. There are

preserved over 700 of his letters to his friends,

a documentary record of extraordinary value.

Like the votive tablet to which Horace com-

pares the work of the satirist Lucilius, these

epistles too have the seal and stamp of per-

sonality. The celebrated orator and aspiring

litterateur here throws off the mask and stands

revealed as a keenly alive and responsive cor-

respondent. Some letters to and from Julius

Caesar appear here, and such unforgettable

pictures as that in which he describes to a

friend the excitement caused by a visit to his

villa of the great general and his retinue.

We have extant a dozen treatises of a phi-

losophical nature by the hand of Cicero. As

a philosopher he aspired to popularize some

of the remarkable achievements of the Greek

mind; in the process, he had to clothe a

strange terminology in Latin dress. He suc-

ceeded admirably; so much so that these Latin

equivalents (e.g., qualitas; quandtas) of

Greek terms have prevailed in the vocabulary

of many European nations. Until Greek

philosophy was rehabilitated in the i6th c,,

Cicero's works furnished the main source of

philosophical knowledge for the intellectual

world of the west. And the style both of these

works and of his extant orations presented a

pattern that most nations in the west have

followed. He is the most influential figure in

the evolution of artistic prose style in Europe

and America, both in Latin and in the ver-

nacular languages.

Six years younger than Cicero, but a man
of action rather than of contemplation, Julius

Caesar's^ position in the history of literature

is a minor but nevertheless significant one.

His, orations, now lost, were highly com-

mended by both his contemporary Cicero and

the great critic Quintilian. His extant work

on the Gallic War is a model of condensed

and vivid nanative of an event that 'struck

the imagination of his contemporaries as the

conquest of Mexico by Cortez or the World

War II landing in Normandy strikes us today.

There is in this account a Thucydidean note

of detachment, obtained chiefly by the use of

the third person throughout. Modem readers

are roused by the vivid account of the landing

operations in Britain. Suspense is especially

notable in the fifth book, in the story of the

siege of Quintus Cicero's camp. Excellent’ too

is the restraint in reporting speeches, as con-

trasted with the tendency of most historians

of his day (and later) to dramatize at all costs.

There is realism in the brief injunctions of

the oflBcers to the soldiers in moments of ex-

treme danger. Who cannot be moved by the

brief command of the standard-bearer of the

famous Tenth Legion as the soldiers Jumped

into the sea to take the coast of Britain?

Caesar shows himself to be a keen student of

human nature in his analysis of the motives

and intentions of his Gallic opponents. As a

professed student of language he endeavored,

as he said himself, to avoid any unusual

words as one would a reef at sea.

The hostility of Sallust'^ (86-35 ^
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the ruling families in Rome, his friendliness

to Caesar^s factions, is evident in his two

surviving monographs, one on the Conspiracy

of Catiline, the other on the Jugurthine war

in Africa. His style, nervous and sinewy, was

much admired by the authors of the Silver

Age, to whom an epigrammatic turn of phrase

appealed.

The Age of Augustus: 43 B.c-14 a.d. The
constant strife during the 1st c. b.c. culmi-

nated in the assassination of Julius Caesar in

44 and of Cicero late the following year. The
triumvirate that brought about the blood

purge of that year included the youthful

Octavian, the grand-nephew and adopted son

of Caesar. Octavian^s colleagues, Antony and

Lepidus, it would appear, were responsible

for Cicero's name's being placed on the list

of the proscribed, among 300 others of sena-

torial rank. To Cicero's keen insight into lit-

erary and philosophical problems, should be

added unusual powers of observation in po-

litical affairs. In one of his last works. On the

Refuhlic, he made the statement—afterwards

quoted by St. Augustine—that the best men
or best nations should rule over the weakest.

The empire was becoming too unwieldy for

government by committees. The rich prizes

offered to the successful adventurer made it

easy to raise a motley army anywhere in the

East or West. The unsettled conditions of the

times seemed to demand a strong man at the

helm. Julius Caesar had, consciously or not,

paved the way for the partial acceptance of

the oriental idea that divinity doth hedge

about a king. The old republican ofl&ces and

distinctions were, however, still jealously re-

tained,' The tragic ' events of the Ides of

March, 44, like the death of the last Etruscan

king at the hands of another Brutus, were

everywhere regarded as ominous.

Among the unsuccessful, the lost generation

of this period of violent strife, by a strange

irony of fate, are the names of those that were

to become the poets laureate of the new

regime. Virgil, Horace, and, to a lesser extent,

Propertius, became the sincere propagandists

of a new era, in which the stains of Roman
blood would be cleansed in a new bath of

political righteousness. Through the interven-

tion of an Etrusccan knight whose wealth was

spent lavishly in the promotion of the arts,

this happy alliance of talent with administra-

tive state policies was brought about. Before

Maecenas came on the scene, Virgil had won
the regard of commissioners like Asinius

Pollio, whose task it was to obtain land for

some of the 170,000 veterans that had fought

at Philippi in 42 against the army organized

by Brutus and Cassius. Horace was among

those that had carried the banner of a lost

cause. The estate of Propertius also was con-

fiscated. The results were propitious for litera-

ture. These landless families were attracted to

the great magnet, Rome.

The oldest of this trio, and the most cele-

brated poet of the most important age in Latin

literature, is Virgil*^ C7o-"i9 b.c.). His family

estate near Mantua was one of those taken

and apportioned to the veterans after the de-

feat of Brutus and Cassius. The poet's father

made every effort to secure for his son the best

possible education. He was sent to Cremona,

later to Milan, and finally to Rome, where

he must have attracted notice by his early

efforts in poetry. We are still uncertain of the

authenticity of many short poems ascribed to

him by later commentators, though he pro-

duced a finished masterpiece in the series of

ten pastorals called Eclogues, between 41 and

39 B.c. These pastorals have a thoroughly

Italian or Sicilian setting. His great model was

Theocritus, who through his continuance set

the standard for that genre for all time. The

Georgies is a definitely Italian work, in the

tradition of Hesiod's, Works and Days* The

gain is not merely in the more mature art of

the later poet; there is a change of heart re-

flecting the experiences of seven eventful

centuries. Whereas Hesiod writes for the en-
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couragement of a lazy brother, Virgil, writing

for a wider audience, emphasizes duty rather

than necessity. In this respect he is the heir

of the ages of philosophical speculation,

whether Academic, Epicurean, or Stoic. His

early tendency to retire from the forum and

council chamber is definitely reflected in the

woodland setting of his ideal shepherd. The
need for stability and especially for the restora-

tion of time-honored cults and customs came

more and more into the foreground. The seal

was set on this policy of conservatism when
the Senate in January, 27, conferred the title

of Augustus (the revered) on Caesar's adopted

son, Octavian.

Among the cults that Augustus fostered

was that of Venus genetrix. His grand-uncle

Julius had made political capital out of the

tradition that associated the Julian gens with

the goddess Venus: through the son of Venus
and a mortal was traced the descent of

the family of Augustus. The son, Aeneas,

whose single combat with Achilles is described

in the 20th book of Homer's Iliad, is saved

by the intervention of the god of the sea. In

the same book there is a prophecy by Poseidon,

which was interpreted as alluding to the

future Romans, that Aeneas and his children's

children will reign over the Trojans. He had

thus for a long time been connected in popu-

lar imagination with various settlements in

the Mediterranean. Phases of this legend ap-

peared also in the Latin epics of Naevius and
Ennius. The spirit of Julius Caesar seems to

hover over the story, for was it not he that

carried the Roman name even to farthest

Britain? The simple annals of those Roman
cegaturions recorded by their commander-in-

chief, in a conflict that lasted almost as long

as the fabled Trojan War, must have had a

profound effect on the youthful Virgil, He
may have caught a glimpse of many a Roman
legion, in the frequent marches northward

through Cremona and Milan, betw;een 58

and 51. He certainly must have seen the

pomp and circumstance accompanying Caes-

ar's return to Rome in 49, when he became

dictator, and again in 45 when he celebrated

his Triumphs. It is probable that Virgil was

in Rome or near-by when Caesar was struck

down in the Senate-house by the conspirators.

The ground was thus quite fortunately laid

for an epic that would consecrate the new
regime to a great tradition that emanated, as

we have seen, from the most approved sources.

Within the space of 12 books Virgil has

traced the story at once tragic and comforting

of a hero whose career, if too much in ac-

cordance with the standards of the Round
Table of later days, still fascinated the Roman
reader. The tragic events of the sack of Troy

and the subsequent wanderings of the Trojans

are related to Queen Dido at her palace in

Carthage. Admiration for Aeneas' exploits

and pity for his lot caused Dido to fall in love

with the Trojan chieftain. Direction from his

goddess mother, Venus, and from the oracles

of Apollo, made it necessary for Aeneas to

leave Dido to her fate. Then follow the fu-

neral games in Italy for Aeneas' father. The
Sixth Book contains the famous vision of the

future of Rome. In the later books the Trojan

leader lands in Italy, and in a series of striking

episodes defeats his enemies and establishes

a dynasty.

In Virgil's gallery of portraits, admiration

and pity, "tears for mortal things," will be

evoked, as the visitor looks upon figures that

will never entirely lose their fascination.

There are queenly Dido and dutiful Aeneas;

treacherous Sinon; Laocoon, the priest that

himself became a victim; the Cumaean Sibyl;

Charon, the ferryman; Mezentius die violent,

Tumus the impetuous, the legendary Camilla

and the shadowy Lavinia, who, like Helen,

became the cause of many 'batdes long ago."

The experiences of the accomplished poet

Horace'^ (65-8 b.c.) followed a not dissimilar

pattern. His father had carefully educated his

only son in Rome before the future poet de-
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dded, in a romantic mood, to throw in his lot

with the Republican forces. For several years

after this unfortunate affair, Horace was occu-

pied as a clerk in the praetor^s oflSce in Rome,

an humble position, which, however, provided

him with some leisure to write. The result

was a series of Efodes and Satires, quite

native to the soil for the most part, but mani-

festing his outspoken admiration for the best

Greek models. The poet was encouraged by

his patron Maecenas, to whom he had been

introduced by Virgil, to undertake two works:

one, the medley (already begun) known as

the Efodes, which included themes grave and

gay; the other, the celebrated Odes, The col-

lection of Odes, published in three books in

23 B.C., marks him as one of the greatest lyric

poets of all time. His Efistles, in two books,

written between 20 and 13 b.c., are the work

of his maturity. His secure position as doyen

of the literary circles of Rome, after the death

of Virgil in 19 b.c., is indicated especially in

the famous epistle in the 2d book known as

the Ars Poetica, In many memorable phrases

(such as the remark about the ‘‘purple patch*’)

this work shows keen critical acumen and

presents sound advice for writers, echoed by

critics down the ages.

Quintilian declares that the Latin writers

of elegiac poetry present a challenge to the

Greek poets who composed in that meter. The
foremost representatives of the elegy in Latin

letters, whose works happily have survived,

are Catullus, Propertius, Tibullus, and Ovid.

The artistry of Catullus presented grounds for

emulation. The Catullan emphasis on the

theme of the subjective emotion of love set

the keynote. To the Lesbia of Catullus is

matched the Cynthia of Propertius, the Delia

of Tibullus, the Corinna of Ovid. Such a

pattern has no exact correspondence in extant

Greek elegy. The form of elegiac verse—an

hexameter followed by a closing and sealing

pentameter—was now the accepted medium
for the poetry of love. The 71 elegies in the

first three books of Sextus Propertius (47-

15 B.c.) reveal clever workmanship. The
Alexandrian tendency to obscurity, however,

makes- many of the elegies difficult reading.

He presents a fine delineation of his too popu-

lar Cynthia, but we are left with a feeling,

after all this dramatization, that the poet is

more interested in how he gives expression to

his varying emotions than in the object of his

reflections. In this he appears to be the exact

opposite of Catullus, who reminds one in

many ways of the poet Robert Burns. Many
excellent elegies of Propertius, nevertheless,

have that magic quality which we so much
admire in the French poet Villon, who may
have come across some of the Latin poet’s

verses in his wanderings.

The 16 elegies of Albius Tibullus (55-

19 B.c.) have a tranquil charm that, of his

contemporaries, only Virgil shares. Like Vir-

gil, he expresses intense admiration for the

simple life of the country villa. Tibullus* in-

terests in the rustic life are purely artistic:

he admires the round of activities
.
of the

Italian farmer, with its regularly recurring

festivals of joy and mirth. He is in love with

peace and dreamy ease. Delia does not enter

very frequently into this picture.

Most of the work of Ovid^ (43 b.c.-

18 A.D.) is also in the elegiac meter. The one

great exception is the much admired mytho-

logical epic, the Metamorfhoses, which along

with the Roman Calendar is the work of his

later years before his banishment in 8 a.d.

This poem relates in well over 10,000 verses

the complete history of metamorphosis from

the creation of the world to the time of

Augustus. In no other poem of Ovid can we
better detect the deft hand of a supreme teller

of tales. Ovid’s light airy touch permeates all

his poems: his youthful Loves, wherein he

follows the elegiac tradition and makes

Corinna celebrated; the brilliant series of love-

letters of wronged ladies called the Heroines;

his Art of Love, a mock-didactic poem which,
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if taken seriously, is highly offensive to our

sense of morality in a matter of great social

import; his Remedy for Love which, though

professing to be a recantation of the preceding,

exhibits an even more immoral tone. The
poems written in exile show a mixture of

self-pity and proud assurance in the power

of his muse. *1 have been ruined,” Ovid

wrote, %y my own cleverness.”

In the realm of prose literature the Au-

gustan age witnessed a notable achievement

in the voluminous work of the historian Livy^

(59 B.C.-I7 His history of Rome from

the foundation to his .own day served to

waken for the first time the consciousness of

all readers to the realization of the epic past

of their country. Livy attempted to accom-

plish in mellifluous prose what Virgil had

already achieved—or was in the process of

achieving—in dignified heroic verse. Over this

huge canvas he exerted his undoubted powers

of vivid representation, colored, however, by

the expression of his repeated conviction that

the present times were out of joint.

The Silver Age: 14 A.n.“ii7 a.d. It was

left for other writers, bom under different

auspices, to depict the dramatic scenes under

the Emperors of the ist and 2d c. a.i>. The
works of two of these writers, Cornelius

Tacitus* and Suetonius,* may be said to

frame the political picture of this stormy

period. In keeping with the art of sculpture

at this time, literature attempted to outdo

itself in psychological analysis of character.

The portrait busts that survive from this

period tend to extremes of realism. But this

realism was for the most part thoroughly im-

bued witib the characteristic faults of the age,

overemphasis on brilliance of rhetorical phras-

ing and an endeavor to portray the dramatic

at all cost. If Tacitus and Suetonius may be

said to epitomize the social and political

events, the fine critical work of Quintilian*

presents a survey of the literary scene up to

the dose of the century. This author of an

excellent treatise on rhetoric was himself in-

tensely aware of the misuse and abuse, of the

art.

As a corrective to the severe judgments of

the historians and satirists of the mores of

these centuries, we possess the finished letters

of a man who moved chiefly in the circles of

the 61ite and the privileged. This is Pliny the

Younger, a man of no great genius, it is true,

but one who, in an age when the old concep-

tion of liberty had vanished, managed to pre-

serve something of the antique balance and

reserve.

Satire is the predominant note of this pe-

riod, as espedally in A. Persius Flaccus (34-

62) and Juvenal* (ca. 55-ca. 130), the former

of good lineage, the latter belonging to a

respectable family of some means. The slim

volume of 6 satires written by the youthful

Persius strikes a high moral note. They were

frequently read in the Middle Ages, no doubt

vdth appropriate commentary. The occasional

obscurity may have been the result of an

attempt to avoid offending the mighty, Persius

had attended, in Rome, the lectures of the

Stoic philosopher Comutus; to the impression-

able youth the words of his instructor were

sacred. There is a universal appeal in Persius*

2d satire, on the proper disposition towards

prayer, that recalls the parable of the Pharisee

and the publican. But the conventional para-

doxes of the Stoics do not often lend them-

selves to the creation of good poetry.

What has been called the Stoic reaction

under die Caesars can be detected in various

guises in the literary work of the first two

centuries. Juvenal did not spare the great

and near-great of his time, whose names had

become symbolic of flattery and sycophancy.

But such denunciation of the emperor Domi-

tian and of upstarts like Sejanus had- become

the stock-in-trade for declaimers in the piping

times of Trajan. In JuvenaPs condemnatioh

of vice, he puts modesty to shame. Nothing in

fact is too sacred for the terrible thunderbolts
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of his rhetoric. His special antipathies are the

orientals of all races, who were gradually

ousting the natives in Rome. Two of Juve-

nal's Satires have become part of English

literature, through Samuel Johnson's adapta-

tions of the 3d and the loth, called London,

and The Vanity of Human Wishes,

It is worth while noting Quintilian's obser-

vation on the epic concerned with Pompey's

last stand at Pharsalus (48) written by

Seneca's nephew, M. Annaeus Lucanus C39-

65 a.dO* Lucan's work, in his opinion, is more

akin to the orators' art than to that of the

poet. Yet, of the 4 extant frigid epics of this

ist c. A.D., Lucan's is by far the most inter-

esting and original. In the medieval schools

his work held rank next to Virgil's. His por-

trayal, for example, of the uncompromising

Cato of Utica, who was in love with lost

causes, has had an undeniable appeal to poets

everywhere. The Celtic heroes 'who went

forth to war but always fell" are of his fellow-

ship: "Victorious causes to the gods are pleas-

ing, the vanquished to Cato." Though Lucan's

hero is ostensibly Pompey the Great, Caesar's

astonishing successes hold the imagination of

the reader, as in Milton's epic the fallen angel,

in accordance with the Aristotelian norm, has

a more dramatic appeal.

When we turn to the literary career of

Lucan's uncle, Annaeus Seneca'^ (ca. 4. b.c.-

65 A.D.) there are discoverable certain affini-

ties in mental outlook, though Seneca devoted

himself to quite different literary genres. Both

reveal a fervent admiration of the principles

of Stoic ethics, together with a close adher-

ence to the new style characteristic of this

age. This style, which is the fruit of excessive

devotion to the "declamations" of the schools,

is in direct contrast to the smooth naturalism

of Cicero, stemming rather from the succinct

and epigrammatic quality found in the works

of Cicero's contemporary, Sallust, It may be

pure coincidence that Sallust too was a pro-

tester against established tendencies. Both

Seneca and Lucan were accused of treason-

able affiliations under Nero; both were com-

pelled to commit suicide in 65. The loss of

freedom of speech, in truth, made its ugly

imprint on most of the literature of this pe-

riod. The 9 tragedies that Seneca composed

seem to have been begun in exile. The sub-

jects are those that have been immortalized

by the great Greek dramatists. Seneca did not

write for a stage or theatrical audience; like

many other representative writers of this era,

he envisaged the platform of the declaimer.

The name of P. Cornelius Tacitus'^ (ca,

55-ca. 1 1 8) is further representative of what

is best in this period of more than usual

accomplishment. His youthful works, written

after the Ciceronian manner, are the

Germania (Italy and Germany, a contrast).

Agricola (a Roman administrator in far-oflE

Britain), and the Dialogue on the Orators,

But his most unique contribution to Euro-

pean historiography is in his two famed

works, dealing with the history of Rome
from the death of Augustus to 96 a.d.

These were completed under the good Em-

perors Nerva and Trajan. The Annals deals

with the dramatic events in the Roman em-

pire between the death of Augustus and that

of Nero. The second work extends the record

of events to the death of that evil genius,

Domitian. ^

Other writers of the period are linked by

social relationship rather than by literary

affinities, C. Plinius Caecilius Secundus (ca.

62--ca. 1 1 3) or, as he is better known under

the Anglicized form of his name, Pliny**^ the

Younger, was a man of very great wealth in

an age that exhibited many instances of vinde

cleavage in the social scale. Among the 368

letters written by Pliny to correspondents who

included the historians Tacitus and Suetonius,

we have one that depicts clearly his patronage

of MartiaP (ca. 4CK:a. loz), the greatest

epigrammatist of antiquity. This letter was

occasioned by the death of the poet, who had
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previously approached the great man in search

of patronage. Pliny shows his pleasure at

those verses of Martial that very flatteringly

compared his powers as an orator to Cicero’s.

Significant as indicative of Martial’s own esti-

mate of his work is another statement in the

same complimentary epigram. My epigrams,

he writes, should be read after the banquet,

when men are in a gay mood and wine is

flowing freely. Again Pliny makes an acute

estimate of the epigrammatist’s contribution

to his art. Martial was a man of talent, he
writes to his friend, whose epigrams provide

a great deal of wit, with acrimony but no less

good-nature. A Spaniard, like the Senecas and

Quintilian, the epigrammatist displayed little

of the sturdy independence of character that

the lives and works of these fellow-country-

men proclaim. Martial descended far lower

than the Grub-Street writers of a later day.

He sold his talents—and they were manifold

—to the highest bidder. Hence, though many
of his epigrams strike us as masterpieces of

wit and innuendo, his pandering to the lowest

tastes of his readers and patrons indicate that

he is quite on a level with the society to

which he is catering.

As Martial reflects the manner and customs

of Roman society of the late ist c., Gaius

Petronius (d. 66) gives us an ultra-realistic

picture of the extravagance of this giddy

metropolis in the earlier years. Petronius

writes his inimitable satire, with its famous

Banquet of Trimalchio, as one who views all

the vagaries of the idle rich from within.

Martial, on the other hand, presents us for

the most part with the externals of Roman
life. He depicts the every-day life of the

artisan who lodges beside the great man’s

town house. All this is mingled with gossip

that he picks up ever5rwhere, about the great

and the near-great.

The gossipy but exceedingly interesting

lives of the Caesars which C. Suetonius’^

Tranquillus (75-ca. 160) composed at the

beginning of the 2nd c. fitly bring to a close a

period of transition. With the exception of

L, Apuleius, who flourished in the mid-

century, no other writer of this period need

claim our attention. Apuleius is noted for his

picaresque Golden Ass, a prose work that

throws a bright light on the religious and

cultural decadence of this time. In this ficti-

tious autobiography, written in a barbarous

style, we find imbedded the beautiful tale of

Cupid and Psyche, admirably retold in Eng-

lish by Walter Pater. Suetonius’ interest in

biography is characteristic of his age. His

Greek contemporary, the great Plutarch, was

the author of the famous Parallel Lives, The
Caesars from Julius to Domitian stand in

Suetonius’ pages revealed in all their brilliant

success, their no less calamitous failures, and

manifold moral lapses. Suetonius holds the

mirror up to the dramatic scenes of this cen-

tury with its crowded stage. Thereon such

contrasted characters alS Augustus and Nero

say farewell to life with a flippant remark on

their exits as actors from the world’s tragi-

comedy. There is an objectivism about these

biographies that has made them models of

their kind down the ages. Einhard,, for ex-

ample, in his life of Charlemagne, was deeply

influenced by the work of this secretary to

Emperor Hadrian. This brief survey may,

perhaps, be no more fittingly brought to its

close than by paraphrasing part of Hadrian’s

well-known address to his soul, composed

on his death-bed C138): ^^little whimsical

wheedling soul of mine, thou guest and com-

rade of my body’s slime, Whence goest thou,

slight, pale, and lifeless thing, Without a joke

to make the rafters ring?*’
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John J. Savage.

Later Latin, The line of demarcation be-

tween Classical Latin literature and Later

Latin literature must inevitably be an arbi-

trary choice; but a beginning for the latter

with the Christian Apologists, whose inspira-

tion flowed mainly from opposition to Pagan

Rome, not without some justification. For

we thus begin at a time when the authentic

literary tradition of the Republic and the

Empire had run its course; the exquisite taste

and sincerity that are the glories of Roman
literature had, in the 2d c., degenerated into

a cult of preciosity that was but the empty

skeleton of the admirable form of the past.

When Christianity had attained a foothold in

Rome, the heart of literary Rome had ceased

to beat, save fitfully* and with none of its

wonted vigor. It was merely a body of admired

traditional content and technique, to a large

extent offensive and dangerous in the eyes of

a Christian whose true and lasting home .was

in another world. The poignantly personal

struggle this fact presented to a sincere Chris-

tian is portrayed in the anguish of soul that

(whatever may be said of its factual basis)

St. Jerome suffered in his dream of being

denied heaven for his devotion to Ciceronian-

ism. The inevitable conflict between paganism

and Christianity was predicated on such di-

chotomies as Ovidian amorality, and the ideal

of purity of the Virgin Martyrs; the mate-

rialistic deism of Lucretius, and the notion

of a personal Providence and human dignity;

the deification of dissolute emperors, and the

Incarnation of the Divine Word. Given such

intellectual attitudes, a pressing problem lay

before the Christian who wished to preserve

an entirely logical behavior. How far could

he permit his intellectual and moral life to be

formed by pagan literature? 'What connec-

tion can there be between Christ and Baal?

between the Psalms and Horace? the (iospels

and Virgil? St. Paul and Cicero?”

The earliest Christian prose in Latin takes

this attitude of St. Jerome as its starting point,

as the puritanical Tertullian (i6o--22o) lashes

out in vigorous counter-attack against Pagan-

ism. To him all pagan literature was a species

of idolatry to be scorned as vigorously as were

the temples of the gods. His Apologeticus is

a brilliant defense (he was a lawyer) of Chris-

tianity against paganism, while his finest

work De Praesctiptione Haereticorum vindi-

cates the rights of the Church against the

heretics of his time, the Gnostics. With

magnificent power over language he was a

master of invective and satire, while possessed

of a flaming zeal for what he believed to be

the truth, both as a Christian and as a

Montanist. His style is the popular florid

rhetoric of his times; his Latin is akin to the

Africitas (the "dialect” of Africa) of Apuleius.

In the opinion of Harnack he is the real

creator of the Latin of the Church.

In the same tradition is the Octavius of

Minucius Felix (3d c.), a dialogue in which
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Caedlius speaks brilliandy for the traditional

Roman religion, so dosely allied to Rome's

greatness. Octavius then rises to the defense

of Christianity, describing the notion of Prov-

idence, the supreme intelligence that over-

sees the details of the Universe. After estab-

lishing the Oneness of God, he attacks the

scandalous behavior of the gods, attributing

the marvels of Roman history to the power

of demons. He then defends Christianity

against the charges of the pagans. This well-

organized dialogue is justly famous for the

charm of its Latin style, while showing traces

of decadence. In the same vein die super-

ficially Christian Arnobius wrote (303) his

Adversus Nationes, a defense of Christianity,

mainly by means of an attack on the super-

stitions of paganism. Of the latter he was

more capable than of an orderly exposition

of Christian belief. In the most important

work of Lactantius (250-310) we catch a

glimpse of another attitude of mind—the feel-

ing of inferiority among Christians towards

their pagan neighbors. He wrote his Institu-

tiones Divinae for the cultivated pagan, a

complete account of the teaching of Chris-

tianity, dominated by the idea of Providence,

the Christian doctrine far eoccellence, in die

course of which he attacks the gods of pagan-

ism. With all its defects as systematic theol-

ogy, the work is an admirable product of the

times. Lactantius is known as the Christian

Cicero, and his legal and rhetorical training

stand out clearly in his works. It is to be

noted that all these writers are Africans (save

perhaps Arnobius); they do not look to pagan

Rome as their literary and spiritual home, as

did Seneca, Martial, and Quintilian in earlier

times. They are the vanguard of the attack

on paganism.

Christians, however, could not deny their

intellectual and educational background, the

literature of Rome, so that soon we see a

change of attitude. When an orator of Rome
objected to St. Jerome that he used the works

of the pagans in his writings, he countered by

showing that Christians who preceded him

had known the Classics well and had made

brilliant use of them. The justification

whereby this use would be possible was elabo-

rated by St. Jerome^ and St. Augustine,*

harking back to two events in the Old Testa-

ment* The Sfoliatio Aegyftiorum became a

watchword, made use of by Christians through

the Middle Ages. When the Hebrews were

escaping from the bondage of Pharaoh, they

had taken some of the gold and silver idols

of the pagans and melted them down, to form

the vessels of the temple of Jerusalem. A
prescription of the law in Deuteronomy al-

lowed a Hebrew to marry a Gentile woman,

provided her hair was cut and her nails were

pared. From these incidents was drawn the

practice of making use of the good to be

found in pagan literature, which could be

used, having been properly adapted to its

new purpose, for the glory of God. Chris-

tians, in fact, being the heirs of Divine Wis-

dom, could claim Truth as their own, no

matter where it be found. The effects of this

rationalization were tremendously important

The Church thus became the inheritor of

the legacy of all Antiquity; had this been

completely rejected, Roman literature would

probably have been lost to us and our civiliza-

tion would not have been built upon the

foimdation of the ancient world, nor would

we be linked as we are, through the medium

of Christian learning, with the treasures of

antiquity. The Age of Augustine includes

such giant figures as St, Jerome C345-420),

St Ambrose C340-379), and St Augustine

C354-430) as '"Fathers of the Church"; Pru-

dentius (348-405) and Paulinus of Nola

(353-431) as poets, and Donatus (4th c.)

and Martianus Capella^ (fl. 375) as the teach-

ers of the time. The Fathers were concerned

primarily with the defense of Christianity

against enemies from within and without;

their works, hundreds of volumes^ were the
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basic intellectual diet of the subsequent cen-

turies. Their works embraced the fields of

Scripture, Morals, Dogma, History, Philos-

ophy, Sermons, Letters and occasional trea-

tises. St. Jerome alone, by his translation of

the Scriftures into Latin, did more perhaps

than anyone else (Tertullian included) to

form the Latin usage of the Middle Ages.

St. Ambrose was the first to introduce hymns

into the Liturgy and his eloquence enthralled

the rhetorician Augustine, before his bap-

tism. Augustine himself, in his Confessions,

told the story of the search of his soul (and

every sincere soul) for God. In his De Civitate

Dei he formulated the Christian Philosophy

of History. The history of thought in the

Middle Ages has been well summarized as

^'the story of what happened to the thought

of Augustine.” Donatus, the teacher of St.

Jerome, was the foremost grammarian, while

Martianus Capella’s De Nuftiis Phihlogiae

et Mercurii became the handbook of infor-

mation on the Seven Liberal Arts, the educa-

tional curriculum of many centuries.

In the wake of the barbarian invasions,

another element was added to the complicated

situation; the unification of three elements

had to be achieved: Pagan antiquity, Chris-

tianity, and Barbarism. To accomplish this

task labored Boethius^ C480-525), Cassio-

dorus C480-570), St. Benedict (480-547),

and Gregory the Great^ (540-604). Boethius

and Cassiodorus strove to preserve antiquity,

the former having the grandiose dream of

translating and reconciling Plato and Aris-

totle; his versions of the Organon of Aristotle

were the basis for medieval philosophy until

the 12th c. Cassiodorus founded a monastery

at Vivarium, with the double object of pre-

serving ecclesiastical and secular learning of

the past, and of promoting the studies of his

monks. His famous chapter in his Institutiones

on the spiritual character of scribal activity

was the impelling force in making medieval

monasteries homes of learning and book copy-

ing. For his ideas joined with those of St,

Benedict, who m his Benedictine Rule laid

out a program for the coenobitical life and

as a result Benedictine monasteries became

the schools of the Middle Ages. In Gregory

the Great, we meet '‘the Medieval Man.”

Scorning paganism, he has points of similarity

with Tertullian; his mind is completely spir-

itual and other-worldly, while at the same

time he manifests his Roman character, in

being an amazing administrator and organizer.

To these must be added the influence of

St. Isidore of Seville (570-636) who wrote

his Etymologiae, an encyclopedia of all kinds

of information salvaged from the past. His

main preoccupation was to preserve, in the

perilous times in which he lived, the wisdom

of antiquity. The influence of this book can

hardly be exaggerated; he seems to have set

the mould in intellectual matters for the fol-

lowing centuries. It was not a very high cali-

ber of learning, but it was the best the times

could provide. This desire to hold on to the

past was long the dominant characteristic; it

is not until the nth and 12th c. that we see

a new beginning of original work. Poetry in

this period is an amalgam of traditional liter-

ary motives and an essentially Christian con-

tent. Sedulius strove to achieve a specifically

Christian poetry, to counteract the current

notion that only pagan poetry was true litera-

ture. The preoccupation with proving that

Christianity was not merely a Cult but also

a Culture is to be seen on every hand, For-

tunatus (535-600) is, at times, the debonair

worldling, and again, the inspired singer of

Liturgical hymns. The low ebb of literary

matters in Gaul is to be seen in the defective

Latin of Gregory of Tours (538-593), in

whose works we find the partial cause of this

fact—the turbulence of his times.

While the Continent was an intellectual

desert, the British Isles were the lone bright

spot in the Merovingian Age. In the monas-

«teries of Ireland and England we find a
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Columbanus (543-615) and a Bede"^ C'the

venerable/' 673-735). Their works and dis-

ciples influenced Northern Europe through

the missionaries that crossed the seas to bring

education and religion to the barbaric North.

Bede's Ecclesiastical History of En^nd is

one of the most charming literary productions

of all literature. Stemming from this seedbed

of learning across the Channel is Alcuin'*'

(735-804), Charlemagne's “Minister of Edu-
cation" and perhaps the brightest figure of

the Carolingian Renaissance. Charlemagne,

while of meager education himself, was ex-

traordinarily interested in learning; his per-

sonal efforts were a great stimulus to the

monastic schools of his empire. Refusing to be

satisfied with defective texts, he saw to it that

accurate copies were made of the BiUe, the

Liturgical Books and the Rule of St. Benedict.

Surrounding Alcuin at the Palace School were

Theodulf, a Spaniard; Paul the Deacon, a

Lombard; Angilbert, a Gaul; their pupils in-

cluded Einhard, the biographer of Charle-

magne after the manner of Suetonius, and
Luj>us Servatus, whose craving for mss. of

the ancients rivals that of Poggio. Following

them we have Hrabanus Maurus; Walafrid

Strabo, a notable poet of nature; and the

unhappy Gottschalk, a lyric poet of great

power. Somewhat later we find the enigmatic

John the Scot and his fellow Irishman, Sedu-

lius Scottus, whose knowledge of Greek and
whose versatile characters make them the

anomalies of the 9th c. The custom of the

Merovingian rulers, of dividing their realms

among their sons, contributed to the decline

in education from the standard of Charle-

magne's time, and in the Ottonian period that

followed, the light bums rather low. It is held

by Gerbert (ca. 1000), with his extraordinary

knowledge of mathematics, and the nun
Hrotswitha, who wrote Latin comedies in

imitation of Terence.

By the nth c. the vernacular languages

were beginning to come to the fore, but

Latin remained the language of the times.

Many of the habits of simplification that

changed Latin into the Romance Languages

were having a reciprocal effect on the Latin

that continued to be written and spoken.

The general level of Latin style was low, com-

pared with classical usage, but the language

was gaining in suppleness what it lost of

accurate adherence to ancient usage. New
tendencies were rising at this time. Anselm of

Bee began to write theological monographs,

instead of collecting sententiae from the

Fathers. St. Peter Damian echoed the opposi-

tion to Cicero and paganism while looking

back longingly at the beauties of the language

that had delighted him in his youth. Abailard'^

(1079-1142), however, is a product of the

more progressive Cathedral schools; in him we
see the dialectical interest of the nascent uni-

versity at Paris. The universities were a potent

influence in promoting the desire for special-

ization, which had hardly been known in the

preceding centuries; then, all men were ency-

clopedists after the manner of Isidore. The
Historia Calamitatum of Abailard is further

notable as the dolorous history of his woes, a

poignantly human document. One of his pu-

pils at Paris was John of Salisbury*^ (1115-

80), the best educated man of the Middle

Ages, whose Latin style is modeled on that

of Cicero and whose knowledge of the ancient

classics has no rival even in the Renaissance

of the 15th c. He was a product of the best

schools of France of his times, and his calm-

ness of mind, impartiality (he could, with

complete objectivity, contrast the faults and

virtues of St. Bernard of Clairvaux and

Gilbert of Porr6e, when the latter was ac-

cused of heresy), breadth. of knowledge in

literature and philosophy, and gentle char-

acter have endeared him to students of the

Middle Ages. He had the remarkable percep-

tion to see himself and his contemporaries as

capable of their level of learning because “We
are like dwarfs, seated upon the shoulders of
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Giants, and we can see farther than they, not

because of our sharper vision, but because of

the height to which their greatness has raised

us/^ Bernard of Clairvaux^ (1090-1153)

looms large in this century as the dominant

churchman whose ascetical and mystical writ-

ings influenced all of Europe. In theology,

the Master of the Sentences, Peter Lombard,

prepared the way for the synthesis that was

to be made in the 13th c. by St. Thomas

Aquinas^ (1224-74), whose Summa Theo-

logica has been compared to a medieval Gothic

cathedral in its symmetry, its beauty, and its

focus on divine things. The greatness of mind

of St. Thomas made his works the theological

textbook of succeeding centuries, which fact

has helped to maintain Latin as the language

of Catholic theology to the present day. For,

in St. Thomas, Latin comes of age as a philo-

sophical language. In the time of Cicero, its

rigidity and paucity of abstract terms made it

a very clumsy medium for philosophical nice-

ties.

In the field of poetry, the 12th and 13th c.

were remarkably fertile. Ovid came into great

popularity; his works were imitated by coimt-

less writers as to both content and form. His

influence on early French and English are

well known; from him stems in large measure

. the mythological element in English verse.

At this time Latin accentual verse (supplant-

ing the traditional quantitative verse) reached

its high point, as in the remarkably facile

liturgical sequences of the School of St.

Victor and the Dies Irae, Victimae Paschali

Laudes, and the Lauda Sion of St. Thomas.

In the same form we have the poems of the

Goliards, supposed to have been a group of

wandering monks, living by their wits and

singing their songs. Their verse is often licen-

tious, sometimes blasphemous in their paro-

dies of sacred ceremonies, but always clever

and rhythmical. Paradoxically, both the Goli-

ardic verse and the Mystery Plays stemmed

from the Sequence; a^d from the Mystery

Plays grew our modem drama. The high

point of the Middle Ages finds Dante’^ (1265-

1321) writing his Italian Divina Commedia,

but he is notable also for his Latin works.

His main interest is in the vernacular, which

came to perfection at his hands; thus his

De Vulgari Ehquentia, written in Latin to

reach those who scorned Italian, is a plea for

the virtues of the vernacular. His Letters are

written in Italian, especially the famous one

to Can Grande della Scala, an explanation

of some points of his Divina Commedia,

With Dante the Middle Ages are popularly

considered to have come to an end; the dawn
of the Renaissance is at hand. In a brief sur-

vey such as this, it is impossible to give any

idea of the vast bulk of medieval Latin litera-

ture. In the last two centuries of the Middle

Ages, the volume of Latin literature exceeds

that of all Classical Times. Latin was now the

language of the Western World, not merely

of the center of an Empire.

The love for the ancient world, its litera-

ture, its art, and its modes of thought, crys-

tallized in the period known as the Renais-

sance. It was also a mighty effort to make

Latin the common language of the turbulent

and expanding world of the 15th c. When
the Renaissance was flourishing in Italy, in

Holland Thomas a Kempis"^ (1380-1471)

was wrriting his Imitatio Cimsii, completely

medieval in outlook arid style. Franciscus

Petrarca^ (1304-1374) was the first of his

time to engage in the diligent search for mss

in the monasteries of Europe. He became

completely devoted to Cicero, modeling his

own correspondence on the Letters to Atticus,

which he discovered at Verona. His early son-

nets in praise of Laura were written in Italian,

but what he deemed his important works he

wrote in Latin: an epic poem after the model

of Virgil; personal letters to the ancients. The

thrill of discovery spurred on the search for

mss and, at the height of ,the Renaissance,

men's ideals in literature and education came
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directly from Cicero and Quintilian. EIo-

quentia was the goal of all education; to be

eloquent, a man had to speak in Latin. Great

teachers arose: Guarino of Verona, Vittorino

da Feltre, the latter tutor to the sons of the

Duke of Mantua and founder of a famous

school. Rejoicing in their contact with Rome
and Greece, the Humanists held the Middle

Ages in complete disdain, not realizing that

the very manuscripts they were recovering

had been written in the darkest of those

''dark*' ages. There is irony in the fact that

the Humanists disliked the awkward Gothic

script of the 13th c., considering it too "medie-

val”; in its place, they chose what they thought

to be the ancient Roman script, but what was

really the Caroline minuscule that had grown

up in the monasteries of Gaul during the

reign of Charlemagne, Thus Valla (1407-

1457) in his Elegantiae Sermoms Latini de-

cried the barbarisms of the Middle Ages and

sought to return to a purer, i.e. Ciceronian

style. Bembo C1470--1547), as secretary to

Leo X, was famed for his adherence to Cicero-

nian usage; hut none equaled the intimate

knowledge of the niceties of Ciceronian usage

of Muretus^ C152.6--85), who delighted in

confounding his critics, less learned than he,

by using rare words from the Orator, The
standard bearer of the Renaissance in the

North was Desiderius Erasmus,*^ whose con-

tacts with English and Continental Humanists

made him one of the best-known figures of his

age.

Naturally, following the Renaissance, the

greatest classical scholars of the i6th c. con-

tinued to write their works in Latin. Among
them we have the two Scaligers, Casaubon,

Justus Lipsius, and Salmasius. As critics, these

men reacted against the cavalier treatment ac-

corded the mss by the Humanists, who in

their desire for a readable text, tampered with

defective passages of the authors. Quite in a

class by himself as a critic is Richard Bentley

in tihe 17th c., an obstreperous person, who

boasted that he restricted himself to sermonis

furitatem, although the word furitas was an

abstract term imknown to Cicero. Bentley,*

Master of Trinity at Cambridge, influenced

continental scholars very strongly* Milton*

and the 17th c. are famous for his English

Paradise Lost, but nearly half of the poet's

works are in Latin prose. He wrote latin

Letters, theological works, a treatise on Logic,

State Papers and, in his youth, a quantity of

Latin verse, all of which is admirable for its

lucidity and purity.

But it was not only among classical scholars

that Latin works were written. Bacon wrote

his Novum Organon and Newton his Prin-

ctpia, and the geographical and cartographical

works of the time are in Latin. So are the

lives of the Saints, in the monumental collec-

tion of the Acta Sanctorum of the Jesuits,

which continues to our own day. The earliest

works on Palaeography are in Latin, as are

works on Scripture, Canon Law, and Theol-

ogy. In fact, wherever an international audi-

ence was envisaged, works were in Latin.

"Humanistic" verse continued to be written

also. In this field the Jesuits were active;

among them SarbiewsH wrote an epic and

four books of lyric poems; Rapin, a long poem
on Gardens; Andreas Schott was an indefati-

gable editor of Latin texts and possessed an

admirable Latin style in prose and verse. The
Jesuit Hardouin wrote many volumes in Latin

on numismatics (his chosen field) and on

Scripture and theology, and held the curious

notion that Horace's Odes were really written

by the monks of the Middle Ages.

Well into the 19th c* all scholarly works

were written in Latin, and even today some

American universities require dissertations in

the field of Classics to be written in Latin.

Present-day discoveries in Biology must, in

technical publications, be described in Latin,

following the description in the vernacular,

though the vocabulary would be unintelli-

gible to Cicero. The bulk of Latin works
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today are concerned with Catholic Theology,

Scripture, and Canon Law. The latter, issued

in a new code in 1918, is in Latin; and the

international character of the Church will

insure the continuance of Latin for this pur-

pose. The Encyclicals of the Popes, unless

addressed to a specific nation, are always in

Latin, and the teaching of theology in many
Catholic seminaries, because of the complexity

of traditional vocabulary, is still carried on in

Latin. Of late years, the growing interest in

Catholic Liturgy has given a new impetus to

the study of “Church Latin” among lay

people.

For “pure literature,” however, Latin has

yielded the palm to the vernacular; it is merely

as a curiosity that we still have the composi-

tion of Latin verse and Latin orations. In

some universities the citations for Honorary

degrees are given in Latin and commence-

ment programs are in the same tongue, and

while these are merely traditional survivals,

they bring us back to a time when language

was a bond of unity among the peoples of

the world,

F. Ca3nre, PrSds de Patrologte, 2 v. (Paris), Des-
cl6e, 1927-30; M, Manitius, Geschichte der hteir

nischen Literatur des Mittelcdters, 3 v, (Munchen),
Beck, 1911; F. de LabrioUe, History and Literature

of Christianity (N. Y.), Knopf, 1925; F. A, Wright-
T. A. Sinclair, History of Later Latin Literature qN.
Y.), Macmillan, 1931; E. S. Duckett, Latin Writers

of the 5th C. (N. Y.), Holt, 1930; The Gateway to

the Middle Ages (N. Y.), Macmillan, 1938; E. K,
Rand, Pounders of the Middle Ages (Cambridge),
Harvard, 1929; The Building of Eternal Rome
(Cambridge), Harvard, 1943; J. E. Sandys, A His-

tory of Classical Scholarshvjp (Cambridge), Cam-
bridge U., 1908, 3 V.; F. J. E. Raby, Christian Latin

Poetry (Oxford), Oxford U., 1927; Secular Latin

Poetry, 2 v. (OidEord), Oxford U,, 1934.

Edwin A. Quain, S.J.

LATVIAN
During the Middle Ages the original organ-

ization of the Latvians was replaced by the

German influences centering around the

Archbishop of Riga and the Livonian Knights.

Later Lutheranism appeared. For a while in

the 17th c. Sweden held the country; then it

passed into the hands of Russia, from which

it was liberated in 1918. With such a history

the native peoples were slow « in recovering

and developing a national literature of their

own;

There were, however, thousands of folk

songs, some of which contain pagan and other

old material. They are largely included in

the dainas, similar to those of Lithuania, but

in almost all cases these consist of four-line

verses, which portray almost all aspects of

popular life and which have become the

source of inspiration of many of the modem
writers,

Passing over the Latin chronicles, as the

Chronicle of Henry the Lett (ca. 1225), and

the German Rhymed Chronicle (ca. 1326),

we find that the earliest work in Latvian was

a translation of the Lord*s Prayer by Grunau

C 1 52 1-30). This was followed by other reli-

gious translations. In 1585 appeared the first

printed work, a Catholic Catechism by Petrus

Canisius; in the next year appeared a Lutheran

Catechism. In 1685 the New Testament ap-

peared in Latvian; the complete Bible, in

1689. The same century saw a number of

dictionaries and grammars and a considerable

amount of ecclesiastical literature.

Secular literature made its appearance with

the work of Gotthard Friedrich Stender

Ci7I4~98), who translated some of the fables

of Aesop and prepared a long series of pleas-

ant Arcadian ppetry on classical models (New
Ditties^ Jaunas zinges, 177^ and The De-
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lights of Singing, Zingu lustes, 1789). His

son, Alexander Johannn Spender (1744-

1819), continued in the same vein. On the

other hand, the pietists, as Georg Loskiel

C 1740-1814), opposed this type and sought

to replace it with devotional songs. These

men were all of German speech, writing in

Latvian. Among the first of the native Latvian

writers was Blind Indrikis (1783“! 828),

whose songs first appeared in 1806. Another

prolific author was Ernests Dinbergis (1816-

1902). Yet he and his associates perpetuated

the traditional German-Latvian manner. It

was among this circle that there was foimded

in 1882 the first Latvian journal Latweescku

Aloises (The Latvian Newsy, in 1824 the

Latvian Literary Society was established.

Yet as an independent entity Latvian litera-

ture really took form in the middle of the

19th c. with the work of three students:

Krisjanis Valdemars (1825-91), who conse-

crated himself to developing a Latvian culture

and prosperity; Atis Kronvaldis (1837-75),

who worked in the same vein; and Juris

Alunans (1832-64), a philologist and poet,

who translated such writers as Horace, Schil-

ler, and Pushkin, and also wrote excellent

sonnets and other verses. At the same time

Krisj^is Barons (1835-1923) collected the

Latvian folk songs and made them available

for poetic reworking.

On the basis thus laid, there appeared a

new set of romantic poets, who sought to use

the vast amount of collected material and to

present it in a new literary form. Here belong

Auseklis (Mikelis Krogzems, 1850-79) and

Andrejs Pumpurs (1841-1902) with his at-

tempted organization of the folk epics into

the LacpUsis (The Slayer of the Bear), 1888.

This glorification of the past in a true roman-

tic spirit, with all the trappings of the older

German and Western European romanticism,

continued for some decades and produced

many excellent works.

A little later a new tendency appeared

among the Latvians. Ideas of European and

particularly Russian realism came into the

country and the developing Latvian com-

munity tended to think in terms of classes

and of contemporary problems, instead of

continuing to live in dreams of an heroic age.

Among this group were the critics Janis

Jansons (1871-1917) and Teodors Zeifferts

(1865-1929), and the novelists and short

story writers, as Eduards Veidenbaums

(1867-92), Zvargulu Edvards (Edvards Treu-

manis, b. 1866) and the greatest dramatist

and short story writer Rudolfs Blaumanis

(1861-1908).

At the end of the century, impressionism

reinforced by a study of the Russian symbol-

ists made its appearance, with Rainis (Janis

Plieksans, 1865-1929) who was exiled to

Vyatka in 1897 and then lived in Switzerland

from 1905 to 1920, and his wife Aspazija

(Elza Rosenberga, b. 1868) the most prom-

inent woman writer of Latvia. Rainis is

marked by his deep appreciation of the na-

tional tradition, his deep love for social justice,

and his wide acquaintance with the best of

European literature. Thus one of his first

works was a translation of Goethe’s Fa/ast

His wife started with a fiery revolutionary

enthusiasm, but there is a steadily increasing

personal note in her works, which in the last

years has given place to a proud and lovely

resignation. To Ais group belongs also Karlis

Skalbe (b. 1879), who is an exquisite lyricist

of a sad spirit that leads him at times to be

an aesthete of pain.

All these movements of neo-romanticism

and the decadence reached their height in the

period from 1905 to the First World War.

It was a rich period of development, with

such authors as Edvarts Virza (Edvards

Lieknis, b. 1883) and his wife Elza Sterste

(b. 1885), the leading representatives of

French influence; Viktors Eglitis (b. 1877),

an ardent disciple of neo-classicism. In prose

too there was a rich development, with the
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historical novels of Jekabs Jansevskis (1865-

1931) and many others.

With the recovery of national independ-

ence, all these tendencies were strongly rein-

forced. Expressionism made its appearance,

and there was a marked flood of free verse.

Among the leading poets of this period are

Janis Sudrabkalkns (Arvids Peine, b. 1894);

Peteris Ermanis (b. 1893); Apsesdels (Au-

gusts Apsitis, 1880-1932), a sceptic and anar-

chist; Andrejs Kurcijs (Andrejs Kursinskis, b.

1884); Linards Laincens (b. 1883). Among
other writers in prose we may mention Janis

Akuraters (1876-1937).

After 1927 there came a period of weari-

ness in the literature and then there arose a

new clash between the young and the old.

Among the newer poets of considerable merit

are Aleksandrs Caks (Alessandrs Cadarainis,

b. 1902), Eriks Adamsons (b. 1907), Janis

Medenis (b. 1903). With the opening of the

authoritarian regime in 1934, there grew a

new interest in the nation and its past; among
the novels based upon this is Tevila (The
Whirlwind, 1933), by Medenis.

This growing literature was again cut short

by the Soviet occupation of the country in

1940 and as the tide of war swept back and

forth, much of worth was destroyed; but the

genius of the Latvian people, which has

shown itself chiefly in poems and in short

stories, will revive at the first breath of

freedom.

W. K. Matthews, The Tricolour Sun, 1936; M.
Segreste, La Lattonie, 1930.

Clarence A. Manning.

LEBANESE-See Arabic. LEONAIS (L£ONARD)~See Breton.

LITHUANIAN
Duiong the great period of the medieval

Lithuanian state, the Lithuanian language

was not cultivated. The Orthodox branch of

the royal family regularly used for state pur-

poses a White Russian form of Church Sla-

vonic, and the branch (hat adopted Roman
Catholicism naturally employed Latin. By Ae
union of Poland and Lithuania vrith the

matriage of Jagielto and Jadwiga in 1386,

Polish influence came to dominate at the

capital of Vilnius (Wilno), so that the Polish

language was adopted by the aristocracy.

iWl diis did not affect the dainas and the

other folk songs, which were cultivated assidu-

ously by the rural population and which are

perhaps still the best knovm part of Lithu-

anian literature. Some of them contain mytho-

logical allusions of the old pagan times. Few
of them are heroic songs. The vast majority

are l3Tical in character and explain the hard-

, ships of the people, their sympathetic attitude

toward nature and the many customs con-

nected with birth, marriage, and death. They

are literally numbered by the thousands and

the impulse to produce them has still not died

out. They have been collected since the late

17th c., attracting attention in Germany and

in Russia almost as much as at home.

The rise of written literature dates from

the period of the Protestant” Reformation,

when in 1547 Martinas MaSvydas (Latin:

Mosvidius; d. 1560) in Konigsberg published •
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a Lutheran catechism. Shortly after, the

Roman Catholics commenced to use the lan-

guage for their' teaching, and in 1595 Canon
Mikolajus Dauksa (d. 1613) published a

Roman Catholic catechism in Lithuania

proper. From this time on Lithuanian con-

tinues its written existence, although it was

nearly two centuries before the real beginning

of a secular literature.

The first important work was the Metai

(The Seasons^ by Kristijonas Duonelaids (in

Latin, Donalitius, 1714-1780), a Lutheran

pastor living in East Prussia near the Lithu-

anian border. In his great work describing the

life of the common people and the reactions

of nature throughout the year, he employed a

modification of the classical hexameter. The
Seasons is a striking poem, which has been

translated several times into German, Russian,

and Polish.

With the opening of the 19th c. the litera-

ture became more active, especially in the

province of Samogitia, after the appearance

of a treatise, The Beginnings of the Lithu-

anian Nation and its Language, by Rev.

Father Bohusz or Bau2as. Of the writers of

the- first generation Dionizas Poska (1757-

1832) was the outstanding leader, with his

works Muztkas £emaiciu it Lietuvos QThe

Peasant of Samogitia and Lithuanm) and

Giesme Muzihello (The Song of the Peas-

ant). Soon after, the High Lithuanians also

commenced literary activity, with the Rev.

Antanas Strazdas (1763-1833) the leading

figure.

In the next years, Simanas Daukantas

(1793-1864) did considerable research on

historical subjects at Vilnius and St Peters-

burg; he tended toward Romanticism. Bishop

Motiejus Valanfius (1801-1875) of Samo-

gitia wrote in many veins, history, tales for

children and for adults. Bishop ValanSus

with his moralizing tales and his sense of

humor, which appears even in his Lives of

the Saints, became one of the leading prose

writers of Lithuania.

Romanticism dominated the literature ^Ebr

the next years, largely through the influence

of Adam Mickiewicz, who was of Lithuania

although he became the greatest Polish poet.

Among those influenced by him was Antanas

Baranauskas (1835-1902), a native of

AnykSciai. His most famous poem was the

Anyksciu Silelis (The Grove of AnyksSiai), a

description of his birthplace, one of the mas-

terpieces of the literature; but after his ordi-

nation as a priest he gave up poetry and

devoted himself to philology and mathematics.

These promising beginnings were rudely

interrupted when after the Polish revolt of

1863, the Russian government sternly forbade

the publication of any books in the Lithuanian

language. It was then necessary for the writers

to have their books printed in East Prussia

and smuggled back into Lithuania. This

could not fail to have a depressing effect Yet

Dr. Jonas Basanavifiius (1851-1927) of Vilka-

viskis was able in 1883 to publish a journal

Aulra (The Dawn), which continued for

three years. In its romantic fervor this journal

outlined the spirit of Lithuania, and Dr.

BasanaviSus is often treated as the father of

the Lithuanian rebirth. In a more realistic

mood, Dr. Vincas Kudirka (1858-1899), in

his journal Varpas (The Bell, 1889-1905),

developed positivistic ideas and translated into

Lithuanian works of Byron, Mickiewicz and

Schiller. Among his original works was the

Lithuanian National Anthem.

Other outstanding figures of this period

among the priesthood were Maironis (Rev. J.

Maciulis, 1862-1932) who wrote lyrics and

other poems and also historical dramas based

upon Lithuanian history; Adomas JaBtas

(Monagnor Aleksandras Dambrauskas, 1860-

1938) who was preeminent as a literary critic;

and Canon Juozas Tumas-Vaizgantas (1869-

193^) whose greatest work was a three vol-
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ume novel, Pragiedruliai QSunheams), which

describes the Lithuanian struggles against the

Russians in defence of their culture.

A considerable number of outstanding

woman writers also appeared, as Zemaite

CJulija Zymantiene (1845-1921) who after

the age of fifty drew realistic pictures of

Lithuanian village life. There were also the

two sisters Sofija (1867-1926) and Marija

(b. 1872) Ivanauslcyte, who wrote under the

name of Lazdynu Peleda. They described

peasant life, the sufferings of the peasants at

the hands of the landowners, and also the

lives of factory workers. Marija Pe2kauskaite

(1878-1930), writing under the name of

Satrijos Ragana, devoted many of her works

to juvenile education. Her major novel is

Sename Dvare (In the Old Manor),

The ban on the publication of books was

lifted after 1905 and a new series of modem
literary schools sprang up, among them sym-

bolism. Among its early masters were Vydunas

(Vilius Storasta, b. 1868), although his writ-

ings and dramas did not become popular; and

Jurgis Baltru§aitis (1873-1944) who had early

acquired fame as a symbolist in Russian litera-

ture and then turned to Lithuanian composi-

tions. He later became Lithuanian minister

in Moscow.

Vincas Kreve MickeviSus (b. 1882) turned

away from symbolism; in his Dcdnavaos Salies

Padavimai (Legends from DcAnma) he imi-

tated the folk ballad style, and in his scenes

of village life he has known how to combine

with close observation of details, psychological

analysis and metaphysical speculations. Other

writers of this generation were the critic

J. Linde Dobilas (1872-1934) with his psy-

cholpgical novel Bludas (JDeUrtUfn), and

Jonas Biliunas (1879-1907) who, drifting

from socialism to idealism, left many excel-

lent short stories.

With the establishment of Lithuanian inde-

pendence in 1918, the old writers were

spurred on to new activity, and another gen-

eration which was beginning to become

knovm before World War II assumed the

center of the stage. Among them was Balys

Sruoga (b. 1896), a lyric poet and a historical

dramatist; Faustas KirSa (b. 1891), who, how-

ever, at times tends to lose himself in the

occult; Vincas Mykolaitis Putinas (b. 1893),

an outstanding individualist lyric poet, novel-

ist, and playwright; and Kazys Binkis (1893-

1942) who in his later works turned toward

modernism.

A still later generation includes poets, Jonas

Kossu Aleksandravicius (b. 1904), a master

of form; Bemardas Brazdzionis (b. 1907), one

of the most original of the authors; and novel-

ists, Jieva Simonaityte (b. in Kallipeda, 1897)

writing about the people of that area, and

Juozas Grusas (b. 1901), a realist and psy-

chologist. Among the leftist and Communist

writers are Petras Cvirka (b. 1909), a skilful

realist and portrayer of unpleasant situations,

and J. MarcinkeviSus (b. 1901), who- de-

lights in drawing pictures from the criminal

world.

All of this development has been upset by

the troubles of the past years, the occupation

of Lithuania by the Soviet Union, then the

invasion of the Germans and the complete

scattering of the educated class in the new
holocaust. Yet despite it all, Lithuanian litera-

ture, which has scarcely lost its first generation

of great authors, has shown such striking

vitality that we can expect a revival when

once' again conditions are favorable for the

resumption of independent national life.

Antanas Vaicinlaitis, Outline History of Lithua-

nian Literature, 1942; Jean Mauclere, Litt^rature

Lithuanienne, 1938; Uriah Katzenelenhogen, The
Daina, 1935.

Clabence a. Manning.
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LOUISIANA-FRENCH
Louisiana-French literature tegan in 1777

with the publication o£ two poems, Le Dieu

et les N'maies du Fleuve Saint-Louis (The

Mississippi River) and Epitre (Letter) d Don
Bernard de Galvez, both attributed to Julien

Poydras, who also wrote, two years later,

La Prise du Mome (The Capture of the

Bluff) du Baton-Rouge par Mgr de Galvez.

The fact that these three compositions are the

first specimens of Louisiana-French literature

gives them an importance out of proportion

to their intrinsic merit. They are written in

stilted verse and lack originality of form

and thought, Berquin-Duvallon's Recall de

poesies d!un colon de Saint-Domingue, which

contains one poem on Louisiana, and his

Vue de la cohnie espagnole du Mississipi,

published in Paris in 1802 and 1803 respec-

tively, do not fall within the range of this

study, although literary historians generally

include them in their treatment of Louisiana-

French letters. Berquin-Duvallon, a refugee

from Santo Domingo, spent little more than

two years in Louisiana, and could not, there-

fore, be really considered a citizen of that,

province. Briefly, the entire literary produc-

tion of Louisiana under the French and Span-

ish regimes consisted of three poetic com-

positions of 'very mediocre merit. The cease-

less struggle against climate, forest, and In-

dians absorbed all the energies of the colony

during the first century of its history. Gradu-

ally under Americaij rule Louisiana acquired

a degree of prosperity which made it possible

for its inhabitants to become interested in

intellectual pursuits. By 1850 the State had a

fairly large class of wealthy Creole planters

and New Orleans enjoyed a flourishing

French culture.

The first literary production of the 19th c.,

La Fite du Petit-Ble, ou VHerdtsme de

Poucha-Houmma, published in 1814 by Paul

Le Blanc de Villeneufve, was also the first

play written in Louisiana. This dramatic work

in five acts of Alexandrine verse contains in-

teresting details about the life and customs of

the Choctaw Indians, among whom the au-

thor had spent several years towards the end

of the French regime. The most successful

Louisiana dramatist was, however, Louis-

Placide Canonge (1822-93), who won con-

siderable prestige as a playwright, dramatic

and musical critic, and journalist. His best-

known plays are Le Comte de Monte Cristo

(1846), an adaptation from Dumas’ novel;

France et Espagne (1850), a dramatization of

an episode famous in Louisiana history, the

revolt of the French patriots against Spanish

rule in 1768; and Le Comte de Carmagnola

(1856).

Among other notable dramatists were

Auguste Lussan, who wrote La Famille creole

(1837), Sara la Juive (1838), and Les Mar-

tyrs de la Louisiane (1839), the plot of which

is also based on the tragic events of 1768-69;

P.-E. P^rennes, author of Guatimozin, ou le

Dernier Jour (Last Day) de VEmpire Mexi-

cain (1839); and Charles-Oscar Dugu4, to

whom Louisiana-French literature is indebted

for Mila, ou la Mort (Death) de La Salle

(1852). Except for Fortunia (1888), a drama

in five acts by Alfred lyiercier, and a few

comedies by Marie Augustin, Charles DelAy,

and F4Iix Voorhies, published at the end of

the 19th c. and in the first decade of the 20th,

no plays were written after the Civil War.

In Louisiana-French literature a great deal

of poetry was published, of which, as in other

literatures, only a very small fraction deserves

to be remembered. The best-known poets of

Louisiana are undoubtedly the Rouquette

brothers. Dominique Rouquette (1810-90),

whose highly sensitive and undisciplined tem-

perament caused him to live the carefree and
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impecunious life of an intellectual vagabond,

wrote Les Meschaceheennes (Poems of the

Mississippi, 1839) Fleurs d!Amerique

Cl857), which reflect an intense love for

Louisiana scenery. His brother Adrien (1813-

87) was also a man of a very emotional

nature. His fondness for solitude and medita-

tion is permeated with a deep note of mysti-

cism and idealism befitting one who gave up

the study of law to become a priest. In Les

Savanes (The Fields'), Poesies d'Amerique

C1841), printed a few years before he en-

tered upon his ecclesiastical career, one finds,

in addition to fine descriptions of Louisiana

forests, a strong religious undercurrent. The
poetry of Dominique and Adrien Rouquette

was most sympathetically received by B^-

ranger, Sainte-B,euve, Victor Hugo, and other

famous contemporary European French writ-

ers, who enjoyed being carried back to the

country which Chateaubriand's Atala had im-

mortalized a generation before. Tullius Saint-

C6ran, author of Chansons et Poesies diverses

(18^6) and Rien cm Mot (Nothing or Me,

1837)

,
tried his hand at various types of

poetry, including patriotic compositions

C1814-15, about the Battle of”New Orleans;

1838)

;
but he lacked sufficient mastery of his

art. Charles-Oscar Dugu^ showed more talent

and originality in his Essais Poetiques (1847),

a collection characterized by great sincerity

of religious emotion. Alexandre Latil, bed-

ridden with leprosy for many years, and

Charles Testut, a penniless refugee from

Guadeloupe, where he had once been a pros-

perous planter, sought consolation in poetry.

To Louisiana-French letters Latil contributed

Les Ephemires C1841); Testut, Les Echos

(1849). Les Cenelles (Fruit of the Haw-
thorn), Choix de PoSsies Indigenes (1847) is

an interesting collection of poems by seventeen

Negro writers, most of whom sing the praises

of their lady love. La Rose de Smyrna and

VErmite (Hermit) du Niagara, published in

1842 by Alfred Mercier, are probably the

best specimens of Louisiana-French narrative

poetry.

The novel developed in Louisiana later

than either poetry or drama. The first works

of fiction appeared in serial form in maga-

zines. In 1848, La Revue Louisianaise pre-

sented to its readers Alexandre Barde's Michel

Peyroux, ou les Pirates de la Louisiana, the

plot of which was inspired by the exploits of

Lafitte and his band. The following year, Les

Veillees Louisianaises published two novels,

Saint-Denis and Calisto, by its editor Charles

Testut, and Louisiana, by Armand Garreau.

Louisiana is the story of the revolt of 1768, a

subject treated repeatedly by local writers.

Testut went to Charles Gayarr^'s Histoire de

la Louisiana for his plots, and gave free range

to his imagination in the description of epi-

sodes that the noted historian had already

depicted with romantic gusto. Saint-Denis

deals with the strange adventures of the

Canadian officer, Juchereau de Saint-Denis,

who was sent to Mexico by La Mothe Cadillac

to open a new field for Louisiana commerce

and ended by marrying the daughter of Don
Pedro de Villescas, commander of a Spanish

fort situated in the Presidio del Norte, near

the Rio Grande. Calisto is the story of Sophie

de Wolfenbuttel, a German princess, who,

mistreated by her husband, Prince Alexis, son

of Peter the Great, managed to escape to

Louisiana, where she lived under the name of

Calisto. Although presenting a certain interest

on accoxmt of their historical background and

their descriptions of local scenes, these four

novels possess little literary value. They are

hastily written. Their plot is poorly con-

structed; long digressions retard the progress

of the action; and the style does not show any

originality.

A few novels worthy of mention appeared

during the generation that followed the Civil

War. The most widely knoWn of these is

Adrien Rouquette's LaNouvelleAtala (i8yg),

a strange sto^ in which the author has givep
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full expression to his intense love of nature

and his deep mystical longings. UHahitation

Saint-Ybars (i88i), by Alfred Mercier, an

idealistic picture of plantation life before the

Civil War, is well written and genuinely

interesting. In Poufonne et Balthazar, pub-

lished in 1888, Mme Sidonie de la Houssaye

has drawn a vivid description of the life and

customs of the Acadians in Louisiana during

the generation that followed their coming to

the Lower Mississippi Valley.

Any discussion of Louisiana-French litera-

ture, however brief, should contain some

account of the contributions of Charles

Gayarr6 (1805-95) and Alc^e Fortier (1856-

1914). Gayarr^'s Histoire de la Louisiane

(1846-47), a two volume work, which super-

seded his Essai Historique sur la Louisiane

Cl 830), won him great acclaim and prestige

among contemporary American historians.

This book, which has enjoyed great popularity

in its English version, represents an impor-

tant date in the development of historical

res^rch in the United States, Alc6e Fortier

was a man of unusual talent and industry.

He not only wrote numerous books and arti-

cles to make Louisiana-French history, lan-

guage, literature, and folklore better known

among his English-speaking compatriots, but,

as the Civil War had dealt French culture in

Louisiana a serious blow, he also labored

enthusiastically to bring Creoles to a better

appreciation of their rich cultural backgroimd.

As President of the Ath6nee Louisianais from

1893 until his death in 1914, he used all his

prestige and talent to insure the survival of

Frendt in his native State. In the 1890's

French was no longer used in Louisiana as a

literary medium, except by a mere handful of

writers. Fortier was the most distin^ished of

these, and, with his death in 1914, the cause

of French culture in Louisiana lost its most

able and devoted champion. Although French

is stiil widely spoken among the rural popu-

lation of the southern part of the state,

Louisiana-French literature really ceased to

exist some time at the beginning of the pi^
ent century.

Ruby Van Allen Caulfelld, The French Literature

of Louisiana (N. Y.), 192^ Alc^ Fozder, Loumma
Studies (New Qdeans), 1894; Edward J. Fortier,

Cambridge History of American Idterature (N* Y.),

1933, m, 590-598; Edward Larocque 'linker, Les

Ecrits de Langue frangaise en Louisiane au XIX*
SUcle 1932* See Canadian and Louintna
French Folklore.

Joseph M. Cabkiere.

LITTLE RUSSIA-See Ukrainian. LOYALTY ISLANDS-See Polynesian.

LUSATIAN
The smallest of the Slavonic groups, that

of the Lusatian Serbs or Wends, living in

Germany (Saxony and Prussia), developed

their own literature, although unfortunately

it was divided into Upper and Lower Lusa-

tian, with centers at Budy§in (Bautzen) and

Khocehuz (Chothus) respectively.

The literature dates back to the early i6th

c. Thus the New Testament was translated

into Lower Lusatian in 1548, and some other

works remained in manuscript; but the first

printed volume was a Hymnal by Moller and

a Lutheran Catechism in 1574. In 1597 there

appeared an Upper Lusatian translation of

the Small Lutheran Catechism, For the next

two centuries the* further writings in the lan-

guage were nearly all for theological pur-

poses.
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In the meantime the Czech revival had af-

fected the small remaining groups of the

Lusatians and Handrij Zejler (1804-72), a

friend of many of the Czech leaders, under-

took to broaden the basis of Lusatian knowl-

edge; he had much to do with the founding of

the Macica Serbska (National Museum and

Cultural Center) in 1847. At first he used

classical metres, hut he changed to metres and

themes in the style of the native folksongs

and of the Czech poets of the period before

1848. Still more important in the organization

of Lusatian culture was the work of Jan

Arnost Smolef (1816-84), who collected

folk songs and edited political and literary

journals. He was greatly aided by Michal

H6rnik (1833-94), who continued the work

of translation and of collecting folk songs as

well as writing original poetry on Czech

models. Of the early writers in Lower Lusa-

tian Mato Kosyk (h. 1853) was the first real

poet, though he was preceded by Kito Stem-

pel (1787-1867), with some fairly awkward

verses.

The great name in the literature is that of

Jakub Cisinski-Bart (1856-1909), He was a

distinguished poet and translator and also

prepared the first Lusatian drama (1880) for

production by an amateur cast. His successors,

as Jdzef Nowak (b. 1895) and Jan Skala

(b. 1889), introduced into their writings

more of the social than the romantic or

patriotic notes that had marked the older

writers. G. Swela (b. 1873) and Mina*^

Witkojc (b. 1893) are the leaders in the

Lower group. In prose we find such names

as the humorist Miklaws Bjedrich-Radlubin

(1859-1930), Jakub Lorenc-Zaleski (b.

1874), Marje Kubasec (b. 1891), and P.

Romuald Domaska (b. 1869). Their works

tend toward the social or historical, with many
stories drawn from the older history of the

Lusatians and the other vanished German

Slav tribes.

The literature expanded steadily, especially

after 1919, when for a while the Lusatians

hoped for independence or for annexation to

Czechoslovakia, and that government ex-

tended all possible aid to the Lusatian schol-

ars and writers. The situation began to darken

after the rise of Hitler, although delegates to

the Paris conference had been arrested by die

German Republic. The power of the Nazis

was speedily exerted to restrict the Lusatian

activity, and it is doubtful now whether there

are enough left alive to renew the activity and

the literary development that was so marked

during the first part of the 19th century.

Clarence A. Manning.

LUSITANIAN-See Portuguese. MAGYAR-See Hungarian.

MACKENZIE INDIAN-See North Amer- MALAYALAM-See Indian,

ican Native. MALECITE—See North American Native.

MALTESE
The Maltese language belongs to the Se-

mitic group of languages and is closely akin

to, but quite diflferent from, Arabic, There is

a strong tendency to consider Maltese as de-

riving from the language of
^
the Phoenicians,

the earliest recorded settlers in Malta, whose

domain on the Island lasted for about a thou-

sand years and left an indelible mark on the
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race, character, and life of the present day

Maltese people.

References concerning the Maltese lan-

guage are met with in old hooks of travel such

as Account of a Journey by Sir Philip Skip-

pon, Jr., who visited Malta in 1664 and wrote

an Anglo-Maltese Word List vocabulary of

Maltese words. The Sieur Du Mont mentions

the Maltese language in his Voyage to the

Levant, published in London in 1696. Mal-

tese folk songs are printed in the work of the

famous traveller, the Chevalier de Saint Priest

(1790*
Maltese literary compositions date as far

back as the 17th c. Dr. G. F. Bonamico, a

distinguished Maltese man of medicine, wrote

his sonnets about the year 1670; his Ode to

May is still read with pleasure. A book of

sermons in 1739 and a Catechism in 1752 are

other literary efforts of the early i8th c. In-

deed, that century saw the beginning of a**

lively interest in the study of the Maltese

language.

Canon Agius de Soldanis in 1750 pub-

lished his treatise on the Maltese language:

Della Lingua Punica etc. which was reviewed

in the Journal Etranger of Paris, 1754. De
Soldanis^s work started a controversy about

the nature and origin of the Maltese lan-

guage, which was taken up by G. A. Vassalli,

a Maltese man of letters, in 1791, and fol-

lowed by Bellerman of Berlin (1809),

Gesenius of Leipzig (1810), Stumme of

Leipzig (1904), Caruana and Preca of Malta

in 1896 and 1904 respectively. Lately con-

tributions to the study of the Maltese lan-

guage were made by L. Bonelli of Rome,

D. G. Barbera of Beyrouth, C. L. Dessaulavy

of London, A* Cremona and Professors G.

Aquilina and P. P. Saydon of Malta, who

approached the problem of the origin of the

Maltese language from a scientific point of

view.

Maltese literature, however, has developed

as an expression of national life and thought

only during the last one hundred years. The
first efforts at full scale literary composition

appear erratic and hesitating, but with the

assertion of the national aspirations of the

Maltese people, their literature burst forth in

an effusion of literary works full of vigour

and beauty glorifying the heroic past and

heralding the promising future.

Maltese literature has been influenced by

three main factors: The Great Siege of 1565;

the establishment of the Knights of St. John

in Malta C1530-1798); and the Insurrection

of the Maltese people against the French,

who had occupied the Island in the Na-

poleonic era.

Around the glorious deeds of the Great

Siege of Malta have been built many of the

outstanding Maltese works in prose, but

chiefly in verse. The heroic defence by the

people and the Knights against overwhelming

Turkish forces has inspired Maltese poets

who felt it a sacred duty to sing in praise of

the heroism shown by their forefathers; there

is not a Maltese poet that has not written

some verses about the Great Siege of 1565.

The "'Eighth of September," or "Victory Day,"

are favourite themes for poetic inspiration.

The sojourn of the Knights in Malta offers

a fertile romantic ground for Maltese writers.

The pomp and circumstance of the Knights,

their pageantry, their daring deeds, their strug-

gle with pirates and Infidels, their intrigues

at home and in the Courts of Europe, their

aristocratic mien, have furnished material for

novelists in search of romantic adventure.

Some of the best novels in Maltese are built

about the doings of the Knights of Malta.

The Napoleonic era, with its new ideas

about the rights of man and political emanci-

pation of the nations, affords inexhaustible

material for Maltese novelists and dramatists;

some of the foremost Maltese authors have

drawn freely on events resulting from the

French occupation of Malta,

As a general rule Maltese literature derives
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its inspiration from the dignities and decencies

of human life; it discards the base passions,

the crude sentiments and the absurd. Poetry

is highly devotional; the majority of Maltese

verse harps on sacred themes; but love is also

sung with all the sweet passions and emotions

of sensitive hearts.

Both poetry and prose are extremely

patriotic; often the writer is carried on a wave

of enthusiasm and reaches great heights of

rhetorical effusion. Family ties and social

loyalties are extolled in all sorts of composi-

tions. Most authors hold sacred and inviolable

all circumstances of domestic life. The forms,

also, are conservative; most poets use the

traditional meters, with very little experi-

mentation.

It is within the past century that Maltese

literature achieved its fullest flowering. Galan-

ton Vassallo (1817-67) was a philosopher, a

historian and a man of letters; his book of

poems Hrejjef u Cajt (Tales and Jokes; 1841)

is full of mirth and fun, with occasional satire

on certain aspects of contemporary life. Vas-

sallo wrote a very popular history of Malta

(1854) and a life of Christ (1870), but his

greatest work is Il-Gifen Tork (The Turkish

Galleon; 1861), an epic poem of outstanding

beauty and high conception.

Duvik Mifsud Tommasi was a priest who
wrote sacred poetry in the best of styles; his

Book of Sacred Hymns (1852) is a treasure

of sweet inspirations and purity of thought,

Hannibal Preca was a teacher and a scholar

who devoted his time to the study of the

Maltese language and the writing of Maltese

books; he was a prolific writer of short stories

and light poetry, as well as of educational

works. His novels depict lively incidents in

ordinary Maltese life and his characterizations

are excellent. His Book of Maltese Poetry

(1865) is jovial, easily flowing and free of

platitudes, while his History of the Bihle

(^893), History of the Church (1895), T^^ok

of geography (1900), and book of natural

history (1901), prove the widespread erudi'

tion of the author,

Richard Taylor was an adventurer; always

in strained circumstances, he tried his luck

in various enterprises; he edited certain news-

sheets and dubious newspapers that brought

him into trouble with the Police, he dabbled

in politics; but he is chiefly remembered as

a great poet; his poetical works embrace all

kinds of subjects from sacred sonnets to pro-

fane love lyrics and skits on contemporary

events and personalities such as Carnival Riot

(1846), Mitri (1846). TayWs fame, how-

ever, rests on his two great works L-IskoII tal-

Bniedem (Mans Obstacle; 1843) and Jum
il’Haqq (Judgment Day; 1845),

which are poetical compositions of high con-

ception and deep speculation concerning the

aims and scope of human life,

Anton Manwel Caruana was a lexicogra-

pher of outstanding merit; he compiled a vo-

cabulary of the Maltese language and a gram-

mar of extreme value; but Maltese literature

owes to Caruana one of its best classics: Inez

Farrug (1889). This novel is considered to be

one of the, best romantic works ever written

in Maltese.

P, P. Bellanti was a civil servant who
showed great interest in history and literature;

he wrote short novels which have a distinctive

charm, whilst his Malta Qadima (Old Malta;

1913) is a learned study of the Archeology

of the Island, and Marjdnna Fumi (1900) is

a masterly novel of modern life.

Dwardu Cachia was a schoolmaster and a

poet who wrote beautiful verse; he is chiefly

remembered for his Katrin tal-lmdina (Cath-

rine of Imdina; 1885), a heroic poem in ihe

style of Scott’s Lay of the Last Minstrel An-

other schoolmaster who devoted himself to

Maltese literature was P. P. Castagna; his

monumental History of Malta (1869) is still

read with pleasure.

Ca- 1880 there were other Maltese writers

who in some way or other helped enrich the
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literature of Malta. Napoleon Tagliaferro,

Achilles Ferres, Dr. Fabriz Borg, G. Vassallo,

Vincent Busuttil, Dun Guzepp Faxrugia and
the Marquis John Paul Testaferrata Olivier

were members of a Maltese literary Society

called **Xirka Xemija^*; and all of them wrote

prose and verse of high literary value. About
this time Guz^ Muscat Azzopardi started his

literary career; he was destined to reach the

highest pinnacle of literary fame in Malta.

G. Muscat Azzopardi was a successful so-

licitor, a noted politician and an authoritative

art and literary critic, but he excelled as a

novelist although he is also considered to be

one of the best poets of Malta. His literary

output is considerable and comprises poetry,

novels, plays, biographies and translations of

the Bible and of other books.

Muscat Azzopardfs poetry has very great

charm; his Book of Verse (1890) contains

literary gems of the highest order; his Eighth

of Se'ptemher (1920), and his Saul of Tarsus

(1918), are continuous sources of delight to

lovers of rhythm.

Muscat Azzopardi^s novels rise far above

ordinary levels. All of them have a historical

background and are great favourites amongst

Maltese readers. Toni Bajjada (1878),

Susanna (1883), Censu Barbara (1892), and

Nazju Ellul Cl909) 7 to mention only four

of his romances, are cherished by the Maltese

public and treasured in every Maltese library.

His rendering of the Gospel into the Maltese

language is a superb example of itranslation.

Guz^ Muscat Azzopardi was one of ihe

founders of the "Association of Maltese Writ-

ers’^ also known as the "Academy of the Mal-

tese Language,” of which he was the first

President. Carmel Camilleri was a famous

actor and a playwright; his works are lively,

humorous, and full of humanity. It-Torrita

Babel (Tower of Babel; 1854), Tieg fH-Cami-

val (Carnival Wedding 1885), Papa (1886),

are only three of his original comedies; other

woths include translations of French farces

and Italian comedies, all done in a masterly

way, adapted to local taste and fashion.

Michael Ang Borg also earned esteem for

his interest in the stage; he was director of

a famous Maltese dramatic company. Later

he entered politics and was elected a senator.

He deserves praise for his activities in pro-

moting Maltese drama; he translated and pro-

duced various plays. ll-Hena taz-ZvHeg (The
Happiness of Marriage; 1897), Dik lAffari

(That Affair; 1906), and Invenzjoni Meravil-

jusa (Marvellous Invention; 1908), were

highly successful and still attract big houses

wherever they are produced.

Alphonse Marija Galea, a bank director

and landowner much esteemed for his philan-

thropic activities, showed great interest in

Maltese literature and devoted much of his

time to writing for the people; he did much
to popularize the love of reading amongst

the masses. He was a prolific writer on various

subjects; his Moghdija taz-Zmien (Pastime;

1902-1915), is a series of books that besides

being very good fiction cover various subjects

such as Geography, Archeology, History,

Drama, Hygiene, ihe Metric System, and

Social Questions.

Temi Zammit, better known to the outside

world as Sir Themistocles Zammit, late Rector

of the Royal University of Malta, was a

world-famous archeologist and a distinguished

scientist; but he occupies an honourable place

amongst Maltese authors for his short novels

depicting country life and customs; in his

Book of Novels (1935), he shows a sympa-

thetic understanding of ihe Maltese country-

man and woman, and his sketches are pen

pictures of the ordinary life of the humble

folk.

Monsignor Carmelo Psaila (b. 1871) writes

under the pen name of Dun Karm; he is the

national poet of Malta. As a poet Dun Karm

ranks highest and his works be^r comparison

with those of famous poets abroad. For lofty

inspiration, high conception of thought and
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beauty of expression, Dun Karm is unsur-

passable; the charm of his muse is exquisite.

Many of Dun Karm's poems have been

translated into other languages. His L-Jien u
- Lilhinn Minnu (The Ego and Beyond; 1938),

is considered his most accomplished work; it

is the highest expression in poetical form of

the philosophy of life and death and of the

link connecting the poet’s material inspira-

tions with his spiritual aims. ll-Mushih tdl-

Muzew (The Museum Lantern; 1920), is a

fascinating poem in which the poet expresses

his admiration for the glories of the past.

Non Omnis Mortar is another most beautiful

poem, centering around the everlasting glory

of true poetry. L-O'qhra C1936) is a poetical

translation of Foscolo’s Sefolcri (The Graves');

in it Dun Karm has proved himself the equal

of the great Italian poet. As a national poet,

Dun Karm enjoys the love and respect of the

Maltese people. He succeeded Gu26 Muscat

Azzopardi as President of the Association of

the Maltese Writers.

Besides a grammarian of no mean merit,

Ninu Cremona is one of the most notable

Maltese scholars, whose views on the source

and nature of the Maltese language carry

great weight. He wrote several grammars of

the Maltese language, from simple ones for

beginners to elaborate works in which he

enters deeply into the study of the Etymology

and Syntax of the language. Cremona, how-

ever, did not limit himself to scholarly pro-

duction; he wrote fiction, literary criticism,

drama. His short novels are rich in descrip-

tion and attractive in style. His best work is

llrFidwa taUBdiewa (The Farmers^ Ransom;

1936), considered to be one of the best classi-

cal plays in Maltese.

The most popular author in Malta is Guzi

Galea, whose works bear comparison with

those of the best writers elsewhere. He is a
''

novelist, a dramatist, and literary critic of the

highest order. As Dr. Joseph ,
Galea he oc-

cupies a responsible position in the Medical

Services of the Government of Malta, but the

Maltese public love to think of him as Guzi

Galea, the favourite author. Galea’s novels

are by far superior to any other fiction written

in Maltese; they may be considered as con-

stituting the 'Waverley novels” of Malta.

Many of them have been dramatized. Galea

excels in his power of description, in the

lucidity of his style, and in his happy blend-

ing of historical facts with fiction. Zmien

LIspanjoli (Under the Spaniards; 1937),

and San Gwan (Old St John; 1939), are

riots ,of thrilling adventures and arresting

plots. Ragel Bil-Ghaqal (A Wise Man; 1944),

compares with Stevenson’s Treasure Island

and is the only Maltese classic for children.

Inkwiet Fid-Uar (Domestic Troubles; 1945),

is a play of the Second World War, having

for its theme the clashing of the modern with

the old ways of thought. In his Novels of the

War Galea draws a realistic picture of life

in Malta during the period of the fiercest

enemy attacks. For his literary merit, Guzi

Galea has been elected to succeed Dun Karm

as the President of the Association of Maltese

Writers.

Guzi Aquilina and Peter Paul Saydon both

hold chairs at the Royal Malta University;

both have devoted their time and work to the

benefit of the Maltese language.

Aquilina and Saydon have studied deeply

the roots and origins of the Maltese tongue,

and they have done useful work to prove its

worth; they are good scholars and also are

distinguished writers. Saydon^s great work is

his translation of the Bible direct from the

Hebrew texts. This classical task is a peren-

nial monument to the erudition of the author

and an addition of incalculable value to Mal-

tese literature.

Aquilina is a poet a^ well as a novelist; his

poetry is classed amongst the highest in Mal-

tese literature; his style is easy flowing and

melodious; he sings about the higher motives

of human life. His Psalms^ Miserere C1937),
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and Biki TaUBniedem (Man's Tears; 1938),

prove the poet's deep feelings and sensitive-

ness, whilst his Amor Vitae (1939), is a son-

net of fascinating beauty* Aquilina's best

novel is T-aht Tliet Saltniet (Under Three
Reigns; 1938), a bold romance in which the

author sets forth his views about social ques-

tions and the relations of the rich with the

poor.

One of the foremost of younger poets is

Guzi Chetcuti, whose poetic vein is inex-

haustible; he writes freely on every imag-

inable subject with a verve and rhythm that

excite admiration. His poetry appeals to the

public, for in it he expresses the life and

emotions of the man in the street, his Book

of Poems (1945) contains a wealth of good

poetry amongst which are such literary gems

as Stenna sa Ghada (Wait till Tomorrow);

Nemmen (I Believe'); llWied u Jien (The
Torrent and 1),

Karmenu Vassallo is a poet with a future;

his sensibility knows no bounds; his enthusi-

asm is infectious. He writes with a fervour

that carries with it both the author and the

reader; sometimes there is a sad strain in

Vassallo's poetry that touches the heart. His

'Nirien (Flames; 1938), is a rousing book of

poetry; and his critical work, Alla Taz-Zagh-

zah (The God of Youth; 1939), was acclaimed

as the best book in Maltese on literary criti-

cism.

Guzi Bonnici and Ruzar BriflFa both were

doctors of medicine; both took an active in-

terest in Maltese literature. Guzi Bonnici died

quite young, but not before he had made a

name as a novelist; his novels deal with mod-

em society; his ll-Qawwa Tal-Imhahha (The
Force of Love; 1938) is a pathetic description

of the ravages of tuberculosis. Ruzar Brilfa

has secured fame as a poet with a fertile

imagination; he wrote various poems in a

romantic vein, and his poetry is noted for its

melody and elegance. His Ballata (1931), is

considered the best ballad ever written in

Maltese, whilst his Wiehed Biss (One Only;

1930). HsieUjiet (Thoughts; 1934), and
Ave Marija (1933), are most delightful

poems. Lil Ommi (To My Mother; 1928) is

deservedly famous for its harmony and
rh)rthm.

Mention should also be made of Gorg
Pisani, a poet from Gozo, the sister Island of

Malta. Pisani is an enthusiastic admirer of the

natural beauties of his native land and of its

glorious history. Kemmuna (1931), L-Arlogg

ll-Qadim tal-Kastell (The Old Castle Clock;

i933)> Ghawdex (Gozo; 1933), Hagar Qim
(1933)? Ggantija C1934), conjure visions of

the glorious past connected widi these histori-

cal place names.

Many other authors have contributed con-

siderably towards the advancement of Mal-

tese literature. Indeed, within the last ten

years there has appeared an ever increasing

flow of literary productions which augurs

well for the future.

A notable tendency has also developed dur-

ing the past few years. In the past Maltese

authors looked towards Italy for literary style

and inspiration. Many, indeed—Carmelo

Psaila; Anastasio Cuschieri; A. Cesareo; G.

Curmi—wrote poetry in Italian. Today, how-

ever, modem writers show an ever increasing

preference for Atlantic culture. The influence

of British and American art and thought is

making itself felt in Malta; and certain mod-

ern literary works are a reflection of that in-

fluence. The prose of Guzi Galea and the

poetry of Guzi Aquilina compare comfortably

with modem English compositions. This tend-

ency towards the North in the style of Mal-

tese literature promises to be one of the out-

standing factors that will shape the Maltese

literature of the future.

HaNNTBAL P. SciCLtINA.
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MAf^BETTU-See African.

MANCHU-See Chinese.

MANDAIC—See Aramaic.

MANGAREVA-See Polynesian.

MANX-See Irish.

MAORI—See Polynesian.

MARATHI-See Indian.

MARAURA—See Australian Aborigine.

MARIANNA ISLANDS-See Polynesian.

MARICOPA—See North American Native.

MARITIME PROVINCES - See North

American Native.

MARQUESAN—See Polynesian.

MARSHALL ISLANDS-See Polynesian.

MATACO—See South American Indian.

MAYAN—See Mexican; South American In-

dian.

MBAYA—See South American Indian.

MEDEAN—See Persian.

MELANESIAN-See Polynesian.

MENUANE—See South American Indian.

MESOPOTAMIAN-See Aramaic.

MEXICAN AND CENTRAL
AMERICAN ORAL

In the two aspects of their culture, the in-

digenous and the Spanish, Mexico and Cen-

tral America have preserved a wealth of oral

tradition, manifested in many literary forms,

not Only in the remote regions of the country-

side but brought, with the concentration of

population after the Revolution of 1910, into

Mexico City and the various State capitals

themselves. The patrimony of folklore is very

rich, and still largely unexplored.

The traditions of the native tribes are still

preserved, though with a great admixture of

oqj '?STii{0 JO orap oq; Ag -o oip jo

jsanbuoD ustuBdg dvp tpiM outBO :jBm s^usuiop

Mayan tribes had developed a civilization in

Mexico and Central America, though their

golden age seems to have been about the nth
and the 12th c. a.i>. By this time, they were

mainly in the south; in the middle regions

were the Zapoteca and Mixteca tribes; to the

north of these, the flourishing kingdom of the

- Toltecs (ca, 750-ca. 1075), the flisf of the

Nahua peoples to occupy the land. The tribes

speaking Nahuatl, hunters from the north,

had come with the bow and arrow, and con-

quered. After the Toltecs came the Texcocans,

whose capital Texcoco was a center of cul-

ture ca. 1 1 15; other Nahuans followed, the

Tepanecas, the Chalcas, the Tlaxcalans and

especially the Aztecs, who ca. 1325 settled

Mexico (the ‘'place of Mexitli,” their war god)

and who flourished there until the Spanish

invasion, 1519, and the killing of their king

Montezuma II, 1520. -

The Spaniards destroyed most of the early

documents of the native peoples, though some

native post-conquest material survives. The

earliest Mayan literary relics, writings on

stone, deal mainly with the calendar. The

Quiche of' Guatemala recorded their tribal tra-

ditions in the Popol Vuh; the Toltecs, in the

Books of Chillam Bahm, both set down after

the Conquest Jn the i6th c. Fernando de

Alva Ixtlixochitl^ in the HisU)ry of Chiohv
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meca, told o£ his ancestors, the royal family

of Texcoco; and Bishop Landa in 1 566 wrote

a lengthy account of the natives.

Myths, The stories of creation, -and the

various gods, are much the same, though with

different tribal names, throughout the region.

Thus the creator-and-culture god of the Mayas

is Kukulcan Chukul, the quetzal bird; cm,
serpent); this is translated literally in the

Aztec Quetzalcoatl (legendary king of the

Aztec capital, Tula) and the Quiche Gucu-

matz (green feathered serpent). The Mayan
god of the heavens, Itzamma, is paralleled by

the Aztec Tezcatlipoca and the Quiche

Hurakan: gods of life and also of the storm

(from the last name comes the English word

hurricane). Very important is the god of the

water: the widespread Yucatan Chac, repre-

sented with a tapir-like snout from which he

blows the rain; the Chaques are the rain gods;

among the Nahuas, the water god is called

Tlaloc, All the tribes pay high heed to the

sun god (Ipalnemohuani, ^*he by whom we
live”); but many have their special deities,

or their favorites, of whom they tell their

stories. Thus the natives of Michoacan tell

of the creation of heaven and earth under the

names of Huriata and Cuer6hperi. The
Mayas of Yucatan speak of Yumil Col, the

lord of the maize field; of the bird Puhuy,

clothed in rags; and of the strange birth of the

dwarf of Uxmal. In Oaxaca appears Tihna

Nihi, goddess of the Temaxcales; the lord of

the moimtain; and the creation of the Bird Cu
and of Tengo Frio (Cold). The Coras and

Huicholes speak of Grandfather Deertail; of

the goddess of maize; and of the four winds

or four deer. Widespread are the four Bacabs,

the upholders of the heavens, set at the four

cardinal points. In Campeche they tell why
Tlaloc wears horns.

Legends, Widespread legends tell of fan-

tastic beings or persons. The Mayas have a

sort of Lorelei called. Xtabay; Xtacumbil

xunaan (Mistress of the Cave); Xthoh-

Chaltun (Maiden Stone-breaker); Ecbac
(Avenging Deer); evil deer; and a deer of

virtue, with a talisman set into his head*

Veracruz preserves tales of Xitecme and
Xicoame, beings that change into shooting

stars. In Oaxaca are stories of Tona, animal-

twin of humans and dwarfs that inhabit the

Chinantla. The Nahuas still tell stories of

the Tzitzimime (monsters of darkness; the

Mayans had a bat-god, Camazotzo, associated

with the hero-gods of the underworld) and
especially of the Nahual, closely akin to the

wolf-man. There are stories of sirens in the

Sea of Colima and along the shores of the

Encina Dam in Guanajuato. Princesses are

preserved to us: Donaji, of Oaxaca; Coyoli-

catzin, of Mexico; Erendira and IncMtiro, of

Michoacan, and lords: Ahuizod of Mexico,

and Cocijoeza of Zaachila. It is still believed

that the Llorona (Wailer) wanders by night

in Mexico; while in Yucatan they still speak

of the Thunder Horse, i.e., that of the Com
quistadores (Conquerors).

Traditions, Everywhere traditions have

sprung up around places: notably, of the

Cerro del cofre (Casket Hill) of the Durango;

the Hill of Guadalupe among the Petrified

Indians; the witch of Tayahue, of the Zacate-

cas; the enchanted city, and the Lake of Al-

cuzahue, of the Colima; Chiapas, the rock of

the witches on the Xochiapa Kver; Veracruz,

the DeviFs Bridge; Michoacdn, The Four

Stars; the Oaxaca, the Lake of Mimidin.

Many Christian visions have also grown into

traditions: in Puebla, the Virgin of Tochi-

milco; in Oaxaca, the Virgin de la Soledad

(of Solitude); the Virgin pf Guadalupe, in

Me^dco; and a multitude of black Christs and

miraculous crosses (Izamal; Tepic; Qaer6-

taro). In Yucatan and Campeche are many

tales of phantoms, also apparitions and strange

occurrences on the streets of Morelia, in

Puebla and Mexico.

The tale Qcuento') flourishes throughout

these regions, especially of birds and beasts;
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predominant are "Uncle Rabbit," Coyote,

Tlacuache (the Mexican Zarigiieya), and

Frog. Some of these animal stories, and espe-

cially some of the tales of magic, are post'Con-

quest, from the European tradition. Among
the best known are ]uan Tonto and Simon

Bohito (simpleton tales); The Castle of You-

Shall-Go-md-not-Return; The Flower of the

Olive Field; among riddle tales, The Little

Louse-Skin Drum, The She-Ass Pana and the

Seven Crows; and, among formula tales and

stories without an end, The Bald Rooster,

The Cat with Rag Feet, Bartolo and His

Flute,

The Traditional Romance is of many sorts:

(i) secular romance, .as White Flower and

Filomena; The Faithless Wife (2) religious,

as The Praised Ones (3) burlesque, Don
Gate (Mr, Cat) (4) in the Charlemagne

cycle, El Conde Sol (5) fable-romances, The
Old Coyote; The Frog; a group of animal-

wedding tales (6) tales for children. Little

Threads of Gold,

The corrido is a narrative form used for

more realistic themes, religious or (mainly)

secular. In it are told historic events, crimes,

tragedies, deeds of guerilla bands, sometimes

of quite recent happening, with many a

humorous, satiric, or burlesque touch. Fa-

mous are those telling of the guerillas Benito

Canales, Macario Romero, Heraclio Bernal;

political and revolutionary themes include

Carranza, Francisco Villa, General Obregon,

General Zelaya.

Poetry and music are almost always inter-

linked, in the oral tradition. Foremost are

the popular villandcos, e.g., "How Happy
I am that pretty Mary is coming!" and the

. Christmas songs: "Let's go, shepherds, let's

go" and "Sleep, my little one," Joyous gozos

(songs in praise of the Virgin or of saints)

include the Trisagio (three-fold repetition)

“Angels and Seraphim, sing Holy, Holy,

Holy.”

The brief song (copla) comes to the lips

of troubadours and chanters everywhere, in

many moods: declarations (of love), with-

drawals, wooing, pledges of constancy, sere-

nades, farewells; also tipsy songs, songs of

laughter, of trickery; boasting songs; and

songs of love of one's native ground. Among
the best known are Sombrero Ancho (The

Broad-brimmed Hat); En las barrancas

(Along the Shore); Morenita (The Little

Dark Girl).

From the stage the tonadilla (musical in-

terlude) of the late i8th c. has been bor-

rowed, rich in popular songs with accompany-

ing dance, of many local variations and

names: seguidilla, bolero, fandango, folia,

jota, petenera, malaguena, tirana, ay-ay-ay—

such as La Solerita (The Little Maiden), El

Caramba (The Gent), The Cafe, The popu-

larity of these has led to other forms, sones,

jarabes, huapangos. All combine music and

song in festive mood, and dancing. A more

formal song (cancidn), sprung into folk use

from the romanza of the Italian opera, has

preserved a sentimental and romantic tone,

as in e.g. La Paloma, La Yeguecita, El Viejo

amor (Old Love),

There are many cradle songs, most of them

at least influenced by the Nativity songs, but

with mestizo and native coloring. Children's

games also preserved traditional verses and

melodies, both native and Spanish,

The traditional drama is preserved in the

form of Loas (Praises), Colloquies, and Pas-

torelas (Shepherd plays), all of Christian

origin, such as The Triumph of Innocence;

The Most Adventurous Night. There are also

performances of Passion Plays, with consid-

erable local color; and of dramatic dances,

such as Moors and Christians and The Torea-

dors. In Central America the traditional

drama, thoroughly vital and alive, is mani-

fested mainly in pastorelas called originales,

for Easter and other holy days; e.g., the Orig-

inal of the Giant Goliath.

The popular beliefs (Creendas) appear in
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secretly held formulas for conjuring and black

magic, or in freely sung hymns, invocations,

songs of praise to Jesus, the Virgin, and the

saints. The most venerated saints are St.

Elena, St. Barbara, St. Antonio, St. Isidro,

St. Silvestre, St, Martin on Horseback, There

are also orations of magical formula or theme,

as The Just Judge and The Shadow of Senor

San Pedro; some against the evil eye, to con-

fer extraordinary powers, to cure, to prevent

persecution, to triumph in love. There are,

furthermore, traditional prophecies (agiieros),

divinings, interpretations of dreams.

Everywhere are countless proverbs (re-

franes); most of these are Spanish; but some

are native and indeed a large number are en-

tirely local. Some are based wholly on the

idea: '*Don^t blame the Indian, but the one

that gives him the order”; '"Every pigeon has

its hawk”; "Throw the hook and the fish will

bite”; "Every parrot has its perch.” Others

are rhymed, or they play on words, so that

translation destroys the flavor: "Indio que

fuma puro, ladron seguro. An Indian that

smokes a cigar is surely a thief”; "Unos a la

bulla y otros a la cabulla. Some to confusion;

others to the fishing line,” i.e. profit by the

occasion. There are even many traditional

phrases and comparisons, e.g. "The broth

costs more than the beans,” i.e., it wasn't

worth the effort. The riddle or conundrum is

also very popular; it too may be play either of

idea or of words; it follows the universal pat-

tern, but is applied to many local items, espe-

cially fruits: "En el puerto de Acapulco

mataron al indio lines, por ser la letra tan

clara quiero que me lo adivines”: Capulines.

... In the port of Acapulco they killed the

Indian Lines; since this sentence is so dear, I

want you to guess it for me: capulines (Mexi-

can cherries). "Bot6n sobre bot6n, bot6n de

filigrana, si no lo adivinas ahora, lo advinards

manana”: Pina . . . Button over button,

filigree button; if you don't guess it today you

will guess it tomorrow: pineapple.

W. Lehmann, Methods md Results in Mexican
Research (Paris), 1909; T. A Joyce, Mesdcan
Archaeology (London), 1914; Central Am. Archae-

ology (London), 1916; Maya and Mexican Art,

1927; L. Spence, Civilization of Ancient Mexico
(N. Y.), 1912; Myths of Mexico and Peru (N. ¥.)»

1913; Yika I Maya Than, Revista de Lit. Maya
(Yuca.), 1939-40; P. Bias Reko, Mitohotdnica Zapo-

teca (Tacubaya, D, F.), 1945; Fr, Xajila Hemdndez
Arana, Los Dioses, los hdroes y los homhres de Gua-
temala antigua, 2d ed. (Guatemala), 1937; G. D.
Gordon, Guatemala Mphs, Museum Joimud (U, of

Penn.), 1915; T. A. Janvier, Legends of the City of
Mexico (N. Y.), 1910; A. Ibarra, Jr., Cuentos y
Leyendas de Mdsdco (M&dco), 1941; V* T. Men-
doza, El Romance Espanol y el Corrido Mexicano

(M^co), 1939; El Ap6l6go Espanol en la produc-

ddn PoMMca de Misdco (JM&dxxt), Revista Uni-
versidad, 1938, No. 27; Urn Cancidn Extremana en
MetiHco, Revista Hispdnica Modema, Ano X, nos. i y
2 (N. Y.), 1944; El Vidandco, Revista Continente,

Aiio I, no. 3 (M6dco), 1941; Mexican FolkWays,
'(M&dco), 1925-33; Tlahcan (House of Haloc,

Sacramento, Ca^.), x943-44; Neza, de la Sodedad
Nueva de Estudiantes Judiitecos (Mexico), i935-37»

See Spanisb-Axneiican.

Vicente T. Mendoza.

MICHOACAN—See Mexican.

MICMAC—See North American Native.

. MICRONESIAN—See Poljmesian.

MILANESE-See Italian.

MINOAN—See Greek.

MIWOK—See North American Native.

MICTECA-“See Mexican.

MOLDAVIAN—See Romanian.

MONGOL—See Chinese.

MONTENEGRAN-See Yugoslav.

MOROCCAN-See Arabic.

MOSETENE—See South American Indian.

MOSSI—See African.

MUISCA—See South American Indian.
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MUNTENIAN-See Romanian.

MYCENEAN-See Greek.

NABATEAN-See Aramaic.

NAHUA CNAHUATL)-Se6 Mexican.

NAVAHO—See North American Native.

NEAPOLITAN-See Italian.

NEGRO—See African; Brazilian; Canadian;

Spanish American.

NETHERLANDS
At the beginning of Netherlands literature

stands a legendary figure, that of the blind

bard Bemlef. Neither texts by him nor oral

traditions have been preserved, and some cen-

turies elapse before we come across the first

written literature. Henric (Hendrik) von

Veldeke,^ who lived in the later 12th c., was

the first Netherlands poet. Also, he ushered

in the richest era of Netherlands literature:

the Middle Ages. We find here such over-

whelming wealth that it has not been possible

so far to devote adequate study and critical

appreciation to all the texts. We find epic-

narrative, didactic, dramatic, and lyric poems

and among them all there are, besides child-

like and childish rhyming exercises, perfect

masterpieces which have lost nothing of their

freshness and power of conviction, of their

beauty and deeper meaning.

We consider the Middle Ages, better called

the Gothic, as a rounded-off period with its

peculiar characteristics. But within the limits

of this peirod we find infinite nuances. There

is a distinct difference in character between

the early and the late Gothic. One can also

make a clear distinction between chivalrous

and popular poetry and between what was
inspired by the church and what by worldly

existence. And if we compare the Gothic with

the following era that, still more distinctly

and more multifariously varied, is summarized

by the name Baroque, we see that the funda-

mental difference between these two eras is

determined by the value and the conduct of

man. There is an essential difference be-

tween the place man took in respect of God,

nature and society in the Middle Ages and

that in which he came to stand in the Renais-

sance.

Medieval ethics of chivalry on the one hand

and scholasticism on the other did not aim,

nor were they calculated, to realize human
greatness. On the contrary. All forces, social

as well as ecclesiastic, laid a tight hold on

man to keep him bound as completely as

possible in a carefully worked-out system.

Its rules enabled medieval society to make a

life externally acceptable: rich in passionate

adventures, crime, sensuality; a life rich in

sin, but also in deep consciousness of guilt

and self-chastisement, a life infinitely more

colorful and dangerous than ours. The
knightly games, die ecclesiastic festivals, the

set social groups, closely connected with each

other, formed a society appropriate to the

stage of development, sufficiently disciplined

to leave a certain amount of scope for intense

life behind the outward forms. For it would

be incorrect to deny entirely the personal life

of medieval man. But history has shown that

the social and ecclesiastic conventions weighed

too heavily upon him. There arose an ever

more generally felt desire for "freedom,'' a

conception not entirely unknown throughout

the Middle Ages but for the majority of peo-

ple unattainable. Thus the end of the Middle

Ages is characterized by the upsurging of

man, who has become aware that his relation

both to society and to God no longer satisfies

him, because everything that he has acquired
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in the course of the years is not expressed in

it. The knight begins to realize Aat he is

humanly too good to seek his highest fulfill-

ment in a code of honor, a game, and a color-

ful feast; the ecclesiastic recognizes that his

highest yearnings cannot be satisfied by the

subtle and highly ingenious game of scholas-

ticism; the peasant, with the citizen, refuses to

accept that there should be no room, between

his earthly misery and the promised glory of

the hereafter, for a sound development of

his hiiman possibilities on earth.

From this summary it is sufl&ciently clear,

I think, that in the last analysis, the third

order was most interested in a renewal of

existence. It wanted to cash at least a part

of the promised rewards and elevations on

earth. How was this possible? Only by stimu-

lating the fierce earthly life of the senses

that we have ascertained behind the facade

in the Middle Ages, and in connection there-

with to discriminate the conception of sin a

litde more and above all to make it a little

less inexorable.

Humanism thus means the striving of man
to devise a system in conformity with his

growing ability to discriminate, his strength-

ening feeling of independence, and above all

with his changed attitude toward the life

hereafter and promised salvation.

Two characteristic qualities of Netherlands

literature revealed themselves in the Middle

Ages not only for the first time but also most

clearly. First, the masterly ability to make

what is strange one’s own. In the entire

medieval literature C^s also later) we find

foreigQ motifs. For example, the Netherlands

romances of chivalry are divided into four

groups: the Charlemagne; the Arthurian;

Oriental; and classic romances. The material

worked up is the common property of almost

all European literature but the manner is im-

mistakably of the Netherlands. This can be

seen most clearly in the masterwork of Nether-

lands Godiicism Vm dm Vos Reinaarde

(About Reynard the Fox). No historian of

literature doubts that the poet, who is known
only by the description Willem-who-made-

the-Madoc, borrowed an important part of

his material from the French epic poem Le
Plaid, but this fact does not affect Ae value

or the peculiarity of the Netherlands version.

This ability to change the very essence of bor-

rowed material in such a way that it becomes

one’s own proves a strongly formed national

character. The second characteristic quality

of the medieval and of the entire Netherlands

literature is ‘the sharp contrast between the

didactic and the lyric poem. The inclination

to moralize is inborn in the Netherlands peo-

ple, And the Reformation has strengthened

this considerably. But when strict ethics ex-

cessively oppressed their intellectual life, the

best among our people always foimd a way
out in lyricism.

Van den Vos Reinaarde has been mentioned

as the pinnacle of Gothic literature in the

Netherlands. There are also the dramatic

poem Lancelot van Denemarken^ the lyric

narrative Beatrijs; the allegorical play Elfeer-

Ujch The number of short lyric poems that

we still consider among the best of our entire

literature is very great. This rich lyric flower-

ing gradually stiffened into a very strange

phenomenon, for which we use the term

rhetorics, in which artificiality in construc-

tion and choice of word leads to the Baroque.

In the late 15th c., a period of confusion

began for Netherlands literature. Along with

the rhetoricians there lived poets of real sig-

nificance, forerimners of the Golden Age.

The great historic event that completely

changed the picture of Netherlands culture

was the separation of the Netherlands. Dur-

ing the entire Middle Ages the Netherlands

formed an intellectual entity and a very im-

portant part of what we consider the best in

Netherlands literature originated in the South.

The separation of the Southern and the

Northern Lowlands that took place at the
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end of the i6th c, has never been complete.

In this alternation of attraction and repulsion

two factors exerted strong influence: the Ref-

ormation, with all its consequences; and the

hidden strength of Latinity.

During the Middle Ages and for many
years after, the culture of the Netherlands

was carried and characterized by the South,

by that strange mixture of two hostile ele-

ments inseparably united: Catholicism, and

the after-effects of Greek and Latin antiquity.

Gothicism, which is the apotheosis of the

South, was followed by the Netherlands

Baroque which reached its height, as regards

the art of painting in the South (Rubens),

and as regards literature in the North

(Vondel). The domination of the North then

lasted till Romanticism. If, therefore, we trace

the relation of the Southern and Northern

Lowlands over the three main periods of liter-

ature in the common tongue, we see a Goth-

icism which is almost exclusively Southern, a

Baroque which is exclusively Northern, and

a Romanticism which leads to a synthesis of

North and South. This process is not yet

quite complete. But during the last few years

the intellectual bonds between the South and

North Lowlands have become so close that a

lingual and literary entity with all the

nuances maintained is shaping more and

more clearly.

This phenomenon was ushered in by the

emancipation of the Catholics in the Northern

Netherlands (1848). Since then the influence

of Catholicism has grown steadily, making

possible an intellectual rapprochement of the

Roman Catholic South and the mixed (but

according to tradition Protestant) North. In

the South, meanwhile, the influence of

Latinity in its modem form, French intellec-

tual life, has stea^ly decreased, facilitating

the growth toward the North.--

Netherlands Gothicism was dominated by
four great poetic figures: P. C. Hooft^ (1581-

1647), Gerbrand Adriaanszoon Bredero^

(1585-1618), Joost van den Vondel*^ (1587-

1679), and Constantijn Huygens’^ (1596-

1687). Of these four, Vondel was without a

shadow of doubt the most remarkable and

richly checkered nature. He did not have the

refinement and lyric tension of Hooft nor the

acuminated intellect of Huygens but he had a

passion, an intellectual driving force, an in-

exhaustible ingenuity and above all an imag-

ination as none of his contemporaries. In his

art he was so natural, so guileless, so upright

that from his work we learn to know the

entire man, including his weaknesses and

shortcomings. At every moment of his long,

rich life, he was ready to fight for his concep-

tions and his ideas even with the strongest

powers in the country. Vondel was not only

a great poet; he was a strong, versatile, cour-

ageous man. His naive and at the same time

emphatic vindication of the truth, and with

it his natural melodiousness, give him the

appearance of a medieval poet among his

intellectual Renaissance, contemporaries. One
could almost say that Gothicism and Baroque

meet in him, that he forms the link between

these two mental attitudes.

VondeFs life and soul was so much in his^

convictions and he was so averse to conces-

sions that he certainly did not belong to the

agreeable people, in contrast to Hooft and

Huygens who were extremely cultured men

of die world vrith good manners and of great

fascination. Hooft was the greater poet. He
wrote a number of short lyric love songs that

, belong to the most beautiful in Netherlands

literature and, for all their exquisite form,

maintain the truth and depth of human feel-

ing. As historic writer he lives on, however

antiquated his material and his methods may

be, on account of the wealth and elegance

of his prose style. He was the first prose artist

of the Netherlands. Huygens, who like Hooft

belonged to the ruling class, was a wise, witty,

and ingenious poet, of ^Wellectual passion.''

Bredero, a cbdld of the people, stood nearer
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to Vondel than to Hooft and Huygens in his

art. He is natural, spontaneous, direct In

Netherlands literature he was the first bohe-

mian, unbridled, prone to extremes, some-

times living in wild dissipation, then again in

a period of deep and serious repentance and

contemplation. These two poles of his being

we find in his work. He wrote both the most

delightful drinking songs and the most fervent

avowals of faith. Besides these four principal

figures lived several poets of lasting value;

Jacob Reefsen; Heiman Dullaert; Johannes

Stalpaert van der Wiele; Jeremias de Decker;

Jan Janszoon Starter; Diederik Rafaelszoon

Camphuisen; Willem Sluyter; Jodokus van

Lodenstein; Joachim Oudaem. Jacob Cats, a

poet of the people, was so popular that every-

one called him Father Cats. In Netherlands

families where not much reading was done,

to the end of the 19th c. there were always,

beside the Bible, the collected works of

Father Cats.

It would not be difficult to assemble from

those years a hundred poems stiH recognized

as masterworks. VondeFs lyric dramas repre-

sent the highest peak of the Netherlands

spirit, not only on account of their rich poesy,

their splendid form worked out in the last

detail, but also on account of their huiilan

and ideological content. There is also the

prose of Hooft, Van Mander, Brandt, and

Heinsius.

The transition to the i8th c. was made by

the poet Jan Luiken"^ (1649-1712). His

youth^s work, collected in Duitsche Lier

(German Lyric) is founded on the glorifica-

tion of earthly love. Under the influence of

German mystics, especially Jacob Boehme, he

became converted to a deepened Christianity.

Thereafter he wrote a number of sublime

Christian meditations, and at the same time

the deepest and richest poetry in our tongue,

Jan Luiken was a lithographer by profession

and he illuminated his books himself with

beautiful etchings. After him came three other

poets; Jan van Broekhuizen, Jan Baptista

Wellekens and Hubert Cornells Foot. The
outstanding figures of the i8th c. are drama-

tists and prose writers. Pieter Langendijk

(1683-1756) wrote moral plays and comedies,

of which especially the later ones are still

played regularly. His principal works are: Het
Wederzijdsch Huwelijkshedrog (The Miitml
Marriage Swindle'); De Spegel der Voder-

landsche Letteren (The Mirror of National

Literature); Don Quichotte op de bruiloft van

Camacho (Don Quixote at the Wedding of

Camacho); Krelis Louwen,

Justus van Effen (1684-1735) was the first

Netherlands essayist. Based on English mod-

els he published between 1731 and 1735, in

De Holhmdsche Spectator (The Netherlands

Spectator)^ a series of excellent prose com-

positions, sometimes moralizing sometimes de-

scriptive, sometimes narrative. Later, the first

novelists appear; Betje Wolff*^ (1738-1804)

and Aagje Deken* (1741-1804). Their chief

work consists of two elaborate novels in

the form of letters: Sara Burgerhart and

Willem Leevend. Wolff and Deken are a

little long-winded for the taste of our time but

this shortcoming is compensated by their

sharp, witty typifying of persons and condi-

tions, by their feeling for human values, by

their independent thinking and their humor.

There were also a number of philosophically

trained prose writers: Hieronymus van Alpben

(1746-1803) with his Aesthetica; Frans

Hemsterhuis (1721-90), who wrote in

French on philosophy and art; Paulus van

Hemert; above all, Johannes Kinker,

Lyric elevation appears again in the early

19th c. in the work of two poets: Willem

Bilderdijk* and A. C. W. Staring.

Romanticism gave Netherlands inteUectud

life new possibilities and new force. Never

before had it been so obvious that the Nether-

lands and Belgium he on the point of inter-

action where great movements meet The
German, the French and the English Roman-
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deism made themselves felt: Die Leiden des

jungen Werther; La nouvelle Helotse; Ossian.

After 1830, Byronism dominated, Willem

Bilderdijk (1756-1831) is still a controversial

figure. According to the general conception olE

ipoetry, there is little in his very comprehensive

work that satisfies us, very little that stirs us.

A few poems, short lyric experiments, we can

still accept; but in the rest we are discouraged

by his heavy, sometimes ridiculous rhetoric.

But we find in his work a rich treasure of

data about the events and still more about

the intellectual trends of his day. He was

without doubt of greater importance as a per-

son than as an artist. When the French in-

vaded the Netherlands in 1795, Bilderdijk

left the country. As exile he sojourned in

Hamburg, London, and Brunswick. But in

1806 he was tempted by favorable offers by

the conquerors to return to the occupied Neth-

erlands. The consequences of this weakness of

character dominated the remainder of Bilder-

dijFs life. After the liberation of the country,

he lived on an annuity given him by the

Orangemen he had betrayed, Bilderdijk then

established himself in Leiden and assembled

around him a circle of young people, in whom
he

.
roused reactionary Christian principles

and formed the nucleus from which the anti-

revolutionary party, important in Netherlands

politics, was to emerge.

Beside him, A. C. W, Staring is a modest

figure, who occupied himself little with pub-

Jic life, but who in his lyric poetry, entirely

free from the turgidity that spoilt Bilderdijk's

work, showed himself to 'be an important,

,clean, and elegant poet.

The romantic novel was at that time prac-

ticed by J^cob van Lennep (1802-68) and

Geertruida Bosboom-Toussaint (1812-86),

Van Lennep's novels, influenced by Scottis,

do not excel in beauty of language or portrayal

of character, but won great popularity through

.their captivating narrative style. He is a bom
narrator, telling his story with such convic-

tion that it no longer matters what he has to

tell. Mrs. Bosboom-Toussaint lacks this cap-

tivation, The pace of her novels is slow; fre-

quently she allows herself to be betrayed into

detailed speculations that interrupt the. course

of events. She is, however, an excellent

stylist. Her best pages—as in the series (1846-

55) presenting Robert Dudley's adventures—

are written in a stately, rich, warm prose.

Moreover she is a keen observer of human na-

ture and of historic events.

Romanticism in the Netherlands found its

crown and confirmation in the establishment

of the monthly De Gids (1837—), begun

by three young men, Aemout Drost,*^ Reinier

Bakhuizen van den Brink, and E. J. Potgieter'^

(1808-75). Potgieter was the first great critic

of Netherlands literature. He also wrote some

stories, as well as significant, mostly philo-

sophical and historical poems; but however

we admire these, he derives his greatest signif-

icance from his intellectual leadership. He
dominated the intellectual life of almost the

entire 19th c. Potgieter was a merchant by

profession; by his unimpeachable conduct and

his noble conceptions of art and life, he won

such prestige as few Netherlands writers after

him have enjoyed. He lacked fire and imagina-

tion, but possessed a deep sobriety, a feeling

for measure and balance, and a thorough

knowledge of literature, old and new. His

critical work was continued in another spirit

but with the same conviction by Conrad

Busken Huet"^ (1826-86). Huet was orig-

inally a clergyman, sojourned in Java as col-

laborator on a daily from 1868 to 1876, then

settled in Paris to write.
,
Besides his innumer-

able essays and detailed critical introductions

collected as Literarische Phantosieen en

Kritiehen he wrote lengthy works on the his-

tory of culture of which Het Land vcm

Rembrandt is the most important. Another

critic, Jacob GeeP (1789-1862), was influen-

tial in simplifying Dutch prose, and ridding

it of romantic bombast.
,

'
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Nicolaas Beets (1814-1903), professor of

theology in Leiden, wrote thousands of

poems; but in modern anthologies only one

poem has been preserved. But though rightly

forgotten as rhymer, he continues to live

through a collection of sketches of middle-

class life, the still popular Camera Obscura. In

the Camera Beets gave the first samples of

Netherlands realism, which the romanticist

Potgieter scornfully called ^ust for copying

daily life/' But this genial, humorous realism

has a special attraction for the Netherlands

national character. During* the entire 19th c.

we find, besides the great romanticists, writ-

ers who practised Netherlands realism on

Beets' model, but unfortunately not always

with sufficient talent. Not until after 1900 do

we see this sense for reality bring forth great

art under the influence of French naturalism.

Beside the writers mentioned stands one

who belongs to the very greatest not only of

our country but of all Europe: Eduard

Douwes Dekker,'^ known under his pseudo-

nym Multatuli (1820-87). During his life and

after, he was the center of violent polemics;

he has uninterruptedly belonged to the most

widely read writers. In the years before the

invasion, between 1930 and 1940, he was the

central figure of the intellectual interest of

the younger generation. The two principal

figures of that time, Menno ter Braak and E.

du Perron, were passionate Multatulians; the

latter has devoted an important part of his

life's work to Multatuli.

Eduard Douwes Dekker went to the Neth-

erlands Indies in 1838 as official in the Civil

Service. In 1846 he conflicted with the then

ruling system and was dismissed. He settled

dbvm in Brussels where he wrote Max Have-

Imr^ one of the pinnacles of Netherlands liter-

ature and of Netherlands prose. It is a rhap-

sodic book of fantastic wealth, carried by deep

conviction and warm human passion. His

second novel, Woutertje Pieterse, is the first

and in the Netherlands unexcdled model of

child psychology. Innumerable shorter and

longer reflections were collected, as Ideen.

Multatuli's influence has been incalculably

great and spread over all domains. He freed

Netherlands prose from the stateliness that

quickly became rigidity. He wrote a living,

flowing, infinitely varied, but always exact

prose. He was first to use the ordinary word;

he was natural and witty and passionate in a

natural way. He combated all forms of hypoc-

risy and unworthiness and fought for free-

dom in living and thinking. To his con-

temporaries he was the personification of

liberality and tolerance. Finally, the liberal

and ethical government established to educate

Indonesians in their own traditions and

gradually to train them for self-government,

is based on ideas ventilated by Multatuli.

Douwes Dekker, who spent the last years

of his life in the neighborhood of Wiesbaden,

returned regularly to the Netherlands to de-

liver his lectures. He had a fiery eloquence,

based on a deep inner gravity. He was more

than a great writer; he was a living element

in Netherlands life, an active force, a leader

who disciplined and pointed the way.

The term Movement of the Eighties is

generally used to indicate a revival of litera-

ture brought about by a group of young

writers assembled round the periodical De
Nieuwe Gids (founded 1885). This literary

revival, however, is a part of a general revival

that took place in all domains of intellectual

life; in painting, in architecture, in music, in

politics. For the Movement of the Eighties

coincides with the first heroic years of so-

cialism in the Nedierlands. We can charac-

terize every attempt at rejuvenating and

widening bought and action with a few

names: in literature, Willem Kloos (1859-

1930); in architecture, H. P. Berlage; in

painting, W. Breitner; in music, Alphons

Diepenbrocfc; in philosophy, G.T.P.J. BoUand;

in politics, Domela Nieuwenhuis. Between

1870 and 1900 the Netherlands had a mag-
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nificent, many-sided flowering in many re-

spects comparable to the best years of the

Golden Age.

The men of De Nieuwe Gids systematically

made it seem as if by a miracle life and all its

expressions had suddenly been radically

changed, and that they alone were the

originators of this revival. But we have al-

ready seen its great forerunner in Multatuli;

among others that paved the way are Willem

Warner van Lennep (not to be confused with

the above-mentioned novelist, Jacob van Len-

nep); Carel Vosmaer; Simon Gorter; Jacob

Winkler Prins; W. L. Penning; Marcellus

Emants; Jacques Perk. Of these, Jacques

Perk* (1859-81) has the greatest importance,

not so much for his work as for his influence.

Dying at 22, Perk left behind a number of

verses whose value was recognized by Carel

Vosmaer but accurately estimated by Willem

Kloos. By publishing them, himself writing

an introduction, Kloos found in Perk a start-

ing-point for his movement of revival.

Marcellus Emants (1848-1923) wrote two

epic-philosophical poems, Lilith and Goden-

schemering CTwilight of the Gods'), whose

ideological content, poetic value, and austere

form set them among the most significant in

our literature. He also wrote novels, plays,

and books of travel, uneven in value but never

without significance. Among his novels there

is at least one work of first rank, Een
Nagelaten Bekentenis, Save for Multatuli,

Emants is the strongest personality and the

most singular figure of his time, less of the

19th than of the 20th c. The Netherlands

naturalism of the School of the Nieuwe Gids

originated in Emants’ relentless criticism of

man and society.

W. L. Penning (1840-1924) accords more
with his time; despite the influence of Staring

and Potgieter, his quality is distinctive and

original. Some critics prefer his long narra-

tive poems, particularly Benjamins VerteUin-

gen with its sequel Tom*s Daghoeh Others,

among whom the present writer belongs,

much prefer his short lyric poems, from the

collections Kamermuziek and Levensavond.

Those that he wrote at a ripe old age are

the most touching and deepest. During World
War I Penning wrote a few topical verses of

visionary beauty. His life and work, heartfelt,

simple, deep, always rich in fine, playful

humor, were determined to an important ex-

tent by the fact that he became blind at a

relatively early age. It is reminiscence that

lends all his work a quiet lustre.

In the Movement of the Eighties itself,

what united the writers that founded the

Nieuwe Gids and collaborated on it, was a

negative force: their thorough aversion for

the lesser gods, who talked in a higher tone

than suited them' and occupied more space

than was their due. For the rest these writers

were strong, * sharply outlined personalities

who elevated individualism to a fundamental

principle. One can think of no greater con-

trasts, as man and as artist, than Willem

Kloos and Albert Verwey (1865-1936);

Kloos, a volcano, enveloped in a red glow,

brought forth pure metal and worthless lava;

Verwey, a wide, still lake apparently unmoved,

but sheltering a rich life in its depth. Kloos,

the hermit, Verwey, the man of the com-

munity; Kloos, a man of feeling, Verwey, a

man of thought. If one compares their life’s

work as it now lies completed before us, one

cannot imagine that these two writers were

not merely contemporaries but came from the

same intellectual and social milieu. Besides

Kloos and Verwey, Herman Gorter (1864-

1927) in his conscious glorification of com-

munism, is a third entirely different, "per-

sonality. The same is the case with the prose

writers. Lodewijk van Deyssel and Jacobus

van Looy have nothing in common in their

personality or in their style.

One can therefore describe the Movement
of the Eighties and the principles of the

Nieuwe Gids. only in very general terms,
^
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which perforce give an incomplete picture

of the wealth of life and art in those days.

The Nieuwe Gids fought against false

rhetoric, trite figures of speech, the unreal

confusion of moral and aesthetic principles;

it demanded uprightness and depth of feel-

ing, clarity and pureness of thought, and

above all a living form in harmony with the

intention. The early characteristic and pic-

turesque figure of the Movement of the

Eighties was Kloos; the most important lit-

erary figure was Verwey; but the greatest

lyric natural force, one of the greatest poets

of the Netherlands language of all times, was

Herman Gorter. His lyric, symbolic poem
Met represents one of the highest flights of

the Netherlands spirit.

The most important prose writer of the

group was Jacobus van Looy (1855-1930) a

painter of great talent who at first tried to

paint also in words but later, in his main

work De Wonderlijke Avonturen van Ze-

hedeus (in 3 parts), abandoned realism for a

playful ironic fantasy.

Aloof, and solitary in his life, stood Frederik

van Eeden (1860-1932), physician, world re-

former, poet, playwright, novelist, critic, jour-

nalist. No writer of the Nieuwe Gids roused

so much polemic. His old fellow-combatants

turned against him; the pubHc saw in him a

dangerous instigator; and the younger spirits

were repelled by his somewhat theatrical man-

ner, Yet van Eeden, whatever his faults and

shortcomings may have been, possessed great

talents as a writer, and has left behind many

a book that can defy time. His principal work

consists of a lyric philosophical drama, De
Broeders; a psychological novel, Van de Koele

Meeren des Doods; and a prose allegory (in

3 parts), De Kleine Johannes, the first and

most important part of which became very

popular,

ReaBsm and its extreme consequence natu-

ralism accord with one side of the Netherlands

national character; and we have in the Neth-

erlands, through all changing trends, an un-

interrupted line of loving or critical portrayers

of daily life. In the time of the Nieuwe Gids,

and immediately after, the most important

novelists in this line were Frans Coenen,

Herman Robbers, Gerard van Eckeren, and

three women o£ great talent: Top NaefiF, Mar-

got Scharten-Antink, and Carry Van Bruggen,

But the most important novelist of the age,

Louis Couperus (1863-1923), belongs neither

to the original Nieuwe Gids group nor to the

realistic school, in the limited sense. He wrote

some novels that can indeed be called realistic

—e.g. Eline Vere—hut in his best work he

rose above it; his most important book. Van
Oude Menschen, de Dingen die Voorhijgaan,

has inner secrets and tensions that fall entirely

outside die range of an accurate portrayal of

reality. Besides this, Couperus wrote a series

of historic, fantastic books De Berg van Licht,

De Comedimten, Het Levende Schaakbord,

and an endless series of charming stories,

fantasies, and causeries.

The Nieuwe Gids maintained real signifi-

cance for our literature for scarce a decade.

Its leader, Willem Kloos, deteriorated as artist

and as man. The mutual bond was lost. But

very soon a new generation of writers came to

fin the thinned ranks. After 1900, three im-

portant poets and one great prose writer

appeared: Henriette Roland Holst (b. X869);

P, C. Boutens (1870-1943); T. H. Leopold

(1865-1925); and the novelist Arthur van

Schendel (b, 1872)*

Under the influence of Gorter, Henriette

Roland Holst early turned to socialism, and

dedicated a number of voluminous works to

sociology. Much more significant, however, is

her visionary poetry, which shouted the mis-

ery and hope of millions of yearning and

humiliated fellow-beings, in the free flow of

indomitable verse. Behind everything Henri-

ette Roland Holst thought and did, we see

her indestructible vision of a revived Edai

where men will hve in peace and friendship,
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healthy and happy. Nowhere else has the ideal

of the universal brotherhood of man been so

convincingly, so passionately, sung in Nether-

lands literature. Gradually the world picture

of the poetess became richer and deeper.

Everything dogmatic in her was finally dis-

solved in a poignant yet always light human-

ity. Her collection De Vrouw in het Woud^
bom of communion with the deepest potenti-

alities of her own soul, seems to have been

the necessary preparation for the strong re-

vival of her collection Verzonken Grenzen,

Here the poetess for the first time consciously

expresses herself regarding the relation of

man to God. This theme continued to inspire

her work. Her poems, both political and re-

ligious, are love lyrics. She loves a human
being,' human beings, humanity, God. Beside

her, Bdutens, the poet of the cool crystal

form, was a somewhat absent-minded, haughty

esthete. He requires careful reading; then one

discerns what a deep, great lyric poet he is.

Human emotion is always expressed in his

poetry, but it is sublimated by what the

critic Coster calls % mystic sway over fate

and suffering.^’ The collection Stemmen

(1907) perhaps contains his most beautiful

poems; Vergeten LiedjeSj his most charming.

All his work is rich in subtle, hidden beauties.

Boutens, who died during the occupation, is

rightly classed among our classic poets; imme-

diately after the liberation, his Collected

Works was one of the first books to appear.

J. H. Leopold occasionally published a

poem, instantly praised by connoisseurs. Not
until 1913 was he persuaded to publish a

collection. After his death, his work was

collected, reviewed, and published by Pro-

fessor P. N. van Eyck. His work is the poetry

of a lonely man, the expression of a love that

has become ethereal, of an aimless tenderness,

which penetrates everything it meets, making

it transient* Boutens well characterized Leo-

pold'a work when he said: ^It is almost

silence.'^

The great prose writer of his generation,

perhaps the greatest the Netherlands has ever

produced, is Arthur van Schendel, who wrote

in sharp reaction against the impressionistic

manner of writing and the naturalistic vision

of a group of men during the i88o's. Van
Schendel's life's work can be divided into

two periods. In the first C 1900-30), he chose

preferably material from an imaginary Italian

Renaissance. His two main problems were

destiny and loneliness. His most important

work is Een Zwerver (in 2 parts): Een

Zwerver Verliefd; Een Zwerver Verdwaald,

In the second period, Van Schendel chose

Netherlands motifs of the 19th c., as pre-

eminently in the trilogy of dark, deep, pas-

sionate novels, Een Hollandsch Drama, De
Rijke Man; Grauwe Vogels, The first and

third of these have appeared in English as

A House in Haarlem and Grey Birds, Van
Schendel has written about 30 novels, not

one of which lacks beauty and deeper mean-

ing. Furthermore he wrote 5 volumes of fan-

tastic stories; a drama, Pandorra; and some

collections of travel causeries. The narratives

unveil quite another side of his nature. They
are light, playful, wise, and witty and are

evidence of van Schendel's unlimited ingenu-

ity. Now over seventy, he still provides sur-

prises, In 1944, for instance, he wrote his first

poem, an epic presentation of the historic

development of his country, De Nederlmden,

Two of his books have acquired very great

popularity: the already mentioned early work,

Een Zwerver and that incomparable master-

work of Netherlands prose, De Watemiany of

his second period.

Between 1905 and 1908 a new generation,

consisting mainly of lyric poets, made its

debut. Outstanding are three important fig-

ures; A. Roland Holst (b. i888); J. C. Bloem

(b. 1887); and P. N. van Eyck (b. 1887).

When A. Roland Holst made his debut, in

J911, it was immediately clear that his verse

had a breadth, lightness, and grace that gave
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it a strong individuality amid that of his con-

temporaries, who struck a much heavier, more

sombre tone. Holst is the poet of sea and

wind, of dream islands, Elysian longing, cos-

mic passions. But even in his most unworldly

poems he retains an undertone of deep, true

humanity. J. C. Bloem^s work consists of a

few verses, less than a hundred, but not one

would a reader want to miss. It is a work of

sustained power, faultless and pure, in which

each poem moves with clear inevitability.

Bloem is the poet of a bitterness grown melo-

dious. He mourns lost illusions, laments, fail-

ures, humiliation, loneliness; he compares

poor everyday reality with the idealized de-

lights and expectations of his youth, and feels

defeated. His four collections of poems: Het

Verlangen; Media Vita; De Nederlaag (The

Defeaty; Sintels — revealing titlesl — are a

unique testimony of human weakness, trans-

foniied by die miracle of poetry into greatness

and dight. P. N. van Eyck, yerwey's successor

as professor in Leiden, wrote, especially dur-

ing the years just before the invasion, a num-

ber of profoimd and sagacious essays. His

collected poetic work, not yet estimated at its

real value, bears evidence of a rich and fer-

vent life, of heart and intellect; it is one of

the best examples of philosophical poetic art

and intellectual passion.

The. most important prose writers of this

generation are J. Gronloh, who wrote but

three long novelettes, of which two approach

perfection in their clear formulation; and

Reinier van Genderen Stort who after his

best work, the novel Kleine Inez^ lapsed into,

hopeless, irreal mannerism.

A group of younger poets preceded the so-

called modems, the expressionists or vitalists.

This transition ismade by J. W. F. Werumeus

Buning (b. 1891}; Victor van Vriesland- (b.

1892); Herman van den Bergh (b. 1897) and

M. Nijhoff (b. 1899); of these, the last is

the greatest. He introduced into Netherlands

l^cisnr p new tor^e and a new sentiment^

that may be defined as ecstatic objectivity.

His influence on his younger contemporaries

was very great, and still continues as an

effective force in the post-War world.

The period between the two World Wars
was one of rich intellectual life. In the first

decade the figure of the lyric poet H. Mars-

man (1899-1940) dominated; in the second

decade, that of the critic Menno Ter Braak

(1902-40). In other words, between 1920

and 1930 the artistes attention was directed

toward the regeneration of the world; between

1930 and 1940, toward the interpretation of

the world. In most recent times, just before

the invasion, there ivas a re\aved inclination,

under the influence of French surrealism, to

create a fantastic reality.

Three periodicals had an important func-

tion during this period: Het Getij (founded

1916; short lived); De Vrije Bladen; and

Forum, founded as a reaction against De Vrije

Bladen, Three great figures emerged from

De Vrije Bladen: J. J. Slauerhoff (1898-

1936); H. Marsman; Hendrik de Vries.

Forum was the organ of Menno Ter Braak;

E. du Perron (1899-1940); and S. Vestdijk

(b. 1898). Round these principal figures as-

sembled many excellent supporters and, as

always, countless followers, imitators, epigones

of weak personality and few talents. Over

against the singing poetry of the Vrije Bladen

or, to use a famous formula by Nijhoff, over

against "the poem that sings itself loose from

its meaning,” the Forum provided the spoken

poetry, the meaning, the document hummn.
The writers of Forum for the first time sug-

gested the possibility of an unpoetic poetic

art. E. du Perron emphatically called his col-

lected poems Parlondo, There were polemics

over the opposition: form or man; and Menno
Ter Braak, who had studied Nietzsche, glori-

fied personality and conscious subjectivity.

The fight of Forum employed the common
word, as against the lofty rhetoric of the Vrije

Bladen- The v^^riters of Forum were aware of
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the limitation both of their conceptions and

of their influence,

Unpoetic poetry, glorification of the com-

mon word, supremacy of man over form, pref-

erence for irony, for expressions from the

vernacular, and allusion to actuality, were

necessary in the development of Netherlands

literature, hut they did not constitute the

basis for a rich or profound intellectual life.

The Forum-time was, as it were, a convales-

cent "cure," But meanwhile surrealism, from

France, had exerted a tremendous influence.

In the Netherlands it has produced two im-

portant poets: Gerrit Achterberg (b. 1906)

and Ed. Hoomik (b. 1910). Achterberg, espe-

cially, is a remarkable poetic figure who now

(1946) stands in the center of our literary life.

If we survey the development of Nether-

lands literature from 1920 to the present day

we see that above the interplay of currents

and counter currents, above groups and schools,

there stands out as the literary genius of this

time, S. Vestdijk (b. 1898). Originally a

physician, he has devoted himself exclusively

to literature since 1935 and in the course of

ten years has produced a number of works

that rouse the astonishment and admiration

of his contemporaries. VestdijFs energy and

fertility are all but unlimited. During the

occupation he spent several years in a German
concentration camp. There, while death daily

lay in wait for him, he wrote three hundred

lyric poems, two philosophical works, and a

number of novels. In 12 years, Vestdijk has

written about 20 novels and groups of nov-

elettes, 10 collections of essays, one play, an

epic poem, and countless lyric verses. He is a

keen psychologist, a master at conjuring up
historic atmosphere, in convincing and cap-

tivating narrative style. He makes his figures

and situations live. One peak of his work is

a great historic novel, Het Vyfde Zegd with

El Greco as the central figure.

It is no exaggeration to say that S, Vestdijk

, has completely dominated the Netherlands

literature of the last ten years as poet, but in

still greater measure as novelist, as critic, as

theoretician. Among the very youngest prose

writers is Adriaan van der Veen, with a tone

entirely his own and his own imaginative

world. These are characterized by a singular

mixture of a keenly and ironically perceived

reality and a youthful, lyric dream. After a

number of short stories that attracted consid-

erable attention, he completed (in New York,

where he lived from 1940 to 1946) his great

novel Wij hehhen Vlmgels (Wings Have

We).

During the war and the occupation of the

Netherlands, there was no question of a pub-

lic intellectual and literary life, because all

writers of any significance with but one ex-

ception turned passionately against the con-

quefor. Several of them have not survived the

horror, H. Marsman was drowned in the

Channel; Ter Braak committed suicide;, Du
Perron died as a result of the invasion;' Jo

Otten was killed; Jan Campert, Walter

Brandlight, Willem Arondeus and more were

shot by the enemy.

One can say, although little of what was

written during those days has as yet seen the

light of day, that the misery of that time

brought the writers back to worldly reality.

Of the metaphysical playfulness of the sur-

realists, little is left; on the other hand, we
observe a rich flourishing of a long neglected

genre, the battle poem. During the occupa-

tion, one new name came to the fore, that of

the poet Bertus Aafjes. In the years ahead, the

rich Netherlands spirit will continue to find

expression in the literary arts.

G. Kalff, Geschiedenis der Nederlandsche Let-

teren, 7 v, (Groningen) 1909; Jan ten Brink,

Geschiedenis der Nederlandsche Letterknnde (Am-
sterdam), 1897; Jan te Winkd, De Ontwikkdiings-

gang der Nederlandsche Letterkunde, 4 v,; Dr. J.

Frinsen, J. Lzn., Handhoek tot de Nederlandsche

Letterkimdige Geschiedenis (VGravenhage), 1928;

Dr. K, H. de Raaf and J. J. Griss, Stroomingen en
Cestalten (RotWrdam), 1931; Frans Bastiaans^
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Overzicht van de ontwikkeling der Nederlandsche

Letterkunde (Amsterdam), 1922.-27; J. Greshoff,

Heart of Europe (N.Y.); G. lUlff, Het Lied in de
Middeleeuwen (Leiden) 1883; J, A. N. Knuttel,

Het Geestelijk Lied in de Nederlanden voor de

Kerkhervonning (Rotterdam), 1906; J. A. Worp,
Geschiedenis van ket Drama en Tooneel in Neder-

land (Groningen), 1904; L. Simons, Het drama en
tooned in hun ontwikkeling (Amsterdam), 1922-

27; G, KalfiF, Geschiedenis der Nederland^he Let-

terkunde m de i6de eeuw (Leiden), 1889; G.
Kalff, Studien over Nederlandstie dichters der I7de
eeuw; Dr. P. Leendertz, Leven van Vondel (Am-
sterdam), 1910; G. Kalff, Vondel^s Leven (Haar-

lem), 1896; G. Kalff, Lit. en tooneel te Amsterdam
in de i7de eeuw (Haarlem), 1895; Albert Verwey,
Toen de Gids werd opgericht, 1897; Willem Kloos,

Veerden Jaar lit. Geschiedenis; Nieuwe Lit,

Gesch; Albert Verwey, Proza, 10 v.

Jan Greshoff.

NEW BRITAIN~See Polynesian.

NEW CALEDONIA-See Polynesian.

NEW GUINEA~See Polynesian.

NEW HEBRIDES-See Polynesian.

NEW SOUTH WALES-See Australian

Aborigine.

NEW ZEALAND
New Zealand is tbe youngest of the British

Dominions, having been established as a

colony in 1840. For the first thirty or forty

years of her existence as part of the British

Empire, her inhabitants were almost entirely

drawn from the British Isles and the early

stages of writing in the country form an es-

sentially expatriate literature. Some colonists

were mere transients and such of these as

'wrote can hardly be considered as contributors

to the literature of New Zealand. As a work-

ing definition of a New Zealand writer in

the middle of last century, I should suggest

that a New Zealand writer is one that identi-

fies himself with the country. As the years

progress the entrance qualification may well

become a little stricter, but for the first fifty

years writing in New Zealand was neces-

sarily done by men and women that had been

bom elsewhere. If they accepted New Zealand

as their coimtry, either for a period or for life,

their claim to inclusion is undeniable.

Writing in the first two decades was mainly

factual in nature. The journal, the record,

the diary and the history were more obvious

mediums than imaginative or creative writing.

Such records as ^ward Jemingham Wak^

field's Adventure in New Zealand (1845)

and F. E. Maning's^ Old New Zealand

(1862) are now source books for social his-

tory, but their ability in narrative and straight-

forward impretentious prose make them rep-

resentative of the writing of their period.

Two sheep-farmers of the sixties, Samuel

Buder and Lady Mary Barker, both of whom
were to become professional writers in Eng-

land, elevated the plain narrative of the

pioneering life into more shapely forms in

Buder's A First Year in the Canterbury Set‘

thment (1863) and Lady Barker's Station

Life in New Zealand (1870). Before he left

New Z^land, Buder had completed

Erewhon, which though not published in

book form imtil 1872 had appeared several

years earlier in the Christchurch Press. Much
of its scenery and background is derived from

the New Zealand Alpine country and the

whole idea of an "upside-down" world may
well have been suggested by the novel condi-

tions, social and physical, discovered by this

sophisticated Cambridge undergraduate.

Frord the imaginative record of pioneering

experience to the novel of pioneering life was

a short step. Fact and fiction are indissolubly
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blended in the early novel which began to

appear in the sixties and seventies. The Nar-

rative of Edward Crewe by W. M. Baines

(1874) is an emigrant autobiography; Alex-

ander Bathgate's Waitaruna (1881) and Vin-

cent Pyke's Wild Will Enderhy (1873)

chronicle the events of the gold rush; and

George Chamier's Philosopher Dick (1891)

take§ as its theme the pioneer sheep-farmer's

struggle with new conditions in unbroken

country. Wild Will Enderhy has the distinc-

tion of being the first novel to be written,

printed, and published in the country. All

earlier novels had been published in London.

These early novels are now difiicult to pro-

cure, but a growing interest in New Zealand

literature should bring them back into print

for the critic and the social historian, for

whom they contain much valuable raw ma-

terial.

With the appearance of Katherine Mans-

field,^ whose first important work was pub-

lished in 1910, New Zealand produced a

writer of world-wide and not merely local

reputation. Katherine Mansfield was a second

generation New Zealander. She left her na-

tive city of Wellington before she was twenty

and established herself as a writer in London/

never returning to her own country. She has

few affinities with the pioneer-life novelists

of the previous period, deriving her tech-

nique from English and European models.

But it is significant that all her best work is

a recreation of her own early life in New
Zealand. Her best short stories and her long-

est book, The Aloe, turn away from the

London and the Europe she knew and return

to the Wellington suburb in which she had

“Spent her childhood years. She is a writer

who had to leave New Zealand because the

young colony was still too immature to toler-

ate or support a creative artist but who could

do no other than belong to the country of

*h^ birth. Her plans for a full-length novel

on New Zealand died with her in 1922.

C- Though* sheis' the couiitry's great^t writer.

m
Katherine Mansfield has been curiously un-

influential on other writers in New Zealand.

The truth was that she short-circuited the

somewhat slow development of the local

novel and prose narrative. Most of the novel-

ists and short-story writers of this century

have derived rather from the pioneer-novel-

ists of the 19th c. William' Satchell's The
Greenstone Door C1914) was the first novel

to look back on the history of the country

(in this story, the Maori Wars) and it occu-

pies a place, strangely similar in literary un-

importance and yet intrinsic significance, to

Fenimore Cooper's The Spy in the develop-

ment of the American novel. In the last two

'

decades the pace has quickened and the writ-

ing of novels and short stories is no longer a

novelty. In the twenties Jane Mander's The
Story of a New Zealand River and Jean

Devanny's The Butche/s Shop have sharply

defined writing on the New Zealand scene.

In the thirties, C. R. Allen, Alan Mulgan,

Mary Scott and Robin Hyde added over a

dozen novels to the list. John Guthrie's The

Little Country portrayed sardonically though

with melodrama the life of the small towns;

and Nellie Scanlan, in her Pencarrow series,

the gentilities of middle class Wellington.

Ngaio Marsh successfully challenged the

giants in detective fiction.

It has remained, however, for a group of

vmters in quite recent years to make the most

significant moves forward in the prose narra-

tive. Man Alone^ C1940) by John Mulgan is

almost certainly the best New Zealand noveL

The short story in the hands of Roderick

Finlayson (Brown Man's Burden^ Sweet

Beulah Land, 1943) and Frank Sargesori (A

Man and his Wife^ 194a; That Summer,

1944) shows a sensitivity and a technical skill

that combines as never before the insight

into New Zealand of the earlier novelists

with a standard' of writing that is no longer

amateur.

Poetry in New Zealand had a later .start

than prose. Therew& jpBhty of to
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the poet's columns of the early newspapers

but little of significance. The first outburst

of real poetry coincided (and I do not think

the coincidence is accidental) with a devel-

opment of national feeling in the nineties.

Jessie Mackay, Thomas Bracken (the author

of the national song) and William Pember

Reeves'^ are naturally strongly influenced by

Victorian English models. But they have left

a group of poems that are genuine poetry,

with an imagery and a spirit that are quite

independent of their English origins.

The poets at the present day fall into two

groups, an older and a younger. Doyen of

the older group is Eileen Duggan, whose

graceful lyricism and clean-cut language more

than outweigh her technically unadventurous

verse-forms. The award in 1940 of two Cen-

tennial poetry prizes to J. R. Hervey (Selected

Poems, 1940; New Poems, 1942) brought to

the notice of the reading public another older

poet, whose combination of tradition and

metaphysical intellectualism makes him New
Zealand's most complete and accomplished

poet. The younger group mostly began writ-

ing in the twenties and both their verse-

forms and their sociological approach to

poetry echo the disturbances of the depres-

sion period. A. R. D. Fairbum, Denis Glover,

R. A. K. Mason and Allen Cumow have in

the last two decades published some dozen

volumes that prove them to be the most

significant group of poets writing in the

country. Curnow in particular has made

great advances both as poet and critic, and

his recent anthology, New Zealand Verse

1923-1945, is the best introduction to the

verse of the last twenty years.

In' other literary forms New Zealand has

not always been so fortunate. In the essay

she has suflFered from too great imitation of

the romantic essayists of the 19th c., but one

writer, M. H. Holcroft, has in recent years

emerged as a prose writer and critical essayist

of integrity and ability (The Deepening

Stream, 1941; The Waiting Hills, 1943).

D'Arcy Cresswell achieved a more than local

success with his autobiography The Poet's

Progress (1930). Some of the best writing

done in the country in recent years has been,

as might be expected of a country which is

still not fully physically developed, on soci-

ology, science, anthropology, economics, and

history. William Pember Reeves' The Long
White Cloud (1898) is still the best book on

the country, but it has been well supple-

mented by the writings of such men as the

Maori, Peter Buck, J. B. Condlilfe, J. C.

Beaglehole, and Oliver Duff. Guthrie-

Smith's'^ Tutira (1921) fits no literary cate-

gory but is perhaps the best account yet

written of the making of a New Zealander.

Literature in New Zealand has gone

through the stages, long familiar in American

writing, of the colonial period imitative of

the mother-country, to a period of awakening

national consciousness. The divided loyalty

to two cultures has now largely disappeared

and New Zealand in recent years has been

able to look independently for material and

inspiration both within the Dominion and out-

side in the Old World and the New without

feeling guilty of high treason. The barriers

before a developing national literature are

physical now rather than mental and these

arise mainly from the smallness of the popu-

lation with its attendant difiiculties of eco-

nomic publication.

E. H. MacComuck, Letters and Arts in New
Zealand (Weflmgton), 1940; G. H. ScholcficH, Dfc-

tionary of New ZeatOnA Biography (Wellingfem),

1940; WilBam Pember Reeves, The Long White
Chad (London), 1924; Alien Chimow, A hook of

New Zealand Verse, 1923-1945 (Christchurch),

1945; Anneds of New Zeedmd Literature (Wdling-
ton), 1936; E. M. Smith, A History of New ZietdaM

Fiction (Wdlington), 1940. See Polynesian.

Ian a. Gordon.
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NEZ PERCf^-Sce North American Native. NIGERIAN—See African.

NGALIA—See Australian Aborigine. NOOTKA—See North American Native.

NICARAGUAN — See Mexican; Spanish

American.

NORTH AMERICAN NATIVE
North American literature is in its entirety

an oral literature; among all groups, both

American Indian and Eskimo, all literary

compositions circulated and were transmitted

from one generation to the next by word of

mouth. No systems of writing, only simple

mnemonic devices such as pictographs, were

known to the native population prior to the

arrival of Europeans.

Poetry (songs and chants) and artistic

prose forms (tales, speeches, prayers) are

found in all groups.

Weakly developed, or dubiously native, or

practically lacking are certain specialized

prose forms: proverbs, riddles, puns, spoken

verse, and the moralizing fable in which the

moral serves as the basis for the story. Expres-

sions that seem to be proverbial sayings have

been noted for a few Plains tribes (the Crow,

the Dakota), the Ojibwa of the Great Lakes

region, the Eskimo, and the Tsimshian of the

North Pacific Coast; but the proverb as de-

veloped in die Old World has only pale

reflections in the New. Two riddles have

been collected from the Labrador Eskimo;

the Huron in 1639 posed riddles as part of a

native ceremony; and more than a hundred

riddles have been collected from the Ten’a

(Koyukon), an Athabaskan tribe in Alaska.

Several of these latter reflect native culture

or local circumstances and are admirably con-

ceived, e.g.: ^We come upstream in red

canoes—Salmon'* or, ‘They look like a herd

of deer lying down.—Bare spots in a snow-

covered landscape." Since parallels for many
of the American Indian riddles do not appear

in Old World collections, it may be that the

practice is indigenous. A few true puns have

been reported, also, for some groups. A Crow

Indian belonging to the Sore-Lip clan, when

asked what his clan affiliations were, at once

replied in Crow, ‘As soon as you look at me,

I am plainly revealed, you ought to know me.

These lips of mine ... are sore, I am a Sore-

lip" (Lowie). Puns have been noted for the

Navaho, Zuni, Coeur d'Alene, Dakota, and

punning may be more widespread over the

continent than it was formerly thought to be.

Likewise, a few examples of native spoken

verse have been recorded for the Eskimo.

Several examples of moralizing animal fables

of the Aesop type have been collected from

the Pueblo peoples of the Southwest and

from some of the Plateau tribes, but these

are post-European introductions by Catholic

missionaries.

Lacking over die entire continent are epic

poetry and dramatic presentations. Imperson-

ation and clovming are common in cere-

monies, and various groups have developed

pantomimic performances especially in con-

nection with rituals, but representation of

myth plots or other material by human actors,

using songs or sustained dialogue, has not

been recorded.

The fundamental characteristic of all na-

tive North American literature is its rhythmic

repetition. Whether this repetition is of con-

tent, or of form, or of both, varies according

to the production—poem, tale, formal ora-

tion, prayer.

Poetry. Practically all native poetry is either
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sung or chanted. Its distinguishing feature is

its rhythmic repetition of formal imits and

content. Interlacing verse patterns, by either

alternation of lines or repeated lines (e.g.,

aahahcd aacdcd') make for rhythmic repeti-

tion of form. Meaningless syllables, words,

phrases, lines, stan2as, may be repeated, not

once but many times; monotony in content

often serves to emphasize the idea of the

poem, which is the chief center of interest.

The repetition of identical or closely similar

sounds arranged at regular intervals (rhyme)

occurs only rarely.

Songs. Songs are extremely concise; the

words may merely allude to the idea or action

which the song commemorates, hence the

text often serves as little more than a mne-

monic summary. The diction of songs often

diflFers from that of ordinary speech, among

both Eskimo and Indians; words are altered

by elision, by the use of afl&xes, or by substi-

tution of sounds. To secure the desired eflFect,

words with musical qualities may be used

to supplement those dxat have been altered.

Archaic words and words borrowed from

foreign languages are frequently encountered,

especially in religious songs. Vocables are

often used for preludes and refrains, or to

fill out a measure; or words may be subor-

dinated to the music so that the entire song

text consists of one or several vocables. Tonal-

ity in simple form is achieved by using words

or vocables in which open vowel sounds

occur. Assonantal tone quality is frequent,

and a conspicuous feature of songs. Ono-

matopoeia is wideq^read and seems to be used

fairly frequently. Sense imagery is quite

common; sources of imagery include topog-

raphy, mode of life, Occupations, and enter-

prises. Metaphorical figures are frequent in

songs, and ^ect comparison in personifica-

tion is universal. Parallelism or contrast of

thought and structure are fotmd less fre-

quently. Intellectual character is lacking in

song texts.

^ A Nootka song, simg by the Tsishaath

group as it came dancing in to a feast given

by a Nootka chief to celebrate his daughter's

coming of age, embodies several of the formal

points mentioned above, as well as illustrat-

ing the boasting, taunting quality of potlatch

or feast songs of the North Pacific Coast

peoples.

h3“ 1d"‘’d*^d ' q'^asasa-niS V...
Ho hooo We are just thus, e . .

.

ho- . . . ha-qa-w hi-yiya ... he*

•

Ho . . . hangau hiyiya ... he

^ona •h’a •qXsa^ims na •£o *k
I shall he searching, seeking

hawi’hok ma*tma*s q^asasa-niS

The chiefs of trihes. We are just thus.

^a*rja*w hi*yah>** h>">T

Angaw hiyaho hoooo

q’^asasa-niS ha*Tja-w hi*ya he**

We are just thus hangaw hiya he

kipSiX^a* qXsa*=tois

I shall simply set my mouth in a grin

^a^*h?i

at the big

ma*tma*s

tribes

=>a-T]a*w

angaw

hi*ya . . •

hiya . . .

ho-ho-y
ho hoy

^a'who’wa

Awhowa

yi-yaho*

yiydho

ho’wa
howa

yi‘yak>*^0‘

yiya hoo

na§i*^a*ii-s

Look at me

T
q^a-^aXok’^i-s hahawifi

the sort of wealth I have

%*w . .

Aw . .

,

•

ay,

. ay. Look at me

q’^a^aXo*k’'i*s hahawi-li*. . .

the sort of wealth I have^

Songs are sung as solos by men or women;

in male and/or female chorus; more rarely,

by a group of women "answering” a group

of mde singers. As a rule men sing more
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frequently in public, and know more songs,

than do women. Accurate rendition of songs

is always desirable; in rendering ceremonial

songs accuracy is generally so essential that

if an error is made the ceremony mayJbe con-

sidered invalidated. Songs are often, but not

always, sung to the accompaniment of a mu-

sical instrument; percussion instruments, such

as various types of drums and rattles, are

most frequently used.

Songs vary from trifling ditties to long

cycles taking a night or more to sing. Some

are revealed in visions, some are dreamt, the

composition of some is occasioned by unusual

physical experiences on the part of the com-

poser; many are handed down from one gen-

eration to the next or learned from their

owners for a consideration. Some songs are

individually owned, others are owned by so-

cial or religious groups, still others may be

known and sung by any member of the tribe.

Of all native art forms, songs probably com-

mand more interest, among all groups, than

any other one form of artistic expression.

Visitors to foreign tribes are attentive listeners

to the songs of their hosts, and when travelers

return home they are asked about the new
songs they have heard, with what amounts

to professional interest.

The kinds of songs sung by native North

American groups are legion, since song enters

into every phase of life; into work (hunting

and fishing songs, farming and building

songs, corn-grinding songs, war songs, songs

used in treating the sick, etc.), into play

(secular dance songs, love songs, gambling

songs, welcome songs, feast songs, long nar-

rative songs, etc.), and into social and reli-

giou,s life (clan songs, ritual songs for dances,

at feasts, and numerous other religious cere-

monies, sweathouse and other purificatory

songs, vision songs used to summon spirit

helpers, etc.),-^ Nearly universal in North

America is the literary device of inserting

songs in tales (see below).

Eskimo. As might well be expected, local-

ized peculiarities serve to differentiate the

songs of the various North American groups.

Among the Eskimo poetry and music not only

command great interest, but are the outstand-

ing native arts. Many religious song-poems

are the compositions of the angakoks (male

and female shamans) and are couched in

the esoteric ^'angakok language,^' which em-

ploys words from dialects of other tribes,,

archaic forms of speech, and descriptive

terms. However, there are also a great many

old and recent secular songs with texts in the

ordinary language. A strict form is followed

in Eskimo songs; the composition is divided

into lines of different length, alternating

regularly. The construction of the song cor-

responds directly with that of the music,

inasmuch as every melody is made up of

rhythmic phrases. Assonance is employed;

rhyme is not used. The traditional Eskimo

refrain, ^'ajo ajoha,^' usually follows each

stanza or each line. Countless songs have

meaningful content and are highly poetic and

imaginative. Descriptions of nature are fre-

quent in them; there is also a subjective

human element in many, with the emotions

of the composer stressed. There are also many

songs that consist only of vocables; others are

mere nonsense ditties. Song topics cover a

wide range—the early history of the group,

the valiant deeds of ancestors, the ordinary

affairs of life; there are songs concerning the

hunt, kayaking and other boating songs,

drum contest songs, songs about the return

or departure of relatives, children's songs,

lullabies, laments, women's songs, pre-suicide

songs. Songs of mockery and satire are great

favorites. A man beaiing a grudge against

another may challenge his adversary to a

^'dael"; the two opponents meet and sing

^^nith" songs about each other in public, the

audience serving as jury.

Secular songs, at first sung only by the

composer, may become generally popular in
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the group as a whole. Magical songs in the

angakok language are sung by the shamans

when summoning spirit helpers to their aid

during curing performances, in time of grave

danger, or when banishing evil from the set-

tlements at the great fall feast when Sedna,

mistress of the Underworld, is driven away.

Musical instruments most frequently used to

accompany songs are the tambourine drum
and the leather-covered hand rattle.

MackenziS’Yukon. In contrast to the

Eskimo, comparatively few songs have been

recorded for the Indian groups in the

Mackenzie-Yukon area. For the Kutchin, a

western tribe, seven kinds have been noted-

love, battle, mourning, victory, potlatch,

lucky, and shaman^s songs..

North Padpc Coast North Pacific Coast

peoples have a great interest in songs, and

possess thousands of them, but the texts are

usually extremely simple, consisting of (i)

the introduction of a
,
single word into a

musical line, with the music carried on by a

burden, (2) a purely formal enumeration of

the powers of supernatural beings, (3) one

or two short sentences of intelligible text,

repeated and sung by the hour, (4) a few

unintelligible words, either archaic or in a

foreign language, repeated many times. Some

song poems attain greater complexity, as for

example the long compositions of the Kwa-

kiutl in which the greatness of ancestors is

described; but the two other large classes of

Kwakiutl songs, love songs and ceremonial

songs, consist of words or meaningless sylla-

bles repeated over and over, with few or no

.changes. Certain stylistic devices appear; in

the burden of songs referring to supernatural

beings, each supernatural is represented by

its ovm characteristic syllables or motif: the

cannibal spirit by ham ham, the grizzly bear

by hei hei, and so on. Onomatopoeia is fairly

frequent. References to the sea and to marine

fauna are abundant in the songs. Songs are

sung at feasts; before, during, and after pot-

latches; with dances, both ceremonial and

social; at social gatherings; before and after

wars; at puberty and wedding ceremonies;

during treatment of the sick; during games;

by young men in the evening (love songs);

as lullabies for small children. Friendly con-’

tests are held in which singers from one tribe

or band contend against singers from another,

to determine which can remember the great-

est number of songs or accurately repeat a

new song after hearing it once. Some songs

are dreamt, others deliberately composed, by

either men or women. Some songs are in-

herited in families, but the right to sing them

has to be established anew in each genera-

tion at a large feast (potlatch). Hand drums,

rattles, whistles, sticks beaten on planks,

or hand clapping is used to accompany

songs.

PlateaU‘—Califomia--Great Basin. Among
the Plateau peoples and those of California

and the Great Basin, short, often meaningless,

gambling songs and songs obtained while

vision-questing are especially numerous. Both

types are individually owned. The Coeur

d’Alene, a Plateau tribe, insert many songs in

their tales. Among the Paiute of the Basin

the songs that occur in tales are recitative,,

each animal actor speaking according to a

definite rhythm and tune, to which the text

is adjusted.

Southwest The poetry of many of the

Southwestern tribes is complex, and is per-

vaded by metaphoric expression and a fine

feeling for beauty. Many of the ceremonial

songs of die Pueblo peoples and the Navaho,

and the dream songs of the Maricopa, Yuma,

Cocopa, etc., are sung as long fixed cycles,

which may take an entire night to sing. Color

terms and poetic descriptions of nature abound

in the songs. Poetic figures of speech pervade

Southwestern poetry and although these are

often couched in stereotyped ceremonial

fomis, their beauty is nonetheless arresting as,

e.g., in (i) a short Hopi Gray Flute Society
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song performed in the Flute Ceremony held

in August to induce rain:

he he e e e

He he e e e

ha—a—0—0—0—0
Hc^i^L,l.,..l

ha—o, ha—0, i—na—a-mu-u
Hcdl! hail! my fathers

ma — shi — le — nangwu mung-wi-i-tu-u

Grey flute chiefs

na-nan-i-vo o

At the four world joints

o 0 o ma-wu-tu-i

clouds

wa-wai-ai i-na-a mu-u

Call: want my fathers

na-nan-i-va-qo yo-o-i

From the four world joints rain

Na-na-kwu-sha-ni. . .i a-a

Will start to come ahl

he-e-e...... pe. . .e. . .e. . .yo yo-o-o-o

He-e-e hither yo-o-o-o

yo. . .0. . .0. . .0. . .0. , .oi-u-mu-mu-ti-ma-ni

Rain— thunder it shall

yang-a. . ,a. . .a

yonder moving along

(or) all over, here, there

pe. . .e, . .e-yo

Hither

yo. ,0. .0. .0. .0. .0. .o-oi-ho-yo-yo-ti-ma-ni

rain-- moving will come

uyi sho-na. .a-ki

theflants among

ha-ka-me yang u...-yi sho-na-ka

Everywhere far and near the plants among,

ba-va-ta-Ia-wi-na-ni. . .i

The earth will water-shine

A. AV v5 w C •

JE-oe-e-e

or in (2), a woman’s corn-grinding song from

Laguna pueblo:

(2) polaina, polaina

Butterfly (archaic) butterfly

haikeotzionoho

Now fly away to the blossoms

kohodinishi (actually kochinishi)

Blue

koeshkasi

Yellow

haikeotzionoho

Now fly away to the blossoms

kukanishi

Red

kasheshi

White

haikeotzionoho

Now fly away to the blossoms

hanapurani

Now go/ awayl

polaina, polaina

Butterfly, butterfly

haikeotzionoho

Now fly away to the blossoms

hanapurani

Now gol awayl

Ritual songs predominate among the Pueblos

and Navaho; Zuni, for example, has little

secular music except corn-grinding songs, a

few lullabies, and children’s play songs. As a

rule, ritual songs contain many archaic, for-

eign, or distorted words, and meaningless or

obsolete expressions. Vocables appear in

nearly all songs, either as prelude or refrain

or in the body of the songs. Onomatopoeia is

frequent; antithetical statements are fairly

common. The use of rhyme is very rare,

rhythm being more often produced by the

repetition of significant or meaningless syl-

lables. Ritual songs must be sung in their

e,

.e

e.

.a

ye

.ye
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proper sequence; they should not be sung

except as part of the rite to which they per-

tain, and they must always be rendered letter

perfect.

PlainS’-Eastern North America. In the

Plains, and in Eastern North America, secu-

lar and ritual songs abound; but they are not

so complex, or so full of poetic imagery, as

are Southwestern songs. Some rituals such

as the Pawnee Hako, the Midewiwin of the

Ojibwa and neighboring tribes, the Green

Com Ceremony of the Southeastern peoples,

and the present-day Peyote ceremonies which

many American Indian groups now hold,

have several scores of songs connected with

them. War songs, love songs, gambling songs,

lullabies, vision songs, and other varieties of

secular songs also abound. Great interest is

generally manifested in songs; new songs from

other tribes command attention. Although

women have their own songs, both secular

and ritual, it is upon men that the main bur-

den of song rests, as elsewhere in North

America.

Chants. Chanting seems to be widespread

in North America; chanting of mythologic

narratives such as origin, migration and

culture-hero stories has been reported for the

Eskimo, for Southern California groups, for

the Navaho, Zuni, Pima, and Papago of the

Southwest, for several Eastern groups (Fox,

Delaware, Choctaw, possibly Shawnee).

Prayers, which often have marked poetic

rhythm and which lie on the borderline be-

tween poetry and prose, are chanted or in-

toned by some groups. Death wails and

mourning wails, especially as developed by

the Plains tribes where professional mourners

were* hired to wail, also amount to chants.

Many Eskimo chants of their poetic prose

narratives dealing with origin material begin

with a musical phrase and continue as a

rhythmic recitation; others are recited in

thythmic phrases throughout. The narrator

begins his tale in a monotonous low recita-

tive, slowly at first, then faster. Bodily ges-

tures and action often accompany the per-

formance, and if the chant is not rendered

accurately the narrator is corrected by his

listeners.

The Delaware Walam Olum, or record of

creation and migration, is composed in rhyth-

mic lines that were chanted. Tally sticks,

with mnemonic symbols on them, helped the

chanter to remember the lines of this fairly

lengthy record.

Prose. The rhythmic structure of native

prose is less strict than that of native poetry,

but rhythm is nonetheless present in marked

degree, both in the prose narratives found in

great abimdance among North American

groups, and in non-narrative prose forms such

as public addresses, prayers, and formulae.

Tales. The narrative literature of any

North American group will be found to con-

sist of (i) tales relating to a distant past,

which accoimt for origins to a greater or

lesser degree, (2^) tales set in a more imme-

diate past or in the living present, and Cb)
tales borrowed from European sources since

the time of discovery. The supernatural en-

ters into all three types, but since tales con-

stitute the only body of ^historical” informa-

tion possessed by the tribes, they are narrated

as fact. Fiction, as we conceive it, is not

recognized in most groups, although some

rather trifling stories may be told chiefly for

amusement.

Tales vary in length from one or two hun-

dred words to ten thousand or more. Loosely

knit cycles, detailing the exploits and adven-

tures of a particular character or characters,

occur in every native mydbiology.

Rh]?thmic repetition, both in form and con-

tent, is characteristic of the tales. Each of

three, four, or five brothers may undergo the

same exj^riences, for example, and their ad-

ventures will be repeated verbatim down to

the last detail for each broth&. Other stylistic

conventions usually followed to native nar-
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ratives are: formalized beginnings and end-

ings, frequent use of direct conversation be-

tween characters, the introduction of songs

into the tales. These songs, either meaningful

in content or composed of vocables, do not

form the dramatic core of the tale, as do the

songs in European cante-fables.

Explanations rationalizing customary be-

havior and natural phenomena are frequently

inserted in tales, but are clearly not the pri-

mary reason for the stories themselves. The
same rationalization often occurs attached to

different tales, or versions of the same tale

may be told by two groups, with different

explanatory elements attached.

Actors in the tales are animal-human be-

ings, humans, animals, supernatural beings

(as water-monsters, thunder-bifds, cannibal

giants, dwarfs, deities, to mention only a

few). Daily life and actions are reflected in

the narratives, among some groups to a

marked degree, among others less so. Stress is

usually laid upon action rather than upon

characterization or psychological situations,

although there are some stories in which the

actions recounted conform to certain definite

characteristics of the hero or heroes of the

place. Humor, often of a Rabelaisian variety,

and irony, enter into many of the tales. Most

of the tales are moralistic, in that deserving

characters are usually rewarded, cruel, or

wicked ones outwitted or punished.

Some tales have diffused as entities from

group to gtoup. In many instances, however,

flie episodes that make up a tale have spread

independently of the plot as a whole, and in

different areas have been incorporated in

totally different plots. The same is true for

the smaller units, the elements or incidents

that make up the episodes, which may diffuse

independendy of the episode as a whole.

. Some tale plots, and many episodes and inci-

dents, are continentally distributed (as, e.g.,

the tale of Hoodwinked Dancers; the epi-

sodes of Loathly Bridegroom, Sky Window,

Symplegades, Escape to Stars; the incidents

of Sky Rope, Supernatural Growth, Magic*

Contraction of Road, Looking Tabu). Other

plots, episodes, and incidents have a more

restricted distribution, many being wide-

spread or fairly so among American Indian

groups, but lacking among the Eskimo—the
Orpheus tale is an example of such. Still

other tales, episodes and incidents are known
in only one region, or even to only one tribe

within the region, as the tale Trickster Joins

Bulrushes in Dance (Ojibwa, Plains Ojibwa)

or Contest between Men and Women (Tii-

batulabal [California] only). *

Tales, especially those set in the distant

past, are usually told in the fall or winter-

time, at night. Many groups have a definite

tabu against narrating them in summertime,

holding that a rattlesnake, bear, or other

dangerous creature will bite the narrator or

listeners, that snow will fall or rain will not

fall, that narrator and listeners will become

humpbacked, etc. Raconteurs are usually old

men or old women; oftentimes they are ^ paid”

for their storytelling by small presents of

food, tobacco, or firewood. Good raconteurs

enliven their tale telling with actions and

gestures illustrating the story. It is usually

obligatory for listeners to respond to the nar-

rator’s statements with frequent aSirmative

exclamations; when these responses are no

longer forthcoming the raconteur concludes

his storytelling for the night. In some parts of

North America, tales display remarkable sta-

bility in general outline and detail and racon-

teurs are subject to correction if they do not

adhere rigidly to the traditional form and

content. In other areas, a raconteur’s excel-

lence is judged by his ability to combine

stock episodes into novelistic tales based on

native life, with much bona fide cultural

detail included, as well as more fanciful ma-

terial inconsistent with the actual cultural

pattern.

Tales set in the far distant past deal in
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some few cases with actual creation, more

often with beginning or origins—of the world,

of people, of animals, of natural phenomena

—with events that occurred while the present

world order was being established, and with

the adventures and misadventures of an in-

consistent, puzzling character, the trickster-

transformer-culture hero. This character ap-

pears in the myths of all save one or two

North American culture areas; also as the

main character in loosely-knit cycles of hu-

morous tales devoted to his adventures and

(often) his companion's.

Wherever the trickster-transformer-culture

hero appears, tales relating to the distant past

have as their actors animal-human person-

ages. These beings act, talk, and often live

as humans, but possess animal characteristics

and appear in either human or animal guise.

At the end of the mythical age, when the

present world order has been established, they

become the animals and birds of today.

As a whole, creation -and origin tales deal

with types so impersonal that they do not

represent any individual, hence characteriza-

tion is usually weak. In the trickster tales it
'

amounts merely to an embodiment, in the

chief figure, of such abstract qualities as

greed, lecherousness, ambition, stupidity.

Tales set in the more immediate past or

in the actual present develop entirely or

essentially in human society. Hero tales are

widespread; a poor, dirty, ugly boy, usually

an orphan, grows up to perform marvelous

deeds; twin boys, or children of miraculous

birth, are assigned superhuman tasks as tests,

and accomplish them successfully. Tales of

visits by humans to the upper world and to

the afterworld are frequent, as are less fanci-

ful tales of hunting trips, war parties, and a

variety of other stories. The plots rest on a

certain amount of characterization of indi-

viduals by their emotions and attributes, but

the development of individual character does

not proceed farther. Tribal mode of life is

much more fully reflected in these tales than

it is in the myths of the pre-human age.

European tales appear now in nearly all

North American collections, especially in those

from tribes located in a belt extending from

the Maritime Provinces across the continent

to British Columbia (French: fairy, trickster,

and noodle tales); in the Southwest (Span-

ish: fairy and noodle tales, stories of the

saints, animal fables); in the Southeast

(Negro: animal tales). Biblical stories of the

flood, Adam and Eve, the nativity, etc., have

also attained a wide distribution. The degree

to which European material has been assimi-

lated varies from almost complete adaptation

to little or none.

Eskimo. Nanative material collected in

different parts of the continent presents

marked differences in content, theme, actors,

formal structure. Eskimo mythology, for ex-

ample, lacks entirely any world origin myths

except in Western Alaska, where Raven

Father has probably been borrowed from

Indian mythologies to the South. Compara-

tively few origins of any natural phenomena

are explained; the origin of the Eskimo and

other peoples (Dog Husband), the origin of

seals, whales, and salmon (Sedna and the

Fulmar), and the origin of the sun and

moon (Moon Brother and Sun Sister) are

notable, and are also widespread, being told

among the Eskimo from Greenland to

Alaska. Actors in Eskimo origin stories

are usually either human beings or animals,

not animal-humans. No pre-human era is

recognized. The trickster-transformer-culture

hero does not appear in Eskimo mythology,

and there are no trickster tales. Instead,

Eskimo narratives deal chiefly with events

occurring in human society; with adventurous

trips made by shamans to upper and lower

worlds; with visits by Eskimo hunters to fabu-

lous peoples such as the Tomit (giants), the

Adlet, who are half human, half dog, and the

dwarfs; with encounters with witches, canni-
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bals, and supernatural monsters such as the

great worm, the sea weasel, the walrus dog;

with less remarkable events such as wars,

quarrels, hunting trips, famines, migrations,

journeys, and early encounters with Euro-

peans. A popular theme is that of the weak,

despised boy who is bullied by a group of

brothers, but who saves the settlement from

disaster. The actors in these long, complex,

novelistic tales are Inuit (Eskimo), super-

natural beings, and animals. Eskimo life as

lived today is often faithfully depicted. Few
explanatory elements are included; such are

usually relegated to a much briefer type of

tale, the animal fable, which often amoimts

to little more than a formula. Songs and con-

versations are frequent in the longer tales

and in the origin stories; erotic and obscene

elements are not stressed. Origin material is

chanted; it and other narrative material must

be recited verbatim. Men narrate the long

tales; women tell children short stories.

Eskimo dialogues form a class apart from

the tales, and are an interesting specialization

restricted to this people. Short, humorous

speeches, often sung, form the nucleus for

the bandying repartee of two or more char-

acters in the dialogue. Sometimes these char-

acters are human or supernatural beings;

usually they are animals, sea-mammals, fishes

or birds, with birds most frequently repre-

sented, and of the birds oftenest the raven.

Dialogues are enlivened by the performer

imitating the characters’ calls, such as the

raven’s croaking or the gull’s screaming, and

by his using gestures.

Mackenzie-Yukon. In the Mackenzie-

Yukon area south of the Eskimo, tales of the

formation of the world after a flood (Hood

and Earth Diving), and of an early animal-

htiman era, occur; trickster tales are also nar-

rated. The origin of death; the theft of fire,

warmth, or light; the separation of earth and

sky, are accounted for; often natural phe-

nomena originate largely due to accident,

Various animals fill the role of trickster-

transformer (Beaver, Kaska; Raven, Ten’a;

Crow, Chipewyan) and by their perverse

acts create confusion in the world order;

there is a tendency, however, for the culture

hero to be human in form. In tales about

more recent times the heroes are usually

human beings; a popular theme is that of a

boy blessed with supernatural power, who
performs marvelous deeds; another, that of

animal-human marriages, and a third, the

wanderings and adventures of a young

woman (or a young man) who refuses to

marry. Himting trips, hunting prowess, en-

counters with enemy tribes and with Euro-

peans are the subjects of more matter-of-fact

narratives. Explanatory motifs are fairly fre-

quent in all tales. Narratives reflect the sim-

ple hunting life of the people; however, in

the western part of the area tales often con-

cern wealthy people. Narratives are usually

fairly short; obscene motifs occur, but are not

stressed; songs are infrequently introduced;

conversations are brief. The locale of the tales

is generally established at the beginning;

stereotyped phrases such as ‘‘then, at least this

is fenced off” indicate the end of a story.

Tales are usually told at night, in winter, by

shamans or old men and women; some are

told in camp to secure success in himting.

Plateau. The great majority of Plateau

tales concern the deeds and adventures of

numerous animal-human beings who peopled

the world before the Indians arrived. Ex-

planations of origins, many of them unique

to this area, are numerous; explanatory ele-

ments are often used as the basis of story

plots. Origins (as of death) are the result of

decisions made by animal councils, or of acci-

dental happenings. Origin tales are often

grouped around a single animal-human hero

and form a loosely connected cycle of tales.

Trickster cycles are very prominent in Plateau

mythology; Coyote, greedy, erotic, ambitious,

appears most frequently, with Fox as his
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companion; but there are other tricksters too,

as Old Man and the Three Brothers Hog-

fenneL One of the most popular trickster

themes throughout this region is that of the

Bungling Host, in which the trickster visits

various animals who display their peculiar

powers in obtaining food, such as birds pro-

ducing food by their songs, or animals by

shooting or stabbing themselves. Later Trick-

ster returns his host's invitation, and tries to

provide food in the same way. He fails to do

so, and usually narrowly escapes death in the

attempt. Many land animals and birds, as

well as personified natural phenomena (Sun,

Moon, Cold, Rock, etc.) are the chief actors

in the tales of the age before the Indians

arrived. Relatively few tales have human

actors; in these, fabulous beings, as well as

humans, play important roles. European

mdrchen are also told now; a few European

animal fables have gained currency, but their

moralistic basis has been discarded in favor

of their use to explain the origins of certain

animal characteristics. Among some Plateau

tribes tales are highly localized, and may be

very long; single myths or cycles up to 10,000

words in length have been collected in Eng-

lish; these are narrated during two or more

successive nights. Formal phrases are used to

introduce and end a story; during the nar-

rative listeners respond with formal exclama-

tions. Songs are frequently introduced into

the tale, their words often in a foreign dia-

lect. Animal actors are represented by dis-

tinctive speech characteristics; Skimk nasalizes

in a high pitched voice, Bear slurs his con-

sonants, Fox speaks with utmost clarity and

directness, e.g., among the Nez Perc6. Racon-

teurs further enliven their tale telling by

using frequent gestures and bodily actions.

Tales in this region show marked stability,

tending to remain fixed imits from one gen-

eration to the next. While there is no explicit

insistence on letter-perfect accuracy in ren-

dition, as among the Eskimo, if a n?^rratot

wanders or diverges into irrelevancies, one of

his auditors is likely to warn him that ^Tiis

myth may float away" (Nez Perc6).

North Pacific Coast, Nordi Pacific Coast

tribes have an extensive mythology consisting

of a great mass of origin tales of disconnected

character concerning the origin of the world

and of animals, the origin of village com-

munities and social groups, and the origin of

religious ceremonies; in addition there are

tales that develop entirely or essentially in

human society, and some few introduced

from Europe.

Tales of the mythical, pre-human age have

animal-human beings as their chief actors;

trickster-transformer cycles are long and de-

tailed, with emphasis laid on the many acts

of transformation by the central character.

In the north the trickster-transformer-culture

hero is Raven, a greedy, gluttonous creature

who tries to obtain food without effort. Far-

ther south it is the erotic Mink, who attempts

to obtain girls and as many of his friends'

wives as possible. Still farther south it is

Bluejay, ambitious to outdo his betters in

games, war, and the hunt. Sea, as well as

land, animal-persons have prominent roles in

the myths. The origin tales of village com-

munities are often highly diversified or even

contradictory in content, even within the

same tribe, since they are chiefly the result of

individual thought. Among the Bella Coola,

however, the chiefs have systematized the

mythology so that, while it is complex, it is

not full of contradictory concepts. The Kwa-

kiud of Vancouver Island have hundreds of

origin myths for their numerous social divi-

sions and secret societies; these myths are all

cut to one pattern, so that one particular type

of origin story appears in an endless number

of variants in this tribe. In the stories dealing

with human society, tales of lazy children

that are deserted, but who receive super-

natural aid and can thus help their people in

distress, tales of the poor man that attains a
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high, position, tales of chiefs that try to outdo

each other in feats to increase their social

standing, tales of visits to the sky and jour-

neys across the ocean to fabulous countries,

tales of marriages between humans and super-

natural beings, are numerous. Many fabulous

beings also appear in these tales, the double-

headed serpent and the giant thunderbird

being among the most notable. All essential

features of daily life are mirrored in such

narratives; Tsimshian and Kwakiutl tales,

e.g., give much information about villages,

houses, sea and land hunts, and social rela-

tions.

California-Great Basin, Central California

mythology (Miwok, Yokuts, Salinan, Coasta-

noan, Coast Miwok, Patwin) emphasizes

world creation myths. An already existent

high god (in the northern half of the area),

or Eagle or other animals (in the southern

half) create the earth by inducing animals

to dive for mud beneath the primeval waters;

the small particles of dirt obtained are used

to form an island, which becomes the earth.

Migration tales are practically lacking. The
origin of people and of cultural items receives

scant attention, and relatively few explana-

tory elements occur, but controversies over

the conditions of human life are part of the

mythology. The culture hero-trickster-trans-

former is not an iniportant character, although

trickster tales are not entirely absent. In

California as elsewhere a pre-human, animal

era is postulated and many of the tales told

relate to the animal-human beings of this age

(Wolf, Mountain Lion, Bat, Coyote, Road-

runner, ahd other birds and animals). Prairie

Falcon as hero and Eagle as chief are dis-

tinctively Californian. The Growing or Ris-

ing Rock tale, tales of single contests rather

than multiple tests, and the incident of re-

vival by submersion, are also distinctive to

the area. Also popular are the continentally

distributed Orpheus myths, the fairly wide-

spread dispute between Lizard and Coyote

over the shape of the human hand, the con-

troversy over the origin of death, and the

Theft of Fire and Theft of the Sun myths.

Songs are used in tales, but only to a mod-

erate extent. California tribes northwest and

northeast of the nuclear area show marked

similarities in their mythologies with North

Pacific Coast and Plateau peoples; California

tribes south of the nuclear area show similari-

ties with the Yuman tribes of the Southwest;

while eastern California groups affiliate, as

far as tales are concerned, with Great Basin

groups (A. H. Gayton, Areal Affiliations of

California Folktales, American Anthropologist

37: 582-97, 1935). In this latter area, that

of the Great Basin, tales of the pre-human

animal age are almost the only ones told, and

of such, trickster tales are overwhelmingly

predominant. No interest is evinced in a cre-

ator, little in the creation of the world, only

a moderate amount in the origin of people,

and little in the origin of cultural items.

Culture hero tales are virtually lacking;

transformer tales entirely so. The highly pop-

ular, all-prevalent trickster tales are generally

short, conristing of a single incident; plain

speech and obscenity are regular features;

songs are seldom introduced into them.

Coyote, greedy, lecherous, stupid, cruel, is

the trickster par excellence throughout the

Basin; he is often accompanied by his coop-

erative-competitive brother. Wolf. Rabbit or

Cottontail is another popular character in

parts of the Basin. A great many of the

trickster tales told in the Basin are also told

elsewhere on the continent, but nowhere else

in North America does one find so much em-

phasis laid on the trickster as in this area, or

as many of the same tales told about him by

all groups^ within the area, as in the Basin.

Southwest, Southwestern groups such as

Pueblo peoples, the Navaho, the Pima, and

Papago, and some Apache divisions, possess

large bodies of mythology notable for com-

plex origin myths and hero tales, long novel-
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istic narratives, many European marchen and

noodle tales and animal fables, children's

stories, and true accounts of wars, meetings

with Mexicans, Americans, etc. A few Pueblo

groups, notably Zuni, have a creation myth;

but in the main origin tales describe the

emergence of the people, who are led upward

by deities or supernatural beings from a lower

world, the subsequent travels of the people,

and the deeds of supernatural heroes (often

twin boys), who rid the world of monsters,

obtain ceremonial objects, and give the

people useful arts and rites connected with

war, weather control*, etc. Many current ritu-

als are explained and justified in these myths,

and the origin cycles of many of the South-

western peoples have been elaborated and

systematized by priests into more or less co-

herent wholes. No pre-human animal age is

postulated among the groups mentioned

above, but among all Apache groups and in a

few Pueblos, notably at Taos, Coyote trickster

tales are popular; such are probably of com-

paratively late introduction in f^ueblo mythol*

ogy-

Southwestern novelistic tales, of which

there are many among the Pueblo peoples,

are fictionalized versions of native life, in

which stock elements and incidents are used

to build up plot sequences concerned with

certain papular themes. Great originality is

permitted the narrator in the combination of

elements to form new tales, or to achieve a

different emphasis in old ones; the familiar

plots are reworked and told of different char-

acters. Narrators are free to incorporate in

their stpries as many, and as minute, cultural

itemizations as they choose or are able to;

conciseness in tale telling is not a goal of

narrators. Certain details, such as greeting

formulas, must always be included, and lo-

calization is imperative. Not only are the

characters and locality almost always, spedfi-

caffy menticme’d at the beginning of a tale,

bnt/ceitaimplaces ate scenes for certain kinds

of incidents. Great freedom is allowed in the

adaptation of stories to explanations of the

origins of phenomena; in no other North
American mythologies are there so many and
such unstandardized explanatory elements,

both in native and in European tales.

Children's tales are brief; a few sentences

accompanying nursery songs. European tales

derive chiefly from Spanish sources; the old

ones have become well, sometimes strikingly,

adapted to the native cultural setting, while

recent ones are as yet comparatively unas-

similated. Animal fables concern animals who
talk, hut are animals and lead animal lives;

onomatopoetic songs occur frequently in these

tales, many of which are quite moralistic in

tone.

Among Southwestern peoples of simpler*

cultures, such as the Yuman and some

Apache groups, the emergence myth is not

told and the familiar concept of the animal-

human age prevails. Origin stories concern

the flood and subsequent establishment of the

present world order, either by Coyote or by

a named deity. Coyote's companion, in origin

and trickster tales, is Wolf. Hero-tales, with

named personages, are fairly numerous;' all

the Apache groups have, in addition to

Coyote, a culture hero frequently referred to

as ''Killer of Enemies," who is attended by a

subordinate, "Child of the Water." Interest

in incident, in magic and trickery, and in

obscenity, sexual or otherwise, is evident in

many of the tales which, in contrast to Pueblo

narratives, are of relatively simple construe-
^

tion with little attempt made by narrators to

adhere' consistently either to plotting or to

character delineation.

Plains. Plains Indian mythologies are con-

cerned with the formation and ordering of

the world by animal-human or superhuman

figures, with the adventures of trickste^

culture heroes, with the origins of ceremonies,

and with the deeds of heroes that are either

born with supernatural powers or endowed
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with them in vision quests. In parts of the

Plains the origin of death, length of day and

night, etc., are determined by animal coun-

cils, rather than by accident or by individual

characters. The trickster cycle is prominent in

Plains mythologies, and contains many erotic

or obscene tales. The trickster-culture hero

may be either an animal (Old Man Coyote,

Crow Indians) or a named being in human
form (Old Man, Blackfoot; Inktumni, Assini-

boin; Ishtiniki, Ponca). In many Plains

mythologies Rabbit is also an important ani-

mal actor in tales. Great interest is shown by

the northern Plains tribes in origin tales, for

ceremonies connected with individually-

owned paladiums (sacred bundles). No great

originality marks many such origin tales;

among the Blackfoot, for example, ritualistic

tales relating to bundle origins are all variants

of one particular type of story. Among the

Southern Caddo tribes, origin stories of the

stars predominate; the Pawnee have a well

developed star lore in their elaborate and

systematized mythology.

Hero tales, of which there are many fairly

long ones, narrate the deeds of twin boys or

single individuals, often of miraculous birth,

who perform marvelous feats, rid the earth of

monsters, take long and difficult journeys, etc.

Tales dealing with human beings often have

many marvelous happenings in them also; a

goodly number concern poor orphan children,

deserted children, or adults in distress who
gain supernatural protectors and are granted

power as great hunters or warriors. These

supematurd encounters and the acquisition

of power by poor persons are two of the most

popular themes in Plains folklore; other favor-

ites are extraordinary marriages (humans to

animals, humans to stars) and the test theme,

which in this area oHea takes the form of son-

in-law tests. Few migration stories are told,

and European tales are also fairly rare. Some
narratives exclusively concerned with human
beings are given pseudo-historic backgrounds;

and accounts of actual raids and adventures

of men on war parties are not infrequent.

Eastern Woodlands, Among the Eastern

Woodlands tribes stories of the flood and the

pre-human animal age are told, but myths

concerning the origin of the world, of people,

of plants, of useful arts and ceremonies tend

to be the subject of long connected narratives

in which deities in human form play leading

roles. The human aspect of the culture-hero-

trickster, and his benefactions to mankind,

rather than his deeds as a trickster or trans-

former, are emphasized, especially among the

more easterly tribes. Manabozho or Nanabush,

of the Ojibwa, Ottawa, and related tribes,

institutes the Grand Medicine Society as cul-

ture hero; as trickster, in the form of the

Great Hare, he urinates on maple trees and

thus spoils their sap; Wisaka of the Potawa-

tomi, Sauk, Fox, etc., is a culture hero in

human form who, with the aid of earth-

diving animals, fashions the world and tells

people how to live, but who also, as a human,

plays tricks on his grandmother, and on vari-

ous animals; Glooscap of the Penobscot, Mic-

mac, Malecite, and other Northeastern Algon-

quians is a culture hero in human form who
has few, if any, of the attributes of a trickster.

Mention of a Supreme Deity or Great

Spirit occurs in several mythologies, but this

being delegates creation to lesser deities, and

is not an active character in the mythologies.

The principle of dualism enters into many of

the creation tales; an evil spirit, now identified

with the devil, actively opposes the wishes of

the culture hero. Among the Iroquois and the

present-day Shawnee the creator is envisaged

as a female deity who, with her grandson

(Shawnee) or sons (Iroquois), plays an ac-

tive role on earth during the period of the

first creation. Migration tales are not prom-

inent in Iroquois and Algonquian mythology.

Fairly long origin myths are told for each of

the social divisions within tribes, for various

cultural items such as canoes, horses, cere-
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monies; these may or may not integrate with

die cosmological myths.

Many supernatural beings enter into the

post-creation narratives; the Algonquian-

speaking tribes make frequent mention of a

homed water serpent and of the thunderbirds

who, in this region, are often depicted as small

boys that use backward speech. The actors

in many Iroquois tales are human villains—

wicked uncles or brothers, and cannibalistic

mothers—and fantastic supernatural objects

such as flying heads. Tales of animal-human

marriages and of visits to the afterworld are

frequent; the Orpheus myth was recorded

early (17th c.) in the region and is wide-

spread among both Algonquian and Iroquoian

tribes.

Southeast Several Southeastern mythol-

ogies (Creek, Chickasaw, Choctaw, Alibamu,

etc.) are notable for their lengthy emergence-

migration myths; these differ from the South-

western emergence-migration narratives in

that deities or supematurals do not accompany

the people in their emergence from a hole in

the ground and on their subsequent travels

until they find the spot where they are to

settle. The Cherokee, Yuchi, and other more

easterly tribes do not have this type of origin

myth, but the more usual flood and animal

earth-diving tale; several Southeastern cos-

mogonies also stress the part played by the

Sun, or the son of Sun, as supreme deity or

culture hero. The interest of the Cherokee

lies chiefly in tales concerning the origins of

the stars, and the mythology of this tribe, like

that of the Pawnee of the Southern Plains, is

rich in star-lore.

A second striking feature of Southeastern

mythology is its plethora of animal tales. Wild-

cat, Raccoon, Fox, Opossum, Rabbit, Terra-

pin and many other animals and birds are the

actors in serious creation myths, in trickster-

type tales, in Negro-Indian tar-baby and other

stories. Human beings appear as actors in

/ some of th^ auhnal tales, but rather rarely.

and relatively few tales are told that have

human actors in them exclusively. The actors

in the animal tales, although they talk like

humans, otherwise behave like animals, as is

the case in the Southwestern animal tales.

Among Southeastern tales dealing with

human beings the Orpheus narrative, and the

story of the man who rode out to sea on the

back of an alligator, are notable. Nearly all

the tribes in Eastern North America tell sev-

eral tales concerning their first meetings with

Europeans, including the Old World story of

the Treaty of the Oxhide Strip; tales of intra-

tribal disputes as to which of the groups was

first created also appear rather frequently in

both Eastern Woofflands and Southeastern

mythologies.

Accurate recording of North American

Indian tales has been going on for well over

half a century, and the material thus collected

has long been the subject of distributional

studies, made either for purposes of historical

reconstruction, to determine archetypal forms,

or as ends in themselves. Native tales have

also been studied from the psychoanalytic

viewpoint as representations of the collective

unconscious, expressions of wish fulfillment,

etc. Several collections have been analyzed for

the light that tales throw on a tribe^s total

culture pattern. A few stylistic studies have

been made; some work has been done on the

stability of myths among various groups. The

total number of North American Indian tales

that have been recorded in text and transla-

tion, or directly in English, and that are pre-

served in published or manuscript collections

probably runs into the tens of thousands. A
limited number have been recorded by phono-

graph.
^

Spebcshes. Oratory was a recognized art

among all North American groups, and to be

a good speaker carried as much prestige in

many tribes as success in the hunt or bravery

in warfare. Power for oratory, as for hunting
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or war, was often bestowed in visions or

dreams.

From the material that has been recorded

in text, it is apparent that in exhortative

speeches, as in all other native literary forms,

rhythmic repetition is a fundamental feature.

Some tribes develop a rhythmic form by add-

ing a strongly accented final syllable to each

word. Repetitive listing of, e.g., greetings, or

directions, to each class of people in the group

being addressed, is characteristic in speeches.

This repetitive listing may continue through-

out the speech, and the address conclude with

a comprehensive summary. Descriptive imag-

ery, in the form of stereotyped phrases, oc-

curs frequently; metaphorical expressions are

frequent; euphemisms such as' ^'playing''

(fighting), ''hungry for soup^' (eager for

scalps), "taking a rest'* or "lying down'*

(dead), and numerous others, are often and

widely used. Gestures are employed while

speaking. The occasions for delivering

speeches are numerous. In many groups a

fairly stylized harangue was given early each

morning by the chief or chiefs speaker, direct-

ing the people to their activities for the day.

Cpuncil meetings are par excellence a time

for speeches. Visiting guests were usually met

outside the village by a speaker representing

the host tribe, who formally welcomed the

visitors and told them where to go. Speeches

detailing war honors were recited upon vari-

ous occasions; funeral speeches still are com-

mon among some groups, etc. The office of

speaker was in many tribes a regular elective

or appointive office. Societies also had regu-

larly appointed heralds or spokesmen*

Prayers and Formulas. Spoken prayers

run a gamut from very short requests for

supernatural aid, voiced daily in private by

individuals, to long formalized poetic composi-

tions of complicated pattern that must be re-

cited letter perfect in order to be effective,

and are chanted or intoned by priests as part

of elaborate rituals. Prayers may or may not

be accompanied by offerings. Like all other

literary forms, they follow definite tribal styles

'

in structure, content, manner of delivery.

Formulae are generally brief (some Navaho

formulae consist of a person's sacred name
only, or a combination of sacred names), must

always be recited verbatim, are sacred and

powerful in themselves, need not be addressed

to specific deities or supernatural beings.

Many prayers are formulaic in that their con-

tent is unalterable, their function compulsive,

not supplicatory; this is especially true among

the Navaho and Pueblo peoples of the South-

west, and among the Eskimo, Mackenzie,

California, and Basin peoples. On the Plains

and among the Eastern tribes formulae are

used, but prayers, though often part of ritual,

are not formulaic. Their content is more or

Jess set, their patterns well established, but

they are not compulsive compositions learned

verbatim. Rather they are semi-extempore sup-

plications voicing thanks, humility, and re-

peated requests that the deities take pity bn'

the suppliants, who are weak and "pitiful*

people."

Prayers often contain obsolete or special

words; regular or stereotyped phrases are com-

mon; there is much repetitive listing of ritual

acts, natural phenomena, tribal rules of living.

Openings and endings are often highly styl-

ized. The structure of prayers varies from

group to group; Zuni prayers, e.g., consist of

three sections, always in the same order; a

statement of the occasion, a description of the

offering, and the request. Most Navaho'

prayers also have three divisions, invocation,

petition, benediction. Formal prayers are often'

delivered in long periods. They may either

be spoken or be chanted; manner of delivery'

varies. A Zuni priest delivers prayers as mono-

logue; the Navaho also use monologue'

prayers, but the best known form is that of

a litany, the chanter speaking one sentence

of the prayer at a time, the patient tepeat-

ing each sentence after him. Long, well
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integrated prayers occur in some Pueblo

myths.

Some tribes, notably the Cherokee, have

transcribed their prayers into native syllabic

writing since the coming of Europeans. Chero-

kee written prayers generally consist of two

parts: (i) directions for a practical bringing

about of certain results, (2) a magical incan-

tation or spell designed to bring supernatural

forces to bear to effect desired results, In addi-

tion to their written formulae, the Cherokee

also have prayers of a more extemporaneous

caste delivered at ceremonies and on other

occasions.
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NORWEGIAN
The pmsT truly articulate element in die life

of the Norwegian people was the allodial

(absolute ownership) nobility of the agrarian

pioneer times, the group that had its golden

noontide in what we now term the Viking

age.

There are some farmsteads in Norway that

undoubtedly go back to the bronze and even

to the younger stone age; but the scattered

families that lived here and there, mainly

along the coast, at the beginning of the

Christian era, can hardly be said to have occu-

pied the land. The agrarian pioneer period

.began in earnest with the coming of adequate

tools and implements, mostly of iron make.

The land remained virgin soil until the sickle,

the scythe, the spade, die primitive plow, and

especially the axe and the sword became

familiar to the hand of the Nordi-Europeans.

The early stage of settlement lasted from

about the 2d to the end of the 6th c. During

this period the basic farmstead came into

being, the gard, which forms the central pat-

tern of the economic and the social as well as

the cultural and the religious life of die Nor-

wegian communities for at least fifteen cen-

turies. The skaldic poetry is the song of the

Viking hall; the saga is the nanative of family

allodial traditions, and the Eddie religion is

preeminendy the cult of the middle and

upper stratas of agrarian landowners.

We take a brief glance at the gard of a

hersi, a member of the lower nobility. As we

come sailing in through the fjord, some time

in autumn, after the summer expedition to

other lands, we see first of all the boadxouses

along the shore. The ground slopes gently

upward to a bulky mountain in the rear of

the landscape. In a commanding position lies

the hall. Strung out in line with it, or grouped

about the farmyard, lie the other buildings,

generally a considerable number, for each
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timbered bouse is equivalent to a large room,

and the farm, aside from being a residence,

is also the multi-branched factory of this

kinship-group of people. The public farmyard

in the center, or the road in front of the

strung-out houses, is called the tun, a word

generically the same as the English tovm,

although the Norwegian settlement was by

farmstead, not by village. In the center of the

farmyard rose a mighty tree—preferably an

ash: the tun-tiee. It was holy, because it sym-

bolized the continuity of family life upon these

acres, as the world-ash, Yggdrasil, sym-

bolized in the ancient religion the continuity

and the regeneration of aU cultivated life upon

earth. At all festive times libations were

poured to the spirit of the family ash.

The hall was the grand assembly, and also

the colorful banquet room of the estate. Built

on a rectangular pattern, with a rather large

entry in one end, it had the so-called long

fires burning in the middle, from one end of

the hall to the other, fires maintained as long

as people were in the room, for they served

to light the hall as well as to heat it. On each

side of the fires, a row of elaborately deco-

rated pillars gave support to the structure of

the roof. On each side of the hall, between

the pillars and the timber wall, tables were

set up when the food was to be served. The
men sat on benches along the main walls, the

less distinguished dovm by the door, and the

leaders near the king or the chieftain, who
was elevated on a high seat midway along the

wall. This throne-like bench had in front of it

two pillars, sometimes with attached arm-rests,

all elaborately carved, and looked upon as

sacred. If a family changed residence, the

pillars of the high seat were commonly taken

- to the new home. On the opposite side of the

hall was a corresponding high seat for the

most honored guest, and there too the men
were seated on benches according to rank. On
the timbers of the walls, elaborate tapestries

were hung, and there were knobs for the

shields and the accoutrements of the warriors.

The eldhus, or *'fire-house,** was a separate

building near the hall. It was equipped to be

a place where cooking, baking, brewing, and

in general all foodmaking might be done. It

was a favorite place during the long fall and

winter evenings, for many of the other build-

ings had poor light and no heat.

There were special sleeping quarters, hut

or bowers. The bed chamber was generally

on the second level, a storeroom being on the

ground floor. Around the bed chamber ran an

elaborately carved balcony, so constructed that

the occupants of the building had good views

of the courtyard but could not themselves be

observed from the outside. The stairways that

led to the sleeping quarters might be pulled

up, so that the bower became a little fortress.

There were storehouses for the many kinds

of staple foods that had to be kept on the farm

all the year round. They were called stahhur

and were built of massive timbers. Commonly

they stood on bulky corner posts, a foot or two

from the ground. Like the bower, they had a

central safety room surrounded by an outer

closed porch which ran all around the build-

ing and gave it the security of a double-

walled strong room. In the spring of the year,

the question of how much meat or cheese or

bread was left in the stahhur often determined

the alternative between life and death.

The more distant flanks of the farmcourt

had buildings used for a variety of purposes.

Sheds and lean-tos provided working quarters

for the various craftsmen. There were shoe-

maker and carpenter shops. The blacksmith

had his forge, which was indeed very signifi-

cant, for the early northern civilization rested

on the work of the iron smith more than on

the craft of any other man, and art in general

was often identified with the product of the

smithy. The god Odin was said to be a master

craftsmith, and poetry was called the art of

the wordsmith.

A requisite in every Old Norse farm com-
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munity was the bathhouse, in which the

steam baths were taken. The men especially

thought they were hardening themselves phys-

ically when, after the profuse perspiration of

the steam bath, they could run into the cold

snow or into the waters of the fjord.

The outer fringe of the community was

formed by the bams and the haylofts. In

connection vrith these buildings many of the

workers had their sleeping quarters, because

the animal heat gave them a more endurable

temperature in winter. On the edges of the

cultivated land lived the cottagers and the

slaves. Nearly every farm had a vast stretch

of hinterland—woods and hay and pasture-

lands to be used mainly in the summer—

a

region immensely significant to the ingather-

ing economy of the early centuries, for, with

the exception of the bread grain, the animal

husbandry constituted the most important ele-

ment in the making of a livelihood.

The sketch here drawn of the gard

community needs a reservation or two. If the

farm was located in one of the eastern valleys,

the boat was less significant, although many
even there kept boats in the rivers and on

the lakes. Prior to the 7th c., the practice

tended to the erection of one single row of

buildings—in effect, the space between two

immensely long walls partitioned into eight or

ten or more rooms. This practice is very gen-

eral throughout the history of Iceland, because

of the lack of structural timber, the outer

walls being built of stone and day, one of

them often dug back into a hillside. For the

same reason as in Iceland, this type of build-

ing was more prevalent in western Norway

than in the eastern valleys and the lowlands

around the Oslofjord.

The period between the 2d and the 7th c.

ejdiibited the characteristic of a pioneer com-

munity much more than the aristocratic

Viking age. The Germanic center was foimd

on the southern shores of the Baltic and the

North Sea. From this general region the land-

hungry tribesmen moved either south into the

territories of the Roman empire or north and

west into the sparsely settled regions of Scan-

dinavia and the western islands. The Danish

and the Swedish settlements predominate

until about 600 a.d. From then on the Nor-

wegian scene, including the Western Islands,

Iceland, and Greenland, comes into the fore-

groxmd.

Prior to die 7th c. the more cultivated re-

ligion of Scandinavia consisted of a cult asso-

ciated with the vitalistic conception that the

growing life is holy. Generation in nature, in

animals, in man is everywhere considered to

be the locus of divinity, sex and blood being

the particular currents of the holy energy.

The sun as a father and the earth as a mother

can be traced in many of the earliest beliefs

and practices. The gods called the wank in

the Eddie mythology are undoubtedly the fer-

tility deities of the less aristocratic and less

heroic period before the 7th c. A.i). The lower

paganism consisted, as it always does, of a

mass of intertwining local and tribal super-

stitions and practices, many of which had no

rational basis whatever.

Until the 7th c. the more cultivated worship

took place at great out-of-doors altars called

horg. The pagan temple known to us from

the Viking period is an imitation and an

adaptation of the Christian church. The archi-

tectural structure of the temple came to the

North in tiie 7th c. We must therefore con-

clude that a considerable knowledge of Chris-

tianity was spread throughout the Scandi-

navian world for some three centuries prior

to the time of the Christian king^s victory in

the days of Olaf the Saint

The literature of the allodial Viking nobil-

ity was nearly altogether oral in fonn, al-

though some of the runic inscriptions come

very near being worthy of mention as poetry.

Most typical and also most vridely spi^
throughout the coimtry was the poetry of the

bards, principally known as the sfeals^ verse.
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It consisted of eulogistic or descriptive lines,

recited by word of mouth on some festive

occasion. Very likely the intonation of the

poem or the lay was similar to what we know
as the chant. The royal bards lived at the

court more or less indefinitely, although such

a literary artist had no difficulty in moving

from one country to another. He was gener-

ally honored and listened to with high respect

no matter where he came, be it in Scandi-

navia or in certain portions of the British Isles.

Because the allodial Viking nobility prized

their own social station and gloried in their

prowess as warriors, the poetry of the bards is

lacking in the strains of pathos and charity.

It is the proud speech of proud men. The
clash and din of battle ring through it; the

shouts of hail to the victor echo in its lines;

the hope of promotion to the companionship

of the gods is frequently expressed. But such

a hope is basically that of being , in the war-

like company of a king greater than any here

on the visible earth.

The bards, who themselves were often

powerful chieftains and nearly always mem-
bers of the allodial nobility class, graded their

poems in accordance with the social station of

the men to whom they were directed. The
rank of one of these eulogies depended not

only upon what had been said but fully as

much on how it had been said. The highest

type of skaldic verse was characterized by

extreme ornateness, an excessive use of meta-

phor, involved sentence structure, and allu-

sions that could be understood only by the

thoroughly initiated. Hence it cannot be said

that the poetry of the Viking bards is great in

point of effortless simplicity or poignant bu-

rn^ feeling. But it proves that the northerners

had attained a very high level of cultural form

in the realm of oral literature. It is, however,

weak in the romantic qualities of yearning

and of dream.

The skaldic poetry of Norway harbored one

large purpose that can only by sufferance be

spoken of as a goal of poetry. It aimed very

often to record the genealogy of a family or

a kinship group. Such an effort was made
by the Agder poet Tjodolf^ of Kvine when
he wrote his Genealogy of the Ynglings in

the interest of the clan to which his king,

Harald the Fairhaired, belonged. Such an

effort was also made by the bard Eyvind

Skaldaspillir^ when he wrote the Genealogy

of the Hdlogaland Earls in the interest of that

other great family upon which the early mon-

archy rested, the family of the Lade chief-

tains. In this capacity the poetry of the bards

served as the groimdwork of history. Indeed,

the greater portion of Snorri Sturluson^s re-

markable 13th c. work, the Heimskringh,

consists of a brilliant account written on the

basis of evidence left in the skaldic verse.

The most famous bards of a strictly Nor-

wegian designation were the two I have men-

tioned—Tjodolf and Eyvind—from the courts

of Harald the Fairhaired and his son Hikon
the Good. Among their poems are TjodolFs

Autumn Song and Eyvind's Memorial to King

Haakon, But their contemporary, Thorbjorh

Hornklovi,’^ has left us works of equally strik-

ing imagination and power. The majority of

the Icelandic skalds of the loth and the

I ith c. also lived and wrote in the Norwegian

scene, being in the main attached to the court

of the king of Norway.

Most of the extant skaldic poetry is now
ascribed to known literary artists. But there

was a kindred and tangent form of verse, the

makers of which are totally anonymous. We
must suppose that a vast body of religious

legend and superstition was formed during

the Viking period; especially when we study

the growth of the Norwegian fairy tale and

the more recent folk legends, many elements

of which, more especially those of moun-

tain trolls, go back to the pagan mind.

The religion of the Viking centuries was

an expression of aristocratic attitudes formed

in a day when the ownership.of land became*
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associated with
,

heroic deeds on the sea and

abroad. Sea kings arose; adventurers became

famous throughout the realms of the North

and the Baltic seas. The so-called Eddie poetry

is written in the Homeric vein. The group of

lays dealing with the exploits of Rhineland

and Burgundy heroes corresponds in a meas-

ure to the songs about the Greeks at Troy.

The events are a little beyond the horizon of

history, although we know that elements of

fact must be present. The characters loom in

the distance much as a chain of vast moun-

tains in the blue, beyond a nearer ridge more

clearly visible.

In addition to the Lays of the Heroes^ the

Eddie collection includes a group called the

Lays of the Gods, the names used being sup-

plied by modern editors, from whom the order

of the poems in the Edda also stems. The
Lays of the Gods are made up of a cosmologi-

cal work known as the Volus'po or the Proph-

ecy of the Seeress, a wisdom poem entitled

the Sayings of the High One, and numerous

versified accounts of the deeds and the prob-

lems of the Viking gods. We must not sup-

pose that these pagan lays give us any com-

plete picture of the religion of the ancient

period, for it is certain that gods like Odin,

Thor, Frey, and Balder had their special

strongholds and their particular devotees. As

warriors the Vikings principally called upon

Thor of the cunning Odin, but as tillers of

the soil they were the devotees of Frey. The

lower classes had little or no share in the

Eddie ideology and the Eddie lore.

This Poetic Edda is a collection of verse

, composed between the years 700 and 1100 a.d.

The collection as we now have it was prob-

ably made not far from the year 1200. It was

discovered in 1643 by the Icelandic bishop

Brynjolfr Sveinsson. The name Edda is a

modem echo of a 13th c. volume on poetics

.written by Snom Sturluson and may mean
- “the book about poetry^' or the “Oddi book,”

.that% the book written at Oddi in Iceland,

The Eddie verse is infinitely more simple

and lucid than the poetry of the Viking bards.

Principally in the Vohispo, there are scenes

of unforgettable majesty and grandeur. Some
of the narrative poems are indeed master-

pieces of graphic storytelling, worthy to be

associated with the prose narratives of some

of the sagas. We cannot be sure about the

religious function of the Lays of the Gods.

Since we know that the Viking temple was

a banquet hall in which the leaders on earth

sat down to sup with the leaders of the heav-

enly realm, it is not at all unlikely that poetry

of this nature was spoken or chanted in con-

nection with the sacrifices. In the Holy of

Holies the priest or lay chieftain probably

spoke or mumbled various magic formulas as

he sprinkled the blood upon the image of the

god; but in the outer hall where the men were

seated very much as at their family banquets,

it must have been quite natural to chant this

poetry in recognition of the divine presence.

We must also recognize that a large body of

similar poems may have been lost when the

White Christ and the Christian king finally

triumphed over the pagan deities, Odin, Thor,

and Frey,

The ancient pagan literature included an

impressive body of legend and of story. How
well the story was told in its oral form we
cannot say, because the prose narrative usu-

ally does not attain to the rhythmic fixity of a

poem, and none of the sagas was committed

to writing earlier than the mid-i2th c. But it

is certain that the modern Norwegian fairy-

tale contains a layer of pagan tradition, chiefiy

associated with the stories of trolls and ogres,

Thejre must in the early Middle Ages have

been a vast number of tales in circulation,

some dealing with sacred places, others with

men and events, for lower paganism teemed

with superstition and imaginative explana-

tions of the phenomena of life. But. of this

lower paganism we have only indirect knowl-

edge, since the pagan aristocracy frowned at
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its crude notions, never allowing it a place in

the realm of literary composition.

The Old Norse poetry flourished at the

court of Harald the Fairhaired during the late

9th and the nearly loth c. With the coming

of the two kings, Olaf the First or Olaf

Trygvason, and Olaf the Second or Saint

Olaf, the Viking aristocracy relinquished its

power and distinction in favor of national

unity as promoted by the king and the church.

It may seem strange that we should grant the

church credit for national aspirations in north-

ern Europe; but during the i ith c. the Roman
element in the church was not especially sig-

nificant. The earliest churches in Norway

were royal chapels, and the new religion was

used as a counterweight on the part of the

kings against the entrenched might of the

pagan allodial nobility. Consequently it is an

apt sajnng that the nth c. marks the victory

of kings and the King of Kings,

The literary significance of this first Chris-

tian century in the Norse realm is confined

to some amplifications of the regional law

codes, some epigonic skaldic poetry, rudi-

mentary sagas about the holiness of the Chris-

tian kings—the two Olafs—and some Christian

legends coming to Norway with these kings

and their chief supporters, the court priests

from England.

The i2th and the 13th c. constitute, on

the other hand, the greatest golden age of

Norwegian letters prior to the 19th c. In the

middle of the 12th c, the archbishopric of

Nidaros was established. During that same

agitated time, monasteries sprang up in re-

markable abundance. Churches were built;

the hierarchy was organized; the ecclesiastic

law established the rights and the privileges

of religious bodies ^and individuals of the holy

orders. Indeed the North took on the mood
and the color of Europe as we know it in the

days of Innocent the Third.

The r2th c. was especially a period of con-

fusion, in spite of its tremendous energy. The

old provincial aristocracy still exercised great

power in the political affairs of the land.

Often the throne was sought as the tool by

which aristocratic pretenders could gain do-

minion. On the other hand, the new church

priesthood also began to acquire a mighty

influence. The tug of war between the heredi-

tary Norwegian aristocracy and King Sverre

Sigurdson marked a definite central conflict

of interest, and the subsequent struggle be-

tween the crown and the church also gave

evidence of sociological dislocations of potent

meaning both to the present and to the

future.

With the ascension of Haakon the Old to

the throne of Norway early in the 13th c. a

balance was struck. Peace ensued; prosperity

abounded; Norway became a part of the con-

tinental order.

Yet the literary achievement of the time is

to be explained as a remarkable fusion of the

old pagan aristocracy with the new ecclesias-

tical personnel of the land. The fact that the

principal leaders of a diocese or a monastic

order were commonly of the native stock and

sprung from the aristocratic class of land-

owners, allowed the tradition to be maintained.

In Iceland particularly, where settlement was

recent and a distinguished social isolation

came to be practiced, the growth of the church

proceeded in friendly step with the progress

of the local and the national gentry.

The most original literary product of the

northern society of the time is the saga. It has

its origin in the same type of tribal and fam-

ily interest as we find in the Old Testament

and elsewhere. The many genealogies of the

Biblical literature are rudimentary sagas, and

the book of Jtidges might justifiably be com-

pared with such a work as 1the Sturhmgasaga

of Iceland.

The first sagas are sagas of the kings, and

the greatest of all the sagas is the Heim-

skringla, written by Snorri Sturluson in the

13th c. as a history of the Norwegian royal
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house, more particularly of the two central

monarchs, the Christian Olafs,

Aside from ike’Heimskringla the classical

saga embraces the Icelandic family histories,

but practically all of the sagas have their roots

in a cultural and sociological homeland which

is mainly the western coast of Norway*

It should always be kept in mind that on a

parallel with the 'more secular family stories

there were both in Iceland and in Norway
sagas of bishops, of abbots, of saints, and of

pretenders. Some of the accounts are edifying,

but others are ejcpressive of grossness and

thirst for selfish might.

The more specific church literature of the

period was in some instances intended to be

the eflEulgence of the glory of God, as when
the poet spoke of the ray that came into the

cathedral of Nidaros at the time it was dedi**

cated, how it filled the whole sanctuary with

a sweet fragrance, and how this same ray

from the divine being had come down to the

people of European lands by way of Christ

and lately by saints like the holy king Olaf

Haraldson. But the poetry could also be nar-

rative, intended rather to serve as an aid to

instruction where systematic textbooks were

rarely used. The story was often an epitome

of Christian history, an outline of the plan

of salvation, or a semi-dramatic rendering of

the passion of Christ.

From the late 13th c. onward the homilies

of the church became increasingly significant

as the written expression of the time.

If we were to ask why the centuries be-

tween the reign of Haakon the Old and the

coming of the Lutheran reformation are uni-

versally accepted as a period of decline in the

coimtries of the European North, it might

first be pointed out that the old allodial gentry

of the Viking period was no longer creatively

original. In an ever increasing degree the

newer aristocracy merged vrfth the correspond-

ing class on the European continent. In such

a merging the economic power, the social

standard, the linguistic faciUty, and the artis-

tic taste would all have the determining bulk

and quality in the lands to the south. In

proportion, therefore, as the continent devel-

oped a European aristocracy with family con-

tacts from Spain to Russia, in that proportion

the creative initiative of the Norwegian allo-

dial barons diminished* And in proportion as

the continent developed a European church

with material interests in every quarter of

non-Russian Europe and a more and more

standardized pattern of thought and behavior,

in that direct proportion the initiative of Nor-

wegian ecclesiastical leaders was reduced.

Definitely associated with the decline of

the native aristocracy is the decline of the

royal house. In a very striking manner the

northern kings and princes began to rest their

eyes on one section of the horizon—the south-

ern hills and lowlands. Scandinavians began

to think of a royal unionism embracing all of

the North, and with this unionism came dy-

nastic contacts with German princely houses,

Mecklenburg, Oldenburg, Holstein. No longer

could a Heimskringla be written to the glory

of a specifically Norwegian royal family.

The Hanseatic League dominated com-

merce, and the general dependence upon con-

tinental goods and crafts is very striking from

the 14th c. onwards. Nor is it overcome dur-

ing the period of the Reformation. We have

to come to the rise of the Dutch and the

English before we again find the Norwegians

looking out upon the great western expanse

of the ocean. But when that reorientation

finally took place, it laid the foundation for a

second golden age in Norwegian literature.

But die circumstance that aristocratic,

courtly, and ecclesiastical letters declined dur-

ing the late centuries of the Middle Ages is

not to he understood as a bald assertion tiiat

nothing of permanent significance grew dur-

ing this time. To he sure the European world

of scholasticism and of church-dominated uni-

versities could not recognize as art and literary
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craft the popular telling of fairy and troll

stories. Nor could the arbiters of taste sanc-

tion the folk dance, with its attendant ballad

singing. Nevertheless the later centuries of

the Middle Ages have been able to fill vuhat

seemed a distressing gap—fill it with the gay

song of amorous boys and girls in the play of

magic summer evenings; fill it with stalking

monsters and Christian magic; fill it with the

terror and the hope that dwelled not in the

breasts of the nobles but in the hearts of the

common Norwegian farmer of the valley and

the fjord.

The medieval ballad was, of course, in a

much higher degree than the fairytale a writ-

ten form of art. Broadly speaking, the ballad

was the orchestra of the medieval group dance.

Its soft, swaying tones melted into the whole

living melody of knighthood and chivalry.

Although it too had its European tone and

standard, it took on much of local and national

color. The earliest known reference to the

ringdance in the northern Scandinavian lands

is a note from 1118" in an Icelandic work.

The ballad accompanied the ringdance; but

neither of these two forms of expression was

predominantly favored during the i2th and

the 13th c., when Christianity was young and

the monastic institutions were growing. At

least in its northern setting, the ballad was a

flower growing in an old and well decayed

'soil. The song as well as the dance gave vent

to romantic sentiment. In the Viking civiliza-

tion women had no basic joy or function

except in their relation to the home. Conse-

quently loyalty was a greater word in die

early family context than sentiment or ro-

mance could be. With the ballad came a note

less family determined, a note more European

in its nearest associations. The dance on the

greensward or by the manor gate was social

in its behavioristic pattern, but anti-social as

far as the guardians of religion and Christian

ethics could see. Almost every conscientious

priest looked upon the ringdance with the

same scowling mien a modem parson takes

on in the presence of jazz or jive.

Just because the ballad was so intimately

tied up with the dance and the revelry of an

indulgent aristocracy, this form of literature is

not of exceptional richness in Norway, Den-

mark is the great ballad country in Scandi-

navia, for it then held the strategic position

in Scandinavian society. The Danish aristoc-

racy was by all odds the most striking and

the wealthiest in the European North. The
Norwegian ballad has few distinctive lines.

Chiefly worth mention is the prevalence of

troll ballads, of which the originality stems

from paganism, inasmuch as the trolls are

derivatives of gods and giants that stalk the

pages of the Eddie poetry. The fact that the

troll ballad is uniformly drawn to illustrate

the victory of Christianity will be recognized

as a part of the medieval mind; but die Chris-

tian element is European, only the troll is in

possession of characteristic native traits.

The principal distinctiveness of the ballad

in point of literary quality and structure will

be found in the soft, lilting cadence of the

verse, and in the use of refrain, the latter

being in the nature of a choms that the

dancers repeated.

The Danes began to collect their ballads in

the 16th c., but the Norwegians did not

undertake the strictly literary work connected

with the ballads and the fairytales until the

middle decades of the 19th. In this circum-

stance we may see another proof that the

most prolific area of the.Old Norse period had

lost its cultural initiative. The Icelanders be-

came dependent upon, the Norwegians, while

the Norwegians in turn looked toward south-

ern Scandinavia, and the entire northern re-

gion of Europe was oriented toward Germany.

The Norwegian fairytales have in their

structure and content distinguishable layers,

much as there are layers in a geological de-

posit. The most recent belongs to the 17th and

,
the iSth c. It is characterized by a sociological
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stress; the hero is of lowly origin—an Askeladd

—but he wins the princess and half the king-

dom by reason of his secret genius, which is

essentially the mental quality of wonder and

the romantic element of natural good fortune*

The other two layers were deposited in the

Middle Ages. The troll in the fairytale has

its accompaniment in the troll ballad; indeed,,

the pagan element of the troll is the most

original and the most imaginative in the

Norwegian tales. The other element stems

from the Christian thought-life of the Middle

Ages; it is common to the European scene.

Principally it expresses itself in a structural

emphasis of numbers, chiefly the number

three, which arranges the entire fairytale in

an order of climax: an axe, a spade, a walnut;

or the hero passing through a copper, a silver,

and a gold forest. Ultimately this number

structure goes beyond Christianity, but it

came to the north as a part of it. More strictly

ecdesiastical is the magic power of the Chris-

tian symbols. The church bells will blast the

power of the trolls, and a word of Scripture

can foil the most sinister plan of the ogres.

Although the Christian magic is not on a

much higher level than the pagan magic,

which bound an evil spirit by passing steel

over it, the fairytale magic is expressive of the

victory Christianity achieved over the Eddie

religion, for the church symbols are holy and

potent while the remnants of paganism are a

part of Satan's own empire.

The Norwegian fairytale had these two

periods of growth; the time from the late 13th

to the late 15th c., and the time between the

Thirty Years' War and the French revolution.

The fairytale as the Norwegians produced it

is highly imaginative, excellently told, and

deeply imbedded in the life of the folk. In

the 19th c. it joined with the saga and the

folk melodies to play a determining role in

the national renaissance in literature as well

as in muric, painting, and almost every other

form of art.

It must be said that the Lutheranism that

came to Scandinavia in the i6th c. is not

especially attractive. It was a product of a

German struggle; in Germany it had had cer-

tain very significant cultural implications, of

which we need mention only the excellent

translations of the Bihle and the many power-

ful h5mns. But to Norway the Reformation

did not mean any reinstatement of the native

or the vernacular. Quite the opposite. It

meant the lowest ebb of both the Icelandic

and the Norwegian culture. It meant specifi-

cally the elevation of South-Scandinavian

rulers and groups to dominion in the North,

so that what had hitherto been partly conti-

nental German and partly Roman now be-

came altogether German except insofar as

Ludier and his followers went back to apos-

tolic Christianity and Old Testament Jewry.

The period from 1537 to the end of the i6th

c. is in almost every respect the darkest in

the history of Norway.

It is necessary briefly to mention one other

consideration. The Reformation was intro-

duced by the kings; there was little demo-

cratic preparation for it. The churches were

often stripped of their gold and silver, their

sacred vessels, their ornaments, their shrines.

The monasteries were dissolved altogether,

the properties being confiscated by the crown.

Under such circumstances the ordinary agrar-

ian citizen lost faith in the moral order upon

which he had relied; nothing was sacred any

longer. Moral standards were brought low

indeed; superstition experienced a heyday; in-

tolerance flourished; witchburning became a

practice condoned by even the educated

classes.

But when all is said this period of ferment,

of foam and grime and eyes wide with fear,

this period too, even in the North, had in it

elements of great significance. It marked the

advent of the printed word. Printing presses

were set up in Copenhagen very early, and

they serv^ Norway and Iceland as well—
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Norway did not have her own printer or

publisher until the mid- 17th c. The printers

brought to the North specifically copies of the

Bible; during the second half of the i6th c.

came the new hymnaries, and very early the

Small Catechism of Martin Luther joined to

make the great triumvirate of early Scandi-

navian Protestantism.

There are some indications that even secu-

lar letters were cultivated here and there in

Norway during the i6th c. The dty of

Bergen had, during the saga period, ranked

as the leading community of the nation. That

position had been maintained during the

Hanseatic ascendancy, although the distinc-

tion had not always been fraught with na-

tional meaning. Bergen existed, in fact, under

something like extra-territorial law, for the

benefit of the German merchants and their

crafts organizations. But even in the i6th c.

the city on the western coast led the country

in point of cultural leadership, and it was in

Bergen that the Reformation church most

quickly became established.

The leading Protestant clergyman of the

century was the bishop Geble Pedersson of

the Bergen diocese, and his right-hand man
in the field of education was the lecturer in

theology at the Bergen Cathedral school,

Absalon PederssSn Beyer. Characteristically

for the period, Beyer had been educated at the

universities of Copenhagen and Wittenberg.

Throughout the third quarter of the i6th c.

he taught in Bergen, becoming known as the

Lutheran humanist of his age. He wrote a

topographical and nationally analytic DescHp-

tion of Norway which marks rather clearly the

extent of Norse decline but nevertheless gives

vent to a personal hope for the future. He
also kept an,extensive diary. Liber Bergensis

Ca'fntuU, embracing moral precepts, keen ob-

servations, and suggestive interpretations of

his era.

A second literary clergyman stalks with de-

termined mien across the age, the Agder pastor

Peder Clausson Friis. His preaching was of

the frontier type, and his experiences included

some knifeplay. But withal there was in the

Reverend Friis a great concern for his people

and his coimtry. He also was essentially a

humanist, and he also wrote a topographical

work; but, more particularly, he made the

first significant modern translation of the

Heimskringla of Snorri Sturluson. Both the

language and the cultural tone of Norway
had by then varied so greatly from the best

spirit of the saga age that Friis^s translation

acted at once as a great historical-educational

impetus and as a mirror by which the people

could see the nation in terms of their fore-

bears. To the renaissance of the 19th c. Peder

Clausson Friis thus became a genuine fore-

runner.

The time between the Lutheran reforma-

tion of the 16th c. and the national Nor-

wegian renaissance of the 19th is characterized

by a political and social order known as royal

absolutism. In the northern lands the power

of the Church was shattered; her great wealth

was taken over by the King's government; her

independent educational system was made

part of the state bureaucracy; her system of

appointments and ecclesiastical advancement

was abolished, in favor of pastors by the secu-

lar grace of the King.

The new type reached its maturity and its

adquate form in 1660 when the sovereign of

western Scandinavia, the monarch in Copen-

hagen, broke the opposition of the nobility and

declared his governmental power absolute.

From a literary standpoint the period of abso-

lutism meant chiefly two significant develop-

ments: First, the University of Copenhagen,

which had been largely a church institution,

became a royal university for the training of

the government bureaucracy, civil, military,

or ecclesiastical. Secondly, the theatre and the

drama in general became royal. By the i8th c.

the Royal Theatre of Copenhagen was not

only famous but without any serious com-
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petitor in the entire realm. In this trend the

northern countries followed the lead of the

greater European powers.

During the 17th c. two literary figures

partially express the significant intellectual

changes -of their time: Fetter Dass,’^ and

Dorthea Engelhrektsdatter. Like Beyer and

Friis, Dass was a theologian. Initiated into a

life of hardship by a long term of service as

pastor among the fishermen of Nordland, he

finally obtained the ample country parish of

Alstahaug. He never considered his verse-

making as even an attempt at the fine art of

letters. His verses came easily, and he scat-

tered his poems about in the fjords and on

the islands. Homely poetry, graphically realis-

tic lines, rugged nature, deep friendliness

toward the people, simplicity in his religious

trust—of such things Dass was made, and in-

deed the combined effect is that of a man of

size if not of gentility. He is by all odds the

first important bard of modem Norway,

Dass’s poems, especially such as the Trum-
pet of Nordland, belong to the folk and to the

religious tradition, rather than to any univer-

sity culture in royal Copenhagen. He sings

of the moods of nature in the summer glory

and the wintry gloom. He tells of the various

occupations on sea and on land, is not afraid

to portray the filth and the earthbound exist-

ence of his people, and he makes the reader

partake of a fare that he can relish, an air

that he can quaff in deep draughts, a human-

ity that wells up from the dear source of life.

Dass also vncote some religious verse, chiefly

didactic, songs to aid the young in memoriz-

ing Luther^s catechism. The other representa-

tive of the 17th c., Dorthea Engelhrektsdatter,

produced religious poetry exclusively. The
sentiment in her verses, in our day we should

call religious sentimentality. But her hynrns

were highly esteemed, and some of them have

been accepted into the permanent treasure

house of northern hymnody. The excessive

shedding of tears is not unnatural to the mood

of certain Lutheran movements of the 17th

and the i8th c.

Following the death of Martin Luther, and

especially during the bitter religious struggles

of the 17th c., the insistence upon a rigidly

defined system of doctrine characterized the

thinking and the discussion of the northern

lands. The consequent aridity of the estab-

lished church stimulated the growth of pi-

etism. But the stress on virtue and rationality

was of a piece with a mental liberation that

had been gathering force from as far back as

the Italian Renaissance.

In the imited kingdom of western Scandi-

navia the most influential and the most ade-

quate representative of the enlightenment was

^e dramatist Ludvig Holberg.*^ Although he

was born in Norway and spent his most im-

pressionable years in his native land, he truly

represents that western Scandinavian king-

dom which had as its capital the andent city

of Copenhagen on the Sound, and which in

addition to Denmark also included Norway
and the duchies of Slesvig and Holstein. I

merely wish to point out here that even as

Iceland during the late Middle Ages became

increasingly dependent on the mother coun-

try, Norway, so the regions of northern Scan-

dinavia became dependent upon southern

Scandinavia, a trend in the economic and

cultural life that also threatened to make all

of western Scandinavia the intellectual vassal

of Germanic central Europe. Holberg is the

savior of the Danish-Norwegian language.

His insistence upon its use in the literary

production of the time, and his fervent effort

to keep it pure, expressive, and vigorous,

signaled a great national revival both in Den-

mark and in Norway.

It has already been stressed that when
religious and feudalistic medievalism passed,

the absolute kings dominated the European

scene for more than two centuries. Culturally

the period is strongest in the drama, which

had its home in the Royal Theatre, aniintd-
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lectually the lead passed more and more from

the church to the royal university.

The very nature of the historical develop-

ment made it quite reasonable indeed to the

people of the i8th c. that they should have a

common state or royal university in Copen-

hagen. The Norwegian students were in the

habit of organizing their own student society,

where provincial or separatistic oratory might

well be heard at the same time that sharp

lances were thrown at the ruling class, but in

the main the cultural distinction of the an-

cient city, often referred to as the Athens

of the North, was recognized throughout the

united kingdom. Indeed the common western

Scandinavian tradition, in some of its forms,

continues to be strong in our own day.

The leaders of the Norwegian society in

Copenhagen were the sons of men in the

accepted professions, pastors, doctors, lawyers,

military officers, the children intent upon fol-

lowing in the footsteps of their sires. Among
these were Johan Herman Wessel,’^ Johan

Nordahl Brun, Peter Harboe Frimann and

his brother Claus, Niels Krog Bredal, Jonas

Rein. The society flourished ca, 1770, but

weakened toward the end of the century,

when Norway began to agitate more in-

sistently for her own university. The chief

literary contributions of the society lay in the

fiields of the drama and in the principles of

criticism to which the members adhered. In

general the Norwegian students leaned more

toward the side of French classicism than did

especially such Danish writers as the poet

Ewald,

In Norwegian circles north of the Skager-

rack the literary tradition followed the trend

marked by Beyer and Friis; that is to say, the

writers drew upon valley and fjord lore to

give them subjects and their deepest mood.

Such a group was found at Volda in Sunn-

more, from which came men like the pastor

Hans Strom, the progressive farmer and poli-

tidari Sivert Aarflot, and later the great

language reformer of the 19th c., Ivar

Aasen."^

In the majestic valley of Gudbrandsdal, the

literary interest stemmed indeed from the an-

cient Norse families. In the i8th c. the poet

Edward Storm, son of a Vaagaa pastor, gave

to Norway powerful and charming songs

many people still love, songs that share the

eternal emotion of a Robert Burns. The en-

chanting summers of the Norwegian mouu'

tains are to Storm an everlasting miracle of

beauty. Other worthy poets are Simon

Fougner and Peter Christopher Stenersen.

In the northern city of Trondheim, mem-
ories of a great archepiscopahchurch era were

still strong, and even during the early Protest-

ant centuries the city had a significant cathe-

dral school and a royal academy of science.

Although the art of imaginative writing was

not cultivated to a high degree, Trondheim

had distinguished scholars and essayists, above

all the historian Gerhard Schoning.

In Oslo, Christian Tullin flourished during

the middle decades of the century. A lover of

nature and a believer in the Rousseauan prin-

ciples in literature, he became the most dis-

tinguished lyric romanticist of his native land,

though overshadowed by the great genius of

the following decade, Henrik Wergeland."^

In 1809 Sweden lost to Russia the control

of the archduchy of Finland. When Jean

Baptiste Bernadette was elected crown prince

of Sweden in 1812, the understanding was

that he could make an alliance with Napoleon

and wrest the duchy back from the czar.

Destiny provided just the opposite. Bemadotte

joined the Allies, and by the treaty of Kiel,

in 1814, the king of Denmark, Norway and

Slesvig-Holstein, for a slight compensation on

the German border, ceded his right to the

throne of Norway. By this transaction the so-

• called peninsular system came into being as

the pet child of Bemadotte, who was now

called Charles John.

The system involved three principal points;
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that Finland belonged within the political

sphere of Russia, that Denmark belonged

within the sphere of Germany, and that only

by making the peninsula one nation could

Scandinavia proper be large and strong enough

to maintain its integnty

The peninsular system lasted from 1814

to 1905

Culturally the change was nothing short of

revolutionary Norway obtained a large de-

gree of pohtical freedom, she came quickly to

have in Oslo a national center, a city growing

with almost American speed throughout the

hundred years All sorts of vigorous institu-

tions were established the storthtng (Parlia-

ment), national university, national theatres,

national art gallenes and schools of music—

all within the knowledge and memory of a

generation

Of supreme importance was the intellectual

vigor to come from the Royal University in

Oslo Although at first it had to rely on

teachers brought from Copenhagen, stimulat-

ing young scholars had by 1830 taken over

key positions and were busy planning the na-

tional campaign of this resurrection cen-

tury In 1825 John Sebastian Welhaven’*'

and Hennk Wergeland matnculated at the

university, and a few years later Anton Mar-

tin Schweigaard, Fredenk Stang, and Peter

Andreas Munch were transforming the fac-

ulty both in mind and m spirit

In the university circles, lyric poetry was

for the time being dommant, but m the coun-

try at large the interest in drama and play

production had canned over from the time

when the Norwegian bureaucracy had taken

their academic training in Copenhagen Nor-

way herself had no distinguished theatre unul

1828, when the Chnstiania Theatre at Bank

Square was founded

Both in the capital of the nation and

throughout the provinces, there were numer-

ous dramatic clubs of a pnvate nature Some

had htde theatres^ of their own, whose chief

purpose lay in the social entertainment they

provided The personnel of such private

groups was recruited from the homes of the

clergy, the teachers m secondary and higher

schools, officers of local army units, judges

and attorneys, all of whom continued to be

officeholders They constituted in the aggre-

gate whatever pretension to aristocracy the

country might show In that fact lies also the

reason why pnvate dramatic clubs generally

took their cue from Copenhagen or even from

Pans The amateurs were lovers of the game

and seekers of gentility

Some in Norway even at this time culti-

vated the romantic novel and the short story

They were, however, not typically Norwegian

romantiasts, for they had their eyes on Rous-

seau and his Europeans A writer hke Maunts

Hansen could on occasion tell a story from

the Norwegian folk life, but more frequently

he let his imagination range all the way to

Palmyra and Aladdin The Norwegians had

to be born again through the resurrection of

the saga and the Eddie poetry, not to speak

of the folk and fairy tales, the ballads, and

the national hymn, before their life could

find expression m the genial peasant stones

of Bjomstjeme Bjomson

Immediately following the Napoleonic wars,

Norway was thrown into a long and severe

economic depression, which in some respects

permanently altered the mdustnal and com-

meraal structure of the nation There can be

little doubt that, m the mam, separation from

Denmark meant greater prospenty in Norway,

for the Norwegians were anxious to try their

fortunes m the various enterprises of inter-

national commerce But the reorganization of

banking and finance took the greater portion

of two decades By a generous coincidence the

recovery was felt just as the two great cultural

leaders, Wergeland and Welhaven, began to

dominate the spotlight

To be a student leader was in those days to

engage m a heated debate on the question of
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national attitudes There were few other po-

litical forums of note, and the people at large

ga\e a ready ear to young and old in the new

academic center of the land Wergeland ar-

gued that culture is basically national, indi-

vidual, or personal in character At least m his

earlier stages, he was inclined to minimize the

significance of form, deenung emotion and

imagination far more vital Essentially ro-

mantic in point of view as well as in tempera-

ment, he would not admit that tedious learn-

ing might be necessary to basic cultural de-

velopment

Wergeland therefore made a virtue of the

revolution of 1814 He desired to be free

from Denmark not only m matters political

but also in the intellectual field And although

he was a romanticist, he did not, as many
others were mclmed to do, look toward Ger-

many for inspiration and literary authonty

Rather he sought the companionship of the

English and the French, his visit to diese two

western kingdoms being of cardinal impor-

tance an his life

Above all Wergeland desired to reunite the

Norway of the 19th c with the splendid

nation of saga Dmes It was he that developed

the formula, that Norwegian history consists

of two authentic ends divided by a foreign

and corrupt middle To melt away this un-

Norwegian section, to weld the new and the

old together, was beyond all other considera-

tions what Wergeland tned to do.

Johan Sebastian Welhaven also belonged

to the academically trained hur^ucracy of his

native land Both he and Wergeland came
from a clergyman's home, although it was con-

sistent with his theory and attitude that the

young Hennk traced his family name to

Verkland m the province of Sogn, a typical

peasant community, Welhaven's background
was more distinctly that of the intellectual

^anstocracy of his time.

In the view of Norway's intelligentsia, form
is of major, perhaps supreme significance in

the development of culture The spirit does

not exist before the form is, rather it comes

into being as the creative mind achieves a

break-through m the discipline of a structural

pattern Culture must be looked upon as a

labonous training m the use of the essential

form symbols, one generation adding its mite

to what has been handed down to it by its

sires

Obviously this view makes culture univer-

sal, intellectual, aristocratic, with eminent

stress upon continuities Welhaven desired to

continue the association with Denmark, be-

cause It meant to him the entire growth of

his people's culture m modem times He was

not, hke Wergeland, assured that an ancient

genius lived in the valleys and the fjords of

the country Consistent with the general cul-

tural attitude, he also desired to onentate the

new nation toward Central Europe, toward a

gentle romanticism of idealized ballad and

upland story

Wergeland labored energetically dunng the

1830's to spread enlightenment among the

common folk, to strengthen the political mteg-

nty of the electorate, and to lay the whole
broad basis of a democratic polity He threw

off numerous lync poems with breathless

speed, wrote the vast Miltonian religious epic,

Creation^ Man, and the Messiah, he even

found time to compose hght farces to be used

chiefly against his political enemies

Especially among the intelligentsia Werge-
land had many bitter enemies, who accused

him of serving the interests of hterary crudity

and Ignorance, not to say bigotry But during

the last year of his life, when tuberculosis

slowly robbed him of his energies, the Nor-
wegian people began to understand the great-

ness of heart and the depth of spirit he pos-

sessed The poetry he wrote during these last

months proved a golden treasure to the entire

nation There has never been in Norway an-

other lyric poet witi equal wing span, never

one with his god-hte concern for men and na-
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ture alike Writing until his pen dropped from

his powerless fingers, Wergeland is one of the

world's most inspiring examples of spintiial

majesty, of a souls power to transcend even

death

Welhaven had a somewhat different for-

tune He was appointed a professor at the

university and continued to play a large role

even durmg the fifties and the sixties He
mellowed with age, grew calm and lofty.

Unlike his great contemporary opponent, he

did not produce an abundance of verse Some-

one remarked about him that when he found

a subject he worked it with chisel and plane

and lathe until it was perfect, but also until

It had lost some of its ruggedness and its

impressive size Indisputably, Welhaven is

one of the greatest masters of form Norwegian

poetry can show The gentle flow of his

lines, and the nostalgic mood of his remmis-

cent verse, contain the everlasting pleasure of

dream and of sustained charm

Both Wergeland and Welhaven were uni-

versity men of the late twenties and the thir-

ties Just in their day another type of intel-

lectual leader came on the stage of the young

country The common school had been re-

organized, with the result that teachers were

greatly in demand Largely religious m its

purposes, the grade mstrucUon was supervised

by the state pastors, each in his appointed

parish. These clergymen in turn became vi-

tally interested m the training of men that

could meet the new demands upon the edu-

cational system. Dunng the 1830's, a number
of teachers' seminars were founded, pnnci-

pally small groups that met m the parsonage

and trained under the guidance of an inspired

churchman Mainly because the seminar

opened the door to brilliant fanner boys, who
rarely had the means or the educational requi-

sites to enter the university, the trammg
given by individual pastors brought out a

number of national leaders, some of the high-

est caliber. Many of them found their way

into the storthing, and distinguished poets,

such as Vmje'^ and Garborg,^ reached their

destiny by way of the teachers’ seminar

Both Wergeland and Welhaven were also

journalists Both edited newspapers of a

propagandist nature, both were convinced of

the tremendous significance of the press in

the intellectual growth of their nme Indeed,

Norwegians were experiencing, m the period

following Kiel and Eidsvoll, the first great

expansion in publishing. There had been

small journals in the i8th c, but they had

been the instruments of the everpresent royal

absolutism, they had been, widi the royal

university and the royal theatre, a need and

an expression of the bureaucracy that domi-

nated the aflEairs of the country In 1819 the

Morgenhladet, a vigorous political daily, was

founded, and before long there mushroomed

forth in the capital and m every town and

village in the country journals of every de-

scription, the greater portion being, however,

either conservative along the line of Wel-

haven's Den Constituuonelle or radical m the

spirit of Wergeland's Statshorgeren (The

Citizen') Here too was a school beside the

regular university, a school that trained many
a political leader and many a fevered young

talent of the penod. Hardly a struggling in-

tellectual of the 19th c but at some time or

other edited a journal of his own.

These tendencies are so many arms reach-

ing forward and upward m trust and hope

But the national consciousness of the time

also embraced meanings principally to be

found m the collective memones, either of

the country at large or of provinces that had

in a vital measure retained the deep rhythms

and the long-time values of folk life The

interest in folk music, fairytales, ballads, and

mdeed the sagas and the Old Norse mythol-

ogy was not ongmal or new Great enthu-

siasm had already been shovm in this type

of labor, both in Denmark and m Germany;

the Norwegian students that had taken their
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academic degrees at Copenhagen were no

strangers to the movement

The significant change m mood and m
basic evaluation must be understood in the

hght of what had happened m 1814 The

study of these national treasures might now

be undertaken with Oslo as a center There

was a national university, there were the be-

ginnings of a national dieatre, there was the

Norwegian parliament, there was the resi-

dence of the king All the thoughts of the

nation drifted naturally up to Oslo, where

the rights of the people were to be defiined

and the new intellectual life to show its most

significant tendency and power Oslo, as the

capital of a young and vigorous state, acted

as a throbbmg heart m an eager body The
nation awaited its rapturous breathmg

We cannot readily understand the signifi-

cance of the folklonstic development m Nor-

way unless we see m it a reflex action The
agranan countryside owned and possessed

cultural treasures of immense worth, but the

agranan population itself was hke the man
that owned the field where a great prize was

hidden, he had no conception of its value

True enough, the owners of ancient home-

steads loved their traditions and customs, but

these were generally looked upon as local and

family sagas. Few realized what Norwegian

folk culture could mean, once it could be

brought with symbolic power into the life of

the entire nation. For this reason the work of

collecting and editing took on immense sig-

nificance. The scholars that treated the folk

art of Norway at the same time shot it

througK with a meaningful symbolism not a

little akin to that which Luther achieved in

his translation of the Bthle

^ In 1839 Ludvig Mathias Lmdeman became
organist at Our &vior's Church m Oslo His
father was a distinguished musician, and
Ludvig had brothers that also devoted their

lives to the art It was therefore natural that

. ihe Lmdeumi name should become identified

with the revival of Norwegian church and

folk music Dunng the 1840's he began col-

lecting the upcountry melodies, a work he

continued throughout the rest of his life, with

the financial support of the state Ludvig

Lmdeman ivTOte dovm ballads, folk dances,

and popular hymns in great number, a total

of about 2,000 being published by the end

of the century The undertaking revolution-

ized the music world of Norway, many of the

deeply emotional tunes m a minor key ex-

pressing the pining melancholy as well as the

hope and yeammg m the people's heart Be-

fore Lmdeman died, m 1887, Rikard Nord-

raak and Edvard Gneg had appeared, to

carry the popular meloies forward on the

wings of gemus Lmdeman himself was a

creditable composer, he wrote the melody to

the grand Norwegian hymn, Emit on the

Rock the Church Doth Stand

Simultaneously with Lindeman's effort to

collect and arrange the Norwegian folk

melodies, the two scholars Peter Christen

Asbjomsen and Jorgen Moe began to collect

the Norwegian fairytales These were, as I

have said, m a special degree national and

culturally dynamic, because they stemmed

from the Old Norse pagan mythology, having

grovra branches and crown in the late Middle

Ages and the early modem centunes. The
Norwegian variety of this European folk art

IS distinguished by its grotesque but fascmat-

ing mountam trolls.

The partnership of Asbjornsen and Moe,

which had matured during the thirties, be-

came very active at the turn of the decade

In 1841 appeared the first modest collection

of fairytales, uew and more ambitious vol-

umes appearing m 1842, 1843, and 1844
From then onward additional tales of this

order were pubhshed every year The stones

were m due time illustrated by some of the

greatest of Norway's pamters, prmcipally

Theodore Kittelsen and Erik WerensMold,

until the classic two-volume edition became
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the treasured property of Norwegians every-

where

The collecting of the fairytales was in no

way a simple matter. Or perhaps we should

say that it was not a simple matter to give

this literature back to the nation in such a

form that it might become a genuinely popu-

lar treasure of the people The stories had

lived their long lives m the dress of valley and

fjord dialects In many instances the language

rooted way down into the Old Norse, but it

needed to be given some artistic treatment if

It were to sing m the minds of the growing

generation throughout the land Asbjornsen

was a brilliant storyteller His work comprised

chiefly the narrative part of the task Jorgen

Moe grew into a recognized lync and reli-

gious poet Together they took a line the

country immediately appreciated But it

should be mentioned that the Norwegian

language itself during the 19th c moved so

strongly m the direction of the Old Norse

that the later editions of the fairytales have

been brought back more nearly to the ong-

mal dialect form, although the speafic man-

ner of telling them still belongs to Asbjornsen

and Moe
These folk treasures from the valleys and

the fjords thus came back m a garb that the

entire citizenry recognized as their true na-

tional costume The Norwegian ballads had

a similar fortune, but their story is at many

points a di6Ferent one The European ballad

had a recogmzed form from the beginning

The song and the dance, with which the

ballad regularly assoaated, had taken their

rise in the knighthood of the Middle Ages.

In a sense the ballad was an upper class

rather than a folk hterature Indeed, scholars

connected with the university in Copenhagen

had worked with the Danish ballads smce the

days of the Reformation But the Norwegian

ballads or folk songs had been taken over by

the ordinary boys and girls of the agrarian

upcountry and had been preserve as a folk

treasure, especiaUy in the province of Tele-

mark Yet they could not be given the same

literary treatment as the fairytale, rhyme and

rhythm had to be recognized Most scholars

would say that the ballads should be left as

nearly m the dialect form as possible m order

that their musical qualities might not suffer,

even small changes by an indelicate hand

might have disastrous consequences

The work of collecting and editing the

ballads of Norway was done m the 1850^5

principally by the pastor Magnus Brostrup

Landstad, of Telemark province, otherwise

distinguished as one of the greatest hymn-

writers of the period His edition of 1852 was

not entirely successful, the old songs having

been made too sophisticated Ultimatelv Pro-

fessor Moltke Moe, the son of Jorgen Moe—
perhaps the greatest folklonsUc scholar of the

age—m cooperation with Professor Knut

Liestol brought out a definitive edition of

Norway's ballad literature

In all these tasks, a basic question of lan-

guage made the problem difficult. The Old

Norse classic vernacular had been chiefly a

northwestern Scandinavian and a North-

Adantic speech, but dunng the late Middle

Ages and as far mto the modem era as Hol-

berg, the South-Scandmavian and the Low
German mfluences had threatened to swallow

up the Norse entirely Holberg spent a life-

time counteracting these tendencies When
Norway separated from Denmark, the feeling

grew that Norwegians too ought to bnng

their literary style mto harmony with the

national tradition Many advocates of a par-

ual return to the Old Norse appeared, among

them Hennk Wergeland, but the heart of

the problem was not reached until the middle

of the century, when the general study of

Old Norse gained recognition m educational

circles

Even the most fervent nationalists saw that

the modem language of Norway is too far

removed from the language of the sag^ to
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make a forced return to the Old Norse at all

practical But many argued that the upcoun-

try dialects were direct blood and bone of the

classic hero vernacular They contended that

South-Scandmavian influences were confined

to the Eastland and the southern coastal nm
If one could make a study of elements com-

mon to the language of the inland valleys and

the Westland fjords, it should be possible to

find a modem norm in the dialects, a com-

mon denominator that might possess not only

a basic vocabulary but also the classic tonal

qualities of a national speech Dunng the

1840’s, Ivar Aasen, an unassummg farmer lad

from the Sunnmore province, traveled from

community to community gathenng what he

thought to be the national vocabulary Toward
the end of the decade he published his

Grammar of the Norwegian Folk Language^

a truly epoch-making achievement He was
eagerly joined by talented upland poets, who
used the native forms with tellmg effect m
their verse Among them were two men of

rare genius, Aasmund Vmje and Arne Gar-

borg In their own field they contmued the

work of Hennk Wergeland The New Norse
language, with its splendid rugged cadences,

gradually won the country, it has now been
adopted by a goodly majority and has in addi-

tion drawn the Dano-Norwegian speech in

the same national direction, until modem
Norse unity of expression is all but an accom-
plish^ fact

It was one thing, however, to use the

dialect-colored vernacular m wnting poetry
and national songs For centunes the folk-

lonstic growths had maintained a style and
melody that made an unfailing impression
even on babes in the cradle It was quite
another matter to refashion the prose of the
country; to catch anew the saga’s vigorous
directness, packing verb and subject tighdy
together, wasting not a syllable, calling a
spade a spade.

About the mid-ipth c* the brilliant Nor-

wegian historian Peter Andreas Munch wrote*

to one of his friends, 'Tou cannot imagine

with what enthusiasm the students at our

university now throw their energies into the

study of Old Norse” Up to that time the

people of Norway had read the sagas chiefly

in the warmly felt but linguistically inade-

quate Danish translations of the scholar Niels

Mathias Petersen Wergeland met the classics

in this dress, and although Bjomson and
Ibsen may have had a little sense of the

original language, they too must have relied

upon Petersen It was not until well toward
the end of the century, when the great vic-

tories of the New Norse language movement
had been won, that the present excellent saga

versions came mto being Indeed some of the

very best are from the 20th c

But the revival of the saga gave nse in

the mind of Bjomson to a conviction that the

modem novel could be written in a prose

stemming directly from the ancient literature,

and having at the same time the lively readi-

ness and adequacy of a present-day tongue

Bjomson^ adopted Wergeland’s theory of

the two authentic portions of Norwegian his-

tory separated by an alien middle With great

energy the disciple began the welding enter-

prise death had prevented Wergeland from
undertaking Bjomson was remarkably versa-

tile both as a literary man and as a political

and cultural leader. He wrote very fine

dramas, a number of first-class novels, and a

goodly portion of the undying national poetry.

The poeti^^ was often used in the heat of the

political struggle, but his early dramas and
novels were brought out with a definite his-

torical plan and purpose He intended the

plays to bring saga life and character onto the

national stage of his era. The audience was to

be made aware of its kmship with heroes, it

was to be made proud of its forebears, it was
to become acquainted with the rhythm and
the vinle energy of the ancient families

The alternating current in Bjomson’s pro-
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duction IS shown m the appearance of the

drama Between the Battles m 1856 and the

novel Synnove Solhakken m 1857 In the

play Bjornson goes back to the hero king,

Sverre Sigurdson, on the peasant story he

brings the reader into a Norwegian farm

home in Romsdal Indeed all the peasant

novels are designed to portray the country-

men on homesteads in the valley or along the

fjord as lineal descendants of the saga folk

The alien link has been sawed away
The prose style of Synnove Solbakkefi

proved a fascinating surprise to mid-century

readers There were charm and idealism m
the book, there was a romantic glory in an

unsullied nature and a spontaneous nature

child But especially had the author made
the Norwegian language sing a new song,

a deep and genuine undertone echomg the

national voice had once more come into the

cultivated prose of the land It has been

argued that folk song and fairytale regen-

erated the speech of Norway There is much
truth in the statement It is, however, even

more true to say that Bjornson is the great

grandson of Snorri Sturluson and the people

of the Icelandic family sagas

When Bjornson came to Oslo from the

Romsdal pastor’s home, he met Henrik Ibsen,

his senior by four years That was in 1850

On the second day of January the same year,

the famous violinist Ole Bull had dedicated

the Bergen National Stage, in which he took

great interest and pride In 1851 Ibsen was

called to work at the Bergen playhouse, and

before the decade was drawing to a close he

and Bjornson stood m the lead of the move-

ment directed not only toward the creation

of a national drama but also toward the culti-

vation of a significant national theatre in the

coimtry

Henrik Ibsen worked as a leader of the

national movement for more than a decade.

In 1857 he was made director of the Nor-

wegian Theatre in Oslo, an enterpnse started

parallel to Bull’s theatre in Bergen but more
directly in protest against the Danish orienta-

tion of the Chnstiania Theatre Ibsen fol-

lowed the rules of the time m using the saga

and the folklore as basic material for the

new dramatic art He wrote histoncal plays

and saga dramas, he also drew on the ballads

in works such as St John’s Ntght, Ohf
Ltljekrans, and The Feast at Solhoug But he

also belonged to the Scandinavian movement
of the fifties and the early sixties Much of

his poetry is written for the Scandinavian

conventions of those years. In general it may
be said that throughout his nationahstic and

Scandinavian period, he was restless and un-

certain of his talent Far from being a bom
political leader m a class with Bjornson, he

rather shrank from contact with the crowd.

In the middle sixties he broke away from the

work m the theatre and devoted all his ener-

gies to the writing of dramas His talent was

characterized by an intense inwardness and a

preoccupation with the problems of the indi-

vidual personality In the quartet of plays,

The Pretenders, Brand, Peer Gynt, and

Emferor and Gahlean, he brought the Nor
wegian drama forward to leadership m the

world, although it took the European pubBc

another ten years to recognize his genius

The central problem m these ethical

religious plays is that of the life ideal, the

creative and functional meaning of talents in

a world still m the makmg Ibsen is also try

mg to find a more satisfying expression for

his religious yearning than he had Been able

to give m his earlier youth Ringmg phrases

such as "All or nothing” and 'The Third

Kingdom” represent the final condensation

of his thought on these insistent hut per-

plexing subjects.

It is a rather striking comadence in the

national life of Norway that Bjornson

achieved his definitive success as a theatre

manager during those very years of the sixties

when Ibsen broke through all hindrances
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and gave the world an art of unnvaled intel-

lectual intensity By 1870 the folklore of the

nation had been made mto a national pos-

session, by the same year the two giants had

hfted the conscious art of the Norwegian

renaissance to the highest point in modern

times

Dunng the 1870*$ the cultural life of which

Bjornson and Ibsen had become leading ex-

ponents underwent a distinct change in mood

and tone Not that the great folkloristic con-

quest ceased to be valued On the contrary, it

found its way progressively into the schools

of the land from the university down to the

little one-room structure in the valley or by

the fjord Not that the national emphasis was

less decided m pohtics and in letters In most

respects it was quite the other way, for in

1884 the Norwegian Liberal Party won its

epoch-makmg victory over royal prerogative

and established once for all the pnnaple that

“Norway is a nation, it shall be one people'^—

one people governing itself with prudence

and expressmg its inner genius untrammeled,

untouched by fear or favor

Yet the weather vane had turned The wind

was blowmg from another direction During

the great national romantic revival the public

imnd had been turned mward, in contempla-

tion of itself, its nature and its objectives

From time to time it had not failed to thnll

with pnde as scholars laid hare one treasure

after another to the public eye In the seven-

ties, attention gradually swung to the wider

world, to the new ideas coming in fast from

the workshops of western Europe, and to the

soaal problems madent to the growmg metro-

politan industrial society. Many of the keener

minds were brought to realize that at the

moment when the folk revolution took place

the Germanic world there was also about

to take place a vast social and mtellectual

revolution in the western world at large

The change is indicated by some of the

reading done at tibe time. Anxious young

country teachers like Arne Garhorg^ were

perusing Darwin^s Origin of Sfecies The
broad socialistic program of the middle cen-

tury had been impressed upon the workers

and stimulated their hope Before long the

writmgs of Karl Marx were to have a new
gospel efiEect upon a European world npe

unto the harvest

In the early seventies, Bjomson, having

made his residence for a decade m various

parts of Europe, came home to Norway and

settled on his Aulestad farm m Gudbrandsdal

During the years between 1875 and 1880 he

changed his mind on matters of rehgicm.

Hitherto an optimistic Grundtvigian Chris-

tian, he now championed the evolutionary

doctrme, to which he gave poetic expression

m one of his most sublime poems, Honor to

Lifers Eternal Springtime Simultaneously he

cast away much of his romantic literary bal-

last and began to write novels of an argumen-

tative character In a good many respects, the

change did not improve his literary style But

Bjomson the national champion contmued to

hve and to labor, m lova of country and in

the superabundance of life and curiosity he

remamed the old captivating personality

Ibsen was too great a mind and too mdi-

viduahstic to follow in the footsteps of his

illustnous contemporary But he came under

the same European influences as Bjomson,

and there was a parallelism of growth in their

inner development. Dunng the late seventies,

Ibsen captured the European stage and made
it very nearly his domain, with dramas such

as Pillars of Soaety, A DolVs House, and—
just beyond the decade—Ghosts The vigorous

soaal attack m plays equally known for di-

rectness and suggestive inwardness, gave him
a newness that took Europe by storm

But the old grand writers were bemg jomed
now by a band of yoxmger literary artists,

notably Ame Garhorg, Alexander &elland,^

and Gunnar Heiberg, not to speak of Jonas

Lie,’^ who had written charming and very
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refreshing novels since 1870 Indeed Lie

could in some fields produce a novel far bet-

ter than Bjomson^s, espeaally in stones of

sea life and in fairytales of the North Gar-

borg was an indsive cntic and one of the

greatest wnters of national inspirational

poetry^ some of which is best grouped with

hymnology and some m the genre of nature

descnptions, sad and deeply meditative He
also wrote thesis novels m which he came as

near to French naturalism as any Norwegian

wnter. Fmally he was a stimulating and

prophetic leader of the vernacular language

renaissance At his death in 1924 it was said

that he was the most luminous Norwegian

mind of his age, and that may prove to be

the judgment of history

Alexander Kielland and Gunnar Heiberg

were intellectual aristocrats, with extraordi-

nary sensitiveness and fine perception of

psychological nuances, but they did not carry

the national gospel forward in prophetic

agony as Garborg did Dunng the eighties,

Kielland disarmed every skeptical reader and

made himself known as a sort of brilliant

duellist whose rapier-hke thrusts could find

the enemy and yet be followed with the in-

stant pleasure it gives to watch a virtuoso

Gunnar Heiberg was chiefly a dramatist, an

admirer of Ibsen It might be said, I think,

that the theme of Lovers Comedy is central

to Heiberg^s wntings His lync dramas por-

traying the inability of man to harmonize the

glory of eros with temporal expediency have

an inner glow and a stylistically perfected

symbolism that seem timeless

Early in the 1890^$, another group of sig-

nificant young wnters came upon the na-

tional scene, at least one of them soon to step

out upon the arena of world literature Knut

Hamsun* has been vanously estimated For

a time his people set him very nearly above

all cnticism, then he swore allegiance to a

Nazi fatherland, and most Norwegians felt

an urge to bum his works From the stand-

point of artistry he remains great, no matter

what his political vagaries may be. He intro-

duced a Dostoyevskian type of novel into

Norway He fused nature and Ijrric passion

m the life of strange, asocial individuals He
let the fine undertones of his remarkable

linguistic instrument run their cadences into

every sensitive reader^s heart There is no

denying that he was and is an artist by the

grace of God
Neo-romanticism is the tag frequently given

this type of literature The older romanticism

was national and folklonstic, at least within

the Scandinavian field The romanticism of

the nineties was a psychological sensitiveness

usually expressed in terms of rare individuals

The language was charged with music and

color The style was of the kind that im-

presses the member of an artists’ gmid rather

than a common reader Lace-curtamed pretti-

ness, a sensitive blue anemone on a grave—

of such was the romanticism of the nineties.

In this group are men such as Hans Kmck*
and Sigbjom Obstfelder Kmck was an ex-

tremely productive writer of novels, most of

them difficult to appreciate, but many with

sections of great beauty and clairvoyant in-

sight Obstfelder is more frail, but his poetry

IS as representative of the decade as any other

poetry wntten, unless it be that of Vilhelm

Krag

Dunng the last decade of the century,

Ibsen finished his day of labor in a senes of

retrospective dramas Bjornson continued to

wnte during the first ten years of the 20th c.

but he too had completed the major portion

of his task.

The First World War marks a point of

division between the first and the second

stage of the contemporary drama Until the

war the realistic social novel m the produc-

tion of Signd Undset,* Olaf Duun,* Johan

Bojer,* Peter Egge, and other wnters Was not

unlike that of the 19th c; perhaps nearest

that of the 1870*$. These wnfers have mdee4
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continued mto our day, have in fact domi-

nated the picture But from the beginning

of the 1920's the socialistic labor gospel be-

came ever stronger The emotional surge in

young writers such as Nordahl Gneg is of

indignation mingled with pity In the second

World War, practically all these wnters

surged mto a high and gripping spint of

national fervor Socialism, originally a class

and group gospel, has now made peace with

the elemental drives and needs of folk life

That growth, that identification, that commit-

ment may quite possibly be the lasting spir-

itual achievement of World War II

Among the younger wnters of the 1920's

and 30's, we ought to mention, in addition to

Nordahl Gneg,'^ the poet Amulf Overland,'^

the novelists Johan Falkberget,'^ Sigurd Hoel,

Ronald Fangen, Kristofer Uppdal, Oskar

Braaten, Sigurd Christiansen, Magnhild

Haalke, Arthur Omre Likewise the poets

Collett Vogt, Herman Wildenvey, Olaf Bull,

Gunnar Reiss-Andersen, Olaf Aukrust

The soul-stimng war poems evoked by the

Hitler attack on Norway gave promise of a

new day m Norwegian literature, a day in

which the social gospel will be restated in

terms of high moral and spintual resolution

The soil has been plowed deeply dunng re-

cent years, and there is every sign that the

nation has emerged from the ordeal more cre-

ative and more consciously devoted to its cul-

tural task
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Theodore Jorgenson

NUBIAN-Sce Ethiopic*

OAXACA—See Mexican

OCCITANIAN-See Catalan

OCEANIA-See Polynesian*

OJIBWA—See North Amencan Native

ONA—See South American Indian

ORINOCO—See South Amencan Indian

ORIYA—See Indian

OSMANLI-See Turkish.

OTTAWA—See North American Native*

OTTOMAN-See Turkish

PAIUTE—See North American Native

PALESTINIAN — See Arabic, Aramaic,

Hebrew

PALI—See Indian

PALMYRENE—See Aramaic

PANJABI-See Indian

PANO—Se^ South Amencan Indian.
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PAPAGO—See North American Native

PAPUAN—See Australian Aborigine

PARAGUAYAN—See Spanish American

PATAGONIAN — See South Amencan

Indian

PATWIN—See North Amencan Native*

PAWNEE—See North American Native

PENOBSCOT—See North American Native

PERSIAN
Iran for many years was known to the West-

ern World as Persia, because of the historical

preeminence of the province of Parsa (m
Greek, Persis, now Ears—whence the language

today IS called Farsi ^ Old Persian is the

mother tongue of both Middle Persian

(Pahlavl) and Modem Persian (Farsi) The

relation of Old and Modem Persian presents

something of a parallel to that of Anglo-Saxon

and Modern English an analytical language

developing from one highly inflectional Mod-

em Persian has also been influenced by the

introduction of Arabic words, especially in

the written language

It was from Parsa that the Achaemenians

under Gyrus in 550 b c conquered the Medes

of Western Iran, and established a dynasty

that lasted until 330 b c , when the last Danus

was overthrown by Alexander the Great No
records of the Medes themselves have been

preserved, we know that they had chronicles,

from mention in the Bthle, other references

are found in Assynan inscnptions and in

Greek (Herodotus) The Achaemenian (Old

Persian) literary remains are mainly edicts

and proclamations. These were graven in a

cuneiform scnpt. Ass3nian and Accadian are

also cuneiform, but their symbols are ideo-

grams, like Egyptian and Chinese, whereas

^ The system of transliteration here employed is

that approved by the International Oriental Con-

gress of 1894, save that the Persian pronunciation

calls for the following modifications th— s, z—7,

d—z, dh—z, w—w or v.

Old Persian had already become syllabic The

syllabary contains 36 characters, of which

3 are vowel signs In addition, there are 4

ideograms (for the common expressions ‘king/

land/ ‘earth/ ‘Ahura MazdaO, 2, word-

dividers, and 18 numerical signs

After Alexander, Iran lay under foreign

domination until the Sasaman dynasty drove

out the Parthians m 226 ad The Sasanians

flourished for four centuries, during which

time Pahlavr was the ofBcial language, until

the Arab invasion in 635 and the death of

Yazdigird III, the last Sasaman king, in 652

Although the Arabs held official control until

the sacking of Baghdad in 1258 by the Mon-

gols under Hulagu Khan, this control was

but nominal from the time of the §afiFand

dynasty, established m 867, the penod when

Modem Persian began The language of

Iran, dunng the Sasaman period, was modi-

fied by many Semitic forms, mainly Chal-

dean, as later it was admixed with Arabic

The earliest inscnptions, while mainly of

histoncal interest, are simple, straightforward,

and dignified in expression They are often

direct pronouncements. “Says Darius the

Kmg This kingdom which Gaumata the

Magian took from Gamhyses, this kingdom

from of old was in our family , . “Says

Danus the Kmg By the grace of Ahura

Mazda these countnes respected my laws^^

Both Old Persian and Avestan are closely

related to Sanskrit, and belong to the Indo-

European family of languages Avesta is the
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language of the oldest writings of the Zoro-

astnans At what period Zoroaster"^ spread his

views, no certain information tells, it is now
generally believed that he began his activity

in Bactna (western Iran), and died ca 583 b c

The Gaihm is the only portion of the Avesta

supposed to contain his own words, the re-

mainder having been destroyed m Alexander s

invasion, and even the material possessed by

the Sasanians has been largely lost The
Pahlan Dwkard CRehgiom Acts), a 9th c

treatise, tells us the Avesta was divided into

three groups the gdsamk, mainly religious,

the datik, legal, for the laity, and the hatah

mdnsankj scientific The surviving fragments

are of fitve types (i) the Yasna, mainly

hymns to dmne bemgs, including the Gdthds

Its 72 chapters correspond to the 72 strands

in the ntual girdle (kushti) of the Zoroas-

trian (2) the Vtsfered, supplementary ntual

formulas. (3) the Vendtdkd, describing the

creation of the good by Ahura Mazda
(Ormuzd) and of the evil by Angra Manyu
(Ahnman), and giving purification ntes and
penances (4) The Yashts, hymns to the

angels that preside over the days of the

month (The Zoroastnan calendar had 12

HKinths of 30 days, with an intercalated 5
days, the gathas (5) the Kh>rda (little)

Avesta, a prayerbook for lay use, compiled by
Adharpadh Mahraspand in the reign of

Shapur II (310-379) With the literature

around it, the work is known as the Zend 0

Avesta (Zend, commentary, Avesta, base, sup-

port). It has no great literary distinction,

though of major historical and religious im-
pCKCt

little material from the Parthian period re-

mains, though toward its end (ca 215) was
bcm Mani, whose effort to hlend Zoroastnan
and Qbrisrian elements produced the long
inBuential (to the 13th c.) rehgion of Mam-
cbaetsm^ documents which have been pre-

served.

. Pohlatnbtempure <Dutside<^tmces on

and other mscriptions, Pahlavi writing begins

with translations of the Avesta and with reli-

gious commentaries, of which the most im-

portant are the Dtnkard, mentioned above,

the Ddtistdn-e Dmtk (Reltgtom Ofinions) of

Manushchihar, m the late 9th c , the Shikand-

gufmmk Vi'jdr (Douht-dtsfelhng Explana-

tion) of the same penod, the Bundaktshn

(Ground-giving), an early manual set in its

present form in the 12th c, the Dindrye

Mcnnyo-ye Khtrad (Opinions of the Spirit of

Wisdom), and the narrative Book of Arda

Vtrdf

The Zoroastnan pnests, the sole guardians

of Pahlavi literature after the fall of the

Sasanian dynasty, were little concerned with

non-rehgious texts, few, therefore, have sur-

vived Among those extant are the Tale of

Kkosraw-e Kawadhan and his Page, perhaps

the oldest hero story of the period (ca 500
AD ), the Kdrndmak-e Artakhshatr-e Pdpakdn
(Deeds of Ardashir-e Bdhakdn), a story (ca

600 A n ) of the first Sasanian monarch, the

CtUes of Iran, the Wonders of Sagistdn, a

Pahlavi-P^end glossary, a book on chess

There are also fragments preserved and doubt-

less many tales now lost, that were later

combined mto the epic story of early Iranian

history, the Shaknama (Book of Kings), lost

versions of which from the 8th c are referred

to, the present form of which was begun in

the late loth c. by Daqiqi and completed

(1010) by Firdausi

Although song and poetry doubtless flour-

ished in the Sasanian courts, there are only

legends as to their ongin One story tells that

the first verses m Persian were a couplet com-
posed by the King Bahram Gur (420-458)
and his mistress Delaram More circumstan-
tial is the story of Barbad, mmstrel at the
court of Khosraw Parwz (590-627). The
Kmg so loved his horse Shabcfiz that he vowed
to kill anyone that told him of its death The
newsbearer was Barbad, he sang a song hmt-
mg the fact, the king cned ''Shabdiz is dead^^*
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—'It IS the King that says so** . , and the

minstrel had saved his life The names alone

of other minstrels—Afarin, Khosrawani—have

come down to us, out of the Sasanian period

Modem Persian The two centuries follow-

ing the Arab conquest were marked by the

gradual conversion of the Iranians to Islam

With the new rehgion the scnbes (d^lr)

abandoned the old and cumbersome scnpt for

the more practical Arabic. For some time,

however, Pahlavi continued side by side with

the modem form, especially among those that

retamed the Zoroastnan faith Much of Persian

wisdom—including the system of accounts and

the Mvdn (treasury, later used—somewhat hke

the Greek thesaurus—o£ a collection of a poet*s

work, usually arranged alphabetically by the

rhymes)—was taken over by the Arabs Thus
what the Western World knows as Arabic

science has many Iranian elements

Toward the end of the 7th c the rule of

the Umayyad Caliphs grew more turbulent,

until in 748 Marwan II—despite the vigorous

wammgs, m prose and m celebrated verse, of

Nasr ibn Sayyar, governor of Khorasan—was

overcome by the 'Abbasid leader Abu Muslim,

himself a native of Khorasan, who established

the 'Abbasid dynasty To the Persians, how-

ever, this meant a greater share in the gov-

ernment councils, includmg the creation of

the oflBce of Vazir (vtzier) or chief-executive,

made emment through the noble Persian fam-

ily of the Magian, Barmak, whose sons (Bar-

mecides) were cultured and wise admimstra-

tors (752-804). Through them Persian cus-

toms were revived and influence increased,

through the cahphates of Al-Hadi Musa (b.

760, ruled 785-6), Harun al Rashid (760-

809), and Al-Ma*mun (786-815). In the field

of rehgion, the Arabs accepted a great scholar

whatever his raaal backgroimd, Arab uncon-

cern m non-rehgious works left the field of

hterature free for Persian ploughing. During

all this time, however, down to the despoiling

of Baghdad (1258) by die Mongols, Arabic

was almost the only language of prose expres-

sion. For the two centuries following the

Arab mvasion, indeed, (mid yth-mid 9th c )

Arabic served as the sole literary medium in

Iran Hence, during these and the succeeding

centunes, a large portion of the Arabic litera-

ture was produced by Persians, such works

represent the mtellectual activity of the Per-

sians during this period, and reveal many of

the important and characteristic manifesta-

tions of their genius Ever since the Arab

conquest, writing m Arabic (the language of

the Koran') was considered a sign of learning

and piety in Iran, and as recently as 30 or

40 years ago most of the religious works were

still composed m Arabic

Many of these early wnters m Arabic are

known The translation of Kalila and Dtmna
by Abdullah Ibn al-Muqaffa'*^ (d. 757) is

extant The Persian Hammad ibn Sabur

(Shapur) al-Rawiya (d ca 775) edited the

ancient Arabic poems the Mu'dhqdt Muslim
ibn al-Walid (d 803) was court poet of

Harun al-Rashid, whose sons were taught by

the Persian grammanan Ali ibn Hamza al-

Kesal (d 805) Other poets of Rashid*s court

are the wnter of love songs, Al-Abbas ibn

al-Ahnaf, and the brilliant Abu Nuwas, whose

adventures spice the pages of the Arabian

Nights, in sharp contrast to the simple and

pious verses of the noted poet Abu al-Atahiya

(d. 828) Other cultured men of Rashid’s day

include the philologist Al-Asma'i (d, 831),

the histonans Ibn ^tayba (d. 828) and Al-

Waqidi (d, 823) with his secretary Ibn Sa'd

(d 845) Somewhat later, Abu Tammam (d.

846), himself a poet, collect^ m Hamdsa a

great body of ancient Arabic poetry.

Among the purely religious expressions are

the saymgs of the mystic Rabfa al- Adawiyya

(d. 753), a forenmnex of the Sufi, her pious

utterances—"He is not smcere in faith that

doth not, in the contemplation of the Lord,

forget His chastening* —were widely quoted

Persian literature, m its own tongue, re-
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awoke with the lessening of the Arab power,

first m Khorasan, the province farthest from

Baghdad, more widely during the Samanid

dynasty (874-999) thereafter Still in

Arabic are the Kitdh al-Mti^am^tnarm (Book

of the Lmig-Ltved') of Abu Hatim of Sistan

(d ca 864), the Kttdh ahBukhdd (Book of

the Mtsers) of 'Amr ibn Bahr, al-Jahiz (the

pop-eyed, d 869), and several collections of

traditions, notably the Sahth of ahBukhM
(d 870) Toward the close of the loth c,

the culture of the period was summed up in

several works Pnme among these are the

51 anonymous tracts of the Ikhwan al-Safa

(Brethren of Purity), a group of philosophers

seebng to preserve accumulated wisdom In

976 Abu Abdullah Muhammad ibn Yusuf

al-Katib (the scnbe) of Khwarazm wrote the

Mafdtik aVUlum (Keys to the Sciences'), and
m 988 Abu al-Fara] Muhammad ibn Ishaq

al-Warraq (the copyist), better known as Ibn

AH Yaqub al-Nadim, wrote the Fihnst

(Index) of 10 maqdldt (discourses), an exten-

sive account of earlier wnters and (mostly

lost) works.

The tendency of the poets to use Persian

for their verse had by now become doimnant,

even in the Arabic poetry collected by Abu
Mansur Abd al-Malik al Sa^^ibi (the fox-fur

trader) of Nishapur (861-1038) in Yattmat
aWakr (Unique Pearl of the Age), the ref-

erences constantly assume a knowledge of the

Persian language and customs Our main
knowledge of die poetry in Persian comes
from the Chcduxr Maqala (Four Discourses,

ca. 1155) of Nizami-ye 'Aruzi of Samarqand,
and espeaally from the Lubah oLAlbdb
(Marrow of Understandmg, early 13th c ) of

Muhammad Awfi The latter hsts 286 Per-

sian poets of the period, of whom 164 are

professional poets.

Earliest of these are Hanzala of Badghis;
Firuz-e Masfanqi, and Abu &lik of Gurgan,
of each of wkm we have but two or three
couplets. More important is Shahid of Balkh,

whose few preserved couplets indicate a mel-

ancholy strain Most significant, the first

great poet of the time, m Abu Abdullah Ja'far

ibn Muhammad al-Rawdhaki, known as

Rudagi (d, 940), a deft poet and charming

singer whose verses are said to have totaled

300.000 couplets His work is esteemed by

early Persian critics as of great beauty, his

some 250 extant couplets show him of sweet-

ness and power Also sigmficant is the work
of Daqiqi (Abu Mansur Muhammad ibn

Ahmad al-Daqiqi of Tus, d. 952) He wrote

love poems, poems m praise of wme, and

1.000 couplets of the Book of Kings, later com-

pleted by Firdausi The work of Mansur ibn

All al-Mantiqi of Ray shows an increasing

use of rhetorical devices, as of the figure kusn-e

tdlil (ascription of causes the stars tremble

[twinkle] because they fear the conqueror’s

sword)

Among the non-professional poets of the

time were the S^anid King Mansur II ibn

Nuh (997-999), the poet and patron the

Ziyarid Qabus ibn Washmgir, called Shams
al-Ma^ali (Sun of the Heights, ruled 976-
1012), Sultan Mahmud of Ghazna (b. 969,

999-1030), from whose invitation Avicenna
fled to Qabus.

Even Persian prose had many of the adorn-

ments of poetry It is of three sorts (i) %ri,

naked, simple—for the most part not found
save m recent use, (2) metrical (murajjaz),

(3) rhymed (musajjd) but without meter
Chief among the varieties of poetry are (i)
the comparatively short ghazal (ode), (2) the

longer qastda (elegy), popularized by^ the

Arab poet al-Mutanabbi (905-965), (3) a
fragment of this, the qit'a. These three have
the same rhyme throughout the poem. The
hayt IS the line unit; a half-line or hemistich

(important m the complex devices of the

verse) is called a misra! More intricate rh5nnes
are used m (4) the du-bayti, later rubd%,

quatrain (plural ruhdhyydt), in which some
24 meteK may be used, (5) the 'Wsnavf
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(continuous rhyming couplets), of which the

only verses preserved from the early penod

are the i,ooo Imes of Daqiqi used in Firdausi’s

Shahnama, but it is the favonte form for

long poems in Persian Figures of speech, in

greater number and more fanciful than in

English, run through all these works, both

poetry and prose

The courts of Ghazna, Isfahan, Buk-

hara, Tabanstan, Khiva, and other centers

vied with one another in encouraging men of

letters, many of whom—Abu Mansur, Abu
Rayhm al-Biruni (973-1048)—traveled from

court to court, finding honor, dedicating suc-

cessive works to vanous pnncely patrons

In philosophy and mediane, the work of

Avicenna (Ibn Sina, 980-1037) exerased a

tremendous influence over both Arabic and

European thinkers He wrote two romances,

Hayy thn Yakzan and Saldmdn and Ahsdl,

and a number of graceful Persian quatrams—

one of which, beginning '*Up from earth’s

Centre through the Seventh Gate,” Fitz-

Gerald has slipped among Omar Khayyam’s

The first collection of maqdmat (seances)

was written by Badf al-Zaman-e Hamadani

(969-1008) m Nishapur, they were later

imitated by al-Hariri These were m Arabic,

the chief poets m Persian were four 'Unsuri,

Asadi, *As)adi, and the greatest, Firdausi, of

world renown.

‘Unsuri (Abu al-Qasim Hasan ibn Ahmad,

d. ca 1050), chief of *^400 poets attendant

upon” Sultan Mahmud, was an elegant versi-

fier Of 'Asjadi (Abu Nazar 'Abd aKAziz ibn

Mansur) little survives, save praise of him

by later poets The prose study of prosody of

Farrokhi (Abu al-Hasan "Ali ibn Julugh) is

lost, but his Mvdn survives, with vigorous

qastdas On Firdausi’s commg to Ghazna,

diese poets found him so well versed m early

Persian history and so skilled m poetry, that

they recommended him (the story goes) to

complete the Shahnama^ the Book of Kings

Ferdawsi (Firdausi^, Abu al-Qasim ^^^san

ibn "All of Tus, 935-1025) finished the 60,000

couplets of the poem when he was almost 80

It IS a full account of the legendary and his-

torical rulers of Iran to the Arab conquest,

vigorous, spmted in the movement of its

battle scenes, so fervent in its patnotism that

Firdausi wrote another poem, a ' masnavi” on

Joseph and Potiphar’s wife (Yusuf and

Zulaykkd) to show the Arab rulers that other

stones mterested him too Disappointed in

the reward Sultan Mahmud bestowed on him

for his major work, Firdausi wrote a sharp

satire on the Sultan, and fled His master-

piece, despite the orthodox Sultan’s objections

to Its patnotic zeal, stands as the national

epic of Iran.

Of about the same period is Asadi (Abu
Nasr Ahmed ibn Mansur of Tus, d ca. 1040),

first to write the niundzara (strife poem),

somewhat similar to the European debate

poem, on such subjects as spear and bow, day

and night, Arab and Persian His son, "Ali

ibn Ahmed al-Asadi, wrote a 10,000 line

heroic poem, the Garshdsf-ndma, in imitation

of the Shahnama, also the Lughat-e Furs, the

oldest extant Persian lexicon Among the

minor poets of Firdausi’s time, one that then

enjoyed high repute, though htde of his

work remains, is Kesal (b 953), who wrote

religious poetry and love songs

Power passed from Ghazna to the Seljuq

Turks The minister Abu "Ali al-Hasan ibn

Ishaq, the Nizam al-Mulk (1018-92, his

murder was the first prominent act of the

new Order of the Assassms), was a patron of

the arts, and author of a Siydsat-ndma (Book

on the Aft of Government, 1092) written at

the request of his Caliph, Malikshah, in clear

and dignified prose. More important is Nasir-e

Khosraw (b. 1003), about whom many leg-

ends have grown, to whom many works are

ascnbed Actually his are the Safar-ndma

(Book of TraveU) m prose, and, in verse, the

Dtvdn, the Rawshana'imdma (Book of Light},

and the Sa^ddatmdnm (Book of Fehdty), The
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Story of his travels, including the holy pil-

grimage, IS told in clear and simple style

After most of his travels, at the age of 50, he

wrote the poems in his Divan, which are fer-

vently (Isma'ili) religious, and scorn the pleas-

ures (and the poets) of the court Rich in

learned references, they are also original, and

—rare m those troubled times—outspoken and

fearless

Four waters of this period made popular

the distinctively Persian form, the ruhatyydt

Baba Tahir ^Uryan of Hamadan (early iith

c ) wrote dialect quatrains in an irregular

form Abu Sa^id Abu al-Khayr (967-1049),
the Sufi (mysuc), used the form for philo-

sophical and religious speculations, the popu-

lanty of his quatrains helped to spread mysti-

asm in Iran His verses-though their thoughts

have come to us through oAers—will sound
familiar to Western readers

Said I, To whom belongs thy Beauty?’ He
Replied, 'Smce only I exist, to Me,
Lover, Beloved, and Love m one am I

Beauty, the Mirror, and the eyes that see^’

The Shaykh Abu Isma il ^Abdullah Ansari of
Herat (1006—88) wrote the pious, prose
Mundjdt (SufpltcationsX as well as ruhaltyydt

One of his quatrains ends with the neat
figure

Stnve to be like the pupil of thme eye
To see all else, but not thyself to see

Greater than these three both in the quality
of his quatrains and m world repute is 'Omar
ibn Ibrahim Khayy^ (the Tentmaker), or
Omar Khayyam^ (d. 1123), free-tbrnke^
u^thematiaan, and astronomer, as well as
audior of the quatrams made world-famous
thiwgh the English version of Edward Fitz-
Goahi A great number of the quatrams
ascribed to Omar, however, are probably the
work of any of a score of other Persian poets*

The ruhal is a favorite form, the practice of

philosophical speculation in figured analogy

and polished verse was widespread The earli-

est manuscript of Omar’s Ruhatyydt, contain-

ing but 158 quatrams, was copied three cen-

turies after his death To the Western World,

however, he symbolizes the mystic, but hfe-

lovmg Persian poet at his best

I sent my soul through the Invisible

Some letter of that After-life to spell

And by and by my soul return’d to me
And answer’d “I myself am Heav’n and Hell

”

Not all the poets of the period wrote in

mystic vein Qatran of Tabriz strove for pol-

ished effects m difiScult forms—such as double

rhyme, wherein each line, while carrying

along the usual correspondences of meter and
rhyme with other lines, also rhymes its last

word, a monosyllable, with the final syllable

of the word before Ascribed to Fakhr al-Din

As'ad of Gurgan is the poetic romance Vis

and Ramin (ca 1048), employing the hazaj

meter (u
, four times), which there-

after has been used for romantic ' masnavi,”

the heroic poems using the mutaqdnh
(u

, u , u , u —) octameter A
lost romance, Wdmtq and *Azrd, was composed
ca 1050 by Fasihi of Gurgan m mutaqdnh.

Fasihi’s royal patron, 'Unsur al-Ma'ali

Kaykawus, himself wrote a lengthy prose

Qdhusmdma (Book of Conduct), the 44
chapters of which give information and ad-

vice on all subjects purchasing slaves, drink-

mg wme, granting favors, mediane, poetry,

astronomy, God, and rehgious and filial piety,

the use of the hot hath, generosity* The hook
is enlivened with many anecdotes and qua-
trains, most of the latter ongmal The prose
is not ornate, yet carefully wrought, straight-

forward, simple, its humor enriched by prov-

erbs: A house with two mistresses is unswept
—and maxuns* Seek a favor of a stingy man
only when he 1$ dxmh
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A number of encyclopedic worts appeared

the Nuzhat-ndma-ye of Shahmardan ibn

Abu al-Khayr (late nth c), similar to the

earher one of Avicenna, the survey of reh-

g^ons, Baym oL-Adydn (1092), by Abu al-

Ma'ali Muhammad 'UbayduUah, the shghtly

earlier historical work of KardM, Zayn aU

AhkhoTj. the book on the S^s by ‘Aii ibix

'Osman al-Gollabi al-Hu]wiri, Kushf d-

Makjuh (Revelation of the Occult) Abu al-

Hasan 'All al-Mawardi (d 1058) wrote on

ethics and law Chief of the thinkers of the

penod was Imam Abu Hamid Muhammad al-

Ghazzah (1059-1111), who supplanted phil-

osophical concern m Islam by elevatmg mysti-

cism to a devotional system, and whose wnt-

mgs and mfluence won him the name of

Hujjat al-lslam (The Proof of Islam) Of his

70 works, the most important is an Arabic

study, Ihyd! aVUlum al-Dtn (Revival of the

Religious Sciences), popular m its Persian

form, Kimiyd-ye Sdddat (The Alchemy of

Happiness) Somewhat later (mo) came the

important encyclopedia of medicine, ZMitra-

ye Khwdrazmshdht, the Maqdmdt (Seances)

of Hamidi (the Qazi Hamid al-Din Abu Bakr

of Balkh), a Persian imitation of earher

Arabic works, but noted for its debates, its

riddles, its legal and mystical speculations, in

carefully wrought and elaborate euphuistic

form, and the translation mto Persian (ca

1145), m eloquent and most popular prose,

by Nizam al-Din Abu al-Ma'ali Nasrullah

ibn Muhammad ibn "Abd al-Hamid, of the

famous Book of Kaltla and Dimncu

The mystical poet Sanal (Abu al-Ma)d

Majdud ibn Adam; 3 . ca 1 1 50) wrote a Divan

and 7 "masnavis,'^ of which the greatest is the

Hadiqat al-Haqiqat (Garden of Truth)* This

IS a mystical ethical poem of some 11,000

lines, ranging in its ten books from praise of

God and of the Sultan to discussions of rea-

son, astronomy, carelessness, love, and the

author's own condition It is written in rather

slow-moving style, though it contains some

interesting parables, including the well-known

story of the blind men describing an elephant.

The varied poems in the Divdn ate more

pleasantly written Little is known of the

work of Abu Bakr Azraqi save some verses m
praise of his overlord Mas'ud-e Sa'd-e Salman

is known chiefly for the sad Habsiyydt (Songs

of Captivity), written during 12 years* im-

pnsonment by the Sultan Ibrahim of Ghazna,

for intrigue with the Seljuq King Malikshah.

At this nvaFs court, the chief poet was Amir

Mu'izzi (d 1148, his name taken from the

King's title Muhzz al-Din, Glonfier of Reli-

gion) Mu'izzi excelled in the ghazal and the

qastda, with fresh use of simile m adroitly

interwoven verses. From him stem many of

the images that became the stock m trade of

Persian love poetry - sugar-rammg rubies'

(sweet bps), 'pearl-givmg shell* (tearful eye),

a form like the cypress, black, fragrant hair

like musk

Rashid al-Din Vatvat (the Swallow;

Muhammad ibn 'Abd al-Jalil al-'Omari, ca

1095-1182) wrote several prose works—Sod

Kaltma (The Hundred Sayings), Hadd'iq

al'Sihr (Gardens of Magic), a valuable study

of prosody—as well as a Divdn of some 1 5,000

lines These are distinguished for their elab-

orate adornment and ornate style, his pane^

gyncs are exaggerated, with fanciful figures—

he wrote one qanda with the figure tarn! m
every line every word in the first mtsrdi (half-

line) rhymes with the corresponding word m
the second Contending with Vatvat—they

wrote even coarser attacks on one another

than was the custom—was Adib-e §abir (d

1 147), whose style was vigorous if not violent

Much of the life of the time is known
from the vivid prose Chdtdr Maqdla (Four

Discourses) of the court-poet Ahmad ibn

'Omar ibn 'Ali, Najm al-Din, known as

Nizami-ye 'Aruzl (the Prosodist) of Samar-

qand Of the many minor poets of the period,

best are perhaps Abd al-Vasi* al-Jabali, whose

graceful qadda of praise drew the attention
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ol: King Sanjar, the satirical and Rabelaisian

Suzani of Nasaf (Muhammad ibn 'Ali), the

poetess Mahsati, whose adventures seem to

have been as lively as her quatrains

Anvari of Khavaran (also called Khavari,

d ca 1190) IS probably the greatest Persian

panegyric poet, though his few qastdas that

are not songs of praise are also of rare beauty

Anvari tells that he abandoned leammg be-

cause he found poetry more profitable, he

despised the insincerity of the court, upon

which he battened His most interesting poem,

translated as The Tears of Khorasan, gives

a vivid account of the rebellion of the Ghuzz

(1154-57), who for two years, as the poet

laments, held Sanjar captive

Much more oliscure are the qastdas of

Afzal al-Din Ibrahim ibn 'Ali of Shirvan,

loiown as Kh^^i (1106-86), especially

coarse are those attacking his first tutor and

father-mdaw His odes and quatrains are less

vigorous, but also less deft, than his qandas,

but even his hdbstyya (prison-poem) is arti-

ficial m construction. His work is representa-

tive of the height of Persian overwrought

ornamentation, farfetched figure, deliberate

obscunty

The greatest writer of poetic romances,

^masnavi,’* is Abu Muhammad Ilyas Nizam
al-Din, of Ganja (known as Nizami^, 1140-

1203). His Khamsa (Qwintet) of poems com-

prises the Makhzan cd-Asr^ (Storehouse of

Mysteries; ca. 1165), the romance of Khosraw
and Shmn (1175), of Layla and Majnun
(1188), of Aleocander the Great (1191), and
the Haft Rayhxr (Seven Portraits; 1198)

Though he inscribed his poems to rulers of

the day, Nizami kept free of the courts, their

kvish display, their false praise, their m-
tngues Although he wrote some shorter

poems, this Panj Ganj (Five Treasures') set

Nizami m the first rank. The first is, in the

main, a series of mystical discourses, the others

tell le^ndary stones, less epic than amorous
Khomm and Shmn is in hazaj hexameter

couplets The story of Layla and Majnun, m
colorful Persian verse, with its chief figures

desert Arabs remote from court, became one

of the most popular tales m the Near East

The ''seven portraits,'' of seven most beautiful

princesses, are discovered by Prince Bahram

Gur in a secret room of his castle, he journeys

on seven successive days to the seven far

regions where they reside The poem contains

the anecdote—told of Bahram's favorite hand-

maid, then m disgrace—of the carrying of a

calf up and down a flight of stairs every day,

until at length she is carrying the full-groivn

cow These poems of Nizami were deservedly

popular, for, m addition to their charming and

adventurous stones, they are the product of an

onginal and noble spirit, with dignity and

beauty of expression

Somewhat less noted than these last three

poets is Zahir al-Din Tahir ihn Muhammad
of Faryab (end of 12th c) He too wrote

panegjnrics at several courts, but seems to have

enjoyed both the life and the polished, rather

routine verse he composed He seems a more

unprmcipled poet, with at least less bitterness

or self-scorn at his begging, and considerable

abuse of his nvals When money no longer

flowed freely toward him, Zahir would move
to another court, and mingle new praises with

satires of his former patron He is representa-

tive of scores of court poets even more obse-

quious than he

Dunng the Mongol rule, m the 13th c,

considerable work m prose was written Out-

standing is the history of the Muslim world to

1230, aLKdmtl (The Perfect), by Ibn al-Asir

('Izz al-Din ibn al-Asir al-Jazari, 1160-1233),

the first great authonty m its field Closely

followmg It came another work, also in Arabic

(though first m Synac by the same hand), by
the Christian Barhebraeus (son of a Jew,

Yuhanna Abu al-Faraj, 1226-86), who car-

ried the story of the world from Adam to the

year 1284 Even fuller in its account of the

Mongol conquests is the Persian TahaqdP-e
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Ndstn (1260) by Minhaj-e Siraj of Gurgan

(b ca 1193)

Many biographers flourished m the penod,

chief of whom—if not of all Muslim biog-

raphers—is Ibn Khallikan (121 1-82), with his

Wafayat al-Aydn (Memortals of Men of

Note; 1256-74) Other works presented lives

of special groups of men, philosophers, physi-

cians, the value of Muhammad ^Awfi's Luhdh

al-Albdh (The Marrcyw of Understcmdtng;

lives of Persian poets) is marred by the poor

taste and haphazard nature of the selection,

and the elaborate rhetorical and verbal devices

of the style

Mystical poetry likewise flounshed. Its

greatest exponent in Arabic was Ibn al-Fand

(Sharaf al-Din Abu Hafs ^Omar, ca 1170-

12.35), Persian, Jalal al-Dln-e Rumi*^

(1207-31) Rumi considered his master m
mystical verse to be Farid al-Din 'Attar (Abu

Tahb Muhammad ibn Abu Bakr Ibrahim, ca

1 1 30-1230) Of 'Attar^s 114 (?) works, in-

cluding his prose Memoirs of the Samts and

the maxims of his frequently reprmted Book

of Counsels, he is best known for a poetical

mystical allegory, Mantiq al-Tayr (Language

of the Birds), wherein the birds represent the

Sufis and their quest, Simorgh, the truth It is

a sort of winged Pilgrims Progress, as the

birds—a score of species are presented m detail

—seek to avoid the quest, then follow through

the valleys of Search, Love, Knowledge, Inde-

pendence, Unification, Amazement, Annihila-

tion, before finding Simorgh and their true

selves

The "masnavi” of Jalal al-Din-e Rumi

(known as Mawlana, Master) is the greatest

mystic poem of Persia Its six books of some

26,000 couplets took over a decade (1261-73)

to complete Written in the ramal meter

(^ u
,
—

, — , in each half

Ime), It gives, according to the author, "the

roots of the roots of the roots of the Rehgion.”

In simple language it presents mystical dis-

cussions mterspersed with relevant anecdotes

Rumi also wrote a Dtvdn in memory of one

of his teachers, Shams-e Tabriz, at whose

death he adopted the felt hat and wide cloak

still charactenstic of the dervishes

More generally popular is the quite differ-

ent poet, Sa'di^ of Sbraz (Mushamf al-Din

ibn Mushh al-Din 'Abdullah, Ii84-i29i),

His long life was marked by extensive travel,

dunng which he garnered the delightful tales

and illustrative anecdotes that adorn his

Gulistdn (Rose Garden) and his Bustm
(Orchard) Sa'di is worldly wise, his piety

has a smooth cloak of commonsense, the

"morals” of his tales are often more practical

than ethical He wn:ote poems in many styles,

in Urdu and m Persian dialects, but he is at

his best m the qadda and the ghazal, which

he handles with dexterity and with polished

but not over-refined beauty Amid a host of

poets of the penod, Sa'di sings supreme

The Tartar Period x 265-1500 The penod

of Mongol control of Iran did not interrupt

the flow of histoncal wntings Among the

chief of these are "Asar al-Bilad” (Monuments

of the Lands), in Arabic, by Zakanyya ibn

Muhammad al-Qazvini (d 1283), the Persian

Tdnkh-e Jahdn-gushd (History of the World

Conqueror Chingiz [Genghis] Khan, 1260),

by 'Ata Mahk-e Juwayni, the great survey of

the physician and statesman, Rashid al-Din

Faziullah, the Jdmif al-Tavafikh (Compen^

dium of Histones). This last was begxm at

the order of Ghazan Khan, to preserve the

record of the achievements of the Mongols m
Iran Other works, and numerous pohshed

letters, show Rashid al-Din a man of vigor and

firm conviction Even more effective were the

many works of Hamdullah Mustawfi of

Kazvin (b ca, 1281). His Tmkh-e GuTida

(Select History, 1330) begins with the Crea-

tion and m scarce 170,000 words comes to his

own days, but it is a vivid manual, with much
fresh material m the later sections His

Zafarmdma (Book of Victory, 1335), dedi-

cated to Rashid al-Din^s son^ then Prime
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Minister, continues m 75,000 couplets the

story of Firdausi's Shahnama^ with the his-

tory of the Arabs (from Muhammad's day),

the Iranians, and the Mongols The descnp-

tion of the Mongol ravage of the author's

birthplace, Kazvin, is particularly graphic

The third extant work of HamduUah Mus-

tawfi IS the geographical Nuzhat al-Quluh

^Heart's Dehght, ca 1340), its first two dis-

courses discuss the heavens, and man, the

third presents the geography of Iran and the

neighbonng countnes, and is a mine of infor-

mation concerning conditions in medieval

Iran These are but the chief of a great host

of volumes

The Mongols were succeeded by the Tar-

tars, their first great leader the renowned

Tjmur-e Lang (Timur the Lame Tamerlane,

1336-1405), dunng whose regime prose wnt-
ings continued m a constant flow, with even

more flowery style and greater disregard for

historical accuracy Shamb-e GhazanI (Maw-
lana Nizam al-Din Shami) wrote the story of

Timur for that conqueror, another Zafar-ndma
(ca 1414), far more vivid—though also more
extravagantly decorative and verbose—is the

similarly entitled Book of Victory (1424) of

Sharaf al-Din *Ali Yazdi (d 1455), highly

praised by later histonans but over-ornate m
style. In this penod, too, the Hurufi (Liter-

aiist) sect arose, promulgated by Faziullah of
Astarabad (d. 1402) m his Javidm-e Kahtr
(The Great Etemd)
More pertinent is the one great non-histori-

cal prose work of the penod, the thorough-
going study of Persian prosody, Miydr~e
JmnM CMeamre of Beauty, i344)> of which
the fourth section, on diction, explains un-
i^al words by usmg them m
The center literary activity shifted, in the

15th with the Sultans Shahrokh (d 1447)
and the great Abu al-Ghaza Husayn (1473-

^ Herat. In gsneral, however, the
styfe of pme writings was inferior to that dr

for artificiality of form came a lessened con-

cern for authenticity of story In Herat,

Fasihi of Khwaf (1372-1442?) v\rrote a useful

Mujmal CCompendmm) of history and biog-

raphy Also bom (1413) in Herat was Kamal
al-Din ‘Abd al-Razzaq called of Samarqand,

whose history covers 170 years, from the birth

(1304) of Abu Said, last Mongol ruler of

Iran A Htstory of Herat was written (1470)
by the poet and letter-wnter, Mum al-Din

Muhammad of Isfizar. The most noted general

history written at this time, the Rawzat aU

Safa, was begun by Mirlchwand (Muhammad
ihn Khw^d Shah ibn Mahmud, d 1498),
finished by his grandson Khwandamir (d
i535)> later brought down to 1850 by
Hidayat (Riza-quli Khan).

Among the biographical studies, collections

of lives—usually brought to the author's ovm
time, with long, exaggerated accounts of his

friends and his patron—stands that of the poet

Jami,"^ an account of 611 Sufi samts, called

Nafahdt cdAJns QBreath of Fellowship, 1476).
It IS, despite its mystic subjects, a much more
direct book, clearer and more vivid m style,

than most of the prose works of the time

Jami wrote ,two other prose works a mystical

treatise Lawaih CEffulgeticesX which fre-

quently breaks into quatrains, and a commen-
tary, Asht'^at al-Lama^dt (Rays of the Flashes^

on the Lama^dt of the poet Traqi

Information regardmg the poets comes from
two important works the Tazkkat aVShu'ard
(Memoirs of the Poets') hy Amir Dawlatshah
(d 1494?), arranged in 7 tahaqdt (genera-
tions), and the Majdlts al-Nafdhs of Mir 'Ali

Shir Nava’i, himself a considerable patron of
poets, who deals mamly with contemporary
writers His book is written m the Eastern
Turki dialect Toward the end of the century,

a number of books wntten in Turld are prom-
inent, especially the Bdirurmdma (Book of
Babur), memoirs of the Emperor exceptionally
free from affectation, a frank and lively .pic-

ture of th^ custopas and activities of his day,
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and probably the most honest autobiography

ever penned by royal hand

The domination of the Mongols and Tar-

tars, while It did not check the prose writers

of Iran, seemed actually to give impetus to

the poets Throughout the three centunes (as

indeed through all Persian history) they wrote

in great profusion, much of their work in this

era ranks with the greatest in the language

In fact, from the 13th well into the 19th c,

Persian was frequently the literary language

of Afghans and Turks, and there was a large

body of Persian writing in India, by both

native Persians (fleeing the Mongol rule) and

native Indians alike Thus Amir Khosraw

(1253-1324), son of a refugee, composed

almost 500,000 Persian lines at Delhi The
poems of Majd al-Din Hamkar, in addition

to panegyncs of the famous Shams al-Din

Muhammad the Sahib-Divan and others, in-

clude many quatrams of vehement abuse, and

of clever word-play, especially punning Chief

among the early poets of this period is Ir^i

(Fakhr al-Din Ibrahim of Hamadan, d

1289), who went early to India, where his

pious and mystic poems were interrupted by

a thereafter persistent strain of love poetry

Many of his ghazals—vmtten also m Egypt

and Syna—are tender and dehcately turned,

others combine his praise of wine with more

erotic steams His lync poetry abounds in

figures and clever turns, making frequent use

of refrain

Iraqi also wrote a "masnavi” poem,

^Ushshaq-ndma (Book of Lavers') His prose

Lamddt, to which Jami wrote a commentary

mentioned above, is studded with poems,

which Jami praises for their subtlety and deft-

ness, as well as for the lights (lamddt flashes)

of ecstasy the work enlandles. In this book,

Iraqfs love and his mysticism mtertwine

Contemporary was Shayk Abu Hamid

Awhad al-Din of Kerman, who in his

* masnavi'' poem Nhsbdh aLArwdh (The

Lamf of Sftnts) and in his quatrams con-

tented himself with portraying the outer forms

of things, rather than probing to the inner

spirit His disciple, Awhadi of Maragha (d.

1338), wrote fdm-e Jam (The Cup of Jam-

shtd), a *Vorld-showmg glass” of great and

immediate popularity Sufi thought is pre-

sented m the still popular '^masnavi,” the

Gulshan-e Rdz (Rose Garden of Mystery) by

Sad al-Din Mahmud-e Shabistari (d. 1320).

The poem, written to answer questions as to

the mystics' doctrine—e g,, 'If Knower and

Known are one pure essence, what is the in-

spiration m this handful of dust?” 'Why is

thought sometimes a sm, sometimes a duty?”

—is enlivened by its digressions and illustra-

tive parables Mahmud-e Shabistari has also

wntten a mystical work m prose, the Haqq
al-Yaqtn (Certain Truth), with 8 chapters

corresponding to the 8 gates of Paradise,

Hamam al-Din of Tabnz (ii98?~i3i4)

wrote the heaven-seeking Haft Iqltm (Seven

Regions)

The period from 1335 to 1405 was one of

the most tumultuous in Persian history. The
rivalry of many princes, however, the vying

splendor of their courts, gave stimulus and

warm hospitality to many poets, who might

mdeed dwell for a while with one lordly

patron, then seek other beauty and favor Of
the hundreds of versifiers of this age, a num-
ber rose to poetry of lofty worth.

Ibn Yamin (Amir Mahmud ibn Amir

Yamin al-Din Tughral, d 1368) is best re-

membered for his ethical and mystical

Muqatiddt (Fragments), with its glimpse of

evolution

"From the void of non-bemg to this dwelhng-

house of day

I came, and rose from stone to plant ,

Khwaju of Kerman (Kamal al-CSn Abu al-

'Ata Mahmud ibn 'Ali ibn Mahmud; 1281-

1342?) wrote a Khamsa (Quintet) of

"masnavi^” and a vaned Divm. The five
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"masnavis,” mainly mystical (Garden of

Lights, Book of PerfecttonX are modeled on

the Khamsa of Nizami of Ganja Some of

Khwaju's shorter poems are delicately turned

and gracefully expressed

The works of ‘Ubayd-e Zakani (Nizam ah

Din 'Ubaydullah, d 1371) are vivid, often

coarse, satire His prose Akhldq aLAshrdf

(Ethics of the Nobles') is sharp with irony

and wit Each of its 7 chapters treats of the

old, then the current, conception of a virtue,

the new being of course its denial or distor-

tion Of courage, eg, he avers

If one kill his adversary, he will have on

his shoulders the burden of innocent blood,

and will sooner or later meet punishment If,

on the other hand, he is slain, his adversary

has doomed himself to Hell How can a wise

man enter upon an action with such alterna-

tives? What proof, indeed, is clearer than this,

that for every wedding, dance, or festival

whereat dehcate cates, sweetmeats, robes of

honor, and wealth are displayed, mmstrels

and jesters, gallants and gaillards are sought

out, whereas when arrows and spears are the

prospective entertamment, some stupid fool is

persuaded that he is a man, a hero, a

vanquisher of hosts, a captam courageous, and

IS thus induced to confront the swords

The senous poems of ‘Ubayd-e Zakani rise

to noble heights, but the poet tells scornfully

that renown and reward come with buffoon-

ing and ribaldry, he seems to have renounced

the senous role for satire (a fantastic dialogue,

Rishndtm, Book of the Beard) and for ob-

scenity (RisMa-ye Delgushd, The Joyous

Treatise Arabic and Persian anecdotes and
hazahyydt, facetiae). He also wrote *U$hshdq-

(Book of Lovers); and a Wsnavi'"
poem, Mush o Gorhe (The Mouse and the

Cat), satirizing rdigious pretense His prose

Tdnfat (Defimfyons) anticipates The DeviVs

Dictionary of the American, Ambrose Bierce,

with Its cynical comments the ignorant man,

favonte of fortune, thought, that which

weanes men to no purpose, the lady, she that

has many lovers, the house-wife, she that has

few, the virtuous, she that is content with

one, the virgin, a name for that which does

not exist

Imad-e Kermani (Imad al-Din Faqih of

Kerman, d 1372) was the successful rival of

Hafiz for favor at the court of Shah Shuja*

of the Muzaffari d^ynasty He wrote several

^^masnavis,” and a Divan, freer than much of

the verse of the time from padding and

verbosity Salman of Sava (Jamal al-Din

Muhammad Salman ibn ‘Ala’ al-Din Muham-
mad, 1300-76), praised by Hafiz who had at-

tacked Imad, wrote in many forms, but is

noted chiefly for his graceful panegyncs to

Queen Delshad Khatun and her son Shayk

Uvays (long 1356-74) of the Ilkhani dynasty.

His qasddas are fluent, with apt turns of phrase

and polished diction, and clever handling of

rhyme Both these poets, however—as all

other poets of Iran—are overshadowed by their

great contemporary, Hafiz of Shiraz

Hafiz’^ (Shams al-Din Muhammad Hafiz

called Lisan al-Ghayb, the tongue of the un-

seen, and Tarjuman al-Asrar, interpreter of

mystenes, ca 1320-89) is the greatest lync

poet of Iran, Though highly esteemed even m
his own day, and invited by many rulers, he

seldom left his native city, Shiraz, nor ever

tired of celebrating die beauty of its women,

its river, its rose gardens, its promenade. Best

in the ghazal, Hafiz wrote many rousing

verses of the joys of wine. His equally ac-

claimed love poems are delicate in their

beauty, almost chaste in their diction**-with

a restraint unusual in Persian love poetry—

and impeccable m form

The poet had a rich background from which
to draw allusions, he Imew the Qur'an

(Koran) by heart, and had read widely among
the earher poets While on occasion he
brought his talents to the praise of contempo-
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rary pnnces, he was neither obsequious m his

encomiums nor bitter and satiric—from a dis-

tance, as the practice was—when disappointed

at the reception of his work, m the shiftmg

favors of the time His city, Shiraz, was blood-

ily besieged six times durmg his days, yet

few personal references cloud the wider range

of Hafiz' thought and fancy, as Gertrude

Bell points out m a contrast of the Persian

poet and his Italian contemporary, Dante ^

An apparently casual comment of Hafiz may

have deeper implications, as his remark that

there is no music to which both the drunk

and the sober can dance

The ghamls of the poet range widely m
theme and form Not mfrequently, he will

take half a hne, or a couplet, from an earlier

poet's DJvdn, to give it a fresh turn of thought

or a new graceful finish So popular has Hafiz

been among Persians that—as the names given

him show—his verses, like those of the Roman
Virgil,^ have been used for augury To many

editions of his works, a fdPnamt (book of

omens) is prefixed, in the form of tables of

squares, each space containing the first letter

of a hemistich (half-hne), to which in the

Divan the reader then turns to learn his for-

tune

The delight of the Persians m word-play

is illustrated by an anecdote of Hafiz The
great conqueror Timur sent for him, enraged

‘When It cost me many lives to take, and

years of labor to build, my dties of Samarqand

and Bukhara, how can a wretched beggar

like you say that you would give them for the

mole on the cheek of a Turkish girl of

Shirazi”

‘Tour Majesty, I have been misquoted,”

said Hafiz at once, with great presence of

mmd “I said, not Samarqand o Bukhara^

but se man qand o do khormdrd (3 measures

of sugar and two dates) ” Timur rewarded him

for the deft evasion

Following Hafiz, and praised by him, came

Kama! of Khojand (Kamal al-Din ibn Mas‘lid,

d 1400?), whose ghazals are for the most

part 7 Imes long He had a forthright manly

style, but was perhaps excessively prone to

the Persian poet's habit of boastfulness The

pantheistic poet Maghrib! (Muhammad
Shinn Maghnb! of Tabnz, ca 1350-1407) is

somewhat less flowery than other mystics, m
his development of the theme. ‘What are the

parts? The manifestations of the Whole

What are the things? The shadows of the

Names” Bushaq (Abu Ishaq, called At‘ima

Fakhr al-Din Ahmad-e Hallaj of Shiraz, d

1416) wrote most of his verses in celebration

of gastronomic delights, he parodied the mysti-

cal rhapsodies of Shah Ni‘matullah-e Mahani

of Kerman, preferring to praise of the Lord

praise of the Lord's l^unty as vouchsafed to

the sensitive and appreciative palate His

Kanz ahlshtihd (Treasures of A^eUte) in a

wide vanety of forms lauds a great vanety

of dishes Even when he turns to other

thoughts, as to his love, he “cooked a meal

garnished with verbal artifices and rhetoncal

devices, and baked in the oven of reflection

with the dough of deliberation a loaP^ for

“my silver-bosomed sweetheart, my moon-

faced darling, whose eyes are hke almonds,

whose lips are like sugar, whose chin is like

an orange, whose breasts are like pomegran-

ates, whose mouth is like a pistachio nut,

smooth-tongued, melodious of utterance, lithe

as a fish, sweet-voiced, with a mole hke musk,

even as the poet says

By reason of the smiles from the salt-cellar of

her mouth

Blood flows from the heart as from a salted

kabab”

The poet of food had fellow m the poet of

clothes, Nizam al-Din Mahmud Qaii of Yazd,

another of a group of parodists then flouridb-

mg He wrote a mock epic Jangnanutrye

Muyina vo Kattdn (Book of the War of Hmr*

cloth and Cotton')^ and in many forms cm

many subjects, such as praise of €^her poets.
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he spoke m terms of cloth and clothing Many

other poets, and countless versifiers, added

their waves of conventional verses to the

ocean of wnting

This current of parody was part of a flow

toward artifice, that in the years ahead reached

the highest peak, even for Persian, of artifi-

ciality and elaborate adornment Conven-

tionality in thought was expected, the vanety

was sought in form, in all the devices by

which a wnter—for the practice was, if possi-

ble, carried even farther in prose—can lend

distinction, or diversion, or distraction, in

gloss of far-fetched figure and phrasing, to

his style

The first two poets of these years—like the

greatest, Jami—are comparatively free from

this elaborately ornate style, and from the

tendency to work riddles and acrostics into

the pattern of the verse Shah Sayyid

NiWtullah of Kerman (1330-1431), king

of dervishes, ivrote many Sufi tracts, as well

as a Divan, which includes many visionary

prophecies and pantheistic verses, some writ-

ten as late as his 97th year. Qasim al-Anvar

(1356-1433) was likewise a mystic, his

* masnavi*^ poems and those in his Divan are

mainly pious echoings of religious and ethical

thought

Katibi of Nishapur (d 1435) wrote varied

and ornate ghazals and qandas, his mventive-

ness winning contemporary praise but setting

dubious example He was fond of metncal

tncks (as double-rhyme) and word-play,

which give ghtter to his ^^masnavis,” as Hitsn

a Ishq (Love and Beauty') The poet 'Anfi

of Herat (1389-1449), called a '"second

Sahnan,'* wrote Hal’nmm (Book of Ecstasy),

an allegc^cal poem presenting the mystic

wm in the figure of a polo game—whence it

is also called Guy 0 Ch^gdn (The Bdl and
the Pdo-stkk), The work, of some 500 Imes,

strains to apply the devices of the day to its

theme. Of the three seme other poets,

lecorcfcd m the biograj^e^ dial died in the

second half of the 15th c
,
before turning to

Jami we need but glance at his patron Mir

'All Shir Naval, who ivrote in TurM four

Divans and several "masnavis,^^ and in Persian

a treatise, Mizdn al-Awzdn (Measure of

Meters), and some lyric verse

Mulla Nur al-Din 'Abd al-Rahman Jami’^

(1414-92), scholar and mystic poet, besides

considerable prose includmg a work on

prosody, stands among the very greatest Per-

sian poets He was independent of spmt, with

pnde acknowledgmg no master m his learn-

ing, but with courage refraining from the

common obsequious praise of those in power

His chief poems consist of 7 "masnavis,^^ the

Haft Awrang (7 Thrones) or SaVa (Septet),

modeled on the Khamsa (Quintet) of Nizami

—which they excel in simplicity and grace

though not in power, and 3 lyncal Divans

The "masnavis’’ are (i) Silsilat d-Zahah

(Cham of Gold, 1485), a loosely knit con-

sideration, m 7,200 couplets, of religious and

ethical ideas, with illustrative anecdotes, (2)

Sedaman and Ahsal, an allegory (translated

by Edward FitzGerald) of a young man
turned by Zuhra (Venus) from love of his

elderly nurse, (3) a series of ethical maqdldt

(discourses) and anecdotes, tender but at

times prosaic, Tuhfat al-Ahrdr (Gift of the

Noble), (4) the didactic Suhhat d-Ahrdr

(Rosary of the Pious), (5) the immensely

popular story of Joseph and Potiphar's wife,

Yusuf and Zulaykhd (1483), vivid and noble,

with outstanding discussions of beauty and of

love of woman as leadmg to love of God—
the whole, a frequently told tale of the Near
East m Its best fashioning, (6) the romance

of Layla and Majnun (1484), and (7)
Khirad-ndmaye Stkandan (Book of Wisdom
of Alexander), a senes of reflections and

illustrative tales

The 3 Divans of Jami present his lyrical

poetry, which soars far beyond the precious

artificialities of his time, and through its wide

popularity and influence helped, m both Iran
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and Turkey, to stem the tide of tnvial con-

cern with tricks of meter and form* Here too,

though m more personal outpouring, the poet

recurs to the theme*

O Jami, the road to God is naught but Love

Prose. 1600-1900 The great body of Per-

sian prose for the past three centunes has

continued to present religious dogma and

speculation, or hves and tales of the religious

thinkers The chief source-books for these

men are the Qtsas al-Ulcmm (Tales of the

Dmnes, ^873) by Muhammad ibn Sulayman

of Tanukabun (b 1820), with lives of 153

adherents of the Shi^a doctrme, that the legiti-

mate successor of Muhammad was his cousin

and son-m-law 'All, and the many Kutuh cd-

Ri]dl (Books of the Mew)? from the Pihnst

(Index) of Muhammad ibn Hasan ibn 'Ali

of Tus (d. 1067) and the more popular

Majdhs al-Mu^rmnm (Assemblies of the Be-

lievers') by Sayyid Nurallah ibn Sharif al-

Mar ashi of Shushtar (d. 1610), to the Nujum
al-Sama (Stars of Hecrven, 1870) by Muham-
mad ibn Sadiq ibn Mahch
Many of these books, hke those especially

after the Mongol conquest, are marred by far-

fetched figures and conceits, the authors seem-

ing more concerned with the adornment of

their prose than with the accuracy of their

relations Among the countless theologians

and philosophers, besides those just men-

tioned, are (i) Mir Muhammad Baqir

DamadCd 16^1), anthoxoi Strut al-Mustaqtm

(The Straight Path), also of poetry under the

takhallus (pen name) of Ishr^, he "wrote

of philosophy so that the theologians could

not discern his meanmg," and thus, he de-

clared, escaped condemnation as an unbe-

hever, (2) Shaykh Muhammad Baha* al-Din

al-'Amili, who began a Persian manual of Shfa

law, but also—as Shayk-e Baha'i—wrote an

Arabic collection of anecdotes and a Persian

poem Nan o Hdvd (Bread and Sweetmeats)^

(3) Muhammad ibn Murtaza of Kashan,

known as Mulla Muhsm-e Fayz, who wrote

some 7,000 lines of verse as well as the re-

ligious study Ahvdh al-Jandn (Gates of Para-

dtse, 1645), C4) Mulla Sadra (Mulla §adr

al-Din Muhammad ibn Ibrahim of Shiraz,

d 1640), one of the chief modem Persian

thinkers, by no means orthodox, (5) Mulla

Muhammad Taqi-ye Majlisi (d 1660) who
with his son (6) Mulla Muhammad Baqir-e

Majilisi (d 1700) was first to collect Shi'a

traditions, the son's compilations bemg the

Arabic Bthdr al-Anwdr (Oceans of Light) and

many m Persian, mcluding *Ayn al-Haydt

(The Fountain of Ltfe), Mishkdt al-Anwdr

(The Lamp of Lights), Haqq al-Yaqm (Cer-

tain Truth, 1698), (7) Mulla Ahmad-e

Nar^i (d 1829), who as Safai wrote a poem
Tdqdis, (8) Hajji Mulla Had! of Sabzawar

(1797-1878) who also, as Asrar, wrote verses,

(9) Sa57id 'AJi Muhammad the Bab (Bab,

the Gate, 1 e
,
gateway to knowledge of divine

truth, shot 1850), author of Baydn (Comr

mentary) and Ddahl-e Soh a (Seven Proofs)

and founder of the recent Babi-Baha'i move-

ment

Persian historical studies were for several

centunes both over-flowery and untrustworthy,

a charming early exception bemg Tajdnb oZ-

Salaf (Experiences of Yore, 1324), a history

of the Caliphate, by Hindushah ibn Sanjar

ibn Abdullah al-Sahibi al-Kirani More recent

works free from undue adornment, and ap-

proaching good measure of accuracy, are the

vivid history of the Bahis, Nuqtat d-Kdf, by

Mirza Jani of Kashan (d. 1852), and tte

more carefully documented Tdnkh-e Bidm-
ye Irdmydn (History of the Awakening of

the Iranians, mcomplete, 1912), Biographies

have a greater measure of readability, if no

more rehahihty, the best of them have been

named at the begmning of this section, as

source-books on the divmes The autobiogra-

phy of Shaykh ‘Ali Hazin contains a vivid

story of the fall of Isfahan to the Afghans, m
1722. Best of the many travel books is the
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Bmtan aVStyahat QGarden of Travel, 1832),

by Hajji Zayn al-'Abidin of Shirvan (b

1780), who traveled widely in the East, and

talked with many Europeans, but declined an

invitation to visit Austna 'as there was no

great spiritual advantage to be gained by

traveling in that land ” This attitude toward

Europe is typical of the pious Persian

Poetry 1600-1900 The style of classical

poetry m Iran, and its vocabulary, have

changed but httle in 500 years During the

16th and the 17th c many of the best Persian

writers found more hospitable soil in India,

where they carried the classical forms and

themes Many of the verses, however, are oc-

casional pieces, obscure m their allusions be-

cause we no longer know the occasion that

brought them forth, A great body of the ma-

tenal is devotional, hke the haft-hand (seven-

line verse) of Muhtasham of Kashan (d.

1588), a simple and pious poem m praise of

the Imams (successors of 'Ali) The "marsiya”

(elegy) was a favonte mood, one of the great-

est bemg that of Qa'ani (d, 1853) on the

death of the Imam Husayn

Out of these pious poems and elegies there

developed a sort of popular moummg
Qta'zsya') recital, or passion play, the Rawza-

khwml (from the Rawza al-Shuhada [Gar-

den of Martyrs]}, given during Muharram,

the month of moummg. The favonte episode

of diese is the martyrdom of Husayn, on the

loth of Muharram The passion plays have

brought the religious stones of Muhammad
and his followers to every Persian home
More mcendy, the Babi-Bahat martyrs have

hem commemorated in eloquent verse, often

supposedly spoken by themselves m their

gallant dying. Vivid among these is a qasida

(1885) by Mirza Naim of Se-deh

Of the poets <rf these three centunes, sev-

eral call for more specific consideration. Baba
Fighani of Shiraz (d. 1519), m India, wrote

rmrty qastdas of praise for 'AS, m the same
form are most of the wm:ks of the panegyrist

Umidi of Tehran (d 1523?) Hilali (killed

1528), in addition to a Divan of odes, ivTOte

the Shah 0 Darvish (The Kmg and the Beg-

gar) The prolific Vahshi of Bafq (d 1583)

wrote several ghazals, and began a ' masnavx,*'

Farhad and Shinn, that was completed m
1848 by Vis^ 'Urfi of Shiraz (Jamal al-Din

Muhammad, d 1591) is among the most

noted poets of the penod, espeaaUy famed in

India, he enlivened and freshened the diction

of poetry while at the same time abandoning

the lush rhetoric of most Persian verse for a

nobihty and statelmess of phrasing The
forceful diction of 'Urfi is accompanied by as

forceful a personahty, with good measure of

boastfulness (conventional m Persian poetry)

if not conceit In his work of freshening the

language of poetry with new words and

images, he was followed by Fayzi (d. 1596),

whose outspoken verse drew many sharp at-

tacks from other wnters, and whose qastdas

and ghazals, and his imfinished Khamsa

(Quintet, in imitation of Niz^i) are among

the best poetry of his tone

Early m the 17th c Naziri of Nishapur

(d 1613) wrote vigorous religious qandas

Talib-e Amuli (d 1626), hke Naziri, found

haven m India, there he wrote simple poemsm
a noble stram of family love. Abu Talib Kalim

(Kashani, d 1651) wrote on vanous subjects,

with neat figures and apt allusions "The

heart imagmes that it has hidden its love, the

lamp imagmes that it has hidden the wick"

"The thread does not become preaous by

bemg near the pearls." Salb of Tabnz (Mirza

Muhammad d. 1670) seems also more

esteemed m Turkey and India than in Iran;

yet his simple style and decorative fancy—

espeaally in the figure husn-e tdltl, ascrip-

tion of causes—should rank bun high

After these, amid a host of lesser writers,

Persian poetry entered upon a barren cen-

tury. The Memoirs (1742) of Shaykh 'Ali

Ha:dn (Mufiammad ibn Abi of Gilan),

with an accoimt of the siege of Isfahan
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(1722), are more vivid than the verses of the

poets he discusses m his Tazktrat al-Mu^asirm

CLtves of Contemforartes) Earlier and con-

temporary poets are also discussed, with praise

more lavish than critical, in the Atashkade

(Eire Tem-ple) of Lutf *Ali Beg Azar (b

1711) Sayyid Ahmad Hatif of Isfahan is

noted for his tarji'-hcmd (double rhyme), in

a colorful poem of many images, each section

ending with the devout refrain:

He IS one and there is naught but He
There is no God save Him alone

m

Visal (Mirza Shaff, known as Mirza

Kuchek, d 1846) was a poet, with rather far-

fetched figures of praise, but he was the scion

of a family of poets m whose days the qastda

of praise to a patron began to decay, as the

new spint of individuality, leading to the

1906 Revolution, began to assert its force

Saba (Fath-*Ali Khan of Kashan, d 1823)

wrote melodious verse, still many paneg5nics,

in his 15,000 line Divan, there is vmd nar-

rative m his Shdhan^ah-nama Effective

ghazals were wntten, espeaally m Gmfma
(The Treasury'), by Neshat (Mirza 'Abd al-

Vahhab of Isfahan, d 1828), the poet Sanal

(Mirza Abu al-Qasim, Qahm-maqam, Pnme
Minister, killed by order of Muhammad Shah,

1835) was even more famed as a writer of

letters, m effective, elaborate style

Outstanding among 19th c poets is Qa’ani

(Habib, ca 1807-54), son of the poet Gul-

shan The mood of the obsequious court-poet

hngers in Qa'ani, but his vocabulary is nch
and varied, and his verse, especially in tie

qastda, surprisingly sweet and melodious His

figures are gentle, deft, and often drawn from

famihar customs and sights

Look at the petals of the anemones in their

beds,

dart forth like

the mountains^

sparks from the crags of

Qa^ani was given this pen name by the

Governor of Khorasan and Kerman, after the

Governor s son Ogotay Qa'an His other son,

Furugh al-Dawla, 1$ remembered in the poet

Furughi, first knoivn as Misldn (Mirza 'Abbas

ibn Aqa Musa, d 1858), who was long allied

with Qa’ani—some of their works are pub-

hshed together,—his best work is in the ghazat

The ghazals and qandas of Yaghma of Jandaq

(Mirza Abu al-Ha$an), although they can

nse to nobility of expression, range widely

m manner and theme, he is perhaps most

broadly known for his abusive and his nbald

verse, as in Hazaliyydt (Facettae) He also

wrote some smcere elegies, usmg a new form,

Nawha-ye Sina-zani, lamentation with beat-

mg of the breast

FoUowmg these came the generation of

the Revolution, poets of mamly political verse.

They wrote no longer for the rulers or others

high at court, but to express their own opin-

ions, to rouse and to gratify the awakenmg
public Early among these is Amiri, first

known as Parvana (the Moth), but better

known by his title, the Adib al-Mamalik

(Mirza Sadiq Khan, 1860-1917), of a fa-

mous hne of poets. He not only foimded or

edited several of the new newspapers, but

wrote penetrating and richly phras^ poems

reflecting the incidents of Persian hfe of his

day, such as the Russian aggression He col-

lected dJivans m both Arabic and Persian,

and several volumes of prose as well as other

verses

The end of absolute despotism in Iran

brought about great changes m the literature

The Constitution was granted in 1906, but

actual preparation and propaganda for the

overthrow of the autocratic government had

started much earlier. It may be said to have

begun at the accession of Nasir al-Din Shah

(ruled 1848-96)

The surud (song), alwap popular, m the

awakenmg of national feelmg became more

widespread, with many stirring lyrics of na-
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tional fervor Likewise persistent throughout

this period, as in all Persian times, was the

tasmf (popular ballad), folk songs springing

often without known author from local in-

cidents, swinging into wide oral circulation,

and usually as quickly forgotten A variation

of these is the satirical, picturesque and em-

phatic but seldom accomplished political

verse, which found circulation m the 370

newspapers that since 1851 (first, the weekly

Diary Castcal Events) have had ephemeral

existence in Iran Some of these are regular,

printed journals, more, especially ca 1906

and the Revolution, lithographed or "jelly-

graphed^^ and often secret sheets in violet or

other violent mks and. equally violent expres-

sions Among the more vivid writers of these

verses are 'Aiif of Kazvin, the dialectic and

satinc Dakhaw of Kazvin, Sayyid Ashraf of

Gilan, m the Azarhayjan dialect, Bahar of

Mashhad

One of the forerunners of the Constitutional

Movement was Mirza Taqi Kh^ Amir-e

Kahir, a wise and sincere patnot Others

were Sayyxd Jamal al-Dln"^, Malkom Khan, and

Aqa Muhammad Tahir of Tabriz The first

successful manifestation of this pohtical and

intellectual movement was the famous revolt

against the Tobacco Concession in 1891 This

momentous event in the history of Iran took

place shortly after Sayyid Jamal al-Din’s visits

to Egypt and to Turkey His articles in the

^lya' oLKhapqayn (The Ltght of the East

and the West) and in the Qamm (Law)
published by Malkom Khan m London in

1890 stirred the imagmation of the patnots

of Iran. His vmtm^ and those of Malkom
Khan, had a great influence m the pohtical

revolution and the latest Persian Renaissance.

With another pubhcation, Akhtar (The Star;

in Istanbul, i8j;^x8g6, the first newspaper

published m Pexsiaii outside Iran, suppressed,

at the request of Nasix al-Din Shah, by order

of Sultan *Ahd al-JH^aimd of Turkey) Aqa
Muhammad Tahir of Tabriz helped organize

for the Revolution and gam sympathy for the

cause

This extraordinary vitality of the Persian

press outside, as well as within, Iran, had a

great effect on the literature of Iran One of

Its results was the abandonment of the old

style of composition in practically every sort

of literary production After Jami, poetry had

degenerated into an art of versification Mean-

mgless phrases cloaked m terms of mysticism

and Sufism, praise and flattery m overflowmg

exaggeration, had been the usual theme There

was grace of words but no sincerity, wealth

even of ideas, b«t unfruitful, misdirected

The task that lay before the poets of the

Revolution was therefore great and difficult

Their chief problem was to free themselves

from the accepted traditions of classicism, to

break the bonds of medievalism, to free the

spirit of men and women from the established

rules and hindmg regulations of society and

religion

There were of course a great many factors

in their favor The growing contact with the

West, the revolutionary agitation of patnots

inside and outside the coxmtry, supphed them

with new ideas and subjects Then the Anglo-

Russian Treaty of 1907, dividing Iran mto

two spheres of influence, further kmdled the

fire of patriotism m their hearts. The Russo-

Japanese War, which had resulted m the de-

feat of the "invincible * regime of the Czar,

had given them some hope, but the Treaty of

1907 opened their eyes again to the great

danger to the integrity of Iran Such concern

has marked their wxitmg ever since

The ground had been prepared for patnotic

poetry, and for a note of greater smcenty and

higher purpose, m such works as the Kttdhe

Ahmad, or Safmorye TaMn (Tdlthfs Shtf)

of Hajji Mirza 'Ahd^ al-Rahim Tahboff of

Tabriz, and the Styahat-wma (Travel Bock)

of IbrShtm Beg, by Hajji Zayn al-'Abidin of

Maragha, was a most popular realistic satire

just before the Revolution, and probably
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helped bring it on New ideas of freedom and

democracy, fostered in the French, English,

and Amencan mission schools, and by men
that had studied abroad, were further instru-

mental in rousing popular feeling.

Some of the poets, to be sure, continued to

wnte m the old tradition Although their

ideas and forms are mainly echoic, some of

them achieve graceful and polished expres-

sion Adib-e Pishavari wrote in both Arabic

and Persian, imitating Khaqani and Qa’ani

m ghazals^ qcistdas, and quatrains ongmal m
subject though not in form His Divan re-

flects the events of the day, he wTote verses on

the Russo-Japanese War and the ex-Kaiser,

but his poems on Iran and the state of the

people touched the public's heart He may be

said to usher in the new epoch m Persian

poetry

Pishavari's disciple, Bahar of Meshhed
(mentioned above) has excelled his master,

bemg the most outstanding poet of the post-

Revolutionary penod He is a leader of the

Nationalist Party m Khorasan, his work

reaches a high degree of technical accom-

phshment, while deeply philosophical in

thought, combining political considerations

with individual reflections Bahar has been

associated with several journals, editing Nov-

Bahar (New Sjpnng), Taze-Bahdr (Fresh

Spnng), and the literary magazine Ddnesh-

hade, in vigorous and forceful prose

^Anf of Kazvm (also mentioned above),

though a wnter of beautiful verse, was an

even more accomplished composer of patriotic

chansons (tasnifs) His lengthy Divan

(banned m Iran, edited in Persian in Berlin

by Dr Riza-zade Shafaq) has an introduction

qmte m the mood of the Confessions of Rous-

seau ^ Among his best poems are Bitter Com-

flamt, a personal outpouring, The Watchful

Enemy and Sleeping Friends, after a public

"eading of which he was badly beaten

Ishqi, leader of Young Iran, is espeaally

noted for his popular tasmfs, as well as for

his poems Ideal-e Ishqi (The Ideal of Ishqi)

and Rastdkhiz (Resurrecticm), a poetic drama

m stirring patriotic verse, which has been pro-

duced Ishqi was a martyr to his extreme Re-

publican views, being mysteriously shot

(1924)

Parvin-e Ttisami, a contributor to BahaFs

journals, m her Safar-e Ashk (Journey of

Tears') and Broken Heart wrote feelingly,

though often in parables, of the problems of

the day Her Man and Woman is a staunch

assault on the wearing of the veil Shahnyar

applies a flowing rhythm, well-chosen words,

and integrated ideas, to the same problems

He draws images to the new modes, compar-

ing, eg, a woman on a bicycle to a jewel

on a double ring His Ruk-e (The Soul of)

Parxmna is a touching lament for the beauti-

ful young Parvana His Ay Zan (Oh
Woman), on the other hand, is deft and

delicate satire His Dokht-e Ddryush (The

Daughter of Darius) is historical in theme,

but also touched with pathos

Alone really successful among the ex-

tremists m idea and form is Lahuti, who wrote

vehement verse m Persian, whose politics were

reflected in his poems, e g ,
Kinml (Kremlin)t

Inqildhe Sorkh (The Red Revolution), and

led him eventually to residence in Soviet

Russia, where he died in 1944.

It IS interesting to note that, m this post-

Revolutionary poetry, the number of Arabic

words has, of deliberate intent, considerably

dwindled By some, the Persian terms are

much more freely mterspersed with French

and occasionally English and even Russian

words. But by all, the verse, instead of con-

tinuing the polished and ornate diction popu-

lar for over 300 years, is now wntten m the

common vernacular of the people, and even

in local dialects

After the Constitution, religion was di-

vorced from the State, and in prose also the

mfluence of Arabic on diction and style

greatly declined. The Koran was no longer
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constantly quoted, rhymed prose fell into

disuse, pure Persian prose came with a new
freshness In this development Bahar was

again a leader The poet Badi* al-Zaman also

wrote gracious essays, as well as studies of

rhetonc and prosody, e g the 4 v Sokhan va

Sokhanvaran COn Speech and Speakers^, and

a history of Persian Literature from the Arab

Conquest to the Ghaznavids (yth to loth c ),

Other prose writers are Jamal-zade, Abbas

Iqbal, with a history of Persia from Genghis

Khan to Tamerlane (other volumes in the

series being prepared by other hands), and

Rashid-e Yasami, who in addition to poems

has wntten literary essays and biographies of

noted Persian statesmen and poets

Interest m other lands inevitably increased,

and many translations began to appear,

chiefly from the French Original historical

or picaresque novels continued, as The En-
snarers, or the Avengers of Mazdak (1920),
or with Persian history blended with Western
fictional style Ishq o Salianat (Love and
Lordship, 1916) The most popular transla-

tions from English in the early 20th c were
—via a Russian version—stories of Sherlock

Holmes Muhammad Tahir Mirzia translated

Dumas’ The Three Musketeers, The Count
of Monte Cnsto, and others Yusuf-e Ttisdmi

(father of the poetess) translated Hugo s Les
Mtserahks Sayyid Muhammad 'Ali Jamah
zada wrote the ongmal and rolhckmg Yakt
hud o Yaks nahud (^There was one, and
there was none’’, equivalent to ''Once upon
a time

, 1922) This began a new dramatic
note m Persian popular prose*

The drama, widespread m the popular re-

hgious mystery and passion plays, had imtil

the 20th c few more literary forms* There
were some translations of Moh^re-The Ad-
venture of him that shunned mankind, i e*,

Le Misanthrope—ca* 1870. A few satirical

oomedtos followed the Revolution Others—

Adventures of Ashraf Khan, Governor of

Arahistan, during hts so]ourn in Tehran in

i 8 iy, Shdh-qtdt Mtrzd goes to Karhala and

speizds some days at Kermanshah with the

Governor Shah Murad Mtrzd—hj the afore-

mentioned Malkom Khan, were published in

1921, and about a year later JaJar Khan has

come from Europe, by Hasan Muqaddam, was

performed in Tehran

Shakespeare’s Othello (trans by Nasir al-

Molk) was produced in Tehran in 1934-5
The historical dramas Jtjak ‘Ali-Shdh and

Shdh-e Iran ve Bdnu-ye Annan CThe King

of Iran and the Armenian Princess') were

wntten by Aqa Zabihullah-e Behruz Other

playwnghts—their works presented more and

more frequently by travehng companies—are

Sa‘id-e Nafisi, Sadiq-e Hedayat, 'Ahd al-

Rahim Khalkhali, Ayaii, Mujtaba Minovi*

Over a hundred plays have been produced, in

this new eflBiorescence of the drama

Present events have agam shaken the Per-

sian writers into the rouse of patriotic and

political expression But there is no doubt

that, come what crisis there may, there will

be staunch and valid literary outpounng of

the soul of Iran.

E G Browne, A Literary Hist of Persia, 47
(N Y ), 1902, 1906, 1920, 1924, Dawlatshah, The
Tadhkiratu^sh-Shu^ard, Persian text ed by E G
Browne (London), 1901, Hajr Khalfa, Lexicon
Bihhog et Encycl

, ed G Fluegel, yv (Leip2ag),

1835, Hamid Allah Mustauh, The Nuzhat al-Quluh,
ed LeStrange (London), 1915, The Ta*nkh4-

Gtiztda, ed E G Browne and R* A Nicholson,
2 V (London), 1910-13, C Rieu, Catalog of Permn
Mss in the British Museum, 3 v (London) 1879-
83, M A Simsar, Oriental Mss in the Free
Library of Philadelphia (Pinla ), 1937, M Isbaque,
Sukhanvardn-iTrdn, 2 v (Calcutta), 1933-7, Awfi,
Lubdh al-Mhdh, ed E G Browne, 2 v (London),
1 903? 1906, ^Ariidi, Chahdr Maqdla, Persian text

ed Muhammad Qazvini (London), 1910, Riza-zade
Sbafaq, Tdnkh-e Adahiyydt-e Iran (Tehran), 1942M Isbaque, Modem Persian Poetry (Calcutta), 1943
See Arabic

Mehmed a Simsar
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PERUVIAN—See South American Indian,

Spanish American

PHOENICIAN-See Canaanite, Maltese

PIEDMONTESE-See Italian

PIMA—See North American Native

PLAINS INDIAN— See North American

Native

PLATEAU INDIAN-See North American

Native

POLISH
There can be no doubt that next to Russian,

Polish IS the most important of the Slavonic

literatures It has had a far longer unified

history, but throughout its entire course, the

national genius has displayed itself in forms

and with a spirit that are fully m accord with

the European tradition, so that it lacks the

exotic charm characteristic of the other lan-

guage

The reason is not hard to find From the

first moment of its history, Poland, for good

or ill, has been an mtegral part of the West-

ern world Its first king, Mieszko, was bap-

tized in 966 by Roman Catholic clergy from

Boheima, where the tradition of Saints Cyril

and Methodius had lost its original vitality

The new state, constantly menaced by Ger-

man aggression, saw itself forced to seek sup-

port and friends among the other Christian

nations of the West, hence, from the earliest

period, Bohemian, French, and Itahan influ-

ences were very strong The contacts with the

East were rarely fnendly and the Poles, con-

fident m their Western faith, looked askance

at the political scene offered by their Eastern

neighbors.

It was thus perfectly natural for them to

adopt Latm for their religious and political

documents The first chronicler, Gallus

Anonymus, of the early 12th c
,
used Latin,

as did the first author whose name we know,

Wmcenty Kadlubek, bishop of Krakdw in

the 13th c* Yet by this time there were at-

tempts to use the vernacular, as m the

Bogurodzica (The Mother of God), which

became a truly national hymn used equally

m church and on the battlefield

During the 14th c there was apparently

a considerable amount of writing in Polish,

with some evidence that in the library of

Queen Jadwiga there was a Pohsh translation

of all or a large part of the Bible, but little

IS known about it There is preserved, how-

ever, the so-called Psalter of Florjan from

the end of the period, and there are known
other rehgious wntings

With the foundation of the University of

Krakow m 1364, the intellectual life of Po-

land improved and the increasing power of

the country after the union with Lithuania

gave greater resources and opportunities for

scholarship and literature The greatest name

in this period is that of Nicholas Copernicus

(1473-1543), a native of Toruh, who in his

great work De revolutionihus orhum coeles-

tium laid the foundations of modem astron-

omy He is undoubtedly the greatest student

of the University during its long history.

In the field of the vernacular writmg, Jak6b

Parkosz, rector of the Krak6w Academy early

in the 15th c, mvented the diacritical marks

still employed, which facilitated the use of

Polish, but for a long while, Latm continued

to be the favorite medium for scholars, as in

the Annales seu cromcae mclytt regm Po-

hntae opera of Jan DIugosz (14x5-80). At-

tempts at the use of Pohsh continued, but

most of the wiitmgs were on rehgious and
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theological subjects, none was of a high order

Despite this, however, the ideas of the Italian

humanists were introduced and we find the

contemporary Poles fully aware of the latest

developments of the Italian Renaissance

Italian influence was greatly increased by the

mamage of Zygmunt I with Bona, a prmcess

of Milan, in 1518.

A more important influence for the de-

velopment of the vernacular was the Reforma-

tion, which early made its appearance in Po-

land A supporter of the new faith, Mikolaj

Rej of Naglowice (1505-69), was the first

person to undertake seriously the task of

adapting the language to the needs of litera-

ture and to inaugurate the Golden Age of

Polish literature, as the i6th c is usually

called In 1543, he published his Short Con-

versation between a lord, a haihff and a fnest,

one of the best satires of the century He fol-

lowed this with other poems of a didactic and

moral character, with religious plays of the

general type of the Reformation, with the

Zoological Garden, illustrating the qualities

most needed by the Poles, and above all by

The Mirror, which included the prose work,

The Life of an Honest Man, which illustrates

by examples from hterature and life the ideals

to which an honest man should aspire An-

other prose writer of this period was Stamslaw

Orzechkowski (1513-66), a Roman Catholic

pnest who fought long and ardently for per-

mission to marry His political tracts and writ-

mgs set forth with merciless exactness, and

defended, those traits of the Polish nobility

that were to lead later to the downfall of the

state and the excessive development of the

liberum veto and its resulting anarchy

The greatest poet of this penod was, how-

ever, Jan Kochanowsld (1530-84) Educated

largely in Italy, for the University of Krak6w

had fallen into a narrow curriculum, Kocha-

nowski became a typical product of the Italian

Raaaissance and composed elegies m Latin

<m the model of Tibullus and Propertius, but

he also learned to know and appreciate the

Italian vernacular poets On his return to

Poland, he lived the life of a typical gentle-

man of the day, but after a few years he

resumed his literary mteiests, his work raised

Polish poetry to a new level Thus, after

1571 he produced a metrical version of the

Psalms, wrote an original tragedy on the

Greek pattern, the Dismissal of the Grecian

Envoys (1577), for the mamage of Jan

Zamojski and Krystyna RadziiviR6wna, com-

posed his Songs on St John's Eve, and, after

the death of his little daughter Ursula in

1579, the Laments All these poems show his

poetic skill and his acquaintance with the

classical writers of antiquity His tragedy is

one of the most successful of its type in

Renaissance literature The St John's Eve is

more independent of models and perhaps con-

tains modified folk songs The Laments show

deep feeling, they are mfluenced by the Bible

and also by the Disfutationes Tusculanae of

Cicero Kochanowski was the outstandmg

representative of the Renaissance in Poland

While he did not rise to the stature of a world

genius, he was a superior artist and brought

after him a large number of imitators, among

whom S2ymon Szymonowicz (i 558-1629)

with his Villagers achieved independent fame,

for their adaptation of the Idyls of Theocntus

to Pohsh life

The latter part of the i6th c saw the with-

ering of the Reformation influences, espe-

cially after the entrance of the Jesuits mto

the country* Of this Order the greatest and

most effective Polish member was Piotr

Skarga (1536-1612), for some years rector

of the Academy m Wilno and later supenor

of the Jesuits m Poland with his seat m
Krakdw His sermons dealt severe blows to

the grovraig Protestantism m the country,

those delivered before the Polish Diets set the

standard for pohtical thinking and writing at

a time when a large part of Polish energy was

absorbed m pohtical activity
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With the 17th c the Polish decline defi-

nitely set in The Jagieiio djmasty had died

out and after the active reign of Stefan

Batory, the Swedish kings that were elected

were not able to uphold the prestige of the

country In a few years the country was in-

vaded by the Swedes, there came the Cos-

sack wars, and by the end of the century,

despite the bnlliant miktary exploit of King

Jan Sobieski in defeating the Turks at Vienna

m 1683, Poland had lost much of her eastern

territory The educational situation was as

bad The Catholic reaction had introduced

narrower ideals of education, the general level

of taste and achievement fell steadily, barely

interrupted by the epics and other verses of

Waclaw Potocki (1623-96), especially his

poem on the battle of Chocim (1621), and

the panegyrics and satires of Samuel ze

Skrzypny Twaidowski (1600-60)

It is not xmtil the time of Stanislaw Konar-

sla (1700-73) that we find any serious at-

tempt made to lift the country from the decay

into which It had fallen A Piarite, he studied

m Italy and France and became familiar with

the educational reforms that had been earned

out in those countries On his return to Po-

land, he opened m 1740 the Collegium No-

bihum, primarily for the children of the

nobles, and introduced into the cumculum
the natural saences He also attacked the pre-

vailmg bad taste in literature and in the 3 v

work On the efficient form of government

(1760-62), he condemned the abuses that

were sapping the vitality of the Polish gov-

ernmental system

The work of Konarski found an echo among

some of the younger men that gathered around

King Stamslaw August Poniatowski Al-

though he was a weak king, unable to make

any headway against the ever increasing

claims of Russia, he was a cultured gentle-

man, who sympathized with all attempts to

improve education and to foster art Warsaw
became a miniature Versailles, where a tal-

ented group of thinkers and students set to

work The Educational Commission, with

Hugo Kollqtaj (1750-1812) as member, ac-

complished much of \alue m spreading the

reforms of Konarski Another leader was

Stamslaw Staszic (1755-1826) with his Re-

marks and Warnings, both plans for the re-

construction of the country In general the

political interests of the day dominated the

thought of the country and led to such works

as the History of the Polish feofle of Adam
Naruszewicz (1733-96), a Jesuit later Bishop

of Luck

Literature in the narrower sense was dom-

inated by the ideas of the French pseudo-

classic period and displayed a cosmopolitanism

tliat reflected little of the actual life of the

day in Poland Such was the work of Ignacy

Krasicki (1735-1801) with his clear-cut and

vivid satires, as the Monachomachta and the

Antvmonachomachia, and also a less success-

ful epic poem, The Battle of Chocim, and

lyric poems So too with the fables of Stanis-

law Trembecki (1735-1812) and of Tomasz
Kajetan Wggierski (1755--87), the pastorals

of Franciszek Karpihski (1741-1825) and the

lyrics and fables of Franciszek Dionyz

Kniazmn (1750-1807). The writers were all

trying to exemplify the rules laid down by

Boileau for literature and to imitate the models

set out for them by the French teachers and

masters.

The reign of King Stanislaw August ended,

after the revolt of the Poles under Tadeusz

Kosciuszko, with the third and total dismem-

berment of the country and its division among

Russia, Prussia, and Austria This marked

the end of the old Republic and literature, but

also the beginning of a new period, especially

m Congress Poland Many of the Polish sol-

diers had escaped abroad to serve with Na-

poleon, among these Jozef Wybicki in 1798

wrote the Polish national hymn Jeszcze

Polska me zgtnela Other poets appeared

among the legions in Western Europe, but
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the mam advances m literature came at home,

where many of the authors began to break

away from the traditional French classical

models, to seek inspiration from the newer

Romantic movement m either its English or

Its German forms Thus Juljan Ursyn

Niemciewicz (1757-1841), after a prolonged

stay in America to which he had come with

Kosciuszko, wrote a comedy, The Return of

the Envoy^ and then under the influence of

Walter Scott wrote historical novels and also

ballads m the newer romantic sense Jan

Pawei Woronicz (1757-1829) helped the na-

tional spirit with his patriotic and historical

songs, and only a few of the authors, as

Kajetan Kozmian (1771-1856) continued to

draw themes from the ancients, in this case

the Romans

The new period was definitely started by

Kaziimerz Brodzihski (1791-1835) who trans-

lated into Polish the ballads of Goethe, Schil-

ler, and Herder, as well as many poems from

the other Slavonic languages In his critical

works, as O klaszycnoict i romantycznosci

(1818), he was strongly influenced by Ger-

man thought, but showed an independent

judgment quite diflFerent from the critics of

the pseudo-classic penod

The gloomy mood of much of Romanticism

could not fail to appeal to Polish thought after

the dismemberment of the country At the

same time its love of the medieval, which

could not fail to bring home to the young

Poles the past glones of their land, and the

cult of the popular language served to increase

the patriotism of the Poles and to encourage

them to try by various methods to rebuild the

national morale Thus in 1800 there was
founded in Warsaw the Society of the

Fn^ds of the Saences The University of

Wilno, reconstructed for the northern prov-

ince, soon became a mecca for the patriotic

youth who established themselves m various

secre societies, often of a hterary character,

as the PhtlormU and the PhihreU,

At the same time there developed in the

southeast a definite Polish-Ukramian school

of romantic writers, as Antoni Malczewski

(1793-1826) with his poem Marja, a tale of

the fights of the Poles and Cossacks against

the Tatars and the cruel vengeance of the

Wojewoda m deceiving his son and killmg

his wife Here are all the passions that we
meet in the poems of Byron, who by now was

popular in Poland as elsewhere in Europe all

the pictunng of the past, the heroism, the

love of the countryside, that form the themes

for the Romantic poem Later in the same

school vnote J6zef Bohdan Zaleski (i802-

86), all well as Seweryn Goszczynski (1801-

76)

Yet It was from the Wilno group that Polish

literature received its greatest inspiration, for

here the greatest of Polish poets received his

training and made his first attempts at htera-

ture This was Adam Mickiewicz Bom in

1798 in the village of Zaosie, he entered the

University of Wilno in 18x5 He senously

devoted himself to literature, at first on the

classical pattern, only after 1819, when he

left Wilno and became a professor at Kowno,

did he come under the influence of the Ger-

man Romantic poets and begin to study them

and make translations of them This was

what his talents needed, his genius developed

rapidly, so that in 1822 and 1823 he pub-

lished the first two volumes of his poems, in-

cluding besides ballads, Parts 11 and IV of

the Ancestors His stay in the north was soon

brought to an end, for in 1824 he was ar-

rested and banished to Russia The next years

he passed in Petersburg, Odessa, and Mos-
cow, where he Became friendly with all the

leaders of Russian literature, including Push-

kin From this penod came the Crimean
Sonnets and also Konrad Wallenrody the story

of the destmction of the Teutonic Knights

hy the treachery of their leader, Walter, who
was really a Lithuaman prince who reahzed

that only hy destroying the Order from inside
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could he save his country, and also the poem

Farys, an Arabian tale

In 1829 he secured permission to go abioad

and lived for a while in Switzerland where

he met Zygmunt Krasinski, and then to Pans

where he met and disagreed with Juljusz

Slowacki At this time the Polish Revolt of

1831 broke out Mickiewicz tried m vain to

return to join the revolutionists During this

penod he wrote Part III of the Ancestors^ a

mystical and symbolic dramatic treatment of

his own experiences and those of his friends

during the investigation of their case at

Wilno, he so well mcorporated the spirit not

only of the youth but of the whole nation

that the poem was almost unanimously

praised Here too came the Books of the

Pohsh Nation and Pilgrimage, a political and

religious description of the path of the Poles

m history, and a development of the Mes-

siamc character of SuflEermg Poland and of

the need of reformation if the nation was to

be worthy of its high calling He followed

these works with his masterpiece, Pm
Tadeusz or the Last Foray m Lithumia, m
1834 It is a glonfication of the life of the

Pohsh nobles on the eve of the Napoleonic

mvasion of Russia, and it gives us all types

of the Pohsh character, not the least memora-

ble of which is Jacek Sophca, the roistenng,

self-willed mtriguer and brawler turned monk
and as Father Robak workmg to repair the

evil that he had formerly done With its vivid

and attractive pictures of the old Poland, its

magnificent setting in the Polish countryside,

Pm Tadeusz is a plea for the reconcihation

of the factions which had not lost their power

of disagreement in the emigration It is a true

national epic, which reveals all the greatness

of the poet

It was almost the end Soon after, Mick-

iewicz came under the influence of Andrzej

Towiafiski, a fanatical Roman Cathohc pnest

who preached that a new penod m Christian-

ity was approadung and that he himself was

Its prophet For a while he stvept Mickiewicz

from his feet, for this and other reasons he

was compelled to gne up his position as Pro-

fessor of Slavonic literatures at the College de

France He finally recovered from his worst

infatuation and spent his last years trying to

organize a Pohsh Legion, at the outbreak of

the Crimean War, he went to Constantmople,

where he w^as taken ill and died in 1856

The second of the gieat Romantic poets,

placed by some critics even above Mickiewicz,

is Juljusz Slow^acki,^ who was born in 1809

and after the death of his father and the re-

marriage of his mother was raised m Wilno,

which he left in 1829 While there he had

conceived a deep passion for Ludwiga

Sniadecka which was not returned In 1829

he went to Warsaw and then in March, 1831,

he went abroad, spending most of his life m
France or Switzerland with the exception of

a journey to Greece, Egypt, and Palestine.

He died m 1849 A proud and self-confident

poet, he was alternately friend and critic of

Mickiewicz who, m his opinion, did not rec-

ognize his ability He began to write early and

by 1833 he had written such dramas as

Mindowe and Marja Stuart and narrative

poems on the style of Byron, as Jan Bielech,

and such lyrics as the Hymn to the Mother

of God and the Ode to Freedom A sensitive

spint, Slowacki was influenced by the writ-

ings of Mickiewicz, many of his works seem

to parallel and cnticize the older wnter's.

Thus m Kordjan, he gives autobiographical

material, but he is much more sceptical as

to the value of the youth, and of the emigra-

tion, m the reconstruction of Poland He had

planned to make this the first play of a

trilogy but he never finished it. Instead, he

used much of the material m Anhelli, a pic-

ture of the Poles in Siberia, although Siberia

is here a figurative term for the outcasts who

carry with them into exile and hardships all

the vices that they had had at home, the hra^

Anhelli, a blameless soul, dies as a sort of
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sacrifice for his people, but the poet does not

allow him to die with the consciousness that

his sufferings are not in vain His other works

were varied, as Bemowshy the story of the

well known i8th c adventurer, dramas from

the pre-history of the Slavs, as Bulludyna and

LtUa Weneda, the Father of the Plague-^

stTicheriy an Eastern tale Later, after his meet-

ing with Towianski, from whom he soon

broke away, he turned to still more philo-

sophic poetry and in the Genesis of the Spirit

and especially in the unfinished King Spirit

(Krol-Duch), he emphasized his religious and

philosophical idea that progress comes

through the human spirit reaching up to

God, without tending to unite God and the

Church and nation as Micbewicz had done

Slowacki as a poet has increased in fame and

regard since his early death and he is now

recognized as an outstanding figure, even

though he does not win the deep affection

that Mickiewicz always enjoyed

The third of the great poets of this group

was Zygmunt Krasifiski,^ born m 1812 in

Pans He was brought up m Warsaw by his

father, a Russophile, and on the approach

of the Revolution, was sent to Switzerland,

despite his wishes, he was not allowed to take

part in the movement He passed most of his

life in Geneva, Rome, and Pans and for a

while was shunned by most of the patriotic

Poles He died m 1859 His early wntings,

mfiuenced by Scott, Byron, and Micbewicz,

attracted htde attention but with his The

Undivine Comedy (1835), he became fa-

mous. From his studies of political philosophy

and his observance of the popular revolu-

tionary movements, Krasifisb realized that

the victory of the new would not mean peace

but only a continuation of bloodshed, and in

this work he pictured the anstocrat Henryk

with his love of art and of power, a true Ham-
let, and on the other hand the leader of the

revolution, Panbacy, a man of firm and un-

bending will who tnumphs over the bodies

of his friends and supporters and who dies

with the words, Galilaee vicisti In the next

work, half dramatic and half narrative,

Iridion, he pictures his hero, a descendant of

the Greeks and Germans, who, in the time

of Heliogabalus, because of his love for

Greece, is devoted to the task of destroying

Rome He is abetted by Masinissa, the

apotheosis of the spirit of evil, who is chiefly

mterested m the destruction of the Christians

and the securing of the soul of Indion, but

the latter is saved by his love for Greece after

the destruction of Rome Masinissa shows the

influence of Halban in Konrad Wallenrod,

but the role of Iridion is quite different from

that of Walter Later as in such poems as The

Dawn, Psalms of the Future and The Psalm

of Good Will, he outlined an optimistic fu-

ture for Poland, emphasizing the fact that the

future must be built on positive qualities and

not purely on hate or vengeance

Besides these masters, the Pohsh emigra-

tion produced a number of other poets of

more or less origmahty, as the unfortunate

Cyprjan Kamil Norwid (1821-83), Stefan

Garczynsb (1805-38), Antoni Edward Ody-

niec (1804-85), Aleksander Chodzko (1804-

91) There was also a considerable develop-

ment of Polish philosophy among the emigres

J6zef Hoehne Wrofisb (1778-1853), J6zef

Kremer (1806-75), Karol Libelt (1807-75),

Bronislaw Ferdynand Trentowsb (1807-69),

August Cieszkowsb (1814-94), all of whom
worked in the same general field of adapting

the ideas of the poets to serious philosophical

writing When we think of the usual sterility

of emigr6 authors, the remarkable outburst of

productivity among the Poles m western

Europe after the revolt of 1831 stands as an

unusual phenomenon indeed

In the meantime, life had gone on in Po-

land, even under foreign occupation Per-

haps the outstanding figure was the dramatist

Aleksander Fredro (1783-1876) A Galician

and a veteran of the Legions with Napoleon,
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he found satisfaction in the hard years that

followed by writing his famous comedies,

which appeared chiefly before 1835 and which

are among the greatest possessions of the

Polish stage In the tradition of Molifere, they

catch the virtues and the vices, the weak-

nesses and the foibles, of the Poles of his own

day Such plays as Ladtes and Hussars and

Maidens' Vows still preserve their charm and

their drawing power Despite this, Fredro was

bitterly attacked by his younger contempora-

ries of the Romantic penod, to whom he

seemed trivial and uninspired Another

dramatist who marks the transition to the

newer period was J6zef Korzeniowski (1797-

1863), who discarded the unity oF place, un-

der the influence of Schiller and Shakespeare

He IS also remembered for his effective prose

sketches

As a matter of fact, within Russian Poland,

the poets, as Edmund Wasilewski (1814-

46) and Ryszard Berwifiski (i 819-79) were

mferior to the prose writers, as Henryk

Rzewuski (1791-1866) who dealt with the

histoncal past, largely on the basis of family

traditions, J6zef Ignacy Krasicla (1812-87),

a many-sided writer, Michal Czajkowski

(1804-86) who drew his themes largely from

Cossack traditions, Zygmimt Kaczkowski

(1826-96), Josef Ignacy Kraszewski (1812-

87), a remarkably fluent and prolific writer

and journalist who gmded Polish hterature

in Warsaw durmg the years before the revolt

of 1863, and handled all kinds of subjects and

styles.

The period between 1831 and 1863 was

largely a dead penod. The severe punishment

meted out after the revolt, together with the

loss of so many of the leaders to the emigra-

tion, paralyzed development at home Yet

there we find the beginnmg and strengthen-

mg of a definite democratic movement
It was becommg evident even before the

disastrous revolt of 1863 that Polish litera-

ture had to find a new expression if it was

to keep pace with modem developments and

not be separated from the interests of the

people, for the younger generation were be-

ing affected by the scientific discoveries of

the penod and by the spread of the newer

social and democratic philosophies It was

necessary to weld this mfluence with the

literature, this was the function of Positivism,

which was closely connected with the rise of

realism In one form or another the censor-

ship lay heavy upon all the Polish lands and

the authors were often compelled to hide

their meaning under circumlocutions and

allusions

It was in this period that there arose the

best known of Polish histoncal novelists,

Henryk Sienkiewxcz"^ (1846-1916) In his

early wntings he showed the characteristic

features of Positivism, but after a trip to the

United States, he changed his attitude and

without indulgmg in philosophical medita-

tions, he turned toward the past and with

splendid historical abihty and with the art of

realistic picturing he produced his great his-

toncal novels, as the triology With Ftre and

Sword, The Deluge, Pan Woiodyjowski, all

pictures of the heroic courage and activity of

the 17th c Poles They were very popular

and served to mamtam the national spirit in

the days when it was fashionable to neglect

ideals and demand cold and stem realism He
was successful also m the novel Quo Vadts?

a story of the time of the Emperor Nero,

wherem the herome Ligja with her faithful

Ursus IS a symbol of the suffenng Poles, fox

the Ligi were a tribe mentioned by Tacitus

as living on approximately the temtory of

modem Poland He was perhaps less success-

ful with his stories from modem hfe as With-

out Dogma and The Polanecki Family, where

he endeavors to deal with modem psychologi-

cal problems m the style of Hamlet or

Werther, He was awarded the Nobel Pnze

m 1905.

To this same penod belong such prose
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wnters as Boleslaw Prus (pen-name o£ Alek-

sander Glowacki, 1847—1914^ who, starting

with caricatures and light sketches, passed to

deeper studies of the life of the individual

to sketch the efforts of the merchant class to

peasant In Lalka (The- DolV) he endeavored

break through the reserve of the aristocracy

and he continued to hope for a happy solu-

tion of the difficulties of his people Marja z

Wasilewskich Konopnicka (1846-1910) in

her poetry outlines the suffermgs of the peo-

ple and in Pan Balcer she describes the suf-

ferings of the Polish emigrants to Brazil and

their efforts to return home Eliza z Paw-

lowskich Orzeszkowa (1842.-1910) also pic-

tured all phases of peasant life The philoso-

pher and essayist of this ,movement was Alek-

sander Swi^tochowski (1849-1938)

This generation, which sought to preserve

some of the amenities of the past and at the

same time to produce realistic pictures of the

people, was soon engulfed in the fuller pro-

gram of naturalism, which brought the lan-

guage even closer to the speech of the people

and found the courage to paint in clear form

even the worst of the abuses that weighed

upon the human spirit and rendered it im-

potent Yet Pohsh literature did not remain

long m this sphere, which tended to reduce

the human spirit to insignificance and to turn

men mto soulless machines

Thus we find that Wladyslaw St Reymont

(1868-1925) winner of the Nobel pnze in

1925, commenced his work in this direction,

m The Promised Land he sketched the mis-

''ery of the life of the factory workers of L6dz
and the meanness and pettiness of the owners,

in The Peasants he used the style to repre-

sent in detail a year in the life of a Polish vil-

lage There is a stark realism and an attention

to detail m the work, but through it all Rey-

mont shows an almost mystical attitude to-

ward the earth and toward the general process

of Me that works itself out wiAin the frame-

work of the four seasons, whether in human

beings or in the fields Likewise in the same

way he turned back to the last days of old

Poland and m another trilogy, The Last

Diet of the Republic, Nil Desferandum, and

Insurrection, he applies the same careful, ap-

parently disinterested technique which can

lead only to an ever-growing appreciation of

the importance of Poland and of the Polish

people

Mention must be made of Wadaw Siero-

szewski (1858-1942), a naturalist m style

but a man who spent many years in exile m
Siberia and wrote largely of the life of the

Siberian peoples and of the Poles exiled there.

At almost the same time there appeared

the first traces of what we may call the

Decadents and the Neoromantics Both of

these gioups started with well-defined pnnci-

ples, but they were far more than copyists of

the French models, they worked out their

own methods of work For example Kazimierz

Przerwa Tetmajer (1865-1939), startmg from

a sensual point of view worked his way in

The Legends of the Tairas to an almost

mystical attitude toward the mountains Jan

Kasprowicz (1860-1926), the son of a peas-

ant, developed from Positivism to a form of

Prometheamsm and then out of apparent

despair which could almost predict the tn-

umph of evil, he softened through the Book

of the Poor to a trust in God, in nature, and

in love Stanislaw Przybyszewski (1868-

1927) reached a passing fame with his psy-

chological studies, especially in the field of

sex

On the other hand, Stefan Zeromski

(1864-1925), inclined to pessimism, em-

phasized the joylessness in efforts at reform as

in Homeless People, in Ashes he describes

the sadness of the Poles that had struggled

with Napoleon in the hope of gaming their

country's freedom only to have their hopes

and aspirations dashed to the ground He
deals with love and human problems in The
History of a Sin On the whole, many of his
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novels and plays showed the shattering of

human hopes, but the outcome of the First

World War and the restoration of Polish lib-

erty inspired him with its possibilities, Wmd
from the Sea is an idyllic hymn of praise to

Poland^s opening on the Baltic

At the end of the 19th c there arose, mainly

in Krakdw, a new movement, Young Poland

This aimed at the restoration of the vitality of

Polish art, it took Mickiewicz as a model The

new movement extended to all the arts as

well as literature and called for a rejudging

of them all on Polish standards Of this group

fhe most prominent author was Stanislaw

Wyspianski (1869-1907), a painter as well

as a poet and dramatist There was in him

something of the Greek spirit and m some of

his early works he toed to rework Greek

motifs translated to Poland, seeking out in the

legends of his people those elements that

were unive];sal and timeless, always with an

eye for liberty and justice His ideas and his

aspirations were universal and whether he

was writmg The Weddtng with its ostensible

theme of a wedding of modern Polish peas-

ants or was describing events of the past as

in The Ctrl of Warsctw, a song of 18^1

,

the

picture of a Polish girl during that revolt, his

theme passes imperceptibly onto an all-Pohsh

and then an all-human plane Wyspia6sb

stands by himself in the movement, as per-

haps the one genius of the modern penod

His early death was a great loss to the world

The years to the First World War saw the

expansion of Polish literature in all direc-

tions There was the estheticism of Leopold

Staiff in poetry, the sensitive writing of J6zef

Wejssenhaf (1860-1932), the feminme phi-

losophy of Zafja Rigier-Nalkowska (b 1885),

the radical criticism of Stanislaw Brzozowsb

(1878-1911), the romanticism of Strug

(Tadeusz Galecki, b. 1873)

With the restoration of national mde-

pendence, a new spirit came over the litera-

ture There was a new freedom, a new possi-

bility for working without fear of the censor,

and still new movements arose In poetry

there was the group centeimg around the

hterary journal Skamander, represented by

Juljan Tuwim, (b 1894) with his emphasis

upon the individual word, to which he gave

various meanings, the more rhetorical and

oratoncal Antoni Slommski (b 1895) and

Jan Lechoh (b 1899) All of these, with

their associates, sought to improve the qu^ity

of the poetry even at the cost of associating

literature 'with the national interests, as had

been the rule in the 19th c Kazimierz Wie-

rzynski (b 1894), who won the first pnze m
poetry in the Olympic games in Amsterdam,

varied between laying emphasis on the joys

of living and the despondency of humanity

Ilia Kazimiera ffiakowiczowna (IHakowicz,

b 1892) expresses the suffermgs of the hu-

man heart, while Marja Pawhkowska has

worked out a style that is laconic in its pic-

turing of the sense and nonsense of life

Wladysiaw Broniewski (b 1898), on the

other hand, espoused the cause of the pro-

letariat

In prose, the older men found a new in-

spiration, but Reymont, Kasprowicz and

Zeromski did not live long Wlodzimierz

Perzyliski (1878—1930) emphasized the hfe

in Warsaw and Waclaw Berent (1873-

1940) employed a smgularly styhzed language

m his novels on medieval Europe Of the

younger authors may be mentioned Eugenjusz

Korwin-Malaczewski (1895-1922) with his

novels based upon his war expenences. Still

more important is Ferdynand Goetel (b

1890) with his involved tale Z dma na dzien

(From Day to Day) which consists of two

novels interwmed, descnbing life in Turkes-

tan In the field of histoncal novels, Zofja

Kossak-Szczucka has achieved the most, aK
though this type rather fell into disfavor dur-

ing the years when Poland was occupied with

Its future rather than its past*

Wanda Wasilewska is perhaps the most
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prominent of the Communist authors, but

similar ideas are expressed by Leon ICruczkow-

sb, while Juljusz Kadren-Bandrowsb (b

1885) IS among the foremost supporters of

Marshal Pilsudsb in his criticisms of Polish

life Jaroslaw Iwasbewicz (b 1894) and

Michal Choromahski (b 1904) are among

the best portrayers of atmosphere Special

mention must be made of J6zef Witdm (b

1896), originally a Hellenist, but later the

author of The Salt of the Earth, a tale of the

First World War. In hterary criticism,

Tadeusz Boy-Zelenski (b 1874) has been

outstandmg

The tragedies of World War II caused the

death, disappearance, or exile of many of the

leading authors and the split between the

Polish Government in exile and the Soviet-

dominated Lublin government bids fair to

create a new emigration or a purely Com-

munist literature We can only hope that the

Polish spirit will find a place in the new

world of peace and prosperity that is so glibly

assumed by all the rest of the world

R Dybosb, Pertods of Polish Literary History,

1924, Modem Polish Literature, 1924, J Krzazanow-

sb, Polish Romantic Literature, 1930, A and M
Mazanowscy, Podrecznik do dztej&w literatury foir

skie], 6 V, 1919, W Feldman, Wfdslczesna Litera-

ture Polska, 1930

Clarence A Manning

POLYNESIAN
Polynesia (^"the many islands^O encom-

passes the vast Pacific triangle stretchmg from

the Hawaiian Islands m the north to New
Zealand in the south and from Easter Island

in the east to Samoa and Tonga m the west

The adjommg culture areas of Melanesia and

Micronesia (here also discussed) have several

islands with a culture predominantly Poly-

nesian

The last part of the world to be setded by

human beings, Polynesia, an area of scattered

coral atolls and volcanic isles, was occupied

by a tall, brown-sbnned people a few cen-

tunes after the beginning of the Christian

era Though of mixed racial ongin, Poly-

nesians are considered more Caucasian-hke

than the inhabitants of Melanesia (“the black

islands^O and Micronesia (“the little is-

lands^O? which he between Polynesia and the

western homeland of the Oceanic peoples

somewhere on or near the Asiatic mainland

,The term ^Malayo-Polynesian" for the major

hnguistic stock of the region suggests but

one of the many cultural relationships among
these several Oceanic culture areas Although

the Melanesians and Micronesians, especially

those living on islands which sometime m
the past received Polynesian influence, share

many mythological motifs, characters, and

stock incidents with the Polynesians to the

east, the hterary patterns, style, and degree

of development differ. Resemblances between

the native literatures of Polynesia and Aus-

tralia are negligible

Polynesian native literature, which was

transmitted orally from one generation to an-

other because of the absence of writing,

ranks in quality of hterary expression and

philosophy with the hteratures of anaent

Greece and India The imagery is as colorful

and appealing as the landscape—a frequent

source of poetic inspiration—and the literary

structure is as bold and carefully planned as

the voyages The abstract and metaphysical

character of Polynesian speculation on the

origin and nature of both the external world

and the inner life of man was systematized

by the priesthood and embodied in chants

whose beauty of phrase and elevation of

thought survive even in translation Ever
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since Captain Cook brought the attention

of the Old World to the South Seas, the con-

trast between the Stone Age material culture

of the Polynesians and the high level of their

aesthetic, intellectual, and religious hfe has

been a source of comment among Europeans

Because they recorded events and human

relationships, native author-raconteurs were

valuable to the aristocracy in establishing

claims to the physical, social, and religious

prerogatives of rank Satisfaction in the weav-

ing of sounds with ideas led some artists into

literary experimentation Words were also

woven into magical formulae to be used in

every activity of the day, whether to release

a canoe from the control of forest and land

deities, or to invoke the goddess of the dance,

or to ^'wake up^^ an artisan’s tools after a

night’s rest Greetings were expressed in

lyncs and eulogies, farewells in dirges Poly-

nesians had a name for every narrative and

poetic form, and each had its proper time and

place Prose and poetry unite in the myths,

legends, traditions, and romances. Often the

chants are the oldest and most stable part of

the narratives The art of recitation was

much elaborated through control of the voice

and the accompaniment of pantomime,

dances, and such musical instruments as

drums and flutes In the laments, tears and

wailing were both a spontaneous and a so-

cially standardized accompaniment of the

chanting

Ltterary ArUsts and Thetr Educatton

New Zealand and the Society Islands had

famous houses of learning, really primitive

universities, at which the ancestral lore,

genealogies, traditions, religion, magic, navi-

gation, agriculture, literary composition, and

all the arts and crafts were taught by learned

priests One New Zealand school was open

for five months of the year and the pupils

studied from sunnse till midnight The school*

house^ ntually built^ faced the nsing sun, and

was dedicated with a human sacrifice On the

first night, the pnests took their classes to a

stream where water was ntually dropped from

a blade of grass into each pupil’s ears with

the hope that this and the priest’s mcantation

would make him attentive and accurate An
excerpt from the pnest’s exhortation and

prayer is as follows

Be fruitful thy knowledge as also the love

of It,

Be fruitful as the learned high pnests of old,

Be fruitful thy memory, as the all-knowing

gods.

Be fruitful of all things outside, as far as the

thoughts may extend,

Be fruitful of knowledge of the Sacred

Heavens—

Of the Heavens where first arose the pnests.

To the distant Heavens, to those divided from

the uppermost Heavens,

O lo-e,

Disclose thy way with the ancient and erudite,

The way of the Gods, O lo-the-ongin-of-all-

things^

Cause to descend without and beyond—
To descend within these pupils, these sons,

(That their memones may acquire the sup-

port of the gods)

The ancient learning, the occult leammg,

By thee, O lo-e

The two branches of learning were the

Upper Jaw, having to do with the gods and

cosmology, and the Lower Jaw, having to do

with terrestnal matters Accuracy of repeti-

tion was heavily stressed, but the number of

variants of myths and chants, and the changes

known to have been made to smt the current

wmds of political and religious schisms, sug-

gest that accuracy was an ideal held up

largely to impress the lay public, pnesdy

initiates, and lesser priests On the other hand,

repetition without error had magical value,

and the homogeneity of the oral literature of
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the vast area of Polynesia indicates how

seriously the precept of accurate repetition was

regarded

Other eastern Polynesians besides New
Zealand and central Polynesia had formal

courses of higher learning Hawaii had a

famous college of heraldry Western Poly-

nesia, however, lacked such schools and

formal courses, as well as the high degree of

systematization of traditions and philosophic

thought, which reached an apex m New
Zealand Nonetheless, the Samoans shared the

literary genius of other Polynesians, and

among their distinguished litterateurs were,

for instance, the '"talking chiefs,^' who, as

their name implies, were gifted orators skilled

m protocol, traditions, genealogies, and com-

position They served superior chiefs as states-

men and diplomats and in some instances

gained more authority than the high chiefs

In general, the hallmark of any well-born

and well-trained chief was his ability to give

orations with an abundance of religious and

historical allusions, metaphors, similes, and

proverbs He must also be able, when
occasion demanded, to compose suitable

poetry

In addition to the specialists m the more

serious forms of literature, Polynesia had

specialists in entertainment Chiefs had at-

tendants that sat up with them till daybreak

to tell stories, gossip, and play games In

Hawaii these court retainers were called

ma-ho^u, after the strings of burning nuts

used for light. The Imla, a combination of

dance, music, poetry, and pantomime, was
highly developed in Hawaii and of dmne
ongin The companies of dancers were under

the patronage of the goddess Laka, strictly

trained, and surrounded vnth many tapus

The specially built hall in which the hida

was anciently performed had an altar At
the Hawaiian courts, as in some other parts

of Polynesia, the sports, some of which had
hves staked on the outcome, included hterary

tournaments for composing poetry, nddling,

punning, reciting the spiritual and matenal

names of places and objects, and giving other

exhibitions of wit, word-juggling, and knowl-

edge Court ladies passed their time in com-

posing chants to eulogize the royalty

The Marquesas had bands of loosely or-

ganized entertainers, the hnoi, who traveled

about the archipelago Though criticized for

their wastrel, effeminate ways, they drew

large, enthusiastic audiences, which sat on

raised terraces to watch the performances on

the stone platforms below The Society archi-

pelago had the Areoi Society, a semi-religious

organization of several grades and complex

initiation and membership rules The mem-

bers, who, unlike the kmot, were respected

and honored and went after death to a lovely

heaven, traveled in great canoes from island

to island giving entertainments of* dramas,

chants, dances, orations, and narratives based

on the exploits of gods, demigods, heroes,

chiefs, and persons in the public eye Per-

formances were held in specially constructed

houses, holding thousands of people, or on

board the large Areoi canoes lined up to face

the shore Many islands used their public

plaza or the community hall for entertain-

ments, some had, in addition, houses exclu-

sively for recreation. Entertainers and com-

posers received gifts, special food at feasts,

and other indications of respect and appre-

ciation Individual members of the audience

would reward them for request numbers or

compositions made to order

Those that received schooling or trainmg

in composition, narration, and chanting were

usually of noble birth, but did not form a

special, mtellectual class except m Manga-

reva, Marquesas, and Easter Island In Man-
gareva they assisted the priests by composing

and directing certain of the religious chants

and activities in sacred ceremonies and had

m their keeping the accepted versions of

genealogies, histoncal narratives, and other
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literature From them, song experts, skilled m
composing and teaching, obtained themes

for the songs they originated for popular

taste

The presence of specialists in oral litera-

ture did not discourage any Polynesian,

whether of noble or lower birth, from culti-

vating the art if he or she wished Because

some of the hero cycles and romances, which

were among the most popular literary forms,

were very complicated and long, mdmduals

who wished to satisfy their literary bent and

win public admiration would often specialize

m narratives about a single, favorite char-

acter Daily life in Polynesia also required

knowledge of many incantations, chants, tra-

ditions, proverbs, and fables Every craft and

occupation had its magical formulae, reli-

gious history, myths, and traditions Besides

dieir practical value in gaming the assistance

of the gods, these gave dignity, prestige, and

backgiround to the worker and to those that

used the results of his work
•

Language and Ltterature

One language, though differentiated into

dialects, existed in Polynesia, and its beauty

and melodiousness were deeply appreciated by

the natives, as their delight in poetry and

word play reveals^ One of the principal dia-

lectical differences is m the consonant sounds

Some, such as fe, ng, and h, are not always

fully sounded from island to island, being

mdicated by a glottal stop, while shifts occur,

for instance, between I and r, w and v, k and

k and ng, and s and h Thus, the ancient

homeland, Hawaikt, and the god Tangaroa

(or Takarod) of New Zealand, are called

Savat^t and Tangaloa in Samoa, Havadt and

Tdaroa in the Society Islands, and Hawadt

and Kcmaloa m the Hawaiian Islands The
language has a full quota of vowels, which

have a Continental pronunciation, and the

consonants are always followed by a vowel.

Even a person unfamiliar with the lan-

guage can recite some of the simpler chants

out loud to get a feeling for the character

of the language and such elements of literary

style as euphony (often enhanced by adding

a final e to a phrase or sentence), alliteration,

metathesis, repetition, parallelism, counting-

out formulae, rhetoncal questions, and a

plethora of proper names and epithets of gods,

people, places, and objects

Numerous stock phrases, many of them
now archaic and obscure, were mserted m the

chants for the sake of euphony and rhythm

TtU and Tata^ Vtvt and Vova are two recur-

rent combinations of words or names m the

genealogies Often the couplet, t te nott,

% te nota (in the this, in the that), rounds

out a sentence Illustrative of the onomatopo-

etic tendencies is the couplet in a creation

chant, te ua to'pittpu, te ua tofata'pata (the

pittermg rain, the pattering ram) Word- and

name-splittmg was a favonte Samoan hterary

stereotype, as m the myth about Tutu and

Ila, a couple, whose combmed names are

traditionally the ongin of the name of Tutuila

Island The use of the cardinal directions, as

well as upwards and downwards, inland and

seawards, is frequent m prose and chant

Words were chosen to harmonize m sound

and meanmg with the theme and mood of

the composition Thus, a chant for kneadmg

breadfruit mto a smooth paste has a harsh,

jerky soxmd to smt the action of the worker,

while a lync chant has a plamtive nng The
tone color of the language, and the euphonious

lengthenmg of the final syllables and vowels,

make many chants seem, when heard, to have

at least the rudiments of rhyme, meter, or

melody However, the deliberate cultivation

of these three qualities was virtually non-

existent The main characteristics of the

Polynesian chants are their simple, irregular,

but deeply felt rhythm, their quavery end-

ings, emphasis on vowel-values, and the nar-

row tonal range which gives the effect of a

monotone. N, B Emerson wntes "The voice
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goes wavenng and lilting along like a canoe

on a rippling ocean Then, of a sudden, it

swells upward, as if lifted by some wave

of emotion, and there for a time it travels

with the same fluctuating movement, soon

descending to its old monotone, until again

moved to nse on the breast of some fresh

impulse This style of recitation is used for

all the chants, even at times m conversation

To be magically efficacious, many chants

must be recited m one breath. The effect of

rapid, breathless recitation was cultivated in

many secular chants

The following Tuamotuan text, freely

translated by J F Stimson, the collector,

illustrates the language and the poetic style

of the elegaic lament, which like many sim-

ilar forms, has two solo voices, a chorus, and

a refrain The chant is from the cycle about

the demi-god Tahaki, who went to look for Jiis

lost father

First Voice

Kua mate a pa te metua,

(Perchance the father has perished long ago,)

Second Voice

Noho noa ai

(Remainmg)

Chorus

Nohonoho noa iho ka hima a ki te pm e

Kua garo paha 1 tmai mai 1 a ku e

Tae max nei te hakaaroha—kua mate

(So long, so long remaining there below,

Concealed hy the restless waves

Perchance he has forever vanished from my
sight—a light extmguished

Compassion fills my heart—for he is dead )

Refrain

Te tama hakarere ki Havaiki, rohi e,

Nana noa, hipahipa noa, kiimkimi noa—
Tagitagi te tama ka hakarere

Kua mate a pa te metua

(The son speeds on to Havaiki with daunt-

less courage,

Glancing above, ever gazing over the sea, ever

seeking, seeking—

Ceaselessly the son weeps as he speeds swiftly

on,

Perhaps the father has perished long ago )

(After four verses to develop the themes,

comes the epilogue)

E te kitaratara toa a te ipo^

Titi-aroha te ipo e^

Ere, aui, 1, 1, e^

(Oh, the heroic fortitude of the loved father*

Oh, the cherished father inspiring profound

compassion*

Alas, alas*)

The language also lends itself to pithy

expression, as in the following Mangarevan

war chant:

One people, *

One war cry,

One god,

One man
Death to the underworld!

Life on earth*

Many of the ancient chants are so obscure,

due to forgotten euphuisms, allegories, double

and even tnple meanmgs, as to be untrans-

latable by present-day Polynesians Among
the most beautiful of the old chants is the

following mele, or poetic composition, from

Kauai m the Hawauan archipelago, about

the water of hfe, the water of Kane

A query, a question,

I put to you

Where is the water of Kane?

At the Eastern Gate

Where the Sun comes m at Haehae,

There is the water of Kane»
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A question I ask of you

Where is the water of Kane?

Out there with the floating Sun,

Where the cloud’-forms rest on Ocean^s breast,

Uplifting their forms at Nihoa,

This side the base of Lehua,

There is the water of Kane

One question I put to you

Where is the water of Kane?

Yonder on mountain peak.

On the ridges steep,

In the valleys deep,

Where the rivers sweep,

There is the water of Kane

This question I ask of you

Where, pray, is the water of Kane?

Yonder, at sea, on the ocean,

In the driving ram,

In the heavenly how,

In the piled-up mist-wraith.

In the blood-red rainfall.

In the ghost-pale cloud-form.

There is the water of Kane,

One question I put to you

Where, where is the water of Kane?

Up on high is the water of Kane,

In the heavenly blue.

In the black-piled cloud,

In the black-black cloud.

In the black-mottled sacred cloud of the gods,

There is the water of Kane

One question I ask of you

Where flows the water of Kane?

Deep in the ground, in the gushing spring,

In the ducts of Kane and Loa,

A well-spnng of water, to quaff,

A water of magic power—

The water of life!

Life* O give us this life*

Forms and Subjects of Literature

Polynesians had names for various forms

of narratives and chants Mangarevans, for

example, had the generic term atoga for all

oral literature such as myths, legends, tradi-

tions, histoncal narratives, and folk tales and

their illustrative chants, songs, and mcanta-

tions Although the same literary terms recur

throughout Polynesia and its zone of influ-

ence, the meanmg of the terms differs from

one island to another For instance, m New
Zealand, an onon is a lullaby, full of his-

torical allusions and names, which the mother

sings to a son so that he will learn about his

ancestors and what is expected of him when
he grows up In Tikopia, a Polynesian cul-

tural outlier m Melanesia, an orxon is a for-

mal recital of thanks m a definite pattern

Few people are considered competent enough

to recite it

In general, the nomenclature of the chants

is denved from the mood they portray and

the purpose they serve The tangt is a lament

about separation from loved people and places,

the anau (Tahaki^s chant, above, is an ex-

ample) IS a plaintive, solitary meditation, an

elegy, while the fa^atemtem, to use but one

more of dozens of possible examples, is an

ode, usually addressed to its object, whether

a chief, an island, or nature

Differences m intensity of mood are recog-

nized Thus at the memorial services held

some months after the death of a great per-

son, many tangty which refer to the dead

person and his exploits, are composed They

are interspersed with less emotional chants

like the fehe and the ttau The latter term

IS translated as Tight showers,^* very appro-

priate since the tangt is accompanied by loud

wailing and weepmg

Terms for myths, tales, legends, and tradi-

tions also vary Vananga, a common literary

term, has the particular connotation in Tonga,

Uvea, and Futuna of an entertammg fiction
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Narrators themselves difiFer as to what is a

fananga and what a talatufua, a tale of the

gods Polynesian author-raconteurs seem to

have taken the first step toward classification

and nomenclature, but did not develop much

consistency The same lack of consistency

appears m distinctions between what is sacred

lore and what is secular

Gods, demi-gods, spirits, heroes, and chiefs

are the pnncipal characters m the literature

However, there are far more animal tales and

fables than is evident in the published col-

lections The unusual cosmogonies, tribal

histones, and heroic sagas have always so

fascmated collectors that they have tended

either to ignore less impressive matenal or

dismiss It with one or two examples Many
little stones exist about the ongin of animal

peculianties and places m the landscape

Mythological animal kingdoms of the kind

familiar from the Panchatantra do not occur

Particular ammal characters recur throughout

Polynesia, because of being linked with some

great hero The Princess Hma’s eel lover,

Tuna, from whose buned head the coconut

tree onginated, is an example In Hawaii

many myths are told about a bemg half pig,

half human
While each island and tnbe has oral litera-

ture pecuhar to itself, it also has narratives

whose themes and characters are knovm
throughout Polynesia The diversity of local

literary invention is as remarkable as the

extraordmary homogeneity The ht^rature of

each island has both the charm of the fa-

miliar and the fascmation of the new And
even m the case of the widely known and

undoubtedly old myths, the amount of in-

genious vanatLon from one island to another

has a constant interest.

Scarcely a Polynesian island does not have

myths about such famous characters as, for

example, Mam, Tahab, Hema, Rata, Hma,
Tinirau, and Kae In New Zealand, where

the hteratuxe was much systematized, the

famous gods, heroes, and demi-gods stand in

some relationship to each other Mam is

Tinirau's brother-in-law 01 the first husband

of Tinirau^s wife, while Hema is Tahaki's

father and Ratals great-grandfather In every

island, these great names appear on the

genealogies of chiefs, who sometimes were

honored by being credited with the deeds of

the ancient heroes, while the old heroes

sometimes get the credit for the deeds of

their descendants

Because the widely known characters in

the cosmogony and mythology are so ancient

in Polynesian culture, there is much firmness

in the way certain episodes and characteristics

are attached to them Ratals name is usually

associated with an episode about building a

canoe When he chopped down a tree, he

carelessly omitted the proper ntes for the

forest spirits Consequently the next morning

he found his tree upright with every chip

and leaf in place. After several days of this,

he behaved as he should have in the first

place and pleased the spirits so that they

made a wonderful canoe which they launched

on a rainbow

Tinirau, a vain, handsome, shallow chief,

is known for his domestic troubles and his

ocean pets, especially a whale which Kae, a

priest, unkindly killed and ate after Tinirau

had loaned it to him for transportation,

Tahaki, the epitome of all that a Polynesian

chief should be in the way of true nobility

of heart and mind as well as physical perfec-

tion, is known for his search for his lost

father

Maui, the best known of all Polynesian

characters, is a happy-go-lucky tnckster and .

culture hero who improved the world for

mankind at the expense of the old gods of

the pantheon The purpose of most of his

exploits seems to have been to show his dis-

respect for the status quo and those that were

trying to preserve it This accounts for much
of his popularity m the halls of entertain-
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ment Maui's exploits include the stealing of

fire for mankind, the raising of the sky, the

fishmg up of islands, and the snanng of the

sun to make the day longer So numerous

are his deeds that the Tuamotuans call him

Maui-of-a-thousand'tricks

Hina, the principal feminine figure in

Polynesian literature, is the eternal feminine

She does not have the distinctly differentiated

personality that the famous demi-gods have

Actually there are many Hinas, the name

being distinguished by epithets descriptive of

various attributes

Among the heroes with only a regional

distnbution are Alo-alo, Son of the Sun, of

western Polynesia, and Hiro and Honokura

of central Polynesia Whether a semi-legend-

ary or mythical hero is merely locally or

widely known, it is evident that the author-

raconteurs follow a pattern plot Either the

hero is of supernatural origin like Mam who

origmated from an abortion, or he is the son

of a visiting chief who leaves tokens of roy-

alty which his wife is to give the child if it is

a boy When the boy matures he is to bring

the tokens to his father s court and claim

the position due him there The he|:o grows

up with half-brothers who are so 'jealous of

his precocity that they even kill him a few

times and taunt him for having no father He
1$ always restored to life, however, and learns

who his father is He goes to him, joins in

the court contests, wins them and thereby

obtams his father's recognition but the hatred

of the half-brothers at the court Later the

hero sets out on a monster-killing journey,

performs wonderful exploits, and like his

father meets a beautiful chieftainess whom
he marries and leaves The cycle then con-

tinues with the familiar pattern In the more

primitive form of the pattern the son goes

to seek his father who has been earned off by

monsters

Usually the saga is localized on Hawaiki,

which is the term applied either to the ances-

tral home of the islanders, to the western

land to which spirits of the dead go, as an

ancient name of some of the Polynesian

islands, or to a mythical land above or below

the earth The name is less prominent in

western Polynesia, where its place as a spint

world IS largely taken by Pulotu Polynesian

literature, though often vague about time

setting, IS generally very definite about geo-^

graphical localization One of the stylistic de-

vices of both narratives and chants is to recite

place names and their attnbutes

Traditional History

Most islands distinguish between the seri-

ous, scholarly literature dealing with rehgion,

family history, genealogies, and events of the

past and that which is narrated to pass the

time and faster good fellowship If one does

not force it, Peter H Buck's classification of

the traditional history of each island accord-

ing to three divisions of time is a useful guide,

giving one perspective on the matenal which

each island regards as historical The three

time periods are the mythical, the exploratory

or migratory, and the settlement

The islanders themselves, however, com-

monly conceptualize but two major time pe-

riods, the one before and the one after their

arrival in their present homeland In the

Chatham Islands, for example, the Monori

apply the term Ko Matmgiao (Peter H
Buck thinks this may mean *'wind cloud,"

implying home from afar,' m contrast to the

tales of later life, heard directly) to narratives

about their pre-dispersal life m Hawaiki and

the term Hokorongotirin^, CTieanng of the

ears") to narratives about events after the

ancestral canoes had left Hawaiki and come

to the Chathams Like other islanders, the

Morion diffei among themselves as to whether

certain events, persons, and legends belong

to one or the other penod Information about

the earlier penod is usually secret and too

tapu to be revealed except under the most
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sacred conditions In New Zealand, some of

the priests declared that the genealogies and

traditions prior to the time of Maui must not

be revealed to ordinary people, while legends

about him and the heroes that hved after him

might be narrated about the camp fire

The 'mythical period'^ might be more ac-

curately called, from the native pomt of view,

the period of genesis, for it includes such

cosmogonic occurrences as the ongin of the

world, the gods, manbnd, and the beginnings

of culture m the ancestral homeland.

Traditions about the exploratory or migra-

tory period tell of the reasons for the depar-

ture from Hawaiki, the explorations which

culminated m the discovery of the new home

by the leaders from whom the ruling aristoc-

racy of the island now traces its descent, the

conquest or relationship worked out with

previous setders there, if any, and the initial

colonization of the new land Those gods

and semi-divme heroes that are vndely knoivn

in Polynesia and perhaps were hnovm to the

Polynesians when they first came mtd the

eastern Pacific are the major characters in the

events of the mythical period In myths about

the migratory period, they share or fight for

honors with the more immediate ancestors of

the setders and the locally ongmated gods

The ancient gods and heroes rarely appear

as leading characters in narratives of die

settlement period Instead, they function m
the plots much as in daily life, watching that

due respect is accorded them and aiding

those that, in the prescribed manner, ask for

assistance.

The period of setdement can usefully be

subdivided so that the first part ends with the

arrival of Europeans The first part of the

setdement period mvolves such occurrences

as the political, rehgious, and personal feuds,

mtngues, and wars between families m their

struggle for power, the travels and adven-

tures of the leaders who visited other lands,

and the buddmg oflF of sub-tribes

While some of the peripheral islands have

only a fragment or two about the mythical

and exploratory periods, narratives about the

period of settlement are fairly complex and

diverse in nearly every island, as they de-

scribe local events and personalities. There is

more homogeneity of content in the matenal

about the two early periods from island to

island The parent island sometimes has tra-

ditions about the origin of the colonists, and

the colonists carry with them the learning of

the old home Myths that islands distant from

each other share about the period of genesis

were usually earned from a central homeland,

which m southern, east-central and north-

eastern Polynesia seems to have been Rahatea

(Havaih was one of its ancient names) in

the Society archipelago

In their accounts about the three periods,

islands differ not only m what and how much
they narrate but in how numerous and sys-

tematized their records are Regions of higher

cultures like the Society group, New Zealand,

Rarotonga, Hawaii, Samoa, and Tonga, which

had a large population and many tribes, have

a number of elaborate and highly rational-

ized traditions about each of the periods,

although the western Polynesians tend to

obscure records of the migratory period in

order to desenbe themselves as autochthonous

in the archipelago On the other hand, islands

hke Rotuma, Uvea, Pukapuka, Manihiki,

Rakahanga, Tongareva, and the Austcals that

are peripheral culturally and geographically

to the above-named islands and received

colonists from them, have very brief tradi-

tional histones, espeaally about the periods

of genesis and migration.

Environment has affected hterary produc-

tion m that the high volcanic islands which

are more spacious and fertile than the coral

atolls were able to support a sizable popula-

tion which divided the labor of getting the

basic necessities of life and thus freed some

of the people to become speciahsts m arts and
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crafts As the population and the number of

specialists in traditional history increased and

new tribes formed, cults and schisms orig-

inated, each with its priests and followers

who developed their own versions of the

traditions for the aggrandizement of their

own tribe Their versions they regarded as

true and correct, and other versions, even

from the same island, as incorrect.

So authoritatively and impressively ob-

scurely do some narrative experts recite their

genealogies and traditions that all too often

European scholars have accepted the accounts

as direct history rather than as source mate-

rial for the reconstruction of history They

have tended to overlook the great practical

significance of the traditions in bolstering the

political and religious claims of particular

tribes and families and in establishing sanc-

tions and precedents for daily activity Real-

ization of the importance of the native litera-

ture, mcludmg the historical records, chants,

proverbs, and the like m supporting claims

to land ownership and political authonty led

Sir George Grey, governor of New Zealand

in the mid-19th c, to learn the native lan-

guage as well as ^'their manners, customs, and

prejudices'* so that he might be a better ad-

ministrator His collections and superb trans-

lations have made his Polynesian Mythology

a world classic Unfortunately, his notes, if

any, of how these traditions were used in

presenting claims to him have not been pub-

lished

Peripheral islands rmdoubtedly had more

traditions than our ethnographies reveal Be-

fore descriptions of their culture could be

obtained, many of these islands had been

nearly depopulated and their culture broken

by European ^blackbirders" seeking slaves

Small barren atolls or isolated volcanic isles

as most were, they were unattractive to ambi-

tious high chiefs who for political and per-

sonal reasons found it expedient to stake out

over the ocean with priests, scholars, warriors,

and the rest of their retmue to find a new
home Small islands were often settled by one
family of setders, from whom most of the

present residents now claim descent This was
the case with Mamhiki and Rakahanga, two

atolls twenty-five miles apart According to

tradition, Toa, the first settler, was a Raroton-

gan warrior whose defeat made it advisable

for him to leave the Cook Islands and set-

de m Rakahanga which his brother-in-law,

Huku, had just discovered What cosmogony

and ancient history was known to the first

family was probably m the keepmg of Toa
himself, who evidently was not a man of

learning, for the islanders now know almost

nothing about the period of genesis, and the

narrative about the exploratory penod is

brief However, records of the setdement

penod are fairly full, and the genealogies and

family histones are still accepted as evidence

when cases involvmg such records come be-

fore the Bntish-admmistered land courts

The native oral literature, particularly that

of the more senous type just descnbed, is

important as a source of direct and mdirect

evidence to scholars attempting to reconstruct

Polynesian history Two of the major contro-

versial issues on which evidence from native

literature is brought to bear concern (i) the

region from which the Polynesians onginaUy

came and the geographical route, whether

through Micronesia, Melanesia, or both,

which they followed m their migrations to

their eastern Pacific home, and (2-) the ongm

and character of cultural differences among

the Polynesian islands. Adherents of the so-

called "two-strata theory" beheve that the

variations resulted from the blending of two

or more different cultures that entered Poly-

nesia at different times, while other scholars

maintain that most of the differences can be

accounted for through vanous processes of

change and differentiation actmg upon one

original culture

With the aid of native traditions, theorists
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have traced Polynesian ancestry to the an-

cient Egyptians, Cushites, lost tribes of Israel,

and a mynad of other peoples of the Old

World Solar and lunar mythologists have

worked over the myths, and many a lay as

well as professional mythologist has pointed

out resemblances of Polynesian myths to

those of every part of the world Particular

theories would take too long to descnbe but

the following bnef summary of some of the

general points based in part on the study of

the native literature, on which some scholars

now agree, may be helpful

Anthropologists conjecture that the pres-

sure of population in the ancient homeland

which resulted from natural mcrease and the

dislocations of people due to war and other

social upheavals, squeezed out some inhabit-

ants and pushed them farther and farther

from the old home somewhere on the Asiatic

mainland until generations later the descend-

ants of these immigrants reached the islands

of the eastern Pacific

For lack of any better or newer guess,

many anthropologists still accept the date of

450 AD as being about the time when the

Polynesians first began to come into their

present homeland The date was selected in

the last half of the 19th c by European
scholars, after analyses and mterpretations of

native genealogies and traditions

The island that the Polynesians first ^'fished

up" can only be a guess. However, the

Samoan and Society archipelagoes were early

centers of cultural development Some of the

archipelagoes, hke Hawaii and New Zealand,

were settled early, but for some reason mam-
tamed no contact with the cultural centers for

several centuries One of the greatest of cul-

tural centers was Rahatea in the Soaety
group. It was the mecca of leammg and re-

ligion for Polynesia and drew distinguished

conclaves of scholars, pnests, and chiefs from
other islands It was the port of embarkation
for colonizing fleets

The great period of Polynesian culture and

mtra-Polynesian colonization started about

the 1 2th CAD and culminated m the 14th c

with the departure of a fleet to settle New
Zealand, which, however, had an older

stratum of population By the beginning of

the great period, the general character of

Polynesian culture as it survived into early

histone times had been established

Colonists carried to the farthest islands of

the region the basically similar culture and

physical type that gives so much homogeneity

to Polynesia as a culture area and gives its

native literature the overwhelming aspect of

being composed by one versatile literary

genius Though local variations inevitably

developed through elaboration or degenera-

tion as the result of geographical differences,

isolation from the culture center, and the

effect of assimilation ivith earlier residents,

the basic cultural pattern was never obscured

Elements of the culture even diffused west-

ward mto Melanesia and Micronesa

The last great phase of native history began

with the amval of European explorers, the

most famous of whom was Captain Cook
The journals of his three voyages are impor-

tant sources of information about Polynesian

culture and contain among the earliest and

best accounts of the intellectual life of the

people Missionaries, traders, and colonists

from Europe followed the explorers Smee the

Polynesians had no vmting, the records we
have of their native hterature were written

down by Europeans or European-trained

Polynesians.

Cosmogony.

An outstandmg characteristic of Polynesian

hterature is the amount of lively inquiry into

the philosophical question of the ultimate

origm of the world, the gods, and mankmd.
Indicative of this investigative spirit and liter-

ary style IS tEe hegmnmg of a Tuamotuan
chant about the ongm of the world
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A question as to ongins^

An inquiry into the sources*

I inquire as far back as The Source

A question as to the ongina-

An inquiry into the source*

The Great Source is above

The Little Source is below

It IS the beginning of gods and men

But since so many questioned, there were

many answers A routine Tuamotuan intro-

duction to inspire confidence in the knowl-

edge of the native scholar and impress the

listener with the sacred nature of the infor-

mation to be imparted follows

Now appears the master of leammg*

Now comes the fountainhead of learning*

First wisdom,

Middle wisdom,

Last wisdom,

Forward wisdom

It IS the emptying of a bag,

and throwing off of words

I soar* I approach my theme*

My teaching here is a sacred lore

Oh my chief, I now probe down,

down into my Imowledge,

down mto my leammg,

down to the Great Source,

down to the Little Source

In the maze of native teachings, Dixon has

given the unmitiated laymen a gmde by

pointmg out that Polynesians have two prin-

cipal types of cosmogonic ideas They are (i)

the evolutionary or genealogical form, accord-

mg to which the cosmos and the gods evolved

from an original chaos and (a) the creative

form, according to which one or more pre-

existent deities performed acts of creation

Most of the regions of higher Polynesian

culture have both types of cosmogonic ideas

and frequently combine them in one accoimt,

explainmg the early phases of world ongin

by evolutionary development and the later

phases by the creative acts of gods Such is

the case in New Zealand, Tuamotus, Society

Islands, Hawaiian Islands, Marquesas, and

Samoan Islands The tribes in these archi-

pelagoes believe that the solid substance of

the earth evolved from a primeval Nothing-

ness, Void, or Chaos, called in Samoa Lem
and in the islands to the east and south, Kore

Kore 1$ either preceded or followed by a period

of Po, primal Darkness or Night, a concept

which is rare, if not entirely absent, in west-

ern Polynesia

The way m which these archipelagoes com-

bine the creative and evolutionary phases of

their cosmogony shows regional differentia-

tion The concept of pnmary parents who
beget the great gods that are in charge of the

vanous departments of the world is found in

New Zealand and the islands to the north

and east, but is absent from western Poly-

nesia, In New Zealand, the primary parents

are persomfied as the Sky Father and Earth

Mother The primary parents and their chil-

dren play a creative role m shaping the world

and m making mankind after the solid sub-

stance of the earth has evolved after aeons

of progressive change from Chaos Usually

the origin of the pnmary parents is hazy.

However, some New Zealand tabes recite an

evolutionary genealogy for the Sky Father

from Chaos who begat Darkness who begat

Light who begat Space who begat Moisture

who begat Atmosphere who was the imme-

diate parent of Rangi, the Sky Father The

latter took to wife Papa, the personified

Earth Stratum, whose origin is seldom clearly

explained

Although the names of the pnmary parents

differ in some islands, they generally signify

the Upper- and Lower Strata of the world, or,

in other words, the overhanging atmosphere

and the solid earth foimdation Atea (Atmos-

phere) and Papa (Earth Stratum) are the

most widely spread names, but there is a
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tendency particularly m the coral atolls to

name the Lower Stratum Fakahotu CTo-

cause-to-begm-to-form) which has the impli-

cation of a coral upgrowth, while the volcanic

islands call it Papa, which refers to a more

substantial support

New Zealand calls the Upper Stratum

Rangi instead of Atea, the Tuamotuans fre-

quently call this upper region Rangi-Atea, or

like the Society Islanders use the terms Atea

or Te Tumu (The Source) as the stratum

above and either Papa or Fakahotu for the

stratum below The Cook Islands, except for

Mangaia, have Te Tumu and Papa Mangaia

and Hawaii have Papa and a dialectical

eqmvalent of Atea Marquesans apply the

term Papa to both strata but distinguish

between the upper and lower levels by means

, of descriptive epithets Among the Marque-
sans, Atea is only an ofiFspnng of the two
Papas and marnes Atanua (Dawn)
The peripheral islands often do not have

a true cosmogony, that 1$, they do not de-

scnbe the ultimate ongin of the cosmos

Instead they have broken fragments of the

more fully developed cosmogonies found in

other islands For example, though Tongareva
has the concept of primary parents called

Atea and Fakahotu, who bear Tane, Tanga-
roa, Rongo, and eight other deities, the origin

of the world is not described The presence

of Atea and Atanua iit the Mangarevan royal

genealogy shows a histoncal relationship to

the Marquesas^ but unlike the island from
which some of them came, the early settlers

of Mangareva did not know or lost all trace

of the complex cosmogony of their Marque-
san ancestors

Though the names and the number of oflF-

spnng of the pnmal parents vary from island

to island, the most recurrent names are Tane,
Tangaroh, Tu, and Rongo, who are the great

gods of the pantheon of southern and eastern

Polynesia Of these four, only Tangaroa is

definitely known m the west^ where, m

Samoa, he functions as a primal, pre-existent

god who was dormant until the major out-

lines of the world had evolved (Tane—Kane
in the song above—indicates how the func-

tion as well as the name vanes In the Society

Islands, he is god of beauty, and helps raise

the sky First he was god of the forests—

which also uphold the sky—then god of the

woodworkers, the artisans, hence god of

beauty, and again of the sky )

The four great gods and their brethren

acquired departmental duties which tended to

vary somewhat from archipelago to archi-

pelago, and even from tribe to tribe In New
Zealand, Tane was the god of forests, birds,

trees, and wood craftsmen, Tu was the god

of war, Tangaroa, the god of the ocean, fisher-

men, and deep sea voyagers, and Rongo was
the god of food and horticulture

Polynesia had innumerable gods, spints,

demons, and supernatural beings of all knds,

whose names, identities, and functions are

often confusing Some are known m more
than one archipelago, others are of local

origin, being known perhaps only to one

family Some of the most beautiful and sig-

nificant myths narrated by the Polynesians

are, however, about Tane and his brother

deities The Maori of New Zealand narrate

that the Sky Father and Earth Mother were

so closely joined that their children had to

crawl about between them m the heat and

darkness The brothers, one after another,

tried to rend heaven and earth apart, but

Rongo, Tangaroa, and Tu failed. Tane, how-
ever, as the personified forest, thrust his

father far into the atmosphere where he is

now Then the brothers, tempers frayed by
what they had done, quarreled among them-

selves Tawhiri, god of the winds and storms,

who had opposed the separation, sent forth

with the aid of his father ^^fierce squalls,

whirlwinds, dense clouds, massy clouds, dark

clouds, gloomy thick clouds, fiery clouds,

clouds which preceded humcanes, clouds of
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fiery black, clouds reflecting glowing red

light, clouds wildly dnfting from all quarters

and wildly bursting, clouds of thunderstorms,

and clouds hurriedly flying '' In the midst of

these Tawhiri himself swept furiously on,

destroying the children of Tane, stirring up

the ocean of Tangaroa, creating great floods

and angering Tu who tried to stand erect and

unshaken The story of the separation of

earth and sky appears m many vanants

throughout Polynesia, but the Maori version

is the most majestic in prose form

The power of each of the great gods dif-

fered from tribe to tribe, depending on the

military skill of the god's followers In

Rai'iatea where Ta'aroa had aggressive war-

riors and ambitious priests, his followers

proselytized some of the neighboring islands

that worshiped Tane and other gods Later

when Ta'aroa was retired in favor of his son,

the extraordinary Areoi Society was devel-

oped to win more religious converts Indica-

tive of the way some hterary change orig-

inated is the fact that the priests of Ta'aroa

revised the old cosmogony based on the con-

cept of pnmal parents m order to make their

god a self-begotten creator of the world, a

kind of world soul, who through the magic

of his word conjured forth the earth and Ae
gods This revision probably occurred after

the Hawaiians and New Zealanders had lost

contact with central Polynesia It seems to

have been too recent even to have affected

the neighbonng Tuamotuans to any exte^jit

In New Zealand, a few pnests elevated the

god lo to an all-powerful position as the

Supreme Being, the Ultimate Source The
revision of the ancient chants and philosophy

to incorporate lo as the original deity, one

with transcendent power, resulted in a reli-

gious literature whose grandeur of thought

and expression has few parallels in primitive

hterature

While the creative type of cosmogony is

rather generally represented throughout Poly-

nesia, It is particularly marked m Samoa,

Tonga, and the Tokelaus, where pre-existent

primal gods are said to live m the sky world

above a primeval sea mto which they cast

down substances that become dry land In

Samoa, Tangaloa casts down a stone for his

daughter, a snipe, to rest on, covers it with

vines to give her shade, and m a moment of

anger puts maggots m the vines From the

maggots, mankind ongmates In Tonga,

Tangaloa himself is the messenger bird sent

down by other sky gods to seek dry land*

When, like the Samoan snipe, he finds no

resting place, the gods throw dovm chips

from their work shops and these chips form

the island of Eua The gods also send seeds

for vines

The evolutionary or genealogic type of

cosmogony is more highly developed m the

southern, east-central, and northeastern parts

of Polynesia than in Samoa It seems qmte

absent from Tonga In this type, various ab-

stract qualities and natural phenomena are

personified and individualized They are then

arranged m a sequence, often m pairs that are

recited as a genealogy Each generation is more

complex than the preceding one An example

is the simplified version of Rangi's genealogy

given above, which illustrates the progressive

development from Nothingness to Substance

To '^fill out" a genealogy of the cosmos, or

Its phases, or of a chief, numerous hterary

devices are used Many of these stereotypes

are familiar from the rest of the native litera-

ture Key names hke, e g ,
Chaos, Darkness,

Silence, or Light are elaborated with epithets

so that each is multiplied into many The
same is done for other names on the hst

Other devices include the painng of names to

form puns, antitheses, synonyms, numbered

series, and euphony Metathesis is common
Often the last name or syllable m a group of

related beings suggests the name which heads

the next group of related beings J F G
Stokes remarks how much the composition of
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a genealogy (and its memorizing) is based

on qiucic mental associations, on ^^name and

term-associations expiessed through identities

and antitheses'^ Many of the cosmogonic

genealogies use terms which suggest that the

birth of the world is compared with the

natural history of human beings and plants

One of the most oft-quoted cosmogonic

chants is the 2077-lmed Hawaiian Kumultfo^

composed about 1700 ad to dedicate a chief

It was handed down orally for more than a

hundred years, though it includes thousands

of names The recital of the genealogic pairs

IS often interrupted to descnbe the accom-

plishments and peculiarities of the gods, demi-

gods, and chiefs that are the young man's

ancestors The magical power inherent in the

sacred names is passed through recitation to

the chief and activates the latent mana with

which he, as a descendant of the gods, was
bom
The chant is divided into sixteen eras and

two major periods, that of Night and that of

Light The account of the evolutionary devel-

opment of life in Night from the rum of a

destroyed world has excited the wonder of

European readers The development of life is

from lower forms to higher, with each form
destroying its predecessor m the struggle for

existence. Evolution progresses simultaneously

on land and sea Coral insects, starfish, sea

urchins, and shell fish are followed by sea-

weed, land emerges, and creation goes on
simultaneously on earth and in water Later,

the more complex forms, like the bat, the
dog, and manhmd evolve.

In general, three different types of myths
are told about the origin of mankmd One,
however, is not a true type, for it does not
accoimt for the origin of all mankmd but
only for the population of a particular island

through a pnmal couple, human or seim-

divine, who beget the first settlers The sec-

ond, or evolutionary type, which is foxmd m
western Polynesia^ Mangaia, New Zealand,

and the Tuamotus, has mankind originate

from rocks or earth, directly or through plants

and maggots According to the third, or pro-

creative type, which occurs m New Zealand,

Society Islands, Tuamotus, Marquesas, Man-
gareva, and Easter Island, mankind originated

from the union of a male god, Tane or Tiki,

and a woman, Hma-the-earth-formed, whom
the god made from sand.

The most common myth about the origin

of the islands is that Maui fished them up
from the ocean In Samoa and Tonga, as

stated above, a second type of origm occurs in

that the gods throw rocks down from the sky

Various other types of earth origin occur

sporadically, such as the origin of the world

from an egg or as the offspnng of the Earth

Mother or as the whirling and pihng up of

sand in the ocean,

Relattonshtfs vnth Melanesia and Micronesia

Relatively little has been worked out as

yet on the regional differentiation of mythol-

ogy within Polynesia, although such iffer-

ences exist, as mdications above have sug-

gested Two major sub-areas, the western

Polynesian and that formed by New Zealand

and eastern Polynesia, are distinguishable

Comphcating the problem of regional differ-

entiation are the cnss-cross patterns of distri-

bution formed by some of the mythological

themes To use Hawaii as an example, some

of Its mythological similarities are with west-

ei^i Polynesia, Marquesas, and Tuamotus,

then agam they are with central Polynesia; or

with the margmal islands of western Poly-

nesia and Micronesia Frequently a theme

which IS nearly universal m eastern and
southern Polynesia is absent from all western

Polynesia except Samoa
Although Micronesian mythology, like that

of Melanesia, shows much diversity, there are

so many themes and characters familiar from
the mythology of Polynesia and its cultural

outliers in Melanesia that the literature is
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more like that of a sub-area within Polynesia

In most of the major island groups of Mi-

cronesia (Ellice, Gilbert, Marshall, Caroline,

and Marianna archipelagoes) are variants of

the sky-raising theme similar to those of cen-

tral and southern Polynesia The Gilbert

Islands have a myth about the snaring of the

sun which is very much like that told in

Mangaia of the Cook group

The western Micronesian archipelagoes

have creator gods reminiscent of Polynesia

These deities either made the heavens and

earth after a period when only the primeval

sea existed, or they considerably modified the

appearance of the earth They are also in-

volved m the creation of man, for whom sev-

eral different ongins are given In the central

Carolines the highest deity, Lukelang, made

the heavens, the earth, and the vegetation on

the earth His daughter became pregnant

from swallowing foreign matter in her dnnk-

ing water, and from the descendants of the

child born come the ancestors of the islanders

Lukelang also had a son, Olofat, of whom
many myths are told He is described as

maliciously mischievous and jealous of his

brothers, a reversal of the Melanesian situa-

tion In the Gilberts, the name Nareau fre-

quently appears either as a creator with his

daughter or as a tricky culture hero and trans-

former something like Maui

In the Caroline Islands, myths are told

about Maui who is called Mo-tiketik, a modi-

fication of his Polynesian name of Maui-

tikitiki He fished up food from the under-

world as well as the island of Feis As in

Polynesia, his fishhook is preserved as a tribal

sacred object with an important place in the

religious beliefs of the people

Western Polynesia shows the influence bf

the adjoining Melanesian area in the pre-

occupation of Its mythological heroes with

slaying innumerable, relatively unpersonalized

^
, cannibals and monsters Heroes also have the

tendency to be portrayed as benevolent

saviours of the people from bloodthirsty mon-
sters and blackhearted royal tyrants This

simple form of dualism also occurs in Mela-

nesian hero sagas The contiguity of Fiji,

Samoa, and Tonga has Jed to an interchange

of mythological themes and characters

Parallels between Polynesian and Mela-

nesian myths are most common, however, m
those Melanesian islands which have so many
cultural resemblances to Polynesia as to be

described as Polynesian outliers or colonies

Dialectical differences do not hide the simi-

larity between many of the names in the

myths of Ontong Java and Nukumanu, two

outliers, and those in Polynesian lore Vahie-

loa IS none other than Wahieroa, son of

Tawhaki (the Maori form of the name) and

father of Rata in New Zealand The sky god

Kumu-lam is the Tumu-langi of Central

Polynesia and presides m the ten heavens,

Sme-ke-papa, the earth goddess, is Hine-te-

papa The name of their son Naleau is identi-

fiable as a variant of the Micronesian Nareau

The names of Maui and Mahuika, the Poly-

nesian fire goddess, also occur The themes of

sky-raismg and earth-fishing are present and

are developed in a way that recalls central

Polynesian and Micronesian versions

In the southern New Hebrides, Mela-

nesian and Polynesian motifs and mcidents

are worked together mto new combinations

Maui and his grandson, the latter a local

addition, vie with each other in contests for

the glory of fishing up islands, changmg the

world, and killing stupid but fnghtenmg

cannibals Tawhaki and his brother appear in

a myth with the Swan Maiden theme, popu-

lar in Melanesian and Indonesian lore, though

but dimly present in the Polynesian Tawhaki

cycle

In general, the Polynesian outliers in Mela-

nesia show closer mythological resemblances

to Polynesian and Micronesian mythology

than to Melanesia. However, names and mo-

tifs characteristic of Polynesia turn up sporadi-
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cally m myths of other than the cultural out-

liers. Tagaro, for example, is a Melanesian

culture hero who occasionally is regarded as

a deity, some mythologists regard his name

as being related to that of the Polynesian

Tangaroa

References to similarities in the oral htera-

ture of Melanesia and the two culture areas

to the east and north should not obscure the

fact that Melanesian native literature has a

distinctive quality of its own and many char-

acteristic actors and types of motifs

The mythology of Melanesia (which m-

cludes New Caledonia, Loyalty Islands, New
Hebndes, Banks, Santa Cruz, Solomons, Bis-

marck archipelago, Fiji, and parts of New
Guinea) is not homogeneous but reflects the

linguistic and cultural diversity of its people,

who are of heterogeneous origm Even on a

single island two or three different types of

myths are told about the origin of mankind,

death, night, and fire That their myths differ

on these basic matters does not seem to con-

cern the narrators or their listeners, for at-

tempts to reconcile conflictmg versions, so

typical a process in Polynesia, are unusual

in Melanesia

It IS also characteristic that there are very

few myths about the origin of the world, a

subject of engrossing mterest to Polynesian

philosophers The world is generally assumed

to have always been m existence m much the

same form as now Metamorphoses produced

some changes, but these are seldom complex

There are many myths about the ongin of the

ancestors of the clans Frequently these an-

cestors have a supernatural ongm, being

partly human and partly animal or plant

Gods are seldom known in more than one

island, or even beyond one community, largely

because of the Imguistic diversity However,
if there are no great, widely known primal

beings, the local gods and spirits are inti-

matdy associated with the people, for they

still live among them Past and present are

not so carefully distinguished as m Polynesian

mythology

Unlike Polynesia, whatever legends of mi-

gration and settlement the Melanesians nar-

rate tend to be bnef On some islands, a

genealogy goes back no more than three or

four generations Every village has narratives

about voyages of its local heroes, but the dis-

tances involved are not great The narratives

are told to pass the time and to mspire and

educate the younger men
Much of the oral literature revolves about

deified or personified snakes, pigs, animals in

general, trees, ghosts, spirits, fantastic bemgs

of all imaginable kinds, monsters, and can-

nibals Some are regarded as sacred and may
be told only at certain times Frequently they

give the origin of a magical ntual and its

accompanying mcantations

The most recurrent themes in the literature

are often attached to the loosely connected

series of adventures of duahstic heroes, one

of whom is wise and benevolent while the

other (who may be multiphed into nearly a

dozen) is foolish and malicious In the north-

ern New Hebndes, Tagaro is the wise

brother, Suqe, the foolish character. In New
Britain, To Kabmana is benevolent while his

brother To Karvuvu does everything wrong

and spoils things for people of today To the

Banks Islanders, Qat is the good, wise hero

who outwits his evil or merely silly brother or

brothers, who bear the name of Tagaro Most
of the archipelagoes have these duahstic heroes

and tell much the same stones about them
Among the myths are explanations of why
men walk upnght while pigs, who have die

same ongin, go on aU fours, why some fruit

IS bitter and some is good, why some women
are ugly and others are beautiful, how death

came to the world, and how the monotony
of eternal day was ended by the coming of

darkness
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Nearly every Melanesian island has a myth

about the ongin of death Most commonly

death came into the world because mankind

lost the magical power to cast off old shn and

old age, after a rejuvenated mother or grand-

mother resumed her old skin to quiet a child

that wept and did not recognize her

The style of the prose is usually simple

and uncomplicated, as the quotation below

shows It contrasts with the involved, sophis-

ticated style cultivated by Polynesians The

Melanesian myths have much repetition and

description of every action and ritual per-

formed by the characters The plot structure

IS loose, often consisting of a senes of dis-

connected adventures The IDobuans have

a myth about a man who was shipwrecked

by the magic of his elder sister-in-law, with

whom he and his wife had not shared their

food He reached land and had many adven-

tures along the way until he returned home

with wealth and new magic One of his stop-

overs was at the village of Those-who-will-do-

it-tomorrow “They are gardening They cook

food Heavy rains come on They have no

houses They say We will build houses to-

morrow ^ Each man lies down to sleep His

wife lies down on top of him The children

pack up on top of her The youngest child on

top takes the ram. It dawns They say We
will build houses tomorrow* In the evening

ram comes on Each man lies down to sleep

Each woman on the man*s back, the children

on her back Again it dawns They say We
will build houses tomorrow***

On the art of poetical composition, R F

Fortune describes the dance composers of

Dobu Island as seeking to express their ideas

in everyday language without word distortion

—agam a contrast to Polynesian composition—

but with attention to rhythm, assonance, and

a formal pattern, which is neither metncal

nor absolutely stereotyped but has a three Ime

“root” and a “tied-on piece” of four or five

lines In the beautiful song below, the three

lines of the “root” are given to show the

assonance attained through the use of the I

sound.

I lulu 1 lululaga

natuwa lekawaega

Suau 1 lululaga

He IS smgmg, singing inland, from the straits

- of Natuwa,

Black satin bird, smgmg inland

At Kelologea one lies dead—Mwatebu, the

maiden

Her mourning, sweet sounding,

He is smgmg, smgmg mland,

Black satin bird smgmg inland

Publications of the Bernice P Bishop Museum,

Honolulu, and of the Polynesian Society, New Z.ea-

land, have most of the Polynesian matenal R
Dixon, Oceanic Mythology (Boston), 1916, and M
W Beckwith, Hawaiian Mythology (New Haven),

1940, have long bibhc^aphies on Polynesia, Mela-

nesia, and Micronesia G Grey, Polynesian Mythoh

ogy, 1855, IS the Polynesian classic R F Fortune,

Sorcerers of Dohu (London), i93^f stands out m
Melanesian collections for its discussion of prose and

poetic style and the role of oral hterature m one

island

Kathakine Luomala.

POPO—See Afncan PONCA-See North American Native
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PORTUGUESE
The Portuguese language developed out of

the popiolar Latin introduced into the Ibenan

Peninsula at the end of the 3d c bc The
geographical name ^TortugaF* comes from

^Tortus-cale’^ or ^Tortucale,” an old settle-

ment at the mouth of the Douxo River which

has been identified by some with Oporto The
word 'Tortucale’^ appears as early as the 5th

c By the 12th c
,
when Portugal was organ-

ized as a nation, documents began to appear

m Portuguese

The Latin spoken by the people of Lusi-

tania was subjected to diverse influences, and

eventually gave rise to two intimately related

languages, Gahcian and Portuguese, whose

birthplace may be said to be the area lymg
on both sides of the Minho River, m the

northwestern comer of the Peninsula Durmg
the later Middle Ages, with the conquest

from the Moors of lands to the south, the

geographical limits of Portugal were set, and
Portuguese, now more distinct from its sister

tongue, was spread beyond the Tagus to

Algarve

The revival of Latin studies in Europe
during the Renaissance enriched the vocabu-

lary of Portuguese, and gave the language its

first grammar (Femao de Oliveira, 1536) But
It also widened the gulf that separated Por-

tuguese from Galician, which remained within

the pohtical orbit of Castile, and therefore

subject to the direct influence of Spam,
When Portugal entered upon the age of

overseas expansion and conquest in the 15th

and 16th c , Portuguese assimilated many
words of exotic ongin The language is rich

with flavors from the East, from Africa, and
the New World In a real sense all this befits

Its imperial traditions, for until the beginning
of the 19th c, Portuguese was, in the lands
beyond the Cape of Good Hope, what Eng-
lish IS today*

A century after the industrial expansion of

Euiope made possible the spread of other

now more universally-spoken languages, Por-

tuguese continues to be used by some 65,000,-

000 people m the European homeland and in

Brazil, the Azores, Madeira, the Cape Verde

Islands, Portuguese Guinea, the Islands of

Principe and Sao Tom6, Angola, Mozam-
bique, various parts of India, Macao (Chma),
and Timor (Oceania) Portuguese is a soft

language—Lope de Vega called it suave—with

a complex phonetic system capable of many
nuances and a vocabulary of rich dimensions

It has little of the harshness of Castilian,

while Its delicacy is rivalled only by French.

Etymologically Portuguese is in many re-

spects closer to Latm, whence it sprang, than

any other Romance language, and it retains

almost intact, among other features, the vowel

system of the parent tongue Camoes"^ re-

puted It so little corrupted that Venus herself

could understand it (Canto I, Stanza 33),
while the recent Brazilian poet Olavo Bilac

in an oft-repeated line called it flor do Ldcto

hela (flower of Latium fair).

Mr Aubrey Bell, the distinguished critic,

once observed that ''the Portuguese is the

greatest literature produced by a small coun-

try with the exception of ancient Greece'^

QFortmghtly Review, Jime 1922)

Dr Fidelino de Figueiredo, to whose his-

torical and cntical works the study of Portu-

guese letters owes an enormous debt, has listed

the general characteristics of Portuguese liter-

ature as follows (i) the presence of a cycle

of geographical discoveries, (2) the predomi-

nance of lyricism, (3) the taste for the epic

form, (4) the absence of a real drama, despite

the undoubted originality of Gil Vicente and

subsequent attempts to create a dramatic liter-

ature, (5) the weakness of a critical and philo-

sophical spirit as autonomous forms of crea-
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tive writing, (6) the aristocratic tendency of

Portuguese literatuie, or its separation from

the people, (7) a ceitain confused mysticism

of thought and sentiment, and (8) a prefer-

ence for diffuse forms of psychology rather

than individual pictures and types

The Middle Ages (1189-1502) The liter-

ature of Portugal during the Middle Ages

may he divided into two fairly distinct periods

The first begins m 1189, when the first dated

literary monument appears, at a moment

when the country was emerging as a separate

political entity in the Peninsula, and extends

to 1434, when the office of chief chronicler

of the realm was created by King Duarte

(1433-38) The second period comes to an

end in 1502, with the recitation of Gil

Vicente^s The Herdsmans Monologrie, which

marks the beginning of the poetic theatre in

the Peninsula

The Middle Ages open with a golden key,

with a remarkable flowering of lync ballads

Some of them sprang directly from the native

soil, some were influenced by the genius of

Provence, carried by troubadours who trav-

eled the pilgrim way of Santiago de Com-

postela to the court of the first Burgundian

kings of Portugal

The ballads, written during the years 1189-

1340, were rescued from oblivion m the 19th

c by Carolina Michaehs de Vasconcelos Of

fourteen recorded songbooks, only three are

extant some 2,000 ballads by more than 200

authors Even so there is nothing in the

medieval literature of the Peninsula to com-

pare in quality as in number with these

compositions

The oldest lyrical texts of the Penmsula are

probably to be found among the Galiaan-

Portuguese ballads Most of the authors were

Portuguese—Dom Diniz, 14th c king of Por-

tugal, IS the largest single contributor to the

songbooks, with a reputed 138 ballads to his

credit—but the songbooks are not the work

exclusively of Portuguese writers. So widely

used, in fact, was Galician-Portuguese as a

literary language—Alphonsus the Wise (1252-

84) of Castile wrote his Cantigas de Santa

Maria in it—that the Marquess of Santillana

(1398-1458), m his celebrated letter to the

Constable of Portugal, observed ‘^until a

short time ago all sayers and troubadours of

these parts, whether they be Castilian, Anda-

lusian, or from Estremadura, composed all of

their works in the Galician or Portuguese

language

The Portuguese ballads are of two kinds

The cantigas de amigo (songs of [my] friend),

the more ancient, are a type of parallelistic

verse spoken by women

'Tell me, daughter, my pretty daughter.

Why you waited by the cold water

It was love, alas^

"Tell me, daughter, my lovely daughter.

Why you waited by the cold water

It was love, alas^

"I waited, mother, by the cold fountain

While the deer came down the mountain
"

It was love, alas^

"I waited by the cold river, mother,

To see the deer, and not for any other

It was love, alas^

"You he, daughter, you he for your lover—

I never saw deer come down from cover”

It was love, alas^

"You he, daughter, for your lover by the

fountain,

I never saw deer going up to the mountain.”

It was love, alas^

["Song of the girl who tore her dress at the

spnng” by Pero Meogo Translated by Yvor

Winters, Poetry, a magazine of verse, XXIX
(March 1927), 302 Reproduced here by

permission of the translator ]
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The ccmtigas de amor (songs of love) are

also spoken by women These express devo-

tion to the loved one, suffering through

absence, longing for the beloved's return, etc

The poems were written by men. The form

and subject of the ballads are simple, direct,

often mgenuous and with repeated elements,

redolent of the good earth, and not infre-

quently of great artistry One will look far for

anything more charming or more appealing

than these ancient Portuguese songs

The poetry of the later Middle Ages shows

a greater variety of meters, and a great care

m construction It is the work of quite accom-

phshed versifiers, who have at times given

their work a fine musical quality Love con-

tinues to be the dommant theme, but the

motives of the newer poetry are more varied,

and more maturely developed The advance

is partly the result of changes in the condition

of society. With the conquest of Ceuta from

the Moors m 1415 and the subsequent ex-

plorations in the Atlantic, the rustic, semi-

feudal Portugal of the past gave way to a

coimtry vibrant with the deeds of conquerors

and explorers To the garden of Portugal

C7ardim da Europa, k beira-mar plantado,"

Tomaz Ribeiro), now came the potentates

and slaves of Africa to pay tribute

The poetry of the later Middle Ages was

gathered together by Garaa de Rezende m
his famous Canctonetra geral (^General song-

hookf Lisbon, 1516). Thanks to this, the first

great names of Portuguese poetry—Duarte de

Brito, Dom Pedro de Portugal, Alvaro de Bnto

Pestana, Garcia de Rezende himself—have

been spared from obhvion Thanks to it also

we are able to reconstruct aspects of the artis-

tic life of the reign of King John II (1481-

1495) which magnificently prepared the way
for the Renaissance

The Middle Ages also produced a consid-

erable quantity of works in Latin, chronicles,

mystical and philosophical studies, lives of

samts. The three greatest mtellectual figures

pioduced by Portugal before the 15th c wrote

in Latin Saint Anthony of Lisbon (called of

Padua), confessor of the Church, Pedro

Juhao, better known as Pope John XXI, and

Alvaro Pais, author of De Planctu Ecclestae

The Latin chronicles of the Middle Ages

wntten from the 12th to the 14th c (exam-

ples are in Alexandre Herculano's Portugaliae

Monumenta Htstonea) are for the most part

simple tables of events arranged in chrono-

logical order, without any literary significance

The Latin works on hagiography and ecclesi-

astical subjects (as shown in Herculano) are

more narrative in structure, and possess

greater unity

Portuguese historiography in its infancy

produced a type of work that is not entirely

without merit The genealogical treatises, or

Ltvros das hnhagens, gave a general view of

universal history Among them are those of

Count Dom Pedro de Barcelos and the

Nohlmry of the College of Nobles These

surveys are not of great histoncal value, be-

cause they are based on fragmentary sources,

but they reveal, as Fidelino says, **a greater

amplitude for the spirit" They reflect a curi-

osity for the wide world which was fostered

and encouraged by the Catholic Church, and

which was lacking in classical antiquity

With the creation of the office of chief

chronicler of the realm in 1434, historical

writing, now almost exclusively in Portuguese,

received a tremendous impulse. The Crown
not only gave the historian means of support

but also opened up to him the mdispensable

archives Three stand out sharply Femao
Lopes, the first to hold the office of chief

chromcler—the office was continued until the

19th c , the anonymous author of the chron-

icle of the Constable of Portugal, Nim’Al-

vares Pereira, victor over the Castilians in the

Battle of Aljubarrota (1385), and Frei Joao

Alvares, author of the chronicle of Pnnce

Ferdinand. The historians of the period dwelt

on the life of a great man or the telling of a
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great event They chose a subject after the

people themselves had glorified it, in a sense

they were, as Fidehno says, ''an anticipation

of the epic poet of the Renaissance'' They
worked with extreme care, they chose their

materials well Their honesty and devotion to

truth are almost proverbial It is said that

Gomes Banes de Zurara (or Azurara), who
wrote the chronicle of Dom Pedro de

Meneses and Dom Duarte his son, as well as

the chronicle of the Conquest of Guinea,

visited places in Africa where the events he

related took place Femao Lopes sought the

evidence of witnesses, and he discarded what-

ever seemed unproved Fernao Lopes is the

principal prose writer of the Middle Ages in

Portugal His style was picturesque and ani-

mated, he wrote with a spontaneous sim-

plicity, he possessed a remarkable power of

psychological penetration, he had a strong

feeling for the dramatic

In the field of didactic prose, three works

of the 14th and early 15th c stand out

Virtuous henefaction by Dom Pedro, Duke of

Coimbra and regent of Portugal, Loyal coun-

sellor by King Duarte (1433-38), and Portu-

guese hook of fahles, discovered by the late

J Leite de Vasconcelos in Vienna The first

IS a "profound treatise on Christian ethics'^

partly based on Aristotle, Plutarch, Cicero,

and above all on Seneca It is a "model of

good composition, of the most logical struc-

ture, of a perfect equihbnum unrivalled m
our medieval literature*" The second work is

a moral treatise, a hnguistic monument, but

without much literary value The third, in-

spired by ancient models, contains a number
of moral fables in prose

In prose fiction the Portuguese Middle

Ages produced little, but may have contrib-

uted to the store of European romance with

the widely disseminated tale of Amadis of

Gaul, which existed in Portugal as early as

the end of the 13th c This most celebrated

of Breton themes, which gave rise to a whole

cycle of novelistic wnting m the i6th c, was
first ivritten either in Portuguese ox in Cas-

tilian

Only vestiges of early medieval drama are

recorded Besides the dialogue pieces m the

songbooks, there are only the liturgical plays,

and brief references to a profane theatre m
Frei Joaquim de Santa Rosa de Viterbo,

Eluctdator of the wards, terms, and fhrases

formerly used m Portugal (1798-9) In the

15th c scattered evidences of dramatic works

are found in Garcia de Rezende's Canctonetro

geral According to Fidehno de Figueiredo,

these were of two kinds momos, simple

scenegraphic ejffects with magical elements m
which certam brief explanations, sometimes

by actors, figured, and entremeses, probably

more ambitious, less episodical, more coherent

than the momo The entremis seems to have

enjoyed a great popularity As Duarte da

Gama wrote (Cancioneiro geral, Kaussler ed
,

1, 514-515)

Non ha hy mays antremeses

no mundo onyversal

do que ha em Portugal

nos Portugueses.

(There are no more entremeses

m the whole world

than there are in Portugal

among the Portuguese )

The 15th c, which was a period of great

activity m mantime exploration—the Cape of

Good Hope was reached in 1487—came to an

end with the excitement of Vasco da Gama's

return from India (1499) At the same time

the revival of classical learning, largely under

Italian influence, opened new horizons in

another direction, and m literature the next

300 years reflected these changes

The Renaissance (1502-1580) The warm
wmd of the Renaissance brought to Portugal

the mtoxicatmg aroma of a classical antiquity
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in the Italian taste Many minds succumbed

to It, and felt themselves strengthened and

refreshed, but the current that swept the

country did not take them by surprise For

after all the geographical pole of the Renais-

sance was in Lisbon itself

Lisbon was a blend of the most disparate

elements On its crowded quays, on its narrow

streets, East and West came face to face, not

the Moslem or Ottoman East, which had

filled all Europe with alarm, but the East of

Marco Polo, of fabled lands, of the marvelous

The city s romanesque churches were still

there, in noble simplicity, but now in the

company of newer structures There was

King EmmanueFs elaborate Hieronymite

Monastery, built m a lush oceanic gothic, its

windows and doorways garnished with sculp-

tured mementoes of the sea The world was

small, and it came to Portugal Ships from

the New World and Africa, from the Indian

Ocean and the China Sea, from Malacca and

the East Indies, from the Red Sea and the

Persian Gulf, brought dyewoods, porcelain,

spices, emeralds, silks, and rubies, brought

their motley crews of brown-faced and black-

faced men, brought parrots and parakeets and

the whole exotic menagerie of lands beyond

the sea The city by the Tagus had become

the most bustling place in Europe, and Por-

tuguese intellectual life was necessarily stim-

ulated by the fact

Yet under the surface of Portugal, though

stirred by the century of contacts with the

non-European world, lay a substream firm

and deep The heritage of the Middle Ages,

the medieval residue of Portuguese culture,

strongly Christian and organic, still tempered

the life Nowhere in the i6th c literature of

Portugal is the blending of the old and the

new so marked as in Gil Vicente"^ (d ca

1536) With his Monologue of the Herds-

man, first presented in 1 502, the poetic theatre

in the Ibenan Peninsula began, but these

beginnings were influenced by the two periods

that he bridged The aesthetic form of his

art, the auto, and the technique of his verse,

are of purely peninsular and medieval origin

But the attitude toward life that his theatre

represents, its irreverent satire, its exalted

patriotism, its aspirations for social reform, are

clear indications of a Renaissance mentality

In the vigor of his language, in the choice of

subjects for his compositions, in all the mani-

festations of his genius, he is profoundly

Portuguese, but the Portugal that he repre-

sents was already disappearing as he wrote,

under the impact of new forces and ideas

Even Francisco de Sa de Miranda^ (d

1558), who brought the Italian literary renais-

sance to Portugal, used the traditional literary

forms, and sighed, when disillusionment had

set in, for the old rustic Portugal of earlier

times When he returned in 1526 from a five

year visit to Italy, he did not bnng with him

a knowledge of the ancient literatures, for

these were widely known and translated in

the Middle Ages, rather did he bring ^*the

revelation of the literature that was inspired

in their reading

With Sa de Miranda came new metncal

forms the sonnet and canzone of Petrarch,

the tercets of Dante, the ottava nma of

Boiardo, Politian, and Ariosto, the eclogues

of Sannazaro, and rhyming hendecasyllabics

In drama, he laid the foundations for the

Portuguese classical theatre with his two com-

edies, Foreigners (1528), and Vtlhalfandos

Cl 538) He also wrote the first Portuguese

tragedy in the classical manner, Cleofatra, of

which only 12 verses remain

The second Portuguese tragedy was appar-

ently that of Henrique Aires Vitoria, Ven-

geance of Agamemnon (1536), based on a

Castilian drama of the same title by P6rez

Oliva (1528) which freely reproduces the

Greek text of Sophocles* Electra However,

the only complete and original i6th c Portu-

guese tragedy is Ines de Castro, by Antdnio

Ferreira (1528-69) Its originality lies, not
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in Its dramatization of the life of one of the

heroines of Portuguese history, the ill-fated

mistress of Peter the Cruel (1357-67), but

rather m its treatment of the tragic aspects

of love Ferreira s use of the chorus gives the

work a lyrical flavor Of quite a different

^quality were the three closet-dramas of Jorge

Ferreira de Vasconcelos (d 1585) His

Eufrostna (ca 1537) presents a prototype of

the Castihan Don Juan

Lyric poetry reached incomparable heights

m the poems of Camoes ^ The Portuguese

eclogue is exclusively lyrical, and in these

widely cultivated, though often monotonous,

pastoral and piscatory compositions love was

the favorite theme But love to the poet was

no longer a flight into the realm of the ideal,

It drew power more closely from the world—

a world, to he sure, clothed in classical allu-

sions, only imperfectly perceived The hucohc

genre found expression particularly in two

able versifiers Bemardim Ribeiro (1482-

1552) wrote five eclogues, but only the first

rises above the narrow limits imposed by the

form Cristdvao Falcao (b ca 1515), who has

been confused with Ribeiro, wrote Cnsfal, a

poetic account of his loves

Love IS still the theme of Antonio Ferreira,

but idealized and absolute In his sonnets of

Petrarchan flavor he introduced motifs on the

general theme that were to become the com-

mon property of poets until Camoes gave

them their greatest expression Ferreira is also

remembered for his critical tercets, in which,

in fictional form, he guided those that essayed

the new literary style To him indeed we owe

the begmnmgs of literary criticism in Por-

tugal

Pedro de Andrade Caminha (ca 1520-89),

who has been accused of dishonest rivalry

with Camoes, introduced a mystical strain in

his poetry, principally m his sonnets He
achieved greatest success, however, in the

poems he wrote m the traditional medieval

manner, thus restoring to popular favor a type

of poetry that was rapidly becoming obsolete

Even more mystical is the work of Father

Diogo Bernardes (d ca 1605), who spent

years of captivity in north Africa Various

Rhymes to the Good Jesus (1594), Flowers

of the River Lima (1596), and The Lima

(1596) His brother, Frei Agostmho da Cruz

(1540-1619) was the greatest mystic poet of

the 16th c.

Prose fiction was cultivated in the form of

the avidly read romances of chivalry Joao de

Barros (1496-1570) is better known for his

historical works, his one work of fiction,

Chronicle of Emferor Clanmundo from whom
descend the kings of Portugal (1520), in-

troduces a new element in this type of prose,

that of patriotic exaltation This was followed

by the most widely read romance of chivalry

of the century, Palmerin of England (ca

1544), by Francisco de Morais (d ca 1572),

which has neither unity of action nor logical

sequence, but shows a rich imagination, gives

a succession of untoward examples of hero-

ism, and 1$ so infused with movement and

change that the reader's interest is maintained

throughout Memna e moga (Young and

youthful) by Bernardim Ribeiro (posthu-

mously, 1554-7), is divided into two sections

a senes of unfinished episodes in a mixed

pastoral and chivalric style in which the out-

standing amorous note is one of profound

melancholy, and a movement more chivalrous

in form and of less literary mterest Memorial

of the frowesses of the second round table

(1567), by Jorge Ferreira de Vasconcelos,

begins with an account of the ongins of

chivalry, narrates the marvelous acUvities of

King Arthur and his court, and ends with a

description of a famous Portuguese tourna-

ment dunng the reign of John III (1521-57),

The 16th c was, logically, a period of active

historical writmg Writers sang the deeds of

heroic captains, of mariners who braved the

mar tenehroso, of missioners like St Francis

Xavier who spread the word of Chnst, of
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gallant administrators like Afonso de Albu-

querque and Dom Joao de Castro

Joao de Barros (d ca 1553) was undoubt-

edly the outstanding historian of the Portu-

guese Renaissance He planned the history of

Portugal since the Roman conquest, the his-

tory of Portuguese Africa since the conquest

of Ceuta in 1415, the history of Portuguese

Asia beginning with the preparatory activities

of Prince Henry the Navigator, and the his-

tory of Portuguese America or Brazil since

the arrival there of Pedro Alvares Cabral in

1500 Four parts or decades were published

of Barrows Asia in 1552, 1553, 1563, and the

fourth, with changes by the editor, Joao Bap-

tista Lavanha, in 1615 Before his time his-

torians had limited themselves to matters of

local interest, or to the lives of great men
Barros wrote not of the exploits of a single

monarch but of a whole people He organized

the scattered materials into a logical whole,

and prepared his narrative in a manner that

IS easily understood But he saw everything

with proud Portuguese eyes Livy was his

model His style is elegant and balanced, al-

most to the point of artificiality He was filled

with religious fervor, and attributed the expan-

sion of the Portuguese mainly to Christianity

Diogo do Couto (1542-1616), at the sugges-

tion of the kmg, who appointed him official

chronicler of India (1595), continued the

Asia of Joao de Barros, writing a total of eight

decades Ant6nio Bocarro (d ca 1649),

served as keeper of the India Archive, wrote

the thirteenth decade (pub 1876)

The humanist Damiao de Gois (1502-74),

official chronicler of the reign of King Em-
manuel I (1495-1521), IS the other outstand-

ing historian of the i6th c He visited Hol-

land, Poland, Prussia, Denmark, Sweden,

and Italy He knew Erasmus (who reputedly

died in his arms), Luther, Melanchthon,

Munster, and Grynius* He married into a

noble Flemish family He was at once a com-

mercial expert, a diplomat, a soldier, a musi-

cian, an historian, an archivist, a collector of

art, and a man of society, standing head and

shoulder above most of his contemporaries

His merits, however, when they bordered on

heterodoxy, were not appreciated by the

Inquisition, and he suffered persecution under

vanous forms

The Cromca do Serenissimo Senhor Rei D
Manuel (1566-7) and the CrSntca do Pnn
aife D Joao (1567), of the future King John

II (1481-95), disclosed a critical vein that

entitles Damiao de Gois to be called the

father of Portuguese historical criticism G6is

weighed his materials with care He was not

misled by patnotism, and refused to accept

some of Joao de Barrows naive explanations

He wrote courageously, and spoke his mind
when necessary, yet he was not allowed to

publish everything exactly as he had writ-

ten It

Other minds also cultivated the historical

genre Duarte Galvao, at the request of King

Emmanuel I, wrote the chronicle of Afonso

Hennques, first king of Portugal (d 1185)

An edition of the unpublished chronicles of

Rui de Pma, undertaken by Duarte Nunes
de Leao (d 1608), appeared in two parts

(1600, 1643) Braz de Albuquerque (1500-

80) honored the memory of his father, the

great viceroy of India, with the Comentdnos

do grande Afonso de Albuquerque (1557)
Femao Lopes de Castanheda (d 1559), after

spending some time in the Orient, wrote his

excellent HtstSna do Descobnmento e con--

qmsta da India felos fortugueses^ of which

only eight books were published (Coimbra,

1552-61) Gaspar Correia (?-i56i) wrote

Lendas (Legends) da Indta^ an account of

the mihtary history of the Portuguese in India

until 1550 (8 V, pub Lisbon, 1858-66) An-

t6nio Galvao (1490?-! 557) is the author of

the valuable Treatises on the diverse and out-

of-the-way routes over which in times past

pepper and spices came from India^ Lisbon,

1563) Gaspar Frutuoso wrote a long history
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on the early years of the Azores, partly still in

mss. The only important work in Latin was

by Dom Jer6nimo Os6rio (1506-80), De rehus

Emmanuehs gestts

The literature of the i6th c is rich in the

accounts of travelers, some of them of real

merit The precious log of the first voyage of

Vasco da Gama (1497-99) is attributed to

Alvaro Velho Dom Joao de Castro (1500-

48), the heroic soldier of the Indian cam-

paigns, wrote three such logs from Lisbon to

Goa, from Goa to Suez, and from Goa to Diu

Father Francisco Alvares, who spent many

years m Abyssinia, revealed this Christian

country to the West m his True relation of

Prester John (1540) Frei Caspar da Cruz

(d 1570) wrote Treatise tn which the things

of Chma, with their farticulanties, are told

extensively, and also of the kingdom of

Ormuz (1570), the first account of China

since Marco Polo The Orient also stirred the

pens of Antdnio Tenreiro, Frei Pantaleao de

Aveiro, who visited the Floly Land, Pedro

Pais, Manuel Barradas, Antdnio de Andrade

Others wrote of Brazil Pero Vaz de Caminha,

Pero Lopes de Sousa, Pero de Magalhaes

Gandavo, Father Femao Cardim, Gabriel

Soares de Sousa Another very popular type

of travel literature was the short narrative of

tragic accidents of the sea In the i8th c.

these were collected by Bernardo Gomes de

Bnto (b 1688) under the title of Tragic

maritime history

Outstandmg in this galaxy of names is

Fernao Mendes Pinto (ca 1509-83), whose

account of his amazing peregrinations through

the Far East was published posthumously in

1614 Pinto^s book, in the opmion of Fidelino

de Figueiredo, 'bs a notable example of the

art of relating serenely, which the Portuguese

of the 1 6th c possessed to an eminent degree,

they never seemed to suspect the grandeur or

novelty of the things they wrote about Pinto,

who collected copious information on Chma,

was the first European to write on Japan from

actual experience, for what Marco Polo had

written of Japan was hearsay

Epistolography m prose was not widely

cultivated, but the five Portuguese letters of

Dom Jerdnimo de Os6rio, the learned bishop

of Silves, are famous. All of them concern

King Sebastian (1557-78), and show the

authors opposition to the young sovereign's

adventure in Morocco, which ended tragi-

cally, without first assunng the succession to

the throne From the pen of Osono we also

have his celebrated Latin letters to Queen
Elizabeth of England (translated into English

in 1565) m which he exhorts her to return

to the Catholic Church

The 1 6th c produced four mystical prose

writers worthy of note Samuel Usque, a Jew,

published his Consolation for the tnhulations

of Israel in Ferrara in 1553 The Hieronyimte

monk, Heitor Pinto (i528?-84) is the author

of Image of Christian life (1563), ivritten in

dialogue Frei Amador Arrais (1530-1600),

bishop of Portalegre, published his Dialogos

m 1589 The greatest Portuguese mystic is

the Augustmian Tom^ de Jesiis (1529-82),

with Works of Jesus (pub 1602) In all of

these, as m subsequent works in the same

genre, there is a note of pragmatism, of con-

cern for practical action, that sharply distin-

guishes Portuguese from Spanish mystics

The Esfelho de casados CMirror of the mar-

ried, 1540), of Dr, Joao de Barros, a moralist

not to be confused with the historian of the

same name, is a discussion on the utility of

marriage, the author shows a great knowledge

of ancient philosophy, and begms an extensive

literature on conjugal philosophy In 1557

appeared the work by Rui Gongalves, Of the

^privileges and prerogatives that the feminine

species, in common law and in the law of the

realm, has to a greater degree than the mascu-

line species, m which the superiority of cer-

tain feminine qualities is defended The his-

tonan Joao de Barros was also a morahst, as

in Roficapneuma^ or sfintucd merchmdtse
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(1532), Dialogue of John de Barros with two

of his children on moral frecopts m the form

of a play (1540), and Dialogue of vicious

shame (1540) These three works, though

profoundly Christian m their ethics, reflect

the influence of Plutarch and Seneca The

writings of these two ancient authors also

influenced Dom Francisco de Portugal, first

Count of Vimioso (d 1549, pub 1605)

Joana da Gama (d 1586), who founded a

Franciscan convent m £vora, published her

Sayings of the nun m 1555

The epitome of the age was unquestionably

Lmz Vaz de Camoes"^ (1524-80) This

Prince of Portuguese Poets lived in a great

measure the very drama of Portugal At Lis-

bon m 1574 he pubhshed the first edition of

his great work. Os Lustadas (The LusiadsX

a ten-canto poem in ottava nma on the glories

of his people A short time later, Portugal

was to be plunged in mourning at the death

in Morocco of her bachelor king, Sebastian

(1578), and humiliated by the loss of inde-

pendence (1580) Dark days were on the

horizon, but before they arrived the finest

fruit of an interesting, kaleidoscopic age had

already been produced As he lay on his

pauper deathbed, Camoes observed that he

died with his country In a real sense the

Renaissance in Portugal also died with him

The Ascendancy of Classicism (1580-

1756) When Cardinal King Henry died in

1580, the throne of Portugal, in the absence

of a direct male heir, passed to Philip II of

Castile and Le6n, whose mother, the Empress

Elizabeth, was an infanta of Portugal But

Philip, though he spoke Portuguese well, and

knew the country, was after all a foreigner;

a penod of national humiliation set m, until

the restoration of the Portuguese monarchy

in 1640

By this political happening, the Portuguese

Renaissance abrupdy came to an end, Portu-

guese genius was arrested in its growth The
achievements of the i6th c, with all their

brilliance and originality, remain a promise

that was never completely fulfilled

The spiritual atmosphere of Portugal dur-

ing the classical period is therefore different

from that of the Renaissance This was a time

of religious mysticism, of a belief in the re-

turn of the unfortunate Sebastian (sehas-

tiamsmo'), of literary cultercmismo, of schol-

astic philosophy 'in its last immobility,'' of

literary academies This was a time also when

the presence of neighboring Spain was pro-

foundly felt in literature

Rodrigues Lobo (1580?-! 622), with his

eclogues and the lyrical fragments that ap-

pear interspersed in his prose works, is the

principal poet of the 17th c, some of his com-

positions are among the most delicate thmgs

in the language Influenced to a great extent

by Castilian literature, he has been aptly

called the last significant poet of the Camo-

nean age Dom Francisco Manuel de Melo

(1608-66), one of the outstanding literary

figures of his time, enjoys the distinction of

being a classic in both Portuguese and Cas-

tilian In his Metrical works, mostly in Cas-

tilian, some eclogues are charming, and the

epistles, written in the manner of Francisco

de Sa de Miranda, are superior to their models

In the field of epic and narrative poetry,

many works appeared The influence of

Camoes was reflected in an amazing num-

ber of long and for the most part tedious

poems, the imitations of The Lusiads are as

weak in inspiration as they often are in con-

struction The post-Camonean cycle may be

said to begin with Luiz Pereira Brandao's

Elegiad (1588), which tells of the reign of

King Sebastian to its tragic end in 1578 From

the pen of Rodrigues Lobo came Condestahre

(1609), on the life and exploits of Nun'

Alvares Pereira, the Holy Constable, who
led his forces to victory over the Castilians in

the Battle of Aljubarrota (1385) Vasco

Mousinho de Quevedo Castelo Branco wrote

Afonso Afncano, a poem m 12 cantos on the
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taking of Arzila and Tangier (1471) by Al-

phonsus V (1438-81) Dom Francisco Child

Rohm de Moura (1572-1640) wove the fable

Dos novisstmos da homem (On the final state

of mm, 1623) out of religious material The

tabng of Malacca by Afonso de Albuquerque

in 1 51 1, which gave Portugal the key to the

East Indies, is treated by Francisco de Sa e

Meneses (d 1664) in Malaca conqutstada

(1634) The exploits of Joao Gongalves Zarco

in Madeira (1418-19-25) are the subject of

Insulana by Manuel Tomaz (i585'?-i665?)

When the Portuguese monarchy,was restored

m 1640, the same Tomaz celebrated the event

with his Eemx da Lusttdma (Phoemx of Lust-

tanta') in 10 cantos The legendary founding

of Lisbon by Ulysses was given literary ex-

pression m the poem Ultssea (1636) by

Gabriel Pereira de Castro (1571-1632), who
thus expected ^'to dethrone Camoes” The
same historical note was sounded by Dr
Antdnio de Sousa de Macedo (1606-83), the

distinguished diplomat and histonan, m his

Uhssifo (1640) The life of Our Lady is told

by Manuel Mendes de Barbuda e Vasconcelos

m his prohx Vtrgmtdos (1667) In Andr^

da Silva Mascarenhas the 17th c epic returns

once more to Ibenan motifs, his Destrmgdo

de Esfmha (Desiructton of Htsfmta, 1671)

relates the Moorish invasion (71 1) and the

subsequent re-conquest of the Penmsula by

the Christians. Braz Garcia de Mascarenhas

(1596-1656) wrote of Vinatus, the celebrated

Lusitanian leader who fought valiantly against

the Romans. With his Vmato trdgico (1699)

in 20 cantos, as Fidehno de Figueiredo says,

'Tie submerged the tired form of heroic poetry^^

m the “lustral bath of reality'^ A few other

narrative poems were written by Portuguese

in the Castilian language, Portuguese poets,

m a century of low national fortunes, when
their creative genius was drying up, turned for

inspiration to the past.

Satirical poetry was only feebly cultivated

dunng the penod, the predoinmant taste was

for epic and narrative verse In the field of

drama, at a time when the genre was reaching

new heights in Europe, the Portuguese wrote

remarkably little, although Dom Francisco

Manuel de Melo, with his Auto do Ftdalgo

Afrendtz (Auto of the noble afftenttce,

(1646, pub 1665), may have influenced

Moli^re^s Le Bourgeois gentdhomme (1670).

In sacred drama the Jesuits excelled, but their

works are in Latin The weakness of the

secular theatre is probably due less to the

populanty of religious drama than to a taste

for bull-fights Somewhat later Antdnio Jos6

da Silva (1705-39), who was condemned to

be burned at the stake by the Inquisition, in-

troduced some innovations in the theatre,

through the eight otherwise mediocre plays

he wrote from 1733 to 1738

For many years, in the Royal Abbey of

Alcobaga, a Cistercian foimdation, the his-

torical craft was practiced less with critical

acumen than with exalted patriotism, to

which the fabulous was often added The long

line of Alcobagan histonans was founded by

Frei Bernardo de Brito (1568-1617) with the

end of conserving and invigorating the na-

tional spirit at a time when Portugal was

under the dommation of Castile (1580-

1640) The principal work of this school was

the Monarqma Lusitana (Lusitaman Mon-
archy'), begun by Frei Bernardo m 1597 and

continued by Frei Antdnio Brandao, Frei

Francisco Brandao, Frei Rafael de Jesus, and

Frei Manuel dos Santos The book begins

with the creation of the world and ends with

the accession to the throne of John I in 1385

Unfortunately for the reputation of Portu-

guese histonography, this type of work

was to have abimdant followers in the

17th c

The penod does, however, show a number

of significant achievements, often of more

literary than saentific value In 1660 Dom
Franasco Manuel de Melo published his

E'pandforas de vdna htstorta fortuguesa, four
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of which are well documented, and a fifth

one pure fiction The Dominican Frei Luiz de

Sousa C1555--1632), who knew Cervantes in

Algiers and visited Central Amenca, left a

numher of works more to be recommended for

their admirable style than for their objecUvity

or accuracy Joao de Lucena (1550—1602)

falls within the same tradition his Htstona

do Padre Francisco Xavier (1600) is a classic

of prose writing Jacinto Freiie de Andrade

wrote the unreliable Vida de Dom Joao de

Castro, quarto viso-rei da India in a pleasing

style The historical works of Manuel de Faria

e Sousa, written in Castilian to reach a wider

public, have a special interest for the student

of Portuguese He tried to construct, in the

manner of Joao de Barros, one of those ambi-

tious structures which were to punctuate later

Portuguese historiography and which have

been aptly called ^Tnstonographical cathe-

drals^' Jesuit historiography of the period is

represented by the two works of Baltasar

Teles, Cronica da Comfcmhta de Jesus na

fromncia de Portugal, in two parts (1645-

47), and Histona geral da Ethiopia a Alta

ou Preste Joao (General history of Uffer
Eihiofia or Prester John'), and by the Cronica

da Comfanhia de Jesus do Estado do Brasil

(1663), by Simao de Vasconcelos The resto-

ration of the Portuguese monarchy in 1640

gave rise to a series of historical studies, the

most important of which are probably the

Htstona de Portugal restaurado by Dom Luiz

de Meneses, third Count of Ericeira (1632-

90), and the anonymous Monstruosidades do

temfo e da fortuna (Monstrosities of time

and fortune), covenng the years 1662-80, at-

tributed to Frei Antdnio da Paixao In 1720

the Royal Academy of Portuguese History was
estabhshed to write the history of Portugal

largely from the pomt of view ““of rehgious

^
development During the fifteen years of its

existence (1720-36)—the Academy was re-

vived a few years ago—15 volumes of docu-

ments and papers were published, as well as

the 19 volumes of the well-documented

genealogical history of the Portuguese royal

family by Antdnio Caetano de Sousa, the

history of the reign of King Sebastian by

Diogo Barbosa Machado, the celebrated bib-

liographer, and several other works The his-

torians grouped about the Academy, more

critical in their approach than their predeces-

sors, contributed to a more scientific interest m
history The artistic, hterary character, and

the excessive belief in the marvelous that

characterizes much of the historical writing

of the 17th c, give way in the years ahead

to a new spirit that reflects much credit on

the Academy

Of the prose fiction produced in Portugal

during the years 1580-1756, two of die

novelistic forms used, the romance of chivalry

and the pastoral, are traditional, three others,

the allegoncal, sentimental, and picaresque

novel, are of Spanish importation and without

16th c antecedents The best pastoral novel

is the trilogy by Francisco Rodrigues Lobo

Pnmavera (Spring, 1601), Pastor 'peregnno

(Pilgrim shefherd, 1608), and Desenganado

(Disillusioned, 1614) In these narratives are

interpolated poems of a wide variety of meters

and of generally remarkable quality Two
allegoncal novels stand out Predestinado

peregnno e seu irmdo Preoito (Predestined

filgnm and Precito his brother, 1682) by

Father Alexandre de Gusmao (1629-1724),

and Peregnno da Amenca (Pilgnm of Amer-

ica, 1728) by the Brazilian Nuno Marques

Pereira (1652-1718) Both works are remi-

niscent of Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress

Father Antdnio Vieira'^ (1608-97)

Society of Jesus is one of the greatest figures

of Portuguese literature through the position

he occupies as the master of sacred eloquence

This form of art has a long and distinguished

tradition in Portugal, as befits the world-wide

missionary activities of the Portuguese

Church Vieira was among the greatest

preachers of all times, some of his prose is
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among the best that has been written in

Portuguese

Christian marnage was a favorite theme of

the moralists, and Portuguese can boast of a

^conjugaP^ literature of excellent quality

Diogo de Paiva de Andrada, in his Casamento

ferfetto e tnstrugdo foUttca (Perfect marrtage

and foltUccd instniction') shows no great

originality, relying on ancient authority The

effects he achieves are not, however, entiiely

unpleasmg A much better book, by Dom
Francisco Manuel de Melo, is the Carta de

guta de casados (Ginde letter for the marrted,

1651), though his ideas on marriage do not

differ from those of Andrada, he has gone to

the world about him for illustrative material,

and has written therefore with extreme real-

ism Melo s other moral work, Afologos dia-

logats (Dialogued ufologies') is in a jocular,

ironical vein The anonymous Arte de furtar

(Art of stealing), wrongly attributed to

Father Antdnio Vieira, is also moral m sub-

stance It IS one of the most curious works

produced at the time, in it, through a discus-

sion of robbery in general, peculation in high

places IS criticized Antdnio de Sousa de

Macedo (1606-82) is the author of Political

harmony of the divme documents with the

conveniences of the state (The Hague, 1651)

A capable diplomat m the service of John

IV (1640-56), he produced this manual for

prmces, which served to strengthen the moral

position of the new king Much more in the

vein of a La Rochefoucauld is Matias Aires

(b 1705), whose principal work. Reflections

on the vanity of men (1752) is a complete

psychological consideration of human life in

terms of vanity

Mystical works in prose abound in the

penod, the best are by Father Manuel Ber-

nardes (1644-1710), the great master of

Portuguese ascetic literature His chief work,

Nova Floresta (New Forest, 5 v, 1705-28),

is a splendid attempt to provide good read-

mg for those with leisure time a collection

of apothegms and sayings, spintual and moral,

with added personal reflections

In epistolography, Dom Francisco Manuel
de Melo appears again, with Cartas familiares

(Family letters, Rome, 1664), a collection of

500 letters written from 1634 to 1660 The
'‘Portuguese Nun,” Sister Mariana Alcoforado

(1640-1723), is known as the author of five

exqtiisite love letters addressed to a French

military officer, extant only in a French version

(Pans, 1660) The Cartas esfmttms (Spxr-

itual letters, 1684-7) of Father Ant6mo das

Chagas, a Franciscan, deal with matters of

spiritual guidance On the other hand, the

surpassingly lively letters of the Jesuit An-

t6nio Vieira are filled with the world and

reflect m many ways the active life of the

author The Cartas familiares, htstoncas,

foliticas e eruditas (3 v, 174 1-2) are by

Francisco Xavier de Oliveira (1702-83),

known abroad as the Chevalier de Oliveira,

rationalistic and ironical, this convert to

Protestantism, who spent most of his life

abroad, is an isolated phenomenon m the lit-

erature of the classical period

The Decline of ClassiCism (1756-1825)

With the death of John V in 1750, the mise-

en-scme of literary life radically changed

During his reign of almost fifty years, the

gold and diamonds of Brazil had made pos-

sible the most ostentatious penod m the his-

tory of Portugal Those were luxunous years,

of abundant wealth, when the huge Convent

of Mafra, the Portuguese Esconal, was bmlt

and the religious ceremonies of the new

patnarchal church were more elaborate than

those of St Peters

In 1755, with the disastrous earthquake and

tidal wave of Lisbon, the ghttermg Portugal

of John V was buned in rums Out of the

destruction of Lisbon arose the meteoric figure

of the Marquess of Pombal to level telling

blows on the anstocracy and the Church The

reign of Queen Mary I (1777-1816) began

vnth a feminine conservatism, but the serenity
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of the period was to be broken by the French

Revolution Unable to contemplate the trage-

dies of a crumbling world, the old queen lost

her mind Under her son and successor, first

as regent and later as King John VI (1799-

1816-26), Portugal suffered the Napoleonic

invasion and the flight of the royal family to

Brazil (1807) In 1822 Portuguese America

declared its independence from the mother

country Society and literature reflected the

spirit of these troubled times After absolutism

came liberalism, and with it the scorching

winds of romanticism The classical period

was then on its agonizing way out

The period of decline began with an effort

at regeneration the foimding of the Arcadia

Lusitana (Lusttaman Arcadia) m 1756 by a

yoxmg man of 25, Antdnio Diniz da Cruz e

Silva (1731-99), through an Arcadian Acad-

emy, like the one m Rome, Portuguese letters

would revive Even earher, a few writers had
satinzed the prevailing taste for a decadent

gongorism, and had indicated the possibility

of finding beauty outside of the absolute

canons of the ancients But the work of

revitalizing the worn models of classicism was
undertaken by the group of men that sur-

rounded Ant6nio Diniz The Academy had
high and sane ideals, but it achieved much
less than it had ambitiously conceived The
movement was part of the general optimism

dunng the administration of Pombal (1750-

77), and some of its poets vwote praises of the

rascally dictator, but the various schisms m
its ranks led to the Academy^s dissolution

(1770).

Yet the Arcadian movement produced a
number of cntical works worthy of attention,

and left a heritage of poetic and dramatic

work that is of real value Perhaps the out-

standmg member of the group was Antdnio
Dmiz himself, whose poems are filled vnth
sentiments of love and sadness This bachelor,

who ended his life as a justice of the Supreme
Court (Relagdo) of Rio de Janeiro, is also

the author of Htssape, the best mock-heroic

poem in Portuguese and one of the best in the

Romance literatures Correia Gargao (1724-

72) was less of a poet than Diniz in the con-

ception of his art, but shows a rich variety

of metrical forms and a superb mastery of

rhyme Domingos dos Reis Quita (1728-80),

a hairdresser by trade, is especially known for

his fine dramatic work in the bucolic style,

Licore He also left three tragedies on Greek

themes As a poet Luiz Correia de Franca e

Amaral (1725-1803) is not of the first water,

but the critical reflections m his Ohras

foeticas CPoetical works, 1764) are important

The ^ great dream^' of Manuel de Figueiredo

(1725-1801) was the restoration of the

Portuguese theatre, and he felt that his Edtpo

was a contribution to that end He was,

however, of limited artistic imagination, and

contributed more as a critic of the dramatic

form than as a dramatist The influence of the

Portuguese Arcadians spread to Brazil, where

a number of poets attained prominence, they

are discussed in the article on Brazil

The Royal Academy of Sciences, founded

in 1779 under royal patronage, was the spir-

itual successor to the Royal Academy of His-

tory founded during the reign of John V.

Its purpose was broader in scope than that of

any earlier organization, its work was to be

not purely speculative but also practical, so

that its influence might be felt in educa-

tional and cultural life generally The literary

work of the Academy was not large, because

it excluded the exerase of the poetic art from

Its sphere of action But it exerted a great

influence in the field of literary research and

criticism, and it renovated the worn canons

of historiography Out of it came the social

history of Antdnio Gaetano do Amaral, the

legal history of Jos6 Anastdcio de Figueiredo,

Joao Pedro Ribeiro, Vila Nova Portugal, Al-

varenga da Silva, Cardoso da Costa, and Jos6

Antdnio de Sd, the economic history of Joao

Pedro Ribeiro, Jos6 Anastdcio de Figueiredo,
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and Antonio Ribeiro dos Santos, the Hebrew

studies of Ribeiro dos Santos, the Arabic

studies of Frei Joao de Sousa, the history of

mathematics of Ribeiro dos Santos Other

wnters devoted themselves to chronology,

diplomatics, paleography, numismatics, pre-

history, and chartography In the field of ht-

erary history, the Academy did pioneer work

Father Joaquim de Fdios studied Sa de Mi-

randa and Manuel da Veiga Tagarro, Ribeiro

dos Santos, the ongm and development of

Portuguese poetry, Alexandre das Neves

Pereira and Francisco Dias, the style of i6th

c writers The Academy also reissued a num-

ber of rare works, such as those of Andrade

Caminha and Frei Bernardo de Brito

At the same time there flourished a large

group of 'writers not affiliated with any of the

academies The Abb4 of Jazente, Paulino

Antdnio Cabral (1719-89), from the isolation

of his remote parish, sang the virtues of the

simple life, celebrated an 'unambitious

mediocrity'^ m verses that also reflect his ob-

session agamst the French influence in social

hfe Joao Xavier de Matos (d 1789) went

to the lyrics of Camoes as a gmde for his

poetic talents A man essentially without gen-

ius, he was yet able to express the feelmgs

of his heart and give vent to his meditative

mind in sensitive poems His tragedy Vtndcta

pictures the struggles between the Romans
and the Lusitanians In the not copious poetic

work of Jos6 Anastacio da Cunha (1744-87)

is a sensitive stram that anticipates roman-

ticism. His treatment of love as a sentiment

IS new, and his sentimentality achieved no-

table effects Manuel Barbosa du Bocage

(1765-1805) was a man of true poetic gemus,

but he wasted his prodigious talents with

reckless abandon One of the most intensely

spontaneous of Portuguese poets, his skill at

improvising was proverbial Bocage was a

hterary Bohemian, his life, hke that of

Camoes, for whom he had a great adimration,

is almost as interesting as his work He culti-

vated the most vaned metrical styles, but his

compositions, for the most part, treat of love

or of satirical themes The Arcadians were

consummate versifiers, but Bocage was better

than any of them He belongs m the company
of Camoes and Antero do Quental, as masters

of the sonnet Nicolau Tolentmo de Almeida

(1740-1811) IS especially known for his

satincal poems, which reflect many aspects

of the society of the times An able versifier,

he achieved comic effects through exaggera-

tion, though his work at time borders on the

vulgar It is difficult for us today to appre-

ciate the copious work of Father Francisco

Manuel do Nascimento, better known by the

Arcadian name of Fihnto Elisio (1734-1819).

Perhaps his great reputation was the result

of his agitated life, for he was forced to flee

Portugal to escape the Inquisition He was de-

voted to the classics, and a champion of the

Horatian ideal, but his poems are not bnl-

liant, and he occupies a more important place

in the history of literary cnticism than in

creative literature Dona Leonor de Almeida,

fourth Marchioness of Alorna (1750-1839),

witnessed the collapse of the ancten regime

and the advent of liberalism, she experienced

the last breath of the classic ideal and the

dawn of romanticism Her diversified literary

career is a reflection of her life She translated

the works of Wieland, Herder, Burger, and

Goethe, and was thus the first to mtroduce

the German spint mto Portugal From her

pen came translations of the Ars Poetica of

Horace and Pope's Essay cm Cnticism, and a

didactic poem, Recreagoes hotdmcas CRotmi-

cal recreations'), in 6 cantos, dedicated to

Portuguese women The true talents of Father

Jos6 Agostinho de Macedo (1761-1831) were

those of a pamphleteer and a poleimast rather

than of a poet He fought everybody King

John VI for having abandoned Portugal to

its fate, the French and the influence of

France, which he considered pernicious,

liberalism, Masonry, the Royal Academy of
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Sciences, even the memory o£ Camoes He
cultivated a variety o£ literary genres—poetry,

criticism, journalism, philosophy, drama—but

his woilcs, and those of Filinto de Almeida,

are utterly lifeless His greatest merit lay in

his staunch opposition to the currents of the

times

Rormnttcism (1825-71) By the time that

Almeida Garrett's poem Camoes appeared in

1825, the romantic ideal was already formed

To the romantic, in Portugal as elsewhere,

everything was beautiful that exalted imagina-

tion and sentiment Garrett exhibited a taste

for traditional and national themes, but he

transformed style in an individualistic sense

He adopted new models, as Shakespeare He
freed the theatre from traditional rules He
confused genres, discarding some and creating

others He devoted himself to criticism along

impressionistic and soaal lines

The classical period went the way of

absolutism The two new and triumphant

ideas, liberalism m politics and romanticism

in literature, marched on together This was
the period of the ^^Europeanization" of Portu-

gal, when most men of letters believed that

the old Christian pattern of life should give

way before the impact of the new, trans-

Pyrenean ideas. It was for the most part a

destructive period, but it added sigmficandy,

nonetheless, to the body of Portuguese letters

The century produced a surprising number
of prohfic authors who wrote interestingly and
well. Yet their works were reflections, even if

' at times brilliant reflections, of what was being

done abroad They created a body of litera-

ture that was in many ways unique, and that

continues to be widely read, but it was cer-

tainly not ongmal, nor for the most part in

the true Portuguese tradition

One of the most typical personalities of

Portuguese 19th c hterature is Joao Baptista

da Silva Leitao de Almeida Garrett (1799—
1854}. To escape the last Napoleonic invasion

of Portugal, he and his family removed to the

Azores, where the young Garrett was placed

under the spiritual direction of learned rela-

tives The return to absolutism m 1823 and
again in 1828 forced him to emigrate to Eng-

land and France With the eventual triumph

of liberalism, he was assured position as one
of the outstanding figures of the times His
concept of Camoes, m his 10 canto poem on
the poet, IS purely romantic In another poem,
Dona Branca (Blanche), the conquest of

Algarve from the Moors is used to exalt na-

tionalism Almeida Garrett's talent reached

Its peak, however, with Pdlhas catdas (Pallen

leaves, 1853), a collection of mainly love

poems The initiation of a romantic theatre

is also the work of Garrett, whose principal

drama. Fret Lutz de Sousa, is the tragedy of

the reappearance of a first husband long given

up for dead Garrett wrote three novels, but

the romantic development of this genre came
with Alexandre Herculano As a man and as

a writer Almeida Garrett, with his tendency

toward dillettantism, with his dandyism, with

his liberal philosophy, is the most attractive

figure of Portuguese romanticism

Alexandre Herculano (1810-77) was the

great romantic reformer of the novel and of

historical writing A man of ''solemn gravity,"

a liberal who fought and endured exile for

his ideals, he represents German influence in

Portuguese Romanticism, as Garrett repre-

sents English He was curator of the Royal

Library of Ajuda, Lisbon, from 1839 1867,

and he took an active part in the political

life of his day His faith in individual hberty

was as unassailable as his faith in Chnstiamty
He engaged in literary cnticism, but his real

work lies in the historical and the rustic novel

Two of his works, Lendas e narrattvas

(Legends and narrattves) and Eunco, 0

Preshttero (Eurtco, the fnest), are classic

novels of Portuguese romanticism As an his-

tonan of the Portuguese Middle Ages, he

made a prodigious contribution to knowledge
His Historta de Partugal-ins ideal m his-
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toncal writing was always the ^^colorful re-

construction of Walter Scott in Ivanhoe^'--

remains an outstanding work, while his col-

lection of early documentary sources, Portu-

gahae Monumenta Htstonca, commissioned

by the Royal Academy of Sciences, shows his

dedication to the pnnaples of scientific his-

toriography,

Antdnio Fehciano de Castilho (1800-75),

though blind at six, is one of the principal

lyric poets of the period At one time, in fact,

Castilho was the virtual mentor of Portuguese

poets He represents the survival of the classi-

cal spirit wathin romanticism Jos6 Freire de

Serpa headed the Coimbra group of poets

(ca 1838) who wrote in the medieval man-

ner In 1844 another group appeared under

the leadership of Joao de Lemos (1819-90),

one of the defenders of absolutism Still a

third group emerged, in 1851, about the per-

son of Soares de Passes (1826-60), founder

of a literary journal of some fame Mendes
Leal (1818-86), who belonged to none of

these coteries, filled his poems with an heroic

enthusiasm that gives them a special quality

Introduced into Portugal by Herculano, the

histoncal novel had numerous cultivators

Oliveira Marreca (1805-89), Andrade Corvo

(1824-90), Amaldo Gama (1828-69), An-

tonio da Silva Gaio (1830-70), and others

contributed nothing of unusual distinction to

the form, but many of their works were

widely read, m both Portugal and Brazil.

A new type of fiction, the novel of passion,

emerges with the meteoric personality of

Camdo Castelo Branco (1826-90), a prolific

writer, who hved on the sale of his books

His troubled life, accruing the title of Vis-

count of Correia Botelho in 1885, led to m-

curable blindness and to suicide Canulo was

a master of many crafts poetry, cnticism,

polemics—he could write violently—history,

journalism, the novel His style is spontaneous

and extraordinanly rich. He suffers at times

from haste, but few writers have possessed

a wider vocabulary, a deeper tonality of words

Of his diversified talents, his treatment of the

novel is most outstanding, especially m the

novel of passion and in his satires on realism

His most famous novel, Amor de ferdtgdo

(Love of ferdtUofOy the history of a tragic

love that led the hero to crime and exile,

combines a passionate lyricism with a well-

knit plot

Herculano had earlier written a maritime

narrative, De Jersey a Granvtlle (1831), but

the marme novel, 'bceanism^^ in fiction, came

with Francisco Maria Bordalo (1821-61) and

Celestino Soares Herculano, man of many
facets, also gave us in Pdroco da aldeta Q/tl-

lage fnest) the novel of rustic life, but this

genre was most richly developed by Joaquim

Guilherme Gomes Coelho (1839-71), better

known under his pen-name of Jdho Dmiz
Except for Ufna famtlta tnglesa ^An English

family'), which treats of middle-class life in

Oporto, the work of Jiiho Dmiz goes to the

country for its motifs Love is his eternal

theme, but love allied with duty the love,

in short, of middle-class morality There is

chastity and serenity in Diniz's concept of

love, and his novels end happily In a limpid,

smooth style, his Pufilas do Senhor Reitor

(Pupils of the rector), Fidalgos da Casa

Mounsca (Gentlemen of the Moorish house),

and Morgadtnha dos Cancmais (Lady of

Ccmaviais) carry pleasant themes over diflB-

cult hurdles, m sentimental study of the

feminme

Except for Garrett's Frei Luiz de Sousa,

which aesthetically is still classical, roman-

ticism produced little of real value in the

theatre Yet the period was marked by a great

interest m a national drama The recently

created Conservatory of Music was reor-

ganized, and a School of Dramatic Art was

established In 1846 the National Theatre of

Lisbon, on the site of the old palace of the

Inquisition, was formally maugurated In

other parts of the country, notably m Oporto
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and Coimbra, other theatres and dramatic

societies were founded These activities gave

rise to an intense dramatic productivity

Nearly all of the writers of the period con-

tributed their share to the awakened interest

in the theatre—the works of Mendes Leal

(1818-86), Costa Cascais (1815-98), An-

drade C6rvo (1824-90), and Ernesto Beister

(1829-80) were very popular at the time—

but the romantic theatre was of unquestion-

able inferiority The new taste destroyed the

classical theatre, but romanticism, with all its

abundance, did not succeed in supplanting it

Historical wnting was encouraged by sub-

stantial grants from the government, to the

Royal Academy of Sciences as to individuals

Luz Soriano (1802-91), among those fa-

vored, became something of the 'bjficial his-

torian of constitutionalism ” His dogmatic

faith in the new political philosophy is re-

flected in his work, the most ambitious part

of which IS his long History af the civil war

and of the estahlishment of the farliamentary

regime in Portugal Reb^lo da Silva’s History

of Portugal in the 17th and i8th c is a read-

able study that still may be consulted with

profit Mendes Leal studied the ongms of the

Russo-Turkish War in Histona da guerra do

oriente Latmo Coelho (1825-91), m a well-

chiseled style, contributed to historiography

with Political and military history of Portugal

from the end of the 17 c to 1814 It was

also during this period that two important

collections of documents, partly edited by the

learned Viscount of Santar6m, appeared

Elementary view of the political and diflo^

matic relations of Portugal, and Portuguese

diplomatic corpus

Liberalism also provoked a lively surge of

eloquence and journalism, nearly all of it ten-

dentious The penod also produced books of

travels through the colorful, traditional coun-

tries of the Mediterranean, while other au-

thors, Pereira da Cunha, Ernesto Marecos,

Leit§ Bastos, ^Eduardo Augusto Vidal, Julio

C6sar Machado, Rodrigo Paganino, Alvaro de

Carvalhal, contributed to the short story Ro-

manticism was well in its decline by 1875,

but Bulhao Pato (1829-1912), with his

Paquita, a narrative poem, Tomaz Ribeiro

(1831-91), with his poems of a marked

patriotic flavor, and M Pmheiro Chagas

(1842-95), author of a widely-read HistSna

da Portugal, helped carry its banners well into

the period of realism

Realism (1871-1900) The revolt against

romanticism was largely the work of young

writers who in 1865 and 1866 rose up against

Castilho and his followers This irreverent

generation, no longer satisfied with the liberal

ideas, found their inspiration somewhere be-

tween the extremes of the aristocratic refine-

ments of French Pamassianism and the

proletarian concerns of German socialism In

I Syr, when the celebrated series of lectures

organized by Antero do Quental was given

in the Casino Lisbonense (Lisbon Casino),

romanticism received its death-blow There-

after the triumphant realism branched off into

three well-defined groups The first, under

the leadership of Antero, devoted themselves

with little success to socialism and radicalism,

the second—Teofilo Braga, Consiglieri Ped-

roso, and others—spread positivism and re-

publicanism, and managed eventually to

bring about the overthrow of the monarchy

(1910), the third, made up of the celebrated

Vencidos da vida (Those whom life has de-

feated)—Ega de Queiroz, Guerra Junqueiro,

Ramalho Ortigao, and Ohveira Martins—en-

gaged in a hyper-cnticism that led to its own

defeat

Before the lectures of the Cosmo Lis-

honense, Joao de Deus Ramos (1830-96),

with no other intellectual baggage than his

own rich awareness—nourished on the Bihle

and the Didno de Noticias (Dody News)—
through the simplicity and sincerity of his

poems achieved such a profound renovation

of the romantic genre as to win many fol-
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lowers The purely lyrical part of his Camfo
de flores (Field of flowers^ is of extreme

artistry, though simple and spontaneous, the

modest author ranks among the world's best

poets of love

Antero do Quental C1842--91), master of

the sonnet, is one of the outstanding Portu-

guese poets of all time His Sonnets display

an mtense and profound emotion, and a keen

sense of form, despite \ Germanic penchant

for metaphysical speculation” Although his

prose works are not inconsiderable, he is espe-

cially remembered for his four collections of

poems Renos de extmta luz (Rays of e%-

ttngutshed light). Odes modemas, Pnmaveras

ronmnticas (Romantic springtimes), and

Sonetos completos He cultivated the sonnet

with consummate skill A poet of philosophic

depth, he reflects in his work the terrible in-

ward struggle of his soul, which led him
eventually to commit suicide in his native

Ponta Delgada, Azores

Better known for his studies on the history

of Portuguese literature, Tedfilo Braga (1843-

1924), though a man of many parts, gave his

heart to positivism and thus became ''the

most illustnous victim” of a desiccated system

In his poems, Visdo dos tempos (Vmon of

the times) (4 v, 1894-95), poetic inspiration

IS checked by his positivist zeal

Guilherme Braga (1845-76) was another

political poet, who never reached artistic ful-

fillment Gongalves Crespo (1846-83), the

Brazilian poet who became identified with

Portuguese life and letters, sought perfection

above all, and produced poems of excellent

form, with a sharp power of description Less

interesting is the poetry of Guilherme de

Azevedo (1839-82), markedly materialistic,

of CMudio Jose Nunes (1831-62), infliuenced

by Victor Hugo, and of Joao Penha (1835-

1919), a writer of elegant verse of monotonous

irony

Guerra Junqueiro (1850-1923), be-

^hiskered and eagle-nosed, stands head and

shoulders above the poets of his time who

expressed m their compositions the current

social revolutionary ideas His soaal thought

found vent in two stirring works, A Morte

de Dom Jodo (The death of Don ]um, 1874),

in which he criticizes sentimental education

and the donjuanism of the romantics, and

A velhice do Padre Eterno (The declining

years of God the Father, 1885), a tirade

against clericalism that he was later in some

ways to repudiate He was also a man of

political passions, and some of his poems

’-Finis patriae, Cangdo do Odio (Song of

Hate), Patna—are reflections of his political

ideas He cultivated a pantheistic mysticism,

which colors his Oragao ao pdo (Prayer to

bread) and Oragdo d luz (Prayer to light)

He achieved greatest l)T:ical emotion, how-

ever, in a work that he himself looked upon

as his best. Os simples (The simple folk,

1892), which is suggestive of the later sym-

bolism

Gomes Leal (1849-1921) was a poet of

considerable worth whose work is very similar

to that of Guerra Junqueiro—he went a step

further by returning to Catholicism—but his

poetry, like that of Junqueiro, does not wear

well Time has been kinder to Cesdno Verde

(1855-86), a more modest personality, whose

Livro de Cesdrio Verde compiled by Silva

Pinto, an attempt to adapt reahsm to poetry,

continues to attract the attention of younger

poets

In the field of the reahstic novel, Ega de

Queiroz'^ (1846-1900) is the undoubted mas-

ter He earned the genre to noble heights in

a language that is at once malleable and

smooth With a remarkable technique, with

a language of extraordmary tonalities and flex-

ibility, Ega created clearly delineated types

His approach to the problems of his day is

essentially destructive He is critical of society,

government, church The picture he draws of

Portuguese life is for the most part pessimistic

—Unamuno was later to write that the Por-
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tuguese are congenital pessimists—but he

clothes his sharp observations in a biting irony

that has many elements of the comic Sur-

rounded by immorality, Ega artistically re-

flected the age m which he lived, but he

managed to keep his own idealism unsullied

To the end he believed in virtue, in true love,

in work, in the simple joys, m patriotism The

realistic novel had many cultivators, and

E^a^s prose had many imitators—Teixeira de

Queiroz (1848-1919), Lourengo Pinto (1842-

1907), Luiz de Magalhaes, Abel Botelho

(1854-1917), Jaime de Magalhaes, Lima

(i857-i936)—yet modern Portuguese litera-

ture has produced htde superior to the novels

of Ega de Queiroz

Realism m Portugal did not produce a

theatre of its ovm There was a flowering of

dramatic works at the end of the 19th c—by
Antonio Enes (1848-1901), Fernando Cal-

deira (1841-94), Salvador Marques (1844-

1907), Dom Joao da Camara (1852-1912),

Marcelmo de Mesquita (1856-1919), Al-

berto Braga (1851-1910), H Lopes de Men-
donga (1856-1931)—thanks to the appearance

of a group of unusually talented actors, but

the plajrwrights were affected by diverse in-

fluences Some of their works show vestiges

of romanticism, others, the influence of

Maeterlinck or Ibsen Still others wrote plays

of social significance bordering on the politi-

cal and anti-clerical, and on regional subjects

Most of them manifest an appreciable techni-

cal advance, as well as a firmness in the

handling of the dramatic form

Like Alexandre Herculano self-taught,

Oliveira Martms^ (1845-94) was the most

artistic Portuguese histonan of the past cen-

tury. A man of towenng intellectual stature,

he devoted himself to many genres He wrote

an histoncal novel, and a literary trilogy in

prose and verse Yet his important contnbu-

tion was a projected and largely achieved

system of universal and national history, on
sociological and anthropological bases The

purely histoncal part of his vast work now
needs considerable rectification, but its value

as philosophy and as consummate art re-

mains

The period of realism produced other his-

torians, but the interest of the public in his-

tory declined The genre was on the whole

less attractively presented, history had be-

come more of a science than an art As a

piece of research, the Htstdna da admtnis-

tragdo fuhhca em Portugal nos seculos XU
a XV by Henrique da Gama Barros (1854-

1925) is the most solid Portuguese work on
the Middle Ages Ramos Coelho (1832-

1914) wrote the life of Prince Duarte, the

martyred brother of King John IV, and edited

a valuable collection of documents in com-

memoration of the 4th centenary of the dis-

covery of America Costa Lobo (1840-1913)
wrote the History of society m Portugal in

the i$ih century Alberto Sampaio (1841-

1908) studied the earlier history of Portugal

Sousa Viterbo (1845-1910), who produced

a vast number of works, is best known for his

studies on the history of Portuguese art and

the age of exploration An historian m the

manner of Macaulay and Oliveira Martins,

the Count of Sabugosa (1854-1923) wrote

a history of Cintra Palace and a life of Queen
Leonor

The short story was cultivated in the

many-sided though abortive genius of Fialho

de Almeida (1854-1911) Combative to the

extreme, his work is marred for the most

part by atrophy of his hypercritical spint In

his short stories. Pais das was (Grape coun-

try'), he reached, however, the heights of a

great writer Alberto Braga (1851-1900)
wrote in a calmer, more restrained style, but

his Contos escolhidos (Selected short stones)

are imdistmguished In some ways a disciple

of Fialho though with a character of his own,

Trmdade Coelho (1861—1907), with his

Meus amores (My loves), created a work
unique in the Portuguese language Much
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less praise is mented by Bernardo Pindela,

Count of Amoso (1855-1919)^ a short story

writer of some repute, author of Azulejos

CPtctured tiles)

While the romantic travel books were

evocative descnptions of the colorful coun-

tries of the Mediterranean, the later ones

sought to reveal, by way of contrast, the

supenor achievements of progressive, en-

lightened nations Ramalho Ortigao (1836-

1915) was perhaps the most observant travel-

ler of his day, his A Holanda CHolland,

1883) is a classic of its kind, but his John

Bull (1887) is colored by prejudice against

the English, whom he considered moral hjrpo-

crites and unscrupulous tradesmen In their

books on Portugal's traditional ally, Oliveira

Martins and Ega de Queiroz are at heart no

more friendly to the English, but they were

able nonetheless to sound out some of the

values of English civilization Neighbonng

Spam fascinated many writers Some dipped

their pens m the dirty pots of the leyenda

negra (black legend), others wrote in clearer

ink, hke Anselmo de Andrade, (1842-1928),

who gave us the best interpretation of the

Spanish character There were boohs too on

Belgium, Morocco, on Portugal itself, and,

m keeping with a perennial Portuguese at-

traction, on the Far East Wenceslau de

Morals (1854-1929) went native in the Jap-

anese manner, took a Japanese wife in a

Buddhist ceremony, and created a new lit-

erary type, like a Portuguese Lafcadio Hearn.

The period of reahsm was rich m pamphlets

that violently cnticized the existing social

order. Many writers mdulged in such extreme

cnticism, most popular were Ega de Queiroz,

Ramalho Ortigao, and Fialho de Almeida

The Contemporary Period Qsmce 1900)

The death of Ega de Queiroz m 1900 marked

the end of the realist movement. In the years

before the overthrow of the monarchy (1910),

writers turned to symbohsm and nationahsm

The new artists did not share the hypercntical

attitude of the previous age Neither were

they interested in immediate social action,

the photographic process of realism was dis-

carded m favor of the ^'alogical interpretation

of the spiritual content of things" No ve-

hemence marked the change, Portuguese

genius, after its violent outburst of realism,

seemed ready to settle down to a serene life

The overthrow of the monarchy naturally

had deep reverberations Essentially a leftist

movement, the proclamation of the republic

inevitably divided intellectuals into two

camps Those that favored the new regime

sought to give It a doctnne and a literature,

those that looked upon the republican solu-

tion as ill-advised fought for the evolution

of institutions m conformity with the coun-

try’s traditions

Under the leadership of Leonardo Coimbra,

the philosopher, Teixeira de Pascoais, the

poet, and Jaime Cortesao, the histonan, the

mtellectuals of the republican suasion founded

m Oporto the widely influential review,

Renascenga portuguesa (Portuguese remns-

sance) After the assassination of the nghtist

president Siddmo Pais in 1918, durmg the

second period of the leftist regime which fol-

lowed (1919-1926), republican ideology

found expression in a new Lisbon review,

Seara nova (New harvest) The republican

intellectual movement m its latter phase at-

tracted the pens of such waters as Raiil

Brandao (1867-1930), the accomplished es-

sayist, M Teixeira Gomes (1860-1940), who
became president of Portugal (1923-1925),

and Aquilmo Ribeiro (b 1885), the novelist

But the movement initiated by Seara nova,

though the smcerity of its reformmg zeal

cannot be denied, remained on the level of

controversy, and its attempts at absolute con-

trol over Portuguese letters came to naught

The failure of the republicans may be ex-

plamed partly by the errors of the regime

they supported—Its rabid anti-clencahsm, for

exaniple, ahenated many—and partly by the
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work of the gifted writers that rose to the

defense of tradition and Catholicism Influ-

enced by the Action Frangatse and the en-

cyclicals of Leo XIII, the intellectuals of the

traditionalist camp, under the leadership of

Antonio Sardinha (1888-1926), banded to-

gether in 1914 to form the nationalistic group

of Integrahsmo lusitano (Lusitaman integral-

ism) Sardinha was unquestionably the most

politically-mmded of the group, and largely

created its philosophy The movement drew

such writers as Antero de Figueiredo, the

poet and historian, Correia de Oliveira, the

unofficial poet laureate of the traditionalists,

Manuel Ribeiro (1878-1942), the novelist

whose militant Catholicism was born out of

radicalism. Politically, it furnished the

philosophical bases for the corporative state

that was established following the revolution

of 1926

The brilliance of the age of realism, and

the political events that succeeded it, have

tended to obscure the merits of contemporary

Portuguese literature It is true that Portu-

guese intellectual life in our times has suf-

fered many of the ailments common to

Europe Yet Portuguese writers have con-

tinued to mirror the many currents that have

swept their country, at times with artistic

excellence It is hardly just to say that the

present government of Dr Antdmo de

Oliveira Salazar (b 1889), the University of

Coimbra professor turned politician, has had
a deleterious influence on creative writing

For the time being the day of the political

pamphleteer is over, but if Portuguese litera-

ture was able to thrive, and at times bril-

liantly, m the very shadow of the Inquisition,

there is no reason to suppose that genius to-

day would find it difficult to express itself

under the indirect government censorship

The late Eugenio de Castro was the most
widely read symbolic poet, his works, par-

ticularly Comtmga bas^ on the imfortunate

loves of Constance, wife of Peter the Cruel

(1320-1367), aroused almost as much interest

abroad as at home He was in this regard an

exception to the present rule Antdnio Nohre

(1867-1900), whose tragic and premature

death no doubt contributed to his fame, wrote

only three collections of poems. So CAlone),

Desfedidas ^Farewells), and Pnmetros versos

(Early verse), the last two published posthu-

mously, but his influence on the generation

that followed Ega was tremendous Almost

morbidly melancholic, Nobre is the best ex-

ample of the dejection, the utter sense of

defeat, that was voiced by many early 20th c

writers Of a more lyrical quality, somewhat

in the manner of Joao de Deus, is the poetry

of Augusto Gil (b 1873), collected by

Agostmho de Campos in the Antologia fortu-

guesa Bernardo de Passes, a modest man who
spent his life in his native Algarve, reached

lyrical heights in Refugio (Refuge), a. collec-

tion of poems published posthumously m
1936 with an evocative preface by Fidelino

de Figueiredo. Afonso Lopes Vieira (b 1878)

wrote lyrical verse m a traditional manner,

and captured a musical quality in his rhymes

that few modern poets have exceeded An-

other lyric poet of the old school is Oliveira

San-Bento, the best versifier from the Azores

since the time of Antero do QuentaL Teixeira

de Pascoais, the most prolific and also the

most pantheistic of the modern poets, is espe-

cially noted for his Cdnticos (Canticles), 0
fohre tolo (The poor fool), a satmcal elegy,

Mardnos, dedicated to the people of neigh-

boring Galicia, and As somhras (The

shadows) Mino de Sd-Cameiro (1890-

1916), the leading poet of the futunst school,

wrote Indicios de ouro (Indications of gold,

pub 1937) Other poets of this school are

Fernando Pessoa (d 1935) and Jos6 R6gio,

who have also contributed to the two pnnci-

pal periodicals of the modernist movement,

Presenga (Presence) and Revista (Review)

de Portugal The poetical works of Afonso

Duarte, which show an intense love of nature,
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appeared m 1929 Os 7 foemas Uncos de

Afonso Duarte Florbela Espanca, the ex-

quisite poetess influenced by Verlaine and

Rub6n Dario, mirrored the ego in concen-

trated subjectivism in her excellent sonnets

Two other significant poetesses are Branca de

Gonta Colago and Virginia Vitonno. Antdnio

Botto, rhythmic 'poet of the flesh, author of

Ctume Qealousy')^ bnngs an exotic flavor

The flourishing neo-romantic theatre of

the early 20th c belies the oft repeated ob-

servation that the Portuguese spirit is not

dramatic This was the golden age of Mar-

celmo de Mesquita, Henrique Lopes de Men-
donga, Dom Joao da Camara, of Eduardo

Schwalbach, Campos Monteiro, Vasco de

Mendonga Alves, Vitonano Braga, Alfredo

Cortes, Julio Dantas (b 1876), the last

known for his Ceta dos cardtats ^Cardinals'

collation^, a charming one-act tcmr-de-force

translated into many languages including

English To this group of capable play-

wrights were allied perhaps the most talented

actors that the Portuguese stage has ever

produced, the Rosa brothers, Eduardo Brazao,

Luciha Simoes, Angela Pinto, Adelina

Abranches, Chaby Pinheiro In more recent

years, with the development of motion pic-

tures, the legitimate theatre has suffered, and

though Lisbon still remains a city of dramatic

traditions, the glory of the old days will not

easily be revived At the government-sup-

ported National Theatre, inaugurated during

the heyday of romanticism, now with a capa-

ble company headed by Amelia Rey Colago,

the drama is kept alive, sometimes with dis-

tinction, but most of the productions are

adaptations of foreign plays Occasionally a

native playwright, as Ramada Curto, will

rise to dramatic heights, but the younger gen-

eration is more interested in other forms of

the dramatic art

The taste for the novel continues unabated,

but still under the sign of Ega de Queiroz

Indeed, the posthumous appearance of a

number of his works, and the reissue of others,

are a clear indication of the great vogue that

Ega still enjoys Jdlio Dantas, with his

amorous and historical novels, written in an

1 8th c drawing-room style—his A Severa, a

tale of the prohibited loves of a famous

singer, is especially notable—has enjoyed great

popularity, both in Portugal and in Brazil

Aqmlino Ribeiro writes on a wide vanety of

themes With remarkable fecundity, he has

produced such novels as Jar^tm das tormentas

CGarden of torments^, A via stnuosa QThe

winding road), Terras do demo CLands of the

devil), and such collections of short stones

as Estrada de Santiago (The road of St

James), Quando ao gaviao cai a fena (When
the sparrow-haivk's feathers fall) He has

been called the outstanding novelist of our

times, but the title is contested by Ferreira de

Castro, technically a more perfect artist, who
has chosen subjects of more universal appeafi

with an eye to social problems His A selva

(The jungle) is a remarkably fine description

of the Amazon valley Manuel Ribeiro (1878-

1942), with his A catedral (The cathedral)

and other works, has had a wide folloiving

Carlos Malheiro Dias, in his Patxdo de (Love

of) Mona do Ceu, shows himself an accom-

plished wnter. with remarkable command of

words

In the early 1930’s, the psychological novel

was attempted by Jos6 R^gio, Joao Caspar

Simoes, and J Rodngues Migu6s Martinho

Nobre de Melo, the former ambassador to

Brazil, has given ghmpses of society life in

such works as Expenincia Joaquim de Pago

de Arcos is outstanding among the more re-

cent novelists

Literary criticism and the history of litera-

ture have attracted a number of scholars

Fidelmo de Figueiredo, most distinguished

of the living critics, is the author of an in-

dispensable history of Portuguese hterature

from the Renaissance to our own times.

Rodngues Lapa ably studied the origins of
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lync poetry m Portugal Hern3.ni Cidade has

a long list o£ books to his credit, among them

Enscno s6hre a cnse mental do seculo XVIII

CEssay on the mtellectual cnsts of the 1 8th o')

Jose Joaquim Nunes edited the medieval

Portuguese songs (4 V), and wrote an his-

toncal grammar, Carolina Michaehs de

Vasconcelos (1851-1925) is the incomparable

master in the field of literary studies Vitonno

Nem6sio is known for his solid biography of

Alexandre Herculano, although he has lately

been making a name for himself as a writer

of fiction Among the younger cntics, Jos6

Osorio de Oliveira, with effective studies in

Brazilian literature, and Joao Caspar Simoes

rank high m popular esteem

The 20th c has witnessed a lively interest

m scientific historical studies The Revtsta de

Htstona (1912-1928), ably edited by Fidelino

de Figueiredo, was the principal historical

journal of the country In the early 1920’s

appeared the Htstona da ctlomzagdo portu-

guesa do Brastl, a 3 v work of capital im-

portance, despite Its nationalistic bias Joao

Lucio de Azevedo is perhaps the greatest con-

temporary historian His biography of An-
t6nio Vieira, his accounts of the Jesuits in

north Brazil, and of the Marquess of Pombal,

are excellent studies Foitunato de Almeida
wrote the standard history of the Portuguese

Church Fontoura da Costa, Jaime Cortesao,

and Gago Coutmho have made valuable con-

mbutions to the history of the age of explora-

tion Dom Manuel Cerejeira, cardinal

patnarch of Lisbon, wrote the best work on
humanism in Portugal Father Serafim Leite,

S J ,
is the author of the monumental his-

tory of the Society of Jesus in Brazil, the best

smgle piece of research to come out of Portu-
gal m many years, Paulo Mer6a has devoted
himself to the Middle Ages In other spe-

cialized fields, Reinaldo dos Santos and the
late Jos6 de Figueiredo have made names for

themselves as historians of art The Marquess
of Lavradio has vratten on the penod of the

independence of Brazil, Queiroz Veloso, on
King Sebastian, Manuel Miiiias, on the Em-
pire Alfredo Pimenta has become the princi-

pal debunker of many hallowed legends

Rocha Martins, with his journalistic style, is

more readable than scientific Histoncal

studies have been encouraged by the govern-

ment, largely through the creation of the

Agincta Geral das Colomas and the reestab-

lishment of the Academy of Portuguese His-

tory, both of which bodies have published on
a lavish scale The celebration, in 1939-40, of

the 8th centenary of the Portuguese nation

gave rise to an enormous quantity of historical

studies, a good part of which has been in-

corporated m the lengthy proceedings of the

Congress of the Portuguese World (1940)
Other aspects of Portuguese literary life,

notably journalism, might be touched upon,

but it is manifest that the Portuguese genius

continues to thrive Having escaped the

destruction of World War II, Portugal finds

her spirit prepared for any adventure that

may appear Her spiritual resources are in-

tact, and her waiters may be called to share

them m the reconstruction of the world

Diogo Barbosa de Machado, Bthhotheca lusttana,

4 V (Lisbon), 1741-59, Inoc^nao Franasco da
Silva (with a supplement by Bnto Aanha),
Dtctondno hthhogrdpco portuguis 21 v (Lisbon),
Imprensa Naaonal, 1858-1914, Ruth E V Holmes,
Bthltographical and htstoncal descnptton of the
rarest hooks tn the Ohvetra Lima collection at the
Catholic University of America (Washington, DC)
i 92-7» Aubrey F G Bell, Portuguese hihliography
(New York), The Hispanic Soc of Amenca, 1922,
Studies m Portuguese literature (Oxford), Black-
well, 1914, Gil Vicente, Plays, 1920, Lyrics, 1921,
Portuguese literature (Oxford), Clarendon Press,

1922, Da foesia medieval portuguesa (Coimhra),
Imprensa da Umv 1933, trans from an article m
the Revue Hispanique, LXXVII, 270-283, Fidehno
de Figueiredo, Literatura portuguesa, desenvolvi-
mento histonco das origens d actualidade (Rio de
Janeiro), A Noite, 1941, Htstdria literdna de Portvr
gal Qsdculos 12-20), (Coimbra), Nobel, 1944, Hts-
tdria da literatura cldssica, 2nd ed

, 3 V. (Lisbon)^
Livrana Cldssica Editora, 1930-31, Histdna da litera^

tura romdntica 2nd ed (Lisbon), Livrana Odssica
Editora, 1923, Histdna da literatura realista 2nd ed
(Lisbon), Livram Eitora, 1924, ^'QueL
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ques mots sur Moli^re en Portugal/’ Melanges
d^htstotre htteratre generale et comforee offerts d
Fernand Baldens^erger, I (Pans), Honor^ Cham-
pion, 1930, M Rodnguez Lapa, Das ongens da
foesm Unca em Portugal na idade-medta (Lisbon),

Seara Nova, 1929, Ltgoes de liter atura fortuguesa,

ifoca medieval (Lisbon), Centro de Estudos F1I0I6-

gicos, 1934, Carolma Micbaelis de Vasconcelos,

Estudos s6hre o romancetro femnsular, romances
velhos em Portugal, 2nd ed (Coimbra), Imprensa
da Umv , 1934, Hemdni Cidade, Ligdes sShre a

cultura e a hteratura fortuguesas, I (Coimbra),
Coimbra Editora, 1933, Ensaio sdhre a cnse mental
do secuh XVIII (Coimbra), Imprensa da Umv,

1929, A hteratura fortugnesa e a exfansdo ultra-

manna, as tdetas, os senttmentos, as formas de arte,

I (Lisbon), Ag6ncia Geral das Col6nias, 1943,
George Le GenUl, La htterature fortugaise (Pans),

Armand Cobn, 1935, Klaus Mann and Hermann
Kesten, eds , The Best of Modern Eurofean Litera-

ture (Heart of Eurofe'), an anthology of creative

writing in Eurofe 1920-1940 (Pbila ), Blalaston,

I943> P 186-209, Miguel de Unamuno, Por tierras

de Portugal y de Esfana (Buenos Aires), Espasa-

Calpe, 1941, Aubrey F G Bell, ed The Oxford
Bo<A of Portuguese Verse (Oxford), Clarendon Pr

,

1925

Manoel Caebozo

POTAWATOMI - See North American PRAKRIT-See Indian,

Native

PROVENCAL
If we can imagine a line extending across

south central France, from a point just north

of Bordeaux to the Tunnel of Mont-Cenis on

the Swiss border, this is roughly the Ime that

divides the speakers of French (the langue

dbil) from the Provengal (langue d'oc)

speakers to the south The Ime is not a

straight one it arches northward from Bor-

deaux, cutting across P^ngord, it turns due

east at a point northeast of Civray, turns

southeast at Commentry, passes to the east

of Clermont-Ferrand, and swings due east

again at Annonay, leaving Grenoble to the

south In the Middle Ages, we may assume

that the dividing line had a slightly diflEerent

course, while at the same time the contrast

between Provengal and French culture was

much sharper Today French is the language

of the schools throughout the Provencal area

and the Provencal speech has about the same

degree of currency as 'hraid Scots” in Scot-

land In the 12th and 13th c, however, the

hterary production in Provencal, the work of

the trouhadours, was a major influence on the

poetry of northern France, Germany, Italy,

and Spam*

The earliest monument which we have

extant m Provencal is the Boect, a fragment

of 256 Imes, dating from the year 1000 or

earlier This was apparently intended to be

recited at court, basing a Christian plea for

storing up good works in early years upon

the pagan Boethius’ De consolattone fht-

losofhtae From the imd-iith c we have

another early monument, the Life of Saint

Tides of Agen A bit later, Wilham IX,

Count of Poitiers (1071-1127?) composed

poems of which eleven only have come dovm
to us In various stanzaic forms, and with

reference to other types of work (the fartt-

men'), they are a courtly adaptation of forms

that had first been developed by the popular

entertamers, the pglars, and like all poetry

of the period they were intended to be sung

love poems and those with humorous content*

Wilham was quite a wag He visited the

Holy Land (no 1-2) and, accordmg to

Ordencus Vitahs, he rhymed some of his

adventures there (although these poems are

lost) Of his humorous poems, no V, deal-

ing with an adventure m Auvergne, is the

best
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William's verses are the oldest extant lyncs

m a modern European language They were

not necessarily the first, his rank insured the

preservation of some of his verse, other poets

of the time were not so fortunate Next in

order of preservation of their work were

Cercamon (fl 1135)^ and Marcabrun (fl

1145) who was a foundling reared by Cer-

camon Cercamon is said to have written

pastorals which have been lost and of which

we do not know the precise nature Marca-

brun was not usually a love poet, he was

fond of occasional keen satire It is believed

that he was one of the very first to develop

the trohar chis or mtenUonally obscure verse

The concept of literary obscurity is an old

one, but Marcabrun doubtless developed it

independently of any source

A great innovation came about when

Bemart de Ventadom'^ (fl 1155)? a serf and

pupil of Viscount Ebles of Ventadorn, wrote

verse inspired by the germ of courtly love-

complete subjection to the lady (a married

woman) The source for this doctrine has

been sought far and wide It is generally

believed that Ebles, who was himself a trou-

bador and in his youth a close friend of old

William of Poitiers, encouraged this new

love doctrine which he had acquired indi-

rectly from Arab poetry in Spam. This theme

of courtly love was elaborated further in

northern France by Mane de Champagne,

daughter of Eleanor of Aquitaine, who was,

in turn, the grand-daughter of William IX of

Poitiers The elaborated form of courdy love,

codified by Mane de Champagne's chaplain,

Andreas Capellanus, spread far and wide in

western Europe Its exact connection with the

dolce sUl nuovo theme m Italy, which was the

inspiration of Dante and Petrarch, is not com-

pletely understood In the one, earthly subjec-

tion to the beloved lady is stressed, in the

other, the heavenly quality of the beautiful

lady receives major emphasis

ifochard the Lion-Hearted, one of the sons

of Eleanor of Aquitaine, was patron of many

Piovengal poets, chief among them being

Amaut Daniel, Piere Vidal of Toulouse, Fol-

quet de Marseilles, and Gaucelm Faidit who

wrote a moving flank (lament) on Richard's

death Arnaut DanieP was the favorite trou-

badour of both Dante and Petrarch This is

an indication of peculiar taste, for Amaut
was an ardent producer of trohar clus, with a

fondness also for complicated versification

Many of the poets were nobles of lower rank,

who found m their verses an avenue to prefer-

ence, comfortable living, even wealth, others

were men of humbler station (Bemart, Vidal,

Folquet) Many of them later rose in the

Church and repudiated, both publicly and in

their minds, the frivolous poetry of their

youth (Folquet, Daude) The Council of

Montpellier (1214) forbade ecclesiasts to

take part m such activity quod domtnare

vulganter affellatur The songs of more than

400 poets of the time have come down to us,

many others are mentioned by name, whose

works are lost Bertran de Bom'^ is perhaps

the best known of the troubadours, but rather

for his role in history his strventes (or po-

litical poems) were enlisted in the English

conflict of Henry II with Queen Eleanor and

their royal sons Perhaps the most accom-

plished of the Provengal singers was Giraut

de Bomeil'^ (fl. 1175--1220), whose work was

quite varied and of splendid technique, with

elevated thought He occasionally indulged

in trohar clus There were some women poets,

such a woman was called a trohavntz The
Countess of Die, who came under this cate-

gory, was in love with Raimbaut d'Orange,'^

one of the best troubadours, who should not

be confused with Raimbaut de Vaqueyras

Provencal poetry spread widely in Italy,

among its poets there, Sordello of Mantua
and Lanfranc Cigala In Spam, Raimon de

Miraval sang at the court of Aragon How-
ever, after the first spontaneous smging, the

various forms of Provencal verse tended to
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appear artificial, especially a^ the themes

themselves became set, the emotions forced,

and by the middle of the 12th c the deca-

dence was already noticeable The Albigen-

sian Crusade (1209-1229) destroyed the

power of the Provencal nobles, broke up their

courts as centers of culture and havens for

the troubadours, and set upon the entire land

the domination of the French court, with the

langue dfotl and different varieties of song

By the mid-13th c the Provencal troubadours

were homeless, soon their creation ceased

The so-called 'last of the troubadours'^ was

Guiraut Riquier (fl 1252-94) This Guiraut

spent ten years at the court of Alphonso X of

Castille Almost all his verse has been pre-

served, totaling 10,000 lines Half of this is

lyric, the remainder is didactic His talent was

superior, with him, the troubadours end upon

a high level of excellence

The poetry of the troubadours falls into

types The love song, most popular of all, was

called the cmso, the poem of a political na-

ture, sometimes satinc, was the strventes The
tenso and the farttmen^ also ^uoc fartttz,

were debates The tenso could be between

imaginary participants, but the ]mc partitz

usually was an argument between two indi-

viduals as a sort of game All of these forms

are written in stanzas (with various allowable

schemes, of length and number of lines)

The stanzas are always in rhyme, and m some

types there is an envot or refrain Thus the

hallada has three octosyllabic stanzas followed

by an envot Narrative poetry, much less fa-

vored than in the north of France, was in

imitation of the north The Gtrart de RouS’

stllon IS a chanson de geste of the 12th c

surviving m Franco-Provengal, a recogmzed

mixed dialect (vowels as in Provengal, con-

sonants as in French), there are also frag-

ments of a Roncesvals in Provengal The
more sophisticated types of narrative poetry

romance and nouvelle^ are occasionally found.

The Jaufre is an Arthunan yomance^ the

CasUagtlos is a nouvelle^ similar even to a

faUtau The Flamenca is a romance of man-

ners, It is a great masterpiece Both beginning

and end of it are lost, but a very considerable

portion is preserved (from after the mid-i3th

c) It IS outstanding in world hterature Illus-

trative of the didactic, scientific work is the

Auzels Cassadors of Daude de Pradas This

13th c treatise in verse, narrating all that

pertams to falconry, was extremely important

in Its day.

A few prose discussions of prosody were

written—the Las Razos de trohar by Raimon

Vidal, and the grammatical study, Donatz

ffoensals, by Hugh Faidit, in the mid-i3th c

,

along with over 100 mainly imaginary "lives"

of the troubadours, to be prefixed to collec-

tions of their works, or to anthologies then

being gathered These helped to keep alive

the tradition of troubadour song and Proven-

gal poetry after the social changes of the

13th c , which not only gave northern French

predominance over the Provengal tongue, but

led to a tendency for each district to use the

local dialect In 1324 the Academy of Tou-

louse was founded, to reestablish the olden

poetic flourishing, there the leaders set down
the rules for versification in the Leys d^amors

(ca 1345) established pnzes of floral

wreaths for the best poems Collections of

these pnze-winmng poems (Flors del gen

saber) of the 14th and 15th c show them to

be of little worth The contests have, with

some irregularity, continued to our own times,

but the French language, admitted to the

contests in 15J3, became so dommant by

1680 that work in Provengal was excluded,

and not readmitted until 1893

In the 15th and 16th c Provengal wntmg
sprang not from the courts but from the needs

of the people Though but a few fragments

remain, there was evidently a very active re-

ligious drama, passion plays, moralities, noels

(Christmas pieces) and, mainly, mysteries.

When wnters again took up the lyncal
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forms for popular purposes, it was often in

their own local dialect Thus Pey de Garros

(ca 1500-81) in 1565 translated the Psalms

into Gascon, in 1567 issued a volume of his

own Gascon poems, and strongly urged the

use of his beloved tongue Rollicking but

often obscene are the verses of Auger Gaillard

(ca 1530-95) More worthy, whether light-

hearted or from captivity looking toward free-

dom and his beloved Provence, are the verses

(Dori'don internal, 1588) of Louis Bellaud

de la Bellaudi^re 0532^-88) A great variety

of verse Qardm deys musos frovensalos, pub

1628) was written by Claude Brueys C1570-

1650), especially popular for his comedies and

carnival songs Popular comedies—their fre-

quent theme the widespread one of the de-

ceived husband—were also written by Gas-

pard Zerbin (La Perlo deys musos et

coumedies frouvensales, 1655), by Jean de

Cabanes (1653-1712), and Seguin de

Tarascon (ca 1650)

Several noteworthy writers used the tongue

of the province of Languedoc Chief of these

was Pierre Goudelin (1579-1649), whose

work CLou Ramelet Moundt, 1617, Moundt is

from Raymond, the traditional name of the

counts of Toulouse) is vigorous and effective

in various short forms The avocat Bonnet

de Bfeiers (fl 1616-57) wrote very popular

work, especially plays for the annual Ascen-

sion Day performance at B6ziers, best of these

is the Judgment de Pans (1616) In the mid

c the plays of David Sage CLas Fouhes dau

sage de Mounfelte, 1650) and of Jean Nichel

of Nimes (VEmharras de la fotre de Beau-

catre') were also popular, but of questionable

taste Nicolas Saboly (1614-75) was the

most successful vniter of the noel, which was

the most popular form m southern France

through these centuries

The work of Goudelm had imitators, least

slavish of whom was Frangois Boudet, with

an ode (Le Tnnfe del Moundt, 1678) cele-

brating his mother tongue Similarly Jean

Guiraud-Dastros had set down the Tnnfe de

la langue gascoune (1642), with many lively

descriptions of the countryside and its cus-

toms Frangois de Cortete (1571-1655) is

probably the greatest Provengal writer of the

c. after Goudelm, his comedies Ramounet and

Mvramoundo are marked by sincere emotion

and effective style

Amid the many writers of the r8th c
,
few

are distinguished by onginahty of idea or

expression Among the best are two priests

Claude Peyrot (1709-95), with a deep love

of his country and a goodly humor, m Pnn-

temps rouergat and Los Quatre sosous, and

the even more lively Abb6 Favre (1727-83),

whose mock-heroic Stege de Caderouse, whose

Lou Sermoun de moussu ststre (a drunken

priest preaching against drunkenness), as

also his comedies and a prose novel, give

pleasant but keenly observant and deftly

satiric pictures of village life Cyrille (1750-

1824) and Auguste (1760-1835) Rigaud of

Montpellier are poets of freshly handled

themes, Cyrille^s Amours de Mounpete is per-

haps less noted than his brother’s picture of

a vintage in southern France The occasional

verse of Toussamt Gros (1698-1748) of

Lyons is deftly handled The pastoral Daph-

ms et Alctmadure of Jean-Joseph Cassanea

de Mondonville (1715-73, most of his operas

were written in French) was sung in Pans,

m 1754, in his native Languedocien

Among the contnbutions of the Romantic

movement throughout Europe was a deep-

ened interest in folk and race traditions and

culture Thus in Provence there was con-

siderable scholarly research (much of it re-

maining m manuscript), as by Fabre d’OIivet

(1767-1825) and Francois J-M Raynouard

(1761-1836), who turned from a career as a

French playwright that earned him member-

ship in the Academic Frangaise, to his

Provengal studies, and the Provengal news-

paper Boutl-Ahatsso was founded by D6sanat

in 1841. There were collections of the early
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Proieugal poetry, also contemporary antholo-

gies (Lou Bouquet ftouvengaou, hy ten trou-

badours, 1823) These writers, most of them

rather limited in their appeal, are known as

the “precursors of the Felibnge ’’ Among them

are Hyacinthe Morel (1756-1829), Pierre

Bellot (1783-1855), and four more popular

figures the satiric Verdie (1779-1820) of

Bordeaux, Jean Reboul (1794-1864 UAnge
et Venfant, 1828), the vigoious Victo Gelu

(1806-85 Chansons marsetllaises'), and the

most inspired of the group, Jacques Jasmin

(Boe, 1798-1864) of Agen, who not only

wrote lively verse pictures of simple life

CPaftllotos, 1825, crowned by the Acad6mie

Frangaise in 1852) but revived the trouba-

dour tradition by singing them throughout

the coxmtry The Academy of Toulouse hailed

him “maistre jeux'^, his works are still

widely popular throughout the region

The reviving culture (also, though to a

lesser degree, in Catalan Spain) was now
taking a firmer hold At Arles, in the castle

of Paul Giera near Avignon, a group of

Provencal troubadours met in 1854, under the

guidance of the poet and teacher Joseph

Roumanille (1818-91), who m addition to

his effective noels and his earnest verses (Lz

Margantedo, 1836, Lt Soun-jarello, 1852)

gathered in 1852 an anthology of the best

Provengal poetry then being composed This

group—which included, besides the host and

Roumanille, Jean Brunet, Alphonse Tavan,

Theodore Aubanel (1829-86) author of

poignant verse (Lx Ftho d'Avtgnoun, 1883)

and a drama (Lou fan dou fecat, 1878) later

played at Antoine's Thedtre Lthre m Pans,

Anselm Mathieu (1828-95* La farandoulo'),

and Roumanille's pupil and greatest follower,

Frederic MistraP (1830-1914)—organized as

The F^libriges, and issued an annual Al-

manac which for years was a sprightly and

popular gathering of poetry, story, proverb,

and traditional tale in Provengal

Mistrals long narrative poem of frustrate

love, Mirho, appeared m 1859, by 1867 the

Floral Games at Avignon were enthusiasti-

cally attended, in 1876 the Fehbnges widened

their activities to cover Aquitaine, Languedoc,

Provence, and Catalonia m Spain As their

first leader (capouli6), Mistral not only con-

tinued his poetry (Lxs Isclo Hot, 1876, with

autobiographical preface, Nerto, a tale, 1884,

the epic of the Rhone, Lou Pouemo d6u

Rouse, 1897) but also compiled a dictionary

and storehouse of the Provencal language and

lore, Lou Tresor dou Felibnge, 2 v, 1886, to

stimulate further work m the field

Elected as leaders after Mistral were Rou-

manille, from 1884 to 1891, Felix Gras, to

1901, and Pierre Devoluy The greatest of

these is Felix Gras (1844-91, Protestant in a

Catholic countryside), whose epic of the land,

Lx Carhoume (1876) is vivid in description,

and powerful, and whose later poems, Lx

Roumancero provengal (1887) are even richer

and more flavorous of the lore No longer

seeking complete freedom from the mflu-

ence of Pans, but nonetheless following its

own patterns and moods, Provengal hterature

continues as the vigorous expression of a

great region of distinct and treasured culture,

Daniel C Haskell, Provengcd hterature and lan-

guage (N Y ), Public Library, 192 1-2, 1925, Joseph

Anglade, Les Troubadours (Pans), 1908, J R de

Brousse, VAnthologte du Pelibrtge (Pans), 1909,

Emile Ripert, Le FeUhnge (Pans), 1924, Donald C
Peattie, Immortal Vtllage, U of Chicago Press, 1945,

Alfred Jeanroy, La foesre lyrtque des troubadours

(Pans), 1934

Urban T Holmes, Jr

PUEBLA—See Mexican QUECHUA—See South Amencan Indian*

PUEBLO INDIAN-See North Amencan QUERETARO-See Mexican.

Nattve. QUICHE—See Mexican
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RAGUSAN—See Yugoslav RHODESIAN—See African.

RAMINDJERI—See Australian Aborigine ROMAN—See Italian, Latin

RAROTONGA-See Polynesian ROMANDE-See Swiss

ROMANIAN
Modern Romania was formed m 1862 out

of the old provinces of Moldavia and Walla-

chia or Muntenia, to it in 1918 was added

Transylvania and Bessarabia In all these

lands, the dominant language is Romanian,

which IS based upon ancient Latin, much im
fluenced by the neighboring Slavonic Ro-

manian scholars claim that their people are

the descendants of the ancient Dacians, who
were conquered and absorbed into the Roman
Empire by Trajan early in the 2d c ad Be
this as It may, there is evidence that at an

early date there were Latin speaking groups

east of the Carpathians and in the northern

Balkans, and we find them constandy men-
tioned in the history of the times Later both

Moldavia and Wallachia passed under the

rule of the Turks, while Transylvania became
part of Hungary The bulk of the population

was Orthodox in religion and for many cen-

turies the ofl&cial language of the various

prmapalities both in civil and religious fields

was the Church Slavonic of the day.

It was not until the i6th c that there are

defimte evidences of an attempt to replace

this with the vernacular Romanian, even

when this was done, the language was wnt-
ten in the Church Slavonic alphabet for more
than two centuries An important factor m
the introduction of the native speech were the

Hungarian Calvinists and the Saxon Luther-

ans in Transylvania, who sought in this way
to profit at the expense of the Orthodox
Thus m 1540 there was printed at Sibiu a

Calvinist Catechism in the Romanian lan-

guage

In 1560 the deacon Coresi, proT^ably a

Greek in ongin, went from Wallachia to

Brasov in Transylvania, there he published a

Romanian translation of the Gosfels (1560),

the first major book in Romanian In 1564 at

the expense of Forro Miclo?, he published

Talc al Evanghehilor, a Calvinist book of

homilies In 1563 he published the Book of

Acts, in 1568 a Psalterea, m 1570 a second

Psalter, in 1577 a Slav-Romanian Psalter, All

of these works were mere translations, not

particularly inspired or capable, but they

served as the beginning of the new move-

ment In 1580 Metropolitan Serafim pub-

lished the Evanghelte mvdtdtoare as a second

edition of the book of 1564

In the next century the work was con-

tinued In 1648 the Hieromonakh Sylvestre,

with the aid of Gabriel Bethlen, prepared a

New Testament collated with the Greek and

Hungarian Calvinist versions Archbishop

Varlaam (i59o?-i657) published some works,

but the great wnter of the penod was the

Metropolitan Dosofteiu of Moldavia (1630-

1711) Among his works were a Mohtvdmc
^Prayer Book} published in Ja§i in 1679-80,

and the first Romanian verse, a rhymed ver-

sion of the Psalms, in 1673 He also trans-

lated 12 V of the Lives of the Saints In 1688

there was published a complete Bihle by

Prince §erban Cantacuzino, in which he em-

ployed parts of various older translations

The same century saw the definite trans-

ference of the old monastic chronicles into

Romanian In both provinces a senes of

authors of varymg ability sought to prepare
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the chronicles of their land Thus in 1620, in

the Chwntcle of Moxa, we have a translation

of the Bulgarian chronicle of Manasses and a

history of the world to 1498, with emphasis?

on Wallachia A more able group of wnters

in Moldavia wrote the chronicle of that land

There was, first, Grigore Ureche (1590-

1646), then the far more able Miron Costin

(i633-’9i), a statesman and scholar who had

spent considerable time in Poland His wort

was contmued m a poorer way by his son

Nicolae Costin (d 1715) More significant

was Dimitne Cantemir (1673-1723), who for

his opposition to the Turks was compelled to

take refuge in Russia His works in Roman-

ian, Greek, and Latin really mark the begin-

ning of modern scientific study of Romanian

history, for he was a true scholar, recognized

also by the Academy in Berlin

In the meantime, among the Orthodox

Romanians, the rule of the Phanariote pnnces

from Constantinople, appointed as governors

by the Turks, had increased the influence of

the Greek language More and more books

were published in that language, which rap-

idly took the place of the older Slavonic

Greek influence was manifested in all fields,

supplemented by the beginnings of French

influence exerted indirectly through Constan-

tinople and the strengthening of French m-
fluence in the east and also by repercussions

of the French mfluence in i8th c Russia

Durmg this time, a large part of the

Orthodox Church in Transylvania had for-

mally accepted the supremacy of the Pope

and had formed a Romanian Uniat Church

with its centre at Blaj in 1697 A result of

this was the ofiFenng of more opportunities for

the young men to study, both in Budapest

and in Vienna It opened the eyes of the

Romanians of Transylvania to the conse-

quences that might be drawn from their

speaking a Latin tongue They studied Roman
history with more energy than in the purely

Orthodox environment of the past, the schol-

ars and writers of Transylvania devoted them-

selves to the early history of the Romanian

people, and to tracing the relationship of

their language to ancient Latin Samuel Micu

(1745-1806) and George §incai (1754-

1816) published a Romanian grammar in

Latin, and §mcai, who had been educated at

both Vienna and Rome, published the first

history of the Roman invasion of Dacia Both

men argued that the original Dacians were

almost exterminated and that their place was

taken by Roman colonists On the other hand,

Petru Maior (1760-1821), who for some

years held the post of censor and proofreader

in Buda, claimed that the language was de-

rived from the popular Latin mtroduced by

the legions among the Dacian population

More important than this was his Romaman
or LatinoWallachtan Orthography (1819) in

which for the first time he adapted the Latin

alphabet to the Romanian language and

argued for its adoption on the ground that

Romanian was a Latm language This Tran-

sylvanian school, although it had taken its

rise from a split in the Romanian Orthodox

Church, still was far less mterested in the

narrow religious aspects of the movement

than m the general nationalistic contact with

the West It aimed to free the Romanian peo-

ple from subservience to foreign masters, thus

it reflected the same tendencies as were being

developed among the Slavs by Dobrovsky and

his followers It was typical of the Age of

Enlightenment, and of its passage into the

early period of Romanticism imder the mflu-

ence of the theories of Herder and his admira-

tion for the popular speech and folk songs.

To the same period belongs the epic poem of

Ion Budai-Deleanu, Ttgcmtada or the Camp

of the Gypsies, a heroic-comtc-satinc poem,

dealing with the times of Vlad the Impaler,

15th c Pnnce of Wallachia It is a work

more remarkable for its value in Romanian

literature than for its intnnsic quahties

It was not long before the work of these
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Transylvanian scholars was earned into the

provinces of Moldavia and Wallachia, where

It fell upon fertile soil, for the agitation was

beginning that led to the partial independence

of these countries from Turkish rule The

period comcided with the establishment of

Serbia and the revolution m Greece, every-

where the same phenomena are to be ob-

jerved Among the Romanians there was the

special fact that the intellectual leaders were

becoming acutely conscious of the Latin basis

of their language As a result the scholars of

the day consciously tned to reform the lan-

guage on what they conceived to be its true

patterns and to eliminate as many Slavonic

words as possible Despite the efforts of Timo-

teiu Cipano (1805-87) to adopt as a criterion

the language of the i6th c the final standard

was really based on the ideas of the Latin-

izers A Y Launan and Ion C Massim

(1825-77), who endeavored to recreate the

language as it had been spoken m the 12th c

These discussions absorbed a large part of

the energy of the vmters for many years,

resulting often in stenle polemics To this

group belongs also Andrei Mure^eanu (1816-

63)

In 1818 George Lazar (1779-1823) opened

the first modem school m Bucharest, m the

Monastery of St Sava, many of the most

distinguished writers of the next years were

a^ong his pupils George Asachi (1788-

1869) and Ion VScarescu (1786-1863) rep-

resented various phases of the Enlightenment

and of French influence In view of the na-

ture of Romanian, however, there was
naturally a special interest in Italian, and
many of the authors undertook either to

translate Italian hooks or to write on classical

themes, as Vasile Aaron (1770-1832) with
his tale of Pyramus and Thtshe and Ion Barac

(1772-1848) with his poem Argtr si Elena
French translations also began to appear,

Costache Anstia (180X-80) translated Mo-
h^e, Ion Vacarescu translated two tragedies

of Racme At the same time the elements of

the theatre were laid Vacarescu translated

Regulus by Heinrich von KoUen, Asachi

translated and modeled dramas on the works

of Kotzebue

The young literature was, naturally,

strongly influenced by the general romantic

movement Thus Ion Heliade Radulescu

(1802-72) translated many works of Victor

Hugo, Lamartme, and Byron, not to speak

of Dante and many other authors His orig-

inal works were largely epic poems and odes

In his later life, after he was exiled in 1 848^

he devoted himself to studies in philology and

to developing the Italian influences in the

Romanian language and literature Another

powerful factor in the literature of the day

was the Russian influence exerted by Alex-

ander Pushkin and the writers of his circle

Thus Costache Negmzzi (1808-68), who was

born m Ja§i, had the opportunity of meeting

the Russian poet personally during his resi-

dence in Chi^mau, later, he also translated

some of the poems of Victor Hugo and_ the

latter^s Mana Tudor, m addition to produc-

ing onginal works Alexandru Donici (1806-

66) under the same influences, wrote many
fables in the style of the Russian fabulist

Krylov

At the same time there was an ardent quest

for Romanian folk songs Among the early

collectors were Anton Pann (1797-1854) and
the theoretician of the group, Aleksandm
Russo (1819-59), with his Cantarea Ro-

manteu

The same period saw the development of

many other authors as the romantic Vasile

Cdrlova (1809-31), who published but nine

lyric poems—all masterpieces—dunng his short

life, Nicolae Balcescu (1819-52), a histonan,

Grigore Alexandrescu (1812-85), noted for

his meditations, satires, and fables, Dimitne

Bohntineanu (1819-72), perhaps best known
for his historical novels, as Mmcnl and Elena,

and for his historical ballads and histoncal
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drama, and the histonan and archaeologist

Mihail Kogalmceanu (1817-91) These men

made up the traditionalist school Many of

their later works appeared in the reviews

Tratan and Columna Im Troian, pubhshed

by Bogdan Petnceicu Hasdeu (1836-1907),

who in addition to his historical works pro-

duced poetry, historical novels, and dramas

To the same group belonged the major prose

wnter, Alexander Odobescu (1834-95) with

his two histoncal novels Mthnea and Doamna
Chtajna, although most of his writings dealt

with archaeology and history

During this penod a speaal place was held

by Vasile Alecsandn (1819-90) He was a

prolific wnter m all fields of literature, reach-

mg his height m his Pastorales and Legends,

which contain large selections and extracts

from the popular poems as reflected through

his own talent He left behind him a special

school of younger poets, as N Nicoleanu

(1835-71), with his pensive satires and

elegies, George Cre'j^anu (1829-87), Alexan-

dru Sihleanu (1833-57), Dimitrie Petrmo

(1846-73) with his poems on the death of

his wife, Flon de Mormant, and many others

The writers of these early periods often had

didactic purposes They felt it necessary to

educate, to develop the national consciousness

of their compatnots and to prepare, m Ro-

manian, translations of the chief works of

European literature It was thus that dunng

this period the change from the Cyrilhc to the

Latin alphabet was definitely made, that the

general form of the language was fixed, and

all the preparatory work earned out

With the stabilization of the country in

1862 and the accession of King Carol I, there

opened new opportunities for literary devel-

opment, The newer group of educated men
began to study more frequendy m the uni-

versities of Germany, so that they became

more famihar with the works of Goethe and

the German philosophers They began a con-

scious campaign to elevate the standards of

the literature Thus Tito Maiorescu (1840-

1917) translated into Romanian the wntmgs

of Schopenhauer, Spencer, and Ibsen, he also

took a large part in the development of the

Ja^i society Jummea (Youth), which pub-

lished for many years the leading conserva-

tive literary journal in the country, the Con-

vorhtn hterare (Literary Conversations)

Maiorescu emphasized the artistic side of

literary works, developing a theory of art for

art^s sake He wrote several volumes, also

many articles on language, hterature, and

style, and he strove in every way to raise the

literary taste of the population The leadmg

writers of the older generation published their

works in this journal, among them Alexan-

drescu, and Alecsandn

The most important poet whom Maiorescu

developed was Mihail Eminescu^ (1850-89),

the outstandmg poet of Romania Bom in

Boto^ani, he was educated chiefly in Vienna

and Berlm, where he studied philosophy For

a while he was a school mspector and editor

but his mind was affected and after a few

years of misery he died m Bucuresti He had

won early fame with his poem Venere p
Madonna, it increased with the Efigonti and

his later poems, many of which were

posthumously published He was a deeply

sensitive and artistic nature, but decidedly

pessimistic m temperament, much like

Leopardi, who influenced him greatly His

works show a harmonious blending of eastern

and western ideas, together with the mfluence

of the Romanian folk songs His premature

death was a great loss to Romanian literature

At almost the same penod that these artists

were working, there appeared in Romaman
the first traces of realism, commg agam from

France and Russia Many of the authors

turned aside from the more purely romantic

and histoncal themes to trace and picture the

life of the common people of the present

Among these authors we must place loan

Creanga (1837-89), with his tales of peasant
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life which illustrate the sly humor and the

sound common sense of the peasants even

among their difficulties and lack of education.

Among them the most prominent are perhaps

the Metmnes from Childhood Nicolae Gane

(1835-1916) was another of these authors of

peasant life, although he added to his works

a series of sketches on hunting and a transla-

tion of Dante Petre Ispirescu (1838-87),

starting with Larks and fofular tales, wrote

many stories for children George Ban*^ (1812-

93) of Transylvania wrote in the same gen-

eral vein Victor Crasescu (1849-1917)

showed definitely the infliuences of Russian

realism and V A Ureche (1834-1901) m
his Legende romdne brought to life the tradi-

tions of the people

The theatre reached its highest develop-

ment in the works of I L Caragiale (1853-

1912), with his marked development of social

satire His amusing treatment of the foibles

and abuses of the times won him even more

fame than did his purely psychological studies

His best plays are the Scnsoarea dm Urma
(The Lost Letter^ and Noaftea Furtimoasd

(The Stormy Night) He pushed further a

type of satire that had been started by Heliade

Radulescu and developed by Ion Ghica

(1816-97).

Socialistic ideas were developed in Roman-
ian through the journal Contemporanul m
the i88o^s, of this point of view, loan Dobro-

geanu-Gherea (1855-1920) was the chief ex-

ponent He had been bom and educated in

Russia, but had fled to Romama to escape

pohtical persecution. He had considerable in-

fluence over the generation, even though he
met with little success politically.

The generation that followed Eminescu was
largely permeated with his sadness and pes-

simism His chief follower was Alexandru

Vlahu'^a (1858-1917) The note of suflfenng

bulks large in his works, but with the passing

of time he emanapated himself from the

deepest part of this influence and m his last

works, both of prose and poetry, as Dreftate

(The Law), he reveals a newer interest in

the life of the country and a new emphasis

upon nationalism and democracy In this he

proceeded with Varru Delavrancea (1858-

1918), whose powerful imagination won him

success in both prose and the drama To the

period belongs (5eorge Co§buc (1866-1918),

whose poems deal with the life of the people

both in his native Transylvania and through-

out the Kingdom and won for him high es-

teem as ranking along with Alecsandri and

Eminescu

Duihu Zamfirescu (1858-1922) steadily

drifted toward classicism in style He is per-

haps best known by his novels that draw upon

the life of the village of Coma^teni, m which

he bewailed the passing of the good old type

of pious boyars, and deplored the finanaal

upstarts that were taking their place in the

life of the day

Among the other poets of the period be-

fore the war, which was largely under the m-

fluence of Eminescu, we must mention SI O.

Josif (1877-1913), with his translations of

Goethe and Heme and his air of peaceful,

tender melancholy, his fnend, D Anghel (d.

1914), Panait Cerna (1881-1913), with his

religious moods, J B Hetrat (1851-191 1),

Alexandru Mateevici (1888-1917) of Bessa-

rabia In prose there were, among many

others, D C Moruzzi (1850-1914), with the

novel The Death of Cam, I, Adam (1875-

1911), Em. GMeanu (1876-1914)

French symbolism was represented in Ro-

manian by the work of Alecsandru Mace-

donski (1854-1920) who, after serving as

editor of the Literatorul, m which Zamfirescu

cooperated, emigrated to France and pub-

lished some of his later works in French

Others of this group were I Minulescu and

Ion Pillat who published My Village in 1925

In general Prof. N lorga, (1871-1940),

scholar, histonan, and statesman, endeavored

to found with his journal Semanatorul (The
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Sower) a school that would stand between

the extremes into which many of the older

schools had fallen, and that would strengthen

the national spirit and the brotherhood of the

Romanians Among the more prominent of

the younger authors were Mihail Sadoveanu

in prose novels and stones, and Ion A
Bratescu'Vome§ti.

The general unification of the Romanian

lands brought, after 1918, Romanian litera-

ture into full contact with all of the vaned

schools that existed in Europe, and as usual

released the national talents At the same time

the constant political disturbances, steadily

mounting to the Second World War, exer-

cised a negative influence as the forces of

Communism and Fascism gained fresh

strength among the Romanian people and

prepared for the debacle of the country, from

which It now may hope to nse

Hasnew, Historre de la litteTature roumame
(Pans), 1934, Gheorghe Adamescu, Istona Lttera-

turn Romane (Bucuresti), 1924

Clarence A. Manning

ROMANSH—See Swiss RUNDI—See Afncan.

RUMANIAN—See Romanian RUS’—See Ukrainian.

RUSSIAN
Since the beginning of the 19th c Russian

literature has developed until it is today rec-

ognized as one of the great literatures of the

modem world. Yet it is often forgotten that

while It first appeared abroad as a fully de-

veloped product of the nation, its beginnings

go back to a remote period, while for cen-

turies It remained apart from the great Euro-

pean development Both chivalry and the

Renaissance find no reflection m the Russian

Middle Ages, the effect is almost as if m
English we passed directly from the Anglo-

Saxon Chronicles and Beowulf to Pope and

the Augustan age.

Russian literature takes its nse with the

Christianization of the country. Of the cen-

tunes precedmg this, there are only confused

memories preserved in some of the folk tales

When, however, Prince Vladimir of Kiev ac-

cepted the Christian Faith m its Eastern form

m the year 988, the way was open for the

introduction of Byzantme culture and the

Church Slavonic language as it had been de-

veloped by Saints Cyril and Methodius.

The literature then developed centered

around the city of Kiev in the southwest and

spread rapidly through all the temtories now
claimed as Ukrainian from the Carpathians

to the Don Yet very early, in fact by the time

of the Ostromtr Bible (1056-7), we begin to

find words of definitely East Slavomc ongin,

for the monks steadily tended to introduce

native words or native spellmgs into the text

unthout trying to preserve accuracy of copying

or to produce a translation into the vernacular

speech It is difficult to know how far the

Church Slavonic language differed at this

time from the colloquial speech since, except

for scanty offiaal documents, usually written

by the clergy or monks, there are few records

of the vernacular.

The hterature of Kiev followed the tradi-

tions of Church Slavomc There were im-

ported into Russia and produced at home the

necessary ecclesiastical books Gosfels,

Church books, books of sermons, the wntin^
of the Fathers, made their appearance Among
the earliest ongmal wntmgs were the sermon
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o£ Ilanon of Kiev in the mid nth c and the

sermons of Cyril of Turov in the next cen-

tury The earliest life of a Russian saint vv^as

probably that of the two royal sufferers Saints

Boris and Gleb, written by the monk Nestor

at the end of the i ith century.

Then too we find the Chrcmtcles which

were begun as a continuation of the writings

of John Malalas of Constantinople and took

shape as the Pnmary Chromcle covering the

period from Noah to 1116 and the Ktevan

Chromcle which continues the story until the

year 1200 We know that Nestor worked for

a while on the Pnmary Chromcle but it is

now believed that he was not the final editor,

who was probably the Abbot Sylvester of

Vydubitsky Into these chronicles have been

incorporated traditions and stones of vanous

origin Some of them, as the ^Gode of Yaro-

slav the Great^’ (1019-54) and the ^TTesta-

ment of Vladimir Monomakh'* (Grand

Pnnce of Kiev, 1 113-25), bear testimony to

the relatively high culture of the Eaevan

leaders, who in education and in general

humanity were often supenor to the con-

temporary rulers of Western Europe Besides

those, there is the Petttwn of Darnel the

Pnsoner, of the early 13th c with its mixture

of quotations from the Bible and popular

proverbs, almost m the style of Hesiod Then
there is the accoimt of the Pilgrimage of

Darnel the Ahhot to the Holy Landm 1 106-8

He tells how he ht a candle at the Holy

Sepulchre for the Russian land, and vividly

descnbes Palestine under the Frankish kmgs
Yet undoubtedly the outstandmg produc-

tion of this period is the smgle example of

secular literature, m the Tale of the Armor

merit of Igor, which seems to be contempo-

rary with the expedition it describes, approxi-

mately 1185-7. Discovered in the late i8th c.,

the manuscnpt is so unlike all that we know
of the r2th c that many scholars, especially

the French, have sought to prove that it is a

forgery There seems no doubt, however, of

Its essential genuineness, and it further high-

lights the cultural level of the pnnces. The
tale (it is wntten in a rhythmic prose, if not

actually in metre) descnbes the expedition of

Prince Igor Svyatoslavich against the Polovtsy,

a Tatar tribe, and his defeat, capture, and

final escape The work has a vitality, a poetic

flavor and a charm with its mixture of Chns-

tian and pagan motifs, that have never been

equalled in Russian literature It is one of the

finest productions of mediaeval Europe and

need not fear companson with anything of

the same penod It stands as a completely

isolated work, imitated only m crude and un-

mtelhgible paraphrases of a later period Un-
fortunately we do not know whether it was

the work of an isolated spirit or whether it

was one of a widespread type lost because of

ecclesiastical cnticism and the ravages of the

Tatar invasion.

The path of Kievan literature did not run

smooth In 1170 Pnnce Audrey Bogolyubsky

of Suzdal sacked Kiev and moved the centre

of gravity to the north, where soon it setded

in Moscow Kiev and its surrounding country

soon passed under the control of Poland and

Lithuania, the culture of Kiev and Moscow
steadily grew apart, so that when we next

hear of the south, it is markedly separate,

and Its later history belongs m Ukrame
In 1240 the Mongols and Tatars swept

into the land, again sacked Kiev, and estab-

lished control over Moscow Even such a

great foe of the German expansion to the east

as St, Alexander Nevsky in the 13th c. was a

subject of the Great Khan and died on a

tnp to his capital

Moscow steadily grew more and more un-

der eastern mfluences The road to Constan-

tinople was cut, and, while there was still

some connection with the Balkan Slavs, and

Serb and Bulganan monks brought manu-

scnpts to Russia, the culture of Moscow

retrogressed actually, and not merely rela-

tively to the mcreasing development of West-
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em Europe Whereas Vladimir Monomakh
was a cultured and literary gentleman,

Dimitry Donskoy, who admmistered the first

real defeat to the Tatars, at Kulikovo m 1389,

could scarcely sign his name

Formalism and religion increased at the

expense of eveiythmg else during these cen-

tunes, hut they were also the period when
Russian architecture and ikon painting

reached their height The Lives of the Samts

on more and more schematic patterns took

predommance over all other forms of wntmg
So did die traditional folk tales There also

appeared the first formal piece of Russian

theological wntmg, the Prosvyetitel (Jllii-

mvnator) of St Joseph Volokolamsky 1440-

1515), which he wrote in opposition to the

Judaizmg movement m the Russian Church

There can he no douht, however, that the

chief water of the period was the Tsar Ivan

IV (the Terrible, 1530-84) We are not con-

cerned with his personal character, his spells

of uncontrolled rage, he was the epitome of

the Muscovite culture of his time, and in his

letters, largely written to Prmce Audrey

Mikhailovich Kurbsky, he showed himself a

skilful pamphleteer by tummg mto keen po-

litical invective and argumentation the for-

mal rhetonc that was the product of the

Byzantine tradition Behind die inflated pe-

nods of his letters, we can see the overwhelm-

ing pnde and haughtiness of the dread Tsar,

who inadentally had opened the first prmt-

ing press m Moscow He was far more ef-

fective than his rival, Prmce Kurbsky (1528-

83), who after his flight from Moscow took

part m this unusual correspondence between

sovereign and fugitive courtier m which the

two men argued over the essence of the

Russian tsarist power and the duties of

servants towards it and towards religion

Kurbsky also wrote, under Polish influence,

a History of Russia, m which he endeavored

to condemn the policies of Ivan

Compared to these wntings, the Domo^

stroy, prepared by the pnest Sylvester and

giving the contemporary theory of patnarchal

power in the average Russian family, can

hardly coimt as literature, but it is interesting

for the point of view that it expresses and for

Its picture of Russian manners before the

great transition

The 17th c opened on much the same vein

Yet It ushered m the Troublous Times, when

the old dynasty became extinct and when

for a few years Polish troops occupied even

the Kremlin This invasion, which was ended

by the accession of the Romanovs, gave to

the Russians their first real contact with West-

ern civilization and it was followed for the

next c by the callmg of an ever larger num-

ber of scholars from Kiev to act as the teachers

of the country Yet the direct observable m-

fluence was very slight The old spint con-

tinued m the AutohiografTiy of Awakum,
(1620-81) the leader of the conservatives m
the Church controversy under Tsar Alexis,

although It is interesting that in his impas-

sioned account of his own life and hardships,

he for the first time really tned to use the

colloquial language of the day. There were

also spasmodic attempts to introduce the

miracle plays on a pattern practiced m Poland,

and in the German suburb of Moscow, we
find the first performances of dramas m the

European sense

The various types of folk song had by now
taken definite shape, although not many
were collected for another century. The most

famous were the hylmy or stanny, stones of

Fair Sun Vladimir and his court, including

the old Cossack Ilya of Murom The germs

at least of these tales go back to the Kievan

penod, for they almost ignore the existence

of Moscow and attach themselves to times

before the coming of the Tatars But opmion

is still divided as to whether these were late

productions on old themes or they had ex-

isted m substantially their present form

through the centuries They merge almost
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imperceptibly with the histoncal songs, com-

memorating events in the time of Ivan the

Terrible and the later rulers, the songs

that deal with Ivan the Terrible almost uni-

formly accept his point of view, whereas the

later ones show marked hostility to Peter

the Great There were also large numbers

of religious verses sung by blind beggars,

often incorporatmg the apocryphal legends

spread by the Bogomils in the Balkans, as

well as many folk legends and tales of magic

that reflect the lesser mythology of the pagan

Slavs These and the various seasonal songs,

as the Kolyady for Chnstmas, continued to

be the chief intellectual pleasures of the

peasants for decades after the new literature

was established

This new literature was a direct outgrowth

of the efforts of Peter the Great (1672-1725)

to introduce Western manners and thoughts

mto Russia He cared little for literature and

was interested only in practical reforms, the

formmg of a Western army and navy, the

building of St Petersburg as a Western cap-

ital, and of providing his country with the

material advances of the West He broke the

power of the Church, he reformed the

finances, he forced the adoption of Western

clothing, and it was only natural that under

the rulers that succeeded him there developed

a Western literature

Russian literature of the i8th c is a curious

phenomenon For a while it was fashionable

for Russian critics of the 19th c* to smile at

the wntings of this period as tasteless and

exuberant imitations of French pseudo-

classicism, but opinions have changed and

there is a growing appreciation of the tre-

mendous vitality of the period, despite the

artificial form in which it is concealed It is

frankly a literature that was bought and paid

for. A poet could reap the highest rewards

even to becoming the governor of a province,

if only he pleased the empress or the ap-

propriate patron. Under such conditions the

lyric poem was out of place, the fashionable

forms were grandiloquent odes praising the

various empresses, or satires on the foibles

of the day

Yet there was much work to be done and

much was accomplished, despite the artifi-

ciality Thus Prince Antiokh Kantemir (1708-

44), perhaps the earliest of these writers, em-

ployed syllabic verse m the fashion of French

and Polish This was a false start, corrected

by the theories of Vasily Kirilovich Tredya-

kovsky (1703-69), who was the first to write

humanistic criticism in Russian but who was

ndiculed as a drudge even during his own

lifetime

The real father of Russian literature was

Mikhaylo Vasilyevich Lomonosov (b be-

tween 1708 and 1715, d 1765) He was a

remarkable figure, a true encyclopedia of

science Bom on the White Sea, he made his

way to Moscow, from there he was sent to

study physics in Germany On his return as

Assistant Professor of Chemistry at the

Academy of Sciences, he maintained the dig-

nity of Russian scholarship against the Ger-

mans and distinguished himself m all

branches of natural science At the same time

he formulated the rules of Russian Grammar

and in his Ode on the Capture of Khotin

(1739) he set the first example of what was

to he Russian verse Some of his Meditations

on the Dtvme Majesty and his renderings of

the Old Testament still retain a cold and

majestic beauty that is almost imequalled

among his followers At the same time he set

the limits of the variation between Russian

and Church Slavonic, and grafted on Russian

literature the rhetoncal theories of Boileau

with the high, low, and middle styles.

Another leader of the period was Alek-

sander Petrovich Sumarokov (1717-74), who

became the first successful pla)rwnght m Rus-

sian and who won fame also for his satires on

the vices and misdemeanors of the ruling

class.
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During the reign of Catherine the Great

(1729-96) literature took another step for-

ward The Empress, a German princess, was

proud of her Russian wntings and dramas,

although they were of little more than

mediocre quality At the same time, she cor-

responded with Voltaire and was a fnend and

benefactor of the French Encyclopedists and

It has been well said that if Peter introduced

Western civilization mto Russia, Catherme

introduced ideas Her reign was deemed le

grand stecle Such poets as Gavnla Romano-

vich Derzhavm (1743-1816) with his odes

and lyrics (despite his frequent use of bathos)

and Denis Ivanovich Fonvizm (1744-92)

with his two comedies, The Brigadier and the

Unlicked Cub (Nedorasl) marked a control

of the material and spirit of Russian life and

language that had not been previously

reached At the same time Nikolay Ivanovich

Novikov (1744-1816) edited satirical journals

and introduced deism into Russia as a foil to

the Voltairean scepticism, but, taking liber-

ties that displeased Catherme, he was si-

lenced Aleksander Nikolayevich Radishchev

(1749-1802) commenced the oppositional

writing with his Journey from Petersburg to

Moscow, a savage attack on the conditions

under which the serfs were hvmg Yet even

here the spirit of imitation still dommated

and RadishcheVs work, bitter as it is, is far

too much a recital of abuses that the i8th c

author ought to see

Towards the end of the century, popular

taste changed, the writers begm to imitate the

English sentimental novel, soon there was an

abundance of Russian Richardsons and Field-

ings Yet out of this change emerged Nikolay

Mikhailovich Karamzin (1766-1826). He
was in France during the French Revolution

and became disillusioned m that country but

he had an ardent admiration for England,

freely expressed in his Letters of a Russian

^Traveller His novels, as Poor Liza, were very

populai^ but Karamzin turned more and more

to history and m Marfa the Mayor's Wife, a

tale of old Novgorod, he penned the phrase

that was to be his futuie motto ^'Uncivilized

peoples love freedom, civilized peoples love

order, and there can be no order without

autocracy.” He became court histonographer,

his History of the Russian Empre, when the

first 8 V. appeared, was the first massive Rus-

sian work to have an extensive sale. But its

effect was that thereafter writers that dealt

with history were regarded as liable to be

reactionary It was well wntten prose, how-

ever, and the language of Karamzin became

the norm for the next generation

To the same penod belongs Ivan Andreye*

vich Kiylov (1768-1844), the distinguished

fable writer He had tried other modes of

expression with little success, but when he

turned to fables, his fame succeeded all ex-

pectations He left about two hundred, most

of them original, and his works with their

kmdly but platitudinous humor have become

the favontes of aU classes of soaety. He was

one of the most distinctively Russian charac-

ters of the day, and has retamed his fame

despite all changes of critical taste

Early m the 19th c. German romanticism

appeared m Russian through the writmgs of

Vasily Andreyevich Zhukovsky (1783-1852)

This amiable son of a Russian gentleman and

a Turkish slave girl rose to be reader to the

Empress and tutor of the children of Tsar

Nicholas I In addition he was the inter-

mediary through whom Byron, Scott, Goethe,

and Schiller were absorbed mto Russian ht-

erature, he was the fnend and adviser and

teacher of nearly all the poets of the Golden

Age.

Almost all the successful writers of the

early 19th c. were liberal members of the

anstocracy They were amateurs m the best

sense and they looked down upon the pro-

fessional wnters who had no hentage of

birth or rank behind them Such was Alek-

sander Sergeyevych Gnboyedov (1795-
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1829) who was killed by a Persian mob while

on duty as Russian ambassador at Teheran

He spent most of his life in the East, but he

IS known for one comedy, Gore ot Uma
CSorrow out of Intelligence'), which is still

a standard piece on the Russian stage, with its

clever satire at the emptiness of much that

passed for Russian high society Griboyedov

wrote It in the East as kindly memoirs of his

early years in the capital For some years the

Tsars refused to allow its production on the

stage, but it is one of the most successful

comedies and contrary to many opinions, the

Russian comedies have often proved finer

than the more senous draroas.

For a while the centre of Russian literary

study was at the Lyc^e of Tsarskoye Selo, a

school founded by Tsar Alexander I for the

training of higher government officials and

restricted to the aristocratic children of the

day It was near the palace, and Karamzin

and Zhukovsky took an active part m the

literary exercises of the students and helped

them when they got into trouble with the

authonties

From this school came the greatest of Rus-

sian poets, Aleksander Sergeyevich Pushkin^

(1799-1837) The descendant through his

father of a family famous in the reign of Ivan

the Terrible and through his mother of Hani-

bal, the 'Arab” of Peter the Great, he was
educated in the Lyc^e, where he became fa-

mous for the perfection of his Anacreontic

verse On graduation he entered the Ministry

of Foreign Affairs but for his sharp epigrams

on the regime he was soon exiled to the Black

Sea and lived for some years at Kishinev and

Odessa Then he was transferred to his

father's estates at Mikhailovskoye and was
nearly involved in the Decembrist conspiracy

He was pardoned by Tsar Nicholas I, who
became his censor and bound him in golden

chains to hfe m the capital Conditions be-

came worse when he mamed Natalya Gon-
charova, a beautiful girl who had no apprecia-

tion of his genius or interests Her flirtations

involved him in a duel with Baron d'Anth^s,

the adopted son of the Dutch Minister, and

Pushkin was mortally wounded

From his poem Ruslan and Lyudmila, a

pure romantic tale of magic and of love,

through his B)7ronic poems, as The Prisoner

of the Caucasus, The Fountain of Bakhchisa-

ray. The Gypsies, to the glonfication of Peter

in Poltava and the idealization of the old

Russia in Bons Godunov, a Shakespearean

drama, Pushkin developed a verse m which

every word contains the proper music, and

which IS as near perfection as any poet has

ever reached That exquisite art which is

the characteristic of great lyric poetry he ap-

plied also to the epic and the drama. There

is a softness and a sensuousness about his

earlier work, discarded in The Copper Horse-

man and the writings of his last period.

Yet his greatest work is Evgeny Onyegm, a

poem started on the model of Don Juan, but

becoming a bnlliant picture of Russian so-

ciety, Tatyana Larina was the first example

of a true Russian lady in the hterature Con-

trasted with her, the hero Evgeny, a bored

Petersburg dandy who spurns her yoimg and

innocent love in the country and then woos

her m vain when she is mamed, nch, and

famous in the capital, is a slight and hopeless

figure In a few brief phrases Pushkin sums

up the salient characteristics of a person, a

class, or a penod, and he possessed a sense

of artistic form that has not been equalled

He combined aU that was good m the i8th c

tradition and all that was universal m Ro-

mantiasm as it was presented to Russia

Whether he was writing folk tales, as The
Golden Cock or Tsar Saltan, or occasional

lyrics, or exquisite little dramas, his skill never

wavered.

Towards the end of his life, Pushkin turned

to prose and in The Captatn^s Daughter, a

story of the revolt of Pugachev in the i8th c

on (he style of Sir Walter Scott, or the whimsi-
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cal Tales of Byelhn, or The Queen of

Spades^ a supernatural gambling story, Push-

kin set a new standard for Russian prose Few
could match his brevity, his conciseness

Pushkin was the very symbol of the Golden

Age of Russian poetry Around him was a

group of fnends, mainly from the Lyc^e

Baron Anton Antonovich Delvig (1798-

1831), Evgeny Abramovich Barat)msky

(1800-44), Nikolay Mikhaylovich Yazykov

(1803-46)* In varying degrees they reacted

to the periods of the i8th c and Romanticism,

but they were all gentlemen first and would

have disdained the thought of being grouped

with professional waters

They were a short lived group, for almost

as soon as they commenced their career, con-

ditions became unfavorable to them Up to

this time the intellectual leadership had be-

longed to the anstocratic classes But the

young officers that had served in the armies

against Napoleon were the standard bearers

of Western idealism When they returned to

Russia and saw the reactionary policies of

the last years of Alexander I, they started

various secret societies and after the unex-

pected death of Alexander and the refusal of

his brother Konstantme to accept or reject the

throne, they tried to rouse a revolt It was the

last of the palace revolutions of the i8th c

and the first of the ideological movements of

the 19th It failed disastrously, and some of

the ringleaders were executed, including

Kondraty Fedorovich Ryleyev (1785-1826),

the author of many historical poems From

this time on, the gentry as such gave up ac-

tive participation m the progressive move-

ments and either retired to their estates or

accepted the ideas of the bureaucracy There

were no younger successors to the old group

of poets and as they passed from the scene,

they left a vacuum that was filled by men

of a very different spint

The last of the group was Mikhail Yure-

vich Lermontov^ (1814-41), a stormy and

tempestuous poet, army officer, and hero. He
was spoiled by his wealthy grandmother and

after a short stay at the University of Mos-

cow, he entered the Cadet School in St

Petersburg, then became an officer m the

Guards, from which, because of a poem on the

death of Pushkm, he was transferred to the

active army in the Caucasus He was a stormy

petrel m the eyes of the authorities and they

were more or less relieved when he too fell

in a duel, at the age of 27

Of all the wnters that passed under the

influence of Byron, Lermontov found him-

self most fully congenial with the foreign

poet Like Byron, he loved storms and excite-

ment, like him, he was ready to risk his life

on a moment's impulse He loved strange and

overwhelming passions with a steady disgust

for the ordinary prosaic interests of mortals

From childhood he had dreamed of disillu-

sionment and cynicism, his early poems were

replete with the fierce passions of the East

and the tortures of a banished soul Yet after

his exile to the Caucasus at the age of 23,

Lermontov matured rapidly and during the

last years of his life he produced a senes of

poems, many of which deal with the Cau-

casus and express his admiration for sincerity

and his quick scorn of the fashionable world

around him and of the world of letters

Lermontov was a master of rhetonc and in

his Demon, the story of the love of a fallen

angel for a mortal maiden, he achieves some

of the most bnlliant passages of imagery in

Russian So too in Mtsyn, the story of a dying

Caucasian boy, % child in heart, a monk by

fate," he shows that fierce love of hberty

which actuated him and which with his

Scotch ancestry through the Learmonts made

him a Roderick Dhu at the Russian court

In a more sober and realistic tone, he de-

scnbes the battle of Valerik in which he took

part, but even here he cannot resist a cymcal

remark to the girl whose love he had spumed

by masquerading as Don Juan,
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All this led him to prose and in The Hero

of our Time and the character of Pechorm,

he created a new type of psychological litera-

ture in Russian The work consists of a series

of short stones connected with the leading

character, who cannot be honest with him-

self or with other people, and who is satisfied

to he an axe in the hands of fate, even when

he has a broken heart To this senes belongs

Bela, of the love of Pechonn for a Caucasian

girl, and Tainan, a story of smuggling which

Chekhov regarded as the greatest short story

m Russian literature Besides the mam char-

acter, he has left us the sympathetic picture

of old Maksim Maksimich, the staff captain,

that type of Russian officer who with simple,

uncomplaining bravery and with no hope of

fame or financial reward formed the back-

bone of the aimies that were extending Rus"

sian influence and prestige along the borders

of the Empire. The early death of the poet

was a blow to the development of Russian

literature, for he was the last to stand out

for the old ideals and methods that had fash-

ioned Its rapid rise

Fedor Ivanovich Tyutchev (1803-73),

a deeply philosophical poet who wrote, at in-

frequent intervals, a most melodious Russian,

although he conducted his personal life al-

most exclusively in French On another plane

are the peasant poems of Aleksyey Vasilyevich

Koltsov (1808-42) Remote from the literary

world and a self-taught poet of humble origin,

he remodelled in literary form the old folk

motifs and was the first of the peasant poets

The outstanding prose author of the period

was Nikolay Vasilyevich Gogol"^ (1809-52),

singularly unlike his contemporaries Bom
near Poltava m Ukraine or, as it was then

called. Little Russia, delicate m health and
shy in society, he went to St Petersburg with

high hopes of becoming a literary man and
a professor of history, hut his early efforts at

poetry failed and his career as a professor of

history was speedily ended He became fa-

mous, however, with his Evenings on a Farm

near Dtkcmka, stones of ^Tittle Russian^' life,

well endowed with incidents of devils and

witches They struck a new note m the litera-

ture, which he continued with Mtrgorod, the

picture of the unruly Cossacks, which intro-

duces the immortal Taras Bulba They were

accepted as realism, but in reality there was

an unconscious caricature of his characters,

which only added to their plausibility.

With these stories Gogol paid farewell to

his native region, henceforth he wrote about

the capitals and Russia itself He tned his

hand at comedy and in The Inspector General

he so satirized the corruption of the lesser

officials that even Tsar Nicholas laughed It

almost broke the heart of the author that

what he hoped would evoke a call to re-

pentance was treated as an amusing farce

At the same time he brought out his story

The Cloak, the tale of a poor official Akaky

Akakyevich Bashmachkm (the name is as

ridiculous in Russian as in English) who con-

centrates his underpaid life on securing a new
cloak The reformers of the next decade ac-

cepted this as a plea for the reform of living

conditions among the poor, and greeted it

as the beginning of a new style of literature,

as such, It ensured Gogofis popularity for the

coming years

Then at the suggestion of Pushkin he

commenced Dead Souls, which was intended

as a huge prose poem to inculcate Gogol's

views as to the proper path that Russia should

pursue. Yet in the first part, which alone he

finished, the delightful swindler Chichikov,

who travels around the country to buy dead

souls with the idea of mortgaging them to

the bank and absconding with the money be-

fore the fraud is discovered, meets such an

amazing array of incompetent landlords that

the impression of Russia is wholly negative

and contrasts strangely with Gogol's pane-

gyrics of his country In vain he tried to con-

tinue the work. His characters emerged a$
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negative as before In vain he tried fasting

and prayer and even a pilgrimage to the Holy

Land More and more he developed a rehgious

mama and a consciousness of persecution by

the devil When his definitely reform work,

Selected Passages from Corres'pondence vnth

Fnends, was attacked by all parties, he be-

came still more discouraged, he died in a con-

dition near insanity.

The Decembrist Revolt and the stern meas-

ures of suppression adopted by Nicholas I

had broken the spirit of the hberal aristocrats,

and the thirties saw the nse of a group of

journalists and thinkers that felt themselves

sharply separated from the cultured aristocrats

that had dominated literature since the tune

of Peter the Great These new men gravitated

into the two schools of the Slavophiles and

the Westerners, whose disputes marked the

course of Russian literature for decades

The Slavophiles were on the whole nch

and happy conservatives, who believed that

Russia was being corrupted by the mnova-

tions from the West They believed m the

autocracy, in the Orthodox Church, and m
the communal organizations of the peasants,

even though they deplored serfdom They
did most of their work in the salons, few of

them became distmguished wnters They

were largely of the type of Sergey Timofeye-

vich Aksakov (1791-1859) who wrote (after

1840) A Family Chronicle and The Early

Years of Bagrov-Grandson, the finest sympa-

thetic study of life on the old patriarchal es-

tates of Russia, and Aleksyey Stepanovich

Khomyakov (1804-60) with his theological

studies of the essence of the Orthodox

Church, which were as much resented by the

government as were the progressive ideas of

the Westerners He was followed by the

Kireyevsky brothers, Ivan (1806-56) and

Peter (1808-56), and a succession of other

bnliiant writers and critics, as Konstantin

Nikolayevich Leontyev (1831-91).

The more fertile field was that of the

Westerners They were foreshadowed by

Peter Yakovlevich Chaadayev (1793-1856),

who severely condemned Russian history and

culture from a Roman Catholic standpoint

(although he never joined that church) in

The Philosophical Letters^ but their great im-

pulsion came when out of the Moscow circle

of Stankevich appeared Vissarion Grigorye-

vich Belinsky (1810-48) The furious Vissa-

tion, as he was nicknamed, became the leader

and soul of the rismg intelligentsia He was

the son of a poor physician and was compelled

to make his hving by his pen Starting with

the ideals of Schelhng, he soon turned to the

social teachings of the French pre-Marxian

socialists, he demanded that all hterature

possess a definite civic message and inter-

preted this to mean that all good writings

must be more or less revolutionary The next

decades saw this process carried further m
the writings of Aleksander Ivanovich Herzen

(1812-70), Nikolay Gavnlovich Cherny-

shevsky (1808-89) with his novel, What is

to he Done?, Nikolay Aleksandrovich Do-

brolyubov (1836-81) and Dmitry Ivanovich

Pisarev (1840-78) who developed the new
ideas to a pomt where he denied the value

of art and even preached that ‘hoots are

greater than Pushkm ” The group represented

the growmg interest m natural science, and

ultimately formed the nucleus of the later

nihilists before they adopted terroristic meth-

ods One and all msisted that Russia must

learn from the West and must apply without

delay the latest lessons of advanced Western

thought They replaced hterary criticism vuth

pohtical and sociological discussions and in

a caste society they formed a casteless group,

and died of tuberculosis almost as rapidly as

the older aristocrats of revelry and duels.

Yet it was under their teachings that the

vast amount of Russian wnters lived for the

next half century, and if they were not able

to do more than sway the masters, their in-

fluence upon the lesser men was much more
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dangerous and destructive Naturally poetry

felt their scourge most severely, and there are

few important poets during the next years It

was the golden age of the novel

Ivan Sergeyevich Turgenev^ (1818-83) is

the most European of the Russian writers He

was typical of the group, for his quarrels with

his mother had brought him to the verge of

disinheritance, so that he found it more con-

venient to spend his time in Western Europe

and return home only at infrequent intervals

Abroad he was the fnend of all the literary

men of Europe, he received an honorary de-

gree from Oxford, he was the first exponent

of Russian literature abroad A confirmed foe

of serfdom, Turgenev made his reputation

with the Memotrs of a Sportsman, a senes of

hunting sketches that in their influence on

the emancipation of the serfs have been com-

pared to Uncle Tom's Cabin They are fax

more artistic, for Turgenev rarely pictures

evil landowners but emphasizes in every

story the superior human qualities of the

serfs, so that as the stones appeared indi-

vidually there was nothing m them that sum-

moned censorship, but when they appeared

m book form the impression they produced

was overwhelmmg, it is said that Tsar Alex-

ander II constantly kept a copy of the book

before him

For nearly twenty years, m a senes of six

novels, Rudin, A Nest of Nobles, On the

Eve, Fathers and Children, Smoke, and Vir-

gin Soil, Turgenev traced the rising develop-

ment of the self-conscious progressive think-

ers, those young men and women that were

conscious of their social mission and their

social obligations and were seeking for a

way to do their duty to their people The
stones are preeminently readable In almost

all, the Russian woman is far more capable

of self-sacnfice and of decisive action than

the man The most perfect story is the Nest

of Nobles, but the greatest is Fathers and

Children, with its masterly sketch of Bazarov,

the nihdist (Turgenev brought the word into

general use) who tries in vain to subject all

his impulses to scientific law Unfortunately

the younger generation took offence at the

character and severely castigated the author,

so that his reputation never recovered, and a

note of bitterness, a loss of his old urbanity,

colors his later work Nevertheless his skill

did not lessen and in his Poems in Prose,

written almost on his deathbed, in little

sketches and well-chosen words, he set forth

his faith and his confidence in his country.

Aleksander Ivanovich Goncharov (1812-

91) lacked the intellectual curiosity that

strongly marked most of the men of his period

He lived almost the old vegetable existence

and dunng his long life produced only three

novels, but one of them, Oblomov, is a Rus-

sian masterpiece This picture of the amiable

man that cannot be stirred to action, even to

marry his beloved, is a model of the Russian

raised under serfdom Oblomov is not indif-

ferent, but his unwillingness to act until he

can know the nght course leads him out of

the world, which is moving on in spite of

Itself At times Goncharov may seem to be

on the side of the status quo, but he reveals

Its weaknesses just as casually as he shows its

virtues He is xmdoubtedly the greatest Rus-

sian author that has failed to make an im-

pression abroad, because of the slowness of

his style and the small amoimt of action m
his plots, but at home he has achieved a well

deserved popularity

To this generation belong the two great

masters of Russian and of world literature,

Count Leo Tolstoy’^ and Feodor Dostoyevsky.*^

Count Leo Nikolayevich Tolstoy (1828-

1910) was undoubtefiy the greatest figure of

his day. Successful in all that he undertook,

whether as army officer, land-owner, family

man, or author, he was tortured throughout

his life by the moral problems of humanity.

Profoundly interested m ethical and rehgious

problems but unable to attain any mystical
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expenence, he stands out through the sharp

contradictions in his character and views

There is hardly an idea that he defends which

he does not somewhere condemn, if not ex-

pliatly, then by the brilhance of his char-

acters He had a photographic mmd and m
his wntmgs he pictures with amazmg charm

and accuracy that society agamst which he

turned His final death at the railroad station

of Astapovo, where he was taken ill after

leaving his estate at Yasnaya Polyana to es-

cape the worldhness of his ivife whom he

had tramed in the way m which she should

go, IS a final symbol of the conflict that raged

withm him as one mood or another gamed the

upper hand

From the moment when he entered upon

the hterary scene with his Childhood, Boy-

hood, and Youth, Tolstoy remained an Olym-

pian figure in the life of the day His works

are one long confession of Coimt Leo Tolstoy.

Diabolically proud, he had an mcurable in-

fenonty complex, anstocratic to the last de-

gree, he strove to live the life of a peasant.

He presented realistic sketches of the Crimean

War in his stones from Sevastopol, and Tsar

Nicholas I ordered him kept out of danger

In The Cossacks he studied the same hero,

himself among the natives of the Caucasus,

and left mumtable pictures of the Cossack

life. In such stones as Lucerne and KhoU
stomyer, (a Russian Black Beauty') he asks

the most difficult questions of humanity and

civilization, and without asserting, shows its

emptiness

Then after his marriage, while the happy

side was uppermost, he wrote his masterpiece

War and Peace, a study of Russia dunng the

Napoleonic Wars and of the two anstocratic

famihes, the Bolkonskys who were too busy

thinkmg to live, and the Rostovs who were too

busy hvmg to think Natasha Rostova is un-

doubtedly Tolstoy^s ideal woman, and in

Nikolay Rostov with his hmited but good-

hearted character we have a definite picture

of one aspect of Tolstoy himself The other

side is shown m Pierre Bezukhov with his

constant struggle to find the nght mode of

life In addition to this, the story is a con-

demnation of the Napoleonic cult and a vmdi-

cation of the soundness of the Russian people

who are able in their apparent lack of order

to overcome the French military machine and

to save their country. War and Peace is not

so much a novel as a vast panorama of Rus-

sian life presented with little of the morbid

moral hypochondria that was soon to develop

m the author.

The cursed questions of the world were

growmg heavier when he wrote Anna
Karenina, the tale of the brilliant and fas-

cinating woman who leaves her son and her

stupid official husband for her lover Vronsky,

and goes to pieces m the process Never has

the downward step of an adulteress been traced

with a surer hand and never has the real

reason for her downfall been more com-

pletely hidden, for every reader feels on al-

most every page the horror of her life with

Karenm and her supenority to the women
that toy with their emotions and remam re-

spectable Contrasted to this is the love of

Levm and Kitty, but again Levin shares all

of Tolstoy's own moral problems and m the

middle of an externally happy life he is tom
and tortured by his desire to live well and to

understand why he does so.

After Anna Karenina, the moral crisis that

overwhelmed Tolstoy took an aggravated

form, and he gave up all attempts at litera-

ture after writing his Confession, one of the

great works of its type For nearly a decade

he busied himself with studies of theology and

ethics and outlmed his philosophy, which

may well be summarized in the assertion that

man must live by stnct fulfilment of the

Sermon on the Mount Later he returned to

the fictional form to write stones with a

moral, as The Kreutzer Sonata, The Death of

Ivan Ilyich, and various pieces left unpub-
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listed, as Hadjt Murat, and his successful

drama, The Powei of Darkness He also pub-

lished his third great novel, Resurrection, to

secure funds for the removal of the Dukho-

bors to Canada There are powerful passages

in this, but on the whole it does not compare

with the earlier works The best works of his

later days are his short sketches, as Master and

Man, in which he expounds his moral views

We must also mention What ts ArP, Tolstoy^s

ideas as to the meaning and significance of

ait as that which should appeal to the sim-

ple, pious peasant, and also his diatribe

against Shakespeare, whom he detested as he

had Napoleon

The other outstanding genius of the period

was Feodor Mikhailovich Dostoyevsky

(1821-81) His father, an army doctor, se-

cured an education for his son in the En-

gineering School, but fundamentally Do-

stoyevsky belonged to the shabby genteel He
soon left the army and took up literature, but

from carelessness and gambling he was al-

most constantly in debt His first story, Poor

Folk (1846), IS the tale of a poor clerk like the

hero of GogoFs Cloak, but despite his poverty

he is able to care for a girl who is more

miserable than himself The story appealed to

the sentimental feelings of the forties, but

Dostoyevsky lost his speedily acquired fame

with his second novel, The Double, one of the

mysteries of his career His other early stories

introduced the standard types of his later

characters, the dreamer, who lives in a world

of his own mental imagination and who is

often tom by conflicting emotions, and the

weak heart, the mdividual guided solely by
his emotions and helplessly buflfeted by fate,

with no possibihty of resistance

In 1848 Dostoyevsky was a member of the

group that centered around Petrashevsky and
after an arrest, tnal, and sentence to death,

he was sent to Sibena at hard labor for four

years and then was put in the army as a
private It was ten years before he was al-

lowed to return to Russia and resume his

literary work His confinement changed his

ideas and made him perhaps more conserva-

tive, but It also sharpened his epilepsy and

left him m delicate health

On his return his first stories, as The Vil-

lage Stepanchtkovo and its Inhabitants, The

Humiliated and Insulted, continue his old

method, as does the Memoirs of a Dead

House, his amazing picture of life m a Si-

berian prison

Then he suddenly blossomed out with the

Memoirs from' Underground, one of the con-

centrated torrents of human gall and bitter-

ness in literature This was followed by his

four great novels, Crime and Punishment, the

story of the poor student Raskolnikov who

kills a scoundrelly money lender to show that

he IS a superman and who is brought back to

some degree of normalcy by the samdy prosti-

tute Sonya Marmeladova, The Idiot, the story

of the saintly Pnnce Myshkin who follows

the promptings of his heart and is tom be-

tween the two proud women, Aglaya Epan-

china and the unfortunate Nastasya Filip-

povna, The Devils (or The Possessed), the

tale of the superman Nikolay Stavrogm and

his dupes and doubles, Petr Stepanovich

Verkhovensky, the cynical and ambitious rev-

olutiomst, Kirillov the engineer intent upon

securing his freedom from God by commit-

ting suicide, and Shatov, the half-crazed in-

tellectual who elevates nationality to God,

and finally The Brothers Karamazov with the

unrestrained Dimitry in whom there still

burns an admiration for the good, Ivan the

cynical intellectual who is forced to see that

his own brain is not enough as a guide to

life, and the saintly Alyosha He also wrote

three lesser novels, The Gambler, The Eternal

Husband, and The Raw Youth

Taken as a whole, the novels of Dostoyev-

sky push the analysis of the human soul

farther than any writer before or since

Dostoyevsky is not interested, as is Tolstoy,
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m the externals of his story With a merciless

scalpel and unemng logic he penetrates into

the subconscious mind of his characters and

shows them confronted with the cursed ques-

tions of God and the devih of good and evil

His characters are ideas but they are per-

sonalized to the last item and each one of

them strikes an answenng chord in the hu-

man heart as symptoms of what man must

avoid if he is to be happy and spintually at

ease.

Dostoyevsky teaches a Chnstiamty that

recognizes the good m the worst of men and

the evil in the best At times he resorts to

melodrama At times he indulges in vehement

tirades But he puts his finger on the evils

of human nature and on man's efforts to

secure spintual peace He is cruel and S37mpa-

thetic, he is proud and humble, and his ideal

is a true Christian life of submission to the

world around us and full obedience to a

conditional morality that judges man not by
his acts but by his motives All this stands

in curious contradiction to his journalistic

writings, which at times are Slavophile and

often chauvinistic

His influence on world literature has been

tremendous, in a real sense all modem fiction

is post'Dostoyevskian,

Beside these giants, the other v^iters seem

insignificant Such are eg the dramatist,

Aleksander Nikolayevich Ostrovsky (1823-

86), with his plays on the hfe of the Russian

merchant class with their patnarchal mode of

living, Nikolay Alekseyevich Nekrasov (1821-

77), with his poems based on the sufferings

of the people and the civic and humanistic

journalistic verse that attracted the enthu-

siasm of his contemporaries, Aleksyey Kon-

stantinovich Tolstoy (1817-75), the cultured

gentleman and poet who was strangely at-

tracted by the character of Ivan the Temble,

Mikhail Evgrafovich Saltykov-Shchedrin

(1826-89), the satinst who treated for years

all the sores of Russian social hfe and in the

Golovtev Family created one of the most

gloomy pictures of hfe on the Russian estates,

Aleksyey Feofilaktovich Pisemsky (1820-

81), with his cynical skepticism and his tend-

ency to criticize the intelligentsia, for which

he was roundly condemned and almost forced

from literature, Nikolay Semenovich Lyeskov

(1831-95) with his sketches of Russian saints

and sinners and his novel on the Cathedral

Clergy Poetry was disregarded, and the few

poets, as Afanasi Afanasyevich Shenshm-Fet

(1820-92), found themselves m almost gen-

eral disfavor

Despite any defects of careless and hurried

writings and of ideological weakness, Russia

produced between 1810 and 1830 an amazing

generation of writers It is more surprising

that It was a short lived dawn, few of the

authors bom during the next thirty years

attained even to second rank The best were

the so-called Narodnik (Populist) wnters, as

Gleb Ivanovich Uspensky (1840-1902) who
sought to give a realistic picture of the hard-

ships of peasant life The clashes of groups

within the intelligentsia and the general con-

ceptions of the duty of a writer and citizen

served to deaden the literary talents of the

younger men, and it was not until the next

generation that literature revived

The murder of Alexander II m 1881 marks

a turning point in Russian literature It mtro-

duced a new age of conscious reaction Be-

tween 1875 and 1885 practically all the older

wnters either died or relapsed into silence,

the ground was cleared for the new literary

movement

The i88o's were a gloomy period The futil-

ity of the old dreams of social reform was

manifest to all The short story was preferred

to the longer novel Vsevolod Mikhaylovich

Garshin (1853-88) portrayed morbid and in-

sane personalities, Vladimir Galaktionovich

Korolenko (1853-1921) cast a lyric glow over

the hard hfe of the people, as in Makar's

Dream In poetry, Semen Yakovlevich Nad-
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son (1862-87) tried to sound the old notes of

CIVIC obligation but confessed his inability to

change the popular mood

It was in this period that Anton Pavlovich

Chekhov^ (1860-1904) began his work, and

he always remained rooted in its twilight

feeling The grandson of an ex-serf, Chekhov

supported himself while studying medicine

at the University of Moscow by writmg comic

stones for the cheap reviews of the day, it

was only later, when he became a vmter for

the Novoye Vremyay that he developed his

more mature style Yet he came to this

through his comic work, and the comic spirit

remained strong in his life and conversation,

even though it vanished from his literary

work The victim of a joke may not feel the

humor of it, from this starting point, Chek-

hov's characters come to notice the impossi-

bility of expressing themselves completely

even to their best fnends, to persons reared

m the same environment This is the prevail-

ing mood in both his stories and his plays

His hero is the sensitive, thwarted soul who
suffers under the pressure of the unfeeling

bourgeois society of the average provinaal

town His dramas, imdramatic plays but pic-

tures of moods and shadows, fitted the doc-

tnnes of the Moscow Art Theatre, which had

been inaugurated by K S Stanislavsky and

Vladimir Nemirovich-Danchenko and in The
Gully Uncle Vanya, The Three Sisters, and

The Cherry Orchard, he furnished the Art

Theatre with its best Russian dramas He
died prematurely, of tuberculosis

No literature could live indefinitely in this

depressing atmosphere of discouragement and

hesitation Some new solution was necessary*

For part of the Russian public, this was found

in the development of Marxian theones,

which assumed a promment role in the mid
90's and transferred the burden of progress

from the peasants to the growing class of fac-

tory workers

The leader of this change was Maxim

Gorky'^ (Aleksey Nikolayevich Pyeshkov,

1869-1939) The young Gorky, bom and

reared in the slums of Nizhni Novgorod and

wandermg among the hosyaks (barefoot mi-

gratory workers) and the most underpriv-

ileged groups of Russia, still retained a joy in

life that seems almost impossible, in his early

stones, as Makar Chudra, his outcast heroes

live harder and feel harder than the smug

peasants or mtellectuals whom they despise

There is a sort of inverted romanticism in

these heroes that won an instant hearing As

Gorky came into closer contact with the social

democrats and the revolutionists, he became

more realistic and endeavored to wnte long

and didactic novels, but they did not have the

freshness of his early stories Even his play

The Lower Depths, while it was successful,

especially abroad, lacks the sensitiveness of

the work of Chekhov Then in 1913 he

changed his style and in his autobiographic

works, as Childhood, Among People, My
University Days, he did his best work He
exercised a great influence upon the next

generation, and when the Revolution of 1917

broke out, he became the outstanding guard-

ian of the cultural past of Russia He was the

unoiGBcial writer of the Soviet regime, but

even m his last novel, The Life of Klim

Samgtn, he pictured the old pre-Revolutionary

Russia rather than the new reahty that he

had had a great part in creating

The most popular writer of the day was

Leonid Nikolayevich Andreyev (1871-

1919), a sharp contrast to Gorky The most

profoundly negative of Russian authors, he

never attempted to draw living characters, he

created automata for life to torture Whether

It was a story of failure or one of his symbolic

dramas, as The Life of Man, he sought in

sharp colors to produce abstractions that lead

to a complete negation

Other authors, more or less xmder the in-

fluence of Gorky, were V Veresayev (Vikfenti

Vikentiyevich Smidowicz, b. 1864); A Sera-
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fimovich (Alelcsander Sergeyevich Popov, b

1863), Aleksander Ivanovich Kuprin (1870-

i939)> the only Russian author that tended

to become a popular writer in the American

sense by treatmg in a readable style all types

of subjects with no ideological content, and

Ivan Aleksyeyvich Bunin^ (b 1870), the

greatest hterary artist of the group His novel

The Village, represents the last act m the

disintegration of the estate life so highly

praised by Turgenev, and his story The Gen-

tleman from San Francisco won for him the

Nobel Prize Mikhail Petrovich Artsybashev

(1878-1927) ivrote sexual stories, especially

Santn, which swept Europe by storm after

1905

Those vmters that were not aflFected by

Marxism cast off the fetters of social improve-

ment that had held so long upon Russian

hterature and struck out on a new course of

*^art for art's sake " They followed the French

decadents and symbohsts, but they found in

the Russian religious sects and in vanous

aspects of Russian life a real basis for their

work, which was more substantial and more

national than were the possibihties in France

They improved the technical side of litera-

ture, they broadened the available subject

matter to mclude the past and the future, the

entire world and the whole of the Russian

Empire, mstead of the capital cities and the

few provinces immediately around them

Among this group stood Dmitry Sergeyevich

Merezhkovsky (1866-1942) with his novel

trilogy, Christ and Antichrist (The Death

of the Gods or Julian the Apostate, The Resur-

rection of the Gods or Leonardo da Vtnd,

and Peter and Alexis') More and more

Merezhkovsky's thought came to fit into the

stubborn framework of thesis, antithesis, and

synthesis, with resulting damage to both his

hterary skill and the clanty of his thmking

Others of this group were Konstantin Dmitn-

yevich Balmont (1867-1943) and Valery

Yakovlevich Bryusov (1873-1924), both mas-

ters of poetry Bryusov's The Republic of the

Southern Cross, a weird story of a hypotheti-

cal state at the South Pole and its destruction,

as well as The Fiery Angel and On the Altar

of Victories, show the breadth of his imagina-

tion Vyacheslav Ivanov (b 1866) was also

of this group, as was Andrey Byely (Bon?

Nikolayevich Bugayev, 1880-1934), a bnl-

hant poet and critic, but a man who became

so imbued with the anthroposophy of Rudolph

Steiner that at times his work is almost unm-

telhgible, even to the educated reader How-
ever, such a work as The Silver Dove is a

masterly study of the conflict of East and

West in -Russia.

The influence of Vladimir Sergeyevich

Solovyev (1853-1900), poet, mystic, philos-

opher and theologian, especially his last work.

Three Conversations with the Vision of Anti-

christis, his most important prose production,

grew on the Symbolist wnters, for Solovyev

under the guise of Sophia (Wisdom) had

wntten mystical love poems to the Eternal

Feminine. He especially shaped the develop-

ment of the greatest of the group, Aleksander

Aleksandrovich Blok (1880-1921) In his

early poems, Blok was a slavisji worshiper of

the Fair Lady, the same vague mystenous

creature as was the Sophia of Solovyev, with

the passage of time, she disappeared, then re-

appeared as the Pretty Girl-Friend It was a

coarsenmg of the ongmal conception, but she

still retained the ethereal qualities of her first

form Blok came to mclude Russia under the

same figure, and in many of his poems (as

Lermontov m his last verses) he comes to

glonfy those qualities that the ordinary

human vision would condemn When the

Revolution broke out, he welcomed it with

The Twelve, the most strikmg piece of Soviet

poetry, and with The Scythians, a thunderous

warning to the West to be fnends with the

Soviets and take the consequences

The last years before the Russian Revolu-

tion saw a marked multiplication of poetic
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schools Opposed to the Dionysiac mysticism

o£ the symbolists, theie was formed the Apol-

lonian school of the acmeists, led by Nikolay

Stepanovich Gumilev (1886-1921) with his

positive mood and his use of cleai images

Here too belongs his one-time wife Anna

Akhmatova (b 1889), the outstanding woman

poet of Russia, and also Osip Emilievich Man-

delstam Another school was that of the Ego-

Futurists, led by Igor Severyanin (Igor Vasil-

yevich Lotarev, 1887-1942), with his vulgar-

izing of poetry to suit the ideals of a sophisti-

cated bourgeois civilization, and there was

also a movement led by Kruchonykh to pro-

duce ''tians-sense’^ poetry, the writing in

structures of artificially created words, with-

out regard to meaning Futuiism too devel-

oped, but its leader Vladimir Mayakovsky did

his best work after the Revolution

During the First World War, Russian liter-

ature maintained on the whole a defeatist

attitude, very few authors, as Leonid An-

dreyev, actively supported the cause of the

Allies The war was succeeded by the revolu-

tion and most of the modeiately liberal writ-

ers, turning against the Bolsheviks, left the

land.

The emigration has been remarkably sterile

Bunin has continued publishing, but the vast

majority of the authors have drifted toward a

romantic and nostalgic picturing of the Rus-

sion past before 1914, without regard to their

previous experience of it Few new venters

have developed For a while the Cossack

ataman (commander) Peter Nikolayevich

Krasnov won popular favor with such vmt-

mgs as From the Two-headed Eagle to the

Red Flag^ but he has become steadily more

reactionary and mystical and his work will

hve only in selected extracts of vivid battle

scenes The only outstanding group of think-

ers developed was that of the Evrazitsy, who
sought the significance of Russia as distinct

from both Europe and Asia, but this group

too soon disintegrated and its philosophical and

historical works have not attracted the atten-

tion they deserve Of the younger men, Syrin

(V V Nabokov, b 1899) is ivritmg in Eng-

lish, M A Aldanov (b 1886) has continued

to write and develop

The poets, and the various symbolists and

experimenters, for the most part remained in

Russia and despite the difficult conditions of

life in the first years continued to produce

Prose nearly died during the height of the

civil wars, when it was almost impossible to

procure paper, and the authors were depend-

ent upon the efforts of Gorky for the very

means of existence Yet it was not long before

literature began to revive, but in a very

different shape

In poetry the Imaginists developed, out-

standing was the peasant poet Sergey Yesenin

(1895-1925) His ideal of the Revolution

was a peasant utopia, but the piety of his

early works soon gave way to a sacrilegious

hooliganism as he tried to adapt himself to

what he conceived to be urban life This

change was evident not only in his vwitings

but in his daily life and his preposterous mar-

riage with Isadora Duncan, his attempts at

long poems were not successful, but he is

decidedly undervalued for work that he did

well Yet he could not adapt himself to life,

and comimtted suicide in 1925

The same fate befell Vladimir Mayakovsky

(1893-1930), the leader of the Russian Fu-

turists Capable of vwiting poems that almost

begged for loudspeaker expression, Mayakov-

sky thundered against the old culture and

glorified all that the Soviet accomplished His

longei: works, as The Mystery Bouffe,

150,000,000 and his poems on the Five Year

Plan, were quite in the spirit of the day, but

Mayakovsky was a complete egotist and de-

spite his valiant participation in the literary

disputes, he was too much of an individualist

for the times and followed Yesenin in smcide

m 1930

Demyan Byedny (Yefim A Pndvorov^
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1883-1944) was poet laureate of the Com-
munist party He had joined Lenin early and

while not a great poet, some of his fables are

preeminently readable and it is almost certain

that parts of his works will grow in favor He
IS often regarded as a mere journalistic poet

but when he is at his best, he is decidedly

more

The Revolution brought to the front a

group of proletarian poets, A K Gastev (b

1882) and others, who glonfied the machine

and saw the future of humanity in terms of

factories and of forges They were favored at

certain periods, but it is still doubtful how
far their works will survive Some of them,

as A I Bezymensky (b 1898), have shown

signs of mastering their matenal and of allow-

ing their poetical gift to take precedence over

their communistic theones

Among the leading poets of the present day

who are deserving of mention are Nikolay

Aseyev (b 1889), the friend and admirer of

Mayakovsky, Nikolay Tikhonov (b 1896)

who IS acclaimed as one of the leading au-

thors for what are really novels in verse, and

the Constructivist Ilya Selvmsky (b 1899)

In a different sense Marfa Kryucheva (b

1876) has from the peasant inspiration suc-

ceeded in preserving the old hylina forms and

adapting them to the modern content as in

The Lay of Lemn, where she retells the story

of Lenin m the old folk-heroic manner Yet

on the whole, Soviet literature has again

passed from a poetical to a prose penod, much
as Russian literature did a century ago

Prose literature passed through many of

the same phases as the poetry, although it was

somewhat later in starting and the bulk of the

older prose writers joined the emigration

During the Civil War, Evgeny Ivanovich

Zamyatin (1885-1937) had much to do with

training a group of younger authors, but he

was fond of unclear statements and a compli-

cated style as in The Cave^ a companson of

life m Petrograd to that of paleolithic man.

Later satires and novels displeased the au-

thonties, and his novel We was never pub-

lished in the Soviet Lfnion, Zamyatin went

abroad

The development of Soviet literature can-

not be understood without consideration of

the vanous ideological clashes that took place

within the government itself It was obvious

that no counter-revolutionary literature could

be published, but the question soon rose as

to the real meaning of 'counter-revolutionary^^

m the Communist ideology To the most

ardent writers of proletarian ongin, the term

included the wntmgs of all persons that were

not m their class and not members of the

Communist party, and they demanded that

all such should be suppressed There were

other Communists who felt that the non-

Communists should be allowed to write, pro-

vided that they did nothing to contradict the

official policy or create a menace to the estab-

lished order For such partial sympathizers

the name Fellow Travelers was invented, and

they were allowed to publish a journal The
discussion was long and bitter, and the gov-

ernment attitude and policy changed from

time to time

Thus m the beginning there was formed

the Proletkult (Proletarian Culture'), headed

by Bogdanov, a Marxian theonst, and this

group sought to do work independently of the

Communist party When it was forced to

give up Its pretensions, many of its members

joined the October group and published first

the journal At the Post, then At the Literary

Post The struggle of these groups against the

Fellow Travelers, who had been given con-

siderable autonomy during the years of the

New Economic Policy, met with success m
1929 when the RAPP (Russian Association of

Proletarian Writers) under the cntic Aver-

bakh became the practical dictator of litera-

ture and turned all the energies of the hterary

men to the service of the Five Year Plan

Their triumph was shortlived, for m 1932
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the RAPP was dissolved and was replaced by

the All-Unton Association of Soviet Writers,

which definitely launched the slogan of so-

cialist realism as the goal of Soviet hterature

This resulted m considerably more freedom

for the authors, and, while it has never been

accurately defined, socialist realism has been

the distinguishing characteristic of most wnt-

ers since

Such political stress upon the writers

could not fail to have its reflections upon the

contents of the works Nevertheless Soviet

literature has developed a positive faith in the

general organization of the country which

had not existed since the Decembrist revolu-

tion and the transfer of literature from the

hands of men who counted themselves an

important part of the governing class to the

critical intelligentsia

Many of the early prose writers, as Bons

Pilnyak (B A Vogau, b 1894), treated

the Revolution as had Bely and Remizov

Pilnyak's Naked Year was a tale of the bru-

tality of the Revolution and the Cml War
mixed with archaizing tendencies from the

Russian past, he used this mannerism until

he was finally denoxmced as a bourgeois and

compelled to change his style

On the other hand many of the early writ-

ers, forming the so-called Serapion Brothers,

tried to write without mannerisms or theories

Some of them were men that had taken an

active part m the Red Army and without

being interested in the psychological study of

characters or the details of Communist dogma

wrote interesting stories of life as it went on

during the years of struggle Such were Isaak

Babel (b 1894) with his Red Cavalry, a

collection of tales of the Cavalry Army of

Budenny, and also Vsevolod Ivanov (b

1895) with his tales of the struggles in Sibena,

as Armored Train 14-69 and The Child Here

also belongs Dmitry Furmanov (1891-1926)

with his novel Chafoyev, the account of a

peasant soldier who became a successful

leader of the Red Army These stones live

because of the frankness and honesty with

which thev face the horrors of war, without

any moralizing upon the rights and wrongs

of the question

It was not long, however, before there

appeared stones more or less reminiscent of

the older literature Thus Konstantin Fedin

(b 1892) in Cities and Years introduced in

the character of Audrey Startsev a hero quite

similar m his weakness to the older leaders

of the intelligentsia The same is true with

many of the novels of Leonid Leonov (b

1899), who shows marked influence of

Dostoyevsky m his analysis of human char-

acter and weaknesses, while Aleksander

Fadeyev (b 1901) in The Rout shows the

same type of hero but with a strong resem-

blance to Leo Tolstoy

Other wnters sought to trace the spreading

of the Communist way of life through various

phases of existence Thus Lydia Seyfullina

(b 1889) especially m Manure shows the

reactions of the peasants, even those that were

confirmed Communists, to the various aspects

of the new philosophy that was changing not

merely some one particular theory but all the

elements of life Thus there developed also a

considerable school of wnters deahng with

sexual problems under the new conditions, as

Pantaleimon Romanov (b 1884) with his

stones as Without Cherry Blossoms and his

novel Comrade Kislyakov or Three Pairs of

Silk Stockings, also Sergey Malashkin (b

1890) with The Moon on the Right Side, On
the other hand Feodor Gladkov (b 1883) m
Cement gives a good picture of the sincere

and finally successful efforts of his hero, a

returned soldier, to restore to order a ruined

cement plant The whole story is of a type

with the ordinary Amencan success novels of

the last century and the doctnnal interludes

are kept to a minimum Meanwhile Mikhail

Zoshchenko (b 1895) kept up a running fire

of satire both at the remains of the bourgeois
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ideology and also at certain details of Com-

munist life

Among the older writers who returned

from the emigration there is Aleksyey

Nikolayevich Tolstoy (1883-1945) He had

pubhshed abroad an mterestmg novel on

the Russian collapse, The Path of Suffering

Among his later works is Aelita, a fantastic

picture of an attempt to establish a Soviet

revolution on the planet Mars, but he has

won especial fame by his novel on the life of

Peter I, one of the outstanding pieces of the

new hterature.

He is only one of a large number of

authors that have attempted histoncal novels

Thus we have the Stenka Razin of Aleksyey

Chapygm (1870-1937), a story of 17th c

Russia, and the works of Yury Tynyanov (b

1894) as Kuchlya, the biography of Kuchel-

becker, a fnend of Pushkin, and The Death

of Vazir Mukhtar, the last year of the hfe

of Griboyedov The outstanding author is,

however, Mikhail Sholokhov (b 1905) with

his long novel The Quiet Don, a picture of

the life of the Don Cossacks before and after

the Revolution It seems modeled on Tolstoy s

War and Peace, and it comes nearer to that

masterpiece than any other Soviet work

There is also a considerable amount of

satire on the foibles of the Soviets, as Valentin

Katayev's (b 1897) The Embezzlers, and the

wntings of Ilya Ilf (d 1940) and Evgeny

Petrov (killed 1942) as Twelve Chairs, The
Golden Calf and One-storeyed America

There is satire also m the writings of Ilya

Ehrenburg (b. 1891) and real humor in the

description of his picaresque characters Envy,

of Yury Olesha (b. 1899), shows a clever

psychological analysis of Soviet reality and a

certain amount of laughter at the expense of

the Babbits of Soviet industrialism

" Under the supremacy of the RAPP during

the Five-Year Plan, most of the authors found

It expedient to give up their other wntmgs to

cooperate Thus Sholokhov mterrupted The

Quiet Don to produce Virgin Soil Upturned,

perhaps the best of these novels, which all

tended to follow a definite pattern and which

marked a pronounced retrogression from the

variety that was visible during the preceding

years Thus Fedor Panferov (b 1896) in

Brush produced a novel that in 1930 was

universally hailed and almost as unanimously

condemned m 1934, after the ending of the

RAPR
Russian drama has followed the same gen-

eral course, but while the theatre has pros-

pered, the quality of the plays has not kept

pace with the development of the art of

presentation Among the best are Katayev's

Sqtmnng the Circle, a comedy of Soviet

marriage, and Fear, by A N Afinogenov

(1904-42), a study of the psychology of fear

dunng a counter-revolutionary conspiracy in

a imiversity Many novels have been drama-

tized, as well as some of the masterpieces of

pre-Revolutionary times.

With the abolition of the RAPP, the dis-

tinction between Commumsts and Fellow

Travelers dropped mto the background, and

there was considerably more freedom of ex-

pression Relatively few of the more successful

authors, as Nikolay Ostrovsky (1904-36),

wrote m the old stereotyped Communist vein,

but there is a growing emphasis on the vanous

individualities of loyal Soviet citizens

It was not long before the world situation

began to cast its shadows over the Soviet

Union and with the German invasion in

1941 all the literary forces were mobilized

to aid in the defense of the Union. Many of

the leading authors, Afinogenov, Ilf, Petrov,

lost their lives m battle or by bombing. There

has been a new outpouring of patriotic poetry,

assured of the defense of the country and

breathing hatred for the invaders, while many

of the writers (Ehrenburg) have become

super-reporters and commentators on the spirit

of national resistance, especially as shown at

Sevastopol, Stalmgrad and Leningrad Others,
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as Konstantin Simonov, have inaugurated a

new period in literature Many historical nov-

els have reinterpreted and glorified great

figures of the past, as St Alexander Nevsky,

Ivan the Temble, General Suvorov, General

Kutuzov

The successful repulse of the German on-

slaught has kindled a new fire of patriotism

in Russian literature, hut along with the

growing strength of the socialist conscience,

there is also a return to the technical methods

and the psychological ideals of the old litera-

ture Just as Russian literature of the 19th c

took over many of the qualities of the pre-

Petrine literature, so the Soviets after a stren-

uous denial of the 19th c are coming hack

to ahsorh the past and to continue the unitary

course of Russian literature from its inception

A Bruckner, A Ltteiary History of Russia, 1908,

Pnnce P Kropotkin, Ideals and Realities in Russian

Literature, 1925, Maunce Banng, Landmarks in

Russian Literature, 1910, An Outline of Russian

Literature, 1915 Melchior de Vogue, The Russian

Novel, 1885, M Olgin, A Guide to Russian Litera-

ture, 1920, Leo Wiener, Anthology of Russian Lit-

erature, 1902, A Luther, Geschichte der russischer

Literatur, 1924, D S Mirsky, Contemporary Russian

Literature, 1926, History of Russian Literature,

1927, E J Simmons, An Outline of Modern Russian

Literature, 1943, Bernard G Guemey, A Treasury

of Russian Literature, 1945

Clarence A Manning

RUTHENE-^See Ukrainian

SABEAN—See Ethiopic

SALINAN—See North Amencan Native

SALVADOR—See Mexican, Spanish Amer-

ican

SAMARITAN—See Aramaic

SAMOAN—See Polynesian

SANSKRIT-See Indian

SANTA CRUZ-See Polynesian

SANTA DOMINGO-See African

SAUK—See North American Native

SCANDINAVIAN—See Norwegian, Danish,

Swedish

SCHWYZTUTSCH-See Swiss.

SCOTTISH-See English, Insh

SEA ISLAND (Georgia and So Carolina,

USA )—See African

SENEGAL—See African

SERB—See Yugoslav

SESUTO-See African

SHAWNEE—See North American Native

SHERENTE—See South American Indian

SHIPAYA—See South Amencan Indian

SIAMESE
History points to the existence of the Siamese

race as far back as 4000 years ago, when the

Thais formed a kingdom in the Yunnan region

adjacent to the Chinese border, with a dis-

tinctive language and cultural development

of their own. Research and study of Thai

literature have, however, revealed htde be-

fore the Sukothai penod of the 13th c. ad,

by which time the Thais had migrated south-

ward and set up a new kingdom in their

present territory King Ram Kamhaeng,

founder of the Sukothai dynasty and first

monarch of the new Thai kingdom, invented

a Thai alphabet, based on Indian and Khmer

(Cambodian) characters. He also ordered

stone inscriptions to be made, recording his
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biography and the living conditions that pre-

vailed in the country From these stone tablets,

which represent the first extant Thai writings

(ca. 1294 AD, preserved in the National

Library m Bangkok), one can study the pure

Thai language used by the original Thai

(Siamese) stock

The words used by King Ram Kamhaeng

in his stone inscriptions were mostly mono-

syllabic, the sentences were short, the style

rugged, simple and direct An interesting fea-

ture to note, was the tendency toward rhyme

formation, unorganized, apparently inconsist-

ent, together with occasional insertion of allit-

eration Famous lines frequently cited by the

Thais run as follows

Muang Sukothai ni di Nai nam ixu

pla, nai naa mi kao Krai chag krai kaa

chang, kaa, krai chag krai kaa maa, kaa

Krai chag mug len, len, krai chag mug hua,

hua

This land of Sukothai is good In

the water are fish, in the field is rice Who-
soever wishes to trade in elephants, trades,

whosoever vnshes to trade in horses, trades

Whosoever wishes to play, plays, who-

soever wishes to laugh, laughs
”

After the time of King Ram Kamhaeng,

the Thai language became greatly influenced

by that of the Khmers, a neighboring race

then at the zenith of its power The Thai lan-

gauge also borrowed much from Pah and

Sansknt, introduced to the country through

Brahminism and, later, Buddhism Synonyms

and polysyllabic words were mcreasmgly

added, while several forms of poetry made

their appearance about the mid 14th c In

creating poetic forms, the Thais greatly de-

veloped the use of rhyme, both internal and

terminal, together with the use of accented

and unaccented words Likewise, as the Thai

language is tonal in nature (with five tones in

all), there exist a few poetic forms that call

for exact placing of tonal indications as well

as rhyming m conformity with prescribed

rules

Thai verses may be divided roughly into

four main categories, Klong, Chanta, Gapaya

and Klon Klong may consist of 2, 3, or 4
stanzas, the most popular being 4, and all

require proper tones and rhymes m combi-

nation

Chantas consist of meters of accented and

unaccented words m several combinations,

depending on the number of words in each

stanza and the varying placement of the

accented syllables A very simple Chanta con-

sists of 4 words to a stanza, with, long and

short words alternating

Gapayas are very similar to Chantas, with

strict limitations of words to each stanza (4, 6,

8, II, etc ) There is placement of rhyme, but

no requirement of accented and unaccented

syllables

Klons have only a rhyme scheme, with

liberal allowance for the number of words to

each stanza, usually 6, 7, or 8

In addition to these four mam groups, there

are a few odd forms, for example, the Rai

Yao, or blank verse, used mostly m religious

writings

In examining the products of Thai litera-

ture, one cannot help feeling that just as

Thailand went through penods of prosperity

apd adversity at various times, owing to either

Its internal aflFairs or its state of peace or war

with neighboring countries, so Thai literature

has also had its times of rise and fall, almost

parallel to the conditions in the land Two
most productive and hnlhant periods for Thai

literature are found, one, in the time of the

old capital of A3mthia of the 17th and early

1 8th c , the other, m about the first hundred

years of the present Chakn dynasty, known

also as the Ratanakosindra (modem) penod

Durmg the flounshmg period of old

Ayuthia, great love for poetry spread through-

out the whole country, so much so that it
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became not imusual for conversations to be

earned on in verse Popular also was the folk

pastime of versification—Dog Soy, and Sa-

grava—wherein, at festivals, men and women

divided themselves into groups to take turns

to compose and smg out answers to each other

in rhyme Likewise credited to the Ayuthian

penod was the ongin of the State boat song,

sung in forceful chorus by the oarsmen of the

long, narrow, gilded royal barges when the

kmg made a ceremonious tour along the

waterways

Many of the written works of the Ayuthian

poets were destroyed dunng the great Burmese

war of Buddhist era 2310 (1767 ad), when

the Burmese troops attacked the old capital,

and sacked and burned it Nevertheless,

enough was preserved to mdicate that many
plays had been produced dunng the time,

with some of the stories adapted from old

religious tales, some bmlt on folklore, and

some borrowed from foreign sources, such as

the romantic Enao of Java Most of these

plays were wntten in verse and simg to

music.

The beginning of the Ratanakosindra pe-

nod Cca 1783 ad) was marked by an in-

tense mihtanstic spint, for, after the destruc-

tion of Ayuthia, the Thais had to unify their

country and rebmld their homes. This mili-

tarism was, m turn, reflected m the prolific

development of prose, espeaally m the form

of novels built on histoncal facts, together

with the voluminous versification of the

lengthy epic of the Ramayana of India, the

main themes of which were warfare, courage,

and stnving As decades passed, romanticism

gradually crept in, and love stones with ex-

travagant imagination and supernatural char-

acters made their appearance, most of them
in verse. From the time of King Rama II

(1809-24) a so-called Plaeng Yao (long

verse) came into fashion, wherem love letters

were put mto verse, and men and women

proudly displayed their poetic abilities m
sending messages to one another. Likewise

conspicuous in this penod were the relatively

short Niras or odes, wntten by the poets to

express their sentiments (mostly concemmg
their sweethearts or wives), whenever they

made a long journey from home A great in-

terest in plays was also renewed King Rama

11, himself a celebrated poet, rewrote several

old plays, the most famous bemg the Enao of

Javanese ongin, and several parts of the epic

Ramayana, adapted for the stage, are still

popular

In spite of the fact that the Thais have

shown great interest and productive ability m
literature, especially in poetry, their work is

very little known outside of their own tem-

tory. This is because the rendenng of Thai

poetry into a foreign language is most difiBcult.

To translate a Thai verse mto English, for

instance, is almost impossible, owing to the

completely different style of versification and

the extravagant employment of words of di-

versified roots which make for nch synonyms

m the Thai language The word ^‘stream,” for

example, may be rendered as nam, wan, or

dhara by the Thai poet, or even as hongka

and nati. The word '^flower'^ may be desig-

nated as djog-mai, malt, medm, hoopa, or

hoopachat These synonyms allow repetition

of thoughts without creating monotony. In-

deed, they make possible such abundance of

internal rhymes as cannot be effectively

matched in English.

The range of composition and the resource-

fulness of the Thai poets may be bnefly illus-

trated, perhaps, by three well known com-

posers m Thai literature, namely Sri Praj,

Suntom Pu, and Narmdra.

Sri Praj was a child prodigy in the time

of Kmg Narai of Ayuthia, m the 17th c. An
apparently simple fellow, Sn created a name

for himself through the quickness of his wit

and the sharpness of his tongue. At one time,
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when he visited the governor of Chiengmai,

a town in the northern part of the country,

the governor, himself a poet, wanted to match

wits with him A conversation was earned out

in Klong See, or the verse with four stanzas,

which required correct rhyme and tonal place-

ment.

The governor asked Sn, when was the

kmg with you so pleased?

Sn answered. When he in the woods did

feast

Governor Your face, though, is dark as

night.

Sri But 'neath the skm, Fm pure gold

bnght.

Suntom Pu was bom m the latter part of

the 1 8th c m the Ratanakosindra penod

Known as the dnnkmg poet, Simtom Pu
passed through a wide vanety of expenence,

rangmg from early poverty and imprisonment

to later wealth As a consequence, his verses,

often produced extemporaneously, reflected

much thought and philosophy

Cane and sweet palm, they stay not m one's

memory,

But gentle words rmg forever in the ears

A thousand woimds can still be healed.

But not the heart, when once it bleeds

Not dtunk with wme, I am yet drunk with

love.

How can I my heart control?

The power of intoxication lessens as the

hours do pass,

But passion keeps its hold through day and

night.

Narmdra became famous through an ode in

which he wrote melodiously m praise of his

wife's beauty and of his concern m havmg to

leave her to go to war (to serve King Rama I

at the begmning of the Ratanakosindra pe-

nod, when the Burmese forces had to be

dnven out of the country) Two of his poems

read.

Ah my most beautiful, world enchantress,

Were there a twig up m the sky.

There I should place you, behind the misty

clouds;

Alas, there's no such haven to hide my dearest

love.

» if

To place you under the care of the Goddess

Uma or Laksami,

The God Siva, knowing of it, may yet try to

wm you.

Through three worlds I searched, (and now
conclude),

Only m your own heart can I place my trust

The begmnmg of the 20th c. brought Thai-

land one more promment poet, King Vaji-

ravudh, or Rama VI (1911-25) Educated in

England, Kmg Vajiravudh became an ardent

admirer of Shakespeare, and, upon retummg
to his homeland, translated several of Shake-

speare's works, includmg Romeo and Juliet,

and As You Ltke It His translations preserve

the qualities of the onginal text to an amaz-

mgly high degree. Bemg likewise a scholar

of Pall and Sansknt, the long also adapted

into Thai several old stones of India His
ongmal compositions mclude short plays and
poems, mostly of a didactic nature Numerous
poems of his were set into songs for use

among school children and scouts

Among King Vajiravudh's contemporaries,

some of the wnters proved to be poets of

moderate abihty. The majonty of them
showed more inclination toward prose, m the

form of novels Novel wnting, mdeed, imght

be said to be the modem trend The produc-

tions so far, however, have not been of im-

pressively high quality, the themes bemg, m
the main, naive, and the character portrayals
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not yet penetrating But the literary fertility

of Thai makes us hopeful of a richer growth

W A Graham, Stam, ^ v (London), 1924, Reg-

inald LeMay, An Asian Arcady, Heffer (Cam-

bridge), WAR Wood, History of Siam, Unwin
(London), Tamra na Muangtai, Parithat Vamakadi
Thai, Bamrung Nukulkich (Bangkok), King Rama
VI, Athihai KLong, Sobhon Press (Bangkok)

Saiyude Bhakdi

SICILIAN-Sec Arabic, Italian

SIENESE-See Italian

SIERRE LEONE-See Afncan

SINDHI-See Indian

SLAVONIC-See Yugoslav

SLOVAK
Slovak literature cannot be considered apart

from Czech, although it has had a more indi-

vidual and unusual development After the

passing of the Slovak areas into the domain

of the Hungarian crown, the language lived

on in the mountain valleys with little culti-

vation or standardization For centuries books

printed in Bratislava and elsewhere in the

country tended to assume the usual Czech

forms Whether this was due to a recognition

of the superiority of Czech culture or to the

use of Czech editors and typesetters is still a

matter of dispute The fact remains that

Slovak did not enjoy those early periods of

flowering that marked Czech The bulk of

the people remained Catholic and what edu-

cation there was came from Hungary It was

only the small number of Protestants that

tended to make their way to Prague, and

these easily acquired the very similar Czech

tongue

At the end of the i8th c there arose among

the Slovaks a tendency, largely Catholic, to

demand their own speech and to separate it

from that of the Czechs Jozef Ignac Bajza

(1754-1836) wrote the novel Rene Mldd'enca

fnhodt a skusenostt (^Adventures and Experi-

ences of the Young Man Ren£)^ and very

soon Antonin BernoMk (1762-1813), a priest

and a philologist, seriously undertook the task

of adapting Western Slovak for literary pur-

poses, so as to guard his people against the

heresies inspired by the Czechs In 1787 he

published his Dissertatio Philologica-Cnttca

de Lttens Slavorum and later a Grammattca

Slavtca and a great Lexikon Slavtcum,

Bohemtco-LaUno-Germamco-Ungancum His

work produced a sharp reaction m such men

as Dobrovsky, Kollar and Jungmann, the first

two of whom were of Slovak birth These

writers argued that there should be but one

language for the two groups BernoMk, how-

ever, was followed by a poet of considerable

ability, Jan Holly (1785-1849), who was

well trained in the classics and translated into

the language of BernoMk passages from Vir-

gil, Theocritus, Homer, Ovid, and Horace,

and also wrote Cirtllo-Methodtada^ an epic on

the career of Saints Cyril and Methodius He
was a pupil of KolMr and shared his enthu-

siasm for Slavonic unity, at the same time

that he defended Slovak separatism

For a while it seemed as if the new move-

ment would be frustrated But the idea of a

separate Slovak language did not die out, and

in 1846 Uudevit Stur (1815-56) secured per-

mission from Budapest to publish a paper in

Slovak, although it had been denied when

he suggested publication in Czech He chose

a central Slovak dialect this time, seeking to
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bring together the Protestants and the Cath-

olics, in opposition to the increasing Magyar

pressure He was aided in this by Jozef Milo-

slav Hurban (1817-88) and Michal Miloslav

Hodza (1811-70), but these men were rather

theorists than active exponents o£ the prin-

ciple For thirty years after their first enthu-

siasm they wavered between Czech and

Slovak, as the Hungarian political situation

varied and more or less pressure was put upon

them by the Hunganan government

Of the poets of this penod, who were defi-

nitely Romantic, we may mention Andrey

Sladkovic (Ondrey Brakatoris, 1820-72),

Samo Chaliipka (1812-83), Janko Krai

(-1822-76), and Jdn Botto (1829-81), best

known for his epic Janosikova smrt (The

Death of Jcmosik), the story of a Slovak na-

tional hero in his revolt against the oppression

of the feudal lords

After 1867, with settled relations between

Austna and Hungary, the Hungarians began

a definite campaign of Magyarization, which

weighed still more heavily upon the Slovaks,

m 1875 the Matica (Museum and national

cultural center) in Tur&ansky Svety Martin

was closed and the collections moved to

Budapest Counteracting influences came from

the Czechs and from Russian realism, espe-

cially of Turgenev Svetozar Hurban Vajan-

sky (1847-1916), son of Hurban, after early

verses, distinguished himself in prose Still

greater was the poet and dramatist Hvizedoslav

(Pavel Orszdgh, 1849-1921), strongly influ-

enced by love of nature He covered a large

field, choosing subjects from the Slovak life

of the day and also Avriting many poems and

dramas on subjects taken from the Bxble, as

Hagar, Catn His Sonnets of Blood are among

his best works and the best that Slovak litera-

ture has produced Martin Kukucin (Matej

Benzur, 1860-1928), a physician, has been

called the Slovak Gogol His novels, the most

important of which is The House on the Htll-

stde^ deal with life in Croatia or vvith bis wide

travels in South America Also in the natural-

istic school belongs Jozef Gregor Tajovsky

(b 1874)

By the end of the century, the influence of

Thomas G Masaryk was making itself felt in

Slovakia, especially among that portion of the

younger people who studied m Prague and

rallied around the journal Hlas (The Votes')

The leaders, objecting to the sepaiation that

existed between the intellectuals and the

people, worked steadily for union with the

Czechs They developed under the newer

Czech movements including symbolism, as is

shovm in the poetry of Ivan Krasko (Jan

Botto, b 1876), Vladimir Roy (1885-1932),

and Ivan Goll (b 1874) Some of the wnters,

as Janko Jesensky (b 1874), were in the

Czechoslovak Legions m Sibena, and Martin

Razus (1888-1936) clearly showed the influ-

ence of the war

With the liberation of Czechoslovaba, there

came a break from the old Hungarian restric-

tions and a growing communication with the

Czechs, but there still remained in Slovakia

an influence of the Hungarian poets, espe-

cially Ady Of the poets of the day, E B
Luk46 (b 1900) and Jan Smrek (b 1898)

were most sensitive in their use of language

Another group, centering around the penodi-

cal Dav (The Crowd)
j
were farther to the

left, many younger writers were more inter-

ested in social motifs than in the suffenngs

of the nation In prose Milo Urban (b 1904)

with his Ltvmg Wht'p, a realistic novel of hfe

in a Slovak village dunng World War I, was

the first Slovak novelist to become famous

abroad Ivan Horvath (b 1904) has tried to

give his works a cosmopolitan background by

setting them m various centers of Western

civilization

The situation was made worse by the grow-

ing wave of nationalism and the desire for

separation from the Czechs on the part of

some groups of the Slovak population, but

the tragic events that followed Munich and
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the setting up of a Nazi-controlled Slovak tion but at the same time preserving the

government again put a stop to active literary essential features of Slovak literature

work Now that Czechoslovakia is liberated, Selver, Czechoslovak Literature, 1942, Ame
the literary movement should continue on an Novak, PfehlednS dejtny ceskS hteratury, 1921

even wider scope, permitting closer coopera- Claeence A Manning

SLOVENE-See Yugoslav SOLOMON ISLANDS-See Polynesian

SOCIETY ISLANDS-See Polynesian

SOUTH AFRICAN
In his bibliography of books m Afrikaans

Dr P J Nienaber found, between the years

1861 and 1943, 5,330 books, since then, sev-

eral hundred have been published An indica-

tion of the tempo is the fact that after 1937

as many Aknkaans books were published as

in the whole of the preceding period Libraries

in English-speaking centers like Johannesburg

and Durban bear eloquent testimony to the

increasing interest in Afrikaans literature

^What IS Afrikaans? There are still people

who think of it as an artificial product of

some political hot-house or as a patois of in-

ferior quality In fact it is a development of

the onginal Dutch planted at the Cape in

1652, which in a new environment and under

the influence of Malay, Portuguese, Bantu,

German, French and English, grew with un-

exampled rapidity, but grew along lines that

had been followed by Latin in its passage to

the Romance languages and by Old English

in Its transition to modem English It is there-

fore a legitimate linguistic phenomenon But

for a long time it was kept back by antiquated

views of language and its literature was sup-

pressed m favor of European (English and

Dutch) books

Now that these artificial restrictions have

been removed, there has been a great outburst

of Afrikaans writing and Afrikaans has shown
Itself to be a vigorous and racy mstrument

^The appearance of the Afnkaans language,"

wrote the late Sir Patrick Duncan, former

Governor-General of South Afnca, '^and its

vigorous assertion of vitality and growth is,

merely as a philological event, attracting the

attention of the scholar Its capabilities as an

instrument for the expression of the whole

scale of human thought and emotion in liter-

ary forms of abiding value will come as a

discovery to many" 'Afrikaans," wrote Sir

Thomas Holland, the Principal of the Uni-

versity of Edinburgh, "has survived the criti-

cism of the Dutch highbrow, the indifference

of the English immigrant, and even the indis-

cretions of over-enthusiastic propaganda," and

he comments on the overwhelming reception

accorded to the Afnkaans translation of the

Bthle

There is no doubt that Afnkaans is pecul-

iarly suited to express the spirit of the coun-

try This has been the testimony of English-

speaking South Afncans The brothers

Hobson began their stones of South African

animal life in Enghsh but they turned to Afn-

kaans, finding It a more suitable instrument,

closer to the soil, more typical

It IS true that Afnkaans literature has to

some extent been affected by the violence of

the party struggle in South Africa But its

native vitality and sincenty will not be per-

manently so affected There are signs of a new

interest in the great things of literature and

the Afnkaans Radio has been popularizing
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the masterpieces of Greek and Latin, and

French, Italian, and German classics

The earlier history of written Afnkaans

(from ca 1875) was mainly Imguistic and

political linguistic opposition commg from

the Hollanders and political opposition from

the English, who, in the previous century,

had tried to suppress Afnkaans

But out of the South African War (1899-

1902) came genuine literature, strongly tinged

with the sufferings of the war For the first

time the seasons appeared in their South

African setting-winter m Jime and summer

in December, and generally there was an

advance in naturalness and directness The

literary experience of other countries, which

had been absorbed through the medium of

English, produced a rapid advance in tech-

nique, there was a broadening of interest that

augured well for the future Many works

were wntten that gave an mtimate insight

into Afrikaner life and hence were useful m
the building of a United Nation The Afri-

kaner had the feelmg that at last he had

somethmg of his own, literature had at length

become somethmg intimate

The younger poets prided themselves on

refimng the use of words and on modernizing

their technique Many of them became so-

phisticated where the older poets were simple

and strong And with the emotionalism that

was let loose by the Second World War, some

of them were swept away by extreme Nation-

ahstic sentiments But this is a passmg phase,

the balance of character that marked the older

Afnkaner must, in due course, return. Mean-

time It can safely be said that the most mti-

mate revelation of South Afnca is to be found

m the Afrikaans vmters

English South Afncan vraters have suffered

by being less genuinely South Afncan They

have tended to look to England and to wnte

by Enghsh standards Some of them have

tended to despise what is their own as some-

thmg merely “ColoniaL^

Yet m the very earliest English poems

written in South Africa we find Pringle

(1828) expressing the authentic atmosphere

of the veld, and since his day there have not

been lacking poets who have wntten genuine

South Afncan literature m Enghsh In par-

ticular the younger generation of English-

speaking South Africans strenuously object to

the idea that their wntmgs are merely an

appendix to the literature of England They

claim that their roots are m South Afnca,

that their ancestors bore a share m opening

up their country, that they differ from wnters

m England by having passed through a dif-

ference experience and by being bilingual,

if not trilingual Even poets who, like Roy

Campbell, have lived most of their hves out

of South Afnca, retain a very strong South

Afncan feehng

It would seem that the natural development

would be for South African English wnters

to draw with increasing directness and hon-

esty on the South Afncan backgroimd The
period of exploitation by unihngual Enghsh

travelers who picked up stray bits of infor-

mation about die country in clubs and pubs,

is happily all but past The homble distor-

tions that appeared m the form of fiction or

travel hterature may now be relegated to a

museum of curiosities And m proportion as

the English-speaking South African learns to

share the literary creativeness of the Afn-

kaner, a new fruitfulness and understanding

must be born that will be by no means imim-

portant for the growth of national unity m
South Afnca

Afnhmts Wnters The first real Afri-

kaans poetry begins after the Anglo-Boer War
with C L Leipoldt, J F E Celhers and

J D duToit GTotius^O Of these the first, a

doctor of medicine and a journalist of Euro-

pean experience, is the most spontaneous

His lyncs are still unsurpassed in Afrikaans,

his prose is wide-ranging and mterestmg The
shadow of the war hes on all the wnters of
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this period, hut, particularly m Leipoldt,

then interest broadens in their later yeais

Celhers first poem, Die Vlakte, is notable for

the influence of Shelley Among the eaily

poets, too, was E N Marais, whose work on

the white ant is said to have influenced

Maeterlinck

Perhaps the most popular Afrikaans writer

is the late C J Langenhoven His humorous

satirical spirit expressed itself chiefly m
sketches and stones His political opinions

find vent in many of his shorter pieces, inter-

preting for the first time the feelings of the

Afrikaner toward the ''foreigner,’' whether

English or Dutch

South African animal life found sympa-

thetic interpreters m the brothers Hobson and

in A A Pienaar, whose studies of wild life

in East Africa (The Adventures of a Eton

Family') have become famous

Another writer that has attracted attention

outside South Afnca is Christiaan M van

den Heever (b 1902), a prolific poet and

novelist, now Professor of Afrikaans in the

University of the Witwatersrand, where also

T J Haarhoff (b 1892) has produced ong-

inal and translated prose and verse m an

attempt to popularize the Greek and Latin

classics

One of the wittiest and most epigrammatic

of Afnkaans poets was the romantic A G
Visser, whose interest m the classics is seen

in his poems The life of the Cape Coloured

people (1 e the peoples of mixed race) has

^ been successfully portrayed by C H Kuhn
("Mikro’O? while the songs and customs of

the Cape Malays have been the special study

of I D du Plessis, a fine poet and an enter-

prising scholar The younger poets, who pride

themselves on a more refined technique, are

represented by W E G Louw, N P van

Wyk Louw, and the first Afrikaans poetess,

Elizabeth Eybers

English Writers Among the early South

Africans that wrote in English was Thomas

Piingle, whose Narrative of a Residence in

South Afnca (1835), like his lyrical poems,

shows considerable feeling for the South

African landscape Dorothea Fairbridge wrote

romances on the early history of the Cape,

and Etheheda Lewis made a hit with her

Trader Horn But the best known names

among writers of fiction are those of Olive

Schreiner, Pauline Smith, S G Millin The

sensitive and lonely nature of Olive Schreiner

has become well known through The Story

of an African Farm Her anti-Imperiahst sym-

pathies made her condemn imperial policy m
Rhodesia (Trooper Peter Halkett) and cham-

pion the cause of the Boers she always sided

with the underdog Finely sensiUve in her

understanding of the country and contrasting

with "uitlander’^ writers like Rider Haggard,

IS Pauline Smith, whose stories, like the Little

Karroo, show real imaginative insight Mrs

Millin, too, has made a name beyond South

Africa and has produced a large number of

novels, written with economy of style and

technical competence

Sir Percy Fitzpatrick’s Jock of the Bushveld

IS widely known and Leonard Flemming, in

books like A Fool on the Veld, has written

amusingly of the farmer’s life in South Africa

In verse the most distinguished poet is cer-

tainly Roy Campbell, but valuable verse has

been vncitten by F C. Slater (The Voortrek-

kers), A S Cnpps (Mashonaland scenes)

Campbell’s work has won European recogni-

tion, under its passionate invective there is a

sensitive spirit His Flaming Terrapin and

Mithraic Emblems contain fine poetry

C M van den Heever and T J Haarhoff, The

Achievement of Afnkaans, Pref by Sir Patrick Dun-

can CJohannesberg), 1934, T J Haarhoff, Afri-

kaans, Its origin and development, Pref by Sir Thos

Holland (Oxford UP), 1936

T J Haarhobv
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SOUTH AMERICAN INDIAN
The oral literature of South American

Indians consists principally of myths, tales

and songs In the high civilization of the

Inca of Peru other types of literature, such

as sagas, poetical romances and dramas, are

reported to have been composed, but very

few specimens have been presen?'ed Before

the 1 6th c no system of writing was known to

South American Indians The qiupu or knot-

ted cords of the ancient Peruvians were a

device for recording numbers, it is doubtful

whether they were a mnemonic system for

reciting history or poetry, they certamly were

not a form of ^^writing^^ Comparatively few

literary texts have been transcnbed m their

original native language Consequently, it is

almost impossible to judge the style and form

of Indian oral literature

The loss of most of the literature of the

Inca has deprived us of a precious source of

insight into their culture The mythology of

the tropical forest Indians, which is better

known, reflects their way of life and their

mam preoccupations Mythology gives valid-

ity to ceremonies marking the life cnses and

other important events, and folklore reveals

the strong animistic beliefs underlying the

religious systems The folklore frequently

throws light on Indian psychology, tales about

deception and revenge, on the one hand, and

those about practical jokes or comic charac-

ters, on the other, are particularly valuable in

this respect Unfortunately, we still lack suffi-

ciently detailed descriptions of many South

Amencan cultures to be able to establish the

subtle connections between the mythology

as It expresses the Indians' psychology and the

whole cultural pattern

South American myths and tales do not

fall mto clear-cut categones The themes on

which they are based overlap in different

cycles or assume a different significance* For

example, in one tribe a gioup of trickster

stories may form a connected series in their

cosmogony, in another tribe tlie same stories

are told only as unassociated anecdotes In

some cases the catacylsms about which tales

are told are closely connected with the life of

the Culture Heio, in other cases they are

merely accidental catastrophes The transfor-

mation of men into animals or vice versa and

the changes in nature by which the Indians

explain some striking peculiarity may be the

work of the Culture Hero or, in other in-

stances, may occur spontaneously Examples

of variations m the character or development

of a single theme may be multiplied almost

ad infinitum

Nevertheless, if the majonty of the myths

and tales collected in South America are

roughly classified according to subject matter,

the number of categories is not very great

The following are the most important types

creation myths, m which are included the

adventures of the Culture Heroes that gave

the world its present physiognomy, myths

about cataclysms, which may or may not be

related to the Culture Hero cycle, transforma-

tions, star myths, myths purporting to explain

the ongin of institutions, myths validatmg a

rite or charm, ancestor stones, ghost and spin!

tales, animal stories properly speaking

Creation myths are surprisingly few The
Witoto Indians of the Putumayo River region

have one of the most complete accounts

According to their belief, the universe ong-

inated in the ^Word," that is to say, the magic

formula Later, bom of the 'Word," there

appeared "Our Father" who out of emptiness

created the world The ancient Muisca of

Colombia, on the other hand, conceived of

creation as the emergence of Light from

"Somethmg Big" The ancient Inca believed

that Viracocha, their 'Culture Hero and Su-
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preme Being, first created the earth and the

shy and later the sun and moon According

to the Ona of Tierra del Fuego, the Supreme

God made the world, but the First Man gave

It Its present form

In South American mythology one of the

most important characters is the Culture

Hero, the "Old Man" or "Grandfather," as

the Indians sometimes call him His deeds

and adventures are cast in a more or less

uniform pattern from the Guianas to Tierra

del Fuego He is often the maker, if not of

the whole world, then at least of some of its

mam features He is the transformer par

excellence^ and his earthly career is distin-

guished pnncipally by a monotonous succes-

sion of changes which he makes in men, ani-

mals, plants, etc (Tupinamba, Taulipang,

Mosetene, Ona, Yaghan, Inca, Chibcha)

The Culture Hero also is a wanderer who
travels throughout the tribal territory teach-

ing the first men the religious and social rules

of the tribe and their most important arts and

crafts Once the Culture Hero has finished

his creation, his transformations, discoveries,

arid lessons, he departs, usually to the west to

the end of the world where he takes up his

abode among the dead With rare exceptions,

the Culture Heroes are conceived of as

human bemgs, but very often helpful animals

share with them the glory of having ennched

tnbal culture Birds m particular are credited

with making a large number of useful dis-

covenes, gifts ^and suggestions (eg, the owl

gave the Ona their political system) In Peru

and perhaps elsewhere (Chibcha, Tupi-

Guarani), the Culture Hero was raised to the

rank of a Supreme Being

Among the important protagonists there is

also a pair of brothers, generally twms, who
figure as Culture Heroes, transformers and

tncksters The creator himself seldom is a

solitary character,, more often he is accom-

panied by a partner who contradicts or op-

poses him Twms appear as Culture Heroes

in the mythologies of the Tierra del Fuego

tribes, the Caingang, the Bororo, the Bakain,

the Yuracare, the Tupi-Guarani, the Jivaro,

and the Guiana tribes A salient and con-

stantly recurring trait of the twin stones is the

opposition between them, which manifests

Itself m their adventures In these stories the

strong and clever brother is thwarted again

and agam by the weak and stupid one, who
over and over agam succumbs to danger and

must be restored to life by the more able one

Frequently the twin brothers are identified

with the sun and moon, into whom they trans-

form themselves at the end of their terrestnal

career In Mataco, Apmay6 and Bororo my-

thologies, however, Sun and Moon are per-

sonified, but the stones told about them are

almost identical to those about the Twins

elsewhere

The Twms by their exploits changed the

face of the earth and deeply influenced cul-

ture Sometimes they are even the creators of

mankmd (Bakain) In Tierra del Fuego the

Yaghan divine pair mtroduced the use of fire

and taught men the arts of killmg birds and

hunting, and the making of fish spears* They

also told people the names of things, revealed

the menstruation tabus, taught them how to

make love, and finally introduced death In

Bakain mythology, the Twms stole Sun and

Moon from the red vulture, introduced sleep,

separated the earth from the sky, acquired

fire, formed rivers, and created the Bakain

and all the other Indian tnbes They provided

mankmd with food plants and taught them

the musical arts

The main episodes of the Twin myth form

a cycle that has been recorded m countless

tnbes from Panama to the Gran Chaco and

from the Adantic to the Pacific, but not in

the southern tip of the continent* The basic

scheme of this popular cycle is as follows

The wife of the Culture Hero has been de-

serted by her husband and goes m search of

him She is killed by jaguars who give the
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Twins, whom they find m her womb, to their

own mother She brings up the Twins but

eventually they learn from another animal

that the jaguars are the murderers of their real

mother They take revenge upon the jaguars

and then begin their career of miraculous

deeds In the end they climb to the sky by

means of a chain of arrows and become Sun

and Moon
There are two common types of explana-

tion for the appearance of mankind on the

earth Men were created by the Culture Hero

out of clay, reeds, wood, or some other sub-

stance, or they came from some other region,

generally the underworld or the sky, where

their existence is simply taken for granted

There are few exceptions Spontaneous gen-

eration is assumed among only one group

(Cashmaua), in two cases (the Indians of

Huarochin m Peru and the Mbayd of the

Chaco) men are said, to have been hatched

from eggs The myths often tell of successive

creations of mankind until the Culture Hero

is satisfied with his work Sometimes, for one

reason or another, the first people are de-

stroyed (Peru, Choco Indians of Colombia,

Tauhpang of Gmana) The theme of succes-

sive creations recalls similar episodes in Cen-

tral Amencan mythology

According to the Ona, Kenos, the first man,

moulded peat moss into sexual organs that

united to produce the first couple But quite

often tradition assigns a different ongin to

men and women Sometimes women are said

to have come from the sky (Chaco Indians),

in other instances they first appeared in the

shape of birds or animals after the flood

(Ecuador, Eastern Brazil) or were fished from

a pond (Guiana)

South Amencan Indians tell tales about

four cataclysms that destroyed all or most of

the life on the world or at least caused great

hardships to men and animals ahke In some

mythologies (Peru, Chaco) these disasters

followed each other successively, as m Cen-

tral American cosmogony The catastrophes

were the Great Fire, the Long Night, the

Flood, and the Period of Cold (the last, only

in the Chaco and Tierra del Fuego). The
episode of the rebellious objects and domesti-

cated animals that attacked mankind, which

has been mentioned m Maya mythology, has

also been recorded m Peru and m the Chaco

There are countless versions of the myth of

the Flood Generally it is caused by the

Culture Hero (Peru, Chibcha, Yaruro) or is

brought about by the violation of a tabu

(Chaco, Witoto, Jivaro) A few people es-

caped by ascending mountains that became

taller as the waters rose (Inca, Araucanians,

Jivaro) or by climbing trees (tropical Amer-

ica) The motif of a Noah^s ark is rare and

may be traced to European influence.

South American Indian mythology is also

very much concerned with the ongms of

civilization In the begmnmg animals or super-

natural beings were in possession of the basic

techniques—fire making, agriculture, etc —but

in time they gave them to mankmd or lost

them to some wily hero For example, the

Culture Hero or an animal usually is said

to have stolen fire from a beast or a super-

natural being that was its jealous ovmer The
Culture Hero often acquired the first food

plants and taught men agncultural tech-

niques Plants frequently are associated with

parts of the human body* They grow from a

corpse (Peru, Guiana, Amazon) or are shed

by a mystenous child whenever he is beaten

(Tupmamba) Seeds also were procurrf by

theft and were brought to the earth by people

that had gone to hve m the land of the spints

(Witoto). The myth of the miraculous tree

that bore every kmd of edible plant and that

was felled by the Culture Hero, is most often

found m the northern part of the contment

Sometimes Sim and Moon are conceived of

as objects (eg. feather balls, headdresses,

metal plates) The theft of Sun and Moon
from their onginal owners, the vultures, was
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one of the many exploits of the divine Twins

(Bahairi)

There are many myths about celestial con-

stellations As a lule these are men, animals,

or objects, that have gone to the sky at the

end of some adventure Orion is sometimes

pictured as the severed leg of a man who was

mutilated by his unfaithful wife According

to Chaco mythology, the Southern Cross is

part of a gigantic ostrich.

Natural phenomena—ram, lightning, fire—

frequently are personified and appear as char-

acters in tales Sometimes storms are said to

be caused by birds, the South American

equivalents of the North Amencan Thunder-

birds

Very often the origins of certain institutions,

initiation ceremonies, ntual dances, and magic

practices, are explained in myths that enhance

their prestige and value m the eyes of the

living generation For example, initiation into

men’s societies is accompanied by rites that

aim at terrorizing the women as well as at

creating cohesion among the adult males In

this connection there is a myth that explains

that these rites formerly were celebrated by

the women who at that time ruled over the

men, eventually the men discovered the se-

cret, killed the women and took over the

ceremony to keep the women m subjection

Animal spints and the spirits of the bush

and waters appear in coundess tales Some-

times animal spirits are the protectors of their

species They punish hunters that destroy

wantonly and reward those that have shown

them friendliness These tales fulfill an ob-

vious economic function In other stories the

spirits are mischievous but stupid beings that

are easily outwitted by men. The pranks

played on bush spirits by the Twins or by

other heroes axe related in several humorous

stories in the folklore of the Tupi-Guarani

and Carib Indians The forest demon Guru-

pira IS an important character in the modem
folklore of Brazihan Indians and mulattoes.

Sometimes this goblin is depicted as the fnend

of hunteis, at other times as a dangerous ogre

There are also many stones about the love of

a spirit and a woman, and a few stones about

the gratitude and generosity of spirits that

have been rescued from some danger by a

man or woman. Stories about ghosts and

ogres stress the element of horror, they often

have a nightmare quality. Tales of miraculous

escapes form part of the lore about spirits and

ogres, but where the theme of magic flight

occurs it seems to be due to European m-

fluence

Legends about great shamans who are en-

dowed with enormous magical power form

part of many folklore collections (Shipaya,

Cashmaua, Witoto, etc ) The Shipaya, a

Tupi tnbe of the Xingii River region, have a

series of stories about shamans who were ready

to improve man’s lot, but who were thwarted

in their good intentions by the stupidity of

mankind The Cashmaua and Witoto tell tales

about a man that, after suffering a great dis-

appointment, became enraged and went

around the world kilhng monsters To the

same category of myths belong those about

ancestors Among certain tribes such tales

have an important ntual significance Among

the Cobeuo, for example, ancestor myths are

related during religious ceremonies The

Kaggaba tell stones about their ancestors to

explain the origms of their mstitutions and

religious life

Animals figure prominently in South Amer-

ican Indian mythology and narrative litera-

ture They have already been mentioned as

the common companions of Culture Heroes

and as the benefactors or enemies of mankmd

Even spirit stories are m a way animal tales,

for, as we have said, the spirits are often

those of animals

In the folklore of modern Indians of Peru

and Bolivia, Fox plays an important part He

is a trickster—greedy, mischievous, but stupid*

His enterprises always end badly He is often
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associated with another animal—in the Chaco

with the hawk—that is wise and benevolent

Many animal stories are simply etiological

and are built around the theme of the trans-

formation of a man or woman into an animal

that still has some trait of its human ancestor

A great part of the folklore of the Fuegian

Indians consists of such stories

The motif of the helpful animal has a very

wide distribution in the southern hemisphere,

where it is combined with the theme of the

visit to the sky and the swan maid motif

Generally the story contains the following

episodes A man captures a bird woman by

stealing her plumage Later he goes to the

abode of his father-in-law, a fierce man who
imposes on him many ordeals He emerges

victorious, thanks to the help of various ani-

mals

Among Amazonian Indians and m some

Guiana tnbes, the exploits of Turtle form an

important cycle Like Brer Rabbit, Turtle is a

clever, mischievous character, who outwits

the feroaous but stupid jaguar and other

animals These stones, made famous by the

collections of Couto Magalhaes and Barbosa

Rodngues, have a strong African flavor and

probably were disseminated by the Negroes

Many South Amencan Indian stories have

a purely humorous mtent The Tnckster cycle

of the Chaco—that is, the stories about Fox—

is a delightful example The Canb of the

Guianas enjoy telling tales about the misfor-

tunes of a lymg braggart, who is more or less

the equivalent of a Baron Munchhausen

The parallels between the mythologies of

North and South America have not yet been

worked out very fully. The followmg are some

of the motifs common to both Trickster’s at-

tempt to juggle with his eyes; the mamage
of Trickster to his own daughter, the killing

of the stone man (Patagonia), the flying

head, the star woman; the magic flight, the

magic pregnancy and the miraculous recogni-

tion, Sharpened Leg. The adventures of

Tnckster m Chaco folklore parallel those of

Coyote in many North American tales

Poetry Since South American Indian po-

etry is never dissociated from music, it must

be studied in connection with songs and

chants Few generalizations can be made, be-

cause of the scarcity and poor quality of the

material at our disposal Except m Peru, few

collections of native songs have been gathered

Those collected m Peru are of recent date

and give us an imprecise and imperfect idea

of the ancient native lore The wide contrast

between the high civilizations of the Andean

peoples and the primitive cultures of the low-

land tribes obliges us to consider separately

the poetry of the two areas

East of the Andes, songs have been re-

corded m so few tnbes that a comparative

study would at present he an unprofitable

pursuit There is no poetry among the primi-

tive Yaghan of Tierra del Fuego Their ex-

tremely simple songs are sung without words

or v^th meaningless syllables Among the

Ona the songs that accompanied shamanistic

performances, or that were sung during initia-

tion ntes or at war, have the same pattern

Among the Caingang of Santa Catharma

dance and feast songs also are based on mean-

ingless syllables or words These songs ^^gain

their vanety from the difference m the sylla-

bles and from the rhythmic patterning” In

each song there are at least two definite, fre-

quently repeated syllabic patterns, but the

arrangement of the patterns does not follow

any order, except that there is a general kind

of alternation The songs have no meaning,

but the natives are ready to give interpreta-

tions, which are generally bad guesses based

on a few words recognized in the welter of

nonsensical sounds The funeral dirges of

these same Indians, however, are enumera-

tions of details about dead relatives They are

rather long compositions that express a whole

range of regrets Some Caingang songs are

said to have referred to past wars, to hunting
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and other economic activities Challenges ut-

tered against enemies also took a poetical form

and were sung as an invitation to fight

The songs that Chaco Indians sing to ac-

company their dances are also based on non-

sense syllables, a few words are thrown in

fiere and there haphazardly The interpreta-

tion of these songs is rendered even more

difficult by the fact that very often they are

borrowed from tribes that speak a different

language Shamanistic chants are made up

of the same kind of meaningless elements in-

terspersed with words that may be tianslated

as invitations to the spirits to do this or that

Some other songs are merely continuous

repetitions of simple sentences, such as, ^'The

shaman arrives, he is welcome”

We must accept with considerable caution

Dobrizhoffer s statement that the Abipon, a

warlike tnbe of the Gran Chaco which is to-

day extinct, had epic songs in which they

enumerated in a regulated number of verses

and with incredible details all their past imh-

tary glories According to Dobrizhoffer, they

expressed mdignation, fear, aggressiveness, or

]oy in appropriate words and modulations of

the voice The Mbayd, another Chaco tribe

related to the Abipon, are said to have im-

provised songs to celebrate the visits of chiefs

Their modem descendants, the Caduveo of

the Matto Grosso, still chant with high-pitched

and long drawn notes warlike songs com-

posed in a dactylic form Modem Toba-

Pilaga have, in addition to shamanistic chants

and dance songs, erotic songs which are sung

by women at feasts Small girls dance to the

tunes of ditties with nonsensical words

The verses of a Tupmamba song praising a

snake for the variegated designs on its back

were recorded by Montaigne when a group

of these Indians was brought to Pans He
compared this short composition to Anac-

reontic poetry

The verses of the dance songs of the Guiana

Indians generally are short statements about

matters that may appear trifling to us but that

may be loaded with emotional significance for

the Indians Two specimens read, 'Tike an

alligator, I have travelled to the creek head,”

and "There is a Negro coming Don't kiss

him Get out of the way, far” Some longer

dance songs contain descriptions of the de-

tails of the accompanying ceremony or give

encouragement to the dancers

The Carib Indians of the Roroima region

(southern British Guiana) have songs con-

'sisting of a stanza and a refrain Those that

have been recorded express a nostalgic regret

for the Roroima mountains The dance songs

of these Indians are full of obsolete words and

nonsensical syllables The singers themselves

do not know the meaning, especially smce

many songs have been boriowed from other

tribes Work songs, that is to say, songs sung

to facilitate by their rhythm the performance

of heavy tasks, are rare in South America*

Those recorded by Koch-Grunberg in the

Roroima region may well have developed out

of contacts with Negroes

The poetry of the Witoto Indians, a tube

that lives on the Putumayo River, is known to

us in a large body of texts collected by Preuss

The songs, which are chanted during feasts,

are short pieces that allude to the purpose

of the ceremony being performed and to its

salient rites Their meaning is generally ob-

scure, for they contain many references to

mythical animals and to the behavior of these

creatures m the underworld Some dance

songs, although couched in stereot5rped,

archaic language, have strong sexual impli-

cations

Most other specimens of the poetry of the

Indians of tropical South Amenca are quite

similar As a rule they are very short composi-

tions constantly repeated Among the Yaruro,

a very primitive tnbe of Venezuela, the

shamans are said to be capable of singing in

a single night as many as 6,000 stanzas de-

scnbmg the voyage of their soul to the land
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of the gods Some songs are traditional, most

are improvisations that follow a definite pat-

tern of phraseology suited to the music

South American Indian poetry reached its

peak in ancient Peru Unfortunately, only a

few scattered specimens have survived The
elevation and delicacy of the feelings de-

scribed m these verses has made many cntics

doubt their genume Indian character Yet,

even though the translations give them a

somewhat European touch, their authenticity

cannot be denied, for in form and sentiment

they conform to the Indian poetry of Central

and North America, and in spirit they are in

harmony with the high level of civilization

reached m the Andes The most beautiful

specimens of Inca poetry are hymns sung to

Viracocha, the Supreme Bemg, and to the

Sun, the head of the Inca pantheon The
serene and dignified tone, the simplicity of the

images, and certain expressions of religious

anxiety, give them some similarity to the

Psalms

Creator, Thou who residest at the end

of the World, Thou unequalled, who hath

given being and courage to men, who hast

said that men should be men and women
should be women Thou hast made them by

saying these words, Thou hast formed them

and hast given them life Those whom Thou
hast made, protect them so that they may hve

healthily and safely, without danger and in

peace Where art Thou'^^ Art Thou above in

the sky or amidst thunders and stormy clouds?

Hear me, answer me, grant me long life, lead

us by Thy hand, receive this oflFering wher-

ever Thou art

(Text quoted in the Spanish chronicle of

Molma See Chnstobal Molma, Relacion

de las fahulas y ntos de los Incas Coleccton

de Ithros j documentos referentes la histona

del Peru, v i Lima, 1916)

Viracocha, Lord of the world (whether

Thou art male or female, Lord of heat and

of procreation), being like Him Who makes

magic with saliva Where art Thou? May Thy
son be not far from Thee He may be above,

he may be below or Thou mayest be near

Thy rich throne or scepter Hear me from

the upper sea where Thou residest From the

lower sea, where Thou art, O Creator of the

world, Maker of man, Lord of all lords My
eyes fail with the longing to see Thee, to

know Thee If I see Thee, if I look at Thee,

if I understand Thee, Thou shall see me
The Sun, the Moon, the Day, the Night, the

Summer, the Winter move to their appointed

place not vainly and m order They arrive

wherever Thou bearest Thy royal staff Hear

me, listen to me so that I may not grow weary

and die

(This text, given by the Indian chronicler

Yamqui-Pachacuti, has been translated by

Father Miguel Mossi See Lafone-Quevedo,

Samuel Cnlto de Tonafa Los htmnos sagra-

dos de los reyes del Cuzco segun el Yamqm-
Pachacutt Revista del Museo de la Plata,

V 3, 1892, pp 323-379

)

The other poetical compositions of the

Inca, miraculously preserved by Garcilaso de

la Vega, Morua, and Huaman Poma are

short, simple pieces that express lust for war,

nostalgia and unhappy love Other poems

celebrate the tuya bird or allude to mytho-

logical themes A famous poem transcribed

and translated by Garcilaso de la Vega de-

scnbes how thunder is produced by a wicked

god who breaks the jar of a celestial gnl, his

sister

Quechua song beautiful girl, your

brother has broken your little jar and now
there is thunder and lightning Thunderbolts

are faUmg O comely girl, you shall give

us beautiful water when it rains Sometimes

you shall also send us hail and snow The
Maker of the world, the God that animates

It, the Great Viracocha assigned this task to

you and gave you life
”

(Garcilaso de la Vega, Comentanos reales

dehs Incas Buenos Aires, 1943, v i, p 123)
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The wars and achievements of the Inca

rulers were transmitted from generation to

generation in romances or sagas composed and

recited by the aumata, poets and historians, at

ceremonial gatherings None has survived,

but certain details in Sarmiento^s history of

the Inca suggest that he drew upon them for

his Spanish text Ballads were recited at fu-

nerals in commemoration of the dead

Modern Peruvian popular poetry in the old

Quechua language is known from several

collections of songs, in particular those of

Mrs dHarcourt Some scholars are inclined

to regard these songs as survivals of ancient

Inca styles and mspirations, but since there

is no possibility of making comparisons, such

a decision is hypothetical The Spanish influ-

ence on these compositions ought not be

minimized, though in recent times it has

been, for purely nationalistic reasons

That the Chibcha of Colombia, who were

achieving a civilization almost as great as that

of the Inca, must have had a rich oral litera-

ture may be inferred from their beautiful

mythology But nothmg has survived Some
idea of their religious poetry may be gamed

from the songs of the Kaggaba, a Chibcha-

speaking tribe of western Colombia The
songs collected there by Preuss are charms

to be reated dunng ceremonies to curb the

demons, they are accompaniments to dances

South of the ancient Inca lived the war-

like Araucanians, they have survived as a

powerful and energetic tribe The Spanish

chroniclers of the 17th c who described the

culture of these Indians stated that they had

composers who sang at feasts and whose

talents were rewarded by the chiefs Like the

Inca, they had sagas celebrating the great

deeds of fopner chiefs Not a single specimen

of early Araucanian poetry has come down to

us, but we have relatively good collections of

modem songs These songs, which are often

improvised, have as their subjects war, love,

fnendship, death, or the minor events and

miseries of daily life There are also songs

that are sung during the construction of huts

or during threshing for the entertainment of

the participants, they axe not work songs

Some songs are charms and are sung before

games or other enterprises As in Peru, the

best compositions are hymns to the Supreme
Being, these are sung at ceremonies, the

famous ngtllatum Unfortunately, they were

recorded only in recent times and it is not

always easy to distinguish between Christian

elements and those that are part of the tradi-

tional background In Araucanian oral litera-

ture we also must include shamanistic con-

jurations, of which we have several texts.

No systematic study has been made of

Araucanian prosody, but Lenz has analyzed

some of Its characteristics A salient trait of

all Araucanian songs is the monotonous repe-

tition of a single verse, as many as five times

The number of syllables in a verse usually

varies from six to ten. The rhythm is trochaic,

sometimes iambic, but the alternation of

accentuated and unaccentuated syllables is

capncious In the melodic recitations these

irregularities disappear m the contraction or

prolongation of syllables In the syntax fre-

quent use is made of vocatives and dual forms,

since the songs usually are addressed to one

person.

Drama Some of the masked performances

of the Amazonian Indians, particularly the

tnbes of the Orinoco and Rio Negro tribu-

tanes, may well be regarded as incipient dra-

matic forms, since the dancers smg and per-

form in the manner of the spirits whom they

impersonate Several chroniclers mamtamed

that the Inca had a regular theatre, but under

this term we must understand ritual repre-

sentations that may have included symbohc

dances and narrations by one or two perform-

ers who were answered by choruses Those

who favor the hypothesis of the existence of

a native drama in ancient Peru give as evi-

dence the drama Ollanta which is known to
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US m manuscnpts of the end of the i8th c,

but which may have been composed between

the end of the 17th and the middle of the

18th c It IS a romantic love story about a

famous chief Ollanta and the Inca^s daughter,

who IS priestess of the Sun in a convent

When this sacnlegious love is discovered,

Ollanta rebels against the emperor, whom he

defies for many years, until at last he is de-

feated by a vile ruse The magnanimous em-

peror pardons him and the tale has a happy

ending The subject, composition and meter

are obviously of Spanish inspiration, the play

definitely is a poor imitation of the contem-

porary Spanish theatre Some songs inter-

spersed m the text were taken from Indian

folklore and have a more genuinely Indian

tone.

During the colonial period edifying dramas

m the Quechua vernacular were composed by

the Jesuits or under Jesuit influence These

^'autos sacramentales” can hardly be regarded

as an expression of native talents

Proverbs The proverb is a literary form

that is exceedmgly rare in the Amencas Its

absence has been regarded as one of the most

stnkmg contrasts between the literary types

of the Old and the New World In South

Amenca, proverbs are found among the

Araucanian Indians, a tnbe that has been

exposed to long, continuous Spanish influ-

ence However, since many of their proverbs

have an Indian turn and since there is a

native word for the form, it is not unlikely

that proverbs may represent a heritage of the

older native culture. Among Araucanian

proverbs are "Riches vanish like the perfume

of flowers
" "A spider may save a hfe'' (i e.,

small things may have vital importance)

^When moxmtams grow angry, it thunders”

(i e
,
you are usmg violent arguments mstead

of reason).

Two proverbial sayings of the Menuane

Indians of the Putumayo region have been

quoted by Whiffen, but these are simply

traditional statements passing judgment on

their enemies, the Andoke (The Andoke re-

torted upon their foes, as m "If a Karahone

gives you a pineapple, beware^”) The Menu-

ane are said to have a great many such pro-

verbial statements, but no other examples are

given, so that it is not possible to know their

content Generally speaking, a proverb is a

precept derived from human experience and

should not be confused with stereotype state-

ments about such and such a group, etc

Riddles Like proverbs, riddles are consid-

ered to be alien to most American Indian cul-

tures Araucanian riddles probably are Indian

imitations of Spanish onginals However, this

cannot be so in the case of Menuane riddles

These Indians perform animal dances that are

combined with riddles The dancers turn

around a man who asks a nddle All those

that cannot solve it follow the man, mutating

his movements, which are clues Whoever

solves the nddle takes the place of the ques-

tioner The nddles are about animals and

undoubtedly belong to the native culture

In the folklonc texts collected among the

Cashmaua Indians by Caspitarano de Abreu,

there is a list of riddles, but few of them actu-

ally are riddles in our sense of the word They

belong rather to the category of quizzes

Charms Charms consisting of meaningless

syllables or expressmg an underlying wish

are probably present m all the native cultures

of South Amenca. Among the Arekuna and

the Taulipang there are a great many charms,

which form a literary type in themselves.

They are short compositions that mention the

desired effect and allude to a myth which is

told in connection with the charm and guar-

antees Its efficacy To disarm an enemy, the

Taulipang would repeat

"I disarm my enemy when he is about to

strike When they are wild with anger, I

make their bodies weak I remove the strength

of their hearts I make them laugh That is

what the people of today must say when they
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want to stop their enemies They have to call

me I am Pipeza I am heie When the wild

animals are ready to kill me, to tear me xip,

I make them weak

remove the savagery of their hearts I

make them laugh I stop their weapons That

IS what the people of today must say to their

enemies when these are ready to kill them

They have called me I am Maluime ”

(The charm is explained by a myth Once

upon a time, the Lightnings wanted to kill

the Armadillos But they had heard about the

plan and pronounced this charm When the

Lightnings arrived, the Armadillos walked

about, in strange and ndiculous antics The
Lightnings laughed and made peace See

Theodor Koch-Grunberg, Vom Rorotma zum
Onnoco Stuttgart, 1923, v 3, pp. 223-224 )

Oratory Oratory has been cultivated by

most South American Indian tribes as one of

their most important arts Eloquence is one of

the mam prerequisites to attaining and hold-

ing chieftainship among the Araucanians and

the Chaco Indians In the Chaco a chief cus-

tomarily makes a long speech every morning

and evening, to which no one is obliged to

listen, and on every solemn occasion Long

boastful speeches are also very commonly part

of every festive drinking bout The partici-

pants give vent to old grudges and often end

by chalfenging those by whom they feel they

have been injured or insulted There is little

documentation about the literary devices of

South American Indian oratory, save for the

statement that repetition is a usual device and

that grammatical forms and phrases and im-

ages foreign to daily conversation are widely

used in speeches

The Sources of South American Indian

Folklore In the present state of South Amer-

ican ethnology, a general analysis of Indian

oral literature is rendered difficult by the lack

of comparative studies and the poor quality

of much of our source material Relatively

few collections of myths have as yet been

made by conscientious and well trained spe-

cialists, most of those that we must utilize

were recorded by early missionaiies and by

travelers who too often were content with bad

and truncated versions Some collectors even

improved on the onginals to suit their own
taste These disadvantages are to a certain

extent compensated for by the early date at

which some stories were tianscribed Myths

of the Tamo Indians of the West Indies were

put in writing by Pane shortly after the dis-

covery of America Thanks to the efforts of

the French cosmographer Andre Thevet, we
have a fair knowledge of the mythology and

folldore of the Tupmamba Indians of the

region of Rio de Janiero, although these In-

dians disappeared about four centuries ago

Soon after the conquest of the Inca empire,

the chroniclers of Peru, particularly Francisco

de Avila, served science by recording vanous

myths and tales of the Indians The one-sided

interest of the Spaniards m myths and legends

that paralleled biblical material and their own
historical traditions, resulted m the permanent

loss of a large portion of the native mythology

Nevertheless, the cosmogony and Culture

Hero cycles of these Indians are known

in their general lines The mythical ongin of

the Inca lineage is comparatively well knovm

In addition, Avila^s recently discovered manu-

script m the Quechua language gives us a fair

idea of the mythology of the Indians of the

Peruvian coast The stories of the local gods

are interspersed with many other folkloric

themes, together they provide extremely inter-

esting material for comparisons with the folk-

lore of the rest of the Americas Other vestiges

of the cosmogony of the littoral peoples have

come to us in Calancha's chronicle Some

inkling of the variety and nchness of the early

cultures of Peru also may be gained from a

mere inspection of the histones of the gods

and demons painted on the vases of Chimu
The mythology of the Chibcha of Colom-

bia has survived only in fragmentary form.
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Like so many other Spanish chroniclers, Pedro

Simon was interested m and recorded the

adventures and wanderings of the Culture

Hero, hut gave no heed to other matenal

equally available to him

The ancient cosmological myths of the

Araucanians of Chile have perished, only the

story of the Great Flood has survived. The
modem folklore of these Indians, who belong

even today to one of the most populous tribes

of South America, is known through several

valuable collections recorded m the vernacular

or in Spanish Unfortunately, these myths

and tales have been so deeply influenced by

European themes and patterns that it is

almost impossible nowadays to make a dis-

tinction between native elements and recent

accretions Monsters, spints, and ghosts are

all favorite characters, as in modem Andean

folklore, Fox appears in animal tales as a

trickster

Except for the aforementioned Tupinamba

myths that were transcribed in 1555 and some

Cariri myths recorded m the 17th c by

Martin de Nantes, the mythology of the

pnmitive tribes of South America remamed

little known until the 19th c At that time

the interest of scientific minded travelers was

pnce more -directed toward mythology by the

rapid development of folkloric studies in

Europe Very valuable myths and tales,

notably those of the Yuracare Indians, were

included in d^Orbigny's monumental work

A great many mythological texts appeared m
accounts written by missionaries Indeed, ex-

cept for the collections made by certain an-

thropologists who now began a systematic

investigation of South America, the best

transcriptions were made by missionaries

The great impulse to the study of Brazilian

Indian folklore was given by Couto de

Malgalhaes in his now classic work O
Salvagem and by Barbosa Rodnguez m his

collection Pormdvha Amazanense Both au-

thors obtained their texts from half civilized

Indians who spoke the hngoa geralj the Tupi

dialect used along the Amazon River and its

tnbutanes

For the Indians of the Guianas we have a

valuable collection of myths made by Brett,

but unfortunately he published them in me-

diocre English verse His collections were

contmued by Roth, Koch-Grunberg, Gillm,

Farabee and Ogilvie, so that today the folk-

lore of the Ganb, Arawak and Warrau tribes

IS the best knovm in South America The
mythology of the Witoto, a wild tribe of the

Putumayo River, was recorded by Preuss in

a monumental work that is, nevertheless,

marred by fantastic lunar interpretations The
Brazilian scholar Gapistrano de Abreu ob-

tamed from two Gashmaua Indians a splen-

did assortment of myths and tales which he

transcribed in the native Pano dialect of this

tribe The Finnish anthropologist Karsten

published a few myths of the warlike Jivaro,

a people famous for their shrunken head

trophies

The folklore of the modern Tupi-Guaram

tubes IS known principally through the col-

lections made by the mtrepid Brazilian an-

thropologist Gurt Nimuendaju among the

Apapocuva-Guarani, the Temb6 and the

Shipaya More recently Nimuendaju has

transcribed myths from some of the last rem-

nants of the G6 tribes, the Apmay6 and the

Sherente These Indians, who may represent

the early ethnic strata of Brazil, are especially

interestmg because of their complex social

structure and rich ceremonial life A com-

panson of their mythology with that of other

South Amencan tribes undoubtedly will help

to solve many problems of culture contact

and diffusion.

The expedition of the German anthro-

pologist Karl von den Steinen to the head-

waters of the Xingu, which led to the dis-

covery of Indian tribes untouched by modem,

civilization, had a profund influence on the

course of South American ethnology. He re-
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corded at length the Culture Hero myths of

the Bakain, a Carih tribe, and some creation

myths of the Bororo Considerable material on

Bororo mythology may also be found m
Father Colbacchmi’s remarkable work on

these Indians, whose social organization and

mythology recall those of the G6 tribes.

Among the best contributions to South

American ethnology made by the Swedish

anthropologist Nordenskiold are the myths

and tales that he collected among the little

known tribes of Eastern Bolivia The mam
sources for Chaco mythology are found in the

works of Campana, Karsten, Metraux, Nor-

denskiold and Palavecino

Finally, the mythology and folklore of the

now almost extinct tribes of Tierra del Fuego,

the Yaghan and Ona, are among the most

abundantly documented on the continent,

mainly through the endeavors of Father

Martin Gusinde

The comparative and analytical study of

South American folklore was initiated by

Ehrenreich m the late 19th c Since that time,

this important work has been neglected ex-

c^t for some specialized researches, such as

those of Lehmann-Nitsche on stellar mythol-

ogy and on etiological themes

Among the few popular collections of South

Amencan mythology, those prepared by Koch-

Grunberg and by Knckeberg are the best

It is still premature to try to establish his-

torical theones on the basis of our present

knowledge of South Amencan folklore,

Ehrenreich^s attempt to attribute certain types

of myths to a specific linguistic family has

not been borne out by the distribution of

their themes on the continent. For example,

the Twin story, which he assigns to the Tupi-

Guarani, has been told by countless non-

Guarani tribes, and was familiar to die An-

dean peoples as well Even the themes of

Peruvian and Colombian mythologies may
not be regarded as distinctive of the area of

the Andean high civilizations, for both the

motifs and the patterns that characterize them

occur among the tribes of the pampas and the

tropical forest area

There appears to be a certain amount of

correlation between the mythology of the

Chaco tribes and that of the marginal tubes

of Eastern Brazil (eg such motifs as the

adventures of Sun and Moon, the women
born from the body fragments of a woman,

the star wife, etc ) The folklore of the

Fuegian peoples has several ties with that

of the Araucanians and of the Chaco Indians,

e g ,
the pattern of their Twin story cycles

frequently recurs in South American lore

Nonetheless, it is too early to define South

American folklore in terms of geographical

areas The culture areas of South America

have hardly been established, for wide regions

material is entirely lacking and in others the

material is so inadequate that every character-

ization based on existing sources would be

misleading There is indeed still much to be

done before South American mythology and

folklore will be well documented and familiar
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Alfred Metraux

SOVIET—See Russian SPANIOLISH-See Judeo-SpanisK,

SPANISH
Middle Ages Cantares The slow use of

the Spanish language from Latm coincides

with the Spanish recapture of the land from

the Moors The great events of these cen-

tunes were preserved in epic songs, los can-

tares de gesta, songs of the deeds One of the

earhest of these is the lost but partly recon-

structed C257 Imes) Cantar de los stete

Infantes de Salas, or de Lara, a typical Span-

ish loth c story of murder and revenge. Of a

later type is El Cantar de Bernardo del Carpto,

a song of Roland from the Spanish pomt of

view, regarding Roland as an enemy, this was

reshaped from the Chronicle of Lucas de

Tuy, ca 1225 The classical epic, El Cantar

de Mio Cid, is the only completely preserved

older epic (1140) It falls into three sections

(i) the banishment of Don Rodrigo, die Cid,

by Alfonso VT, ca 1075, (2) the imstreatment

of his daughters by their husbands, the Coimts

of Cam6n, Cs) their rehabilitation and the

punishment of the Counts at the Cortes of

Toledo.

This old Spanish Cid epic, with its frozen

locutions, IS most vaned and rich There is

digmty and tenderness m the Cid s leave-

talcmg from his wife, parted "as the nail from

the flesh” From the reckless deeds of the

bamshed Cid we turn to the sadistic cruelty

of the Counts, among the followers of the

Cid there is the cheer of comradeship and

faith Deftly the moods are mtroduced,

whether of adventure, of love, or—as here-

of forebodmg

Entrado son los ifantes al robredo de Coipes.

Los montes son altos, las ramas pujan con las

nuoves,

E las bestias fieras que andan adetredor , .

Con quantos que ellos traen, yazen essa noch,

Con sus mugieres en bragos demuestranles

amor,

iMal gelo cumpheron quando salie el sol*

Now the infantes have entered the oak wood

of Corpes.

The mountains are high, the branches over-

top the clouds.
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And the wild beasts that roam

With all their men, they camp there through

this night,

With their wives in their arms, they show

them their love,

Alas, woe was in store for them, when the

sim would xise^

A fragment of a 13 c epic, Roncesvalles,

has been found (published by Men^ndez

Pidal, 1917), and vigorous research seems to

indicate a fertile penod of such works Pidal

believes there was a cantor de gesta^ e g ,
on

Rodrigo, the last Gothic king, whose ravish-

mg of Count Julian's daughter led the Count

to summon Tanc the Moor from Africa into

Spam C711 ad), this event is told in Arabic

chronicles of the iith c, in the Latm

Chronica Gathorum, and in a fable of the

Chronica Sdensts, of 1115

Into this Spanish epic flow, there pour

strams of the French chansons de geste, as

m La gran conqinsta de Ultramar (written

under Sancho IV, 1284-95), a tale of the

Knight of the Swan that reads like a chivalry

novel

French mfluence due to the Cluniac move-

ment in Spam turned emphasis from the

national subjects and irregular versification

of the so-called master de jpglana to the spir-

itual subjects and regular versification of the

master de clerecia^ consisting generally of

strophes of four monorhymed alexandnnes,

called cuadema via This trend begins with

translations in uncertain octosyllables, as the

rhymed hagiography (saint's life) La Vida

de Santa Mona Egipciaca^ who m her worldly

life

Tanto quiere jugar y reir

Que noF miembra que ha de monr

This anonymous poem of the early 13th c

is followed by the volummous works of

Gonzalo de Berceo (ii98-i265‘>). He was

probably a secular priest and a minstrel, m
the manner of St Francis, the pculatar

Domini Thus at the end of La vtda del

glonoso Confesor Santo Domingo de Silos

(1230) he prays

Padre, entre los otros, a mi non desempares,

Ca dizen que bien sueles pensar de tus

juglares

Father, with the others, take me under Thy
protection,

For they say that Thou useth to thmk well

of Thy minstrels

The public he addresses, however, is the same

large crowd to whom the juglares nacionales

turned Besides his other lives of saints (Saw

Milldn de Cogolla, Santa Orta') Berceo wrote

a series of Miracles of Our Lady, m one of

these (Duelo que fizo la Virgen Marta), he

gives an archaic song of the soldiers on guard

at Christ's tomb, his language throughout is

varied and expressive

The same form is used in the 10,000 hnes

of Juan Lorenzo de Astorga's Lthro de Ahx'

andra (ca 1250), which pictures Alexander

m combat, refusmg to be a ^'tributary vassal

of the King of Babylon " The impressive de-

scriptions of nature, of onental marvels, of

the majestic tent of Alexander with its sym-

bols of the twelve months, blend with an

Ibenc ascetism that pales before the Amazon

Queen Caletnx.

De la su fermosura no qmero mas cantar

Temo fer alguno de voluntad pecar

Likes so much to laugh and play Of her beauty I will sing no more

That she forgets she has to die For fear lest I lead someone into sm
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The anonymous Lthro de Afolomo, reshap-

ing a Byzantine story of the Kmg of Tyre, a

bit more boldly presents the awakening of

love

Alg6 contra la duena un poquiello el cejo,

Fu6 ella de verguenza prisa un poquillejo

He lifted his eyebrows just a bit, to the lass.

And, just a little bit, bashfulness overcame

her

The popular cuaderna via form was also

used for the inspiring patriotic cantar, El

Poema de Ferndn Gonzales (ca 1250), by a

monk of San Pedro de Arlanza In the course

of the 14th c the epics and chronicles of the

olden style died

Lyncism Various sources may have blended

to produce the early Spanish lyric Ribera

emphasizes the influence of the popular

Arabic lyrics, stemming from Mucadam ben

Muafa in the 9th c His principal strophes

were the zejel, a monorhymed carol with

chorus (AAbbba, AAccca, AAddda), and a

guexalfi of alternate rhymes These forms

appear in the Arabic canctonero of Ahin
Guzmdn (1095-1150) Pidal emphasizes the

native popular ^ romance'^ poetry, in an idiom

between Late Latin and Old Spanish, which

still m the time of Alfonso ^ (1126-57)

must have been nch in canciones de mayo,

de vela, de segadores (songs of May, watch-

man s, reaper s songs) and the like, and many
women's songs, as the vtllanctcos of the shep-

herdess and the serramllas of the serrana, the

girl-guide through a mountam pass Some of

the Castilian poetry of the early 13th c,

—e g La razon de amor and Elena y Maria

—shows the mfluence of the French deiat,

as does the more scholastic Disputa del

alma y del cuerfo (J)ehate between the body

and the soul)

The first Spanish trovador, King Alfonso X,

the Wise,'^ using the Gallo-Portuguese

tongue, wrote the 450 Cantigas de Santa

Marta, mamly miracles, but with 41 loores

(praises) and 15 hymns They are very sim-

ple, with primitive refrains that seem pious

echoes of olden May songs

Quern a Virgen ben servira

A paraiso iii

Whoso serves Our Lady well

Will go to Paradise.

Similarly rooted m the popular, and m this

respect very different from the Provencal

troubadours, were other trovadors, Pedro

Amigo de Sevilla, Kmg Sancho I, Airas

Nunes de Santiago, Kmg Don Dims of Por-

tugal Juan Zorro and Pero Meogo imitated

the womens songs Coantigas £amigo), those

supposedly sung by the man (^cantigas d'amor)

were imitated by Nuno Fernandes Torneol

Whole collections of popular 1)t:ic songs can

be found m the Canctonero da Vaticana and

the Canctonero Coloca-Brancuti, only the

Canctonero de A^uda contams primarily

learned material The Castilian language

rarely appears in these poems, but the poetical

prose diction of the 13th c translation of The
Song of Songs forms the basis of the classical

language of mysticism, as already mirrored in

Berceo's Santa Orta, who hopes to go to

heaven

Luego en esti talamo querria ser novia

Then m that bridal bed I should like to be

bride.

Didacticism The prose of the period is

entirely didactic Outside of the legal (fiieros)

and the histoncal C^r6nicas)j it ranges from

stories to proverbs, from debates to exposi-

tions of man's estates It is a learned litera-

ture, by compilers of oriental material such as

exemfla (stones with a moral) for preachers,

but also more interesting matenal, e g Cahh
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e Dtmna^ fables in dialogue of a king and his

adviser Rich m matter from natural history,

these stories, coming from India through the

Arabs, were fused with Castilian traditions by

Infante Don Juan Manuel (12,82-1349), in

El Conde hucanor, also called El hhro de

Patromo, from the man who gives advice to

the count through the stories of men or ani-

mals The oriental influence appears in the

lengthy and polite introductions to the

exempla, in the vague suggestions of actual

persons, in the endless wise digressions The
native strain is present in particular charac-

ters, flesh and blood persons in the Castilian

countryside

The moral stones, El hhro de ejemflos, of

Climente Sanchez (1379-1426) are arranged

alphabetically (A to M). Women are at-

tached, increasingly, after the translation from

the Arabic Sendehar ordered by the Infante

Don Fadnque in 1253 and called Book of the

devices and tricks of womens and the clergy

are criticized in El hhro de los gatos (Book of

the Cats, but probably a bad rendenng of the

Hebrew agadas, stories). The Jewish influ-

ence IS more certain in the Dtsctfhna clencahs

of the convert Petrus Alfonsus El hhro del

cahallero Zifar, called the first chivalry novel,

has a basic frame-story within which are ad-

ventures, advice, miracles, fairy tales, and

picaresque fun. The oldest Spanish novel that

praises woman (m spite of unrequited love)

is Juan Rodriguez de la Camaris El stervo

hhre de amor (ca 1440) An historical report,

by Pedro Rodnguez de Lena, of Quinones*

defense of the San Marcos bridge of Orbigo

near Leon, with 9 companions agamst 62

knights, in honor of his lady (1439), was

given the style of a novel a century later by

Juan de Pmeda, as El hhro del Paso honroso

de Suero de Quinones

The most poetical of the 'TDOoks of the

estates** of man is La danza de la muerte,

where death as a minstrel invited men of

every estate to follow him, and only the monk

IS ready The "dance of death** seems to have

entered Spam from France via Catalonia, the

monks of Montserrat used to perform one.

Ad mortem festmamus

Violent satire against the court, under the

guise of a convent visited by a Provincial,

appears in Co'plas del Provincial (ca 1470),

Coflas de Mingo Revulgo is a complaint of

the people (as Revulgo) against Ennque

IV A more homely wisdom appears m Inigo

L6pez de Mendoza*s*^ collection of Proverbs

old women tell at the fireside, alfhahetically

among them

Hard bread needs a sharp tooth

A woman who looks around a lot, spins little.

Many words, many mistakes

Wisdom and irony blend m the rhymed

adages, Proverhios morales, compiled for King

Pedro the Cruel (1350-69) by the rabbi of

Camdn, Sem Tob The authors spirit is

manifest in his lines

The rose, that spnngeth from the thorn,

I deem no less because thus bom,

Nor IS the value of good wine

Lessened by its source, the vine

The falcon is not less esteemed

When its vile nest it seeketh.

Nor should exemfla less be deemed

Because a Jew speaketh

A century later a similar wise irony permeates

the little Dialogo entre el amor^y un viejo of

Rodrigo de Cota, in which an old man,

granted the fires of love, grows ashamed of

his decaying body youthfully flaming.

In the later Middle Ages, the oriental spint

developed an external form, generally called

mozdrahe, in art, mudejar, in literature

aljamiado barbarian Thus the Coplas de

Yogef are wntten in Spamsh with Hebrew

letters, El foema de Yuguf with Arabic letters,

as well as an Alexander poem and other ma-
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terial The legend of Buddha, however, came

into Spanish through the Latin, in La Estona

de Josafhat e de Barlaam, and left traces in

many tales

Individual Medieval Authors Juan Ruiz,’^

Arcipreste de Hita, wrote the 7,000 Imes of

El Itbro de huen amor, a miscellaneous gath-

ering of miracles, exempla, fabliaux, debates

(Mrs Lenten and Mr Flesh), held together

by a rhymed autobiography and a Pandarus

tale*

De la santidad mucho es bien gran hcionario,

Mas de ]uego de burla es chico breviario

It IS a very well extended reader of samdiness,

But also a httle breviary of play and fun

With metncal variation from 4 to 14 syllables,

and an extraordmary vocabulary, the work

has masterstrokes of portraiture, in the pic-

ture of the archpriests servant, Don Furdn,

in the subtleties of the descriptions of love

The book ranges ^widely over human moods

and failings, it parodies legal, Moorish, and

liturgical speech, it piles on humorous stones,

uses mock-heroic motifs, yet develops its fables

smoothly And the ironic, at times obscene,

jester also can pray El Ithro de huen amor is

a fit contemporary of Boccaccio and Chaucer

Pero L6pez de Ayala (1332-1407), diplo-

mat, chancellor of Castile, historian (Cromca

del Rey Don Pedro), is a soaal satinst m
vanous moods and metres hi the Rtmado de

Palacto he extends the cuaderna via to a kind

of sestina and sonnet, m its 1,465 strophes

scourging the manners and actions of the

court His satire contains no humor, but a

sadness, a pious sorrow at the misery of the

poor and the misfortune of the Church,

whose Pope is a prisoner at Avignon

Don Ennque de Villena (1384-1434) is

one of the many-sided men of the Middle

Ages, a dabbler m magic, an interpreter of

dreams He apphes an allegorical-moral inter-

pretation to The Twelve Labors of Hercules,

and teaches manners in the Arte ctsona, a

manual of carving and etiquette He wrote

a poetics. Arte de trohar, and made the first

Castilian translations of the Aenetd and The
Divine Comedy
The Marques of SantiUana, Don Inigo

L6pez de Mendoza,^ developed old Spanish

poetic patterns (lo serrantllas') and new ones

from Italy (42 Sonetos hechos al itdlico

modo) In Prohemio e carta al Condestahle de

Portugal he defined poetry as % fiction of use-

ful things covered with a beautiful veil " His

Inpemo de las Enamorados copies Dante^s

Canto V, as Diana shows Hippolytus the un-

happy lovers m hell Bound by the tradition

of el arte mayor (a sequence of 10 or ii sylla-

ble Imes with hovermg accent), Don Inigo

was not wholly successful in brmgmg the

pure hendecasyllable mto Spanish verse

Scarcely more successful was Juan de Mena

(1411-56) who first translated the Iliad, and

first—if the popular Coplas de \Ay Pamderal

be really his—satirized the decaymg knight-

hood His Labyrinth of Fortune (also called

Las trescientas. The Three Hundred, le.

strophes) mutates Dante’s Paradiso, but there

are touching scenes of Spanish history and

lives of saints. He was followed by Juan de

Padilla (1468-1522)

Moral in form, but erotic m spint, is the

Corvacho o Reprohacion de amor mundano of

Alfonso Martinez de Toledo (1398-1470),

archpriest of Talavera With sensuous and

sadistic stones, set in a sanctimonious frame,

he sets out to prove the wickedness of women
With rich vocabulary and lively style he pic-

tures especially the coquetry and pretense of

the city women.

Gomez Mannque (1412-90), nephew of

the Marqu6s de SantiUana and uncle of Jorge

Mannque, m his Poesias uses vivid similes

and his poetic power mainly for pohtical

ends But his Titurgical” drama (following

the older Misteno de los Reyes Magas') of the
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adoration of the shepherds, Refresentacton

del nactmtento de Nuestro Senor, and his

Lamentaciones for the Holy Week, are

important relics of the Spanish medieval

theatre

Jorge Mannque^ is a learned poet His 51

vaned Poestas deal mainly with inner aspects

of man, nature has little place in them He
builds an elegy (Coflas for la muerte de $u

fadre') into a philosophy of death

Nuestras vidas son los rios

Que van a dar en la mar

Que es el morir

Y consiento en mi morir

Con voluntad placentera

Clara y pura

Our hves are the rivers

That run toward the sea

That is our dymg
And I assent to my dying

With a gende will

Clear and pure

Ferndn P^rez de Guzman (1376-1460),

the first Spanish biographer (in the vein of

Plutarch), presents two volumes of heroes

and saints, and a sympathetic and critical

study of contemporaries, Las generactones,

semhlcmzas y ohras Still more famous are th6

24 portraits in the Lthro de los claros varones

de Castilla of Hernando de Pulgar (1436-

93)
The work of the 15th c poets is preserved

m many ccmdoneros^ ordered by Kmg Juan II

of Castille and Alfonso V of Aragon Thus
the Cmcionero de Baena contains, among the

works of 54 Castilian poets, the devout and

the obscene lyrics of Alfonso de Villasandmo,

the political and allegorical Dante imitations

of Francisco Imperial, the reahstic rhymes of

Rey de Ribera The Canctonero de Stumga
is filled with popular verse, and poems of the

sentimental Carvajales, Juan de Tapia, Pedro

de Santa Fe The wittiest of all these poets is

Juan Alvdrez Cato (1440-1496?)

The Renaissance The Spanish Renaissance

is interlinked with the Counterreformation

and with baroque Kept by its Church loyalty

from the merely secular humanist rouse,

Spain not only renewed Latin, Greek, and

also Hebrew studies, but by its keen intro-

spection anticipated modem psychology The
study of traditional theology that culminated

in Lius de L6on and Francisco Sudrez was

prepared by the philosophy of Luis Vives

(before Bacon to use inductive methods and

expenment). Martyr Anglerius, Lucius Ma-
nneus Siculus, and other scholars at AlcaM

and Salamanca The Spanish discovenes and

colonization helped develop a national unity,

and the broad popular basis of Spanish life

and art mamtamed a practical realism

The sciences were drawn to the new needs,

as by Pdrez de Oliva, who foresaw the tele-

phone Mathematics and astronomy were ap-

plied to navigation, the ocean depths were

fathomed and mapped Arias Montano studied

atmospheric pressure. Fox Morcillo, fossils

The typical attitude was expressed by Fran-

cisco Sanchez el Brocense (1523-99?), m the

preface to his Paradoxa, that all thmgs

may be freely examined, save the orthodox

faith

A more critical note came; into Spam m
1510 to 1530 with the works of Erasmus,

which stirred many of the clergy and con-

verted Jews Ccnsttanas nuevos') against the

religious folklore, without, however, seriously

disturbing their fundamental faith Charles V
saw himself as a champion of the Church

against the paganization of the contemporary

papacy and against German Protestantism

Cardinal Ximdnes de Cisneros founded the

University of Alcala de Henares to strengthen

theology, and he and his collaborators on the

polyglot Bihle, Bihlta Comflutense--the

Greek scholar H^mdn Nunez, the Hebrew

scholar Alonso de Zamora, the Latm scholar
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Antonio de Nebrija—accepted the Latin Vul-

gate as their only norm

The Erasmian influence blended with a

pseudo-mystical intoxication at thought of im-

mediate contact with God, espeaally m
such women as Sor Maria de Santo Dommgo,

“la Beata de Piedrahita'', Maria Cazalla, Isa-

bel de Vergara, Ana Osono It carried away

Augustin de Cazala and*Ponce de la Fuente,

and was used in antipapal propaganda, as by

Chancellor Gattinara and his secretary Alonso

de Vald6s (d 1532) It found literary expres-

sion in the famous Dtdlogo de la doctrtna cns-

ttana, by Juan de Valdes (d 1545), twin

brother of Alonso Of more literary signifi-

cance IS Juan’s Didlogo de la lengua, which

for the first time in history abandons the

moral judgment of literary works to weigh

their style A vigorous attack on the pope

(Clement VII) is in the dialogue on the sack

of Rome, in 1527, the Dtdlogo de los cosas

ocumdas en Roma, by Alonso de Vald6s, who
turns to rehgious satire m the Dtdlogo de

Mercurto y Caron, an examination of the

souls of the dead

Evidences of more modified Erasmian in-

fluence abound Mihtary heroism is praised as

a civilian virtue by Juan Lopez de Palacios

Rubios (1450-1525) in his Tratado del

esfuerzo hdltco herotco (1524) Human dig-

nity as a fundamental quality of pagans and

Christians alike is elevated by Femdn P^rez

de Oliva (d. 1531) m El dtdlogo de la dtgnt-

dad del homhre Life and death are examined

in detached irony by Francisco L6pez de

Villalobos (1473-1549) in his medical and

philosophical works, especially in the cancidn

Venga ya la dulce muerte Anstocratic, as

opposed to popular, opinions are upheld m
Cohqutos o didlogos (1547) ^7 otherwise

conservative historian Pero Mexia (1499?—

1551) Cnticism of morals and customs comes

through the mouth of a shoemakers rooster m
Cnstdbal de ViUaldn’s Crotaldn, its 19 chap-

ters in prose are called gfintQS h^c^us^ th®

cock is smgmg them, they are a forerunner of

Cervantes^ Coloquto de los ferros (dogs)

Andrea Laguna (1499-1560) presents ironic

cnticism of foreign customs in his Vta]e de

Turquta The Inquisition was displeased with

the attempt of Juan Huarte de San Juan

(1530-91*?) to explain endowments and tal-

ents by a psychology dependent on bodily

conditions and sociological surroundings, as

in his Examen de tngentos fata las ctenctas

(1575) To avoid such clashes, the mam
editor of the second polyglot Bthle (Antwerp,

1573), Benito Arias Montano (1527-98)

proposed, after the strict Spanish indices of

1551 and 1559, ^ i^iore tolerant one, the Index

of the Duke of Alba (1569), which later

won the sanction of Rome
Yet, in the long run these elements (though

seen also m poetry Luis de Le6n, and in the

novel Cervantes) remained the exception,

while under the leadership of the Jesuits and

with the mystic spintuality, another side of

humanistic culture, the aesthetics and psy-

chology of the classics, was renewed

Among the classical influences on Renais-

sance Spam, while Aristotle was chief m
philosophy, Plato was outstanding m litera-

ture Ovid played a part, for it is the love

element m Plato that predominated Despite

Boscdn’s translation (1534) of Castiglione’s

Courtter, and other Italian works, however.

It was not the Italian concept of Plato, but the

neoplatonic ideas of Plotinus, that were most

potent m Spain These ideas had come there

through the Ghnstian Fathers, and through

the Arabs and the Jews (Avempace, Avice-

bron, Maimonides, Averroes) to Ramon Lull

and especially to Abrabanel, or Leone Ebreo

(b 1490) His Dudogkt d'amore (1535),

written in hispanized Naples and thrice trans-

lated into Spanish (1568, 1582, 1590), were

also popularized by the plagiarist Maximiliano

Calvi (1576) and condensed a lo dtvtno by

Cnst6bal de Fonseca (1592) Leone pictures

the §oul seeking creative love (God) through
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beauty, but more successfully as it loosens tbe

bodily ties, silencing the senses to find the

form of beauty, the divine intellect, within,

and achieving its goal when ravished by

death into the primal beauty Thus, where

the Renaissance m other lands is concerned

with man and nature, and seelcs to link them

in a controlled world by logical thought, the

Spanish Renaissance reaches beyond to the

relation of man and God, and beyond reason

reaches forth with intuition and deep faith

Renaissance Theatre The glory of Renais-

sance Spam is her theatre The nativity plays

of G6mez Manrique (1412-90) were devel-

oped in the hedonistic spint of the Italian

Renaissance by Juan del Enema (1469-1529),

who after his sojourn in Rome changed the

shepherds of Bethlehem into Italian pastoral

figures, concerned with a pagan dalliance of

love and the enjoyment of the hour Carpe

dtem

Tomemos hoy gasajado,

Que manana vien la muerte

Let us enjoy this very day.

For tomorrow we die

In his Cnstmo y Fehea, e g ,
Cristmo, having

become a hermit, is triumphantly restored to

the shepherd state, ^Tor there are more good

shepherds than monks, and better ones

More moderate is Bartolom6 de Torres

Naharro (d after 1530), with simple come-

diets a notictaj realistic scenes Centremeses

costumhnstets) as La Soldadesca CThe Sol-

dters) or La Ttnelarta (The Kitchen Staff),

or comedies of intrigue, as Comedia Jacinta

Qomedia Himenea is the typical Spanish com-

edy de capa y espada (of cloak and sword)

in a nutshell, with its essential pundonor

(point of honor), as well as a paradox and

agudeza (sharp wit)

The various currents of the time blend

charmingly m the work of the Portuguese-

Spanish Gil Vicente (1465-1539), best of

these early playwrights, and also a goldsmith

of note With bold use of mythology, severe

cnticism of the church, conscious sensuahty

lightened by humor, Vicente’s plays are

marked by brilliant technique and equally

lively control of either tongue The third

auto of his Tnlogta das harcas (1517,-

18,-19), in Spanish, shows a maiden flirting

with the angel of the barge of death There

IS irony in his Amadis, and frank pagan joy

in his Templo de Apollo (1526), in which the

peasant speaks Portuguese while the gods

speak the Gastihan of Gharles V
Pagan too is the great forerunner not only

of the classical drama but of the novel

Celestina, or the Tragicomedia de Calisto y
Mehhea (1499 at Burgos, 16 acts, 1502 at

Seville, 21 acts, Act I is very long) This

tragic accion en prosa combines the go-

between (Celestina) theme with that of the

unfortunate lovers Against the vulgarity of

the servants stands the aristocratic dignity of

the true, and truly noble, lovers the shrewd,

scheming, realistic Celestina, the pure and

gentle Mehhea, victim of her love

From the religious drama the Spanish

theatre received even greater impetus The
passion plays and mysteries were followed by

Biblical plays Auto de Coin y Abel by Jaime

Ferruz, Tragedia llamada Josefina (1535) by

Micael de Carvajal, Entremes de Noemt y
Ruth by Sebastian de Horosco (1510-80)

Corresponding to the English morality play

was the Spanish one-act farsa sacramental,

wherem abstractions argued dogma Under

the Protestant attack upon the Euchanst, the

autos sacramentales developed, at first, as in

Herndn L6pez de Yanguas’ Ectrsa sacramental

en capias (1620), they glorified the Sacra-

ment, for presentation on Corpus Chnsti

day, but they soon ranged afield, into para-

bles as in Juan de Timpneda’s Terneno $acra~
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mental (1575) and then to any theme, sup-

posedly to be interpreted a lo dtvtno, even

Graeco-Roman mythology

Some playwrights chose classical themes

without allegoncal purpose La Vengcmza de

Agamemnon (1528) of Femdn P^rez de la

Oliva, Ftlomena (1564) of Juan de Timoneda

But more favored were modem subjects, m
new strophic forms, as the Ntse lasUmosa and

Ntse Icmreada C1577) of Fray Jeronimo Ber-

mtidez Salamanca, on the murder of Ines de

Castro, wife of the Infante Peter of Portugal,

m 1355 These were written in unrhymed

hendecasyllables, with sapphic chomses Cris-

t6bal de Viru^s (1550-1609) followed the

more sensational taste for Senecan blood-and-

thunder drama in his Aula funoso and in love

tragedies old (Ehsa Dtdo') and new (La

mfeltce Marcela)

Much more suited to the stage were the

works of the Sevilhan actor Lope de Rueda

(d 1565), His language is flavorous, his dia-

logue bnsk and, although his plot structure

is weak, he created many popular types m his

realistic pasos (events, le short dramatized

stories) as Las aceitunas (The Olives') and

his comedies, as Eufemta and Armehnda He
introduced colonial figures, Negroes from the

Canbbean, with a Creole Spanish as colorful

as themselves Another Sevillian, Juan de la

Cueva (1550-1610), sought in his Exemplar

poittco to standardize popular taste His plays

vary from the classical Tragedta de Ayax

Tehmdn to the popular Comedia de h muerte

del Rey Don Scmcho and the Comedia del

Infamador, which bears a germ of the Don

Juan story

The height of the Spanish Renaissance

drama was attamed by Lope de Vega ^ Scorn-

ing the rules and in general the themes of the

classics, Lope drew from every native and

popular source, with well-knit plots, lively,

even beautiful, yet natural dialogue, variety

of characters, in many meters and strophic

forms He continued the bulky CelesUna in

his autobiographical accton en prosa, La

Dorotea He made the pastoral comedy genu-

inely rural, as in El villano en su nncon (The

Peasant %n hts corner) He tinged the realistic

with a fairylike fancy Emphasizing the patri-

otic (El mepr alcalde el rey, The hest judge,

the king), he especially developed the Span-

ish psychology of jealousy and honor, in

many portraits of honest and heroic women
We can only glimpse the many-sidedness of

Lope^s prodigious production, his 500 extant

dramas (of some 1,500) range widely Most

of them are built m three long acts, jomadas

(days) His religious plays include autos (El

vtctje del alma, The SouVs purney), comedies

(Lo pngtdo verdadero. Fiction proving

Truth), legends (La buena guarda, The Good

guard) Among the few plays based on classi-

cal mythology is one on Orpheus, El mando

mas prme (The most constant husband) La

Imperial de Otdn (Otto^s Imperial Crown)

treats the rebellion of Otocar of Bohemia

agamst Rudolph of Hapsburg The master-

pieces are dramatized romances of Spanish

history Las famosas Astunanas (The Famous

girls of Astuna), La Estrella de Sevilla (The

Star of Seville'), Fuente Ovejuna, El alcalde

de Zdamea, Pastoral or Oriental backgrounds

mark other plays, the capa y espada mood, still

more, as El perro del hortelano (The Gar-

dener's dog), La Dama boba (The Lady

Fool).

Lope’s work, widi its balance of action and

character, its neatness of significant situations,

Its smcendad religiosa, sums up the Spanish

temperament If Lope does not dwell upon

ideological questions, that aspect of Spanish

concern enriches the reh^ous, philosophical

drama of Tirso de Molma,"^ who is even more

picturesque and individual m his vocabulary

than Lope He reduced his plots to a few

patterns, developed by continuous improve-

ment Tirso, in spite of his wide worldly
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knowledge, is pious, almost ascetic, St

Bruno, hero of El mayor desengaiio (The

Greatest dtsMusiori), queries

Of what use letters and studies,

dignities, honors, degrees,

books, chairs, offices,

if the scholars are damned?

He sets chaste youths against seductive women
in La mujer que manda en casa (The Woman
that rules the house')

y
in El vergonzoso en

falacto (The Bashful one m the 'palace) But

he also shows virtue m women saintliness

in Santa Juana, courage and mother-love m
Dona Marta de Moltna, innocence, and chas-

tity violated, in El hurlador de Sevilla (The

Seducer of Seville) and Don Gil de las calzas

Verdes (—with the green trousers) Its pic-

ture of spiritual pnde mclines many to attnb-

ute to Tirso the effective, anonymous Con-

denado por desconpado (Damned for lack

of faith), sprung from the contemporary con-

troversy over free will, m this play Christian

humanism opposes its gentleness and humility

to the arrogance and self-sufficiency around

Don Guillen de Castro y Bellvis^ limits

his interest, even in national themes, to mdi-

vidual issues Neglecting the current figure

of the grocxoso—also called hoho (fool), he

plays the same role as the Shakespearean

clown, but in spite of his popularity lacks

Shakespearean depth—GuilMn sets his fig-

ures m sharp opposition Christian and Moor
m Las mocedades del Ctd (Youth of the Cid)

and Las hazanas (Deeds) del Ctd, man and

woman m the divorce drama Los mal casados

(The ill-wedded) de Valencia and the adul-

tery drama (based on Cervantes) El cunoso

impertinente Yet he shifted the tragic story

of Don Alarcos so as to produce a comedia

with a '"happy ending
”

The vigor and noble spirit of the Mexican-

bom hunchback, Ju^an Ruiz de Alarcdn y
Ivt^ndo?^ (1581-163^) animate Jns 21 dtamas

of poetic justice, as La verdad sospechosa

(The Suspicious truth), Ganar amigos (How
to make friends), Las paredes oyen (The
Walls are listening), El examen de mandos

(The test of husbands), El semejante a si

mismo (His own double) Corneille imitated

this mood in Le Menteur, but the Spanish

baroque theatre continued Alarcdn’s other

phase, miracle and magic as in El Antecristo,

La cueva (The cave) de Salamanca, Quten

mal anda, en mal acaba (Who does evil, ends

in evil), an Inquisition trial of a Moor ac-

cused of using a demon^s help to win his

bnde

The Renaissance Lync The humanistic

poets that studied classical and Italian poetry

were nonetheless primarily interested in the

popular poetry of Spain They collected and

continued the old romances, published them

m the Canctonera of Femdndez de Constan-

tina, and Cancionero general of Hernando de

Castilla, and the like, whereas the people

pnnted them on broadsides, pltegos sueltos

The orally transmitted romances, called vtejos

(old ones) and tradicionales, deal with popular

national themes, in 8-syllable verses with uni-

form assonance after 16 syllables They are

simple, rude, but clear-cut, they lead the

reader in medtas res (into the midst of

things) as do the epics The Moonsh ro-

mances and the border ballads, romances

fronterizos, have learned ingredients, as have

the romances juglarescos, mainly on French

themes (Charlemagne) or Celtic (King

Arthur) All these mixed types are gathered

in the Romanceros of Nucio (1550), Ndjera

(1550)? Puentes (1550), Sepulveda (1551),

Timoneda (1573)

The poets of the i6th c wrote learned imi-

tations, romances arttsticos or eruditos, of

these popular ballads, gathered with the gen-

uine ones in Romanceros generates of the

early 17th c , and in many collections of the

19th and the 20th century Herder, Gnmm
(1815;), Depping (1817), Durdn (1832)^
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Wolf and Hofmann C1856), Men^ndez
Pelayo (1906), Menendez Pidal

With olden metres and vocabulary but new
charm and wit, Crist6bal de Castillejo (1490-

1550) imitated Ovid and Catullus, his erotic

verse remains only m an expurgated edition

(1573) He greets high ladies with flirtatious

tnfles Q/uestros Undos ops. Ana, your pretty

eyes, Anna), his chiseled form is at its peak

m the quintillas of the imagined dream Yo,

senora, me sonaha, un sueno que no dehiera,

I, my lady, dreamed a dream I should not

Juan Boscdn de Almogaver (ca 1495-1542)

brought a more polished Italian technique

into Spanish poetry, the hendecasyllable the

Marques de SantiUana had clumsily intro*

duced, he smoothed and adapted to the Span-

ish tongue, minimizing the occurrence of a

final stress Three books of his poems, fin-

ished in style but lacking in life, were first

published by his widow in 1543

The vitality deficient in Boscdn is richly

present in his friend Garcilaso de le Vega*,

whose work—3 eclogues, i verse epistle, 5

odes, and 38 sonnets—was published in one

volume with Boscdn^s (1543), and is the

finest lync treasure of the Spanish Renais-

sance. The world of love and beauty evoked

by grave and gentle Garcilaso remains a

wonder of lyncal self-analysis His first eclogue

Cca 1536), in stanzas, grows from his own
unhappy love The second, in tercets with in-

ternal rhyme, is more philosophical, the third,

in ottave nme, weaves a pastoral tale La Flor

de Gnido transforms the quintilla into the

jewel of the lira form Cay, bii, ay, by, bii)

later used by Luis de Le6n and S Juan de la

Cruz In these deftly handled forms, Garcilaso

presents an harmonious balance of reason and

passion, and reminds us of the essential

identity of beauty and goodness, of evil and

pain

Garcdaso's less endowed pupil, Gutierre de

Cetma (15^0-57?) cultivated the elegant

madrigal, and with fhteresc traits (as of the

silversmith’s art) wove artificial triflings

around his loves Also artificial was Hernando

de Acuna (ca I5i8-ca 1586) who set

Charles Vs translation of the old-fashioned
^

El Caballero determinado of Olivier de la

Marche mto double quintillas, and wrote elab

orate sonnets in praise of Spanish unity

Greater praise of Spanish glory came from

the Sevillian Fernando de Herrera,’^ with his

great odes celebratmg victory over the Turks

at Lepanto, the Portuguese at Alcazarquivir,

the Moriscoes (baptized Moors that stayed

m Spam after 1492) at Las Alpujanas, his

estanctas largas (long strophes) draw power

from the Bible Similarly clear and austere

are his sonnets and other lyrics of love His

contemporanes, however, preferred Garcilaso’s

rococo, which, along with Italian models, was

imitated in the simple and tender, though

elegant Poesias (pub by Quevedo, 1631) of

Francisco de la Torre (ca 1534-94) More
graphic and sensuous is Francisco de Figueroa

(1536-1617, the Tirsi in Cervantes’ Galatea),

who heaps up profos (exaggerated compli-

ments) m his descnption of his love

Sunbeams, gold, ivory, sun, ties, life

ebony, snow, purple and jessamine,

amber, pearls, rubies

—and who destroyed the greater part of his

canctones

Rodngo Caro (1573-1647) laments the

vamshed Roman glory of the Seville country

m the classical A las rutnas de Italia A per-

vasive disillusionment marks the anonymous

Eftstola mord a Vdbio (1626), in calm and

dignified tercets Still more baroque in mood,

despite their classical form, are the sonnets

and satires of Lupercio Leonardo de Argen-

sola (1559-1613), and the more chastened

work of his brother, the pnest Bartolom^

Leonardo de Argensola (1562-1631),

Prose. Though also fostered by treatises

from France, Germany, and the Netherlands,
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ascetiasm and mysticism, combined with

sharp criticism of social customs and mores,

had a strong native growth in Renaissance

Spam The first archibishop of reconquered

Granada, Fray Hernando de Talavera (1428-

1507) in his Breve forma de confesar and

Tractado frovechoso de vesUr y de calzar

(^Useful treatise on how to dress and he

shod') sharply criticizes the festivities, drmk-

mg, bull-fights, cosmetics, of contemporary

culture With keen psychology he indicates

that some persons may drink water with a

more sensuous delectation than others drink

wine Liftmg the medieval Art of Dying (ars

monendt) to a mystical faith, Alejo Venegas

(1493-1554) m his famous Agonta del

trdnsito de la muerte with wide learning

counsels a spirit ready to welcome death's

coming (His treatise bears an ‘'etymological"

glossary of diflScult terms) Fray Alonso de

Madrid transformed the medieval Con-

tem'ptus mundt (Scorn of the world) into an

active though gentle Arte 'para servtr a Dtos

(1521), Its third part moves toward mysticism,

linking morals mtimately with faith

Shifting emphasis from “save your soul" to

omma ad maiorem Dei gloriam (all thmgs

for the greater glory of God), the E'jeroicios

esfirituales of St Ignatius of Loyola (1491-

1556) point the path to a refined prayer

imaginative, analytical, rhythmic, ejaculatory

This IS also the concern of the Franciscan

Bernardino de Laredo (1482-1545), whose

Suhida del monte Sion projects man's vnU as

a boat upon the sea of the Lord s will More
directly mystic, especially m the Epistolano

esfintuah is Blessed Juan de Avila (1500-

69), in his commentary on the 44th Psalm,

where he presents spiritual concerns m teal-

istxc metaphors His pupil Luis de Granada^

emphasizes spintual exaltation, m his Guia
de pecadores (1556), and in his Introduccidn

al simholo de la Fe (1583) most vividly de-

scnbes natural objects and scenes—the pome-

granate, the peacock, the human body—as

symbols of God's glory. His translation (1536)

of the famous Imitatio Christi he developed m
Lihro de oracion y meditacion (1554), m
magnificent oratory, blending rhymed prose

with rounded periods His Latin Rhetorica

ecclesiastica (pub 1770) systematically ex-

amines the problems of rhetoric, as those of

mysticism are considered in Memorial de la

Vida cnstiana (1561) His images are lively

Faith must be tuned like a violin, neglected,

It IS money in the cash-box, medicine on the

shelf Even more vivid is the story by Mal6n

de Chaide (d 1589) of La Conversion de la

Magdalena, in which lively lyrics come be-

tween conversations that are as homely as

the soil

“But tell me, Magdalena, wouldn't it be

best to wait till our Lord leaves the table?

Because tears are not the nght seasoning

for the dishes
"

“I want to get there before he leaves the

table, for that dish comes too late which

arrives when the cloth is cleared
"

More specifically Spanish mysticism came

through the Franciscan tradition in Francisco

de Osuna,^ whose Tercer ahecedano (1527)

makes clear that the first essential of Chris-

tian perfection is recollection, achieved by

an ascetic life and meditative prayer, where-

after God may invade the soul vuth objective

—not imagined—consolations (gt^stos) and

even ecstatic union He too uses homely fig-

ures—“There IS no fire which would cleanse

(the soul) better, no file which would smooth

her better, no razor which would shave her

better"—of the discipline to which God sub-

dues the soul The same path, with emphasis

on contrition, is followed by the Augustmian

chaplain to Phihp II, Alonso de Orozco

(1512-91), and by the Franciscan Juan de

los Angeles ^ Most vmd is Juan's picture of

the mystic union of the soul ivith God, first

in Triunfos del amor de Dios (1589), elab-
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orated m Lucha (.Struggle) esputual y
cmoTOsa entre Dtos y el alma

Mysticism becomes ^'the science of love” in

the Tratado de la oracton (1556) of San

Pedro de Alcdntara (1499-1562), founder of

the Recollects and paternal friend of Samt

Teresa Diego de Estella (1524-78) calls the

ascetic sufferings of the mystic '^steel blows

of God to stoke from the flint of your heart

sparks of the fire of love” But the highest

expression of Spanish mysticism is in Santa

Teresa de Jesds, Teresa ‘de Cepeda y Ahu»

mada ^ The self-analysis of this Carmelite

mm, unbuttressed with theological leammg

or terminology, strove to express the ineffable

m most original symbols Two allegories are

fundamental in her Lthro de su vtda (1562-

66), the watermg process, in her Castillo in-

terior or Las Moradas (The Chamhers,

1577), the seven compartments of a crystal

globe. In her Relactones (1560-79) and

Ccmtno de perfeccton (Way of Perfection,

1585) these are reenforced with many stok-

ing similes, as Samt Teresa pictures the

progress of the soul after recogvmtento (rec-

ollection) binds the will to God, qmetud and

union de las fotencias (unitmg simplification

of the powers of the soul) do the same for

the understanding and the memory, xmtil the

soul joins God m ecstatic moments (des-

posoTto) and finally m mystical union

(matrmonto) Between such ecstatic mo-

ments, Saint Teresa infused her poems with

her divine yearnings live without living

by myself( *'0 beauty beyond all beauties*”

Fray Luis de Le6n,* humanistic editor of

Saint Teresa, brought Platonic, Bibhcal, and

mystic elements to a hterary synthesis. In

Los nomhres de Cnsto (1583 in 2 books,

1585 in 3) he discusses the mystic imphca-

tions of the various Biblical appellations of

Christ, in a Platomc dialogue of urbanity and

beauty His deep love of nature constantly

slips mto his speculations, even his piety is

transfused with it, as when, in La ferfecta

casada (The perfect married woman, 1586)

he urges the newly married Dona Maria

Varela Osorio, for whom the book was writ-

ten, to nse betimes

The eye is delighted with the birth of

light and with the delicacy of the air and

the variations of the clouds, to the ear the

birds lend agreeable harmonies

The same enthusiasm for all God's creation

animates his somewhat Horatian poems, as

Vtda retirada, Noche serena, A Felipe Ruiz,

Al Apartamiento, A Don Pedro Portocarrero,

A Francisco Salmas Love of nature keeps

these lyrics from any decidedly mystical tone,

but the ascetic and mystical overshadow the

fine sense of nature in the work of San Juan

de la Cruz * His prose La Suhida del monte

Carmelo pictures the preparation of the mysti-

cal trial From the cognitio vespertina, the

^'evening knowledge,” men must pass through

the Dark Night of the Soul to reach the

mtuitive cognitio matutina, the ^'morning

knowledge” of the Divine Light Both m prose

and m poetry (El Cdntico espintual. Llama de

amor viva), San Juan de la Cruz fuses symbol

and substance in clear unity, with vivid dic-

tion and imagery

From the mystic "science of love” de-

veloped the "saintly mdifference” (later, the

doctone of pure love) as m the beautiful

anonymous Soneto a Cnsto crucipado, which

ends

No me tienes que dar por que te quiera,

pues aunque lo que espero no esperara,

lo mismo que te quiero te quisiera.

You need not make return to me for my love

Because, even did I not expect that which I do,

I should love you the same as I do now.

Histoncal prose abandoned the medieval

chronicle form for lively descnption and keen
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analysis of causes and growth, in the story

of the Monsco rebellion against Philip II

(1556-98), Guerra de Granada (1568-71),

of Diego Hurtado de Mendoza An eye-wit-

ness effect IS produced, with quoted speeches,

portraits, digressions on Moorish customs, and

graphic descnption

There were bleaching skulls of men and

bones of horses, heaped up, scattered where

and how they came to rest Fragments of

weapons, bridles, remains of harness

With less literary style but more critical

documentation, Jer6mmo Zurita (1512-80)

wrote the Anales de la Corona de Aragon to

the death of Ferdmand the Catholic (1516),

Esteban de Ganbay (1525-99), the lllustra-

Clones genealogicas de los Reyes de Espaiia,

Florian de Ocampo (1495-1558) and his

nephew Ambrosio de Morales (15 13-91), La

Crdntca general de Esfana (1514-86) Such

treatises were raised to literary distinction m
La Histona de Es'pana (1601) of Juan de

Manana ^ In some places imitating the

archaic style of his ballad sources, in others

(eg the ambushing of Peter the Cruel, m
1369, by his brother Enrique) moving with

the power and speed of a novel, Mariana

treats Portuguese, Leonese, Aragon, and Cata-

lan events from a Castilian point of view

History more directly used as propaganda ap-

pears in the protests—Brcvfsxwa relacion de

la destruytcion de las Indtas, Afologetica his-

tona^ of Bishop Bartolom6 de las Casas (1475-
1566)—against the maltreatment of the In-

dians But perhaps the freshest and most ef-

fective historical work of the time is the

Histona de la Orden de San Jeronimo by
Fray Jos6 de Siguenza (1544-1606), a noble

and wise presentation in a rich and classical

yet personal style.

History in epic form tempted several poets

of the period Bematdo de Balbuena (1568-

1627) turned from the bucohc melancholy

of his earlier eclogues to write El Bernaldo 0

Victoria de Roncesvalles (1624), an anti-

Roland of 5,000 octavos, drawing fames and

heroes from all the epic cycles, falling far

below his Italian model, Ariosto Even feebler,

in this manner, was Las Idgnmas de Angelica

of Barahona de Soto (1548-95) Alonso de

Ercilla (1533-94) turned to colonial history,

his rather clumsy La Araucana, with artificial

mythology but vivid eye-witness descriptions,

presenting the campaign of Reinoso against

Chile Fray Diego de Hojeda (1570-1615), m
the 12 cantos of his ottave nme La Cnstiada,

with simple but vivid imagery—Chnst^s robe

is heavy with the sms of men—tells the story

of the Passion of Christ

Prose Fiction The Spaniards were fighting

the Moors while the ladies of France read

Chretien de Troyes^ Yvain and Perceval; thus

while Ariosto m Italy was poking fun at the

romance of chivalry, the Spanish reveled in

these ' long-winded, erotic adventure tales

From the more concise and effective Amadis

(1508) of Garci Orddnez de Montalvo on,

the scenes were laid m Gaul, England, Greece,

Asia Minor, never Spam, from the uni-

versally popular fantastic, only one novel of

chivalry CTirant lo Blanch, 1490, by the

Catalan Juan Martorell) turned to realistic

elements In endless flood these works poured

forth Esflandidn, 1510, Palmerin de Oliva,

1 51 1, Lisuarte de Grecia, 1514, up to the

4 parts of Don Flonsel de Niquea, 1551 The

same mood flowed through hundreds of bal-

lad tales The pious could hope only to turn

the form a lo divino, as in El Cahallero del

Sol (1552) by Pedro Hernandez de Villaum-

brales, and Cervantes deemed it vase to use

the form, even in his satire of its weaknesses

Even earlier was the vogue of the pastoral

romance, if we consider any senous and

psychological novel its legitimate ancestry.

Diego de San Pedro discovered a new world

of sentiment with his Cdrcel de amor (1492),

in which the innocent scruples of the fair
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damsel leave the hero slowly dying of a

broken heart In the anonymous La Cuesttdn

de amor (15 13) two lovers, one mourning

the death of his beloved, one living in un-

requited love, argue as to which is the more

unhappy From Portugal comes an equal

melancholy in the Canctones and Memna e

moga (1544) of Bernaldim de Ribeira, and

with yeammg and sighs and saudade (melan-

choly) m the Stete hhros de la Thana (1559)

of Jorge de Montemayor.^ This develops in

a slow but melodious prose, with the lovers

exchanging wooing songs

Diana Toma pastor, un cord6n

Que hice de mis cabellos

Sireno Un nudo ataste, amor, que no desatas

Take, Shepherd, a lace

I have made of my hair

Love, you have knitted a knot you

will never loose

Like the romances of chivalry, these stones

bred sequels, the most eflFective was G4$par
Gil Polo^s La Dtana enamorada (1564) in

which "neither the yoke of marriage nor the

bndle of modesty'' checks Diana from falling

m love once more—her husband's timely

death keeping all virtuous The work moves

through beautiful Valencian landscapes, with

a learned background for its bathing nymphs

and suggestions of adultery With humorous

irony Luis G^vez de Montalvo (1549-91) in

El Pastor de Fihda (1582)—amid his bucohc

scenes assigning assistant shepherds to milk

the cows and cure their scabs—and with a

pious turn Tray Bartolom6 Ponce, m Clara

Diana a h divino (of the same year) bring

this senes—and, roughly, this genre—to their

end.

Two other types of sentimental fiction had

smaller span The conquest of the Moors

penmtted more gracious feelings towards

them, the popular tale of the lovers released,

by Rodrigo Narvaez, alcaide de Antequerra

(told in Book 4 of Montemayor's Diana') is

developed by Antonio de Villegas m Del

Ahencerra^e y de la hermosa Jartfa (1551)

and in Htstoria de los hcmdos de Zegries y
Ahencerrajes o Guerras civiles de Granada

(I, 1595, II—Moorish rebellion—1619)

Ginez Perez de Hita (1544-1619) pictures

the devotion and courage of the Moors The
erotic, sentimental adventure tales of Byzan-

tine Greek (Daphnts and Chloe, Theagenes

and Chanelea) were translated, then imi-

tated m Clareo y Florisea (1553) by Alonso

Niihez de Reinoso, and brought into the

mystic current by Jeronimo de Contreras in

Selva de aventuras (1565)

The most typically Spanish of all the

Renaissance forms of prose fiction was the pic-

aresque novel, the story of a rogue Setting

the fashion and the style—first person narra-

tive of realistic scenes as the picaro (vagrant

soldier back from Picardy and the Nether-

lands) passes from master to master, and

trick to tnck—was the anonymous Lazartllo

de Formes (1554) The commonplace rascal

Lazarillo is bnefly ennobled by his contact

with an impoverished but deeply honorable

hidalgo, for whom the servant cares Con-

trasted with Lazanllo's using a straw to sip

the broth of his blind beggar master is his

enticing the starving hidalgo (whose pride

makes him say he has just dined) to share

his own scanty meal The 122 editions of

Lazanllo de Tonnes indicate its populanty,

successors added little to the type Thus
Mateo Aleman"*^ is both more cjmical and

more moralistic, his Guzman de Alfarache

(1599, 1602, with contmuation by Lu}4n)

supplies a nch rascal Francisco L6pez de

Ubeda's La ptcara Justma provides an ad-

venturess, as does Alonso de Castillo y
Soldrzano (1584-1648} in Teresa del Mem-
zanares (1632) and La Guarduna de Sevdla

(1642) Combinmg such rogue tales with

"autobiographicar adventures, Vicente Es-
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pinel (1550-1624) wrote Marcos de Ohregon

(i6i8) The Alonso, mozo de muchos amos

(servant of many masters, 1624, 1626) of

Jeronimo de Alcala Y4nez presents his story

in dialogue With other variations, such as

La monja alferez the soldier-nun, and Este-

hamllo Gonzalez (1646) rich in details of

Spanish soldier life abroad, the genre worked

to Its end

For in the meantime Miguel de Cervantes^

had caught all these forms of fiction into his

famous Don Qut'jote He had worked his way

through them all The bucolic mood stirs in

the fragment Galatea (1585), with poetry and

literary criticism CCanto de Caltofe') He
praised the new (Renaissance) poets m Vta^e

del Parnaso, he wrote classical tragedies

CNumancta'), observing the three unities of

time, place, and action, in the vein of the

sentimental adventure stones he wove the

intncate maze of Los trahajos de Perstles y
Segtsmunda (1616), and in the core of Don
Qmpte he also set a maze He dabbled in

the popular theatre ivith such eniremeses as

El rupdn vtvdo and El juez de los dtvoraos.

Among his ncrvelas ejemflares are the idealistic

La Gitamlla and La Esfonola Inglesa and the

realistic El celoso extremeno, even the local-

color rogue story Rmconete y Cortadtllo Such

tales CMarcela, the Cunoso tm'pertmente')

and Moorish themes CHtstorta del cauttvo')

recur, with many other motifs, earnest or

parodied, m the masterwork Don Qmpte
At a tragic moment of cultural history,

when the Council of Trent sought to restore

religion to the paganized Renaissance world,

Cervantes saw the break between man's high

aspirations and the material claims of the

world of flesh. Seeing his own life as a failure,

he sensed in the lowly wise, the scoffed-at

idealist, the ^Vise fool” superior to but

scorned by the world, the symbol of his ovm
questioning. El Itcenctado Vtdnera (1613),

' the student that believes himself of glass, is

one side of this noh me tcmgere symbol be-

fore the world, the knight of the woeful

countenance, the wise-fool, cuerdodoco, Don
Quesada el Bueno, Don Quijote, is anothei.

Many from Cervantes' time to our own
have sought to interpret this masterpiece

From the melancholic debris of medieval

unity, generating relativism and uncertainty

(Jean Cassou, Cervantes, 1939) the explana-

tions run to the knight and his square Sancho

Panza as the schizothymic and the cyclo-

thymic personality (J Goyands, Ttpologia del

Qmpte, 1932) Despite its first impression of

haphazard, Don Qmpte is a highly organ-

ized work. Casalduero sees the various sallies

of the knight as circular movements, with

tangential adventures, harmonized m num-

ber and tone, with tales and cnticism corre-

spondingly inserted m the balanced whole

The chivalrous, the amorous, and the hterary

themes are intertwined With its central core

in the very middle of each part, the tale is

overlapped with a fourfold passional action,

an organization of four 'Cascades'' beyond the

salhes, the adventures, the returns With the

problems, the landscape alters steep, wild,

nightmarish, or pathetic, or burlesque There

are atmospheres and climates of dust, and

light, and shades, and noises and words are

arranged accordingly. There is psychic reac-

tion to these climates, mamly in Sancho, but

also in the other central characters from Ama
to Dulcinea, from the Cura and Barbero to

the Duchess and Sans6n Carrasco There are

love and womanhood in a hundred shadings

There is the crying contrast of flesh and

spint, even more in Mantomes and Dona

Clara than in the sqmre and the kilight

There is a masterwork, tinged with the

baroque, nch with the humanistic past, end-

less in perspective toward the future

The short story or novelette also came to

a new power in Cervantes. Before him there

were continuations of the medieval exemplum,

as in the seven dialogues of Antonio de

Torquemada's Cohqmos satincos (1553), or
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tnvial and vulgar treatments of Italian themes,

as m the 165 stones of Juan de Timoneda^s

Sohremesa y altvto de caminantes (Dessert

and entertainment for travelers, 1563) and

the 22 fatranas (fabulous tales) of his

Fatranuelo (1576) Native themes were m-

troduced by Melchor de Santa Cruz in

Floresta Esfanola (1574), with the story of

Don Pedro, the king who sentenced the cob-

bler that had slam die archdeacon to a year's

abstention from shoemakmg, because the

archdeacon that had slam the cobbler's father

had been sentenced to abstain for a year from

saying Mass Cervantes hispanized salacious

stories into tales of honor, virtue, dignity, and

justice, while keeping them real, and nch

m local color and manners (costumhres')

The Decameron framework was adopted

by many storytellers of the time Antonio

de Esiaba (Noches de mvtemo, Winter

Flights, 1609) has four old men boil chest-

nuts, dnnk wme, and tell stories, Salas Bar-

bardiUo (1581-1635)—author of the pica-

resque Htja de Celestma-’in La casa del

placer honesto sends four Salamanca students

to carouse in Madrid, Castillo Sol6rzano in

El tiempo de regoctp y Camestolendas (The

time of mirth and carnival, 1627) gathers to-

gether three knights and their families Gon-

zalo de C6spedes y Meneses (1585-1638)

joins his tales (m picaresque fashion) to one

hero, in the violent Vana fortuna del Soldado

Pmdaro (1626) and m Histonas peregrmas y
ejemplares (1623) sets six erotic adventures

m SIX Spanish towns The better storytellers,

however, follow Cervantes' simple, direct

method Thus Juan P6rez de Montalbdn

(1602-38) wrote Sitcesos y prodigios de amor

en ocho novelets ejemplares (1624), and

Maria de Zayas y Sotomayor (1590-1661)

forged such excellent plots of illicit love-

defending woinpn's rights—m her Novelas

amorsas y ejemplares as to be almost as in-

fluential on later storytellers as Cervantes

himself.

The Baroque The moil of the Renaissance

in Spam, the African Latimty (cultism), the

Arabian manner of thinking (conceptism),

the visualization of ideas (Jesuitism) drew

everything ascetic and sensual, rational and

irrational, practical and metaphysical, into a

unique, grandiose, indefinite condensation of

irreconcilable attitudes the baroque Inter-

preted in many ways, in Catholic Spam it

strove, in the spirit of the Counter-Reforma-

tion, to wm as much as possible of the heroic

and the sensuous from the worldly Renais-

sance into the sanctuary

Thus Jos6 de Valdivielso (1560-1638),

author of autos and epics, official censor of

Cervantes, wrote poems of childlike sim-

plicity m Bomancero espvntud del Santisimo

Sacramento (1612)

Unos 0]0s hellos

adoro, madre,

Hicelos llorar

y llorar me hacen

Two beautiful eyes (Chnst's)

I adore, my mother,

I made them weep (by sin)

And they make me weep (by repentance)

But the outstanding representative of baroque

poetry is Luis de Gdngora y Argote,"^ whose

work gave nse to the style called gongonsm

and in its excesses culteramsmo Many poets

paraphrased the verses from his romances and

his letnllas (short poems adapted to music),

in his most popular work. Las Soledades (The
Solitudes'), and m Polifemo, the poems exhale

the mild sensuality of mythological amours,

in tender allusions, danng figures, and

astounding, abstruse diction Such poems as

"He served the King m Oran", ""In a pastoral

lodging", ""Let me weep on the shore of the

sea", ""Not all the birds are nightingales, that

smg among the flowers", ""For battles of love,

a field of feathers", ""In the purple hours,
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when rosy is the dawn and clear red is the

day'* were eagerly accepted patterns for the

poets ahead

Juan de Arguijo dreamed of

the unity of the arts, and draped his pallid

melancholy in chiseled sonnets (Anadna,

NarcisOj Andromeda) Pedro de Espinosa

(1578-1650) favored the gongorists in his

anthology Flores de foetas tlustres de Esfana

(1605), in his own work (as the ode Fdhula

de Genii) he mingles asceticism and a deep

love of nature, seen mythologically and al-

legorically, later, as Fray Pedro de Jestis, he

wrote religious sonnets Even those that op-

posed gongorism succumbed to it, Juan

Mardnez de Jauregui (1583-1641), author

of Antidoto contra Tas soledades) in his

translation of Lucan's Farsaha and in the

dove-flight to heaven of Saint Teresa (A la

'palomha que salio de la hoca—to the dove

that set forth from the mouth—de Santa

Teresa) Francisco de Rioja (1583-1659) in

archaic forms and epithets sang the praises of

the flowers of nature, against the flight of

time he wooed resignation and dismissal of

the things time takes Esteban Manuel de

Villegas (1589-1669) in his cantilenas (T
saw a bird complaining on a thyme") and

other poems cames gongorism to technical

virtuosity

The morbid and mordant aspects of

baroque, satire and irony, hunger for life

amid ascetic meditations on death, swirl m
the work of Francisco de Quevedo y Villegas

Social and political satire sears his pages De-

fending liberty, he attacks the reign of Don
Dinero (Sir Moneybags) and Spanish poli-

tics in Efistola satinca y censona escnta al

Conde-Duque, in his Suenos (J)rearns, 1606-

ro) /he exhorts the Inquisition to further

rigors, and paints gnm pictures of the Last

Judgment and of Hell The conflict in

Quevedo of world-seeking and flight from the

world (L Spitzer Weltsucht vmd Welt-

jlucht) bums to misanthropic sarcasm in his

picaresque Don Pahlos or El Buscon or Gran

tacano (The great niggard, 1603, revised

1626), a spoiled picaro, son of a witch, living

in a room adorned with human skulls Don
Pablo's hangman uncle informs him that his

father, hanged as a robber, had left him 300

ducats, he wins a maid who, hearing him

count the money twenty times, thinks he is

rich The cynicism of Quevedo is confirmed

by his 242 letters, yet there was room m his

soul for beautiful and relaxing poetry The
conceftismo of his thought called for the

culteranismo of his style, as in this apostrophe

to a bird

Lira de pluma volante,

Silbo alado y elegante,

Que en el nzado copete

Luces flor, suenas falsete

Flying lyre of plumes,

Winged and elegant whistle

Which with the curled tuft

Shines a flower, sings falsetto

The baroque desengano (disillusion) ap-

pears most strongly in Baltasar Gracian,*^ who
feels the decadence of his age, and in El

Cnticdn balances the wise but emasculate

man of culture against the rude but forceful

natural man Similarly, while he seeks a

rhetoric based on spontaneity, he defends the

Arte y agvdeza de ingenio, for ^^art cannot be

denied where so great difficulty reigns" His

Ordculo manual is rich in such observations

as 'Temper the imagination, now correct it,

now abet, that is all you need for happiness

"

All his works abound in such agudezas and

frudencias "A ship is only an anticipate

coffin " The Discrete knows that when elderly

ladies become virtuous, it is "rather because

the world rejects them, than to look for

heaven", for he sees "the illusion of entering

the world and the disillusion of leaving it

"

Baroque drama is at its piQst romantic in
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Luis Velez de Guevara,^ who glorifies faith

Qultano Afostata) but moves from the

pompous and spectacular, the exalted and the

miraculous, to the violent and the revolting,

m such plays as El cahallero del Sol, wherein

a wild animal changes into Don Sohs dead

wife to urge him to wed again and secure

an heir, El Dtaholo estd en Santtllana Lope

masked as a ghost regains his bride from Peter

the Cruel, La serrana de la Vera the peasant-

girl pursues and kills her faithless husband

Similar themes and moods, but with the

barbarous and gruesome refined through

masterly technique, mark the dramas of Pedro

Calderon de la Barca ^ With consciously elab-

orated parallels and contrasts, majestic and

rational even m the l)mc forms, Calderon

presents to the eye of man a many-sided, pns-

matically broken reality, beyond which we
discern the one idea m the eye of God With
a new subtlety of dialogue and thomist sym-

bolism, he builds words, music, setting, into

consummate theatre At times individuals are

lost m puppets or types (El gran teatro del

mundo) or in abstractions CLa vtda es sueno,

Life ts a dream Segismundo represents man-

kind) The extreme baroque architect Chur-

nguera has given his name to the blend that,

through conceptism and cultism, Calderon at-

tams a poetic Churriguerism, with the octo-

syllables varying with the mood, and piled

farfetched figures, as when Dawn

Antes que el sol

Rubios cabellos descoja

Y en espejos de cnstal

' Mire mejiUas de rosa.

Before the sun

Spreads her red hair

And in crystal mirrors

Beholds her rosy cheeks

The baroque spirit is manifest in Calderon^s

themes His high sense of justice shines m

El alcalde de Zalamea, there are typical

fundonor plays in El medtco de su honra,

and m El pmtor de su deshonra, wherein Don
Juan is led by the lover to paint his faithless

wife, until he discovers the truth and kills

them both But his autos sacramentales pre-

sent m startlingly simple figures the Catholic

themes of redemption, grace, and the Eucha-

rist, till then presented only in the abstract

language of the theologians God, too, is El

ftntor de su deshonra He is supposed to paint

his spouse, Naturaleza humana, who is kid-

naped by El Mundo and led astray by La

Culpa Discovering the truth, however—-in

this pundonor play uplifted a lo divtno—God
kills La Culpa but spares Human Nature

Calderon points out the human source of the

pundonor, in his Herod play El mayor mon-

struo los ceJos CThe Greatest monster, jeah

ousy') But his theology and his realism leap

again into baroque cascades when Segismundo

QLtfe is a dream, II, i8) confuses dream and

actuality—as the baroque painters lose the

boundary between color and sculpture, as his

contemporaries Descartes and Spinoza leap

the frontiers between thought and existence,

as the later Calderon-admirer and Gracian

translator, Schopenhauer, leaps those be-

tween the objective world and the will The
baroque spirit is perennial, and hardy

This was a period of vivid theatre in Spam,

with elaborate stage settings and rhetorical

performances, which added intensity to the

baroque mood Francisco Rojas Zorrilla

(1607-48) attained the baroque sublimity

(Del rey ahajo ntnguno, Below the king,

nohody') as well as a grotesque caricature,

creating the comedy de pguron (of absurd

figure, caricature) Agostin Moreto (1618-

69) added a moral and psychological note

(El desden con el desden. Disdain versus dis-

dain), Lms Quinones de Benavente (d 1652)

united all his entremeses under the pompous

title Jocoderta True falsities or gay and moral

hlame of public disorders
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In religious literature, too, the baroque ex-

travagance appeared The personal revelations

of Sor Maria de Agreda (1602-65) are con-

veyed in her Misttca Ctudad de Dtos with

grandiose pomp, her life of Mary, in the

style of the apocrypha, reaches majestic might

The quietist priest Miguel de Mohnos (1628-

96) m La guia esftntual, in classical diction

sets forth what Men6ndez Pelayo calls an

‘^ecstatic nihilism,^’ a disillusioned “saintliness
**

In Fray Hortensio Felix Paravicino (1580-

1633) pulpit eloquence reached the extreme

of a flowery gongorism In his poems, as in

these Oraaiones evangehcas, classic restraint

has disappeared

The Eighteenth Century From the ex-

travagance of baroque, Spain was drawn back

in part by the influence of the French En-

lightenment, carried by the French-born kings

Felipe V and Fernando VI, and continued by

such critics as Fomer and Luzan But a native

impulse within the Church also fostered the

return of reason, and most forceful in this

direction was the Benedictine Fray Benito

Jerdnimo Feijdo y Montenegro ^ His Teatro

cnttco universal (a 19 v cyclopedia, 1726-

60) and his series of Cartas erudvtas (^Learned

letters'), in an easy and entertaining style that

ennched the language, blast ignorance, preju-

dice, superstition With a journalistic touch

he considers the girl said to have been born

of a cow, but he examines as well Anstode^s

ignorance of medicine, he urges a dignified

church music, defends the dignity and the

rights of women, treats of the plurality of

worlds, advances a psychology of nations, and

in general (without the scepticism of Vol-

taire) spread the doctrines of cntical examina-

tion and cultural growth

A disciple of Feij6o was the botanist and

literary historian Fray •Martin Sarmiento

(1695-1771), especially m Demonstractdn

critico-afologetica del Teatro crUico universal

(1757) Feijdo^s linguistic ideas were pursued

by the Jesuit P. Lorenzo Hervas y Panduro

(1735-1809), a forerunner of scientific lin-

guistics, his hteiaiy concerns, by P Juan
Andres (1740-1814), his esthetic insights, by

P Esteban Arteaga (b 1747)

A similar attack upon ignorance was di-

rected on another plane by a friend of Feijoo,

the Jesuit P Jos6 Francisco de Isla (1703-

81) in his burlesque satirical novel, Fray

Gerundio de Camfazas The peasant-priest

Gerundio mixes learned rhetoric and popular

superstitions, using Scripture as a “tooth-

pick,” he picks the public mouth with an

absurd shaft of classical mythology and gro-

tesquely interpreted sacred texts Though m
this following Cervantes, and also showing old

Spanish taste m translating Lesage’s Gd Bias

from the French, P Isla, in his many ser-

mons—he preached the funeral oration for

Ferdinand VI (1759)—observed a more bal-

anced French style A more negative voice of

unrest, outcrying against the emptmess of the

time, was that of Don Diego de Torres Vil-

larroel (1693-1770) This professor of mathe-

matics, in Suenos morales (1743) and Vida

(1743-58) and his charlatan calendars El

gran Piscator Salmantmo, put his finger on

the national decay and called for an intel-

lectual change

Jose Cadalso (1741-82) applied the prmci-

ple of relativity to human affairs, he admits

no absolute progress, nor trusts the goodness

of man His Cartas Marruescas, 1793 (follow-

nag Montesquieus Lettres Persemes, 1721, and

Goldsmith^s Chinese Letters, or Citizen of the

World, 1762) present a Moor writing letters

about conditions in Spam In addition to so-

cial satire, he discusses such scholarly matters

as the impossibility of exact translation, and

the difference between genuine and pretended

knowledge This is developed in his satire Los

eruditos a la violeta (T/ie Scholars of the

violet tinge, 1772) on cyclopedic learning, on

teaching extensively instead of intensively

(multa pro multum) as with radio quiz-kids

of today More pessimistic moods (at the
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death of the actress Maria Ignacia Ihdnez)

produced his Noches luguhres

The French physiocratic ideas, social doc-

trines of Condillac, educational thoughts of

Locke, combine with a Spanish loyalty to the

Church in Don Caspar Melchor de Jovellanos

(1744-1810), whose Discursos, Memonas,

and Cartas have many sound practical sugges-

tions estabhshment of insurance companies,

plans for public education, freedom of women
to work, the theatre as a moral force, but he

was opposed to freedom of the press and to

the French Revolution Rather hostile to the

Church, though equally strong for justice and

general education, were the Disertactones and

Dtscursos of Don Pedro Rodriguez de Cam-
pomanes (1723-1802)

In the more purely literary field, from na-

tive sources, Don Felix Maria Samaniego

(1745-1801) wrote his Fabulas morales, and

Tomds de Inarte (1750-91) turned old fables

to point literary morals, in the great variety

of metncal forms of his 76 Fabulas hterartas

Thus the donkey that by chance bnngs a

tune from a flute is like the poet that ignores

the rules, the sheep that boasts its guts will

make violin strmgs resembles the poet that

seeks only the approval of postenty, the viper

and the leech, stinging, the one to death

and the other to health, are as the malicious

and the creative cntic Intent on native forms

and themes, in his Dtano de los hteratos

Iriarte violently attacked the advocate of

neoclassicism, Ignacio de Luz4n (1702-54)

Luzdn^s PoSuea (1737) expounded the ht-

erary principles of Aristotle and his Italian

commentators, with emphasis on the moral

utility of art, and a support of Christian

imagery as opposed to figures drawn from

pagan mythology Prose, which Luzdn ex-

cludes, is covered in the Retdnca of Gregono

Mayans (1699-1781) less consistently classi-

cal, with French leanings, but on the whole

a Spanish traditionahst, was Don Juan Pablo

Fomer (1756-97).

The influence of the minister Aranda led

to translations of many French plays (Mohfere,

Beaumarchais, Cr6billon) by Don Ram6n de

la Cruz y Olmedilla (1731-94), whose own
plays are an earnest effort toward a didactic

theatre He modernized the entremis, among

his 300 of the sort are La maja majada (The

Bored Suburban Ctrl'), El teatro for dentro

(The Theatre from within), La vistta de

duelo (The Condolence Call). In these and

in his national sametes (saucy modem farces),

excessive importations from France— 'the ef-

feminate dandies that may be pierced with a

bodkin'—are pilloried, though Ramdn's vo-

cabulary, style, and technique are enriched

by his absorption of the saner French ways

The populanty of Ram6n de la Cruz long

obscured the contribution of the Moratins

Don NicoMs Fem4ndez de Moratin (1737-

80) wrote the classical Hormestnda, but his

son, Leandro Femdndez de Moratin (1760-

1828) fused the best of the native spirit with

the Frenchified classicism He attacked the

grotesque theatrical style in La Derrota de

hs fedantes (The rout of the fedants,

1789), m La comedta nueva (1792), he ridi-

culed persons trymg to wnte a play—'The

Great Siege of Vienna’ —in such a style After

translating Molifere, Moratin hispanized his

Tartuffe m La Mopgata (The Hypocritical

Woman), he gave a genuine Spanish feeling

to VEcole des femmes in El viep y la niha

(The old man and the girl, 1790) and

especially m El st de las ninas (The Yes of

the Girls; 1806), which combines effective

stagecraft, French technique and Spanish salt

and idiomatic savour, in one of the greatest

Spanish comedies

Neoclassicism in lyric poetry and artistic

prose IS best represented in Juan MeMndez
Valdes (1754-1817), a punst in diction,

"restorer” of Spanish poetic forms, but in-

fused with French humanitanan ideas His

142 anacreontics (Poesias, 1785), his eclogues,

idylls, silvas, and .^romances, vary their style
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with the theme, diminutives overflow his love

poems, abstractions his didactic works, ar-

chaism and a mellifluous lightness are every-

where As Distnct Attorney, he elaborated

the rhetoncal prose of his (partly actual)

Dtscursos forenses From Salamanca he in-

fluenced the Odes on politics and progress of

Don Manuel Jose Quintana (1772-1857)

and the melancholy poetry of Don Nicasio

Alvarez de Cienfuegos (1764-1809) His

neoclassicism was inherited by Nicasio Gal-

lego (1777-1853), his humanism, by Fr

Sdnchez Barbero (1764-1819), his art as a

whole, by Alberto Lista (1775-1848) Thus

the new Salmantme school flowered into the

new Sevillian school in the current toward

Romanticism

Romantictsm and Realism The romantic

origins m Spam are not creative, but theoreti-

cal and political J Nicolas Bohl de Faber

taught the Spaniards all the Romantic theory

he himself had learned from Herder and Wil-

helm Schlegel, and convinced them (against

Mora’s neoclassical ideas) of Calderdn’s ro-

mantic character (Vindicaciones de Calderon,

1820) The early style of Ossianism was prop-

agated by the review El Europeo (1823—24)

Strongest in theory was Gahano’s preface to

the Duque de Rivas’ El Moro exfosito For

the rest, the emigrants of 1814-23 brought

back what they had heard m or from France,

England, Germany, L6pez Soler adapted

Hugo’s Notre Dame de Parts as La Catedral

de Sevtlla (1834) Espronceda, admirer of

Byron, mutated his outlaws and pirates, as

well as his variety of stanzas and metrical

forms Dur^n stressed the German views of

romances and drama Jose G6mez de la

Cortma translated the cntical and esthetical

works of Bouterweck and in a Sunday morn-

ing cotene (from 1827) tned to persuade the

young Spaniards to adopt these ideas Span-

ish Romanticism, thus self-conscious, derived,

programmatic, nonetheless developed no com-

mon style While its second-hand historical

novels and historical drama gave no fine

fruits. It achieved originality in its legends

and lyrical poetry and in its pervasive

costumbnsta (local color) picturesque

Romantic drama flourished m Spain from

1834 to 1844, with a fantastic theatre of love

and blasphemy and horrors, ghosts, grave-

yards, and ghastly madness—of which the

rest of Europe had just been purged The
supernatural and ghostly elements of baroque

were part of the sincere belief of the period,

in the romantic theatre they were conscious

devices to arouse uncanny feelings and eerie

moods

Francisco Martinez de la Rosa (1787-1862)

had in 1827 written a rigidly neoclassical

Poettca, in 1830, his Ahen Humaya in the

full flow of the Romantic spirit was written

in French and played m Paris, he brought

the mood to Spam with La Con'juracton de

Venecia in 1834 Passion-tom likewise is the

Macias, in the same year, of the cntic Manano

Jos^ de Larra,’^ which he later converted into

a novel Equally intense, equally grim in the

inevitability of his fate, as death strikes again

and again through love and honor and fatal

misunderstanding, is the famous Don Alvaro

o la juerza del sino ( or the fower of fateX

by Don Angel de Saavedra,’^ Duque de Rivas»

In this play grandiose nature blends vnth the

human horror, in a vivid hendecasyllabic

verse that speeds the dire action

Mystery, and love beyond thought of rank,

add to the romantic power of El Trovador

(1836) by Antonio Garcia Gutierrez (1813-

84), preserved in Verdi’s opera The next

year appeared Los amantes de Teruel, by the

half-German Juan Eugenio Hartzenbusch

(1806-80), based on a dramatization by

P^rez de Montalban (d 1638) of a 13th c

Spanish legend Another drama of romantic

intensity is Guzman el Bueno (1842), by

Antonio Gil y Zdrate (1796-1861) wherein,

rather than prove unfaithful to his king,

Guzman allows his son to die Perhaps the
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most typical, as the most famous, of these

plays IS the Dan Juan Tenono (1844) of

Jose Zornlla ^ With the go-between, the typi-

cal Spanish servant, with supernatural fea-

tures—and the final saving of the hurlador

(seducer) through the mtercession of his

victim—this version of the Don Juan legend

was for decades played every November, on

All-Souls' Day
The Spanish romantic lyric ranges freely

in versification and personal theme, but its

very emphasis on form weakened its sub-

stance Thus Jose de Espronceda^ is best

when he abandons his imitation of Byron for

native impulses, as in Cancton del Ptrata

Que es mi barco mi tesoro,

que es mis Dios Ja hbertad,

mi ley, la fuerza del viento,

mi unica patria, la mar

For my boat is my treasure,

Liberty, my God,

My law, the force of the wind.

My only country, the sea

The ascetic spirit triumphs over lust and

despair m his A Janfa en una orgta A Teresa,

the second canto of El dtahlo mundo, is a

smcere tnbute to love, but the poem as a

whole IS a witty paraphrase of the taedium

vttae motif

There is more true poetry m the Rtmas--

yeammg for an ideal love—and in the highly

refined Leyendas of Gustavo Adolfo B^cquer ^

There is a fairy-tale delicacy in these old folk

stories, as when (Maese Perez el orgamsta)

m the Chnstmas Mass, with the beloved

organist dead, the organ plays of itself, or a

more sombre mood as when (Jm Ajorca de

oro) a lover grows mad after having stolen

for his beloved a bracelet from a statue of

the Blessed Virgin

Outward conformity to Catholic orthodoxy,

on an mner acceptance of French positivism,

pressed a dilemma upon many of the time,

It breaks through in the poems of Don Ramon
de Campoamor (1817-1901) his serious

Doloras (1846), his more spnghtly Humora-

das (1886-8), and the sentimental yearnings

of his Pequenos foemas (1872-4) His mner

conflict is expressed m constant paradox, and

directly in the words of El Ltcenctado Tor-

ralha

Garcia, though a Roman Catholic,

Somewhat Lutheran, prefers

The Scriptures to the criterion of Rome,

And, making a law of his conscience,

Confesses himself to God, who is a good

pastor.

Who listens, keeps silent and does not im-

pose penance

Romantic fiction, influenced by Scott, be-

gan with historical novels Telesforo de

Trueba y Gossio (1799-1835) told a story of

Moorish rebellion in Gomez Arias (1828),

Patncio de la Escosura (1807-78) imitated

Scott's The Ahhot in Nt rey nt roque (1835),

Enrique Gil y Carrasco (1815-46) won at-

tention with the polished language of El

Senor de Bemhthre (1844), a love story set

amid the final days of the Kmghts Templars

Eugenio de Ochoa (1815-72), noted critic

' and editor of Coleccton de los mejores autores

espanoles, retold the story of Don Carlos in

El auto de fe (1837) The many novels of

Gertrudis G6mez de Avellaneda (1814-73)

who was also noted as a lync and dramatic

poet, include the story of the *last of the

Aztecs," Guatimazm, ultimo emperador de

Mepco (1846), m which the Indians are

over-refined, and a contrast of a modest and

a coquettish woman, in Dos mu^eres (1843)

More sadly sentimental was the novel De
Villahermosa a la China (1858) of Nicomedes

Pdstor Diaz (1811-63) A coarser, reahstic

strain runs through the works of P^rez Esnch

(1829-97}, espeaally El cura de ddea
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(i86i) A still closer approach to realism ap-

peared when Juan de Ariza (1816-76) turned

from his Don Jmn de Austria to a nearer,

Napoleonic theme in El dos de Mayo (1845)

Realism came more fully in La Gaviota

(The Sea Gull, 1849) of the half-German

Femdn Caballero ^ Her story of a simple

fisher girl whose beauty of form and voice

carries her into society is told with rich local

color, landscape under the burning sun, noise

of the streets, chatter of children and cackling

of hens—folk simplicity, combined with

psychological insight into human motives and

actions This continues in her tragic La famtlta

de Alvareda (1856), wherein the simple

farmer Perico, forced to live with a band of

highwa3mien, 'was like the silverfish of a

calm fresh water lake, borne by a fatal cur-

rent to the sea, in whose agitated and bitter

waters he is in unescapable agony*”

Wit and romantic irony add a new note

to the novels of Don Pedro Antonio de

Alarcon,^ best known for El sombrero de

tres ficos (The Three cornered hat, 1874),

in which the usual adultery and revenge

theme is turned to comic ends More serious

IS his story of a modem Don Juan, El

escdndah (1875), also the melodramatic but

nch m local color El mno dela bola (1880)

The path from romantiasm to realism led

through pictures of local manners (costum-

hres') in the works of essayists therefore called

costumbnstas Mariano Jos6 de Larra—author

of the drama Macias, and a suicide m unre-

quited love—edited a literary journal, El

pobrecito hdblador (the humble talker, 1832-

33), under the pseudonym Figaro he con-

tributed to this and other reviews his Articulos

de costumbres, * de critica hteraria y
artisUca, . * . politicos y sociales Keen and
often sarcastic observation make some of his

essays outstandmg El casarse pronto y mod

(Swift and til marriage'), satinzmg girls* edu-

cation, El Castellano viejo (The M Casttl-

Itm) and the more humorous Vuelva usted

manana (Please come again tomorrow),

satires of Spanish moods and manners Less

pungent but^ colorful is Mesonero Romanos

(1803-82), who as El cunoso parlante painted

scenes and figures of old Madrid, in Escenas

matntenses (1836-42), Ttpos y caracteres

(1843-62), mingled them with* keen literary

criticism (El romanticismo y los romdnticos)

and amusing tales in Panorama matritense

(1832-35), gathered recollections m Las

memonas de un setenton (1880) Scenes of

the south are evoked by El Solitario, Don

Serafm Est6banez Calderon (1799-1867), m
Escenas andaluzas (1847), rich with the folk-

ways, while the beauties of all Spain were

celebrated m the Recuerdos y bellezas de

Espana (1844-65) of Jose Marid Quadrado

The Catholic point of view m the romantic

essay is sustained in El ProtestanUsmo com-

par^o con el Catolocismo en sus relactones

con la ctvthzactdn europa (1844) of Jaime

Balmes (1810-48), who developed a logical

philosophy of history in El cnteno (1845),

and with more political fire by Juan Donoso

Cortes (1809-53), whose Ensayo sabre el

catolicismo, el Itbergdismo y el socialtsmo de-

clares that liberalism destroys values, betrays

the people to demagogues, while socialism

promotes a moral indifference through its false

vision of an earthly paradise

The costumbnsta movement led naturally

to the full reahstic novel Thus Josd Maria

de Pereda,*^ after his early Escenas monta-

nesas (1864) and Ttpos y patsajes (Types

and countrysides, 1871), infused these scenes

with his richly religious spirit, and set the

persons into plots He is generous even in his

attacks on the hberal bourgeoisie, its en-

couragement of upstarts (Don Gonzalez de la

Gonzalera, 1878) and freethmkers (De tal

palo tal astillo, As the wood, so the splinter;

1880), never does he forget the rehsh of the

countryside (El sabor de la tierruca, 1882)

He reaches full stature in Sotileza (1885) and

Penas arriba (1895), the former a story set
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among the fisherfolk of Santander, the latter

showing a city dweller captured by the spell

of the Astunan mountains While his charac-

ters are not finely drawn, Pereda^s descrip-

tions attam a majestic beauty This is in-

creased by his pithy style, with its short

sentences, feelingful repetitions, effective

groups of three adjectives, mmghng of popu-

lar and artistic language, rapid dialogue of

mtemhros engarzados (enchained phrases)

The monumental work of Pereda's more

liberal friend Benito Perez Galdos"*" seeks to

fill the broad canvas of Spanish society His

47 Eftsodios nactonales (1873-1912) and 33

Novelets contem'pordneas (1870-1915) com-

bine patriotism with revolt against conven-

tional tradition With vivid description and

dramatic dialogue, he draws excellent por-

traits of characters, which often recur in

various novels Outstanding among his works

are Dona Perfecta (1876), Ghna (2 v,

1877) and La familm de Le6n Rock (3 v,

1879) The first of these portrays religious

intolerance, the second, the disastrous results

of racial intolerance (Gloria falls in love with

a Jew), the third, the tragedy of half-hearted

emancipation Piety in Angel Gtterra (1890),

mysticism m Nazarin (1895), most of this

IiberaFs work center upon religious prob-

lems

More objective and psychological m his

treatment of spiritual problems, more smooth

and elegant m his style, is Don Juan Valera

His cntical study Athot y mtsUca esfanola

and his first novel, the ironic Peptta Jtmenez

(1874} show his understanding cX the two

forces, asceticism and love Their varying

tugs are further shovm in El Comendador

Mendoza (1876), the tragic Dona Luz

(1879), and Morsamor (1899), a neatly bal-

anced story of a monk in love The potency

of lifers call IS manifest in Las tinstones del

doctor TausUno (1875), Pasarse de hsto (The

Overdotng, 1877), wherem the introspective

Don Brauho deems himself unworthy of his

virtuous wife, who is meanwhile betraying

him, and Gemo y figura (1897), wherem,

when her daughter m shame of her ancestry

enters a convent, the prostitute Rafaela kills

herself In serene mood and deft psychological

understanding these novels excel, but they

show no shadings of dialogue with soaal level,

and naturalistic effects are absent from their

almost academic detachment

Naturalism is defended m the brilliant

pamphlet La cuestion falptanie (1883) of

Countess Emilia Pardo Bazan,^ who com-

bines psychological penetration and costum-

brista observation in the first Spanish natural-

istic novels Her masterpiece is the study of

the degeneration of an old Galician family,

Los fazos de Ulloa (1886) and its sequel

La madre natnraleza (1887) Gripping also is

the story of a revolutionary-mmded woman,

La tnhuna (1882}, more studied is the pic-

ture of the rum wrought by the amorous and

romantic law clerk m El Ctsne CThe swan')

de Vtlamorta (1885), melancholy, with flashes

of humor, runs through the gallego novel

Morrma (It t$ taming, 1889).

Dona Emilia excels also m the short story

In Las medtas ro]as we see the wrath of a

peasant on noticing, as she kneels to make

the fire, that his daughter is so extravagant

as to wear stockings In Reconcihados two

peasants of seventy kill one another over a

strip of land Half seriously, half skeptically,

she retells legends, among these cnentos is

La sed de Cnsto, wherein Christ on the Cross

will slake his thirst only with the repentant

tears of Mary Magdalen

Corruption in society and hypocrisy in the

church impel the novels of Armando Palacio

Valdes,^ as Marta y Maria (1883), the long-

popular La Hermana San Sulftcto (1889),

and La fe (1892) More mundane concerns

dominate La Espuma (2 v
, 1891), scenes of

high life, in El maestrante (1893), are suc-

ceeded by suburban pictures in Los maps de

Cadiz (1896). His iort stories, such as Solol
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m which a child watches its father drown,

are built of beauty and power

Emphasis on exact and beautiful language

—almost as of art for art^s sake—tempers the

naturalism of Jacinto Octavio Picon (1853-

1924), m his anticlerical Ldzaro (1882) and

the eroticism of his La ht'jostra del amor (The

stepdaughter of love, 1884) And m the

Pequeneces (Little Things, 1891), Padre

Luis Coloma (1851-1914) uses naturalistic

devices and scenes (‘'as Spring uses dung to

bring forth a rose'') to emphasize Catholic

principles and general human goodness

Apart from the romantic drama there con-

tinued to flourish, in 19th c Spam, a theatre

centered upon stage opportunities, the art of

the actor and the possibilities of performance

In the height of the romantic fervor Breton

de los Herreros (1796-1873) continued the

good actmg play, as with his Manela o cudl

de las ires ( which of the three?, 1831),

the predicament of a young widow ivith three

suitors Manuel Tamayo y Baus (1829-98),

son of an actress, was imbued with the spint

of the theatre His Un drama nuevo (1867)

shows Yonck, about to play the role of a

deceived husband, learning of his wife's un-

faithfulness Lances de honor (1863) opposes

the Chnstian spirit to the traditional pun-

donor, shown earher m his Virginia (1853),

wherein he supplies a new twist by having

Virginia offer her father the dagger with

which to kill her, and in La locura de amor

(Madness of love, 1855)

A similar moral solidity gives power to the

verse plays of Tamayo's fnend Adelardo

L6pez de Ayala (1828-79), who chastizes

matenalism in El tejado de vidno (The glass

roof, 1857), El tanto por ciento (The per-

centage, 1861) and Consuelo (i860), of a

woman who chooses wealth instead of love

He also employed the genero chtco (small

genre) and wrote zarzuelas (short operas)

and sameteL

More earnest in his dramatic problems is

Jose Echegaray (1832-1916), whose 60 plays

are heavy with his times His El hip (The
son') de Don Juan (1892) imitates Ibsen's

Ghosts, even to the final cry, “Give me the

sun^" In O locura o santidad (Madness or

saintliness, 1877), his most famous play, the

family of the philantropic hero has him de-

clared incompetent In the more original El

gran GaleotO' (1880) the world is a cynic and

a pander Echegaray veils all of his moods

in irony, he achieves good theatrical effects

by heavily stressing his mam characters

and withholding his climax to the very

end

Literary and ideological values combine

with effective technique in the plays oi

Jacinto Benavente,'^ which beneath their m-

temational aspect have colors of the Spanish

past Thus a modern conversational drama

of jealousy, El nido ajeno (The foreign nest,

1894) is tinged with asceticism and bears a

trace of pundonor Benavente’s basic theme,

the inseparability of good and evil, is best

embodied m Los intereses creados (The Bonds

of interest, 1907), but is vivid m Los Mai-

hechores de hien (The Evildoers of good,

1905), which scores the soullessness of or-

ganized humanitarianism

With the composer Usandizaga and the

actress Catalina Bdrcena, Gregorio Martinez

Sierra (b 1881) forged a fresh dramatic art

in his Eslava Theatre in Madnd His popular

Cancion^de cuna (Cradle Song, 1911) won

greater recognition than his “theatre of dream
"

He preaches the doctrine of virtue and en-

ergy, in lofty poetic drama This mood is

shared by Eduardo Marquma (b 1879) in

El pavo reed (The Kmgly peacock) and in

En Flandes se ha puesto el sol (The Sun has

set in Flanders, 1910), and by Pedro, Munoz

Seca (1881-1936) in his Astracanadas (gni-

gnols) The popular short play finds highly

applauded wnters in the Quintero brothers

and in Carlos Amiches

Since i 8p8 The political decline of Spam
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with the War of 1898 brought forth a ‘'gen-

eration of 98'^ that sought to reestablish her

prestige, at least to maintain her bond with

the colonies, already producing a thriving

literature of their own (See Spanish-American

Literature) The critics pointed the way
Bartolome Jose Gallardo (1776-1852) had

led the way to casttcismo in Ensayo de una
hthlioteca esfcmola de libros taros y cunosos,

which combined scholarship and taste This

was done more fully by Don Marcelino

Men6ndez y Pelayo (1856-1912), who
affirms that the “Catholic faith is the sub-

stratum, the essence, the greatness, and the

beauty of our literature and our art” (The
Buen Retiro Toast, 1881), and examines the

Htstona de los heterodoxos es'pcmoles (1881)

In his major work, however, the Histona de

las ideas esteticas en Esfana (1883-91), he

recognizes the contributions of the Arabs and

the Jews He feels that the faculty of analyz-

ing beauty is basic to appreciation of litera-

ture, but (especially in his struggle for the

chair of Spanish literature at Madrid, and m
presenting the plan for the 71 v of the Nueva
hihhoteca de autores esfanoles') he empha-

sized that philological and historical knowl-

edge is prerequisite for literary criticism

Spanish lack of will (Ideanum esfanol,

1897) seemed to Angel Ganivet (1862-98)

the reason why the vigorous Nordic nations

(Homhres del Norte, 1905) leapt ahead of

the Mediterrannean Spanish contemplative

spirit (El escultor du su alma, 1916) With-

out faith m religious vigor or m Spain^s past,

he sees attempts at revival only as fantastic

democratic dreams (El mfatigahle creador Pto

Cid, 1898) Ganivet drowned himself in the

Riga What he saw as tragic was paradoxical,

even grotesque, to Miguel de Unamuno, an

individual concerned first with his own im-

mortality, then with the suffering around

(Del sentimiento trdgtco de la vtda, 1913)

He mocks the seekers for a rebirth (La vtda

es sueno, ensayo') then mockingly proclaims

(El torno al casttcismo, 1895) Spaniards,

like other Europeans, must believe in prog-

ress, then preaches that Spam's inner way,

the way of Ignatius of Loyola and Don
Quijote (more real than Cervantes himself)

is the only way to regeneration (ytda de Don
Qiitpte y Sancho, 1905) A pseudo-mystic,

an eternal Spaniard, and a modem bluffer, he

alw^ays turned from cultural politics to the

struggles of his soul (La agonia del Cnstt-

amsmo, 1931, earlier in French)

The modern attitude and graceful style of

Azortn (Jose Martinez Ruiz, b 1874) bnngs

distinction to his identifying of Spanish values

with the race (Alma castellana, 1900) and

the soil (Los fueblos, 1905) He should wear

as an honor Ortega s slur “Poet of the com-

moners," for this bent enables him to check

the esthetic concern with the social He ex-

amines Cldsicos y modernos (1913) as con-

tinuous individuations of the Spanish soil,

thus literary values (Los valores Itteranos,

1913) should see classical authors consciously

“in a reflection of our own modem sensi-

bility" Azonn's own sensibility tnes to see

them from within (AZ margen de los cldsicos,

1915) His belief m progress is overshadowed

by the sense of an irreparable decay of old

Spain

This decay Jos4 Ortega y Gasset^ sees

(Esfoha inverteirada, 1922) as the result of

a lack of national unity, provinces and classes

having produced no outstanding leaders Thus

there has been a steady decay in the Spanish

Empire from 1580 to La rehelidn de las masas

C1930), the mass-man who instead of ideas

uses brute force and direct action Our prob-

lem—El tema de nuestra ttempo—is the ten-

sion between action and culture, lustful en-

ergy and the inactivity of the civilized

Ortega’s very liberahsm leads him (La deshu-

fnantzacton del arte, 1925) to an aristocratic

point of view

Among the other cntics of our time, a

cultural concern marks Rubio y Ors and
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Madariaga, more specialized problems and

scholarship attract Rodriguez Marin, Ramon

Menendez Pidal, Miguel Artigas, Samz

Rodriguez, Valbuena Pratt, Entrambasaguas,

Damaso and Amado Alonso, Dias-Plaja

Some contemporary novelists continue to

present political and social ideals Most typi-

cal of these is Pio Baroja (b 1872), who pre-

sents the misery of the modem gente de la

hamfa (vagabonds), gangsters (golfos) m La

Busca (The Chase, 1904), butchers^ men
(chulos) in Mala hterha (Weed, 1904), types

that seemed almost forced to rebel against

bourgeois society (Aurora ro'ja, Red Dawn,

1904) But he sees Los vistonanos as well,

also in the trilogy La lucha for la vtda (The

Struggle for life) of Stlvestre Paradox (1901)

who in Camtno de ferfeccton (1902) from a

gangster becomes Paradox rey (1906), head

of an African tribe But within the rebel and

the visionary lurks eternal Spam, m his cycle

Las novelas de la raza ( of the nation)

Baroja reveals his love of the soil La dama

errante (The wandering lady, 1908) defends

her province against cosmopolitanism, El

arhol de la ctencia (The tree of science, 19 ii)

attacks the ^modem’^ woman, a woman (as

also in La ciudad de niehla. The city of mist,

1909) ^Vorth less than an orang utan^s mate

Closely bound to his Basque country, Baroja

wrote Cesar o nada (Caesar or
^
nothing,

1910)

, Idtlios vascos; and novelas vascongadas

such as La casa de Aizgom (1900)

The anticlerical democrat Vicente Blasco

Ibdnez (1867-1928) could weave a story of

almost epic proportions, in landscapes of light,

color, and sweeping movement His native

Valencian La Barraca (The Cahtn, 1898)

pictures the hatreds and the superstitions of

the people La Catedral (1903) is a novel of

protest, La ma^a desnuda (1916)—its title

from Goya^s painting—is partly autobiographi-

cal There are two outstanding features—the

portrait of the Gaucho Madariaga, and the

description of the battle of the Marne—in his

otherwise weak but best-selling Pour Horse-

men of the Afocalyfse (1916)

An ironic humor tinges the modernist novels

of Ramon Pdrez de Ayala (b 1880) His

first, autobiographical fiction attacks the Jesuit

schools (A M D G, 1910) and sets modern

sexual freedom against the traditional ascetic

ideals of the Church Thus also he attacks the

ideas of Cervantes in Belarmino y Afolonio

(1921) and Los trabaps de Urbino y Simona

(1923) and those of Calderon in El curandero

de su honra (1926) A melancholy quest of

life’s savor mitigates his irony, with keen

psychology and minute observation, he pre-

sents the sensuous aspects of life, in vivid

color and striking metaphors

Sensuous beauty that removes from life to

a dreamlike delectation marks the novels of

Ram6n Maria del Valle-Incldn (1869-1936)

This centers in the Marquds de Bradomin of

the four Sonatas of the four seasons de

Otono (1902), de Estio (1903), de Pnmavera

(1904), de Invterno (1905) His love of his

Gallego country, never absent, is clearest in

Flor de santidad (1904) Images, sonorities,

suggestions for all the senses, well through

his works, with bewildering epithets, accord-

ant metaphors, short rhythmic sentences, m a

sorcerer’s brew

Quite otherwise stir the awkward style and

almost trite imagery of the picture of old

Santillana hfe m Casta de hidalgos (1908)

and old mystiasm in El amor de los amoreS

(1910) of Ricardo Le6n (b 1877), nor is

there much more than entertainment in the

short stories and regional fiction (La esfmge

maragata, The Maragate sfhinx, 1913) of

Concha Espina (b. 1877)

The revival of lync poetry came by way

of Latin America, m the work of Rubdn

Dario, who pointed the way for the modern-

ists Antonio Machado (b 1875) turns withm

to find beauty and truth and God, 'hut of

darkness into darkness”, along Andalusian

and Castilian landscapes (Camfos de Castilla*,
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1912) he moves with sober delicacy ever

within

Ayer sone que veia

A Dios y que a Dios hahlaba,

Y sone que Dios me 01a

Despues sone que sonaba

Yesterday I dreamt that I saw

God and that I talked to God
And I dreamt that God heard me
Then I dreamt that I had dreamt

His brother, Manuel Machado (b 1874)

looks outward, on the same countrysides, and

to the history of Spam, for his poetic themes

A sorcerer of hidden beauties, seeking sim-

plicity (as he explains m '‘Poesia,^’ in Eterm-

dades, 1916-17) and elegant despair CSonetos

esfintuuleSj 1914-15)' is Juan Ram6n Jim6nez

(b 1881) With the basic themes of nada

(nothing) and tlustdn, his power is less in

his ideas than in his music, he ethereahzes

love, he hears strange sounds in fairy land-

scapes, he wonders over the endless riddles of

nature

?Sostiene la hoja seca

a la luz que la encanta,

o la luz

a la ho]a encantada?

Does the dry leaf ding

to the light that transfigures it

or does the hght

cling to the transfigured leaf?

There is more substance in the more tradi-

tional verse of Jose Maria Gabriel y Galdn

(1870-1905) as well as as in the ultraistic

poetry of Pedro Salmas (b 1892), who sees

himself with spiritual aspirations in a godless

world Seeking ever vainly the world of his

ideals, he refuses to accept the materialistic

universe as reahty, hence, with the humor of

despair, he dreams of a substanceless beauty

Para vivir no quiero

islas, palacios, torres,

i
que alegria mas alta

vivir en los pronombres*

To live I don^t desire

Islands, palaces, towers

What much greater pleasure

To live within the pronouns^

Earthbound, but with an indestructible

hope, IS the surrealist poetry of Federico

Garcia Lorca (1899-1936) He summons the

spirit of his native Andalucia m Romancero

Gttano, yet he admires the most modernist

art coda a Salvador DahX and fuses Spanish

spirit with his heart’s blood m the splendid

ode to his friend CLlcmto for Ignacto Sanchez

Mejias) In his advance-guard art, he employs

fancies drawn from the people

Other vaneties of the new poetry, of meta-

phor, music, and disintegration appear pure

poetry (Joige Guill4n), new baroque (Rafael

Alberti), obscurity and mist (Vicente Aleix-

andre), dream and forgetfulness (Lms Cer-

nuda) But with the present pressure of po-

litical events, the literature of Spam, as of

many other countries, awaits the remvigora-

tion of a true European peace to reawaken the

eternal Spanish qualities, not m mere discus-

sions but m literary manifestations beyond the

ephemeral styles

A F G Bell, Casuhan Literature (Oxford), 1938,

J Cejador y Frauca, Htstona de la lengua y hteratura

castellaua, 14 v (Madrid), 191 5-1922, J Fitz-

maunce Kelly, Historia de la hteratura esfanola

(Buenos Aires), 1942, J Hurtado de la Serna y At

^nz41ez Palencia, Htstona de la hteratura esfanola,

5th ed (Madrid), 1943, M Menendez y Pelayo,

Las cten mepres 'poesias de la lengua castellana

(Madnd), R Menendez Pidal, Antolo^a de frosts-

tas Castellanos (Buenos Aires), 1941, E Minmee
and S G Morley, A History of Spanish Literature

(N Y), 1930, G T Northrup, An Introduction to

Spanish Literature (Chicago), 1938, C A Peers, A
History of the Romantic Movement in Spam, 1940,

L Pfandl, Htstona de la Literatura Nacional Espa-

nola en la ^dad de oro (Barcelona), 1933, M Bo-
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mera Navarro, Htstona de la Uteratura es'panola

(Boston), 1928, A F de Schack, Historia de la

hteratuia y del aite dramdttco en Esfana, Trans E
Mier (Madrid), 1885-87, A Schaefer, Geschtchte

des Sfamschen ’Nationaldramas (Leipzig), 1890,

George Ticknor, History of Spanish Literature, 3d

ed 3 V (Boston), 1888, A Valhuena Pratt, Litera-

tura Espanola, 2 v (Barcelona), 1937? K Vossler,

Literatura espanola Sigh de Oro (Mexico), 1941

J Camp, La Litt espagnole des origmes d nos

purs (Pans), 1943, S Gili y Gaya, Inioiacion en la

hist lit espanola (Mexico), 1939, M de Montoliu,

Manuel de lit castellana (Barcelona), 1937
Cesar Barja, Lihros y auto^es contempordneos (Ma-

drid), 1935, A F G Bell, Contemporary Spanish
Literature (N Y ), i933> Jean Cassou, Panorama de
le litteiature espagnole contemporaine (Pans), 1929,
Federico de Onis, Antologia de la Poesia Espanola e
Hispano Americana 1882-1932 (Madnd), 1934, L
A Warren, Modern Spanish Literature, 2 v (Lon-
don), 1929 See Arabic, Basque, Catalan, Galician

Helmut A Hatzeeld

SPANISH AMERICAN
The Colonial Period The Period of Diffu-

sion The Chroniclers —Spanish-American lit-

erature, an offshoot of Spanish literature,

begins with the tales of the chroniclers whose

imagination was fired by the discovery and

conquest of the New World Many of these

writers, participants in the events they recount

and eye-witnesses of the scenes they describe,

were able to transfer to their pages their own
intense interest, and thus produced racy nar-

rative colored by many realistic details

First among such documents are the Cartas

de relacion of Hernando Cortes, in which he

describes his landing with a small band of

followers in 1519 on the coast of Mexico, his

subjugation two years later of the Aztec capi-

tal-today Mexico City, and the subsequent

conquest of the country as far as present-day

Guatemala and Honduras Written much
later by one of his most loyal captains, Bernal

Diaz del Castillo, the Htstona verdadera de la

conquista de la Nueva Espjona not only tells

the story of the conquest of the vast region

that Cortes added to the Spanish crown under

the name of New Spain, but describes enter-

tainingly the manners and customs of the con-

quered Indians

The no less amazing exploits of Francisco

Pizarro, who landed in Peru m 1530 and

quickly conquered that country, were first

chronicled in the Verdadera relacidn de la

conquista de Peru of Francisco de Jerez, while

the establishment of the present city of Lima

C1535), later events in Peru, and the con-

quest of Chile, where the Spaniards estab-

lished various cities including Santiago, are

recorded in the Histona del descuhnmiento y
conquista de las provincias del Peru C1555)

of Agustin de Zdrate The accomplishments of

Sebastian Benalcdzar, who subdued the king-

dom of Quito (Ecuador) and made his way

as far as Bogotd (Colombia) are told m the

Primera farte de la cronica del Peril (1553)

by Pedro Cieza de Le6n, while the Segunda

farte and the Tercer hhra, or Guerra de Quito,

which were not printed until much later,

afford excellent descnptions of the Cauca

Valley and its inhabitants, for the wnter ac-

companied an explonng expedition that passed

through Indian settlements that are today the

towns of Pasto, Popaydn, Cali, and Cartago

(Colombia) Also valuable for its pictures, of

early Colombian life is the Gran cuademo

by the cultured Gonzalo Jimenez de Quesada

(1499-1579), founder of the city of Bogotd

While his work was not printed and is today

lost, the manuscript was used by other wnt-

ers, especially Gonzalo Ferndndez de Oviedo

in his extensive Htstona general y natural de

las Indias (1535-57) Notable, as well as the

first, among the chroniclers of events m the

Plate region—the exploration in 1516, the at-
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tempted settlement by Pedro de Mendoza m
1535 on the present site of Buenos Aires, the

massacre of many of the colonists, and the

establishment by the survivors of Asuncion

(Paraguay)—IS Pero Hernandez, probably the

author of Comentanos de Alvar Nunez Ca-

heza de Vaca, which was printed in Valladolid

m 1555 Mention must be made, too, of

Baitolome de las Casas, bishop of Chiapas

(Mexico), less renowned for his La htstoria

general de las Indtas than for his Destruccwn

de las Indtas (1552)—a fiery denunciation of

the Spaniards for their mistreatment of the

indigenous population

Stimuh to Literary Production —Lven be-

fore the conquest was completed, two viceroys

were appointed to govern, with the aid of

Captains-General, the vast realm in the New
World Antonio de Mendoza in 1535 to rule

from Mexico City the Spanish territory in

North America, and Blasco Niihez de Vela in

1543 to govern from Lima the whole South

American continent, with the exception of

Brazil From these two capitals Spanish cul-

ture radiated As early as 1523 a Franciscan

friar, Pedro de Gante, began teaching religion

and music to a small group of Indian boys,

largely the sons of chieftains, and a few years

later opened a school in the recently com-

pleted Franciscan monastery in Mexico City

Two other schools were also established there

before the mid-century the College of Santa

Cruz de Tlaltelolco, which offered instruction

to Indian boys in reading, vnntmg, grammar,

rhetoric, and philosophy, and the College of

San Juan de Letran, which was established

to teach the rudiments to homeless mestizo

sons of Spanish soldiers and Indian women
Although an educational program similar to

that in Mexico was instituted m Peru as soon

as the Franciscans reached there in 1531, civil

war retarded progress to such a degree that

no important secondary school was established

for half a century, but after 1582 the College

of San Martin, later known as San Carlos,

long played an important educational role in

Lima In 1551 a royal decree provided for the

establishment of a university in each viceregal

capital, and only a few years later both insti-

tutions, known respectively as the University

of San Marcos at Lima and the Royal and

Pontifical University of Mexico, opened their

doors

Also m the two chief cultural centers, m
Mexico m 1539 and in Lima in 1584, printing

presses were set up, and before the close of

the century some 150 books had been printed

in Mexico and about a third as many m Lima
The stnngent laws largely restricted pnnting

to works of a religious nature, vocabularies

and grammars of the Indian language, and a

few scientific treatises

In Mexico While neither press, issued

many purely imaginative works for several

centuries, there were many Spanish literati

in both viceregal capitals Particularly was

this true in Mexico, where the cultural flow-

enng was from the very beginning signally

exuberant Here, there were chroniclers and

histonans—notably the Franciscan friars To-

ribio de Benavente (Motolmia) and Bernar-

dino de Sahagiin, as well as Francisco Cer-

vantes de Salazar, known as the chronicler

of Mexico City—whose works form the corner-

stone of the history of Mexico m the i6th c

The Drama Also in that colony the drama,

still in Its primitive stage m Spam, had its

followers The Franciscan fnars resorted to it

for doctrinal purposes in their teaching of the

Indians, of particular interest is the play de-

scnbed by Motolmia that was given by them

in 1538 in Tlaxcala in celebration of Corpus

Christi Day Plays were given, too, for the

edification of the Spaniards In 1561 a pas-

toral comedy by Juan Bautista Corvera was

presented m Mexico City for the entertain-

ment of the viceroy Luis de Velasco, and in

December of 1574 a number of dramatic

pieces were presented in honor of the conse-

cration of Pedro Moya de Contreras as arch-
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bishop Two of the authors who contributed

selections are known Juan P6rez Ramirez,

whose Desposono esptntual entre el Pastor

Pedro y la tglesm mexicana is extant, and

Feman Gonzalez de Eslava, whose play on

this occasion was pronounced a great success

Again, m 1578, to celebrate the arrival of cer-

tain holy relics that the Pope had sent the

Jesuit order in Mexico City, a play that still

exists, El tnunfo de los santos, was acted by

the students of the Jesuit schools m that city

The famous dramatist Ruiz de Alarc6n, who
belongs to Spanish rather than to Mexican

literature, was bom, probably m 1581, in

Mexico City and spent more than twenty

years of his life there But of the various

figures connected with the drama in Mexico

m the 1 6th c
,
the one most closely associated

with the country, although he was probably

born in Spam, is the already mentioned

Gonzdlez de Eslava, whose Coloqmos, which

consist of 16 dramatic pieces and 157 poems,

were printed in Mexico m 1610, some nine

years after his death

Poetry—Lyric poetry, too, which had at-

tained a high plane in Spam thiough Italian

influence, had its followers in Mexico The
gifted Sevillian poet, Gutierre de Cetma, was

there about the mid r6th c
,
although nothing

remains of what he may have written while

m that country Of greater interest, not only

for the high praise accorded him by Cervantes

but for the fact that he may have been born

in Mexico, is Francisco de Terrazas As early

as 1563, It is now known, he took part in a

poetic contest ;in Mexico City, and five of his

sonnets (three were printed by B J Gallardo,

in his Ensayo de una hthlioteca espandla de

hhros raros y cunosos, Madrid, 1863-1889)

are to be found in an unpublished collection

of poems, Fibres de vma poesta of 1577
Also in that work, as well as in collections of

his own verse, are various poems of the lyric

and dramatic poet Juan de la Cueva that

contain many realistic touches concerning

Mexico, in which he passed the years from

1574 to 1577 Singular among these is his

Eptstola (also printed in Gallardo), in terza

rima, to the Licentiate Sanchez de Obregdn,

Corregidor of Mexico City Of a like nature

are certain poems—particularly the Laguna

de TenuxUtldny in octaves, and the Epistola

to Fernando Herrera, m terza rima—of the

Spanish poet Eugenio de Salazar, who in

1581 came from Guatemala to Mexico City

to occupy a post as otdor (The bulk of

Eugenio de SalazaFs verse is in Silva de poestas,

still in mss The two poems cited here were

printed in Gallardo ) Superior, however, m
general poetic worth as well as realistic de-

scription IS a long poem in terza rima, La

grandeza meoacana-^pimted in Mexico in

1604—by Bernardo de Balbuena, who al-

though bbrn in Spain spent from his early

childhood many years in Mexico

In South America Epic Poetry —Evidence

exists of literary activity on the part of Span-

iards in South America during the i6th c —
particularly in Lima and Cuzco, but the work

done was not in general of as high a level as

m Mexico A notable exception, however, is

the work" of Alonso de Ercilla y Ziihiga

(1533-94), who after extensive travels in

Europe arrived in Lima in 1556 and joined

the force of Garcia Hurtado de Mendoza, who
had recently been commissioned to subdue

the revolting Araucanian Indians in Chile

His impressions of America during the six

years he spent there, the events of the bloody

Araucanian war in which he took part, and

his portraits of that indomitable Indian race,

are embodied in the majestic octaves of La

Arauccma (1569, 1578, 1589), one of the

greatest epics in the Spanish language

Imitators of Ercilla^s work soon appeared

Pedro de Ona, bom in 1570 m Chile but

educated m Lima, employed in his epic

Arauco domado (1596) the same theme as

Ercilla, and in El peregrine mdiano (Madnd,

1599), Antonio de Saavedra Guzmdn, a na-
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tive of Mexico, told the story of the conquest

of that country hy Cort& Their work, from

a literary standpoint, however, is inferior to

that of Garcilaso de la Vega, El Inca C1539-

1616), the son of a Spanish conquistador and

a royal Inca pnncess Bom and educated m
Cuzco (Peru), Garcilaso went to Spam m
1560 and spent the remainder of his life there

Although his works (La Flonda del Inca,

Comentanas reales ciue tratan del ongen de

las Incas, etc ) are in prose and purport to he

history, their chief charm lies in their lively

narrative style and in their imaginative ele-

ment.

The Gongoristic Era (lyth-iSth c ) Before

the death of Philip II, in 1598, Spam had

completed the subjugation of the natives of

South America except certain of those in

Chile and the River Plate region In her con-

quests and in European wars her energy had

largely been exhausted, and, although the

Golden Age in letters persisted until the mid-

dle of the 17th c
,
with Its opening her politi-

cal power had begun to wane From this time,

too, in the colonies, a period of reaction set

in, which lasted about to the accession of

Charles III in 1759 From Lima and Mexico

City, culture was slowly extended, and pnnt-

ing presses were set up m other governmental

centers—in Quatemala m 1660, in Havana in

1707, in Bogotd in 1738, and m Quito in

1760 During this penod, however, the novel

and the drama, both of which enjoyed a most

magnificent development in Spam, were al-

most entirely without creators m the colonies

Although picaresque literature was doubtless

read there, no such novel was written, and

there was only one attempt at a pastoral, Los

Strgueros de la Vtrgen sin fecado ortgtnal

(Mexico, 162,0) by Francisco Bramdn While

evidence exists that the theater was a favorite

form of diversion m both Mexico City and

Lima, neither place produced any playvnnght

—exception being made, of course, m the

dubious case of Ruiz de Alarc6n—of outstand-

ing merit In Mexico City, Sor Juana Ines

de la Cruz (1651---95) wiote, aside from many
loos, three autos sacramentales and two come-

dtas (Los emfenos de una casa and, in con-

junction with Juan de Guevara, Amor es 'tnds

lahennto'), and Eusebio Vela, lessee of the

Coliseo in Mexico City from 1718 to 1741,

wrote at least 14 plays, three of which (Si el

amor excede al arte, La ferdtda de Esfana,

and El Afostolado de las Indtas) still exist

in mss Vela was an imitator of Calderdn, as

was, too, Pedro de Peralta Barnuevo (1663-

1743) of Lima, who wrote, m addition to

entremeses, three plays Tnunfos de amor,

Afectos vencen fuerzas, and Rodoguna

Lyric Poetry —Contrary to the novel and

the drama, lyric poetry—written principally to

celebrate religious festivals, saints^ days, and

the arrival of viceroys and bishops—was pro-

duced abundantly in all the cultural centers

of Spanish Amenca As m Spam itself,

Gongora (1561-1627) set the literary fashion

of the day, and his verses that were taken as

models were not those of his early period, of a

simple and direct style, but the recondite and

artificial poems—the Paneginco al duque de

Lerma, the Fahula de Pohfemo y Galatea, the

Soledades—oi his later period Although the

last two poems were known in Spam as early

as 1613, they were not pnnted until 1627, but

shortly thereafter numerous imitations of their

style appeared in various American centers

Outstanding among these are Poema a los 23

mdrttres del Jafon (1630) by Fray Juan de

Ayll6n, and El AngShco (1645) by Fray

Adnano de Alecio, both of Lima, various

poems of Hernando Dominguez Camargo

(d 1656), of Bogotd, m a collection of verses

—Ramillete de flores foeticos (1676)—that

was published by another follower of Gongora,

Jacinto Evia, of Guayaqml (Ecuador), the

Peregrmo en Baheloma y otras foemas-xe-

cently edited by the Argentine cntic Ricardo

Rojas—by Luis de Tejeda y Guzmdn (1604-

80), of Cordoba (Argentina), the Tomadada
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(1667), a biography in verse of Saint Thomas,

by Fray Diego Saenz Ovecum, of Guatemala,

and Panegtnco de la Paciencta (1645)

Luis Sandoval y Zapata, of Mexico, who also,

in 1682, took part m a poetical contest insti-

tuted by the University in celebration of the

Immaculate Conception This event, in which

more than 500 poems were submitted, is fully

described by the celebrated Carlos de Siguenza

y G6ngora (1645-1700), one of the con-

testants, in his Tnumfho farthemco . .

(Mexico, 1683)

These poets are, on the whole, merely skill-

ful artificers of abstruse verse What they

lacked in both imagination and genuine feel-

ing IS to be found in a poetess peerless in her

day, Sor Juana Ines de la Cruz (Juana Ines

de Asbaje y Ramirez de Santillana), who was

born in San Miguel de Nepantla (Mexico)

in 1651 As a mere child she evinced a re-

markable aptitude for learning, and at the

age of seven so clearly demonstrated her

genius by the composition of a loa for a

Corpus Christi celebration that her parents

resolved to take her to Mexico City, where

there were better opportunities for improving

her talents Here, she won such wide acclaim,

not only for her poetic gift and learning m
varied branches but for her beauty and per-

sonal charm, that she was chosen as one of

the ladies-in-waitmg at the court of the vice-

roy At the age of sixteen, however, either on

account of a disappointment in love, as some

of her poems seem to suggest, or on account

of her intense piety, she renounced the world

and sought refuge in the convent of Santa

Teresa The discipline of the Carmelites

proved too severe, however, and she left the

order. Two years later, in 1669, she took the

vows of the Hieronymite order, in the con-

vent of San Jeronimo, where she devoted her-

self imtil her death, in 1695, almost entirely

to literary production Her principal works

are Neftuno alegdrtco, published in Mexico
in 1680 or ^8r and three volumes printed

in Spam Inundacton castdltda . (Madrid,

1689), Segundo volumen (Sevilla, 1692),

Fama y ohras fosthumas (Madrid, 1700)
Although Sor Juana paid tribute to the pre-

vailing gongoristic tendencies of her day, par-

ticularly in the Neftuno alegorico and other

''fteces d'occaston,' there are in her worldly

poems QRomance de una ausencta, Ltras

q^le dan encarectda sausfaccton a unos celos,

and the sonnets Detente, somhra, and Rosa
dtvina') as well as in her religious poems
(particularly the ' canciones'' in the loa El

Dtvtno Narctso') a tone of sincerity and a

depth of feeling that distinguish her from

other poets of the period There is, too, in

some of the verse of Sor Juana, notably in the

famous 'redondillas'' beginning 'Hombres
necios . in which she censures men for

their contradictory attitude toward women, a

trenchant vein that recalls the mordant wit

of a contemporary Peruvian, Juan del Valle

Caviedes (1640-95), the author of Dtente del

Parnaso y foesias diversas

Although Sor Juana was without doubt the

greatest literary figure of the colonial period,

she was surpassed in erudition by two con-

temporanes—Carlos de Siguenza y G6ngora,

professor of mathematics in the University of

Mexico, and Pedro Peralta Barnuevo, rector

of the University of San Marcos in Lima,

both of whom have already been mentioned

for their purely literary works Extremely well

versed m languages, both men had wide and

varied interests, each left a long list of works

dealing with history, astronomy, sciences, and

mathematics Heavy and diffuse, the style of

both IS strongly marked by culteramsmo An
exception to this is Siguenza’s Infortumos que

Alonso Ramirez
. fadecto . (1690),

which pleases both for its narrative interest

and for its lucid prose

The Neo^Classic Era The Enlightenment

—After the death of Sor Juana, ^ gongonsmo,”

in a most exaggerated form, continued to hold

sway until beyond the mid i8th c Not only
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was there then a reaction in favor of a saner

and more sober form of literature, such as

Luzan had urged in Spam in his Poetica

(1737)? but, in a measure, a general awaken-

ing as well The rather liberal policy and the

general reforms of the Bourbon kings of

Spain, particularly Charles III (1759-88),

made possible greater freedom of thought and

action, and no small credit for the intellectual

quickening in Spanish America is traceable to

Alexander Humboldt and other European

travelers who, during the latter part of the

century, were permitted to travel through the

Spanish colonial domains Also after 1764,

when Los Amtgos del Pats was organized in

Spam to encourage scientific progress and

better conditions generally, many societies,

both economic and cultural, came into exist-

ence throughout the colonies One of these,

Los Amantes del Pais, undertook in 1791 the

publication of the Mercurio Perucmo, one of

the most outstanding periodicals of Spanish

America The establishment of periodicals,

too, was general La Gaceta de Meodco

(1784) and El Dtano de Mexico (1805), in

Colombia, the Gaceta de Santafe de Bogota

(1785) and Papal Penodico de la Cuidad de

SantafS (1791), in Havana, the Papal Pa-

nodtco (1790), in Buenos Aires, the TeU^^

grafo C1801), in which were pubhshed many
literary productions of the Soctedad fatndUco-

hterarta, and in Venezuela, the Gaceta de

Caracas (1808)

NechClassictsm —Important among the first

followers of neo-classicism m the Spanish

colonies were the Jesuits, who, generally de-

voted to educational work, were strong advo-

cates of order and disciplinary training In

1767 this order was expelled from Spam and

her possessions by a decree of Charles III

Far from home and depnved of their regular

work, many of these men turned to writing

As a consequence, from Italy, where most of

the exiled Jesuits had taken refuge, a steady

stream of works on America—in Latin, French,

Italian, and Spanish—poured back into the

colonies They were not only numerous but

most varied in subject matter To mention

only a few, Francisco Javier Clavijero wrote,

in Italian, the Histona antigua de Mexico

(1780-81), Juan de Velasco, the Histona del

reino de Qmio, Ignaao Molina, an Ensayo

sobre la histona natural de Chile, and Do-

mingo Muriel, the Histona Paraguayensis,

which is a history not only of Paraguay but

also of Argentina Hostile on account of their

expulsion, some of these Jesuits began to plot

against the Spanish government, and signifi-

cant in this connection is a work by the Peru-

vian Pablo Vizcardo, Carta a los esfoholes

amencanos (1799), which was highly instru-

mental m fomenting discord throughout the

colonies

Also in prose, but m quite a different vein

from that of the Jesuits, is another work full

of realistic details in regard to the district

between Buenos Aires and Lima El Lazanllo

de ciegos caminantes (Gi]6n? 1773), by

Cahxto Bustamante Carlos Inga, or ''Con-

colorcorvo^^ as he called himself, about whom
little is known exc^t that he was probably

a mestizo and a native of Cuzco, Peru Al-

though his work IS not a novel, as the tide

might imply, but an account of an overland

journey from Argentina to Peru, its style is

piquant and picaresque in flavor

The concern m the country itself and its

problems reflected in the Lazanllo de ciegos

caminantes as well as numerous other works

of the penod—which marks, too, the awaken-

ing of a national consciousness independent

of Spam — appears also in purely literary

works Although in Latin, the Rusticatio

mexicana (Bolonia, 1782) is rich not only in

descriptions of physical characteristics of

Mexico but of the manners and customs of

the people themselves In Argentina, too, the

beauty of the Parana River inspired Manuel

Jos6 Labarden (1754-1810), one of the best

poets of the times, to write his celebrated ode
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Al Parana, which was published in 1801 in

the TeUgrafo Thoroughly American, like-

wise, in Its setting is his diama Smpo (1789),

whose theme foieshadows the Romanticism of

a few decades later Also, the Mexican poet

Manuel Navarrete—disciple of the Spanish

neo-classic poet Melendez Valdes—is at his

best not in his treatment of erotic and Anacre-

ontic themes but in his appreciation of nature

Navarrete was a contributor to the Dtano ie

Mexico and an active member of La Arcadia

Mexicana, a literary society, his collected

verse, Entretemmientos foeticos, was pub-

lished m 182-3

The predilection for the theatre, which

existed foom the i6th c m Mexico City and

Lima, extended to other centers Coltseos—

buildings devoted exclusively to dramatic rep-

resentations—were erected in Buenos Aires m
1781 and in Bogota in 1792 The taste at this

time, judging by the plays given in Mexico

City, was neo-classic Here, at the turn of the

' century, were given not only the plays of the

outstanding dramatists of the Golden Age of

Spain, rewritten in many cases to conform to

modem taste, but of strictly contemporary

Spanish playwrights, such as Garcia de la

Huerta, Iriarte, and Moratin In 1806, the

editors of the Diano de Mexico, m fostenng

various contests in the wnting of savnetes,

specified that the compositions submitted be

modeled on those of Ram6n de la Cruz In

regard to the comedta their taste, too, was

thoroughly neo-classic, for in vanous articles

that same year they demanded that a play be

didactic and, in celebrating the first anniver-

sary of the founding of their periodical, they

staged Inarte^s La senortta mal criada

Along with neo-classic literature in Spain

in the 1 8th c
,
erudition fliourished It was the

age of historians, of scholars, of dictionary

makers, who sought documentation and ac-

curacy rather than artistic expression The
writings of the exiled Jesuits, from both Spam
and Amenca, were largely of an erudite na-

ture In Mexico, two works of this character

—the incomplete Bihhoteca mexxcana (1755)

m Latin, of Juan de Eguiara y Eguren and

the Bihhoteca his'pano'—amencana seften-

tnonal (1816, 1819, and 1821) of Jos4 Mari-

ano Beristam y Souza, both bibliographies of

writers and their works—have been of mes-

timable value to subsequent historians of

Spanish-Amencan literature

Period of Revolution Not only did French

neo-classicism set the standards in literature

m Spam and her dominions in the i8th c,

but French political thought also exercised a

great influence Confronted with the wntings

of Rousseau, Voltaire, Montesquieu, and

Raynal, absolutism in government began

everywhere to totter In the South American

colonies three men of considerable culture

and of wide reading in the French political

theorists were particularly active m promoting

the idea of independence from Spain They

were Antonio Narino, who printed a transla-

tion of the Rights of Man in Bogotd in 1794,

Manuel Belgrano, of Buenos Aires, educated

in Salamanca (Spam), where he became ac-

quainted with French political science, who

printed on his return to Buenos Aires in 1796

a translation from the French entitled Prw-

*cifios de la ctencia foUtica, and Francisco

Miranda, the most resolute and dauntless of

the three, who plotted unceasingly from 1784

in the United States, in England, and else-

where to foment rebellion in the colonies

While the influence of these three men

cannot be overestimated, certain events in

Europe contributed even more directly to the

separation of the colonies from Spam In

1808, when Napoleon invaded that country,

forced Ferdinand VII to abdicate, and placed

Joseph Bonaparte on the throne, a group of

Spanish patriots formed a Junta Central to

administer the government Their example

was followed in Buenos Aires and Caracas in

1810, and m Mexico a popular but unsuc-

cessful rebellion undet the leadership of
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Hidalgo occurred Composed largely of pro-

gressive and liberal-minded men, the Cadiz

Junta, with the cooperation of representatives

sent from each of the colonial capitals, drew

up a Constitution in 1812 which lecognized

Ferdinand VII as king but abolished the

Inquisition and granted freedom of the press

Periodicals of a political nature then came

into existence in the colonies As early as

1808, La Gaceta de Buenos Aires, under the

direction of Manano Moreno, an admirer of

Rousseau, was established, and in Mexico

Ferndndez de Lizardi, a decided partisan of

the Constitution of Cadiz, began to issue in

the latter part of 1812 his Pensador Mextcano,

in which he discussed, until halted a few

months later, political questions of a very

delicate nature

The political writings of this penod, both

in Spain and in the colonies, reveal a great

diversity of opinion There were men, such as

Miranda, who desired outnght independence

from Spam, there were advocates of the abso-

lutism of Ferdinand VII, and there were par-

tisans of the Constitution of 1812, who, with

a liberal government, would have remained

contentedly under the jurisdiction of Spam

In 1814, however, Ferdinand VII, on his

return to the throne, abolished the Constitu-

tion and thus imified those of any liberal

tendencies During the next ten years, inde-

pendence was generally achieved—in South

America through the military genius of two

genume patriots, San Martin and Simon

Bolivar, and m Mexico and Central Amenca,

through the couf d^etcct of the royalist general

Agustin Iturbide

In spite of the unrest that accompanied the

wars of mdependence, literature flounshed

In the field of fiction, the only figure of the

period IS Jos6 Joaquin Fernandez de Lizardi

(1776-1827), whose political sheet of 1812,

El Pensador Mexiccmo, has been mentioned

Dunng the reactionary period of 1814-1820,

when it would have been suicidal in Mexico

to write on political matters, Fernandez de

Lizardi wrote three novels, the first written

in Spanish America that deserve inclusion in

that genre El Penqmlh Sarmento (1816),

in form a Imeal descendant of the Spanish

picaresque novel. La Quijouta y su fttma

(1818-19), a fictionalized educational treatise

on the rearing of girls, and Don Catrm de la

Fachenda (completed early m 1820 but not

prmted until 1832), which is picaresque in

flavor rather than in form Discontent with

the existent order of almost every phase of

social life—the inadequacy of the entire edu-

cational system, the knavery of public offi-

cials, the immorality of pnvate life, the

avarice and vanity of certain members of the

clergy, the dishonesty of apothecaries, and the

Ignorance of doctors—marks almost every page

of these novels and renders them of ines-

timable value as portraits of social life in

Mexico in the last days of the colonial regime

Upon the reestablishment of constitutional

government m Mexico, in May, 1820, Lizardi

turned from fiction wnting to establish a

penodical, El Conductor Eleetnco, m which

he undertook to combat the very prevalent

opposition to the Constitution

Dunng this entire period, verse was a far

more widespread Vehicle of expression than

fiction. Permeated with the spint of progress

and inspired by their own desire for freedom

as well as by the deeds of the military chief-

tains of the revolution, the poets of Spanish

America took generally as their chief models

two Spanish neo-classic poets, Manuel Jos6

Quintana and Juan Nicasio Gallego, whose

ideas m regard to freedom and progress struck

in them a S3mipathetic chord, and whose lofty

and impassioned tone was m harmony with

their spint

In Argentina—In Buenos Aires, where the

revolution faced much less opposition than

elsewhere, a considerable number of poets of

no mean ability sang of its success Outstand-

ing among them are Vicente L6pez Planes
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(1787—1856}, author of the Himno nactonal

argentina, Esteban de Luca (1786-1824),

who, aside from his famous Marcha fatnottca

(1810), wrote many odes of a patiiotic nature,

of which A let Victoria de Chacahveo (1817),

El tnimfo de Cochrane sohre Callao (1820),

and Canto Unco a la Uhertad de Lima (1821)

are the most outstanding, and Juan Cruz

Varela (1794-1839), who won wide acclaim

both for his odes on liberty and progress—

A MaipUp A la hhertad de la imprenta, Al

tnunfo de Ituzamgo-’and for a tragedy. Dido,

which IS based on the fourth book of the

Aenetd In contrast with the lofty tone of

these three poets is the colloquial, popular

style of Bartolom^ Jose Hidalgo (1788-1822),

who nevertheless advocated liberty for all the

Americas In Montevideo, the city of his

birth, he wrote, m Freedom s cause, umper-

sonales, or monologues to be recited in the

theatre, and in Buenos Aires, where he spent

the last years of his life, his famous Dtdlogos^

which are generally regarded by critics as the

forerunner of the gaucho poetry that later

flounshed in Argentina The bulk of the early

work of these four poets is contained m two

collections La Lira Argentina (Buenos

Aires, 1824) and Coleccion de foestas fcrtn-

oticas (Buenos Aires, 1827)

These poets were, 111 general, overshadowed

by Jos6 Joaquin de Olmedo (1780-1847)

Bom in Guayaquil (Ecuador), Olmedo re-

ceived a thorough classical education in San

Carlos in Lima Here it was that he published

one of his best known poems, En la muerte de

Maria Antonia de Borhon, pnneesa de Astu-

rias In 1810 he was chosen as a delegate to

the Constitutional Congress m Cadiz, where

he undoubtedly met Quintana and other neo-

classic poets Inspired by the victory of Junin

m 1824, by which Spanish domination m
South Amenca was definitely broken, Olmedo
wrote his famous poem. La victoria de Junin

CCanto a Bolivar) Its superb imagery, its

high lync qualities, and its sublimity in both

thought and expression caused the eminent

critic Men6ndez y Pelayo to class Olmedo as

'one of the three or four great poets of

America’' In 1823 he published a translation

in verse of Popes Essay on Man Two years

later he was appointed minister of Peru to

England, and in subsequent years he held

various posts of honor in his native Ecuador

His Ohras poeticas were published m Val-

paraiso (Chile) m 1848

In the same category with Olmedo as a

poet, and in addition a distinguished scholar,

is the Venezuelan Andres Bello (1781-1865)

Thoroughly schooled m the Latin writers in

his native city, Caracas, he was sent to Eng-

land in 1810 to promote the cause of the

revolution Here, despite his difficulties m
supporting himself by the teaching of Span-

ish, he not only perfected himself m English

and French but he studied intensively French

and Spanish literature of the Middle Ages

During his stay in England he showed his

sound critical ability m his study of the re-

lation of the Poema del Cid with the French

chansons, one of the first of its kind, a trans-

lation of Boiardo’s Orlando Innamorato, which

has been highly praised by Menendez y
Pelayo, studies on Spanish syntax and versifi-

cation, articles that were published in penodi-

cals that had been founded in London by

Spaniards, such as Blanco White, who had

taken refuge there from the tyranny of Ferdi-

nand VII, and the poem that has contributed

most to his reputation as a poet, Silva a la

agricultura de la zona torrida, which appeared,

in 1826, in the first number of a periodical

that he himself established, El Repertorio

Amencano In 1829 Bello left England for

Chile, where he occupied many important

posts, including that of rector of the National

University from its establishment in 1843

the year of his death His work in Chile,

which was of inestimable value m develop-

ing the intellectual life of that country, in-

cludes his famous Grcmdtica de la lengua
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castellana (1847) and numerous studies deal-

ing with law, literature, and philology His

Ohras comfletas (Santiago de Chile, 1881-

93) fill 15 large volumes

Poetry tn Mexico —In North America the

progress of the revolution was not as smooth

as in the southern continent In Mexico, the

popular rebellion that was begun by Hidalgo

and continued by Morelos and others per-

sisted, but under great difficulties In 1820,

the conservatives began to fear the effects of

the liberal Constitution of Cadiz and in the

following year united with the insurgents

under the leadership of a royalist general,

Agustin de Iturbide, in order to declare inde-

pendence from Spam In defense of the early

rebellion many sheets had appeared One of

these, El Semanarto Patriotico Americano

(1812), was edited by Andres Quintana

Roo, an educated man and a poet of distinc-

tion Although he was forced to abandon the

insurgent cause and was granted amnesty by

the royalist government, he did not at heart

renounce his liberal views, as is shown by his

odes, La lihertad y la Urania (1820), m praise

of the Constitution of Cadiz, and Al 16 de

Septiembre de 1821, in which he glonfied

both the old insurgents and the Iturbide

faction Other wnters, many of whom had

denounced the early rebellion, did likewise,

notably the talented poet Francisco Sanchez

de Tagle (1782-1847), in an ode to celebrate

Iturbides victory A la entrada del e'jercito

tngarmte en Meocico, and m his Romance

heroiCQ de la saltda de Morelos de Cmutla,

which tells how that insurgent had baffled the

royalists That Iturbide^s popularity after he

was proclaimed emperor qmckly began to

wane is indicated by the many invectives that

at once appeared agamst him One such is the

very fine ode, A Iturhide en sn corcmaaidn,

by the gifted poet and genuine patriot Fran-

cisco Ortega (1793-1849)

But of all the poets of the revolutionary

period in North Amenca, Jos6 Maria Heredia

(1803-39) is pre-eminent Traveled and well

versed not only in Latin but in French and

English hterature, Heredia has something of

the cosmopolitan spirit of Andres Bello Al-

though born in Cuba, he is more closely asso-

cited with the literary and political life of

Mexico, for in 1817, after he had resided m
Santo Domingo and Venezuela, he accom-

panied his father, an official of the Spanish

government, to the capital of that country

Here he continued his studies in the Univer-

sity of Mexico and devoted himself to poetry

A poem of this period, Htmno fatnoUco al

restahlecimiento de la Constitucion (Mexico,

1820), indicates his liberal tendencies Also

during this period, he wrote, but did not pub-

lish, En el teocalh de Cholula^ a poem that

has contributed greatly to his fame Early in

February of 1821, he returned to Havana,

completed his studies for the degree of law,

established a literary periodical (BMioteca de

Damas), and embarked upon the practice of

law In 1823 he became involved in a con-

spiracy against the Spanish government, but

escaped arrest by boarding a ship bound for

Boston Later, m New York, like Bello in

London, he undertook the teaching of Span-

ish In letters to his family and relatives in

Cuba are interesting accounts of his travels

in the eastern part of the United States, and,

in New York, in 1825, his first volume of

verses was published This collection contains

his most famous poem, Al Niagara, which was

inspired by the sight of Niagara Falls In the

same year, having received an invitation from

President Guadalupe Victona to visit Mexico,

he embarked in New York for that country

During the voyage, he wrote some of his most

inspired poems—Himno del desterrado, Vuelta

al sur, and Himno al sol Except for a short

visit to Cuba, Heredia spent the remainder

of his life in Mexico, where he held vanous

posts of honor Much of his literary work

dunng that period is in three periodicals that

he established there El Ins (1826), Mis-
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celdnea Ci 829-32), and La Minerva

C1834)
The Independence Period Romanticism

Verse and Drama—The successful termina-

tion of the wars of liberation did not bring

peace Although a republican form of gov-

ernment modeled on that of the United States

was finally adopted by each of the Spanish-

American countries, the wide diversity of po-

litical opinion and the inclination on the part

of the various factions—which included par-

tisans of various shades of conservative and

liberal views—to resort to arms to depose what-

ever government was m power embroiled

nearly all the countries in a series of civil

wars for approximately fifty more years The

chaos that thus resulted bred throughout

Spanish America the military dictator, or

caudtlh, who seized the government and

ruled by force

The political situation is reflected to a large

degree m the literature of the period In gen-

eral, writers who were conservative in their

political views—such as the Mexican poets

]os6 Joaquin Pesado (i 801-61) and Manuel

Carpio (1791-1860)—clung to Classicism,

which stood for established rules, sobnety,

and order, while those of liberal views found

in Romanticism, with its disregard for rules,

its emphasis on the exuberance of language

and feeling, and its recognition of national

life, background, and tradition, a more con-

genial vehicle of expression In adopting

Romanticism Spanish-American writers merely

followed the European trend m literature

Heredia, in whom there are definite Romantic

manifestations, translated into Spanish cer-

tain poems of Byron, wrote adminngly of

J J Rousseau, and reviewed favorably Angel

de Saavedra^s El Moro Exposito (1832) In

the periodicals, particularly of the third and

fourth decades, translations from Byron,

Lamartine, Musset, and Victor Hugo, as well

as reprmtings of the poems of Espronceda,

Pastor Diaz, Martinez de la Rosa, and of ex-

cerpts from the dramas of Martinez de la Rosa,

Garcia Gutierrez, and Saavedra (Duque de

Rivas), indicate the popularity of European

Romanticism

In Argentina —While all of Spanish Amer-

ica felt the influence of Romanticism, its im-

press was deepest in Argentina, where its

chief exponent was Esteban Echeverrla

(1805-51), born and educated in Buenos

Aires Even as a youth Echeverrla, who was

sickly, pampered, and given to excessive and

contradictory states of mind, suffered the ef-

fects of the ' mal du si^cle” as much as had

he been European-born Going abroad in

1826, he spent the following four years in

study, principally in Pans, just on the eve

of the most glorious penod of Romanticism,

and became an ardent follower of the new
movement Upon his return to Buenos Aires

in 1830, Echeverrla found that the progres-

sive ''unitarian^^ government had been de-

posed, and that Manuel Rosas, who was to

become one of the most tyrannical dictators

of all time, was in supreme control Antag-

onistic to Rosas, Echeverrla turned to the pro-

duction of literature in the Romantic vein,

publishing in 1832 a long narrative poem,

Elvira, o la novia del Plata, in 1834 a collec-

tion of lyrics, Los consuelos, and m 1837

Rimas, which contains his masterpiece, ^Ta

cautiva,^^ another long narrative poem After

Rosas had undertaken the stifling of all intel-

lectual life, Echeverrla organized a civic club,

the Asociacion de Mayo (1837), whose pur-

pose, as set forth by Echeverrla m 'Talabras

simbdlicas,” was to unite the two wamng fac-

tions in a spirit of equality and fraternity m
order to work toward progress and liberty In

1839, however, when a revolt against Rosas

failed, Echeverrla, fearing for his life, sought

refuge, with other intellectuals, in Monte-

video, where he spent the remainder of his

days

In this aty, which was to be the center

of Argentine literary life until the fall of
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Rosas m 1852, Echeverria, now accepted by

the young intellectuals as their literary leader,

wrote other works in verse—Avellaneda, In-

surreccion del sud de la 'provincta de Buenos

Aires, and La Guttarra and its continuation,

El dngel catdo, all inferior to La cautiva The
Romanticism that he introduced was not

Spanish—although that too had an influence

on his followers—but English (Byron), to a

certain extent German (Schiller, Goethe),

and particularly French (Chateaubriand,

Lamartine, Hugo) The new movement,

which demanded primanly the liberalization

of literature, was not embraced artificially by

Echeverria and his followers, for the deep

feeling that marks much of their verse—their

hatred of the tyrant Rosas and the melancholia

induced by their absence from home—was
genuine Another element in their wntings,

however, constitutes their most original con-

mbution, and that is their depiction of the

Amencan scene It is particularly evident, for

the first time, in Echeverria^s La cautiva, in

Its descriptions of the solitary Argentine

plains, and in the accounts of the conflicts

between the whites and the savage Indians

of those vast regions The same characteristic

distinguishes the verse of Echeverria^s fol-

lowers El Peregnno (1846, in part) and

Armontas (1851, 2nd ed) of Jos6 Mdrmol

(1818-71), also a novelist and the author of

two dramas, (El Cruzado and El Poeta'),

whose writings are particularly charactenzed,

too, by their fierce invective against Rosas and

their melancholy longing for home, in many

of the poems dealing with the pampa and

with gaucho and Indian life m the Poesias,

1836-50 (1869) of Juan Maria Gutierrez

(1809-78), also one of the most reliable critics

and scholars of his day, and the ^'Armonias

de la Pampa'^ in the collected poems, Rimas

(1854), of the statesman Bartolom6 Mitre

(1821-1906)

The Gaucho Poets—The most distinctive

charactenstics of Argentine hfe are depicted

most effectively in three long poems of singu-

lar merit which present the Indian and the

gaucho, particularly the latter, and his native

background, the pampa They are often re-

ferred to as the gaucho poems—Santos Vega,

o los melltzos de ‘Ta Flor” (in part in 1850,

completely in 1872), by Hilano Ascasubi

(1807-75), Fausto (1866), by Estanislao del

Campo (1834-80), and Martin Fierro (1872,

1879) by Jos6 Herndndez (1834-86) Al-

though these poems resulted from the impact

of Romanticism, they are different m style

from the narrative verse so far considered La

cautiva of Echeverria and El peregnno of

Jos6 Mdrmol, as well as the work of Echever-

ria s immediate followers, are elevated in tone,

the gaucho poets, on the other hand, employ

the language of the gaucho himself In each

poem the comments of a gaucho storyteller

not only reveal his feelings, his philosophy,

and general outlook on hfe, but are marked

by a deep emotive quality, his observations

of Nature, although poetized, are unernng,

and his notions of justice, even though he

himself may be an infractor of the law, pro-

vide the ethical basis generally characteristic

of a great work of art The narrative furnishes

the mamsprmg of mterest Santos Vega con-

trasts the lives and characters of two brothers,

one base, the other upnght, and Fausto sets

forth the impressions made on a gaucho by a

performance in Buenos Aires of Gounod^s

opera of that name The most convincing and

dramatic narrative of the three is Martin

Fierro, here the teller of the tale is himself

the chief actor m a story of woe and mis

fortune

During the 1830^5 Romanticism also tool

root, although less vigorously than in Argen

tina, in other countries of Spanish America

Its manifestations are varied, and often the

work of an individual poet of the penod con-

tains many romantic elements his interest 11*

his own perplexed life, his eulogy of libefr

and his concern for the oppressed, and his
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appreciation of his native land—its wild

natural beauty, its local color, and the stories

and legends of its past

In Mexico —Many of these elements con-

verge in the works of Fernando Calderon

(1809-45) and Ignacio Rodriguez Galvan

(1816-42), both members of the Academy of

San Juan de Letran, which from its establish-

ment in Mexico in 1836 did much to en-

courage the production of literature Both

essayed lyric, narrative, and dramatic verse,

and Galvan wrote stories in prose Calderon's

dramas, although largely the result of imita-

tion, are more suited to the stage than Gal-

van's, but, dealing as they do for the most

part with European subject matter, they lack

the freshness and originality, as well as the

lyricism, of such dramas of Galvan as Munoz,

Visitador de Mexico (1838) and El Privado

del Rey (1842) In narrative verse both excel

Adela (1838), of Calderbn, deals with a con-

temporary situation—the tragic story of a

young liberal and his betrothed—and, in its

descriptions of the Viga in Mexico City, is

nch in local color On the other hand, Mora,

probably Galvdn's best narrative poem, tells

a tragic story of love between a young insur-

gent and the daughter of a loyalist during

the wars of independence In lyric verse,

Calderon—who opposed the dictator Santa

Anna—expresses his love of freedom and his

hatred of tyrants in El soldado de la lihertad

and El sueno del tirano The superior lynst

of the two, Galvan, who had suffered both

poverty and disappointments, sings of his

faith in religion, his love of his native land,

and his disappointments in humanity His

most impassioned poem, La frofecia de

Guatimoc, contains also splendid descriptions

of majestic Mexican scenery

In Other Countries —Other Romantic writ-

ers appeared in Cuba, Colombia, Venezuela,

and Guatemala Outstanding among them—
fqp the excellent l5mc qualities of some of his

verse (La fior de la eana'), for his unusual

narrative skill Qtcontencal, Mexican in

theme), for his excellent sonnet A la muerte

de Gessler, in which he denounces tyranny—

is the Cuban Gabriel de la Concepcion Valdes

(1809-44), better known as 'Tldcido," who
on charges of inciting the Negro slaves to

rebellion was shot by the Spanish authorities

In Colombia the chief exponents of the new
movement were Jose Eusebio Caro (1817-

53) and Julio Arboleda (1817-61), both in-

fluenced by Byron and Victor Hugo Con-

servatives in politics, both were deeply in-

volved, from 1840, in the civil strife of their

country In Gonzalo de Oyon, which he did

not complete, Arboleda distinguished himself

in both conception and execution as an epic

poet of no mean ability Of minor rank are

Jos6 Antonio Mairin (1804-74) and Abigail

Lozano (1821-66)—Venezuelan imitators of

Zorrilla, then extremely popular throughout

Spanish Amenca—whose verses although

rhythmical, sonorous, and highly imaginative

are on the whole empty in content, and Jose

Batres Montiifar (1809-44), who recounted

in festive verse certain legends of his country

(Tradiciones de Guatemala')

In Ecuador, Chile, and Peru, Romanticism

was slow in making its appearance Of its first

followers in these countries, three poets of

Ecuador, whose early work appeared in the

collection Lira ecuatoriana (1866), are out-

standing They are Dolores Veintimillas

(1827-57), in whose Qwjas are revealed the

passions of her own tortured life, which she

ended by suicide, Julio Zaldumbide (1833-

89), a poet of nature and meditative moods,

and Juan Le6n Mera (1832-99), who was m-

spired by the ancient Indian civilization of

his country (La Vvrgen del sol y las melodtas

indigenas) In Chile the first Romanticist was

Salvador Sanfuentes (1817-60), who wrote

both dramas and legends based on the Chilean

colonial period In the work of two of his con-

temporaries in the same vein, Eusebio Lillo

(1827-1910) and Guillermo Matta (1829-
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99), both of whom had to flee from Chile on

account of their liberal views, there is more

personal feeling In Peru, in the 1850’s,

Romanticism became the vogue of a youthful

literary clique which included Clemente Alt-

haus (1835—81), Adolfo Garcia (1830-83),

Carlos Augusto Salaverry (1831-90)—the

most gifted poet of the group—and Ricardo

Palma (1833-1919), who has well described

It in ^'La Bohemia hteraria de 1848-1860”—

the foreword to a volume of his poetry pub-

lished in 1887 The drama and verse produced

by the members, while extensive in quantity,

are largely imitations of works by Spanish

Romantics, and lack inspiration and depth of

feehng

While in Chile and Peru Romanticism

came late and failed to find fertile ground, in

those countries where it first made its ap-

pearance and was closely allied with the

liberal political movement, it continued to

flounsh long after the mid c
,
by which time

it had become largely sterile in Spam Two
outstanding Mexican literary penodicals, as

well as others that preceded and followed

them, exemplify its political significance—La
llustracton Mexicana (1851—54), whose con-

tnbutors for the most part were liberals in

politics and followers of Romanticism, and

La CruZy edited by the classic poet Pesado,

which represented also the political conserva-

tive faction In the same country, Guillermo

Pneto (1818-97), one of the early followers

of Romanticism, published as late as 1885

his Romancero, a collection of romances

idealizing the heroes of the wars of inde-

pendence, and belonging entirely to the sec-

ond half of the century are two definitely

Romantic poets that enjoyed great populanty

—Manuel M Flores (1840-73), for his lux-

uriant and erotic verse, and Manuel Acuna

(1849-73), author of a drama of considerable

merit, El Rasado, and of the renowned Ante

un cadaver and other poems that reflect ex-

treme melancholia In regard to Cuba, men-

tion must be made of Gertrudis Gomez de

Avellaneda, who won in Spam where she

spent most of her life an enviable reputation

for her verse and dramas While her writings

have no political significance, such is not the

case with other Cuban Romanticists, notably

Leopoldo Turla (1818-77), Miguel Teurbe

(1820-58), and Pedro Santaciha (1826-

1910)—all, through the tyranny of the Span-

ish government, exiles m the United States

and elsewhere—whose early nostalgic verses

were published m a collection, El Laud del

desterrado, m New York m 1858 The most

typically national poet of the period, however,

and incidentally one of the greatest of Spanish

America, is the Argentine Olegario Andrade

(1841-82), partisan of Urquiza in the civil

strife between Buenos Aires and the remain-

ing provinces of the Republic Lofty and

magnificently treated, his themes are the

glorious deeds of the leaders of the Inde-

pendence era (El mdo de condores and San

Martm')y the future greatness of the Latin-

American republics CAtldnttdaX and the

martyrdom that awaits the philosopher that

undertakes to benefit humanity (Erometeo')

Like Victor Hugo, his model, his greatest skill

lies m synthesizing his matenal, his style,

while displaying sublimity and a highly imag-

inative mind, is often merely bombastic A
contemporary of Andrade and a citizen of

the neighboring city of Montevideo, Jos6

ZorriUa de San Martin (1855-1931), pub-

lished in 1888 an exceedingly fine Romantic

epic, Tahariy which presents the conflicts in

the River Plate region during the early days

of colonization

The Costumhrtsta Element —With, the ad-

vent of Romanticism, Spamsh-Amencan fic-

tion received its greatest impulse Its source,

as in poetry, is European In the early years

of the century, in Pans, Padre Servando

Teresa de Mier (Mexican) translated Cha-

teaubriand’s Ataluy and Heredia, in a penodi-

cal QMtsceldneay 1831) he edited in Mexico,
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published articles on his works along with

those of other French writers Fernandez de

Lizardi, whose genius lay in the realistic

rather than the romantic field, was inspired

to write Noches Tnstes (1818), his least suc-

cessful fictional attempt, by the romantically

tinged Noches Vugubres of Cadalso

In fiction, again as in verse, certain early

Romantic writers of Spanish America were

inspired to the creation of national literature

through the use of local background and

legend much of this literature was published

m the periodicals of the period Typical of

such productions are the tales and novelettes

of Rodriguez Galvan, J J Pesado, and others

that were published in Mexico in the annual

El ana nuevo (1837-40), of which Galvdn

was the editor

Another influence in the production of

Spamsh-American prose literature was the

costumhnsta sketch, an essay on manners and

customs somewhat in the manner of Wash-

ington Irving, which reached the height of

popularity in Spam in the early thirties

through the work of Mesonero Romanos and

Larra, and soon was widely imitated abroad.

Adimtting that he wished to do for Mexico

City what Mesonero had done for Madrid,

Guillermo Prieto in 1840 began to publish

sketches dealing with local manners and cus-

toms In Colombia, *Tmiro Kastos'' (Juan de

Dios Restrepo), in Chile, ''Jo^^beche^^ (J J,

Vallejo), in Cuba, Docaransa’^

CJos4 Maria Cirdenas), and m Venezuela,

Daniel Mendoza soon devoted themselves to

portraying the characteristics peculiar to those

about them

Parallelmg m pomt of time the short tales

and costumhnsta sketches, longer fictional

works of a romantic nature made their ap-

pearance serially, but seldom completely, in

short-lived hterary periodicals of the late thir-

ties, and this type continued to dominate the

field for more than three decades. In Cuba,

Villaverde*s celebrated novel, Cecdta ValMs,

appeared in part in La Stemfrevtva (1839),

the first novel in Colombia, Marta Dolores, by

J J Ortiz in El Condor (1841), m Mexico

Manuel Payno^s El pstol del dtahlo and Justo

Sierra's Uno ano en el Hosfttal de San Ldzarro

were partially pnnted respectively in El Museo
Mextcano (1843-45) and the Registro

Yucateco (1845-46), and in Chile, Domingo
Sarmiento published his masterpiece, Facun-

do, m El Progreso in 1845 Outstanding ro-

mantic novels appeared later Jos6 Mdrmol's

Amalta, in part in 1851 in Montevideo and

completely four years later in Buenos Aires,

Jorge Isaacs Marta, whose many imitatois

prolonged the romantic era in South-Ameri-

can fiction, m 1867, and, finally, m Ecuador,

J L de Mera's Cumandd in 1871

The Tradtcton —Among the various mani-

festations of Romanticism in America there is

still another type, the most original of them

all, the tradtcton, a short prose work treating

in an imaginative manner and with hterary

embellishment an incident generally of an

histoncal nature It was initiated and brought

to Its highest artistic perfection by Ricardo

Palma, who from 1872, the date he published

his first tradtctones, devoted himself almost

exclusively to this hterary type In six large

volumes of tradtctones, Palma covered some

five centunes of his coxmtry's history m such

a spicy and humorous anecdotal form that

his influence on the tradtctdn extended to all

of Spanish America The major portion by

far of his work relates to his native city, Lima,

the capital of Peru

The novels, on the other hand, have an-

other element of interest This is neither their

loose and rambling plots nor their overly

sentimental characters, but their definitely

authentic background—probably the result of

the costumhnsta vogue Each novel is thereby

definitely linked to the land which gave it

birth Cectlta Valdes presents a great variety

of types and customs peculiar to Cuba in

the i83o^s and El pstol del Dtahlo many
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distinctive of Mexico in the same era,

Facundo, while not exactly a novel, is per-

meated with the spirit of the Argentine

Pampas and the gauchos that live there, and

Amalta survives not for the romantic love story,

but for its detailed presentation of many
aspects of social life in Buenos Aires during

the dictatorship of Rosas Even in Mana^
which IS charged with more genuine feeling

than any other romantic novel written in

Spanish Amenca, one of the greatest charms

lies in the marvelous descriptions of the fertile

Cauca Valley, of the tortuous Magdalena

River, and of the majestic Andes By 1870

It was clear that Spanish America, despite

Its difficulties with literary technique and the

administration of democratic government,

could furnish an adequate background for

fiction

Realism Ftctton—The presence of certain

realistic elements in the best romantic novels

could not long compensate for their mam
defects—fantastic plots and exaggerated char-

acters With the early sixties an attempt to

remedy both showed itself in certain countries

m an increased realism, a more truthful pres-

entation of life, traceable to the influence of

contemporary French novelists, particularly

Balzac One of the first writers to make his^

plots more plausible, his characters more

human, and his portrayal of the society about

him more vivid was the Chilean Alberto

Blest Gana (1830-1920) Discarding com-

pletely the screen Romanticism had drawn

over personal, scenic, and social uglmess, he

produced some ten novels of a decidedly real-

istic character, of which La Antmitica de

Amor (1860) was the first In his second,

Martm Rtvas (1862), the struggle of a rep-

resentative of the middle class against the

old aristocracy enters Spanish-Amencan lit-

erature In this period, in which peace and

security were becoming more general as the

military upheavals subsided, the poor man m
Chile dared for the first time to claim a place

among those that had inhented wealth and

power Realism, but of the type colored by

the idealism of Fernan Caballero rather than

of Balzac, also characterized the work of the

Mexican Ignacio Altamirano (1834-93),

whose novel Clemencta appeared first in the

penodical El Renacimtento (1869)

The title of this periodical well described

the period upon which Spanish America as

a whole was entering Peace m general was

maintained by force, wealth was increasing

rapidly, foreign capital and immigration were

being encouraged, large cities were beginning

to dot the map, means of communication im-

proved, and efforts to establish education

were being made But the material progress

achieved benefited only a relatively small class

In spite of the wealth of the few and the

show of legislative procedure controlled by

the small minority, there was great personal

and political dishonesty, slight increase in

general enlightenment,, and litde social jus-

tice The doors of opportunity were still

tightly closed to the masses

This penod also gave rise to a new aristoc-

racy made up largely of the families and

satellites of certain of those that had achieved

power by the sword or by political chicanery

This group now had the means and the

leisure to seek the culture they did not in-

hent Their eyes were directed to Europe,

especially France, as had been those of the old

colonial families Leaving their immense es-

tates m the rural distncts to the supervision

of majordomos, they built fine homes in the

capital, but resided much of the tim^ abroad

They attempted to encourage and even to

create music, art, and literature m the spmt

of Europe, but they disdained completely the

people, the country, and the atmosphere in

which they were bred Amenca served them

only to provide hberally for a comfortable

life elsewhere Others that had risen to

power, uncultivated and disdainful of every-

thing cultural, lived as great land barons on
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their estates, where the labor was performed

by natives under practically the feudal sys-

tem of colonial days Equally despotic were

similar personalities that controlled the life

of the small towns

Urban Life —The characters and conditions

to which the penod gave rise furnished

novelists ample matenal that lent itself to the

realistic treatment then in vogue, and certain

aspects of life in the two largest and rapidly

growing cities were sordid enough to deserve

the naturalistic treatment of Zola The
depravity of Buenos Aires, during this period

in which wealth increased manyfold, is

depicted in a series of novels of that type—

La gran Aldea (1884) by Lucio L6pez, Sm
Riimbo and En la Sangre (1887) by Eugenio

Cambaceres, and La Bolsa (1890), a por-

trayal of the manipulations of the stock ex-

change, by Julidn Martel—while prostitu-

tion and degenerate life in Mexico City fur-

nished Federico Gamboa material for Suprema

Ley (1896) and Santa (1903)

Regionaltsm —Another group of writers, in-

fluenced by the regional novelists of Spain,

turned for their material to the rural dis-

tncts and the small towns In Peonta, Romero

Garcia tells of conditions which he saw, with

by no means rose-colored glasses, on a coun-

try estate in Venezuela Various localities in

three states of Mexico were also realistically

exploited Oaxaca by Emilio Rabasa in La
Bola and La gran ctencta (1888), Jalisco by

L6pez Portillo in La Parcela (1898), and

Vera Cruz by Rafael Delgado in La Calandna

(1891), Angelina (1894), and Los Panentes

rtcos (1903) Such value as these novels have

lies much less in their depiction of manners

and customs than in the interest of their

wnters in social reform Like Galdos in Spam,
they not only satirized the foibles of the so-

ciety about them, but they pleaded for social

justice, enlightenment, and honesty m poli-

tick Novels motivated by such a thesis m-
clude Aves stn Ntdo (1889) hy Clonnda

Matto de Turner, which reveals injustice to

the Indians on the part of the landowning

classes of Peru, Frutos de mt Tterra (1896)

and many others by Tomas Carrasquilla, in

which he lays bare the weaknesses of his

fellow townsmen of Medellin (Colombia),

Eduardo Pardo’s Todo un Pueblo (1899),

which satirizes the political corruption in

Venezuela, Luco Orrego’s Casa grande

(1908), which portrays the decadence of the

old aristocracy in Chile, and, finally, El

Casamiento de Laucha (1906) and Pago

Chtco (1908) by the Argentine Roberto

Payro, the most gifted storyteller of them all,

who had much to say, particularly in the

latter book, about both personal and political

dishonesty in Argentina

Verse and Drama —Unlike the novel,

the verse of this period, marked by con-

flicting tendencies, does not fall so readily

into the realistic category, for the poets were

eclectics, experimenting, groping for new
forms of expression The ornate verbosity of

Zornlla and Victor Hugo had its influence

as did the post-romantic Spanish poets—

Bdcquer, Campoamor, and Nunez de Arce,

whose popularity is attested by the numerous

reprmtings in periodicals throughout Spanish

America in the eighties and nineties—but

there was nevertheless a definite trend toward

perfection of form, simplicity, and a deeper

feeling of sincerity Good examples of the re-

finement achieved are the poems of the Ar-

gentine Rafael Obligado (1851-1920) and

the Mexican Juan de Dios Peza, whose

themes, too, are in many respects similar—

love of nature, of home and family, and of

the legends of their respective countnes, and

of P6rez Bonalde, of Venezuela, translator of

Poe and imitator of Heine, whose fluid verses

are also characterized by philosophic contem-

plation (El poema del Niagara'), descriptive

power, and intense feeling (Vuelta a la

patna) A genuinely realistic vein, too, ap-

peared—markedly m the Memorta del culttvo
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del maiz en AnUoquta of the Colombian

Gregorio Gutierrez Gonzalez (1826-72), and

in the Rtmas of the Mexican Altaimrano The
work of both is strongly regionalistic In a

rather prosaic subject, the cultivation of com,

Gutierrez portrays the natural beauties of his

native province, Antioquia, while Altamirano's

verses—characterized, too, by clarity, sobriety,

and technical excellence—contain passages ad-

mirably descriptive of the tropical region of

his native state, Guerrero

In the theatre. Realism attained its great-

est, if not Its only success, in the River Plate

region In the late seventies the Argentine

Martin Coronado (1840-1919) began to em-

ploy in his plays local background and char-

acters His masterpiece. La ftedra del escdn-

dalo, was staged by J J Podestd, who had

already won popularity through dramatic

skits in which an Argentine legendary hero,

Juan Moreira, figured as the pnncipal char-

acter The movement was brought to its most

artistic fruition through the personality and

talent of Florencio Sdnchez^ (1875-1910),

who while born in Uruguay spent many years

of his hfe in Argentina Gifted in inventive

abihty, Sdnchez was a disciple of Ibsen, his

clean-cut plots present a thesis, his characters,

drawn from both country and city life, are

well defined, and his power to arouse emo-

tion, one of the greatest assets of a dramatist,

is of no mean quality

Modernism While Realism exerted a

marked influence in Spanish America on the

novel and, in the case of Florencio Sanchez,

on the theatre, it made slight impress on

verse Instead, in^ the early eighties, a very

definite reaction against it set in In this reac-

tion IS to be found the chief source of the

movement termed, for lack of a better name,

modermsta The time was propitious for the

birth of new forms of expression, for political

peace and great economic prosperity were

general Life, for a certain class at least, had

become easier, and there was more time for

the perfection of artistic creation When the

cruelty and tyranny of dictators no longer

furnished themes for mdignant and outraged

poets, they turned to introspection, which m
many cases was of a morbid type In this

regard they continued to be romantic, but

theirs was a new Romanticism—an mter-

mamage, so to speak, of a certain type of

Romantic ideology and of classical perfection

of form It lacked, nevertheless, the classical

simplicity of thought and language, for form,

as expressed in the embellishment of lan-

guage, in the creation of a new poetic diction,

became with many an end in itself Influences

in style and taste were wide and varied Of
the Spanish poets, the post-romantic B6cquer

won favor, as did Poe and Walt Whitman,

Heine, the French Parnassians (Leconte de

Lisle, Heredia, Sully Pradhomme) and the

Symbolists (Verlaine, Mallarmd)

Outstanding among the many precursors of

Modernism are Manuel Gonzalez Prada^

(1848-1918), of Peru, Manuel Guti6rrez

Najera (1859-95) and Salvador Diaz Mir6n

(1853-1928), of Mexico, Jos6 Marti"^ (1853-

95) and Julidn del Casal (1863-93), of Cuba,

Jos4 Asuncion Silva (1865-96), of Colombia,

and Leopoldo Diaz (b 1862), of Argentma

While a common bond—the cult of beauty-

united these poets, each had his own per-

sonality In Gonzdlez Prada—particularly m
his short poems, Minusculas (1901)—it is

philosophic reflection on the emptiness of hfe,

m Diaz Mir6n, whose most chiseled verses

are to be found m Lascas (1906), it is mascu-

Ime vigor, and in Marti, whose simple themes

are expressed nevertheless m a refined but

subdued manner (Versos senctlhs, 1891), it

IS the sincenty of a noble, elevated, and hope-

ful soul These three poets—particularly

Marti, who is best known for his wntmgs in

favor of Cuban independence—were thinkers,

and while idealists they were also men of

action On the other hand, varying degrees

of pessimism, morbidity, and melanchoha per-
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vade the work of Gutierrez Ndjera, Silva, and

Casal, and the rhythm and other musical

qualities of their verse show the influence of

the French Symbolists The artificiality of

the Parnassians predominates in the polished

sonnets of Leopoldo Diaz, who, like them,

shows a preference for classical themes

The greatest exponent of Modernism, m
both America and Spam, is without qualifica-

tion Ruben Dario^ C1867-1916) Bom m
out-of-the-way Nicaragua, he spent most of

his life elsewhere, m peregrinations through-

out the Americas and Europe In Valparaiso

(Chile), he published his first volume of

verse, AJbrops (1887), and also Azul (1888)

—a collection of both verse and prose which

marks definitely the triumph of Modernism,

in Buenos Aires, Prosas profanas (1896), dis-

tinguished by his new metrical schemes and

his most exquisitely wrought poems, and in

Madrid, Cantos de vtda y esperanza (1905),

in which he is most personal in sentiment In

these three collections is to be found the core

of his entire work All of the foreign influences

on Modernism hitherto noted, as well as that

of the Spanish poets of the Middle Ages, con-

verge in Dario His, however, was the genius

to assimilate them and yet to give to his work

the stamp of his own personality Although

his themes are limited, he was gifted with a

rare sensibility which he was able to express

in poetry of a genuinely high type His faults

are those of every poet in whom preciosity

outweighs clearness of expression

In the heyday of Modernism, poets—all

more or less under its influence—flounshed

m Spanish Amenca* Among those of first

rank—who not only were highly skilled m
the technicalities of the new verse, who did

not slavishly follow a master, but also left on

their work a definite stamp of individuality—

are Gmllermo Valencia (1873-1943)^ who
although active in the politics of his country

(Colombia) held his poetry aloof from the

ordinary affairs of the world, the vigorous

Jose Santos Chocano (1875-1934), poet of

the history of his country (Peru) and of her

forests and lofty mountains, Julio Herrera y
R6issig (1875-1910), of Uruguay, and Leo-

poldo Lugones"^ (1874-1938), of Argentina,

both of whom showed m their themes a

preference for the exotic, the Bolivian Ricardo

Jaimes Freyre (1870-1933), renowned for

his metrical innovations, the meditative and

mystic Amado Nervo (1870-1919), of Mex-

ico, and the serene Ennque Gonzalez Mar-

tinez (b 1871), also of Mexico, who was the

first of the Modernists to protest against cer-

tain excesses of preciosity that characterized

the movement

Prose Writers —Modernism had as great an

influence on prose~the essay, the short story,

and the novel—as on poetry In the same

mannei as the poet, the writer of piose, in

too many cases with little regard for content,

sought by various rhetorical devices—the use

of archaic and unusual words, bold figures of

speech, balance and contrast, cadence and

rhythm—to bring prose nearer to the realm of

poetry The style of the greatest essayist that

Spanish America has produced, the Uru-

guayan Jos6 Ennque Rod6^ (1872-1917), is

highly elaborate and rhetorical, yet as a

thinker, Rod6 was the intellectual leader of

his generation His chief productions fall into

two categories those of an ethical or philo-

sophical nature, Ariel (1900) and Motives de

Proteo (1910), in which he endeavored to

direct thought in Spanish America mto cer-

tain definite channels, and works of a critical

nature, literary and otherwise (Ruhen Dario

[1899] and Mirador de Prospero [1913])

Of greater reformatory zeal and fiery tem-

perament, the poet Gonzdlez Prada also won

distinction for his polished essays of a po-

litical nature

One characteristic of Modernism that ap-

peared in fiction near the close of the century

—a marked ornamentation of language—still

survives The ngidly defined short story of
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Poe or Maupassant has been htde imitated

in Spanish America, the pattern of this

genre was set rather by Gutierrez Ndjera and

Dario, who, in their loose cuentos (short

stones) emphasized style to the detriment of

plot and other fictional elements So, too,

do the Cuentos de color (1899) of the Vene-

zuelan Manuel Diaz Rodriguez (1868-1927),

whose lyncal and vaned nuances enchant the

poetically-mmded The same style charac-

tenzes his novels Sangre fairtcta (1901) and

Idolos rotos (1902), m both of which the

protagonist is one of the typically neo-roman-

nc products of the age—an aristocratic, gifted,

half-mad individual, who, completely out of

tune with his native environment, seeks the

more congenial atmosphere of Pans Much
in the same manner, but more concerned

with the actual political problems that con-

fronted Venezuela, are the Cuentos ctmert-

canos (1904) of Rufino Blanco Fombona^

(1874-1945); m later novels, El homhre

de hterro and El honihre de ora, he became

mfinitely more realistic. Outstanding, too, for

their poetical charm are the novels of the

Uruguayan Carlos Reyles (1868-1938) —
Beha (1894) and La raza de Cain (1900).

Although gifted as an artificer m language

and equaled by few m his ability to mject

both feeling and colonng into his scenes,

Reyles shows greatest skill as a novelist m his

analysis of character, whether of an humble

gaucho on an estcmcm or a member of the

Pans-loving aristocracy of Uruguay With

their wider interests, Blanco Fombona and

Reyles have come to be regarded not merely

as stylists but rather as novelists of sizable

proportions

Post'Modemtsm Even the fiction writers

(notably Blanco Fombona) of the early years

of the 20th c whose style was most influenced

by the Modernists realized that Spanish

America faced many serious problems Ideal-

ists of the upper class and mtelligent mem-

bers of the middle class saw that the oppor-

tunities of the masses to enjoy the good things

of the world were limited Around them they

saw wretched workers huddled together, in

villages on the great estates, m mining camps

m the mountains, and, as industnahzation

increased, in slums near the factones in the

cities They saw the low status of the Indian

and the Negro, the economic and social prob-

lems confronting those of mixed racial strains

Already those enjoymg the advantages of edu-

cation were learning of organizations of work-

ers and the power they might thereby wield,

they were reading of countnes where every

child had some educational opportunities,

and where men had a chance to own their

own homes and the lands they cultivated

But the majonty of those intrenched in power

m Spanish America were opposed to the dis-

semination of such ideas, and would not

listen to Liberal counsel Nor did they heed

as the sullen undercurrent of dissatisfaction

grew ever stronger, nor realize when revolu-

tion flared in Mexico m 1910, that the age

wherein dictators could flourish with security,

land barons hold immense estates with im-

punity, and masters legally work their labor-

ers long hours at below-existence wages was

in process of passing

Leading Fiction Wnters—From the out-

break of that revolution the contemporary

penod of Spanish-Amencan literature may

be said to date, although the publication of

the most distinctive work of a novelist of the

contemporary group coincided with the out-

break of the first World War Jn the decades

which have since passed, Spanish-Amencan

novelists have been numerous and have pub-

lished many commendable works Of this

large group of wnters of fiction, ten are out-

standing, both m individual personality and

in their interpretation of the Spanish-Amer-

ican mind and world They are Manuel

Gdlvez’^ (b 1882) and Ricardo Guiraldes^

(1886-1927), of Argentina, Horacio Quiroga*^

(1878-1937) of Uruguay, Eduardo Bamos
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(b 1884), of Chile, Manano Azuela"^ (b

1873), of Mexico, Carlos Loveira"^ (1882-

1928), of Cuba, Jose Eustacio Rivera"^ (1889-

1928), of Colombia, Romulo Gallegos^ (b

1884), of Venezuela, Jorge Icaza (b 1902),

of Ecuador, and Ciro Alegrfa (b 1909), of

Peru Quite by accident, their distribution

IS such as to make them fairly representa-

tive geographically of Spanish America as a

whole

These ten writers are more or less classifi-

able in distinct groups by the general char-

acter of their work The first group includes

novelists of great sweep in point of time—

those whose canvases cover long penods of

history—Galvez, Azuela, and Loveira Barrios

stands as the lone representative of the anal-

ysis of individual psychology Painters of dis-

tinctive background form another group, here

there are four—Quiroga, with sketches of

northern Argentina, Rivera v^th the selvas of

Colombia, Guiraldes, as an interpreter of the

gaucho of the Argentine pampas, and Galle-

gos with both the llanos and selvas of Vene-

zuela In the last group are two novelists,

Icaza and Alegria, who concern themselves

pnmanly with the sociological problems of

their respective countries, Ecuador and Peru,

which are in many features similar

Each of these writers, on the other hand,

has succeeded in giving to his work an indi-

vidual stamp, a peculiar personal quality

that distinguishes it And m that quality the

vmter as a man stands revealed For Gilvez

has subjected Argentine life in the large to

the clear, searching analysis of a restramed,

minuuae-mmded, nationalistic historian, and

points out, in direct and measured style and

in the tone of a traditionalist, the flaws in

the social fabric, without implication that

time will rectify them QLa Maestra normal,

Escenas de la guerra del Paraguay, Nacha
Regules, etc ) Azuela caught at close range

successive impressions of Mexican society re-

acting to existent conditions, but he colored

his films with his own deep pessimism and

even bitterness (Los de abajo. Las tnbula-

ctones de una familta decente, El Camarada

Pantoja, Nueva hurguesta') Loveira^s is the

argumentative tone of the 19th c socialist

that resorts to realistic fiction only as a means

toward attainment of the reforms he sees as

drastically necessary (Los Inmorales, Gene-

rales y Doctores, Juan Cnollo') Delicately

tinged by recollections of the pampas is the

lyncism of Guiraldes, which gives to his

every line a peculiarly poetic touch (Don
Segundo Sombra') The righteous wrath of

Icaza over injustice to the ‘^underdogs^^ of

Ecuador finds adequate expression only in a

stark realism, forcefully colored by biting

satire and obscenity (JTuastfungo, En las

calles, Media vtda deslumhrados^ Barrios is

the greater artist in resorting instead to

pathos and tragedy, the deep personal feeling

of his autobiographic works (El ntno que

enloquectS de amor, Un Perdido) is suc-

ceeded in his masterpiece (El Hermano Asno)

by the calm reflection of the philosopher that

can smile at the frailties of humanity and

inject a touch of gentle, whimsical humor

into his jottings Quiroga is romantic always,

brightly imaginative at times, at others, Poe-

hke in fantastic visions (Cuentos de amor, de

locura y de muerte, El Salvaje, Anaconda)

Rivera^s genius is free and impetuous, charged

now and then with a high degree of nervous

intensity QLa Vordgine) Alegria is folkloris-

tic, his IS a lyric realism ranging from the

idyllic to the terrifying (La serfiente de oro,

Petros hambnentos, El mundo es ancho y
ajeno)

Verse Characteristics —Poetry of the con-

temporary period is even more complex than

the novel in its tendencies, and therefore

more difficult to classify As yet there has

been no poet of sufficient genius to exert a

wide influence or to be characterized defi-

nitely by any one of the diverse tendencies m
contemporary verse Dario^s aesthetic pnn-
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ciples, with modifications, are still basic For

while the early poets of the time felt dis-

satisfaction with certain characteristics of

Modernism, they certainly did not rebel

against it If any one bond united them, it

was a desire to vitalize their verse, and to

achieve that, they eschewed the artificial

themes so characteristic of Modernism, with

imagination, they blended reality, and they

developed a far less ornate technique than

that of their predecessors The 20th c poets

have brought poetry closer to reality again,

while the wide diversity of their themes re-

veals their varying ideas and interests

Argentine Poets —The new tendencies are

particularly discernible in a very large group

of Argentine poets, among whom Evaristo

Carriego (1883-1912), Fernandez Moreno

(b 1886), Enrique Banchs (b 1888), Rafael

Alberto Ameta (b 1899), and Alfonsma

Storm (1892-1938) are outstanding With

sensibility comparable to that of the French

poet Coppee, Carriego depicts the common-

place life of the humble folk of the city of

Buenos Aires (Mtsas herejes, 1908, Poemas

fostumas, 1913) Master of a highly musical

technique, Banchs is at his best, too, m
themes of a lowly, humble nature in which

there is a haunting note of sadness (El hhro

de los elogtos, 1908, El cascahel del halcon')

A gentle irony recurs constantly m the terse

verse of Fernandez Moreno, poet of Argen-

tine provincial life (Jntermedio frovinctcmo,

1916, Camfo argentinoj 1919) Ameta^s verse

IS simple but delicately spun, he is the poet

of pensive moods and of sad themes of ar

ballad-hke nature (El esfep de la fuente,

1912, Las noches de oro, 1912, Fugacidad,

1921) In the subject matter of her verse, the

most radical of the group is Alfonsma Storm,

who reveals with remarkable feeling and

sincerity her own erotic mental states (El

dulce dano, 1918, hrremedtahlemente ,

1919, Langutdez^ 1920)

Other Outstanding Poets — Of the same

generation and aesthetic tendencies as the

Argentine poets are Manuel Magallenes

Moure (1878-1924) and Lucila Godoy

Alcayaga (b 1889), better known by her

pseudonym, Gabriela Mistral,^ of Chile, Lms
Carlos L6pez (b 1880), of Colombia, and

Ramon Lopez Velarde (1888-1921), of Mex-

ico Magallenes Moure is clear but at the

same time graceful, he imparts to his nature

verse, in which he excels, beautiful effects of

color and sound (La prnada^ 1910, La casa

junto al mar, 1918) Gabnela Mistral's poetry

springs sincerely and vigorously from the

inner impulses of her heart, her disappomt-

ments in love, her desire for motherhood, and

her sympathies for the humble folk of the

rural districts engage her attention (Desola-

cion, 1922) Both Carlos L6pez and L6pez

Velarde are poets of provincial life The tem-

perament of the former leads him to see the

ludicrous, incongruous aspects, his thought,

while apparently trivial, is pithy, and his

expression is concise (De mt villono, 1908,

Posturas dtfictles, 1909) On the other hand,

L6pez Velarde is a complex personality, and,

m keeping with it, his style is involved, fig-

urative, and vague (La sangre devota^ 1916,

El son del corazdn, 1932)

^'Ultrcnsm ' —L6pez Velarde's work, par-

ticularly that of his later years, gives signs,

too, of the most recent development in Mod-

ernistic verse The new cult, which has many
individual tendencies but has been denom-

inated 'ultraista," has prevailed m Spam

(Jorge Guillen, Federico Garcia Lorca, Rafael

Alberti) and Spanish Amenca since the close

of the first World War Its followers, advo-

cates of ^ pure poetry," have been greatly in-

fluenced by contemporary French lyncists

Seekers of originality in technique, they have

to a great extent discarded rhyme in favor

of free verse and other metrical innovations,

their poetry, as well as their prose, is vivid,

and while it is apparently simple it is never-

theless highly symbolic and involved, and
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their metaphors (their favorite figure of

speech) are often shockingly strange Impor-

tant among its many followers in Spanish

America are Jaime Torres Bodet"^ (b 1902)

and Carlos Pellicer (b 1899), of Mexico,

Vicente Huidobro (b 1893), who writes m
both French and Spanish, and Pablo Neruda’^

(Neftali Reyes, b 1904), both of Chile, and

Jorge Lms Borges (b 1900), of Argentina

At the head of the scholars and cntics

active today stands the dean of Latm-Amer-

lean letters, the gracious humanist Alfonso

Reyes, one of Americans finest prose stylists,

now as the director of the Colegio de Mexico

fostenng by his example higher standards of

scholarship and creative work In Buenos

Aires is his spiritual confrke, Pedro Hen-

riquez Urena, an Antillan at once erudite and

modemtsta, who has lately resuscitated with

the fresh and vigorous breath of America the

Revtsta de Ftlologia Esfonola Critic of high

rank, exercismg a wide and beneficent influ-

ence through the pages of Nosotros, the

pioneer of current Spanish-American literary

publications, is Roberto Giusti, as was also

the founder, Alfredo Bianchi (1884-1942),

while in Central America Joaquin Garda
Monge has culled the best from the Spanish-

American field for presentation in El Referto-

no Amencano (1919 to date), an organ which

has given free expression to the general spirit

of unrest and to resonant anti-imperiahsm

Once a strong Indtamsta, champion of gen-

eral education, native art, and broad culture,

Jos6 Vasconcelos, after presenting Latin

America with several philosophical works and

her best autobiography, has become the em-

bittered conservative and histonan Conti-

nental in outlook IS Luis Alberto Sdnehez,

distinguished histonan and critic of Amer-

ican culture

E H Hespelt, ed , An Outline History of Spanish

Am Literature (N Y ), 1941, A Coester, A LiP-

erary History of S'panish Am, 2nd ed (N. Y),
1928, F Garda Cadderdn, Latin Am, Its Rise and
Progress (London and N Y ), 1913, Isaac Goldberg,

Studies in S'panish Am Literature (N Y), 1920,
B Moses, S'panish Colonial Literature in South Am

,

1810-1824 (N Y), 1922, L A Sdnehez, Histona
de la literatura am

, 2nd ed (Santiago, Chile), 1940,
A Torres-Rioseco, The Epic of Latin Am Literature

(N Y ), 1942, J R Spell, Contemporary Spanish
American Fiction (Chapel HiB), 1944, G Araniegas
(trans H de 0ms), The Green Continent, 1944

J R. Spell

SUDAN-See African

SUMERIAN
Sumerian literature consisting of epic tales

and myths, hymns and lamentations, proverbs

and wisdom compositions, has been found

inscribed largely on some 3,000 tablets and
fragments dating from the first half of the

second millennium b c* The documents, many
of which duplicate each other, range m size

from large ten-column tablets filled with hun-

dreds of compactly wntten lines of text, to

tiny fragments containing no mpre than a

few broken lines As for die compositions in-

scribed on these tablets and fragments, they

run into the hundreds, and vary in length

from myths of more than 800 lines to brief

hymns of no more than lo The scientific

restoration and translation of these Sumenan

belles-lettres has only recently begun, and

there is as yet no handbook available for the

student and general reader, a preliminary

survey of much of'the material will be found

in S N* Kramer^s Sumenan Mythology

(Memoir XXI of the American Philosophical
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Society, Philadelphia, 1944) Taking only the

better preserved compositions, the contents of

the available Sumerian belles-lettres may be

described as follows

Eptc tales At present large parts of ten

epic tales can be restored Of these, seven

commemorate the feats and exploits of the

great Sumerian heroes who lived and wrought

during the Sumerian Heroic Age, the early

^‘barbaric'' period in Sumerian history which

is to be dated probably in the first quarter of

the third millennium b c Two of these seven

deal with the exploits of the hero Enmerkar,

king of Erech, in the course of subjugating

the city of Aratta The third is devoted to the

.

hero Lugalbanda who saves Enmerkar and

his city Erech from the hands of the Martu

The fourth is devoted to Lugalbanda and his

adventures in Mt Hurrum The remaining

three are concerned with the deeds and feats

of the most renovmed hero of all, Gilgamesh

they sing of his struggle with Agga, king of

Kish, of his journey to the Land of the

Living, of the fashioning of his drum and

drumstick and their disappearance in the

Nether World. The remaining three of the

ten epic tales are devoted to the heroic deeds

of the gods Two concern the Sumerian

waraor-god Ninurta, whose major achieve-

ment was the destruction of the mimical Kur
The third ^^ivine^' epic tale is actually part

of a hymnal composition, it relates the strug-

gle between the goddess Inanna and the

rebellious Mt Ebih

Myths Of the extant Sumenan myths,

most are concerned with the organization of

the universe and the establishment of the

civilizing processes, others center about the

creation of man, the deluge, the Nethet

World, and divine marriages. To date, large

parts of fourteen Sumenan myths can be re-

stored Two of these concern pnmarily the

air-god Enlil, the real head of the Sumenan
pantheon , one relates of his begetting the

moon-god Nanna and three underworld dei-

ties, the other concerns the creation of the

divine pickax and the decreemg of its fate

In four of the myths it is Enki, the Sumenan
water-god and god of wisdom, that is the

protagonist one concerns his deeds and mis-

deeds in Dilmun, the Sumenan paradise, the

second shows him organizing the earth and

Its cultural processes, the third describes the

building of Enki's aty and temple and his

journey to Nippur to obtain EnliFs blessing

for their prosperity, the fourth deals with the

creation of man from the clay of the abyss

The goddess Inanna, the Sumerian counter-

part of the Semitic Ishtar, is the major pro-

tagonist in two of the myths according to

the one she obtains by means of a ruse the

more than one hundred arts of civilization

which were m Enki's possession and transfers

them from Enki^s city Endu to her own city

Erech, the other relates of her descent to the

Nether World, of her death and resurrection,

and of her reascent to the earth. One myth

concerns the moon-god Nanna and his jour-

ney to Nippur to obtain Enlihs blessmg for

his city Ur Three myths are constructed on

a Cam and Abel motif and may m a sense be

classified as wisdom compositions, one records

the bitter quarrels between the culture-gods

Emesh and Enten, both of whom were eager

to be the farmer of the gods, the second con-

tains the less bitter but similarly jealous argu-

ments between Lahar, the cattle-god, and

Ashnan, the gram-goddess, the third shows a

more complex and imaginative arrangement,

but primarily, it, too, is concerned with the

petty jealousies of two culture-gods, the

shepherd-god Dumuzi, and the peasant-god

Enkimdu Finally we have the Sumenan^

^Deluge” myth, which is the prototype of the

more important flood-stones current m the

Near East, and also a myth devoted to the

god Martu and his marriage to the daughter

of the god Numushda.

Hymns With the exception of several

compositions that may be designated as ‘^tem-
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pie” hymns, the Sumerian hymnal composi-

tion may be divided into two classes, royal

and divine The latter consist of songs of

praise and exaltation directed to all the more

important deities m the Sumerian pantheon,

they are quite diversified in size, structure,

and content To judge from the available ma-

terial, the majority of the divine hymns are

those addressed to Enlil (the air-god and lead-

ing deity of the Sumerian pantheon in his-

torical times), Enb (the water-god and god

of wisdom), Nanna (the moon-god), Utu

(the sun-god), Nmurta (the South Wind),

Inanna (the goddess of love and war), and

Bau (the daughter of the heaven-god) But

occasional hymns are directed to An (the

heaven-god who in prehistonc days may have

been the leading deity of the Sumerian pan-

theon), to the weather gods Ishkur and

Martu, to the messenger-god Nusku, to the

underworld gods Nergal, Ninazu, and Nin-

gishzida, to the mother-goddess Ninmah, to

Nanshe, the daughter of Enki, to Nidaba, the

patroness of the scribes, to Ninmar, the

daughter of Nanshe, and to Ninkasi, the

goddess of strong drink As for the royal

hymns, a large part of the extant material is

devoted to Shulgi, the second ruler of the

Third Dynasty of Ur, who ruled toward the

very end of the third millennium b c ,
large

portions of at least four Shulgi hymns can

now be restored The kings Ur-Nammu, Shu-

Sin, and Ibbi-Sm, all belonging to the same

dynasty as Shulgi, are also well represented

in the hymnal literature The remaining royal

hymns are pnmanly those of the Ism Dynasty

which reigned in the first quarter of the sec-

ond millennium b c , the kings represented

are Ishbi-Irra, Shu-ihshu, Iddin-Dagan,

Ishme-Dagan, Lipit Ishtar, and Ur-Nmurta
To illustrate one of the large vanety of

' hymnal types, let me quote the first of the ten

songs of a hymn to the goddess Inanna con-

ceived as personifying the planet we call

Venus

To her who comes forth from above, to her

who comes forth from above,

I would say ''Peace”,

To the holy maid who comes forth from

above,

I would say "Peace”,

To Inanna, the great queen of heaven,

I would say "Peace”,

To the bright torch who crosses the sky.

To the jewel of heaven, Inanna, who is as

bright as day,

I would say "Peace”,

To the holy maid, the queen glorified by the

Anunnaki (the great gods).

To her who is mighty on heaven and earth,

who
,

To Inanna, the great daughter of Sin (the

moon-god),

I would say "Peace”,

Of her loftiness, of her greatness, of her

exalted might,

Of her bnlliant epiphany among all the gods,

Of her crossing the sky as a bright torch,

Of her standing in heaven like Nanna (the

moon-god) and Utu (the sun-god),

Knowing all the lands above and below,

Of the holy maid of heaven, of her greatness,

Let me sing to her who is lord and lady

The first song Its antiphon is Her epiph-

any is hero-hke

Lamentations The Sumerian lamentation

is a type of tragic composition commemorat-

ing the frequent destruction of the Sumerian

cities by the surrounding more barbaric

peoples. It is the forerunner of such Biblical

compositions as the Book of Lamentations

One large poem, consisting of more than 400

lines, which laments the destruction of the

city of Ur, has now been practically com-

pletely restored In addition it is now possible

to reconstruct large parts of a composition

dealing with the destruction of Nip-

pur and Its eventual restoration, of another

that laments the destruction of Sumer and
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Accad as a whole, and of a third that may

for the moment he best described as the

‘Veeping mother^ type We also have now
large parts of a composition that laments a

calamity that befell the city of Agade during

the reign of Naram-Sm in the third quarter

of the third millennium b c Finally we find

a unique group of laments revolving about

the death and resurrection of the god Dumuzi

(Tammuz)
Wtsdom The wisdom compositions of the

Sumerians which, together with their Egyp-

tian counterparts, are the -prototypes of the

wisdom literature current all over the Near

East, consist of a large number of brief, pithy

proverbs, and precepts It will be dijfficult, for

example, to come upon a more pungent state-

ment of the poor man's doom than in the

proverb

The poor man, his troublesC?) have no end,

If he has bread, he has no salt,

If he has salt, he has no bread,

If he has a lamb, he has no fold.

If he has a fold, he has no lamb

Again, man's mortal nature and fundamental

inadequacy are conveyed in the epigram*

Man, the tallest, cannot reach to heaven,

Man, the wisest, cannot cover the earth

In addition, Sumenan wisdom includes a

group of fables such as 'The Bird and the

Fish," "The Tree and the Reed," "The Pickax

and the Plow," "Silver and Bronze " In addi-

tion we find a group of didactic compositions,

long and short, several of which are devoted

to a description of the process of learning the

scribal art and of the advantages that flow

from It, while at least one consists of the

instructions proffered by a farmer to his son

on matters agncultural

So much for the contents of Sumerian
belles-lettres Obviously, in spite of their age,

they are the products of a fully conscious and
highly sophisticated art, developed over a

long penod of practice in creative writing,

they represent, therefore, a very material ad-

dition to the world's literature But they are

of major importance for yet another reason

In the course of the second millennium b o ,

it was the Sumenan literary motifs and pat-

terns that permeated all the more literate

peoples of Western Asia, from Anatolia to

the Persian Gulf, and from the Mediterranean

Sea to the Zagros Mountains, a fact that is

of no small significance for the history and

evolution of the literatures of the western

world

See Canaanite,

Samuel Noah Kramer

SURSELVAN-See Swiss

SWEDISH
The art oe writing is very old in Sweden
The oldest runic inscriptions seem to have

been made for the purpose of magic, but

from 800 to 1050 AD. there are many nme
stones with inscnptions of historic and lit-

erary interest They bear witness that Sweden
had a rich lyric and epic literature even at

that time Some of them seem to compnse

fragments of heroic poems, exact equivalents

of which are to be foimd in Icelandic edda

literature A large number of rock engravings

also prove that the saga literature was com-

mon to all the Scandinavian peoples, and that

the Germanic myths, eg, those of Siegfned
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and the Nibeliingen, were known also in

Sweden Byzantine myths and legends also

reached Scandinavia through the Swedish

Vikings, who founded the kingdom of Russia,

and for long periods had close contact with

the near East When Christianity was intro-

duced in Sweden, at the beginning of the

I ith c ,
the old pagan literature was destroyed,

It is knovm only through histoncal construc-

tion The oldest extant documents are an-

cient provincial codes of law, wherein are set

forth legal practices that had previously been

handed down for centuries by word of mouth

Thus, the Gutas saga was written down as

an mtroduction to the code of the island of

Gotland, m a manuscnpt dating from the

13th c.

By this time, however, Sweden had been in-

corporated in the general European hierarchy,

and Its cultural development was similar to

that of Southern and Western Europe

Swedish students and theologians studied at

the famous University of Pans, and from the

late 14th c they also sought knowledge at

the German imiversities, bnnging fresh cur-

rents of thought to the home country The
literature that developed was mosdy in Latin,

but some of these religious -wntmgs were

translated into Swedish and read also by

la37men The dominating personality in Swed-

ish medieval literature is St. Birgitta Her
revelations were recorded m manuscnpts and

read everywhere in Europe The monastery

which she founded in Vadstena became the

leadmg center of Swedish education in the

later Middle Ages The secular literature

consisted mostly of histoncal works, rhymed
chronicles m Swedish, the oldest dating

from the early 14th c Some medieval poems
have been preserved m manuscripts Ivan

Lepnnddaren CChevaher au ItonX Flores och

Blanzeflor; Ncmnhs och Valentin Ballads

and folk songs were popular at this time, and
some of them, m corrupt versions, have sur-

vived.

The Lutheran Reformation, which began in

Sweden in 1527, abruptly severed Catholic

traditions The Church support of education

was withdrawn, and undoubtedly there was

a setback in the cultural development Olaus

Petri, one of the disciples of Luther, was,

however, not only a religious reformer but

also a writer of real importance His masterly

sermons and religious tracts and his transla-

tion of the New Testament have earned for

him the name of ^'the Father of Swedish

Prose With his Swedish Chronicle he be-

came the first Swedish modem histonan

Even though Olaus Petri was a cultural

leader of wide interests, his followers were

narrow-minded, but an intellectual renais-

sance came in the 17th c Through the efforts

of Gustavus Adolphus, Uppsala University,

founded in 1477, was transformed from a

seminary for priests into a real university

Many other educational mstitutions were

erected, as well as prmting offices and book

stores

A poet of this ^nod was Lars Wivallius

(1605-69), the first lyricist of Sweden For

years he traveled about Europe without funds,

accepting his often dangerous adventures with

good humor When he finally landed jn

prison he wrote the best poetry which, so

far, had been wntten in the Swedish language.

He had no literary program but he imparted

to his poetry somethmg of his own person-

ality—his love of nature and the vagabond's

love of freedom His poems were prmted in

pamphlets, and widely read

The drama which, m Sweden, as well as

elsewhere m medieval times, served the pur-

pose of illustrating scenes from the Bible and

the holy legends, was now used as a subject

in the schools and became separated from the

church

In this penod, theories of poetry, which

had a genuine aesthetic value, were estab-

lished The foremost representative of these

new ideas was Georg Stiemhielm (b 1598).
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He made a career in the cml service, hut he

also devoted much of his time to studies in

philosophy, history and languages His great

contribution is the poem Hercules (1648,

pub 1658), wntten in hexameter, and de-

signed to give the Swedes a poem on antique

models, in their own language If Stiernhzelm

wanted to give Sweden an epos, two of his

students tried to contribute lyrics and drama

Samuel Columbus (1642-1679) published a

collection of poems called Odae susUcae, for

which Horace^s odes served as a model, and

Urban Hiarne (1641-1724) v\7rote the

tragedy Rostmunda, performed in Uppsala in

1665

A successor to Stiernhielm was Haqvin

Spegel (1645-1714) who in 1685 published

Gudz verk och hwila (God!s Work and Rest),

which was influenced by du Bartas’ La fte-

mtere sefmcnne (The Ftrst Week) By this

time a new mfluence had made itself felt,

models were taken not from anaent but from

Itahan poetry The vmter whose pseudonym

was Skogekur Bar^o, and whose identity has

not been established, prmted m 1680

Weneretd, a collection of erotic poems mflu-

enced by Petrarch and Ronsard, the first at-

tempt at a psychological analysis m Swedish

literature The Marmism of Italy and the

French Poesie fugitive also had (tieix repre-

sentatives m Sweden. Among the poets who
stood aside from the literary schools is Johan

Runius (1679-1713), poet of the middle

class He was able to give his poems—often
Avritten in connection with weddings and

funerals—a masterly touch Religious poetry

is represented by the Swedish State Churches

Hymnhook, edited by Bishop Jesper Svedbexg

(1653-1735), approved by the I^g m 1695,

and used imtil 1819

In the 17th c Sweden had, for the first

time, professional actors and permanent thea-

tres Several of the plays performed at this

time were wntten by Swedish authors

The 1 8th c. brought a nch cultural develop-

ment to Sweden, especially in science and lit-

erature In the Age of Liberty (1718-1772)
appear a number of prominent scholars Sam-
uel Klmgenstjerna (1698-1765), mathemati-

cian and physicist, Anders Celsius (1701-

44), astronomer, Torbem Bergman (1735-

84), chemist, Carl Wilhelm Scheele (1742-

86), chemist and discoverer of oxygen and
other elements, Emanuel Swedenborg (1688-

1772), a scientist of real importance before

he devoted himself to religion and mysticism

His ideas have influenced authors down to the

29th c, as Almquist and Stnndberg The
world-renowned botanist, Carl von Linn6

(1707-78) won a place in the Swedish his-

tory of literature through his travelogues on
vanous Swedish provinces, Johan Ihre (1707-

80) was a pioneer m Germanic hngmstics,

and Sven Lagerbrmg (1707-87), an outstand-

ing histonan These scholars are the most

typical representatives of the Age of Liberty,

but the period was also one of literary dis-

tmction. The mfluence of French culture

was strongly felt English literature, which,

with the exception of Milton, had so far been

almost unknown m Sweden, now became

more widely read The man who personified

the literary development of this period is

Olof von Dalm ^ He was espeaally gifted in

imitatmg various styles of writmg His moral

weekly, Argus, is one of the many journals

modeled upon Addison^s Spectator, and his

epic, Svenska fnheten (Swedish Freedom)

was strongly influenced by Voltaire^s Hen-

nade The first number of the Argus (Then
swanska Argus, The Swedish Argus) was

pubhshed in December 1732, and was a real

success, partly because the name of the editor

was not known It contained, however, mostly

translations from foreign publications, but

the matenal had been adapted to Swedish

conditions in a very convmcmg way. The
trend toward tolerance, as well as attacks on

the clergy, which appear m the publication,

later became typical of the penod of enhghten-
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ment In spite of its lack of originality, The
Swedish Argus played an important role m
the contemporary cultural life of Sweden by

opening the windows toward Europe Its

weakness was its lack of psychological in-

sight, a charactenstic of Steele and Addison,

whom Dalin imitated Dalin was no psycholo-

gist, hut he was a storyteller of no mean abil-

ity, and It has been pointed out that his Saga

om hasten (Saga of a Horse) y a political al-

legory, has literary value especially in its

scenes from Swedish folk life. His literary

successes brought Dalin a position m the Royal

Court, where he became poet laureate As
an entertainer at the Court he wrote many
poems which, however, are interesting chiefly

from a formal point of view

Dalin was more a forerunner than a rep-

resentative of the period of enlightenment

He imitated Voltaire, but had none of his

pathos, and it was Boileau and Racine, rather

than Voltaire, whose mfluence predommated
By the mid c

, these new ideas were strongly

felt They were introduced by Hedvig Char-

lotte Nordenflycht (1718-63) who had come
deeply under the influence of Rousseau and
the literature of feeling and emotion She is

the first feminine poet of importance m
Swedish literature, and she became an ardent

champion of the French taste in literature

and the ideas of enlightenment She was for

several years the mam figure of the most
important literary society of this period and
published a poetical yearbook, the first of its

kind in Sweden Important questions of cul-

ture were now discussed Of the poets in the

literary arcle around Mme Nordenflycht,

Count Gustaf Fredrik Gyllenborg (1731-
1808) represents an attitude toward life which
is reminiscent of classic Stoicism, Count Gus-
taf Philip Creutz (1731-85) was a charming
rococo poet who favored a sensual philosophy
of enjoyment Both Dahn and Mme Norden-
flycht passed away in 1763 In the same year
Creutz left Sweden-he was m the diplomatic

service—and Gyllenborg seemed to have lost

his interest in literary activities There was no
leader in Swedish literature until Kellgren’^

began to publish Stockholmsfosten, but the

period as a whole is of great interest from a

literary as well as from a general cultural

point of view At the end of the Age of

Liberty there were two genuine poets, Wal-
lenberg and Bellman,^ whose works are still

read and appreciated m Sweden.

Jakob Wallenberg, (1746-78) served as

chaplain on the Finland on her first tnp to

China (1769-71), and during the tnp wrote a

travel book. Mm son fd galejan (My Son cm

the Galleon) which is interesting mainly be-

cause It presents an excellent picture of the au-

thor himself, a man of vivid temperament,

great tolerance, and good humor He and Bell-

man are the first humorists in Swedish litera-

ture. Karl Mikael Bellman (1740-95) was rec-

ognized late, his period of greatness corresponds

to the last years of the Age of Liberty Stock-

holm, at this time, was only a small town, but

inns and bars of various kinds were everywhere,

and the young civil servants were wont to

arrange parties and balls in these simple night

clubs as long as they had any money left It

was this happy-go-lucky life that inspired

Bellman's poems His pronounced naturalism,

combined with the grace of the rococo, made

him one of Sweden's greatest lyncists The
political revolution of 1772 m Sweden was

hardly combined with a moral renaissance,

but a changed view made Bellman's scenes

with drunkards as heroes seem vulgar and

shabby Bellman was a popular poet among
the middle classes, but he had no contacts

with the literary development and it was not

until the 1790's that most of his songs and

poems were published and his real importance

definitely recognized.

During the first decade of the Gustavian

period two authors stand out Johan Gabriel

Oxenstierna (1750-1818) wrote his poem

Shordarna (The Harvests) when he served
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at the Swedish Legation in Vienna He was

too poor to participate in the social life and

spent his spare time at home alone, reading

and writing poetry Influences from Saint-

Lamhert and Rousseau are distinguishable

m his pastorals Gudmund Joran Adlerheth

(1751-18 1 8) wrote plays for King Gustafs

theatre and made several valuable transla-

tions The counter-currents of this period be-

came more pronounced with Kellgren, the

foremost representative of ''enlightenment” m
Sweden He made his literary career m Stock-

holm in the 1780's, first, as one of King Gus-

tafs playwrights, later, as a more independent

champion of the ideas of the age His attitude

at first was critical and negative, but more

and more he gave the idea of enlightenment

a positive content Freedom and humanity be-

came the mam themes in his poetry* At first

indifferent to patriotic ideas, he greeted the

New Year of 1789 with a poem that became a

sort of starting point for patnotic poetry Kell-

gren was influenced by Voltaire, the contrast-

ing movement, the representative of which in

France was Rousseau, and in Germany the

Sturm and Drang, found its spokesman in

Sweden in Tomas Thonld (1759-1808) He
never absorbed Rousseau's ideas completely,

for instance, he did not share the negative at-

titude toward science, but was a firm believer

in the possibility that enlightenment might

create a better world Thonld did not stop

at the Rousseauan poetic romanticism of na-

ture as such, influenced by Spinoza and the

tlassic stoicism, his development proceeded

toward a kind of pantheism which he de-

fended against the materialism of the time

With his lack of understanding of the reali-

ties of life, he declares "I had only one

thought m my life to explain all nature and

to reform the whole world” He also pub-

lished a magazme, Gransharen, CThe CnUe)
wherein he expressed his opinions on cultural

and social problems He found, however, that

Sweden was too small a coimtry for the

world republic he planned to establish, and

left for England Meeting no better under-

standing of his ideas abroad, he returned to

Stockholm, where he began a discussion with

Kellgren about the rules for literary cnticism

CKnttk over knttker med ett utimst ttll en

lagsttftmng t smllets varld, 1791-92, Cntz-

asms of the Cntics and a Draft for Legislation

m the World of Genius') Later he had to

leave Sweden again for political reasons, he

became a professor in Greifswald, Germany
Thonld was the great prose writer of the

"Sturm and Drang” movement, the great poet

was Bengt Lidner (1757-93) Both were

very subjective, but while Thorild's dominant

themes were strength and harmony, Lidner re-

garded the miseries of life as a mystery he

never could understand Thonld tned to re-

form the world, Lidner, with his sentimental

feelings, had a completely passive attitude

toward life He was for some time a prot4g6

of King Gustaf, and studied in Germany and

France In his opera, Medea, (1784) there are

some poems that are the best of the penod

His famous poem, Yttersta domen (The Final

Judgment, 1788) in a degree points the course

for poetry m Sweden, which corresponds to

the religious movement in the literature of

other European countries

Of the other poets of the penod, Carl Gus-

taf af Leopold (1756-1829) may be com-

pared with Kellgren, though without Kell-

gren's gift of leadership He too collaborated

with King Gustaf in writing plays for the

theatre, his best contnbutions, however, are

his philosophical poems, such as Prediharen

(The Preacher'), and his satire, Vem har ratt

(Who Is Right?) After Kellgren's death he

took up the discussion with Thorild, and was

attacked by the neo-romantic school Anna
Mana Lenngren (1755-1817) has been com-

pared with La Fontaine In the 1790's she

published several poems (Mtn salig man, My
Lamented Husband, Portratterna, The Por-

traits, Pojhama, The Boys, Froken Juliana^
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Mtss Jnltana, Grevtnnms Toesok, The
Countesses vtstt)^ the middle class realism of

which, combined with idyllic and satinc

strains, made her one of Sweden’s most popu-

lar poets Frans Michael Franz^n (1772--

1847) was educated in Finland, but moved

to Sweden, and died as bishop in Hamosand

His development links Kellgren’s later poetry

and the neo-romantic school He has also

written some religious hymns of high poetical

value In Swedish poetry, he is the first to

use the child as a literary subject

The history of the Swedish novel starts

with the 17th c By this time, several foreign

short stories had been translated into Swedish

and widely spread More artistic pastoral

novels were also translated They were not

printed but were sometimes used as models

by Swedish wnters The most popular tales,

however, were the Icelandic sagas, of which

printed as well as hand-wntten copies were

spread all over the country The first Swedish

novel, published 1742--1744, was mfluenced

by the old sagas, even though, like the heroic

novel in France, it referred to contemporary

happenings The first novelist was Jakob

Henrik Mork (1714-63), minister, his con-

temporaries, however, preferred to read novels

from abroad The sentimental family novels

by Kotzebue and La Fontaine were very popu-

lar during the Gustavian period (1772-1809),

and prepared the way for romanticism

During the Gustavian j^eriod there was
also, as we„ have seen, a great mterest m the

drama Early in the i8th c groups of German
actors visited Sweden Later, a permanent

French theatre was established m Stockholm,

which also brought a deeper interest m French

literature Swedish amateur actors sometimes

competed with the French, and a Swedish
theatre developed. King Gustaf III established

a Swedish opera By the 19th c. there were
m Stockholm, besides the opera, a French
and two Swedish theatres. Kmg Gustaf him-

self—the foremost sponsor of ie theatre m

Sweden—furnished ongmal and translated

plays for this institution and, as we have noted,

encouraged poets to write native drama

During the i8th c the impetus came pri-

marily from France and England, but for a

time thereafter influences from Germany were

strongly felt Johan Olof Wallin^ represents

the transition to the romantic school Its

leader was Atterbom,^ who specialized in

German literature during his years at Uppsala

University, and who was also inspired by

Schellmg One of the most ardent followers of

the new movement was Lorenzo Hammarski-

old (1785-1827), who also wrote the first

complete Swedish history of literature Atter-

bom’s legendary plays, Lycksahghetens 0

CIsle of Bliss') and Fdgel Bid (Blue Btrd)

are the most typical products of the new move-

ment, which marked a veritable ^'golden age”

in Swedish literature Many contemporary

authors and poets, who had a more or less

independent attitude toward the new ideas,

Tegn4r, Stagnelius,’^ Geijer,’^ produced works

which are now looked upon as classics in

Swedish literature

To the neo-romantic school two poets be-

longed not because they took part in the

contemporary hterary discussion—which they

did not—but because they were bom ro-

mantics Stagnehus was very htde known
during his lifetime, not imtil 1824-6, when
Hammarskiold published his collected works,

was his real importance recognized Vitalis’

real name was Enc Sjoberg (1794-1828) His

life was a tragedy. He was very poor and when
he contracted tuberculosis of the lungs he was

too proud to accept help To demonstrate his

independence he even refused to contnbute

to the contemporary poetic calendars. His

satires and comic poetry seem to have been

more appreciated dunng his lifetime, but

his importance as a poet is best seen in some

of his serious poems, which express a platonic

mysticism and a romantic idealism Geijer,

who for some time was regarded as a leader
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in the neo-romantic school, was also rather

independent. In 1803 he received a prize

from the Swedish Academy for an heroic

poem Having received his degree at Uppsala

University, he had an opportimity to spend

some time in England, which became very

important for his later development Influ-

enced by Oehlenschlager, he wrote poems

with themes from Swedish antiqmty, which

show a masterly virility and restraint Ap-

pointed head of the historical department,

he found very litde time for poetry, but even

as an historian he was a romanticist—this

was, m Sweden, a new approach to the his-

toncal problems, and as a teacher Geijer

gained a tremendous mfluence It was, how-

ever, Tegn^r^ who became the great poet

of this period He was still more independent

than Geijer in regard to the literary move-

ments of the time, in the quarrel between

the new and the old school he even planned

to organize a school of his own As a student,

he was already familiar with modem as well

as classic literature Ossian, Milton, Yoxmg,

and especially Schiller, seem to have been of

importance for his development, but it was

the political happenings of the tune that gave

the best mspiration for his poetry. Russia's

attack on Sweden and the conquest of Fm-

land form the background of his poem

Kngssdng for lantvamet (War Song of the

Mihtta, 1808) His political pathos IS still more

strongly expressed m Det evtga (The Eternal,

1810) and m Svea (1811) which made him

acclaimed ^eden's national poet. His most

famous woric, however, is Frttiofs Saga, a

poetic cycle wntten (1820-5) as a hterary

expenment, to discover what a poet could

do with an antiquarian theme

Almquist^ was a contemporary of Atter-

bom, but his first works were not published

imtil the 1830's In many respects, Almquist

represents a transition from the neo-romantic

school Impressions from the United Brethren

and from Swedenborg seem to have been im-

portant for his development, as well as

Schellmg, Chateaubnand and Rousseau

Dunng the later 1830's French liberalism

gave him a new outlook on political and

social problems, he published popular essays

and short stories about the working man, and

with these ''folk publications" became a fore-

runner of modem reahsm Later he became

still more radical, almost an anarchist. Not
only was he the most important novehst of

the 1830's, but he also published dramas But

the theatres m Stockholm—there were several

of them m the 1 840's—preferred translations,

Schiller, Victor Hugo, and Scnbe dominated

until Strindberg appeared on the scene, of

the Swedish dramatists before him, only

August Blanche (i 81 1-68) and Frans Hed-

berg (1828-1908) did worthy work

After Almquist, Fredrika Bremer"^ was the

most important of the novelists In the mid-

century—the age of post-romanticism—there

IS a group of poets identified with political

liberalism m Europe In Sweden, this liberal-

ism was as a rule linked with Scandinavian-

ism, a movement toward greater unity among
the Scandinavian countries, typical representa-

tives are Oscar Patnck Sturzen-Becker (pen

name Orvar Odd, 1811-69), Carl Vilhelm

August Strandberg (pen name Tabs Qualis,

1818-77), Gimnar Wennerberg (1817-

1901) The great poet of the time, in the

Swedish language, was Johan Ludvig Rune-

berg, who, however, belongs to Finland's lit-

erature Not until the 1870's were there any

new really great authors m Sweden Viktor

Rydberg, and Carl Snoilsky (1841-1903)

Viktor Rydberg'^ was influenced even m
youth by the liberal ideas of the time, m the

political as well as the religious field But his

poetry also reflects a strong romanticism, with

deep idealism and a trend toward mysticism

His most important contnbution is his two

collections of poems Beautiful form and a

deep, ideahstic philosophy are here combmed

in a way unsurpassed in Swedish literature
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Goethe^s influence played an important role

in his development for several years he was

busy translating Faust He never became the

leader of a literary school, hut his idealism

has survived the naturalistic movement that,

in some way, was opposed to it Rydberg came

from the lower classes, Snoilsky was an aristo-

crat by birth and also in his outlook on life,

even though he did his best to understand

and promote the democratic ideas of his gen-

eration Impressions from southern Europe

inspired him to write poems filled with the

sense of beauty and the joy of life, when they

were collected and published in 1869, the

author was greeted as a new great poet

Snoilsky, however, had a diplomatic career

and for many years it looked as though he had

no interest m following up his first success

as a poet But m 1879 he left his position m
the Foreign Office and went abroad He was

marned but had fallen in love with another

woman, whom he married as soon as he re-

ceived his divorce. For a man in his position,

this event was regarded as a scandal, but it

was a gam for Swedish poetry From then on,

he was exclusively a poet, he published a new
collection of poems, with pictures of south

European and oriental life, and was also

inspired to a great project in his Svenska

htlder CSwedtsh Ptctures') he gives poetical

illustrations to Sweden's history during three

centuries Later—influenced by Brandes—he

wrote *poems in which social problems are

discussed In 1890 he was appointed head

librarian of the Royal Library in Stockholm,

but the following years added nothing to his

reputation as a poet

Snoilsky is counted among the great Swed-

ish poets, but with his aristocratic attitude

toward life he could never—as he seems to

have hoped—become a popular author His

influence on the literary development in

Sweden durmg his generation was not great.

The public of the i88o's looked upon Ryd-

berg and Snoilsky as the leading authors, but

in the history of literature it is Stnudberg"^

and other representatives of the new natural-

ism that dominate the 1880 s, just as Heiden-

stam, Eroding, Selma Lagerlof and others are

identified with the new romanticism of the

1890's

Historians now seem to agree that Strind-

berg's works must be regarded as Sweden's

best contribution to 19th c literature He had

already in his youth emancipated himself

from the spirit of philosophical “^idealism,

which then prevailed in Swedish university

circles—influence from Buckle seems here to

have been of importance In his drama. Master

Olof, first printed in 1878, he gave voice to

his revolutionary enthusiasm, and his studies

of Shakespeare seem here to have been the

first impetus toward the realistic style which

he later developed with so artistic a gift

Master Olof was the first modern drama in

Swedish literature, as in Roda rummet (The

Red Room, 1879) Strindberg wrote the first

great social novel ever wntten in Swedish

This novel elevated him to a position as leader

of the 'realistic'^ authors, but with his an-

tagonism toward society he preferred to leave

Sweden, and spent several years abroad The

discussion of social problems became, more

and more, one of his mam interests In Gtftas

(Mamed, 1884) he opposes the emancipation

of women As the author of the book, he was

sued for blasphemy He was acquitted by the

jury, but the experience seems to have re-

sulted in a nervous cnsis, and dunng the

following years he had penods ^ which he

was almost insane Dunng one of his lighter

periods he wrote Hemsohoma (The People of

Hemso, 1887), the best novel ever written

illustrating life in the Swedish countryside

The following year he began his Nietzschean

penod, and at the same time he wrote Froken

Juhe (Mtss Julte'), construed after Zola's the-

ones of a naturalistic drama, and played

throughout Europe Having spent some time

in Sweden, he moved to Germany and began
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to devote himself to dilettante studies of the

natural saences, including alchemy This me-

dieval mysticism later had a religious trend,

at the end of the century he published two

modem mystery dramas, with a new technique

(Till Damascus, On the Way to Damascus,

1898, Vtd hogre ratt, The Higher Court,

1899). He then had a nch creative period,

and published a whole senes of plays, several

with histoncal themes In Svarta fanor QBlack

Banners, 1904, pub 1907) he attacks his old

friends, and later began a quarrel with the

writers of the 1890^5 His last major work was

Stora landsvagen (The Great Highway,

1909) in which he sought, in lyrical dramatic

form, to find a solution to his stormy and

contradictory life

Strmdberg^s great naturalistic period covers

the years from 1879 to 1888 Among the

other authors of the decade two women occupy

the foremost place Anne-Charlotte Edgren

(1849-92) wrote plays and also attracted at-

tention with her story Ur livet (From L^fe),

influenced by Ibsen and Stnndberg More

independent is Victona Benedictson (1850-

88), who used the pseudonym Ernst Ahlgren

She published short stories illustrating life in

southern Sweden, and novels such as Pengar

(Money, 1885), and Fru Marianne (Madame
Marianne, 1887) in which she discusses the

ideas of the time Her promismg career ended

in tragedy her childhood and youth had been

unhappy, and she had marned in order to

leave her parents^ home, when she met George

Brandes in Copenhagen she fell in love with

him and later committed suicide The most

gifted poet of the group was Ola Hanson

(1860-1925) His temperament and develop-

ment were similar to Stnndberg's Having

published collections of poems (Dikter,

Poems, 1884, Nottumo, 1885), which estab-

lished him as a great lyricist, he moved to

Germany and from then on was of no impor-

tance for the hterary development m Sweden

Ola Hanson was born in Scama, and the

nature of his home provmce was his first

inspiration as a poet Another poet from the

same part of the country was Albert Ulrik

Baath (1853-1912) who became a forerunner

of the provincial authors, of whom practically

every provmce later had one or several repre-

sentatives Gustaf af Geijerstam (1858-1909)

was a popular author of realistic novels and

plays, and kept his popularity even after the

programmatic realism of the i88o*s had been

succeeded by the romanticism of the 1890's

For two gifted poets of this generation real-

ism proved, more or less, a period of transi-

tion Tor Hedberg published some realistic

novels in the 8o's, he also leaned toward the

realism of Ibsen in his dramas (Johan Ulfst-

'ferna, 1907), but he has also written styli-

cized and symbolical poems Oscar Levertin

(1862-1906) was first influenced by Stnnd-

berg but later became a close fnend of Hei-

denstam, with whom he cooperated in intro-

ducmg the new romanticism of the 1890 s In

his Legender och visor (Legends and Ballads,

1891) he revealed himself as a true roman-

ticist, and in Nya Dikter (New Poems, 1894)

the typical aestheticism of the 1890's has a

tendency toward aristocratic individualism

The sorrow and the loneliness of life are the

mam themes of both collections Levertin was

a learned scholar, with a glowing love for

Swedish cultural traditions, he also meant

much for the hterary development in Sweden

as a critic, the literary leadership, however,

belonged to Heidenstam.

Verner von Heidenstam'^ (1859-1940) was

bom into the nobility, in Olshammar, a manor

estate m the province of Nenke The impres-

sions of his childhood were of dominant im-

portance for his development, as well as for

his liteiary work, he himself has pointed out

how ideas from an early age return in his

novels He had hardly grown up, however,

before his health led him to leave Sweden

He spent several years in Southern Europe

and in the Orient, studying art and the has-
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tory of culture, and prepanng for a career as

an artist or a poet His sojourn abroad was

extended because his marriage resulted in a

break with his father At twenty-nine he pub-

lished his first collection of poems, Vallfart

och Vandnngsdr (Etlgnmages and Years of

Wandering)
j
from then on, he was exclu-

sively a writer By this time he had become

reconciled with his father He returned to

Sweden shortly before his father passed away,

and remamed there

Heidenstam had postponed his poetic debut

until he was sure of himself, when his first

volumes of poems did appear, in 1888, it

aroused immediate admiration. The vigorous

freshness of tone that animated most of his

poems had a strong appeal to practically all

of Sweden^s leading poets and critics The
glorifying of youth and beauty, of the pleas-

ure of the moment, of the unlimited power of

love, fascinated a generation which had been

taught to admire utilitarian ideals and an art

subordmated to observable fact The section,

Thoughts tn Loneliness^ included in Ptlgnm-

age and Years of Wandering, hints at the

poetic ideal that becomes realized in Dikter

CPoems) seven years later Before Poems he

had, however, published several other works,

of which the critical essay Renascence (1889)

and the autobiographical Hans Alienus

(1892) are the most important Renascence

IS to be looked upon as a preliminary state-

fnent of general literary aims and ideals,

rather than a carefully worked-out aesthetics

It proposes to give impetus to a new literary

and cultural development in Sweden Heiden-

stam regarded naturalism as an outworn liter-

ary method, and felt that a new aesthetics

must be ushered in if Swedish literature was

to retain vitality and significance Sweden, he
felt, needed a new national literature A move-

ment toward this goal is characteristic of the

literary development in Sweden during the

last fifty years and here Heidenstam^s own
influence has been strongly fdt

Heidenstam^s poems (^895) suggest a new
attitude toward life, an attitude filled with a

warm, understanding humanity, rooted in a

deep feeling for Sweden^s national past Hei-

denstam^s first important prose work was

Karolmerna (The Charles Men, 1897-8), a

monument to King Charles XII and the Swed-

ish soldiers who loyally followed him on his

far-flung campaigns, a picture of heroic sacn-

fice and magnificent resignation The Charles

Men was followed by Heliga Birgittas pZ-

grimsfard (Saint Birgitta's Pilgrimage, 1901)

in which he portrays another heroic char-

acter There are many similarities in the

author^s paintings of these historical portraits,

but a striking difference has also been noted

Saint Birgitta represents Heidenstam's new
and more mature ethics of heroic resignation

This new 'attitude is still more apparent in

Folkungstradet (The Tree of the Folkungs,

1905-7), in which he reaches back into the

only half-historical region of the early Scan-

dinavian sagas One of the ideas most fre-

quently recurring in his works is that the only

solution to the many problems of his genera-

tion is to return to an essentially classical

spirit and point of view In -his opinion, some

form of modem humanism was a philosophi-

cal and aesthetic necessity for the modem
world And a modified form of classical pagan-

ism was more consistent with a tme modem
spint than the Neo-Gothic decadence, toward

such paganism, he prophesied, the modern

spirit will finally tend

Heidenstam had a profoimd reverence 'for

the classical and a personal conception of the

proper method of the historian He was never

guilty, however, of narrow antiquarian pro-

pensities He went back into Sweden^s na-

tional past in order to interpret and, if possible,

direct Sweden^s national present and future Iii

his opinion, the Swedish proletanat move-

ment was fimdamentally foreign to the tme

Swedish national spirit, and in a controversy

with Stnndberg, he aired these ideas in a
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senes of essays, Proletarfihsofiens upplosntng

och fall (The Dechne and Fall of the Prole-

tartat, 1911) After that, however, he seldom

entered into direct public expression of opin-

ion on contemporary affairs, he chose to speak

to his people by the more indirect means of

his poetry In 1915 his volume, Nya dtkter

(New Poems), was published ^What we find

in these poems, fundamentally, is the qmet

meditative note of Thoughts m Loneliness

and of Poems (1895), except that now this

note has taken on a new strength and rich-

ness, a new arresting maturity Its thought is

infinitely more profound, its emotional form

is invariably exquisite, crystal-clear, with no

ornamental excrescences—in a word, severely,

nobly classical In Heidenstam^s poems Swe-

den has come to find, not without a deeply

ennobling sense of humility, a profound na-

tional disapline” (Alrik Gustafson) New
Poems was Heidenstam^s final word Durmg
the last two decades of his hfe he worked on

an autobiography, which was not pubhshed

until after his death

In a letter to Heidenstam, Levertm said that

Selma Lagerlofs novel, Gosta Berltngs saga,

was ^^the first work m accordance with

Heidenstam-Levertin aesthetics" But he was

not quite sure about its qualities
**

. • this

work IS really most remarkable—it is the most

cunous brew of good and bad that I have ever

seen — remimscences and phrases from the

worst of aU literature * * and pages admirable

in their fantastic power and life * , It is the

style of the heroic legend that is attained here

—I, poor fellow, am too blas6, as we all are,

too much occupied with modem hfe
"

Selma Lagerlofs was bom m an old manor

house m the province of Varmland, and from

childhood she had been the recipient of a

rich store of local legends Her early reading

of Sir Walter Scott, the Icelandic Sagas, the

Arabian Nights, Hans Chnsuan Andersen,

Runeberg and Tegn^r seems also to have been

of importance for her development It was not

until she left her home province that she

became conscious of the possibihties of the

Varmland tales and legends as literary mate-

nal She served as schoolteacher m southern

Sweden for several years before Gosta Berltngs

saga was pubhshed It was difficult for her

to find an acceptable form for this ^'saga which

wished to be told and led out into the world
"

The period was one of severe realism and she

herself has testified that ‘'she admired the

great masters of the day and never thought

that she might use another language than

that which they employed " Finally, however,

she approached the material m her own way
Chapter followed rapidly upon chapter The
first part of her manuscnpt received a prize

in a literary contest, but when the completed

work was pubhshed it took some time until

its ments were recognized Selma Lagerlof

was a bom storyteller, able to fascmate her

public, and gifted enough to rehabilitate the

Swedish novel But it remained for the great

Danish critic, Georg Brandes, to speak the

decidmg word about Gosta Berltngs saga

His review appeared m 1893, when the novel

had been translated mto Danish, from then

on, Lagerlofs ^‘collection of provmcial tales”

has belonged to world hterature, translated

mto 30 languages, it is still the most popular

novel m Sweden. The reading of Carlyle^s

Heroes and Hero Worship in 1884 seems to

have been of importance for Lagerlofs liter-

ary development, and Heidenstam’s new pro-

gram m Renascence of 1889 may also have

been an impetus But as a whole, she was m-

fluenced very little by other authors

The success of Gosta Berlmgs saga made it

possible for Selma Lagerlof to travel around

the great world The Miracles of Anti-Chnst

(1897) 1$ a story from a little town m Sicily

It IS an expression of the authoresses interest

in social problems, but its chief virtue is the

description of Italian village hfe The Christ

Legends C1904) is a retellmg of Eastern leg-

ends concerning the Christ Child The Treas-
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ure C1904) IS a tale from the rock-bound

western coast of Sweden In Jerusalem

(1901-2), she told a story in which she could

use provincial Sweden as well as the Orient

as a background It is the story of a group of

peasants in Dalarna, who sold their farms

and emigrated to Jerusalem to await ^^the

imminent coming of the Lord It is a study

of the conflict between fanatical, though sin-

cere, religious motives and the more naturally

conservative, earth-bound virtues of ancient

Swedish peasant-stock The story, based on

actual happenings, is told with magnificent

artistic power, in form more severe than the

tentative romanticism of Gosta Berlmg She

undertook a quite different project with The

Wonderful Adventures of Ntls (1906-7), a

fasanatmg children's story, whose primary

aim was to introduce Swedish geography to

school children In 1908 Selma Lagerlof re-

purchased her old home in Varmland and

settled down in her home provmce Her sub-

sequent production is very rich, and since

everything she wrote was characterized by

her personal, delicate art and her warm hu-

manity, It confirms if it does not add to the

reputation she received for Gosta Berlmg and

Jerusalem

Durmg the winter 1889-90 a Swedish

newspaperman, who had gone to a rest-home

in Gorlitz, Germany, after a nervous break-

down, happened to read Heidenstams Ptl-

gnmage and Years of Wandering His name
was Gustaf Eroding^, his first collection of

poems, brought to focus by this reading, was

Gmtarr och dragharmontka (Guitar and Ac-

cordion, 1891) Levertin, the leadmg cntic,

did not appreciate this humonstic picture of

folk life in Varmland, but the public did, and

Eroding soon became one of the most popular

poets in Sweden In his second collection,

Nya dikter (New Poems, 1894) humor was

also the dominating or, at least, the most ap-

preciated trend, but on Stank och flickar

(Sprinklings and Snippets, 1896) illness and

discord had placed their stamp, a brooding

over moral and religious problems that led

him astray, at the end of the decade, insanity

supervened Unexcelled as a master of form.

Eroding inaugurated a renaissance m Swedish

poetry With all his weaknesses he was a

strong and, in many respects, an admirable

personality

Once, m Uppsala, Eroding pointed at a

student four years younger than himself and

said that some day that man would surpass

him as a poet The student's name was Erik

Axel Karlfeldt His first collection of poems

(1895) was somewhat overshadowed by Hei-

denstam's New Poems With Fndolins visor

(Ballads of Fndolin, 1906) and Fndolins

lustgdrd (Fndolins Garden, 1901), he be-

came one of Sweden's great poets Just as

Eroding tried to picture his home province in

his poems, Karlfeldt's home province, Dale-

carlia, was his best source of inspiration The

old peasant-civilization, with its echoes of

Biblical and folk-wisdom, with its earnest

zeal. Its humor and its sure strength, was

converted by Karlfeldt into great poetry

The last of the great generation of the

1890's is Per Hallstrom, born 1866. In some

respects, he is in close contact with the ideas

of the i88o's He is filled with a moral pathos,

and often paints life in dark colors But some

of his best works are nch in a genuine roman-

ticism With deep sympathy he describes un-

fortunates and outcasts, as in Vilsna fdglar

(Stray Birds, 1894) and En gammed histona

(An Old Story, 1895) His dramas do not have

the same importance as his novels, but from

a poetical point of view they rank very high

(Tvd legenddremer. Two Legendary Dramas,

1908) The mystery of death is the theme of

Thanatos (1909), and in Gustaf Sparfverts

roman (Gustaf Sparfvert's Story') he gives

a convincing expression of the humanism

which is characteristic of everything he wntes

His most popular work is a collection of short

stories, De fyra elementema (The Four Ele-
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mentSj 1906) m which he pictures peasant

life in a way reminiscent of Selma Lagerlof

When we speak of the i88o*s and 1890’s

as great periods in Swedish literature, it

should be remembered that some of their

foremost representatives created many of their

best works in the 20th c They also became

more widely read and recognized, 'with the

exception of Strindberg they were elected to

the Swedish Academy, and Selma Lagerlof

and Heidenstam received the Nobel prize la

literature The social development resulted in

a wider literary interest among the common

people, and the classics as well as the modem
authors’ works were published in popular

editions The national movement, represented

in the 1890’s by Heidenstam, included not

only a new interest in folk culture and re

gional history, but also eflForts to make the

national treasures in literature and arts avaiL

able to the common man Cultural represent-

atives in various fields, such as Ellen Key,

Richard Berg, Oscar Levertin, Carl G Laurin,

discussed social, literary, and aesthetic prob-

lems in a way that attracted the interest of

the common man Interest in folk culture and

old provincial traditions, manifested in the

Nordic Museum and its open-air branch,

Skansen, developed mto a broad, popular

movement, and hundreds of provmcial mu
seums and local societies for folk culture were

established Temperance and religious activi-

ties complete the picture of a nation-wide,

idealistic movement. A typical representative

of the combination of interest m folk culture

and a general social sympathy is Karl Erik

Forsslund (1872-1941) He also founded the

people’s high school at Brunnsvik, where,

later, a whole generation of intellectuals from

the working class completed their education,

many of them became poets and novelists

Forsslund’s novel, Storgdrden, a modem vari-

ation of the Rousseau gospel, was widely read,

but the author himself never became a leader

of importance. He turned to research work

and devoted his time to writing the history

of the culture of his home province This

combination of idealism and interest in folk

culture IS typical of a whole generation of

provincial authors, most of whom, however,

have had no influence on the national literary

development, it comprises such diverse wnters

as Carl Larsson 1 By, the farmer, who m his

spare time tells stories of his home parish and

even the history of the parish itself, and

Olof Thunman, the artist with a vagabond’s

attitude toward life, who is interested m the

archaeology of his home province, and who
has given the contemporary idealistic move-

ments their most popular tune ('We walk

over dew-sprinkled mountains”) The labor

movement, m its early stage, created no poets

of importance Karl Gustav Ossianmlsson (b

1875) expresses social sympathy in his poems,

influenced, from a formal point of view, by

Frodmg and the English poets But he soon

attacked his former friends m a novel (Bar-

harskogen, 1908) and thereafter has had no

mfluence on the political or literary develop-

ment A poet with a strong political interest

IS Ture Nerman (b 1886), but eroticism

seems to be his best source of inspiration

Several of the younger poets and novelists

of the new century stand apart from the

political and social development With their

pessimistic outlook and fin de stecle philos-

ophy, they seem to have been more influenced

from abroad (Anatole France, Oscar Wilde,

Hermann Bang) than by the national literary

ideas The typical representative of this group

is Hjalmar Soderberg,’^ whose impressionistic

technique with immoral heroes was shocking

to Swedish readers in the Oscar II era Bo

Bergman (b 1869) has, in his short stones,

the same attitude toward life, but he is, first

and foremost, a lyrist He entered the cml

service as a young man, and served until pen-

sioned after 40 years Love and home-life

gave the poet a beachhead in his pessimistic

struggle, and as the years pass his develop-
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ment tends toward a deeply felt humanism.

Both Soderherg and Bergman are typical

Stockholm writers, who loved to paint scenes

from their home town as background for their

novels and poems In southern Sweden there

IS a contemporary group that follows the tra-

ditions of Ola Hanson Vilhelm Ekelund (b

1880) in his first poems gives the same inti-

mate picture of the nature of his home prov-

mce His later poetry glides into a strictly

Apollonian adoration of beauty. Anders Os-

terling (b 1884) added to the Seaman native

poetry the dreamy melancholy of adolescence

and a touch of decadent estheticism With

the mature poet, artificiality has faded away

In the midst of idyllic realism his deliberate-

ness and vital warmth, not without points of

contact with Wordsworth's, is suffused with

romantic effulgence and has an impassioned

swing ^It germinates in the fertile Seaman

soil, is wafted by the vwnds of Oresimd and

is radiated by southern Sweden's warm sun-

light” Carets vtsor, The Songs of the Year,

1907, Idyllernas hok, The Book of Idyls, 1917,

and others)

On the whole, it may be said that esthetic

individualism, from the begmnmg of the new
century, was not able to hold its own Sven

Lidman (b 1882), its foremost representative,

passed through a religious ensis and, during

the last two decades, has contributed exclu-

sively to religious hterature, several of his

contemporaries are entirely forgotten. A move-

ment toward realism and a greater interest in

soaal problems sets m around 1910 A fore-

runner IS Albert Engstrom'^ who, in the

preface of his first collection of short stories

(En hok, A Book, 1905), cnticized the arti-

ficial psychological mterest of his colleagues

Albert Engstrom was an. artist, and he pic-

tured life m Smaland, his home provmce, and

fhe imlieu of the Stockholm skernes, not

only with his pencil but also with his pen.

He regarded himself as a representative of the

healthy and the natural, and with humor and

realism he made colorful pictures of farmers

and fishermen Olof Hogberg C1855-1932)

had the same interest m primitive folk types

If Engstrom pictured a Sweden that belonged

to the past, this is still more true of Hogberg

who, after many years of collecting material,

published his Den stora vreden (The Great

Wrath, 1906), describing folk life in northern

Sweden two centuries ago

After Pelle Molin'^ and Olof Hogberg,

Ludvig Nordstrom'^ appears as the third liter-

ary representative of North Sweden As a

novelist he cames on the tradition of Strind-

berg and Engstrom, often with a sociological

point of view After the first World War he

became an enthusiastic chronicler of the

Sweden that is now an integral part of the

modern world's commercial system, later, he

turned almost exclusively to social reportage

His best novels and short stones are those

apart from his program of social philosophy.

Hjalmar Bergman'^ capitahzed his knowl-

edge of life in Central Sweden, but used his
'

matenal in a more novehstic form Nordstrom

was rather the reporter, Bergman had a gift

of creativeness and fantasy unusual m Swed-

ish literature The world m which his figures

dwell IS often fanciful and romantic His

heroes are often unhappy individuals whose

psychology he portrays somewhat as does

Dostoievsky. Some of his novels are humorous,

in others, the agony of life is predominant

As a playwnght, Bergman is surpassed only

by Strindberg. He was also interested m the

motion picture, for the authors of his genera-

tion an entirely new field, he worked for

some time as a scenario writer m Hollywood

After his return, he used his experiences to

write a novel, Clownen Jack Qack, the

Clovm), which betrays his own efforts to

escape the agony, the feelmg of tragedy, that

filled his soul. His play, Dollar, pictures

Hollywood types, his story. Den andre (The

Oth^ One^, expresses his appreciation of

Charlie Chaplin.
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Sigfrid Siwertz (b 1882) also belongs to

this group which had as its origin an esthetic

individualism but which later assumes a more

active attitude toward life. His authorship is

intellectually imbued, and reflects Swedish

contemporary life Typical is Eldens dtersken

(The ReflecUon of the Ftre, 1916), wntten

during World War I His masterpiece is the

great family novel, Selamhs (1920) Stenle

egoism is unmasked with cold disdam m this

fascmating social narrative of these cynical,

pleasure-loving, money-worshipping years In

his rich production one can also i^d a great

number of short stories, written with excellent

sense of style, and several of his plays are

marked by powerful dramatic effects It has

been said, however, that Siwertz is sometimes

over-zealous in creating his figures and m
analyzing his problems, as though cultivating

the art for its own sake rather than as a

picture of reality Contemporary problems in

even greater measure concern Gustaf Hell-

Strom (b 1882) He also began his career as

a flcmeur, but during his many years as a

newspaper correspondent in foreign countnes

he acquired a genuine interest m psychologi-

cal and sociological points of view His great-

est novel is Snormakctre Lekholm far en ide

CLacemaker Lekholm Has an Idea,

trans F H Lyon, London, 1930), a classical

descnption of the circulation of the Swedish

population Durmg the years he spent m Lon-

don and New York he became an expert on

Anglo-Saxon culture and literature, and he

has contributed a great deal to the knowledge

of modem English and American writers m
Sweden.

Both Siwertz and Hellstrom have been

elected members of the Swedish Academy

When Selma Lagerlof passed away, her place

m the Academy was taken by Elm Wagner

(b. 1882), an authoress who began as a ]Our-

nahst.^ Her heroines are often self-supportmg>

modem women She has always been active

m women^s movements, and in Pennskaftet

(The Pen) she paints a colorful picture of the

early years of women^s emancipation in Swe-

den Inner freedom from the burden of guilt

and selfishness, with an active mterest in the

social community, under the banner of hu-

man kindness and self-forgetfulness, is the

theme of her later novels, in which the reli-

gion of the Quakers has left its trail Her most

successful work is Asa-Hanna (1918), in

which she returns to her home province,

Smaland In those of her novels in which the

Swedish rectory forms the central pomt, the

authoress distinguishes herself as a sensitive

mterpreter of the inner life, which stands in

perpetual and profitable connection with the

life of the community As a morahst she is

Selma LagerloFs successor in Swedish htera-

ture The anstocratic element m this group

of authors is represented by Manka Stiem-

stedt (b 1875) who, with sober chilhness,

analyzes the life of the upper classes m well-

constmcted novels Her most popular novel,

however, is UUahella (1922), a story ior

young girls Gertrud Lilja (b 1887) belongs

to a younger generation She is a prominent

storyteller and has also written novels with

SmMand, her home provmce, as background.

Gertrud Lilja has a personal feeling for

lonesome and unsuccessful individuals Her

colleague, Anna Lenah Elgstrom (b. 1884),

also portrays figures from the back streets of

the community, to her, social pathos is a dom-

inant quality (Fatttgfolk, Poor People, 1912;

Modrar, Mothers, 1917) Like Ossianmlsson,

she is a writer from the middle class who has

tned to paint the life of people of the lower

classes A deeper knowledge and also a greater

ability are found in Martin Koch ^ His works

evince a decided character, and a bold natu-

rahsm akin to the Russians* In Arhetare

(Workers, 1912) he gave Swedish hterature

Its first all-round portrayal of the working

class and its special conditions of life His

foremost work is Guds vackra varld (God*s

Beautiful World, 1916); a cnminal novel
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which sounds the depths of the Swedish com-

munity's lowermost underworld, but which

has a clear sociological and ethical aim His

weakness as a novelist was that he often col-

lected more material than he could master

Trying to picture the life of individuals, he

also wanted to write the history of the com-

munity

The same ambition is typical of the self-

educated radical politician and writer, Fabian

Mansson (1872-1938) In his Rattfardiggor-

else genom iron (1916) he tells the story of

a religious movement in his home province in

Southern Sweden His historical novels about

the fate of individuals are more like chron-

icles A more gifted artist is Gustav Heden-

vind-Eriksson (h 1880), who has pictured m
archaic language the life of workers and vaga-

bonds Hedenvind-Eriksson is from the north-

ern part of the country, as is Albert Viksten

(b 1889) who has tned many different

trades, and whose novels of the Arctic Ocean

and of his home province (eg, Ttmmer)

have made him one of the most widely-read

novelists m Sweden

The influence of World War I in Swedish

literature is especially recognizable in efforts

toward a deeper penetration of the problems

of the time Hans Larsson (1862-1944), pro-

fessor of philosophy at the University of Lund,

discusses contemporary ideas in dialogue-

novels, and a young radical, Ivan Oljelund (b

1892), tells the story of his religious experi-

ence CMed start Wtth a Capital G, 1920)

This trend toward a more serious attitude is

the more significant in that many of the group

began as flaneurs, influenced by fin-de-stdcle

representatives in Scandinavian literature This

development has also contributed to a better

appreciation of the entire ''group of the

1910's,^' which, to a great extent, has been

overshadowed by the great authors of a pre-

vious generation

After World War I some of the poets have

tned to express the "agony of life'' which

everyone feels in a world filled with war and

disaster Several of them have turned to re-

ligion, hoping there to find a solution of the

problems, others express appreciation of the

values of everyday life, values that seem more

dear against the background of a dark and

disastrous time The creative forces of life,

true love, duty, home, and tradition became

sources of inspiration Dunng the 1920's these

poets came into opposition with a group of

authors from the working class, who cared less

for tradition and cultural heritage than for the

nght of spontaneous life and the satisfaction

of pnmitive instincts From a formal point of

view, the poets of the 1920's represent a reac-

tion agamst the trend toward solemnity of the

previous generation, they prefer simple words

and expressions from everyday life to the

traditional poetic phrases

Of this group of poets from the 1920's

Birger Sjoberg'^ is the oldest He too was a

newspaperman His light, rogiush self-irony

endowed the simple ditties of Fndas hok

(Enedds Book, 1922) with a special charm,

as of occasional poetry raised to the point of

art How fragile the idyl was may be gathered

from his Krtser och kransar (1927) in which

anguish and jarnng dissonances are brought

into moving expression Sjoberg has been of

great importance to later Swedish poetry His

untimely death was a genuine loss for Swed-

ish literature The same may be said about

Dan Andersson,'^ first of a group often called

"proletanan poets " Social S3nnpathy, however,

IS not especially typical of Dan Andersson, his

mam problem was the old one of nght and

wrong, and in a world of agony and confusion

he sought m vain for the peace and harmony

that religious people like his parents had

found As a poet, he represents the provincial

tradition of Froding and Karlfeldt (Kolvak-

tarens vtsor and Svarta Ballader), also in his

novels (De ire hemlosa, 1918, Dmid Ramins

atv, 1919) he deals with religious and moral

problems ^
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Enk Lmdorm^ as a Stockholm-poet fol-

lowed the tradition of Bo Bergman, but his

portrayals are invested with a sterner, more

agonized coloring His background is the pro-

letanan suburb of the Swedish capital He
received his first intellectual education in the

labor movement, but even m his first collec-

tion of poems he speaks of his youth as of the

past He does not wnte revolutionary songs

any more, mstead, he paints pictures of every-

day life, whose heroes are simple but imbued

with a sense of duty

To the group of poets for whom sober real-

ity and the greatness of everyday life are the

sources of inspiration, we can also add Karl

Asplund (b 1890) and Gunnar Mascoll

Silfverstolpe
^ Asplund won recognition with

Hjaltarna (The Heroes, 1919)? inspired by

episodes of World War I In his subsequent

collection of poems there are moving expres-

sions of personal sorrow, but he has also

pamted l3nical portraits of his province, Sorm-

land, which may be compared to O^terling^s

Seaman idyls In cooperation with his friend

Silfverstolpe, he also translated English lyrics

Silfverstolpe^s best source of inspiration was

in memories of his childhood and youth The

traditions of the Swedish manorial estate, all

the glories of central Sweden's countryside,

his province of Vastmanland, have in Silfver-

stolpe a smeere interpreter But it is not only

the home itself, it is the human values which

it has given him—love, a sense of duty and

responsibility—that he celebrates in song

Social sympathy marks the early poetry of

Ragnar Jandel He was of proletarian ongin

In a pathetic and struggle-imbued lyric he

renders homage both to the unknown heroes

and to the revolutionary heroes Later, a trend

toward religion became dominant in his work

Jandel represents the province of Blekinge in

this group Bent Spong (b 1895) similarly

enshrined her home province, Ostergotland

Scania, in the lync generation of the 1920's,

is represented, among others, by Gabnel

Jonsson (b 1892) whose poem, Fltcka frdn

Bachafall (The Ctrl from Backafall), became

one of the decade's most popular times The
Stockholm archipelago, discovered for litera-

ture by Strindberg and Engstrom, has found

m Einar Malm Cb. 1900) a devoted inter-

preter

Sten Selander (b 1891) is a Stockholm

poet, whose first major important work was

Staden (The City, 1926) Durmg the follow-

ing years he took a very active part m the

current discussion of cultural and social prob-

lems, and in his collection of poems, En dag

(One Day'), he expresses his opmions with

artistic vigor In his youth, Selander studied

botany, and his love of the Swedish soil has

been another source of inspiration In Som-

marnatten (The Summer Night, 1941} his

varied interests, his liberal humanism, his love

of nature, his feelings and reflections, have

found harmonic expression Thus Selander

approaches a group of authors whose works

are almost exclusively concentrated upon the

discussion of philosophical ideas or immediate

questions Of Par Lagerkvist (b 1891), the

metaphysical and the eternal mysteries have

always been the mam concern Such tides as

Angest (Agony) and Kaos (Chaos) express

the poet's feelings dunng World War I, and

his attempts to find clanty m a world of dark-

ness and confusion From a formal point of

view, Lagerkvist was an expenmenter, and

he tned especially to bnng about a renascence

in the drama, here he was mfluenced by

Strindberg and German expressionism. Dur-

ing the 1920's a trend toward harmony and

clarity is apparent in his work, his form also

becomes clearer His Den lyckltges vag (The

Haffy Man^s Way) and H'jartats sdnger

(Songs of the Heart) include poems of love

and express an harmonious attitude toward

life The poet cannot share the religious

belief that gave his childhood home an atmos-

phere of peace, but he has respect for the

human spint's eternal effort to see things
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through, and to reach the ideals of love and

nghteousness Humanism, as the foundation

of cultural development, has m Lagerkvist a

devoted mterpreter, and when its values seem

to be threatened by violence and the philos-

ophy of power, he defends them in dramas

such as Bodeln (The Hangman) and Dvargen

(The Dwarf), from a clearly political stand-

point.

From a world of agony and confusion, Bertil

Malmberg (b 1889) tnes to escape to the

ideal world of eternal beauty (Atlantis, 1916)

The influence of Schiller, Tegn^r, and Hei-

denstam is apparent in his early work, his

poems from die 1920's have a more personal

color. His melancholy and pessimism, influ-

enced by Oswald Spengler's doomsday proph-

ecies, are movingly expressed in Dikter frdn

gransen (Poems from the Border, 1935)

Later, he joined the Oxford movement (San-

gerna om samvetet och odet, Songs of Con-

science and Fate, 1938) More spiritually akin

to Lagerkvist is Enk Blomberg (b 1892),

whose pantheistic aiffinity with the earth,

man's only home, developed toward a social

sense of community with oppressed human-

ity (Jordan, The Earth, 1920, Den fdngne

guden, The Imprisoned God, 1927) Blom-

berg also busied himself translating English,

French, and German poetry Karm Boye’^ is

another representative of idealism without a

religious foundation

After World War I, conditions for writers

in Sweden have improved in many respects

Interest in literature is steadily growmg, the

adult education movement is better organized

and receives more support The number of

public libranes is mcreasmg—in 1940 there

were 1,400 libraries and 4,000 study circles

supported by the government Literary inter-

est is strong among the working class Novels

dealing with this group wm great interest,

and most of the new authors are young work-

ers with no college or even high school educa-

tioxif several of them, however, have spent

some time abroad and have received deep im-

pressions of foreign literature Most of these

^proletarian poets" possess, by expenence or

study, a good knowledge in various fields, but

stand apart from the old Swedish cultural

tradition Psychoanalysis is their favorite

science, it serves as an arsenal in their oppo-

sition against old forms and conventional

ideas Especially is this true of a group, "the

five young ones," who about 1930 prophesied

a new and better era, the age of a generation

free from complexes The discussion of social,

religious, and cultural problems was very m-

tense dunng the first years of the decade, but

It was later overshadowed by the threatening

war During the pressure of the world con-

flict, the various groups have been imited as

guardians of patriotic ideals, of freedom and

humanity Perhaps the most interesting con-

tributions are some more or less autobiographi-

cal novels of young proletarian authors Inten-

sity and originality are dominant traits m
these documentary works, whose protagonists

are often pictured as victims of their back-

ground Some of the writers from the working

class have also made valuable contributions

m poetry

One of the most colorful authors was Agnes

von Krusenstjema ^ With her intensity, as

well as her mterest in the psychology of the

abnormal, she recalls Hjalmar Bergman, but

she often used livmg models which she pic-

tured in a very subjective way Her too great

mterest in the erotic makes her descriptions of

life one-sided and mcomplete. A more mtel-

lectual and broadminded psychologist is

Eyvind Johnson (b 1900) His earlier novels

are conspicuous for their labyrinthine, com-

plicated psychology A considerable simplifica-

tion marks his later works, especially his auto-

biographical novels about Olof C4 v , 1934-7),

in which a proletarian boy's adolescent dreams

and fancies are set forth with emment effect

^against the background of a working-man's

hard lifet A§ a study of the psychology of
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youth, these are xmsurpassed in Swedish hter-

ature. Dunng the War, Johnson, in his novels

(Soldatens dterkomst, The Return of the

Soldier, 1940, and then the senes Knlon)

pictured feelings and thoughts in neutral

Sweden, he himself has taken a strong stand

against egoism and power-worship Rudolf

Vamlund^ has pamted convincing pictures

of hfe among Sweden^s working class, and

Josef Kjellgren Cb 1907) is especially inter-

ested in the common laborer as a member of

the group (Manmskor knng en hro. People

Around a Bridge),

Among the authors who depict life in the

Swedish countryside, Vilhelm Moberg (b

1898) holds first rank He is a seK-educated

man, who worked as a small-town newspaper-

man for several years before he pubhshed his

great novel, Raskens C1927) Since then, he

has made a name for himself by hisiionest, reli-

able, and naturalistic portrayal of the peas-

antry, in both dramatic and novel form In a

senes of novels about Knut Tortng QMemory

of Youth, 1937) he has used autobiographical

matenah His greatest success, however, was

Rid t natt (Ride Tonight, 1941), in which,

in the form of an historical novel, he discusses

the Swedish people^s reaction agamst tyranny

and dictatorship Moberg often touches upon

the ideas of the times, but his novels of hfe

in the countryside have no social tendency.

Another of the young self-educated authors,

Ivar Lo-Johansson (b 1901) has pictured the

Swedish coxmtryside in a way that makes his

novels social documents He had published,

not without success, a couple of travelogues

when m God natt jord (Good Night, Earth,

1933) be added to Swedish literature the

Swedish farm laborer's epic,^ written with

passion and strength, a realistic descnption of

a proletarian background and, at the same

time, a masterly study of the psychology of

adolescence Ix)-Johansson's writmgs have

greatly contributed to the improvement of

working conditions of the Swedish farm la-

borer Moa Martnsson (b Helge Svarts,

1890) has also taken themes from the prole-

tanan countryside, of which she has had per-

sonal expenence (e g , Mor gifter stg, Mother

Gets Marned, 1936) Jan Fridegard (b 1897)

also belongs to this group.

The group of authors who called themselves

^*the five young ones" began as modernistic

poets, but seem, m spite of their program, to

be more at home widi the idyl than with the

attributes of the machine age This is espe-

aally true of Harry Martinson (b 1904),

the one-time sailor who in Resor utan mdl

(Voyages Without a Destination, 1932) and

Kap Earval (1933, trans Cape Farewell,

1934) has sketched hfe at sea and m the

harbors in modernistic prose unsurpassed in

Swedish literature. Those that expected him

to assume hterary leadership were, however,

disappointed For years, Martinson was silent,

devoting his time to the studying of nature

Itself, flowers and butterflies, but in 1945 be

published a collection of poems, Passad (Trade

Wind) wbicb once agam shows him to be

one of the most gifted authors of his genera-

tion Gustav Sandgren (b 1904) began as a

modernistic poet, but has later gamed a repu-

tation with his sketches in prose. The typical

representative of this group is, perhaps, Artur

Limdkvist (b 1906) whose enthusiastic

praise of the joy of life—pnimtive life, without

mferiority complexes—is m contrast to the

pessimism and inharmonious feelmgs we have

met in poets such as Birger Sjoberg, Bertd

Malmherg, and Par Lagerkvist But the gen-

eration of the 1930's also has its pessimists,

as Nils Ferlin (b, 1898), even if he usually

hides his bitterness under the mask of a clown

Hjalmar Gullberg Cb 1898) finds absolute

meaninglessness in existence, but at the same

time he favors Bibhcal themes With his deep

feelmgs and intellectual skepticism, his en-

thusiasm and irony have a ncher register than

most of the writers of his generation, Johannes

Edfelt (b. 1904) and Rad Ragnar Gierow
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(b 1904) have also felt the agony and pessi-

mism of a generation of two World Wars

Among the authors of the 1930’s there are

also some who, with their interest m moral

problems, follow the group of 1910 Olle

Hedberg (b 1899) has pictured in a series

of novels the envy, egoism, and dishonesty of

his models among the middle class Harald

Beijer (b 1896) m several novels has dis-

cussed the problem of right and wrong Two
productive writers, Harry Blomberg (b 1893)

and Sven Stolpe (b 1905), have found a

solution to this problem in joining the Oxford

movement

Giovanni Bach, Swedish Lit, m The History of
Scandinavian Lit, ed F Blanlmer (N Y), 1938,
H G Topsoe-Jansen, Scandinavian Lit from
Brandes to Our Day (N Y ), 1929, G Svenson,

Lit (N Y ), 1942, Svenges lit intill 1900 av
Henrik Schuck, I-II (Stockholm & Uppsala), 1935,
Svensk mttonhundratalslit av Gudmar Hasselherg,

1941, Anthology of Swedish Lyrics, 1750-1925
(New York)

Albin Widen

SWISS
Switzerland has a population of about

4,000,000 people, of whom 2,900,000 speak

German, 850,000 French, 242,000 Italian,

and 44,000 Romansh In addition to these

four linguistic media, Swiss writers, espe-

cially in the German section, also draw volu-

minously on local dialects Whatever unify-

ing power the term Swiss may imply, such

unity obviously does not issue from a com-

mon language, any more than it does from a

common race Contemporary Swiss critics like

to point out that a spiritual continuity is

threaded through the web and woof of every

literary manifestation appearing within the

confines of the small republic It is indeed

undeniable that at times, particularly when
political storms are brewing or breaking

around Switzerland, the centnpetal forces of

common beliefs and ideals gain momentum,

and give the various sections strong cause for

thinking and acting together But, to say

nothmg of the times when such cohesion

weakens, the structural problem of Swiss

literature does not bear over-simplification

The very fact that a Swiss author, ivriting in

one of the three major idioms, 1$ using a

language that is spoken by other nationals,

and, in fact, by far greater numbers outside

of Switzerland than inside, seems to draw

German-, French-, and Itahan-Swiss literature

into the cultural orbits of Germany, France,

or Italy, tempting historians to discuss Swiss

literature as an adjunct of the greater field,

much m the same way as French literary

scholars tend to annex the literature of Bel-

gium, and Germans that of Austna On the

other hand, Swiss dialect writing is usually

confined to a narrowly-circumscnbed region,

and claims only cantonal significance

This survey will follow the accepted prac-

tice of treating as Swiss everything that has

been written within the present boundaries

of Switzerland, even if the temtory making

the literary contribution did not, at that time,

belong to the Confederation This practice

seems justified in consideration of the fact

that the Swiss cantons grew together by mu-

tual consent and by a kinship of common
mterests and social institutions that must by

some time have ^predated the actual fusion

I German-Swiss Ltterature Earliest Period

It was m the Alamannic regions, which were

later to join the Swiss Confederation, that

the emancipation from Latin began, and was

carried further than elsewhere m Germany

A lead in this pioneer work, which preceded

an indigenous literature, was given by the

monastery of Saint Gall, where, soon after
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883, Notker Balbulus collected a book of

anecdotes, mainly of the life of Charlemagne

A century later, Notker Labeo translated

vanous profane and sacred texts into the local

vernacular Swiss legal documents were issued

in German as early as the 13th c, the tradi-

tion of Latin church plays was here first

broken with, resulting in such outstanding

creations as the Easter Play of Muri (13th c ),

and of the Samt Gall Christmas Play a hun-

dred years later The development of a native

literary medium gave prose writers an oppor-

tunity to write for the common people, Hem-
rich Wittenweiler's Rmg marks a decisive

step in the transition of hterary culture from

the feudal knights and the monasteries into

the hands of the middle and lower classes,

whose interests this work promotes

Reformation The same strength of the

Alamannic character that pushed Latin out

of Its way asserted itself, though with less

desirable results, against the formation and

promulgation of a common German language

in Switzerland Political motives—the inde-

pendence of the state, which was legally sanc-

tioned in 1499—may have made it advisable

to strengthen rather than to weaken the hn-

guistic bamer Luther's Bible, so instrumental

in creating and spreading New High Ger-

man, had very little mfluence on the Swiss,

instead, they preferred to receive the Scrip-

tures in their own limited dialect Zwmgli,

the Zurich reformer (1484-1531), published

in 1529 his Schweizerhihel, which to the

Germans in the Reich was all but mcompre-

hensible It was for similar linguistic reasons

that such writers as Pamphilius Gengenbach

(1480-1525) and Nildaus Manuel (1484-

1530), did not gam the general recognition

they nchly deserved The latter comes close

to representing the renaissance tj^ of uomo

universale, wnter and statesman as he was,

imbued with the hope of a new era dawning

upon mankmd As a playwright serving the

ends of the reformers, and the rights of com-

mon people, he can easily hold his own with

his parallel in Gennany, Hans Sachs

lyih and iSth C It was fortunate that the

German Swiss did not persist in developing

Alamannic to a national language of their

own, as they would thus have been dnven

into cultural isolation Instead, there was a

growing linguistic rapprochement between

German and German-Swiss literature, m
which the Swiss gave as much as they re-

ceived Taking advantage of their free rela-

tions with the outside world, above all with

England, they were in a position to render

Germany the great service of ndding her of

stifling cultural traditions In the Swiss-Saxon

quarrel, m the mid i8th c, Bodmer and

Breitmger of Zunch, by attacking Gottsched's

dry neoclassicism, defended and won a place

for imagination m poetic creation, while Bod-

mer's translation of Paradise Lost (1732) and

his discussion of Shakespeare heralded a new
era m German literary life Better still, a

generation later, J K Lavater (1741-1801)

and J H Pestalozzi'^ (1746-1827), who had

expenenced the devastation of Switzerland

after 1798 and had helped in the social and

moral reconstruction of the country, evolved

a pohnco-ethical philosophy and an educa-

tional practice that were to set the pace for

humanitarian and democratic institutions, and

helped, in Germany, to clanfy the ideal of

Humanitat Questions of esthetic form and

creative imagination had thus been answered,

inspiration and a practical lead been given to

progressive citizens All that was further

needed to produce great literature was the

confluence of the two trends, since neither

Bodmer's pedestrian epics nor Lavater's eva-

nescent Ij^asm nor Pestalozzi's didactic

novels, popular and beneficial though the

latter were, had achieved that harmony of

expression and significant content which true

art requires

ipih C Between 1840 and 1880 this syn-

thesis of form and content came about—

a
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crystallization of the dissociated elements

which 1 8th c Swiss writers had laid bare

That Jeremi^as Gotthelfs novels and stories

enshrine a treasure of wisdom aged m experi-

ence, of social intelligence and pedagogical

advice, has long been knovm appreciation of

his mastery of form and language comes not

without an effort, but those willing to make
It are likely to agree with Gotthelfs first

biographer Shakespeare in the garb of a

country parson No such initiation is needed

into the work of Gottfned Keller,^ where

the balance of form and content reveals itself

with the same naturalness as must have gone

mto Its creation His educational novel Der

grune Hetnnch (1879/80) is as representa-

tive of Switzerland as Don Quixote is of

Spam, or Faust of Germany, bnnging as it

does the substance of the Swiss tradition to

life, by sifting, heightening, and leavening

with imagination the author’s own experi-

ences A third great vrriter of this period was

C F Meyer, who, though less confident m
his philosophy, yet helped to give Switzerland

a temporary lead in German literature, chiefly

by means of a penetrating psychological in-

sight—another aspect of the realism manifest

in Gotthelf and Keller Only it must be

remembered that reahsm, rather than being a

mere technique, issued directly from their

philosophy, which insisted that man’s ethical

aspirations must be sought m this our tem-

poral and material world, and that our nature,

in spite of many shortcomings, is capable of

serving the best interests of democratic society

An unwillingness to accept a division between

mind and matter seems to make the Swiss

particularly inept both for the pursuit of art

for art’s sake, and for the passive surrender

to naturalistic determinism Those Swiss wnt-
ers that left their mark in modem German
literature did so by way of protesting agamst
the denunaation or mvalidation of creative

forces. Karl Spitteler’^ by forcmg his talent

mto an eruption of sheer ima^nation and

boldness of expression, Albert Steffen (b

1884) by his never-ending search for prac-

tical mysticism, and Jakob Schaffner (1875-

1944), wasting great gifts worthy of a better

task, by trpng to square active socialism with

fervent nationalism

II Frendh-'Swtss Literature 18th and tgih

Centuries Modem French is in no small

degree the creation of Jean Calvin (1509-

64) With the clanty of his mind, with his

legalistic training and preference for sharp

definitions, he imparted to French that defi-

niteness which is quite wrongly regarded

as Its onginal and unchangeable essence

Through the writings of his Swiss disciples,

this language radiated from Geneva mto the

adjacent cantons, there was here never any

question of linguistic seclusion from France

This might well account for the fact that the

outstanding literary contribution was made a

century earlier than in German Switzerland,

through Madame de Stael,’^ J J Rousseau,’^

and Benjamin Constant ^ That French Siviss

waters were able to thmk and work m their

own distinctively Swiss tradition testifies to

the strong moulding influence of their social

and political hentage With good reason cnt-

ics have emphasized a far-reaching independ-

ence of the littirature romcmde, m which

they mclude all hterature emanating from

Geneva, even before her union with Switzer-

land in 1813, as well as the work of those

authors who, like Madame de Stael and

Benjamin Constant, were bom m France, but

took up residence in French-speakmg Switzer-

land Moral sohtude, in contrast wdth the

eagerness for soaal contact prevailmg in

France, and also a stem republicanism and

an open-mmded internationalism of the kind

Madame de Stael showed m her book De
VAllemagne, are taken to be the outstanding

ingredients of the litterature ramande Suc-

ceeding wnters present an even better case

for the treatment of French-Swiss literature

as a separate entity. Rodolphe Toepffer
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(1799-1847) has amused generations of

youngsters and adults alike with his whimsi-

cal novel La Bthhothdqm (Lthrary') de Mon
Oncle, and with his complementary talents as

an author and artist, yet the basic stratum

imderlymg his fldnene, humor and sarcasm,

IS that of a stem moralist The Journcd InUme

of A F Amiel (1821-81) is still awaitmg a

more general interest in its stores of fruitful

thinking To classify Amiel as a late successor

to the French i8th c inorahsts is to miss the

much wider range of perceptions and the

senous quest for a modem ethical code that

he pursued

20th Century A large number of novehsts,

such as Edouard Rod (1857-1910), Robert

de Traz (b 1884), Jacques Chenevi^re (b

1886), and of lyncists— Edouard Tavan

(1842-1919), Henry Spiess (b 1876)—are

evidence of vigorous hterary activities m
French Switzerland The impression of a lev-

eling process and a readier adaptation to the

standards of France is only an optical illusion,

created by the smgularly bold locahsm of

C F.' Ramuz,^ m comparison with whom
other French-Swiss writers look tamely mter-

national Ramuz has earned the features of

regionalism to extremes that begin to touch

on classicism, stopping, as he does, his peas-

ant characters of aU accidental superfiaalities

in the same way as Racme and Corneille re-

duced the characters of their plays to essences*

IIL ltdkan-Swtss Literature, So far only

one Italian-Swiss has secured for himself a

place m Itahan literature Francesco Chiesa.

This IS not to say that the Italian-Swiss are

not pulling their cultural weight, but con-

sidering the smallness of this linguistic group,

and remembenng its great achievements m
other fields, notably in architecture, one can

hardly expect more Even at that, the number

of authors providing their countrymen with

good homespun readmg matenal has mcreased

steadily in recent decades A most promising

phenomenon is the combination of poetic

talent with a keen cntical faculty m two con-

temporary authors Giuseppe 2k>ppi and

Arminio Janner

IV Romemsh Literature Romansh, an off

shoot of Latin with Celtic, Italian, German

infiltrations, is spoken m some valleys of the

Gnsons, by a racial minority of Illynan origin

which had the good fortune of being able to

maintain its cultural and in a measure also its

pohtical independence throughout the Middle -

Ages Its incorporation, in 1803, m the Swiss

republic was a final guarantee of the con-

tinned protection of its characteristics, the

promotion of Romansh to the status of fourth

national language of Switzerland, a few years

ago, came both in recognition of past achieve-

ments and as an encouragement to further

efforts Whether Romansh will ever make a

contobution to world avilization remams to

be seen The social basis may be found to be

too narrow to sustain literary activities on a

creative level of universal significance, for

the group, small enough in itself, is split into

two linguistic halves of which the one, hving

in the Engadine, speaks Ladin while tho

other, on the Upper Rhine, speaks Surselvan,

The latter is often referred to as Romansh,

the term now also used to cover both these

(Jialects But if no great masterpiece has come

forth from these minonties, they have made

both good and constant use of the written

and spoken word to promote their mtellectual

and spintual interests Indeed, it is doubtfiil

whether they would, without their hterature,

have succeeded in saving their freedom and

in keeping abreast of developments abroad.

Ever since, in 1527, Gian Travers wrote La

Chanzum da la guerra daig Chaste dMus, a

chanson de geste deahng with the war at the

castle of Mus, histoncal ballads and epics

have kept a faithful record of the people^s

political life, and have encouraged their zest

for independence. The Protestant reform

movement owed, here as elsewhere, much of

its success to the translation of sacred lit^a-
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ture into the vernacular, Giachen Bivrun

produced a New Testament translation into

Ladtn in 1560, Dun Champell rendered the

Psalms of Davtd in the same idiom Durmg
the 17th and i8th c a number of didactic

and satirical works kept the country informed

of trends in the world at large In addition to

these scholarly types of hterature—both the

results of political and pedagogical exigencies

—there was a vein of purely poetic creation,

mostly songs that served the needs of herds-

men, farmers, and hunters It was only m
more recent times that creative energies be-

came free for works of considerable imagina-

tive and emotional value Flugi d^Aspermunt

(1787-1874), Zaccana Palhoppi (1829-79),

and the romanticist Gian Fadn Caderas

(1830-91) covered and expressed a wide

range of lyrical experience Giachen Caspar

Muoth (1846-1906), if once his work should

become available in translation, will rank

high as an interpreter and narrator of life in

the Surselvan istricts Peider Lansel (b

1863) is today recognized as the most out-

standing lyricist and novelist, moreover, as a

translator, critic, and editor he continues a

long tradition in Romansh philology whose
activities, mainly under the auspices of the

Soctetad Retoromantscha, have as their goal

the scholarly investigation and further pro-

tection of Romansh languages and literatures

Yearbooks, grammars, dictionanes, and a

monumental chrestomathy are evidence of

what even a small group of people can
achieve if they enjoy freedom of expression

V Dialect Literature While few French-

or Italian-Swiss writers now choose to write

m the patois, dialect literature in German
Switzerland flounshes more than ever. To be
a dialect author is here by no means regarded
as a tacit admission of limited talents For
many, Schwyzertutsch (Swiss-German) still

constitutes the national language, beside
which High C?erman remains an unwillingly-

made concession to international commerce.

What these language-patriots forget is the

fact that Alamannic Swiss-German, due to

the honeycombed character of the country,

has long been broken up into more than a

dozen dialects, which in some cases differ

from one another to the point of mabng
mutual understanding well nigh impossible.

It IS all the more surpnsing to see how
vigorously these small linguistic groups are

supporting those that wnte for them exclu-

sively Official encouragement of dialect litera-

ture as a means of shutting out undesirable

influences from abroad may have somethmg
to do -with It, but the mam reason stems from

the federalistic structure of Switzerland, and

from the belief that the local traditions are

worth preserving, as a cornerstone of indi-

vidual freedom At its best, dialect literature

captures all the intimacy of life m small com-

munities, the unsophisticated emotions of

people, and their satirical sorties against every

kind of false pretense For abstract thought,

the vocabulary is but scant Songs, stones for

young and old, idyls, and comedies make up
the genres that come natural to this kind of

literature Its history is contained in a long

list of names and dates committed to the

memory of scholars, but hardly of interest to

the reading public, which trusts that every

year will bnng a new crop of cordially enter-

taining dialect books Favonte masters of the

near past were the novelist Rudolf von Tavel

(1866-1934), and the lyncal poet Meinrad

Lienert (1865-1933), whose places have now
been taken by a score of younger authors To
say nothing of cases where High German is

mterspersed with dialect expressions, even

the punsts among German-Swiss ivriters admit

that they owe much to their native vernacu-

lar, if indeed a certain racmess and naturalness

in which they have long distinguished them-

selves are not mainly due to the fact that

every German-Swiss learns and uses as his

mother-tongue an earth-grounded dialect

Swiss narrative voitingSi especially dialect
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stones, abound with reference to customs that

belong to the nch and well-preserved folklore

tradition of the country If many of these

have been reinforced to attract native and

foreign tounsts—the Montreux narcissus fes-

tival, the Basle mardi gras with its prolific dis-

play of fifes and drums, the bonfire cremation

of Old Man Winter in Zurich—other cus-

toms continue to function quietly m their

time-honored way, to enhance the significance

of changing seasons, to unite smaller or larger

groups in communal celebrations, or to relate

man^s isolated existence to society by mabng
such stages m his life as baptism, confirma-

tion, the coming of age, the buildmg of a

house, betrothals, and funerals, the occasion

where a specific set of folklonstic rites is ob-

served* Folklore also manifests creative liter-

ary activity m the form of fairy tales, legends,

and songs, to say nothing of the smaller

genres, anecdotes, nddles, proverbs For the

typical, highly imaginative fairy tale the

Swiss soil has proved to be rather barren,

whereas legends, i e stories that point to some

remote histoncal occurrence, can be and have

been gathered from every corner of the coun-

try, evidence of its long saturation with his-

tory A representative collection of speafically

Swiss folksongs as they can be heard in Ger-

man Switzerland is now available in the 6

volumes Im Rosehgarte edited by Otto von

Greyerz, who was himself a dialect water of

considerable meat.

VI General CharactensUcs As in the case

of other countnes, the histoncal development

of Switzerland, her physical nature and cer-

tain social conditions ensuing from it have

created a number of leitmotifs that run like

die proverbial red thread through Swiss liter-

ature Ever since the Umer Tellenspel

C1511), the legendary figure of William Tell

has been re-interpreted by Swiss authors, not

even Schilleris classic treatment of the subject

(1804) was able to take the wind perma-

nently out of their sails Less dramatic, but

of equal significance, was Niklaus von der

Fluh, who, with his wise counsel, in 1481

saved the young confederation from being

plunged mto civil stnfe Performances of

Brother Klaus Plays are recorded as early as

1586, for Catholic waters especially, he re-

mams the most venerable symbol of Swiss

life, though no towenng masterpiece has as

yet appeared to do him justice

To the outside world the mountain ranges

represent the most conspicuous feature of

Swiss geography As a phenomenon of ma-

jestic grandeur, and as the abode of simple

people, toward whom city dwellers feel a

nostalgic longing, they made their literary

debut through Albrecht von Haller^s epic

poem Dte APpen (1728) The Alpenromane

of the 19th and 20th c have, not always

without an overdose of sentiment, reiterated

the panegync of the soul-hfting power of

Alpme scenery, though J C Heer (1859-

1925), Hemnch Federer (1866-1928),

Johannes Jegerlehner (1871-1944), Ernst

Zahn (b. 1867), and others have begun, with

a more realistic outlook, to study the impact

of modem life on the quietude of the moun-

tains

Contrary to common belief, the Swiss are

not a nation of hotel-keepers Industnes and

trades occupy the largest, farming the second

largest, group of her mhabitants. These eco-

nomic conditions reflect themselves m an ob-

vious preference for the literary treatment of

middle-class and rural life G Keller's Leute

von Seldwyla (1856-74) have long become a

synonym for small town mentality, although

later wnters A. Frey (1855-1920), J Boss-

hart (1862-1924), Felix Moeschhn (b 1882),

Robert Faesi (b. 1883), Memrad Inghn (b.

1893), have dealt more kindly and more

justly with the same subject Dorfgeschtchte

and Dorfrofrum—novels and stones about farm

life—look hack upon an imbroken tradition

of more than two hundred years, strong testi-

mony to the attachment of even the intel-
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lectuals to the soil While an epic talent like

that of Gotthelf cannot be expected to re-

appear every half century, he has found com-

petent successors in W. Siegfried, Maria

Waser, Simon Gfeller, Alfred Huggenberger,

C F. Ramuz, Maurice Zermatten, Giuseppe

Zoppi

Swiss authors show a clear predilection for

narrative forms that leave ample room for

mmute descnptions and didactic side-paths.

'^Helvetia non Switzerland does not

sing-’" The saymg is repudiated by a very

popular cultivation of choir singing, and by

many fine lyncal creations, but lyncs of a

kind that loosens contact with social realities,

and tends to draw both the author and his

reader into the vortex of mysticism, do not

thrive among the practical Swiss That Switz-

erland does not readily respond to drama, we

have on the authority of G Keller, but here,

again, the fact that the nation has made no

lasting contribution to European drama must

be squared with the prevalence of an old and

widespread dehght in amateur performances

and in regularly recurring dramatic festivals

To understand the basic impulse of Swiss

hterature, or, for that matter, of Swiss cultural

life in general, one must keep in mind that

the nation, lacking the cohesion of a single

language, exists by an act of will-power, and

stays united by adhermg to a form of com-

munity life that 1$ democratic in character

and social m essence When, early in the

i6th c, the Swiss decided to steer clear of

further international entanglements, in order

to prevent internal conflicts from endangenng

the precanous national unity they obeyed a

political instinct that was to develop into a

commonly accepted ideal of lasting peace and

of as much individual freedom as is com-

patible with the welfare of all citizens Re-

ligious and intellectual currents were made
subservient to his goal Chnstianity became,

especially after the refomi movements, a sort

of Chnstian humanism that underhned the

social value of the message revealed in the

gospels, the development of science was con-

trolled by a strong insistence on its applica-

bility to socially useful purposes, art and

liteiature were similarly expected to serve the

national tradition by propagating it and adapt-

ing It to changing conditions Hence the

didactic trend of Swiss literature, and the

fact that so many authors—von Haller, Bod-

mer, Lavater, Pestalozzi, Gotthelf, Toepffer,

Amiel, Spitteler, Federer, Ghiesa, and more-
have been professional teachers or preachers,

a combination prompted less by economic rea-

sons than by a deep-rooted feeling that literary

imagination ought .to draw from life, and

must be justified by the practical enactment

of Its findings

The seemingly irresistible intrusion into

Swiss belles-lettres of didactic elements is

often cited as further proof of the belief,

among many Swiss cntics, that the natural

outlet for the intellectual energies of the

country is to be found not m imaginative

literature but m historiography, in accordance

with what they consider to be the true mis-

sion of Switzerland to mediate among the

multitude of European civilizations The
Swiss have indeed made laudable efforts to

earn the tide Helvetia Medtatnx with such

works as Beat von Muralt s Lettres sur les

Anglais et les Frangais C1725), Madame de

Stael's De VAlletnagne (1810), Jakob Buxck-

hardds Die Kultur der Renaissance m Itcdien

C1860), books in which the character of

neighbonng countnes and their specific con-

tributions to culture are brought to the atten-

tion of all Europe, with the implicit plea for

tolerance and general recognition of inter-

national achievements

The tradition of Christian humanism give$

to Swiss life and literature a spintual imity

that is as strong as any natural bond of lan-

guage or race LavateFs belief m the timeless

presence of apostohc powers, Pestalozzi^s con-

viction that every man is capable of human-
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izmg his nature, Rousseau's passionate plead-

ing with us to see in Christ the most amiable

personality, Keller s bold dictum that the real-

ization o£ our finite nature must and will

evoke our best ethical endeavors, Ramuz'

identification of integral humanism with so-

cialism these serve to illustrate how Swiss

literature helps to keep the national tradition

alive and capable of coping with conditions

of modern life The often quoted cliche that

Swiss literature exhales an indomitable de-

light in reality is open to misunderstanding,

but it points to an essential truth if we re-

member how this delight has its root in the

belief that the world in which we exist can

and must be moulded to satisfy our highest

aspirations for justice and social welfare

Denis de Rougemont, Ch Mxiret, The Heart of
Europe Ci940 > Ch Clerc, J Moser, P Biancom,
E Piguet, Panorama des ItUeratures contemporatnes
de Smsse Ci933)> E Ermatinger, Dichtung und
Geisteslehen der deutschen Schweiz C^93s'), P Koh
ler, La hUerature d*aupurd^hm dans la Suisse ro-

mande (.^923')^ Scnttori della Svizzera Italiana

Cl 936)? P Manrus Carnot, Im Lande der Rdtoro-
manen Ci934)» O von Greyerz, Die Mundartdich^
tung der deutschen Schweiz C1924)

H Boesghenstein

SYRIAC—See Aramaic

SYRIAN—See Arabic, Canaanite

TAINO See South American Indian*

TAMIL—See Indian

TANGA—See African

TANGANEKALD — See Austrahan Abong-

ine

TARTAR—See Chinese

TASMANIAN—See Australian Abongine

TAULIPANG—See South Amencan Indian

TELUGU-See Indian

TEMBE—See South Amencan Indian

TEN'A—See North American Native

TEPANECA-See Mexicam

TEPIC—See Mexican

TEXCOCA—See Mexican

THAI—See Siamese

TIERRA DEL FUEGO-See South Amer-

ican Indian

TLAXCALAN—See Mexican

TOBA-PILAGA—See South Amencan In-

dian

THONGA—See Afncan

TOGOLAND—See Afncan

TOLTEC—See Mexican

TONGA—See Polynesian

TOPA—See Chinese

TGSK—See Albanian

TRANSYLVANIAN—See Hunganan, Ro-

manian.

TRINIDAD-See Afncan*

TSIMSHIAN—See North Amencan Native

TSISHAATH—See North Amencan Native

TuBATULABAL—See North Amencan Na-
tive

TUNISIAN-See Arabic

TUPI—See South Amencan Indian

TUPI-GUARANI—See South Amencan In-

dian

TUPINAMBA—See South American Indian

TURKl—See Persian

TURKIC-See Chmese
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TURKISH
The Turkish language is generally consid- stone inscriptions The Orkhon inscriptions

ered to belong to the broad general classifica- told in some detail and in the rather boastful

tion of Ural-Altaic languages, the Uralic sec- language of antiquity about the exploits of

tion of these languages including Samoyadic the Turkish rulers who were being commem-
and Finno-Ugnan, the Altaic part comprising orated

Turkish, Mongolian and Tungusic The One of the great landmarks in the record

Turks themselves are generally identified by of Turkish literature m Central Asia is Mah-
European scholars — including the modem mud Kashgari's dictionary, E>tvcm Lugatt-t-

Turkish histonans—with the nomadic Hsiung- ^Turk (Ommhodk of the Turkish language'),

nu (Hiung-nu) peoples with whom the Chi- written in 1073 ad This book (pnnted m
nese as early as 1400 bc had relations The Turkey 1914-16 in 3 v and m Turkish

word Turk (or Turk as written in modem translation ca 1942) gives not only Turkish

Turkish) goes back to the 5th c ad when words of that period with definitions in Ara-

Chmese records refer to iron-working T^uk- bic, but, more important, illustrates many of

Kueh or Turko tribe of the Hsiung-nu Ever these words with samples of the current and

since that period, Turks of various tribes and past literature of that area

dialects have been found widely scattered The literary language of this penod is that

throughout Asia from the Balkan peninsula of the Uygur Turks, and the outstanding

through Central Asia almost to the Pacific v^classic example is the Kudatku Btltk CThe
Ocean, and several of the Turkish peoples Science of the Governor) by Yusuf Has Hajib

have produced literary remains that are of (Khass Hadjib) This book, written about

interest 1070 ad
,

is an allegonc poem of over 6,500

Eastern Turkish Literature The earliest lines, being essentially an ethical and political

known examples of Turkish literature are treatise in which the ruling prince represents

certain inscnptions found in Central Asia, ^'justice, the vezir ^^good fortune,” the vezir^s

one of them a memonal stone set up by the son ^intelligence or reason” and the vezir^s

Chinese emperor in 732 ad, to perpetuate brother "contentment” The work, which al-

the memory of the Turkish prince Kol (or /ready shows strong Persian influence, is com*

Kul) Tegin, brother of the then reigning posed of conversations between the four char-

Turkish ruler, Khan Bilga The stone, first acters, dealing with social and philosophical

discovered in 1890, had a Chinese inscription questions

on one side, while the other three sides were ^ Other outstanding examples of Uygur liter-

taken up with a much longer mscription in ature are the Bahtiyar Name (Book of Pnnce

the Uygur (Uighur) language and alphabet Bahtiyar), a collection called also Stones of

These writings, called the ""Orkhon inscrip- the Ten Vezirs, showing ultimate Indian and

tions,” from the name of the river on the immediate Persian influence and the Miraj

banks of which they were discovered, together Name (Book of the Ascent), an account of

with a similar inscnption discovered over a the miraculous ascension of Muhammad to

century earlier in the valley of the Yenisei, the seventh heaven

were finally deciphered by Vilhelm Thomsen In the Chagatay dialect the chief works

and V V Radloff in the 1890^$ The Yenisei vare the Baher (or Bahur) Name (Book of

inscriptions proved to be, in the main, tomb- Baher) and the Shejerei Turk (Genealogy of
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the Turks') of Abul Gazi Behadur Han
(Aboul-Ghazi Behadour Khan) The former

of these, wntten by the Mogul conqueror of

India and comprising his Memoirs, has been

translated by A S Beveridge as The Bahur-

ncma (London, Luzac and Company, 1922,

2 v) These memoirs constitute a valuable

record of the Conquest of India by the first of

the so-caUed Moguls The Shejeret Turk is a

detailed account of the history of the Turks

in Central Asia, and has had an important

influence in spreading among the Turks of

today the idea of the glory of the Turkish

past

Western Turkish Literature The term

western Turkish is here used instead of the

more familiar Osmanli, or Ottoman, litera-

ture pardy because modem Turkish wnters

so describe this literature, and also because

of the fact that while most of this hterature

is Ottoman, all the recent wntings since the

Republic began in 1923 belong definitely to a

post-Ottoman penod

1300-1450 This IS the penod in which the

Osmanli (Ottoman) state, under the influence

of a strong leader and the proximity of the

^^infidel” Greek territory, was growing into

power The old Seljuk state, with the capital

at Konya, had already broken up into more

than fifteen Turkish pnncipalities The liter-

ary traditions of the time were so much

Persian that the great book of the late Sel-

jukian penod, the Mesnevt CMcuhnam) of

Jelaleddm Rumi, was wntten entirely m Per-

sian The less "cultivated” Turks imder Os-

man were already using the Turkish of the

common people, and Yunus Emre,’^ a wnter

of hymns charactenzed by the mystical pan-

theism of the Mesnevi, wrote in the language

of the people Today Yunus Emre is loved as

the first great national poet of the developing

Turkish state

Another work of this first penod, which

was written in a Turkish still intelligible

^ today, 1$ the Mevhdt Shenf of Syleyman

Chelebi This is a hymn in praise of the

Prophet Muhammad, it has been popular
from that day to this Even today it is intoned
on innumerable occasions, especially at a
mosque service 40 days after a death It has
recently been translated by Lyman Mac-
Callum and published in the "Wisdom of

the East” series

In spite, however, of these two influential

wnters and others like them,” the outstanding

characteristic of the penod was a growing
tendency to look to Persian models as the

standard in poetry, and to Arabic wnters and
the Arabic language for the constructive influ-

ence m philosophy and religion The most
creative reign of the penod was that of Murad
II (1421-51) In his summer palace at

Manisa he gathered around him poets, phi-

losophers and learned men of many types,

and under his guidance many books werev
translated into Turkish from Arabic and Per-

sian As a result in large part of this cultural

work in the reign of Murad II, Ottoman let-

ters remained under Persian and Arabic in-

fluence for 400 years

1450-1859 Especially following the con-

quest of Constantinople by Fatih Mehmed
(Muhammad the Conqueror) in 1453 the

new sense of empire gave added impetus to

the foreign influences from Persia and the

Arab world, for it was from these quarters

that the intellectual leaders of the penod con-

sidered that civilized thought and cultivated

artistic feeling came The chief literature of

the Turks became poetry, and under Persian

mfluence the literary language broke com-

pletely away from the spoken form and de-

veloped along entirely distinct and purely

artificial lines There were times when poems
regarded as masterpieces of Ottoman htera-

ture were so largely Persian in thought, form,^
vocabulary, and grammatical construction that

they might have been lifted, complete, out of

Persian poems The classic names m this

period are the four poets Fuzuh^ (d ca ^
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'^562), Bab"^ (1526-1600), Nefi"^ (d ca

1635), and Nedim"^ (d 1730)

Three of the chief literary forms used by

these poets are the ^^gazeV^ a short mono-

rhythmic poem usually of less than a dozen

couplets, in the last of which the author

frequently inserts his own name as if putting

his signature, the ^‘kaside^^ (qasida), m which

the two hemistichs of the opening verse usu-

ally rhyme with one another and both with

the final hemistichs of the other lines—gen-

erally a long poem having the praise of some

great personage as a subject, and the ^mes-

nevi^' (mathnawi), a long epic poem in which

the two halves of each verse rhyme with each

other, the word ^ mesnevi” literally meaning

'^consisting of paired rhymes'^

The literary tradition of this period came

to a climax in one of the greatest of Ottoman

I

poems, the Beauty and Love (Husnu AshfC)

of Sheyh Gahb’^ C 1757-99)? the head of the

well-known Mevlevl, or Whaling Dervish

tekhe in Pera. This great poem, well worthy

of being translated into English as a contribu-

tion of Turbsh poetry to the literature of the

world, IS an allegory of divine love, which

first seeks and finally finds human love and

understanding This poem, composed m the

' mesnevi^^ form, was written when the poet

was only 21 years old The chief characters

in It are Beauty, a lovely maiden, who repre-

sents the Divine Beauty, and Love, her suitor,

standing for the human soul with its mystical

longings Beauty first loves Love, but by the

intervention of the all-wise Logos or Word,

Love comes to love Beauty and then sets out

m search of an elmr worthy of being pre-

sented as a dower to Beauty Through trials

and tribulations that remind one of Ptlgnms

Progress^ Love is guided by the Word until

finally he arrives at the plage from which he

had started, for Love is Beauty and Beauty

IS Love, Then Love, at the bidding of the

Word, passes withm the veil that contains

,
the ineffable Beauty.

^
While poetry is the chief element m the

literature of this penod, historical wnting

also plays a great part Beginning with the

great work Crown of Htstortes (TacuttevanK)

by Sadeddin, written in the last part of the

17th c and narrating Ottoman History down

to his own day, there has been a long line of

historiographers, for the most part officially

appointed by the Sultan, who have recorded

the history of the empire year by year Per-

haps the most famous of these histoncal writ-

ers are Naima whose history (Tank), in

several volumes, covers only the years 1591-

1659, and Jevdet whose Tank, printed first in

a 12 volume edition and later in three large

tomes, covers in detail only the first twenty

SIX years of the 19th c.

A stylistic characteristic of some of the early

prose IS the or rhymed quality, the last

words of the several clauses of a sentence

rhyming together Sadeddm^s TacuUevmh

was written in this style, as the following

sentence, descriptive of the capture of Con- ^

stantinople m 1453 and translated by E J

Gibb, illustrates 'With such sternness and

such firmness did they that defended burgh,

which of burghs is the mightiest, affray, that

the footsteps of tlie courage of the burghers

went astray, and the wit and understanding

of the wardens passed away*' The jingling

effect of this mode of rhetonc, however tire-

some to the western ear, commended itself to

Muhammedans of the early period because

It IS in that style that the Kuran itself, espe-

cially the earlier chapters, was written.

1859-1923 Beginning about the middle of

the 19th c a new mfluence of a revolutionary

character began to operate m the gradually

decaying Empire Through the work first of

^Shinasi Efendi,^ and then of Ziya Pasha and

Namik Kemal, French literary mfluence

began to make itself felt, and with French

standards of literary taste and form came also

new political forces and the ideas of nation-

alism, patriotism and freedom The greatest
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of these new writers was Namik KemaP
whose play Vatan (The Fatherland') when

played m the Gedik Pasha theatre in Istanbul

was greeted with such applause that the Sul-

tan, for his safety, felt compelled to close the

theatre, forbid the play, and exile the author

The development of this whole revolutionary

change from artificial oriental and Persian

standards to French and European ideals that

stress human values and draw themes directly

from life is one of the really dramatic stories

of the world^s literary history

This last literary period of the Ottoman

Empire saw the introduction of the novel, the

modern drama, the essay, and other western

forms Namik Kemal taught the people pa-

triotism, and for years his poems were copied

by hand, committed to memory, and secretly

circulated Perhaps of equal influence, al-

though in an entirely different way, was

Ahmed Midhat who compromised politically

and ^'appeased^' the Sultan, and thereby won

the chance by his many scores of books to

teach the Turkish people to read as they

never had done before, and the wnters how

to write for the common people

Among the literary schools that followed

one another in this era was the famous ^^New

^iterature^^ (Edibiyati Jedide) school led by

Tevfik Fikret,^ who for some years was the

head of the Turkish Department of Robert

College Tevfik Fikret, who was an ardent

patnot and an uncompromising ideahst, m-

troduced new literary forms but differed from

the more modem nationalist poets by his co-

pious use of obscure foreign words, especially

from the Persian His most famous work is a

collection of poems published under the tide

'^uhaht Shtkeste (The Broken Flute) Like

the English Robert Louis Stevenson, he also

published a collection of poems for children,

Sherrmn

Another famous wnter of this period was

y Abdul Hak Hamid whose poem Makher (The

Tomh), wntten m memory of his wife, is con-

sidered by Turks to be one of their greatest

classics

The first great novelist was Halid Ziya

whose Mat ve Styah (Blue and Black) has

gone through several editions In accordance

with a law of 1935, requinng the choosing of

a family name, this writer now uses the name

of Ushakligil

Magazines were first published m this pe-

nod, and pnvately owned and edited news-

papers began their growth and quickly spread

over the country A sociologist named Ziya

Gok Alp, influenced by Durkheim, became a

leader in educational circles, and by his

studies of early Turkish society gave a great

impetus to Turbsh studies

It IS of special note that it was durmg this

penod that the very word 'Turk,’* gradually

replacing the word Osmanh (Ottoman), be-

came popular and took on new meaning. Pre-

viously used as a derogatory name for the

nomaic and uncultured, the word Turk”

was first used in a favorable way in Suleyman

Pasha’s Tartht Alem (History of the World),

about 1875 In this book, and in the subse-

quent nationalistic revival, the influence of

the French historians De Guignes and Leon

Cahun is very evident Their histones gave

impetus to a new and glorified conception of

past Turkish history, and were instrumental

in furthermg what became a Pan-Turanian

school of thought

After 1923 As a logical result of aU these

intellectual currents, Turkish thought became

prepared for the last period not only of litera-

ture but of national life, the penod of the

Turbsh Republic from 1923 to the present

day Two things especially have charactenzed

the intellectual history of Turkey in these

years a revival of mterest in the Turbsh

race, and a greatly awakened interest in the

classic literature of the world, Largely imder

the leadership of the first President, Mustafa

Kemal Ataturk, the Turks exammed their

early pre-Islamic history, and developed his-
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toncal and language theories that claimed a

Turkish origin for the early languages and

civilizations of the world Not only did the

University of Istanbul open a Turcological

Institute (Turkiyat Enstitusu) which, under

ythe leadership of Mehmed Fuad Koprulu,^

has brought out several senes of studies in

early Turkish civilization, but a great interest

was stirred also in folklore For years a

monthly magazine Halk Btlgtst (Folfe Lore)

has been published, first by the Folk Lore

Society and in recent years by the Halk Evi

(Folk Home) of Istanbul, and a flood of other

studies have been published, making avail-

able for the intellectuals of the country the

songs and unwritten stories of the village and

nomadic peoples of Anatolia

Thus far, the literary development of the

Republic seems to be in a transition direction,

two great tap roots being put down into the

soil One root is drawing sustenance from the

language and unwritten literary traditions of

the common people The other root is down

deep in the great books of the world's litera-

ture The period resembles that of the reign

of Murad II Then, scholars were at work on

translations from the Arabic and Persian,

which helped to release intellectual forces

that dominated Ottoman history for 400

years Today, the innumerable translations

from Greek and Latin and from modem Rus-

sian, French, German, and English, as well

as the folklore investigations, are feeding the

minds of the oncoming generation of writers

with the ideas that are likely to prevail in the

next great flowering of literature

Dunng this transition period every form of

Western literature flounshes, the novel, essay,

drama, poetry in every form, ultra-modem as

well as classical, travel books and more The
novel perhaps predominates, and is used both

to reflect life and to propagate ideas A good

example of the modem Turkish novel is the

English version of Halide Edib's The Clown

and hts Daughter (London, 1935)

The Literature of the Common People

I Masals, or Epic Folk Tales Reference has

already been made to the new interest in the

science of folklore Parallel with the develop-

ment of a classic literature accepted in good

standing among intellectuals there has per-

haps always been a literature, at first handed

on from word of mouth, in the last century

lithographed and for a half century printed,

that reflects the literary traditions of the com-

mon people Prominent in this literature are

the '^masals," or tales These are of two chief

kinds, one heroic, depicting especially the

brave deeds of Ah, son-m-law of the Prophet,

or of the frontier warrior Seyid Gazi Battal,

the other, of the minstrel-poet type, of which

the story Kor Oglu (Son of the Blind Man)
occurs throughout the Turkish-speaking

world in slightly varying forms (one of which

IS translated from the Azerbayjan Turkish

dialect in Alexander Chodzko's Specimens'll

the Popular Poetry of Persia, London, 1842)

Kor Oglu concerns a man whose eyes were

gouged out by his master because he selected

as the best horse in his master s stable an

animal that was thin and ugly The son of

this blind man then proves by song, stones,

and adventure the wisdom of his fathers

choice Although intellectuals, other than

those interested in folklore, may scorn these

"masals," nearly all have read them in their

youth, and even in recent years these books,

now pnnted in the modern Turkish letters,

sell ten or twenty times as many as do even

the most popular novels in the modem Euro-

pean sense, for the common people still love

them A famous collection of stories within

stones, somewhat after the fashion of the

Arabic Thousand and One Nights, is the

collection of stones translated by E J W,
Gibb, The History of the Forty Vezirs or The

Story of the Forty Morns and Eves (London,

1886) These stories were popular for several

hundred years, but have passed into complete

oblivion m Turkey dunng the last fifty years
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2 Wit md Humor In their love of a

'^good joke Turks resemble Americans The
characteristic of their humor, however, is not

boisterous exaggeration so much as subtle wit

One illustration of this is the story of how a

woman outwitted two men, in Adler and

Ramsay's Told tn the Coffee House (N Y
and London, 1898) In this story (found also

in Allan Ramsay and Francis McCullough's

Tales from Turkey, London, 1916?)? a scribe

attracts customers by the use of a sign ^The

wisdom of man is greater than the wisdom of

woman " By drawing the man to her house

in order to write a letter and by a clever trick

on her husband, this woman first endangers

the life of the scribe and then saves him,

sending him back to the bazaar with the in-

junction ^Take dovm your sign and write

instead ^The wit of woman is twofold that

of man,' for I am a woman and in one day I

have fooled two men"
The great figure in Turkish literature in

^his field of wit and humor is Nasreddm

Hoja, the sometimes stupid, but often witty

and clever, village religious teacher Origi-

nally a historical figure, innumerable stones

have been attributed to him until he has

assumed mythological stature Newspaper edi-

tonals and public speeches still emphasize

their point by a well aimed story from this

famous character One famous story is of

Nasreddm Hoja's successful attempt to escape

the necessity of preaching the weekly sermon

The first week he asked if his subject was

knovm to his audience On their sa)nng, '"No,"

he left the mosque with the remark ^^Of what

use to you or me is an unknown subject " The
second week, when the people rephed that

they knew, the Hoja again left, saying that

in that case there was no need of wasting his

time on them And when, on the third week,

the people attempted to catch him by having

some say they knew and some they didn't, the

Hoja again left, saying ^Xet those that know
tell those that don't know "

Although in other forms of literature the

Turks were often borrowers, in wit and

humor they seem to have been originators, as

IS evidenced by the fact that Persian and

near-by Arabs have borrowed Nasreddm Hoja

for their own uses, A rather complete trans-

lation 1$ to be found in H D Bamham's

Tales of Nasr-ed-Din Khoja (London, 1923),

and a selected collection which rather re-

markably succeeds m captunng the spint of

Nasreddm Hoja in Ahce G Kelsey's Once

the Hodja (N Y. and Toronto, 1943)

3 The Theatre Today there is m Turkey

a genuine interest in the drama, as evidenced

by a Conservatory in Ankara, a Municipal

Theatre in Istanbul and by dramatic activities

m both the public schools and m the Halk

Evis (Folk Homes), but this interest is largely

in plays of the modem European type The
plays of Moli^re and several of those of

Shakespeare were translated into Turkish in

the last century, and today a veritable flood

of translations puts the plays of nearly all

nations at the disposal of the Turkish reader

Productions are also increasmg

This development, perhaps necessarily, but

also unfortunately, involves a neglect of the

older and more purely Turkish forms of the

theatre. This old and traditional theatre was

of three kmds the 'Meddah" or coffee-house

storyteller, with his towel over his left shoul-

der, who with his skilled mimicry mutated all

types of common folk to the intense delight

and amusement of his hsteners, the ^brta

oyunu" or play of the middle space, m which

several actors enacted scenes m a small open

space surrounded by tiers of observers, and

the ''Kara Goz," or shadow play, which was

perhaps the most popular of all These vanous

types of plays were formerly presented for the

amusement of the people during the evenings

of relaxation m the month of Ramazan, when

all good Moslems fasted from every taste of

food or drink from sunrise to sunset, but in

recent years they have so passed from the
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scene that it is diSicult today to observe even

a single example of one of them The Kara-

CoZj with the little figures made of colored

cameFs hide, and manipulated behind a screen

on which their shadows are thrown, is the

easiest to put on, and consequently is occa-

sionally reproduced in modem application m
schools or at social gatherings The plays con-

sist largely of dialogues, delivered with much
spirited mimicry and sometimes with music,

between Karagoz, who may appear as boat-

man, street scribe, school teacher, or any

other well-known type, and his friend Hajivat

Karagoz often appears naive, simple and

crude, and to the dehght, especially of the

children in the audience, is often beaten for

this, yet in the end he escapes from every

danger and makes a fool of everybody else

M A Czaplicka, The Turks of Central Asta,

Clarendon (Oxford), 1918, Elias John Wilkinson
Gibb, A History of Ottoman Poetry, 6 v, Lnzac
(London), 1900-1909, Arthur Lumley Davids, A
Grammar of the Turkish Language, with preliminary

discussion on the language and hterature of the

Turkish nations, a copious vocabulary, dialogues, a

collection of extracts in prose and verse (London),

1832, Grammatre Turke, traduite de VAnglais par
Mme Sarah Davids (Londres), 1836, Giovanni Bat-

tista Todenni, Letteratma turchesca, 3 v (Venezia),

1787, De la Litterature des Turcs, 3 v, Pomcot
(Pans), 1789, Epiphanius Wilson, ed, Turkish
Literature, in the World^s Great Classics senes,

Colonial Press (N Y ), 1901, Turkische Bihliothek,

26 V, ed G Jacob, Mayer and Muller (Berlin),

1904-1929, Nicholas N Martinovitch, The Turkish
Theatre, New York, Theatre Arts (N Y ), 1933,
Allan Ramsay and Francis McCulloch, Tales from
Turkey (London), 1914 (The best part of this book
is the collection of stones ongmally pnnted m Allan
Ramsay and Cyrus Adler's Told in the Coffee House,
Macmillan (N Y and London), 1898), Nasreddm
Hoja (the famous Turkish wit, to whom most witty

jokes came to be attnbuted), trans Henry D Barn-

ham, Tales of Nasr-ed-Din Kho^a (London), 1923,
and Alice Geer Kelsey, Once the Hodja (N Y and
Toronto), I943> Lyman MacGallum, The Mevhdi
Sherif, Wisdom of the East senes, John Murray
(London), 1943 (This is the famous hymn in praise

of the Prophet, by Suleyman Chelebi, wntten ca,

1400 and popular ever smce Perhaps next to the

Kuran this is regarded as the great religious classic

MacCallum's translation is accompanied by the musi-

cal notes), Press Bureau, Anthologie des j^cnvains

Turcs DAujourdhm (Istanbul), 1937, D Patmore,

ed The Star and the Crescent (London), 1946
See Arabic

John Kingsley Birge.

TUSCAN~Sec Italian.

TYURKIC
Turkic peoples (or the Tyurks, as they are

called in Russian to distmguish them from

the Osmanli or Ottoman Turks) inhabit a

large expanse of country mainly included m
the Soviet republics of Azerhaidzhan, Kazakh-

stan, Uzbekistan, etc
, extending mto Chinese

Turkestan. They represent the remains of an
old population which in vanous penods at-

tained considerable power and at other times

were under the domination of the Persians,

the Mongols, and th^ Turks They are all

Mohammedan in religion. Included m their

territory are many of diose cities, Samarkand,

Bokhara, Baku, that have fascinated the west-

ern world for centuries

Their folk literature consists of tales of

various heroes, lyrics, and many varied folk

motifs, which have been studied and worked

over at various times

Wntten hterature was largely on the Per-

sian models, we find such works as the Ehvm
of Kazu-Burkhaneddm of the 14th c. and the

works of Tasan-Orlu During the rule of die

Sefevid dynasty m the 15th and i6th c the

country was prosperous and there was an

extensive development of mystical lyrics, and
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of poetry dealing with love and asceticism of

a type that we find m Persian Islam There

IS also the verse novel of Leydi-he-Medzhnun

of Fuzuli Among the poets KhamamNesimi
takes a prominent place

With the conquest by Russia during the

19th c we begin to find the mfluence of the

Russian and Western schools of thought. On
the one hand Zakir and Nebati speak for the

old ideals of the discontented feudal aristoc-

racy, while the more liberal nobility under

the lead of Bakikhanov (note the Russianized

name) work under more distmctively Russian

slogans The Mirza Famah Akhundov m
Azerbaidzhan wrote the first novel on the

life of the bourgeoisie, it is stnking that he

took a promment part m the attempt of the

people of that area to secure independence

after the Russian revolution of 1918. N Nari-

manov represented still more radical and anti-

rehgious movements

After the revolution of 1905, the movement

UKRAINIAN LITERATURE

of Fiyuzat developed works of bourgeois ro-

manticism, to this group belong Ala-bek,

Guseyn-zade, and Khadi Dzhavid The more

radical group, taking the name of MoUa-

Nasreddm, a lovable vagabond who in tradi-

tion lived by his wits but always defended

the poor, produced a more radical literature

To this group belonged Sabir, Gamkyudir,

Alu-Nezmi Nedzhef bek Vezirov did distin-

guished work m acclimating the drama of

Ostrovsky m the country There was a gen-

eral stir of literary production.

With the accession to power of the Bolshe-

viks, the Soviets attempted to develop the

country and to spread their ideas and methods

of writing In 1925 they abolished the Arabic

alphabet, introducmg the Latin In a way

this brought the people along the same path

that Turkey had taken, they are still divided

between a Soviet and a Pan-Turkish onenta-

tion

Clarence A Manning

UBANGI~See African UGARITIC-See Canaamte

UGANDA~See Afncan

UKRAINIAN
The Ukrainian problem is one of the most

mvolved of all mvolvmg the Slavonic nations

Smce the fall of Kiev beneath the attack of

Prince Audrey Bogolyubsky in 1169, the

Ukrainian lands, which formed the bulk of

the Grand Prmcipality of Kiev and extended

from the Don to the Carpathian Mountams,

have never been organized under a single m-

dependent government In various ways the

lands have been divided between Russia and

Poland and have been subjected to influences

that have swung the population, espeaally

the aristocracy, into one or the other of the

contestmg camps, and even today there are

counter currents that have senously hampered

the development of a free Ukraine

In the oldest penod, the literature of Kiev

was the source of the present literature of

both Russia and Ukraine, which was then

called Ru$\ and this name, the basis for such

terms as Rusm and Ruthene, has been re-

tained by the forces mimical to Ukrainian

development Yet gradually the people them-

selves came to adopt the term Ukraine, whidi

probably means the ^^Border Land,^^ i.e., the

land fought over and claimed by Moscow,

Poland, and the Tatars

Before the separation of Russian and
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Ukrainian culture, or the culture of the north

and south, the same Byzantine tendencies

existed in both areas Church Slavonic m its

eastern form was generally used and, even for

a time after separation, the old Chronicles

were continued Thus the Gahctan-Volyntan

Chromcle continued in the same style as be-

fore, to the end of the 13th c

By this time much of the Kiev terntory,

ravaged by Tatar and Mongol mvasions, had

entered into the Lithuanian state, to which

It gave the language and the literary style as

well as the Orthodox religion This situation

changed sharply after the marriage of Pnnce

Jagiello and Queen Jadwiga of Poland in

1386 Jagiello, previously pagan, accepted the

Roman Catholic faith, and now began a

steady encroachment of Polish culture with

Its Western relations upon the culture of Rus^

This was the more easy because with the fall

of Constantinople to the Turks, the Church

of Kiev, which had still remained subject to

the Patnarch of Constantinople, was depnved

of the steady influx of new'men and of new
ideas that had been characteristic of the great

Kievan penod

The next centuries offer a gloomy history

Strenuous attempts were made by the Brother-

hoods of the various cities, as Lviv, and by

some of the nobles, as Prince Konstantin

Ostrozsky (d. 1608), to protect and develop

the Orthodox culture As early as 1556-61,

the Archimandnte Hrihory of Peresoplitsy had

made a translation of the Gospel into a new
form of Church Slavonic which drew heavily

upon the native vocabulary and thereby dif-

fered considerably from both the old Church

Slavonic and that which had been developed

m Kiev some centunes earlier At the instance

of Pnnce Ostrozsky and his Academy at

Ostnh, in 1581 a Bihle in this special form

was printed

Most of the work of this penod dealt with

religious polemics, for in 1596 the Union of

Brest was consummated and a large part of

the population, especially in the west, was

compelled to accept church services on the

old Orthodox pattern but with an acknowl-

edgment of the Papacy This seemed to the

Poles a hopeful means of swinging the entire

population to Catholicism, but it aroused

sharp dissension, and an Orthodox hierarchy

was reestablished Many of the discontented

Orthodox flowed off to the still more desolate

and unpopulated regions to the east and, as

the Kozaks, earned on mtermittent warfare

against their neighbors, with their center at

the Zaporozhian Sich (islands) m the lower

Dnieper The Kozak wars almost brought m-

dependence to the people under the Hetman

Bohdan Khmelnitsky, but they ended with

the coming of Muscovite domination over the

Ukrainians east of the Dnieper

The Grammar (1619) of Melety Smotritsky

(1578-1633) served as a textbook m Moscow

Ivan Vyshensky (1550-1620) wrote pubhcis-

tic and polemical works There was also a

Slaveno-rossky Lexicon, of Pamva Beranda

(d 1632) Many of these works were used not

only in Kiev but also in Moscow and even m
the Balkans, where culture was rapidly falhng

imder the oppression of the Turks More im-

portant, however, was the work carried on at

the Kiev Academy m the 17th c, especially

under the leadership of Petro Mohyla (1596-

1647) To defend Ae Orthodox faith against

the arguments of the Roman Cathohe polem-

ists, he made a serious study of both the an-

cient Latin authors and the scholastic philos-

ophy, and developed a form of scholastic

Orthodoxy At the same time the academy

and Its associates welcomed the mtroduction

through Poland of various forms of Western

drama and poetry Kiev became a city of keen

intellectual interest, but its contact with the

West was largely based on the already mori-

bund scholasticism prevailmg in Poland Yet

that same influence was prepanng the revival

of Muscovite culture, which had been warped

by the associations with the Tatars
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Throughout the i8th c
, now under Polish

and now under Russian rule, this type of

culture persisted, but whereas the poloniza-

tion had largely stopped, the passing of Kiev

under the control of Moscow and the growing

power of Peter the Great and Catherine the

Great facihtated the loss of that part of the

Ukrainian nobility which had still remained

loyal to Orthodoxy The outstanding author

of this period was the wandenng scholar

Hnhory Skovoroda (1722-94) Although he
wrote some works perhaps under the influ-

ence of the deists and Masons, yet his chief

work was that of a wandenng teacher, care-

less of his own physical well-being and de-

voted to the cause of the people Skovoroda

seemed a voice crying in the wilderness, he
little cared whether his works were preserved

for postenty Yet he kmdled a flame that was
destined to have important consequences

The real break with the artificial form of

Slavonic that had existed for centunes came
with the Enetda of Ivan Kotlyarevsky (1769-
1838). Kodyarevsky was an Inspector in the

Institute for the Instruction of Im-povenshed

Children of the Nobility in Poltava In 1798
he published, in the native Ukrainian of the

region, the Enetda, a burlesque adaptation of

the Aeneid to the Ukrainian scene Aeneas
and the Trojans become, with delightful ir-

reverence, dispossessed Kozaks of the penod
after the destruction of the Sich Ukraiman
and Kozak customs were drawn upon for all

the allusions The work was typical of the

18th c pseudo-classicism, but the author^s

success m puttmg the vernacular language

into verse securely estabhshed the popular

speech as a medium of literary expression and

gave a new lease of life to the dying Ukrain-

ian vernacular From this moment there was
never a time when the new Ukrainian litera-

ture did not find competent exponents Kot-

lyarevsky later produced some comedies, as

NatalkorPoltmka, and an ode to Pnnce
Kuragin, and the new movement was on its

way There seems to have been htde desire

for political independence m the mind of

Kotlyarevsky, but as is often the case, the

cultural revival led to a long chain of social

and political events.

He was followed m prose by Hnhory
Kvitka-Osnovyanenko (1778-1843), from the

neighborhood of Kharkiv A great landowner

and a would-be author m Russian, Kvitka

gradually came to write vmd peasant stones

in Ukrainian During the 1820^$ and 30*$ he

wrote a number of peasant stones, as Marusya,

which marked for world literature a definite

advance m the democratic pictunng of peas-

ant life and troubles, often idealized but

usually realistic and attractive

Solidifying the new tendencies came the

poet Taras Shevchenko*^ (1814-61), one of

the greatest of all Slavonic poets Bom a serf

on a Pohsh estate m Russia, he was taken by

his master to St Petersburg, where he at-

tracted the attention of the celebrated painter

Bryulov, through whom he received his free-

dom in 1838 He published m 1840 the

Kobzar, the first real collection of poems in

Ukrainian, and the epic Haydamakt, m 1841.

In St Petersburg and Kiev, he continued to

work, his mood changing from romantic pic-

tures of the Ukrainian struggles of the past

to themes of present social dissatisfaction

Accused by the Russian government of par-

ticipation in the revolutionary society of Sts

Cynl and Methodius, he was exiled m 1847

to Orenburg, as a common soldier, and for-

bidden to wnte or paint Released in 1857, he

returned to Russia a broken man, dying m
1861 His poems breathe the spint of Ukrain-

ian independence Likewise he demanded jus-

tice for the humblest, not only from the for-

eign Muscovite rule but from the superstitions

and traditions of the village community He
was in the truest sense a social and democratic

poet and he combined this with such deep

feeling in language and expression that he is

esteemed throughout the Slavonic world.
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It IS hard to single out individual poems

for special mention His Haydamaki, the tale

of the last revolt of the Ukrainians against

Poland m i8th c
,
is the longest and perhaps

the greatest, but the pictures of local customs

and of the gathering of the clans take preced-

ence over the actual battle scenes with their

undisguised ferocity The Great Grave is a

curious mystical poem that exposes all the

tragedy of the people in their political life,

The Dream bears a strong picture of social in-

justice There are the personal poems of his

imprisonment, his tales of the unfortunate

fallen girl who is cast out by the village, and

The Neofhytes, a tale of the early Chns-

tians, and there is Mana, an adaptation of

the sacred story to fit the Ukrainian situation

It IS hard to say what Shevchenko might have

accomplished, had he developed in freedom,

he remains the truest poetic soul that the

literature has yet produced

The Society of Sts Cynl and Methodius

numbered among its members the great

scholar Mikhaylo Kostomariv (1817-86) and

Pantaleimon Kulish (1819-97) Both fared

more happily than Shevchenko Kulish after

a short exile continued writing, his novel The
Black Council is a story of the Kozaks m the

days after Khmelnitsky Also m 1861 dunng

the enthusiasm that followed the emancipa-

tion of the serfs, he started a journal Osnova

(The Basis)
^
but Kulish was too closely con-

nected with the older period of literature to

attract the young men of the 6o’s, and be-

tween the opposition of the government and

of the younger generation the journal died*

A sincere Ukrainian patnot, the reformer of

the grammar, and a self-sacrificing translator

of most of the BiMe and many of the world^s

classics, Kulish gradually became a Kozako-

phobe and laid all the ills of Ukraine to the

Kozaks In Russia and also in Austrian Po-

land, where he went in the 70’s, he succeeded

only in antagonizing his compatriots

The next generation had not heard, from

eye witnesses, of the struggles of the Kozaks

in the 1 8th c and they tended to follow the

trends of Russian literature in the 6o’s Thus,

Marko Vovchok (Maria Markovich, 1834-

1907), who became famous for her stones of

peasant life, especially her descriptions of the

way in which serfdom injured the peasant

women, but after her first works were praised

by Turgenev, she gravitated toward Russian,

and soon became silent She had also written

several versions of native legends To the

same period belongs the versatile author

Oleksander Konysky (1836-1900) with his

constant production of verse and prose, scien-

tific articles and publicistic work

In the meantime this revival of the ver-

nacular had reached Eastern Galicia or West-

ern Ukraine After the division of Poland m
1772 and the acquisition of the province by

Austria, the Empress Mana Theresa began to

provide for the education of the Umat clergy

as a counterbalance to the Polish domination,

hence came the strange phenomena that the

Uniat Church, which m past centuries had

seemed to be an agent for Polomzation, now
became the bulwark of Ukrainian national

existence It was, however, a long while be-

fore the new vernacular literature gamed su-

premacy over the old ecclesiastical language

of the Kiev Academy

The new tendency was started by Markian

Shashkevich (1811-43), ^ pnest, who after

many difficulties brought out m Budapest in

1837 a litde volume entitled Rusalka Dnyes-

trovaya (The Rusalka of the Dnyester)

»

The

work was severely condemned by the ecclesi-

astical authonties and after the death of

Shashkevich, his two associates Ivan Vahile-

vich (i 81 1-66) and Yakiv Holovatsky (1814-

88) both dropped away from the apparently

unequal struggle. Meanwhile Osip-Yury Fed

kovich (1834-88) started the same movement

in Bukovina

Up to this time the initiative had come

almost entirely from Russian Ukraine and
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after the disturbances of 1848, it seemed as if

Russia offered more assurances of success

But the Austrian censorship was soon relaxed,

whereas, as a consequence of the Polish re-

volt of 1863, pressure m Russia grew worse

In that year Count Valuyev, Minister of

Education, declared that there is not, never

was, and never will be a separate 'Tittle Rus-

sian'^ language The censorship was invoked

and by 1876 had developed to a point where

It was forbidden to print any literary works

in the Ukrainian language Authors were

obliged to have their works printed chiefly in

Lviv, whither many of them naturally gravi-

tated

In Russian Ukrame at this time, the lead-

ing mtellectual figure was Mikhaylo Draho-

maniv (1841-95) Influenced by the new
Russian tendencies, he inclined toward so-

cialism as the best gmde for the improvement

of the Ukrainian people After 1876 he set-

tled in Switzerland, then became a professor

at the University of Sofia m Bulgaria, hut he

never lost his interest in his people and he

dominated much of their thought Among the

reahstic writers of social motifs were Mik-

haylo Stantsky (1840-1904), the dramatist

Marko Kropovitsky (1841-1910), Ivan To-

bilevich (1845-1907), and the still greater

Ivan Levitsky-Nechuy (1839-1918) with his

novels depicting the evils arising after the

advent of the factory system and the changing

conditions of hfe that developed after the

emancipation

The greatest wnter of this generation was

Ivan Franko"^ (1856-1916) from Western

Ukraine, the greatest author after Shev-

chenko. Poet, novehst, dramatist, critic, na-

tional leader, Franko struggled to educate his

people and to make them fit for national

existence From his early poems, as The

Eternal RevoluUontst, to his Pnson Sonnets,

and the historical novel Zakhar Berkut, a

tale of the democracy of the Carpathian vil-

lages m the early Middle Ages, down through

his Faded Garlands and such a poem as Moses

expressing the feelings of the leader who
loses faith by advancing too far ahead of his

people, Franko traced the general course of

thought m Western Ukraine Though re-

fused a professorship at the University of

Lviv, he became the recognized leader of the

Western Ukraine His works show a high

technical skill which places him above most

of his contemporaries He died during World

War I just as the two great empires were

about to crash

Despite the stem reaction m Russia, which

grew worse after 1881, the Ukrainian writers

did not lose heart Such men as Bons Hrm-
chenko (1863-1910) in his poems and novels

sought to bring together the leaders of the

various factions and were able to maintain

their courage and independence At the same

time they became more aware of foreign

hteratures and less dependent upon the de-

velopments of the Russian literature around

them Relations with Western Ukrame kept

growing closer. We might mention such au-

thors as Dimitry Markovich (1848-1920),

the historical novelist Orest Levitsky (1848-

1922), the poet Volodimer Samiylenko (1864-

1925) The main writer was Lesya Ukramka
(Lansa Kvitka-Kosacheva, 1 872-1 913)* She

was a highly educated woman, but early

afflbcted with tuberculosis of the bones and a

confirmed invahd Yet she reached out to

themes from foreign lands and times that

reflect the fate of her country, as Ifhtgenta

and Ioanna, Wife of Khusov She represented

the most strikmg adaptation of world htera-

ture to the Ukrainian scene and showed that

Ukramian literature was leaving the narrow

range of ethnographic themes

With the 90^$, as the censorship began to

relax, these tendencies became still more pro-

nounced A new penod of historical studies

opened with Mikhaylo Hrushevsky (1866^

^934)7 who became the moving spirit of the

Shevchenko Scientific Society m Lviv In
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literature Mikhaylo Kotsyubinsky (1864-

1913) developed a new and distinctive sensi-

tiveness in prose fiction In such stones as

Shadows of Forgotten Ancestors he combines

the old type of ethnographical fiction with a

delicacy of naturalism and a description of

moods that can be paralleled only in the writ-

ings of the Russianized Ukrainian Korolenko

His choice of language also adds to the charm

of his writings

Symbolism definitely made its appearance

in the poems of Olga Kobilyanska (1865-

1940) and Mikhalyo Yatskov (1873-1919),

while in Western Ukraine Vasil Stefanyk

Ci 87I-“I936) developed as a mmiatunst

whose short stories are gems of descnption of

human isolation and human tragedy He was

not a prolific writer and soon lapsed into

silence, until recalled for a few years by the

hope of an independent Ukraine With him
were friends like Les Martovich (1871-1916)

In the 20th c the outstanding figure is

Volodimir Vinnichenko (b 1880), in prose,

with his revolutionary interest and his studies

of the life of the proletariat With the pas-

sage of time Vinnichenko developed manner-

isms at the expense of his natural qualities

His fondness for paradox and contrast weak-

ened his work for a while, but with the

approach of World War I he seemed to re-

cover his poise and resume his growth At
the same time in poetry Oleksander Oles (b

1878) carried to an extreme the idea of de-

personalized poetry m which He and She
take the place of real characters to discuss the

deepest problems of human thought

In World War I Ukraine was the battle

ground After the collapse of Russia and
Austna-Hungary, diere was set up an inde-

pendent Ukrainian Republic in Kiev in 1918,

with Professor Hrushevsky at the head As
we might expect, there was an immediate

outpouring of literature Stefanyk returned

to literature and his miniatures were even

more masterly New poets as Pavlo Tychyna
(b 1891) and Maksim Rilsky (b 1895) made
their appearance They were of various de-

grees of radicalism, but one and all stood for

an independent Ukraine

The triumph of Communism and the for-

mation of the Soviet Union did not at first

blast these hopes Conditions seemed to be

favorable and the Ukramians m Russian

Ukraine and Western Ukraine cooperated

Even Prof Hrushevsky was able to carry on

his work at Kiev Yet soon there was a change

Mikhaylo Kvilovy (b 1893), an ardent

Communist, shot himself as a result of the

severe cnticism of his novel WoodrSntfes

Many of the leading scholars and writers

were silenced or disappeared Still others, as

Tychyna and Korneychuk, heartily accepted

the new onentation and became loud in their

praise of Stalin and Communist culture

Meanwhile considerable work was done m
Lviv and other places of Poland and such

writers as Bohdan Lepky (b 1872) were able

to continue wnting

All of this came to an end in 1941 Few of

the Ukrainian authors were able to escape

The sword took the place of the pen Only

the future will show whether the literature

will dnft entirely imder the control of Mos-

cow or whether there will anse again the

spirit of independence that existed throughout

the last thousand years

S Efremov, Istonya Ukratnskoho fismentsva
(Kiev), 1919, C A Manmng, Ukrainian Lit, 1944.
See Russian

Olarencje a Manning

UMBRIAN-Sce Italian.
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UNITED
Colonial Period 1607—1750 As might be

expected, the first writing done in colonial

Amenca took its major inspiration from the

European cultures in which the colonists had

been trained For example, the ten books of

Ovid^s Metamorphoses which George Sandys

put mto English verse while an offiaal m
Virgima dunng the decade followmg 1621,

were completely European in conception and

execution But also, from the beginning, there

were native influences at work—the most im**

portant being the frontier, American Puri-

tanism, and the middle-class outlook—which

eventually helped to produce a truly indige-

nous literature And though no certam date

may be set where Amencan hterature be-

comes independent (American writers have

always been sensitive to ideas and tech-

niques from abroad), a broad, general move-

ment toward national individuality has been

unmistakable

The 17th c European vogue for travel

literature, journals, and collected anecdotal

miscellany inspired the first prominent body

of vmting done in the English colonies Most

ubiquitous of the early press-agents was that

amiable soldier of fortune, John Smith, whose

vivid personal tales have made him a part of

Amencan folklore, despite certain questions

concemmg his veracity Smithes A True Rela-

tion of stiph occurrences and accidents of

note as hath happened tn Virginia since the

first planting of that colony (1608) was fol-

lowed in 1612 by A Map of Virginia, in-

tended to attract settlers to Jamestown Four

years later he turned his attention to the

northern fishing colonies with A Description

of New England, and New EngLmds Trials

(1620), and in 1631 he wrote a promotional

tract. Advertisements for the Unexperienced

Planters of New-Enghnd His The Generali

Histone of Virginia, New-England and the

STATES
Summer Isles (1624) was a compilation

largely from the writmg of others, while his

own True Travels (1630) rehashed for his

English public his adventures in foreign

parts, including America, Other accounts be-

sides Smith's soon reached England, m ms
sometimes before prmt, as did William

Strachey's tale of shipwreck m the Bermudas

Cpubl 1625), which is supposed, along ivith

other travel tales, to have influenced Shake-

speare's setting for The Tempest

Meanwhile, m New England, extensive

daily records were being kept by leaders of

the colomzmg companies William Bradford

and Edward Winslowe probably journalized

the migration and early trials of the Plymouth

colony m the anonymous Mourt’s Relations

(1622), while the former's History of the

Phmmoth Plantation (publ, Pt I, 1841,

1856) became, in ms, source matenal for

several formal histones before being spinted

off to England sometime during the Revolu-

tion John Winthrop preserved the early

accoimts of the Massachusetts Bay colony m
his Journal (Pt I and II publ 1790, complete

m 2 V, 1825-26, as The History of New
England^ Among later journals kept by in-

dividuals, the flavor and content are indicated

by Mrs Mary Rowlandson's famous narrative

of her captivity by the Indians (1682), and

John Gyles' and Jonalhan Dickenson's similar

accounts in the next few years All of these

early writings, taking their being from the

hard life of the new frontier, and many of

them developing through day-by-day entnes,

are characterized by a singular absence of lit-

erary consciousness, their straightforwardness

makes them imiversally better reading today

than much of the literature produced in

Europe dunng the same penod The first of

the native influences was already at work,

although the majonty of published matenal
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was printed on European presses and based

upon English models.

Religious and political matters were almost

as important to America's settlers as the con-

quest of the physical country The New Eng-

land colonies especially were conceived largely

as religious plantations, set up "*for the propa-

gating, and advancing the gospell of the king-

dom of Christ in those remote parts of the

world," and for rebuilding ^^the most glorious

Edifice of Mount Szon m a Wildemesse " Al-

though the American Puritans were like their

contemporary European fellowmen m nine-

tenths of their culture, the Puritanical tenth

was a potent yeast m their daily bread Literary

culture was extensive among the religious

and political leaders, and wntten controversy

(much of It printed m Europe) ran high

around the questions of theocratic rule, dis-

sent, and individual freedom Winthrop's dig-

nified defenses of the actions of the governing

bodies, John Cotton's autocratic manifestos,

Nathaniel Ward's codes and jeremiads, and

Increase Mather's solemn warnings were set

against Thomas Morton's rather flippant and

disgruntled New English Canaan (Amster-

dam, 1637), Roger Williams' dissenting series

of pamphlets attacking and answering Cot-

ton, Thomas Hooker's orthodox but inde-

pendent Survey of the Summe of Church

Dtsctphne, and Robert Child's legal-minded

Grand Remonstrance of 1646 These docu-

ments, however, along with the many ser-

mons (especially the politically significant

Election Sermons), are of interest today

mamly because of their historical implica-

tions, rather than for any mtnnsic literary

value But, significantly, the first book pnnted

in the English colonies (with the exception

of a broadside and an almanac) was religious

m purpose the notoriously unaesthetic Bay

Psalm Book (1640) — Scrxptwres translated

into a sort of rough verse by Richard Mather,

John Eliot, and Thomas Weld Also religious

m intent was the queer collection of Remark-

able Providences, edited in 1684 (from a ms
of 1658) by Increase Mather, to ''prove"

supernatural forces in the world The first

complete Bible pnnted in the colonies was

Eliot's translation into an Indian dialect,

1661-63

There was apparently little time for poetry

among the colonists, and that which did ap-

pear was generally derivative or didactic The
first important book of verse to emanate from

Amenca was Anne Bradstreet's The Tenth

Muse Lately Sprung Up m Amenca (Lond

,

1650, rev ed
,
Boston, 1678) Frankly apolo-

getic for her lack of learning, and consciously

imitative in both matter and manner, this

daughter of a governor of the Bay colony

nevertheless produced some personal and lo-

calized poems that show feeling and ongmal-

ity, even though they tend toward the stylized

conceit and simple moralizing Michael Wig-

glesworth's long Calvinistic treatise in ballad

meter, The Day of Doom (1662), was widely

read for years, probably as much for its lund

descnptions of hell as for its strict theology

and adherence to the Scriptures (it even had

marginal references to the related Bibhcal

passages), which also marked his other verse,

including the less popular long poem. Meat

Out of the Eater (1699) Peter Folger, grand-

father of Benjamin Franklin, also used the

ballad meter in his A Looking-Glass for the

Times (1676), a reactionary social-political

tract. The writing of elegies was an avocation

for many colonists, while others composed

devotional meditations (modeled upon the

"sacred poets" of England), the best of which

are represented by the work of Edward

Taylor, still today largely in ms. form After

1700, English influences—Waller, Blackmore,

Milton, Dryden, Pope—brought about a tran-

sition in American verse, represented by the

imitative wit of the Rev Mather Byles and

his friend Joseph Green, both of whom later

became notonous as Tones Poems by Several

Hands (1744) was an early example of the
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typical period miscellany But notable for

tbeir careful style and natural diction are the

heroic couplets of the Rev John Adams'

Poems on Several Occasions, Ongtnal and

Translated, which was pubhshed posthu-

mously in 1745

As the colonial culture ripened, its btera-

ture settled into three major categories his-

tory, theology, and philosophy Two early

histones, Thomas Lechfords Plain Dealing,

Or Newes from New-Englcmd (Lond
, 1642)

and Edward Johnson's A History of New
England (anon , Lond , 1654, better known as

The Wonder-Working Providence of Sums
Saviour in New England') were really tracts

using events to uphold a personal point of

view—the former legalistic and critical, the

latter rhapsodically epic and defensive

Nathaniel Morton's more impersonal New
Englands Memoriall (1669), based directly

upon Bradford's manuscnpt, was used exten-

sively for later histones, mcludmg William

Hubbard's (ms. 1680, publ 1815), Thomas

Pnnce's (1736 f ), and Cotton Mather's fa-

mous Magnalta Chnsti Americana (Lond,

1702), which, m seven epic parts, sets forth

the ecclesiastical history of New England

Histones dealing with the Indians and Indian

Wars were popular between 1677 and 1747

(John Mason, Wm Hubbard, Thomas

Church, Samuel Penhallow, Daniel Gookin,

Cadwallader Colden, John Lawson), and two

political histones appeared in Virginia, Robert

Beverley's m 1705 and William Stith's m
1747

In theology and philosophy, controversial

contributions were plentiful, a few are really

noteworthy Unusual representative of the

tremendous leammg and energy of the early

Puritans was the third of the Mathers—

Cotton—whose canon mcludes over 450 titles

History and biography (Magnolia), sermons,

fables (Political Fables, ca 1692), books of

practical piety (Manductio ad Ministenum,

1726, and Essays to Do Good, 1710), theo-

logical treatises (Reasonable Religion, 1700),

verse, and rudimentary scientific wntmgs
(Memorable Providences, Relating to Witch-

crafts and Possessions, 1689, and The Chris-

tian Philosopher, 1721) ail came from the

pen of this Amencan member of the Royal

Society who, unbalanced though he probably

was, wielded a great power m his own day

and recorded for postenty not only the intel-

lectual temper of his class but also, unwit-

tmgly, the first steps whereby American reh-

gious thought was gradually moving toward

deism Last of the major Puritan writers, and

one of the greatest thinkers produced in

Amenca, was Jonathan Edwards,^ whose ef-

forts he at the center of the major theological

and philosophic controversies of the first half

of the 1 8th c A precocious idealist and mystic

m his youth (Of Being, Notes on the Mind,

Personal Narrative), he later led one party in

the religious upheaval known as the ''Great

Awakening," and finally, with an iron-bound

logic, became the recogmzed Calvmistic

champion in orthodoxy's doctrinal contro-

versies with encroaching liberalism In the

meantime, Charles Chauncey, lofty and elo-

quent preacher and wnter, Jonathan Mayhew,

cheerful liberal who was master of the ironic

attack, and Samuel Johnson, skilful Amencan
disaple of Berkeley and first president of

King's College, now Columbia University,

were cutting newly reasoned paths somewhere

between the old Calvmistic determinism and

the popular revivalism of the "Great Awaken-

mg " Johnson, second m his Amenca only to

Edwards as a thinker, produced in 1746 the

bnlliant Ethices Elementa, which was re*

pnnted by Frankhn in 1752 as Elementa

Philosophica Meanwhile, almost as a person

apart, John Woolman, Quaker mystic and

reformist, composed in his Joumcd (publ.

1774) "a classic of the inner hfe," and argued

compassionately in several tracts against

slavery

That changes were also taking place m the
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thinking of the average literate colonial is

evident in several of the more famous diaries

of the time Where Cotton Mather s enormous

Diary abounds with abstract musmgs, the

Diary (publ 1878-82) of Samuel Sewall,

^^the American Pepys/' is full of the everyday

business of a mercantile life between the years

1674 and 1729, which is touched frequently

but only moderately by the dying Puritan

tradition In Sewalh who also wrote humanely

concerning slavery, Indians, and women, the

orthodox harshness is greatly mellowed, and

other concerns often take its place The jour-

nal of Madame Sarah Kemble Knight, writ-

ten as she braved the difficult inland journey

from her native Boston to New York in

1704-5, IS aristocratically impatient and amus-

ingly shrewd in its observations And full of

the cultured, adventurous, and sometimes

homely doings of a Southern gentleman are

the pages of History of the Dividing Line

(ms 1729, publ 1841) and recently pub-

lished portions of a Secret Diary, both written

by William Byrd of Westover, Va In a pri-

vate shorthand the diary records Byrd's daily

comings and goings, his diet, his reading

(Greek and Hebrew before breakfast), his

social successes and failures, and occasionally

his pnvate thoughts and actions Dr Alex-

ander Hamilton's Itmeranum is an interesting

account of the life and manners of the Middle
Colonies as this Maryland physician viewed

them m 1744 The colonial American, as

revealed by these four diansts, was gradual^

molding a character and culture of his own in

the rapidly developing land

The early growth of American book, peri-

odical, and newspaper publishing may be
identified, more closely than for any other

single individual, with that universally tal-

ented man of the Enlightenment and typical

^^new American," Benjamin Frankhn,^ who
is today most often remembered for his minor
classic, the Autohografhy When Franklin

set up as a printer in the 1720's there were

presses m eight towns in all the colonies,

when he died m 1790 printing was an estab-

lished business Along with William Parks,

of Annapolis and Williamsburg, he not only

raised the general artistic standards, but he

also established several publishing “firsts,"

including the printing in 1735 the first

translation from the classics to be made in

America, Cato's Moral Distiches He con-

tinued, with his famous Poor Richard's Alma-

nack (1732-58), a long-lived American tradi-

tion that was already as old as the first

colonial press, but he substituted his own
pithy common-sense prose for the poetry filler

that had been used by Nathaniel Ames, his

most famous predecessor, in the annual

Astronomical Diary and Almanack (1725-

64) He brought an editorial revolution into

the newspaper field, where most of the early

journals had consisted of little more than be-

lated reprints of European articles [as m the

Boston News-Letter (1704-76), The Boston

Gazette (1719-41), the New York Gazette

(1725-44), and The Maryland Gazette

(1727-1839)], although Andrew Bradford's

American Weekly Mercury (Phila, 1719-

46) pubhshed local news and comments, and

the conservative New England Weekly Jour-

nal (Bost, 1727-41) printed some miscel-

laneous material For Franklin—schooled on

his brother James' politically radical The New
England Courant (Bost, 1721-26)—frankly

adopted a primary policy of entertainment as

well as news when he acquired The Pennsyl-

vania Gazette (1729-1815) from Samuel

Keimer by the simple expedient of wntmg
for Bradford's rival paper until the competi-

tion became too keen for Keimer's Universal

Instructor • , and Pennsylvania Gazette

(1728-29) Unlike the majority of the news

papers that followed in the century, however,

Franklin's generally kept political opinions

out of Its columns And finally, the first

announcement in Amenca of a magazine was

made by Franklin in 1741, although his The
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General Magazine came from the press three

days later than Andrew Bradford's competing

The American Magazine Neither venture

lasted out the year, but they were the begin-

ning of a typical and flounshing Amencan
institution

1750-1800 As colonialism turned slowly

to nationalism, local American history, geog-

raphy, and biography naturally came to the

fore Thomas Hutchinson, ]unst and royal

governor, carefully collected many rare manu-

scnpts for his reliable but conservative History

of the Colony of Massachusetts Bay to the

Year 1750 (1764-67), which was later con-

tinued by George Mmot Numerous State

histones appeared in the penod, the best

probably Jeremy Belknap^s History of New
Hampshire (1784-92), and that prolific

Southern historian Dr David Ramsay pro-

duced after 1785 several denvative histones

of the Revolution, which were to be followed

m the next half century by many popular

volumes on the same theme Jedidiah Morsels

Geography Made Easy (1784) and Amenccm
Geography (1789) gave him the title of

"father of Amencan geography/' although

numerous informal physical descnptions of

the country had appeared earlier and con-

tinued to come from the press Most famous

of these descnptive works are Jonathan Car-

ver's Travels through the Intenor Part of

North America (1778), based upon his offi-

cial investigation of the Indians m the Great

Lakes and Mississippi area, the botanist

William Bartram's Travels (1791) in the

South, Crevecoeur's famous physiocratic

Letters from an Amencan Farmer (1782),

descnbmg rural life m Amenca as well as

answenng, m the famous third letter, the

pertinent question, ^What is an American^"

["He is an Amencan who, leaving behind

him all his ancient prejudices and manners,

receives new ones from the new mode of life

he has embraced, the new government he

obeys, and the new rank he holds, , , , Here

individuals of all nations are melted into a

new race of men ”], Thomas Jefferson's

statistical and descriptive Notes on the State

of Virginia (Pans, 1784), written to answer

inquiries from France about the land and the

social life, and, m the next century, several

popular accounts of the Lewis and Clark

expedition These were forerunners of nu-

merous 19th c critical, defensive, or senti-

mentalized observations on life m America,

by both visitors and natives The most remem-

bered of the many biographies of the day is

probably "Parson" Mason Locke Weems'

legend-building The Life and Memorable

Actions of George Washington (ca 1800),

although It IS not the most commendable

representative of the art of biography as prac-

ticed at the time

The senous business of gainmg independ-

ence and forming a new nation naturally

occupied a great deal of the literate energy

of the colonies from 1750 to 1800 A vast and

interesting body of speeches, newspaper arti-

cles, pamphlets, and books remains today as a

record of the struggle Its primary purpose,

however, was not literary and its literary value

IS often dubious Representative of the

opinion-forming press, and some of the most

effective propaganda ever penned, are Thomas

Paine's Common Sense (Jan 10, 1776), per-

suasively urging the reluctant colonies toward

complete independence, and his series of 16

pamphlets, The American Cnsis, published

at crucial turning-points between December

19, 1776, and Apnl 19, 1783, to rouse the

flagging spints of the Revolutionists Wnting

with disarming candor, simplicity and clanty,

and cleverly appealing with conscious bold-

ness and frequent i8th c "wit" and "feelmg"

to nearly all the groups in the country, this

Enghsh-bom firebrand, who became also a

citizen of America and France, thus laid in

America the stylistic and conceptual bases for

his great repository of revolutionary political

thought, The Rights of Man (Lond
, 1791
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•2). As a model of iSth c style, The Declara- m America by Dr Thomas Young and Ethan

tton of Independence, written by Thomas

Jefferson, with careful revision by Franklin

and John Adams, stands alongside The Fed-

erahst (1787-8), 85 essays prepared by Alex-

ander Hamilton, James Madison, and John

Jay in support of the Constitution These two

documents display the learning, the polish,

and the intellectual command that mark the

best English prose of the period, and they

deserve to be regarded as monuments of an

amazing era in style

Although the rank and file of Americans

in this period, as well as many of the estab-

lished leaders, remained fundamentally con-

servative, nearly all were touched more or

less by that species of rationalism which in

Europe had emerged as The Enlightenment

Based upon the concepts of the equality and

essential goodness of “naturah^ man, and the

immutable harmoniousness of the pnnciples

(laws) of nature, it stressed saence, educa-

tion, progress, and humanitananism—all moti-

vated and directed by the disciplining power

of reason inherent in all humans In the

political sphere these ideas reinforced both

the American and the French Revolutions,

in the social area they brought to the fore

questions of reform and education, and in

religion they produced the general liberalism

which in Its most advanced forms was known
as Deism In America this rationalism, fre-

quently imported from France, was highly

popular with many of the developing figures

of literature, although it was constantly modi-

fied by concurrent traditions of classicism,

neo-classicism, the Chnstian ethic, the fron-

tier spirit, and the succeeding movement of

Romanticism For example, although both

Franklin and Jefferson demonstrate basic ra-

tionalistic tendencies m their philosophies,

neither eventually went the whole way with

Paine, whose violent deistic manifesto, The
Age of Reason (Pans, i794-'5), was preceded

Allen's radical Reason the Only Oracle of

Man (1784) But it was an age of ideas, when

men had empires in their brains, and was

one of the most cosmopolitan periods in

Amencan history

With a few exceptions, American literature

up to the last quarter of the i8th c had been

largely purposive, didactic, utilitarian, so it is

of importance to note the first movement

toward conscious artistic creation and expres-

sion Early stirrings were visible in Franklin's

Busybody Papers and his later personal essays,

in various imitations of the nature poetry

of Thomson, Pomfret, Young, and Goldsmith

after 1740, m the versatile Francis Hopkm-

son's poems on local subjects, and in Thomas

Godfrey's lyric and narrative verse (ca 1757-

8) in the manner of the Cavalier poets. But,

hampered by a paucity of native tradition and

culture, by a lack of appreciative audience,

and by the speculative and controversial tem-

per of the times, the begmnmgs were often

crude and imitative And most of the would-be

belletristic authors continued to wnte exten-

sively in the older ^practical" vem, so that

their works retain generous portions of satire,

argument, or persuasion, directed at pertinent

issues of the day.

The Connecticut (Hartford) Wits, led by

John Trumbull and Timothy Dwight, began

at Yale their literary mission as ^'apostles of

culture and patriotism," which they earned

on, for the most part, in interminable and

rather heavy neo-classic verse Even for them

politics and religion continued dominant

Trumbull's clever academic satire. The Prog-

ress of Dulness (1772-3), never achieved the

popularity of his cluttered but light-hearted

mock-epic against the Tories, MTtngal

(1775-82) Timothy Dwight, energetic

grandson of Jonathan Edwards and later dis-

tinguished president of Yale, produced a na-

tive pastoral, Greenfield VtUage ( 1794)? and
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an epic m heroic couplets allegonzing the

Revolution, The Conquest of Canaan (1785),

but by far his larger effort was directed at

upholding orthodoxy and Federalism in such

wntings as the abusive and violent satire upon

Deism in The Tnumph of Inpdehty (1788)

and the weighty disquisitions of his 5 volumes

of sermons, Theology, Exflmned and De-

fended (1818-9) David Humphreys wrote

several optimistically patriotic pieces, and Dr
Lemuel Hopkins wielded the most active pen

in the group^s mock-heroic, The Anarchtad

(1786-7), a celebrated political satire, against

disunity and democratic liberahsm, which

illustrates the widespread conservative reac-

tion m the nation, once independence had

been won Joel Barlow, the most origmal of

the group, became its renegade after his

sojourn in revolutionary France He revised

his early Vision of Columbus as The Colum-

biad in 1807, transmuting nationalism mto a

* political harmony of mankind^', and in one

of his hberal soad tracts, Advice to the Priv-

ileged Orders (1792), he argued society^s re-

sponsibihty for individual well-being As a

contrast, his famous poem m praise of the

homely American fare, Hasty Pudding

(1796), is among the most natural and charm-

ing pieces written in the century

Philip Freneau’^ was also mixed partisan

and artist. His topical verse is marked by

mvectLve (A Political Litany, 1775), denunci-

ation CThe British Prison Ship, 1781), bal-

ladry (On the Memorable Victory of Paul

Jones'), and rational, reflective verse (Ow Mr
Pame^s ^^Rights of Man^^ and On the Religion

of Nature), his vigorous political prose was

equally frank and plain, especially in the

National Gazette (,1791-3), a Jeffersonian

organ that Freneau edited, and in Letters on

Various Interesting and Important Subjects

(1799) under the pseudonym of Robert

Slender, O SM [One of the ‘'Swinish Multi-

tude^—a phrase of Burke’s]. On the other

hand, m his belletnstic work Freneau

achieved a lyric treatment of nature that

foreshadows the major English romantiasts,

even though he sometimes still echoed the

stock poetic devices of his day And agamst

the Gothic turgidity of his The House of

Night should be set the pensive, wistful,

restramed lyncism of The Wild Honeysuckle,

which blends the two typical themes of love-

liness and transience Meanwhile, the period’s

most "popular” poets were two Bostonians,

Mrs Sarah Wentworth Morton and Robert

Treat Fame, who produced imitative epics m
the heroic style, polished conventional verse,

and satire

Popular drama developed slowly m Amer-

ica, although there were professional perform-

ances as early as 1703, and some fugitive

pieces had been played pnvately Shortly

after the mid i8th c, however, the stage

began to prosper m New York, Charleston,

Philadelphia, and Baltimore—away from the

strongholds of Puritanism. The repertoire was,

as It long contmued to be, chiefly imported

from abroad But the important Amencan
Company, organized in 1758 under David

Douglass, proved hospitable to worthy native

efforts, and presented m 1767 the first Amer-

ican tragedy, Thomas Godfrey’s The Pnnce

of Parthia (ms 1759, publ 1765), a roman-

tic piece in flexible and dignified blank verse.

It was likewise this company (reorganized in

1784 after drama had been discouraged by the

Contmental Congress m 1774) that played

in 1787 the first Amencan comedy, Royall

Tyler’s The Contrast (publ. 1790), a play

of intngue and manners based upon Shendan

but widi the important local contnbutions of

the first stage Yankee and a theme of mtense

nationalism And it was also with the Amer-

ican Company (which he managed from 1796

to 1805) that the important Wilham Dunlap

did his work Dimlap wrote and produced at

least 65 pieces (30 of them entirely origmal)^
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beginning with a comedy of manners, The
Father (1789) and a tragedy, Leicester (publ

1807, first played m 1794 as The Fatal De-

ception) The influence of his numerous

adaptations of French and German drama-

lie rewrote at least 13 plays by Kotzebue, for

example—was somewhat balanced by the na-

tive material and ideas of such plays as his

popular Revolutionary tragedy, Andre (1798,

rev as The Glory of Columbia, 1803) Also

a successful artist^ Dunlap wrote an authon-

tative History of the Rise and Progress of the

Arts of Design m the United States (2 v,

1834) well as a History of the Amencm
Theatre (1832) and a history of New
York

America’s first novels were largely iimtative

They were also forced, by Puntanical dis-

favor, to adopt a tone of moralizing, and

ostensibly to avoid fiction Clying”) by taking

their incidents from actual events Wilhain

Hill Brown’s suppressed The Power of Sym-

pathy (1789, long attnbuted to Mrs S W
Morton), Susanna Haswell Rowson’s incred-

ibly popular Charlotte Temple (Phila, 1794,

written earlier in England, though both au-

thoress and novel became thoroughly natural-

ized); and Hannah Webster Fosters The
Coquette C1797) stemmed directly from the

Richardsonian epistolary school of seduction,

Sentiment, and moral repentance Royall Ty-

ler’s The Algemme Captive (1797) com-

bined, like Smollett, satire and adventure,

Hugh Henry Brackenndge’s huge, badly or-

ganized Modern Chivalry (1792-1815) went

back to Cervantes and Swift in its style and
' method of social satire, and Charles Brockden

Browns’^ feverishly powerful works owe debts

to Godwun, Richardson, and the Gothic novel

of Europe Of these early Amencan novelists

onl^ the last two made permanent contnbu-

taons (Brackenndge’s panorama of the Amer-

ican scene, Brown’s powerful handlmg of

emotion and his delving into the psycho-

logical), but they all had a part m breaking

first paths for a form that was to become the

broadest and most traveled highway of ex-

pression in Amencan writing

United States of America

1800-1830 America’s growing national

awareness and self-confidence is nowhere

more evident than in the increasing influence

of native factors upon its literature Just as

the nation’s essentially patrician leadership

was progressively aflFected by typically home-

spun characteristics, so its literate expression

was constantly modified by such things as

nationalism, the frontier, ardent democratic

beliefs, agrarian economics, Evangelical reli-

gion, cultural immaturity and sentimental-

ism, unique publishing conditions, and the

increasing importance of local scenes, cus-

toms and legends These factors became par-

ticularly noticeable as they worked upon the

currents of Romanticism coming from abroad,

to produce the first extensive body of distinc-

tively American wnting In the process, Amer-

ica’s literary center, which had already shifted

from Puntan New England to the Middle

Colonies, became more firmly located, for a

time, in the latter area

Offspring of both the traveler’s journal and

the Addisonian essay on manners were nu-

merous senes of popular sketches dealing with

the Amencan scene Some of these were

attempts at social satire in the neo-classic

manner, while others were serious reports, or

patnotic refutations of unfavorable foreign

comments Perhaps the most successful ^‘Amer-

ican Addison” was Joseph Dennie of Boston

and Philadelphia, whose graceful “Lay

Preacher” essays, begun m 1795, mixed wit

and sobriety m the approved fashion In the

South, meanwhile, William Wirt’s Letters of

the British Spy (1803) and The Rainbow

(1804) achieved a widespread reputation as

examples of elegant oratoncal rhetoric A new

note was struck, however, by the mock-senous

gaiety of the anonymous Salmagundi papers,
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which appeared in New York during 1807-8

though the combined efforts of a group of

young 'laughmg philosophers” who an-

nounced their intention as ''simply to instruct

the young, reform the old, correct the town,

and castigate the age”, thus were James Kirke

Paulding, William Irving, and the latter's

youngest brother, Washmgton, introduced to

American literature The mood set by these

rollicking essays quickly became a vogue,

further represented by such collections as The
Idle Man (1821-2) of Richard Henry

Dana, Sr

Pauldmg went on to become one of the

leaders in America's brief literary war agamst

uncomplimentary British sightseers, his work

may be represented by his comic The Divert-

ing History of John Bull and Brother Jonathan

(1812), his senous The United States and

England (1815) and his defensive John Bull

in Amertcaj or, the New Munchausen (1825)

Meanwhile Timothy Dwight was comment-

ing gravely and aristocratically upon his Trav-

els in New England and New York (1821-

2), and James Fenimore Cooper blew warm,

then cold, concerning America, m Notions

of the Americans (1828) and The American

Democrat (1838) Perhaps the most famous

of the British comments upon the raw, new
country were Mrs Trollope's rousingly cnti-

cal Domestic Manners of the Americans

(1832), and Dickens' frank American Notes

O842)
In 1809 Washington Irving'^ continued the

mood of Salmagundi with his famous bur-

lesque History of New York hy Diedrich

Knickerbocker, which, from his brother's orig-

inal idea of parody upon a contemporary his-

tory, he had developed into a heroioomical

masterpiece of warm, romantic, grotesquely

humorous legend The shift away from satire

toward romance (a shift that may be noticed

also m Irving's conscious literary pronounce-

ments between 1807 and 1824) was a vital

keynote that was to sound long m America

The romantic impulse, plus the discovery,

finally, of acceptable native and foreign mate-

rial for imaginative literature, opened up a

new era In the next fifteen years Irving him-

self drank at the fountain of Romanticism in

England and the Continent, the result was

several groups of short stories and sketches

marked by frequent antiquarianism, a tone

of whimsically naive sentimentalism, and a

pace deliberately made leisurely and desultory-

The Sketch Book (1819), immediately ac-

claimed in both England and Amenca, Irving

followed with a number of similar collections

using European and Amencan scenes and

legends These were varied by biographies of

Columbus, Goldsmith and Washington, and

by three books dealing with the Amencan

West, of which the most authentic is A Tour

on the Frames (1835) Deficient as he may

have been in sustained dramatic power and

intellectual depth, Irving contributed to Amer-

ican literature some things that no other

writer has exactly matched, including a sure,

polished style, a deft handling of the short

tale, a cosmopolitan attitude that achieved

him international recognition, and a genial,

humorous development of a realm of perma-

nent romance in the legends of the past

Loosely held together by geographical cir-

cumstances and similar tastes, a group of

writers often called the Knickerbocker school

flourished m New York during the time of

Irving and Paulding, producing, as did many
similar groups, a literary journal, The Knicker-

bocker Magazine (1833-65), which attempted

to call forth and nurture an extensive national

literature Among its members were Joseph

Rodman Drake, who is remembered for his

The Culprit Fay and Other Poems (1835),

Fitz-Green Halleck, a skilful versifier, N P
Willis, who wrote society verse, bnlhantly-

tumed short stones, sketches, and a novel,

and Robert Sands, editor, essayist, and poet

Also a member, by virtue of his long residence

in New York, was William Cullen Bryant
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Although Bryant^ reacted early against the

less liberal elements of his west Massachusetts

upbringing, he continued to retain a good

deal of the moral austerity of his Puntan

ancestors, evident in such poems as Thana-

tofsis and The BattleTteld And when, after

nine years of practicing law, he turned defi-

nitely to letters (I Broke the S'pell that Held

Me Long, 1824), it was the landscape of the

western Berkshires that provided his most

successful material, pervaded as it became

with the Romantic theme of transience and

Bryant^s ovwi sensuous appreciation of nature

as a haven of retreat from hurried life, as m
Autumn Woods and Lmes on Revtsttmg the

Country It was also as a Romantic liberal

that Bryant championed freedom and nation-

alism, not only in verse C^ong of Manon*s

Men, Earth, The Antiquity of Freedom, Oh
Mother of a Mighty Race, Italy, Our Coun-

try's CalV), but also in vigorous editorial and

oral prose (The Right of Workmen to Strike

and Freedom of Sfeech, 1836, Mazztnt,

1878)

The first really extensive exploitation of

the romance of native material came, how-

ever, at the hands of James Fenimore Cooper,^

who, after one expenmental conventional

novel of manners in 1820, successively hit

upon his three most successful themes Amer-

ican colonial history m The Spy (1821), the

Indian and frontiersman in The Pioneers

(1823), and exciting chases at sea m The
Pilot (1824, dated 1823)- Owing relatively

little to Scott, to Smollett, or to the Rousseau-

istic idea of the noble savage, Cooper devel-

oped historical legends and native scenes, as

well as Amencan and European social condi-

tions, with a vivid and intense power of imag-

ination (which enabled him to make quite

real, for example, Indians he had never seen

except in books, and a prairie he had never

observed), and with a knack of creating a

certain type of heroic figure ajnd putting him
into situations fuU of suspense (usually that

of pursuit, capture, and escape) Writing the

first American novels of convincing merit,

Cooper was at his natural best when his tale,

as It often did not, ran swiftly from his pen

without the intrusion of his moralistic con-

cern for the evils he found in contemporary

American Jacksonianism Along with The
Spy and several of the sea stones, the five

^Xeather-Stocking Tales^* (The Pioneers, The
Last of the Mohicians, 1826, The Prairie,

1827, The Pathfinder, 1840, The Deerslayer,

1841) have been Coopers most popular nov-

els because of their appeal simply as romances

of action And while the charges by Lowell,

Mark Twain, and Bret Harte against Cooper^s

melodramatic plots and the woodenness of

his major characters (especially the heroines)

are well founded, the fact remains that he (Jid

define several vivid romantic areas that still

have their appeal, he created numerous minor

characters that contain the real breath of life,

and he marked out in Harvey Birch, Long

Tom Coffin, and Natty Bumppo fictional

personalities that have the major attnbutes

of folk-heroes

The three major streams that fed the grow-

ing current of minor Amencan prose fiction

dunng the next decades were Richardson^s

morahsm, Irving's geniality and Gothicism,

and Cooper's poetic frontier and histoncal

romance John Neal, avowedly inspired by

The Sfy, ivrote ca 1823 four Byronic novels

about the American Revolution, and later

several that contain intermittent realistic pic-

tures of New England life Catherine Mana
Sedgvnck and Lydia Mana Child, who may

be taken as the best representatives of the

host of popular moralistic novelists, both

wrote historical romances, the former was also

early in the field of the lifelike domestic novel

of manners, and the latter devoted her whole

life to anti-slavery work Daniel Pierce

Thompson created a half dozen authentic

tales of the frontier, among which The Green

Mountain Boys (1839) stands out as a classic
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of the Cooper school And Robert Montgom-

ery Bird, of Philadelphia, turned to Kentucky

border warfare for his best novel, Ntck of the

Woods (1837), which, incidentally, tnes to

correct Cooper’s generally romanticized por-

trait of the Indian

In drama there was for a time a slow devel-

opment toward independence from foreign

models and materials, a development largely

halted by the Civil War James Nelson

Barker continued in Philadelphia the por-

trayal of contemporary manners in Tears and

Smiles Cl 807), and turned defibtiitely to

American topics in the Pocahontas legend of

The Indian Pnncess C1808), and the New
England witchcraft theme of Superstition

(1824) The prolific John Howard Payne, of

New York, on the other hand, represents

almost complete foreign influence in his

handling of opera, tragedy, comedy, melo-

drama, and farce Of real significance was the

increasmg importance of New York as a cen-

ter of drama after 1825, particularly m regard

to the career of the actor-producer Edwm
Forrest, who presented such Amencan pieces

as John Stone’s bombastic Indian play,

Metamora (1829), R M Bird’s tragedy of

Peru, Oralloossa (1832), and his important

Broker of Bagota (1834), Richard Penn

Smith’s various attempts to treat native mate-

rial, and Robert Conrad’s Jack Cade (1835),

which implied the value of democratic ideals

One of the greatest stage successes of the

penod was Anna Ogden Mowatt’s social sa-

tire, Fashion C1845, publ 1850). And the

highest artistic achievement was perhaps that

of the Philadelphian George Henry Boker m
his romantic tragedies His masterpiece, Frcmr

cesca da Rwnni (1855), treats a legend from

Dante and Boccaccio in powerful and musical

blank verse of an Elizabethan cast In the

meantime many plays had been adapted from

Amencan novels, the most popular of which

was George Aiken’s imauthonzed dramatiza-

tion of Uncle Tom's Cahm m 1852, which

held the stage for many years after the Civil

War
National consciousness was evident m the

matter of language as well as literature One
of the early advocates of an '^American”Eng-
lish was Noah Webster, who, m editions of

dictionaries m 1806, 1828, and 1840, took an

independent though sometimes unscholarly

stand that involved him m a brief 'Var of the

dictionaries” with his fellow Yale graduate,

the scholarly, conservative lexicographer,

Joseph Worcester By virtue of the later re-

visions by other hands, Webster’s dictionary

eventually gamed popular ascendancy Web-
ster’s celebrated Spelling Book (1783), gram-

mar, and reader had already become national

institutions that exerted a great mfluence, as

did also Lmdley Murray’s long-popular

Grammar (1795).

The staving toward national literary inde-

pendence was, of course, not always a bene-

ficial thing Nowhere is the sometimes absurd

pretentiousness of literary nationahsm more

evident than in most of the numerous literary

journals that flounshed after the Revolution

On the other hand, the periodical press,

aided by the liberality of the post office rates,

but continually harassed by financial difficul-

ties that made many titles short-lived, played

an important part in the development of

Amencan literature by providing a ready out-

let for ambitious vwiters, otherwise hampered

in publishing by lack of copyright laws and

by European competition The hst of reviews,

literary miscellanies, magazines, quarterlies,

and annuals pubhshed in America is an amaz

ingly large one, and although the early pub-

lication centers were Boston, New York, and

Philadelphia, many cities such as Cincinnati

and Lexington in the relatively isolated West

soon became publishmg havens, for a time at

least It was, however, for such Eastern peri-

odicals as The North Amencan Review

(1815 to date), the fashionable Godey's Lady's

Book (1830-98), the Transcendentalists’ The
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Dial (1840-44), Grahanis Magazine (1841—

58), Harfer^s Monthly Magazine (1850 to

date), and The Atlantic Monthly (1857 to

date) that many of the countxy^s important

authors first wrote their most characteristic

matenal And the now-intrigumg annual mis-

cellanies, called Christmas or New Year ''gift-

hooks,^^ which flourished between 1828 and

1865, contained some of the best art of the

period

The career of Edgar Allan Poe’^ is an

unusual illustration of the influence of the

penodicals upon even major writers Not only

was Poe editor, contributor, and sometimes

stockholder m such publications as The

Southern Literary Messenger (1834-64),

Burtons Gentlemans Magazine (1837—40),

Graham*s Magazine, The New York Mirror

(1823-60), the Broadway Journal (1845-6),

and Godey*s Lady*$ Book, but it is evident

that much of his method, manner, and even

material were shaped or furnished by the

practices of the periodical press m this coun-

try and Europe Thus, many of his famous

prose pieces, such as the Tales of the Gro-

tesque and Arabesque (1840) and Tales

(1845), were designed originally to appeal to

the readers of the magazines, and his vigorous

cntical defense of the shorter units of com-

position may stem from the practical demands

of the periodicals Also, much of his cnticism,

including the miscellaneous Marginalia as

well as such important essays as his review of

Hawthorne's Twice-Told Tales, in which he

laid down the pnnciples of the short-story,

was composed primarily as editorial assign-

ments His poetry, on the other hand, prob-

ably owes little to such influences, although

there is a suggestion of the journalistic about

his debatable essay upon The Raven, The
Philosophy of Composition (1846), even

though It may have been written origmally

as a lecture Nevertheless, the point should

not be overdrawn, for the important fact is

that Poe rose artistically above his most fre-

quent medium m numerous prose master-

pieces which, along with his best poetry, have

exerted a profound influence upon world lit-

erature Perhaps his greatest contributions to

his own America were his constant rejection

of the provincialism of his time, and his ro-

mantic insistence, against the ^^heresy of the

didactic," that the "end of art is pleasure, not

truth
"

1830-1850 Where the Southern-trained

Poe had shown few evidences of sectionalism,

many other Southern writers generally set

themselves to record the traditions and culture

of their own area Their favorite mediums,

aside from the ever-present oratory, were the

sketch and the histoncal romance John Pen-

dleton Kennedy retained an almost reportorial

sense for facts as he moved from an Irving-

esque picture of genial Virginia plantation

life in Swallow Barn (1832) to the historical

romance of the Revolution m the South m
Horse-Shoe Robinson (1835) and Rob of the

Bowl (1838) Dr William Carruthers drew

a kindly but shrewd contrast between sections

in his The Kentuckian in New York (1834)

and then turned to the colonial South for two

romances And Nathaniel Beverley Tucker

used the same type of fiction in The Partisan

Leader (1836) to display ardent adherence to

the political philosophy of secessionism A
more natural storyteller than any of these,

William Gilmore Simms opened a new, ex-

citing frontier with a series of tales that he

originally conceived as epics of his beloved

native South In these romances he overlaid

the actual events with liberal portions of a

racy, idiomatic, vigorous, but often melodra-

matic imagination The Yemassee (1835), a

rousing story of 1715, m which the ejffect of

civilization * upon the Indians is made mov-

ingly tragic, was a prelude to a group of seven

romances of Revolutionary days such as The

Partisan (1835) and Woodcraft (1854), in

which the great comic character of Captain

Porgy stands supreme Simms^ sensational and
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often coarse tales of the lawless border are of

lesser stature, as are also his attempts to novel-

ize foreign history Even more picturesque

today are the vernacular, realistic, unconven-

tional, and unliterary sketches of such '‘hu-

morists” as Augustus Longstreet m his bru-

tally frank Georgia Scenes (1835) and Joseph

Baldwin in the satincal, anecdotal Flush

Times of Alahama and Mississippi (1853)

Conventionalized, sentimental idealization of

the past IS, on the other hand, epitomized by

John Esten Cookers romances of colonial

Virginia (ca 1854-59) and his later novels

In the meantime New England had again

brilliantly entered the literary scene Its renas-

cence came about, in part, through two im-

portant factors a concerted liberal revalua-

tion of the section’s Puritan hentage, and a

sudden absorption with Platonic and German

ideas, especially as influenced by the 17th c.

Enghsh writers, by Carlyle and Coleridge,

and by the new group of German-tramed

scholars or men mterested m German thought

—Karl Beck, Karl Pollen and Francis Lieber

from Germany, and the Americans James

Marsh, Frederic H Hedge, Edward Everett,

George Ticknor, Joseph Cogswell, and George

Bancroft Underlying the whole was the cur-

rent optimistic, youthful, romantic faith in

the individual and democracy

New England’s bonds of the past had

already been loosened by rationalism and by

the Unitarian revolt of such men as the

Channmgs, but it was Transcendentalism

('^idealism m 1842”) as expounded by Ralph

Waldo Emerson"^ and others that brought

about the first great release of literary energy

Emerson, whose vast influence has rested

upon his power to stimulate the thought of

others, led not only a spiritual revolt in leav-

ing his pulpit in 1832, but also an artistic

one in his advocacy of the organic depend-

ence of form upon idea and his concept of

the artist as seer, bound to cheer, raise, and

guide In developing his natural power of

expression Emerson was influenced by theo-

nes of pulpit and platform eloquence, by

English and other mystical wnters, and by a

direct appeal to nature Essentially he viewed

language as having two functions symbol

for spiritual truth, and vehicle for concrete

fact And, according to his doctrme of corre-

spondences, the two must fuse and blend to

provide the image that best unites Truth,

Beauty, and Goodness Consequently, m his

writing the unit is nearly always the sentence

or the line, and his great power lies in his

innumerable quotable epigrams and his pene-

trating use of words Despite his almost exclu-

sive basis in the world of ideas, which elim-

inated for him the great realm of hterary

power to be found in human emotions, m his

essays he constantly brought his ideas to a

concrete, often homely level, thus avoidmg

the fault that marks others of the Transcen-

dentahsts such as Bronson Alcott, the dreamy

theorizer When Emerson took his pomt of

departure from the hvmg record of mdivid-

uals or groups, as m Representative Men
(1850) and English Trents (1856), his

achievement was most truly universal m ap-

peal His essential humanity, as well as his

calm, cntical approach to the problems of his

times, IS revealed best m his extensive Jour-

nals, the record of his mtellectual Odyssey,

which he habitually used as the source for his

lectures, essays, and poems

Other memorable figures connected with

the Transcendentalist movement were Mar-

garet Fuller, editor, critic, and feminist,

Orestes Brovmson, novelist and social reformer

who created a sensation by turning Catholic,

Jones Very, mystic poet, Theodore Parker,

brilliant preacher, Sylvester Judd, turgid re-

ligious novelist But the most important cre-

ative artist, next to Emerson, was Henry

David Thoreau,"^ who went beyond even his

friend and fellow “seer” in his ideas of indi-

vidualism and anti-materialistic revolt He
exemplified perfectly Emerson’s injunction to
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'The American Scholar*’ to gain his education

from nature, the past, and action for, the

"nature-study” that comprises so large a part

of his published writing came constantly

under the influence of his mastery of large

areas of the Greek, English, and Eastern

literatures, and much of his popular appeal

rests upon the spirit of personal adventure

inherent in what he has to say As a conscious

prose stylist Thoreau felt that style would

come naturally, organically, with anything

that the writer’s whole being wished to ex-

press, but he also stressed the necessity m the

artist’s character of long steeping in hfe-

giving analogies between the processes of art

and the primitive expenences of the race

"Homeliness is next to beauty in books,” he

wrote in A Week on the Concord cmd Mem-
mack Rtvers (1849), but at the same time he

was, like Melville, strongly influenced by the

conscious prose rhythms of such 17th c Eng-

lish wnters as Sir Thomas Browne Thoreau’s

treatment of nature is closely allied with his

theories of art and philosophy, for his tend-

ency toward accurate observation is constantly

fused m his great books, such as Walden

Cl 854), with totality of feeling and with a

pervading sense of cosmic analogy

Nathaniel Hawthorne^ also applied realis-

tic observation of the past and present to con-

cerns of the spirit, but his method and results

were entirely diflFerent from Thoreau’s per-

sonalized speculations His allegorical fiction

reveals a cool but profound central mterest in

the social and moral relationships of human
beings as they face the realities of life The
problem of sin and evil, which the Transcen-

dentalists too often neglected, Hawthorne

anatomized as to cause, manifestation, effect,

and possible cure, in such stories as The
Gentle Boy^ Young Goodman Brown, and

Ethan Brand, and the same concern lies at

the bottom of The Scarlet Letter (1850), one

of the great American novels, and The Marhle

Faun (i860), a "romance” laid in Italy The

dark influence of heredity, determinism, and

conscience pervades his work also, but ap-

pears especially m Fancys Show Box, The
Maypole of Merry-Mount, The MtmsteFs

Black Veil, and the second finest of his

romances, The House of the Seven Gables

(1851) Not only was Hawthorne antipa-

thetic to the basic optimism of the Transcen-

dentalists, but he distrusted also any extreme

emphasis upon the intellect of man as a

means of moral advancement The sm of pride

—especially pride of intellect—was greater to

him than sms of the flesh, and he refused to

accept utopian visions of progress built upon

reason alone, as is shown in Earth's Holo-

caust, The Celestial Rail-Road, and The
Blithedale Romance (1852), which is based

upon his own brief experience in one of the

many current utopian soaal schemes This

seriousness of purpose, combined with Haw-
thorne’s love for Ae shadows of the Puntan

past, the history of which he knew as few

others of his time, caused his writing to have

an almost uniform sombemess of tone The
darkness is constantly illuminated, however,

by a delicate perception of color, shade, and

beauty of style Consequently, Hawthorne is

remembered not only as a great moral allegor-

ist, but also as one of the finest prose artists

m Enghsh, and upon both grounds he repre-

sents the best possibilities in the American

tradition

Herman Melville,*^ although he owed much
to his friendship with Hawthorne, was one

of the few great writers of the penod not di-

rectly influenced by New England From his

native New York he embarked as a youth

upon a short but vital period at sea, and then

returned to solve for himself the problem of

ultimate truth, plagued by thorough realistic

honesty, an unconventional and insurgent

mind, and a vast amount of omnivorous read-

mg His first books were vivid, semi-autobio-

graphic tales, which achieved their primary

purposes of financial and artistic self-confi^'
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dence, and popularized the little-known areas

of the South Seas and life aboard ship Today

these stories remain deservedly popular, for

both their adventurous material and their

beauty. After this apprenticeship, Melville

began what he considered his real work, the

painful dual effort to get at real truth and

communicate it This conscious artistic at-

tempt, germinating in Mardt, coming to full

bloom in his masterpiece, Mohy-Dtck (1851),

and scattering like lost seed pods in Pierre,

gathered its stylistic nounshment from such

sources as the Bible, Shakespeare, Sir Thomas

Browne, Smollett, Carlyle Moby-Dick, the

best example of Melville's power, is, on one

hand, an exciting story of whaling, liberally

interspersed with accurate observations of na-

ture, and on the other, a vast symbolic treat-

ment of the brutality of life and the struggle

of mankind against it Enveloping both is a

style that adapts itself to nearly every need

for expression, ranging from the greatest

rumble of elemental emotion to the most

subtle delicacy of mood The last years of his

life Melville spent largely m writing poetry,

most of It unconventional, but strong and

always sincere in spite of its imperfections

and didacticism Popularly he probably re-

mains at the top of that list of 19th c Amer-

ican vmters of the sea which contains such

names as Cooper, Richard Henry Dana, Jr

(Two Years Before the Mast, 1840}, Charles

Nordhoff, and W Clark Russell

The New England revival of literature

produced important poetry as well as prose

Emerson, with his ability at compression and

word-value, left some pieces diat are unique

in Enghsh, although he himself did not truly

fulfill his ovm plea for the poet as spokesman

of America as a whole For that, he was too

constantly concerned with the deep ethical

problems that occupy so much of his prose,

and his verse tended to become gnomic and

often cryptic, although it was nearly always

vital and subtle in its music Nevertheless, m

his insistence that poetry anses out of the

poet's own living, in his pungent use of con-

crete facts as symbols of spintual ideas, and

in his freeing dictum that it is 'not metres,

but metre-making argument, that makes a

poem,” he exerted a profound influence upon

American poets A few varied examples of his

qualities as a poet are the noble but atypically

conventional quatrains of the popular Concord

Hymn, the delicate lyncal feeling for natural

beauty m The Snow Storm, the moving

elegiac treatment of his young son's death in

Threnody, and the perfectly integrated ethi-

cal suggestion of the short Days

Far less subtle and more emotional was the

verse of John Greenleaf Whittier,'^ Haverhill

Quaker whose honest, homely poems of na-

ture and reform still remain popular The

rusticity of Mand Muller, the Yankee bal-

ladry of Skiffer Iresons Ride, and the de-

scriptive beauty of his masterpiece, Snow-

Bound, a Winter Idyl, are typical of Whit-

tier's finer work, nearly all of which is in the

simplest and most conventional forms

As a popular poet Henry Wadsworth Long-

fellow'^ outranged all his contemporary New
England neighbors His long career was

molded by 4 thorough, scholarly knowledge

of the literature and background of Europe,

but he always managed to handle his learning

with an ease and simphcity that constitute his

greatest appeal, particularly in his early whole-

somely emotional and frankly didactic poems

such as A Psalm of Life and The Village

Blacksmith Even before Whittier he opposed

slavery m such verses as The Warning

(1842) and pleaded for pacifism m The

ArsencA at Sfnngfield, and the prospect of

the Civil War led him to call for strength of

the Union in The Building of the Shif

(1849^ But his poetic interests developed

pnmanly in treating the legend and romance

of the European and Amencan past in a

variety of forms, many of them experimental

on his part Typical m theme and in con-
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sciously elaborate form are the soft unrhymed

hexameters of Evangeline (1847), the octo-

syllabic couplets used for dramatic and nar-

rative purposes in The Golden Legend

(1851), a convincing study of the Middle

Ages, the unrhymed trochaic measures of the

ethnic epic The Song of Hiawatha (1855),

the initial reiteration and parallelism of The
Courtship of Miles Standish (1858), the

story-senes of Tales of a Wayside Inn (1863),

containing such famous narratives as Paul

Revere^s Ride^ King Robert of Sicily^ and The
Saga of King Olaf, the accurate historical

temper of the two pai?ts of the long dramatic

poem The New England Tragedies (1868),

and the blank verse of the powerful but little-

known dramatic ^Tragment/' Michael Angelo

C1883) There is perhaps no better piece of

occasional verse in American literature than

Longfellow^s dignified Moritun Salutamus,

written for the 50th anniversary of his class

at Bowdoin, and such sonnets as those pre-

ceding his translation of Dante's Divina

Commedia have been highly praised Beyond

his contribution as a poet, Longfellow added

to the literary growth of his time as a teacher,

editor, translator, and prose writer

Like Longfellow, James RusselJ LowelP is

more important as a contributor to the devel-

opment of American letters than as a figure

in world literature He also was a well-read

scholar who felt a strong appeal in the hu-

manistic traditions of European culture, and

he continued—with idealism and urbanity—

the civilizing influence which his nation

needed His contributions to American litera-

ture were perhaps greatest as discerning critic,

editor of the Atlantic Monthly and North

American Review, letter writer, and charming

interpreter of Amencan ideals in Europe, but

among the rather diflFuse, often hortatoncal

and sometimes capnciously jingling body of

his poetry and prose he some fine things The
two senes of Bigelow Papers (1848, 1867)

were onginally journalistic political essays,

but they remain a definite contribution to

American dialect humor with their deliberate

provincialism, couched m racy Yankee dialect

and filled with shrewd, witty, common-sense

observations The merry A Fable for Critics

(1848), dealing with contemporary authors,

contains the same blend of rather whimsical

wit and penetrating judgment And the moie

serious trio of memorial odes, composed after

the Civil War, state with nobility and dignity

the national ideals and responsibilities in

light of the past struggle

One of the most delightful figures of the

period was Boston's Dr Oliver Wendell

Holmes,'^ physician, conversationalist, wit,

and self-styled Brahmin Writing was a pleas-

ant but persistent avocation for this energetic

optimist, and his reputation still rests upon

delight rather than profundity, although his

work frequently displays uncommon percep-

tion and mental honesty based upon habits of

mind formed by science Many of his pieces

are completely captivating Old Ironsides,

The Last Leaf, The Chambered Nautilus,

The Deacon*s Masterpiece (under the hu-

morous story a satire upon the Calvinism that

Holmes attacked all his life), The Voiceless,

Dorothy Q, How the Old Horse Won the

Bet Much of his most memorable verse ap-

peared onginally as interludes amid the spar-

khng prose of the long series of Breakfast-

Table essays, which appeared originally in

the Atlantic Monthly, a magazine that owed

not only its name but a good deal of its ong-

inal success to the genial doctor It was in

these discursive essays that Holmes's writing

reached ift peak, for in them he could ap-

proach the spontaneity and bnlhance that

made him a legend as a conversationalist

Now in the shadow of the major ivnters,

many minor figures are remembered chiefly

as representatives of popular trends of the

day Oratory was still a highly influential form

of expression, especially in the South, and the

pulpiteering of such liberal ministers as
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Horace Bushnell, Henry Ward Beecher, and

Mark Hopkins gamed them considerable

fame In journalism the personal editorial as

written by James Bennett and Horace Greeley

was the focal point of the influence of the

press At this time also began the vast flood

of so-called Sunday School books and juve-

niles which, in pomt of sheer numbers, have

evidently been a vital part of the sub-literary

readmg of America well into the present

century Perhaps more truly creative were the

Insh-bom Fitz-James O’Brien, who followed

the lead of Poe with several imaginative short

stories such as The Diamond Lens and The

Wondersmtthy and the lyricist Stephen Foster,

whose songs have become popular classics

The Western frontier was beginning to stir at

this time also, and its first literary movements

are to be observed in the Recollections (1826)

and later romanticized novels of the Massa-

chusetts missionary Timothy Flint, in the

consciously localized writing of Judge James

Hall, whose most famous collection of sketches

and tales was Legends of the West C1832),

and in the several books of stones and essays

by Mrs Caroline Kirkland Meanwhile, as a

part of the ever-growmg folklore of the fron-

tier, the Davy Crockett, Mike Fink, and

other legends were developed in a number of

pnnted versions

Indicative of the serious sense of national

consciousness were the productions of Amer-

ican histonans, compilers, and biographers

Timothy Pitkin, Abiel Holmes, Benjamm

Trumbull, and David Ramsay wrote early

factual but didactic accounts of the coxmtry’s

development, and Richard Hildreth produced

in 1849-52 a reliable 6 volume history, hut

the greatest name among the first national

recorders was that of George Bancroft, whose

History of the United States from the Dis-

covery of the American Continent appeared

in 10 volumes between 1834 and 1874 In the

meantime source materials and facts were

being compiled or edited by Jared Sparksr in

the Library of American Biography (25 v,

1834-47) and Peter Force in The American

Archives (9 v, 1837 f) and Tracts (4 v,

1836-46) And American literature was given

Its first extensive treatment as a body in

Evert and George Duyckmck’s Cyclopsedia of

American Literature (1855, rev. 1866), soon

followed by S Austin Allibone’s A Critical

Dictionary of English Literature and British

and American Authors C3 v, 1858-71, with

2v supplement, 1891) The two most impor-

tant American contributors to the romantic

school of history were William Hickling

Prescott, whose masterpiece among his studies

of the Spanish culture is generally granted to

be the sweeping but accurate History of the

Conquest ^ Mexico (1843), and John

Lathrop Motley, whose famous The Rise of

the Dutch Republic (1856) and The United

Netherlands (1860-67) were not only accu-

rate history but also parts of a lifetime study

in the implications of the movement of Prot-

estantism Representative of the rapidly grow-

ing body of travel and adventure literature is

Francis Parkman’s The Oregon Trail (1849),

which now overshadows the author’s serious

histoncal series concemmg the French and

English struggle for colonial Amenca

1850-1870 Towering over literature of the

mid-century stands the ever-increasmg stature

of Walt Whitman,"^ all-embracive poet of the

American dream From the moment of the

first edition of Leaves of Grass in 1855, Whit-

man has been a controversial figure—praised

by Emerson and rejected by Lowell and

Holmes, more popular in Europe than Amer-

ica until late in the century, and still the

subject of widely diverse opinions With an

amazingly wide background of reading, he

turned away from convention but not from

past experience, seeking in '"transcendent and

new” expression—"mdirect, and not direct or

descriptive or epic”—a medium for the poetry

that was to be Tor ages and ages in common,

and for all degrees and complexions” The
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''poet of the modern/' he felt, should be a

seer, expressing the vital Ideas upon which

progress is to he built, indicating to the

people, from their own unconscious pattern,

"the path between reality and their souls" and

the "Sanity and ensemble" of the world-spirit

To do this he must encompass within himself

the total nature of man, become the "one

complete lover," revealmg his insights with

simplicity and "perfect personal candor" In

these concepts Whitman was the culmination

of the romantic period in America From the

transcendental phase he derived a mystic,

rhapsodic assurance of spiritual verities

(Darest Thou Now O Soul) and a conviction

that the individual ego is a type of the race

and even of all life (Song of Myself, Me
Imperturhe, Ones-Self I Smg) From the

current emotionalism and faith m "the natu-

ral," combmed with his own almost abnormal

sensitivity to physical stimuli, he gained his

sheer, pagan-like joy in nature as an experi-

ence and a microcosm (When I Heard the

Learned Astronomer and With Husky-

Haughty Ltps, O SeaO, m the human body

^Children of Adam), in the miraculous of

the commonplace (Miracles), m the impor-

tance of childhood (There Was a Child

Went Forth), and in a half-emotional, half-

spiritual love for mankind en masse (Crossing

Brooklyn Ferry, I Saw m Louisiana a Ltve-

Odk Growing and Give Me the Splendid

Silent Sun) From democratic and patriotic

nationalism he evolved a central, lauding faith

m America (For You O Democracy, I Hear

America Smgmg, From Paumanok Starting,

and Thou Mother with Thy Equal Brood),

in the spirit of the frontier (Pioneers! O
Pioneers!), and in Amenca's catalytic func-

tion in world progress (Years of the Modern^.

And from the advances of physical science he

caught a hope for evolutionary progress, an

unfolding of cosmic purposes among men
(Passage to India) The final depth and uni-

versal spirituality of Whitman's work owes

a great deal to his expenences as a male nurse

and deeply concerned nationalist dunng the

Civil War He had already written a moving

but generalized elegy in Out of the Cradle

Endlessly Rockmg, but the death of Lincoln

gave him the vital mspiration for the elegiac

poem most generally considered his master-

piece, When Lilacs Last m the Dooryard

Bloomed, as well as for the more conventional

rhymed stanzas of O Captam^ My Captam^

Also out of his Civil War expenences came

the compassionate, realistic prose volume

Specimen Days (1882) and a new type of war

poetry, emphasizing the suffenng and expen-

ences of individuals, in Drum Taps (1865)

Whitman, of course, was not the only poet

to be moved by the Civil War, and a number

of popular lyrics and songs of real merit came

out of the struggle and were collected, along

with a great deal of bad verse, in numerous

anthologies such as Francis Browne's Bugle

Echoes (1882) In prose, however, a good

many years were to elapse before the war

itself could be examined with any telling

perspective, and as a whole the post-war

writers seem less important than their great

predecessors This was partially due to the

fact that the country's pains of growth and

reconstruction were accompanied in literature

by an experimental, transitional impulse

toward realism, despite the popular persistence

of the romantic attitude In its first stages this

was a cntical realism, stemming partially

from the perturbation of those reared amid

the old ideals as they faced the new mate-

nahstic and scientific regime Such was the

case of Whitman's Democratic Vistas (iSyi),

a vanguard of the long Ime of Amencan books

that were to retain an optimistic faith m the

ideal democracy but fret over the growing

intellectual, economic, and social conflicts

Hamet Beecher Stowe's work is pertinent

evidence for the contention that second-rate

waters reveal more accurately the popular

temper and conditions of their own times
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than do great geniuses Although she is re-

membered almost solely for the propagandistic

Uncle Tom's Cairn (1852), she produced

many other books of fiction that not only

illustrate the slow trend toward realism

(through stages of moralism, sentimentalism,

idyllic descnption and local color), but also

draw an accurate, oftentimes powerful pic-

ture of the religious and mental conflicts of

the people of New England This is espe-

cially true of The Mtmster's Wooing (1859),

Oldtovm Folks (1869) and We and Our
Neighbors (1875), as well as the histoncal

novel Agnes of Sorrento (1862), which has

obvious contemporary implications in dealing

with the life of the religious rebel Savanarola

Similarly occupied with a tempered religious

revolt against the harshness of the old ortho-

doxy were the novels of Donald Grant

Mitchell, J G Holland, and Elizabeth Stuart

Phelps Ward The frequent sentimentalism

and piousness marking the last two were even

more noticeable in the popular fiction of E P
Roe, but Edward Rowland Siirs posthumously

collected Poems (1902), also disturbed by

problems of religious scepticism, contam little

of the sentiment that prevails in so much of

the religious literature of the middle of the

century Meanwhile, there were numerous

representatives of the optimistic, solid, genteel

conservatism of the larger part of the North

Donald Grant Mitchell Clk Marvel”) and

George W Curtis gracefully carried on the

Irvmgesque story-essay tradition, mingling

gentle local satire, humor, sentiment, opti-

mism and a love of nature Bayard Taylor

became *'the laureate of the gilded age
”

Louisa May Alcott, of Little Women (1868-

9) fame, wrote many other charming, moralis-

tic books of fiction Edward Everett Hale,

remembered chiefly for The Mem Without a

Country (1865), was a prolific writer encour-

aging practical optimism and philanthropy

Charles Dudley Warner was important as a

faale essapst, a novelist and general editor

of The American Men of Letters Senes And
Thomas Bailey Aldnch epitomized current

literary conservatism both as editor of the

Atlantic and in his essays, short stones and

novels, the best of which is the semi-autobio-

graphical Story of a Bad Boy (1870)

In the South, aristocratic nostalgia was

mingled with a new vigorous lync dedication

to letters on the part of a few authors Paul

Hamilton Hayne dehherately chose literature

as a profession, composing delicate idyllic

poems about nature and his beloved Charles-

ton, martial lyncs durmg the war, and a post-

war collection of Legends and Lyrics (1872)

His fnend Henry Timrod also became a pro-

fessional writer under the encouragement of

Simms, and, with a competent knowledge of

classical and English poetry at his command,

succeeded at first as a lyricist of nature and

then as the poetic spokesman for the Southern

cultural dream, in such local color pieces as

The Cotton Boll and the stately ode Ethno-

genesis (1861, publ 1873) The South^s war

songs and poems were put into many collec-

tions, the best probably J W Davidson's

Living Wnters of the South (1869) After

the war the theme of The Lost Cause' per-

meated the work of some new poets such as

Carlyle McKinley, and influenced the "es-

capist” vn:iting of such others as John Banister

Tabb, whose detached, abstracted poems of

nature and religion are gems of conciseness,

simplicity of diction, and delicate mtensity of

feeling For other wnters who avoided the

almost inevitable sense of defeatism during

the days of "reconstruction,” there was hope

in the future Of this last type was Sidney

Lanier,’*' one of the greatest Southern poets,

who not only applied social criticism in his

verse, but also enlarged the metneal and the-

matic bounds of English poetry with his

orchestral style, his pure artist's sense of

imagination and his pantheistic adoration of

Southern nature. In spite of some overstram-

ing for musical effect and a tendency to be
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didactic, Lanier’s better lyrics, such as the

stoic The Surruf-Cuf, the religious A Ballad

of Trees and the Master, the lovers Evening

Song, the melodious Song of the Chattor

hoochee, are full of the moral and physical

beauty he found in life, and the vivid, rapid

balladry of The Revenge of Hamtsh is packed

with the drama of human emotion In the

longer ode, Corn (1875), Lanier expressed

his agrarian economic views for the South,

and in The Symphony he used that musical

form as the structural basis for a protest

agamst the evils of trade The shorter dialect

poem, Tharps More m the Man than Thar Is

m the Land, expresses his conviction that

individual responsibility lay at the center of

success and progress, especially in the agricul-

tural South

In spite of the prevailing senousness of

'mind of American writers dunng the early

years, there had been a constant strain of wit

and humor of the conventional European

sort satire, burlesque, geniality, and general

recognition of the incongruous, especially of

eccentric types But a truly native American

literary humor had to wait for the develop-

ment of a typical technique and subject-

matter, and It was only in the second quarter

of the 19th c that it emerged with recogniz-

able characteristics The matenals had been

sifted out by almanacs, jest books, dramas,

newspapers, and travel books, the manner

evolved from sketches, oral tales, and news-

paper satire Essentially it was back-country

or frontier m attitude, drawing upon mis-

spelling and then dialect, creating specific

recognizable characters, using both drawling

understatement (often connected with a sort

of pseudo-naivet^) and fantastic exaggeration

(especially in the tail-tale) but relatively htde

irony, and almost always making the most of

direwd comment or genial philosophy about

men and life. Until it was conventionalized it

was also genuinely realistic, and even then it

remained deliberately coarse, prudential, anti-

sentimental, dialectic and often vulgar, and

only in the latter part of the century did it

cease to be basically moralistic underneath all

the trappings of funning One of its major

contnbutions to the development of American

literature as a whole was its ever-present em-

phasis upon local color

The early Down-East or Yankee humonsts

include Seba Smith, creator of Jack Downing,

Thomas C Haliburton, originator of Sam
Slick, Lowell, with his Hosea Biglow, Fran-

ces W Whitcher, parent to that talkative

fno. Widow Spnggins, Widow Bedott and

Aunt Maguire, and Benjamin Shillaber, sire

of the fumbling Mrs Partington Consistently

emplopng dialect and increasingly emphasiz-

ing authenticity of background and individ-

ualized character, these writers developed a

rich narrative technique (often epistolary or

m dialogue), and they all were frequently

motivated by political disputes Dunng the

same penod a boisterous old Southwest

group of humorists sprang up, influenced by

oral narratives and by insistent realism Long-

street and Baldwin were the first in this con-

sciously artistic tradition, which culminated

in GeorgeW Harris’s Sut Lovmgoad (1867),

using the framework technique for setting

forth a mock oral tale and making the most of

Its colloquial nchness, disarming directness,

and vmd comic detail

After about i860 a new crop of hterary

comedians began to enter the scene, interested

in continuously amusing their readers by em-

ploying every tnck of the trade—cacography,

anticlimax, verbal and contextual incongruity,

puns, burlesque They too were viaous m
their attack upon sentimentality or insincenty,

but their stereotyped techniques seem often

tinng today The most important names of

this group are George H Derby G7ohn
" Phoenix”)> Henry Wheeler Shaw CJosh

Billings”), David Ross Locke (Tetroleum V
Nasby”) and Charles Farrar Browne ("Ar-

temus Ward’O Nearly all the traditions of
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native American humor came to their chmax
in Mark Twain, hut they were contmued m
new directions during the 19th c by the wnt-

ers of pure local color, by such recreative

dialect humorists as Charles Leland, by
George Ade in his Fables in Slang (1900),

by Edgar Wilson (‘"Bill”) Nye, by such

newspaper paragraphers as Eugene Field, by
the gentle H C Bimner, by the political

sarcasm of Finley Peter Dunne’s ''Mister

Dooley,” and by the deft, surprising verbal

cleverness of William Sydney Porter ("O
Henry”)

Mark Twain, or Samuel Clemens,’^ not

only brought early professional American

humor to its peak, but he also expressed

vigorously and faithfully the spint of the

part of the nation that was expanding to the

west With a colloquial literary independence

that was probably helped rather than hindered

by the pressure of Eastern conservatism to

which It was later subjected, he developed a

natural idiom of free improvisation which

concealed a deliberate art based upon the

framework technique, the subtle timing and

rhythm of the oral tale, and intimate acquaint-

ance with the matenal it employed His finest

writmg contains the same apparently naive

contraictions that made him so appealing as

one of Amenca’s greatest platform performers

unconventionality, self-reliance, mirth, pro-

fanity, realism, cynicism, boisterousness, ten-

derness, a touch of chivalry, the sentiment of

democratic soaety, and a brash loyalty to

homely American institutions His works that

will hve longest are those dealing vnth the

Mississippi nver frontier in which he grew

up, Tom Sawyer (1876), htfe on the Missis-

dfpt C1883), and Huckleberry Finn (1884)

Not only do these contain the beauty that

conies from the love of a section, and the

humor and narrative appeal that come from

individual abihty, but they reveal—especially

Huckleberry Finn, his masterpiece—a moving,

epic sense of the interpenetration of char-

acter and environment, of ideals and actuali-

ties, in the hfe of the race In the later

philippics, however, Mark Twain’s rational-

ism tended to squeeze out his mnate love of

humanity m the individual, then his constant

senous protests against sham, hypocnsy, mor-

dmate privilege, and sentimentality turned to

cyniasm, and his deep sense of the tragic

mcongruiUes of life became darkly pessimistic

This later disillusion should not be over-

emphasized, however, for the Mark Twain
that remams supreme is the one that achieved

an integrated balance between senousness and

humor

Far more romantic than Mark Twain’s

stories of the West were the local color tales

of Bret Harte,’^ who popularized the bizarre

qualities of the Far West with his contnbu-

tions to The Overland Monthly, which were

collected m the highly successful The Ltick

of Roaring Camp and Other Tales m 1870

A conscious literary workman, Harte lacked,

however, the sincerity and moral concern that

raised Mark Twain above the commonplace,

and once he had exploited the dramatic pos-

sibilities of his fresh material he failed to

produce anythmg further of real significance,

despite his ability at condensation and clear-

cut dehneation of stnking figures The de-

cline of his mfluence was paralleled m the

career of another spokesman of the Western

frontier, the fabulous Cincmnatus ("Joaqu|n”)

Miller, whose energetic, rhetorical, but un-

feigned and authentic Pacific Poems (1870)

and Songs of the Sierras (18ji) created a

momentary sensation m London and then

Amenca One of the significant things about

the acclaim accorded both Harte and Miller

is the revelation of the mcreasing demand for

realistic local color fiction, which was to be

characteristic of the next few decades

1870-1900 Literary local color, character-

ized by emphasis upon picturesque localized

settings and character types, and by a sense

of actuality and truth to human life, was
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basically romantic m its attitude toward its

material, although in its scrupulous eflFort at

faithfulness m background and dialect it fos-

tered realism Because of its limited scope its

chief medium came to be the short story, but

It did affect some poetry and inevitably in-

fluenced longer prose narratives Thus, such

verse collections as John Hays Pike County

Ballads (1871) and James ‘VWutcomb Rileys

The Old Swtmmtn-Hole and Teven More
Poems (1883) show many local color charac-

teristics, as do also a majority of the novels

of the period Recognized forerunners and

transitional figures in the movement were

Rose Terry Cooke, H B Stowe, Bret Harte,

Constance Femmore Woolson, grand-niece of

Cooper, who wrote of the primitive French

colonies near Mackinac in Castle Nowhere

C1875) and then gave a sympathetic interpre-

tation of the South and of Italy in later col-

lections.

Because of its dialects and rural conditions,

the South provided a wealth of local color

material Irwin Russelks early authentic poems

in Negro dialect, later issued as Christmas-

Night m the Quarters, started a vogue that

was largely developed by Joel Chandler Hams
with his numerous ^Uncle Remus*’ stones

after 1880, and by Paul Laurence Dunbar’s

finer dialect pieces as collected in Lyncs of

Lowly Life (1896) George W Cable memo-
rialized New Orleans with Old Creole Days

Cl 879) and many other prose works noted

for their style and charm, Richard Malcolm

Johnston’s Georgian Dukeshorough Tales

(1857, 1871) became popular in the^North

with a new edition in 1883, Mary Noailles

Murfee (^‘Charles Egbert Craddock”) in 1884

assembled her earlier Atlantic Monthly stories

in a volume titled In the Tennessee Moun-
tains, followmg It in the next decades with

ten similar collections marked by the same

rhythmical prose, poetic descnption, and gen-

eral atmosphere, and with a senes of histoncal

novels of the Civil War and colonial days in

the South, Thomas Nelson Page sentimental-

ized the Old South not only in collections of

stones such as In Ole Virginia (1887) but

also in novels, essays and biographies, Francis

Hopkmson Smith took time out from produc-

ing illustrated travel books to pen a famous

novelette about the proud but destitute

Colonel Carter of Cartersville (1891), and

Kate Chopin achieved m the polished tales of

Bayou Folk (1894) and A Night m Acadie

(1897) a delicate but poignant objectivity

that turned into distinct realism in her last

novel. The Awakening (1899), dealing with

the psychology of mixed marriage

Similar to this Southern local color m their

appeal were the equally popular books of

travel and exploration that brought to Amer-

icans the romance of faraway places and

peoples, ranging from Africa and Syna to

Russia, Alaska, and the North Pole. Bayard

Taylor, W D Howells, Charles A Stoddard,

to mention only a few names, achieved their

first successes with travel stones and sketches

The Far West was exploited by such writers

as John C Fremont, George Cathn (famous

for both stones and drawings of the Indians),

Joaquin Miller, Owen Wister (The Virgin-

ian, 1902), and Charles B Clark, whose

poems in Sun and Saddle Leather C1915) are

the best representatives of the many adapta-

tions from cowboy ballads and tunes

Histoncal novels also thrived as a part of

the period’s persistent romantic tradition Even

the most famous of these make a long list

General Lew Wallace’s Ben-Hur (1880),

Helen Hunt Jackson’s Ramona (1884), Silas

Weir Mitchell’s Hugh Wynne, Free Quaker

(1896-8), Fredenc J Stimson’k King Nomett

(1896), James Lane Allen’s The Choir In-

visible (1897), Charles Major’s When Knight-

hood Was m Flower (1898), Mary Johnston’s

Prisoners of Hofe (1898) and To Have and

To Hold (1900), Paul Leicester Ford’s Janice

Meredith (1899), Winston Churchill’s Rich-

ard Carvel (1899) and The Crists (1901),
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Booth Tarkington^s Monsieur Beaucatre

(1900), Maurice Thompson's Alice of Old

Vincennes (1900), Henry Harland’s The
CardinaVs Snuff Box (1900)

Also romantic, despite frequent realistic

elements, were the productions of such pol-

ished technicians in the short story as Frank

R Stockton, whose serious-faced use of the

paradox and grotesquely unexpected is best

known in the title story of The Lady or the

Tiger? (1884), Ambrose Bierce, bitter and

mystenous figure who exploited sardonic

humor, the surpnse ending and realistic study

of emotional states in the grim horror stones

of Tales of Soldiers and Civilians (1891, rev

as In the Midst of Life, 1898) and Can Such

Things Be? (1893), and O Henry, who
brought to Its peak the technique of surpnse

or anticlimactic endmg with his seemingly

innumerable stones of Amencan life, espe-

cially in New York City as in The Tour

Million C1906) Lafcadio Hearn, tioted for

his later sympathetic portrayal of the Japa-

nese, among whom he chose to live, strove for

technical and stylistic virtuosity in handling

the exotic and fantastically beautiful matenal

which fascinated him In poetry the traditional

romantic idiom and attitude found a momen-

tary preservation in the verse of three New
Yorkers who were also contemporary literary

arbiters in their positions as editors, cntics

and anthologists Richard Henry Stoddard,

Edmund Clarence Stedman, and Richard

Watson Gilder Frank Dempster Sherman

composed delicate lyrics and catches as a

pleasant avocation Marking an exuberant re-

action against these esthetes is the transitional

figure of Richard Hovey, whose Bohemianism,

chauvinistic patnotism and spmt of poetic

revolt are best seen in the three series of

Songs from Vagahondia (1894, 1896, 1901—

written in collaboration with Bliss Carman)

and in Along the Trad (1898)

The local color impulse in New England

was accompanied by factors that tended to

make its tone there far less romantic than m
the South In part those factors were the

same ones that were to bring about the move-

ment of authentic realism, but at the core lay

something even deeper—a feeling that the sec-

tion had somehow become physically devital-

ized, and that resolution and fortitude were

the best remaining virtues This ''granite lip^'

attitude appears m its earliest, purest state,

relatively free from conscious local color, in

the poems of Emily Dickinson,^ which were

wntten, without view of publication, any-

where from 10 to 60 years before they were

posthumously collected m Poems (four senes

1890, 1891, 1896, 1945) These miniature

untitled lyncs owe a great deal in both idea

and treatment to Emerson, and therefore rep-

resent qmte clearly the dualism and central-

ity, the balance between abstraction and sen-

sation, that charactenzed the Emersonian ro-

mantics, but there is an addition of tense

emotion, of psychological mtrospection, and

especially of a gamin-hke enjoyment of the

ironic, which give an entirely new tone to

the poems as they treat subjects which her

editors classified as 'Life, Nature, Love, Tune,

and Eternity
*

These new qualities are partly

the result of Miss Dickmson^s unique person-

ality and imagination, expressing themselves

m spontaneous, artless effect, and economy

and vividness of image, but they also fore-

shadow the similar attitude of the women that

were to become New England's most repre-

sentative local color wnters

Sarah Ome Jewett of Maine is the most

appealing of these recorders of New England

village life m its darker phase Her, method

IS intentionally realistic and authentic, but is

marked by careful selection for beauty and

dignity, by a delicacy and shy gaiety, and by

a constant sombemess of tone that leave an

aura of romantic tenderness around such

stones as those collected in Deephaven (1877)

and A White Heron, and Other Stories

C1886). Her masterpiece is The Country of
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the Pointed Firs (1896), a group of carefully

integrated sketches of a Maine seaport com-

munity during its decline Mary E Wilkins

Freeman, on the other hand, evolved from

the typical New England restraint and local

color realism a stem, objective, often ironic

treatment of human character which she

managed best m short stories noted for their

bare, austere style and their bleakness of out-

look, which IS relieved somewhat by a con-

stant vein of deep-lying humor Her best-

known and most representative work is A
New Engkwd Nun and Other Stones (1891),

dealing with rural life in her native Massa-

chusetts. Margaret Deland^s short story char-

acter studies, m the series of collections be-

ginning with Old Chester Tales (1898),

were, on the other hand, more genial and

optimistic in tone, as was also Edward Noyes

WestcotFs local color novel, David Harum

(1898), with Its use of the traditional crusty,

witty but wise benefactor who, in this case,

IS a New England country banker

Literary realism is, of course, a permanent

tendency in history—the attempt to render

life as It really is But at certain periods, such

as the one under discussion, the tendency be-

comes dominant and even extreme, and iso-

lated, sporadic evidences of it are replaced

by a definite, conscious movement In America

the frontier had always been a contributor

toward the reahstic because of its rugged,

down-to-earth contact with existence, and

from that basis grew Amencan realism' It

was developed and accompanied, however, by

a renewed zest for localized experience on the

part of authors, and by a rejuvenated saen-

tific curiosity and indignation concerning the

state of avilization This latter questioning

was fostered by three general conditions the

economic warfare engendered by industnaliza-

tion, immigration, urbanization, and the

growth of class consciousness, the advance of

science, bnnging such upsetting theones as

higher criticism, evolution, survival of the

fittest, and especially a new type of matenahsm

and determinism, and finally, the gradual

infiltration from Europe of the ideas and prac-

tice of such literary realists as George Ehot,

Hardy, Zola, Tame, Turgenev, and Tolstoy,

all of whom had distinct influence upon one

or more of the new Amencan realists

It was out of the Mid-West that came the

first clear break with the lingenng traditions

of romanticism As early as 1855 Bayard Rush

Hall (^'Robert Carlton') in The New Pur-

chase had reported fairly accurately the life

of Indiana, but it was Edward Eggleston,

Methodist backwoods preacher influenced by

Tame's environmentalistic theory of art, who

brought the Mid-West to Amenca's attention

with such novels as The Hoosier School-

master (iSyOr The Circuit Rider (1874) and

Roxy (1878) Eggleston's realistic reporting

of the crudities and peculianties of the Mid-

West frontier was soon seconded by Edgar

Watson Howe's grim and extremely power-

ful naturalism in The Story of a Country

Town (1883), as well as by Joseph Kirk-

land's frank and forceful descnptions of

frontier drabness in Zury (1887) and The

McVeys (1888) Meanwhile, from Ohio

came a young journalist who was to become

America's major exponent of a gentle or selec-

tive realism of the commonplace, as well as

a smcere literary arbiter in his editorial posi-

tions on the Atlantic and Harpe/s, in which

capacity he sponsored a whole new genera-

tion of much bolder realists Because of these

activities William Dean Howells'^ remains an

important figure in the nse of Amencan real-

ism, although his own fiction now seems

rather pale, shallow, and descnptive when

contrasted with later realistic novels Never-

theless, the ardent humanitananism and sense

of social injustice which in his later period

led Howells in the direction of socialism (A

Traveler from Altruna, 1894) did not blind

^him, as it did so many other 'realists,' to the

general and normal scope of American life.
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so that such later novels as his solidly realistic

The Landlord at Lton^s Head C1897) and

the searching An Imferattve Duty (1892)

and The Son of Royal Lcm^nth C1904) show

his continued awareness o£ the subtle dis-

turbances of average existence His closest

approach to the typical Mid-West reahsm of

frontier hfe, m The Leatherwood God (1916),

indicates that he might have developed that

matenal with as much power as others, had

he so chosen A close friend of Howells, the

Norwegian-bom Hjalmar Hjorth Boyesen,

achieved some distinction also as a reahst,

treating especially the urban problem of new

wealth and social mjustice in three novels,

the most appealing of which is The Social

Strugglers (1893)

One of the most brilliant early stars on the

horizon of realism was Stephen Crane, proteg6

of Howells, and journalist turned author

Crane^s deservedly famous novel treating the

psychology of fear in a soldier, The Red Badge

of Courage (1895), not only continued his

earlier (Maggie, a Girl of the Streets, 1893)

non-morahzmg, actuahstic portrayal of human

behavior, but it also mtroduced into fictional

prose style a new impressionistic elimination

of detail which placed a sharp focus upon

the central image In varying degrees this

same mixture of impressionism and reahsm

marks Crane’s later work m verse, short stones,

and war correspondence In both aspects his

influence has been extensive

Economic and social problems held from

the first a large place in realistic literature As

far back as 1861 Rebecca Harding Davis had

dealt realistically vnth. Life in the Iron

Mills; and other realistic social protests lay

buned within matenal which was ostensibly

humorous (as in Mark Twain), auto-

biographical (as m Albion W Tourge6’s

treatment of the Reconstruction in A Fool's

Errand, 1879), or romantic (as in Edward

Bellamy’s Looking Backward- 2.000-188j,

1888—&e master-type of many Utopian

novels, the cause of the rise of the Nationalist

Party, and still one of the most widely read

books m Amenca) But Hamlin Garland,

who developed his own objective literary com-

bmation of localized democracy and mdivid-

uahsm, called Ventism’ (Crumbling Idols,

1894), was one of the first consistently to

apply the realistic method to the econoimc

ills he had met m his own youth on the

'Middle Border,’ in his talks with Howells, in

his reading of the Russian novelists, and

especially m Henry George’s Progress and

Poverty (1879) (Garland’s pnvate solution

for the emotional, cultural, and economic

poverty that he portrayed in such collections

of short stones as Mam-Travelled Roads

(1891) and Rose of Dutchers Coolly (1895)

and m the autobiographical A Son of the

Middle Border (1917) was in the smgle-tax

theory of George and m the Populist Party,

which he actively supported for a time An-

other pioneer realist, Frank Noms,’^ after a pe-

riod of frankly naturalistic wnting and one of

semi-romance, also developed a 'social vision’

whereby he saw The Resfonsibilities of the

Non;eltst (1903) as those of preachmg "by

tellmg things and showmg things”, this creed

he began to carry out in a trilogy (he com-

pleted only two parts. The Octopus, 1901,

The Pit, 1903) showmg the social and eco-

nomic forces at work in the production and

marketmg of wheat Edwin Markham’s pop-

ular poem The Man with the Hoe (1899)

meanwhile objected to the dehumanizing ef-

fect of labor upon man, Robert Herrick’s

senes of critical novels studied the pressure

of a materialistic society upon the decent in-

dividual, and Winston Churchill’s painstak-

ingly documented novels investigated Amen-

can pohtical machines (Coniston, 1906), cor-

rupt railroad practices (Mr Crewe's Career,

1908), and the social responsibility of re-

ligion (The Inside of the Cup, 1913) These

few writers are representative of many more,

m both matenal and treatment
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The conflict between science and old be-

liefs held an equal place with economic dis-

turbances in the literature of the time, but

in an essentially advanced stage For, where

the economic literature was largely that of

initial protest, religious-ethical problems had

long passed through that phase with Melville,

Holmes, and Mark Twam, and were now at

the point of anatomizmg the doubts that grew

out of the process Margaret Deland's John

Ward, Preacher C1888), Harold Frederic's

The Damnation of Theron Ware (1896),

and James Lane Allen's The Reign of Law

C1900), all best-seller novels, represent the

numerous serious attempts of the period to

deal with the breakdown of faith Perhaps the

most significant spokesman of the bewildenng

search for values, however, was Henry

Adams,^ whose self-termed failure to find

a key to his civilization, in The Education of

Henry Adams (1907, 1918), was actually an

ironic and sometimes cynical criticism of his

tune

In a country m which changmg values,

shifting social Imes and constant expansion

were obviously operating to make its culture

different from that of Europe, it was only

natural that the basic psychology of soaal

life should be closely examined, aside from

and beyond the closely allied topics of eco-

nomics and personal belief. It was chiefly as

a social psychologist, within a highly restricted

field, that Henry James* became important

as a reahst and stylist Noted for his sensitive

contrast of the American and European cul-

tures, and for his study of moral crises of

taste, decency, or judgment in characters that

have little to occupy them but cultivated

leisure, he also made lastmg contributions—

as an untiring craftsman and cntic (esp his

Cfitical Prefaces, m the 26 v. N. Y Edition

of his works, and in The Art of the Novel,

1934)—to the short story and to the novel,

which he considered the highest medium of

expression CThe Art of Fiction, 1885) His

final fictional method evolved rather slowly

but surely, and the classical finish and clarity

of style in the early and relatively conven-

tional novels (best represented by The Portrait

of a Lady, 1881) gave way in his later master-

pieces (The Sfoils of Poynton, 1897, "The

Wings of the Dove, 1902, The Amhassadors,

1903, The Golden Bowl, 1904) to increasing

complexity and subtlety, and insistence upon

capturmg and revealing all the values m-

herent in a relatively static situation as it

slowly unfolds to those participatmg The
same propensity for making his writing a

sort of initiation' into an attenuated social,

artistic, or moral value is to be seen m his

short stories These he rarely could keep withm

the traditional length, and m them he dis-

carded the typical American emphasis upon

action and anecdote for social studies (The

Real Thing') or haunting psychological ghost

stories (The Turn of the Screw) His ex-

tended attempt in mid-career to become a

successful dramatist met with almost complete

stage failure

Similar to James in dealing with the m-

temational scene were Francis Marion Craw-

ford, whose popular, melodramatic but en-

gaging set-pieces are seen at their best in the

so-called Roman senes begmnmg with

Saracinesca (1887), and the erstwhile war-

correspondent, Richard Harding Davis, whose

cosmopolitan fiction was vivid but superficial

Meanwhile Dr. Silas W Mitchell, a physi-

cian specializing in nervous diseases, vnote

several realistic psychological novels (none as

successful as his histoncal romances, how-

ever), Henry Blake Fuller alternated between

fanciful romance and such realistic urban

studies as The Cliff Dwellers (1893), and

David Graham Phillips began a muckraking

war on fraud, oppression, and 'the new

woman' which culminated in his best book,

Susan Lenox (1917) The most provocative

voice among the poets belonged to William

Vaughn Moody, whose realistic, tragic Poems
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(1901) marked the beginnmg of a new era

m verse, just as his best play, The Great

Dtvtde (1906, 1909), with its theme of the

struggle between the rigor and formality of

old avilization and the freer but more brutal

impulses of the frontier, headed the Amencan
realistic theatrical renascence

After the Civil War, Amencan drama was

long dominated by the producing tradition

of Dion Bouacault and Augustin Daly, which

looked to Europe for most of its material,

using only occasionally bits of native local

color for vanety. Bronson Howard had, it

is true, mtroduced a revival of Amencan
themes, and was important in organizing pro-

tection for native dramatists, but even his best

plays, such as Young Mrs. Wmthrop (1882),

The Henrietta (1887), and Shenandoah

(1888), are now dated and suffer from the

conventions of his day Steel MacKaye hke-

wise did a great deal for imaginative stagmg,

and his Hazel Ktrke (1880) showed a qmet

masculinity, which James A Heme furthered

m the clanty and simplicity of his psychologi-

cal character studies Margaret Fleming (1890)

and Shore Acres (1892), and C» Augustus

Thomas contmued in a reportonal vein in

The Witching Hour C1907) and As a Man
Thinks C1911) But the first Amencan to

take rank in the world theatre was the wnter

of social comedy Clyde Fitch, whose feehng

for dialogue, authenticity to the life of his

time, and power within mdividual scenes

were cut short m their development by his

premature death. Such plays of his as Beau

Brummel C1890), The Girl with the Green

Eyes (1902), and The Truth C1907) still

remain important in stage hterature, and in

his own day created a demand for more

American-wntten plays It was Moody who
gave this revival a positive program, with his

honest exammation of the real psychological

bases of drama. In addition, bodi his theory

and practice exerted vast mfluence the poetic

aspect of his work upon such wnters as Mrs

Josephme Preston Peabody Marks (The
Piper, 1909-10) and Percy MacKaye Qeanne
d!ArCy 1906-7, The Scarecrow, 1908-9), and

his realistic phase upon dramatists like Rachel

Crothers (A Man's World, 1909, He and

She, 1911) and Edward Sheldon (The Nig-

ger, 1909, The Boss, 1911) From these new
begmnings were to stem the modern serious

drama m America At the same time there

was a deluge of popular comic plays such as

WiUiam Gillettes Too Much Johnson (1894)
and Sherlock Holmes (1899), George Ade's

The County Chairman (1903), Langdon

Mitchell's The New York Idea (1906), Al-

bert E Thomas's Her Husband's Wife

(1910), John Manners' Peg o' My Heart

(1912), Clare Rummer's A Successful Calam-

ity (19 1 7), Jesse Lynch Williams' sharply

satincal Why Marry? (1917), Wmchell
Smith's Lightmn (1918), with the famous

character Bill Jones Edward Milton Royle,

Booth Tarkington, Richard Tully, Philip

Moeller, represent the many craftsmen m
dramatic romance.

The penod produced an abimdance of ex-

pository prose, much of it highly significant in

terms of the development and recogmtion of

Amencan literature Among the critical essay-

ists that left their mark were Hamilton

Wnght Mabie, Edwm Percy Whipple, re-

membered for his optimistic estimates of early

American authors m American Literature and

Other Papers (1887), Edmund Clarence Sted-

man, whose Poets of America (2 v, 1885)

and A Library of Amencan Literature (ii v.,

1888-90, ed "with Ellen Hutchinson) in-

creased the general mterest m native vniitmg,

Richard Henry Stoddard, Thomas Loims-

bury, philologist and biographer of Cooper,

George E Woodberry, stimulating teacher,

scholarly biographer of Poe and Hawthorne,

and rather selective cntic m America in

Literature (1903), Frank Moore Colby,

pohshed, witty, and iromc essayist, William

Winter, dean of the drama cntics. The more
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formal literary critics were led by such dy-

namic and forceful writers as Brander Mat-

thews, highly influential representative of the

‘gentlemanly schoor, Barrett Wendell, learned

biographer of Cotton Mather and provocative

commentator in A Literary History of America

(1900), Bliss Perry, urbane and widely-cul-

tured biographer, and analyst of The Ameri-

can Mind (1912) and The American Sfint

in Literature (1918), William C Brownell,

independent and intellectual champion of

rational criteria in cnticism, interestingly

demonstrated in American Prose Masters

(1909), Paul Elmer More, the greatest of the

conservative critics, showing breadth, sohdity,

and soundness of learning m the two Shel-

hume Essays senes (14 v, 1904-36), Stuart

P. Sherman, acute and pungent critic of

catholic taste whose early conservatism and

local patnotism m On Contemporary Litera-

ture C1917) became more liberal m Ameri-

cans (1922), and James Huneker, influential,

esoteric arch-impressionist

In addition to a large number of conven-

tional mdmdual biographies, these years also

produced two important biographical collec-

tions QAppleton*s Cyclopaedia of American

Biography, ed James G Wilson and John

Fiske, 6 v, 1886, and The National Cyclo-

paedia of American Biography, ed Ainsworth

R Spofford, 20 V. and suppl , 1898 f ) which

prepared the way for the great Dictionary of

American Biography, edited by Allen John-

son and Dumas Malone (20 v and suppl,

1928-37).

In 'history John W. Draper (The History

of the Intellectual Development of Europe,

1862, History of the Conflict between Re-

ligion and Science, 1874) and Andrew D
White (The Warfare of Science and Theol-

ogy, 1896) were pioneers in the modem study

of the history of ideas, Henry Charles Lea

gained fame as a medievalist, Alfred Thayer

Mahan put his mark upon all subsequent

naval theory with The Influence of Sea Power

upon History (1890), Justin Winsor, John
Fiske, Hubert Howe Bancroft, Herbert Bax-

ter Adams, Charles Francis Adams, Jr, and
Brooks Adams represented in varying degrees

the advance of the scientific method, and Ed-

ward Eggleston and Theodore Roosevelt vig-

orously continued the romantic, didactic ap-

proach And in philosophy a period of stimu-

lated speculation centered about such men as

Noah Porter, chief of the Scottish common-
sense school, William T Hams, Hegehan,

John Fiske, Spencerian evolutionist, Charles

S Pierce, scientific iconoclast, Josiah Royce,

monistic idealist, William James, “pragmatist”,

J Mark Baldwin, pansocialist, John Dewey,

naturalist, George Santayana, speculative and

retrospective rationalist, and F J E Wood-
bridge, metaphysician

1910— American literature like Ameri-

can life in the present century has been a

reluctant and rebellious heir to the preceding

age, from which it received not only inherent

strengths in which it could glory and consti-

tutional weaknesses which it deplored, but

also powerful acquired influences (most of

them European, such as many aspects of

realism' and naturalism', psychological the-

ories like Freud's, politico-social theories like

Marx's, inventions of technique like Joyce's,

and the mtellectuahst criticism) that have

put to profound test the traditional native

character Thus, the real vitality of recent

American literature has come from its ex-

ploration of the emotional possibilities of life,

in a culture based upon the acceptance of

certain re-affirmed or newly established moral

and intellectual convictions, which, m turn,

are distinctly affected by the Amencan scene

Perhaps the most fundamental issue, at

least until the late thirties, was the half-

psychological, half-metaphysical re-examma-

tion of men's purposes and springs of action

m relation to life The temper of the answers

ranged from unthinking optimism, through

considered acceptance "'of tradition, to almost
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complete alienation and despair, but usually

there was a notable individual dependence

upon ready-made philosophies, ranging from

the Greek-Christian to that of Marx, Spengler,

or Veblen

Inevitably, much of the popular writing

begged the philosophical question, in romance

or the new genre of sentimental realism

Thus, Kate Douglas Wiggin, Eleanor Porter

(Follyanna^ 1913)? Irving Bacheller, Kath-

leen Noms, Lloyd C Douglas and others

built best-seller, semi-moralistic fiction out of

sweetness and light, amity, homeliness, and

contentment And m the theatre the pseudo-

morality of Chanmng Pollock pulled at one

set of the public^s heartstnngs while Kauf-

man and Hart's You Can't Take It With

You (1936-7) tugged at another, and Phihp

Barry, master of charming conversational

dialogue, came just short of the crucial prob-

lems with his doctnne of compromise in Pans

Bound C1927), his intangible pseudo-philoso-

phy m Hotel Umverse (1930), his over-

simple theology in Here Come the Clowns

(1938), and his rather pnggish praise of m-

tegnty in The Philadelphia Story (1939) It

is also obvious that the vast realm of avowedly

non-senous wnting, such as the bedroom

farces of Wilson CoUison and Frank Craven,

before World War I, the nbald prose fantasies

of Thome Smith, the merry comedies of

Mark Reed and Arthur Kober, and the high-

speed farces identified with George Abbott,

did not deeply concern itself with men's

fundamental purposes, at least explicitly But

beyond these often delightful but simple op-

timisms and escapes developed an increasmg

number of senous approaches which are the

real heart of contemporary literature

The old yassic' tradition of faith in in-

dividual integnty—freed from the shackles of

neo-classicism by a realistic appeal to per-

sonal experience—evolved a new significance

in two directions the idealistic and religious,

and the humanistic Among the essayists and

critics, Paul Elmer More represented the

former trend, while Irvmg Babbit, leader of

the 'New Humanist" group, energetically

championed the latter in such manifestoes as

The New Laokoon (1910) and Rousseau and

Romanticism C1919) Essentially independent

of these academicians were the novelists and

poets who, m their own way, also reaffirmed

the classic tradition Edith Wharton,^

strongly influenced in both attitude and tech-

nique by Henry James, centered her atten-

tion upon the aesthetic and social adjustment

of the mdividual, soon leaving her early

ironic probing of aristocratic manners to write

movingly about the tragedy of the person that

is forced to break social law Her powerful,

direct novelette Ethan Frome (1911) il-

lustrates her capacity to deal realistically with

the purely tragic, while The Age of Innocence

(1920) reveals her basic conviction that the

only remedy for a degenerate society hes

ivithin the individual member Somewhat

similar to both James and Mrs Wharton, in

her fictional studies of domestic tragedy and

of international social relationships and con-

trasts, was Ann Douglas Sedgivick (de S^lin-

court), whose popular Tante (1911) and

The Little French Girl (1924) show her

power in handling the psychology of unusual

temperaments Dorothy Canfield Fisher,

whose critical recognition came late, with

The Brimming Cup (1921) and The Deep-

ening Stream (1930), has also consistently

contnbuted since about 1911 her wide leam-

mg and cosmopolitan experience to a liberal-

istic side of the humanistic tradition

Perhaps the two most distinguished women

novelists of the present century, Ellen Glas-

gow and Willa Gather, illustrate the contmua-

tion of the idealistic side of the classical

tradition. Both have consistently emphasized

the struggle of the strong but sensitive individ-

ual spirit against mimical forces of environ-

ment that threaten beauty and integnty—Miss

Glasgow (see below) choosing as her back-
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groxmd the long history of her native Virginia,

and Miss Gather^ using the pioneer motif

from different eras and areas of Amencan
development The most satisfymg of the lat-

ter's novels remain the earlier stones of non-

English immigrants in the West of her own
youth CO Pioneers^, 1913? The Song of the

Larky 191 St My AntoniUy 1918)—all memo-

rable for their vivid, unhterary characters and

serenely stable heroines, her later books seem

to have suffered somewhat from increasing

spiritual conservatism But, as artistic experi-

ments in the vividly simple, her Death Comes

for the Archhshop (1927) and Shadows on

the Rock (1931) remam unsurpassed Two
novels with striking thematic hkenesses to

these last-mentioned of Miss Gather—Thorn-

ton Wilder's lyncal and metaphysical allegory.

The Bridge of Son Luis Rey (1927), and

Hervey Allen's huge, epical Anthony Adverse

(i933)~-are practically the only successful

masculine contributions to idealistic fiction of

this penod, and in the mam both the ideahstic

and humanistic novel has continued to be

associated with women wnters, such as Pearl

Buck Characteristic of these novels as a

whole has been tKeir cosmopolitanism and

their advocacy of spmtual or artistic self-

dedication.

The outstanding poetic spokesman of ihe

classic tradition is undoubtedly Robert

Frost,* anti-esthete and realistic observer of

the customary m both man and nature From
the conventional lyrics of A Boy*s Will (1913)

to the wider variety represented by Collected

Poems C1930," 1939) Frost's work has been

notable for its simple, quiet and non-sensuous

capture of a rich actuality that suddenly

comes alive under his touch, with the double

force of observation and implication. Humor-

ous and liberal, without becoming slave to

either view, he has depended upon personal

discovery rather than authonty, and his in-

tense imaginative sympathy wath the tragic

in life (^sentiment salted ynth StoicismO has

led to neither argument nor dension, but

rather to a frugal, gallant faith in the hu-

manity of man And, although his poems may
not reach the final range of genius, they have

touched the heart of traditions old to Amenca
and revivified them in the present day

Much more spectacular than the tradi-

tionalists, and deeply influential upon later

writing, were the new group of authors who,

like Crane and Norris, were strongly influ-

enced by such European thinkers as Spencer,

Darwin, Nietzsche, Marx, Huxley, Tyndall,

Haeckel, Freud, Spengler These were the

explorers of elemental overdrives—of the vast

power of nature In Jack London, romantic

adventurer, ‘hopeless materialist," and ardent

socialist, there arose a strange combination of

sheer red-blooded action and scientific natural-

ism, which at its best (The Call of the Wildj

1903, Martin Eden, 1909) rises artistically

above the basic adolescent glonfication of

barbanc strength and cunmng (as in The

Sea Wolf, 1904) through London's strong

poetic prose style, his immense energy, his

ability to capture the clean thnll of action,

and his real concern over social evils (The

People of the Abyss, 1903) Theodore

Dreiser,* like London and many others among

the haturahstic' school, m his somber brood-

ings over mankind has trod a path from in-

dividualism to socialism Sister Came (1900)

and Jennie Gerhardt (1911) portrayed man

as a “wisp in the wind" of life, purposeless

and at the mercy of conventional ethical

codes, The Financier (1912) and The Titan

(1914) added a pragmatic grandeur of the

superman m a basic struggle for survival,

and An American Tragedy (1925), writh its

behavionstic treatment of a youth caught in

the toils of environment, pointed the way to

Dreiser's later hopeful glances “at socialism

(Tragic Amenca, 1931) On the other hand,

Robinson Jeffers,* technically the most im-

pressive of modem poets, with an imagina*

tive scope and emotional surge that few have
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matched, has revealed an intense revulsion

from society From Tamar and Other Poems

C1924) to the present he has expanded his

theme of passionate individualism-at-any-

price a violent, cautenzmg escape from the

modem standardized pattern of living, toward

the elemental, non-human silences and vast-

ness of nature But, though human life on

the ivhole is pointless to Jeffers, there does

remain m his poems a tragic dignity in the

very tenacity and toughness of the human
character Similar to Jeffers in both techmcal

expenmentation and search for an elemental

force, Hart Crane did dazzling and some-

times irresponsible things with language

(based upon the^'^experiential nature’' of

poetry and the ' associational logic of the

poetic word"), and turned to American phe-

nomena as symbols^ (often obscure) of modem
unity and faith (The Bridge, 1930)

The advent of Freudian psychology, com-

bmed with post-war disillusion and the com-

plexity of modem hfe, brought about in

Amenca a new type of psychological litera-

ture, perhaps best catalogued as 'subjective

naturalism.' Here too the central theme was

often bewilderment, revolt, or bitterness

agamst civihzation and the nature of man.

Forerunners of the type existed in the early

realists, but Edgar Lee Masters most con-

veniently marked the beginning of the con-

certed movement, with his bmtally frank

exposure of the hidden cankers and emotional

ailments of a small Illinois village, in S^oon

Rtver Anthology (1915), a senes of revelatory,

ironic epitaphs supposedly spoken by the oc-

cupants of a cemetery and wntten m a col-

loquial, cadenced, unrhymed verse with pow-

erful quahties of compression, suggestion,

dramatic contrast, and even exaltation when

It avoids a descent into mere prose Sherwood

Anderson,'^ expressiomstic story-teller who

was, stylistically, probably the most mfluential

prose wnter of the period, rebelled even more

specifically than Masters against the repres-

sions and standardization of society The sus-

piciously autobiographical characters of his

novels (Wtndy McPherson's Son, 1916, Dark

Laughter, 1925) and his collections of tales

(Wtneshurg, Ohto, 1919) suffer vaguely and

with little directed vision from a profound

dissatisfaction with the universe, finding what

solace they can in a mystical, unhindered

self-expression that is oftentimes closely con-

nected with sex or the primal drives of nature

More recent writers that have shown charac-

teristics of subjective naturalism are Conrad

Aiken, poet and novehst (Selected Poems,

1929, Blue Voyage, 1927, Great Circle,

i933)> Evelyn Scott (The Narrow House,

1921, The Wave, 1929), Vardis Fisher (In

Tragic Life, 1932), Kay Boyle, William

Faulkner (The Sound and the Fury, 1929;

Light m August, 1932)

Closely allied to the 'subjective naturalists'

were those post-war wnters whose works mir-

ror the pseudo-sophisUcated struggle for per-

sonal social adjustment that dominated the

twenties Almost universally their medal of

memories was struck with two faces the first

shrewd, 'liberal,' and sardonic, the other

moody, dark, and tendmg toward the melo-

dramatic or psychopathic These two sides

of the so-called 'jazz-age' left a definite im-

pnnt upon such novelists as Floyd Dell

(Moon-Cdf, 1920), F Scott Fitzgerald (The

Great Gatshy, 1925); Ben Hecht (Erik Dom,

1921), and upon such playwnghts as Rachel

Crothers (Let Us Be Gay, 1929, Susan and

God, 1937-8), Susan Glaspell (The Verge,

192 1-2, Alison's House, 1930), Owen Davis

(Icebound, 1923), George Kelley (The

Show-Off, 1924, Craig's Wife, 1925-6),

Sidney Howard (Ned McCobb's Daughter,

1926), Maxwell Anderson (Saturday's Chil-

dren, 1927), Zoe Alans (The Greeks Had a

Word for It, 1930, The Old Matd, 1935),

Sidney Kingsley (Dead EndJ 1935-6, The
World We Make, 1939), Lillian Heilman

(The Children's Hour, 1934, The Little
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Foxes, 1938-9, Watch on the Rhine, 1941),

Clare Boothe (The Women, 1936, Ktss the

Boys Good-Bye, 1938) The effect has, of

course, been variously muted and transmuted

by the individual tendencies of these authors

That IS especially true for Maxwell Ander-

son, who, nevertheless, in collaboration with

Laurence Stallings in the robust war-play

What Pnce Glory (1924, 1926), dealt with

^the small man' in a conflict he is unable to

ideahze, and who in his later worlc—which

IS marked by a laudable expenmentation with

poetic drama (Wmterset, 1935)—has based

his tragedy upon the theme of 'Victory in

defeat," a transcending ennoblement in the

face of disaster (Mary of Scotland, 1933, Key

Largo, 1939) Perhaps James Thurber, satirist,

cartoonist, playwright (The Male Antmal,

1940—with Elliott Nugent) and author of a

peculiarly penetrating type of sketch-short

story (My World—and Welcome to It, 1942),

should also be included in this group, espe-

cially as the most explicit analyst of the 'war-

of-the-sexes' theme that occupies so large a

part of modern literature

Another type of sensitive response to mod-

ern complexity involved an essentially ro-

mantic revelation of emotional inner fires

This appears to be basic in the 'subconsciously

organic' verse of the scholar and poet William

Ellery Leonard (Two Lives, 1922, a sonnet-

sequence), in the sensitive, brief lyncs of

"emotional imtation" m The Collected Poems

of Sara Teasdale C1937), and in the domi-

nantly emotional poems and sonnets (Fatal

Interview, 1931) of Edna St Vincent Millay

It also lay behind the hungry search for peace

that ran like a gnawing pain through the

novels of Thomas Wolfe,^ whose autobi-

ographical heroes struggle against emotional

deficiencies within themselves, until eventu-

ally (You Can't Go Home Again, 1940) by

a "total renunciation of the errors men live

by," Wolfe swept the way clear for a new

faith m the future promise of Amenca Quite

the opposite from these self-contained dis-

turbances, but equally romantic, were the

escapisms of James Branch Cabell and Joseph

Hergesheimer Cabell, author of thirty-odd

books of verse, essays, and fiction, is noted

chiefly for his earlier latmated and cabalistic

prose, used either in erotic double entendre

(Jurgen, 1919) or as a vehicle for an esoteric

fantasy which is invariably punctured upon

the ironic prongs of actuality (The Cream

of the Jest, 1917) Beyond Life C1919) and

Preface to the Past (1936) contain Cabell's

mam artistic theones Hergesheimer also

seemed alienated from present-day reality in

his penchant for the simplicity, boldness, and

'taste' of past 'aristocratic' virtues, which be-

come in his novels ironically subject to the

crassness of modem life (Java Head,

Balisand, 1924), and his sensorily poignant

style revealed a loving fascination with ex-

ternal beauty that (like Wolfe's) seemed too

often content with the first meaning of things

One of the most important artistic responses

to the modern world was that which—un-

swervingly honest in portrayal of the mingled

vices and virtues of man in an uncompromis-

mg universe—still persisted in a philosophical

search for a faith beyond naturalism Eldest

'seeker for the Grail' was Edward Arlington

Robinson,'^ whose central interest, despite

strong criticism of the regimentation and ma-

terialism of society (Dionysus in Doubt,

1925), was with the spirit of a mankind beset

by Its own unstable character Thus, although

influenced by Hardy, Robinson's search for

the "fearful truth"—no matter where it led—

was more akin to Greek tragedy than to

naturalism, and its non-didactic approach to

the permanently human seems sometimes al-

most Shakespearean In the midst of this

tragic view of life, however, Robinson found

a muted Transcendental hope "the black and

awful chaos of the night" lightened by "the
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coming glory of the Light” CCredo, 1897)

The Man Against the Sky (1916), which

artistically examines different human attitudes

toward universal destiny, culminates in the

faith that 'we may laugh and fight and smg,”

And of our transience here make offering

To an orient Word that will not he erased

Man^s hope rests then in the movement of

desire away from the immediate and material

"The world is not a 'prison-house,
’ ” he once

said, "but a kind of spmtual kindergarten

where bewildered infants are trying to spell

God with the wrong blocks” This trans-

cendent faith in the midst of tragedy Robin-

son has re-affirmed as late as 1935 m the

poetic narrative Ktng Jas'per

Like Robinson, Eugene O’NeilP has em-

phasized the relation of man, not to man, but

to the universe And, except for a few plays

of social cnticism (The Hatty Ape, 1922,

The Great God Brown, 1926, Marco Mtlhons,

1927-8) and the comedy of Ah, Wtldemess^

C1933), O'Neiirs dramas have concentrated

upon ^ose forces and motivations that make

men unhappy Beneath all, to him, lay "the

death of the old God and the failure of science

and materialism to give any satisfactory new
one for the surviving pnmitive religious in-

stinct” Although this tremendous theme has

often seemed to overtax his medium, and

despite the fact that his thinking appears

more emotional and mystical than intellectual,

OWeilFs work has shown a definite if inter-

mittent progress toward positive faith His

first naturalistic tragedy of frustration due to

blind external forces, in Beyond the Hortzon

(1920), became a study of fear in The Em-

peror Jones ( 1 920-1), a symbolic dread of the

sea m Anna ChnsUe (1921-2), and the

thwarting of a hopeful spark of love through

race distinctions m All God!s Chtllun Got

Wings (1924) and through lust and passion

in Desire Under the Elms (1924-5) Then

the search turned inward with the Freudian

psychology of The Great God Brown and the

subde, nine-act Strange Interlude (1928),

and after Dynamo (1929) had warned agamst

accepting matenal power as divinity, a trilogy

of morbid, destructive passion, Mourning Be-

comes Electra (1931), reached the level of

tragic fulfillment, with a suggestion that ex-

piational control lies within men And finally,

in the last play of this penod. Days With-

out End (1934), the earlier mystical ex-

altation and optimism of Lazarus Laughed

(1927) is identifiied with the traditional

(Christian) disciplines of the race, and the

search for spmtual peace seems resolved

After twelve years of silence, O’Neill re-

turned (The Iceman Cometh, 1946) in sur-

face simplicity and naturalistic sordidness,

with a group of Bowery derelicts hiding from

themselves m unending drunkenness and

"pipe-dreams,” to drown an unacknowledged

fear and shame from which the only release

is brought by the Iceman Death

Others besides Robinson and O’Neill have

foimd an elusive gleam, for negation giving

way to faith has been an increasingly com-

mon process in recent literature. Robert

Emmet Sherwood, suave and clever dramatist

noted for his careful gathering of matenal, is

a good example of the cjmical sophisticate

(Reunion in Vienna, 193 1-2) and disillu-

sioned intellectual (The Petrified Forest,

1934-5, Idiot's Delight, 1936) that has moved

from a futile pacifism to impassioned bel-

ligerency in the defence of human liberty

(Ahe Lincoln in Illinois, 1938-9, There Shall

Be No Night, 1940, rev 1943) The poet

Wallace Stevens represents a similar shift

from disillusion with modem life (Harmo-

nium, 1923) to a faith m the power of man’s

imagination (The Man with the Blue Guitar,

1937), a dream shared with even greater in-

tensity by Louise Bogan and L^ome Adams*

A bit less convinang in terms of organic art
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were the aloof resolutions made by the so-

called 'expatriate' group, whose history has

been admirably chronicled by Malcolm Cow-

ley in ExtWs Return (1934) T S Eliot's

earlier flippant intellectual pessimism (Pm-

frock and Other Ghservafims, 1917, The

Waste handy 1922, The Hollow Men, 1925J

changed to veneration for an idealized British

tradition (he became a naturalized Bntish

subject m 1927), shown in verse QAsh~

Wednesday, 1930), in pageant-drama QAur-

der m the Cathedral, 1935) and increasingly

m prose essays (For Lancelot Andrewes,

1928, After Strange Gods, 1934), and Archi-

bald MacLeish's post-war poems of hopeless-

ness CThe Hamlet of A MacLetsh, 1928)

found an antidote m social awareness (Nerv

Found Land, 1930, A Time to Speak, 1941,

a collection of prose), but Ezra Pound, whose

allusive, flexible Cantos (1925 ff ) deal mainly

with the wreck of civilizations, has apparently

become neither reconciled nor repatnated to

Amencan life. A good many other disillu-

sioned intellectuals m the meantime found a

positive program m social revolt, oftentimes

combined with a growing faith in humanity.

The Tiard-boiled' or 'primitivist' school of

prose writers came, like the expatriates, from

what Gertrude Stem called the lost genera-

tion' Ernest Hemingway,'^ artistic leader of

the group, is one of the most vivid waters of

fiction in Amencan literature In most of his

earlier work the negations and contradictions

that are its backbone, seemingly lay outside

America in both spirit and setting, now they

appear almost internationally prophetic of

the war and violence of a decade later Fol-

lowing the war-bom stones of In Our Time

(1924, 1925) he seemed obsessed with a

ngid, immobile embracing of disaster and the

destructive element in man, and against

Violent deadi, maudlin drunkenness, 'dead

love' and sensual sprees he generally pitted

only a kind of benumbed stoicism, based upon

physical endurance, physical satisfaction, ani

hostility toward sham (A Farewell to Arms,

1929, Death tn the Afternoon, 1932). How-
ever, in For Whom the Bell Tolls (1940)

there appeared an ennching return to a sense

of the community of man—barely peepmg

through the underlying grip of destruction—

which may indicate future positive statements

The chief followers in Hemingway's success-

ful genres of affectedly unaffected naturalism

and brutality were Erskine Caldwell, James

M Cam (The Postman Always Rings Twice,

1934)? William Faulkner, James T. Farrell

One final hterary attitude toward man's

place in life may be called a 'realism of ac-

ceptance ' Generally vathout recourse to spe-

cific philosophies, and avoiding vague opti-

mism, a number of writers have faced modem
existence with courage, determination and

perspective Of such are the better plays of

Sidney Howard, such as They Knew What
They Wanted (1924), The Stiver Cord

(1926) and The Ghost of Yankee Doodle

(1937), and perhaps the lighter-weight come-

dies of manners by N S Behrman (Ram

from Heaven, 1934) Representative ^tmong

many novelists might be Ernest Poole (The

Harbor, 1915), among the poets, John Hall

Wheelock (The Black Panther, 1922), Elinor

Wylie ((Collected Poems, 1932, Collected

Prose, 1933), Dr William Carlos Williams

(Collected Poems, 1938)

Naturally, Amenca provided the setting for

the great majority of the works so far dis-

cussed, but 'the American scene,' both good

and bad, has also shared an equal thematic

place in modem Amencan literature with the

examination of mankind's motives and pur-

poses This IS particularly evident in three

aspects social and economic criticism, local

or regional portraiture, and maturing aware-

ness of our cultural individuality

The most spectacular, energetic and atten-

tion-drawdng section of recent literature has

undoubtedly been that deahng with the po-

litical, economic, and social unrest withm the
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nation In fact, it has for some authors and

critics seemed to dominate or even ehmmate

other considerations and factors And few

writers after 1930 have remained untouched

by it ^ This contemporary social interest had

Its first stage, before World War I, in, the

muckrakmg movement' of journalistic ex-

posure and protest, which is chronicled, along

with modem liberal and radical movements,

in the important Autohtografhy C1931) of

Lincoln Steffens It was at about the same

time that Upton Sinclair began his long, pro-

lific career as a pamphleteer, novelist, and

politician, during which he has produced over

100 separate works, mcluding some 50 novels

which range from The Jungle (1906), a

socialistic expos4 of the meat-packing indus-

try, through Ktng Coal (1917), The Goose-

step (1923), OiV (1927), Boston (1928), The
Fltwer Ktng C1937), all cntiazmg vanous

aspects of Amencan life, to his most recent

senes of cycloramic Xanny Budd' novels,

which gather together an enormous amount

of accurate mformation about world history

since the First World War These last six

books eWorld's End) Between Two Worlds^

Dragon's Teeth, Wide Is the Gate, Brest

denUal Agent, and Dragon Harvest^ 1940-

45), the fruit of Sinclairs indefatigable pas-

sion for details and his practiced craftsman-

ship m using the devices of narrative excite-

ment, have received more senous critical

acclaim than any of his other works, despite

their typical episodic, manufactured stmeture

and non-aesthetic defects

From the same period cameH L Mencken,

mfluential and aggressive iconoclast, who be-

came, as co-founder and editor of The Ameri-

can Mercury (iPM—) and as a mercunal

cntic m the six senes of Prejudices (1919-

^ The arrangement of authors imder different top-

ical heads in ffus essay obviously should not be con-

strued as ^pigeonhole* finahty It is dictated by the

demands of brevity and the attempt to show what
seem to be major trends

27), the mtellectual leader of numerous rest-

less youthful thinkers of the twenties His

castigation of convention, sham, and dullness

foimd Its most able kindred spint m Sinclair

Lewis,^ vitriolic satirist of middle-class village

life (Mam Street, 1920, Babbitt, 1922) and of

respectable' hypoensy CElmer Gantry, 1927,

Gtdeon Plamsh, 1943) Typically ^Amencan'

m their brash gusto and moral earnestness,

Lewis's books (with the possible exception

of Dodsworth, 1929) seem primarily problem

or thesis novels employing reahstic' cancature

to drive home their point (as m his gaudy

but effective danger-signal against dictator-

ship, It Cant Happen Here, 1935), but un-

like Upton Sinclair, Lewis has also been m-

terested m people simply as human beings,

so that his best works (as Arrowsmith, 1925)

attam a character development that rises above

mere puppetry. And the most social' of his

novels, Ann Vtckers (1933), is also the most

patently 'psychological

'

Not all recent satire—and the age has in-

spired a great deal of it—has been as senous-

faced as the photographic mdictments of

Lewis The finest satiric craftsman of the cen-

tury, Rmgfold] Lardner, was just as ^puntan'

m his icy dissection of human avarice and

emptiness, and mfinitely more savage m his

pessimism, and yet, like Mark Twam, whom
in many respects he resembled, he was popu-

larly regarded as a humonst Wntmg m an

mspired transcnption of the lowest level of

the colloqmal (Yo^t Know Me Al, 1916, The

Love Nest and Other Stones, 1926), he de-

nied his inanely loquaaous, egoistic, unstable

characters the least shred of ignity, m love,

passion, or even death—their only tragedy

bemg that of bhthe stupidity. But despite his

talent and artistry, Lardner kidded his own
work (How to Wnte Short Stones, 1924),

ironically refused his own potentiahties, and,

aside from his negative anger, seemed m the

end helpless before the deeper meanings of

life The satiric touch of the playwright
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George S Kaufman has been much lighter,

generally verging upon farce or travesty, in

his many collaborations—Beggcrr on Horse-

hack C1924) with Marc Connelly, The Royal

Family (1928) and Stage Door (1936) with

Edna Ferber, June Moon (1929-30) with

Lardner, Of Thee I Smg (1931) with Morns

Ryskind and George and Ira Gersh^vin, Fd

Rather Be Right (1937) and The Man Who
Came to Dmner (1939) with Moss Hart.

And Don Marquis Qarchy and mehttahel,

1927), e e cummings and Kenneth Feanng

have exploited the most unusual possibilities

of free verse m their jazzed but often serious

satiric comments upon the American scene,

while the New Yorker trio of S J Perelman,

Dorothy Parker, and James Thurber, evolving

a kind of wisdom touched by madness, have

remained the most wittily amusing of the

modem satirists A wit of quite another cast

lies m the ironic implications beneath the

deceivmgly simple and low-pitched nostalgia

of John P Marquand's The Late George

Afley (1937) and the polished craftsmanship

of his So Little Time (1943) Marquand^s

subtle, sympathetic satire of Brahmin Boston

and Victorian New England seems on the

whole more artistically eSEective than the basic

alienation of George Santayana’s similar

thesis novel, The Last Puntan (1935)
The more recent equivalent of the earlier

literature of exposure and castigation has been

that of documentary evidence and revolution-

ary protest, which ranges in approach from

the broadly ^sociological’ to the more radical

^proletanan’ and doctrinaire 'Marxist’ posi-

tions Indicative of the strong note of rebellion

m this work is the artistic experimentation

that frequently has accompanied it in all the

literary types The broadest critical scope,

aside from the ambitious novels of Upton
Sinclair, is probably shown in John Dos

Passos’ icily rational trilogy U S. A. (The
4znd Parallel, 1930, ipip, 1932, and The Big

Money, 1936—m one v, 1938) which, climax-

ing his post-war sense of neurosis and aliena-

tion in Three Soldiers (1921) and his natu-

ralistic disillusion with America in Manhattan

Transfer (1925), has set out "to put the acid

lest to existing mstitutions and to stnp the

veils off them ” In spite of the basic personal

pessimism of this episodic trilogy, and its

unrealistic exclusion of all middle ground, it

stands as a profound creative diagnosis of a

part of our cultural pattern, and especially in

the last volume Dos Passos has shown a de-

veloped mastery of both his unusual frame-

work technique and his symbolic characters

Since USA Dos Passos has undergone a

personal re-orientation in social beliefs, ad-

mitting in Adventures of a Young Man
(1939) the failure of the communistic hope

that had marked the trilogy, and turning m
The Ground We Stcmd On (1941) to a his-

torical survey of American republican tradi-

tions Two works similar to U S A in their

sweeping intent are the proletarian trilogy of

Josephme Herbst (Pity Is Not Enough, 1933,

The Executioner Wcats, 1934, Rope of Gold,

1939) and Wallace Stegner’s leisurely, de-

tailed Big Rock Candy Mountain (1943),

which traces one family through the first

third of the present century in Canada and

the U S James T. Farrell’s Studs Lomgan

trilogy (1932-35) hkewise covers those tur-

bulent three decades, but limits its natural-

istic stream-of-consciousness treatment to the

squahd urban environment of Chicago, as

does also his more recent 'Danny O’Neill’

tetralogy Other representative protests agamst

the urban or industnal environment are found

in Elmer Rice’s plays, the expressionistic The

Adding Machine (1923) and the naturalistic

Street Scene (1929), Waldo Frank’s novel

The City Block (1922), Albert Halper’s The

Foundry (1934) and The Chute (1937), and

the verse of such experimental proletanan

poets as Lola Ridge (The Ghetto, 1918),

Horace Gregory (Chorus for Survival, 1935);

Muriel Rukeyser (U. S i, 1938) Perhaps
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the most doctrinaire proletarian group arose

among the writers for the ''Group Theatre''

and "Theatre Union" Clifford Odets (Watt-

ing for Leftyy 1935, Awake and Smg, 1935),

Irwin Shaw (The Gentle People, ^939)?

Albert Maltz, George Sklar, John H Lawson

The raaal and economic problems of the

South have also produced a great deal of

sociological and proletarian literature A pio-

neer m the realistic handling of Southern

social problems was Thomas S Stribling, his

Birthright (1922) and TeeftdEow (1^2.6—

dramatized as Rope, 1928) boldly handled

race prejudice and miscegenation, and his tnl-

ogy of The Forge (1931), The Store C1932)

and The Unfinished Cathedral C1934)

charted the rise and fall of a Southern middle-

class family Erskme Caldwell's macabre de-

pictions of degradation and brutality among

the sharecroppers in Tobacco Road

dramatized by Jack Kirkland m 1933)? God's

Little Acre (1933) and the jolting short

stones of Kneel to the Rtsmg Sun 0935)?

like much of the work of William Faulkner

(see below), are suspect as tours de force in

naturalistic horror or grim humor, but do

reach sociological implications in dealing with

white degeneracy in certain areas of the

South The plays of Paul Green (The Field

God, The House of Connelly, 1931)

and the novels of Grace Lumpbn are much

more specific upon the same questions, how-

ever, while the racial problem has had emi-

nently serious treatment in the poems, novels

and short stories of two negro writers, Langs-

ton Hughes and Richard Wright (Native

Son, 1940) as well as m a noteworthy novel

by Lillian Smith, Strange Fruit (1944)

As a major wnter whose work has shown

increasing interest in the social problems of

Amenca, John Steinbeck'^ is outstanding-

not only because of his artistry, but also be-

cause he has encompassed so many of the

literary solutions for the modem dilemma,

and has, in his blend of romance and natural-

ism, to some extent paralleled the American

yream' of personal freedom Against the curse

of human fmstration he has successively

championed romantic power-bent individual-

ism (The Cup of Gold, 1929), violent neo-

paganistic renunciation and bloody sacnfice

(To a God Unknovm, 1933), naive, amoral

primitivism (Tortilla Flat, 1935), sheer opti-

imsm (In Dubious Battle, 1936), personal ties

with the soil (Of Mice cmd Men, 1937),

humane lovingkindness and organized resist-

ance (The Grapes of Wrath, 1939), and stub-

born independence of spirit (The Moon Is

Down, 1942) Never completely espousing

proletanan collectivism, he has nevertheless

advanced from pnmitivistic escape to a recog-

nition of the need for social controls, and,

always, the optimism just stressed m his work

has been more than balanced by a realistic

recognition of the actualities of human suf-

fermg So much cannot be said for the im-

petuous, artless fantasy of William Saroyan's

skems of short sketches (The Danng Young

Man on the Flying Trapeze, 1934, My Name
Is Aram, 1940, The Human Comedy, 1943)

and plays (The Time of Your Life, 1939),

which, nevertheless, strike a bnght note of

faith m human nature

The most persistent Amencan literary an-

tithesis to proletanan dissent has been that

'regionalism' which developed beyond the ear-

her local color impulse, for, either optimistic

or pessimistic, it has constandy emphasized

the uniquely American facets of our culture

It has given bone and smew to the work of

such Eastern wnters as Robmson, Frost,

Stephen Vincent Bendt,Wilbert Snow(Marne

Coast, 1923, etc) and Robert P* Tnstram

Coffin (Collected Poems, 1939) And it has

entered strongly into the prose of such West-

ern authors as Willa Gather, Steinbeck,

Saroyan, the popular Zane Grey and Stewart

Edward White, and Oliver LaFarge (Laugh-

ing Boy, 1929), and the drama by Lynn

Riggs, Green Grow the Lilacs (1931, later
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made into the refreshing musical comedy

Oklahoma) But its most persistent eflfects are

shown in the Mid-West and the South

The Mid-West background, as we have

seen, lay evident m Dreiser, Masters, Sher-

wood Anderson, and the Chicago naturalistic

school, and it continued to exert its influence

Zona Calebs optimistic and satiric prose

(Enendshtf Village, 1908, Miss Lulu Bett,

1920, Yellow Gentians, and Blue, 1927)

stemmed from Wisconsm village hfe (Nicho-

las) Vachel Lindsay’s pamphleteenng human-

itanan civic crusading (Adventures While

Preaching the Gospel of Beauty, 1914) spoke

for the agrarian, frontier, democratic, evan-

gehstic heritage of the section, and his orally-

conceived experimentation in poetic move-

ment and rhythm (The Congo, 1914, The

Chinese Nightingale, 1917, Collected Poems,

1923, rev. 1925) was a deliberate attempt to

bnng poetry back to the folk level Carl

Sandburg’^ emerged in 1914 as the most

colloquially authentic" interpreter of the harsh,

brutal, energetic rudeness and the simple

fancy and beauty of the Mid-West’s indus-

trial and agncultural life (Chicago Poems,

1916, Comhuskers, 1918, Smoke and Steel,

1920) Ruth Suckow realistically delineated

her native section both in novels (Country

People, 1924, The Folks, 1934) and short

stones (Iowa Interiors, 1926), as did Louis

Bromfield (The Green Bay Tree, 1924, The
Farm, 1933) and Phil Strong (State Fair,

1932), while Ole Rolvaag dealt with the

tragedies of immigrant life in the Dakota ter-

ntory (Giants in the Earth, 1927) And the

poets John G. Neihardt, Lew Sarrett, and

Paul Engle found matenal for expression in

the traditions and life of the region

Regional mfluences have been particularly

potent in the Sojith. Ellen Glasgow,^ for

example, has vmtten most of her novels di-

rectly around the changing life of her native

Virginia, from the Civil War to the present,

and although her balanced, humanistic treat-

ment has raised her work above the merely

local color or problem novel category, she has

filled in a complete cultural history of the old

and new South, thematically summed up m
In This Our Life (1941) Along the way
she had seriously suggested the need for effete

modem aristocracy to revitalize itself (The

Miller of Old Church, 1911), for women to

prepare themselves to take an active part in

the world’s work (Virginia, 1913), for all to

face the realities and irony of hfe without

refuge in decayed codes of gentility, senti-

mentality, and chivalry (Barren Ground,

1925, The Romantic Comedians, 1926), and

for the modem disillusioned generations to

draw once again upon the old pioneering

faith of their forefathers (Vein of Iron, 1935)

But the nobility of standard with which Miss

Glasgow reversed a nostalgic past and scruti-

nized the present is not so evident in Wolfe’s

rejection of the modern South, Caldwell’s

bmtal sniggering at it, and William Faulk-

ner’s deep-South negative, rebellious, patho-

logical hatred of the Negro, the flapper, and

Northern mdustnahsm in his bnlliant but

difficult novels (The Sound and the Fury,

1929, Light in August, 1932, Absalom^

Absalom!, 1936) and short stories (These

Thirteen, 1931) And the neo-agrarian ^Tugi-

tive” group of poets and cntics, John Crowe

Ransom (Chills and Fever, 1924), Donald

Davidson (The Tall Men, 1927), Robert

Penn Warren (Thirty-six Poems, 1935) and

Allen Tate, have used their expenmental

verse technique of complexity and indirec-

tion to champion a kind of pro-Southern

regional chauvinism, most clearly outlmed in

their prose symposium, I’ll Take My Stand

(1930) An entirely different kind of pastoral

regionalism is found in the traditional lyrics

of LizetteW Reese, and in the Florida novels

of Marjone Kinnan Rawlings (South Moon

Under, 1933, The Yearling, 1938)

The lore and mind of the Negro have

formed almost a separate regional literature
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as handled by the novelists Dubose Heyward
(Porgy, 1925—dramatized, 1927, and adapted,

with George Gershwin, as the opera Porgy

and Bess, 1935) and Julia Peterlan CScarlet

Sister Mary, 1928), by the dramatist Paul

Green Qn Ahrahanis Bosom, 1927), by the

short story wnter Roark Bradford (Of Man
Adam an Hts Chtllun, 1928—adapted by the

dramatist Marc Connelly as The Green Pas-

tures^ 1930), and by such distinguished Negro

poets as Claude McKay QHarlem Shadows,

1922), Dr James Weldon Johnson (God's

Trombones, 1927), Countee Cullen, Langs-

ton Hughes

The modern resurgence of Tiistorical fic-

tion* reveals a literary sense of American cul-

tural matunty just as strongly as the regional

studies A few representatives of the many
authors are Irving Bacheller, Joseph Herges-

heimer, James Boyd (Drums, 1925), Edna

Berber (Show Boat, 1926, Cimarron, 1930),

Elizabeth Maddox Roberts (The Time of

Man, 1926), Walter D Edmonds (Drums
along the Mohawk, 1936), Harold L Davis

(Honey in the Horn, 1935), Margaret

Mitchell (Gone with the Wind, 1936), Ken-

neth Roberts (Northwest Passage, 1937),

Conrad Richter (The Trees, 1940), Joseph

Pennell (The History of Rome Hanks, 1944),

and such biographer-novehsts as Gertrude

Atherton, Esther Forbes, Frances Wmwar
and Howard Fast Closely allied with both

the regional and historical tendencies are such

collections and studies as Carl Sandburg*s

The American Songhag (1927), John and

Alan Lomax*s American Ballads and Folk-

songs (1934) and B A Botkm*s great A
Treasury of American Folklore (1944)

National matunty is evident too in the

work of such historians as Charles and Mary

Beard, Carl Becker, Samuel Eliot Monson,

A M Schlesinger, Henry S Commager,

Dixon Ryan Fox, and James Truslow Adams

(Adams acted as editor-in-chief of the monu-

mental Dictionary of American History, 5 v*

and index, 1940). And in such hterature of

ideas as has been written by Walter Lippman,

Vernon L Farrington, James Harvey Robin-

son, Merle Curti, the Amencan coming of

mental age is at least forecast It is perhaps

more a sign of ^the age* than of any particular

Amencan development that science has as-

sumed an outstanding and too often mistaught

significance m hterature—both as a field for

^senous* wntmg and as an aesthetic catalyst

for imaginative authors But the high caliber

of literary journalism revealed by William

Allen White, Heywood Broun, Vmcent
Sheean, Bert Leston Taylor, E B White,

Franklin P Adams, Raymond Clapper, Quen-

tin Reynolds, and many others is a purely

Amencan achievement, and one that has met

magnificently the demands of World War II,

especially in the work of such recorders

and commentators as W L. White (They

Were Expendable, 1942), Ernie Pyle (Here

Is Your War, 1943) and John Hersey (Into

the Valley, 1943, A Bell for Adano, 1944).

Biography and autobiography both have

shown a keener sense of purpose and a

sounder philosophic basis than heretofore, but

there has at the same time been a good deal

of populanzed hack-work From the debunk-

ing biographers of the twenties to the lyncal

re-interpreters of the thirties and the pams-

takmg actualists of the forties there was, how-

ever, a consistent efiEort to avoid sentimentality

and whitewash,' and the showy balloon of

Freudian psychoanalysis was soon deflated to

more proper dimensions as an interesting

though dangerous modem addition to the art

of biography And, most significant of all,

modem biography learned from modem his-

tory the value of placmg the individual in a

proper perspective with his own times.

Of all the indications of Amencan literary

self-confidence, however, none is more impor-

tant than the recent philological and artistic

recognition of the Amencan colloquial lore

and language. Emerson, Whitman, Mark
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Twain and some of the early realists had

mined this rich vein of native ore, of course,

but Its systematic and full development has

come relatively recently through such scholars

as G P Krapp, such independent thinkers

as H L Mencken (The American Language,

1919, 4th ed , 1936, Supplement I, 1945), and

in the poetry of Frost, Sandburg, Stephen Vin-

cent Ben6t, and the prose of Lardner, Heming-

way, Dos Passos, Stephen Vincent Benet’^ may
literally be said to be the culmination of the

latest classical period of Amencan literature,

for he mastered again the old secret of ex-

pressing not only the causes of things, but

also their significance In his short stories,

novelettes and poems (The Selected Works

of Stephen Vincent Benet, 2 v, 1942) are

encompassed the most typically Amencan so-

cial and humanistic approaches, always spoken

in ^the voice of the people' with a self-confi-

dent, regional, and colloquial maturity Sig-

nificantly, he belonged to no literary cult,

^generation,' or group, and his brother William

Rose Benet, poet-editor, summed up his indi-

vidual qualities as '^the persistent twinkle, the

drawlingly American sense of humor, the

keen appraisal of the follies and cnmes of

the time." His John Brownes Body (1928), a

long poem employing a great variety of verse

rhythms, and adapting narrative techniques

heretofore generally used only m the novel,

ments recognition as America's truest modern

epic, incomplete part though it is of a pro-

jected senes of works Ben^t has used the

poet's means for sharing his knowledge and

love of all Amenca, and for searching out the

real value of Amencan life

It yet remams to consider bnefly the tech-

nical expenmentation and literary theonzing

that have marked indelibly the modem pe-

nod^ The practice of literary criticism, as

such, has flourished; for not only has it been

* For a more detailed discussion of these topics the

read^ is referred to a companion volume, A Dtc-

tionary of World Literature, CrtUcism-Eorms-Tech-

mque, ed. Joseph T. Shipley Ci943)*

afforded added material through research, and

novel methods through the 'new psychology’

and 'semantics,' but it has also been given

more actual space for expression—in review

sections, anthologies, university press publi-

cations, and innumerable journals The be-

ginning of the basic interest in clarifying

cntical theories was Joel E Spmgam's popu-

larization of Bendetto Croce's aesthetiasm,

in The New Criticism C1911) Yet, of pure

aestheticism there has been very little, for the

American moralistic strain mvanably compli-

cated the major critics' positions What seemed

an important aesthetic tradition in T S Eliot

(The Sacred Wood, 1920) now appears in-

creasingly narrow and arbitrary, both m his

work and in that of the allied mtellectualists,'

who had in addition imbibed freely at the

semantic font of I A Richards and others,

but among their work R P Blackmur's The

Double Agent (1935), Allen Tate's Reac-

tionary Essays C1936) and John Crowe Ran-

som's The World*s Body (1938) deserve high

mention Meanwhile, the fading classical

aestheticism of New Humanism lingered m
Norman Foerster, and briefly touched Ivor

Winters, and the aesthetic impressionism of

George Jean Nathan and H L Mencken be

came much tamer m other hands Mencken's

violent 'iconoclastic conservatism,' however,

has apparently passed on to Bernard De Voto

The Marxian radicals as well as the hyper-

aesthetes found cogent correction at the hands

of such liberals as Randolph Bourne (The

History of a Literary Radical, 1920), Edmund
Wilson (AxeVs Castle, 1931) and Van Wyck
Brooks (The Opinions of Oliver Allston,

1941) Brooks is most ably carrying on Lewis

Mumford's historical-patriotic point of view

with a growing series of able, appealing 6ul-

tural-literary histones (The Flowering of New
England, 1936, New England Indian Sum-

mer, 1940, The World of Washington Irving

1944, Walt Whitman and His Contempo-

raries, projected). Among the academic critics

the older names of F. L. Pattee and John
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Livingston Lowes are matched by such con*

temporary figures as F O Matthiessen, Theo-

dore Spencer, Joseph Warren Beach

In both theory and practice the recent new^

literatures have tended to extol above all else

technical novelty and formal originality Al-

though this has been a liberating and some-

times excitingly fruitful movement, it has too

often created cotene-hterature,^ pnvate lan-

guages,’ and 'cults’ that have separated 'art’

from popular communication This hyper-

aestheticism is most noticeable in poetry,

where the admirable experimentalism encour-

aged by such little magazines’ as Harriet

Monroe’s discerning and well-balanced Poetry,

a Magazine of Verse (1912 to date) later flew

off on tangents of learned nonsense, esotenc

exhibitionism, or verbal irresponsibility, which

have tended to obscure the fine expression of

which the writers sometimes seem capable

Probably the most famous group-program was

that of the "Imagists”—instigated by the ex-

patnate Ezra Pound, but soon taken over and

codified by the forceful and energetic Amy
Lowell (ed Some Imagtst Poets, 1915 ff.

Selected Poems, 1928), and represented m
Amenca by H[ilda] D[oolittle] ^Collected

Poems, 1925) and John Gould Fletcher

(Selected Poems, 1938) A less doctnnaire

but equally experimental use of the increas-

mgly popular free verse or vers hhre marked

the rather extravagant and fantastic^ or at

times childlike, verse of Alfred Kreymborg,

the subtly musical and subjectively psycho-

logical poems of Conrad Aiken (Selected

Poems, 1929), the disciplined but unusual

lineation and metrics of Mananne Moore’s

witty and ironic rhymes (Selected Poems,

1935), the deliberate typographical oddity of

e e cummings’ amused observations in verse

(Collected Poems, 1938), and the attempt by

Gertrude Stein to use words independendy

of their normal associations The tendency

toward 'private poetry,’ seen in the aloof and

secretive work of the expatnate Laura Riding,

assumed various metaphysical characteristics

m the verse of William Carlos Williams,

Wallace Stevens, Elinor Wylie, John Hall

Wheelock, Louise Bogan, L&nie Adams,

Genevieve Taggard Metaphysical abstraction

marked also the "Fugitive” group (named for

their magazine, 1922-25) of Southern poets,

John Crowe Ransom, Donald Davidson, Rob-

ert Penn Warren, and it was implicit in the

dissonance, free-assoaation, and allusiveness

of Ezra Pound’s Cantos and the 'objectivist’

group that followed him, as well as the influ-

ential but difficult 'objective correlative’ tech-

nique of T S Eliot, which uses privately-

endowed words as symbols for whole groups

of 'associated’ ideas-

Drama, next to poetry, has seen the most

sensational expenmentalism durmg the mod-

em penod Influenced by European advances,

and nourished by the American branch of the

little theatre’ movement as well as some

college playhouses and workshops, this tech-

nical searching has done a great deal to re-

vive Amencan drama Foremost among the

experimenters has been, of course, Eugene

O’Neill,’^ but the expressionism of Elmer

Rice’s The Adding Machine (1923), vanous

staging techniques by wnters for the 'social

theatre’ such as Irwin Shaw (Bury the Dead,

1936) and Clifford Odets (Watting for Lefty,

1935), the poetic drama of Maxwell Ander-

son (Wmterset, 1935), the fantasy of Saro-

yan, and the bold 'undress’ staging and fluid

handling of time sequence by Thornton

Wilder (Our Town, 1938, The Skin of Our
Teeth, 1942) are important representative

innovations

In prose, structural departures have been

more sweeping than stylistic ones Several

basic influences may be observed at work in

both realms, however First m importance is

perhaps the journalistic training of so many
prose writers, which has turned them to the

accumulation of detail without much em-

phasis upon specific analysis and synthesis

Closely allied with this tendency are the de-

hberate cultivation of harshness, the exploita-
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tion of colloquialism and idiom, and the

swaggering avoidance of 'grand style,* which

have become almost a cult A slightly further

step in the same direction has created a fetish

of artlessness, which has reached its present

culmination in the work of Saroyan From

another direction the early symbolistic tend-

encies have led on one hand to Gertrude

Stem's "moment to moment emphasis in what

IS happening" in her important Three Lives

(1909) and to her later futile attempt to

empty literature of literary content, and on

the other to such Jamesian developments of

the Static situation as Willa Gather s "novel

demeubl6" and Thornton Wilder's reconstruc-

tions in retrospect Symbolism has in addition

combined with a Freudian renewal of the

stream -of- consciousness device (subjective

realism) to form one of the most typical ex-

penmental conventions, seen most clearly in

the fiction of Conrad Aiken, Kay Boyle, Eve-

lyn Scott, William Faulkner, Vardis Fisher

Favorite devices to achieve this have been the

dream-sequence, the mental 'flash-back,' the

undirected revene, the echo of dead voices,

the ironic or symbolic insertion of material

apparently having no direct beanng upon the

plot.' Probably the most successful and repre-

sentative expenmentalist in the novel is Dos

Passos, with his panoramic framework of

'Biographies,' 'The Camera Eye,' and 'News-

reels' m U S A.

Few writers have, like Wilbur Daniel

Steele (Urkey Island, 192-6), achieved their

prose reputation entirely m the traditional

short story, but significant advances m the

form have been made in the last twenty years

—first m the shadow of the Russian psycho-

logical sketch and later independently along

die lines evolved m the novel The rather

transient nature of the mediums in which

short stories usually first appear has led to

‘^heir critical neglect, but some of the wittiest

and even most pohshed writmg of the mod-

em penod has been in that form, particularly

mapzinesm the often disdained 'popular'

The same stigma of transiency and popularity

rests upon the great body of recent detective

fiction, but likewise some of the most effective

prose writers of today are doing at least a

part of their work in that field

Two entirely new mediums, the radio and

motion picture, as yet have not achieved any

body of real literature, but they will require

increasing senous attention in the future

The screenwriting of such literary figures as

Ben Hecht, Sidney Howard, Robert Sher-

wood, Preston Sturges contains genuine artis-

tic merit, and, aside from the polished scripts

of Arch Oboler COholer Ommhus, 1945) and

the experiments of Archibald MacLeish (Axr

Rend, 1938), radio has already uncovered a

fine and true artist in Norman Corwin, whose

best radio plays have been published m Thir-

teen hy Cormn (1942)

Merle Curti, The Growth of American Thought,

1943^ James D Hart, The Oxford Comfamon to

American Literature, 1941, Alfred Kreymborg, Our
Singing Strength, an Outline of American Poetry,

1620-1930, 1929, F O Matthiessen, American
Renaissance, 1941, Perry Miller and T H Johnson,

The Puritans, 1938, Fred B Millett, Contemforary
American Authors, 1940, F L Mott, A History of

American Magazines, 1741-1850, 1930, E H*
O'Neill, History of American Biography, 1935, V* L
Pamngton, Mam Currents in American Thought,

3 V, 1927-30, Fred L Pattee, The Oevelofment of

the American Short Story, 1923, A H Qmnn,
American Fiction, an Historical and Critical Survey,

1936, A History of the American Drama from the

Beginning to the Civil War, 1923, A History of the

American Drama from the Civil War to the Present

Day, rev ed , 1936, 1 W Riley, American Thought,

from Puritanism to Pragmatism, 1923,W F Taylor,

A History of American Letters, with hihhography hy
Harry Hartwick, 1936

Emerson C Shuck

U S AND Canadian Folk Literature

The basic and dominant strain in the folk

literature of the United States and Canada

is the same and is chiefly of Scotch, Irish and

English origin American Indian folklore was

nch, as is shown by the vigor of its survivals

in the small groups of Indians still alive, but

It IS disappearii^g with the Indian, leaving
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lamentably few traces in our national folklore

(See North American ) Also African folklore

t; ) IS rich, but on arrival in North Amer-

ica, It received far more influence than it

gave, and the chief Negro contnbution to our

national folklore has been his manner of

interpretation of our Scotch, Insh, English

material, and his adaptation of it to its New
World environment A few continental Euro-

pean strains have been transplanted over

fairly large regions, and have taken root and

grown in New World soil, like the French

folklore of eastern Canada and New Orleans,

the Spanish in southwestern USA, the

Scandinavian of the north midwest, and the

German m Pennsylvania, but these strains

have remained largely regional and have

exerted htde influence on our national folk-

lore outside their own temtory Other, smaller

European strains survive locally, but usually

assimilate and disappear into our national

folklore, especially m big cities, where such

groups are usually found

With such a basis and admixture of other

elements, for the most part transplanted, our

folklore is fast takmg root in the new soil,

adapting itself to its new environment, fusing

Its diverse elements, undergoing the natural

changes that time continually brings to all

forms of culture, and, most important, creat-

ing its own new contributions as a natural

product of this new combination of human

and environmental elements But these proc-

esses are still m the phase of robust and rapid

change characteristic of the early period or

youth of anything that grows, for our na-

tional folklore is barely 300 years old, a mere

moment in the long world history of cultural

evolution This same shortness of time ex-

plains the uniformity of our folklore, which

has not yet had time to develop very profound

regional differences, besides, our population

moves about freely, from coast to coast, and

has developed as typical of its civilization the

concept of ''standardization,” which has de-

terred regional developments Some, indeed,

believe that our folklore is being smothered

to death m its youth by our highly developed

transportation facilities, radio, movies, and

other forms of "standard” entertainment,

abundant printing, hteracy, education, and

the like, and our transition from a rural-

regional to an industrial-urban life

In folk narrative, we have practically noth-

mg left of mythology Of legend and tradi-

tion, abundant new material has appeared In

the north woods, in the south, along the

nvers of the midwest and on the great plains

and deserts of the far west, legendary heroes

have grown, like Davy Crockett, Mike Fink,

Buffalo Bill, Jesse James, Roy Bean, Pecos

Bill, Paul Bunyan, Febold Feboldson, John

Henry, Johnny Appleseed, eloquently reflect-

mg our pioneer spirit and ideals m their deeds

of great strength and daring, their frontier

resourcefulness, and their plain, democratic

philosophy of life In their early efforts to

shape the future course of things m our land,

sometimes with moral overtones, some of these

heroes have acquired a certain aura of deifica-

tion, and the traditional narration of their

deeds has developed into what might be

called, m a certain sense, a nascent mythol-

ogy As everywhere m the world, also in

North Amenca the Devil, witches, ghosts, fire-

balls and Jack-o-lantems, and other creatures

of human fancy have given rise to a nch

stock of legendary accounts Likewise, pecul-

iar land formations, bodies of water, old

abandoned buildings and haunted houses,

plants, famous batdes, hidden treasures, and

the like have inspired among us numerous

traditions Among our folktales, our sense of

reahstic humor has made by far the most

popular that type of jest or anecdote of lying

or exaggeration often called the "tall tale,” as

of the pumpkin vine that grew so fast it wore

out its pumpbns by dragging them along the

ground, or Babe, Paul Bunyan's blue ox,

whose ears are so far from his muzzle he can*t

hear himself snort The more mcredible these

are, the better we like them They base their
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subject matter on any typical scene of our

life huge or fast growing plants (potatoes,

beans, etc), animals of extraordinary quali-

aes or size (dogs, mosquitoes, etc ), unusual

weather phenomena (sudden changes in tem-

perature, ram, snow, etc ), remarkable hunt-

ers, fools, and an infinite variety of materials

Of secondary populanty are animal tales

many new and many of European and even

worldwide currency (Tarbaby, Mr Fox, Brer

Rabbit, Playing godfather, etc) Magic, reli-

gious and romantic tales, like Cinderella, the

dragonslayer. Sleeping Beauty, magic objects,

supernatural helpers, Christ and St Peter,

Patient Griselda, taming the shrew, seem to

be disappearing from oral circulation and are

known chiefly through books

In the broad field of folk music, poetry,

dance, game, and drama, most popular is the

wealth of Anglo-American ballad material,

some old, like Barhara Allen, others new, like

John Henry, which is known among Negroes

and whites alike Perhaps more prolific,

though often more restricted in their sphere

of populanty, are our folksongs There are

songs of sailors, lumberjacks, miners, hoboes,

farmers, cowboys, and of the mountains, espe-

cially the southern Appalachians, many of

which have become known far and wide by

their radio popularity, like Cnffle Creek,

Shortnm* Bread, etc* Thfe folk dance is less

vigorous, though some forms, like the square

dance, still thrive Folk drama seems to have

vanished almost completely, except m the

southwestern U S A, where a Spamsh-

Mexican tradition of the Shepherds^ P^^Y? >

still thrives Many rhymes and games are cur-

rent, especially among children counting out

rhymes, like Eeente, meeme, myme, mo,

rhymes of ridicule, like Smarty, smarty, had a

party, play-party games, like Hog drovers, and

many more.

Materials in folk speech, and its special

forms of proverb and riddle, are of ordinary

abimdance. In pronunciation, morphology

and syntax, there are regional pecuhanties,

notably among the less literate classes, though

total differences from one iialect area to

another are not great and there is considerable

uniformity in folk speech as in other types of

folklore There is a wealth of colorful matenal

in place names, person names, nicknames,

compansons, and vocabularies of particular

groups A large portion of the proverbs and

riddles are of international stock The riddle

question, which ojBFers a good medium for our

expression of humor, is quite popular What^s

the difference between Joan of Arc and

Noah^s Ark? Joan was matd of Orleans,

Noah^s was made of wood

The interrelations between folklore and

literature are close Thus the Devil crops up

in written tales everywhere from Irving’s The

Devil and Tom Walker through Poe’s Never

Bet the Devil Your Head to Stephen Vincent

Ben^t’s The Devil and Daniel Webster Radio

borrows freely from folklore Hillbilly hands

and composers (eg, Lamar Stnngfield’s

Southern Mountain Suite uses Cripple

CreeK) work m folk tunes, **gag” writers

employ well-known folk jest-pattems, script

wnters build radio dramas of folk legends of

pioneer heroes. Conversely, radio material

may have enough popular appeal to catch on

and be taken up by the folk . . There is

little likelihood that folklore, the prime source,

will run dry

Penodicals and pubs of the Southeastern, Anier-

ican, Texas, California, Tennessee,. Hoosier and other

folklore societies, and American Speech, B A Bot-

km, Treasury of American Folklore (N Y ), Crown,

1944, Idaho Lore, prepared by the Federal wnters*

project of WPA (Caldwell, Idaho), Caxton, 1939,

J R Masterson, Tall Tales of Arkansaw (Boston),

Chapman and Gnmes, 1943, C Neely and J W
Spargo, Tales and Songs of Southern Illinois (Men-
asha, Wise), George Banta, 1938, A K Davis,

Traditional Ballads of Virginia (Cambndge), Har-

vard, 1929, H Creighton, Songs and Ballads from
Nova Scotia (Toronto and Vancouver), Dent, 1932,

L Shaw, Cowboy Dances (Caldwell, Idaho), Cax-

ton, 1939

Ralph Steels Boggs,
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URDU-See Indian

URUGUAYAN-See Spanish American

UYGUR-See Turkish

VANNETAIS-See Breton

VEDIC-See Indian

VENDA-See African

VENETIAN-See Italian

VENEZUELAN—See Spanish Amencan

VERACRUZ—See Mexican

WALLACHIAN-See Romanian

WARRAU—See South Amencan Indian

WELSH
Except for the Greek and Latin, the Celtic

literatures are the oldest m Europe, and

among the hvmg literatures of the world few

have as long a continuous history For Welsh

the earliest manuscript evidence is three

stanzas Cenglynwn) written in the first half

of the 9th c ,
and ten more added in the next,

in a Latin manuscript of Juvencus which is

now m the Umversity Library, Cambndge
The ten form a complete religious poem, but

the three seem to be lync fragments once

inserted m a prose tale that is now lost Such

poetry could not have been wntten with-

out a considerable period of literary prepa-

ration back of It, and for this we have some

evidence Nennius records a tradition, dating

from the 8th c or earlier, that m the time of

Ida son of Eobba (547^559^) Talhaem,

'Father of the Muse,'' and Neirin and Tahes-

sm and Bluchbard and Cian '‘simul m
uno tempore m poemate Brtttmmco clarue-

runt " Bluchbard is otherwise unknown (un-

less the name intended be Llywarch, which

IS doubtful), and Talhae[a]rn is practically

so, but Neirm must be Aneinn'^ whose poem,

Y Gododdtn, has come down to us m a later

manuscnpt Extensive research has confirmed

the behef that this is what it purports to be,

a genuine poem of the 6th or very early 7th c

,

although the existing text has been rearranged

and modernized It is a senes of eulogies for

the wamors slam by the Angles m the Battle

of Cattreath, probably Catterick in York-

shire In a few words Aneirm makes each of

them live for us, for "the bards of the world

assess the men of valor (Beird byt barnant

wyr o gallon)
"

"Short were their lives, long

the yearning of their kmsmen for them (Byrr

eu hoedyl, hir eu hoet ar eu carant)
"
"They

shall be honored until the end of the world

(Hyt orfen byt etmyc vydant)
"

In Y Gododdtn Taliesin's'^ name is coupled

with that of Aneirin, and we have in the

early manuscripts a considerable body of

poetry attnbuted to him Many of these poems

are clearly late—some even as late as the time

of the Normans~and are merely versified

rendermgs of works taught in the monastic

schools, others use the name of Taliesin to

give weight to vaticinations designed to keep

up the spint of the Welsh But there are a

number of others addressed to Urien Rheged

and his son Owem (the Yvain of Arthunan

romance) or to Gwallawg, another king men-

tioned by Nennius, which seem to be genuine

productions of the 6th c The poems of this

group are mtensely patnotic in spint, but

somewhat pedestrian in tone Later tradition

associates with these poets the names of two

others, Myrddin (Merlin) and Llywarch the

Old (Llywarch H^n) Myrddm was by tradi-

tion a prmce of the North (Y Gogledd), a

prophet as well as a poet The poems attnb-

uted to him may contain some early matenal,
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but there is nothing in them that, in its

present form, seems to be older than the 9th c

Llywarch"^ the Old may have lived m the

6th c where tradition places him, but none

of the poetry associated with his name belongs

to that period By the 9th he seems to have

become the hero of a saga, the piose parts of

which are lost, leaving only some of the

poems One series is concerned with the death

m battle of Llywarch's twenty-four sons, leav-

mg him to a lonely, helpless old age, another

series centering about the death of Cynddylan

Lord of Pengwern is put into the mouth of

Cynddylan's sister HeledcJ She feels that her

words have brought about his downfall and

the destruction of the good life she had

knovm, '"Long the course of the sun, longer

my memories (Hir hwyl heul, h^vy vyghou-

yon) The Llywarch Hen poems are mostly

in the englyn form, and belong to Powys in

north-east Wales, rather than to Cymnc
Scodand (Y Gogledd) as do the genuine

poems of Aneinn and Taliesin and the poems

attnbuted to Myrddm These four poets, to-

gether with a few minor ones about whom
very little is known, are commonly called the

Cynfetrdd (Pnmitive Bards) Their works

have come down to us in four early manu-

scripts, the so-called ^Tour Ancient Books

of Wales These are The Black Book of

Carmarthen (the oldest part ca 1160), The *

Book of Anetnn (ca 1250), The Book of

Taliesin (ca. 1275), and The Red Book of

Hergest (ca 1375 and later) There is also

a White Book of Rhydderch (ca 1275) which

contains mosdy prose Until the contents of

these and other manuscripts have been more

thoroughly studied and classified by Welsh
scholars, it is idle to attempt to pronounce

upon most of the material. It was once as-

sumed that no Welsh poetry from the cen-

tunes between the 6th and the 12th has been

preserved to us. But now Professor Ifor Wil-

hams dates the U3rwarch H^n poetry about

Bjro and the Arymes Prydem (Prophecy of

Britain') about 930 Probably much of the

gnomic poetry and nature poetry which is so

plentiful in the early manuscripts belongs to

this period, and further study of the extant

texts will doubtless do more to fill the gap

The Bards of the Princes The editors of

the Myvyrian Archaiology gave to the group

of poets who filled the centuries between

1081 and 1282 the name of Gogynfeirdd or

Tairly early poets,” but it seems more appro-

pnate to call them
^3ards of the princes,”

since the court poets set the pattern for all the

others Many of these poets were of noble

birth, the others were landholders, or at least

freemen, for villeins and bondmen were not

admitted to the order In some families the

craft was handed down from father to son

for generations The apprentice was subjected

to a long course of training in the bardic

traditions and the practice of his art, when, in

the opinion of the pencerdd (chief poet), he

had reached a satisfactory degree of pro-

ficiency, he paid the appropriate fee and was

admitted to the order His position was now

secure, for both law and custom defined his

privileges, as well as his duties The status

and the perquisites of the hardd teulu (fam-

ily poet) are set down in the laws of Howel

the Good (d ca 950), the pencerdd, if pres-

ent, took precedence of him, but was not a

regular member of the household The laws

prescribed that the poet^s first songs should

be ^"of God, and of the king who owns the

palace”, provision was also made for a song

to the queen should she desire it The "poem

to the lung” is the commonest type, and was

usually a panegyric (arwyrain) or an elegy

(marwnad), that to God might be a marw-

ysgafn, or ”death-bed song ” The poem to the

queen or her daughter was the rhtemgerdd or

"maiden song” All of the grammatical codes

distinguish between the gwreic da who itiust

not be addressed with words of love and the

rhiein who may be, but there was so little real

feeling in the poems to the latter that the
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same type came to te used for both Provision

was also made for poems to nims When the

princes replaced the kings, these types of

poetry went on unchanged

The compositions of diese court poets were

formal, anstocratic, learned, and pompous

Proud of their art and of their high calhng,

which only the select might practice, they

were deliberately obscure Their vocabulary

was large, and archaic, it was composed chiefly

of noims and adjectives, many of them com-

pound, and these were piled one upon an-

other with few connecting verbs and with

little indication of the grammatical syntax,

which, for the most part, iiad to be supplied

by the hearers They used elaborate alhtera-

tion, and many rhymes, both internal and

final Their poetry was definitely designed to

be chanted, not to be read

The first of the Gogynfeirdd whose work

has come down to us is Meilyr, who m io8i

lamented the death of the usurper Trahaeam,

slam in the Battle of Mynydd Cam This

battle put the rightful heir, Gruflfydd ap

Cynan, upon the throne of Gwynedd, and

some have considered that the influence of

the poets he brought back with him from his

exile m Ireland is largely responsible for the

. outburst of lync poetry m Wales in the suc-

ceedmg years Meilyr later became household

bard to the victor, and upon Gruffydd's death

m 1137 wrote a lament for him which shows

a great advance over his early work, we have

also his own mamysgafn His son Gwalchmai,

a warrior as well as chief bard of Gwynedd,

was a much better poet He wrote to Owam
Gwynedd (son of GruflFydd ap Cynan) and

to his sons, the best known of his poems being

the one on the Battle of Tal Moelfre in 1157,

from which Thomas Gray took his Triumphs

of Owcm He wrote a eulogy, and later an

elegy, to Madog ap Maredudd of Powys, a

poem—not' a very flattering one—to his own

wife Efa, and a rehgious poem, The Dream

But most agreeable to our present-day tastes

is his Gorhoffei, a title which has been de-

fined as meaning something between *'exulta-

tion" and "personal fancy” The gorhoffed

was the most personal of the forms used by

the Gog5mfeirdd, a form not prescribed by

the rules In this one Gwalchmai shows a

charming appreciation of the peaceful aspects

of nature—"Seagulls playing on the bed of the

waters (Gwylain yn gware ar wely lliant),”

and "The nightingale of May that sleeps m
the morning from weanness (Eos Fei foreu-

hun lud)”—while he is in the midst of a

military campaign The poetic traditions of

the family were carried on by Gwalchmai's

two sons, Meilyr and Einion, both of whom
have left us poems

Cynddelw^ "The Great Poet (Brydydd

Mawr)” was by his contemporanes esteemed

the foremost poet of the period He was house-

hold bard to Madog ap Maredudd, Pnnce of

Powys, but he wrote also to various other

noblemen, including Madog^s bitter enemy

Owam Gwynedd, to two of Owain’s sons, and

to his grandson Llywelyn the Great Besides

the poems addressed to them he has several

rhiemgerddi, poetic but artificial, the usual

"poem to God” and also a "death-bed song,”

but he is happiest when he is gloatmg over

the 'T>roken flesh after the morning battle

(A gwedy boreugat bnwgig)” or the human

entrails hanging upon the thorn bushes

("Gwelais wedi cad coludd ar ddrain”). An-

other distinguished poet is Llywarch ap Llyw-

elyn, usually called "Prydydd y Moch (Poet

of the Swine?) ” Most of his poems are to

the prmces of the penod, many of them to

Ll3rwelyn the Great who died in 1240, but he

has one to God and one ^To the Hot Iron,”

the ordeal of which he was forced to undergo

to clear himself of the charge of having mur-

dered Madog ap Owam Gwynedd, the same

Madog to whom later legends credited the

discovery of Amenca Two of the best poets

of the period, Hywel ap Owain Gwynedd and

Owam Cyfeihog, were not professional poets
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but warnor pnnces, perhaps it is on this

account that their poems are somewhat less

artificial than those of their contemporaries

Hywel has left us a number of love poems,

less stilted than the more formal rhtetngerddt,

the best of them being The Choice His

Gorhoffed is both a boast of his prowess and

an expression of delight m the beauties of the

country When, after a romantic career, he

was slam in batde m 1 170, his foster-brother,

Peryf ap Cadifor, wrote a moving lament for

him Owain Cyfeihog (d 1197) was a prom-

inent figure in the military and political his-

tory of his time His Htrlas Horn 1$ written

in the style of the Gododdm, but it is a per-

sonal lament for two of his warriors who had

been killed in the battle of the preceding

day, the other poem attributed to him de-

scribes a royal circuit which he made through

Powys

The last of the Welsh princes, Llywelyn ap

Gruffydd, was the center of a group of poets,

as his grandfather, Llywelyn the Great, had

been Llygad Gwr wrote poems to him, and

when he was slain in 1282 both Bleddyn the

Poet (Fardd) and Gruffydd Son of the Red
Judge (ab yr Ynad Coch) lamented him in

elegies That of Gruffydd, with its bitter cry,

God^ that the sea might cover the land,

why are we left to wait? (Och hyt attat ti,

Duw, na daw mor tros dir^ Pabeth yn gedir

y ohiryaw?)'" is the last great poem of the

Gogynfeirdd Although there is no truth m
the legend that King Edward I slaughtered

all the Welsh bards, the fall of the pnnces
deprived them of their patrons and their audi-

ences Some noblemen still kept household
bards as the pnnces had done, but with the

subjugation of Wales and the shift in interest

from war to the arts of peace the old spmt
died out The new poetry which developed
in the next century was very different in

character

Medieval Prose. In medieval Wales, prose
was an inferior literary form, cultivated only

by story-tellers of the lower class Ordinanly

It had no fixed form The cyfarvoydd learned

the characters of a tale, and an outline of the

action, but each time he told the story he did

so in his own words, a practice that, in the

more remote districts, has persisted down to

modern times The only parts which he at-

tempted to reproduce literally were the inter-

spersed lyrics, the metncal form of which was

fixed, these were sometimes written down to

assist the memory, while the prose was not

Thus we have preserved the lyrics of the

Llywarch H^n story, but the prose that must

have connected them has been lost, for the

Tristan story, several manuscnpts contain the

lyrics, and one has also brief prose links, but

they are in a late form, while the poetry is

more archaic The practice of writing down
the whole story is by some traced to the influ-

ence of Continental minstrels who followed

Rhys ap Tewdwr when he returned from his

exile in Brittany in 1079 (The tradition of

his exile is firmly fixed, and even includes the

statement that he brought ^The System of

the Round Table” with him, but modem
scholarship tends to discredit it ) But even

when the stones are wntten down they are

apt to vary from one manuscript to another,

for Welsh scnbes were inclined to reproduce

the substance, rather than the words, of the

text they were copying It is thus not surpris-

ing that all early Welsh prose is anonymous,

and that it shows no signs of the elaborate

style that marked the poetry of the penod

Traces of the early practice can be found

m the tale of How Kulhwch found Olwen,

which exists in part m the White Book and

complete in the Red Book In places we have,,

instead of the finished story, merely suggestive

memoranda to be expanded by the narrator.

Probably earlier in subject matter, altho^gh

later in form, are The Four Branches of the

Mahinogion (Pedetr Ketnc y Mahnogt)

Twyll, Prince of Dyfed,” '‘Branwen, daugh-

ter of Lear,” '^Manawydau, son of Lear,” and
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''Math the son of Mathonwy'^ These are

found in both the White Book and the Red
Book, and bnef fragments of Branwen and

Manawydan occur in a still earlier manuscript

(ca. 1225) The subject matter of the Four

Branches is old Celtic myth, probably from

the period before the introduction of Chns-

tianity, parallels to some features of the tales

have been found m Ireland The Meeting of

Lludd and Llevelys (Red Book, a fragment

in the White Book') likewise contains tradi-

tional matter, although some critics consider

it a late composition, it appears first (before

1250) as an msertion m one of the Welsh

texts of Geoffrey of Monmouth's Histona, but

It probably existed mdependently before it

was used there. Maxens Dream, although

based ultimately upon history, gives us a

romantic account of the marriage of Elen of

Carnarvon to Magnus Maximus, the Roman
emperor who defeated Gratian m 383 and

was himself defeated by the younger Theo-

dosius in 388 Rhoncchwy^s Dream, as it now
stands, cannot be older than the time of

Madog ap Maredudd (1132-1160), but the

mner story probably contams much earlier

material, the concluding paragraph seems to

indicate that the tale was used as a test piece,

designed to tram the memory of the appren-

tice story-teller Three other stories, The Lady

of the Fountain, Geraint the son of Erhm,

and Feredur the son of Efrawc, are usually

mcluded, although incorrectly, under the title

Mahmogion They are almost certainly (al-

though some scholars still deny this) influ-

enced by the Yvam, Free, and Story of the

Grail of Chr6tien de Troyes, but they con-

tain also native material which is not denved

from him, this is iftost apparent m the

Feredur, which exists in a number of versions

The Norman conquest of Wales introduced

the Welsh to Contmental literature, and as

time went on much of this was translated.

From the Latin came Biblical legends, Samts'

hves, the Eluctdanum and Imago Mundi of

Honorius of Autun, the DisUchs of Cato, The
Seven Sages of Rome, the Fables of Odo of

Cheriton, and the like From the French

came translations of The Song of Roland,

The Pilgrimage of Charlemagne, The Chron-

icle of Turfin, Otuel, Amis and Amiles, Bevis

of Hampton, Perlesvaus, and The Quest of

the Holy Grail The History of Geoffrey of

Monmouth was accepted as authentic and

was very popular, at least five different ver-

sions of It are still m existence In the Red

Book and some other manuscripts it is com-

bmed with a translation of the History of the

Destruction of Troy by Dares Phrygius, and

with the Chronicle of the Pnnees (probably

written first in Latin), to give a contmuous

history of the Welsh people from its begin-

nings to the end of the 13th c The Life of

Gruffydd ap Cynan, now known only m
Welsh, is probably based upon a Latin

origmal, as are the Laws of Hywel the Good

Of ongmal prose, aside ^rom the romances

already mentioned and a few saints' lives,

there is very litde The Red Book (not the

earliest part) contains a medical treatise, The

Physicians of Myddfeu (Meddygon Mydd-

veu) which purports to be the work of

Rhiwallon, the most famous member of a

13th c medical family It contains also a

handbook of grammar and prosody which

goes under the names of Emion the Pnest

(Offemad) and Dafydd Ddu, the Teacher

from Hiraddug, this latter work was a power-

ful influence m keeping alive the traditions

of the Gogynfeirdd dunng the 14th and 15th

c This IS the period, too, when most of the

Triads—-groupings of memorable things in

threes, as an aid to the memory (as also m the

Bible, Proverbs 30, 16-33)—were first written

down, some of them after a long course of

oral transmission. Toward the end of the Mid-

dle Ages we find the Areithtau (from Latin

oratio), often fathered upon authors that had

no connection with them, works like Araith

lolo Goch and Araiih leuan Brydydd Htn
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They are school exercises in elaborate arti-

ficial prose, sometimes parodies of romances

or retellings of other stories, and sometimes

lists of ^Xikes (Dewisbethau)^^ and ^^Dislikes

(Casbethau) ’’ In general, the prose of the

later Middle Ages is of little impoitance

The Age of the Cywydd After the fall of

the Princes and the society that had supported

the Gogynfeirdd, poetry languished for nearly

a century When it revived it had changed its

character The Gogynfeirdd were largely of

North Wales, which has always been con-

servative, the new poetry appeared in the

South, which has always been more ready to

accept new things, and which at this period

was under a strong Norman influence Fore-

shadowings of a new style appear in the work

of Hywel ab Einion Lygliw (fl ca, 1330-70),

almost the last of the Gogynfeirdd, his poem

to Myfanwy of Dinas Bran is technically a

rhtetngerdd, hut it is more personal and seems

to be more sincere than most poems of the

type The transition is not yet complete in

the work of the new poets, Dafydd ap

Gwilym, Gruffudd Gryg, Llewel)^! Goch ap

Meung H^n, and lolo Goch Their odes, in

substance and in style, are quite m the tradi-

tion of the Bards of the Princes, but they

write chiefly on hghter themes, and m a new
meter, the cywydd

This consists of lines of seven syllables,

each containing one of the forms of internal

consonance or cynghanedd, these rhyme in

pairs, the rhyme syllable being stressed m one

line of the couplet and unstressed in the

other It IS not a simple meter according to

our standards, hut it is much simpler than the

awdl or the englyn, which had been the

favored forms of the early poets It appears

to be a meter which had been used by poets

of the lower class (no examples of whose

work have come down to us) and which was
now, with the decline of the more formal

school, raised to the dignity of literature It is

artistic enough to give the poet full scope for

his abilities, yet not so mechanical as to

hamper him unduly It is flexible enough so

that It can be adapted to various moods and

various themes, even narrative poetry can be

written in it For more than two hundred

years this metrical form dominated Welsh
poetry, so that it is not inappropriate to call

this penod ^The Age of the Cywydd ”

The new poets probably did not feel any

more deeply than their predecessors had felt,

but they were much less restrained in express-

ing their feelings, and much more specific in

describing them, and, in doing so, they used a

language and a style much nearer to those of

every-day life The marwnad now expresses

a sense of personal rather than of national

loss, the love poetry, which has now become

one of the popular forms, seems to be written

more from personal inclination than as part

of the duty of a poet laureate South Wales

at this period was m the current of European

thought, and it is not diflicult to trace in this

new poetry the influence of the poems of the

goliards, of the poetry of the troubadours,

and even of the bourgeois poetry of Flauders

and Northern France But many of the ele-

ments in the work of the writers of the cywydd

were already part of the native tradition

Some may be found in the work of the

Gogynfeirdd, and if we had some of the work

of their less aristocratic contemporaries it is

very probable that we should find more

The leader, and possibly the founder, of

this new school is Dafydd ap Gwilym ^ Aside

from his odes and englynton, which are in the

tradition of the Gogynfeirdd, he has eulogies,

elegies, and other poems that are on the old

themes but in the new form His poems to

ladies break completely away from the tradi-

tional rhtevngerdd They are entirely too in-

formal, and, although they may be addressed

to Morfudd or Dyddgu, each of these names

represents a whole senes of loves It is prob-

ably not going too far to assume that any

,

blond lady is addressed as Morfudd, any dark
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lady as Dyddgu, and that there are more poems

to the former because a considerable part of

Dafydd^s art consists in the finding of similes

Qdyfalu), and it is easier to find a companson

for golden hair than for black Some of his

loves were less aristocratic, he tells with gusto

an amusing fabliau of how one night at an

inn, while seeking to keep an assignation, he

came to the wrong bed, overturned a table

m his eagerness to get away, and escaped only

'by the grace of the true Jesus He lacks

more than the courage of which the earlier

poets boasted, he lacks even their dignity

Even more than he loved women Dafydd

loved the beauties of nature The troubadours

used nature to introduce their love poems,

Dafydd used love to introduce his nature

poems Few poets of the Middle Ages have

observed nature as closely or have described

It with as much sympathy as he Under a

thin veneer of Christianity he is a joyous

pagan, believing that 'Three things are loved

throughout the world. Woman, fair weather,

and health (Tnpheth a genr drwy r byd,

Gwraig, a hinon, ac lechidO” and that one

may "win heaven m the fresh green grove

Cynnill nef ny llwyn ir) So mfectious is the

enthusiasm with which he preaches this phi-

losophy, and so skillful his fitting of verse to

the thought, that he takes a high place among

the poets of the world The one thing he lacks

IS high senousness, he therefore never touches

the depth of pathos which his friend Llywelyn

Goch ap Meung Hen reached in his elegy for

Lleucu Llwyd This is conventional in form,

a fact that has caused some to see in it only

a literary exerase; in his Confessional

Ode Llywelyn reckoned this "false song

(geuwcnrdy* among his transgressions, but it

IS one of the most moving poems of the Welsh

Middle Ages, so that it is difficult to believe

that It IS not sincere Gruffudd Gryg, another

member of the group, broadened the scope

of the new poetry by writing on such sub-

jects as Miserlmess, Pnde, and Envy, but

he is best knovm for his poetical controversy

with Dafydd

IoloGoch(ca 1320-ca 1398) was a gentle-

man of property and, according to tradition,

a graduate of one of the universities He has

been called "the last of the Gogynfeirdd^^ for

although he used the cywydd form he wrote

"poems of praise'' to King Edward III for his

conquests in France, to Roger Mortimer the

third Earl of March, and praise and elegies

to various Welsh leaders that served m the

French wars He wrote several cywyddau to

his friend Owen Glendower, one of which is

famous for its vivid descnption of Owen's

home at Sycharth He was formerly credited

with several poems addressed to Owen dunng
his rebellion and one on his disappearance,

but these are now believed to be later com-

positions Different from most of his work is

his cywydd on The Ldborer, in which he

shows a sympathy for the peasant that is rare

in his time lolo is a competent versifier, but

he has sometimes been accused of wnting

more rhetonc than poetry Other poems to

Owen were written by Gruffudd Llvryd ap

Dafydd ap Einion Lygliw, who was appar-

ently a nephew of Hywel ap Einion Lygliw

Gruffudd's pupil was Rhys Goch Eryn, a

landed gentleman from the neighborhood of

Beddgelert, Rhys sympathized with Glen-

dower and his cause, but after it failed he was

careful not to express himself too openly on

the subject He is best known for his two

poems addressed To the Fox A young neigh-

bor, Dafydd Nanmor,^ was his rival for the

affections of Gwen o'r Dd^l, and sent a pea-

cock to her as a love messenger (llatat) Rhys

wrote a poem to the fox, beseeching it to

kiirthis peacock, instead it killed another one

which belonged to Rhys Rhys retaliated with

an abusive poem so full of harsh sounds that

Si6n Tudur called it "The Shibboleth of

Sobnety," since no drunken man could pro-

nounce It

Si6n Cent stands apart from the other
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poets of this time He appears to have had

some connection with the Church, and his

patrons were the Scudamores of Hereford,

through them he is connected with Owen
Glendower, one of whose daughters married

a Scudamore His poem with the refrain, '1

hope for what is to come (Goheithiaw a ddaw

ydd wyf)/' seems to refer to the national

hopes that were aroused hy Glendower^s strug-

gle, but most of his poems were on religious

or moral subjects His poetic creed was ‘The

bard^s estate is to study the world (Ystad

bardd, astudio byd),’' his mam themes were

“the uncertainty of wealth, health, strength,

honor, and life, and the certainty of death

and the grave, the final judgment, heaven

and helH' Si6n conducted a poetic debate

with Rhys Goch over the nature of poetic

inspiration (the Awen)y a subject that Rhys

had already debated with Llywelyn ap y Moel

Si&n said that there were two the Heavenly

Muse, and the lying Muse of the Welsh poets,

who came “from the furnace of a hellish

nature
**

Besides broadening the content of Welsh

poetry, Si6n introduced an innovation in

metrics Some of his poems, although written

m cynghcmedd, are divided into sections eight

or ten lines long with a refrain repeated at

the end of every section, so that they are

^ practically in stanza form Even more mod-

ern in form are the poems attributed to Rhys

Goch ap Rhiccert, which many anthologies

and literary histones place in this period

They have an undeniable poetic quality, but

they are now known to be the productions of

a much later age, by Edward Williams ^

Tl^e “rebellion** of Owen Glendower, which

began as a private feud but developed ihto

a national fight for freedom, did much to

shift the emphasis in poetry from the love

and nature themes of Dafydd ap Gwilym
and his followers back to the earlier, more

heroic, models This, and the Wars of the

Roses which followed, also broilght into

prominence another form, the poetical

prophecy or cywydd hrud The word hrud is

derived from the name Brutus and meant

originally a prophecy of the return of the

rightful line of Britain as presented by Geof-

frey of Monmouth With this came to be

mingled obscure allegorical prophecies in the

style of Merlin, in time, these animal al-

legories came to play a very large part At

the beginning of the Wars of the Roses,

Wales was divided The South, under the in-

fluence of Sir William Herbert (later Earl

of Pembroke), looked upon Edward IV as

the true heir of the old Welsh princes be-

cause of his descent from Gwladys Du, daugh-

ter of Llewelyn the Great, North Wales, un-

der the influence of the Tudors, to whom most

of the chiefs were related, was largely Lan-

castrian But when Henry Tudor presented

himself as the national champion of Wales

rather than as heir to the Lancastrian claims,

much of the South, too, rallied around him

The cyvpydd hrud, suitable for oral transmis-

sion among what is today called “the under-

ground,** was used to stir up national feeling

There is little of poetic value in most of these

cywyddau, but among the patriotic odes two,

the Patrick Ode and the Ode to St David,

stand out

Lewys Glyn Cothi was an ardent Lan-

castrian, he wrote poems to the Tudors Jasper,

Edmund, and Henry He was not a hardd

teulu but a clerwr, or wandering poet, making

his living by going from one patron to an-

other As a result a large proportion of his

poetry consists of poems of praise or con-

gratulation, addressed to various noblemen

and filled with genealogical details He wrote

no love poems Three poems stand out m
his work his ode attacking the inhabitants

of Chester who had seized his property and

driven him from the city, his satire on the

Saxons of Flint who preferred an English

piper to the Welsh poet, and his lament over

his five year old son, which is as poignant
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today as when it was written Guto’r Glyn,

like Lewys, was a clerwr, a profession that he

seems to have combined with his trade of

sheep and cattle merchant He has a num-
ber of patiiotic poems, in one of which he

urges the Earl of Pembroke to pardon the

defeated Lancastrians, unite all Wales, and

drive the Saxons out of the countiy, but in

general he was not an heroic figure He
worked himself by flattery from monastery to

monastery and from one gentleman's seat to

another's—'He knew how to praise" said

Si6n Tudur—and his mam interest was m his

material comfort Not a single love poem by

him has been found, the only women that in-

terested him were those ladies that cared for

him and made him comfortable when he was

suffering from rheumatism He has only one

religious poem—written, as he tells us, be-

cause the Abbot of Valle Crucis (with whom
he had taken refuge when he was old and

blind) bade him "praise God before men,"

and "give part of his gift to the King of

Heaven for once" On behalf of the same

abbot he wrote a poem seeking the loan of

a manuscript of the Grealj the Welsh transla-

tion of the French Queste Very different

from these two convential poets is Tudur

Penllyn, who writes to praise the romantic

adventurous life that the Lancastrian fugi-

tives lived in the good greenwood

But not all the poets of this period were

intetested chiefly in the content of their

poetry, some were primarily craftsmen Mare-

dudd ap Rhys has one cywydd hrudy but he is

better known as "the poet of the open air"

because of his Song to the Wind and his two

poems to Ifan ap Tudur, one asking for the

gift of a fishing net and the other thanking

him for it Maredudd's pupil was Dafydd ab

Edmwnd,'^ and with him the classical school

of poetry reached its highest point of develop-

ment Gruftudd ab Nicolas, urged by his

kinsman the poet Llawdden who feared that

poetasters were debasing the poetic art, se-

cured in 1451’ a royal warrant from Kmg
Henry VI, pursuant to which he held an

eisteddfod at Carmarthen At this eisteddfod

Dafydd, then about twenty-five, was awarded

a silver chair for his codification of "the

twenty-four metres" Except for two that he

invented to replace two others that had be-

come obsolete, these metres were all old and

quite familiar, but the sanction of this eistedd-

fod and succeedmg eisteddfodau made them

official The bards of Glamorgan, under the

leadership of Gwilym Tew and Llawdden,

protested that this system was not the old

one, and in the course of time worked out

the "Glamorgan system (Dosbarth Mor-

gannwg)" which. It is said, they finally ac-

cepted at their own eisteddfod of Bewpyr m
1681 But Dafydd's twenty-four metres, and

the rules for cynghanedd, which although not

formally codified until a little later were al-

ready developed much as we know them,

form the basis of classical poetry.

The themes of this poetry were fixed by

tradition, if not by statute The "poems to

God" of the Gogynfeirdd were now repre-

sented by cywyddau (or sometimes cmpdlau)

duwtol The "poems to the king" were re-

placed by addresses to patrons of lower rank

These might be in the form of odes, but

were usually either cywyddau mohant (poems

of praise) or cywyddau marwnad (elegies),

either form was apt to involve the poet in a

long series of genealogical details, for the

bards were also the genealogists The Red
Book grammar prescribes who shall be praised,

and for what qualities a person of each class

shall be praised, the bardic rules added the

necessary provision that no one might sing

more than four songs to any one man in a

single year unless the subject asked for more

The cywydd gofyn, or poem of asking, often

took the form of a cywydd dyfalu, an elab-

orate pictorial descnption of some article that

the poet desired The poet was, however, for-

bidden to address to any one a poem asking
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for a horse or a greyhound or any other valu-

able object without first securing the per-

mission of Its owner The cywydd dtolch ex-

pressed his thanks after the gift was received

Cywyddau ymryson were the poems used m
the bardic quarrels, which were sometimes

bitter but more often, we may assume, were

merely opportunities for the poets to display

their abilities or to discuss some point of in-

terest The cywyddau hrud were the political

poems in prophetic or allegorical form The

cywyddau serch were the love poems, evi-

dently looked upon as an inferior form, for

the candidate that had not yet received a

bardic degree and was therefore not per-

mitted the regular practice of his art With its

remunerations, was permitted ^'to sing to

girls or to describe some trivial thing m order

to show his inventiveness
”

Limited thus in his choice of subject mat-

ter and method of treatment, and fettered by

strict metrical rules, the poet could display his

abihty only by doing better what had already

been done many times before The rules had

the same effect, both for good and for evil,

that the rules of the neo-classicists had upon

English literature, but to an even greater

degree, since these rules were much stricter

Any man that knew his business could write

competent poetry with an occasional good

line, but only a genius could rise much above

the general level Of more than a hundred

and fifty writers of the cywydd whose work

has come down to us from this period, only a

few of those who wrote after the movement

had reached its full development are today

read for the poetic value of their work One
of these few is Tudut Aled,^ a nephew and

a disciple of Dafydd ab Edmwnd, he fol-

lowed his master's lead by winning, at the

Eisteddfod of Caerwys m 1523, a bardic chair

forhis compilation of the rules of cynghanedd.

Another of Dafydd's disciples was Gutun
Owam, whose poems give us good pictures

of life in the abbeys of Basingwerk and

Strata Flonda He was a historian and a

genealogist as well as a poet, and was one

of the commission appointed by Henry VII

to search out his pedigree in order to prove

that the Tudors, as heirs of Brutus, were the

lawful sovereigns of Britain

A disciple of Tudur Aled was Gruffudd
Hiraethog, he, in turn, had four disciples

whom he charactenzed as follows ^Gwilym

Cynwal is poetical, Simwnt Fychan is careful,

Sion Tudur is learned, but there is nothing

that IS imknown to William Llyn " The last

IS the best of the four—a master of

cynghaneddy and particularly successful mth
the elegiac poem, but a modern in his interest

m the new learning of the Renaissance. Si6n

Tudur translated a number of the Psdms into

the cywydd metre and wrote a poem to Dr
Morgan on his translation of the Bthle, which

had been printed in 1588 He has a number

of poems of the traditional type, but he is

at his best as a satirist of social inequalities.

The bards who formerly praised warnors and

men of learning had now, he thought, be-

come as materialistic as the rest of the world,

and sang to the war-profiteers rather than

to men of true worth Gwilym Cynwal is

known chiefly for his long bardic controversy

with Edmwnd Prys, one of the pupils of Si6n

Tudur The poetry produced by the dispute

was not of a high order, but the questions

discussed were the perennial ones true poetiy

versus pagan poetry—the same questions Si6n

Cent and Rhys Goch had debated, and the
'

20th c was to debate again—and the relative

merit of the traditional learning of the bards

and the new learning taught in the ^mlve^

sities Simwnt Fychan was at heart a gram-

marian rather than a poet His Ode to exhthtt

the twenty-four measures to Mr Pterce

Mostyn of Dalacre, which gained him the

highest degree at the second Caerwys Eistedd-

fod in 1568, was pnnted in the grammars of

Si6n Dafydd Rhys and of Si8n Rhydderch,

and has been descnbed as ^^a masterpiece of
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cynghanedd and not devoid of ideas He also

wrote a grammar and made a collection of

pedigrees

Si6n Phylip, a disciple of both Gruffudd

Hiraethog and William Ll^, was one of the

five *'Phyhpiaid Ardudwy/' all poets, he was

hardd teulu to the families of Nannau and

Cors y Gedol He is not gready inferior to

Dafydd Nanmor in his handling of the old

forms and the cywydd metre, his form is clas-

sical hut he is decidedly romantic m his fresh

view of his subjects and in his extension of

die personal note William Middleton

(Gwilym Canoldref) was a captain in the

British Navy, and while serving 'apud

Scutum Insulam Occidentahum Indorum” he

translated all of the Psalms mto the cywydd

metre, he also wrote excellent odes and m
1593 pubhshed a textbook on the bardic art,

which up to this time had been jealously

guarded and handed down as a great treasure

from master to pupil Thomas Prys of Plas

lolyn, son of a Lord Lieutenant of Wales,

was a fnend of Middleton and, like him, a

sea-captain He was not a professional bard

and he has none of the professionals feeling

for the dignity of his art, although after he

had retired and settled down on the family

estate he ivTOte some fairly conventional

poetry His style is simple, many of his words

are colloquial, not dignified, and he even has

couplets of Enghsh words wntten in cyng-

hanedd He has a number of poems descnb-

mg low hfe in London-HDne To show that

London ts Hell, and another To show how,

between lovtng the girls and flaying at dice,

a man was cheated of hts money when he

first came to London, still another recounts

the misadventures he suffered when he

bought a pnvateer and set out against the

Spaniards Even when he writes in the con-

ventional forms, he takes them none too seri-

ously. When he praises ^'Honest John Salis-

bury^' It IS for such things as ^‘helpmg the

dice on the sly” when he plays backgammon,

even his elegies are not free from the mocking

tone The fact that the cywydd could be used

for poems like these shows that the old bardic

tradition was dpng, the poets of the next cen-

tury contmued to wnte cywyddan, and some

tned to keep up the old traditions, but new

metrical forms were coming in, and the atten-

tion shifts to them and to prose

The Renaissance^ In supportmg Henry

Tudor, Wales had, for once, chosen the win-

ning side, but she soon found that the Tudor

policy of uniformity under a strong central-

ized government was as fatal to her national

life as the enmity of the Saxons had been

Welshmen learned that if they were to make

their way in the world it must be as part of

the larger life of England, the substitution of

mheritance by primogeniture for that by

gavelkind, furthermore, forced many yoimger

sons to leave home The statutes of 1535 and

1542 gave them the rights of Enghsh citizen-

ship, of which many took advantage Captain

Thomas Price and Captain William Middle-

ton have already been mentioned. Elis Gruf-

fydd served for many years at Calais and else-

where in France, and the last part of his

History of the World (still in manuscript) is

valuable because it narrates thmgs that he him-

self witnessed But Welsh hterature of the

penod, aside from the cywydd, which still

clung to old bardic traditions, was largely a

hterature of translation, designed to give to the

Welsh the benefits of the Renaissance and the

Reformation William Salisbury declared that

his Dictionary in Englyshe andWelshe (1547)

was ‘^moche necessary to all such Welshemen

as wil spedily leame the englishe tongue,”

and he dedicated it to Henry VII m accord-

ance with the King's expressed desire that

''our welbeloued subiects in Wales may the

sooner attayne and leame our mere englysch

tongue ” (It contains the famous definition of

the onion as "the herb that women put to

their eyes when their husbands die, to make

them cry ”) To help the cause of Protestant-
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ism, Parliament in 1563 ordered the Welsh

bishops to translate into Welsh both the Bthle

and the Book of Common Prayer, and to place

a copy in every church in the Principality

The work was undertaken by Richard Davies,

Bishop of St Asaph and later of St David^s,

who had taken refuge in Geneva during the

Marian persecutions The Lltver Gweddt

Gyffredtn (1567), which is based upon the

second Prayer Book of Edward II, is largely

his work, and with minor revisions is the text

in use today Since the tradition of Welsh

prose had been broken, Davies modeled his

work upon the only living tradition, that of

the poets as he had learned it from his master

Gruffudd Hiraethog He was one of the

translators of the English "‘Bishops’ Bible,

but for the Welsh New Testament (also pub-

lished m 1567) he relied largely upon his

friend Salesbury who had already (1551)

published a translation of the liturgical Gos-

pels and Epistles Salesbury was influenced by

the Latinized style of the universities, and in

his attempt to make the Welsh approach the

Latin he introduced a number of spurious

forms, some of which have survived to this

day, to preserve the original meaning of the

words he omitted many of the mutations,

but obviously he expected any reader to sup-

ply these Read as he meant the text to be

read, it is often clear and effective prose It

may have been disagreement over matters of

style that caused Davies and Salesbury to

give up their project of making a translation

of the whole Bible The first complete version

was finished in 1588 by William Morgan
(later made Bishop of St Asaph) with the

help of Archdeacon Edmvmd Prys and several

of the bishops The Old Testament is trans-

lated direct from the Hebrew, but the New
IS a revision of Salesbury’s text The whole

Bible was revised in 1620 by Morgan’s suc-

cessor at St Asaph, Dr Richard Parry, who
in many cases substituted for Morgan’s

Hebraisms the readings of the English Bible

of 161 1 This revision has remained the stand-

ard text down to the present day Bishop

Parry had the assistance of his brother-in-law,

the scholar and lexicographer Dr John Davies

of Mallwyd, and they too based their style

upon the literary tradition of the bards rather

than upon colloquial speech So likewise did

Maurice Kyffin, often called “The Father of

Welsh Prose” for his Deffynniad Ffydd

Eglwys Loegyr (1595), a translation of Bishop

Jewel’s Apologia Ecclesiae Anglicanae, Kyfiin

had received his training under William Llyn

and was a thoroughly competent poet in the

old metres

A number of authors attempted to keep

alive a knowledge of these old poetic forms

Dr Gruffydd Robert, who had fled to Italy

with the coming of the Reformation, pub

lished in Milan in 1 567 and later his Dosparth

Byrr ar y rhcmn gyntaf i ramedig cymraeg m
which, m a series of charming dialogues m
the Platonic style, he presents the facts of

Welsh grammar and then, with pretended

reluctance, an explanation of the stnct metres,

“seeing that poetical Welshmen are craving

so much for it ” To illustrate his explanations

he quotes freely from the old poets Dr Si6n

Dafydd Rhys published a similar work (ex-

cept that the rules are in Latin) m 1592,

where he could not find a suitable illustration

for some point of prosody, he made up one of

his own Other illustrations of the bardic art

are William Middleton’s Bardhoniaeih neu

Brydydhiaeth (1593), the Grammatica Bntan-

nica of Henry Salesbury (1593), and the

Egluryn Phraethmeb of Henry Parry or Pern

(1595), which is based to a considerable

extent upon William Salesbury’s adaptation

of the Latin Donatus

Dunng the 17th c Wales had her full

share of didactic literature, both translated

and original Most of it, although it was influ-

ential in shaping the thought of the people,

has little permanent literary value Among

the exceptions is the Book of the Three Birds
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(Llyfr j Tn Aderyn, 1653) of the mystic

Morgan Llwyd,^ which is still ranked as one

of the Welsh classics It is an allegory, deriv-

ing Its symbolism from the works of the

German Jakob Boehme, but it contains also

Llwyd^s thoughts upon the condition of Eng-

land and Wales One reason for its popularity

IS that It contains a large number of proverbs

and pithy sayings that appeal to its readers

“Every man has enough cleverness to deceive

himself^^ “Tomorrow is too late for many

because today was too soon^^, “The gimlet of

mstruction must go before the hammer of

regulation, lest the wood be split or the nail

be bent^', and the like Another popular book

of the period was Charles Edwardss The

Unfeigned Faith (Y Ffydd Ddi-fvant, 1671,

an earlier draft had appeared m 1666 as

Hanes y Ffydd') ^
a sort of Church history

with a strong Protestant tinge But the most

important work of Edwards was in connec-

tion with the Welsh Trust founded by

Thomas Gouge The objects of this trust were

the establishing of Charity Schools for the

Welsh, and ^'the printing and buying of Welsh

books for free distribution among the poor**

Edwards and Stephen Hughes were the two

men chiefly responsible for the many books

published by the Trust, among them a New
Testament in 1672 and Bibles in 1677 and

1690 Hughes was also one of a group respon-

sible for making the first translation (1688)

of Bunyan*s Pilgrim's Progress, which became

a very popular book among the Welsh

Early m the next century came The 'Visions

of the Sleefing Bard (Gweledigaetheu y

Bardd Cwsc, 1703), by Elhs Wynne*^ “of

Glasynys,** which has been so popular that

nearly thirty editions of it have been re-

quired The three visions, “The Course of the

World,** “Death,** and “Hell,** the suggestion

for which came from the Suenos of Quevedo,

are a series of satires on the evils that Wynne
saw about him He has changed the spint of

Quevedo to one of grim earnestness, and has

so thoroughly adapted the coloring to his own
country and age that it is virtually an origmal

woik The book is distinguished by the vivid-

ness of Its descriptions and the nobility of its

style, by the rich and vigorous Welsh in

which It is wntten Another classic of this

period is The Mirror of the Primitive Ages

(JDrych y Pnf Oesoedd) of Theophilus Evans,

published first m 1716 and m a much en-

larged and improved form m 1740 The book

no longer counts as history, but it was the first

work that gave the Welshman any picture of

the early story of his own nation, and it

proved so popular that five editions were

called for before the end of the century, and

fourteen more in the next Evans*s object was

to arouse the patriotism of his fellow-country-

men, but the book*s popularity is due also to

the way he makes the past live agam for us,

in story-telling, he is a consummate artist The

Rev Griffith Jones of Llanddowror deserves

mention in this century, not for his publica-

tions, although they were numerous, but for

the influence he exerted through his circulat-

ing schools, or, as he called them, Schools of

Piety Begun in a small way m 1730, before

Jones*s death in 1761 two hundred and eight-

een such schools had been established and

more than 158,000 students had come under

their influence Instruction in these schools

was distinctly Protestant and Evangehcal, and

It was imparted in Welsh, these, and the

Sunday Schools which Thomas Charles later

established on their model, taught the nation

to read Welsh and so kept the language alive

The ability to read created a demand for

books New editions of the Bible, each of

15,000 copies, were required m 1746 and

1752. Only 173 Welsh books are recorded m
the penod between 1588 and 1700, but m
the next century over 1,200 were pubhshed

The literary value of many of these was small

—although there were good books among

them—but their presence in every cottage,

and the ability of their owners to read them.
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made the Welsh peasantry among the most

literate in Europe

The Free Metres About the time of the

Renaissance, a different set of metrical forms

began to emerge, forms that resemble those

of English or medieval Latin poetry instead

of being constructed in accordance with the

rules of cynghanedd Probably this type of

verse had long been cultivated by those with

little poetic trainmg, but not being recognized

by the bardic fraternity its course was ob-

scured, much as the accentual metres were m
classical Rome Now, with the dechne of the

professional poets, these forms came mto the

open, just as earher the cywydd had when
attention shifted from the Gogynfeirdd to the

less pretentious poets By the time of the

Civil War these *ffree” metres had taken

precedence over the traditional '^strict^' ones,

and even after the classical revival of the i8th

c. they shared the field The name which they

now bear was given them by Gruffydd Robert

who, m his Dosparth Byrr (1567) speaks of

''the free metres which the inartistic people

are accustomed to use in smgmg carols,

cwndtdau, or festival rhymes” He says they

are called free because their verses are not

bound to keep to the rules of cynghanedd
The carols of which Robert speaks were, at

this period, poems on a religious or moral

subject (something hke the Manx carvels)

composed to be sung on some festival day,

the cvmdtdau were very similar To this pe-

riod belong, too, some of the pemlhon, those

lyric stanzas that have been preserved largely

by oral tradition, and contain much real

poetry.

As Gruffydd Robert indicates, these free

metres were used m group smgmg, which
doubtless influenced their form, for smgmg
&e strict metres is an art m jtself A large

number of these poems are anonymous; their

authors were persons of so little note that

their names have not been handed down to

us Among those we do know, one of the
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most interesting is Richard Hughes GDic
Huws,” ca 1530-1618) He was one of the

Welshmen that served in the expedition

against Cadiz m 1596 Also, m 1599, be
was granted an annuity of £50 a year as

"Footman Extraordinary” to Queen Elizabeth

He wrote a number of englynton, one ad-

dressed to the queen when she was ill, several

on the Gunpowder Treason, and one to Tom
Coryate, but the bulk of his work is love

poetry in the spirit and the manner that the

Cavaliers were later to adopt, as a stanza of it

will show

O wir drymder kandr wy'

Nid 0 nwy^ na maswedd,

Ond un modd i^r alarch gwyn
Yn chwynfan cyn ei ddiwedd

Out of true sadness do I sing

Not out of animation or gaiety,

But in the same maimer as the white swan

Lamenting before his end

The mss also contam a number of poems

attributed to Llewelyn ap Hwlkyn 0 F6n,

some of which are so much like the work of

Hughes that Professor Ifor Williams beheves

they are his For example

Ag o collai foes am hon

'Rwy'n ddigon bodlon iddi

Er 1 glanach meimr syth

Nid allwn byth 1 golh

And if I lose my life for her

I am well enough satisfied with her,

For a fairer upnght maid

I could never lose it

It was out of some of the other poems attnb-
^

uted to Llewelyn that lolo Morgannwg (Ed-
^

ward Williams^) created the poetry that he

presented as the work of "Rhys Goch ap ;

Rhiccert.”
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It was m the simplest of the free metres,

as handed down by popular tradition, that

Rhys Pritchard,^ 'The Old Vicar/' composed

those poems that, after his death, were pub-

lished as The Welshmens Candle QCanwyll

y Cymry') or The Mormng Star (Y Seren

Foreu) He had noticed, he said, that his

parishioners soon forgot his sermons but they

remembered his verses, so he put his teachmg

into the simplest words and cast it into verse

form These verses were quoted and copied

widely, so that they were already well knovm

when Stephen Hughes collected and pub-

lished the first of them in 1656 (1646?) Only

shghtly more elaborate were the meters used

by Archdeacon Edmwnd Prys (1541-1623)

for his translation of the Psalms The Act of

Uniformity of 1548 permitted the singing

of any Psalm or prayer taken from the Bthle,

either before or after the service or before or

after the sermon, and this custom of psalm-

smging, brought from Geneva by the

Manan exiles, became particularly popular

among the Puritans The English had the

Psdms of Stemhold and Hopkins, but the

Welsh version by William Middleton (pub-

lished in 1603) was m the strict meters and

not suited to congregational singing Edward

’Kyffin had begun a translation into the free

meters, "to be sung to the tune used in the

Church of England," but when he died he

had finished only about fifty of these, only

thirteen of which were published (1603)

Prys undertook to translate them all, working

directly from the Hebrew, and it is said that

as he finished the translation of each Psalm

he taught it to his congregation and had them

try singing it The whole collection was pub-

lished m 1621, bound up with the Welsh

Book of Common Prayer

The same free meters were used by Morgan

Llwyd*^ who, besides his prose works, wrote

a number of poems m Welsh and Enghsh

Llwyd supported the Parliament and later

was on the side of the Fifth Monarchy, but

most of the other poets of the time, men like

Rowland Vaughan and William Phylip, were

Royalists So was Huw Morns'^ who, while

the Puntans were m power, concealed his

Royalist sentiments under cover of allegory,

and escaped trouble He wrote some poems

in the classical form, but the best part of his

work is written m the free metres, which he

made almost as elaborate and as difficult as

the strict metres had been His friend Edward

Morris (i6o7?-89), a drover by profession,

wrote Christmas carols and other poems in

the free metres, as well as poems of the older

type, Owen Gruffydd (1643-1730), another

poet whose work was for the most part m the

new forms although for some he used the old,

wrote chiefly on religious and moral subjects

The century that followed the Civil War
was pre-emmently a penod of minor poets

Few of the gentry were now patrons of litera-

ture, poets had to find a new audience and

new means of support Among those that

attempted a solution of the problem were the

publishers of the Welsh almanacs, the first

of which appeared m 1680 Besides the mate-

rial usually found in other almanacs, these

generally contained a digest of some work of

a historical or geographical nature, the re-

mainder of the volume, which might run to

fifty pages, was filled out with poems Many of

these were ephemeral, but others were the

work of good poets, some even employed the

classical metres These almanacs were sold

very cheaply, and therefore the stamp tax of

1712 put a heavy burden upon their pub-

lishers, to escape it some renamed them

Cyfetlhon QPnends') and had them prmted m
Dublin, or gave them a fictitious Dubhn im-

print and sold them without the stamp Si6n

Robert used to sell 15,000 or 20,000 copies

of his Cyfetlhon every year

Another form popular at this time was the

ballad This was modeled upon the Enghsh

broadside ballad—the subject might be any-

thing from "The Seven Sleepers of Ephesus"
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to a love romance or the latest murder—but

the poems were usually printed m small

pamphlets of six or eight pages, each booklet

containing from two to four ballads These

were sold to hawkers who peddled them from

house to house, or sang them at country fairs

to advertise their wares, a practice that has

persisted almost to the present century North

Wales was the ballad country, two of the

most active of the publishers were David

Jones of Trefnw (where he was sexton for

Evan Evans) and Huw Jones of Llangwm

David Jones also pubhshed more ambitious

works He scoured the country for material

and for subscribers, and in 1759 published

an Anthology of Wales QBlodeugerdd Cymru,

2d ed 1779) which contained many poems

by Huw Moms, Edward Moms, and Owen
Gruffydd, in 1766 he published the Pleasant

Comfcmton (^Cydymatth Dtddcm), which in-

cluded three poems by Dafydd ap Gwilym.

Huw Jones published Select Songs (Dewsol

Gamadau) m 1759, and m 1763 Famtly En-

tertamment (Diddanwch Teuluatdd), which

contamed the works of Goronwy Owen, Lewis

and Richard Moms, Huw Huws 'T Bardd

Coch,” and others. Ellis Roberts 'The

Cooper/' whose name has become a synonym

for a bad poet but who was not so bad as he

was pamted, was very popular, he pnnted

about seventy diflFerent "thmgs," as he called

them, but his project to issue by subscription

a collected volume of his works, which should

sell for a shillmg, fell through. Individually

these ballad writers were not important, but

collectively they are At this time, also, chap-

books were pubhshed containing tales in

prose, but even the prose tales were often

called ballads.

The mterlude Qanterhwt) was sometimes

no more than a ballad m dialogue, but more
often the name was applied to an elementary

form of drama Companies of men toured the

' country, acting upon improvised stages, with

very simple costumes. After a performance
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was finished the hat was passed, and copies

of the play were offered to the audience,

these were usually in the form of duodecimo

booklets selling for about sixpence The more

elaborate of the plays had both a plot and a

sub-plot The characters in the first were

abstract vices and virtues, or personifications

such as King, Bishop, or Justice The sub-plot

supplied the comic element, and its characters

were taken from everyday life The Landlord

(usually called The Miser), The Farmer,

The Inn-Keeper and his Wife, The Tinker,

The Poor Widow, and so forth By far the

best of the mterlude writers was Twm o'r

Nant (Thomas Edwards, 1738-1810), Ellis

the Cooper was one of the most prolific

These plays, although popular with the com-

mon people, were opposed by the Church as

immoral, while the educated looked down

upon them as vulgar

This is the penod, too, of the great reh-

gious revival that swept over Wales under the

influence of men like Howell Hams (1714-

73) and Daniel Rowlands (1713-90) of

Llangeithio Technically the revival was

withm the Church, for the Wesleyan Meth-

odists did not separate from it until 1800, and

the Calvinist Methodists until 1811 But the

established Church had shown httle care for

the religious condition of Wales, while the

revivahsts addressed the people m their own

language and were powerful preachers The

religious enthusiasm that they aroused often

found its expression m hymns Wilham

Williams,'^ "Pantycelyn/' was the greatest of

all the hymn wnters, he was also the author

of Theomemfhus, which has been called the

epic of the Non-Conformist movement. An-

other great hyixm "wnter was Ann Gnffiiths

(1776-1805) She used to compose hynrns.

which she sang about the house, but she

would never write them down—'They are not

worthy, I sing them only for my own pleas-'

ure." After her death some of them were

wntten down from the recollection of a secv-
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ant girl. Many others of the best and most

popular Welsh hymns date from this penod

The Classical Revival The classical current

(the stnct metres) never completely died out

in Wales. In 1710 David Lewys pnnted

Flores Poetarum Bntanmcorum, an anthology

of the classical poets, which he beheved to be

the work of Dr. John Davies of Mallwyd, to it

he prefixed a repnnt of Wilham Middleton^s

Llyfr Barddontaeth In 1727 Si6n Rhydderch,

the pubhsher of a series of almanacs, pnnted

a grammar and prosody that was based upon

that of Si6n Dafydd Rhys The poems in the

stnct metres that Tvrai oV Nant included m
his Gardd o Gerddt (1790) indicate that he

knew more about the art than he could have

denved from books, and lolo Morganwg is

supposed to have had access to the oral tradi-

tions of Glamorgan through a succession of

local bards But the greatest influence in the

hterary revival was that of the Morris brothers

of Anglesea Lewis, William, and Richard

were aU assiduous collectors and transcnbers

of old mss, and Lewis C'Llewelyn Ddu o

F6n”) wrote odes, cywyddan, and verses that

were not great poetry but were better than

those of most of his contemporanes Richard

saw through the press the Welsh Bihles of

1746 and 1752, and assisted with that of 1770

He was the real founder of the Cymmrodonon

Society, through which many of the Welsh

in London were given an interest in the

antiqmties of their country, for it he sub-

scribed for fifty copies of Rice Joneses Got-

chestion Betrdd Cymru (1773), a collection

of the poems of the great classical poets The

Morris brothers also encouraged and helped

Evan Evans, 'leuan Brydydd Hir” (1731-

89), a poet of considerable abihty, but best

loiown for his publication in 1762 of Some

Sfeed-mens of the Poetry of the Anaent Welsh

Bards, which included Welsh texts with Eng-

lish translations and a De Bardts Dissertatw

in Latm

A much greater poet who was encouraged

by them was Goronwy Owen ^ Goronwy de-

spised the Welsh poetry of his day, all '*popu-

lar poets, good or bad,” and admired the

English classicists and Milton In Welsh,

The Sleeftng Bard mfluenced him greatly

Through Lewis Moms and Evan Evans he

became acquamted with the Welsh classical

poets and the Gogynfeirdd, whom he took as

his models, although he was enough of a

modem to write a eywydd gofyn asking for

a postal frank He deliberately ransacked Dr

John Daviess Dictionary (1632) for obsolete

words, thinking that he could brmg them

back mto use, but this makes his poems such

hard readmg that Lewis Moms had to furnish

them with explanatory notes His simple

poem of longing for his native Mona, recall-

ing how the Israelites could not sing the

Lord^s song m a strange land, and how they

wept when they remembered Zion, and

“Mona is like Zion to me (Mai Seion yw M6n
1 mi),” is worth all the bombast and fustian

of his more pretentious poetry

In September, 1751, Richard Moms and

several other Welshmen in London founded

The Honourable Soaety of Cymmrodonon,

one object of which was “to preserve and illus-

trate the ancient remains of Welsh literature,

and to promote its cultivation in the present

day ” The society laid down a most ambitious

program of subjects to be discussed at its

meetings, it also aided in the formation of

subsidiary societies throughout the Principal-

ity In 1771 a number of the members, led by

Owen Jones, “Owain Myfjnc,” a Welshman

who had come up to London and made a

fortune, foimded the Gwyneddigion Soaety

^Tiecause the Cymmrodonon did not sing

fentllton ” Secret societies were very popular

m London at this time, and many of the

London Welsh belonged to both of these

For a time, while the Cymmrodonon were in

eclipse because of financial difiBculties, the

Gwyneddigion and the §till later Cymrei-

gyddion had to carry on alone Through these
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societies Owain Myfyr developed a passion

for Welsh literature He employed William

Owen [Pughe] to assist him in collecting

mss
,
and m 1789 they published the first

edition of the poems of Dafydd ap Gwilym,

to which Edward Williams,^ ^lolo Mor-

ganwg,’^ contnbuted a number, the authen-

ticity of which IS still a subject of discussion

In 1801-07 the three men published a great

collection of still earlier literature to which,

since Owain Myfyr paid all the expenses,

they gave the name of The Myvynan Ar-

chatology of Wales Myfyr is said to have

assisted Pughe (as he was later to call him-

self) with his Heroic Elegies and other

Pieces of Llywarg Hen (1794, though dated

lygz), his Dictionary (1793-1803), and The

Cambrian Register (1795, 1796, 18 1 8) The
Cambro-Briton (1818-20) was edited by John

Humphreys Parry, another London Welsh-

man Both of these magazines, as well as the

Greal, the organ of the Gwyneddigion, re-

printed old texts, the first two included also

material in English

These societies were also responsible for

the revival of the Eisteddfod, which had come

to be no more than a meeting at a tavern of a

few poetically inclined persons When Rich-

ard Morris died m 1779, the Cymmrodorion

offered a medal for the best memorial ode

There was no general understanding at this

time as to what constituted an ode, the judges

selected a poem m the strict metres, but the

society at large voted for one in metre without

cynghaneid When the name 'hde'^ came to

be interpreted more stnctly, this second type

developed into the long poem m the free

metres to which the name fryddest was

given The dispute over the relative ment of

the two forms has been quieted somewhat by

awarding a suitably carved bardic chair for

the best ode, and a bardic crown for the best

fryddestj and by asserting that the two forms

are of equ£ dignity, an assumption which the

ardent supporters of the old metres are re-

luctant to admit

The Cymmrodorion and Gwyneddigion so-

cieties offered prizes for other poetic contests,

to be held in Wales, and they encouraged

local eisteddfodau The eisteddfod held at

Carmarthen in 1819 passed a resolution free-

ing the bards from the metrical bonds imposed

upon them by that of 1451 At this same

eisteddfod, in which lolo Morganwg took a

prominent part, “The Gorsedd of the Bards

of the Island of Britain'' with its three de-

grees of ovate, bard, and druid (which seem

to have been largely fabricated from Henry

Rowlands' Mona Antiqim Restaurata, 1723)

was united with the eisteddfod At the eistedd-

fod of Carnarvon in 1862 it was resolved that

a national meeting should be held annually,

alternately in North and m South Wales A
national Eisteddfod Association, founded to

regulate matters connected with these gather

mgs, held its first meeting in 1881

The Chapel and the Eisteddfod, between

them, were responsible for educating the

Welsh to a point where even Lord Lingen,

chairman of the committee that presented the

notorious “Blue Boole" report in 1846, had to

admit “The Welshman possesses a mastery

of his own language far beyond that which

an Englishman of the same degree possesses

over his " The Sunday School taught him to

read Welsh, even if the regular schools ig-

nored It, and presented him with an admi-

rable prose model in the Bible If he was inter-

ested in poetry, there was a good chance that

some local mmister could help him with that

If he was interested m any form of literary

composition he could submit his work to the

local eisteddfod, have it criticized, and com-

pare It with the work of his neighbors If he

had any success in the local contests he might

go on to others, and ultimately to the Na-

tional There w^s little chance that literary

ability—if of the conventional kind—would go
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unrecognized in Wales. Poetry was the fa-

vored medium, and it seems to have been

the ambition of every farmer and artisan to

publish a collection of poems, if only in a

six-penny pamphlet Much that was pub-

lished might better have been allowed to die,

but there was a surpnsmg knowledge and
love of literature, even of the strict metres,

among the Welsh, and many eminent writers

got their start through the eisteddfod

For the greater part of the century, this

was dominated by the Nonconformist clergy,

It was not unusual for the majority of judges

m a literary contest to be clergymen The
clerical influence is shown in the choice of

subjects assigned ''Brotherly Love,'' "The
Destruction of Jerusalem," "Hope," "Belshaz-

zar's Feast," 'Man," "The Welsh Bible," '^The

Missionary," "The Pascal Lamb," "The Welsh
Pulpit," "Self-sacrifice," with a spnnkhng of

topics like "The Regency of George IV," "The
Visit of George to Anglesey," "Queen Vic-

tona " The decision of the judges was too

often based upon moral rather than upon
aesthetic grounds, and if by some chance a

romantic subject like "Arthur of the Roxmd
Table" was assigned, they were capable of

awarding the prize to such a perfectly appall-

ing work as the '^epic" (1897) of the Rev T
Mafonwy Davies Even toward the end of

the century Eifion Wyn's poem on "The

Shepherd" was rejected because it mentioned

none but earthly shepherds It is sometimes

enlightening to read the adjudications m the

light of the poems themselves. When we add

to this deadening influence the burden of the

Goronwy Owen tradition, which lay heavy

on eisteddfodic circles, it is no wonder that so

little of the poetry of the 19th c is of interest

today In the strict metres there are stnkmg

passages, like those arresting englymon with

which Eben Fardd (Ebenezer Thomas, 1802--

1863) begins his youthful Ode on th^ De-

struction of Jeruscdem,

A* dinistr* dmistr yn donnau—chwalodd

Uchehon ragfurau,

A thirion byrth yr hen bau,

Caersalem sicr ei seihau

Gref lawn oedd ac ar fynyddau—dilyth

Adeilwyd ei chaerau,

Yn ei bn hon wnai barhau

Yn addum byd, fiynyddau

(O destruction^ destruction in waves has swal-

lowed the lofty ramparts, and the fair gates

of the old country, Jerusalem with her firm

foundations Very strong she was and on

mountains immovable her walls were budded,

in her glory she abode, an adornment to the

world, for years), but there is seldom a good

poem In the free metres there are occasional

delightful lines such as those m which

Mynyddog (Richard Davies, 1833-1877) de-

scnbes The Echfse of the Sun

Mae Duw fel pe'n rho'i cwr ei law

Cydrhwng y byd a'r haul tanbeidiol,

I dynu sylw r dyn uwch law

El bryder a^i ofalion bydol

(It IS as though God were placing the edge

of His hand between the world and the blaz-

ing sun to raise man’s attention above his

anxiety and his worldly cares), but for the

most part the output of the century is banal

and uninteresting Professor T Gwynn Jones

attributes this to the drabness of the daily life

of the time and to the fact that the mass of

the people now had neither the religious

fervor of the preceding century nor the sim-

ple faith of the Middle Ages, but only a pain-

ful orthodoxy Nineteenth c Wales had no

poets of doubt like Tennyson, Arnold, Clough,

none of revolt like Swmbume One may add

that what literary cnticism the Welsh had at

the time tended to emphasize trivialities at the

expense of the larger aspects of poetry
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Two men, Islwyn and Ceinog, rise above

the general level of the century William

Thomas,^ ‘Islwyn,'' wrote a great deal of

undistinguished verse in both forms and on

the usual themes, but his most distinctive and

best work is found in his long blank verse

poem The Storm, and m his two poems on

Ntght, one m the free meters and one in the

strict, m which he couples his mystic theology

with his love of nature John Ceinog Hughes'^

had a passionate love of freedom and an

ardent yearning for Wales, both of which he

expressed in lyrics of great charm, many of

them written to be sung to old tunes Among

the Welsh poets of America, besides Goronwy

Owen who in his later years was ‘‘Professor

of Humanity” m Wilham and Mary College,

we may mention Eos Gian Twrch (John

Edwards, 1806-87), Dafydd R Jones (1832-

1916), and Index (David Rhys Williams,

1851-1931), the last IS best known for his

dramas and his whimsical stories, and as

editor, for 26 years, of the Welsh-American

paper Y Drych

About the beginning of the present century,

poetry began to feel the influence of the

University of Wales, and particularly of John

Moms Jones, Professor of Welsh in Univer-

sity College, Bangor Thoroughly at home in

the work of the great classical poets and

familiar with a number of the great foreign

hteratures, he turned to both of these sources

for new life to infuse mto Welsh poetry

Besides being an inspinng teacher of litera-

ture and an excellent poet, he frequently

served as judge of the poetical competitions

of the eisteddfod, and he edited the critical

quarterly Y Betrmad (191 1-20) for the Welsh

Societies of the National Colleges The new

movement first attracted general attention in

the year 1902 In that year the national

eisteddfod was held in the college town of

Bangor, and one of the two judges of the

poetry contests was Professor Jones, who pub-

lished m Y TraethodyAd for the same year a

revolutionary platform for the new poetic

movement Moreover, the subjects assigned

this year for the chair and the crown contests

were “The Passing of Arthur” and “Tristan

and Iseult,” whereas the year before they had

been “The Revivalist” and “The Pnnce of

Peace ” There was some protest against these

subjects on the ground that they were not

ones which the ordinary poet knew anythmg

about, It was only by reading books in the

college library that one learned about Arthur

and Tnstan and Iseult Of the ten poems

submitted for the chair eight were of the

conventional kind “soliloquies, meditations,

essays on the influence of Arthur, Arthur yet

alive, and so forth,” and the judges expressed

sympathy for the contestants who found diffi

culty in adjusting themselves to the new con*

ditions. But of the other two one was the

Ymadawtad Arthur of T Gwynn Jones, a

truly great romantic poem, and die judges

showed their discernment by awarding it the

prize Of the eleven submitted for the crown

they selected three as worthy and awarded

first place to the Trystan ac Esyllt of R Silyn

Roberts. That of W J GruflFydd'^ they

placed second, not only because of its imma-

turity (it has since been revised) but also

because, in the words of Elfed who wrote the

adjudication, “The poet has attempted to

smg of love against morality, and this is not

poetically legitimate, the subject for a modest,

serious poet is love against fate ” The win

ning poems were, as usual, published m the

Eisteddfod Transactions for the year, and a

volume of “second best” poems was also

printed, containing the Ymad^miod Arthur

of Alafon (Owen Gnfi&th Owen) and the

Trystan ac Esyllt of Gruffydd, the third com-

mended Tnstan poem, that of Gwili (John

Jenkms), has since been published The suc-

cesses of thus one year did not establish the

new school in power, but they did open the

way for its development

Even before the Bangor eisteddfod, Roberts
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and GruiBFydd had published a joint volume

of Lyncs (JCelynegion, 1900), the fruit of a

summer of collaboration, the poems are in the

free metres, and some are translations from

Latin, German, Spanish and English Rob-

erts’s second volume, published in 1904, re-

pnnts Tnstm and Iseult and adds other

poems, the dedication is to Professors J

Moms Jones and W Lewis Jones Cthe latter

the Professor of English literature at Bangor

and a specialist m Arthurian romance) and

expresses his indebtedness to both Gruffydd

(called by T Gwynn Jones^ "lialf of my
soul”) reprinted his Tnstcm and Iseult m
1906 in a volume with a number of other

poems in the free metres His next volume

(1923) included two poems that had won
prizes at the London eisteddfod of 1909 In

recent years he has wntten mosdy m prose,

and It IS said that he has explained that he

finds It difl&cult to write poetry that will

measure up to his own cntical standards

T H Parry-Williams has been a professor

at University College, Aberystwyth, since

1920 and is die author of Elfennau Barddon-

iaeth, an explanation of the poetic art (the

free metres only) illustrated by examples from

the woiks of contemporary poets In 1912 he

won both chair and crown at the National

Eisteddfod and repeated this success in 1915,

he has also wntten some excellent shorter

poems He is an academic poet—too academic

to smt some people—and he enjoys analyzing

his own thoughts, in poetry, or in prose some-

what of the type of the Enghsh familiar essay*

Equally distinguished is his cousin R Wil-

liams Parry whose ode on Summer won the

chair m 1910 The customary cnticism is to

call him a pagan, but he is a pagan in the same

sense that Dafydd ap Gwilym was he finds

the world so beautiful that he is not going to

spoil his pleasure in it by ^'thinking sad

thoughts and remembenng the crucifymg

above Jerusalem O^yfyno chwith a chofio y
croeshoelio uwch Caersalem).” Recently he

has turned from the stnct forms of his earher

poems to the free metres, and he is one of

those that have introduced the sonnet into

Welsh Some of his recent poems show that he

is not unmindful of the problems of his own
day In his one published volume, he ex-

presses his indebtedness to his literary master,

Thomas Gwynn Jones, and to the stimulation

of the lectures of John Moms Jones and the

close friendship with men likeW J Gruffydd,

Silyn Roberts, J J Williams This new
poetry is the production of a definite group

of poets, most of whom are connected widi

the university Among the signs of their

break with the past is the fact that they have

discarded the old custom of usmg ^Tiardic

names,” and wnte tmder their own
But although these ‘New Poets” appeal to

an academic audience they have not wholly

caught the popular fancy, which still prefers

the simple sentimental poets of the old school

Some years ago one of the Welsh papers asked

Its readers to vote for the “most popular” liv-

mg poet Elfed (Rev Howel Elvet Lewis, b

i860) was m first place by a large margin,

and Eifion Wyn was second Pedrog (Rev.

John Owen Wilhams) was a poor third, fol-

lowed by Crwys, Cynan, Meurin (Robert

John Rowlands), and Cadfan (Rev John

Cadvan Davies) T. Gwynn Jones in eighth

place, with less than one third as many votes

as Elfed, led the academic poets, followed by

R Williams Parry, John Moms Jones, and

J J Williams, Gruffydd was near the bottom

of the list and Parry-Williams was not men-

tioned at all Of the first three, all poets of

the 19th c who held over mto the 20th, Eifion

Wyn (Ehseus H Williams, 1867-1926) has

the greatest poetic gift He has written good

poetry in the stnct meters^ but his popularity

has come from his simple lyncs, like the

Flower Sunday Lullaiy QHwiangerdd Sul y
Blodau') and Or^i fro Nohis Both of these

appeared first in that “second best” volume

of the 1902 eisteddfod, for although J T
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Job, one of the judges in the lyric contest,

became downnght maudlin in his praise of

them and declared that he had 'wept a flood

of tears*' when he read the former, he

and Watcyn Wyn (Watkin H Williams)

awarded the prize to some facile sentimental-

ism which they declared would live, but

which seems not to have done so Eifion Wyn
IS in the tradition of Ceinog, representing it

at Its best Before Crwys (Rev W Crwys

Williams, b 1875), the present archdruid,

published his third volume of poems in 1935,

he had seen five editions of the first (1920)

and three of the second (1924) By the time

the fourth collection appeared, m 1944, twenty

thousand copies of the first three had been

sold—an amazing record in view of the small

number of persons that read Welsh—and the

demand was still unsatisfied Among his

crowns is one awarded by the San Francisco

International Eisteddfod of 1915 for a poem

on Abraham Lincoln, he also won a gold

medal at the Pittsburgh International Eistedd-

fod of 1913 His Church Bell (Cloch y Llan)

has been called the most popular poem in the

language His Gwenn Cymru (The Welsh

Peasantry^

f

which won the national crown in

1 91 1, although not the 'Veritable gem" that

It has been called, has some substance, but

many of his shorter poems resemble those

which the local clergyman sends to the

"Poets' Comer" of the local newspaper

Cynan (Rev Albert Evans Jones) belongs

to a very different school He was a chaplain

durmg the First World War, and many of his

poems were wntten in dugouts and dressing

stations His Cottager's Son (Mob y Bwthyn),

which won the crown m 1920, contams some

powerful pictures of the ugly side of war and

of London after the war, which are con-

trasted with the peace among the Welsh
mountains He tried another war poem the

next year and was given only second place,

one of the judges admittmg that the chief

point against him was that he continued to

write about the war when everybody else

wanted to forget it So he turned to the mis-

sionaries and Father Damien and won a

crown in 1923, won the chair in 1924 with

his poem on The Unknown God, and another

crown in 1931 for a poem on The Crowd,

the memories of an old football player now a

missionary in the South Seas The first col-

lection of his poems was awarded a prize at

the National Eisteddfod of 1920, a second

collection was published in 1927 Another

war poet was Hedd Wyn (Ellis H Evans,

1887-1917) whose poetic reputation was

doubtless enhanced by the fact he was hlled

while fighting with the Royal Welsh Fusiliers

in Flanders just a few weeks before the

Eisteddfod of 1917 awarded him the chair for

his poem on The Hero (Yr Arwr'), but he is

a mystic with something of the Greek about

him, and with considerable poetic talent A
collection of his poems (Cerddt'r BugatV) was

published m 1918, and was repnnted with

additional material in 1931 Very different is

the Rev Thomas Evan Nicholas (b 1879),

whose five volumes of poems are full of

hatred of war as well as of the existing

economic order, and whose public protests

against these led to his arrest during each

World War
In 1924 E Prosser Rhys, who had already

attracted some attention by the slender volume

of verse that he had published in the previous

year m collaboration with J T Jones, sub-

mitted to the National Eisteddfod a mildly

erotic poem on Memory (Adgof) Apparently

it was the only one of the nineteen submitted

that had any poetic quality and the judges,

after much doubt and hesitation (duly re-

corded in the adjudications) lest it "corrupt

the nation's young mind for many years to

come" by familianzmg it with sms "which

the average Welshman (I hope) knows noth-

ing about" finally with many apologies

awarded it the crown In spite of the convic-

tion of the judges that the poem was not fit
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to be printed and that the nation would spew
It out of Its mouth, the enterprising Eistedd-

fod Committee capitalized upon the publicity

by pnnting the poem as usual in the Transae-
Uons, prmting the prize-winning poems with-

out the adjudications in a shilling pamphlet,

and having the poem translated into English

and published by itself to sell for sixpence

The poem displays an immaturity which Rhys
was afterward to outgrow, but most of his

energy in his later years was devoted to his

publishing business and to editing Y Faner,

Another poet whose reputation is due chiefly

to the eisteddfod is Caradoc Prichard (for-

merly Richards) He won three crowns in

succession (1927, 1928, 1929), the judges

confessmg to some difficulty in understanding

the earlier poems but recognizing the work of

a true poet In 1937 he published a volume

of Early Song QCanu Cynnar') in which the

first two prize poems The Marriage (Y
Pnodas^ and Penance (Penyd') were com-

bined into one with only slight changes Be-

sides some short poems of no great distinction,

the volume contained the third crown poem
and an ode. The Return of Arthur, which

failed to win the chair m 1934 In 1939
Pnehard submitted for the crown another

poem which the judges pronounced ''mag-

nificent'^ but rejected because they could not

see the relation between the assigned subject,

"The Tumults of Earth," and a poem on sui-

cide as the road to reach the Tower of Peace

There are many other contemporary poets

who deserve more than a passing mention,

among them Wil Ifan (William Evans, b.

1883), lorwerth C* Peate (b 1901), W.
Roger Hughes, D Gwenallt Jones, I D
Hooson, G J Williams, and B T Hopkins

Much good poetry still lies uncollected in

the penodicals, for the Welsh reading public

is so small that the publication of a volume,

especially m war time, is a venture In recent

years some of the young poets have decided

that Welsh poetry is dying because it has lost

touch with the things of daily life and they

have attempted to bring about a "Revivar' by

wnting of Commimist Russia, Republican

Spam, and "Machines" in limping free verse,

breaking with all the old traditions

The Novel and Short Story The novel has

never been an important form in Wales The
Welsh nature does not take kmdly to it—

partly perhaps because the name ffugchwedl

mdicates that it is a “fictitious story" and the

teaching of the old bards was that no man of

letters writes anything but the strict truth—

and the Welsh clergy have imtil recently

been opposed to novel reading For two thirds

of the last century its place was taken by the

copant, "a history of the life and death of

[someone] as a man, as a Christian, and as

a minister of the Gospel " Usually considered

to be the first novel is The Bard or the Welsh
Hermit (Y Bardd neu y Meudwy Gymreig,

1830) by Cawrdaf (W E Jones), but it is

mamly, as the title page tells us, "an account

of the interesting and instructive travels which

the Bard took in company with Providence
"

In 1853 Gwilym Hiraethog (William Rees)

published his Aelwyd fEwythyr Robert,

which leans heavily upon Uncle Tom's Cahm,
tales from which are read and discussed about

Uncle Roberts fireplaces The "Temperance

Eisteddfod" of 1854, mspired by the success

of Uncle Tom, ofiPered a pnze for the best

novel the hero of which should be a reformed

drunkard. Six novels were submitted, and the

fives of three of the reformed drunkards were

printed within the year One of these was

Llywelyn Pam, by Llew Ll3wfo (Lewis

William Lewis), concerning which Eben

Fardd, the judge, expressed the expectation

that it was likely to kindle as much zeal for

the freeing of the drunkards as Uncle Tom
had for the freeing of the slaves From this

time on novels, both didactic and historical,

appeared frequently More interesting than

most is the satincal W^I Brydydd y Coed by

Brutus (David Owen) which appeared sen-
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ally in Yr Haul; edited by Owen, and which

was left unfinished at the author s death in

1866 There is general agreement that Wales’s

one great novelist is Daniel Owen When
his Rhys Lewj-s was written he presented it as

'The Autobiography (Hunangofiant) of the

Minister of Bethel/’ and so correct were its

sentiments that it appeared serially (1882-

85) m y Drysorfu; the monthly magazme of

the Calvmistic Methodists Two of Owen’s

later novels were first pnnted in Y Cymro

Since his tune there has been no novelist of

the first rank

This history of the short story is even

briefer The Mahtnogion and kindied stories

of the Middle Ages had no successors, and in

the 19th c the form shared the unpopularity

of the novel The Stones of the Hearth

CStraecm y Rentari) of Daniel Owen, pre-

sented as true stories with "nothing in any of

them that will lower the moral tone of the

readei,” are anecdotes rather than short

stories Those of R Dewi Williams and R
Hughes Williams have been praised for their

pictures of the life of the people, but modern

standards find them lacking In recent years a

good many people have learned the trick of

wnting the short story Much that they pro-

duce IS undistinguished, but a number have

done good work Foremost among these is

Kate Roberts, who has been compared, in

ability as well as in manner, with Katherine

Mansfield

The Drama. The drama, too, long suffered

from the opposition of the clergy, and when,

in the latter part of the last century, attempts

were made to present a dramatized version of

parts of Rhys Lewis, these were suppressed

by the religious organizations Today the op-

ponents of the drama are no longer in power,

and prizes are offered at the eisteddfod for

Writing and for performmg plays, large num-
bers of plays are written and many communi-
ties have their own dramatic companies, but

the drama has not yet risen above die amateur

level The Welsh themselves are puzzled as

to why they have had such indifferent success

with the stage, since they consider themselves

a dramatic people Great preachers can paint

a scene such as the Last Judgment so dra-

matically that their congregations are spell-

bound, but no one seems to have been able

to secure the same effect from the stage

Elphin (R A Griffith) hinted at one reason

when he said, "Welsh sermons are often

living dramas, while what we call Welsh

drama is only dead sermons” Another diffi-

culty is that there are not enough professional

companies acting m Welsh, so that a play-

wright does not gam sufficient practical ex-

perience in the theatre Some plays are good

hterature, but have not been wholly successful

upon the stage the successful fusion of the

two arts has not yet been accomplished

The Essay and Literary Cnticism Until

recently Welsh prose (aside from the

Mahtnogion') has been largely didactic, and

It was something of an innovation when

Owen M Edwards’^ began publishing, in

1889, accounts of his travels written m a

simple style and intended to be read for the

mere pleasure denved from them Something

of the same sort was attempted (1899 ff ) by

Eluned Morgan, daughter of Lewis Jones,

who was one of the pioneers of the Welsh

colony in Patagonia (Y Wladfa) and its

historian. Others, too, followed his lead, and

more recently W. J Gruffydd has written his

Old Memories (JHen Atgopon) in the same

spirit T H Parry-Wilhams has developed

with success the essay after the English model

and has wntten interestingly on such subjects

as telegraph-poles, fish-worms, and his old

motor-cycle

Literary criticism in the 19th c is to be

found mostly in the adjudications of the

eisteddfod or m essays wntten in the same

spint It concerns itself chiefly with pointing

out deviations from the stnct metrical rules

of the anaent bardic code and from the
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equally stnct moral code of post-revival Wales

A new spint appears m the ivritmgs of Emrys

ap Iwan (Robert Ambrose Jones, 1851-1906),

who has been called ^'the first Welsh writer

to use the word pure^ ivithout a moral mean-

ing '' His admixture of French blood and his

Continental education gave him a broader

oudoolc, and he strove to free Welsh life and

Welsh literature from its narrow provmciah

ism, whatever he wrote, whether literary criti-

cism, social criticism, or sermons, was ex-

pressed in admirable Welsh prose His critical

mantle has fallen upon Professor T Gwynn

Jones^, Jones’s criticism is largely informal,

much of It contributed in installments to

newspapers, but he has the knack of getting

to the heart of the matter m a few words

Saunders Lewis (who has also wntten poems,

plays, and a novel) is a stimulating critic, but

his personal prejudices sometimes throw his

criticism out of perspective The leading fig-

ure in contemporary cnticism is W J Gru-

flFydd,* Professor of Wdsh Literature in

University College, Cardiff Besides his con-

tnbutions to literature and the work incident

to his professorship, he has edited smce 1922

the quarterly Y Lienor, which pnnts poems

and stories as well as critical articles and re-

views. His objections to what he calls ^Wr

narrow Puritanism” once led a pnnter to add

to one of his books the protesting footnote,

‘1 am obliged to differ from the author in this

* sentiment True puntanism is the salt of the

earth to save it from corruption J E S ,” but

in his criticism Gruffydd is still something

of a Puntan His aim seems to be to place

Welsh scholarship and current Welsh litera-

ture upon a level on which it can meet all

others on equal terms and with no apologies

In some fields they have already reached this

level, in several others they are rapidly ap-

proachmg it

David James (“Defynnog’O^ A Pnmer of Cymnc
Literature (Cardiff), Educational Pub Co, [nd],

J C Momce, A Manual of Welsh Literature

(Bangor), Jarvis and Foster, 1909, H I Bell, The

Develofment of Welsh Poetry (Oxford), U Press,

1936, Ifor WiEiams, Lectures on Early Welsh Poetry

(Dublin), Institute for Advanced Studies, 1944;

Charles Wilkins, History of the Literature of Wales

from the year 1300 to the Year 1650 (Cardiff),

Daniel Owen, 1884, H Idns BeU, ‘Translations

from the Cywyddwyr,'' in Transactions of the Hon
Soc of Cymmrodonon Session of 1940 [i94ih 2.21-

253, Sesssion of 1942 (1944), 130-142, (To be con-

tinued), H Idris Bell, Poems from the Welsh (Car-

narvon), Welsh Pub Co, 1913? Alfred Perceval

Graves, Welsh Poetry Old and New m English

Verse (London), Longmans, Green, 1912, Edmund

0 Jones, Welsh Poets of To-day and Yesterday

(Oamdloes), John EUis, 1901, Welsh Lyncs of the

Nineteenth Century (Newport), Southall, I9i3> H
1 Bell and G C Bell, Welsh Poems of the 20th C
in English Verse (Wrexham), Hughes and Son,

1925, Thomas Parry, Hanes Llenyddiaeth Gymraeg

hyd 1900 (Cardiff), U of Wales Press, i944>

Thomas Gwynn Jones, Llenyddiaeth y Cywry,

Llawlyfr t Efrydwyr, Cyf I (Denbigh), Gee and

Son, 1915 (Repnnted from Y Faner), W J Gruff-

ydd, Llenyddiaeth Cymru o 1450 hyd 1600 (Liver-

pool), Hugh Evans and Son, 1^22, Llenydduieth

Cymru nkyddiaeth 0 1^40 hyd 1660 (Wrex-

ham), Hughes and Son, 1926, T Gwynn Jones,

Llenyddiaeth Gymraeg y Bedwaredd Gannf ar Bym-

theg, Llawlyfr at Wasanaeth Darllenwyr (Carnar-

von), Welsh National Press Co, 1920 (repimted

from y Genedl Gymretg'), T H Parry-Wilhams,

Ystorttu Heddtw Detholiad gyda rhagymadrodd, Y
Qwh Llyfrau Cymreig, 1938, T Parry, Llenyddiaeth

Gymraeg 1900-45 (Liverpool), H Evans and Son,

1945, M-L Sjoestedt, La httSrature qut se fait en

Galles, in Etudes Celtiques, iv, 1941

John J Paery

WEND—Sec Lusatian.

WITOTO—See South American Indian

WOLOF—See African.

YAGHAN—See South American Indian

YARURO—See South American Indian
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YIDDISH
The Jewish people, scattered the world over,

may be divided into two mam groups Ash-

kenazim, and Sephardim Ashkenazim are

those whose ancestors came from Germany,

or from Central or Eastern Europe Sephardim

are the descendants of Spanish, Portuguese,

and Provencal Jews. Some ninety per cent of

all Jews are Ashkenazim.

Besides variations in ntual and custom, the

Ashkenazim differ from the Sephardim also

m language The former speak Yiddish, the

latter, Judesmo, Prior to World War 11
,
over

ten million, about two-thirds of all the Jews,

spoke Yiddish Yiddish was the result of a

fusion of several German dialects with

Hebrew—the language of worship and study—

and previous speech habits Later, the Slavic

languages, too, began to have their eflFect upon

Yiddish, so that it became a blend of Ger-

manic, Hebraic, and Slavic elements

Yiddish literature is practically as old as the

language, and has accompanied the Ashken-

azic branch of Jewry on all its migrations, for

some eight centuries

Oral and Manuscript Literature (to the

end of the 15 c ) Upon its birth, Yiddish

found the field held by Hebrew literature.

The Jewish people had a Hebrew-Aramaic

literature, primarily sacred m character and
edifying in function, consisting of the Scnp-

tureSf the Talmud, and post-Talmudic litera-

ture. The pnmacy of Hebrew literature pro-

vided the Yiddish with a ready source of con-

tent, and to a lesser extent of form But it also

circumscribed its field. Yiddish literature came
to be, m the first place, a literature of enter-

tainment, for all strata of the people Sec-

ondly, It served to educate those that had no
access to Hebrew hterature the untutored,

whose knowledge erf Hebrew was limited, and
the women, who usually fell into this cate-

gory The title-pages of Yiddish books often

bear a rhymed advertisement ' mteresting and

entertaining for women and maidens'* The
scholar would look upon the perusal of such

books as a waste of time that should be de-

voted to -the study of the holy books

Didactic hterature in Yiddish was the direct

offshoot of Hebrew literature, or had its nse

under the influence of that literature Its sec-

ond source was the pious folklore, which

attempted to show the way of life by means

of tales, fables, and proverbs The hterature

of entertainment, on the other hand, drew its

material from the worldly flesh-and-blood folk-

lore dealmg with human motives, and from

the non-Jewish literatures of the surround-

ings Primarily, old Yiddish literature was in-

debted to the German heroic epic and the

hterature of chivalry, similarly, traces of the

influence of the German folk-song and folk-

drama appear For a short time, the influence

of Italian literature, and indirectly of Proven-

gal hterature, was felt

But Jewish life was different from that of

the surrounding non-Jewish world, and Jew-

ish leadership saw m this purposive difference

the sole guarantee of cultural survival. Liter-

ature was conceived of as an ethical agency,

with edifying purposes Its entertaining as-

pect was tolerated only on such occasions as a

family celebration, or a festival Jewish lead-

ership looked askance particularly at the adop-

tion of the free subject matter of the epic and

courtly literature Since, however, the inherent

interest of these stories prevailed over Rab-

binic censure, the need arose for a new type

of book to counteract the influence of the

alien elements An attempt was made to ren-

der the didactic literature as interesting as the

entertainment hterature Thus the competi-

tion with foreign subject-matter led to a nse

m the quality of the native literary output

The oldest Yiddish manuscripts extant deal
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with popular medicine, or are translations of

parts of the Btble and the prayers No more

than a himdred such manuscripts have reached

us The chief bearers, however, of old Yiddish

hterature were the singers and the jesters

The former entertained their audience by

singing songs and parts of larger works in

rhyme, and reading, as a recitative, stories of

heroism or unusual events, which sometimes

ran on through several evenmgs The latter

enacted playlets, sang comical songs, told

jokes The singer adapted his technique and

a considerable part of his repertory from the

German gleeman Most of this has been lost,

yet we know that practically all the works of

the German gleeman epic reached the Jewish

public, with vanous modifications These con-

sisted usually in substituting Jewish for Chns-

tian allusions, in the shortening of the story,

in the omission of details of chivalrous or gory

scenes More radical modifications, which,

however, affected only some of the works,

were the introduction of Jewish traits, the

camouflaging of the surroundings of the hero

to the extent of having the Jewish audience

think of him as a Jew, the dwelling upon the

tragic moments, upon the tribulations of the

hero, his wandermgs and homelessness, bnefly,

upon all that could evoke sympathy.

The most popular works in the repertory of

the singer were Dtetrtch von Bern, Meister

Htldehrmd, Herzog Ernst, Flons cmd Blanche^

fleur The Yiddish Arthurian romance, Artus

Hof, fared best of all the works in the reper-

tory of the singer This 14th c work is extant

in three mss and eight printed editions, it is a

v.ersion of Wimt von Gravenberg's Wtgalots

In addition to exploiting the gleeman^s

repertory, the singer created onginal matenal,

based upon Jewish sources For that purpose

the Bthle was utilized, with all the exegetical

and homiletical material that had come to

adorn it Typical of this sort of work is the

Shmuel Bukh, of the 14th or 15th c The

unknown author creates a Yiddish national

epic, a Davidiad, blending the old Jewish

subject matter with the technique of the glee-

man, with traits of the current mode of Jew-

ish life and the taste of the penod The texts

of Samuel I and II form the basis of the book,

but in addition to details from the Talmudic

and Midrashic hterature, it is enhanced with

many ongmal elements— details of batdes,

elaborations of erotic scenes, entire new epi-

sodes—in the spint of the courtly romance

The Shmuel Bukh enjoyed great popular-

ity, and a number of poeUc paraphrases, in

the same strophe, of various Biblical books—

Joshua, Judges, Kings, Jonah, Dcrvid—made

their appearance

Second m popularity to the Shmuel Buhk

is the poem Akeydas Yttskhok (The Sacrifice

of Isaac') or Yidtsher Shtam (Jewish Roots),

of the 15th c Tellmg of Abraham’s struggle

with Satan on his way to sacnfice Isaac, the

poem IS popular, naive in tone, pervaded by a

religious pathos and a tender sentimental

lynasm

Fewer of the short lync songs are extant.

They fall mto two categones poems m praise

of God and the holidays, and rhymed versions

of the Jewish creed, and secular didactic

poems, generally contemplations of life and

human nature Practically all of those lyrics

are the products of the professional the

smger and the writer The names of two such

professionals after the mid 1 5th c have come

down to us Menakhem Oldendorf and Z^-

men Sofer

Closely assoaated with the lyncs of the

professional are the beginnings of the theatre

m Yiddish, for the jesters were both actors

and creators of the dramatic repertory. In

addition to bndal songs, senous and comic

monologues, they presented short playlets,

didactic and satincal The dance of death,

possibly of Jewish ongm in Spam, was par-

ticularly popular At this time, too, came the

development of the Puran play.

The later Middle Ages were a penod of
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intensive creation of legend The life of every

prominent personality was overspread with a

veil of fantastic, colorful, subtly moralizing

legends The great religious figures, R Ger-

shorn of Mayence, Rashi, Judah the Pious,

are the subjects of entire legend-cycles Old

communities like Mayence, Regensburg,

Worms, Speyer, have their local legends

These stories reflect a life of constant fear of

expulsion, blood accusations, massacres, and

ineradicable faith in the ability to survive all

afflictions In addition to the new and more

complex transfiguration of Talmudic and

Midrashic legends, new materials from for-

eign sources, such as Dx zthn wayzn mayster

(The Seven Sages), a collection of fifteen

Hmdu tales on the fickleness of women, and

the tale of the Pnnce and the Dervish, a ver-

sion of the life of Buddha, were adapted and

judaized

The Folk Book As in many another litera-

ture, the 1 6th and early 17th c. witnessed a

multiform creativity m Yiddish. The printed

Yiddish book, which found a highly literate

public, freed that public from dependence

upon the arrival of the singer or the jester,

and rendered superfluous the copyist. The
folk book was bom, it spread rapidly, and

Yiddish literature became a folk literature

with hundreds of thousands of readers Con-

currently, the anonymity of the previous pe-

nod gave way to the highly individual person-

alities of great writers and folk teachers The
most interesting of these in the early i6th c

was Eliyohu Bokher (or Ehas Levita^)

Poet and scholar, Elias Levita was an inter-

mediary between the Jewish world and the

humanists, teaching Hebrew to non-Jews and

propagating the liberal humanist ideas among
the Jews. He had a scientific interest in Yid-

dish, and wrote his poetic works in that lan-

guage only Besides a few lampoons, and a

splendid translation of the Psalms, two of his

romances are extant—the Bova Sukh and
Paris un Vtene, adaptations of Italian ro-

mances rendered in ottava nma Eliyohu

Bokher did not take seriously the remarkable

adventures that he narrated To him they

were a flight of the fancy and an opportunity

for displaying his skill m verse, m a playful

popular narrative, interspersed with saws,

jests, Talmudic allusions, descriptions of com-

bat are interrupted with ironic remarks The
author, presumably following the tradition of

the singer, m reality derided that tradition

The Bovo Bukh, written in Padua in 1507,

testifies to a merry and frolicsome poet, who
amuses himself, somewhat like Cervantes,

over the claptrap of court heroism and the

traditional singer's art

The Bovo Bukh enjoyed immense popu-

larity, supplanting the previous works of the

singers Later, it became transformed into the

prose Bovo-Maase, which has been published

hundreds of times, and, blending with the

word bohe, grandmother, became the general

term for a fantastic tale, an old wives' tale.

Levita's other work, Pans un Viene, a more

realistic romance, pregnant with reflections

upon life and interspersed with lyrical pas-

sages, did not become popular

Most characteristic of the i6th c. is the

story in prose, the short tale, m which folk-

lore and subject matter taken from Hebrew

literature prevail over foreign elements. The

anonymous Mime Bne Vezimre (Tale of

Brie and Ztmre), a glorification of a love that

is stronger than death, is the gem of that

genre In addition, we have from the hegm-

nmg of the i6th c. three tales named after

three cities: Danzig, Worms, and Mayence.

The first two are stories of mantal life, the

last tells of a contest between two step-

brothers for the hand of the most beautiful

maiden in Mayence

The tales of the novelist, the adaptations of

foreign stories, the prose versions of the works

of the singers, yielded a nch harvest of fiction

A selection of this literature, comprising 259

stories, was compiled at the end of the i6th c
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under the title Moose Bukh Cpuh Basel,

1602) Most of the stones are Talmudic leg-

ends, embellished with new details, the newly

created legend cycle of medieval saints, and

the lives of outstanding personalities, ancient

and medieval The book exalts faith and

martyrdom, as well as mercy and goodness in

daily life The naive, simple, pious ton6 of

the stories is combined with dramatic sus-

pense, colorful fancy, and a reflection of life

m the ghetto The book was immensely popu-

lar, we know of ten editions between 1602

and 1727 [The book was translated into

German several times, and in 1934 into Eng-

lish by Moses Gaster ] Although it was, in a

manner of speakmg, a summary of the earlier

belletristic creation, it became a storehouse of

matenal for further vanants of folktales, re-

ligiously tinged fantastic stories

Beside the belletristic literature, indirectly

didactic, we have a body of stnctly didactic

literature, composing a wide range of inter-

ests, from glossaries to ethical works The old-

est and most important book m the former

group is the Mtrkoves Hcmtshne (Cracow,

1534), a concordance to the BthU In 1544

two translations of the Pentateuch appeared

simultaneously, one m Augsburg and one m
Konstanz They were followed by a new edi-

tion, m Cremona, 1560, based upon the

Augsburg edition with interpolations of pas-

sages from the Jewish commentators In 1579

the Song of Songs and in 1590 a paraphrase

of the Book of Esther were published in

Cracow

In this type of literature, two distmct needs

intertwine (i) to help the teacher translate

the Bthle correctly for his pupils, and (2) to

produce a reader combining the text of the

Bthle with the most indispensable comments

We have therefore two types of work. The

Seyfer Hamagid (Prague, 1596), a translation

of the prophets and the Hagiographa with

selected comments, has in mind the teacher

and the student, while the Taytch Khumesh

(Prague, 1602) and the Taytch Esrim Vearha

aim at the other group

In this period came also the rise of ethical

literature, which applies the ethical religious

principles of Judaism to all aspects of daily

life. It IS pragmatical, concrete, pictorial

Whereas its Hebrew model is brief, frequently

austere and matter of fact, the Yiddish ethical

work is more persuasive, milder, more intf-

mate Its aim is not to frighten, but to per-

suade It IS intended for the woman as well as

the uneducated man Replete with parable

and instructive anecdotes, these books are a

blend of reprimand and practical advice, text

interpretation and flashes of poetic creation,

aiming to entertain while directing

Some of the most interesting or most popu-

lar of these books are the Seyfer Mtdes (Book

of Conductj Isny, 1542), recommending the

golden mean as a surest guide in life, and the

Sam Khaytm (Ehxtr of Life, Prague, 1609),

a booklet in rhymes, protesting the misuse of

power on the part of community leaders. The
poetess Rifke Tiktiner directs her appeal to

the woman exclusively, m her Meynekes

Rtfke (Prague, 1609). Similarly, the popular

and captivating Brantshftgl (Bummg Mirror,

1602) has become a woman^s book The most

popular Yiddish ethical work of the 17th c,

the Lev Tov (Good Heart, Prague, 1620),

found until recently in practically every Jew-

ish home, was of sterner kidney Highly emo-

tional and ardently religious, the book, in-

tended for both men and women, deals exten-

sively with the upbnnging of children and

with family life.

The Tseno Ureno (Go Out and See), the

most popular (m its first hundred years it went

through some 30 editions) and influential

work of all Yiddish literature up to the 19th

c , was the result of the victory of homiletics

over exposition, and the transition of the

spiritual hegemony from Germany to Poland

Its author, Jacob Ashkenazi,^ was a great

Talmudist and marvelous stylist, the work he
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produced as only superficially a Btile transla-

tion In reality it is a very unique paraphrase

of that material, wherein the Biblical passage

IS merely a peg for a whole framework of

commentary, legend, saw, parable, admoni-

tion, and general ethical reflection It is a kind

of anthology of the people's literary creation

from the Bthle to the days of the author (end

of the 16th c), beanng on ethico-religious

matters and Biblical passages, a mosaic with

frequent transition from topic to topic, but

with unity of idea, tone, and temper It be-

came the Bihle of the women For 300 years

practically every Jewish woman, on the Sab-

bath, read the weekly portion of the Bthle in

the Tseno Urmo and from it drew all her

conception of Jewishness The work thus had

a tremendous influence on conduct and ideas,

on the Yiddish language and Yiddish style

In 1544 an attempt, characteristic of the

Reformation period, was made to introduce

prayers in Yiddish However, the Yiddish

prayerbook, published by Joseph bar Yokor,

was not a success On the other hand, the

Tkhtne, the supplementary devotional prayer

in Yiddish, rapidly gamed a place The
Tkhtne, frequently composed by a woman, is

concrete, intimately personal, touching and

eloquent, suffused with a pious humility and

womanly tenderness. The first collection dates

from 1590, production continued to the mid-

dle of the 19th c

The Tkhtney a poem in prose, borders on

religious poetry, which flounshed in that pe-

nod, as m the work of Jacob Toeplitz, known
as the pious Rabbi Jacob, Rifke Tiktiner, the

authoress of the popular Stmkhas-Toyre-Lid,

and Taube Pan A number of the religious

poems were incorporated in the vanous local

rituals Some purely worldly works, too, were

invested m a religious garb, e.g the mordant

epigrams and songs of the misogynist Sehg-

man Ulma an his Tsukhtshpigl (The Mtrror

of Manners; 1610).

Of the secular poetry, the most important

was the historical poem, describing an expul-

sion, a massacre, a conflagration, an epidemic,

or other important event m the life of the

community The historical poem follows a

definite scheme a prelude praising God, or

praying for help in the assumed task, then a

fairly detailed description of the event, giving

vent to sorrow at the suffering and anger at

the tormentors, ending with the expression of

hope for the speedy advent of the Messiah

The best representative of this type of poem

is the Vtnts Hans Ltd (1616), describing the

attack upon Frankfort Jewry led by Vincent

Fettmilch, the expulsion, and the subsequent

triumphant return This poem was read at the

annual celebration of the local Purim in

Frankfort

The historical works in prose were a con-

tinuation of the fiction and the ethical works

Their aims were didactic and ethico-religious,

and they did not distinguish between histon-

cal fact and legend The most popular of these

—second only to the Tsene Ureno and Lev

Tov—was the Yostfen (Zunch, 1546), an

adaptation of the Hebrew version of the

Anttqmttes of Josephus with additions from

other works. Two themes mainly engaged the

attention of this literature persecutions, and

expulsions

The drama is poorly represented in the

literature of this penod Besides Purim plays

we know only of one comedy A Shptl fan

Tauhn YeklffyUf Zayn Wayh Kendlayn, un

Zayne Ztndlekh Fayn (A Play About the

Deaf Yeklayn, Hts Wife Kendlayn, and Hts

Sons; end of the i6th c.).

To the Mtd i8th Century. The 17th c

was a critical period in Jewish history. West-

ern and Central European Jewry were sen-

ously affected by the Thirty Years War, and

the Chmielnicki massacres of 1648-49 brought

disaster upon Eastern European Jewry. A
messianic movement which had its nse in

Asia Minor spread rapidly through practically

all Ashkenazic communities, for decades im-
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posing Its stamp upon Jewish life and thought

Mysticism and asceticism were m the ascend-

ant, and Judaism was shielded with a rigorous

conservatism Reflections of these events we
find in Yiddish literature, but no new literary

forms make their appearance

The center of interest was no longer the

Bthle, but the Zohar, the sacred book of mys-

ticism A collection of 50 stones about the

heroes of Jewish mystic lore appeared m 1691

The Nakhlas Tsvt, known as 'Taytch Zohar,”

an ethical work of the Cabbalist Tsvi Hirsh

Khotch, became a favonte Of great interest

in the work of the Cabbahsts is their opposi-

tion to the spiritual aristocracy, the Talmudic

scholars, and their defense of the ordinary

folk On the whole, however, the period was

one of melancholy and cowering piety, best

expressed in the widespread ethical work Kov

Hayosher (1705-6), threatening hellish pains

for the least transgression A happy exception

IS the Simkhas Hcmefesh Qoy of the Soul),

which will be discussed later The two ra-

tionalistically inspired anti-homiletical trans-

lations of the Bthle, of Blitz and Witzen-

hausen, are entirely contrary to the spirit of

the times-

The poetry of the period consists chiefly of

laments over persecutions and expulsions,

with the exception of the enthusiastic and

flamboyant paean celebrating the pseudo-

messiah Sabbatai Zvi, Ayn Sheyn ISIay Ltd

fun Meshtakh (A Erne New Song about the

Messtah, 1686) Also the tradition of divine

songs continues, with such works as A gots-

forkhttk Ltd (A Ptous Song), and Zeymer

Lkoved Shahes (A Song tn Honor of the

Sabbath) The folk song tradition finds ex-

pression in paraphrases of Had Gadya (an

Aramaic piece on the pattern of The House

That Jack Butlt) and m vanous satires on

social abuses, the most important of which is

the anonymous Bashraybung fun Ashknaz un
Polyak, a comparison of Polish, German, and

Prague Jews*

In the art of narrative, there was a con-

tinuation of the Moose Eukh in the Moose

Ntstm, a collection of 25 legends of Worms
by the local beadle The best work of the

period, however, The Memotrs of Gltkl Haml,

remained in manuscnpt until the end of the

19th c These memoirs contam the life history

of a prominent Jewish woman, who was

steeped in Jewish lore, and possessed of keen

powers of observation and great skill in de-

scription The work is a first class literary and

historical monument, vividly presenting de-

tails of workaday life against a background of

the stirring historical events of the penod

These events stimulated interest in history,

and a number of chronicles made their ap-

pearance The most important historical work

of the period is Sheyns Ytsroel (The Remnant

of Israel, 1741) of Menakhem Amelander, a

history of the Jews from the destruction of

the second temple to the time of the author

Indicative of a new range of interests are

the vanous travelogues, books on geography,

anthmetic, and household mediane

In spite of the excessive piety and the

segregation from the world, a Yiddish theatre

of professionals and amateurs—Purim play-

ers and Yeshiva students—flounshed From

the early i8th c we have a number of com-

plete texts of Akhashveyresh-shftl or Mordkhe

un Ester shpl, besides many works on Bibh-

cal themes such as the ^'Sale of Joseph,^* ‘^Sac-

rifice of Isaac

Amsterdam, the center of Yiddish book pro-

duction, saw also the first Yiddish newspaper

(1686), Dt Dmstogshe Kurantn, and Fray^

togshe Kurantn, a semiweekly publication on

the level of the contemporary Dutch penodi-

cals

To 1864 A The Decltne m Western

Europe Yiddish literature, beginnmg in Wes-

em Europe, was transplanted to Eastern

Europe For centuries a live contact was main-

tained between East and West books and

authors traveled m both directions In the
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second half of the i8th c ,
however, only the

last shoots of Yiddish literature were left in

Western Europe, and m the 19th c the realm

of literary productivity m Yiddish is Eastern

Europe only.

The beginning of the penod of decline

coincided with the beginning of the exodus

from the ghetto The diffusion of secular

sciences was rapid, all forms of assimilation

were intensified, especially hnguistic assimila-

tion The enlightenment movement became,

against its will, increasingly an assimilation

movement Disparagingly, some of the Jewish

intelligentsia dubbed Yiddish ''jargon,^' and

attempted to discredit it in the eyes of their

people [Even as a medium of propagating

their own ideas, they eschewed Yiddish
]
Con-

sequently we have in Western Europe at

this time only a Yiddish ^^concubme” litera-

ture With the exception of two bourgeois

comedies, EucheVs Reh Henekh oder vos tut

men dermvt and Wolfssohn^s Letchtstnn und

Frommelet, which had an influence upon

some aspects of later Yiddish drama, the liter-

ature of the period was limited to translations

CRohmson Crusoe, memoirs, and dia-

lect parodies

B The Literature of Hasstdtsm Israel Baal

Shem Tov (Master of the Good Name), the

founder of the Hassidic movement, was a con-

temporary of Moses Mendelssohn, the father

of the Haskalah These two movements im-

posed their stamp upon the Yiddish literature

of our penod, with Hassidism exerting a

wholly positive influence, and the rationalist

^ Haskalah, as indicated above, a partly nega-

tive and partly invigorating and constructive

influence

Hassidism brought into traditional Judaism

a joy and affirmation of life, an optimistic and

pantheistic conception of the world and a new
dignity of the individuah This religious-

democratic movement raised the common un-

educated man to the rank of the scholar, the

Talmudist. Hassidism employed Yiddish to a

much larger extent than any previous reli-

gious school, famous Hassidic Rabbis indited

Yiddish prayers, and propounded their teach-

ings in that language, impartmg to it a phancy

of expression On the other hand, it furnished

a mighty impetus for renewed folk creativity

new stones, songs, saws, and parables came

into existence Another hero was added to the

lists in the folk tale—the Hassidic Rabbi

Around this hero, Jewish folk fantasy wove

an entire fabnc of wonder tales, the best-

known among them being the collection

Shtvkhey Besht (Rraises of the Besht, 1815)

The foundation of Hassidic literature was

laid by the Baal Shem Tov himself, with his

parables and tales he raised storytelling to a

rank equal to that of expounding the law

His disciples repeated his parables, adages,

and tales, evolving a new type of poetic cre-

ation Among the Hassidic Rabbis were men
of marked literary ability, such as the Maggid

(preacher) of Mezritch, one of the finest

fabulists, and the ardent Levi Yitskhok of

Barditchef, who attained to legendary fame

for his kindness and gentleness, a poet of

tender lyricism and exalted pantheism

The dreamer and mystic R Nakhman of

Bratslav (1772-1810) was undoubtedly one

of the greatest of storytellers among Jews In

the stones that he told his followers, we find

misty visions and also clear symbols Some

elements he bonowed from folklore, but the

construction of the story, the flight of fancy,

the exquisite form, and the ethico-mystical

idea are highly original A romantic longing

pervades his symbolic tales, which points to

a kinship with the romanticists of his day, of

whom he apparently knew nothing The tales

were pubhshed posthumously in 1815 by his

disciple Nathan

Hassidism helped Eastern European Jewry

to look deeply into its own self and to gam a

new vitality, which found expression in word,

music, and dance

C. The Literature of the HaskaJuh The
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Haskalah made its way from West to East by

way of Galiaa and Poland Its aim was the

reconstruction of Jewish life on freer pnnci-

ples, and the emancipation of the individual

from the yoke of tradition From Germany,

the Haskalah also brought the desire to aban-

don Yiddish in favor of the vernacular, but

in Eastern Europe it was constrained to use

Yiddish as a medium for propagating its ideas

Besides, a folk mtelligentsia began to nse,

with a true devotion to Yiddish To propagate

its ideas, the Haskalah produced a literature

of enlightenment, to combat the old forms of

life, a literature of combat In the former we
have a continuation of the didactic ethical

book, the latter consists in the main of satirical

works The Haskalah literature showed a pre-

dilection for dramatic form, but only so as to

record life faithfully and to carry on the de-

bate with greater ease The literature in story

form produced by the Haskalah is replete

wnth realistic details as well as tendential ex-

aggerations and publicistic digressions

Moses Mendelssohn and his disciples trans-

lated the Bthle into German Mendel Levin,

a leading spirit among the Maskihm, stopped

his translation of the Bthle into colloquial

Yiddish because of violent opposition by the

foes of Yiddish Nevertheless the new literary

lai^age took root, displacing older, petrified

forms, but successfully repelling the attempts

at '^refining*^ the language through the intro-

duction of German words Simultaneously,

the custom of prmtmg Yiddish books m the

type known as "woman^s script^^ was dis-

carded, this form was replaced by the square

type

The literature of combat is infinitely richer

and more diversified than the literature of

enlightenment. The keenest satire was aimed

at the '^courts’^ of the Hassidic Rabbis and

their followers In 1815 appeared anonymously

an excellent TartuflFe comedy of mordant wit,

Dt Genarte Veit (The Decetved World)

Joseph Perl in his artful Mgale Tmttrtn^

modeled after Ulrich von Hutten^s satirical

Eftstohe Ohscurorum Vtrorum (Letters of

Obscure Men), presents a correspondence be-

tween 26 people, compnsmg 151 letters writ-

ten in the spirit and style of devout Hassidim

So successful was the imitation that the Has-

sidim themselves were divided on the ques-

tion of the genumeness of the work

Isaac Ber Levinson, the '‘Mendelssohn of

Russian Jewry,^^ wrote his Hefker Veit Chaw-

less World), a social satire against the abuses

of the poor on the part of the community

leaders The didactic comedy Teyator fun

Khastdtm of Ephraim Fishlzon was m reality

no drama, but an anti-Hassidic satire m the

form of discussions The anonymous satirical

poem Tloes Hamonm (Trials of the Teachers,

1836) presented a gloomy picture of tradi-

tional education

The first great Haskalah storyteller was

Yisroel Aksenfeld, an attorney m Odessa, who
devoted his literary abilities to combattmg

Hassidism In him, the naturalist often pre-

vails over the satirist His stones have some

of the traits of chronicles, his types are pat-

terned after living models He was a prolific

writer of novels and stones, but most of them

remained in manuscnpt, although even so,

fairly widespread among the Maskilim, who
retained the old practice of copymg manu-

scnpts, ]ust as m the penod before pnnting.

His dramatic works, first published and given

as readings, recently enjoyed a considerable

vogue This pioneer of the modem Yiddish

novel had a marked influence upon Mendele

Moikher Sfonm ^

Although Galicia and the Ukraine fur-

nished the majonty of Haskalah wnters, Dr
Shloime Ettinger, a Pohsh Jew, was the most

gifted representative of the period Brought

up amid German culture, a student of

Hebrew and Polish, Ettinger was the first to

write Yiddish not because of a cultural mis-

sion, but owing to an iimer need of self-

revelation To him, art is for art^s sake, and
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Yiddish IS for its own sake Consequently, he

devoted attention to polishing and refining

his language, introducing into it a large num-

ber of neologisms He is the first Yiddish

Hashalah lyncist who sings of nature and his

own moods His sagacious fables and charm-

ing epigrams are animated and witty His

character and milieu comedy, Serkele, had an

influence upon Gotlober, Goldfaden and

Jacob Gordin’s Mtrele Efros

The first Haskalah writer who had scores

of thousands of readers was Isaac Meyer Dick^

of Vilna, who was at the zenitk of his popu-

larity in the 1850’s and 6o’s His stories al-

ways have a moral like the traditional ethical

works and, as in the older books, he apos-

trophized his '"dear reader,” and discussed

with her the problems of rearing children and

of family life, and castigated her weakness for

jewelry and luxury He propagated the ideals

of the Haskalah, which he managed to align

with 'fliuman interest ” A synthesis of the old

maggtd Cpteacher) and the modem story-

teller, full of tenderness and kindly humor,

Dick, with his hundreds of booklets, formed

a bridge between the centuries-old narrative

literature and the later artistic realism

Beside the intellectuahst Haskalah poetry,

there continued a stream of folk poetry m the

tradijtion of the old singers The middle of the

19th c saw the rise of two folk poets of more
than mean ability, the roving Bohemians Berl

Broder and Velvel Zbarazher, The former

established in Brody a cabaret troupe, the

Broder Zmgers, for whom he also created a

repertory, consisting of melancholy-joyous

songs about the lot of the common man and
the solace of nature The wandering troupe

popularized these songs throughout Galicia,

Poland, and the Ukraine Velvel Zbarazher

was a more colorful personality and an artist

of greater accomplishment* In the taverns of

Rumania and Bessarabia, and toward the end
of his life in Vienna and Constantinople, he
sang of wine and love, of the eternal quest for

^034

peace, and the futility of life Haskalah motifs

of the mtelligentsia, and the workaday needs

of the common man, old minstrelsy and mod-
em art, were united m these two poets, the

last m the long chain of minstrels

Several poets formed the transition between

the folk song and individual poetry. The most

important of these was Mikhel Gordon

(1823-92), who in his poetry criticized the

Jewish mode of living, and wrote, in a lan-

guage combining rhythm and lucidity, ballads

and anguished elegies of the lives of the poor

His brother-in-law J L Gordon, the distin-

guished Hebrew poet, in his Stkhas Khultn

COhter Dicta) wrote on Haskalah and social

motives The most popular folk singer, how-

ever, was the last jester in Yiddish poetry,

Elyokum Zunser (1835-1913) From the

wedding-halls of the wealthy his songs found

their way to the people, and were in the

mouths of hundreds of thousands. Zunser is

didactic, he sang for the Haskalah, and later,

for Zionism His poetry is narrative, fre-

quently personifying things, it generally as-

sumes the form of the ballad. The romantic,

nationalist poetry of Goldfaden is more

skilled, more intellectual and individual

By the middle of the 19th c. Yiddish litera-

ture had already a very large and avid reading

public, but was seriously handicapped for

lack of a press, which the Russian govern-

ment would not tolerate. It was not until

1862 that the Koyl Mevaser (The Voice of

the Messenger) began to appear in Odessa,

which soon became the center of Yiddish

literature Immediately thereafter a number

of vmters of note made their appearance, and

many works of the previous penod were re-

printed.

The Years of the Great Rise, 1864-1914.

The last eighty years divide into two unequal

parts the first fifty years, the penod of the

three ^'classics” and of a great development,

and the last thirty years, from the outbreak

of World War I, a period of geographical
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expansion and spiritual dislocation The year

1864 IS the date of the appearance of the first

of the Yiddish ^classics/^ S J Abramovitch,

known as Mendele Moikher Sforim,’^ the

central figure in Yiddish literature in the last

third of the 19th c. The mam tendency in

that hterature, reahsm, was his tendency, its

foremost achievement, namely, the fixing of

a style, a model of form, technique, and lan-

guage, was his achievement All contemporary

literary figures can be grouped around him, as

adherents, disciples, or opponents

For his first twenty creative years, Mendele
Moikher Sforim was mihtant and satirical

Gradually he became serene, turning from

satire to humor, from voicing a social tend-

ency to erecting a monument to a world that

had passed His social satire was never di-

rected against Hassidism and did not touch

upon religious sentiment, but rebuked the

men of influence for their oppression of the

masses and cnticized economic ruthlessness,

provincial helplessness and complacency, spir-

itual narrowness and unworldliness All these

Haskalah motives emerge in concrete form,

for they are combined with a realistic descrip-

tion of characters, without the exaggeration

that had marked the previous period And not

only in form, but ideologically, too, Mendele

outgrew his times In addition to descnbing

the public figures that exploit the masses, he

created the figure of Shloime Veker, the fore-

runner of the revolutionary movement among
Russian Jews Dt Klyatche (The Mare, 1873),

gives us a manifestation of the nationalist

ideas that were typical of the penod Hence,

the author also occupies a prominent position

in the history of Jewish social life, in truth,

the close connection between hterature and

social life, the parallel developments and the

mutual influences of literary creativity and

social tendency, form the basic trait of the

period.

Mendele Moikher Sfonm was a synthesist

He created the model town Kabtsansk (Pau-

pertown), wherein he depicted typical situa-

tions of the small Jewish township All ages,

all social strata, the home, the synagogue, the

bathhouse, the poorhouse, the moods and out-

look upon life, the manner of dress and ges-

ticulation, are woven into his creation The
type of the larger city is Glupsk (Simple-

town), which reflects life in the larger centers

of Jewry

This rigorous realism, which deals with a

practically static life, must lead to impairment

in the narrative itself And this is the short-

coming in Mendele’s works, which is com-

pensated by masterly delineation of individual

characters and situations, institutions and cus-

toms, and detailed and remarkably unique

descriptions of nature This concentration on

details of mode and concreteness of type was

adopted by his disciples, it became a trait in

the realistic trend of Yiddish literature Men-
dele IS also the chief of those that determined

the language of modem Yiddish hterature

He also transmitted to his disciples a sense of

the great responsibility of the wnter s voca-

tion, not to permit the estrangement of htera-

ture from life Mendele was, as it were, the

focal point of the 19th c the summary of the

Haskalah trends, the reahzation of the aims

of Mendel Levin, the acme of social satire

and of plastic synthetic reahsm, the heir of

the quaint ethical book as well as the old folk-

book, and simultaneously the fashioner of the

new style and the head of the ramified realistic

school

Together with Mendele, I J Linetsky

(1839-1916) began his literary career as a

keen observer of life and mordant satirist, his

Dos Poyhshe Ytngl (The Poltsh Boy) is one

of the most vehement attacks on Hassidic life

The book made a strong impression, but the

author^s literary talents did not show further

development Jacob Dinezon, at first opposed

to Mendele^s artistic realism, developed a more

primitive and somewhat melodramatic folk

art, as in Der Shvartser Yungermantschik
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(The Swarthy Young Man, 1877), but later

succumbed to his opponent, and in his Her-

shele and Yosele gave us examples of a far

more polished art than in his earlier works

The less cultivated reader found his mental

pabulum in the “highly interesting” unreal-

istic Hollywood novels of Shomer, with their

bizarre intrigues between a Yeshtva-Bokher

(a student of a Talmudical college) and a

pnncess, and the many trials that afforded an

opportunity for the gentle reader to shed a

tear over her own bitter lot.

Pioneers of the new spint in the field of

poetry were S Frug^ in Russia and Morris

Rosenfeld"^ in America A poet of considerable

standing in Russian, Frug attained to a mas-

tery in fashioning the sonorous Yiddish verse

m his gracefully facile melodious songs, in

spite of his complaint about the commonness

of the uncultivated Yiddish language. The
burden of his song is the bitter lot of his

people, the dream of a happy future m the

ancestral land, lyncal descriptions of nature,

as well as the pathos of the social struggle A
man of many facets, he lacked a distinct

physiognomy of his own Far more profound

and influential was Morris Rosenfeld Where-

as Moms Vinchefsky, and later Edelstadt and

Bovshover, describe in their poetry the hard

life of the immigrant m the sweatshop, m-
tendmg a call to battle against the existing

order, we find m Rosenfeld the very sigh and

tear of the worker Here, social and individual

poetry fuse, for the lot of the worker, chained

to his machme, is the lot of the poet, who
conveys his pam and bitterness, his protest

and despair National motifs, too, are near to

the heart of the worker-poet, as he smgs of

present Jewish homelessness and past great-

ness. The crudity of some of his poems, and

a certain inelegance of language, are com-

pensated for by the ardor of his sentiments,

the unequaled freshness of some of his pic-

tures.

Abraham Goldfaden,^ the founder of the

first modem professional Yiddish theatre, was

director, stage manager, composer, dramatist.

In his operettas he set the style of subsequent

theatrical productions comedies ridiculing

undesirable traits m Jewish life, and national-

ist romantic dramas The former present

grotesque and entertaining exaggerations, die

legacy of the Punm play and the continua-

tion of the art of the “Brody Minstrels,” with

an admixture of enlightenment ideas and a

humorous realistic description of life The

latter offer a popular, anachronistic, melo-

dramatically sentimental interpretation of

Jewish history in which the heroic and the

comic intertwine But the blend of tears and

laughter, and even more the beautiful melo-

dies, made his plays favontes with the public

This pioneer of the Yiddish theatre, rejecting

the realistic method of Mendele, adjusted

himself to the taste of the public, thereby

openmg the door for a subsequent vulganza-

tion of the stage

The pogroms of 1881 brought about a com-

plete change in the social ideology of Russian

Jews From Haskalah they turned to national-

ism, the Jewish intelligentsia, instead of seek-

ing the “world,” began coming back 'Tiome
”

A movement developed aimed at solidifying

the position of the Yiddish language and

hterature, in order to reach the masses of

Jewry. It succeeded in attracting to Yiddish

literature a number of Jewish wnters in He-

brew and Russian At the same time the be-

ginnings of literary cntiasm in Yiddish ap-

peared. The works of writers of an earlier

penod were published, and a number of new

writers made their debut in the almanacs that

began publication towards the end of the

i88o's Sholem Aleikhem's Ytdishe Folks-

hihlyotek and SpectoPs Hoyz fraynt,

Mordecai Spector*^ (1858-1925) is humor-

ously sentimental In his novels and numer-

ous stories, written m a tone of quiet resigna-

tion, we find a profound love of the poor

heroes, imhmite^ sympathy for the woman
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and the child, and an intimate knowledge of

the Jewish mode of life Spector was faithful

to Mendele’s technique of detailed descrip-

tion, nevertheless, his style was colorless, as

was the life of his heroes

Sholem Aleikhem,^ second of the * classics,”

also leans on Mendele He adopted from him

many of the traits of language and style, and

even situations and characters But despite

the faithful relationship of master and disciple,

Sholem Aleikhem was original in language

and style, in his manner of description, and

in his humor His favonte form was the

monologue, then the dialogue and the epis-

tolary form, only the atuobiographical Funem
Yand (From the Fair) is wntten m the third

person His language is colloquial, with a

dazzling wealth of idiom In the case of many
common sayings, it is difficult to determine

whether Sholem Aleikhem borrowed them

from the people or the people adopted them

from him His style is dynamic, shunning

leisurely descnption of detail, and applymg

the impressionist technique of setting off

clearly one single trait, usually the most com-

ical, as the most characteristic By this method,

some of the characters in his best works were

elevated to the rank of a symbol.

Sholem Aleikhem is equally great m two

dimensions, breadth, and depth His charac-

ters are dravm from aU strata of the Jewish

milieu from the township of Kasrilevke, or

the East Side of New York The individual

is never dissociated from the group The depth

consists in a unique, casual manner of analyz-

ing the experiences of the soul and telescop-

ing the most pronounced stages of an mner

conflict His works therefore furnish mex-

haustible material for the sociologist and the

psychologist The critical reader will find m
them the largest number of Jewish types,

characters, symbols, and gam msight mto

the depth of the soul, the unsophisticated

reader will enjoy the jests and comical situa-

tions. From about 1895 to 1920, a reader of

Yiddish that had not read at least parts of

Sholem Aleikhem was a rarity Even those

that could not read Yiddish knew him; it was

customary to read his works at Jewish family

celebrations His incomparable populanty

rests on his manifold humor the hearty care-

less laughter, a laughter through tears, a sub-

tle humor cloaked in a Ijrric veil, and his

coarsely grotesque situations The humorous

genius of a poor and sorely tned people, which

heretofore manifested itself only in vntticism

and adage, scintillates through Sholem Aleik-

hem in hundreds of characters which can be

grouped about four mam figures, (i) die m-

habitant of Kasnlevke, the poor but happy

Jew with a new zest for life, (2) Menakhem

Mendel, the luftmensch, the ne'er-do-well

with an incurable optimism, (3) Tevye the

Dairyman, the philosopher with a profound

love of the entire world, and (4) Motl Peyse,

son of the cantor, a child with unusual ability

to see the life about him, who is fortunate

because he is an orphan

J L Peretz,'^ the third ^Hassic,” affected

Yiddish hterature and Jewish society m a

different manner He manifested a remark-

able versatility, with restless transitions and

contradictory turns, furnishing models for

various literary trends and styles His poetry

shows a marked mfluence of Heme and

Chamisso In the short stones of his early,

realistic period, he is free of Mendele's min-

ute details and Sholem Aleikhem's eloquence,

and attains to preaseness and economy of ex-

pression m dehneatmg characters and mdicat-

mg situations He is sarcastic in his works

dealing with Haskalah motives, but senti-

mental m his stones about women and poor

folk. In his radical penod, when he pubhshed

the Ycm Tov Bletlekh (Holiday Leaves,

1894-95), he was an enlightener of the peo-

ple and a populanzer. Later, he ideahzed the

Hassidic Rabbis as models of the future The

tendency to symbolism unites with folldonsm,

resulting in the impeccable and profoimd
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stones, FolksUmltkhe Geshtkhtn In his in-

cisive impressionistic feuilletons, Peretz

fought for genuine free thought The Jewish

roots of his creativity derive from the age-

old ethical tendency in literature, from the

unceasing quest of God and truth, from the

contradiction between the reckless life of the

rationalist radical and the adamant person-

alities of the earlier periods of tradition

Peretz's literary technique is West European,

but in his second period of creativity he also

employs the technique of the folktale, thus

a straight line runs from Nakhman of Brat-

slav to Peretz^s romantic-symbolic stories

Peretz is a religious seeker, an optimistic

voluntarist, a prophetic, a revolutionary re-

former of a world that does not satisfy

Peretz^ readers came mostly from the radical

workers and youth groups, from among the

intelligentsia rather than the common folk

It IS characteristic of the penod m which lit-

erature and social life are intimately linked,

that Peretz was m the last 15 years of his

life the central figure not only of modem
Jewish literature, but also of that sector of

Jewish society that sought to modernize Jew-

ish life through Yiddish and aspired to a

national-cultural renascence in all the lands

of the diaspora*

Threads of influence lead from Peretz to

practically all young authors who made their

debut in those years He had a paternal atti-

tude toward aspirants, and was early dubbed
'^the father of Yiddish literature ” Just as the

last third of the 19th c was the Mendele
epoch, so the first two decades of this are the

Peretz epoch In his publications a number of

prominent Yiddish wnters made their first

appearance Reisen, Pmski, Yehoash He di-

rectly influenced Sholem Ash and Nomberg
The New-Hassidic and folklonstic trends are

associated with his name, as well as vanous

subsequent romantic and symbolist tenden-

cies.

The toad, Mendele, Sholem Aleikhem, and

Peretz, is a happy combination of comple-

mentary temperaments Mendele presented

the typical and the charactenstic in order

to combat it, and partly to erect a monument
to It, Sholem Aleikhem presented the comi-

cal and humorous directly and with no ultenor

motive, Peretz abstracted the uncommon from

the past as a model for the future Mendele

is static, Peretz and Sholem Aleikhem are

dynamic The last leans upon Mendele,

whereas Peretz occupies a lateral position

The reader has to make an effort to read

Mendele and Peretz, he feels free and relieved

in reading Sholem Aleikhem But all three

united the reading public into a unique fam-

ily, and, because of these three, Yiddish lit-

erature assumed the central and centripetal

function of linking the past with the present,

the common folk with the intelligentbia, the

Jews of one district with the Jews throughout

the world.

For a considerable time, Yiddish literature

in the United States was not under the aegis

of the triad Here other influences were op-

erative the necessity of organizing the im-

migrant and worker gave many works a prop-

agandistic character, and the thirst of the cul-

turally retarded reader for books resulted m
the flounshing of a quasi-hterature that for

a while impeded the nse of genuinely literary

production The outstanding prose wnters of

the period were Z Libin, presenting with re-

pressed sympathy photographically realistic

pictures of the life of the worker, Leon Kob-

nn, with a tendency to mdividuahze, and

dwelling upon the relations between the sexes,

B Gorin, with descnptions of the mode of

life in the old and the new homes, Abe
Cahan, who in addition to his journalistic

activity wrote stones with socialistic propa-

ganda tendencies

In 1883, the Yiddish theatre was forbidden

in Russia In Amenca the theatre attracted

a raw public, seeking escape from a hard and

humdrum life. Nevertheless Jacob Gordin
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succeeded in elevating the theatre with his

more than 6o plays, mostly adaptations of

foreign themes, but to some extent also plays

of the Jewish mode of life, such as Mtrele

Efros and others, which met with favor every-

where

The years between 1899 and 1914 were

years of unusual development Jewish social

life, pervaded with Zionist, socialist, and

autonomist ideas, became the field of vanous

ideological issues and party organizations,

which affected the dominant moods in Yid-

dish literature Full of renascent hopes, this

literature became particularly turbulent in

1905-6, only to sink into a mood of tempo-

rary despair after the failure of the revolution

of 1905, and to emerge with renewed hope

together with the strengthened Yiddishist

movement In Vilna the Literanshe Monat-

shnftn (Literary Monthly') appeared, to be

followed by the Rtrikes (Record), ^'an annual

for the history of Yiddish literature and lan-

guage, folklore, criticism, and bibliography*’,

and the monthly Dt Ytdtshe Veit (The Jewish

World) (edited, like the Pmkes, by S Niger)

became a literary center for Amencan Jews

as well Scores of new authors appeared,

journalism made rapid stndes, the essay was

cultivated assiduously, trends and literary

schools branched out in many directions

Folklorism, in particular, was very strong.

Sholem Aleikhem discovered Mark Varshaf-

sky, author of some 50 ‘We folksongs,” which

soon became so popular that they found their

way into the treasury of traditional folksong

In the school of Peretz;* refined folk art we
have to include Berl Shafir, with his poems

and stories about happy paupers, A Litwm,

with stones about silent heroes, and, above

all, S Ansky, who wrote a senes of splendid

folkstories, and whose drama, Der Dthuk, is

based upon folklore.

The effect of the folksong was more pow-

erful and of longer duration than that of the

folktale. Thus, in the poetry of Abraham

Reisen,*^ we can see for a long time the

thread that runs from the folksong, his short

stones, dealing with the common folk, are

direct m manner and remarkable for economy

of word Reisen’s poems are brief, simple,

clear, singing revelations of his mood, with

great sympathy for the lonely, the oppressed

—distant echoes of Weltschmerz This per-

spicuity of form and simplicity of theme have

made Reisen one of the most popular poets

Abraham Lyessm,^ at about the same time,

was the first to deepen and individualize the

social revolutionary lyric and combine it

with national pathos He saw in the young

and enthusiastic underground workers of the

revolutionary movement the continuation of

the Jewish spirit of martyrdom Like Lyessin,

Yehoash, who began wntmg m the 1890*$,

attained to true mastery later, with his na-

tional romantic ballads, fables, and intel-

lectualistic lyrics Influences of German and

English poetry, rather than of earlier Yiddish

poets, are pronounced in him David Em-
hom’s Shtille Gezangn (Silent Songs), with

romantic elegiac longing for the rapidly

passing small town, and idyllic love motifs,

IS characteristic of the mood of resignation

after the setback of 1905 His individual tone

and captivating rhythm give way to rhetonc

in his Tsu a Ytdtsher Tokhter (To a Jewish

Girl) Similarly Z. Segalovitch glorifies the

beauty of the small town, and S J Imber

m his Esterke retams the tenderness of folk-

poetry

In spite of the rapid strides of poetry, the

mam accomplishment of the period is in

prose The short story dominates the field at

first, with the novel making its appearance

later Reisen’s short stones, dealing with work-

aday problems and simple conflicts of the

soul, possess a humor that hardly dares to

smile, and a lync pity tinged with pessimism

the state of man is not so high after all

Sholem Ash,*^ who also began with the short

story but later went over to the psychological
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novel of milieu, is much more hopeful He
has a deep-seated love of nature, and affec-

tion for the small town, of which he sees only

the positive aspects S Niger named him the

"prophet of the earth, for he glonfies the

ordinary and exalts the every-day to festive

rank In Sholem Ash, Mendele's predilection

for detailed pictures combined v\7ith Peretz*

tendency toward the romantic and the exalted

H D Nomberg (x 876-1927), the third m
this tnad of novelists and short story writers,

employs penetrating psychological analysis in

his description of dissatisfied intellectuals,

probmg into the recesses of their souls His

psychological approach combines with a cool

lyncism, clanty of style, and mastery of con-

struction, which have earned for him a prom-

inent place in Yiddish literature, although he

wrote little and in one vein

The powerful and primitively elemental

works of J M Vaysenberg C1881-1937) may
be considered a protest against Ash^s romantic

flirting and Nomberg^s dispassionate probing

and analyzing Himself a laborer, he pre-

sented, in his stones of impeccable naturalism

and concrete plastic portraiture, types of

workers that exhibit only the brutal in man
The first stones of another laborer, Yome
Rosenfeld, were autobiographical and real-

istic, later he was inchned towards psycholog-

ical analysis I D Berkovitch, a local color

realist, depicts—to use Niger^s expression-

usual people in unusual circumstances

The development of the drama was slower

than that of the novel and the lyric David

Pmski,^ who began in the 1890"$ with stories

of the life of the worker, wrote a number of

plays depicting the conflicts attendant upon

the decay of the traditional patriarchal family*

Sholem Ash, too, began with family plays and

later made several attempts in the field of

the historical play and of comedy In these

plays the dramatic element itself is inferior

to the lyric elements. Sholem Aleikhem and

A Reisen^ also, wrote a number of successful

plays Peretz Hirshbem began with realistic

plays, went over to Maeterlmckian plays of

mood and finally found his heroes, as well as

himself, among the simple village Jews and

their natural environment On the whole,

there is less continuity in the Yiddish drama

than in poetry or fiction The thread between

the Theatre of Goldfaden and the better

drama has been severed, the chasm between

the professional theatre and the literary drama

yawns wide.

Literary cnticism, at first, formed no dis-

tinct branch of Yiddish literature Practically

all editors of penodicals were also hterary

cntics The first hterary cntic par excellence

was Baal Makhshoves (1873-1924) He came

from the outside world with refined esthetic

criteria, remaining a devout servant of the

Yiddish word An adherent of Tame’s view

of literature, he applied the environmental

method m interpretmg literature, pnmanly to

realistic works. In this period S Niger,^ too,

made his debut as a critic of promise, ex-

celhng m detailed analysis, scrupulousness,

reserve

The great wave of Eastern European im-

migration after 1905 brought to the United

States men schooled in the turbulent and

provoking ideas of the period These brought

new life and a modem outlook into Yiddish

literature in America. Many writers amved,

some of them with their reputations estab-

lished abroad, others to make their debut in

this land Some of the latter, in 1908, formed

a group, ‘Tunge,” of militant beginners, dis-

satisfied with the state of Yiddish literature

in America, with its dependence upon the

newspaper and upon soaal groupings. They
emphasized the inherent value of literature,

they sought to render it more refined, more

artistic, of greater diversity. They published

several miscellanies of Shrifpn CWntmgs^
edited by David Ignatoff), and essentially

went along with—but in some respects an-

ticipated—&e development of Yiddish litera**
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ture in Eastern Europe. Lacking a uniform

program, the group soon split into various

trends Its mam literary productions came

after 1914

Thus, in the half century from 1864 to

1914, Yiddish literature became European,

diverse, worldly Its mam trend was toward

reahsm, although the romantic Bent became

mcreasmgly noticeable, and trends towards

symbolism and modernism manifested them-

selves Its mam center was m Eastern Europe,

with a new, parallel development m America,

nonetheless preservmg its uniform character.

It played a decisive role m Jewish life, serving

as a means to organize society, to stimulate

the lower strata to a desire for a better life,

as an instrument of social progress and a pow-

erful nationalizing and unifying factor, replac-

ing certain forms of life that the scattered

Jewish people lacked It was a hterature of

great momentum and an intimate family

spirit, m which there was an attachment to

and respect for the wntten word and its

creator.

Smee 1914

World War I broke up the concentration

of 6 million Jews m one state. Two separate

centers arose on the rmns of the old, one in

Soviet Russia and the other m Poland, with

small subcenters in the Baltic states and m
Rumania Amenca became the most impor-

tant center of Yiddish hterature The writers

that came to America after the war, together

with the earher amvals, created m New York

a unique kaleidoscope of literary trends,

groupings, and forms. Other aties, too, had

tibeir literary circles Chicago, Montreal, Los

Angeles. But whereas m the last decades of

the 19th c. the social-nuhtant is charactenstic

of Yiddish literature m Amenca, in recent

years the consciously national becomes more

pronoimced, particularly in the post-war pe-

nod, with its trend towards traditionalism

Poetry registered the greatest gains, pre-

sentmg a rare wealth of temperament, style,

form, and theme A regeneration surged in

the poetry of the two older poets, Yehoash

and Lyessm The former became more precise

and sonorous m language, more pictonal and

richer in form, he concentrated on the re-

strained, Apollonian lync, which m him is

anstocratic and stoically resigned, and on

landscape pamtmg m dehcate colors Yehoash

is the culture-weighted anstocrat of Yiddish

poetry, he culimnated his poetic activity with

a modem translation of the Bthle into Yiddish

The pogroms of 1919-20 awakened in Lyes-

sm the exaltation of martyrdom, he became,

in theme, the most national of Yiddish poets

He wrote glowing ballads, and lyrics to com-

fort the yearning soul, reminiscent of the

mysticism of his childhood The constantly

varying H Rosenblatt, and the constant J

Rolnik, who walks with silent step and

achieves the self-contained happiness of the

lonely, made their debut almost simul-

taneously Zishe Landau C1889-1937) is ex-

treme in his theory of anti-social esthetiasm,

m his poetry, however, he is exquisite m word,

mildly imagistic, singmg of every-day joys,

seeking a happiness that is nonexistent. Mam
Leib, under the influence of the Russian lync,

offers romantic veils for sorrow, and the solace

of longmg He has also wntten beautiful

children’s poems, and ballads on folk motives.

R. Eisland, serene and resigned, belongs to

the same group, and J. J Shwartz (b 1885),

who loves equally the old environment of his

pious father and the American soil of his

children, is akin to them.

The most fervid of modem Yiddish poets

IS M L Halpem,* bitter against the world

for Its helpless awkwardness and agamst him-

self for bemg a hopeless romanticist when

cyniasm is reqmred He introduced mto Yid-

dish poetry the grief of the disillusioned post-

war generation, and a new poetic technique,

H, Lemck,^ the voice of the sorrow and agi-

tation of our time, who glonfies the eternal
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sacrifice led to the pyre, has remained faith-

ful to Peretz’ teaching that the aim of writ-

ing is ethics, and esthetics only the means

At the close of the war, a new group was

formed, the Inztkhtstn, so named after their

publication In Ztkh O^tthm Oneself'),

**]oumal for the introspective tendency
**

This

group, headed by A Leyeles and Jacob Glatt-

stem, stressed mtellectuahsm, deliberate ur-

banity, It introduced free verse, abstraction

and suggestion, unexpected prosaisms, and

an imagistic plethora of metaphor The poetry

of Leyeles is based primarily on thought as-

sociations, whereas Glattstem is playfully folk-

lonstic and a very bold experimenter m lan-

guage Of late, his poetry has gamed m pro-

fundity and solidity, and shows a less revolu-

tionary tendency in form

The uncertainty of the morrow, the gnaw-

ing feeling of instability m the life of Ameri-

can Jews, and finally the present destruction

of European Jewry, led to an intensification

of traditionalism m Yiddish literature a re-

turn to the world of the past This tendency

manifests itself in a reaction from individual-

ism, in a return to the people, and a corre-

sponding simplification in form The above

mentioned poets, too, have come under the

sway of traditionalism, but this tendency is

particularly pronounced m Boraisho, who
after a sentimental quest has finally found his

hero and his world in the Geyer (The Way-
farer), m J. J* Segal, who echoes in his subtle

lyrics the old devotional prayers of the grand-

mothers, in Ephraim Auerbach, who comes to

the conclusion that Loyter ts der alter Kval

(Pure ts the Old Source), m B J. Byalo-

stotzky, who sings ^The Song of our own
Tubes*’, and N Gross, who remains faithful

to the Ytdn (Jews) and Mooses (Stones) of

his native Galicia The same tendency is man-

ifest in the drama

The Yiddish daily press in Amenca had,

in the period under discussion, an average

circulation of a half a million copies daily

The press furnished the majority of readers

for the story and the novel, and in a sense

had an effect upon the character of narrative

art The most popular wnter of fiction is un-

doubtedly Sholem Ash,*^ a writer of power,

scope, pictorial concreteness, whose mam
strength lies m mass scenes and in descnbing

broad panoramas, and who is dominated by

a profound faith in man and love of the

characters in his works J J Singer is a writer

of an entirely different mood and technique

His theme is confined to the present and the

near past, and has practically never crossed

the boundanes of his native Poland He pre-

sents the fateful and the bitter of the human
comedy, in a more naturalistic and detached

manner than Balzac, and infects the reader

with a gnawing dissatisfaction with the hu-

man species Zalman Shneyur also remains

faithful to his native township He goes into

ecstasy in describing the physical strength of

his heroes, the common folk, and is particu-

larly eloquent in his accounts of erotic mo-

ments Joseph Opatoshu*^ displays mastery in

the construction of the short story, combining

clanty with brevity; the manifestations of

instinct, which figure prominently m his

works, are intellectually conceived Isaac

Raboy (1882-1943), more portrayer than nar-

rator, has introduced into Yiddish literature

the Far West and New England, and dwelled

upon the difficulties of adjustment of the im-

migrant. His novels are ^'fragments of

hardened lyrics** (S Niger). David Ignatoff

attempted to present in his novels the history

of the Jewish intelligentsia in America Glaz-

man dwells upon the psychology of lonely

people, upon types that fail m their adjust-

ment to the environment In Moishe Nadir

(1885-1943) we have a skeptic thirstmg for

a faith, full of gall yet unexpected warmth,

a remarkable manipulator of language, a

creator of comic situations, whose misan-
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tiropic hmnor is tempered with a gentle hu-

manity

Because of the high attainments in lync

and narrative, the relative backwardness of

the drama seems even more pronounced,

throughout the past 8o years The last works

of Pinski incline towards symbolism and ab-

stractions Hirshbein has refined and deep-

ened his idyllic folk plays H Sackler s heroes

spnng from the romantic folk tale The true

drama of the immigrant m America was wnt-

ten by Leivick But the problem of his drama

IS intimately linked with his lyrical aspects,

and symbolic implications may be found even

m his realistic works

Literary criticism continued to be ivritten

by practically all writers But none has at-

tained the eminence of S Niger, who con-

stantly seeks the connection between the

writer and his environment, between the

work and the social atmosphere in which it

was created Other critics include the ex-

positor Hillel Rogoff, the impressionistic and

incisive Dr Mukdoni, the vague and exegeti-

cal B Rivkm, the schematizing N B Mm-
koflF, and the kind and instructing J Entin

Abe Cahan, editor of the Forward and faith-

ful adherent of pnmitive realism, exerted a

powerful influence upon Yiddish literature in

America

The essay was cultivated with distmction

by Chaim Zhitlovsky, the fastidious esthete

A. Koralnik, Chaun Greenberg, the above-

mentioned Lyessin, and M. Olgin

Poland, with its Jewish community of three

and a half million rooted in Polish soil for

some eight or nine centuries, has constituted

the second center of Yiddish literature for the

past 30 years In , spite of its geographical

proximity to Russia, Yiddish literature in

Poland maintained no contact whatsoever

with that neighbor, but held a closer relation-

ship with America A striking charactenstic

of Yiddish literature in Poland is its intimate

association with the multiform but insecure

social life

After the war, a group of expressionists ap-

peared Headed by the declamatory U Z
Grmberg and the then experimenting Peretz

Markish, it disavowed esthetics as well as

ethics and revealed an aimless pessimistic m-
dividualism Meylekh Ravitch, the singer of

Nakete Ltder CNaked Songs'), and a number

of extreme naturalists in the short story and

the novel, reflect this spirit

The most permanent and mightiest current

in poetry was fed by an attachment to tradi-

tion, and a general social and national rest-

lessness Tradition and mysticism are the basic

traits in the works of Aaron Zeidin, who seeks

the manifestly divine in history and in life

In the mystic and moralist I Shtem loom the

presentiment and the sacred persistence of

martyrdom The spnng of folk creativity is

reflected in Miriam Ulmover s clear and

charmingly simple Fun der Babes Oytser

(JFrom Grandmother's Treasure) The bo-

hemian and painfully sentimental poems of

Itsik Manger represent a cunous combma-

tion of the romantic and the grotesque Kadya

Molodovsky began to sing of the poor street,

in her singing of poor people, she attained

profundity The frolicsome M. Broderson,

who raised form to a cult, often conceals, be-

neath his assumed carelessness, a gnawing

pessimism

In the field of prose narrative, Z Segalo-

vitch, in his popular novels, depicted capri-

cious women Ephraim Kaganovsky portrayed

the poorer sections of Warsaw and its under-

world, S Horontchik told of the life of the

wofker Perle^s plastic and compact novels

breathe love for his native Poland I Bashevi

narrates, in his Soton fun Gorey (Satan of

Gorey), the aftermath of the Sabbattai Zevi

movement

The drama made less progress Jacob Preger

and Aaron Zeitlin base their plays upon his-
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tory and the folk tale Similarly, A Katsisne

utilized the story of the Vilna aristocratic

proselyte for his Der Dukes CThe Count),

and Mark Amstein, the life of the Vtlner

Balehesl (a cantor in Vilna)

A number of penodicals were dedicated

solely to literature* Dt Btkhervelt CThe Book

World), Ltterartshe Bleter (Literary Leaves),

and others. The daily press and other periodi-

cals, too, wrote extensively about literature.

Of the many critics we mention only the

philosophizing, profound, and nebulous J J

Trunk, the incisive and clear J Rapoport,

and Nakhman Maysel, editor of the L^^

ercmshe Bleter

In the USSR, Yiddish literature tended

to become ^‘Soviet” literature A deliberate

attempt was made to sever the Jews of Russia

from the Jews of the rest of the world The
orthography was changed, writers avoided

phrases and expressions of traditional-religious

Jewish association Later the Haskalah was

glorified as the vanguard of the attack on

Jewish tradition, only belatedly were the three

"classics'^ rehabilitated

Even more than m the other centers, poetry

occupied a pnmary place in the Yiddish lit-

erature of Soviet Russia Osher Shvartsman,

characterized by Markish as a '^eep gnawing
violoncello in the orchestra of Yiddish poetry,^*

was typical of the Civil War period m Rus-

sia C1917) and of revolutionary romanticism.

David Hofshteyn with deeper Jewish na-

tional moods, was the most influential of the

poets, from the point of view of form he was
the teacher of practically all Yiddish Soviet

poets Markish became more impetuous in his

verse that portrays the struggle against the
remains of the previous order L. Kvitko is

playful and mclined to mysticism, and L
Reznik tends to heaviness of mood and sym-
bolism Of the younger generation, the most
important poets, thus far, are Itzik Fefer and
Izi Khank

The prose narrative is less advanced m
Russian Yiddish literature The novels and

stones dealing with the Cml War are, m the

words of David Bergelson, ‘^immature and
ill-favored not only in language, but m por-

traiture as well/' Social reconstruction was the

mam theme m the mid 20's, later, the glonfi-

cation of the shock workers (persons achiev-

ing record production), and last, the tnumph
over the intrigues of the saboteurs The estab-

lishment of new Jewish colonies is celebrated

in a number of works, particularly in Bergel-

son s Btrehidjcmer, Bergelson, who towers

above his fellow-writers of narrative, excels

in descnbmg milieu and mood. Nister, who
in his tendency to mysticism is somewhat

remote from the mam current of Yiddish lit-

erature m Russia, has lately attracted atten-

tion with his novel Dt Mtshpokhe Mashher

(The Mashher Faintly), M, Kulbak presents,

in his Zehnentaner, the life of a family of

untutored common folk The most lyrical

novel of the penod is the poignant picture of

a small town m the 1919 pogroms, Months
and Days, by I Kipnis

The Yiddish theatre has made progress m
Russia, but not the Yiddish drama Plays have

been wntten by Bergelson, Kushnirov,

Markish, and others, but only Beynush

Shteyman (1897-1919) may be considered a

dramatist

The ideology of Yiddish literature in the

USSR has radically changed since 1941

War motives, Nazi atrocities against the Jews,

themes from Jewish history, as well as a re-

vival of the Jewish national temper, are char-

actenstic of the new poetry and story

Yiddish literature has not been limited to

these three main centers Rumania has con-

tributed no little, m the interbellum period

Ehazer Shteynbarg introduced a social motif

into the fable in a sagacious, typically Jewish,

garb Humor, lyric passages, swift flow of lan-

guage, unexpected turns of phrase, lend new

.
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life to this ancient literary form Jacob Stern-

berg wrote expressionistic poetry, and Moyshe

Altman contributed works of a subtle penetra-

tion and an inner dynamism

Lithuania, as well as Latvia, had its share

of Yiddish poets and prose vmters, and even

Estonia, with its tiny Jewish population, had

Its literary circles

The second largest Jewish community m
the New World is m Argentina, with 250,000

Jews In Its brief history of 50 years this com-

mimity had made its contnbution to Jeivish

letters M Pintshefsky was the first to sing,

m Yiddish, the beauty of nature m South

America, and M Alperson recorded the suffer-

ings of the Jews in the colonization of the

pampas.

The official language of the Jewish settle-

ment m Palestine is Hebrew But even there

we have an energetic group of Yiddish writ-

ers, descnbmg the rebuildmg of the land by

the Halutzim.

In some cases it is difficult to ascnbe a

wandermg vmter to any one country L
Malakh wrote practically everywhere a

drama Mtsstssifft, and a novel of South

Amenca, Don Domingos Kraitsveg (The

Crossroads of Don Dommgo) Daniel

Tchamy wrote m Berlin, Pans, and New
York These two may serve to indicate the

superterritoriality of Yiddish literature Not-

withstandmg its wide geographical distribu-

tion, however, there are threads that Imk one

center of Yiddish hterature with the others.

In many places we see parallel hterary de-

velopments Yiddish hterature is mfluenced

by other literatures, and is m turn translated

into many languages. In the last 30 years,

Yiddish hterature has experimented with a

number of forms, but m its mam current it is

directed to the people and to the roots of the

spiritual power of resistance Despite certain

weaknesses, Yiddish hterature has revealed m
recent years a depth and a sense of responsi-

bihty for the present and the future of the

entire people. Yiddish literature is the medium

through which the Jewnsh people speaks of it-

self and to Itself, and seeks to clanfy its

spiritual physiognomy, and mamtam its sense

of direction along the centunes

Leo Wiener, The Htstory of Yiddish Literature tn

the igth C, CNew York), Scribners, 1899, A A
Roback, The Story of Yiddish Literature (New
York), Yiddish Saentific Institute—Yivo, 1940, M
Waxman, A Htstory of Jewish Literature, 4 v (New
York), Bloch, 1931-1941, Salomo Bimbauin and N
B MinkofE, ‘Literature, Yiddish,*’ The Universal

Jewish Bncychfedia (New York), Vol VII, pp
125-135, Nathaniel Buchwald, “History of Yiddish

Literature m Amenca,*’ Cambridge History of Amer-
lean Literature (New York), 1921, Vol IV, S
Niger, “New Trends m Post-War Yiddish Litera-

ture,” Jewish Social Studies, I, 3 (July, I939)> Solo-

mon B Freehof, “Devotional Literature in the Ver-

nacular,” Yearbook of the Central Conference of

American Rabbis, 1923, J J Schudt, Judische

Merckwurdigkeiten, I-TV (Frankfort on the Mam,
Leipzig), 1714-1718, M Gnmbaum, Judtsch-

deutsme Chrestomatie (Leipzig), 1882, W. Stark

and A Leitzman, Die Judisch-deutschen Bibeluber-

setzungen von den Anfangen bis zum Ausgang des

18 Jahrh (Frankfort on the Mam), 1923, M Pmes,

Histoire de la littSrature ^udio-allemande (Paris),

19 1 1 See Hebrew, Judeo-Spamsh

Yudel Mark

YOKUTS—See North American Native

YORUBA-See African.

YUCATAN-See Mexican.

YUCHI—See North Amencan Native
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YUGOSLAV
Like many literatures of eastern Europe,

Yugoslav literature has not developed in a

steady and consistent stream There have

been periods of great activity, not necessanly

closely interrelated It is only with the growth

of a feeling of national unity during the last

century and a half that there has really devel-

oped a united literature which has been read

throughout all the parts of Yugoslavia The
reason for this phenomenon is not far to seek

When the Yugoslavs first entered the Bal-

kans, they came as separate tribes and drere

was a long struggle before an efficient central

government was established m any of the

areas. To make matters worse, they arrived

amidst the great contest being waged by Rome
and Constantinople for the political and re-

ligious control of the whole peninsula. The
Yugoslav groups nucleized within both cul-

ture areas. Thus the Serbs and the Monte-

negrans became Orthodox, and followed Con-

stantinople The Croats and the Slovenes fell

under Roman influence, they adopted the

Latin alphabet when they commenced to

wnte, and they became members of the

Roman Catholic Church This line of demar-

cation had a great effect upon the later his-

tory of the coxmtry and upon its cultural life.

It also, for a long period of time, barred the

creation of either a unified literature or a

unified government In the early periods,

therefore, we find that the vanous sections

remained isolated, although there are indica-

tions at all periods that the common kin-

ship of language was felt by the people

more deeply than a casual glance might

reveal

The monk Hrabar m the loth c says that

the pagan Slavs ongmally used cuts and lines

to express their thoughts, but for all the Sla-

vonic nations, literature begins vnth the trans-

lation of the Liturgy into a Slavonic dialect

by Saints Cyril and Methodius These men
were natives of Salonika and were brought

up in the ruling Byzantine circles In 863 they

were sent on a missionary journey to the

Great Moravian Kingdom and later Metho-

dius worked in Pannoma (among the ances-

tors of the Slovenes) After his death, his

disciple Saint Clement settled at Ohrid,

which became the first center of Slavonic

Chnstian culture Traces of the missionary

work of the brothers are found elsewhere, and

the so-called Fretstnger Fragments, which date

in their present Latin manuscript from about

1000, were probably first written m Glagolitic

Thus at a very early period there was the

important division in the writing of the lan-

guage. The Orthodox portions of the Yugo-

slav population came regularly to use the

Cynllic script Part of the Roman Catholics,

especially in northern Dalmatia and Croatia,

employed the Glagolitic, but this form is not

convenient and it has steadily receded The

greater part of the Roman Catholic popula-

tion adopted the Latin alphabet For centuries

these external forms concealed the funda-

mental unity of the language

The oldest part of the literature was that of

the Orthodox Serbs Like all medieval peoples,

the Serbs found their interest in matters con-

nected with the Church. From the nth c

onward they produced many translations of

the Orthodox service books, theology, and

lives of the saints Many of these were trans-

lated from the Greek, but after the formation

of the state of Rasko by the dynasty of the

Nemanyas, there appear a steadily increasing

number of lives of Serbian saints Thus

Stephen the First-Crovmed wrote the life of

his father Nemanya (later the monk Simeon).

St Sava also wrote his father^s life and later

monks have left us the biography of St, Sava.

All of these were written in a typical Byzan-
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tine style of flond composition and of rhetoric

and are of little interest to any but scholars

There are also examples of the stones of

Varlaam and Josaphat and of Alexander the

Great and many others that were widely

popular throughout Europe in the later Mid-

dle Ages

A second development which is of more

popular interest is the folk poetry, in this,

the Yugoslavs have produced work that are

the equal of any of the European nations

From all that we know of the Yugoslav char-

acter and culture, folk songs must have been

of great antiquity and we can trace the so-

called 'Women^s Songs'^ to the 13th c. These

are personal songs touching all the aspects of

life, they are written in an 8 to 12 syllable

verse

More important than these for world cul-

ture are the epic cycles, which tell of the

Nemanya dynasty and which reach their

height m the two groups of songs, of the

batde of Kosovo m 1389, and of the great

hero Marko Kraljevic These cycles and

others of later date contam the finest expres-

sions of Yugoslav folk poetry They exist in

the form of poems of 15 or 16 syllables to

the hne, and of the short line with verses of

10 syllables The latter are the more numerous

and perhaps had a somewhat different origin

The earliest of these are perhaps contempo-

rary with the events that they descnbe, al-

though we have httle evidence for their

existence imtil the i6th c

These poems have won the admiration of

scholars and poets in all countnes from the

time when they were first made known in

Europe at the end of the i8th c. They set

forth the essential facts of Yugoslav history,

and although the oldest specimens seem to

have been largely Serb m ongin, yet they

have traveled to all parts of the Yugoslav

lands and we have similar songs of the

Uskoks along the Adriatic seacoast, those

brave mariners that preyed upon the Turks

at sea exactly as the Hayduks fought for their

people on the land

The songs tell us how Knez Lazar pre-

ferred a heavenly kingdom to an earthly

realm, and how he therefore marched to

death at Kosovo They sing of the exploits of

his grave companions, Milos Obilic and the

Yug Bogdan with his ten sons, all of whom
fell upon that fatal day They never weary

of singing the praises of Marko Kraljevic

and his wonderful horse Sarats and the many

adventures that he underwent for his op-

pressed people He is brought as friend or

foe into contact with all of the outstandmg

figures of the Balkans for some two centunes

and he always emerges victorious Marko is

the true epic hero of the Balkans, the Croats

and the Slovenes sing his praises, as well as

the Serbs The accounts run on with the

exploits of the Uskok Ivo Senyanin, they

continue to include even the great Karageorge

who led the revolt of the Serbs m 1803

These songs are numbered by the thou-

sand They were preserved by blind guslyars,

musicians who wandered around the country

and played to the villagers on their one-

stringed guslyas or fiddles Under such ar-

cumstances we might expect them to be crude

and common, but there is a proud dignity

about them that elevates them above the

average folk poetry They represent their

leaders as hard fighters and men of action,

human but m a real sense gentlemen They

were not composed to please a court, but

there is a higher moral tone about them, a

deeper seriousness, and a greater appreciation

of nature and of its relations to men than we

find in many countries where conditions were

more favorable for life than under the iron

rule of the Turks*

In the Roman Cathohc sections of the

country literature in the vernacular was

slower in developing, for the power of the

Church was exerted to preserve and strengthen

Latin. Along the Adriatic coast there was.
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however, a strong movement for the preserva-

tion of the Slavonic language within the

Roman Catholic Liturgy, even when the

Glagolitic alphabet had been abandoned

Literature, however, m the modern sense

of the word first flourished in the Republic

of Dubrovnik (Ragusa) In this charming

Renaissance city, one of the architectural

pearls of Europe, the wealthy merchant

classes, imitating the customs of Venice, de-

veloped from the 14th c a new type of

Yugoslav literature that had little connection

with the Old Slavonic Byzantine literature or

the folk songs

It was inspired by the development of the

Italian Renaissance. Young men of the lead-

ing families went to Italy and there became

acquainted with the leading writers of the

day. They came under the influence of Tasso,

Petrarch, and the Troubadour elements that

had been absorbed into Italian literature

One of the pupils of Petrarch, Joannes de

Ravenna, at the end of the 14th c taught m
Dubrovnik, It was not long before the writers

undertook to translate and adapt m their

native language the themes and poetical de-

vices that were popular in Italy

The long list of poets starts with §i§ko

Men2etic (1457-1527) and continues for

three centuries Much of the literature was

artificial, for m the beginning the poets imi-

tated all the conventional forms with the con-

ventional emotions and patterns They tried

to reform the Yugoslav language on the basis

of the Italian models, to adopt Italian meters

in their verse Among these writers are Dmko
Ranina (1536-1607) and Dmko Zlatanc

(1558-1609), who while Rector Artistarum

at the University of Padua had distinguished

himself by settling a not between the French

and German students

The great poet of this movement was Ivan

Gundulic (1588-1638), a prolific writer who
turned out many dramas on classical themes

as Ariadne, The Rape of Proserpina, and a

play Duhrctvka which glorified the city of

Dubrovnik and its patron saint, St "^ah

His greatest work was the long epic poem
Osman, in 20 cantos, of which the 14th and

1 5th are lost They may have been suppressed

because of too sharp criticism of the Turks,

with whom the Republic of Dubrovnik never

came into determined opposition The story

deals with the historical struggle of the

Polish Crown Prince Wladyslaw against

Osman at the time of the battle of Chocim

(1621), continuing to the death of Osman m
1623 It IS modeled m general on Tasso^s

Jerusalem Liberated, but it afforded Gundu-

lie an opportunity to glorify all the leaders

of the Yugoslavs and to give a great deal of

Polish history While it is probably one of

the greatest monuments of the whole litera-

ture of Dubrovnik, it is interesting to note

that It was not printed until 1826 The

wealthy gentlemen writers of Dubrovnik

were writing for their own pleasure and that

of their" friends, among whom ms works

were widely circulated

In 1667 Dubrovnik was almost completely

destroyed by an earthquake, when the dam-

age was repaired, the city was greatly impov-

erished and the old spirit of independence

and of hope was more or less crushed. The

authors, maintaining the same facility, did

not seek to change or improve the traditions.

Hence more emphasis was laid upon the

vanous Academes, where the authors gath-

ered and wrote and cnticized The last of the

great writers was Ignat Georgjic (1675-

1737) Yet apart from a drama on Mary

Magdalene, his most important works were

his scholarly studies of older authors, which

he wrote largely in Latin

In the meantime quite a different develop-

ment was taking place m the Slovene lands

Lutheranism made its appearance, and m the

person of Primoz Trubar (1508-86), the

Protestants had an active and industrious

leader and the first definite man of letters
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among the Slovenes Trubar endeavored to

supply his people with all the necessary books

for the study of their religion in the vernacu-

lar and in several years he published many
books and articles The bulk of the people

embraced Lutheranism, but the movement

was of short duration and when the Catholic

Counter-Reformation started, with the back-

ing of the Hapsburgs, the Protestant books

were destroyed, and there was hardly a Slo-

vene work pubhshed in the 17th c

By the middle of the i8th c Yugoslav

literature had reached a new low Within the

Hapsburg Empire, the German language was

forced upon the people, while within the

Ottoman Empire there were few or no oppor

tunities for education at all There was need

of an almost complete revolution or revival if

anything was to be saved

Gradually the reaction came The renewed

Russian Empire began to take an interest in

the Orthodox Christians of the Balkans and

the Russian Church sent down teachers and

books to the Serbs In general the seat of

these endeavors was Karlovci in Serb terri-

tory under Hungarian and Hapsburg rule

and the seat of the Serb patriarchate Some

of the best scholars, as Jovan Ri]ic (1726-

1801), then went to Russia to study, espe-

cially at the Theological Academy of Kiev

They attempted to revivify Serb wnting and

thinking and their results, meager at first,

came later to have considerable success

More important than these men were

those that came under the influence of the

typical 1 8th c rationalism, which was known

in Austna-Hungary as Josephmism The re-

forms introduced by Joseph II had a favor-

able effect upon the Serbs in the Hapsburg

lands and attracted the attention of some of

the more intelligent young men to Vienna

Among these was the first great writer,

Dositej Obradovic C1742.-1811) He was

bom m the Banat and, after receiving a very

meager education, became a monk in 1758

Later he became disillusioned and made his

way into northern Dalmatia and then to

Vienna, Halle, and Leipzig At Halle, he

stopped wearing the clerical garb He con-

tinued his travels and studies, visiting even

England and White Russia He settled at

Vienna in 1789, and when the Serb revolt

broke out in 1804 he went to Zemun and

finally crossed into free Serbia where he be-

came the first Minister of Education, d3nng

in Belgrade in 1811

Obradovic was the first really Western

educated man in Serbia and his writings all

bore the stamp of the i8th c m their humane
rationalism They were chiefly moral and

ethical tracts intended for the education of

his fellow countrymen Though they actually

had few readers, his personal influence paved

the way for a new period in the life of the

Orthodox Serbs

There were simultaneous stimngs among

the other branches of the Yugoslavs Thus
among the Slovenes Junj Japel] (1744-1807)

made a translation of the Bthle and wrote

various other works m the spint of Joseph*

inism and the circle around Baron Ziga Zois

engaged in many intellectual studies Here

belongs also the work of Valentin Vodnik

(1738-1819), who later became a professor

of poetry in a gymnasium in Ljubljana and

commenced the collection of folk songs*

In Croatia there were similar signs of life

but there was little effective literature and

among all the Roman Catholic writers of the

province, the only one of outstanding impor-

tance was the Franciscan monk Andnja

Ka&c-Miosic (1702-60), who wrote the

Razgovor ugodm nccroda slovinsh>ga (A

fleascmt conversation of the Slav people) m
which he descnbed the history of the Balkans

and included about two hundred songs of the

Yugoslavs of all branches

The germs thus planted were not slow in

developing Already at the end of the 18th c

Josef Dobrovsk^ in Prague had provided a
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saentific basis for the study of the Slavonic

languages. His work was soon taken up by

the Slovene Jemej Kopitar (1780-1844).

From his position in Vienna, Kopitar was able

to establish contacts with all of the leading

Slavs and in his desire to create scientific

grammars and methods of wnting, he met

die young Serb Vuk Karadjic (1787-1864)

Karadjic with his work on Serb grammar and

his collections of Serb folk songs inspired

the hterature of his people even more than

did the more scholarly Kopitar Among the

Croats, much the same work was undertaken

by Ljudevit Gaj (1809-72). Thus durmg the

first half of the 19th c the vanous Yugoslav

groups foimd themselves provided with the

necessary materials for a flounshing literature

and culture

The scholars worked together more or less

harmoniously It was a longer task to bring

together the masses of the literary men, al-

though all three sections passed through about

the same stages, romanticism, realism, and

the rest The thoughts of these men varied

from the pan-Slavic ideas of the Slovak Jan

KolMr to what later proved to be distmct

regionalism in the desire to maintain separate

literatures based upon the differences in the

local dialects. Questions of religion also played

an important role, for the Roman Catholic

Yugoslavs of the Hapsburg lands naturally

tended to the West and to Western models,

while the Orthodox, especially within the

Ottoman Empire, were more responsive to

the changes m the Russian scene

Among the poets of this period, first place

is taken by Petar Petrovic Njego§ (1813-

51), the last pnnce-bishop of Montenegro
He was bom in the little village of Nyegu§
near Cetinje and had little formal education.

He was consecrated bishop at St Petersburg

in 1833, While occupied m turning the httle

pnnapality into a modem state, he found
time to write The MountcAn Garland, a dra-

matic poem of the hberation of Montenegro

^0^0

from the Turks m the early part of the

17th c ,
one of the masterpieces of all modem

Yugoslav poetry He also wrote an adaptation

of Milton's Paradise Lost, The Rays of the

Microcosm, which shows in its independence

and philosophical ideas the depth of thought

of the young pnnce-bishop N)ego§ is a good

example of the transition penod between the

Enlightenment and the pure Romantic move-

ment on the bnnk of the struggles between

Christianity and Islam.

To the same generation belongs the work

of France PreSem (1800-49), the founder

of modem Slovene poetry. He had combined

with other wnters of the day, especially

Matija Cop (1797-1835), in the publication

of the literary review Kranjska Chelica

(Native Tongue^, which was soon stopped

by the censorship. This review, which at-

tempted to introduce general literary ideas

among the Slovenes, was opposed by Kopitar

with his severe linguistic views To many of

the conservatives of the day it seemed as if

the young writers were on the wrong track,

yet they were but treading the paths of the

early followers of Byron among the other

Slavs PreSem himself was primarily a lyric

poet who drew from foreign models in the

desire to enrich his native literature.

The next generation saw the development

of the Illynan movement, which was to play

a large role among the Catholic Yugoslavs

In 1809 Napoleon set up Illyna as a region

under French control and even after it was

overthrown with the dovmfall of the French

mler, many of the young men dreamed of a

free Illyna that would include Slovenia,

Croatia, and Dalmatia It set an ideal which

was close to the dreams of KolMr in The

Daughter of Shva, and it inspired many of

the Yugoslav poets until 1848 It was espe-

cially strong aidong the Croats where it won

over the Slovene Stanko Vraz (1810-51) and

the still more famous Croatian Ivan Mazu-

rani6 (1814-90) with his narrative poeni>
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The Death of Smatl-Aga Cengtc (a cruel

Mohammedan leader who was finally de-

feated and killed by a band of Uskoks, the

sea stragglers for freedom along the Dalma-

tian coast) Another group followed Petar

Preradovic (1818-72), who was mystically

inclined It was at this penod too that the

people first began to appreaate the older and

almost forgotten literature of Dubrovnik

The year 1848 played a fateful role for the

Yugoslavs The disturbances of that year and

the ensuing decade of oppression marked the

end of the old period for all the Slavs within

the Hapsburg lands, it had a depressing

effect even upon independent Serbia There

arose organizations like the Serb Omladtna

(Youth')y to spread liberal ideas and strengthen

literature, and corresponding movements

among the Croats and the Slovenes The
resulting penod is often referred to as Ro-

mantic, but it differs materially from the

Romantic penod m Western Europe which

preceded it, bemg marked largely by an m-

creasing emphasis on nationalism in a narrow

sense The older Slavonic writers, followmg

KolMr, had dreamed of a great Slav or even

Illynan movement Now emphasis was laid

on the tribal basis of the Serbs, the Croats, the

Slovenes

Thus the Slovene Fran Levstik (1831-87)

s^t himself to study the people and to work

out a definite language based upon the popu-

lar speech In the process he created Slovene

classical prose He wrote many epigrams and

for a while dreamed of publishing a Slovene

satincal journal Most of his ideas, however,

failed but he proved to be one of the decid-

ing factors of the 19th c among his people

Among the Serbs this same movement pro-

duced several famous wnters, the most prolific

being Zmaj Jovan Jovanovic (1833-1904)

His poetry was a contmuation of that of the

short-lived Branko Radi2evic (1824-53) who

first combined the personal lyric poetry of the

familiar European Romantic type with the

Serb national poetry Jovanovic turned out a

continuous stream of works, chiefly m verse,

which caught the ear of the people for thirty

years He wrote epic poetry, lync poetry,

poetry for children, all devoted to an ideahza-

tion of the people and of the peasant institu-

tions of the Serbs The same can be said of

Djura Jaksic (1832-78), who m addition to

his verses was one of the first Serb authors to

create short stones on the life of the people

and on the history of the Serb Middle Ages.

The spiritual leader of the corresponding

period among the Croatians was Bishop Josip

Jury Strossmayer (1815-1905) He had com-

menced his life under the influence of the

Illyrian movement, but after the crushing of

those hopes had used his powerful position

as a bishop of the Roman Cathohc Church to

strengthen the position of Croatian culture.

He maintained close personal contact not only

with the other Catholic Slavs but also with

the Orthodox, and it was largely under his

mfluence that a newer and more realistic

tendency toward Slavonic cooperation was

finally developed

Among the Croatian wnters of this period

were Franjo Markovic (1845-1914), who
was more important as a cntic and theo-

retician than as a creative wnter August

Senoa (1838-81) first achieved fame as a

poet, but is probably more important for his

histoncal novels, especially of Croaua at the

end of the i6th c

In the early 1870's, when the writers of the

generation after 1848 were still m their pnme,

a new mfluence was exerted from the Russian

realists of the 6o's This was the penod in

Russia when the mtelhgentsia turned most

sharply against art in all of its manifestations

and demanded that literature and even the

plastic arts serve a social purpose The agnos-

ticism of the older writers gave way to an

almost militant atheism Such men as Chemy-

shevsky, Dobrolyubov, and Pisarev, carrying

their criticism of the existing order to an
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extreme, won the hearts of many of the

younger generation

The Bulgarian Lyuben Karavelov and the

Serb Svetozar Markovic (1846-73) returned

to Belgrade from Russia with the new ideas

Markovic especially attracted attention and

from 1868 until his early death he became

the scourge of the older writers and the idol

of the younger Like his Russian teachers, he

denounced pure art and insisted upon the

annihilation of romanticism, sentimentalism,

and all such ideas He taught the necessity

of reahsm, of a realistic treatment of village

life and of the political conditions of his

people All this did not please the govern-

ment and for a while he was compelled to

flee to the Voyvodma (a province inhabited

by Serbs) in the Hapsburg lands Milovan

Th Glisic (1847-1908), influenced by Mar-

kovic, undertook the translation of Gogol's

Dead Souls, Tolstoy's War and Peace, Gon-

charov's Ohlomov. His task was to make
Russian literature familiar to the Serbs and

his ongmal stories were themselves modeled

on the tales of Gogol, although not m any

way imitations Other authors, as Janko M
Veselinovic (1862-1905), carried their sense

of realism mto almost ethnographical descrip-

tions of the village life. Still others, as Simo

Matavul] (1852-1908), carried the realistic

method into descriptions of Montenegro and

the south with such novels as The Uskok,

the first definite treatment of Montenegro in

Serb literature since the time of NjegoS

Croatian literature felt the same Russian

influence but, as we might expect, it was

exerted often more mdirectly and the realistic

movement in Croatia was largely mfluenced

by the realists and naturalists of western

Europe Of the writers of this group, Sandor

Djalski-Bakic (b 1854) was outstanding

So too among the Slovenes The later work
of Josip Jur2ic (1844-81) had paved the way
for the realistic school Among his followers

was Janko Kersnik (1852-97), who usually

chose his subjects from the life of the bour-

geoisie Nevertheless the close following of

realism and later of naturalism did not wholly

appeal to the Slovene mind The greatest of

modern Slovene writers, Ivan Cankar (1876-

1918), soon developed an appreciation of

symbolism and regarded the life of an indi-

vidual as also a symbol of the life and strug-

gles of the human race Thus he reacted

against the cold observances and demands of

naturalism, against a purely objective study of

the details of human existence

With the close of the century throughout

all the Yugoslav lands as in the other Slavonic

countries, symbolism and allied movements

developed The authors sought a greater lit-

erary culture This had been achieved earlier

by Vojislav J Ilic (1862-94), undoubtedly

the most learned of all the Serb poets Yet

the appreciation of Pushkin and Lermontov

led him to a more personal attitude towards

the problems of life, and at the same time he

returned to a sympathetic understanding of

the older poetic tradition The later authors

before the First World War were more apt

to be optimistic in their outlook on. life We
may mention among the poets Jovan Ducic

(b 1874) and in prose Borislav Stankovic

(1876-1927), who wrote the novel Impure

Blood.

Among the Croats the leading name of the

period is undoubtedly that of Ivo Vojnovic

(1857-1919), a native of Dubrovnik He
passed from realism to a mystical attitude

that led him to become an exponent of the

Yugoslav emphasis which was taking firm

hold of the people m the early years of the

century Vojnovic went back to his native

city for the themes of his dramas on the dis-

integration of the old aristocracy of Dubrov-

nik, and he also, in such works as The Mother

of the Jugovtct, drew on the traditional cycle

of historical poems to support his ideas of the

coming together of the various Yugoslav

groups.
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On the other hand Ante Tresic-Pavi£ic

(1867-1940) came under the influence of

Carducci He was somewhat pessimistic m
his philosophy, in the dramatic tnlogy Fmts

Ret Puhhcae, he traced the dying out of the

old Roman republican spmt under the mflu-

ence of Caesar and the dictators When this

was translated into Itahan, Mussolini forbade

the publication of the second part, Cato of

Uttca, because of its enthusiasm for liberty

and freedom

During this period there was a steadily

increasing contact between the Serbs and

Croatians Books were more freely published,

in both Latin and Cyrillic characters, and the

old distrust and prejudices that had confined

works of literature to one or the other sphere

were being broken down
Slovene literature found its greatest poet

in Oton Zupancic (b 1878) He absorbed the

best of the previous writers and movements,

like Cankar, he was not satisfied with either

cold naturalism or the wilder forms of decad-

ence He and most of the other authors recog-

nized the deep attachment to religion and

morality of the Slovenes and did not follow

the movement that drew its subjects entirely

from the more abnormal and unusual parts

of the population

The ending of the First World War
brought together in an independent state the

three great groups of Serbs, Croats, and

Slovenes This gave a definite impulse to

those movements, as the Jugoslovenska Omla-

dina CYugoslcn; YoutK), which were working

for an increasing harmony and unification of

the hterature On the other hand, there was

a Croatian group that sought to maintain and

develop a local provincial school, and the

same conflicting tendencies existed among

the Slovenes.

The task of unification was the more diffi-

cult and involved because it required the

merging of two different religious traditions

and cultures, the LatinTtalian-Germamc and

the Orthodox-Byzantine-Balkan Also the fact

that the Serbs had fought with the Allies

during the First World War created differ-

ences with the Croats, who had remained

vwth the Hapsburg Empire on the side of the

Central Powers, and the new state seemed

especially to the Croats a definite break with

their past modes of thinking and their politi-

cal expenences.

Many of the younger writers were defi-

nitely ladical and succumbed for a short time

to Communist influences Thus the foremost

Croation author, Miroslav Krleza, author of

the book The Croatian God Mars, expressed

the attitude of the people toward the war,

after dedicating an earlier work to Lenin in

1917 Krleza was developing rapidly as one

of the leading writers, but his career was cut

short by his death after the unprovoked

attack on Yugoslavia in 1941.

The work of Nikolaj Vehmirovic is widely

known to many circles in England and the

United States A distinguished literary critic,

he is also a priest and bishop of the Serb

Orthodox Church, and he achieved well-

deserved fame as a preacher in England dur-

ing World War I Later he became Bishop

of 2ica, where he was stationed when his

country was attacked He had made some

penetrating studies of Njegos and he com-

bines in an interesting manner the old tradi-

tions and modem thought

Yugoslav hterature of every school has been

greatly influenced by the rich folk poetry,

long preserved There is a sturdiness and a

vitality in these traditions which has affected

all the modem intellectual developments

Thanks to them, the hterature has kept its

feet on the ground, and has maintained a

vitalizing contact with life

The modem literature started barely a cen-

tury and a half ago It commenced more or

less independently in the various provinces

and each of the Yugoslav groups reacted in

it$ own way Yet the tendency toward unity
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has been growing constantly and even the

Mohammedan Bosnian literature has been

merging into the general current Then came

the attack and the dismemberment of the

country and the destruction of a large part

of the educated class throughout the land

Yet it seems likely that the old provincialism

received its death blow dunng World War II,

and that a newer and firmer literature will

result*

In Its modem form, Yugoslav literature is

relatively young It has not produced many

authors of world-wide importance and fame

Yet considering its handicaps, it has reached

1054

a high state of critical and artistic perfection

and has given the world a number of authors

that are well above the average in both prose

and verse With the recuperation in these

post-war years, we can be sure that the vitality

of the people will again tnumph, and that

in the new world Yugoslav literature will take

a valid place among the literatures of Europe

Parle Popovi<5,
Prehted srfske knplevnosh (Beo-

grad), 1921, Joran Skerh6, Iston^a nove srfske knp-
levnosu (Beograd), 1921, Josip TorLaiina, Italian

In^uence on the poets of the Ragman Republic
(London), 1931, Dragutm Suhotic, Yugoslav Popu-
lar Ballads (XHamhndge), 1932

Clarence A Manning
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ZAPOTECA—Sec Mexican

ZEALAND—See Danish

ZULU—See Afncan

ZUNI—See North Amencan Native.



BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES
Aasen, Ivar CNorwegian, 1813-96), distm-

guished linguist, poet, champion of the vernacular

dialects agamst the Dano-Norwegian of the union

penod He heheved m reviving the hterary language

of the classical saga age, not by readopting the saga

forms hut rather through a cultivation or the dia-

lects recognized as the lineal descendants of the

Old Norse Aasen made an intense study of the

western and west-central Norwegian dialects, on the

basis of which he constmcted his ‘landsmaal** or

native country speech His language had very great

poetic equalities, which gamed it spectacular favor

At present a modified Aasen norm is taught m a

majonty of the Norwegian schools His outstandmg

work is the Dtettonary of the Norwegian People's

Language, 1848 Among his hterary products the

play, Ervingen (The Heir^, 1855, anci the volume

of poetry, Symra (The Anemone^, 1863, are best

known His songs are pleasmg in their quiet warmth

and their imassummg devotion to land and people

A Garborg, A Hovden, and H Koht,

Ivar Aasen minnesknft CGslo), 1913,

and Moltke Moe in Volume 11 of Nord-

menn t det ntttende drhundre 3 v

COsIo), 1914 X. j,

AB Edm'wnd, Dafydd See Dafydd ab Edmwnd

Abailard, Peter (Abelard, 1079- 1142), a

Breton, studied and taught logic m and near Pans,

he was bnlhant, provocative, self-centered, volatile.

Led a sad life, suffermg much from his own folly

and the persistence of his opponents all but

despaired as though the whole world was conspirmg

agamst me The boldness of his theological opinions

twice brought him mto difficulties with Church
authorities His affair with Heloise, recounted m his

Htstorta Cedamttatum Mearum and m their mutual

letters, provides one of the most fascmating psycho-

logical documents in all hterature His Stc et Non,
a codification of apparently contradictory sententiae

from the Fathers, is a milestone m the history of

cntical method, an attempt at a synthesis of the

inhented mass of theological data He was a medieval

knight errant, excessive m his faults and virtues He
died at Cluny under the protection of his fnend, St

Peter the Venerable

J G Sikes, P A CCambndge U ), 1932
E A Q

'Abdu, Muhammad (Arab, 1849-1905), wasrthe

son of an Egyptian peasant family of mixed Arab-

Turk ongm A disaple of Jamal-i-Din al-Afghani,

he towered as a patriot, puhhc servant, and sdiolar

His early Rtsdlat aVWandat (Mystical Inspirations^

IS a treatise beanng the stamp ot mystic expenence

More important is Rtsdlat aVTawhld (On the Unity

of God, 1897), which won him renown as a fore-

most Moslem tinker and theologian His Koramc
erudition added to his prestige But his abidmg influ-

ence denves from a fearless attempt to substitute a

modem system of thought for Islam’s decadent the-

ology, thereby rehabihtatmg the doctnnes of that

religion

Charles G Adams, Islam and Modernism
in Egypt (London), 1933

E J J

Abelard See Abailard, Peter

Abramowitch, Shalom Jacob (pseud Mendele
Mocher Sfonm, Hebrew and Yiddish, 1836-1917),
began his hterary career m 1857 m Hebrew, m a

senes of articles on Education As an exponent of

Haskalah he puhhshed a 3 v Natural History, also

a novel ha-Jwoth ve-Hahanim (Fathers and Sons^

pleadmg the cause of enlightenment In his endeavor

to educate the masses he abandoned the Hebrew
language for Yiddish and emerged m 1864 as Men-
dele Mocher Sfonm, the imterant book peddler who
makes his roimds through htde Jewish towns of

Southern Russia, and records the life, the stmggles,

and the misery of the People His first Yiddish novel

was Dos Klein Menshele (The Mamkm), a year

later (1865) came Dos Winshpngenl (The Wishing
Ring') This was followed by Die Takseh (The
Meat Tax), Fishke Der Knmer (Fishke the Dune,

1869), m which he drew on his own expenence as

a youth accompanymg a beggar. Die Klatche (The
Mare), an allegory or JewiSfi Hstory (1873), Der
Prisiv (The Military Draft), a drama (1884), and
The Travels of Benjamin the Third (1885) With
his first novel in Yiddish, he established himself as

a great artist and a styhst He created a gallery of

Ghetto characters, nunutely descnbmg the life and
customs of the people He was the first Yiddish

wnter of hteraiy distinction and is lovmgly referred

to as the Granmather of Yiddish hterature In 1886

he returned to Hebrew hterature with a short story,

he-Sether Roam (Hiding from Thunder) He then i

set about to recreate most of his Yiddish novels as

new works m Hebrew, and wrote a long auto-

biographical novel Ba-Yamin ha-Haim (In Those
Days) By mixmg Talmudic phrases and words mto
conversation he introduced an animated coUoqmal
Hebrew, and as his Yiddish, his inimitable Hebrew
style became a model for future wnters

C A Madison, M, Foremost of Ghetto

Satirists, m Poet Lore, xxxut, M Wax-
man, Hist of Jewish Lit (N Y.)»

1930-41
L,A.
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Adamnan, Saint (Insh, c 624-704), was a ians-

man of Saint Columba and nmtK abbot of Iona He
IS tbe author of a beautiful Latin life of the founder,

the Vita Sanctt Columhae
E Life of St A (Dublin), 1917

M D

Adams, Henry (USA, 1838-1918), scion of

one of the nation's leading families, diplomat, and

a voluminous wnter, was one of the first histonans

fully to consider social and cultural conditions His

hterary reputation rests upon Mont'-Satnt-Mtchel and

Chartres (1904), an evaluation of 12th and 13th

C hfe based upon its architecture, and The Educa-

tion of Henry Adams (1907, 1918), his most widely

read book Behind these two he Adams' '^dynamic"

theory of history as *'the law of reaction between

force and force,” m which "'progress'' is largely

deiued The "multiphcity’' of modem life, m The
Education, contrasts unfavorably with the umty of

the Middle Ages, in Chartres Adams’ two novels

(Democracy, 1880, Esther, 1884) have value largely

as personal and social documents
ECS

Addison, Joseph (English, 1672-1719), and
Richard Steele (1672-1729) were essayists and
journalists who collaborated in the writing of The
Tatler and The Spectator, periodicals that in form

and style were copied all over Europe and in the

American colomes The Tatler, a ta-weekly maga-

zme, was more or less pohtical m nature, but con-

tained coffee-house gossip that made it popular The
Spectator, free from political bias, devoted its pages

to essays, reviews, letters, and cnticism Ste^e is

supposed to have furnished the ongmal ideas, the

humor, the overflowing kindliness, while Addison,

the more fluent and skilful wnter, furnished the

pohshed and perfected style Often, as m the typical

Sir Roger de Coverley, they collaborated

W J Courthope, Life of A, G A Aitken,

Life of S
F F M*

Adivar, Halide Edeb, generally known simply

as Hahde Edib (Turkish), early gained prommence
as a nationalist She is the most distinguished woman
wnter of today, her fame dependent largely on her
novels, the best one of which, The Clown and His
Daughter (London, 1935), was first pubhshed in

* English Abroad she is known for her Memoirs
(N* Y & London), The Turkish Ordeal (N Y &
London, 1928), and Turkey Faces West (New
Haven, 1930)* Today she is Professor of Enghsh
Literature m the Umversity of Istanbul.

J K B

Ady, Andrew (1877-1919), the greatest lync
poet of modern Hungary, began his career as a
small-town joumahst Filled wim admiration for the
beauty and promess which he saw m Pans, he strove

against the backwardness of his native land In his

volume New Poems, Uj versek (1905) he declared

that he considered himself the incarnation of the
modem Himgarian, trying to achieve a synthesis of
Himgarian and Western cultures He later advocated
cooperation with the neighbonng peoples and vigor-

ously attacked the seim-feudalistic system of Hun-
gary Conservatives were unable to appreaate Ady's
dynaimc lyricism and symbolism An impressionist,

E
ar excellence, he sought to reveal his mner hfe A
edonist, admitting his craving for wealth, and re-

cording his amorous adventures, he showed on other

occasions utmost humility, and confessed himself a
sinner praying for forgiveness, punty, and union
with his Creator He cnticized Hungary, and claimed

to be unhappy there, still, he was proud of being a
Hungarian, and was desperate at the outbreak of the

first World War, convinced of the destraction of bos

country and all mankind In sublime, musical lan-

guage he strove to elevate his countrymen and to

guide them toward the brotherhood or man
W Kirkconnell, The Poetry of A , Hung

Quart, 1937, B R6v6sz, S lehullunk

az oszi avaron (Bratislava), 1937, M
Babits, Pans et A A, NHH, 1932.

A S and F M
Aeschylus (Greek, 525-455 b c ), the earhest

of the great Attic tragedians, gave Greek tragedy its

charactenstic form by his technical innovations, and
Its deep moral content by his seeking to reconcile the

primitive thought of the mythological themes, which

formed his subject matter, with his conception of

the universal justice of 2^us His greatest work, the

Oresteia trilogy, dealt with the workmg out of the

blood gmlt of the house of Atreus, through the mur-

ders of Agamemnon and Clytemnestra and the mad-

ness of Orestes, to a final settlement m which the

pnnciple of moderation and essential justice pre-

vailed This moral purpose was presented with a

grandeur of diction that gave Aeschylus a preemment
place m the tradition or Greek tragedy, if not such

populanty m later antiquity as Sophocles'^ and
Eunpides^ possessed

Gilbert Murray, A (Oxford), 1940.

a A- R.

al-Aeghani, Jamal-al-Din (Arab, 1839-97), ^

hneal descendant of al-Husayn, grandson of the

Prophet, was bom at As'ad-Abad, near Kabiil m
Afghanistan In Egypt he gave himself assiduously

to the traimng of young rehgious nationahsts, emerg-

mg as founder of the Moslem reform movement and

a foremost architect of pan-Islam. Bamshed m 1879,

he had already set in motion the fotces that pro-

duced the ‘Arabi Rebellion leadmg to British occu-

pation In al-Urwah al-Wuthqah (Indissoluble

Bond) pubhshed m Pans (1884), with the collab-

oration of Muhammad "Abdu, he sought to consoh-

date the Moslem peoples against Western exploita-

tion and aggression His goal was the regeneration of

a unified filam under the supreme cahphate. In
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al-Radd 'ala al-Dahnyin (Refutation of the Ration-

ahsts) his idealistic views are set forth

Charles C Adams, Islam and Modernism
in Egyft (London), 1933

E JJ
Ahab ha-^Am (pseud of Asher Ginsherg, Hebrew,

1 8 56-1 927), philosopher and thinker, was the most
influential and important of modem Hebrew wnters
He advocated the concentration of all efforts toward
a spintual rebirth of Judaism, and minimized Her-
zehs endeavors in behalf of political Zionism He
contended that Jews were destined in greater major-

ity to remain in the Diaspora, and envisaged Pales-

tine only as a cultural center from which the

Hebraic spmt will emanate to inspire Jewry all over

the worm He established the monthly Hashiloah,

which for over a generation served as a platform for

the most serious Hebrew writers, followers or oppo-

nents, and developed a large group of young talented

authors

M Glickson, A ha'Am (Tel-Aviv), 1927
L A

Akhtal, Al- (Arab, ca 640-ca 710), a leading

poet of the Umayyad dynasty of Damascus, was born
a Bedouin Christian of Iraq, of the lUustnous

Taghlib clan As boon-companion of Yaad I (680-

83) he began his paneg3mcs of the Umayyads whose
poet laureate he became under ^Abd-al-Malik (685-

705) His Dlwdn reflects contemporary passions,

contams sparks of the pagan hterary fire, and por-

trays the author himself as a pohtical poet who
enjoyed, though a ChrisUan, freedom of speech and
action under nis tolerant patrons His rivalry with
Jarir (d ca 729) is immortalized m satirical con-

tests (muhd'jdh') and literary quarrels (naqa'id) The
two, with the pro-‘Alid al-Farazdaq (ca 640-732),
form a trio of bards, bom and bred in Iraq, whose
prestige remains unmatched His eulogy of the

Umayyads is considered his masterpiece

H Lammens, &tudes sur le siicle des

Omayyades (Beirut), 1930
E j j.

Alarcon, Pedro Antonio de (Spanish, 1833-

91), was the foremnner of the realistic novel m
Spain From his life as soldier, colummst, and repre-

sentative of the Cortes he developed the taste for

adventure, action, scandal, which nis famous novel

The Three-Cornered Hat (1874), touched with

irony, hnngs into literature His particular endow-
ment of gracefulness and wit is less evident m such

works as The Scandal (1875), where he treats seri-

ous problems of conscience Thus his style is un-

even, It often smacks of turbulent romanticism His

first novel has also overshadowed his lyncal poetry

and his short stones, so that he hves as a man of

one book

J Romano, P A de A , el novehsta to-

mdntico (Madnd), 1933 HAH

Alasdair, MacMaighister See MacDonald,
Aexander

Alberti, Leon Battista (Itahan, i4oo?-i472),
was the Quattrocentoes best representative of the

typical 'universal scholare of Renaissance humamsm
Thoroughly educated in the classics, he wrote exten-

sively in both Latin and Itahan In Latin, Aberti
wrote theoretical works on pamting, sculpture, archi-

tecture (De re aedtficatorid\ mathematics and phys-

ics (Ludt mathematici, Mathematical Diversions'),

as well as hterary works the comedy Phihdoocus

and the dialogues known as Intercenales In Itahan,

his best known work is the treatise On the Family,

a theoretical and practical discussion of the basis of

family hfe Other of his vernacular works are the

dialogues 11 Teogenio, The Tranquility of the S'pirit,

On Household Management In 1440, Alberti held

the famous 'certame coronano* for a mentonous work
m Itahan, the contest was a failure, but significant

m showing Aberti’s interest in Italian hterature

C Mancmi, Vita di L B A ,
2“ ediz

(Firenze), 19 ii

R A H Jr

Alcayaga, Lucila Godoy See Mistral, Gabriela

Alcuin (735-804), bom and educated at York,

later headed the monastic school there, m 781 was

called by Charlemagne to direct the Palace School

at Aachen, he was the doimnant force behmd the

educational reform known as the Carohngian Renais-

sance He gmded the standardization of educational

practice in the monastic schools of the Empire

tVrote lives of saints, scnptural commentanes, valu-

able letters, treatises on the Liberal Arts, and medi-

ocre poetry A great teacher, editor of the Scnftures

(m Latin) at command of Charlemagne, he died as

abbot of St Martin's at Tours, where durmg his

mle a remarkable development in the monastic scnp-

tonum took place It was this script that was adopted

by the Humanists of the Renaissance, who thought

It was ancient Roman script Acuin envisaged ms
role as that of transferrmg the leammg of Rome to

France as once it had been brought from Athens to

Rome
E Gilson, Les Idees et Les Lettres (Pans),

Vnn, 1932
E A Q

Aled, Tudur See Tudur Aled

Alegria, Giro (b 1909), Peruvian novelist, de-

ported for partiapation in the 1931 revolt against

the government In Chile he produced three pnze-

winning novels La Serfiente de Oro (i935)> Fos

Ferros Hamhnentos (1938), and El Mundo es

Ancho y Ajeno (1941)—all forceful protests against

the injustices toward the Indians and cholos (Span-

ish-Indians) of his native region Smce 1941, Alegria

has lived in the United States, his first and third

novels have been translated mto Enghsh The
Golden Serpent (1943) and The World is Wide
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and Alien (1941) Structurally poor, his work is

strongly folklonsuc and portrays, with a lync realism

ranging from the idylhc to the terrifying, the pnim-

tive people and certam remote regions of Peru

J R S

Aleikhem, Sholem See Sholem Aleikhem

Aleman, Mateo (Spanish, 1547-1614?), is the

classic wnter of the Rogue novel m Spam (as

was early recognized in France by Chapelain, m
Germany by Lessing) His Guzman de Alfarache

(v I, 1599, V 2, 1605) IS not merely a senes of

adventures hut a treasury of a profound moralist’s

meditations on life Also, the atmosphere of Spam
and Italy durmg the Coimterreformation is nchly

conveyed The hook went through 26 editions m its

first 6 years It ranges from the hold picture of the

Rogue in the foreground to a thousand minute cap-

tunngs of life, which make the novel interesting

reading even today

M Garcia Blanco, M A y la novela ftca-

resca alemana (Madnd), 1930
H A,H

Aleieri, Vittorio (Italian, 1749-1803), distin-

f
uished himself pnmanly by the senes of tragedies

e wrote between 1775 and 1787, of which the most
important are Vtlvpfo, Vtrginta, Agamennone^ Oreste,

Merope, Saul, Mma He also wrote lync poetry, six

comedies in verse, and the prose works On Tyranny

(1777), The Pnnce and Letters (1778-86) and his

autohiographv In the construction and style of his

tragedies Alfien remamed purely classical, and for

this reason is not popular with English-speakmg

readers To Italians of his own and later times, how-
ever, he has seemed a major national dramatist, be-

cause of his intense patnotism and hatred of foreign

tyraimy, and of tdie role his work played in arousmg
independentist feehng.

N Busetto, Vita e opere di V A (Li-

vorno), 1904

RAH. Jr.

Aleonso X, EL Sabio (‘^the wise”—Spanish,

1220-84), has a triple significance as royal Maece-
nas, cyclopedic scholar, and poet The actual fatiier

of Castihan higher avihzation and of Castihan prose,

he had the old Gothic laws collected m The Seven
Divisions, then with his General Chromcle he initi-

ated a nationwide Spanish history, as opposed to the
earher chronicles of the vanous provinces As a poet,

he followed the Proven^al-Portuguese pattern, hence
wrote his Songs of Holy Mary in the literary Galician
dialect

Marqu6s de Mond6jar, Memortas sdbre
A el S (Madnd), 1845.

H.A.H.

Machheret Tahktmont (The Book of Tahktmont),
in which his poems are inserted between charming
prose passages He was an msatiate traveler who
made literature his profession, a rare phenomenon in

those days, by acceptmg commissions for translatmg

hooks from the Arabic

M Waxman, Hist of Jemsh Lit (N. Y ),

Alighieri, Dante (1265-1321), was Italy’s

greatest poet and the most outstanding single figure

of Italian literature His work has been called ^the

summing-up of the Middle Ages’, m it converge the

culture of antiquity (as known in his time), the

philosophy of medieval scholasticism, and contem-

porary Florentine and Italian life Two features of

Dante’s relationship to his contemporary background

were determining elements in his career his Horen-

tine birth and 'u^ringmg, and his exile from Flor-

ence after 1 300 To the former he owed his intense

local patnotism and his absorption of the cultural

currents of 13th c Florence, particularly the dolce

sttl nuovo, the 'Weet new style”, to the latter, the

inversion of his patnotism into an equally intense

Lteheszorn towards his native aty, the strong Ghibel-

Imism of his later years, and the broad, pan-Itahan

outlook of his mature works To his mdxvidual ex-

periences—as distinct from his background—are to

be traced his love for Beatnce de’ Portinan, whom
he later idealized into a symbol of divine revelation,

and his extensive acquaintance with classical culture

and scholastic philosophy The Vtta Nuova (The
New Life, ca 1295), a novel vmtten around a

group of poems for Beatnce, is ^the biography of an

emotion,’ and a prelude to the infinitely complex

and majestic structure of the Dtvtna Commedta (ca.

1300-ca 1321). The latter is an allegoncal descrip-

tion, in the form of a long poem of a hundred can-

tos, of a journey undertaken by Dante through Hell,

Purgatoiy, and Paradise, at Eastertide of 1300, under

the guidance first of Virgil (symbolizing human
reason) and then of Beatnce (symbohzing divine

revelation). Among his other worli are the Convtvto

(The Banquet, ca 1300 ff), an imfimshed com-

mentary on a group of poems, the unfinished De
vulgan Ehquentid (On Eloquence in the Vemacur
hr, ca 1305), an attempt to estahhsh the theoretical

basis for a pan-Itahan literary vernacular, and the

De Monarchtd (ca 1310-1312), a defense on theo-

retical grounds of the temporal sovereignty of the

emperor as a^mst the pope
N Zmgarelh, La Vita, t Temp e le Opere

dt D (Milano), 1931, J B, Hetciher,

D, Holt (N,Y), 1916
R A H Jr

Ai>Harisi, Judah ben Salomon (Hebrew, 1165- Although m the works of Dante the Itahan ver-

of the great Golden Pmod m Spain, was nacular reached its perfection, he is also noted for

renowned as a yyit, he composed mostly s«mlar his Latm works It is stoking that, m him, the ver-

poetry m a light vem He collected all his works in nacular reaches a pitch where it can vindicate its
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claims agamst Latm, wKich he does m his De
Vulgan Eloquentta, this he wrote in Latm to reach

those who decried Itahan In his De Monarchta he
expresses his views on government, claiming that

monarchy also proceeds from God and answers to

man's matenal needs, as the Church to his spintual

aspirations The work manifests a deep influence of

Scholastiasm in its terminology and in this, as m
the Dtvtna Commedta, Dante is the heir of all the

leamii^ of the Middle Ages He also wrote two
Latin Eclogues m mutation of Virgil

C A Dinsmore, Ltfe of D A (N Y ),

Houghton Mifihn, 1919
E A Q

Almquist, Carl Jonas Love (Swedish, 1793-

1866), married a farmer's daughter and settled on
a farm m the provmce of Varmland This ^hetum to

nature" lasted just^ a year and a half He returned

to Stockholm and served for several years as pnna-
pal of a high school From 1840 he was exclusively^

a writer He was very productive hut his economies

were badly managed In 1851 he was suspected of

having tried to poison one of hi^ creditors, and
escaped to America, the suspicion seems not to have

been unwarranted (See A Hemming-Sjoberg, A
Poet's Tragedy Trans E Classen, London, 1932)
In his rich production Almquist reflects the develop-

ment from the old romanticism to the new reahstic

school, in fact, all the hterary ideas of the time may
be found there. His mam work is Tornrosens hok

(The Book of the Rose, 14 v, 1834-40, 1851),

which includes histoncal novels and stones of folk

life His novel, Det gar an (It Will Do, 1839) with

Its cnticism of mamage as an mstitution aroused a

great deal of attention, some of his stones of coimtry

life, eg Kafellet (1838) belong to Sweden's classic

literature (Sara Videheck and The Chanel Trans

A. B Benson, N Y, 1919 Scand classics 12),

OUe Holmberg, C J L. A, 1922, Ruben
G son Berg, C J L A t landsfLyten,

1928
A W

Andersen, Hans Christian (Danish, 1805-75),

the greatest writer of fairy tales, loved throughout

the world His fairy tale The Ugly Dtickltng is an

allegoncal autobiography

C M V

Anderson, Sherwood, (USA, 1876-1941),

renounced a successful business career late m life

to explore as a "^story-teller" the psychological, soaal,

and artistic realms that had long intngued him His

mfluential practice and theory (A Story-Teller's

Story, 1924; stressed a reahstic closeness to hfe

which avoided plot, strongly emphasized the poetic

values in colloquial speedi and the commonplace,

and insisted upon the separation from art of didactic

morahty Concerned largely with the “folk" level, he

constantly probed for intense and complex CF^eu-

dian) passions lying beneath the drab surface This

was integrated with a narrative technique (influ-

enced by James Joyce and Gertrude Stem) which

exploited the stream-of-consciousness and elevated

the simple flow of ordmary talk to a sensitive medium
of expression for his rather plaintive plea for the

sanity of mdividuahty

N B Fagm, The Phenomenon of S» A
(Baltimore), 1927

ECS.
Andersson, Dan CSwedish, 1888-1920), was the

son of a schoolteacher m Dalama This backwoods

distnct, with Its poverty and rehgiousness, where a

generation ago somethmg of the spmt of the wilder-

ness stJl prevailed, is the background for Dan An-

dersson's poetry—for instance, Svarta hallader,

(Black Ballads, 1917) and his lifelong struggle to

find a solution of the problem of good and evd, as

m the novel De tre hemlosa, (The Three Homeless

Ones, 1918), David Ramins arv, (David Ramm's

Heritage, 1919) His relations with his father, a

pious man who had many mtellectual mterests and

the charactenstics of a prophet, were of vital im-

portance to Dan's development and his attitude to-

ward hfe A sojourn to Minnesota, where he stayed

•with relatives for eight months—the family had m-

tended to emigrate to Amenca but changed its plans

after receivmg Dan's reports—gave him a vision

from afar of his home provmce His poetry and

novels gamed for him many fnends but no economic

independence, and his real importance as an author

was established only after his imtimely death—he

was accidentally asphyxiated by fumigation gases

m a little hotel m Stockholm Dan Andersson,

whose mam interests were more moral and rehaous

than soaal, became a forerunner of a whole school

of self-educated poets from the worlong class, who
have placed their stamp on the hterary development

m Sweden after 1920 A collective edition of his

wntmgs was pubhshed m 1930 m five volumes A
selection of his poems was pubhshed in New York

in 1943 (D A, Charcoal Burner's Ballads, and

other 'poems, trans Caroline Schleef) W Bernhard,

En hok om D A, 1941, Albm Widen, D A tn

Minnesota (In Yearbook, 1945, Am. Inst of Swedish

Arts, Lit and Saence, Minneapolis, pp 74-86)AW
Aneirin (Welsh, 6th c ), was the reputed author

of Y Gododdtn, the earliest extant work of Welsh

literature In the poem the name counts as a dis-

syllable, and the Nenman memoranda give it as

Neirm The poem is a series of laments for the 300

young men of the retmue of Mynyddawg ihe

Wealthy (Mwynfawr), aU slain m the Battle of

Cattcaeth He had mamtamed them for a year,

after which they were in honor boimd to "‘pay for

their mead" by fighung at his behest, even agamst

overwhelmmg odds Tne different mdi'nduals are

sharply charactenzed, and the descnptions show
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considerable poetic power In spite of the changes

made by later scribes, there is no good reason to

doubt that the basis of this text is 6th c work

Ifor Williams, Canu Aneunn (Cardiff),

U of Wales Press Board, 1938 There

IS an Eng summary of the introduction

in Anttqmty, XVI (1942.), 237-257,

and an Eng trans m Trans Hon Soc

Cymmrodonon for 1909-10

J J P

AP Gwilym, Dapydb See Dafydd ap Gwilym

Apollonius of Rhodes (Greek, ca 295-

215 B c ), upheld the tradition of epic poetry among
the Alexandrians In his poem, the ArgonauUca,

which, has as its theme the quest for the golden

fleece and the love of Jason and Medea, Apollomus

attempted to estabhsh his hterary views agamst

those of Callimachus The epic, however, lacks umty
of composition, and is at its best m smgle episodes,

such as the love scenes between Jason and Medea
It is Homenc in diction, but Alexandrian m the

romantic treatment of the love theme (on which

Vergil drew for his story of Dido and Aeneas), m
a feeling for nature, and, unfortimately, m its

recondite geographical details

A Korte HellemsUc Poetry (tr J Ham-
mer and M Hadas), Columbia U, P

,

1929 CAR
Aquinas, Saint Thomas (1224-74), Doctor

AngeltcuSy a Lombard by birth, studied at Monte
Cassmo, Naples, Pans, Cologne Became Dominican
fnar (1244), taught philosophy and theology at

Naples and Pans Caused Axistotle^s works to be

translated directiy from Greek and used him as his

tool in the exposition of ChnsUan Revelation Pre-

cise m language, vivid and direct m thought, he

possessed a mind remarkable for its synthetic power,

and m his Summa Theologica achieved the crystal-

lization of knowledge both human and divme, umt-
mg Greek thought and Christian theology The aU
but mathematical precision of each questio betrays

an orderly mind, perfectly clear as to the respective

domains of Faith and Reason A bnlhant poet, he
composed the hymns for the Office and Mass of

Corpus Chrtsti The greatest of Cathohc theologians,

and source of the system known as Thomism
M Grabmann, T, A , hts fersonahty and

thought (New York), 1928
E A Q

^Arabi, IBN-, Muhyi-al-Din (Arab, 1165-1240),
bom at Mursia, Spam, lived in Seville for almost

3 decades, then made Damascus a permanent home
A? a Hispano-Moslem poet, theologian and fore-

most mystic, he was styled al-Shaykh al-Akbar

(grand master) In al-Futuh^ al-Mahklydk CMeccan
Revelations) he gives a complete system of mystical

knowledge Considerably shorter, his Fusus al-

Htkam {Bezels of Wisdom) is also an esteemed
mystical work Tar^umdn al-Ashwdq (Inter'preter of
Love) contains matenal perhaps anticipatory of

Dante’s Convtto and the meetmg with Beatrice As
eclectic, pantheistic Sufi, and philosopher, he enjoys

contmued recognition in the Moslem East, partly

because his concern for the spiritual decadence of

his time IS still apphcable

Edward J Jurji, lllummatton in Islamic

Mysticism (Princeton), 1938

E J J

Arai Hakuseki (Kimiyoshi, Japanese, 1657-

1725), a scholar-statesman, was probably the most
distinguished Smologist of the Edo penod At 29 he
became a pupil of an eminent Chu Hsi scholar,

ICinoshita Jun’an In his greatest histoncal work,

Hankan-pu, 1701, and m his autobiographical

sketch, Oritaku Shiha no Ki, he vividly shows his

mtellectual integrity and sound scholarship through

his smcere, fearless arguments He was also a

noted linguist who made careful studies of the

phonetic influences of the Western languages, San-

sknt, and Chmese upon the native tongue

Heibonsha, Dai Hyakka Jiten Qapanese
Encyclopedia), Heibonsha (Tokyo),

1933
Y U

Arany, John (Hungarian, 1817-82), accom-

phshed in his epic poetry what Petofi id m his

tyncal production he elevated folk-poetry to a

higher sphere His lync poems reveal a shy, highly

sensitive man, who showed deep concern over the

fate of his country, the joys and sorrows of family

life, his many mner struggles, and his lofty ideals

The poems written in ms old age strike a more

serene note In form and concept they rival the finest

lyrical poetry in world literature Arany was a typi-

cal Hunganan, yet deeply rooted m the common
ideals of Western avihzation

F Riedl, A Janos (Bpest), 1904, A
Hevesi, ^Two Great Himg Poets,*

Slavonic Review (London), i93o» J

Ember, ] A NRH, 1933
A S and F M

AmosTo, Ludovico (Itahan, 1474-1532), was

the outstanding epic poet of the Cmquecento A
Latin poet of consummate artistry in his youth, he

turned later to Itahan for the writing of ms Satires

(1517-24) and of his comedies (of which the best-

Imoivn are I Suppositi, The Substitutes, 1509, The
Necromancer, 1520, The Procuress, 1529), not un-

successful adaptations of Roman comedy to the

Itahan stage His great narrative poem, the Orlando

Furioso, Roland Insane, continuing Boiardo’s epic,

Orlando Innamorato, relates the love-madness, cure

and final heroic death of Roland In Boiardo’s trai-

tion, Anosto weaves together motives of the Caro-
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lingian and Breton epic cycles with additional epi-

sodes of classical and Italian origin, but his style and
language are 'purer' and more polished than

Boiardo's, and to the suhject-matter Anosto adds the

charm of romantic imagination and a qmet vein of

personal humor
E G Gardner, The Kmg of Court Poets,

(London), 1906

R A H
, Jr

Aristophanes (Greek, ca 450-385 b c ), was
the most important writer of the Old Comedy m
Athens Livmg at the tune of the Peloponnesian

War, he used many of his plays to advocate a

sensible peace which would end the fratnadal strife

between Athens and Sparta In the plays, both in-

dividual pohticians and war mongers and the general

pohcy of Athens are made a butt His conservative

behefs are clearly presented m the Clouds by the

attack on sophistry, personified by Socrates, and in

the excellent hterary cnticism and foolmg of the

Frogs Under the ribaldry and gross buffoonery

which the Old Comedy demanded, Aristophanes

wrote with a smcere moral earnestness and a behef

in the good qyahties of the average Atheman His

t3q)e of comedy was peculiar to its tune and place,

and Anstophanes had no successors m genre, and

none m spirit, until Rabelais

Gilbert Murray A (Oxford), 1933CAR
Aristotle (Greek, 384-322 b c ), who took the

whole extent of knowledge as his field, has exerased

more influence than any other Greek philosopher on

the history of western thought In the Middle Ages

It was almost paralysmg, so thorough and definite

did his dicta appear to be Although he wrote works

of a popular nature on various subjects, they have

not survived, and his technical works are mcom-
plete and marred by bad editmg m antiquity His

mfluence on subsequent hterature was largely

through the two studies, the PoettcSy of which the

surviving portion deals largely with tragedy, and

the Rhetoric, a formal analysis of oratory The
Poetics is the first study m Greek hterature to deal

specifically with hterary cnticism and its dicta have

had considerable effect on the wnting and cntiasm

of drama The influence of the Rhetoric was more

himted, since it was supplanted by handbooks on

practical methods
W D Ross A (London), 1923CAR

Arnaxit, Daniel (Provengal, fl 1180-1200),

was the favonte troubadour of both Dante^ and

Petrarch * At the dose of Dante's Purgatono (Canto

XXVI), eight lines are placed m the mouth of this

poet Amaut was celebrated as a chief extent of

the trohar clus, style of wilful obscunty. The con-

tent of his verses is rather banal, but his form is

extremely vaned and carefully planned^ Only eight-

een of his lyncs survive, several of these are almost

mcomprehensible Amaut developed the sestiua

R Lavaud, ed A D (Toulouse), 1910
U T H

, Jr

Arnold, Matthew (Enghsh, 1822-88), poet,

cntic, educator, though of the Victonan age, pre-

ferred to the flowmg Tennysoman style the suffer

movement and graver tones of his master, Vl^ords-

worth In his sonnet on Shakespeare, Arnold ef-

fected a superb harmony of importance of matter

and beauty of form He is a poet of fine thm^, of

passages, of fragments separable to the greatest ad-

vantage from the wholes m which they appear

The Forsaken Merman is his one completely suc-

cessful monument of combined poetic feeling and
art In his prose, he made rehgion a topic for litera-

ture His cntiasm is marked by a limpid style

H W Paul, M APPM
Arouet, Prancois-Marie See Voltaire

Arslan, Shakib (Arab, b 1869), a Dmze pnnce
bom at Shuwayfat, a Lebanese village near Beimt,

has wntten on nationahstic and cmtural subjects

His early collection of poems aFBdkurah CPirst

Fruits'), pubhshed at the suggestion of his teacher

Muhammad 'Abdu (ca 1859-1905), is dedicated

to 'Abdullah Pikri (1834-90), Egyptian Mimster

of Education and fnend of 'Abdu A resident of

Switzerland m recent years, he has been a vociferous

exponent of pan-Islam His Hddir al-Alam al-

Isldmt (Present State of the Islamic World, Cairo,

1925), a widely read work, is a translation (with

'Ajjaj Nuwayhid) and an expansion of Lothrop

Stoddard's The New World of Islam, 2nd ed ,
Lon-

don, 1922
G Widmer, "Emir Shakib Arslan," Die

Welt Des Islam, Band 19 (Berhn),

Asch, Sholem (Yiddish, b m Poland, 1880),

outstandmg novelist m contemporary Yiddish ht-

erature, first to portray the life of the small town

in an idyllic and idealized manner (in his longer

stones, A Shtetl, A Townships Reh Shloime Nagid,

Reh Shlome Magnate) Residence in "Warsaw and

m other metropohtan centers, tours over Europe,

then a tap to Palestine and Amenca have broad-

ened his expenence and his themes He turned to

Bibhcal motives, to the life of the imimgrant m
Amenca (the tragedy of an immigrant child m Kan
America, To Amenca, the socm conflicts of the

imimgrant, (Uncle Moses) He attempted to create

the Yiddish diaspora novel (Mary, Der Veg tsu sikh.

The Road to Oneself), created the character of the

imderworld hero who longs for decency (Motke

Ganef, Motke, the Thief), and acquired fame with

his trilogy. Three Cities, which offers a wide pan-

orama of Jewish life in Russia, on the eve of, dunng.
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and immediately after World War I His interests

m the histoncal novel, m the motive of martyrdom,

and m the deeply religious personality became m-
tensified He wrote his Ktddush Hasham QSanctt-

pcatton of the Name'), descnhing the Chmielmcki

massacres of 1648, and his recent works, The
Nazarene and The Apostle, which have preapitated

a wide controversy He attained a high degree of

plastic portraiture of mode and subtle analysis of

the soul of the deeply religious person in his

Tehtltm Ytd (i?salm Jew) Asch also wrote a

number of dramas, among diem the very successful

God of Vengeance, also the subject of considerable

controversy

Y M
Asgbimsson, Eysteinn (Icelandic, d 1361), a

monk at the monastery at Thykkvibaer and later an

offiaal at Helgafell in Iceland, but died in Norway
His literary fame rests upon his great poem Ltl'ja

(The Lily), a sonorous work in court-metre of one

hundred stanzas on a Bibhcal theme Correctly

characterized as ^*a sort of a Messiad,’' the poem is

equally admirable for its eloquence and fluent style,

and It won lastmg favor and fame, having been

translated into a number of languages

E Magmisson, ed and trans Ltlja (The
Ltly, London), 1870

R B

Ashkenazi, Eliyohu See Levita, Ehas

Ashkenazi, Yankev ben Yitskhok (Yiddish,

1550-1628), compiler of the Tseno Ureno, the most

popular book m old Yiddish literature He devoted

his hfe to popularizing the Bible and the teachings

of the Jewish morahsts To that end he pubhshed
^ in 1576 his Seyfer Hamaggtd, a paraphrase of the

Prophets and the Hagiographa with a commentary,

It has been repnnted many times Eng trans,,

Tseno Ureno, by P T Hirshow (London), 1885

M Waxman, A History of Jewish Litera-

ture, (NY)
Y M

Atahiyah, abu-al- (Arab, 748-ca 828) Of
pure Arab stock, abu-al-Atahiyah was bom at al-

Kiifah but later moved to Baghdad where under
the caliphs—al-Mahdi, al-Hadi, al-Rashid, and al-

Ma^ mun—^his expenences fluctuated between joy

and sorrow Disposed to an ascetic and meditative

nature, he was bound to clash with court fnvohty
and to disdam the vanity of poetry He laid aside

the pompous forms of the desert poets, branding
them as degenerate elegance incompatible with the

changed times A wide range of ideas and a sun-

phaty of expression distinguish his verse He was
accused of being a free-thinker, owing to the oc-

casional absence of sohd Islamic doctrme from his

poetry, his immersion in melancholy and pessimism,

It was pointed out, did not always lift his gaze to

the future hfe beyond death It was also whispered

that his mysticism had resulted from despair m
love Incompletely preserved, his odes reflect a
frankly sad heart and an equally determmed and
vibrant voice First philosophical poet of Arabic,

he evokes interest, also, as" spokesman of the less

pnvileged classes whose abiding faith is enshnned
in his rehgious poetry

J Oestrup, ‘AbuT—Atahiya,’* Encyclo
fedia of Islam

E J J

Athanasius (Greek, 295-373 ad), was the

most famous of the bishops of Alexandria and the

mdomitable champion of Nicaean orthodoxy agamst
the Anans His^ copious writings are almost ex-

clusively concerned with the exposition of his

theological views and the condemnation of Axian

errors His thought is clear and penetrating, but

he pays htde attention to form and style His life

of the Egyptian hermit, Antony, not only con-

tributed to the spread of the monastic ideal in East

and West, but it exercised an influence on the de-

velopment of Christian hagiography as a literary

genre The Athanasian Creed, in spite of its name
and the traditional ascription, was not composed
by Athanasius,

G Bardy, St A, 3rd ed (Pans), 1925
M R P M

Atterbom, Per Daniel Amadeus (Swedish,

1790-1855), was bom in the provmce of Oster-

godand, son of a mmister As a student at the Uni-

versity of Uppsala, he founded a literary society,

Auroraforhundet, and as editor of its monthly Phos-

fhorus and other literary magazmes he became the

leader of the Swedish neo-romantic school, which

flounshed between 1809 and 1930 The hterary

ideals for which Atterbom fought were the same as

those which we find in German romanticism, but

as a poet, it has been said about him that he far

surpassed his German contenmoranes, as for m-
stance, in the mythical plays, rdgel hid (The Blue

Bird, 1814), and Lycksahghetens 0 (Isle of Bliss,

1824) His Svenska siare och skal^r (Swedish

Seers and Poets, 1841-55) will always belong to

the classic works in the Swedish history of hterature

F Vetterlund, Atterhoms sagos'pel Fdgel

hid, 1900-02,—Lycks alightens 0, 1924
A W

Augustine, Saint (354-430), North African by

birth, was baptized at Milan (387) by St Ambrose

after adhenng to Manichaeism and Neo-Platonism

He was Bishop of Hippo (modem Bone) His per-

sonal search for God is portrayed m his Latin Cow-

fessions, one of the profoundest autobiographies of

all literature His works include theolo&cal con-

troversy against Donatists, Mamchaeans, Pelagians,

and Anans, bibhcal commentanes, sermons, letters,

doctnnal and educational treatises His greatest

work. The City of God, is a ChnsUan interpretation
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of history, a defense of Chnstiamty against the

charge of causing the fall of Roman greatness In

compass and sweep it ranges over the religion of the

ancient world and at a time of cosmic catastrophe

turned men’s iiunds ftom the passmg world to the

eternal City of God The history of thought m the

Middle Ages has been descnhed as the story of what
happened to the thought of St Augustme

H Marrou, St A et la pn de la culture

antique (Pans), 1937
E A Q

Avicebron See Ihn Gahirol

Avicenna See Ihn Sina

Azuela, Mariano (h 1873), Mexican novelist

and physiaan His early works, Maria Luisa, Los

fracasados, and Mala yerha Ci907~9)> give evidence

of an interest m the proletanat, but Los de Ahap
(1915), motivated by the brutal and bhndly di-

rected forces of the 1910 Revolution, is his best

work Based also on the Revolution are Los caciques

(1917) and Las moscas La Malhora, El desquite

and La luciemega portray low life in Mexico City,

El camarada Pantoja, San Gahnel de Valdivia,

Regina Landa, Avanzada and La nueva hurguesia

present conditions and problems of the new soaal

and political order in Mexico Abihty to catch the

spint of the moment and to color ms scenes both

with his own deep pessimism and with a lyncism

qmte at vanance with his subject matter give pe-

culiar value to Azuela's work

J R S

Babits, Michael (Himganan, 1883-1941), vir-

tuoso of form and language, reveals htde of his

personal hfe m his lync poetry Out of his sohtude

as an intellectual full of complexes and conflictmg

aspirations, he longed for commumon with the

masses, and escaped mto a world of spintuahty and

mtellect In his first novel, The Stork Caliph (A
golyakalifa, 1913), he depicts a young man that

leads a double life Timar, Son of Virgil (1922)

shows the dash of two ideologies, represented by a

journalist and a monk House of Cards (Kartyavar,

1924) IS a stoty of suburbamtes without roots either^

inside or outside the metropohs Pilot Elza (198$) is

a Swiftian satire on the disintegration of the present

A masterful translator of Sophodes, Dante, Shake-

speare, Poe, Meredith, Bauddaiie, and more, Babits

sought to be at once Hungarian and European

Homwage d Bahits, NRH, 1938 F Gachot,

M B , NRH, 1941

A. S and F M
Bacon, Fhancis (English, 1561-1626), saentist,

philosopher, essayist, was a typical product of the

Renaissance m the breadth of his understandmg

His one pure ambition was the pursmt of knowl-

edge Although his Essays were written as a rehef

from more tedious work, they are his greatest con-

tnbution to hterature They are steeped m wisdom,
broad and deep, yet at times pohtic and worldly, il-

lustrative of the extraordmary keenness of his mmd
The style of the essays is a refreshing contrast to

the extravagance of much Ehzabethan prose The
sentences are clear, conase, and simple, yet im-

pregnate with meamng The keenness of observa-

tion, the vigor of int^ectual content, the impres-

sive diction, and the sweep of the rhythm combme
to make the Essays masterpieces of Enghsh prose

R W Church, Life of F B
F F M

Baki, MaIimud Abdul, known as Baki (Turkish,

1562-1600), was bom m Constantinople, he is the

second great poet of the classic Ottoman tradition

Like Fuzuli,’^ he hved m the golden age of Suley-

man the Magnificent His elegy on the death of

Sulejnnan is considered one of the noblest achieve-

ments of Turkish poetry Had all his poetry been on
its level, he might have been one of the greatest

poets of the world But on the whole he was not

ongmal, followmg rather, in imitation of Hafiz, the

old round of love and wine, flowers and sprmg

Wholly lyrical, he often used extravagant, far-

fetched imagery

J K B

Balzac, Honobe de (French, 1 799-1S50), is the

father of the modem French novel His ComSdie

hutmine, comprising twenty-four novels and numer-

ous short stones, is a vast tableau of the different

aspects of French society m the 1830’s and 1840’s

All imheux and all estates are represented m its

seven classifications Scenes of Pnvate Life, of

Pansian Life, of Provmaal Life, of Pohtical Life,

of Mditary Life, of Country Life, and the Philo-

sophical Studies The best novels are usually con-

sidered to be Eugenie Grandet (1833), Old Gonot

(1834), Cousin Bette (1846) and Caesar Birotteau

(1837) These novels, with the short stones that

complement them, mark the transition m French

letters from the romantic to the realistic, for Balzac

was the first author in France to show man against

the complete background of his surroundmgs and to

measure the mterrelation of bemg and environment

Although he is lackmg in style m the usual French

sense, Balzac is nevertneless a master of descnption,

with a power of evocation that is more than

photograpmc He was the first in France to treat

all classes and all types, and from him stems the

great current of French prose realism, which still

runs strongly today

F Lawton, B (London), 1910

R J N

Basil oe Caesarea in Cappadocia, the Great

(Greek, ca 330-379 ad), was one of the greatest

of anaent Christian theologians and wnters He
was dosely associated with ms brother Gregory of
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Nyssa and his fnend Gregory Nazianzen He was

educated m the rhetorical schools of Caesarea, Con-

stantinople, and Athens His teacher at Athens was

the pagan sophist Himenus, and it is very probable

that he was acquainted with Julian the Apostate

and the famous sophist Libanius After teaching

rhetoric for a short time, Basil became a monk, and

devoted the rest of his life to the service of the

Church In his wntings he defended Catholicism

against Ananism and other heresies, attacked the

social evils of his age, and promoted the spread

of monasticism in its cenohital or community form

His two monastic rules exercised a great influence

in East and West His letters are not only im-

portant for their rich content hut also for their

literary style His treatise. Address to Young Men
on the Pro'per Use of Pagan Literaturey stresses the

necessity of the study of carefully selected pagan

classics as a preparation for the study and under-

standmg of Holy Scnpture This litde work thus

defined the position of the Church in relation to

pagan literature It was destined to play a significant

role m the preservation of the pagan classics, and

in detenmning their place in education down to

our own times

Trans of the Address with an account of

Its mfluence, by R J Deferran and
MRP McGuire in R J Deferran,

The Letters of St Basil (Loeh Classical

Library), Vol IV, A Boudnllart and
others. Diet d'Hist et de Geographte

ecclestasttques, art 'Tasile (Saint)

(by G Brady), Vol VI (Pans), 1932
M R P M

Battutah, dbn Muhammad (Arab, 1304--77),

the most versatile Arab traveler, was bom m
Tangier, and died m Marrakesh His 28-year wan-
denngs outdistance all anaent and medieval travel-

ers, exceed 75,000 miles A pious and learned

Moslem, he realized the ambition of his youth to

fined longings Baudelaire often affects a love of the
homble, the hmtal, the decadent and in this he
IS a pure Romantic of the i83o*s But he is new
and onginal in his choice of subject not for hirn

are the stylized and conventional themes of love

that absorbed his predecessors He goes rather to

the scenes that surround him, to the scenes of the
city, and renders them in a form that is symhohe
enough to make them universal in their apphcation
to the urban society of the present More than any
other poet he has rendered the obscure nostalgia of

modem times, the longing for the ideal, the sense

of frastration and futility His verse is sometimes
prosaic, hut when he is at his best he is suggestive

and musical and then his hnes become unforgettable

in their evocative power
L P Shanks, B , Flesh and Sptnt (Bos-

ton), 1930

R J N

Baylebridge, William (Australian, 1883-

1942), made poetry a vehicle for a profound
philosophical exploration of human life and destiny

His primary concern was wnth the regeneration of

manland, physically, morally, intellectually, and if

his prescriptions were ideal, his purpose reflected

a deep belief in the high destiny of the human
species His style and manner, determined by his

deeper interests, were not fluid—^his work con-

sistendy demanded "attention of pemsal
**

As a prose

writer he produced a remarkable hook on the first

World War, Anzac Muster (1922) Since he m-
sisted on controlling his hooks even heyond their

puhhcation, and associated little with his fellow

writers, he published his work mostly in limited

editions and lived and worked in ohscunty His

reputation is a triumph over both self-created ob-

stacles and the natural resistance to work of depth

and difficulty

C H G

visit every Moslem land and as much of the non-

Moslem earth as practicable His itinerary included

East Afnca, the Byzantine empire, southern Russia,

India, the Maldive Islands, China, Granada, the

Negro Moslem setdements on the Niger Con-
demned to long ohscunty, his work rose to hght
after the 19th c French occupation of North Afnca,

and ranks as a reliable source on the post-Mongol

cultural history of Islam It is marked, despite

scnbal errors, by simphcity of style, mobility of

narrative, and touches of humor
C Raymond Beazley, Dawn of Modern

Geography

y

III, pp 535-38

Beauchamp, Kathleen See Mansfield, Kath-

erme

Beaumarchais, Pierre Caron de (French,

1732-99), is a t57pical hterary representative of the

revolutionary spint that swept France before 1789
Adventurer, soaal chmber, traveler, htigant, secret

agent, munitions broker, intnguer, his hfe was full

of the same verve and gaiety that give his plays

then charm today The Barber of Seville (1775)
and The Marriage of Figaro (1784) are notable for

their inasive charactenzations and the vigor of the

protagonist, Figaro, but they are also soaal docu-

ments, for in them can be heard the echo of the

Baudelaire, Charles (French, 1821-67), was discontent of the lower classes m pre-Revolutionary

the first 'modem* poet of France His Flowers of days Figaro is the ^e of the little man,* the

Evil (1857), which created a temfic scandal, was despised and ill-treated, who finally gains exemplary

the first vqlume of verse in French to express mod- revenge on those that have scorned him These

em man's complex of fears and hopes and unde- two masterly works, both in the best French tradi-
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non, are the expression of the egahtanan spirit

which, in the Frenchman's heart, is second only to

his hberty

P Fnschauer, B , Adventurer tn the Cen-
tury of Women CN Y ), 1935

R J N

Becquer, Gustavo Adolfo (Spanish, 1836-

70), was one of the greatest 19th c lync poets in

Europe His Rhymes and longer Legends so stress

the vague, the indefinite, the infiiute, that he has

been compared to Shelley, he seems mdeed a Ger-

manic poet by chance m colorful Andalusia Only
his meter and his use of paradox link him to his

Spanish environment Fhs theme is the divmization

of earthly love, m a platonic, even Dantesque sense

His Beatrice was Julia Espin

P Marroqm'n y Aguine, B , el ^oeta del

amor y del dolor (Madnd), 1927HAH
Bede the Venerable (670-735), one of the

most charmmg figures of the Middle Ages, was early

an orphan, raised at the Northumbrian monastery

of Jarrow, a foundation of Benedict Biscop who
provided it with books and treasures from the Con-

tment His ^Tife-long pleasure was to devote him-

self to leammg, teaching, and wntmg’* producmg
works on theology, scripture, metncs, rhetoric,

astronomy, biography and history His Latin Eo-

clesiosttcal History of the English People tells the

story of his native land from the earliest times down
to ms own day He is calm, dehberate, detached,

meticulous m ms use of sources His limpid prose

(strongly colored by the Vulgate of St Jerome) is

a minor of the man, contammg unforgettable stones

and character sketches

C A Plummer, Htstorta Ecclesiosttca Gen-
us Anglorum, 2v (Oxford U ), 1896

E A Q

Bellman, Carl Michael (Swedish, 1740-95),

early became known as a poet and smger of his

own songs, but durmg his creative years he stood

aside from the literary development of his tone

His best poems were published m book form rather

late, and it was first through Kellgren’'^ that he won
the recogmtion he has held ever since as one of

Sweden’s greatest lyncists His first works were

satires and songs, influenced by Dahn ^ He found

a field of his own, when he "wrote parodies of the

contemporary orders and club life (Bacht orden-

skafitel, The Chafter of Bacchus* Order') From

1767 he worked on his foremost cycle of poems,

predmans efistlar (Fredman's Epistles, with an

introduction by Kellgren, 1790)^ followed by Fred-

mans sdnger (Fredman*s Songs, ty^i) For these

ballads he composed his own music, using mostly

well-known melodies He takes his models from

Stockholm’s lowest classes, whose life he depicts

with a pronounced naturahsm but at the same time

with the joyful grace of the rococo As a lync

depicter of Stockholm nature, he is unsurpassed

A Blanck, B , vtd skilpvagen, 1941, H
van Loon, The Last of the Trouhadors,

1939
A W

Bembo, Pietro (Itahan, 1470-1547), was the

leading spint in the estabhshment of acadermc

humanism as the dominatmg trend in Itahan Cm-
quecento hterature At first the leading Latm poet

of the times, he turned to Itahan, and m so domg
set the hterary model for the rest of the century

His The Italian Language (ca 1502-25) is at the

same time a defense of the vernacular as a hterary

medium, a prescnption of models (Petrarch’^ for

verse, Boccacao’^ for prose) and a brief Itahan

grammar In his own work, Bembo furnished ex-

amples of his precepts m the carefully polished and
perfected Ijmcs of ms Canzomere, and in his neo-

Platomc dialogues The Asolam (1502-5)
V Cian, Un decenmo della vita dt P B

(Tormo), 1885
R A H, Jr

Benavente, Jacinto (Spanish, h 1866), is the

creator of the problem drama m Spam He com-

bmed his Ibsenian discussion with practical knowl-

edge of stagecraft acqiured as circus manager and
actor He seems French in his rationalistic analysis,

mtemational m his vutty and sophisticated discus-

sion of social evils (The Upstart, 1901), Spamsh m
scenes of coimtry life (The Hated Woman, 1913)
and m his love for fantasy (Phantasttc Theatre,

1892)
W. Starkie, J B (Oxford), 1924HAH

Benediktsdottir, Unnur (‘‘Hulda”, Icelandic,

b 1881), IS the outstandmg Icelandic woman poet

of the day, with a very large and many-sided ht-

erary production m verse and prose, including a

two-volume novel, Dalafolk CValleyfolk, 1936,

1939) Her lync poems are of a very high order,

not least the very charmmg and effective ones in

the spint and style of the time-honoured rhapsodies

(thulur) Especially notable among her collections

of poems IS the highly personal cycle of songs (1933)
constitutmg what may be termed a spintual auto-

biography, wntten with tender feelmg and dehcate

lync touch

R Beck, Icelandic Poems and Stories

(Pnnceton and NY), 1943
R. B

Benediktsson, Einar (Icelandic, 1864-1940),

commonly looked upon as the greatest Icelandic

poet of our times, was a lawyer and held pubhc

offices m Iceland Five volumes of poetry (1897-

1930) attest his productivity His poems contam

profound philosopmcal thought expressed m lofty
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style He lias also written impressive descnptive

and nature poems Frequently he draws on his ob-

servations and expenences gathered during extensive

travels and long sojourns abroad, but he remains

strongly Icelandic In fact, love for Iceland and his

faith in the future and the mission of his nation

are wntten large everywhere in his poems Onginal-

ity in style and treatment of themes marks his work

He was also a masterful prose writer and an ex-

cellent translator, his Icelandic rendition of Ibsen^s

Peer Gynt being espeaally successful

R Beck, “Dean of Icelandic Poets, The
Amertcan-Scandtnavian Review, Decem-

ber 1939, Icelandic Poems and Storres

(Pnnceton and N Y ), 1943
R B

Benet, Stephen Vincent (USA, 1898-1943),

Pennsylvania-bom poet and prose writer whose un-

timely death cut short the magnificent possibihties

of an already mature career, represents the finest

flowermg of native American literary culture He
not only caught the authentic *folk-mind’ m such

mimitable and adroit tales as The Devil and Daniel

Webster Ci937—^Q-ter made into opera, play, and

cmema) and Johnny Pie and the Pool Killer (1938),

but also captured the larger Amencan sprat m
John Brownes Body and Western Star Ci943)> dealt

sympathetically with modem problems of personal

adjustment m such stones as Too Early Spring,

and turned his whole dynamic power agamst modem
international aggression in indictments like They
Burned the Books (1942) In both poetry and
prose his technical artistry was subtle but highly

effective

ECS
Bentley, Richard (1662-1742), the greatest

Latm scholar of the early i8th c , was also a most

colorful personahty Sullmgfleet, Bishop of Wor-
cester and a close fnend, said of him **Had he but

the gift of humility, he would be the most ex-

traordinary man m Europe
**

His life was punctuated

by a long senes of bnUiant editions of Greek, Latin,

and English works, m which his trenchant and
often vitnohc cntiasm won him a host of enemies

_His dissertation exposmg the falsity of the so-

called Epistles of Phalans heralds a new era in

cntical method. His edition of Horace is a monu-
ment to his own intmtive cntical sense, though
often lackmg in temperate judgment Bendey
promised his readers he would write sermonis pun-
totem, but one of his enemies neatly pomted out

that puntas was an example of impure Latinity

For forty years he waged a feud 'with the Fellows

of Tnmty College, Cambndge, of which he was
Master

J E Sandys, A History of Classical Schol-

arship (Cambndge U ), 1908
E A Q

Bergelson, David (Yiddish, b 1884), outstand-

ing Yiddish novehst in the USSR He was bom
m the Ukraine into a well-to-do merchant family

In an atmosphere of growing impovenshment, the „

wnter spent his youth, it marks wntings of his first

penod, refined impressionistic stones and a novel,

the heroine of which is an aristocratic woman per-

vaded by autumn moods (Nokh Alemen, After All),

After the Revolution, he was for a while a pohucal

emigr6, but he submitted to the Yoke (the name
of a magazme that he pubhshed), began to see m
the Revolution The Quality of Justice (the title of

his novel dealmg with that penod), and was finally

reconciled to it He then portrays the newly
emergmg or coordmated figures and narrates his

childhood and youth in his work, Bam Dnyepr (jOn

the Dnieper) As with Mendele,'^ portrayal, not

narration, is foremost He is one of the finest styhsts

of the new Yiddish literature

Y M
Bergman, Hjalmar (Swedish, 1883-1931), was

born m Orebro The pro'vince of Bergslagen was
his particular domain, here he created the aty of

Wadkopmg, with a rogmsh sense of humor, a

coarse naturahsm, and a grotesque fantasy {Marku-

rells t Wadkopmg, 1919, trans God’s Orchid, N Y

,

1924, Farmer och Vdr Hene, 1921, trans Thy Rod
and Thy Staff, London, 1937) Some of his novels

were mspired by Freud’s psychoanalysis, as Chefen

fru Ingehorg, 1924, trans, The Head of the Firm,

London, 1936 As a plajrwnght he is an experi-

mentalist of real importance—eg in Herr Sleman

kommer, 1917 (trans Mr Sleman is Coming, m
Scandinavian Plays of the zoth c

,

Amencan-Scandi-

navian Foundation, 1944) His most successful

plays were Patrasket, (The Babble, 1923) and

Swedenhielms, 1925, the latter bemg one of

Sweden’s best comeies His complete works were

published in 24 v in Stockholm m 1931

E Hj. Linder, H B , en profiltecknmg.

Bergson, Henri (French, 1859-1943), the most

famous of contemporary French philosophers, ex-

pounded m his works (especially in his Essay

on the Immediate Data of the Consciousness,

1889, Matter and Memory, 1896, and Creative

Evolution, 1907) a philosophy that was at wide

variance with the doctrme, first advanced by

Descartes, of the primacy of the mtellect Bergson

declared that the mtelligence serves only to resolve

the doubt that may exist between two possible hnes

of conduct, It serves for action but not for knowl-

edge If we desire to know tme reahty we must

cafl on a higher force, on the mtuition, which does

not proceed by logical steps and reasoning, but

uses the intelligence only to drive away the illusion

that the mtelhgence itself creates, For him, true

knowledge is a feeling, not a knowledge of truth.
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and IS inexplicable in tbe standard terms of the

intelligence

Geo Santayana, Wmds of Doctrme
(N Y), 1926

R J N
Bernard oe Clairvaux, Saint (1090-1153),

Doctor Melhfluus, was famous for his eloquent Latin

wntmg and preaching, was active m all the out-

standing events of the 12th c He was the standard

bearer of the Cistercian Order, preached the Second
Crusade, his gigantic figure looms large in both
secular and rehgious life His sermons on the Can-
tica CanUcorum QSong of Songs') were admired for

their charm of style and spintual content He wrote

famous treatises on ContemflaUon and on the Love

of God, and at least mspired the Jesu dulois memona,
one of the most beautiful rhythmical hymns of the

Middle Ages He was more of a mystic than a

speculative theologian, and was a strong opponent
of the theological novelties of Abailard and Gilbert

of Ponee
W W Williams, St B of C (Man-

chester), 1935
E A Q

Bernart de Ventadour (Provengal, fl 1155-

90), was the first to use the theme of courtly love,

complete subjection to the lady (a married woman)
in western European hterature He was bom at the

Casde of Ventadom (Corr^ze), son of one of the

kitchen oven-tenders The Viscoimt of Ventadom
recogmzed his talent and encouraged him Later he
became enamored of his lord’s wife and was obhged
to flee He traveled about, spending some time at

the court of Henry 11 of England, where he sang

love verses to the Queen, fleanor of Aquitaine.

Toward the dose of his life he withdrew to the

Abbey of Dalon His poetry has great smcenty, a

rare quahty in a troubadour About forty of his

poems survive

Carl Appd, ed B von V seine Lteder

(Halle), 1915
U T H

, Jr

Bertran de Born (Provencal, ii40”i2i5), was
bom at the Chdteau de Hautefort (Dordogne)

Dante placed him in his Inferno (Canto XXVEI,
118-142) among the trouble-makers As a poet he
was a smger of war, he instilled mto the soft poetry

of Provence the clash of armor and the blast of

trumpets* Many histoncal allusions are to be found

m his verse He was active m the quarrels between

Henry 11 of England and his sons, Richard, Henry,

John, and Geoffrey, who were supported by their

mother, Eleanor of Aquitame The love poems of

Bertran are not outstandmg He withdrew to the

Abbey of Dalon for his last days Forty-one of his

lyncs survive

A Thomas, ed, Poesies com'pUtes de B
de B* (Toulouse), 1888

U T. H, Jr.

Beyle, Henry See Stendhal

Bialik, Hayim Nahman (Hebrew, 1873-1934)
The greatest Hebrew poet since Judah Halevi’^ was
bom in a village in Volhynia, Russia There he re-

ceived the conventional Jewish orthodox education,

at 12, he was sent to the famous Talmudic Yeshiva
at Volozhin There, with the modem trends m
Hebrew hterature, he was introduced to secular

knowledge He joined the ranks of the Zionists,

and fell under the influence of Ahad ha-Am At
18 he embarked on a literary career, his first work
being an essay on Zionism Endowed with great

poetical powers, he lifted Hebrew poetry from com-
monplace and tnte conventional versification, into

sublime and inspired art, stimulating many other

poets He was simultaneously the poet of the van-

ishing ghetto and the poet of the new rebirth and
hope He saw the beauty and the romanticism of

the Yeshiva and the synagogue, but he also sang

of new hopes of rebmldmg Palestine and the re-

establishment of a free and mdependent people in

the land of then ancestors Bialik was also a great

stoiy teller, as is manifest m his few novels Imbued
with love of the great Jewish treasure of the past,

Bialik devoted the greater part of his later years

toward the resurrection of old masters Together

with J H Ravintzki he gathered the legends scat-

tered through the Talmud and the Midrashtm, and
published an anthology of medieval Hebrew poetry,

and a complete collection of the poems of Ibn

Gabnol and of Moses Ibn Ezra Both of these were

critically and saentifically annotated and are of

great vmue to Hebrew hterature

S Spiegel, Hebrew Reborn (N Y ), 1930
X A,

Bilderdijk, Willem (Dutch, 1766-1831), poet*

Pohtical exile from 1795 to 1806, then a favourite

of the imposed Kmg Louis Bonaparte Dunng these

difficult years he wrote a senes of didactic poems,

e g The Disease of the Scholars, and an unfinished

epic

J, G

BJOHNSON, Bjornsterne (Norwegian,

1910), the greatest poet and national leader of

Norway m me second half of the 19th c. As a

dramatist second only to Hennk Ibsen, as a theater

director, unequaled in the history of his people

Bjomson gamed an mstantaneous renown as a

wnter of peasant novels, Synnove Solhdkkeny 1B57,

Ame, 1859, and A Happy Boy, i860 Dunng the

critical years of the 6o^s he had a detenmnmg share

m the leadership of the Christiania theatre and

secured for the country a genume national stage In

the 7o*s he turned from ms Grundtvigian region

to a Darwinian philosophy and entered mto many
hitter controversies both m his native country and

m Amenca, where he lectured m 1880-1881 His

best known dramas are Sigurd Stembe, 1862, A
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Bankruftcy, 1875, Beyond Human Power, 1883,

and Paul Lange and Thora Parsherg, 1898 His

national poems had a tremendous efiFect upon the

sentiments of the people, among them the best

known is the national anthem, }a, vt elsker dette

landet C^Tes, we love this land, our country”)

Especially in the peasant stones, he revolutionized

the prose style of Norwegian literature, by drawing

for models on the sagas and the country dialects

As a man he was exceptionally impressive, royally

majestic and in possession of great personal charm

He was awarded the Nobel Prize in 1903

E Gosse, The Novels of B B , 2d ed

(New York), 1915, A Hubbel Palmer,

Poems and Songs of B B (New York),

1915, Wm M Payne, B B CChicago),

1910
T J

Blake, William (English, 1757-1827), was
pnmanly a painter and engraver In both pictonal

and poetic art, he was an extreme, mdeed, an extrav-

agant romanticist in that he scoffed at convention

and aimed first of all at the merest suggestion of truth

or beauty His earher poems are most admired, not

because of any superionty m substance but because

of their fimshed and beautiful form Songs of Inno-

cence reveals glimpses of life as it appears to inno-

cent childhood, full of charm and joy and trust, m
Songs of Exfenence, childhood is past and matunty
IS gneved and alarmed by painful and temfying
things Blake pomted to beauty and truth m unex-
pected places, and gave a new value to the imagina-
tive, the childlike, the humane

C Gardner, W B , the ManPPM
Bloomgarden, Solomon See Yehoash

Boccaccio, Giovanni (1313-75), the foremost
Itahan novelhere, is the third member of the ‘Big

Three^ of Itahan literature {Dante,* Petrarch*)
Boccacao was a passionate admirer of his two great

predecessors, as well as of classical antiqmty, as

shown in his Ltfe of Dante and m his extensive
compilations Genealogies of the Pagan Gods (ca

1350-60), Lives of famous men and women (1356-
64), Mountains (1362-66) His lesser works m
Itahan mclude the novel 11 Ftdcolo (1331), the
poems 11 Fildstrato, La Teseide and The Nym'ph of
Fiesole, the mixed prose and verse Ameto (ca
1341-2), the novel Fiammetta (ca 1343), and the
anti-femmist satire II Corhaccio (1354-5) His major
work IS the Decamerone (1348-53), a collection of
a hundred novelle set in a frame-story, against the
background of the pla^e of 1348 Boccaccio here
tells stones of all socim levels and all moral types,
with a remarkable sense of realism and of individual
character, with a breadth of outlook and inclusive-
ness of undersmndmg that have given nse to the
frequent accusation that he condones immorahty In

the Decamerone, Boccaccio develops the mere anec-

dote into the art form of the novella, and sets the
model for elegant. Latinizing Italian prose

H Hauvette, B , Etude hiogra^hique et lit-

teraire (Pans), 1914
R A. H Jr

Bodet, Jaime Torres (Mexican, b 1902), is a
poet who reflects m his verse and prose both the

shifting tendencies of contemporary Spanish-Amer-
ican literature and his own personal development
His style ranges from the simplicity of his early

Songs (1922) to the superrealism of Eoale (1930),
his best work has since been in highly poetic prose

His pages are charactenzed by a sense of perfection

and great literary dignity

A Llanos, La foesia de T B
,
Ahside

[Mexico], II, 1938, F Onis, Antologia

de la foesia esfanola e hisfanoameri-

cana, 1882-1932 (Madnd), 1934

J R S

Boethius (480-524), “last of the Romans and
first of the Scholastics,” held all the highest civil

offices in Rome under the Gothic emperor, Theo-
donc Wrote treatises on Arithmetic, Geometry, and
Music, planned a complete translation of Plato and
Anstotle and a reconcdiation of their divergencies

Early death (executed by Theodonc for religio-

political reasons) prevented all but translation and
commentary on some of Anstotle^s logic Wrote five

theological tractates, apphcations of Anstotehan ter-

minology to Chnstian revelation In pnson wrote his

Latin Consolation of Philosophy, a study of the

problem of evil in the hght of the concept of an

orderly universe, translated by Alfred the Great,

Chaucer, Jean de Meun, Notker Labeo, and Queen
Ehzabeth He rivals St Augustine in the depth of

his influence on the Middle Ages and is the budge
between the Ancient and Medieval worlds

H M Barrett, B , some aspects of his times

and work (New York), 1940
E A Q

Boiardo, Matteo Maria (Italian, 1440-94),

was the leading epic poet of the Quattrocento In

his personal life one of the most admired and re-

spected Renaissance men of letters, Boiardo was a

lync poet first m Latin and then in Italian His

Canzoniere is, with Lorenzo de^ Media’s, most out-

standmg of the 15th c In his unfinished epic, the

Orlando Innamorato, Roland In Love, Boiardo takes

the epic material of the Carohngian and Breton

cycles, and fuses 5ie two into an extensive and
harmonious whole, with much additional matenal

from classical and Italian sources, re-interpreting the

traditional characters and backgroimd of the Franco-

Italian epic m the spirit of the highest Renaissance

courthness

E E Santim, M, Mx B., Tuomo e il poeta.

(Livorno), I9i4x

R A H, Jr.
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Boileau, Nicolas (pen-name of Nicolas Des-
pr^aux, French, 1636-1711), was the greatest of

France's long line of great cntics Himself an author
of abihty, he exemphfied the literary pnnciples of
his Poetic Art (1674) m his Satires and Efistles

But It IS as cntic and arbiter of taste that Boileau
has importance for us today no man contributed
more to the formation of the classic doctnne that

made France’s 17th c a penod of such brdhant
accomphshment The Poetic Art is the compendium
of that doctnne its pnnciples of moderation and
balance, its dependence on reason and logic, its m-
sistence on the exact copy of nature and imitation

of the models of antiquity, its outspoken support of

the great contemporary figures, Racme, Mohere and
LaFontame, contnbuted m no small measure to the
creation of France’s classic ideal

C A Samte-Beuve, Portraits of the i8th
C, trans K P Wormley (N Y ), 1905

R J N
Bojer, Johan (Norwegian, b 1872), novehst of

the reahstic school. He gamed renown chiefly as a
wnter of psychological novels picturmg the struggle

of the self-made man, pnncipally the intellectual

youth from a poor home Bojer’s forte is the treat-

ment of a talented personality strugglmg upward
not only to the height of matenal success but also

toward a remterpretation of man’s destiny His most
impressive books. The Great Hunger, 1916, and
The Power of a Lie, 1903, have this philosophical

tone, but m The Vikings, 1921, and The Everlast-

ing Struggle, 1929, he has given the reader objective

community pictures in which the hardship of the

daily routme is the central motif His style is not
especially colorful, at times it has a mathematical
quality, but his best work has lucidity and a simple

mendlmess
P G La Chenais, J B (Oslo), 1932,

Carl Gad, / B (N Y ), 1920

T J

Bokher, Eliyohu See Levita, Ehas

Boldrewood, Rolf (Thomas Alexander Browne,
Australian, 1826-1915), was bom in England but
was taken to Austraha at the age of four An adven-
turous career as pastoralist and pohce magistrate

eventually provided rich matenal for a long list of

novels and short stones, pubhshed between 1878
and 1905 Of these only two are generally read

today

—

Rohhery Under Arms (1888) and The Min-
er*s Right (1890) The former has acquired the

status of ^^classic by default ” It deals with the bush-

ranging days in Austraha, particularly the phase of

this kmd of lawlessness assoaated with the gold-

rush penod Time has brought a patina of romance
to soften the harsh face of what was once only

sordid crime and no single novel has contnbuted so

much to this as Boldrewood’s For the rest, Boldre-

wood’s fiction, smce it shows keen observation if

feeble constmction, promises to be a gold imne for

the soaal histonan

C H G
Botev, Khristo (Bulganan, 1848-1876), the

national poet of Bulgana, was largely educated m
Russia, where he became friends with many of
the Russian revolutionists, especially Nechayev
He was drawn mto the Bulgarian revolutionary

movement and m May 1876 with about 200
followers seized the Austrian steamship Radetski and
landed on the Bulganan coast The population did
not nse m revolt as expected and on May 20, the

httle band was overwhelmed by the Turks and
Botev was killed He left 22 poems, now acclaimed
the nation's masterpieces They are largely lync in

character and breathe the uncomproimsmg devotion

to personal and national freedom that were the

mam motive force of his ardent, emotional nature

Shishmanov, A Survey of Bulganan Lit

,

1932, Lyudmil Stoyanov, K B , in

Bulgarski Pisateli, Vol III, pp 65-114,

1928 CAM
Boye, Karin (Swedish, 1900-41), pubhshed her

first poetry, Moln, CClouds, 1922) and Gomda
Land, QHtdden Lands, 1924) while she was a

student at Uppsala Umversity Her poems are short,

prease and abstract, with a certam stubborn rhythm
that holds the reader’s attention In her last collec-

tion of poems—her most important

—

For tradets

skull, (For the Tree's Sake, 1935) she changed her

style to modem free verse To Karm Boye, Me was
a matter of will and sacrifice Out of her strong

emotions she crystalized an idea that lent an mtellec-

tual aspect to everythmg she wrote Her novels are

always based on a problem and, hke her verses, are

characterized by strain and tension In her last novel,

Kallocatn, 1940, she pictures what she thought

would be the result of a victorious totahtananism,

the crushing of the individual, the utter pauperiza-

tion of personahty m a collective soaety

Ingnd Wetterstrom, K B, m The Am-
Swedish Monthly, Dec 1936, Gunhiid
Tegen, K B , In Memonam, in The
Am*-Scandinavian Review, Sept 1942

A* W
Brainin, Reuben (Hebrew, 1862-1939), born

m Liady, Russia, was educated in the universities

of Vienna and Berhn A talented novehst and cntic,

his mam achievement is the mtroduction of progres-

sive European hterary ideas m Hebrew hterature

He waged a war upon the hackneyed ideas that clut-

tered Hebrew hterature, founding the penodical

Memizrah Umimarab (From East and West^
wherein he promulgated hberal European ideas As
cntic he lamed unmercifully at long established

hterary personahties, exposing their artistic faults

and weaknesses m style and form. He recognized
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and encouraged new writers o£ ability and talent

He was a great traveler and lecturer For a tune be

edited a Yiddish paper in Canada, and at one time

a Hebrew monthly and then a Hebrew weekly in

New York In his last years he rallied to the Bolshe-

vik cause, and contributed to radical Yiddish papers

M Waxman, Htst of Jewish Lit (N Y ),

1930-41

stances of his life did not encourage him to produce
to the fullest extent of his powers As Hughes re-

marks, **he was a scholar of poetry, in the same way
as Henry James, for example, may be called a scholar

of the novel There is, unluckily, only one consid-

erable collection of his poetry, Poems (Sydney,
t9i3)» and none of his prose, but an inclusive edi-

tion of his work, edited by Professor A R Chisholm
and J J Quinn, is now (1946) being prepared

Branco, Camilio Castelo See Castelo Branco,

Camilo

Brandes, Georg (Georg Morris Cohen, Danish,

1842-1927), the greatest Danish critic, and one of

the greatest cntics of literature in modem times In

his development he passed through practically all

the schools of thought in Europe, from the rehgious

philosophy of Soren Kierkegaard, through German
romantiasm, the French reaction, English natural-

ism, and the so-called Young Germany His critical

reactions are all summarized m his Mam Currents

m igth c Literaturej 6 v (1872-90) Although a

confirmed atheist he became a moulding influence

on his times m a widening of the mtellectual and
cosmopohtan honzon

C M V

Bredero, Gerbrand Adriaensz (Dutch, 1585-

1618), poet and playwright, began as a pamter He
had no knowledge of the classics, but a tme and
deep contact with the people, as seen m his boister-

ous farces e g The Farce of the cow and the miller,

and a comedy. The S'pamsh Brahant man He con-

tinues the tradition of the folk song, but adapts it

to the Renaissance high conception of poetry

Bremer, Fredrika (Swedish, 1801-65), pub-
hshed from 1828 to 1848 Teckmngar utur var^gs-
livet C^ketches of Everyday Life'), m which is m-
cluded the novel Grannarna (The Neighbors, 1837)
She fought for equal rights for women and is often

mentioned as the founder of this movement in

Sweden* She traveled widely, and her travelogues

were very popular, eg Hemmen 1 Nya varlden

(America of the Fifties, 1853-4) In The Swedish
Year-Book 1938, pp 337-379? is a list of Bremer’s

works trans into Enghsh, among them, F. B , Life,

Letters, and Posthumous Works, ed» by her sister,

Charlotte Bremer, trans F Milow (N Y ), 1868

A W
Brennan, Christopher John (Austcahan, 1870-

1932), was unique among die few poets in Austral-
ian hterature (as distingmshed from the innumer-
able verse writers) in that he was deeply influenced
by the French symbohsts Had the author hved' and
pubhshed m England or the U S his high worth
would long smce have been universally recognized
Brennan was a scholar of hterature whose knowledge
was wideran^^g and profound, but the circum-

A G Stephens, C B (Sydney), 1933,
Randolph Hughes, C J B An Essay
in Values (Sydney), 1934, A R Chis-
holm, Le Symbolisme frangaise en Aus-
tralie Mallarme et B (Paris), 1938,
H M 6reen, C B (Sydney), 1939

C H G

Brentano, Klemens (German, 1778-1842), was
one of the founders of the second German Romantic
school Together with Achim von Arnim he pub-
hshed m 1805 a collection of German folk songs

under the romantic tide. Youth's Magic Horn This
collection differed from Herder’s earlier collection,

in that the latter had a cosmopohtan, whereas Bren-

tano and Arnim had a nationahstic oudook, seeking

to awaken the pride of the Germans m their cultural

treasures at a time when their political and economic
hfe was threatened The book became an mspira-

tion to many contemporary and later„ German lync
oets Brentano wrote a number of short stones, the

est of them being The Story of Worthy Caspar and
Beautiful Annie, 1817 This story, one of the earh-

est Dorfgeschichten (stones about village life) m
German hterature, tells its tragic plot of exaggerated

honor with objective, chronicle-hke realism, but sur-

rounds It with a romantic atmosphere of gloomy
forebodmg that is supported by motifs from German
folk song and saga The whole, particularly in the

dehneation of the grandmother, produces a very

powerfid effect Brentano also wrote a number of

excellent fairy tales

S Liptzm, Historical Survey of German
Lit (N Y), 1936

P M
Bridges, Robert (English, 1844-1930), essayist,

made poet laureate m 1913, was a scholarly poet, as

shovm espeaally m his last work, The Testament of
Beauty (1929) In his shorter poems (1894) Bndges
showed himself a master of lync artistry, as well as

a poet’s poet He used the influence of his position

to encourage phonetic spelhng and to improve Eng-
hsh diction In his wnting Bridges did not hesitate

to employ archaic diction and syntax for effect, yet

his diction was simple and luad Preeminent m
Bridges’ poetry are me Enghsh landscape, man m
society, Hellenism, sohtude, and piety

A J Gufrard, R, B (Cambridge, Mass ),

1942

F F M
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Brolsma, Reinder (Fnsian, b 1882), is tbe

leadiM novelist and short-story writer m contempo-

rary Frisian hteratnre Though he shows no great

psychological insight and rarely focuses attention on
the dynamics of character, he has decided talent m
humorous characterization, m dialogue, and m elab-

oration of detail He possesses, moreover, the gift of

story telhng, and he infuses mto his work a subtle

and distinctively Fnsian humor Among his best

novels are The High Homestead, 1926, The Old
Lands, 1938, Land and People, 1940, The Widow*

s

Child, 1942 To his collections of short stones belong

Mirrors, 1927, and Along the Way, 1940

J Piebenga, Koarte Skiednis fen de Fryske

Sktftekennisse, Dokkum (Kamminga),

1939
B J F

Brorson, Hans Adolph (Danish, 1694-1764).

The greatest hymnwnter of the pietistic school His

h)mins are marked by deep piety, a realistic sense of

sm and guilt, and a sublime appreciation of the

divme and heavenly

C M V

Brown, Charles Brogkden (U S A , 1771-

1810), the first professional author of the U S

,

wrote within a few feverish years a group of unpol-

ished but powerful Gothic romances which, by in-

tentionally uniting popular mterest, philosophic

ideas, local subject matter, and a psychological

method, practically onginated the genume Amencan
novel Beneath tneir hasty, overwrought plots and

the machmery of terror hes Brownes expressed moral

concern for social reform and rational tnumph over

superstitition, as well as a frequent mtense realism

of scene, heightened by a superb command of sus-

pense Four basically rationalistic novels, Wieland

(1798), Ormond (1799), Arthur Mervyn (1799“

1800) and Edgar Huntly (1799), were followed m
1801 by two showmg mcreasmg sentimentahty and

conservatism After these Brovra did only hack

wntmg and editing

Browning, Robert (Enghsh, 1812-89), vies

with Tennyson for first place among the Victorian

poets Onty m that both were devoted to a single

puroose, tneir art, are they ahke The crucial pomt
m Browning*s career was his elopement with Eliza-

beth Barrett, the most gifted of Enghsh women poets

The dramatic monologues mcluded in Men and

Women and Dramatis Personae are among his best

poems His The Emg and the Book, based on an

actual 16th c. murder case, is remarkable for its

mexhaustive humamty and for its psychological

msight. It is the crowmng eflFort of his gemus Most

of his works are dramatic m both spirit and form,

but It IS drama of thoughts and motives rather than

of action Browmng’s poetry is charged with moral

purpose, love, as the supreme expenence and func-

tion of the soul, held first place m his bemg The
robustness of his nature, its courage, joy, and faith

m hfe, give power to his works At times his rhythms

are deliberately rough, but even his shorter poems
are marked by briUiant character analysis and metri-

cal precision

G K Chesterton, R B
F F M

Bryant, William Cullen (U S A , i 794-

1878), important m his own day as the socially

liberal editor of the New York Evening Post, also

did much to hberate Amencan poetry from its metn-

cal and topical shackles to convention Best remem-
bered as an ecstatic Romantic poet of external nature

who sometimes became almost pantheistic (A Forest

Hymn'), he yet retamed faith m classic traditions

CThe Flood of Years) and mamtamed a lofty, noble,

doquent dignity in treating~his rather limited scope

of themes In such cntical pieces as On the Use of

Trisyllabic Feet in Iambic Verse (1811), Early

Amencan Verse (1818), and Lectures on Poetry

(1825), Bryant pleaded for onginahty, freshness,

direct observation for nature-imagery, hterary na-

tionahsm, and fiexibihty m versification

T McDowen, W C B (N Y), 1935
ECS

Bucshner, Georg (German, 1813-37), Is a dra-

matist more celebrated in our century than in his

own, for the lonship his plays have with the intro-

spective mood and dramatic technique of expres-

siomsm the vivid projection of the mner image m
a senes of short, loosdy connected scenes In the

histoncal drama Danton*s Death (1835) Buchner

expresses his disgust and resignation over the failure

of the Revolution, the romantic comedy Leonce and

Lena (1836) is a satire of conventions and a glonfi-

cation of seK-realization (‘'My whole hfe is m this

one moment”)^ the compact tragedy Wozzedk

(1837) treats a modem theme, the exploitation of

the common man, who finds no escape but in

suiade

G Dunlop, The Plays of G B (London),

Bunin, Ivan Aleksyeyvich (Russian, b 1870),

who won the Nobel Prize for Literature m i933» is

primarily a wnter^s writer He first made his lepu-

tation in poetry, then turned to prose, with a strong

tendency to cnticize hfe on the estates His novel,

The Village, is the last act m the history of culture

on the great estates, it shows the complete disinte-

gration of that hfe, which Turgenev had pictured

so charmingly After the Revolution Bunin went

abroad, continmng to develop his techmque of tell-

mg a story throu^ the impressions and#reactions of

omy one or at most a few of the characters mvolved

T ike most of the emigr6 authors, he sees the past of

his country through a golden haze, as in Arsenyev's
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Dream, witli little definite background The delicacy

of his style and the exquisite economy of means
which he employs win him the praise or cntics, but

he lacks the vitality that might endear him to the

mass of educated readers

N Strelsky, B , Eclectic of the Future,

South Atlantic Quarterly, Vol xxxv,

1936 CAM
Bunyan, John (English, 1628-88), an unedu-

cated Puritan preacher, was one of the most imag-

inative writers of his age Unlike Milton, who was
highly educated and wrote for the upper class,

Bunyan spoke for the middle class, enhancing his

works with illustrations from daily life to make
their meamng clearer His most famous book,

Pilgrim’s Progress (1678), has had perhaps more
readers than any other English work One of the

three greatest allegories of the world’s hterature, it

portrays the experiences of humanity from this

world to the next Bunyan’s style, charmmg m its

forthnght directness, is quaintly graphic, tender,

nch, and lyrical His language is simple and earnest,

formed from reading the Bible, which he knew by
heart

Jas A Froude, Life of J B
F F M

Burns, Robert (English, 1759-96), was the

leadmg Scotch poet of ms day Many of the ^bld

Scots” songs with which his name is inseparably

connected were given to the world at this time

Although Bums was not merely an uneducated,

natural smger, he had htde opportumty to become
a highly cultivated poet He constantly fell back
upon his native dialect for his most telling phrases

and his magical bursts This is illustrated in Cotter’s

Saturday Night, which reflects, also, his admiration

for Goldsmii It is for the passionate, imperfect

human bounty of his nature, and for those brief

snatches that well m his songs, perfect in pitch and
mfimte m vanety, that the world loves him

J C Shairp, B
F F M

Busken Huet, Conrad (Dutch, 1826-86),

cntic Resigned from the ministry (1862), feelmg
his progressive ideas mcompatible with his xehgious

activities He became co-editor of De Gids, in 1868
he left for the Dutch East Indies where he was
editor of a newspaper, m 1876, he settled in Pans
He IS mainly remembered for his cntical works
Literary fantasies His Country of Rubens, and
Rembrandt’s Country are charmmg descnptive essays

J G

Bustani, AT-, Buirus (Arab, 1819-83), a Leba-
nese of Maronite birth, was a scholar of broad out-

look His early contact with Amencan missionanes

led to a teaching position at their school m *Abay

He assisted Eh Smith in translating the Bible into

Arabic, for which task he learned Hebrew, Greek,
Aramaic, Synac, and Latin He also knew English,
French, and Italian He compiledSETAOINETA
(2 V, 1870), an Arabic dictionary Of his ency-
clopaedia, Dd’irat al-Ma'drif (Circumference of
Knowledge), he hved long enough to complete the
first 6 volumes In the highly explosive atmosphere
of i860, when civil war broke out between Moslems
and Chnstians, he preached concord through his

weekly Nafir Surlya (Rising of Syria) In 1863 he
founded a school, and in 1870 he launched a liter-

ary review, ahjindn (The Orchard) He taught
toleration, patnotism, and education at all stages of

his career

George Antonius, The Arab Awakening
(Philadelphia), 1939

E J J

Byron, George Gordon, Lord (English, 1788-
1824), was a poet of contrasts, the showman of the
romantic movement Although his conduct was often

felt reprehensible by some cntics, there is no doubt
that he sincerely loved the good, the true, and the

beautiful, even though he was never able to find

them in the actual life of men Byron voices with
clanty and intensity the melancholy and pessimism
that are inescapable moods of any human life In
his longer poems, he frequently reaches sublime

heights, as in Don Juan, only to fall abruptly mto
the abyss of reahty His Letters reveal the more
normal man and give an amazing and cntical view
of his days

John Drmkwater, The Pilgrim of Eter-

nity, B
F F M

Caballero, Fernan (Spanish, 1796-1877), re-

introduced Spanish classical realism, dunng the ro-

mantic penod Daughter of a German consul, Nich-
olas Bohl de Faber, she observed Andalusian customs

and forms of hfe from the outside and plunged them

'

mto a stream of sentimentalism Her Sea Gull

(1849), pivotal in hterary history for its stress on
surroundings as opposed to psychology, reveals her

sound, conservative, Cathohc moral convictions In-

terest m folklore is replaced, in her later novels such

as Clemencia (1863), by a sympathetic cosiness

and feminine understanding of humble characters

P L Coloma, Recuerdos dep C (Bilbao),

1920 HAH
Caesar, C Julius (Roman, 100-44 b c ), is

more noted as a commander of legions than as a

wielder of the pen His Gallic War records m 7
books, in a matter-of-fact style, the enormously ex-

citing and sigmficant events of the campaigns from

58 to 52 Caesar had a political purpose m this im-

personal record He wished to disarm his cntics m
the capital. Tho studied restramt evinced m this
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work and m His Ctvtl War furnishes a model for

compilers of mihtary communiques For all that,

there are occasional human touches for which we
are grateful The final impression left with the
reader is that he is dealing with an Olympian
strategist who with the utmost detachment writes

on the mevitahle conquest of intelhgence over hmte
force

T R Holmes, 'The Architect of the Roman
Emftre (Oxford), 1928

J J s

Calderon de la Barca, Pedro (Spanish, 1600-

81), was the most typical Cathohc and Baroque
dramatist Becoimng a pnest at fifty, he continued
playwritmg, hut justified it hy giving his worldly
plays allegoncal versions with religious imphcations

We possess his Life Is a Dream m both forms His
works, wntten m part for the Royal Park Theatre
of Buen Retiro, mclude devotional plays (The Devo-
tion of the Cross'), charming, elegant comedies (Lady
Hohgohlin'), and espeaally a sequence of Corpus
Christ! plays (Balthasars Su'p'per') His style, when
solemn and intentionally rhetorical, is overladen

with far-fetched symbols, odd metaphors, and absurd

heapmg up of words, when sober and reahstic, it

IS or a modem simphcity (The Mayor of Zalamea')

A Valbuena Pratt, C , su ^ersonahdad,

su arte, su estilo (Barcelona), 1941HAH
Callimachus (Greek, ca 310-240 b c ) was the

greatest exponent of the Alexandrine type of poetry,

known to us chiefly from its Roman imitators

—

Catullus, Ovid, Propertius His research in the

Library at Alexandria m bibhography and the

imnutiae of history, geography, and mythology not

only helped lay the foundations of Greek hterary

history, but furnished much of the matenal for his

own poetry His work is not only recondite m sub-

ject matter, but characterized by a dehberately arti-

ficial and occasionally grotesque diction and fancy

Callimachus, holdmg that the day of the long poem
was past, engaged in a bitter quarrel with Apollomus

of Rhodes, who climg to the Homeric tramtion In

expression of his view, Callimachus established the

epylhon (short epic) and the epigram as hterary

forms

M E Cahen, C , et son oeuvre foetique

(Pans), 1929 CAR
Camoes, Luiz Vaz be (Camoens, Portuguese,

1524-80), outstandmg poet Member of a poor

though gende family, he frequented court circles,

fell m love (according to tradition) with a high-bom

lady, suffered exile, fought in Ceuta where he lost

an eye, was impnsoned for wounding a palace re-

tainer, sailed for India, took part m expeditions to

the Persian Gulf and the Straits of Mecca, spent

some time m Macau, expenenced the agony of ship-

wreck off the coast of Cambodia, went to Malacca,
stayed m Mozambique, returning to Lisbon to spend
his last ten years in poverty In addition to his great

epic. The Lusiads, Camoes was the author of lync
verse his sonnets, songs, and redondtlhas are among
the best, if not the best, m Portuguese Camoes is

the most famous of all Portuguese poets, his work
has been widely translated and studied m English-

speakmg countnes

Father S Leite, S J , C ,
foeta da exfansao

da fi, 1943 (Brazahan Acad of Letters),

Aubrey F G Bell, L de C (Ojfford

UP), 1923, R F Burton, trans The
Lusiads, 2 v, London, 1880, C, 2 v,
London, 1881

M C

Capek, Karel (Czech, 1890-1938), the most
widely known of all Czech authors, achieved mter-

national repute with his play, R U R (“Rossum’s

Universal Robots,*' 1920) In this as m his first

plays he showed himself a master of stagecraft, with

a strong gift for utopian themes The normal life

of the Czech peasant runs as a pedal pomt behmd
his pictures of the evils of the machme avihzation

His gift for the whimsical is well shown m his next
*

play. The Life of the Insects (also trans as The
World We Live In, 1921), and m his travel

sketches, which also reveal his deep humanitanan
ideals and his feehng that human life, taken as

nature mtended it, is on the whole good

Ren6 Wellek, K C , in Slavonic and East

European Review (London), I936>

Ohver Elton, Essays and Addresses

(London), 1939
C A. M

Carducci, Giosue (Itahan, 1835-1907), was the

leader of the anti-Romantic reaction m post-Risorgi-

mento hterature He was a fertile and ongmal poet,

especially m the collections lamhs and efodes, 1863-

73, New Poems, 1861-87, Barbarian Odes, 1877,

1882, 1889 Carduca returned to classical sources

for both form (especially Latin meters) and content.

Roman pagamsm and impenahsm furnished him
vinth anti-Chnstian, anti-modem mspiration, m
which respect he was a predecessor of d'Annunzio

He IS considered great, especially, for his technical

virtuosity and powers of imaginative evocation

A Jeanroy, G C, Vhomme et le foHe
(Pans), 1911

R A H. Jr

Carlyle, Thomas (Enghsh, 1795-1881), is the

foremost prose vmter of the Victonan age, greatest

of Victonan prophets His was a philosomy of serv-

ice, beheving that great men should dedicate them-

selves to mankmd, this thought animates Swrtor

Resartus, a sort of spintiial autobiography. In 1845,
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after wnting Cromwell, his views changed He still

preached the spintual nature of the universe, and a

soaal philosopny, hut in the face of the nsmg
democracy he favored aristocracy and saw value m
war His writing is vigorous and impassioned,

though at tunes heavy with his German studies, his

propheaes are Hebraic in their sweepmg denuncia-

tions and their fervor He was most influential in

formmg the hterary taste of the period

R Garnett, Life of T C
F F M

Castelo Branco, Camilo (Portuguese, 1826-

90), IS one of Portugal’s outstanding writers of

fiction The illegitimate son of a man afflicted with

dementia, Camilo hved an agitated life, and commit-

ted smcide when he became aware of his impending

blmdness His mspiration is intensely national, his

vocabulary, of extraordmary nchness Few people, m
fact, have mastered the Portuguese idiom so well

With his Amor de ferdtgdo (Love of 'perdttton,

1864), he created the novel of passion, and left a

work of remarkable artistry He wrote prohfically,

often sarcastically, but keeping at a distance from

pohtics Like many other writers in Portuguese, he

is essentially a spontaneous artist, with the faults

and virtues of an unrestrained imnd Though he is

especially known for his novels, he wrote poetry,

plays, and rehgious tracts He also translated Fey-

deau, FeuiUet, Chateaubriand, Roselly de Lorgues,

and Bagnault de Puchesse

Antdnia Cabral, Camtllo de ferpl (Lis-

Castro, Guillen de (Spanish, 1569-1631), was
an outstanding playwright of the school of Lope de

Vega He did not fully dramatize, m his Heroic

Deeds of the Young Ctd, the epic matenal that he
drew from the old ballads, but he sought to elua-

date the contradictory love psychology of Jimena,

later exploited by Corneille
* His psychological in-

terest is also visible m his Chnstian miracle plays

(The Renegade's Repentance') and m his classical

subjects (Narcissus m Hts Own Opinion)

J Ruggieri, Le Ctd de Corneille et las

Moredades de G de C , in Archivum
Romantcum, XIV, 1930

H. A H

vmtmg called condoremsmo At twenty-one he was
ardendy vrating and declaiming those poems which
estabhshed his reputation as the greatest social poet
of Brazil

E J G
Gather, Willa [Sibert] (U S A

,
b 1876),

has given modem distinction to the traditional novel
form through her serious artistic purpose (Not Under
Forty, 1936, reveals her theories), her pohshed and
poetical sensitive style, her fusion of character and
background into valid symbols, her refusal to fall

mto set patterns of structure or plot, her selective

economy and restraint, and her artistry in achieving

effects by suggestive but realistic simpliaty Con-
stantly championing beauty and integrity, she has

invested her exquisite style with such themes as

feimmne self-mastery (the Western novels), the

artistic soul m conflict with grossness and material-

ism (One of Ours, 1922, The Professor's House,

1925, short stones in Youth and the Bright Medusa,

1920), the beauty of spintual serenity (Death
Comes for the Archhishop and Shadows on the

Rock), and perhaps, in the latest novels, softness,

fragility, and the necessity for escape

R Rapm, W C (N Y ), 1930
ECS

Catullus, C Valerius (Roman, ca 84-54
B c ), has carved a niche for himself in the temple

of poetry by his relatively small volume of lyrics*

We meet here for the first time m Latin verse the

intense personal notes or moods of love and hate

which recur in a more subdued tone in the elegists

of the Augustan age Catullus’ hopes and disappoint-

ments m ms love affair viuth a real—not fictitious

—

Lesbia are expressed in a manner that is both simple

and distinctive His success in the artistic handling

of the metre of the elegy made this genre exceed-

mgly popular among the poets of the next genera

tion Catullus too has felt the prevalent influence

of the mythological tnfling of the Alexandrians

His most notable contnbution of that literary trend

IS his 64th poem, on the marriage of Peleus and

Thetis, a work much admired by later poets

A L Wheeler, C and the Traditions of

Ancient Poetry (Berkeley, Cal), 1934

J J s

Ceiriog See Hughes, John

Castro Alves, Antonio (1847-71), the Brazil- Cervantes y Saavedra, Miguel de (Spamsh,

lan poet most esteemed by his countrymen, was 1547-1616), is one of the outstanding figures of

bom in thJ state of Bala His first compositions date world hterature He viewed the culturd shift from

from his thirteenth year While pursmng a law the Middle Ages to the Renaissance vnth great

course, he became intensely interested m the aboh- clanty, and gave this view a quasi-poetic fictional

tion of slavery and m the final establishment of a shape full of vision and humor and nch artistry

democratic national government for Brazil Like Sparks of Cervantes’ conception of life and art can

Tobias Barreto, he imitated the grandiloquent style be found throughout his work (Pastorals, Exem^

of Hugo, but ^‘the Baia condor” soon out-soared the plary Novels, Dramas), they combine m his master-

wildest flights of the ongmator of that style of piece, Don Qutptte de la Mancha (Don Quixote
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First Part 1605, Second Part 1615) The Knight

who, m a tune o£ regulated justice, takes up arms to

defend, smgle-handed, the widow and the orphan,

IS an ideahstic monomaniac His sqinre, Sancho

Panza, who tnes to persuade him to lay down arms

and take life easy, is the shrewd matenalistic peas-

ant, whose reahsm is so great that he makes bold

to live without any ideals Cervantes seems to feel

that Spam^s catastrophe through history consists m
her not findmg the way between these two extremes,

a national catastrophe that comcides with the rui-

solved umer struggle of each individual man Inter-

preters deem that Cervantes sides with the Knight,

or indeed with the common sense of Sancho Panza

Others see him, m vanous degree, as supportmg

the Middle Ages, or an Erasiman compromise vwtn

a pagamzed and humanized Chnstiamty, where the

active life would rank with the contemplative

German Romantiasm saw a demonstration of Pla-

tonic ideas behind the deceivmg facade of thmgs, in

the Kmght^s contmually bemg fooled by appear-

ances, his fightmg the windmills as giants, stopping

at the mns as castles—^which many accept with less

symbohc concern Cervantes certainly has a leanmg

toward antiqmty and humanism, although his na-

tional traditionsu convictions are also strong Thus
he was one of the few that defended the Axistotehan

unities agamst the Sp^ish popular theatre, with

the consequence that on the stage he was qmte out

done by Lope de Vega *

Countless readers have found mstruction and

dehght m Don Quixote Its style coalesces the nch

Spanish folk traditions, with their proverbs and salty

saymgs, and the most refined acquisitions of Itahan

humanism Cervantes was the first (as the Baroque

pictures of his day discovered perspective) to achieve

depth m the novel His optimism and love of man-

kind are reflected m his exclusively noble characters.

His gentle women, his ideals of mercy and honor,

his understandmg of others, his firm will and reso-

lute nghteousness pervade the motives and episodes

of the novel Reflectmg the whole of soaety, he

admits no note of sarcasm or scofl&ng uony m the

balanced flow of a supenor humor and serene dig-

mty, which move through the sweetly ghdmg sen-

tences and Tpenods of the book Cervantes sums up

a period wnose passing he saw, and announces a

future that he helped to shape Thus his art and his

insight combme to give the world a new vision, a

new message, a new form. In Don Quixote (as in

Hamlet and Faust) mankind can read its eternal

self-contradictions

Formally, Cervantes moved to the novel, as the

legitimate successor of the epic He saw the back-

wardness of Tasso and Camoes, still wntmg heroic

epic verse, he met the romances of chivalry on their

own terms, even for a mock-heroic subject usmg
rose After the mtroduction of gunpowder, the

eroes became prosaic, the prmtmg press superseded

the bards, and verse for their stones was supplanted

by prose

Wm J. Entwistle, C (Oxford), 1940,

M J Benardete and A Flores, The
Anatomy of Don Quixote (Ithaca),

1932 HAH
Chamisso, Adalbert von (German, 1781-

1838), was a Frenchman by birth who wrote m
German, a nobleman who idealized the middle

dass, a romantiast who become a pioneer of the

reahstic social lync, a poet who devoted his best

years to the science of botany, a world-wanderer

whose deepest longing was for stabihty and medi-

ocrity His present literary fame rests upon his short

novel Peter Schlemthl (1814)—the story of the

man who sold his shadow and hved to rue the

transaction—and upon a few lachrymose lyncs, such

as the cycle of love songs Frauenltehe und 4ehen
^Woman's Love and Life, 1830), which are still

sung to the bewitching melodies of Robert Schu-

mann
S Liptzin, Lync Pioneers of Modern Ger^

many (N Y), 1928
S L

Chantae, Marie re See S6vign6, Madame de

Chateaubriand, Francois-Renb de (French,

1768-1848), IS frequently called the founder of the

French Romantic school of litemture His long

career was filled with resoundmg successes of many
lands but he never managed to escape the besettmg

melancholy that was at once his curse and his most

attractive characteristic Handsome, mtelhgent, of

fine old family (he was throughout his life a staimch

supporter of the Bourbons), he had the entree to

the best salons of Pans, his popularity as an author

was unrivaled for many years Yet he never found

complete happmess and today he mcamates for us

the melancholy that was so much a part of Roman-

ticism in all the lands of Europe His two prmapal

works are The Genius of ChnsUarnty (1802) and

The Martyrs (1809), both of rehgious mspiration.

The former is by far the more important, it is an

attempt to Vehabihtate' Chnstiaraty, that is, to

reveal anew its beauties to all men so that the faith

may once again be clothed with the prestige of days

past Two of Its episodes, Atala and Re«d, which

were detached from the parent work and published

shghdy earher, accounted m large part for the tre-

mendous popularity of the Genius of Chnstumtty-

These two episodes formed part of a hu^ manur

scnpt which Chateaubriand brought back with him

from a top to the New World, and they offer

betw^n them a kmd of epitome of early French

Romantiasm In them the Romantics found three

great themes, an unfortunate love that plun^ its

victim mto eternal melancholy, wild nature servmg

as a backdrop for that love, and a strong tendency
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toward introversion For many years after Chateau-

briand authors were to find their chief, almost their

sole, inspiration within themselves, their works were

to be filled with the same kind of soul-searching

that so delighted the audience of 1800 Although

Chateaubnand^s manner is stilted, although he is

often unbearably dull, although his prose is often

overlush, he nevertheless has the glory of having

brought to populanly certain ideas and tendencies

that, if not new in themselves, were at least new in

their combination, ideas and tendencies that were to

doimnate French literature for nearly two genera-

tions

Joan Evans, C (London), 1939
R J N

Chaucer, Geoffrey (English, ca 1340-1400),

the father of English poetry, exercised a profound

mfluence on the Enghsh language, through this, the

dialect of London became the standard speech The
works of Chaucer may he grouped in three penods,

according to the hterary influences and general tem-

per they display In the first, or French penod, he

made his translation of the Roman de la Rose In

the second, the Italian, he wrote such works as

Trotlus and Cresyde and possibly the Parliament of

Fowls In the third, or English period, come the

Canterbury Tales, m which he individualized his

characters, making them portraits of his time He
was an artist m verse effects, wntmg with a metri-

cal accuracy, fluency, and vanety rarely surpassed

Chaucer knew where to find a good story, and a

good method of telhng it, and behind all he wrote

hes a sound, practical philosophy of hfe He pos-

sessed a keen insight mto human nature, and a

keen wit The Canterbury Tales give ample scope

to his greatest gift, that of portraiture His portraits

are keen, dear, sometimes mischievous, but always

poised and humane
G L Kittredge, C and His Poetry

F F M
Chekhov, Anton Pavlovich (Russian, 1860-

1904)? was the greatest product of the depression of

the 8o^s The grandson of a freed serf, he was keenly
sensitive to the shghtest moods of the middle-class

Russian At first he expressed himself in comic
stones for popular magazines, but he soon preferred
to emphasize those imsunderstandings that occur
among people who normally should understand and
appreaate one another His heroes, hke himself, are

symptomatic of the loss of faith in themselves" and
in the soaety around them His dehcacy of touch,
his abihty to dehneate the shghtest differences in
human psychology, made him the great dramatist of
the Moscow Art Theatre, where his plays, especially
The Seagull, The Three Sisters, and The Cherry
Orchard, achieved tremendous success despite their
externally non-dramatic character In these plays, as
in his short stones, he reached a level or artistic

sensitiveness that had not been attained in Russian
previously His early death from tuberculosis cut
short a career that was beginning to attam a wider
delineation of human relations Yet his temperament
was predoimnantly humorous and many of his most
effective and artistically most perfect stones are from
the early days when he was stiU indulgmg his

humorous mstincts without stressing the tragedy or

pathos implicit in every joke, no matter how kindly

mtended
, Nina Tumanova, C , the Voice of Twilight

Russia (N Y ), 1937 CAM
Chesterton, Gilbert Keith (English, 1874-

1936), journalist, novelist, essayist, pubhcist, and
l5nncist, was a prolific vmter, author of some hun-
dred volumes His poem Lefanto, in Poems (1915),
IS felt, by some, to be one of the finest of modem
chants In it the syllables beat with the tempo of the

oem Chesterton used satire and epigram not for

estnictive cnticism but rather to defend conserva-

tive pnnciples, institutions, and especially the Cath-

olic Church He was an ironical humorist and a

medieval Catholic ^‘devout

G W BuUett, The Innocence of G K C
(London), 1923

F F M
Chikamatsh Monzaemon (pseud of Sugimon

Shmsei, Japanese, 1653-1724) was the greatest

dramatist ot the Edo penod His voluminous plays

may be classified mto jidanhono (histoncal plays)

and sewamono (domestic drama), they are, with

few exceptions, m five acts The former deal mamly
with loyalty or filial piety, the latter, primarily with

romantic love, conjugal affection, or love between

parent and child Chikamatsu^s emmence as a play-

vmght is said to be due to his excellent ability to

handle themes that deal with a wife^s love for her

husband and a father’s affection for his child He
combmes the classical and colloquial styles, yet there

is noancongmity m his wntmg The metncal na-

ture of his works and his subtle allusiveness make
It extremely difi&cult to translate his plays He be-

heved that the purpose of dramatic art should be

entertainment Among his numerous popular plays

are KohusenyaKassenCfiattles of Kokusenya, 1715),

and Sonezakt Shmju (The Double Suicide of

Sonezaki, 1703)
Heibonsha, Dai Hyakka Jiten (Jafanese

Encyclopedia, Tokyo), 1933
Y U

Chou Shu-Jen (Chinese, 1881-1936), the most

promment figure m contemporary Chinese hterature,

whose pen-name is vanously transhterated as Lu
Hsim, Lu Hsm, or Lusm As leading fiction writer

and master of pai hau (plain language), he has

wntten numerous reahstic short stones, most of

which are rather loose m form and sketchy m plot,
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but bis style is most cbarming His character draw-

mg is *‘such that he not only makes us feel the

truth and reahsm of his stones, and provokes mirth

with every line, but he bnngs to us a new realiza-

tion of our social conditions
**

His best known
story IS The Biography of Ah Q, now available in

many translations His philosophy of life may be
summanzed m these words “What you have m
abundance is energy, so when you see a forest, make
It a habitable land, when you see a wilderness, plant

trees, when you see a desert, dig wells ” His readers

find m him “a full embodiment of that mdignation
and spint of revolt^' which are responsible for

Chma s determination to carry on her battle for

freedom and democracy

Edgar Snow, Living China (N Y ), 1936,
C G Wang, Ah Q and Others, Selected

Stories of Lusin (N Y 1941
S C L

Chbetien de Troyes (French, 12th c) is the

chief exponent of, the 'matter of Bntain,’ the stones

concemmg King Arthur and his Table Round His
best-known works, Lancelot, Yvain, and Perceval

(ca 1160-80), are skilful and complex narratives,

combining masterly treatment of the ideal, courtly

love of the age wim hberal doses of that magic, that

'marvelous^—giants, enchanted fountains, bewitched
maidens—^which medieval listeners loved so well

Though his characters are sometimes formalized mto
types of good and evil, his imagery is so bnlhant
and his composition so flawless that today he is con-

sidered as beyond compare the best representative of

the courtly school of medieval days

G Cohen, Un grand romancter (Pans),

1931? T P Cross and Wm A Nitze,

Launcelot and Guenevere (Chicago),

1930
R J N

Chrysostom, John See John Chrysostom

Chu Hsi (Chmese, ii 29-1200), philosopher,

poet, teacher, who, with his encyclopedic leammg
and moral enthusiasm, rearranged the Confuaan
texts, and, m the hght of Buddhist and Taoist

teachmgs on meditation and contemplation, re-

mterpreted them in such a way that Confucianism

became a systematized ethical philosophy Chu Hsi
beheved that m the beginning there existed in the

universe a Li, the eternal pnnaple or moral law of

nature, and Ch% the substance and the matenal

form of all thmgs He said that a human bemg
partakes of Lt and Ch% and the moral task of man
IS to follow Lt by pracUcmg reverence and by ac-

qumngia thorough knowledge of thmgs He urged

students to study “all thmgs under heaven, begm-
nmg with the known prmaples and seekmg to

reach the utmost,^* and after suffiaent labor has been

devoted to the task, “the day will come when all

thmgs will suddenly become dear and mtelhgible.*'

Among his popular works are the Wen Tsi (a collec-

tion or his writings) and the T'ung Chien Kang Mu
(a condensation of Ssuma Kuang’s Mirror of His-

tory) His philosophical discourses are found in the

Yu Lu (Record of Sayings') compiled by his stu-

dents In the 15th c his teaching spread to Korea

and Japan

J P Bruce, C H and his Masters (Lon-

don), 1923
S C L

Ch’u Yuan (Chinese, ca 328-285 B c ), the

greatest poet of anaent Chma His memory is en-

veloped in a mist of traditions and legends, while

his accredited writings still inspire the warmest en-

thusiasm among the ehte of China’s scholars

Through the efforts of Arthur Waley and Lim Boon
Keng, his masterpieces are now available m English

His “soarmg lyncs” such as the Great Summons,
the Nine Hymns, and above all, the Li Sao (an

Elegy on Encountering Sorrows) make vivid to us

the background of a great mmd, whose best aspira-

tion was for buildmg a stable basis of society

founded on the spmt of moral obligation His lan-

guage IS elegant and refined “m expressmg the

motives of sorrow” His style is that of a sensitive

and generous poet, susceptible to every impulse of

the emotions

Lim Boon Keng, The Lt Sao hy C Y
(Shanghai), 1929

S C L

Chuang Chou (Chuang Tzu, Chmese, d. ca

275 B c ), the great lummary of classical hterature

and the greatest thmker of the Taoist school of

thought, who expressed his philosophy with hterary

talent, fine imagmation, and humor His thought

has been compared with that of Spinoza, his style,

with that of Plato His illuminating essays on The
Excursions into Freedom (Siao Yao You), The
Equality of Thmgs (Chh Wu Lun), The Funda-

mentals for the Nourishment of Life (Yang Sheng
Chu), The Human World (Jen Chien Shih), The
Evidence of Virtue Complete (Te Ch'ung Fu), The
Great Teacher (Ta Tsung Shth), and The Wise
Ruler (Ying Ti Wang) are still widely read because

of the beauty and vigor of the language and the

ongmahty of thought The last paragraph of The
Equality of Things is amusmg and thought-provok-

mg, “Once I, Chuang Chou, dreamt that I was a

butterfly, fluttenng here and there, enjoymg myself

I was consaous only of bemg a butterfly Suddenly,

I awoke, and veritably, I was Chuang Chou agam
Now I do not know whether it was really Chuang
Chou who dreamt he was a butterfly or a butterfly

dreammg it was Chuang Chou*”
Herbert A Giles, Chuang Tzu (Shang-

hai), 1926, E R Hughes, Chinese Phi-

losophy in Classical Times (London Sc

N Y.i 1942
s. a L*
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Chuang Tzu See Chuang Chou

Cicero, M Tullius 106-43 b c ),

contributed to Latin bterature with distinction m
many fields Cicero had extraordinary oratoncal

gifts, which were carefully trained in the approved

Greek schools, and which place him beside Demos-

thenes In his Cauhne orations and in his Philippics

against Antony he shows overwhelming power and

inasiveness The former speeches were dehvered

durmg his consulship, the latter m the twilight of

his career Cicero, wherever possible, introduced a

dramatic note m his defense speeches He prided

himself, as m the case For Cluentius, on throwing

dust in the eyes of the jury His precepts for guid-

ance in the art of oratory are extant m a senes of

dialogues The best of these are the Brutus and the

Orator The latter part of his life was clouded by

pubhc and pnvate misfortunes The death of his

beloved daughter, TuUia, had the effect of turning

his thoughts towards the great problems of hfe and
immortality and the ethical questions long pro-

poimded by the best mmds among the Greeks His

treatises, for example. On Duties and On Friendship,

have been treasured volumes in the history of Euro-

E
ean thought Cicero’s correspondence, wntten to

IS numerous fnends and acquaintances, shows an
easy abandon that is without parallel in antiquity

The style of his Letters gives us an insight into the

famihar conversation of me pohte soaety of his day
On the other hand, Cicero’s achievements m the

moulding of Latm artistic prose style have won
universal approval especially smce the Renaissance

Much of what is best m Modem prose owes a great

debt to the Roman advocate and htterateur How-
ever we may be at tunes imtated by his egoism, we
must yield to his enthusiasm and real gemus In
emulation of Plato, it would seem, Cicero devoted

considerable thought at the dose of his life to social

and pohtical problems m his treatise On the Laws
and On the State.

J C Rolfe, C and his Influence (Boston),

1923, E G Sihler, C of Arptnum
(New Haven), 1914, H J Haskell,

This was C (N Y), 1942

J J S

Clarke, Marcus (Austrahan, 1846-81), bom
m England, hved m Austraha from 1864 'ontd his

death In his own person, therefore, he symbolizes

the transit of British culture from England to Aus-
tralia An extraordmanly prolific journalist, the
neater part of the highly miscellaneous work he
did is now dusty and forgotten, but he won an en-

during place in Austrahan hterature with his novel
of the old convict days. For the Term of His Natural
Life. (1874), one or several Austrahan novels that

is a classic in default of anything supcnor on the
same subject.

C H. G.

Clemens, Samuel Langhorne (Mark Twam,
USA, 1836-1910), is a major wnter both as a
craftsman in humor and as a simple, realistic in-

terpreter of mdividual humamty, particularly m
terms of democratic ideals and the Southwestern

village frontier from which he sprang Starting his

career with the journalistic, anecdotal back-coimtry

gaiety of “The Jumping Frog” (1865), The Inno-

cents Abroad (1869), and Roughing It (1872), he
soon went East to produce his masterpieces of

youthful reminiscences, such as Huckleberry Finn
His tendency toward satire, apparent m The Gilded

Age (1873), a novel wntten with C D Warner,
became increasingly evident after 1880, first as a

part of such tales as The Pnnce and the Pauper

(1882), A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur*

s

Court (1889) and the ideahzed Joan of Arc (1896),
and then m the deterministic and pessimistic dia-

logues, What Is Man? (1906) and The Mysterious

Stranger (1916).
E Wagenknecht Mark Twain, the Man

and His Work (New Haven), 1935
E C S.

Clement oe Alexandria (Titus Havius

Clemens, Greek, ca 1 50-214 ad) may be called

the first Chnstian s<iolar After the death of

Pantaenus, (ca 200 ad), he became for a short

time the director of the Catechetical School at

Alexandria He was not only famihar with Scnpture

and all Christian hterature before his time, but

possessed an amazmgly wide knowledge of pagan

Greek hterature He ates more than 360 pagan

authors His chief extant wntmgs, forming a land

of trilogy, are the Exhortation to the Greeks (Pro-

treptikos), the Pedagogue (Patdagogos), and the

Carpets C^tromateis or Stromata') The last work is

a long miscellany deahng primarily with the rela-

tions of Chnsuamty to secular culture and espeaally

to Greek philosophy His style at times reaches

poetic heights In stressmg the importance of secular

knowledge as a preparation for rehgious instruction

and study, Clement was the first to estabhsh a har-

mony between Christianity and pagan hterature

and thus to make the pagan Classics an essential

part of Christian education

E De Faye, C d*A, 2nd ed. (Pans),

1906, J Patnck, C of A (Edmburgh),

1914
' M R P H.

Coleridge, Samuel Taylor (Enghsh, 1772-

1834), was the foremost hterary cntic of the

romantic penod, as well as the master of the natural-

supernatural vem m poetry Perfect consistency of

plan, complete harmony of execution, brevity, re-

stramt, and an unerrmg sense of artistic propnetv,

are the chief characteristics of his poetry, especially

as m the Rime of the Ancient Manner which, m-
eluded m the Lyrical Ballads by him and Words-

worth, was the first of his poems m the super-

natural vem. He was a bnlhant conversationalist.
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and mucli of his cntical matenal may he found in

the fragmentary remains of his lectures, as m his

Biografhta Literarta H D Traill, ST C
F F M

Collins, Tom (Joseph Furphy, Austrahan,

1843-1912), was the author of Such is Life (1903)
which, after a slow start, is now widely accepted

as the greatest prose work yet wntten by an Aus-
trahan Josephy Furphy’s working life was spent

as a farmer, road worker, contractor for the carry-

ing of supphes to, and wool from, outback sheep

stations m Victoria and New South Wales by bullock

wagon, and employee in the family s small-town

ironworks Such ts Life is a discursive account of the

life and labors of the '^bullockies” of the iSyo^s

Although It is roughly classifiable as a novel it is

really a hterary nonesuch, for basically it consists of

expanded diary entnes, and mterspersed with fic-

tional episodes are reflective essays on hfe and litera-

ture as they appear to a convinced egalitanan demo-
crat with (as would now be said) lefust leanings

Furphy himself descnbed his book as “temper

democratic, bias, offensively Austrahan ** A second

prose work, Rtghy^s Romance, was published

posthumously as a book, although it had been
senahzed in a newspaper m 1905-6 Furphy’s col-

lected poems were pubhshed m 1916 Some fugi-

tive prose sketches still await pubhcation

Preface by Vance Pahner to 2nd ed of

Such IS Life, 1917, Preface by A G
Stephens to Righ/s Romance, ‘Tom
Colhns’s Such is Life,** C Hartley

Grattan, The Australian Quarterly Vol

ix, no 3, Sept, 1937, E E Prescott,

The Life Story of j F, Melbourne,

1938, IViiles Franklin, / F the Legend

of a Man and hts Book, Sydney, 1944
C H G

CoLUM CiLLE, Saint (Columba, Irish, 521-597),

is the most famous of the samts of Ireland m the

native tradition, not exceptmg Samt Patnck him-

self He was the founder and first abbot of the

monastery of Iona, from which Chnstiamty was

brought to Scotland and to northern Bntam He
was of royal blood, descended from Niall of the

Nme Hostages, and was learned in the traditional

scholarship of Ireland as well as m that of Latin

Chnstianity Colum Cille was a poet and a pro-

tector of the Order of poets An ancient Latin

hymn, Altus Prosator, may be his. Many later

Irish poems are piously attnbuted to him A Latin

manuscnpt which was probably wntten by Samt
Colum CiUe is preserved in the Royal Irish Academy
m Dubhn

W. Reeves, Vita Sancti Columbae, Dub-
Im (Insh Archaeological and Celtic

Society) 1857, W Huyshe, The Life

of Samt Columba by Saint Adamncm

^

(London), 1908 M. D.

CoMENius See Komensky, Jan A
Confucius (Chmese, ca 551-478 b c, Latimzed

form of Kung FuTzu, “Kung, the Master*’) was
China’s greatest teacher, who has gmded the think-

mg of the scholars and statesmen of the Chinese
empire for 20 centunes His influence spread to

Korea, Japan, and the neighbormg states In his

old age he summarized his career by saying, “At

15 I determined to learn At 30 I established myself

At 40 I had no delusions At 50 I knew the WiH
of Heaven At 60 my ears were still obedient

organs (for the reception of truth) At 70 I could

fonow what my heart desired without transgressing

what was nght ” He descnbed himself m these

words “A man, who m his eager pursuit of knowl-

edge forgot his food, who m the joy of his attain-

ment forgot his sorrows, and who did not care to

know that old age was coming on *’ He wrote

the S'pnng and Autumn Annals, Chun Chiu—

a

bnef chronological record of events covering a

penod of about 240 years beginning 722 b c He
compiled the Shih Ching (Book of Songs') and thus

laid the foundation of Chmese hterature The topic

which he often talked about was Jen (pronoimced

rhen), which is the sum total of all virtues and the

source of ail goodness, and which is manifested m
filial devotion, brotherhness, loyalty to a cause,

honesty, truthfulness, justice, and forbearance to-

ward others He glonfied the sage rulers of the

ast and urged men to follow their example, to

ve noble hves for the sake of hving and to work

dutifully for the sake of workmg He enunaated

the prmcipie of “the rectification of names,*’ and

emphasized the moral and mtellectual importance

of“a true correspondence between names and reah-

ties

W E Soothill Analects of C (London),

1937, A Waley Analects of C (Lon-

don), 1938, Lm Yutang The Wisdom

of C (N Y), 1940 S C L,

Conscience, Hendrix (Belgian, 1812-83), re-

vived Flemish hterature in Belgium by publishmg

a romantic novel, The Lion of Flanders (1838},

which exalted the great past of Flanders He was

mfiuenced by Walter Scott as well as by the

romantic pamters of his days The bulk of his

sizable work, however, is devoted to picturmg the

Flemish village, and life in small tovwis He was

pleasantly sentimental, in no way a reahst, but his

idylhc portrayal of coimtry life made him the most

successndf author of his days He was an enthusiastic

lover of nature He was not a punst, and his lan-

guage was often awkward, but ms novels are well

built, and he excels m the handhng of mass move-

ments and battles His populanty was at one time

world-wide, most of his novels bemg translated m
many tongues

Eugene de Bock, H C en Romantisme

C^ntwerp), 1921 J-A* G.
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PoNSTANT, Benjamin (French-Swiss, 1767-

1830), was bom m Lausanne o£ Huguenot parents

and educated in Holland, France, England, and

Germany He accompanied Madame de Stael, his

close friend for many years, on her journey through

Germany, meeting Goethe and other literary

celebrities m Weunar With his cosmopohtan out-

look, his admiration of Enghsh political and soaal

life, and his knowledge of German philosophy, he

was able to mfuse a new conception of common
European interests into French letters and pohtics

Havmg acquired French citizenship, he became a

member of the Chamber of Deputies m 1819, and

president of the Coimcil of State m 1830 A most

ardent defender of hberahsm, the theoretical basis

of which he developed, his pohtical speeches and

wntmgs appeal to us agam with a most timely nng,

while his autobiographical novel Adol^pJie (1815),

the psychological record of a cooling passion, is

still interesting as an early document of introspec-

tive fiction

E W Schermerhom B C C^ondon),

1924
H B

Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus (Furfle-

horn, 1 e ,
bom of a reigning monarch), Emperor

9 1 3-59, IS the dominatmg figure of Byzantine Lit-

erature m the loth c He fell heir to the throne

at the age of seven, was relegated to a secondary

position for twenty-five years by the usurper

Romanus Lecapenus (914-44), and, upon himself

seizing control, turned over the admmistration to

his vme and her favorite, Basil He devoted his

energies and the unhimted resources at his com-

mand to fostermg education and carrying out the

salvagmg of antiquity inspired by Photius Be-

sides his great encyclopedias of excerpts, he pub-

hshed textbooks on famung, veterinary science,

medicme, zoology, and tactics He had the chronicle

of Theophanes Confessor contmued to his own day,

and encouraged Joseph Genesius to write a history

of the period from 813 to 886 Constantine himself

composed several works of more than ordinary in-

terest a biography of his grandfather, Basil I (867-

86), a descnption of the nations bordering on the

Empire and of the pohtical divisions of the Empire,

a minute account of the etiquette and ceremonies

of the Byzantine court To mm the modem world
IS largely indebted for the preservation of antiqmty

M J H
Cooper, James Fenimore (USA, 1789-1851),

New York-state novehst whose popular reputation

rests mamly upon the romance of his sea stones and
the famous Leather Stocking Tales, also sums up
the contradictory elements that marked the youthful
United States as ideahstic, irascible, pugnacious,
somewhat mde, and yet often consciously anstocratic

Particularly in Cooper’s less-known soaal tracts, m
the European trilogy of 1831-3 (The Bravo, The

Hetdenmauer, The Headsman^ which imply the
supenonty of democracy, in such soaal-problem
novels as Home as Found (1838) and the anti-

rent trilogy of ^Tittlepage Manuscnpts” of 1845-6
(Satanstoe, The Chamhearer, The Redskins'), and
in the highly rehgious stones of his last days, are

the problems of early Amencan democracy revealed

with an increasingly embittered but always honest
conservatism

R E SpiUer, J F C (N Y), 1935ECS
Corneille, Pierre de (French, 1606-84), gave

the classic tragedy in France the form it was to

follow for two centimes This qmet, bourgeois

family man was a poet capable of some of the

most memorable phrases m all French hterature,

but his greatest contribution to the French stage

was his development of a form m which the tragedy

should spnng from the characters themselves Fol-

lowing the unities of tune, place and action, he
made the play consist almost solely of a conflict

between two characters, each of whom personifies

some dominant idea or emotion His high reputation

as the poet of ^will,’ of ‘duty,’ of ‘honor,’ was forged

out by a senes of great successes Le Ctd (1636),
the first masterpiece of the French theatre, Horace

(1640), Cinna (1640), Polyeucte (1643)
L H Vincent, C (Cambndge), 1901

R J N
Cruz, San Juan de la (Spamsh, 1542-91), was

the classical mystic poet, theologian, philosopher

Impnsoned for trying to reform the Carmehte Or-

der, he found there the decisive symbohsm of his

mystical system, the dark mght of despair that

finally leads to the mormng or Divme vision He
presents his doctnne through poems of his own,

upon wfuch he comments His Spntual Canticle

(pub 1627) is an adaptation of the Song of Songs

to Spanish landscape and concepts Its style is a

refined synthesis of Andalusian, Itahan, Bibhcal,

Arabic, popular, and learned elements

E Alhson Peers, Spirit of Flame (London),

CuNHA, Euclides DA (Brazihan, 1866-1909),

was bom m the State of Rio de Janeiro The scien-

tific and exact information contained m his master-

piece, Os Sertoes (1902), was collected when he

went mto the and plams of the sertao as a repre-

sentative of a Sao Paulo newspaper to report the

campai^ of Canudos, a fierce Civil War of the

young repubhc agamst the fanatical followers of

the mystical Antomo Conselheiro Combming the

talents of a histonan, geologist, geographer, soaolo-

gist, psychologist, and philosopher with those of a

master of descnption, Euchdes da Cunha produced

an ongmal work which opened new fields and m-
spired other gifted writers With Gra^a Aranha he
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has the distinction of having directed modem Bra-

zilian hterature into the nationahsm which is the

source of its mdividuahty and strength

E J G

Cynddelw (Welsh, 2d half 12th c), called

‘‘The Great Poet (Prydyadd Mawr)/’ was the most

popular of the group called the Gogynfetrdd He
was household bard to Madog ap Maredudd of

Powys, and after his death to Owam Gwynedd, he

wrote also to vanous other prmces and nobles His

most charactenstic work is his war poetry, which

has a vigor about it “Blade m the hand, and hand
loppmg heads. Hand on the blade, and blade on

the host of Normans (Llafn yn Haw, a Haw yn
Uadd pennain, Llaw ar llafn ah Uafn ar llu Nordd-

mam) ** His rhtatngerdd to Efa, daughter of

Madog, addresses her in an artificial style as “Color

of beautiful broken foam before the nmth wave
(Lhw ewynvnw tec rac tonn nawfed)

**
In another

poem he teHs a lady, m troubadour fashion, that

“It is not a good thing that the beauty should go

to the bed or the Jealous One (Ny mat gyrchawd

gwenn gwely eidic) 49 poems attnbuted to him
have been preserved

D Myrddin Lloyd, “Barddomaeth C
Brydydd Mawr,” Y Lienor, XI (1952),

172-187, XIII Ci934)» 49-57

J J P

Cyril of Alexandria (Greek, d 444 ad),
patnarch of that city from 412, was the last great

representative of the Alexandrian school and the

foremost champion of Catholicism against the Nes-

tonan heresy He had a deep knowledge of tradi-

tional theology and was an acute and clear thmker

Unlike the great Cappadocians and Theodoret of

Gyms, however, he had httle interest in pagan

leammg and rhetoric His style is very uneven, and,

on the whole, unattractive His wntings, which are

extant m part only, include exegetical works, m
which the aHegoncal mterpretation is emphasized,

dogmatico-polemical works, concerned chiefly with

combatmg Ananism and espeaaUy Nestonanism,

but among them an elaborate apology against Juhan

the Apostate, sermons, theological letters In spite

of the opmion widely current, owmg to Charles

Kingsley’s novel, there is no proof that Cynl was

responsible for the death of Hypatia

O Bardenhewer, Gescntchte der altktrch-

hchen Ltteratwr, IV, ist and 2nd ed

(Freiburg im Breisgau), 1924
M R P M

Dafydd ab Edmwnd (Welsh, ca 1425-ca 1500)

fixed the classical tradition firmly upon Welsh

poetiy, and then demonstrated that exceHent poetry

could be written in the fetters of these narrow

rules Welsh cntiasm, which admires form and

style far more than English cnticism does, is m-

clined to rate him second to Dafydd ap Gwilym

alone At the Eisteddfod of Carmarthen m 1451
he was awarded a silver chair for his arrangement

of the bardic metres and for his skfll in composing

in them Of the two new metres he added, one is

unusuaUy difficult and the other the most difficult

of all the 24, he also increased the difficulty of

two of the older metres that he retained He was
a gentleman of property who “sang on his own
victuals,” so that he did not need to address a patron

He wrote elegies and poems of praise, often in

difficult metrical forms, and he has some rehgious

J

ioems, but the greater part of his work consists of

ove poems m the cywydd metre—finely done, but

inteUectual rather than ardent

Thomas Roberts, Gwaitk D ah E (Ban-

gor), Welsh Mss Soc, 1914

J J P

Dafydd ap Gwilym (Welsh, ca 1325-ca 1388)
is generaUy considered the greatest of the Welsh
poets The romantic accoimt of his life, long cur-

rent, must be rejected About aU that we know
IS that he belonged to the anstocratic class and that

he grew up m the mingled Norman-Welsh soaety

of South Wales He wrote odes and englynton in

the tradiuonal style of the Gogynfeirdd, but his

most characteristic work is in a new metre, the

cywydd, and on lighter themes Much of it is love

poetiy m the style of the troubadours, but all of

his romantic situations are projected against a back-

ground of nature, which seems to be his chief

interest He is as much a rebel against the moral

austerities preached by the fnars as he is agamst

the hngmstic and metncal austenties taught by the

Gogynteirdd He shows great skill in handimg the

cywydd metre, and m adapting the soimd of the

words to the sense The canon of his works is

uncertam, some poems credited to him m the

manuscripts may be by his contemporanes, and

recent cntiasm has rejected as the production of a

later age a number of poems formerly reckoned

among his best (see Edward Williams)

H Idns BeU and David BeH, D ap G

,

Etfty Poems (London), Hon Soc of

Gymmrodorion, 1 942, D ap, G , Selected

Poems, Trans Nigel Haseltme, Pref

by Frank O’Conor (Dubhn), 1944»

Ifor WiUiams and Thomas Roberts,

Cywyddau D ap G. a*i Gyfoeswyr

(Bangor), 1914, 19357 W. J Gruffydd,

D ap G (^erdydd), 1935

J J P

Dafydd Nanmor (Welsh, ca 1420-ca 1485)

was, accordmg to tradition, the natural son of

Rhys Goch Eryxi, who adopted him He espoused

the cause of the Tudors, to whom he wrote poems,

he also wrote love poems Qcywydd') in the style of

Dafydd ap Gwilym, but they are comparatively free

of the “filhng-in words” which Dafydd had in-
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hented from the older poets His work is marked

by simplicity, economy of words, directness, pathos,

artistic smcenty*

Thomas Roberts and Ifor Williams, The
Poetical Works of D N (Cardiff),

Dalin, Olof von (Swedish, 1708-63), was bom
in the provmce of Halland, the son of a clergyman,

he studied at the University of Lund At the age

of nmeteen, he went to Stockholm, where he was

mtroduced m the aristocratic arcles From 1750 to

1756 Dahn was Pnnce Gustav’s teacher, he also

took a very active part in the entertainment at the

Court The period between 1718 and 1772 is

called the Age of Liberty in Swedish histo^, and in

this period Dalin began his poetry, one of his best

known works bears the characteristic title Den
svenska fnheten (^Swedish Freedom, 1742-), an epic,

strongly inEuenced by Voltaire’s Hennade With
Then Swanska Argus, modeled upon Addison’s

Spectator, he introduced the moral weekly m
Sweden (1732-34) As an author Dalin reaches

his highest peak with the political allegory, Sagan

om hasten (The Saga of the Horse, 1740) Among
his other works might be mentioned Den avunds-

'juke, a comedy (1738, Envy, Trans Edith Swanson,

1876), and Brynhilda (1738) a tragedy Dahn was
also an historian, his Swedish history, Svea Rikes

Histona (1747-61), became of great importance

for histoncal research in Sweden
M Lamm, O D , 1908

A W
Dallan mac Forgaill (Irish, 6th c ) was elected

Chief Poet ^ardollam') of Ireland He is the author

of the famous Eulogy of Colum Ctlle (Amra Colmm
Chtlle'), one of the earhest considerable extant

documents m the Irish language

M D

Damascene, John See John Damascene

Daniel See Amaut Daniel

D’Annunzio, Gabriele (1863-1938), was the

outstanding hterary figure of early 2odi c Italy

Beginnmg as a disciple of Carducci, he soon earned
his master’s doctrines to their extreme form in anti-

rehgious, anti-humanitanan, and anti-democratic at-

titudes, combmed with fin-de-sikcle preciosity and
decadence d’Annimzio’s first work was in the novel
and lync poetry His novelle, especially the Stones

of Pescara (1880), combme regionalism with a
morbid interest m primitive bmtahty, his novels,

eg 11 Ptacere (Pleasure, 1889), The Innocent

(1892), The Triumph of Death (1894), exalt

Nietzschean disregard of humamty and moral laws
d’Annunzio’s poetry is at its highest in the four
books of haudt (Praises, 1903—1::0> which combine
ultra-refined preciosity and recherch6 vocabulary

with violent sensuahty and pnmitivism His plays,

especially La Cittd Morta (The Dead City, 1898),
La Gioconda (1899), Francesca da Rimini (1901),
and The Daughter of lono (1904), lack dramatic

force and psychological msight, but show his custo-

mary exaltation of sensuahsm, together with bril-

liantly colored background portrayal

T Antongmi, D’A (Boston), 1938
R A H

, Jr

Dante See Alighien, Dante

Dario, Ruben (Nicaraguan, 1867-1916),

Spanish America’s greatest poet and first profes-

sional man of letters, announced the advent of the

Modernist movement with his Azure (1888), pro-

claimed Its culmination with his Profane Prose

(1896), and exerted a profound influence on both

Spanish and Spanish-Amencan literature Endowed
with great poetic genius, well read in Spanish classi-

cal literature, deeply influenced by the French

Parnassians and Symlsolists, Daho was an mnovator

in versification and the exponent of many new
means to artistic expression He created for himself

a magical world of Beauty, of which he sings with

exotic imagery and delicate nuances, but espeaally

in his Songs of Life and Hope (1905) is his verse

noteworthy for its simple and intimate tone and

for Its surpassing beauty Truly an Amencan at

heart, he resented Yankee unpenahsm but advocated

and looked forward to genuine Pan-Amencanism

F Contreras, R D su vida y su ohra

(Barcelona), 1930, I Goldberg, R D,
m The Bookman, N Y XLIX, 1919

J R S

Dass, Petter (Norwegian, 1647-1707), leadmg

poet in the early modem period Like many other

1 6th and 17th c writers, he was a pastor, servmg

first at Nesna and later at Alstahaug, both m the

Alsten region where the ancient bard, Eyvind

SkaldaspiUir,’^ had his home Dass is knovn chiefly

for his plain homespun verse used in the mterest

of rehgious mstruction. Evangelical Songs and

Catechism Songs He reaches the highest level m
Nordland*s Trumpet, a long narrative and desenp-

tive poem giving expression to the life of his ^nsh-

loners In this as well as m the Song of the Dales-

man, there are many drastic phrases, but withal a

naive simphaty and genuine poetic glow Most of

his poetry was copied by hand and spread from dis-

trict to distnct, findmg a printer a century later

Dass was a sturdy man with a lusty frontier nature

In after years a great deal of myth and legend

gathered about his figure

A E Enchsen, P D*s Samlede Sknfter,

3 V (Oslo), 1874-77, and D A Seip,

Nordlands trompet (Oslo), 1927
T J

Daudet, Alphonse (French, 1840-97), possessed

the rare talent of pleasing a wide audience, as with
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his famous Letters from my Mill and tLe senes of

humorous works centered around »his unforgettable

character Tartann, and also of writing senous novels

of observation m the naturalistic vein Such works
as Lromont and Risler (1874), Jack (1876), The
Nahoh (1^77), and Saf'pho (1884) revealed a power
of evocation of startling intensity, constantly tem-

pered by a warm sympathy for the poor and for-

gotten of hfe An excellent and sure stylist, this

warm southerner was almost as much poet as novel-

ist, his humor, his fantasy—and also his tragic sense

of life—have held for him an audience that seems

constantly to mcrease,

Arthur Symons, Studies m Prose and Verse

(London), 1910
R J N

Defoe, Daniel (Enghsh, 1661-1731), trades-

man and pohtiaan, was a forerunner of the early

novel He produced an amazmg vanety of works
newspapers, magazines, journals, memoirs, biography,

picaresque romances, and essays on many subjects

These were written with such a wealth of imagina-

tion and picturesque style that the people for whom
he wrote were certain that they were fact not

fiction The most popular of his novels. The Sur-

prising Adventures of Rohmson Crusoe (1719),
showed Defoe to be a master at taking and keepmg
the pomt of view of his hero His style was remark-

ably simple and direct, his aim was soaal usefulness

Wm Mmto, D D (London), 1879
F F M

Dehmel, Richard (German, 1863-1920), a most

temperamental personahty drawing his mspiration

from Nietzsche, Walt Whitman, Villon, Verlame,

became the leadmg representative of modem
Erlehnisdichtung, of a poetry that is resigned to

give expression to contradictory emotions, without

providmg for their reconcihation or anchorage m
thought and action If this love of emotion for emo-

tion^s sake produces a dizzy feehng of swinging

from one extreme to the other, from sober quietude

to cosnuc rapture, from reahstic sexuahsm to erotic

mystiasm CAher die Ltehe, 1893), the redeeming

feature of Dehmel’s work hes m a virtuosity of

expression which by means of bold formal mnova-

tions succeeds m makmg articulate a wide range of

perplexmg, fascmating expenences

J Bab, R D (Leipzig), 1926

H B

Deken, Aagje See Wolff, Elizabeth

Dekker, Eduard Douwes (Multatuh, Dutch,

1820-87), novelist Bom in Amsterdam he left, at

the age of 18, for the Dutch East Indies, where he

denounced the abuses of the colomal admmistration

Resigmng, he wrote the novel Max Havelaar, a

bitter mdictment of the colomal system He pub-

hshed some unequal essays and sketches, Ideas, and

also his masterly novel, Woutertje Pieterse He

remams one of the most powerful reformers and
prose writers of Holland

J G

Demosthenes (Greek, 384-322 b c ) was the

great pohtical orator of Greece As a professional

speech wnter for the law courts he obtamed a
trammg in oratory and a general grasp of Athenian
pohtics which, when coupled wim his sincere pa-

tnoUsm, made his speeches lousmg the Athemans
agamst Phihp of Macedon models of pohtical elo-

quence The speeches are expressed clearly and vig-

orously m the ordinary Greek of his penod, they rely

for their effect on his thorough mastery of the devices

of persuasion irony, mvective, and, at times, the

pohucian's ability to create a false perspective This
thorough knowledge of his craft, and his unrelentmg
struggle agamst Phihp, estabhshed him as a model
m the schools of rhetonc and the pages of the hter-

ary cntics throughout antiqmty

W Jaeger, D (Cambridge), 1938
C A.R.

De Quincey, Thomas (English, 1785-1859), es-

sayist and cxiUc, although he made no ongmal con-

tnbuUon to the romantic movement, apphed its

prmaples to so many different subjects that he
gready ennched its hterature He dealt with almost

every phase of mental activity, from portraying a

mghtmare Dream Fugue m The English Mail Coach
to buildmg a philosophical system His Confessions

of an English Opium Eater is his best work. As a
cntic, he had certam weaknesses and prejudices He
could see no ment m French hterature, with his

contemporanes he was frequently mformative and
penetrating, but at times mjudicious None of his

contemporanes surpasses De Qumcey m harmony,

cadence, sonorousness

David Mason, T D Q
F F M

Descartes, Rene (French, 1596-1650), was the

founder of the rationalistic school of philosophy.

His Discourse on Method (1637), the first great

work of philosophy m a modem langauge, was the

startmg pomt for the movement of the Enhghten-

ment which swept France a century later and
Descartes, all unvnttingly, provided the philosophers

who followed with their most potent weapon agamst

the Church Startmg with the prmape that

think, therefore I am,” he laid down four basic

rules for the conduct of the mmd, stressmg the

power of the human intellect, he at one blow de-

stroyed the foundations of empincal philosophy and
substituted for them the pnnciples of the modem
saentLfic spmt

A B Gibson, The Philosophy of D (Lon-

don), 1932
R J. N

Despreaux, Nicolas. See Boileau, Nicolas
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Dick, Isaac Meyer (Yiddish, 1814-93), very-

prolific popular wnter of realistic stories and fan-

tastic histoncal romances A life-long resident of

Vilna, he depicted in a simple and easdy intelligible

manner typical characters of his environment, with

the intention of raising the moral and intellectual

level of the people His booklets have reached the

remotest comers of the pale of settlement His idio-

matic popular style was partly impaired by his predi-

lection for German words, to which he had to adjoin

in parentheses the Yiddish equivalent, as otherwise

they would have remained unmtelhgible

Y M

Dickens, Charles (Enghsh, 1812-70), was the

most popular of the Victorian novelists Seeking his

matenal from the middle or lower walks of life, he

depicted human eccentricities He hated greed and

injustice His novels have for their root some object

of reform or philanthropy, over which he frequently

became melodramatic Although Dickens’ novels

contain no great body of thought, there is undoubt-

edly m them the spirit of living David Cofperfield,

his masterpiece, is unequalled in imnute and pas-

sionate description, m pathos and chanty Apart

from the great vanety and feel of life in Dickens’

work, Its most remarkable quality is the ever-present

touch of fantasy

J Forster, Life of D
F F M

Dickinson, Emily (USA, 1830-86), the chief

woman poet of 'America, though mfluenced by
Emerson and others, was markedly original and
unique in her whimsical attunement to paradox, her

honesty of personal expression, her economy and
vividness m stnlong descnption, and her inexplicable

creation of “electric” atmosphere Outwardly a

recluse in her father’s home in Amherst, Mass , for

the major part of her life, she constantly found
adventure, delight, wonder, or tragedy in the events

of everyday hfe and nature, through which she

mamtamed the “jestingly reverent intimacy” with

God and the umverse that marks her verse She
wrote most of her lync and epigrammatic miniatures

after thirty, and saw only two of them pubhshed,
both without her consent The Centenary Edition

of her Poems (1930) combined all earlier selections

from her unorganized manuscripts, and several new
collections have appeared since

G F Whicher, This Was a Poet (N Y ),

1938
ECS

Diderot, Denis (French, 1713-84), incarnated

the spirit of the French Enlightenment As the edi-

tor of the Encyclopedia, he was charged with the

greatest work of scientific and philosophical popular-
ization ever attempted m France In 27 years of

almost incredible labor he completed the vast project.

givmg It Its essential direction, mforming it with the

reigning spirit of free investigation, himself contrib-

uting many of the most important articles His m-
fluence, moreover, extended beyond the purely philo-

sophical into the realm of belles-lettres As art cntic,

he is credited with having created the modem form
of journalistic criticism with his Salons As play-

wright and dramatic theorist, he was equally ong-
inal, for his essays on the theatre (notably the

Paradox of the Comedian and Essay on the Serious

Drama) and his two plays. The Natural Son (1757)
and The Father (1758), prepared the way for the

realistic drama of the 19th c—for the works of

Dumas fils and Augier It may fairly be said of hirp

that, although his pnnapal merit is that of the popu-

lanzer, so effectively did he perform his task that he
laid the philosophic cornerstone of the Revolution

Although he lacked the typical French sense of

organization and economy, ms wntings are so full

of hfe and vigor that the modern audience readily

forgives the endless digressions and repetitions for

the impression of inexhaustible energy that he al

ways creates

J Morley, D and the Encyclopedists (Lon-

don), 1921

R J N

Dionysius oe Halicarnassus (Greek, late ist c

B c ) was a representative of the group of hterary

critics whose studies of the great prose writers of the

classical period brought about a renaissance of Greek

prose writing in the period of the early Roman
Empire Dionysius’ critical works are largely con-

cerned with technical matters of style, except for

his appreciation of Demosthenes, and his disparage-

ment of Thucydides as a histonan—a judgment

based on rhetorical grounds Rhetonc and morizmg
vitiated his own historical work, the Roman An-
tiquities, but his talents lay rather m the close

analysis of style, his importance, in pointing the way
to the writers of the New Sophistic movement

M Egger, Denys d'H (Pans), 1902

CAR
Donne, John (Enghsh, 1573-1631), poet, prose

wnter, and religious, was recognized for his lyric

poetry, of immense influence Most of it deals with

life descnptively and experimentally, with extraor-

dmary frankness and reahsm In his love poems,

vratten m his earher years, he shows the physical

view of love, the reverse of the romantic Ehzabethaa

attitude His later poems express his thoughts on

death In his prose, the same ideas are brought

forward -with even greater intensity His poems are

fervent, restless, senous, but his use of “conceits”

often makes his meaning obscure He was chief

of those whom Samuel Johnson dubbed the

“metaphysical poets
”

E Gosse, Life and Letters of J D
F F M
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Dostoyevsky, Feodor Mikhaylovich (Russian,

1821-81), stands by himself in world literature as a

master of the analysis of the human soul Perhaps he

was himself a troubled spirit seeking in vain for a

final solution of human problems and the relation

of man to God and perhaps he had won through to

faith Nevertheless no one has painted so vividly the

pos^bilities of revolt agamst God and the established

order of the universe, his negative characters are far

more powerful than are his positive ones In all his

great characters, he has shovm what man must not

do if he IS to be happy, contented, and successful

He started vmtmg in the 40*5, his pomt of de-

' parture that same Cloak of Gogol which served as

thediasis of Russian indictment literature Yet from

his earhest days Dostoyevsky emphasized the hu-
' mamty of even the down-trodden and impovenshed,

as Idle derk Dyevushkm who was able to care for

the still more unhappy Varvara Before his arrest

and exJe to Siberia, he had already sketched m
outline the types on which he was later to work, the

dreamer who is tom between the world m which he

imagines himself and that in which he hves, the

weak heart guided only by its emotions, the dia-

bohcally proud woman who is mthless to all with

whom she comes in contact His favonte device is

the use of the **double*^ Clumsily in the story of

that name, more expertly in his later works, he

brings together a man of strong ideas and a reflec-

tion of those ideas taken from another point of view,

to complete the disintegration of the mdividual who
feels himself superior to humanity (This structure

has been over-elaborated by a modem school of

cntics, headed by A Perverzev, but there is a con-

siderable basis of fact in it)

Such a treatment of psychological and moral

themes was not m keepmg with 19th c Russian

hterature and the ideas of the intelligentsia, but

Dostoyevsky^s talent and abihty enabled him to hold

his ground despite severe cnticism, and he became

the chief influence on the hterature of the next 50

years

He IS not mterested in the externals of his char-

acters, but they are flammg mcamations of ideas

and emotions, still completely personahzed He
judges their actions by their motives, so that he

basically defends a functional morahty that receives

Its value from the resurrection of Chnst His judg-

ments are of characters even more than of soaety

and while he was at heart and m his journalistic

wntings strongly nationahstic and a behever in the

Russian autocracy, he writes of Russia as an ideal

system and does not consider the immediate prob-

lems of the social order To him social justice is

unrealizable, for he demands both justice and

mercy, hence it is th’at the essential parts of his

teaching are often buned m the vehement tirades of

some irresponsible character, tortured by the msolu-

ble problems of the umvers^t

Dostoyevsky became in a real sense the father

confessor of Russia, and while he has erred in his

idea that the revolutionary movement would break

in vain upon the Russian peasant, his analyses of

human nature, his pity and ms cruelty, his picturing

of imbehef and of the superman (who is really less

than human) have won him a tremendous influence

m all the countnes of the world

E J Simmons, D , the making of a

novelist (London & N Y), 1940, Av
Yarmohnsky, D ,

a life (N Y ), 1934CAM
Dr^chmajst, Holger (Danish, 1846-1908), as

a pupil of Brandes, populanzed the thoughts of

Brandes in the form of poems and plays, espeaally

advocating free thought and free life As the glam-

orous advocate of this school of thought and life, he

was quite idohzed by his contemporanes

C M V

Dreiser, Theodore [Herman Albert] (USA,
1871-1945), nsmg out of poverty along the hard

road of joumahsm (his brother, Paul Dresser, be-

came a popular composer), was mspired by reading

Balzac and Henry B Fuller to become the most im-

portant Amencan representative of Continental

'naturahsm^ Frequently turning autobiography into

fiction, untiringly amassing matenals and evidence,

and almost hterally creating his own audience, he

faced with honesty and penetration the baffling

complexities of modem industnal society Hey
Ruh-a-Duh-Duh (1920) expresses in essay form his

early philosophy, which in the novels tends to be

often tentative, unsystematic and willfully agnostic

His style, too often clumsy, humorless, common-

place, and lacking m *taste,^ and, above all, wanting

both artistic and philosophic selectivity and balance,

nevertheless is massive in its eiBFect and capable of

great power in evokmg pity and terror, the pre-

dominating moods in his most important novel,

An American Tragedy (1925)
D Dudley Forgotten Frontiers (N Y ),

^ ^ „ECS
Drost, Aernout (Dutch, 1814-34), forerunner

of the histoncal novel m Holland The Plague at

Katmk was pubhshed posthumously

Dryden, John (Enghsh, 1631-1700), poet, es-

sayist, dramatist, critic, was a promment literary

figure of the Restoration An amazingly active

wnter, he seemed to touch every point of the life

of the time As a poet of satire, he was influential

m estabhshmg the neroic couplet, which dommated

Enghsh poetry for the next century His best poem,

Alexander's Feast, is noteworthy for force of iync

expression and perfect adaptation of sound to sense

In his prose works, he proved himself the ablest
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cntic of his time, and invented a neat and service-

able style, which set the example for modem prose

G Samtsbury, D
¥ V M

Da Bellay, Joachim (French, 1525-60), the

chief lieutenant of Ronsard in the P16iade, was the

theonst of the school In the Defense and lllustra’-

non of the French Language (1549) he not only

defended the use of French (against Latin) as a

literary tongue, hut suggested multiple ways of im-

provmg It as a vehicle for artistic expression He
called for new genres to replace those brought mto

disrepute by men of small talent, advised the imi-

tation of the literatures of antiquity, and established

the essential rules of prosody that were to dominate

French poetry for nearly two centuries His own
sonnets (the Regrets, 1559, are best known), ally-

ing technical slall with profound sentiment, give

him a place second only to Ronsard among French

lyricists of the Renaissance

R Aldington, Literary Studies and Re--

views (N Y ), 1924
R J N

Duhamel, Georges (French, b 1884), xs

France^s novehst of the %ttle man *

His best works,

The Martyrs* Life (1917, treating the first World
War), Midnight Confession (1924), Two Men
(1924), The Stone of Horeh (1926), combine an

exact, pitiless observation of life, m which Du-
hamePs scientific training is apparent, with the

warmest sympathy for the forgotten of society and

a profound, disillusioned sense of the discourage-

ment and fmstration of the modem industnal world

In composition and construction Duhamel is per-

haps the most stnctly ^classic’ of France^s outstand-

ing modem writers, his novels stand in the great

current of the 1 9th c , but none is more modem
than he, none has better translated the contemporary

conscience, with its aspirations and doubts and con-

fusion, its sense of the bitter futihty of life

E E Gardner, D and Civilization m
Furman Bull (Greenville), 1939, A
Ouy, G D (Pans), 2d ed

, 1936
R J N

Duun, Olae (Norwegian, 1876-1939), often

mentioned with Signd Undset as one of the two
greatest figures of 20th c Norwegian literature He
used the landsmaal but modified it in the direction

of a smoother literary form Although he did not

possess Garborg^s^ poetic gemus, he had an even

greater influence upon the language than Garborg,

and It may be said that the gradual merging of the

Dano-Norwegian with the landsmaal is taking the

direction Duun pointed As a literary artist he
reached the monumental in The Feofle of Juvik,

1918-1923, a senes of six novels portra3nng the

inner history of a community from paganism until

modem industnal tones Duun is particularly known

for his visionary insight mto the human personahty,

in highly concentrated stones he shows the motiva-

tion of human acts The vast stmggle of man pitted

against nature is present everywhere in his art, and
m the last book he ivrote. Men and the Powers,

1938, there is a clairvoyant sense of the commg
world catastrophe His st^le is extraordinarily com-
pact and graphic

Amulf 6vtihn</, O D (Oslo), 1926, and
Knstian Elster m Vol III of Norsk
Biografisk Leksikon (Oslo), 1926

T J

Dyksira, Waling (Fnsian, 1821-1914), was the

most prominent of the 19th c popular waters
Though he was not a great literary figure, he did

much to spread a taste for Fnsian reading among
the general public His voluimnous wnciUngs extend

into the fields of drama, prose, and verse In prac-

tically all of them there is a humorous and didactic

element, colored by a decidedly rationalistic out-

look Among his better knowm volumes of verse are

Doaitse with the Nordic Harp, 1848, and The
Rustic Minstrel, 1867, Two of his most popular nar-

ratives are The Silver Rattle, 1856, and The Frisian

Tyl Eulensfiegel, i860 His volume Of Frisian

Folklore, 1895, is of the highest importance, as is

the Fnsian Dictionary, which he edited from 1885
to 1911 ^

J Piebenga, Koarte Skiednis fen de Fryske

Sknftekennisse (Dokkum), 1939
B J F

Eca de Queiroz, Jose Maria de See Queixoz,

Jos6 Mana Ega de.

Edwards, Jonathan (Colomal Amencan, 1703-

58), Puntan logician, constmcted a lofty system of

Calvinism buttressed by current philosophy In

Religious Affections (1746) he defended his idea

of the Great Awakening and worked out his basic

psychological concept, that the passions (affections)

are the root of all action He then argued that

Freedom of the Will (1754) is hberty of action,

but not of wilhng, smce the wilPs activity depends

upon the understandmg^s invanable choice of the

stronger motive However, The Nature of True
Virtue (1755) IS “disinterested benevolence, and
natural man—shorn of that virtue at the Fall (The
Doctnne of Original Sin, 1758)—has only culpable

self-mterest unless divinely elected (Decrees and
Elections') to receive a supernatural affection

—

“Efficacious Grace’^—to make the choices by his

Understanding constandy good
O E Wmslow, J E (NY), 1940ECS

Edwards, Owen Morgan (Welsh, 1858-1920),
histonan and educator, while at Oxford founded

(1886), with John Rhys, John Moms Jones, Ed-

ward Anivyl, and others, The Dafydd ap Gwilym
Soaety, which was mflucntial m arousmg interest
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in tilings Welsh While the others developed the

scholarly side, he devoted himself to the popular

His htde hooks of travels and his numerous maga-

zine articles, written m the simple language of the

common people, have delighted many readers and

have been instrumental in developmg the modem
prose style '^He did more than any other man to

revive Welsh as a hterary language” He foimded

Cymru m 1891 and CymruW Plant m 1892, un-

pretentious httle magazines that have pleased many,

and he edited both untd his death, for the Enghsh-

speakmg Welshman he edited Wales, 1894 ff He
designed his Cyfres y Ptl as ‘'a damty httle senes

of aU the Welsh tiunkers”, it ran to about 50

volumes The editions were not scholarly, but they

were pleasant to carry about and to read His aim

was to revive the cultural mdependence of Wales,

with her pohtical mdependence he was not much
concerned, and he soon gave up his seat m Parha-

ment He served (1907-1920) as Chief Inspector

of Education for Wales, and m 1916 was kmghted

for his services to Welsh education

W J GmflFydd, O. M E Cofiant

(Aberystwyth), 1937

J J P.

EiCHENDOKFif, JosEp VON (German, 1788-1857),

was the outstanding lync poet of the second Ger-

man Romantic School Love of mountain and forest,

of stream and field, Wanderlust, romantic longmg,

and a sort of pantheistic Cathohcism, m which na-

ture smgs the glones of a just Providence, are the

basic motives of his poetiy EichendorfE wrote a

novel and a number of novellen, the most charac-

teristic and best known of which is his dehghtful

Prom the Life of a Good-for-Nothing (182Q In

this lyncal novella he glorifies the joys of wander-

mg as contrasted tvith the confined life of the

phihstme

S Liptzin, Htstoncal Survey of German
Ut (N Y ), 1936

P M
Eznaesson, Indkidi (Icelandic, 1851-1939), the

outstandmg Icelandic dramatist of the 19th c , wrote

his first play, NydrsnotUn (New Yea/s Eve, 1872)

while he was still m college, a romantic, lync play

which has enjoyed great populanty Several years

after came the realistic drama Sktpd sekkur (The

Shtf ts Sinking, 1902), dealmg with contemporary

life His later plays, on the other hand, draw their

themes from history and folk-lore Sverd of hagall

(Sword and Crazier, 1899), m Eng m Poet Lore

(1912), IS an excellent histoncal drama Another

notable play of his is Danstnn i Hruna (The Dance

at Hrunt, 1921), centered around vanous Icelandic

folk tales, one of his very best productions He col-

laborated m an Icelandic translation of Ibsen’s

Vikings of Helgoland and has also translated a

number of Shakespeare’s histoncal dramas and

comedies (still in manuscript) His plays are fre-

quently impressive and generally well adapted for

the stage

L M Hollander, ‘1 E , Icelandic Drama-
tist and His Saga Drama,” Poet Lore,

Vol XXIV, 1912
R B

EmoT, George (Mary Ann Evans, Enghsh,

1819-81), stands at the head of the Victorian wnt-

ers of psychological novels In the descnption of the

tragedy which underhes so much of human Me, m
the subtle analysis of character and m depicting

that which unravels the complex thread of human
motives, she is thought to excel all vraters smce

Shakespeare Her first novels, Adam Bede, The Mill

on the Floss, Silas Marner, are nch m character

descnption and autobiographical backgroxmd In

command of pathos, humor, and tragedy, she is

probably supreme among Enghsh women waters

L Stephen, G E
F F M

Emerson, Ralph Waldo (USA, 1803-82),

by superunposmg a broad knowledge of world-

thought upon his own native temperament, summed
up the conflicts of his age with a characteristic mix-

ture of lofty abstraction and practical shrewdness

Attempting to badge the chasm of dualism, to

reconcile me mdividual to the whole, he constructed

a provocative but confusing pattern from Plato,

nature, saence, and Kant (iargdy via Colendge and

Carlyle) as well as other diverse elements such as

Eastern thought and, later, Hegel His optimistic

text hes in Nature (1836), The American Scholar

(1837), and The Divinity School Address (1838),

where he appeals for a return to ongmal mtellectual

and spmtual expenence based upon Self-Reliance

(self-msaphne) stemming from a compelhng, m
tuitive hnk with the ‘^Over-Soul” (world soul)

These basic ideas are expanded and developed m
the two mfluential volumes of Essays (1841, 1844)

and m Poems (1847)
R Gay, E a Study of the Poet as Seer

(N YO, 1928
H« O* S>

EMmEscu, Mihail (1850-89), Romanian poet,

led a sad and disappomtmg life, m his later years

threatened steadily with msanity to which he

finally fell a victim His poems, as Venere Ma-

donna and E'pigonit, brought him much fame but,

save by ^e cntic Tito Maiorescu, he was not fully

appreciated until after his death He was deeply

sensitive He drew upon eastern and western sources

as well as upon the Romanian folksongs for his

material, though also much affected by Buddhism

and the idea of Nirvana His pessimistic mood was

reflected m an entire generation of Romanian

writers
a A. M
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‘Enbaqom (Etliiopic, mid i6th c) was a mer-

cbant from Yemen He translated from Arabic the

Story of Baraldm and Yewdsef, famous throughout

the near East, and also the Universal History of

Abu Shabr
S A B M

Engstrom, Albert (Swedish, 1869-1940), was

born in Smaland, where his father was a station

master At Stockholm, he made a career as a car-

toonist in a popular burlesque genre For many
years he was the editor of a little comic magazine,

Strix (the name was August Strindberg’s nickname

as a schoolboy, as well as the Latin name of the

owl, the symbol of wisdom) Through his cartoons

and stories, the theme of which were the life of the

backwoods farmers of Smaland and the fishermen

of Roslagen, the coast of the province of Uppland,

he gamed an enormous popularity Mttt hv och

leverne, (My Life and My Ways, 1907), Black

och saltvatten, (Ink and Salt Watei, 1914), Mm
J2te hok, (My 12th Book, 1919) As a storyteller,

he was genmnely Swedish, it has been said, about him
that he taught the Swedish people to laugh in

Swedish In his later years he held a position as

professor in the Royal Academy of Fine Arts, he
was also a member of the Swedish Academy His
complete works were published in 28 v m 1941

Torsten Fogelquist, A E , Ett konstnars-

album, 1937
A W

Ennius, Quintus (Roman, 239-169 b c ), is

the first important author to apply with any sem-
blance of success Greek metncal norms to Latin
verse His Annals, a record of Rome’s achievements
from the foundation to the author’s time, was writ-

ten after the model of Homer in hexameter verse

of considerable distinction By mtroduang poetic

compound epithets m the Greek manner he en-

nched the Latin language m such a fashion as to

attract the emulation of later poets There is not
m the extant fragments of the epic of Ennius any
indication of the superb unity which we are wont
to adnure m the Homeric masterpiece From the
excellent quahty of the remams of some of his

tragedies we are led to conclude that he had a gift

more for drama than for epic

E M Steuart, The Annals of E (Cam-
bndge), 1925

J J s

Erasmus, Desiderius (1466-1536), an Augus-
tmian Canon who after ten years of the religious

hfe became a ‘Vandenng scholar,” subsisting on
his importunate beggmg from his friends, among
whom were Colet, Lmacre, and St Thomas More
(1478-1535) At the latter’s house he wrote his
Latin Praise of Folly (Encomium Moriae, probably
a pun on the name of his host), a bitter satire on

all classes of society, with emphasis on the Clergy
His Colloquies are a series of dialogues not without
a salty humor He published 2,000 of his Letters,

from which we gather many of the details of his

life and travels He was not a calm and stable

character, thus stands in striking contrast to the
single-mindedness of his friend, St Thomas More,
an equally great humanist, who died for his princi-

ples More’s Latin Utopa (1516) is a classic in its

own literary genre and displays the keen observa-

tion that IS characteristic or Erasmus, without the

latter's bitterness

J J Mangan, D E (New York), 1927
E A Q

Erzrum See Nefi

Espronceda y Delgado, Jose de (Spanish,

1808-42), is the typical Byromc romantic doubter,

lover, pessimist His Poems (1840) range from
neoclassical hymns to popular songs, he retells old

Spanish legends (The Student of Salamanca') or

cnes out his disillusion, as in the ironically destruc-

tive verse of The Devil World His reputation is

largely due to his technical skill, his many tunes,

however, make his sincerity suspect

P Mazzei, La foesia di E (Firenze),

1935 HAH
Euripides (Greek, 485-406 b c ) was the most

influential of the writers of Greek tragedy His in-

terest lay in human ideas and emotions, so that in

his plays is found a note foreign to the more formal

tragedy of Aeschylus and Sophocles It is akin to the

problem play and the psychological studies of mod-

ern times His most interesting plays center on the

struggles of strong personalities in the gnp of an

overpowering passion, such as Medea driven by

hate, Phaedra by love, or Agave by religious hys-

tena Euripides’ interest in human nature made his

work the ancestor of the New Comedy and gave

it greater popularity in antiqmty than the nar-

rower but more perfect art of Sophocles

G M A Grube, The Drama of E (Lon-

don), 1941 CAR
Eusebius of Caesarea in Palestine (Greek,

ca 263-339 AT) ) was one of the most erudite and

universal of early Christian writers His works cover

history, biography, geography, scriptural exegesis,

apologetics, theology, and even include literary let-

ters and orations A worthy successor of his master

and model, Ongen, in his scholarship, he possessed,

however, little of Ongen’s originality of thought

As bishop of Caesarea, he was vacillating in matters

of doctnne and was a typical courtier m nis relationb

with Constantine the Great His style is monotonous,

often involved and at times very bombastic Of his

wntings, a large portion of which are known to us
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only from fragments or througli translations made
into Latin, S^j^nac, and Armenian, it will suflBce to

mention the Chromcle, a work of basic importance
for ancient pagan as well as Judaeo-Chnstian
chronology and history, the Church Htstory, the

panegyrical compositions on Constantine the Great—^with all the defects of their genre, and the

Praefaratto evangehca, an elaborate historical and
philosophical apology for Christianity The Church
Htstory, in ten books, wntten from the apologetic

point of view, is m method and form more hke a
full chronicle than a history in the modem sense

But the copious excerpts from writers now lost, the

inclusion of ofl&cial documents, and the accumula-
tion of concrete facts make the work invaluable Its

author rightly deserves the titles of "the Chnsdan
Herodotus'* and "the Father of Church History

"

O Bardenhewer, Geschtchte der altktrch-

hchen Ltteratur, III, 2nd ed , (Frei-

burg im Breisgau), 1923
M R P M

Eustathius, Archbishop of Thessaloniga
(Byzantme, 1175-94), commands umversal respect

for his renowned commentaries on Homer, Pmdar,
and the ancient geographer Dionysius But he was
far more than a moldy pedant, he was an inspira-

tion, a man of great soul, a personage of ongmahty
and darmg Dunng his earner years as teacher at

Constantmople, his home, hke Photius*, became
the heart of a brilliant mtellectual society At
Thessalonica, his selfless devotion to his flock would
not suffer him to forsake the aty dunng the Norman
conquest (he wrote an exceUent history of this

episode) and he had the nerve to check the wild

excesses of the victors His courageous attacks on
clencal laxity got him banned temporarily from his

see These cnes for reform are among his best vmt-

ings, in one pamphlet, he protests against the in-

tellectual stagnation of the monks, another assails

h3rpocnsy and sham holmess, a third denounces the

arrogance of the priests that were ashamed of their

poplar title Papas Eustathius was the most learned

and influential figure of the 12th c, a great savant

and an even greater churchman
M J H

Evans, Mary Anne See Eliot, George

Eyvind Skaldaspillir (Norwegian, 920-990),

promment chieftain and the leadmg court poet of

Haakon the Good's time Known for his part m the

battle of Stord After the death of Kmg Haakon,

Eyvmd wrote the Hdkonarmdl, a eulogy of the sov-

ereign To the honor of Earl Haakon or Lade (about

986) Eyvmd vrrote Hdleygjatal, a genealogy of the

Helgeland earls It is a work comparable to Tjodolf

from Kvme's genealogy of the Yngling kings Espe-

cially m the memorial poem to Haakon me Good

does Eyvmd prove himself a bard of lofty vision

and deep personal loyalty His style is colorful m

the grandiose manner of the Viking times to which
he belonged

Fmnur Jonsson, Skpldedtgtmng 4 v
(Copenhagen), 1912-1915, and Den
oldnorske og oldtslandske htteraturs

histone, 2d ed
, 3 v (Copenhagen),

1920-24

T J

Ezra See Ibn Ezra

Falkberget, Johan (Norwegian, b 1879), out
standmg novelist, came into literature by way of

a career with the labor press Bom into a mining
commumty home, he had himself been a imner m
the Roros distnct and knew the life intimately He
wrote a number of stones with a Christian socialist

trend, but his monumental work is the senes deal-

ing with life in the Roros mmmg commumty m
the 1 8th c The title of the senes is taken from
the mine GhnsUanus Sextus The senes includes

The Early Miners (De forste geseller'), Across the

Kjolen Ridge (Over Kplen'), The Mine Lieutenant

QBerghytnanten^j By the Sign of the Hammer (I

hammerens tegn'). The Knights of Labor (^Arbetdets

nddere'). The Watchman m the Tower (Tdmvek-
teren'), and The Tower— (I vdkttdrnet) Chns-
tianus Sextus was published between the years 1927
and 1938 It is one of the classics of our time

Ole 6isang, J F og hans diktnmg (Trond-

heim), 1929, and Kristian Elster in

Vol IV of Norsk Btograpsk Lekstkon

(Oslo), 1929
T J

Fang Weng See Lu You

Farh>, Ibn-al- (Aab, 1181-1235), an Egyptian

of Synan ancestry, was bom m Cairo He surpassed

all other mystics of Islam m the mtense glow of

his utterances He combmed grandeur of ideas,

power of phrase, and vibrant music, in the blaze

of a consuming ecstasy After a 15-year sojourn in

Mecca, he setued m Cairo where he came to be

venerated as a samt In his anthology of mystical

odes, the longest piece is a hymn of divine love,

permitting comparison with the Bibhcal Song of

Songs, and giving rise to the accusation that he

favored the doctnne of God's incarnation in human
bemgs His verse is thoroughly Arabic in form and

content His style, pregnant with verbal subtleties

(betraymg the influence of al-Mutanabbi) is still

inspiring

R A Nicholson, Studies in Islamic

Mysticism (Cambridge), 1921

E J J

Farigoule, Louis See Remains, Jules

Ferdawsi See Firdausi

Fielding, Henry (Enghsh, 1707-54), a play-

wright and a man of yetsatile tastes^ ranks foremost
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among early English novehsts through his master-

piece, Tom Jones (^749) His was an attempt at

reahsm in that he devoted himself to a portrayal

of men and manners as he found them, with no
reservations His abounding physical vigor was the

greatest of Fielding’s gifts, enabling him to appre-

hend and portray the pnmary facts of life with

extraordinary vividness and frankness His human-
ity, felt by some to be the most essential quality

or a novelist, made his work permanently engaging

and powerful

A Dobson, Life of F
F F M

Fibdausi (Abu al-Qasun Hasan ibn 'Ali of Tus,
Iranian, 935-1025) the great epic poet of Iran, is

the author of the Shahnama (Booh of Kings'),

legends and history of Iran to the Arab conquest,

in 60,000 couplets, based upon now lost annals,

such as the Khodaymama (Book of Kings) of

Dehqan-e Daneshvar, and other matenal collected

by the poet Daqiqi It is similar in many respects

to the old rhyming chronicles of the West, hut it

IS highly embelhshed with all the ornaments of

poetry and fable Firdausi has enhvened his narra-

tive with many agreeable episodes and adventures,
and holds the attention of his readers throughout
the poem His conceptions are lively and vigorous,
bs thoughts bold and forcible, his descnpUon stnk-
mg and animated Throughout the poem one feels

the glow of a rich and ardent imagination Firdausi
has idenufied himself with the feelings of his
countrymen His Shahnama is full of the glories and
sufiEenngs of his people, and more than 900 years
after its composition, it still continues to form the
dehght of the Onental world and has had a con-
siderable mfluence on the hterary productions of
Iran

H Zimmem, The E^ic of Kings (N Y ),

Fitzgerald, Garrett, Fourth Earl of Demiond
(Geardid larla, Irish, d 1398), belonged to the
Munster branch of the great Norman family of
FitzGerald, and was Lord Cbef Justice of Ireland
in 1367 He was the first, so far as is known, to
pmcUce in Insh the Norman style of love-poetry,
wbch had its ongm m the songs of the troubadours
of Provence Known as Gerald the Rhymer, he is
desmbed in the Annals of Clonmacnoise as ^a
nobleman of wonderful bounty, mirth, cheerfubessm conversation, easy of access, chantable m bs
deeds, a witty and ingemous composer of Irish
poetry, a learned and profound cbonider, and, m
fine, one of the Enghsh nobihty that had Irish

r
professors thereof m greatest reverence

of all die English of Ireland
*

M D

Flaubert, Gustave (French, 1821-80), stands
as a novelist between the romantic and realistic

schools As a romantic he composed the brilliant

SalammhS (1862) and The Temftation of Saint
Anthony (1874), both tales of the strange and
exotic As a reahst he produced the masterpiece of
all French prose fiction, Madame Bovary (1857),
and The Sentimental Education (1869), m the
first of which espeaally he accomphshes the dis-

section of the human heart with a finesse and exact-

ness that are yet unsurpassed His hfe of incredible

labor was a story of high inspiration and of single

devotion to le beau’, to beauty in all its forms He
emerges today as France’s finest literary craftsman
and as something more besides, as the high pnest
of her cult of Art, of the solid classic art that has
run Its course unbroken from the men of the
Middle Ages to the modems

F Steegmuller, F and Madame Bovary
(NY), 1939

R J N
Flavius Philostratus (Greek, ca 170-250 ad)

was the most important member of the hterary

family of the Philostrati, typical writers of the New
Sophistic movement of Greek hterature in the

penod of the Roman Empire Flavius was born and
hved most of his life m the Greek east, where he
became a member of a group which the empress,

Julia Domna, gathered around her At her mstiga-

tion he wrote a Life of Avollonius of Tyana, about

whom a web of legend had gathered The Life,

quite unhistoncal, was designed to synthesize the

mystical religions that were popular at the penod
Later, it furnished matenal to those wnters that

sought to set up Apollonius as a pagan makeweight
to Chnst Flavius’ other work, the Lives of the

So'phists, IS interesting rather for its anecdotes and
incidental mformation than for any evaluation of the

work of the Sopbsts

F C Conybeare, P, Life of Afollonius

of Tyana, Introduction (London), 1912CAR
Fogazzaro, Antonio (1842-1911), was the

leadmg Itahan novehst of the second half of the

19th c His earher novels (Malomhra, 1881,

Daniele Cortis, 1885, The Mystery of the Poet,

1888) and short stones, although not directly fol-

lowmg the reahstic trend of the penod, combmed
humor and genre pamtmg (of North Itahan scenes

and people) with a mdd exoticism (mterest in

Germany, France, and England) and a keen analysis

of psychology and character His masterpiece, Pic-

colo Mondo Antico (Little World of Yesteryear,

1896) IS a well-balanced study of the personal

problem of a mamed couple’s relationship against

a Risorgimento background In bs later novels

(Piccolo Mondo Moderno, 1901, The Saint, 1905,

Leila, 1910) Fogazzato’§ inter^§t in Catholic ‘Mod*
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emism’ dominates, somewliat to the detriment of

artistic and literary value

P Nardi, F (Vicenza), 1929
R A H, Jr

Folkertsma, Eeltsje Boates (Frisian, b 1893),

the outstanding essa3nst in contemporary Frisian

hterature, was an early adherent of the Young
Frisian Movement, from which he later withdrew

In 1926 he jomed R P Syhesma and J H
Brouwer m launchmg The Bee (De Holder'), a

periodical m which appeared much of his hterary

cnticism and his excellent translation of St Augus-

tme’s Confessions In 1928 he became editor of

the Chnstian nationahst weekly The "Voice Of
Fnesland Some of his best prose has been collected

in Church and Steeple, 1934, a classic volume of

hterary criticism, journahsm, and general essays

Folkertsma*s prose presents a rare combmation of

robustness and grace It is poignant and mtellectually

vigorous, and has not only a strongly mdividual,

but also a profoimdly rehgious quahty

Dr G A Wuinkes, Baden fen Brysldn,

V n (Boalsert), 1934
B J F

Fombona, Rufino Blanco (Venezuelan, b

1874), was one of the early modernists, became the

foremost representative of the movement m his

coimtry, and was one of the first to turn against it

An avowed enemy of tyranny and oppression, he

spent most of his life m exde, ceaselessly attacking

pohtical corruption and other disruptmg elements

of Spanish-Amencan kfe, mcludmg the growing

power of the U S Attacker of false and artifici^

hterary tendenaes, he has greatly stimulated the

creation of genuinely Amencan literature Besides

his cntical articles on Spamsh-Amencan men of

letters and an annotated edition of Bohvar^s corre-

spondence, he has supervised the pubhcation of

vanous senes of works by Spamsh-Amencan mtel-

lectuals His own wntmg is deeply personal, the

outgrowth of his own expenences, his Songs of

Pnson and Exile are truly *'the human cry of a

Tnan who has sufiEcred ” Impulsive, voluble, incon-

sistent, he has nevertheless shown profound insight

mto Spamsh-Amencan conditions and ideals and

has exerted great influence on his contemporanes

I Goldberg, Studies in S'panish Ant Lit

(N Y ), 1920, Blanco-Fombona, Cam-

mo de rni'perfecaon, diano de mt vtda

0906-13), (Madnd), 1933

J R S.

Foscolo, Ugo (Itahan, 1778-1827), is best re-

membered as the author of The Last Letters of

Jaco'po Ortis (1796-1802) and the ^em The

Se'pulchres (1806-7) The former, similar m plot

and mood to Goethe^s Werther, is individual^ed

and at the same time weakened by an infusion of

desperate patnotism The Sepulchres, wntten to de-

fend the custom of erecting tombs and monuments,

IS first lyncal and then epic m its evocation of

past greatness Foscolo^s tragedies and other lync

poems are of lesser importance, his prose wntings,

espeaally those on Dante and Itahan hterature,

show keen critical understandmg and psychological

penetration

G Chianm, La vita dt U F (Firenze),

1927
R A H, Jr

France, Anatole (Jacques-Anatole Thibault,

French, 1844-1924), is the great master of irony

of modem times Begmmng ms long hterary career

as somethmg of a (hlettante, smitten with the art

of the 1 8th c, with Greek letters, with a love of

old manuscripts, he changed after the Dreyfus case

mto a keen satirist of human mstitutions and of

modem society His earher manner, m which the

autobiographical tendency prevailed, is well exemph-

fied by two fine works, The Crime of Sylvestre

Bonnard T 188 j) and My Friend's Book (1885), m
Thais (1890) and m Queen Pedauque’s Cookshop

(1893) we see his elegant hbertmism and more

than a hmt of the satire that was to become the

keynote of his works After 1893, m the general

work entided Histoire Contemporaine, whii cen-

ters about the figure of M Bergeret and which con-

tams four noveh (The Ehn on the MaU, 1896,

The Osier Mannequin, 1897, The Amethyst Ring,

1899, and M Bergeret m Parts, 1901) the tone

changes Anatole is now soaahst and skeptic, his

mam preoccupation the satinzmg of bourgeois so-

aety In Cratnquehille (1901) and Penguin Island

(1908) the satire becomes more bitter, but even

as he was completing the latter work he was m the

act of creating a marvelous Life of Joan of Arc,

testifymg not only that he was satirist and skeptic,

but, contrariwise, that he could treat with honesty

and reverence all that is good and beautiful and

trae In spite of his marvelous styhstic talent and

his gift for mockery of human stupidity and crass-

ness, his work seems a little dated now It is none-

theless an example of constant devotion to an ideal

of truth and beauty

E. P Dargan, A F (Oxford), 1937
R J. N,

Franklin, Benjamin (USA, 1706-90), some-

times called ^*the t3q)ical man of the Enhghtenment,”

was a complex product of Puntanism, classicism,

neo-classicism and Newtoman science He Became

famous and remains important as Amenca^s first

scientific deist, practical hinnanitanan and pra-

dential morahst (Articles of Belief and Acts of Re-

ligion, 1728), pioneer educationist (founded the

Philadelpiha Library Company, the Amencan
Phflosoplucal Soaety, the Academy for Education of

Youth), pragmatic and theoretical saentist (Expen-

ments and Ohservations on Electricity, 1751)1
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agrarian and laissez-faire economist, postmaster-gen-

eral, political theonst (An Historical Review of the

Constitution and Government of Pennsylvania,

1759), early patriot (Clauses of the American Dis-

contents before 1768), and statesman His prose

was generally neo-classic—^plain, economical, but

forceful, and inclined toward purism, satire and

mutation

C Van Doren, B F (N Y ), 1938
ECS

Franko, Ivan (Ukrainian, 1856-1916), was the

best known writer of Western Ukraine He spent

most of bis life in Lvivi as a journalist, man of

letters, and leader of popular thought He achieved

success m almost every field of hterature poetry,

prose wnting, drama, criticism, political writing A
soaahst, he preached a sincere and active democracy,

but he reahzed that the conditions of the late 19th

c called for sober work rather than for grandiloquent

gestures His poems range from brief treatments of

social themes to such ;^ilosophical poems as The
Withered Leaves, and Moses, where he portrays the

fate of a leader whose vision leads him too far

ahead of his people If it was the task of Shev-

chenko’^ to rouse his people to a knowledge of their

past. It was the task of Franko to teach them to

live in the present and to be ready for the future,

and he did his work well The enormous welcome

that he received on the occasion of the 40th anni-

^Jersary of his literary career and his majestic funeral

show he had won the regard of his people

C A Manning, Essays On Ukrainian Lit

,

1944 CAM
Freneau, Philip (USA, 1752-1832), first im-

portant native poet, was the transition figure be-

tween neo-classicism and romantiasm in Amencan
poetry A product of the Enlightenment and one-

time victim of Bntish highhandedness at sea, he

gave his pen wholeheartedly to the causes of mde-
pendence, the French Revolution, and Jefferson’s

republican party, but at the same time he strove

for pure, unaffected artistic creation based upon the

Amencan scene His work is marked on one hand
by rationalism, intense nationalism, and a love of

satire, on the other by a deistic reverence for nature

and a kinship with the Enghsh aesthetic pmmtivists

and emotional lyncists

F L Pattee, ed ,
Poems of P F , Poet of

the Revolution, 3 v (Pnnceton), 1902-

07 ECS
Freytag, Gustav (German, 1816-95), the most

popular novelist in the two decades following the

Revolution of 1848, gave expression to the ideals

.of the German bourgeoisie, which was then proud
of Its importance in the new econonuc structure

and inclmed to regard itself as the only progressive

force in the nation In Soil und Hahen (Debit and
Credit, 1855), he presented the mdustnous busi-

nessman at his everyday task The bustle and en-

terprise of a large wholesale house furnished more
thrdls and was of greater value to society than the
outworn dreams of the nobility Although believing

that literature’s pnme concern should be contempo-
rary problems, he also found inspiration in the Ger-
man past and in a senes of novels Die Ahnen (Our
Ancestors, 1872-1880) he traced the history of a .

German family down the centuries His ^Tyramid”
pattern of the structure of the five-act play (in

Dramatic Technique, 1863) is internationally ap-

plied

S Liptzin, Hist Survey of German Lit

(N Y), 1936 S L

Frishman, David (Hebrew, 1860-1922), bom
near Lodz, Poland of a middle class merchant fam-
ily, received a thorough Jewish as well as secular

education He was the most cosmopolitan of all

Hebrew writers of his tune. He introduced mto
Hebrew, poetry steeped in the modem trends of

European art and literature He began his wntmgs
when still a boy, and was a prolific and mdustnous
writer all his life He worked in all fields of htera-

ture, and translated many important works of

European wnters He distinguished himself par-

ticularly as a feuilletonist and cntic In the latter

capacity and also as editor of many magazmes and
the Stybel publishing house, he exerted a tremendous

influence on modem Hebrew hterature

L A
Froding, Gustaf (Swedish, 1860-1911), bom

in Varmland, studied at Uppsala, worked as a news-

paperman m Karlstad, but after penods of intemper-

ance and nervous' breakdowns, spent several years

in a hospital for the insane He published his first

collection of poems m 1891, Guitarr och draghar-

monika (Guitar and Concertina'), and became at

once one of the most widely-read and appreciated

poets m Sweden With humor and freshness, com-

bined with bnlliant form, he pictures country life

in his home-province His poetry deepens as his

interest is concentrated on moral and religious prob-

lems Nya dikter (New Poems, 1894), Stank och

flikar (Sprinklings and Snippets, 1896) His brood-

ing on life’s profoundest problems kept him occu-

pied even m his periods or illness (this is especially

evident m his collection, Gralstank, 1898^ His

moral qualities, m spue of his own weakness, were

those of a prophet They combme with his artistic

gift and mastery of the language to make him one

of the poetic gemuses of Sweden He created a

renaissance m Swedish poetry

Selected Poems, trans Charles Wharton
Stork (N Y), 1916, J Lindquist,

G F, 1916, 1927, A J Uppvall, G F’s

poetry, The Am Sw Monthly, Feb,

1936 A W
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Frost, Robert [Lee] (USA, b 1875), was
bom in San Francisco and achieved his first success

in England, but is known as the chief interpreter

of the aromatic racmess of the New England in

which he grew up Despite the geographic limits

'of his subject matter (North of Boston, 1914,
Mountain Interval, 1916, New Hampshire, 1923,
West-Running Brook, 1928, A Purther Range, 1936^
and the preponderance of sharp, precise concrete

imagery of things and facts m his favorite colloquial

dialogues or soliloquies, where the verse seems to

record the actual speaking voice, his lyncs nearly

always reach the universal m the truest S3Tnbohc

sense His realism (characterized by him as “the

potato bmshed clean'’) is that of the common and
tactual, his idealism is the old radicalism of good
sense and supreme simphcity

G B Munson, R F , A Study in Sensi-

bility and Common Sense (N Y ),

1927
ECS

Frug, Simeon S (Yiddish, 1860-1916), pioneer

of the mdividuahst and refined Yiddish song m
Russia Bom m a Jewish colony in South Russia,

whence he drew an intimate love of nature, he be-

came the greatest painter of nature in Yiddish poetry

He began with poetry m Russian on Jewish sub-

jects, then turned to humorous reahstic poetry m
Yiddish, folk ballads, songs of Zion, and numerous

paraphrases of the Bible He combined simphcity

with a qmet refinement, a warm-hearted and shy

lyricism wnth a strong emotional lament at the fate

of his people He spent most of his days m St

Petersburg, far from his numerous and devoted

readers m the pale

Y M
Fuzuli (Turkish, d ca 1562), whose full name

was Muhammad ben Suleyman, vrrote vwth equal

ease in Turkish, Arabic, and Persian, his Turkish

being of the so-called Azerbayjan dialect widely

used in Persia His charactenstics are ongmahty,

smcenty, pathos A tender yet passionate note per-

vades his works He is called “the poet of the

heart” His Divan and his Leyla ve Me-jnum are

his chief works His home was m Bagdad

J K B

Gabirol, Solomon Ibn See Ibn Gabirol

Gallegos, Romulo (Venezuelan, b 1884), be-

came internationally known with the pubhcation

of his novel Dona Barbara (Madnd, 1929), which

mtroduced life on the Venezuelan plams to world

literature It is distinctive in that me stmggle be-

tween civilization and barbansm which if symbohzes

is presented agamst a background—^vivid and kaleid-

oscopic composite of physical aspects and social

life—^whose effect is so highly intensified by appeal

to other senses than sight as to create the spint

rather than the appearance of the region Through
the same type of treatment, the spell of the track-

less Venezuelan forest broods over Canaima (1935)

J R Spell, Contemporary Sp-Am Fiction

(Chapel HiU, N C), 1944

J R S

Galsworthy, John (Enghsh, 1867-1933),
though a dramatist, essapst, and novehst of the

20th c , seems almost to belong to the Victorian

enod, in the clear-cut pictures of Victonan life

e presents in his novel, The Forsyte Saga In all

his novels and dramas, the element of social class

plays a distinct part Pnmary m his writing is his

belief in the code of the gentleman his courtesy,

kindness, mtegnty, tolerance Galsworthy, truly a

reahst, minute and dehcate, mfluenced by the

philosophic reahsm of Turgenev, superimposed upon
It something of Maeterlmck’s spmtual penetration

H Auld, J G
F F M

Galvez, Manuel (Argentine, b 1882), is the

portrayer m short stones and novels of many aspects

of Argentine life, and analyst of the mfluences that

have contnbuted to its distinctive character Fully

appreciative of the Spanish hentage, as he shows

himself in the ideological Diary of Gahnel Qmroga,

he IS primarily mterested in the nationahstic ele-

ments and draws stnking contrasts between the

life of the conservative provmcial towns and that

of the swift-changmg, cosmopolitan capital His

characters range from the idealized prostitute (Nacha

Regules, most widely translated of Spanish-Amen-

can novels) and the seduced teacher (his master-

piece, The Normal-School Teacher^ to the adamant

and dogmatic Catholic (Shadows of the Monastery’)

In strong contrast to his Mexican contemporary,

Azuela, who descnbes life as it passes before him,

Gdlvez is the historian who turns to an era that is

past This long-range vision is employed to great

advantage in his outstanding trilogy Scenes from

the Paraguayan War and also in the fictionahzed

biographies of Yngoyen (1934) Rosas (1^4%)

J R Spell, Contemporary Sp-Am Lit

(Chapel Hill, N C), 1944

J R S

Garborg, Arne (Norwegian, 1854-1924), the

greatest poet and novelist of the landsmaal move-

ment, and also one of the chief national prophets

of Norway in modern times He is known especially

for the mcisiveness of his mind, he was perhaps the

most lucid intelligence of Scandinavia in his time

But withal he possessed a brooding tenderness that

found expression in hauntingly tense poems His

national songs are puie as the washed spnng birch

and possess the majesty of noble hymns In
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Haugtussa C^he Htll Innocent)^ 1895, Ke included

the poem, An Elfin Land (Der sttg av hav ett alve-

land'), to many, the finest o£ its hind in Norwegian
hterature In The Lost Father

,

1899, he furnished

a gtippmg statement of the problem an honest and

sensitive religious mind has to face in the modem
world Garhorg^s style and mood change rapidly

from brutal power and frankness to the most sensi-

tive l5mic undertones m minor key

Rolv Thesen, A G , 2 v (Oslo), 1933-“

36, Enk Lie, A G (Oslo), 1914
T J

Garcilaso de la Vega (Spanish, 1501-36) was
the subtle and tasteful inaugurator of the Italian

school m Spanish lyrical poetry A perfect gentle-

man in imitation of Castighone*s Courtier, he veiled

his noble and melancholy love experiences m the

bevutching rhythms of his Eclogues and Sonnets

(1543) Instead of theonzing in the Italian style,

he pohshed and repolished his few poems until they

became masterpieces of beauty and correctness

Thus, though he shared the views of his fnend
Boscan, he had a greater influence on later poets

H Keniston, G de la V a critical study

of his life and works (N Y ), 1922HAH
Gauhbr, Theophile (French, 1811-72), poet,

pamter, novelist, traveler, journalist, was the great

devotee of plastic beauty His goems (the best col-

lections are Enamels and Cameos, 1852, and Esfana,

1845) reveal his idea of the ^transposition of the

arts,’ that is, of giving in words the same impression

as would be produced by a statue or a painting As
a poet, he was thus of the school of the Parnassians

and shares the quahties and defects of that school,

his poems are amazingly accurate reproductions of

plastic reahty, but they are often a httle empty,

sacnfiang the idea to the effect As a novehst

(Mademoiselle de Maufin, 1835, Caftain Fracasse,

1863) he exhibits alinost exactly the same ten-

denaes Unquestionably endowed with great talent

for description, he was unfortunately unable to

employ his abilities m the service of broad and
general ideas and is thus condemned to the second
rank One critic said of him that ‘lie holds a great

place in French hterature which he does not fiU”

J G Palache, G and the Romantics
(N Y), 1926.

R J N

Geel, Jacob (Dutch, 1789-1862), critic and
essayist Besides bibhographical works, he trans-

lated from Enghsh and German, eg, Sterne’s

Sentimental Journey His cntical studies. Research
and fantasy, are characterized by their ironical tone
Dutch prose writing lost much of its romantic bom-
bast through Geel’s influence

J G.

Geijer, Erik Gustaf (Swedish, 1783-1847),
was bom into a family with literary interests, in

Varmland, where his father owned a foundry He
studied at the University of Uppsala, and was espe-

cially influenced by German philosophy In the

years 1809 and ’10, he visited England (Impres-

sions of England 1809-10, trans E Spnggs and C
Napier, 1932) He had contact with the nec-

romantic school, but his position was rather mde-
pendent, and his most famous poems, e g , Viktngen

(The Viking") and Odalhonden (The Peasant Free-

holder), were published in Iduna (1811), the organ

of Gotiska forhundet, a society for the promotmg
of interest in Swedish antiquity and the old Nordic
ideals Among his other poems may be mentioned

Den Idle kolargossen (The Little Charcoal Burner

Boy, 1814) From 1815, he devoted his time mostly

to histoncal studies and became a pioneer in Swedish
historical research, and only after 1838, when he
had broken with the neo-romantic school and its

political conservatism, thereby losing many of his

old fnends, did he again find time to write poetry

—

Pd nydrsdagen (On New YeaFs Day), Natthimlen

(The Night Sky) Geijer composed his own melodies

for some of his poems Highly gifted as a poet,

scholar, and composer, Geijer was a fascmatmg per-

sonality, and some of his poems are counted as gems
among Swedish I3UICS

A Blanck, G gotiska diktnmg, 1918, G
Hedm, Arvet fran G

,

1942
A W

George of Pisidia (first half of 7th c ) is the poet

of Byzantine Literature His Expedition of Heraclms,

Heracliad and Recovery of the True Cross celebrate

the glorious exploits of his Emperor, they nng with

the spint of the crusader The Attack of the Avars

recounts with fervor and gratitude the salvation of

Constantinople m 626 by the Mother of God His

longest work, the Hexameron, taking up the favorite

story of the Middle Ages, the creation, tells of the

tenderness and beauty of God made manifest m the

imiverse and its tmiest inhabitants His hnes On
Human Life are noble, his epigrams, numerous and

excellent The medieval Greeks achieved master-

pieces only in the hymn and the epigram George

of Pisidia, though hardly a great poet, can daim
the distmction of being one of the few figures in

Byzantine Literature to have attained a measure of

success outside these categones

M J H
George, Stefan (German, 1868-1933), entered

upon his hterary career with the avowed aim of

stemimng the tide of reahsm and naturalism which
he, with his spmtual mentor Nietzsche, held responsi-

ble for the disintegration of true cultural values such

as beauty, personahty, creativeness Austenty of

form, both in his verse and in his personal habits,

was his first hne of attack, followed by a painstaking,

dehber^te effort to punfy a language polluted by
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prolific use for non-artistic purposes Tliat the rigid

observance of esthetic canons must in time produce

Its adequate content and lead to the revelation of

true standards of conduct was George’s basic behef,

shared by a group of disciples, the George circle

For them Der Stern des Bundes C1914) and Das
Neue Retch C 192-7), George’s last addition to his

many cycles of poems, em^dy a new rehgion of

man deified through purification of his sensual m-
stincts and spintual reunion with the heroic virtues

of the past A few elect human bemgs will thus be

transposed to higher levels of existence, there to

unite classical nobility with Christian candor

F Wolters, S G und die Blatter fur die

Kunst (Berlm), 1930
H B

Gezelle, Gumo (Belgian, 1830-99), the son

of a Bruges gardener, entered the pnesthood and

was first a successful educator Most of his life he

was a pansh pnest In 1858 he pubhshed an un-

usual volume of poetry, the first of a long senes To
Flemish poetry he brought a spontaneous meter and

rhythm and a musical quahty it had never attained

since the Middle Ages His themes were manifold

the fauna and flora, religious feasts, anmversanes,

but they all had one underlying motive his grati-

tude to God A pure Franciscan character, he end-

lessly ^praised the Creator m all his creatures It

took some time before his simple greatness was
recognized, then Holland and Flanders greeted him
as the most gifted lyncal poet the Lowlands pro-

duced in the 19th c He made an excellent transla-

tion of Longf^ow’s Hiawatha

G van Roosebroeck, G G ,
the Mystic

Poet of Flanders (Vmton, Iowa), 1919.

J-AG
Gibran, Khalil Sqe Jibran

Gide, Andre (French, b 1869), is France’s great

modem novelist of the human personahty In a

senes of fine novels (The Immoralistj 1902, Strait

IS the Gate, 1909, The Pastoral Syni'phony, 1920,

Should the Seed Not Dte, 1924, and The Counter-

feiters, 1926) he has exposed his doctnne of indi-

vidualistic morality, rejecUng the common disd-

plmes of soaety m favor of the full and imtram-

meled development of the ego, with its unreasonmg

impulses and its urge toward what he calls ^gratu-

itous act’ But with this excessively 'modem’ pomt
of view, Gide has remamed a pure stylist m the

classic tradition, clear, simple, precise, sometimes

even a little prosaic His latest works have, unfor-

tunately, shown some dedme from the early high

excellence, but his reputation as one of the great

contemporary novehsts is well estabhshed

K Mann, A G and the Crisis of Modem
Thought (N Y), 1943

R J N
Ginsberg, Asher, See Ahad ha-’Am

Glasgow, Ellen [Anderson Gholson] (USA,
1874-1945), was a Southem-bom novelist known
for samty, balance, and a fastidious attention to

freshness and lucidity of style Keenly responsive

to altering literary tastes dunng her long career, she

achieved a considerable vanety of tone, rangmg
from the distmct reahsm of Barren Ground, through

such satiric novels of maimers as The Sheltered Life

(1932), to vivid short stones of the psychic m The
Shadowy Third (1923) But her basic psychological

reahsm, which she used primarily to tell the story

of individual people, is made sharply discnmmative

by her personal artistic ideahsm and dishke for the

sensational A Certain Measure An Interfretaiion

of Prose Fiction (1943), an expanded collection of

her prefaces for the Virginia Edition of her works

(12 V, 1938), reveals the rather conservative but

steady humamstic realism of her own art and

philosophy ECS
Glycas or Sigidites, Michael (Byzantme, 1135-

99), gained great prominence as a theologian by his

novel theones on the Euchanst In the domam of

letters, he deserves oiu speaal attention for his

effort to bnng B5^antme Literature into close touch

with the charactenstic life and spint of the medieval

Greek His Chronicle (to 1118 ad) weaves into

the conventional account of the creation the animal

lore dear to the Middle Ages the phoenix, the

umcom, the pehcan that sacrifices its life blood to

feed Its young In a htde work on rehgion he im-

parts instmcuon by commentanes on homely prov-

erbs, mixing prose and bnef poems Nevertheless,

despite his penchant for the popular, he ventured

to use the vernacular only once, m his petition to

the Emperor Manuel Glycus mjected a fresh and
ongmal note mto Byzantme Literature, and his hon-

est interest m the folk wins our sympathy and

respect

V Grumel, M G , in Dictionnaire de

thdologie catholique, X, 1705-7, M
Jugie, Messe, ibid, 1339-43

M J H

Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von (German,

1749-1832), Germany’s greatest poet, endowed
with a genius of umversal scope His works, which
he called "fragments of a great confession,” reflect

the panorama of expenence throughout his long life,

in which flowed every current of the time, and in

which every mfiuence was absorbed and developed

From the start he seemed to be seeking a magic

formula with which to conjure the forces of nature,

so that he might receive the revelation of xeahty

and the power to create his own world Yet he was
not only Prometheus, he was Ganymede as well

Two souls dwelt in his breast he was the "image

of the godhead,” but also the "hombly wnthmg
worm” In his life he was both the spirit of the

Storm and Stress and the Olympian of Weimar* In
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his wntings his style ranges from passionate freedom

to serene reserve, hut always with a simple direct-

ness and adequacy of expression, a harmony of form

and content, that make for supereme artistry His

poems, released from the oppressive formalism of

rationalisUc rules, mclude every type of verse, the

popular ones m each genre being more numerous

than one can mention There are folksongs like The
Heathrose and The King in Thule, ballads like The
Fisherman, Erlktng, and The Sorcere/s Affrentice,

lyrics, deep and pure m their emotion, like Welcome
and Goodbye, Ntghtsongs of a Wanderer, Gretchen’s

My Peace ts Gone, and the Elegies, ditbyrambic

odes of great force like The Song of the Saints over

the Waters and The Divine, a vast epigrammatic

literature, such as the Xenien, and poems of oriental

beauty m the Western-Eastern Divan Goethe’s con

tnbution to fiction came too early in the history of

the genre to be more than experimental in form,

but It became the basis for the development of

German fiction His epistolary novel The Sorrows of

Young Werther (1774) may be said to begin mod-
em German literature, with its poignant study of a

soul in travail Many varied adventures and sepa-

rate stones are woven in the loosely constructed edu-

cational novel Wilhelm Meister's Affrenticeshif

(1796) and Wilhelm Master's Travels (1821) In

the psychological novel Elective Affinities (1809),
Goethe cultivates an objective, classical style In
Hermann and Dorothea (1798) he imitated Homer
in a hexameter epic of a pure love against a back-

ground of the French revolution Goethe enriched

German drama by his affirmation and imitation of

Shakespeare and by his creation of plays in tradi-

tional forms carnival plays, ^‘Singspiele,” and soaal

dramas Freedom was his theme in Gotz von Ber-

hchmgen (1773), the dramatized chronicle of a

free and noble spirit, in Egmont Ci775)> the drama
of the revolt of the Netherlands, in Ifhigenia in

Tauns (1779, 1787), the flawless, classical drama
of humanitananism, in Torquato Tasso (1790), the

drama of a poet’s experience, and in the Gothic
Faust (1775-1332), the great drama of modern
man’s striving for the moment of complete happiness

and beauty Goethe’s tremendous creativity also pro-

duced important works in other fields his auto-

biography Truth and Fiction (1811-12), the diaries

of ms travels, his letters (the correspondence with
Schiller forms a study in aesthetics), essays on art

and literature, and scientific studies, such as the

biological papers, including one on the discovery of

the intermaxillary bone (1784), the Theory of
Colors (1786-1806), On the Metamorphoses of
Plants (1790) The imprint of Goethe’s genius on
German literature in form and expression is all-

pervasive, m world literature and thought he is an
mesUmable force toward realism

Barker Fairley, G as Revealed m his Poetry

(Chicago), 1932 S L S

Gogol, Nikolay Vasilyevich (Russian, 1809V
52), was a distinguished prose writer on the edge
of the Pushkin circle Ddicate in health, a native

of the south, he pictured the Ukrainian or “Little

Russian” landscape and folk legends in a whimsical
and attractive way, emphasizing m each figure some
one characteristic that is really a caricature but that

makes the figure immortal in literature Author of

the best comedy in Russian, The Inspector General,

he prided himself that his work was for the moral
improvement of the Russian people, but almost every

character he conceived proved to be negative, hu-
morous, or drab The ideal of a Russia reformed on
the conservative and Slavophile pattern, was beyond
his grasp His attempts to reform Chichickov in

Dead Souls did not satisfy him and his efforts to

preach to his people only brought ndicule upon
him He became the prey of a religious mama and
practically committed suicide His story The Cloak

first roused the sentimental and radical sympathy in

literature for the oppressed and humiliated Belief

in spints and devils was an important part of his

intellectual make-up He is one of the most Russian

of Russian authors His reputation is constantly

rising

J Lavrin, G (London & N Y ), 1925CAM
Goldeaden, Abraham (Yiddish, 1840-^908),

“father of the modern Yiddish Theatre,” poet and

composer Bom in a small town in the Ukraine, he

graduated from the state rabbinical seminary m
Zhitoimr He wrote popular and Maskillic songs,

depicting typical characters of his Jevvush environ-

ment, then tender Zionist poems Edited (with J J

Limetsky) the weekly Yiskolik In 1876 he founded

the first modem Yiddish theatre, in Yassy, Romania

Later he directed a theatre in Russia till its closmg

in 1883, by order of the Czanst regime He wrote

the text and the music to a large number of op-

erettas, which were at first humorous and descrip-

tive of the mode of life (e g ,
The T'^o Kuni-

Lemlehk, Shmendnh) and later historical-national

and full of pathos (e g ,
Bar Kokhha, Shulamis )

J Shatzky, ed
,
G Bukh (N Y), 1926

Y M
Goldoni, Carlo (1707-93), is the outstanding

Itahan vmter of comedies His earliest (The Clever

Lady, 1743, The Clever Widow, 1748) served to

mitiate a reform of the Itahan theatre (particularly

at Vemce, the scene of Goldoni’s activities) and to

displace the decadent commedia delVarte The com-

edies of the following years (The Coffee-House,

1751, The Mistress of the Inn, 1752, The Rustics,

The New House, and A Curious Accident, 1760,

The Quarrels of Chioggia, 1761) were the high

point of his career After settling in Pans m 1762,

Goldoni’s productivity declined, but The Fan

(1763) and Th^ Diamond in the Rou^h (1771)
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are among his best works Goldoni’s comedies are

chiefly based on humor inherent m situations and
characters, with skillful construction and careful

observation of the Venetian scene

H C Chatfield Taylor, G , a htografhy

CN Y), 1913, J S Kennard, G and
the Venice of his time (N Y ), 1920

R A H Jr

Goldsmith, Oliver (Enghsh, 1728-74), was
one of the most versatile wnters of the i8th c A
poor student, he was refused holy orders, he tried

several professions before he launched into literature

with The Vicar of Wakefield In his formal, classi-

cal verse and his pohshed couplets he resembled

other 1 8th c wnters, his tenderness and humor,

however, his homely subjects and the warm human
s)nnpathy with which he described them, as in the

poem The Deserted Village, made him one of the

torerunners of the gathenng romantic school Al-

though he was a success at wnting—to his poetry and
fiction adding a pleasant comedy. She Stoofs to

Conquer—he was a total failure at living, and died

a pauper

W Black, G
F F M

Gongora y Argote, Luis de (Spanish, 1561-

1627), was the founder of the Baroque style in

Spamsh poetry Taking, e g ,
a mythological subject

such as Polyphemus and Galathea (1613), he pre-

sents a rather sensuous love story, hut so that the

allusions are intelhgible only to the learned reader

(culteranismo) and the ideas are cast into the most

surprising conceits of thought (conceptismo) This

development of a colorful and witty, odd, circum-

stantial, obscure, use of figures corresponding, how-

ever, to certain traditional propensities of the Ibenc

soul, hence was quite compatible with genume sin-

cerity and beauty—though his followers earned

gongorism to excess

E K Kane, Gongonsm and the Golden

Age (Chapel fEll, N C), 1928, L P
Thomas, Don L de G (Pans), 1932-

H A H
Gonzalez Prada, Manuel (Peruvian, 1848-

1918), was a ruthless enUe, an mditer of vitrohc

verse, and a leader of Peruvian thought Outraged

by the defeat of Peru by Chile, he began to attack

the incompetent government, later his hatde cry,

‘The old to the grave, the young to the task,” stirred

many to action With his pen he urged the renova-

tion of the whole political system, attacked rehgious,

political, and mtellectual bigotry without mercy,

and paved the way for the formation of the Apnsta

party Inflexible and mcormptible, he mspired the

youth of his country vwth a new consaence and a

new faith His poetry, in which he introduced many

words and verse forms unknovm to Spanish Amer-

ica, includes Lower Case Letters, Presbyterians, and

Exotics, while many of his best essays, bitter and
cutting in tone, are included in Free Pages and
Hours of Struggle Some eight volumes of his works

were posthumously pubhshed (1933-1940)

I Goldberg, “A Peruvian Iconoclast,”

American Mercury, Nov, 1925, L A
Sanchez, Don Manuel (Lima), 1930,

(Santiago), 1937, Introd by Carlos

Garcia Prada to the Antologia poetica

de M G P (Mexico), 1940 CCldstcos

de America, I

)

J R S

Gordon, Judah Loeb (Hebrew, 1830-92), the

leading Hebrew poet and wnter of the Haskalah,

was bom in Vilna, Lithuama, of a well-to-do cul-

tured family He received a thorough Hebrew and

secular education, and became an ardent advocate of

the Enhghtenment A facile and capable wnter, his

poems are distinguished for their flowing and easy

style, rich and colorful metaphor, rather than depth

of emotion or lofty thought He devoted his pen,

both m prose and m poetry, toward the spread of

enhghtenment and education He satmzed the old-

fashioned orthodox rabbis, their maimers, their

customs He combatted ignorance, advocated secular

learning and the way of life of the Gentile world.

For this, he was denounced to Russian authonties as

a revolutionary and spent some time m pnson How-
ever, the younger generation devoured his poems

and his satirical essays He was of inestimable serv-

ice to the spread of enli^tenment and reform

among the Jews in Russia The pogroms and perse-

cutions of the i88o's disillusioned him of his ideas

of assimilation He wrote a few poems m a new
vem, in the spirit of the new nationalistic move-

ment, but he could not adjust himself entirely to

the new trend of ideas, and died a broken-hearted

man
A B Rhine, Leon Gordon (Phila ), 1910

L A

Gorky, Maxim (pseud of Aleksyey Nikolayevich

Pjeshkov, Russian, 1869-1939), was bom m Nizhni

Novgorod (now Gorky) He hved his early life and

received his education under almost incredible con-

ditions, but remamed healthy and optnmstic, though

he assumed the pen name “Maxim the Bitter ” HiS

early stories show a sort of inverted romanticism, for

his outcast heroes hve harder than do the usual men
of all ages and classes Later he became active in

revolutionary circles, a fnend of Lenm, and endeav-

ored to lead the movement with his novels They

only lost him popularity Expelled from Russia, he

came to Amenca, where his expenences were any-

thmg but pleasing Later, at Capn, he wrote has

best autobiographic novels, as My Childhood,

Among People and My University Days These

reveal his appreciation of the good, and his ideal-

ism, while giving a frank picture of his expenences
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With the outbreak of the Revolution, he was the

outstanding author who declared for the Soviet

regime, at the same time, he led the efiEorts to save

the old Russian culture He was the tutor of the

early generations of Soviet authors but he himself

wrote little about the new regime Even his Ltfe of

Khm Samgin descnbes the revolutionary movement
before 1917 His masterpieces are now considered to

be his short stones and his autobiography, although

his play The Lower Depths is extremely popular

abroad There can be httle doubt that he is, thus far,

the greatest Russian author of the 20th c

A Kaun, M G and hts Russia (N Y ),

1931 CAM
Gobonwy Ddu o Fon See Owen, Goronwy

Grabbe, Christian Diettiich CGerman, 1801-

36), was a dramatist who attempted to create a

national histoncal German drama in a projected

senes of Hohenstaufen plays, contributed a very

humorous satiric comedy, Wzt, Satire, Irony and
Deeper Significance (1827), and developed a vividly

reahstic dramaturgy, particularly m the treatment

of masses, as m Napoleon, or The Hundred Days

(1935) and Hannibal (1838) Grabbe s imagina-

tion was perhaps greater than his power, but the

vision and technique of his dramas mspired later

dramatists from Hauptmann and Wedekind to

Johst, m whose tragedy. The Lonely Man (1917),
Grabbe appears as the magnificent fool of society

J G Roberston, A Hist of German Lit

(N Y), 1930 S L S

Gracian y Morales, Baltasar (Spamsh, 1601-

58), was the mtrospective analyst of decaymg Cas-

tihan glory His The Mean Critic (1651-2), like

Hamlet, opposes the natural man of tmcntical ac-

tion to the cautious, civilized, self-examining man
His proposals for a new education, to bring forth

a discreet hero, are full of a poised pessimism, which
gamed hun the adnuration ol Schopenhauer Tipng
to overcome the gongonsuc preciosity, he was him-

self an artificial flimker and an obscure writer

Aubrey F G Bell, B G (Oxford), 1921HAH
Granada, Luis de (Spanish, 1504-88), is the

typical Renaissance ascetic wnter and preacher His
moral themes, especially m his Guide For Sinners

(1567), are so steeped in his pondermgs over the

beauty of nature that the amazmg descnptions some-
times overpower the ascetic concern His Ciceronian

Style, m close mutation of the Latin rhetoric, devel-

oped the most redundant yet balanced prose of

classical Spam
Allison Peers, Studies of the Spanish Mys-‘

tics, I (N Y), 1927 HAH
Gray, Thomas (Enghsh, 1716-71), m the grow-

ing romantic temper, found beauty in picturesque

landscape In his first period, his odes, though clas-

sical in quahty, in metrical form and sympathy with
nature tend toward the romantic The second pe-

nod, to which the Elegy in a Country Churchyard
belongs, shows the breakmg of the conventional

forms in his wnting, and the harmonizing of clas-

sical and romantic elements In the third penod,
there is romantic experimentation, as m his trans-

lations of old Norse matenal Gray^s power lay m
his choice of words, his simple figures, his crafts-

manship m placmg every Ime m its proper place

and context

E Gosse, Life of G
F. F M

Gregoras, Nicephorus (Byzantine, 1295-1369),
the preeimnent scholar of the last 200 years of the

Byzantuie Empire, resembles Photius’^ and Psellus*

not only m nvahng their mastery of all knowledge,

but in his distinguished career as teacher and public

offiaal Though a layman, he was the foremost

philosopher, theologian, and controversiahst of his

day, and m hagiography his name comes second

only to that of Symeon Metaphrastes His greatest

achievements lay m astronomy, he calculated the

exact error in the Julian calendar and proposed a

reform Worthy of special mention among his nu-

merous other works are his voluminous correspond-

ence and his History (1204-1359), largely a per-

sonal and somewhat partisan narrative, but an im-

portant source^ for the penod What makes him
forever memorable is his lofty character ^‘To thme
own self be true,’^ mi|ht well have been mscnbed
on his tomb He had the rare courage to stand firm

in his convictions m the face of the fanaticism of

his fellow countrymen and the hostihty of an em-
peror, John Cantacuzenus He was disgraced and
imprisoned He died m obscurity

R Gilliland, Essai sur N G (Pans), 1926

M J H

Gregory the Great, Pope (540-604), was of

Roman senatonal rank, but abandoned a pohtical

career for monastic life Elected Pope (590), sent

missionaries to England In cast of mmd % medieval

man,*^ he is more interested m the supernatural

than m the natural. Reformed the Liturgy and
showed Roman gemus for administration m govem-

mg Papal domams His Latin Dialogues and scrip-

tural commentanes abound m the practice of alle-

gory, a search for hidden spmtual meamng behind

the hteral meamng of the words Sought to supplant

the fables of Paganism by stones of Chnstian samts

and heroes Less mtellectual than Boethius,’^ he

became the spmtual father of the Middle Ages His

Letters are the mirror of the efficient admmistrator,

m contact with all needs and details of his spmtual

and temporal realm

H H Howorth, St G the Great (N Y),
1912

E A. Q
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Gregory Nazianzen (of Nazianzus, m Cappa-

docia, Greek, ca 329-389 ad), life-long friend of

St Basil and Basil s Brotker Gregory of Nyssa, like-

wise gave up a secular career as a teacher of rhetoric

to become a monk and then a bishop—he accepted

the episcopal digmty much against his will Highly

gifted as a writer of prose and poetry, he was a com-

plete master of ancient rhetorical theory and prac-

tice He was called ^*the theologian, but he was
rather a great orator thoroughly versed m theology,

not a great speculative thinker like Gregory of

Nyssa His language is rich, harmonious, precise,

and forceful The Byzantmes called him '"the Chris-

tian Demosthenes
**

His chief works are 45 ora-

tions, notably that on the death of his fnend Basil,

those agamst Juhan the Apostate, and the apology

for his resignation as bishop of Constantinople, 245
letters, largely personal in character and written in

accordance with definite canons of epistolary style,

poems, of which may be mentioned the De vtta sua

m iambic tnmeter, and especially the Hymnus
ves'pertinus and the Exhortatw ad virgines which are

the oldest accentual poems in Greek hterature

O Bardenhewer, Geschtchte der altktrch-

lichen hiteratuTy III, 2d ed (Freiburg

im Bieisgau), 1923 M R P M
Gregory of Nyssa (Greek, ca 335-394 ad),

the younger brother of St Basil ^nd fnend of

Gregory Nazianzen, excelled both as a theologian

and as a philosopher No Chnstian wnter of the

4th c equalled him in his knowledge and under-

standing of pagan Greek philosophy, especially

Plato A teacher of rhetonc before he became a

monk and then a bishop, he reflects in his style the
strong mfluence of the rhetoncal theory and prac-

tice of his age Of his works it •wdl suffice to men-
tion the Oratio catechetica, a systematic exposition

of the pnnapal Chnstian dogmas and their defense

against heretics, Jews, and pagans, the dialogue, De
Anvma et resurrectione, of special mterest because

It is a conscious imitation of Plato’s Phaedo, the

De Virgimtate, the most important of his ascetical

works, panegyncs on certain samts and funeral ora-

tions—the latter espeaally show an interesting

adaptation of the pagan funeral oration, vnth all its

topotj to Christian use, 26 carefully composed let-

ters, largely personal in character, the most mterest-

ing being perhaps the second, which deals with the

abuses of pilgrimages Gregory enjoyed a high repu-

tation as an orator in his ovm age, but he lacks the

noble simpliaty of Samt Basil and the rich brilliance

of Gregory Nazianzen
O Bardenhewer, Geschtchte der altkirch-

Itchen Literatur, III, zd ed (Freiburg

im Brexsgau), 1923 m R P M
Grieg, Nordahl (Norwegian, 1902-43), out-

standmg poet, novehst, dramatist Of a distinguished

family, he became interested chiefly in the hfe and

lot of the poor Although not actively a labor propa-

gandist, he leaned toward the socialist gospel and

spent some time in Russia studying the new Soviet

drama From this angle came his vigorous play, Our
Glory and Our Power (Vdr aere og vdr makt), 1935*

Meanwhile Gneg had also deepened his insight mto
the meanmg of national loyalties In 1929 he pub-

lished the collection of poems entided Norway tn

Our Hearts, m which he tned to purge from the

love of country all the false elements of jmgoism

and boastfulness It was this lover of his country,

m harmony with the Gneg of the common man,
who became the patnot leader from the begmmng
of the Hider war in Norway From 1940 onward

he wrote some of the most stimng national songs

He died in an air attack on Berlin m December,

1943

K Elster, Vol VI, Norsk Litteraturhistorie,

2d ed (Oslo), 1934, Vol IV, Norsk

Biograpsk Leksikon (Oslo), 1929
T J

Grillrarzer, Franz (Austnan, 1791-1872), is

the leadmg classical dramatist of Austna, whose

dramas, wntten m verse of rare melody and beauty,

unite the ideahstic and imaginative attitudes of his

time with modem psychology He develops the

milieu of his dramas realistically and with contem-

porary reference, whether m his magnificent tnlo^

on the Medea theme, The Golden Fleece (18209,

m historical dramas treating the problem of the

ruler who is both divine and human (King Ottokar's

Fortune and End, 1824, A Faithful Servant of Hts

Master, 1828, and the posthumously published The
Quarrel of the Brothers m Ha'pshurg and The
Jewess of Toledo), in dramas on the conflicts of

the artist (Saffho, 1818), of frustrated love (The
Waves of the Sea and of Love, 1831), of over-

weemng ambition (The Dream of Life, 1834), of

the struggle for truth (Woe to Him That Ltesl,

1838) Despite the problematic themes of his plays,

the l3nic tone prevmls, particularly smce his mood
is one of disappomtment and resignation, a modem
pessimism that considers happmess a shadow and

fame an empty dream

S Liptzm, Hist Survey of German Lit

(N YO, 1936
S L S

Gruffydd, William John (Welsh, b 1881), is

one of those that, at the Bangor Eisteddfodf of 1902,

brought a new spint mto Welsh poetry His later

poetry has deepened and has shdren ofE foreign

mfluences He has wntten two plays, besides stones,

essays, and a volume of Old Memories (Hen Atgo-

pon^ As Professor of Welsh Literature at Umver-

sity College, Cardiff, he has pubhshed a number of

scholarly works Smce 1922 ne has been editor of
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Y Lienor, the leading Welsh literary magazine,

and has been influential in directing the develop-

ment o£ contemporary Welsh hterature

Llew G Wilhams, The Poetry ofW J G
m Welsh Outlook, VI C1919)

J J P

Grundtvig, NFS (Danish, 1783-1872) The
greatest mfluence in Danish literature, culture, and

folk life, moulding it into seKconscious form, and

giving It national expression His historical and

mythological works are mvaluable, his poetry in-

spirational Among his poetic contributions are his

hymns, which are incomparably majestic

C M V
.

Gudmundsson, Kristmann (Icelandic, b 1902),

whose major works until a few years ago were

written in Norwegian and have won him wide

recognition outside his native Iceland and Scan-

dmavia, has revealed uncommon narrative skill, mas-

tery of hfe-hke charactenzation, and psychological

penetration in such works as Ltvets morgen (The
Mormng of Life, 1929), Den hlaa kyst (The Blue

Coast, 1931), Det helltge f'jell (The Holy Moun-
tain, 1932), and Gudif^en og Oksen (Winged
Citadel, 1938), not least in the two last-named,

where his imaginative and descnptive qualities, to-

gether with his vigorous and vaned style, are seen

to excellent advantage His first novel written in

Icelandic since his return to his native land some
years ago, Ndtttrollid glottir (The Giant Grins,

1943), is also a noteworthy work with respect ahke

to plot-construction, to charactenzation and to style

Narrative art of a high order also charactenzes many
of his short stones

S Einarsson, ^‘Five Icelandic Novehsts,^^

Books Abroad, July, 1942, R Beck,

Icelandic Poems and Stones (Pnnceton
and NY), 1943

R B

Guiraldes, Ricardo (1886-1927), Argentme
novehst and short story wnter, spent his life when
not m Europe either in Buenos Aires or on the an-

cestral estancia He -wrote El cencerro de cnstal

(1915)? a volume of verse, Cuentos de muerte y de

sangre (1915), a collection of sketches, Raucho
(1917), a biographical novel mcludmg sketches of

life m Buenos Aires and Pans, Rasaura (1922), a

novelette of small tovm hfe m the Argentme,
Xaimaca (1923), an account of a journey up the

west coast of South Amenca, and his masterpiece,

Don Segundo Somhra (1926, trans 1935), which
contams his celebrated depiction of the gaucho type
In 1924 he collaborated with Jorge Luis Borges m
establishing the hterary penodical Proa and con-

tmued to contnbute to it Posthumously the Poemas
soUtanos, Poemas misticos and Sets relates were

pubhshed His chief importance as a wnter hes in

his portrayal, m onginal but highly artificial style,

of ranch hfe m the Argentine

J R S

Guiraut de Borneil (Provencal troubadour,

fl 1 1 75-1 220), native of Dordogne, in the vicmity

of Pengueux, was known as the “master of trou-

badours ” Of his poems, 77 have survived, chiefly

chansons, and some sirventes He was very skilfiil

m his technique, making frequent use of dialogue

He argued against the trohar clus, but he some-

times was a little obscure himself His smeenty and
elevated tone are marked throughout his work He
had vanous patrons, mcludmg Alfonso VIII, Alfonso

II, and the Viscount of Limoges

U T H
, Jr

Gunnarsson, Gunnar (Icelandic, b 1889), re-

sided until recently in Denmark and wrote in

Danish the novels that have earned him mter-

national reputation Among his most important

works are the stones Borgslaegtens Histone (The
Story of the Borg Family, 1912-14, abndged Eng
version. Guest the One-Eyed'), a gnpping story on a

powerful theme, Edhrodre (Sworn Brothers, 1918),

a fine histoncal novel, Sahge ere de enfoldige (Seven

Days* Darkness, 1920), a profound psychological

study and a very ongmal and highly provocative

book The strongly autobiographical 5 v senes

Kirken faa B]erget (The Church on the Mountain,

1923-28, the first 3 V in Eng , Shtfs in the Sky and

The Night and the Dream), is probably, however,

the author's greatest work He is noted for his

insight, excelling in revealmg the mnermost soul-

life of his characters, and also possesses great tech-

nical skill, which IS apparent not only m his novels

but no less in his short stones and hterary essays

S Emarsson, “Five Icelandic Novehsts,"

Books Abroad, July, 1942, “Return of

An Icelander," The Amencan-Scandt-

navian Review, Sept , 1941
R B

Guthrie-Smith, William Herbert (b i86x),

New Zealand wnter and naturahst, came from Scot-

land to New Zealand m 1880 as a cadet on a sheep-

station and settled down in his own station, Tutira,

in the North Island in 1882 After several volumes

on wild life and the coimtryside he pubhshed in

1926, Tutira, the Story of a New Zealand Sheep

Station It IS a remarkable volume, the history of a

few acres which in the end becomes a imcrocosm

of the whole Dominion of New Zealand Geog-

raphy, geology, topography, anthropology, and hu-

man philosophy all find a place It is not merely the

history of the sheep station It is the history of the

whole process by which settlers from the British

Isles have come and remained, sometimes un-

willmgly, m a strange country, until m the end they
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find that they belong not to Bntain hut to their

adopted Dominion
E H MacCormack, Letters and Arts tn

New Zealand (WeUington), 1940
I A G

Gutzkow, Karl (German, 1811-78), dramatist,

novehst, publicist, was a leader of the Young Ger-

man group whose writings were banned in 1835 In

the noveUe Wally the Doubter (1935), he boldly

advocates the “glonfication of the flesh'', in the

classical drama Uriel Acosta (1847), he pleads for

religious freedom, m the novel The Kmghts of the

Sftnt (1850-52), he treats the problem of political

power The panoramic pattern of the Nehenetn'
under, the simultaneous development of plot, in

this novel became the model for the German social

novel In his plays, novels, and journalistic writings

Gutzkow gave point to the radical trend of thought
of his time

S Liptzm, Hist Survey of German Lit

(N Y), 1936
S L S

Gwas Myhal See Jenner, Henry

Hariz (Muhammad Shams al-Din, Iranian, ca

1325-1389), the greatest of the lync poets of Iran,

like his emment predecessor Sa'di, is often called

Shirazi, a native of Shiraz He enjoyed the favors

of many prmces and rulers of his tune, especially

those or the Muzaffari dynasty His fame also ex-

tended beyond Iran, and he received many flattermg

mvitations from the rulers of neighbormg lands,

which he flatly refused His poetical compositions

are remarkable for their melody, rhythm, and beauty

of style The rose and the nightmgale, love and
wme, all in symbohc and mystical language, form
the theme of his verses His power of expression is

unequalled by any other Iraman poet, except Sa'di

Besides his ghazals, or odes, for which he is famous,

his Divan composes panegyncs, quatrains, double

rhymes, fragments and pento-rhymes His poems
were cbUected by Muhammad Gulandam, who
also edited his Divan

H Wilberforce Clark, The Divan (Cal-

cutta), 1891

MAS

Amencan forces m the country His biographies are

noted for their narrative excellence and cultural

significance

S Einarsson, "Five Icelandic Novehsts,"

Books Abroad, July, 1942, R Beck,

Icelandic Poems and Stones (Prmceton
& N Y ), 1943

Halbertsma Brothers (Fnsian) were the best

known and the most popular wnters in their lan-

guage dunng a large part of the 19th c Then prose

and poetic works are collected in Rhymes and Tales,

1871 (5th ed , 1918) The volume contains endur-

ing verse, especially folksongs, by Eeitsje (1797-
1858), who because of his studies in Heidelberg,

had come under the influence of German romanti-

asm There is a more rationahstic trend m the

contnbutions of his brother Joast Hiddes (1789-

1869), who gained considerable reputation as a

philologist and through such works as Tribute to

Gysbert Japiks, 2 v, 1824-27, and Literary Glean-

ings, 1840, did much to bnng about a true appre

ciatton of Gysbert Japiks

Dr G A Wumkes, Introd to Rimen en
Teltsies (Ljouwert), 1918

B J F

Halevi See Judah Halevi

Haliburton, Thomas Chaotler (Canadian,

1796-1865), was one of the first great Amencan
humorists In his The Clockmaker Or The Sayings

And Doings Of Samuel Slick Of Slickville, first

published senaUy m The Novascotian of 1835, he
satinzed the manners, customs, and prejudices of

his fellow colomals and Amencans, and tned to unite

all English-speakmg peoples He was first on the

North Amencan contment to wnte what could not

have been written by a European Not only was his

matenal new but so were his manner, tone, and
attitude He made popular humorous exaggeration

and comic charactenzation m dialect, and created

m Sam Shck, the Yankee pedlar, one of the great

characters of Enghsh hteratiue

J D Logan, T C H (Toronto), 1923
C J V,

Halide Edib See Adivar

Hagalin, Gudmundur Gislason (Icelandic, b
1898), outstandmg novehst, has published several

volumes of short stones of everyday life, especially

of the hfe of the Icelandic fishermen, splendidly

told tales, reveahng, sympathetic He has also wntten
a number of significant novels, mcluding Knstrun i

Hamravik (1933), a great styhsUc achievement,
Sturla i Vogum (1938), a nch work conceived on
a grand scale, BUtt laetur veroldin (Pleasant Ayrpears

the World, 1943), a very well-told story, marked by
enetrating msight and the author's charactenstic

umor, Modtr Island (Mother Iceland, 1945), a
vivid story, deahng with Iceland dunng the stay of

Hallgrimsson, Jonas (Icelandic, 1807-45), who
shares with Bjami Thorarensen the foremost place

in Icelandic hterature dunng the early 19th c , was
one of the founders of the important annual Pplntr

(1835-46), dedicated to the purpose of arousing

their countrymen and of improving their literary

taste and purgmg their native tongue of foreign

importations and mutations, and was a central figure

in that crusade of far-reachmg consequences for the

purification of the Icelandic language A master of

exqmsite lync form and unusuaUy pure diction, he
was a Romanticist, deeply mfluenced by Heme,
there is, however, much classical restramt m his
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poems, and the impact of Old Icelandic literature

upon IS pronounced His descnptive poems have

unusual charm and reveal the keen eye of the nat-

ural scientist for the pecuhar beauty of Iceland

His popularity remains undiminished and he has

had great influei^ce on succeeding writers

W Kirkconnell, The N Am Book of

Icelandic Verse (N Y & Montreal),

1930, R Beck, Icelandic Poems and

Stones (Pnnceton & N Y, 1943)
R B

Hamsun, Knut (Norwegian, b 1859), distm-

guished novelist He came into the foreground m
1890 with the novel Hunger The strikingly new
tone m his works had been heard m other lands,

notably with Dostoyevsky’^ m Russia A constant

preoccupation with lyric personal nuances of feelmg

and caprices of thought keeps the Hamsun reader

m a state of eager surpnse The lonely romantic

figure near the footlights of the story is always

Hamsun’s chief concern, where a mmeu is por-

trayed, it IS generally only for the purpose of en-

hancmg the effect of this figure Hamsim is imsur-

passed m the impressionistic brilhance of his style

His works have a tendency to play with the sordid

m human nature, but in novels such as Victona,

1898, Pan, 1894, and Growth of the Soil, 1917,

he shows a fine imderstanding of deep and sensitive

humamty He was^ awarded the Nobel Prize m
1920, but he has lost much of the esteem he once

enjoyed He took the German side m World War
II, but this must not blmd us to the essentially non-

pohtical values of his books

E Skavlan, K H (Oslo), 1^29, H A
Larsen, K H (N Y ), 1922

T J

Han Yu (Chmese, 768-824), the most striking

figure in the Chinese world of letters of the great

'Fang penod (618-906), essayist and poet In offi-

aal fife he got himself into trouble by ms outspoken

attacks on the degenerated form of- Buddhism, but

he died loaded with honors In prose he ongmated
a clear and robust style, still popular Besides prose

he wrote a large quantity of good verse on an im-

mense vanety of subjects *‘under his touch the

commonplace was often transmuted mto wit»” His

wntmgs were collected and published under the title

Han Chang Lt Chuan Tst (the complete works of

Han Yu) His reading pubhc is still large Readers

admire him because he was above all thmgs of a

kmdly and humane nature

H A Giles, Hist of Chmese Lit (N. Y
& London), 1929

S C L

Habdenberg, Friedrich von (German, 1772-

1801), better known by his pseudonym Novalis, is

probably the most onginal creative water of the

German Romantic school Novahs’s most significant

work is his unfinished novel, Hemnch von Offer-

dmgen (1799-1800), in which the hero goes

through various symbohc stages of mner spintual

evolution in the attainment of his goal, the ff>lue

flower’ of his romantic poetic ideal After leanung
successively about nature, history, and poetry, Hem-
nch, through the death of his sweetheart—a motif

that reflects Novahs’s strongest personal expenence,

the untimely death of his betrothed, Sofie von Kuhn—^becomes capable of appreciatmg the ideal as well

as the real world Novalis’s theory of magic ideahsm
IS denved from Fichte’s subjective philosophy It

seeks, by developing our will power, imagmahon,
and faith to the highest level, to bang about the

tnumph of the mner over the outer world, and aims
finally at a synthesis between nature and reason As
a lync poet, Novahs made an important contribu-

tion by his religious songs with their heartfelt piety

and smcenty, but his greatest lyncal achievement is

the free-verse poem. Hymns to the Night In it

Novahs makes use of a motif frequently employed
by romanticism, the celebration of, and longing for,

night or death as a means of reunion with his

betrothed m the world beyond
S Liptzm, Hist Survey of German Lit

(N Y), 1936
P M

Hardy, Thomas (Enghsh, 1840-1928), novehst

and poet, was at his best when writing of his native

Wessex, excelhng as the mterpreter of village life

and givmg the people of Dorsetshire the permanence

of a folk tradition Like Ehot, he was a psychologist,

but added the quahty of reahsm, the mfluence of

Zola and DeMaupassant Hardy’s genius is m his

creation of characters, such as Tess of the D^Urher-

villes, Jude the Obscure, Gabnel Oak, with their

tragic struggles against circumstances Cntiasm of

his extreme reahsm turned Hardy from fiction to

poetry, which—especially his sweepmg poetic drama,

The Dynasts—has been received with great enthu-

siasm

S. C Chew, T H
F F M

Harte, [Francis] Bret[t] (U S A , 1836-

1902), was a pioneer m local color fiction, with

popular tales and poems of Cahforma Bom in

Albany, N Y, he hved from 1854 to 1871 as an

Itinerant joumahst and teacher m the midst of the

gold-rush, and then spent the rest of his life in the

East or abroad unsuccessfully stnvmg to match his

early successes m The Luck of noanng Camf
(1868), The Outcasts of Poker Flat (1869), Ten-

nessee’s Partner (1869) ^and Plain Language from

Truthful James (1870) Although the matter of

these was reahstic, the manner (mfluenced by Irv-

ing, Dickens, and Poe) was consciously artistic,

theatncal, rather fastidious, and basically sentimental

in Its combmed appeal to pathos and humor* His
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Condensed Novels (1^67) contains amusing paro-

dies of popular novelists of the day

G R Stewart, B H , Argonaut and Exile

(Boston), 1931
ECS

Haxjptmann, Gerhart (German, h 1862), has,

m an impressive senes of plays, novels, short stones,

tapped many veins of modem hterature naturalism,

neo-romanticism, neo-classicism, expressionism It is,

however, safe to predict that his lastmg, towermg
significance will rest not on his excursion mto the

classical world (finechtsoher Eruhlmg, Greek

Sfnng), nor on his experiments vnth abnormal

psychology (Der Narr tn Chnsto Emanuel Qutnt)^

but on ms abihty to make the most effective use of

the naturahstic technique, by depicting and anal5rz-

mg with It the life of the poor classes and die

crushmg weight of their inner and outer environ-

ment With his heartrending presentation of social

misery—Silesian weavers emaciated by starvation

wages (The Weavers, 1892), a poor girl attempting

to commit suicide to escape her brutal father (Han^
neles Himmelfahrt, HanneWs ]oumey to Heaven,

1893), peasants being sacrificed m an abortive re-

bellion (Flortan Geyer, 1895), a good natured dray-

man ruined by a sensuous wife (Fuhrmann Hen'
schel, 1898), a young girl blackmailed into seduc-

tion (Hose Bemd, 1903J—Hauptmann, even if he
has no theoretical solution to offer, attunes the

emotions to a state of keener soaal awareness

K Holl, G H (London), 1913
H B

Hawthorke, Nathaniel (USA, 1804-64),

one of the country's classic novehsts, represents m
his fiction a searchmg ethical reahsm concerned

primarily with central dilemmas of human adjust-

ment Molded by his family roots in Puntan Salem,

by a sensitive and mtrospective temperament, and
by such hberahzing experiences as a sojourn at the

cooperative experiment of Brook Farm, he carefully

developed his nch, somber prose through numerous

fine short stones and sketches to the longer master-

pieces which he preferred to call Romances Almost

mvanably his method was one of bodymg-forth

cntical moral problems m terms of history or

imagmed and observed events, espeaally as he had
recorded these matenals in his notebooks At its

best (as in The Scarlet Letter') this allegory achieves

a unity and compelhng conceptual realism, enhanced

by clean, rhytmmcal prose and subtle shades of

descnption

N Arvin, H (Boston), 1929
ECS

Hazlitt, William (Enghsh, 1778-1830), drama

cntic, essayist, lecturer, was a difficult man, often

writing sharply of his contemporanes He wrote on

practically every author from Elizabethan days to

his own, giving one of our most valuable senes of

cntical judgments His Dramatte Literature of the

Age of Ehzaheth and associated wntmgs contnhuted

greatly to the mcreasmg romantic appreaation of

Shakespeare Hazhtt wrote in an unaffected fainihar

style, with lucidity combined with sensitiveness,

gusto, and subtlety He was able, as few others, to

descnbe a work in its total effect

A Birreff, W H
F F M

Hebbel, Christian Friedrich (German, 1813-

63), was a dramatist, in whose plays the relations of

mdividuals to each other and to their world are

analyzed in a tortured mterplay of question and

answer, as they reveal their passions and repressions

His characters succumb m a tragic conflict with im-

controUed desire Qudith, 1839, Genoveva, 1843),

the convention of society (Mary Magdalen, 1846),

jealousy m love (Herod and Martamne, 1850), the

rights of the state (Agnes Bernauer, 1852), per-

sonal honor (Gyges and hts Ring, 1856), or the

dash of two ages (the trilogy. The Nibelungs,

1862) While not an innovator m verse or prose

style or m dramaturgic form, HebbePs concern with

the nghts of the individual, his penetratmg psycho-

logical motivation, and his reahstic portrayal of the

milieu m which the problem is fought out, make
him a precursor of the modem social dramatist

S Liptzin, Hist Survey of German Lit.

(NY), 1936
S L S

Heidenstam, Verner von (Swedish, 1859-

1940), the only child of a noble family, was bom
in Olshammar, a manor estate, with traditions from

the Middle Ages His first poems were Vallfart och

vandnngsar (Pilgnmage and Years of Wandering,

1888) Through his ideahstic hedonism and his pas-

sion for beauty, he became the foremost representa-

tive of the opposition against the naturalism of the

8o’s In cooperation with Oscar Levertm he pub-

lished the satire Pefitas hrollof (Fepta's Wedding,

1890) In his allegoric novel, Hans Ahenus (1892),
he develops an aesthetic ideahsm His later poetry

expresses a profound nationahsm, which also char-

acterizes his histoncal novels— Dikter (Poems,

1895), Karohnerna 1-11 (The Charles Men), Heltga

Btrgittas ftlgnmsfard (St Btrgitta’s Pilgnmage,

1901), Eolkungstradet (2 v, 1905, 1907, The Tree

of the EoTkungs, trans A J Chater, N Y , 1905);
Svenskama och deras hovdmgar (2 v , 1908-09, The
Swedes and Their Chieftains) In 1915 he puh-

hshed Nya dikter (New Poems), in which he ex-

presses a religious humanism and a noble resigna-

tion (Selected Poems, trans Charles Wharton Stork,

New Haven, 1919) He received the Nobel pnze in

1916

J Landquist, V von H

,

1909, A Gustaf-

son, Six Scandinavian Novehsts (N Y ),

1940 A w.
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Heine, Heinrich (German, 1797-1856), poet,

essayist, novelist, literary histonan, political pam-

phleteer, the wittiest of the Germans, the last or the

Romanticists, the pioneer of Realism, an embattled

thinker, deprecated hy some as blackguard and

apostate and adored by others as contmuator of

Goethe and as bard of democracy His Buck der

Lteder (Book of Songs, 1827) is the most popular

collection of love lyncs m the German language

His Retsebtlder (Travel Sketches'), appeanng from

1824 on, are excellent examples of a literary genre

of the post-Napoleonic generation They are not

merely chronicles of trips through Germany, Italy,

and England, but primarily descnptions of the poet’s

inner moods, his emotional reactions to the scenes

visited, his reflections on imiversal themes or on

contemporary political events, thought-associations

aroused by incidents experienced In Pans from

1831 on, he became intermediary between French

and German culture His finest satire Deutschland,

Etn Wtntermarchen (Germany, A Winter's Tale,

1844) is a sardonic mocking of Btedermeter Ger-

many and of European mstituUons in general

Bomanzero (1851) contains his profoundest but

also most disillusioned verse utterances on eternal

problems His poetry rarely depicts cold, clear, ob-

jective phenomena, but rather phenomena as they

are mirrored in the imperfect minds and illogical

hearts of men and women Even as he himself loved

intensely and smiled at the seriousness of his love,

even as he hated fiercely and wondered why, so too

his poetry is a reflex of contradictory moods, a poetry

not wholly moral, not always beautiful, not entirely

sincere, but a poetry that is at all times human,
fascmatmgly human, with the breath of humamty
in Its every pore

Louis Untermeyer, H , Poet and Paradox

CN Y), 1937

1

'
S. L

Heliodorus (Greek, 3d c ad), one of the most
readable of the Greek novehsts, his tale of romantic

adventure, the Aethto'ptca, influenced not only his

immediate successors, but also European writers,

after the work became known through the transla-

tions of Amyot and Underdovm The interest of the

story IS more m its picturesque settmgs and skilfully

worked out plot than m the character drawmg
Both in theme and style, Hehodorus is indebted to

his classical and Heflenistic predecessors, but his

blend of romance and action in out of the way parts

of Egypt and Abyssima make his book a worthy
ancestor of the picaresque tale

E H Haight, Essays on the Greek Ro-
mances Qm y), 1943 CAR

Hemingway, Ernest [Milter] (U S A, b
1898), has best expressed the modem novelists’

lesson to the world that hfe is dangerous and de-

mands dangerous living All of his fiction—mclud-
ing the masterful short stones, the best of which are

collected along with a drama of the Spanish Civil

War m The Ptfth Column and the First Forty-Nine
Stories (1938)—^is marked by his love for action and
danger (frequently in war), and by his gift for

catching the unique charactensUcs of people among
whom he has hved His Farewell to Arms is widely
deemed the finest Amencan war novel, and, along
with For Whom the Bell Tolls, has won him vnde
esteem His stylistic mfluence upon modem prose

has been extensive

ECS
Herbert, George (Enghsh, 1593-1633), a poet

of the school of Donne, was a clergyman of the

Church of England In The Temple, a collection of

short poems pertaining to the Church, he wrote

sonnets, conceits, and euphuisms He strove to apply

forms already m use to religious verse Unhke
Donne’s, simplicity was the power of Herbert’s

verse, which reflected his moral earnestness and sin-

cere piety

Izaak Walton, Life of FI

,

1670
F F M

Herczeg, Francis (Hungarian, b 1863), has

often been referred to as the Hungarian Maupassant
Of German extraction, his attitude toward Hun-
garian history and characters is often detached His
stones portray army officers and men about town,

whose interest centers on society gossip, horses, and
adventuresses Though well aware or the evils of

society, Herczeg is content "with presenting hfe as

It IS, and rarely voices cnticism He abandons this

attitude, however, m his histoncal novels and
dramas, e g ,

Byzantium (1904), The Bridge (1923),
which serve as vehicles of his wews He owes his

populanty with the masses to his entertaining novels

and short stones, eg, The Gyurkovics Girls (1893)
and to a score of clever social comedies, several of

which, hke The Blue Fox (1917), formed part of

the repertoire of many stages abroad

E Csaszar, Fr H in NRH, 1932
A S and F M

Herder, Johann Gottfried (German, 1744-

1803), one of the great minds that helped to create

and shape the modem penod A disaple of Kant

and Hamann, he was anti-rationalistic and humani-

tanan in his philosophy In his many essays on liter-

ature

—

Fragments on Modem German Literature

(1767), Critical Forests (1769), On the Origin of

Language (1772), On German Life and Art (1773)—he presented the view that poetry was man’s

mother tongue and should be fync m character,

naive and spontaneous as a folksong He exerted a

strong influence on the writers of the Storm and

Stress penod, especially Goethe, who later called

him to Weimar Although not a creative wnter him-

self, Herder showed remarkable artistry in his trans
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lations of folksongs, Voices of the Nations m Songs

(1778-79) His scholarship was most comprehen-
sive and was incorporated in works that have con

tnbuted to our knowledge of the evolution of man-
kind and the development of modem histoncal

science (Ideas toward a Phtlosofhy of the History

of Mankind, 1784-91)
Frank McEachran, The Life and Philos-

ophy of J G H (Oxford), 1939
S L S

Herodotus (Greek, ca 485-425 b c ), the

“Father of History,^’ horn m Greek Asia Minor,

spent much of his life travehng m the Greek and
barhanan lands of the eastern Mediterranean, gath-

enng matenal at first hand and writmg his account

of tSe clash of Greeks and barbanans which culmi-

nated in the Persian Wars Herodotus was possessed

of an enqmrmg mind and a taste for anecdote, so

that ever3rthmg he saw and heard was gnst for his

mill Yet his exercise of discnmmation and willmg-

ness to present both sides of a case made his work
the first in which the necessity of evidence for his-

torical judgment was recogmzed He has recreated

the world of archaic Greece with something of the

gusto and simphcity of Homer, which has made his

work a dehght for posterity to read, although it was
not a model of historiography even for his imme-
diate successors

T R Glover, H (Berkeley, Cal ), 1924
CAR

Herrera, Fernando de (Spanish, 1534-92), was
pohshed both m love poetry and in the great patn-

otic ode, such as the Song on the Battle of Lepanto

His Andalusian pompousness pleased the eternal

Spanish baroque taste, helped give him the tide of

“Divine Poet^^ He developed a more flowery style

than that of his model Garcilaso
*

A Coster, F de H (Pans), 1908HAH
Herrick, Robert (English, 1591-1674), the

best known of the Cavalier poets, reflected two view-

pomts in his poems, Cavmer gaiety and Puntan
senousness The pnest of a remote Enghsh pansh,

he pamts a dehcate picture of the countryside, and
a vigorous picture or rustic life, as m The Hack
Cart His hre was a feast of the senses, not of sensi-

bihty His rehgious poems, though not his best, rank

high among devotional wntings He is best known
as creator of coxmtless htde poems, such as Connna
Goes A-Maying, m which he conveys his dehght

m the exqmsite surface of life There is imnvaled
verbal music m his poetry

F W Moorman, Life of R H
F F M

Hesiod (Greek, 8th c b c ) was the traditional

creator of didactic poetry Bom on a Boeotian farm,

he was cheated of his inheritance through the con-

nivance of a brother, Perses, and the judges m his

smt This wrong stirred Hesiod to write the Works
and Days for the edification of his brother In it a
practical program for nghteousness and prosperity is

set forth hard work and proper methods of farm-

ing, for which Hesiod gives a long hst of practical

hints Hesiod’s earnestness, insistence on a universal

pnnciple of justice, and homely philosophy, rein-

forced by the proverbs of his countryside, gained
him a number of immediate mutators, and renewed
populanty m the Alexandnan penod among the

hterati, as well as mutation by Vergil m the

Georgtcs

T A Smclair, H , Works and Days (Lon-

don), 1932
CAR

* Hirayama Togo See Ibara

Hoffmann, Ernst Theodor [Wilhelm]
Amadeus (German, 1776-1822), is one of the

most mtngmng of the German romantiasts His
life, particularly in his last Berlm years, reflects me
pecuhar dichotomy of his art At that time he used

to spend his days as a conscientious junst, then

while away his nights with his cromes in the wme-
room of Luttener and Wegener, dehghting them
with his fantasies or usmg their pecuhanties as ma-
tenal for his types His techmque stems from Tieck’s

romantic novelle, but he develops a greater distmct-

ness and brmgs about a closer union between the

real and the imagmary Thus, m The Golden Pot

(1813), although to the practical atizen it seems
that the student Anselmus lives with his sweetheart,

the archivist’s daughter, m Dresden, his poetic soul,

through the dowry of the ‘golden pot,’ symbohcally

transforms their earthly estate mto the wonder-
realm of Atlantis Another type of story is the

murder mystery,’ so popular in Amenca, which
Hoffmann was one of the first to develop Hoff-

mann had great mfluence in France, among others,

on Victor Hugo and George Sand, and foimd a

strong soul-mate m the American Edgar Allan Poe,

whose technique and subject matter greatly resemble

those of the German author

S Liptzm, Hist Survey of German Lit

(N Y), 1936
P M

Holberg, Ludvig (1684-1754), the father of

the Damsh stage and comedy His comedies were
generally satires directed against the platitudes of

the lower strata of society, as well as agamst the

foreign and sophisticated elements m the upper
stratum His works helped estabhsh the National

Theatre

C. M V
Holderlin, Friedrich (German, 1770-1843),

a poet whose absorption m the classic ideal of

Greek culture was so mtense that he identified him-

self in early years with the Greek gods and his
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fatherland with Greece Unfortunately, madness

shrouded the latter half of his life, so that his work

and position lemam somewhat a riddle His lync is

infused with the ideahstic mspiration of the classical

tradition, and is marked by lofty universahty of

theme and tone, hymnic rhythm and melodious

harmony (To the Parcae, Hyperions Song of Fate,

Hymn to the Ideals of Humanity') The epistolary

novel, Hyferton or the Hermit in Greece Ci794)t

and a tragedy The Death of Emfedocles Ci799)>

both show his power of expression and sensitivity

of soul His creative use of symbols, the spirituahty

of his images, and the pessimism of disillusionment

m his works have led in recent years to a Holderhn

renaissance, strongly reflected in both poetry and

paintmg
Stefan Zweig, Master Builders, (New

York), 1939
S L S

Holmes, Oliver Wendell (USA, 1809-94),

for many years professor of anatomy at Harvard,

was also 19th c Boston’s most celebrated talker,

occasional poet, and familiar essayist His urbane,

anstocraUc conservatism in most aspects (mduding
his prosody) threw mto startling contrast his saen-

ufic empiricism as it was apphed to moral problems,

and It is this latter hberalism, combined with a gift

for ehcitmg surpnse, that raises his writmg above

polished dilettantism His modified literary neo-

classicism operated best amid the mixed wit, satire,

and sentiment of famdiar verse, occasional composi-

tions, and especially the personal essay as collected

m the four volumes which are represented best by
The Autocrat of the Breakfast-Tahle (1858) His

senous poems are few, and except for occasional

passages his three novels are literary cunosities

S I Hayakawa and H M Jones,

O W H CN Y), 1939, M A De-

Wolfe Howe, H of the Breakfast-

Tahle (N Y), 1939 ECS
Homer (Greek, 9th c b c ) was, according to

tradition, the blind composer of the Tkad and the

Odyssey Nothmg is known of his personality or

of his hfe, although a persistent tradition mdicates

that he was a native of Greek Asia Mmor where
epic poetry arose from saga of the Mycenean Age
m Greece Smce the poems are purdy narrative,

the poet’s ovm personahty is never obtruded The
*‘Homenc Question,” concerning the composition

of the poems, which provoked so much discussion

m the 19th c , has scarcely been answered defim-

tively The mam objection to the separatist theones

remams the unity of composition and conception,

which can only be adequately explained as the

work of one mmd More important, however, than

the authorship of the poems is their hterary great-

ness They have set the standards for epic poetry

and have been a hving part of the tradition of

European literature for almost three thousand years

C M Bowra, Tradition and Design in the

Iliad (Oxford), 1930 CAR
Hooft, Pieter Cornelisz (Dutch, 1561-1647),

poet and plajrwnght Son of a mayor of Amsterdam,
he traveled extensively through Italy and France
He translated Petrarch, wrote a pastoral play. Gran-
ida, a comedy, The Miser, the tragedies Geeraert

van Velsen and (Baeto or the origin of the Hol-
landers) In 1610 he mamed and wrote movmg
love l3ncs In his castle at Mmden he gathered a

circle of literary and artistic fnends (known as the

“Muiderknng”), which made Mmden the center

of Holland’s mteUectual hfe When Hooft was
about 40 he devoted himself entirely to works of

a historical nature

J G

Horace (Q HoraUus Flaccus, Roman, 65-8

B c ), one of the notable group of poets that owed
their encouragement to Maecenas, a wealthy fnend
of Augustus His first literary work was a book of

Satires, the avowed purpose of which was ^^to speak

what is true with a smile on your hps ” The brief

lyncs, knovm as Odes, reflect the cheerful oudook of

one who, in a penod of relative peace and security,

is content with simple pleasures In dehcate fashion,

with the admirable sententiousness for which he

became noted, he administers gentle reproofs and

urbane counsel to faithful slave or famous states-

man Next to Anstotle’s Poetics, Horace’s hterary

epistle, known to the world as Ars Poetica, has had

the most profound influence on European literary

criticism

J F D’Alton, H and his Age, (London),

1917, G Showerman, H and his In-

fluence (Boston), 1922

- J J S

Hornklovi, Thorbjorn (Norwegian, fl ca

900), distmgmshed poet at the court of Kmg
Harald the Fairhaued Known prmcipally for two

works, the skaldic poems Haraldskvadet and Glym-

drdfa The eulogy of Kmg Harold (Haraldskvadet)

is a remarkably vivid description of what Thorbjorn

himself had seen m the famous battle of Hafrsfjord

The author speaks of the ^^drottm nordmaima,” the

kmg of the Norsemen, and gives one of the earliest

demonstrations of national loyalty and pnde In the

Glymdrd'pa, which takes its name either from the

splendor of Harald’s reign or from the strongly

auditory effect of the verses themselves, Thorbjorn

rears a monument to the popular king This poem
IS not so spontaneously imaginative as the other, it

tends, like most of the skaldic verse, to seek glory

m virtuosity But even m the eulogy to Harald he

is able to break through the heavy form and make
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us sense the personal impulses of a great historical

era.

F Jonsson, Skjaldedigtmng 4 v (Copen-

hagen), 1912-15, Den oldnorske og

oldtslandske htt hist 2d ed , 3 v

(Copenhagen), 1920-24
T J

Housman, Alfred Edward (Enghsh, 1859-

1936), poet and classical scholar, is known to the

world as author of A Shropshire Lad (1898), a

volume of ballads about the everyday life of the

Shropshire people Like Fitzgerald he voiced a

philosophy of pessimism and defeat Even his gayest

poems reveal an inner sadness Housman’s verse is

condensed and stripped of all superfluity of orna-

ment, having as its outstanding virtue an extraordi-

nary simphcity of tone His poems are fastidious,

small, hmited m range, and restncted m outlook,

but considered by many as nearly perfect as lyncs

can hope to beASF Gow, A E H (Cambridge,

Eng), 1936
F F M

Howells, William Dean (USA, 1837-

1920), chief early champion of Amencan hterary

reahsm, beheved CCntictsm and Fiction, 1891) m
the supremacy of truth, actuahty, average normalcy,

and exact depiction of character and motive m
fiction A self-educated Ohio ]oumahst whose cam-

paign biography of Lincoln (i860) made him Con-

sul to Venice, he followed his early poems and

travel sketches with nearly 80 volumes (short

stones, plays, essays, verse, autobiography, novels)

which move somewhat fitfully from a surface con-

trast of manners to treatment of social conflict m
the hght of Tolstoian soaahsm and his own expen-

ence Despite the limits of his genteel, decorous,

anstocratic outlook, his stronger novels (A Modem
Instance, 1881-2, The Rise of Silas Lapham, 1884-5,

A Hazard of New Fortunes, 1889-90) are memo-

rable for nchness of tone, dialogue, and descnption

Years of My Youth (1916) is his most reveahng

book of remimscences

O W Firkms, W D H , a Study (Cam-

to good Man, he said, is the noblest being on earth

because he has a sense of justice And *hr there be

justice, then there will be concord If there be

concord, then men will be united if united, then

their strength will be muluplied if their strength

be multiplied, then they wul be powerful enough

to conquer the world of creatures The busi-

ness of education, then, is to harmonize men’s raw

mstmcts by means of music and the performance of

rehgious and social ntual

E R Hughes, Chinese Philosophy in

Classical Times (London & N Y ),

1942, H Dubs, The Works of H Tz*

(London), 1928

S C L

Hsun Tzu See Hsun Ch’mg

Hu Shih (Chmese, b 1891), one of Chma's

greatest scholars, w^as born in Shanghai of an

Anhwei family of scholars He studied m Amenca,

receiving his B A from Cornell and Ph D from

Columbia He was the leadmg figure m the '‘hterary

revolution” and the “New Thought” movement,

while serving on the faculty of the National Uni-

versity of Peking In 1928 he started a monthly, the

Crescent Moon, which stood for fundament^ re-

thinking, avil nghts, hberty, and good government

It was suspended in 1933 and was replaced by the

Independent Critic, an organ of debate and un-

tiaxnmeled criticism He served as Chma’s ambassa-

dor to the Umted States from 1938 to 1942 He
is author of numerous articles both m Chmese and

Enghsh, all of which show that he is a strong liberal

and a deep thinker Among his best known books

in Cbnese are History of Chinese Philosophy,

Vol I, Experiments, a collection of poems wntten

m pat hua, and The Collected Writings of Hu
Shih His works in Enghsh include The Develop-

ment of Logical Method in Ancient China and the

Chinese Renaissance

China Year Book, 1937-43 (New York),

S C L

Huet, C B See Busken Huet, Conrad

bndge), J9M
^ ^ ^

Hsun Ch’lng (Hsim Tzu, Chmese, ca 298-238

Bc), outstanding philosopher and wnter of the

Confucian school of thought, hves m Chma’s

hterary history as one of the inventors of a new

form of poetry called Fu As a philosopher, he m-

qmred mto the nature of man, the order of the

rmiverse, the problem of knowledge, and the nature

and scope of education His ^ilosophical work

comes to us under his honored name Hsun Tzu

(Master Hsrm) He beheved firmly m the moral

order of the imiverse and m the power of education

to change the congemtal nature of man from evil

Hughes, John “Cemog” (Welsh, 1832-87),

was the ^eatest lynst of the 19th c While m Man-

chester he came under the mfluence of the European

movement for the freedom of oppressed peoples,

which he apphed to Wales, he projected himself

back mto the times of the struggle for national m-

dependence, and wrote passionate war lyncs and

laments for the fallen He loved peace and hated

war, but he felt that freedom was worth fightmg

for, and that it was “better to die on old Rhuddlan

Marsh, better to sink mto the freedom of the sea,”

than to endure servitude He was a great lover of

nature, and his Alun Mahon, often considered his

best work, is a pastoral of the Wales of his own
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day Many o£ his best lyncs were written to be sung

to old Welsh tunes

Gweithtau Cetnogf 9 v in 3, (Wrexham),

A Graves, English Verse Trans of the

Welsh Poems of C H (Wrexham),

Hugo, Victor (French, 1802-85), incarnates

the Romantic spmt in French literature Taken to

Spam while a boy, he never forgot the vivid hfe

and rich color of that land, as a young man he set

out to make hunself chief of the Romantic school

and succeeded so well that he dominated the move-

ment from Its mception until its death as an organ-

ized entity His first manifesto was the Preface to

his play Cromwell (1827), m which he expounded

the whole Romantic doctrine of the combination

of comedy and tragedy, the mixture of the sublime

and the grotesque, the preponderant role of the

)eune preimer^ He then proceeded to embody his

doctrine m a senes of dramas that stand today as

the most typical expressions of the Romantic spmt

in France Among these plays are Hernant (1830),

the first and best, Lucretia Borgia (1833), Buy Bias

(1838) But soon the Romantics were dnven from

the boards and Hugo, realizing his defeat, turned

to poetry and the novel A senes of truly great

volumes of verse established his fame beyond cavil

The Punishments (1853), Contemplation (1856),

The Legend of the Centuries (1859) would m
themselves have guaranteed his fame, but they are

supported by a dozen mmor volumes, each of which

has its charm Pictures from the Orient (1827),

Autumn Leaves (1831), Songs of Eventide (1835),
Voices Within (1837), Lights and Shadows (1840)
Although this poetry is constantly marred by Hugo’s

overweemng vanity and love of the pose, although

its content of philosophy and idea is unimportant

nevertheless its color and harmony and vividness

give It freshness and power Hugo, in spite of his

philosophic shortcomings, was the father of most

of the modem poetic movements m France No
Frenchman has ever equalled him m virtuosity, he
IS the master versifier of his tongue However, his

high place as arbiter of thmgs hterary did not shield

him feom pohtical difficulties Having mcurred the

anger of Napoleon III, whom he had called the

Wall,’ he was banished to the Channel Isles,

where he spent the years 1851-70, engaged as al-

ways m a staggenng hterary production, mcluded
in which was his famous novel, Les Mtsirahles

(1862) He had already created a reputation as a

novehst with Notre Dame de Pans (1831) and m
spite of the length of his novels, in spite of their

lack of orgamzation, their pedantry, their hopelessly

involved plots and romantic dodges, they are stiU

among the best-read works in French hterature

Hugo IS today the most widely knovm author of the

19th c m France, his huge literary production has

many faults, most of them senous, but even his

worst detractors cannot deny the power and life

and color of his tremendous work
M Josephson, V H (N Y), 1942

R J N
Hunt, Leigh (Enghsh, 1784-1859), essayist,

poet, editor, was a bookman aU his life Although

a talented poet, his greatest service was to discern

greatness in others, as Colendge, Keats, Shelley

His poems show the quality of his appreciation for

hterature and art, but his most important work was
done as an essayist, as in What is Poetry? which
most clearly states the aesthetic beliefs of the ro

mantic school Many of the writings of this school

first appeared m his journals. The Indicator and

The Examiner
E Blimden, L H and Hts Circle

F F M
Hurtado de Mendoza, Diego (Spamsh, 1503-

75), was the first Spanish pragmatic histonan and

philosopher of history His War of Granada (pub

1622) presents first-hand observations and keen

comments on the upnsmg of the Monscoes of the

Alpujarras, doing full justice to the enemy point

of view In style the work is a balanced mutation

of Sallust and Tacitus

J D Fesenmair, Don D H de M
(Munich), 1882-4 HAH

Husayn, Taha (Arab, b 1889), though bom
m obscurity, bhnded m infancy, and reared m the

reactionary Islamic seminary of Al-Azhar, rose to

fame as prophet of Egyptian modernism A imi-

versity educauon in Pans and a senous training m
Arabic and Greek classics drove him to the con-

clusion, unfaltermgly espoused throughout his career,

that Arabic studies must be pursued m a scientific,

free atmosphere, untrammeled by Islanuc theology,

and that Egypt’s reawakening must involve direct

contact with uie Hellenic hentage His al-Adab al-

Jdhili (Pre-'lslamic Literature, 1927) shocked ortho

dox Moslems by expounding the theory that pre-

Islamic poetry was forged after the nse of Islam

In Mustaqhal al-Thaqdfah fi Misr (Future of Cwl-

ture in Egypt, 1939) he advanced the view that

geographically, histoncally, and culturally Egypt

belongs to the Hellenic world, that she is as Medi-

terranean as Italy or France Despite his Egyptian

particulansm, Husayn is popular with Arab hberals

His style, rambhng and redimdant, possesses fine

qualities, is psychological, personal and effective,

enriched by touches of wusdom and penetrating in-

sights Under constant attack by the conservative

die-hards, Husayn’s greatness remains apparently

unimpaired among the intellectuals

A S Eban, The Modern Literary Move-

ment in Egypt, m International Affairs,

V, XX, no 4 (London), April, 1944
E J J
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Husayn, IBN-, Abu al-Hasn Ahmad See Mutan-
abbi, Al-

Huyghens, CoNSTAJSfTijN CDutcb, 1596-1687),

poet, bom in The Hague In 1625, he became sec-

retary of King Henry Frederick, by that tune he had

already pubhshed a number of poems During his

whole hfe he was closely assoaated with the House

of Orange Its fall, in 1650, gave him more time to

devote to his wntmg In 1658he published his col-

lected poems “Korenbloemen*^ ^Cornflowers) His

last poems, in which he reflects about his youth,

reveal a still youthful imnd

J G,

Ibara Saikaku (pseud of Hirayama Togo, Japa-

nese, 1642-93) was bom of a wealthy merchant

family m Osaka The starting pomt of his literary

career was the composition of hatku His hatku can-

not be valued very highly as poetry, but he is peer-

less in his abihty to depict hfe free of conventions

As a novehst, he was the founder of a new school

of realistic popular wntmg which had been neglected

since Murasaki Shikibu and Sei Sh5nagon of the

Heian penod (794-1192) With complete disregard

for the traditional manner of novel vmtmg, with

profound and cntical observation, he pictures the

life of the demi-monde His style is rhythnucal and
impressionistic Saikaku's works were considered

extremely gross and were denounced as defymg the

general standard of morahty In recent years, how-

ever, they have become very popular Koshoku
Ichtdat Otoko (Ltfe of a Volupuous Man) and
Koshoku Ichtdat Onna (Ltfe of a Voluptuous

Woman) are two of his tj^pical works

Fujimura, Tsukum, Ntppon Bungaku
Datpten (Comprehenstve Dtcttonary of

Jap Ltt, Tokyo), 1934
Y U

Ibn al-Muqaffa^ (^Abdullah, Iraman, d 757)
was of great service to the cause of culture, in trans-

iatmg from Pahlavi mto Arabic works (many earher,

from Sansknt and Greek) that are otherwise lost

The Arabs of the penod referred to the "‘Persian

style” as especially ejffective, that of Ibn al-Muqaffa"

was distinctive, simple and vigorous Among his

best works are Dehqan-e Danesnvar’s Khoday-ndma
(Book of Kings) i later continued by Daqiqi and
Firdausi^, Book of Mazdak, J*in-ndma, Kalila and
Dtmna

A Iqbal, Ahdolldh thn-ol-Moqaffa* (Ber-

lin), 1926

MAS
Ibn Ezra, Abraham ben Meir (Hebrew, 1092-

1167), medieval Hebrew poet, scholar, and traveler,

was bom m Toledo, Spam His poetry is distm-

gmshed by beauty of form, nchness of language,

and many patterns of rhythm and rhyme He was
a great student of the Hebrew language, and his

thorough knowledge of philology served him m his

commentary on the Bthle, where his hnguistic

studies helped him place different parts of the

Bthle m their proper penods Thus he was the first

scientific cntic of the Scrtptures, and paved the

way for Biblical scholars of modem times

M Waxman, A Hist of Jewish Ltt

(N Y), 1940-1
L A

Ibn Ezra, Moses ben Jacob (Hebrew, 1070-

1150), poet and hymmst, was bom in Granada,

Spain Prevented from marrymg his niece whom
he loved passionately, he wandered through the

world, restless and dejected A great master of the

Hebrew language and a poet of unusual gifts, he

composed some of the most beautiful Hebrew poems

of the penod His early poems were mostly secular

and m light vein, devoted to love, wme and song

After his disappointment in love, they were more

senous He composed a great many sacred and

penitential poems and has often been referred to as

Moses the Hymmst He was also a philosopher and

scholar of merit Because he traveled through many
non-Moslem countnes he was the first Hebrew-

Spanish vrater to compose all his works m Hebrew
M Waxman, A Hist of Jewish Lit

(N Y), 1940-1

L A

Ibn Gabiroe, Solomon (Hebrew, 1021-58),

the profoundest of all Hebrew poets, and the first

great poet of the Golden Penod of Moonsh Spam
There is very little known of his hfe except that

he was bom m Malaga, Spain, and died in Valencia

From the many references m his poems we know
that he was orphaned in his teens, and suffered

greatly from want He is often bitter, despondent

and pessimistic, at times, however, he indulges m
humor and fnvohty In most of his poems he is

deeply religious and philosophic Many of his re-

ligious poems have been mcorporated mto the ntual

service, particularly noted is his great philosophical

poem Kether Meluth (Royal Crown), mcorporated

mto the service of the Day of Atonement His poetry

IS noted for richness of imagery, conciseness and

beauty of style, and deep thought Gabirol wrote

also m Arabic several bx^Dks on philosophy, as his

Mekon Haym (Fountain of Life), translated mto

Latin as Rons Vitae under the garbled name of

Avicebron, long thought to be a Moslem or a

Christian Arabic philosopher His teachmgs were

accepted by the Franciscans, and figured prommently

m the controversy between Duns Scotus and

Thomas Aqumas
M Waxman, Hist of Jewish Ltt (N Y ),

1930-41
L A

Ibn Sina (Abu al-Husayn ibn "Abdullah, known

as Avicenna, Iraman, 980-1037) is a scholar of
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world renown, of High repute m theology, logic,

astronomy, mathematics, and especially in medicine

and the art of diagnosis Over loo works, m Arabic,

include Kttah al-Shtfa, a philosophical encyclopedic

treatise deahng with logic, physics, mathematics,

astronomy and metaphysics, and his chief book on

mediane al-Qdnun In Persian he wrote a book

on philosophy, T)dnesh-nama-ye *Ald% a number of

quatrams, and two romances

A M Goichon, Lexique de la Langue
Phtlosophtque d^Ihn Sind (Pans), 1938MAS

Ibsen, Henrik (Norwegian, 1828-1906), by far

the greatest dramatist m Norwegian hterature From
a imddle class merchant home, he came into the

hterary circles of Oslo m the 1850's as a wnter of

national romantic plays, of which Lady Inger, 1854,

and The Vikings, 1858, are best known In the

6o's he achieved tremendous moral power m The
Pretenders, 1863, Brand, 1866, and Peer Gynt,

1867 The group was finished m 1873 with the

pubhcation of Emperor and Galilean Between the

years 1877 and 1899 he wrote an even dozen of

plays deahng "with the problems of the mdividual

in a modem society Best known are A DolVs

House, 1879, Ghosts, 1881, The Wild Duck, 1884,

Rosmersholm, 1886, and Hedda Gabler, 1890 He
had a profoimd mfluence on the form of the modem
drama, reestabhshmg somewhat the umties of tune

and place by the extensive use of retrospective con-

versations During the 8o's and the 90's he also

pioneered m the so-called symbohc plays, m which
the pnnciple of overtones is used Most of his ma-
ture productions achieve remarkable mtellectual in-

tensity, with an inward questioning He is always

absorbed m the problems of the individual person-

ahty and has been spoken of as the great individualist

in Norwe^an letters, but although he hates the

shams and the pretenses of society, it cannot be
mamtamed that he hates society as such He has
had the efiFect of a tremendous searchhght

Wm Archer, The Collected Works of
H I, 13 V (N Y), 1916-27, H Koht,
The Life of H 1 , 2 v (N Y ), 1931

T. J

Immanuel ben Salomon of Rome (Immanuel
ha-Romi, Hebrew, 1268-1330) though bom in
Rome, is looked upon as the last of the great poets
of the Golden Spanish Period His fame rests on
his Mahheroth (Book of) Immanuel, in which are
his short, mostly secular, poems, between prose
tales and essays His best poem is the Hotsfeth ve-ha
Eden (JParadise and Hell) modeled on Dante, who
IS said to have been a fnend of his His poetry is

distmguished by his great humor. He enriched the
Hebrew vocabulary and mtroduced the sonnet and
the Italian meter to Hebrew hterature Tmmgrmfi]

IS also known for his commentary on the Bible and
for his poetry in the Italian languages

M Waxman, Hist of Jewish Lit (N Y ),

1930-41

L A

Ingemann, B S (1789-1862), the father of

the Danish novel The term, Ingemann's novels,

has become a b)word in the mmd of every child,

youth, and adult in Denmark His novels are aH
taken from the historical records of the middle
ages, their chief characters bemg national heroes

and heromes His seasonal hymns are exquisite, m
childlike simplicity

C M V
loLO Morganwg See Wdhams, Edward

Irving, Washington (USA, 1783-1859), ht-

erary ambassador of good will, was the first Amen-
can author to be widely acclaimed m England In

such representaUve works as Bracehndge Hall

(1822), The Alhamhra (1832), and Oliver Gold-

smith (1849) his literary charm hes in his gemal
temperament, which could vary from pure sentiment

and romance to wit and urbamty, and m his grace-

ful style, which achieved its careful eflcordessness

by a consciously simple, tasteful correctness, com
bined with a remarkable natural receptivity to

physical color and hne Spendmg many years

abroad both as traveller and diplomatic of&cial, he
later retired beside his native Hudson, where he

wrote the meticulous but ponderous Life of Wash-
ington (5 V, 1855-9)

S T Williams, The Life ofW I (N Y,),

1936
E C. S

IsBAHANi, AL-, Abu-al-Faraj ot Isfahaui (Arab,

ca 897-967), bom in Isbahan, Persia, was a

Qurayshite and a lineal descendant of Marwan 11

(744-50), last Umayyad Cahph In Baghdad he

devoured the contents of classical Arabic poetry and

antiqiuties His mmor works are overshadowed by

Kitdh al-Aghdni (Book of Songs) composed m
Aleppo, a composite of rich mgathermgs from the

anaents, from histonans, musicians, belles-lettnsts,

and sages Ibn-Khaldun (d 1406) declared it *'the

register of the Arabs the final resource of the

hterary scholar " It is a history of all Arabic poetry,

set to music, an mdispensable source on Islamic

culture It brought him 1000 gold pieces from

Sayf-al-Dawlah (944-67), Hamdimd ruler of

Aleppo, and an equd sum from the Umayyad al-

Hakam II (961-76) of Cordova Toward the end

of his life, he also won the favor of al-Muhallabi,

vizier of the Buwayhid sovereign, Mu'izz-al-Dawlah

(932-67)
C Brockehnann, Ahu'L- Faradj, m En-

cyclopedia of Islam

E. J. J.
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IsLWYN See Thomas, William

Isocrates (Greek, 436-338 b c ) was one of

the great prose writers and educators of 4th c

Greece He estabhshed a school of rhetoric m
Athens and, through his students and pamphlets,

had considerable influence on Greek letters and
pohucal thought In his writings the periodic style

of Greek prose is brought to a smooth perfection

and, by his pohtical pamphlets, Isocrates had some
effect m preparmg the way for the unity of culture

that characterised the Hellenistic age His educa-

tional methods were cnticised by his contemporanes,

and they had the unfortunate effect of givmg a

rhetorical turn to Greek histonography through the

work of his pupils Yet his dignified, easy tjrpe of

prose was earned on by his school and played a

part m the molding of Cicero’s style, which had the

greatest mfluence on European prose

J F Dobson, The Greek Orators (Lon-

don), 1919 CAR
Jabahti, Al- (Arab, 1756-1825), bom in Cairo

of an Abyssmian family domiciled m Egypt for

generations, was a canny observer of the political

scene, keepmg a meticulous diary *A ]dhh al-Athdr

p. al-Tardpm w-aVAkhhdr (Marvels of Documents
on biography and tradition') As a distmgmshed

Cairene Moslem sage and a contemporary of the

last Mamluk rulers, he was a watchful eye-witness

of the French occupation and a silent cntic of

Muhammad 'Ah’s first 17 years m power By the

possible conmvance of the latter, he met violent

death For his own entertainment he constmeted a

now lost recension of the Arabian Nights He cast

his lot with the French, later with Muhammad
*Ah, in both mstances with an open mind His

hterary work reflects the thought and spmt of the

early Arab 19th c

D B Macdonald, al-Jabarti, m Encyclo-

paedia of Islam

E J J

James, Henry [Jr ] (U S A and Bntish, 1843-

1916), brother of the philosopher, Wilham James,

achieved lasting distinction vsnth his contnbutions

to formal stracture of fiction, his 'psychological

realism,’ his preasion and beauty of style, and his

power to create atmosphere Although tom m New
York City, he led from the first a highly cosmo-

pohtan existence, and became a Bntish atizen m
1915 His fiction (espeaally the later novels. The
Spoils of Poynton, T%e Wings of the Dove, The
Ambassadors, and The Golden Bowl) is marked
by his method of thoroughly developmg a smgle

"germ” situation, mood, or set of relationships, by
has feehng for relatively massive structural blocks,

and by ms non-onmiscient attitude in "reveahng”

situations simultaneously to reader and characters,

usually through a 'Greek-chorus’ character At the

core of James’ vmting he a patnaan veneration

for the aesthetic, and an almost transcendental m-
sistence upon moral values, especially m his recur-

rence to the theme of resignation—giving up some-

thing of price for something pnceless

Lyon Richardson, H ] (N Y), 1941ECS
Jami (Mulla Nur al-Din 'Abd al-Rahman,

Iraman, 1414-92) was one of the most remarkable

poets of Iran The six greatest poets of Iran are

considered to be Firdausi, for epic poetry, Nmmi
for romance, Rumi for mystical poetry, Sa'di for his

verses on ethical subjects, Hafiz for lyrics, and Jami
for general excellence m aU these forms He is

regarded as the last of the classical poets of Iran

He wrote numerous works His poetiy, not mdud-
mg mmor productions, consists or 3 Divans of lyn-

cal poetry, and 7 romantic masnavis which are col-

lectively known as the Sab'a (Septet) or Haft
Awrang QSeven Thrones) The fifth of the Seven

Thrones, the Romance of Yusuf and Zulaykhd, is

by far the most popular and accessible, both m the

original and m translation

F H Davis, The Persian Mystics 11 Jami

(N Y), 1909 MAS
Jandee, Ragnar (Swedish, 1895-1939), son of

a pamter, chose the same trade His mtellectual

mterests were responsible for his attendmg the

people’s high school m Brunnsvik, where many
other poets with a proletanan background received

their education As a poet, he preaches first the

gospel of social democracy (Till karleken och hatet.

To Love and Hate, 1917) but m the long run

pohtical ideology gave him no satisfaction His de-

velopment gives ms poetry a rehgious tone (Under
vdrstjamor, Under the Springtime Stars, 1920, Det
stilla aret. The Quiet Year, 1923, Kampande tro.

Struggling Faith, 1928) but when a committee

wanted to incorporate some of his poems mto the

hymnology of the Swedish State Church he pro-

tested energetically Hardly, with better reason,

could anyone else be called the poet of Swedish
poverty, and it is Jandel’s greatness that he was
able to cultivate the idyl in spite of the poverty,

as, e g , m Bamdomsminnen (Memories from Child-

hood, 1936)
H Ahlemus, Arbetaren t svensk diktning

(221-32)
A. W

Japiks, Gysbert (Fnsian, 1603-66), was a poet

of wide gemus, representing the Renaissance in

Fnsian hterature and challengmg companson with

the greatest smgers in his tongue His Fnsian Poetry

(pub 1668) has been and continue to be the

inspiration for many a hterary revival The volume
is a collection of love verse, poetic dialogues, and
psalms Of great charm and lync beauty are his
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tuneful love songs, some of whicK show the influ-

ence of Dutch and classical writers The dialogues,

strikingly fresh and natural, depict peasant life and

display the author’s great power of dramatization

and delmeation Though the psalms, written m later

hfe, are less spontaneous and frequently marred hy

awkward word-combinations, they embody some

great religious poetry

D Kalma, G J (Dokkum), 1938
B J F

Jean Paul See Richter, Jean Paul Friedrich

Jeefers, [John] Robinson (U S A ,
b 1887),

bom in Pittsburgh and educated partly in Europe,

has hved most of his hfe in California, whose gnm
sea coast and back-county people near his isolated

home at Carmel appear often m his poetry Showmg
influences ranging from Greek tragedy to Freud and

Spengler, he has nevertheless been highly origmal

His danng treatment of sex as central in life and

his constant melodramatic use of physical and spin-

tual violences are employed allegorically to show
how much better than ‘me wolf m men's hearts’’

are “the primal and latter silences” of a non-

homocentnc Nature More important than this

theme, perhaps, is his technical mastery, m his best

poems (Selected Poetry, 1938), of imaginative

sweep and imagery, and of a new rhythimcal use of

stress and syll^ic quahty

L C Powell, R J The Man and Hts
Work (Pasadena, Cal ), 1940ECS

Jelles, Piter See Troelstra, Piter Jelles

Jenner, Henry (“Gwas Myhal,” Cornish, 1849-

1934)> was the father of the Cormsh revival, the

link between the old and the new In his younger
years he gathered some of the hving tradition of die

language from persons that had learned it m their

childhood, before he died he saw the revival well
estabhshed As early as 1884 he had wntten poetry

in Cornish In 1904 he published his Handbook for

the use of those that -wish to learn the old language,

and m the same year he induced the Pan-Celtic
Congress to accept Cornwall as one of the Celtic

nations He was mstrumental m foundmg Gorseth
Kemow, the society of Cornish bards, in which he
served as Barth Mur until his death He was also

the leader m orgamzmg the Federation of Old Corn-
wall Societies (Unyans an Cowethasow K.ernow
Goth^ To him is due the credit for changing
Cornish from a language studied by a few foreign
scholars to one cultivated by native patnots

Caradar (A S D Smiths, m Kernow,
June, 1934 w

J J P

Jensen, Johannes V (Danish, b 1873) The
most famous Danish wnter of today, opponent of
Braudes’*^, winner of the Nobel Prize His themes

are varied in character and cosmopohtan m scope,

and in both lync poems and novels he displays a
tremendous power of imagination and beauty of

language

C M. V.

Jerome, Saint (345-420) Born at Stndon m
Dalmatia, friend and adviser of Pope Damasus,
who commissioned him to translate the Scriptures

mto Latin Established a monastery m Bethlehem

(386), spendmg the rest of his lire m study and
meditation His works include Latin “biblical trans-

lations and commentaries, hves of samts, contro-

versial works, literary history (De Viris lllustnhus,

a continuation of Suetonius) and letters The style

of his letters bears comparison with that of Cicero

His version of Scripture (the Vulgate')

y

one of the

strongest influences in moulding Latin style of the

Mid(Be Ages, departed from classical usage because

of his primary aim of reproducing the exact mean-

ing of the original, hence, many Hebraisms and
Graecisms came mto Latin A vigorous, if not stormy

character, a great story-teller, profound scholar, de-

voted to classical hterature

F Cavallera, St J ,
sa vie et son oeuvre

(Pans), 1922
E A Q

Jibran, Jibran Khalil, or Khalil Gebran
(Arab, 1883-1931), a Syro-American luminary, was

bom m Bsharri, a northern Lebanon village

Brought to the U S A at ii, he apphed himself

to art and literature In New York a band of Synan

wnters, known as al-Rdbitah al-Qualamlyah CThe
Literary Guild), gathered about him His Arabic

works include *Ard!is aLMurilj (Bndes of the

Meadows), cd-Arwah al-Mutamarndah Clouts in

Revolt), al'Ajnihah al-Mutakassirah (Broken

Wings), Darn ah wa-lbtisdmah (A Tear and a

Smile), aVAwdsif (Tempests), al-Mawdkib (Pro-

cessions) During his last decade he excelled as a

wnter of Enghsh (and as an artist), producmg The
Prophet (1923), a continumg best seller m the

U S ,
Sand and Foam (1926), Jesus the Son of

Man (1928) A pure strain of lyncal inspiration

permeates his writings, setting them apart m Arabic

and world hterature

Khemin and Kampffmeyer, Leaders in

Contemporary Arabic Literature, m Die

Welt des Islams, B Young, This Man
From Lebanon, 1945

E J J

JoGHUMSsoN, Matthias (1835-1920), generally

considered the leadmg Icelandic poet of the later

19th c
,
was imusually many-sided and wrote on a

great vanety of themes His historical, elegiac, and

memonal poems are particularly noteworthy His

rehgious poems and hymns, reaching at times the

highest peaks of inspiration, breathe deep faith and

strong idealism At his best he combmes startlmg
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imagery with profound thought, eiqpressed in force-

ful and eloquent style His inspired hjrnm, 6, Gud
vors lands (Our Countr/s God), wntten for the

imllenmal celebration of the settlement of Iceland

m 1874, has deservedly become the Icelandic na-

tional hymn In hterary significance his dramas rank

far below his poetry, although one of them has

remamed a popular stage play He translated excel-

lently Shakespeare’s Hamlet, Macbeth, Othello,

Romeo and Jultet, Byron’s Manfred, Ibsen’s Brand,

and Tegner’s Frtttofs Saga

R Beck, J
—^Icelandic Poet and

Translator,” Scandinavian Studies and
Notes, Xni, 1935, W Kirkconneli, The
N A Book of Icelandic Verse (N Y &
Montreal), 1930

R B

John, sumamed ^Chrysostom the Golden-mouthed’

(Byzantine, d 407), disputes with Bossuet the dis-

tinction of bemg the greatest orator ever to be heard

from a Chnstian pulpit Bom m Antioch about 354
of a prominent family, he was educated m rhetoric

and me classics by the famous pagan teacher Liba-

mus, and by Diodorus of Tarsus, master also of

Theodore of Mopsuestia, m theology and biblical

exegesis Becommg a monk after his baptism m 372,

he soon won fame as a wnter of apologetic and
other works, notable among the latter the moving
dialogue on the nobihty and responsibihues of The
Priesthood, still required readmg m every Cathohc

semmary, and the mterestmg treatise on Vainglory

and the Education of the Child His ordination m
386 inaugurated his great mmistry of preaching

After twelve years at Antioch, he was consecrated

bishop of Constantinople in 397 He spent the

pnncely revenues of his see on hospitals and the

care of the poor and the sick Courageously he
undertook the reform of both clergy and laity, no
respecter of persons, he *‘swept the staus from the

top down,” to quote Palladius His bold protest

against vice in high places, his vindication of the

nght of asylum to the dis^aced and condemned
minister Eutropms, gained him the bitter hatred of

Empress Eudoxia, at whose msugation he was ban-

ished Three years of designed hardship and suffer-

ing broke his frail body though not the mdonutable

spirit that still breathes in his pnvate correspondence,

and he succumbed on the far shores of the Black Sea

in 407 ^^Glory be to God for all thmgs,” were his

dymg words Over 1,000 of his sermons, averaging

two hours m length, have survived His audience

waited for them week by week ‘^as eagerly as hungry

htde sparrows for the return of their mother,” as he

himself puts it His greatness came from a mastery

of eloquence surpassed by few if any m history,

umted vnth the flaming zeal and earnestness of

a samt Dauntless champion of the moral order,

defender of the poor, protector of the persecuted of

high or low degree, he lived the sublime Christian

(and Platonic) pnnciple that he ever preached the

only evd is sm
A Fortescue, The Greek Fathers (London
& St Louis), 1908

M J H
John Cyriotes (loth c), usually known under

his by-name *‘the Geometncian,” excelled in the

verse-form m which Byzantine Literature as a whole
excelled the epigram George of Pisidia, and Theo-
dore Studites, represent the finest in the brief poem
on rehgious topics, Agathias, and Chnstopher of

Mitylene, on secular and humanistic John was first

rate in only the latter, with brevity, wit, and point,

but he illustrates the range and vanety of the Byzan-

tine epigram generally His pieces run from two to a

hundred hnes, in iambic trimeter, elegiac distich, or

dactylic hexameter His subjects include (i) secular

nddles, epitaphs, contemporary events, e g , the avil

war, the mroad of the Georgians, men he admued
and loved, eg, his teacher, the generous right hand
of Emperor Nicephorus, famous hterary and his-

torical personages both pagan and Christian from
Sophocles and Archytas to Chrysostom and Romanus
and the writers of his own day, mythology, geog-

raphy, art, eg, the Muses, Mt Olympus, Aniens
past and present, miscellaneous, the wine of Prae-

neste, the handsome man, the dwarf, the emperor’s

signature m purple ink, woman, and love, the memes
iimented from the rhetonaans, the four seasons and
works of art like the portrait of a spmted steed, (2)
rehgious the feasts of the hturgical calendar, e g

,

the mjstenes of Chnst, the archangels, the apostles,

the death of the Mother of God (a favorite Chris-

tian theme), pictures and statues of samts, prayers,

confession of sms, paraphrases of the odes of the

Old Testament The verses To Himself represent a
native Byzantine tradition that goes back to the

autobiographical poetry of Gregory Nazianzen

M J H
John Damascene (674-749), poet, controversial-

ist, theologian, shmes out a lone beacon in the long

night that fell upon Byzantine Literature after the

death of Herachus Though some of his expenments
in meter proved none too happy, he has left us

hymns of great beauty, particularly the glorious

office of Easter Sunday In his polemic, he cham-
pioned ably the mdependence of Church from State,

and stood m the forefront of the opposition to

Iconoclasm Famous is his Wells'pnng of Wisdom,
the first system of theology It has three parts, (i)
Philoso'phtc Principles, fundamental defimtions based

chiefly on Anstode, (2) Heresies, in which he sup-

phes the histoncal background of the development

of dogma, (3) Scientific Exposition of the Orthodox
Faith To John Damascene is paid the high tnbute

of bemg called the last of the Fathers Yet, in spint

and outlook, m his versatihty, in his encyclopedic

grasp, he belonged not to the past but to the future,

the age of Photius His ongmal speculations cen-
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tered around the relation of Providence to free wiU,

a typically medieval problem Bom a hundred years

later, his gemus could have inspired m the east a

movement comparable in greatness to western

Scholasticism

M Jugie, J D , m Dictionnatre de th6'‘

ohgie cathohque, VIII 693-751, A.

Fortescue, The Greek Fathers (Lon-

don), 1908*

M J H
John op Salisbury (1115-80) The best edu-

cated man of the Middle Ages, a pupil of Abailard

and of all the great teachers of Pans and Chartres

durmg the ^‘Renaissance of the 12th C,” save Ber-

nard of Chartres, under whose pupils he' studied.

His knowledge of the Qassics was mcomparable,

his (Latm) style nvals that of Cicero He was an

mtimate of Thomas a Becket, Bernard of Clairvaux,

Nicholas Breakspear (Adnan IV, the only English

Pope), and his admired master, Abailard A vigorous

defender of humamstic education agamst the pro-

ponents of a “modem, scientific cumculum*^ m his

Metalogtcon His Poltcraucus is a mme of informa-

tion about his tunes, it contains his political theory,

the organic nature of the State and a Mirror of the

Pnnce His accoimt of the teaching method of

Bernard of Chartres is our most detailed source for

the educational method of the 12th c

C C J Webb, ] of S (London), 1932
E A Q

Johnson, Samuel (Enghsh, 1709-84), poet,

essayist, biographer, lexicographer, cntic, is known
for lus great conversational ability In his wntmg, he
emphasized his classical dependence on accepted

models, as opposed to romantic experimentation He
followed Pope m the use of the heroic couplet His
Dtcttonary became the best known, both because of

Its scholarship and because of Johnson^s idiosyn-

crasies His Ltves of the Poets, one of the most
important cntical works of the time, shows his deep
humamty, his wit, and his cntical discnmmation
Boswell’s Ltfe of Johnson is a record of the man and
his mass of conversation It portrays him in great

mtunacy of detail, as he talked to an enraptured

age, of which he was literary dictator

James Boswell, Life of J , J W Krutch,

S J.

F*F M
JoKAi, Maurus (1825-1904), the best knovm

Hunranan novelist, alone did not lose faith after

the disastrous outcome of the Hunganan War of

Independence of 1848-49 In many novels, he re-

vived the former glory of his native land He is still

the most widely read author m Hungary, 22 of his

100 novels have appeared m Englidbi In his im-
mense output, many weaknesses are apparent. His
novels lack depth, many aim solely at entertainmg
-But his optimism, his humor, his imagination capti-

II14

vate the reader, he has an imsurpassed talent as a

raconteur No other author has so masterfully de-

scribed the beauties of the Hunganan landscape and
the typical characters of Himgary His novels are

essentially modem fairy tales told m a colorful,

expressive language

Z Ferenczi, List of the translations of

Jdkaf's works into foreign languages

(Budapest), 1926, R N Bain, “J,” m
Livmg Age (Boston), 1901, H W V
Temperley, “J and the histoncal novel,”

m Contemp Rev of Lit (London),

1904, E Horn, “J m Le Carnet

(Pans), 1904, A Hevesi, “M J,” m
Slavonic Review (London), 1929

A S and F M
Jones, John Morris, later Sir John Moms-Jones

(Welsh, 1864-1929), as Professor of Welsh at

Bangor stimulated the “New Poets” of the early

20th c , as judge of poetic contests of the eisteddfod,

and editor, from 19 ii to 1920, of the hterary quar-

terly, Y Beirmad, he was mfluential in shapmg liter-

ary criticism He was thoroughly at home m the

work of the classical poets of the middle ages, as

is shown by his Welsh Grammar Historical and

Comparative (1913), and his Cerdd Dafod (1925),

while his Psalm to Mammon CSalm t Famon') shows

that he can apply his knowledge to the wntmg of

modem poetry His Caniadau O907) contams also

admirable translations from English, French, Ger-

man, Italian, Breton, and Insh, in many cases m
the ongmal meters, his translation of the Rubaiyat

was made directly from the Persian, and is as poeti-

cal as that of Fitzgerald

Transactions of the Hon Soc of Cymmro-
donon, Session of 1919-20, pp 152-5

J J P

Jones, Thomas Gwynn (Welsh, b 1871) Vinien

his Departure of Arthur brought him into prom-

mence m 1902, he had already published two

novels, a number of cntical essays, and a volume of

poems Since then his output nas been prodigious

(his bibhography, compiled m 1937, hsts 605 items)

and distinguished He has wntten very good poetry

in the free meters, but his more distinctive work has

been m the standard classical meters and in modifi-

cations of them, with which he has experimented

He has made translations from a number of foreign

languages, mdudmg a remarkable one of Part I

of Goethe’s Faust As a critic, his viewpoint is hber-

ahzed by his knowledge of continental hteratures,

as Professor of Welsh Literature (now emeritus) at

Aberystwyth, his influence has been wide
Uew G Wilhams, The Poetry of T G J,

in Welsh Outlook, VI (1919), 231-

234; 257-260, J S. Levws, The Critical

Writings of T G J ,^ihid

,

VH (1920),

265-267, 188-290 TIP
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JoNSON, Ben (Ei^glish, i573“-i637), lyncist,

dramatist, critic, fought the loose m form, labormg

to supplant It with classical samty and restramt

This classical quahty marks the vivid pictures m
his plays of everyday London society As a cntic, his

qualities of aggressive deasion and absolute honesty

made him the hterary dictator for a quarter of a

century His classical lync poetry is noted for its

sweetness and dehcacy Several songs from his

masques, as the Hymn to Dtana, are among the

most channmg m English Many of his yoimg con-

temporanes called themselves the Sons of Ben

J A Symonds, Life of B J
F F M

Judah Halevi (Hebrew, 1080-1140), bom m
Toledo, Spam, is regarded as the greatest Hebrew
poet of the Golden Spamsh Penod His poetry is

marked by beauty of form, perfection of style and
diction, lofty thoughts, deep feelmg, and power of

expression His themes are universal, he sang of

love, of nature, and of God He was imbued with

a bummg love for his people and for the land of his

ancestors The most ardent of his poems are those

devoted to Zion, which earned for him the sobnquet

Sweet Singer of Zion Halevi also wrote a poeuc-

philosophicd work m Arabic In its Hebrew trans-

lation, as ha-Cusan, it was very popular and is still

read In it, Halevi advanced the idea of the eternity

of the Jewish prophet

M Waxman, A Hist of Jewish Lit

(N Y), 1940-1
L A

Juvenal (D Jumus Juvenahs, Roman, 55-ca

138 ad) belongs to a notable Ime of wnters who
regarded the soaal scene at Rome with the eye of a

severe morahst Where others, hke Horace, -wrote

saures that had a certam mellowness of outlook and
castigated vice with a smile, Juvenal mtroduces m
his Satires a profoundly pessimistic note In bitmg

verses he attacks espeamly the wealthy and mfluen-

Ual classes m Rome Both men and women are

exposed to the most scathing cntiasm embeUished

m rhetorical language after the manner approved of

m the schools of declamation m his day Juvenal

also exhibits an mtense dislike of the many foreign-

ers then livmg m the metropolis He warns has

readers that me Tiber is gradually beconung a

tnbutary of the Euphrates and the Orontes

J W DufE, Roman Satire^ its Outlook on
Social Life (Berkeley, Cal), 1936

J J s

Kakinomoto no HrroMARo (Japanese, 8th c)
was probably the greatest poet of the Nara period

(700-794) Accordmg to notes m the anthology

Manydshu (Collection of a Mynad Leaves^, whioi

IS the only source material that throws light on his

life, he seems to have been a court noble of some

lower rank He contributed a great number of verses

to the anthology The important status attained by
the tanka in Japanese poetry is m no small part due

to his pxoneermg work
Miyamon Asataro, Masterpeces of Jafa-

nese Poetry, v i (Tokyo), 1936
Y U

Kalma, Douwe (Fnsian, b 1896) was the leader

of the Young Fnsian Movement which m 1915

ushered m for Fnesland a national resurgence and

a hterary renaissance. His first wntmgs unmera-
fully criticized the hterary poverty and shallowness

of the Walmg Dykstra school Emphasizing aesthetic

standards and mdividual expression, and raising the

cry “Fnesland and the World,** he and his school

did much to raise the level of Fnsian letters. Kalma,

a prolific vmter, has distingmshed himself not only

as a hterary cntic, but also as an outstandmg poet,

dramatist, and prose wnter In his classic King

Aldgillis, 1920, an epic drama m verse, his gemus
probably appears at its freshest His lync poetry,

collected m Daybreak, 1927, and Songs, 1936, dis-

plays superb artistry His formal and finished prose

IS well represented in his cntical study Gysbert

Japks, 1938, and m his History of Friesland, 1935

J Piebenga, Koarte Skiednis fen de Fryske

Sknftekennisse (Dokkum), 1939
B J F

Kamal See Mehmed Namik Kemal

Kamban, Gudmundue (Icelandic, 1888-1945),

achieved a great theatncal success throughout the

Scandmavian countnes with his Hadda Padda

(1914) This and his next drama, Kongegltmen

(The Royal Wrestling, 1915), which depict modem
Icelandic life, are romantic in spint, wntten on a love

theme, and recall the work of J6hann Sigurj6nsson

The scene of Kamban*s later dramas is laid outside

of Iceland, three of these, Marmor (Marble, 1918),

Vi Mordere (We Murderers, 1920), and Orkenens

St^emer (The Stars of the Desert, 1925), were at

at least colored by the author*s sojourn m Amenca
(19 1 5-17) Vi Mordere, which was a great success

on the stage m Copenhagen and Oslo, combmes
keen psychological analysis, individualized character-

ization, and excellent chramatic technique Kamban*s

most important achievement m fiction is his his-

toncal novel Skdlholt (1930-35, partial version m
Eng, The Virgin of Skalholt) Trus is a dramatic

recreation of 17th c Iceland, conceived oil a large

scale, presentmg a number of unusual, vividly por-

trayed persons against a colorful background His

historical novel Jeg ser et stort skent Land (I See a

Wondrous Land, 1936) is also a notable achieve-

ment
Hadda Padda, trans S L PeUer, with a

foreword by Georg Brandes (N Y),
1917, S Einarsson, *Tive Icelandic

Nov^ts,*^ Books Abroad, July, 1942^

R B.
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Kamo no Chomei (Japanese, 1154^-12163 was

the son o£ a guardian of the Kamo Shinto shnne

Being an accomplished musician and poet, he was

appointed to a post m the Department of Poetry at

the court Later, having been denied the succession

to his father’s position, he resented it deeply and

retired to a mountain herimtage He built a little

hut ten feet square in which to live the hfe of a

recluse, and is said to have written his famous

Hopkt (Notes from a Ten Foot Square Hut) m
1212 Although this work illustrates the author’s

utterly pessimistic view of the world of war and

stnfe, It is to be valued highly for its excellent style,

which IS aiffected neither by stereotyped tradition-

ahsm nor by the too formal Chinese manner

Heibonsha, Dat Hyakka Jtten (Japanese

Encyclopedia) (Tokyo), ^^933^ ^

Karinthy, Fredekic (Hungarian, 1888-1938),

when scarcely twenty, caught the spmt of contem-

porary authors in a volume of parodies, This Is How
You Write (Igy irtok ti, 1912) His mam theme is

the imhappiness of modem man, his aim, to prepare

man for a better future He shows woman as a

tyrant intent upon causmg man to suffer, m several

novels, eg Trip to Capillana (1926), a grotesque

Swiftian sequel to Gulliver, set m a submarine

world where women are m control Karmthy’s at-

tempt to escape from the world of reahties turned

his interest toward the sciences and the fantastic

A Journey around my Skull (trans N Y , 1939)
IS the autobiography of a man of letters for the nine

months before an operation on the brain In Report

from Heaven (Mennyei nport, 1938), Mr Old-

timer goes on a trip to study the World Beyond
The only topic that Kannthy treated without satire

IS student lire, his stones and sketches on this theme

(Refund, Visszakerem az iskolapenzt, trans Boston,

1936) show him a keen psychologist of youth Be-

neath the constant and sometimes pot-hoihng humor
watched a deep thinker on the soaal and psychologi-

cal problems of mankind
G Str6m, F K, m NRH, 1933, V D

Barker, F K, in Hung Quart (Lon-

don), 1937
A S and F M

Karlfeldt, Erik Axel (Swedish, 1864-1931),
was named by Eroding as his successor as leader of

Swedish poets In his early poems there are some
traits reminiscent of Froding, but as a whole Karl-

feldt’s poetry is charactenzed particularly by its mde-
endence of outside influences Old folk culture, a

ne feeling for nature, scholarship, and humor are

some of the components of his creation His style is

very personal, with new creations and archaic ex-

pressions*, his rhythm is masterly* After his death,

Karlfeldt’s poetry was awarded the Nobel pnze in

1931 The same year saw a memonal edition of his

works, including Flora och Pomona (first ed. 1906),

Flora och Bellona (1918), Fridolms visor (Ballads

of Fndolm, 1896), Fndoltns lustgdrd (Fridolin*s

Gaiden, 1901), Hosthorn (Cornucopia, 1927), and
Vildmarks- och karleksvisor (Ballads of the Wilder-

ness and Love, 1895) Some Swedish Poems, trans

Hildegard Wieselgren, Stockholm, 1909, Arcadia

Borealis, trans C W Stork, Minneapolis, Mmn

,

1938
E A K, en minnestechning av Torsten

Fogelquist, 1931, 1940, C W Stork,

E A K in The Am Scand Rev

,

Oct

,

1931, A J Uppvall, The Floral Element
in the Poetical Works of K, in Scand
Studies, 1942

A W
Keating, Geoffrey (Seathrun Ceitinn, Irish, d

ca 1650), is perhaps the greatest name in modem
Irish literature Keatmg was a secular priest, learned

in both Irish and Latm scholarship He wrote a

history of Ireland from the earliest times down to

the Norman Invasion, Forus Feasa ar l^irinn, and
three works on Cathohc piety, which are models of

classical modem Irish prose He was an accom-

plished poet and used the bardic meters as well as

the later song-meters, so that the transition may be

said to begin with Keating

D Comyn and P Dmneen, The History

of Ireland hy G K , D D , 4 v (Lon-

don), 1902-14, J MacErlean, Ddnta

Amhrdin is Cavmte SSathr'din Ceitinn

(Dublin), 1900
M D

Keats, John (English, 1795-1821), differed

markedly from the ofher poets of the romantic

period, and to many seemed a ^^poet of the most

poetical kind ” He live for poetry, itself, and loved

It for Its own sake, staving always for perfection

His work falls mto three classes first, such poems

as Hyperion, with its Miltonic quality of nobility,

expressing the classic spirit of perfection, second,

such works as La Belle Dame Sans Merer, contam-

ing the essence of medieval romance, third, such

shorter poems as On a Grecian Urn and his other

odes, showing his love of beauty and his exquisite

workmanship, his evoking of many senses No other

poet makes such an appeal to our ideal of poetry

and verbal melody combmed A deep sense of sad-

ness, reflectmg the last three years of his life, is

present in much of his wntmg
S Colvin, K
F F M

Keller, Gottfried (German-Swiss, 1819-90),

IS regarded by the Swiss as their most representative

wnter, by virtue both of his consummate skiU as a

story-teller—often m cychcal form—and of his ines-

timable services as a spmtual mentor to his nation

His autobiographical novel, Der grune Heinrich
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(1879-80), ranking Ingh m the tradition of German
educational novels, may yet become for all Germans
wbat It bas long been for the Swiss a guide-book

for those that beheve in democracy as the most ade-

quate way of regulating avic relationships among
men, hut which for that reason reqiures rmrelentmg

educational ejBForts to make us tolerant, pubhc-

spmted, and conscious of our responsibihties This

work, together with Keller’s short stones, marks a
most successful attempt to create a type of man and
of woman who, while nch in individuahty, is yet

well prepared to act collectively for the common
welfare.

E F Hauch, G K as a Democratic

Idealist (N Y), 1916

H B

Kellgken, Johan Henrik (Swedish, 1751-95),
was the greatest writer of the Gustavian penod
(1772-1809) Bom in the province of Vastergodand,

he went to Stockholm in 1 777 and soon became the

leader in the hterary circles of the Swedish capital,

usmg Stockholms-Posten, a paper founded m 1778,

as his mouthpiece Kellgren is the foremost repre-

sentative of the ideas of ^^enhghtenment” m Swed-
ish hterature His early works were mfluenced by
French hbertimsm, but through the years his philos-

ophy became deeper and more noble, based on the

humamtanan ideals In his opposition, emeaally to

mysticism and superstitition, typical of this penod,

he used his gift of satire with crushmg effect

—

Mma
lo'jen (My Ca^rtceSj 1778), Man ager e; mdle foi

det man or galen (One Is Not a Genius Just Because

One Is Foolish, 1788), Ljusets pender (The Uttr

emies of Light, 1792) His later poetry, influenced

by Enghsh hterature, expresses deep, human feel-

ing Ttll Knstina (To Chnstma, 1789), Den nya
ska'pelsen (The New Creation, 1790) Kellgren was
the first director of the Swedish Academy, foimded

m 1786, whose duty it became, a century later, to

award the Nobel hterary prize

Otto Sylvan, 7 H K, 1912, 1936
A W

Kempis, Thomas a See Thomas a Kempis

Khaldun, ibn-, ^Abd-al-Raham (Arab, 1332.-

1406), a Tunisian whose Arabian ancestors setded

m Spam His career mcludes episodes in North

Afnca, Spain, and Syria His reflections on human
nature and avihzation are recorded m Kitdh al-lbar

(Book of Instructive Examfles"), a 7-volume cntique

on general history focusing upon the Arabs and

Berbers of North Afnca, of which the Prolegomena

IS most celebrated His creative presentation of his-

tory IS studded with novel definitions in political

theory He conceived of history as a special saence

incorporating the whole range of soaal phenomena

As mstonan, sociologist, and political theonst he

broke virgin soil His thought continues to nounsh

Islamic theology and fertilizes the attempts of those

seekmg an adjustment between the Koran and

modermsm
Nathamel Schmidt, Ihn Khaldun (N Y ),

1930
E J J

Khattb, ibn-al- (Arab, 1313-74) The Arab

ancestors of ibn-al-Khatib had migrated to the

Ibenan Penmsula from Syna He is commonly re-

ferred to as Lisan-al-Din (Tongue of the Faith) to

mdicate his cahber as statesman, belles-lettnst, and

author Of 60 works ascribed to him, only a third

are extant Of these, al-lhdtah (The Encompass-

meni), a history of Granada, contammg chiefly

biographies of scholars, is the most notable As a

great poet and writer of muwashshahs he stands in

the evening twilight of an era His extensive studies

in history, geography, philosophy, medicme, and

other fields, are couched in ornamental prose, wielded

with facility and elegance and beanng the impress

of a master mind Long a vizier at the Nasnd court

of Granada, he spent his latter years an exile m
Fez With his violent death, Spanish Islam lost its

last great man of letters

C F Seybold, “Ibn-al-Khanb,” Encych-
pedta of Islam

E J J

Kiellanb, Alexander (Norwegian, 1849-1906),

distinguished novehst Of a nch Stavanger merchant

family, he did not senously devote himself to hter-

ature until he was thirty years old, but then he at

once astonished the pubhc with the brilliant finish

of his style He was a realist, most of his novels are

of the thesis vanety The scene of his works is

Stavanger and the nearby coast The novels are

cntical in tone, making sharp thrusts m the direction

of rehgious and emicational backwardness He
reached the extraordinary m books hke Gorman and

Worse, 1880, and Skipper Worse, 1882

P L Stavnem and A H Wmsnes, A Ks
samlede verker, 5 v (Oslo), 1919, G
Gran, A K og bans samud (Oslo),

1922
T J

Kierkegaard, Soren Aabye (1813-55), the

greatest Danish philosopher and theological thinker

Very original in his thought and expression, he
exerted a tremendous influence on the religious

thought of his day, still on the mcrease and far

beyond the borders of his country His books are

being translated mto all cultural languages He be-

heved that rehgion was an individual concern

Through his cntical and somewhat negative attitude

toward the conventional, he aroused both sympa-

thetic appreciation as well as ardent opposition,

which mental imtation was one of the positive and
healthy influences from his works

C MW
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Kikuchi Kan (Japanese, b 1888) was bom m
Takamatsu on the island o£ Shikoku A neo-reahst,

he has been considerably influenced by Western

authors, especially m his early works His philosophy

is that hterature of lasting value should appeal to

all t5rpes of people, and he has mamtamed such

quahties in his own writings He is a practical man
of moderate temperament Deahng as he does with

current phases of life, he is sometimes called a

*^theme novehst,*^ and possesses consummate skill in

presenting his subject matter m an extremely terse

style Unhke most other writers of Japan, he is a

very capable businessman and executive Thus, as

the editor-publisher of the hterary magazine, Bunget
Shunjii, and as a leader in many other activities of

the hterary circles, he is called the dean of Japanese

writers Chtcht Kaeru (Bather Returns') and T5]urd

no Kot (To^uro’s Love) are among his best plays

available in English, Shmju Fujin (Madame Pearl),

1920, and Shohat (Victory or Defeat), 1933, are

two of his representative novels

Fujimara, Tsukuru, Ntf'pon Bungdku
Daipten (Comprehensive Dictionary of
Japanese Literature) (Tokyo), 1934

y u
Kinck, Hans (Norwegian, 1865-1926), distin-

guished novehst and short story wnter He belonged
to the neo-romantic school, made his debut m the

9o^s but reached the highest achievement m 1918-

19 when he pubhshed the senes, The Snow Crest

Broke (Snoskavlen hrast) Other deeply significant

works are the dramatic poem. The Drover (Dnfte-
karen), 1908, and a long senes of short stones found
m collections such as Bat's Wings and From Sea to

Mountain Ridge, mostly wntten m the late 90^5

Rmck spent much of his time in Italy He loved the

Italian renaissance and "wrote many learned studies

in the field His style is m the highest degree im-
pressionistic, deeply subjective, abounding m sud-

den leaps, bizarre m its fantastic imagmmgs He is

the kmd of wnter that gams fanatic supporters

among hke-minded mteUectuals but not too many
followers among the general pubhc

C Gierloff, H K (Oslo), 1923, Herman
Jaeger m Vol VII, Norsk Biografisk

Leksikon (Oslo), 1936

T. J.

Kipling, Rudyard (Enghsh, 1865-1936), did
much to deepen impenal self-consaousness, yet he
IS best remembered as a human poet In poems and
short stones he created the modem Bntish soldier

as a figure of hterature His children's stones

—

The
Jungle Books—^mterspersed with verse, are wonder-
fully penetrating excursions of the unagmation mto
the field of animal life There is an element of fan-

tasy m these stones, which show Kiphng at his best

G MacMunn, R. K: Craftsman

EF M

Kitabatake CmKAPusA (Japanese, 1292-1354)
was a descendant of an impenal pnnce He was a
soldier-statesman who rendered emment services to

the cause of Emperor Godaigo and the Southern
Court when the coimtry witnessed dual impenal
rule dunng the 14th c Jinno Shotokt (History of
the True Succession of the Divine Monarchs), a
work of the mid-14th c , reflects his resolute patn-

otic sentiments In spite of its small hterary value,

It gave tremendous inspiration to pre-Meiji cham-
pions of impenal nationalism, whose works m turn

had much to do with the final restoration of the

Mikado’s power m 1868 Chikafusa was probably

the first wnter to apply philosophical pnnaples to

practical pohtics

Heibonsha, Dai Hyakka Jiten (Japanese
Encyclopedia, Tokyo), 1933.

Y U
Klausner, Joseph (Hebrew, b 1874), philos-

opher, scholar, and cntic of emdition and taste, is

a very prolific wnter, author of many works on
philosophy, philology, and history, and several

books of biography, cnticism and essays His most
important works are From Jesus to Paul, Jesus of
Nazareth, History of Modern Hebrew Literature,

and a Jewish History Bom m Vilna, Lithuama,
Klausner m 1926 settled m Palestme, where he is

now professor of Jewish History at the Umversity
of Jemsalem

L A
Kleist, Bernd Heinrich Wilhelm von (Ger-

man, 1777-1811), was a dramatist and novehst,

whose life was marred by unhappy torments relat-

mg to love, knowledge, and ambition for his art

and his country These tragic conflicts are reflected

m his works and produce scenes filled with devotion

and renimaation (the dramas of mtense passion.

Das Katchen von Hedhronn, 1810, Penthesdea,

1808), confusion and revelation (the classic com-
edy, The Broken Jug, 1808), despair and jubilation

(the historical dramas. The Battle of Hermann,
1808, The Prince of Homhurg, 1810) His Novellen,

the most famous of which is Michael Kohlhaas

(1810), revolve around similar problems, and are

characterized by the same enigmatic and lapidanan

style as the plays While Kleist did not succeed in

his attempt to create a drama that would embrace m
Its form both the Greeks and Shakespeare, his plays

have been a powerful mirror to modem audiences of

our own psychological conflicts and expenences

S Liptzm, Hist Survey of German Lit

(N Y), 1936
S L S

Kloosterman, Simke (Frisian, 1876-1938), be-

longs to the best writers of fiction m the Frisian

language Her works, which testify to psychological

msight and adeptness at characterization, are writ-

ten m an elegant poetic prose and show traces of
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the romantic tradition There are dehght£ul short

stories m the volumes Ruth (1910) and From My
Treasure House C1936) Unexcelled m the beauty

o£ naturalness is her first novel The Hoaras of
Hastings (1921), which has already become a clas-

sic The long histoncal novel ]uhlee Year (1927),
though It contams passages of superb lync prose, is

often too labored and too discursive to be truly

effective She excels as a writer of fairy tales CTwi-
light Tales, 1928) Her lync verse, collected m The
Wild Bird (1932), is of a very mdividual quahty

E B Folkertsma, It Juheljier, m Toer en
Ts^erke (Dokkum), 1934

B J F

Klopstock, Fbiedeich Gottlieb CGerman,

1724-1803), the creator of Germany's most impor-

tant modem epic, the Messiah C 1748-1773), which,

m 20,000 hexameter Imes divided into 20 cantos,

treats the theme of Chnst’s redemption of manlond
The lync element m the poem far outweighs the

narrative, resulting m a work of httle mterest except

for Its intense emotionalism Klopstock freed Ger-

man hterature from the formahty of expression im-

posed on It by Gottsched, and he urged stimulation

of the imagmation, though this might lead to exag

gerations of vague sentimentahty or turbulence

Further, m his Religious Poems C1758, 1769), and
m his 229 Odes (1747-1771), he mitiated the

German lync of experience, warm and fervid m its

emotion, personal m reference, yet with the um-
versal themes of fnendship, love, mankmd, father-

land, God Although the forms are generally classic,

Klopstock experimented with ^‘free rhythms^^ and a

less formal syntax Thus he mspired the yoimger
generation to a free and passionate utterance He
stimulated them also m the nationalistic direction

through the creation of the %ardic” song, particu-

larly m a cycle of plays on the theme of the Ger-

mamc hero Armmius (Hermann’s Battle, 1769, etc )

Here agam Klopstock’s gemus reveals itself m the

lync passages, which are far'supenor to the dra-

matic

J G Robertson, A Hist of German Lit

S L S

Koch, Martin (Swedish, 1882-1940), was bom
m Stockholm His father, a musician, soon deserted

his family, his mother earned a meager hvelihood

managmg a cigar shop In his early years his artistic

hentage and a feehng of mfenonty dominated his

attitude toward hfe Defective eyesight had made
him a dreamer even m childhood When at the age

of twenty-nme he published his first book (Ellen,

191 1), he was a mature artist m his field, and m the

ten following years he published several books, char-

acterized by his soaal pathos, his sense of collec-

tivism and sohdanty, and strong reahsm Arhetare,

(Workers, 1912), Timmerdalen (The Lumber VaL
ley, 1913), Guds vackra varld (God's Beautiful

World, 1916) Outside of the labor movement he

hardly won the recogmtion he rmght have expected,

and the followmg years he spent m Pans as a news-

paper correspondent Later, he returned to Sweden
where he found a home in Hedemora, and wrote an

autobiographical novel, Mauntz (1939) His Se-

lected Works were published in 1940-41 m 7 v
Th Jonsson, M K, 1941

A W
Komensky (CoMENitis), Jan Amos (Czech,

1592-1670), the last bishop of the Umty of the

Boheiman Brethren, stands at the very head of

modem educational theory and practice Dnven mto
exile by the Thirty Years War, he wandered

through Western Europe, and durmg his long career

outhned the needs of a modem school Whether he

was wnting the Labyrinth of the World and Para-

dise of the Heart or producmg the Orbts Ptctus, the

first illustrated schoolbook, or outlnung a new
method for the teaching of language, he was easily

the most important figure m the mtellectual Me of

the 17th c He never lost his dose attachment to

the land and church of his birth, and m his final

work, the Last Testament of that Dying Mother,

the Unity of the Bohemian Brethren, he expressed

his confidence in the final resurrection of the Czech

people

Matthew Spmka, J A C , that Incomfa-
rable Moravian, 1943.

C AuM.

Koprulu, Mehmed Fuad (Turkish, b 1890),

was professor of the history of Turkish hterature m
the Umversity of Istanbul from 1913 imtil he re-

hnquished that office to retam a deputyship m the

Grand National Assembly As head of the Institute

of Tnrcology and author of many books, he has

done much to stimulate histoncal research m accord-

ance with the standards of western scholarship In

such studies as his First Mystics in Turkish Litera-

ture and his unfinished History of Turkey he has

msisted on the importance of knowmg the general

social Me of the vanous types of Turkish people as

a background for an understandmg of culturd and
pohticd history

J K B.

Kraslnski, Zygmunt (1812-1859), the thud

of the Pohsh Romanticists, like his compamons spent

most of his Me abroad He was a tme poet-philos-

opher, consaous of the difference that exists between

the mstincts of love and hate and the true ideal

measure of human goodness as seen in Chnst He
tended to conservatism, at least in the sense that he

knew that the tnumph of the new world would not

eliminate struggle and conflict, and m the Undivtne

Comedy and Irydion he held out the hope that only

an imflinchmg acceptance of the highest standard

would bxmg peace on earth and happmess to Poland

Yet he scarcely doubted that his people and nation
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would m time be found worthy of their high

destmy

J Kallenhach, Z K, 1904CAM
Krusenstjebna, Agnes von (Swedish, 1894-

1940), daughter of an army officer, married David

Sprengel, a wnter who was interested m philosophy

and French literature Through her mamage, as

well as through some of her novels, which, m spite

of their artistic value, were regarded as immoral, she

became a stranger in the anstocratic, half-Philistme

miheu, in which she had grown up, and she spent

long periods m France, Spam, and Greece In her

hooks about Tony

—

Tony vaxer wpp (Tony Grows

Up, 1922), Tonys laroar (Tonyas A'p'prenttceshtf,

1924) and the senes, Frokarna von Pahlen (The

Mtsses von Pahlen, 1930-35)—she portrays womanly
sentiments and conceptions m their most secret

moods She had a penetrating knowledge of human
nature, but there was also a tendency toward psy-

chopathical phenomena If there is a shadow over her

literary ^efforts, it should not be overlooked, how-

ever, that besides the von Pahlen senes, she has

published several novels which characterize her as

a master m the Maupassant school Selected edi-

tions of her novels were puhhshed m 1934 (4 v)
and m 1939-40 (6 v)

Sten Ahlgren, K K—studter, 1940
A. W

Ktr Yen Wu (Chmese, 16 1 3-82), brilliant stu-

dent of the classics, history, archaeology, philosophy,

philology, and a practical pohtical econonust, stands

foremost among the scholars of 17th c China He
first laid down the pnnaples for a revitahzed classi-

cal scholarship and the method m vanous branches

of study, which scholars pursued m the ensumg two
centunes He urged the men of letters to cultivate

the sense of honor and to study all learning exten-

sively and cntically He wrote many volumes on the

saentific study of the evolution of word sounds, of

the rehcs of antiqmty, of the history and mstitu-

tions of Chma, and of the teachings of Confucius

His collected works, entitled Ttng Ltn Shth Chung,
were first prmted m 1695 Among the items appear-

mg m this collection are his learned essays and
occasional poems The work by which he is best

known is the Jtk Chth Lu (pnnted, 1670), a col-

lection of carefully vratten notes gathered during

30 years of readmg and observation

A W. Hummel, ed , 'Eminent Chinese of
the Chhng Period, Vol i, pp 421-6
Washmgton, D C ), 1943

S C L
Kuo Mo-Jo (Chinese, b 1892), a native of

Szechuan provmce, a prenuer scholar At first a
student of medicme, he has written 5 volumes of

free verse, 6 volumes of essays, 6 plays, 10 novels,

and 12 translations of German and Russian authors

(Goethe^s Faust, Tolstoi’s War and Peace) There

IS a touch of poetry in all his writings Among his

best known works are The Goddess, a long poem
beautiful in thought and fine m feeling, and The
Three Female Rebels, a play settmg forth his cnti-

cism of the old order of tmngs His books on arche-

ology include A Study of Ancient Chinese Society,

in which he sets forth his materialistic interpretation

of history Smce 1940 he has been servmg the

National Government at Chungking as chairman,

Cultural Work Committee of the Pmitical Trainmg
Board

Edgar Snow, Living China (N Y ), 1936,

China Year Book, 1937-43 (N Y ),

^943 S C L

Kvaran, Einar Hjorleiesson (Icelandic, 1859-

1938), an unusually versatde and brilhant vnriter,

exerted a far-reaching mfluence on the hterature

and the cultural life of the Icelandic nation He
made his greatest contribution m the field of fiction,

with his short stories, many of which are ventable

masterpieces, and his novels on contemporary life in

Iceland, graphic and faithful pictures of soaety, but

still more profound psychological studies The most

important of these, such as Ofurefli (The Uncon-

querable, 1908), Gull (Gold, 1911), and Sdlin

vaknar (The Soul Awakens, 1916), are character-

ized by great skill in story-telhng, sympathetic and

often masterful character delmeation, fluent and

mellow style, at times good-naturedly humorous,

though not particularly virile or stnkmg His dramas,

not by any means msignificant, are infenor to his

best stones m hterary artistry

R Beck, “E H K —An Icelandic Novel-

ist and Dramatist,” Poet Lore, Vol

XLIII, 1936, Icelandic Poems and Stones

(Prmceton & N Y ), 1943 ^

La Bruyere, Jean de (French, 1645-96), bases

his very sohd glory on a smgle book of prose, the

Characters (1688) Iimtated from the Greek of

Theophrastus, these Characters axe much more than

a translation they are a wholly new and onginal

work m the composition of which La Bruyere em-

ployed to the best advantage not only his fine talent

for observation, but also the excellent vantage pomt

of French high soaety provided him by his position

as tutor m the house of the great Cond6 family The
Characters consist of 16 essays on varied subjects

—

hterature, the great commonplaces (personal ment,

fnendship, etc ), the court and its types (which are

descnbed in no favorable hght), the abuses of

soaety Few authors m French have created finer

prose than La Bruyere, clear, simple, vuth the

greatest emphasis on the mot 'juste, the prease word.

It IS the perfectly distilled classic French style

Edmund Gosse, Three French Novelists

CNY), 19x8
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La Fontaine, Jean de (French, 1621-95), is the

great exponent of the literary fable Taking his sub-

jects wherever he found them, from Aesop, from

Phaedrus, from the medieval fabulists, out of the

stiff and dry didactic pieces of his predecessors he

created a new genre La Fontaine could observe life

and nature with marvelous accuracy, and translate

his observations with fidelity, m a poetry whose
effects are often stunning in their complexity and

difficulty He is far more mterested in the story he

has to tell than m the moral he is to point and

mdeed it is often said that his moral system is cym-

cal and pessimistic, for often he gives the "beau role'

to the deceiver and the cheat Whatever his defects

as a teacher of the young, his poetry is so fascmatmg

and the human comedy he paints is so complete

that his place as the greatest of poetic fabulists is

unchallenged His Fames appeared in twelve books

m 1668, 1678, 1694
C A Sainte-Beuve, Portratts of the 17th

C , trans K P Wormeley (N Y ),

1904
R J N

Lagerlof, Selma (Swedish, 1858-1940), was

bom in Marbacka, a little manor estate m Varm-

land, and she was educated to become a school

teacher She liked to wnte poetry, and one day,

while walkmg on a street m Stockholm, she con-

ceived the idea of writing a novel, using as matenal

the stones that she, as a child, had heard old people

tell in her home province The book was called

Gosta Berhngs saga (1891) Its genuine onginahty

and imaginative richness brought the young author-

ess world fame Her artistic talent was more mature

m the following collection of stones Osynhga

lankar (Invisthle Links, 1894) and Drottnmgar t

Kungahalla (The Queens of Kungahalla and Other

Sketches, 1899) reached its peak in Jerusalem

1-2 (1901-02), a novel about a group of Swedish

farmers who emigrated to Palestine A profound

knoweldge of mankind and a psychological insight

charactenze many of her other novels, e g Korkarlen

(Thy Soul Shall Bear Witness^ 1912), Kejsaren av

PortugalUen (The Emferor of Portugallta, 1914)^

Lowenskoldska nngen (1925) and Charlotte

Loixtenskold (1925) Her children's book, 'Nils

Holgerssonsunderhara resa 1-2 (1906-7), has also

been translated mto many languages (The Wonder-

ful Adventures of Nils') Other works m Eng
From a Swedish Homestead, Harvest, Marbacka,

The Diary of Selma Lagerlof In 1909 she received

the Nobel pnze
S Arvidson, S L, 1932, H A Larsen,

S L (NY), 1936, with bibliog

A W
Lamartine, Alphonse de (French, 1790-1869),

typifies one aspect of French Romantiasm, its insist-

ence on love as the dommant sentiment of hfe Bom

to a noble family, he was the victim of an unfor-

tunate love affair which he glorified m some of his

best works He attained popularity with his Poetic

Meditations (1820) and increased his reputaton

with the New Meditations (1823) and the Har-

monies (1830), books of verse of deep personal

mspirauon and vague charm Lamartme^s life was

only partially dedicated to hterature, for he also

played an important role m the pohtics of the time,

nsing to be Chief of State m 1848, only to end his

hfe m poverty and disillusion As a poet he is char-

actenzed by a kind of ingenuousness (his poems are

constantly marred by lack of senous study) and a

deep sincerity, which, coupled with the predom-

mandy 'gray’ tone of the background, has brought

him many admirers, from the hterary ladies of the

1830’s to the present

H R Wliitehouse, The Life of L (Bos-

ton), 1918
R J N

Lamb, Charles (English, 1775-^834), was one

of our master essayists, and one of the most widely

read prose writers of the romantic penod The best

loved of his works, Essays of Elia, reveals two very

human qualities, sympathy and humor Some, as

My Family and Recollections of Chnst*s Hosjpital,

are autobiographical Lamb left high seriousness to

the other great romantics, but showed how happily

hfe can be lived under moderate circumstances, with

courageous good cheer against fear and gnef There

IS a whimsical note m many of the essays, as well

as a magic touch of intimacy and pnvacy.

A Ainger, L
F F M

Lampman, Archibald (Canadian, 1861-99),

was the leading poet of the "Golden Age” of Scott,

Roberts, Carman, and Campbell His greatness hes

in the musical and accurate response to the land-

scape of his native provmce, Ontario, and in his

easy, natural style, in which he antiapates the im-

pressionists He was the first to produce a sustained

volume of verse which met standards other than

those of the community In his own words, he wrote

poems "local m mcident and spmt, but cosmo-

politan m form and manner ” Wordsworthian m his

love of nature as a quiet refuge and Keatsian in his

sensuous mterpretation of rural scenes at different

seasons of the year, he wrote in Among The Millet

(1888) and in Lyrics of Earth (1893) some of the

nchest regional poetry m Amenca
C Y Connor, A L (N Y ), 1929

C J V.

Lattdor, Walter Savage (English, 1775-1864),

a contemporary of Colendge,*^ became a close fnend

of Brownmg’*' Reputedly violent of disposition, he

appears m nis wntings full of calm and restraint

His prose Imaginary Conversations, especially Peri-

cles and Asfasiat illustrate his interest m the culture
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of the Mediterranean peoples His poetry—^his best

loved Rose Aylmer of ms youth, Hamadryad of his

later years—shows a persistence of freshness of feel-

ing through his long literary career His work is

marked by simpkaty and classical workmanship
S Colvin, L
F F M

Lanfili, Lugair (Insh, 6th c ), was a pit or

g
rofessional poet and historian Some fragments of

IS verse have been preserved and are important

documents for the history and for the language of

ancient Ireland

M D

Lanier, Sidney (U S A, 1842-81), was a

natural musiaan and poet who practiced law bnefly

but spent his final years in absorbed artistic study

and creation, while struggling for rehef from tuber-

culosis contracted in a Civil War prison His love

of chivalnc ideals, intense morahsm, firm rehgious

behef, and anti-industnal hope fox Southern and
national post-war progress were conditioned by a

genius for music, a faith m human brotherly love,

a spmtualized worship of nature, and his Southern

background His Poems 0 ^77 ^ 1884) are noted for

the ballads and lyncs which denve much from the

sound-patterns of music, and his The Science of

English Verse (1880) was important as an early

saentific study of versification, although it took,

from musical analogy, the untenable position that

length of interval is the deteimming element m
prosody Lanier^s poetry is probably greatest in his

long orchestral odes, particularly ihe Marshes of

Glynn (1878) and Sunrise (1882)

A H Starke, SLA Biographical and
Critical Study (Chapel Ml, N C),
1933 ECS

Lao Tzu (Lao Tze, Chmese, ca 6th c b c ), the

reputed author of the Tao Te Ching (The Canon
of Reason and Virtue or The Way and Its Power'),

was, according to Ssu-ma Chien, a native of the

feudal state of Ch'u His family name was Li and
his proper name was Er In the House of Chou he
once served as state historian in charge of the secret

archives For the wntmg of his biography no authen-
tic matenals existed even m Ssu-ma Chien's tune
(ca 145-97 B c ) His Tao Te Chtng, m 81 bnef
chapters of prose and verse, 'is hke a strmg of

pearls, each chapter bemg distmct and separate as

a philosophic doctnne, but all bound on the smgle
filament the behef that all these consecrations of

the Spmt must eventually lead to Tao” (the Eternal,

the Way of life, according to the canons of reason
and virtue)

Frances R Grant, Oriental Philosophy

CKY), 1936

La Rochefoucauuo, Francois, duke of (French,

1613-80), is one of the finest representatives of the

17th c French tendency toward the extreme refine-

ment of thought and expression His Maxims (1665)
are undoubtedly the best of their kind in French,

they are the essence of subtlety, the perfect reflec-

tion of the highly civilized society that gave them
birth In spite of their light and worldly tone, there

is a current of very real pessimism m the Maxims,

La Rochefoucauld forces his doctnne that all human
actions, even those which are outwardly the most

laudable, are the result of self-interest and vamty
In spite of their bnlhance and the marvelous style

that clothes the thought, m spite of the very real

truths they contain, the Maxims produce an impres-

sion of monotony that is the result of this sameness

of doctnne As models of pure expression they are

unexcelled, as a guide for morals they are too cynical,

too over-simplified, to be of great avail

C A Sainte-Beuve, Portraits of the lyth

C ,
trans K P Wormeley (NY), 1904

R J N

Larra, Mariano Jose de (Spanish, 1809-37), is

the most modem of the Romantic critics His sarcastic

pictures of Spanish life, signed "Figaro,” combme
folklonstic taste with national cnticism He wrote m
his own penodical. The Poor Speaker (1832), m
form and purpose akin to the i8th c Enghsh
weeklies, as the Spectator Though his ideas made
him one of the first "European Spaniards,” his lan-

guage is nch in the color and idiom of Spam

A Sanchez Esteban, M J de L , ^Tigaro**

(Madnd), 1934 HAH
Lawson, Henry (Australian, 1867-1922), is con-

ceded to be the outstandmg vmter of short stones

and fictional sketches in Austrahan hterature In

both prose and verse Lawson was, m effect, an articu-

late man of the people, he was to but a limited extent

a self-conscious artist His work enjoys immense
populanty vuth the Australian public His prose

quahties make his work a notable contribution to

literature, on his verse, there is a sharp division of

opinion His popular audience accepts it for what
It IS rhymed expressions of common sentiments, but

sophisticated cntics reject any claims that may be

made for it as poetry There is all through Lawson^s

work an ambivalence of attitudes toward the Aus-

trahan environment and hfe—^melancholy and hilar-

ity, hatred and love, gentleness and cruelty, brutahty

and sentimentahty—^which gives his stones an alto-

gether remarkable range of appeal

H L , by His Mates, Sydney, 1931, T D
Mutch, The Early Life of H L. m
Journal and Proceedings of the Royal

Australian His Soc, vol 18, 1932
C H G.S C L
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Laxness, Halldor Kiljan (Icelandic, b 1902),

a central literary figure in Iceland, has to bis credit,

aside from a host of essays and short stones, a large

number of significant novels, revealmg unusual gifts

colorful and eloquent style, keen observation, strong

poivers of characterization, and great narrative tal-

ent These quahties, already evident in his earher

works, are seen to increasing advantage in the two-

volume senal Salka-Valka (1931-32) and still more
so in such works as Sjdlfstaett folk (Independent
People, 1934-35) and his most recent senes of novels

tslandsklukkan (The Bell of Iceland, 1943), a bril-

liantly conceived, deeply moving story, lustoncally

important, and Htd Ijosa man (The Fatr Matden,

1944), relentless m its reahsm, but told vwth deep
understanding and sympathy and great techmcal

skill, centered around an unforgettable herome In
these stones the author finds his themes in the past,

more generally his novels are broad soaal satires of

contemporary life He has gready mfluenced other

present-day Icelandic vmters

S Emarsson, Five Icelandic Novelists, m
Books Abroad, July, 1942, R Beck,

Icelandic Poems and Stones (Prmceton
& N Y), 1943

R B

Leacock, Stephen B (Canadian, 1869-1944), a
wnter of satue and nonsense, is at his best m his

earher works like Sunshine Sketches Of A Little

Town (1912) and Behind The Beyond (1913),
where he holds up to gentle ndicule the soaal

foibles and intellectual pretensions of his time His

method is a mixture of exaggeration, understatement,

and parody His style is such that often “the sense

emerges with a queer incongruity between the fact

that It does make sense and yet it ought not to
** He

is mgenious m devising laughable situations (The
Sorrows of a Summer Guest), and m identifying

himself with another person (Under the Barber's

Knife) In spite of his sympathy and understandmg,

he has created no great character, but he has drawn
many bnlhant cancatures ranging from the Reverend

Mr Drone of Sunshine Sketches to Dr Doomer of

Moonbeams from the Larger Lunacy Addressmg
himself to both the Amencan and the Canadian
reader, he demonstrates in bis work the emergence

of an English hterature common to the North
Amencan continent

P McArthur, S L (Toronto), 1923
C J V

Lebensohn, Abraham Dov (Adam, Hebrew,

1794-1874), and his son Micah Joseph (Michal,

1828-52) were the chief poets of the Haskalah

(Enhghtenment) period Adam is cherished as the

grandfather of Modem Hebrew poetry m Russia

His Shire Sefath Kodesh (The Song of the Holy
Tongue, pub 1842) ushered m a new penod m
Hebrew literature His poems are clear m form

though conventional m style, they served as a model

for many disciples Of greater poetical gift and
lyrical feehng was Michal, During the short span
of his life, he composed a few very fine poems,
wherein he displayed great descnptive powers, a

tender lyncal soul, and a perfect command of clas-

sical style and diction While studying m Germany
he was strongly mfluenced by Goethe and Schiller,

many of whose poems he rendered mto excellent

Hebrew
L A

Letvik, H (Yiddish, b 1888), one of the most
important contemporary Yiddish poets and drama-
tists Bom m White Russia mto a poor family, at

the age of 16 he jomed the “Bund,” the popular

revolutionary party, and two years later was sen-

tenced to four years’ imprisonment From the Mos-
cow pnson he sent his first poem to New York In

1912 he was transferred to Siberia, whence, the

following year, he escaped to Amenca Making his

debut with Sibirer Liaer (Songs of Siberia) and
poems of Keynems Land (Noman's Land), he un-

folded the problem of world salvation, of the roles

of spirit and physical force m the stmggle for prog-

ress, and other problems of contemporary society in

two long symbolic dramas, Der Goylem (1921), and
Dt Geule Komedye (The Comedy of Redemption)
Afflicted with tuberculosis, for many years his poetry

had been preoccupied with death and dissolution,

but It attained to a subtle joy of hfe m his Ltder fun
Gan Eyden (Songs of Paradise, 1937) It is now
smking mto sadness and impotent rage at the de-

struction of Eastern European Jewry Other impor-

tant plays are Hirsh Lekert (Russian Jewish Social-

ist hero and martyr), Shmates (Rags), Keytn
(Chains), Di oreme Melukhe (The Poor Kingdom),
Der Poet tz blind gevorn (The Poet became blind),

and his latest work, on the Jewish upnsmg m the

Warsaw ghetto, Der Nes in Geto (The Miracle m
the Ghetto, 1944)

Y M
Leon, Luis de (Spamsh, 1527-91), was an out-

standing vmter of mystic verse and prose Despite

his admiration of the ascetical ideas of the age, he
leans toward a mild Erasrman compromise of Chris-

tian and Renaissance ideas, as m The Perfect House’-

wife (1583) In his Names of Christ (1583), Pla-

tomsm and Arabic speculations fuse with high

ChnsUan spirituality His poetry is of impeccable

style and music, with thou^ts on God and immor-

tality as conceived by a Catholic humanist

Aubrey T G Bell, L de L (Oxford),

Leontius of Byzantium (Byzantme, 485-543)
reached new heights in the rarefied realms of pure

thought where dwell the ultimate abstractions He
was the first to attain to the defimtion of personahty

now generally accepted by metaphysic, and the first

also to introduce Anstotelianism mto theology His
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wntmgs are all devoted to a refutation of the heresies

against the Incarnation, a mystery that he studied

with a depth, delicacy, and precision of insight pre-

viously unknown His works fascinate one hy their

crystalline, irrefragable logic Little appreciated

though he is today, Leontius of Byzantium ranks

among the foremost contributors to the intellectual

hentage of Christendom

V Grumel, L de B , in DtcUonnatre de

theologie cathohque, IX
M J H

Leopardi, Giacomo (1798-1837), was the great-

est Italian poet smce Dante A sickly constitution, a

repressed childhood, and an unhappy personal hfe

contributed to a deep pessimism (ienved essentially

from his contemplation of human nature and hfe

Although Leopardi's intellect was vigorous and his

learning extensive, he was not a great or original

thinker, as revealed in his various prose wntmgs
The perfection of his lyric poems is due to the

combination of poetic technique and intense personal

emotion, which, although he was not a member of

the Romantic school, link him with the basic pnn-

ciples of that group His first major poems, To Italy

(1818) and On the Monument to Dante (1818),

are of patnotic inspiration, the poems from The Lone
S'parrow (1819) to Memories (1829) are primarily

concerned with individual emotions and sorrows

Leopardi passed gradually to more general philo-

sophical themes, culminatmg in the universal pessi-

mism and concern with the human race of The
Broom-Plant (1836)

G A Cesareo, La Vita diGL (Palermo),

R A H Jr

Lermontov, Mikhail Yurevich (Russian, 1814-

1841), the son of an army officer of Scotch descent

and of a mother belongmg to one of the proudest

families of old Russia, was well educated but pos-

sessed of a diabohcal pnde and a determmation to

play a tragic role He acqmred fame by his poem
on the death of Pushkin, for which he was exiled to

the Caucasus and the acuve army The service m-
spired him, he became the great poet of the moun-
tams Filled with a fierce love of freedom, a freedom
not necessarily limited hy law, his heroes, whether
the Demon, the fallen angel, or Pechorm in The
Hero of our Time, have extreme and rhetoncal

passions Yet many of his poems have become true

folk songs He was killed m a duel at the age of

twenty-seven, and his death marked the end of a
period of Russian poetry He was himself the same
mixture of sneering and sincerity that charactenzed
his model, Byron, his ability for sympathetically

dratving heroes of the people is matched only by
his umlushing contempt for the aristocracy to

which he belonged

E Duchesne, M Y L sa vie et ses oeuvres

(Pans), 1910 CAM.

Lesage, Alain Rene (French, 1668-1747), is

most read today in two works of reahstic cast, a

novel, Gil Bias (1747), and a comedy, Turcaret

(1709) Gil Bias, the best picaresque novel m
French, is a long, often badly composed recital of

the adventures of the shrewd protagonist in all social

milieux It is a true novel of manners, and its value

for us lies not in its complicated and factitious epi-

sodes but in Its clear delineation of the mores of the

times Lesage is constantly a realist, even m his most
inventive moments, and is, to boot, a satirist of no
mean powers His qualities of keen observation, at-

tention to precise detail, and cutting satire are no-

where better seen than in Turcaret, a comedy that

is in reality a sharp, hard study of a group of thor-

oughly vicious characters It is in the style of Mo-
liere, but is more polished, more brittle, less gende.

Lesage exemplifies that change in the social temper

which preceded the Revolution his bitter satire is a

reflection of the widespread exasperation that paved
the way for the great emancipation

C A Samte-Beuve, Portraits of the i 8th

C ,
trans K P Wormeley (N Y ), 1905

R J N
Lessing, Gotthold Ephraim (German, 1729-

81), critic and dramatist of the German Enhghten-

ment He was concerned with the development of

principles of criticism and the definition of the arts,

in his contributions to the Literary Letters (1759-

65), in Laocoon or on the Limits of Painting and
Poetry (1766, based on Winckelmaim^s descnption

of Greek art as characterized by **noble simphcity

and quiet dignity"), m the Hamburg Dramaturgy

(1767-68), written as advisor for the German Na-
tional Theatre m Hamburg, a work m which he

attacked French pseudo-classical dramatic standards

In his essay on The Education of the Human Race

(1780), he expressed his ideal of the best possible

world striving to achieve the highest morality Three

of Lessing's dramas still have their place m the

theatre, for their dramatic impact and theatrical

effectiveness, despite the argumentation that is the

natural method of the critic Minna von Barnhelm

(1767), one of the best German comedies, placed

against a background of the Seven Years' Wat,
Emilia Galotti (1772), a masterpiece of psychological

necessity on the ^'Virginia" theme, and Nathan the

Wise (1779), the monumental drama of rehgious

tolerance, product of Lessing's struggle for humani-

tarian ideals

James Sime, GEL His Life and Writ-

ings (London), 1877
S L S

Levinsohn, Isaac Baer (Hebrew, 1788-1860),
the greatest advocate of Haskalah (Enhghtenment)
in Russia Because he was not xidicuhng the Rahhis

but rather arguing from Rahbmic sources the desira-

bility of education and secular learning, his many
volumes on this subject were very popmar and con-
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tnbuted appreciably to the spread of enlightenment

in Russia In bis book Efes Domin, be came to tbe

defense of bis people against blood accusations

J S Raisin, The Haskalah Movement tn

Russia (N Y), I9I3,N Slouscbz, The
Renascence of Hebrew Lit (Pbila ),

1909 L A

Levita, Elias (Yiddish, 1468-1549), tbe first

E
rominent Jewish poet whose name and life history

ave come down to us, is known also as Ehyobu
Ashkenazi A Hebrew grammarian and Bihle cntic,

be taught Hebrew to a number of tbe humamsts,

then became proofreader m tbe Jewish pnntmg
plant of (the Cbnstian) Daniel Bomberg in Vemce,

then in that of Paulus Fagius in Isny (Wurtem-
berg) He rendered into beautiful and ingemous

Yiddish octaves two long court romances, tbe subse-

quently very popular Bovo Bukhy and tbe forgotten

but highly polished Bans un Viena Y M
Lewis, [Harry] Sinclair (U S A, b 1885),

dean of hvmg American novehsts, is famed for bis

mordant satire and the phenomenal powers of obser-

vation that cast a cloak of reahsm over his studies of

composite t5q)es m the U S Technically his novels

show a superior use of catalogued details, mimicry,

contrast by juxtaposition, and conuc verve, his major

fault is that of ‘too much' Aside from tfie muque
masterpiece Babhitt (1922), his finest achievements

are Arrowsmith (1925) and Dodsworth (1929), the

former dealing vnth a doctor's thwarted devotion to

the pure ideals of saence, the latter an ‘mtema-

tional novel' contrasting Europe with America and

detadmg an American business-man's attempt to es-

cape from ‘Babbittry ' Lewis's recent mterest m the

theatre has not proved notably rewardmg He was

the first Amencan (1930) to be awarded the Nobel

Pnze m hterature

C Van Doren, S L (NY), 1933
ECS

Li Po (Chmese, 701-762), the best known
Chinese poet, whose name has been vanously ro-

mamzed as Ia Tai-pe, Li T'ai-po, Le Pih, Ly Pe,

etc, and whose personahty and poetry have been

subject to various kmds of criticism The reformer-

statesman Wang An-shih (1021-1086), who was

a didactic poet, said “Li Po’s style is swift, yet never

careless, hvely, yet never informal But his mtellec-

tual outlook was low and sordid In rune poems out

of ten he deals with nothing but wme and women ”

To others he appears to be poet with the bravado

traits of a soldier of fortune, and agam he is sensi-

tive and profound A man with great moments

of exaltation and depression Above all, a man who
loves beauty for its own sake, even if it is only the

beauty of a moment" To still others, he “was a

senuous realist, who represented the world as he

saw It, with beauty as his guiding star " Actually he

was a bom poet, a romanticist, who wrote spontane-

ously m praise of Nature and of all that is beautiful

to him He was a free-lance writer, whose lyncs are

distinguished by a delicate buoyancy and a sensitive-

ness to beauty m nature, by subtlety of thought and

lovehness of expression

Obata, Shigeyoshi, The Works of Lt Po
(N Y ), 1928, F Ayscough and A
Lowell, Fir-Flower Tablets (Boston &
N Y), 1930, A Christy, Images m
Jade (N Y), 1929 S C L

Li Tai-pe See Li Po

Liang Chi Ch'ao (Chmese, 1873-1929), a volu-

imnous wnter, exercised tremendous influence in the

intellectual world of Chma dunng the first decade of

this century With robust outlook and buoyant

spint, and with a powerful pen and profound

Imowledge of Chmese history, he wrote on such

themes as nationalism, liberty, avic morality, pa-

triotism His style had the strength and energy bom
of passionate conviction A tireless scholar, he com-

bined the depth of Chmese thought and the breadth

of Western knowledge He not only opened the

Chinese mind to a new outlook but also mspired

Chinese imagination with a new purpose Countless

numbers of readers devoured whatever he wrote In

addition to the Ching Yt Pao (The Pure Discussion

Magazine') j the Hstn Mm Tsung Pao (The New
Citizens* Magazine)

f and the Kuo Feng Pao (The
National Tradition Magazine), which he edited one

after the other, he wrote numerous pamphlets to

arouse his fellow-countrymen’s zeal for pohtical and

social reform After 1918 he gave himself entirely

to hterature, applying the scientific method to the

study of ancient works Best known are his Method

for the Study of Chinese History, A Critique of Mo
Tzu, History of Chinese Political Thought His col-

lected works are the Yin Ping Shih Wen Tsi

S C L

Liba3>tius (Greek, 314-393 ad) was the last

great teacher and rhetorician of pagan Greek htera-

ture Bom m Antioch, he studied and worked m the

cities of the Greek east and, finally, returned to his

birthplace to estabhsh a school, and to write his

hunthreds of minor works declamations, studies on

rhetonc, letters Demite the estabhshment of Chris-

tianity as the offiaaf religion, he remamed a smcere

pagan who saw m the advent of the apostate em-

peror Juhan the dawn of a new era for his faith

and, after Julian’s death, so impressed the Christian

emperors with his integnty that he held official posi-

tions His world was one of books and letters rather

than action, his interest lay m the style of the classi-

cal prose waters, not their ideas It was as a styhst

and popular mterpreter of Hellenism that his influ-

ence was exercised

G R Sievers, Das Lehen des L (Berhn),

1868 GAR.
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Lie^ Jonas (Norwegian, 1833-1 90^)? distm-

g;uistLed novelist A lawyer By profession, he did not

rum senously to literature until 1870, after he had

suffered Bankmptcy His books deal mainly with the

problems of the home and with the hfe of seamen,

but the most strikingly original portion of his genius

finds expression in a senes of Nordland fairy tales

in which the folklonstic trolls and other highly fan-

tastic creatures appear Lie stepped on the scene of

hterature just as the realistic school became estab-

lished He too pubhshed thesis novels, but his lasting

contnbution was made in more romantic and impres-

sionistic works He had considerable influence on

the literary style of his age, being one of the earliest

cultivators of impressionism The Vamily at Gtlje

(1883) is a good introduction to Lie, but he has

written stronger works, notably Trolls (1891-2),

Matsa Jons (1888), Ntohe (1893) and When the

Iron Curiam Falls (1901)

A Garborg, J L (Oslo), 1893, Lie,

J L (Oslo), 1933
T J

Lin Yu-Tang (Chinese, b 1895), brilliant and

prolific vmter, was bom in Changchow, Fukien, and

educated in mission schools He took his MA at

Harvard and PhD at Leipzig (1923) He has

served several educational institutions and was on

the editorial staff of five journals—^three in Ghmese
and two in English His best known Chinese journal

is the Lun Yu, o. bi-monthly of illummating wit and

humor He pubhshed four stimulating books in

Chinese Wott Hua (It Seems to Me), Tahuang
Chi (The Lone Wayfarer), Chtenfu Chi (Skir-

mishes'), and Yenyu Hsueh Lun Ts*ung (Philo-

logical Essays) While in America he wrote several

volumes fn Enghsh, of which the most talked about

are My Country and My People, The Importance

of Living, Between Tears and Laughter, The Vigil

of a Nation, Moments m Peking, With Love and
Irony, and A Leaf m the Storm The first four are

philosophical, cultural, and political m nature and
are shot through with what some critics termed

'hntuitive’' wisdom The last three are novels, domi-

nated by China's heroic war of resistance agamst

Japanese mihtary aggression His prose both m Chi-

nese and m English is brisk, witty, erudite, earnest

He edited two significant books, The Wisdom of

Confucius and The Wisdom of China and India,

with fine interpretative mtroductions and many new
translations

China Year Book, 1937-1943 (N Y),
1943, Book-of-the-Month Cluh News
(N Y), 1937, 1945

S C L

Lindorm, Erik (Swedish, 1889-1941), was bom
in Stockholm m a middle-class family He belonged
to the extremely radical arcles that were always
expecting a revolution But he was no active poli-

tician, and when, after World War I, the political

and social development in Sweden entered its typi-

cal middle way, lie transferred his position as col-

umnist for the social-democratic to the conservative

press with no apparent feeling of political conversion

In his poems he tenders glimpses of Stockholm's

proletarian quarters, with sober reahty and dehcate

tenderness (Min varld, My World, 1918, Bekannel-
ser, Confessions, 1922) He also wrote some popular
plays He died of cancer at a time when he seemed
to have entered a new creative penod as a poet

H Ahlenius, Arhetaren i svensk

A W
Linhaure See Raimbaut d'Aurenga

Lm Hsu See Ou-Yang Hsiu

Liu, Tsung Yuan (Chinese, 773-819), a most
versatile writer of prose and verse, who ‘lias left

behind him much that for purity of style and feliaty

of expression has rarely been surpassed ” He was not

only an outstanding student of general prose htera-

ture but also a master of calligraphy Though a

faithful follower of the Confucian tradition, his

view^s were often tinged with Buddhist thought He
excelled m political satire, vmting agamst over-

government and the hardships of over-taxation, and
he suffered for the sting of his pen His death called

forth the short but beauhful lament In Memoriam
by his intimate friend Han Yu His works were col-

lected and published under the title Liu Tsung
Yuan Wen Tsi

H A Giles, Hist of Chinese Lit (N Y
& London), 1929

S C L

Livy (Titus Livius, Roman, 59 BG-17 ad.). is

the first representative Roman historian to mould
mto a unified and consistent whole the heterogeneous

records of the past of his countiy He aimed to win
his readers by an attractive style rather than by a

strict adherence to the facts of history The loss of

that part of his work which dealt with the more
recent events of his day makes it difficult to form

a clear estimate of his achievement in its entirety

Livy was evidently most interested in dramatic pres-

entation of individual characters His bias appears^xn

his confirmed conviction that Rome had suffered a

decline and fall from its past greatness^

W M Roberts, L, History of 'Rome

(London), 1912, 1924

J J s

Lloyd, Morgan See Llwyd, Morgan

Llwstd, Morgan (Welsh, 1619-59, when he
wrote m English he used the form Morgan Lloyd),

was the heir, probably the grandson, of the poet

Huw Llwyd He could wnte excellent englynton m
the stnct metres
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O Meinon dirion i dano—^ynddi

Yn dda rwi’n dy gofio

Nid hawddgar ond am garo

Fy anwyl Fresswyl am bro

(O Menonetb, pleasant to abide m, well do I re-

member thee’ It IS difficult not to love thee, my be-

loved dweUing-place and my country), but the bulk

of his poetry is in the free metres, and much of it m
English It shows a violent partisanship m pohucs

(Llwyd was a supporter of the Parbament and later

a Fifth Monarchy man) and a gentle hberahsm m
domestic religious matters Most of his prose is m
Welsh, and several of his books are translations,

through the English, of works of the German mystic

Jakob Boehme The Book of the Three Btrds (1653,

the full title IS, A Mystery for some to Comprehend
and others to Mock at, that is. Three Btrds, the

Eagle and the Dove and the Raven, talking together,

or a Sign to Greet the Welsh m the Year One Thou-

sand, Six Hundred and Fifty-three, before the Com-

ing of 666 ') gets much of its symbohsm from

Boehme, but it contains also manv of Owyd^s own
ideas He was pastor of a “garnered church’* at

Wrexham, and after the Restoration those that had

adopted his mysticism were persecuted, m 1682 a

party emigrated to Pennsylvania where they founded

a settlement which they called Menon after their

old home
T E EUis and J H Davies, Gweithiau

M L 0 Wynedd, 2 v (Bangor), 1899-

1908 (There is a trans, not a very

good one, of The Book of the Three

%rds m the Transactions of the Na-

tional Eisteddfod for 1896 )

J J P

Llywarch The Old (Hen) (Welsh) may have

been a historical character of the 6th c ,
where tradi-

tion places him, but the poems that bear his name

date, probably, from the mid 9th c By that time he

had become a stock character, the old warrior who

rehved his own wars m the exploits of his sons, and

who was constantly goading them into battle

Maen Wyn, when I was your age

No one trod on my mantle,

No one ploughed my land without bloodshed

(Maen Wynn, tra vuum y’th oet,

Ny sethnt vy Ueim 1 a thraet

Nyt erdit vyn tir 1 heb waet

)

When he sends his last son, Gwen, off to die, his

chief concern is with his own honor

If you survive I shall see you agam,

If you are slam I shall weep for you

Do not lose a warrior’s honor on account of the

hardship

(O, dien^d, ath wehf

O’th ryledir, ath gwynif

Na choll wyneb gwr ar gmf )

Even m his lament for him Llywarch’s chief thought

IS “Since he was my son he did not flee (Kan bu

mab ymi ny thecas) ” But the last of his 24 sons is

now dead, destroyed by his father’s pride, and he is

left old, lonely, wretched, and cold

Ifor Williams, Canu Llywarch Hen (Car-

diff), 1935 (Some of the same matenal,

in Eng , is in Froc Brit Acad

,

XVIII,

1932

J J P

Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth (USA,
1807-82), persistently remains the general reader’s

favonte native poet, despite cntical stnctures upon
his lack of profundity, power, and high imagination

Also, his contnbutions to American poetic growth

were many As a scholar and traveler he brought a

wider knowledge of European literature to Amenca
through his translations (esp Dante’s Divine Comedy,

1867) and adaptations of foreign metncal forms and

themes He shaped native as well as medieval Euro-

pean matenal into Amenca’s first fine body of narra-

tive poetry He used his effective imagery and effort-

less verse to mterpret beautifully the unsophisticated

side of his countrymen And he achieved a real mas-

tery of the sonnet form His work almost as a whole

exhibits distingmshed ment, although it rarely ap-

proaches the range of full genius

L R Thompson, Young L (N Y ), 1939
ECS

Lopez de Mendoza, Inigo, Marquis of Santillana

(Spanish, 1398-1458), was an early mutator of

Dante and Petrarch as well as a theoretiaan of

literary art He affixed to his poems, sent to Peter,

Constable of Portugal, the Proemmm and Letter, the

first Spanish “Art of Poetry ” Though he does not

refer to the Provencal troubadours, he recognized

that French and Portuguese poetry had been super-

seded by the Italians, masters of the hour

M Perez Guns, El M de S (Montevideo),

Lorenzo (il Magnifico) See Media, Lorenzo de*

Loveira, Carlos (Cuban, 1882-1929), is the

most vigorous novelist his country has produced A
propagandist and soaal cntic, he has worked zeal-

ously m the Caribbean countnes for the betterment

of the downtrodden An autobiographical sketch in

1917 (From 1926 to 1935) first gave evidence of

his story-tellmg abihty With The Immortal Ones he

resorted to the novel as propaganda for a divorce law,

but the three that followed admitted him to ihe

Cuban National Academy His last novel, Juan, the

Creole (1927) is his best Like Zola and P6rez

Gald6s, a realist vitally interested m sociological

problems, Loveira devoted htde attention to revision

of his novels and none to hterary embellishment

Their value hes in their genumeness, iheir photo-

graphic portrayal of Cuban life, thmr very human
characters Truth rather than beauty, smcenty rather

than artistry, mark his work His mam themes.
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largely autobiograpliical, are labor as a means to

something more than existence, and marriage as a

union growmg out of love, congeniality or common

interests

M P Gonzdlez, C L in Revtsta de estu-

dtos htsfamcDSf II (,19^9^, I77~i93»

J R Spell, Contemporary Spanish-

American Fiction (Chapel Hill, N C ),

Lowell, James Russell (U S A, 1819-91),

was New England’s foremost humanist and cntic of

the 19th c As poet, professor, editor, and diplomat,

his expressed goal was ‘‘making men better by arous-

ing in them a perception of tneir own instincts for

what is beautiful, and therefore sacred and xeh-

gious ” This universality emerged in his work after

preliminary periods of romantic idealism and ardent

nationalism Although diffuse, Lowell’s criticism

QAmong My Books, two senes, 1870, 1876, My
Study Window, 1871) at its best is both discermng

and expressive, marked by histoncal perspective,

sensitiveness, wit, sagacity, common sense His nat-

ural political conservatism was, to the end (as in

Democracy and Other Addresses, 1886), tempered

by hope for reform, and his recognition of the inevi-

tability of change did much to deny him consistent

unity of view or effort In both aspects he was typical

of his America

H E Scudder, J R L A Biography

(Boston), 1901

ECS
Lowenhielm, Harriet (Swedish, 1887-1918),

was never known as an authoress m her hfetime

Her poems were collected and published in book
form after her death (Dtkter, Poems, 1919, enlarged

ed 1927 ) Daughter of an army officer, she received

an education in art Her first poems were wntten for

pleasure and the entertainment of her friends, but
after she contracted tuberculosis of the lungs her

thoughts about death gave her poetry a darker color

and changed her poems into moving self-confessions.

In her last poem, her artistic gifts master her feehng

or desperation For this reason she has received a

prominent place among the poets of her generation,

m spite of the fact that her total production is qiute

meager
O Hohnberg, Madonnan och jarnjungfrun

C243-a833
A W.

Lu Hsun See Chou Shu-Jen

Lu You (Chinese, ii 25-1210), foremost poet of

1 2th c China, who styled himself Fang Weng
(Free Old Man) At the age of twelve he had ah
ready distingmshed himself in literary pursiuts In
the course of hia long hfe he did a great deal of

creative vmtmg in verse Among his poetical works
^re the Fang Weng Tz*u (The FiUea-out Verse of

Fang Weng") and the Chien Nan Shih Tsi (The
Collected Poetical Works of Chien Nan') His poems
of wars and battle against the Golden Tartars are

still read with appreciation, for they inspire feehngs

of patriotism He onginated a type of poetry, later

known as the “Chien Nan School” of verse-makmg
C M Candlm, Poems of Patriotism, m

Asia, October, 1938

S C L

Lucian (Greek, ca 120-180 ad ) was the great

satirist of Greek literature Although the early part

of his career was devoted to the teaching of rnetonc

in various parts of the Mediterranean world, he
became disgusted with its pretentiousness and hypoc-

risy, and settled in Athens to make a living as a

man of letters His wit was exercised on the reli-

gion, philosophy, and art of the past, and the social

practices and behefs of his own day, but Lucian
himself had no positive solution for the evils he
satirized To express his views, Luaan combined
the dialogue form of philosophical writing with the

motives of comedy, and infused in the speech of his

characters a high degree of actuahty, most evident

perhaps in his Dialogues of the Gods and the True
History

F G Alhnson, L , Satirist and Artist

(Boston), 1926

CAR
Lucretius (T Lucretius Cams, Roman, 95-ca

54 B c ) IS the greatest ancient exponent of Epi-

curean philosophy His is the voice of one expressmg

in magnificent hexameters his profound conviction

that men everywhere are slaves to superstition Epi-

cums is a divinity and Lucretius is ms prophet In

six books On the Nature of Things he expounds

with evangelical zeal the matenalistic bases for all

phenomena The very modem theory of atoms, de-

rived from Greek sources, is declared to account for

every phase of nature, for every concept, for even

the soul of man Creation came about by a chance

deflection of the atoms There are far too many
scientific explanations mtroduced always to consti-

tute good poetry, which is furnished in excellent pro-

logues and digressions

G D Hadzsitts, I and Epicureanism

(N Y), 1931, G Masson, L, Epi-

curean and Poet (London), 1907-09

J J s

Lugones, Leopoldo (Argentme, 1874-1938),
best and most representative ^gentine writer of the

20th c , turned to a hterary career in Buenos Aires

in 1896 when he came under the influence of

Rub6n Dario With the years his pohtical ideology

veered from the socialistic and pro-Ally to bitter de-

nunciation of democracy, his literary from the ro-

mantic grandiloquence of the Mountains of Gold

(1897) and the ironic extravagance of Sentimental

Lunar Almanac to the simphcity of his Rom^ncerg
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and the familiar vernacular of the Poems of the
Home Place While he has given great impetus to

spiritual life and exerted a wide ancf profound influ-

ence, his contribution is less in his subject matter
than in his highly personal treatment His style is

unmistakably his own, and his art, achieved through
the employment of learned words and sought-after
effects, IS highly intellectual

G LInarte, The intellectual work ofLL,
in Inter-America (Eng ed ), II (1919),
F Onis, Antologia de la foesia espanola
e hisfanoamencana (1882-1932) (Ma-
dnd), 1934

J R S

LuikExnt, Jan (Dutch, 1649-1712), poet (Dutch
Lyre, 1671) He soon turned his back on his ^licen-

tious past,” under the mfluence of mystical philos-

ophy, and wrote mainly religious poetry, which he
illustrated with his own etchings Jesus and the
Soul, The mirror of human life

J G
Lusin See Chou Shu-Jen

Luzzato, Moses Hayim (Hebrew, 1707-46),
bom in Padua, Italy of a prominent family, received

an excellent Hebrew and secular education, and dis-

played literary talents when quite young At 17 he
wrote a book on rhetoric, then proceeded to illus-

trate his thesis by writing poems free from the orna-

mentations of the Spanish period He mtroduced the

allegoncal drama into Hebrew, m this, he displayed

his great poetical gifts, dramatic feelmg, power of

description, and an easy, flowing style He was the

vanguard of the renascence of Hebrew literature

At a tender age he came under the spell of Cabalistic

mysticism and thought of himself as a Messiah, for

this, he was persecuted, and his Cabahstic works
were destroyed

L A

Luzzatto, Samuel David (Hebrew, 1800-65),
bom in Tneste, Italy, the son of a poor carpenter,

acquired a vast amount of knowledge He advanced

ideas that became the vogue m the 20th c He
wrote on philosophy, philology, archaeology, and
poetry and in every field he was an emdite scholar

and onmnal thmker He sought^ deciphered, and
edited <3d manuscripts As a philosopher he dxmg
to orthodox Jewish attitudes He antiapated the

ideas of Zionism by advocatmg the reestabhshment

of the Jewish people m Palestine

N Slouschz, The Renascence of Hebrew
Lit (Phila ), 1909

L A
Lyessln, Abraham (Yiddish, 1872-1938), singer

of the heroic stmggle and martyrdom m Jewish his-

tory, one of the greatest Yiddish poets A descendant

of a Lithuanian rabbinic family, he joined the revo-

lutionary movement m Russia, dissatisfied with the

cosmopohtan character of that movement among the
Jewish youth, he projected a more nationally m-
chned tendency, which came to be designated by
the name of Waltism (Lyessin^s real name was
Walt) In 1897 he came to the U S, where he
edited the monthly Di Tsukunft (Future^ He ele-

vated the social poem to finesse, picturesqueness and
sonorousness, and gave a cham of romantic militant

characters of rock-hke firmness that sacnfice them-
selves for their people and their faith

Y M
Ma^arri, AL-, Abu-al-'Ala^ (Arab, 973-I057), a

Sjnnan bom in Ma‘arrat al-Nu man, south of Aleppo
A prodigious memory was his compensation for joss

of sight in infancy, from smallpox Biographers por-
tray mm, now as a denying agnostic, now as a Mos-
lem believer His frmtless stay m Baghdad, then hub
of empire and melting pot of races and piulosophies,

drove him back to his birthplace, where his long life

was crowned with honor and lasting fame A medi-
ocre artist, he reaches poetical pea^ by a smgular
skepticism, mellowed with rare wisdom His early

Saqt al-Zand (S'parks of Ftre-Sticks') is not free from
traditionahsm and imitative hterary techmque A
bold spirit and original expression, characteristically

sombre, form the basic power of al-Luzumiyat (Oh-
servance of non-essential ‘prosodtc rules') He is rated

as one of the keenest mteUects of medieval Islam^s

evenmg glow Authorities differ on whether or not
his Risdlat al-Ghufrdn (Epistle of Forgiveness)

formed a model for Dante
D S Margohouth, Letters of Abu*l *Ald!

(Oxford), 1898

E J J.

Macaulay, Thomas Babington (Enghsh, 1800-

59), poet, essayist, reviewer, was one of the most
purely hterary men of the early Victonan penod All

nis work emphasizes his historical and classical back-

ground The Lays of Ancient Rome are vigorous

narrative poems, but lack imaginative and emotional

depth His purely hterary essays, as Milton, poet and
statesman, lack warmth, but his histoncal essays, as

Lord Clive, and his History of England, are effec-

tive He sought to present the facts with the attrac-

tiveness of faction His style is not subtle but is

admirable for its mechanical excellence, orderly

arrangement of material, careful paragraphmg, and
absolute dearness

G O Trevelyan, The Life and Letters of
Lord M

F F M
Machado de Assis, Joaquim Maria (1839-

1908), first president of the Brazilian Academy, was
bom in Rio de Janeiro of poor parentage He worked
as a type-setter, his first collection of poems ap-

peared in 1864 Though his genius foimd its highest

expression in prose, Machado de Assis modernized
Brazihan poetry m much the same maimer that his
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contemporary, Ruben Dario, modernized SpamsH

poetry He was a profound thinker, a pure styhst,

a tireless worker, his best poems are characterized

by the resigned disillusionment and ironic humor

that pervade his masterpieces of fiction, Braz Cubasj

Qumcas Borba and Dow Casmurro Jos6 Verissimo,

the noted Brazilian cntic, characterizes him as the

outstanding figure of Brazihan literature In his psy-

chological interpretation of character he paved the

way S)r the sophisticated city novels of more recent

times
E J G

MacDonald, Aubxandee (Scottish, fl 1751)?

who is commonly known as Mac Maighister Alasdair,

was the chief poet of the Fortyfive and the subse-

quent literary movement m Gaehc Scotland Besides

his Jacobite poems, he wrote love-poems and de-

scnptive poetry that have won him local fame He
compiled a vocabulary of Scottish Gaehc (pub

1741} A volume of poems by MacDonald entitled

Atsetndh na Sean Chanam Albannatch (The Resur-

rection of the Old Highland Language') was the first

literary work to be pnnted m Scottish Gaehc (1751)
M Maclean, The Literature of the High-

lands (London), 1925
M D

MacGregor, Sir James (Scottish, d 1551)? was

Dean of Lismore in Perthshire He made a collec-

tion of poetry in the early i6th c
,
apparently from

oral sources In collaboration with his brother, Dun-
can, the Dean wrote the poems in a phonetic script

that seems to be his own invention and is marred by
inconsistencies that make the interpretation difficult

While most of the poems are m the literary language

of Ireland, and the majority are foimd m other

manuscripts, there are some forty that are known
only from the Book of the Dean of Lismore, these

show to some extent the influence of the vernacular

of the time

A Cameron, Reliquiae Celticae I (Inver-

ness, 1892, W Watson, Scottish Verse

from The Book of the Dean of Lismore

(Edinburgh), 1937
M D

Machiavelli, Niccolo (1469-1527), was the

leadmg pohtical thinker of the Italian Renaissance,

and one of its most ongmal men of letters His ex-

penence as Secretary of the Florentine Repubhc,
together with his readings in classical history and his

reflections on contemporary events, led him to a
purely descnptive and saentific analysis of pohtical

structure and action He studied men and their

behavior as they were, not as they should be, with
complete disregard of ethical or moral considerations

MachiaveUi^s analysis is expoimded most extensively

m the Discourses on the first ten books of Livy (ca

1513) and most concisely m II Rnncife (The
Pnnce, ca 1513), m addition to his less important

treatises (How to treat the rebellious peoples of the

Val di Chiana, 1502, How Duke ValentPno mur-

dered Vitellozzo Vitellozzi , 1503, The Art of

War, 1516, Life of Castruccio Castracam, ca 1520)
and his History of Florence (1520-23) In purely

literary creation, Machiavelh’s Mandragora (ca

1513) is the greatest and possibly the only truly

original Renaissance comedy, despite—to its contem-

poraries and to most modems—its repellandy im-

moral atmosphere and amoral outlook MachiaveUi’s

style reflects his training and personality a combma-
tion of Latinizing vocabulary and syntax with very

popular, almost sub-standard forms and turns of

phrase, unified by a peculiarly vigorous manner of

expression

G Prezzolim, N M the Florentine

(N Y ), 1928, Dorothy E Muir, M
and His Times, (N Y ), 1936

R A H
, Jr

Macrae, Duncan (Scottish, fl 1693), the scribe

of The Femaig Manuscnpt, was a Scottish Gaehc
poet and author of some of the poems m the manu-
scnpt He is thus doubly responsible for the earhest

considerable document extant in the Scottish ver-

nacular

A Cameron, Reliquiae Celticae 11 (Inver-

ness), 1894, M Maclean, The Litera-

ture of the Highlands (London), 1925
M D

McCrae, Hugh Raymond (Austrahan, b 1876),

IS a controversial figure in Australian poetry His

verse, which at its best is charmmgly lyncal, is also

decorative by intent—decorated with nymphs, faims,

satyrs, and the like, which many Austrahan cntics

labor vahandy to show he has acclimatized to the

continent To such writers as Randolph Hughes, the

expositor of Brennan, and T Inghs Moore, he ranks

among the greatest, and if his lyncism were unim-

peded this claim would be generally accepted

C H G
MacVurigh, Niall Mor (Mac Mhuireadhaigh,

Scottish, fl 1715) belonged to an old bardic family

of Scodand, which claimed descent from the lush

poet Mmreadhach 6 Dilaigh (fl 1228), commonly
known as Mmreadhach Albanach (Murray The
Scot) because he spent fifteen years as an exile m
Scodand Niall M6r is notable as the last of the

bards of the learned tradition
" M D.

Madach, Imre (1823-64), Himganan poet, wrote

The Tragedy of Man, (1859), m a pessimistic

mood caused by matrimonial difficulties The 15

scenes of this dramatic poem, successfully produced

inside and outside of Himgary, trace the history

of mankmd via the regimentation of Communism
to a completely selfish future The Tragedy ends,

like Faust, m a compromise, but it sees life as

contmumg progress Although in many detads Faust
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and Manfred have left their impnnt upon the

Tragedy of Man, its concept shows more afl&mty

with Hugo’s Legende des slides Whereas Faust is

an individual with all the weaknesses of man, Adam
IS a fighter for the loftiest ideals

L Juhdsz, Un disoifle du romanttsme

frangats (Szeged), 1930, J Biszti^, E
M in NRH, 1933, E Bencze, La Trage-

die de VHomine, m Revue de htt com'p

(Pans), 1934, L DohlhofiE, La Tragedte

de Vhomme de M in NRH, 1934
A S and F M

Maerlant, Jacob van (Dutch, mid 13th c ),

founder of the middle-class literature He started

his hteraiy career by translating French epics. In

1265, he became town derk of Damme, turning his

back on the artificial world of the chanson de geste,

to side with the middle-class He wrote a rhymed
umversal history, The historical Mirror, and ms fa-

mous To Arms, Martin! a passionate denunciation

of soaal mjustice

J G

Maeterlinck, Maurice (Belgian, b 1862) bom
in Ghent, left Belgium after ms reputation as a

pla5rwnght had been estabhshed there, for France

His book of poetry, Serres Chaudes (1889), is of

great significance m the evolution of modem poetry

It went beyond symbolism and brought to the fore

till then xmused motives and techniques As a

dramatist he attamed umversal fame with La Pnn-

cesse Maleine, VOiseau Bleu, PelUas et Mdtsande,

and many other plays They all suggest the same

atmosphere of death and doom, they convey the

idea mat present existence is but a transition penod
full of symbols Maeterhnck developed his ideas on

the philosophy of life m a number of essays and

maxims He was constandy mterested m natural

history and m the discovenes of saence as a means

of explainmg the imiverse In The Life of the Bee,

The Life of the Ant, etc ,
he succeeded m allying

saenufic accuracy with great beauty m wntmg
C Turquet-Mimes, Some Modern Belgian

Writers, A Critical Study (New York),

1918

J-A G

Magnusson, Gudmunour Tiausti”, Ice-

landic, 1873-1918), who shares honors with Emar
H Kvaran as the leadmg novehst of the penod, has

achieved even greater success with his short stones

He interpreted rural life eflFectively m such novels

as Halla (1906) and the senes Heidarhflid (The
Heath-Farm, 1908-11), tovm life equally ably m
Borgir (1909) His histoncal novels are also note-

worthy He has wntten excellent short stones of the

hfe of the fishermen, splendid in characterization,

and breathing the atmosphere of the sea His narra-

tive art is always vivid and fluent, and he succeeds

in creating a number of strong, unforgettable char-

acters His novels on contemporary themes are a sig-

nificant contnbubon to the cultural history of Ice-

land

S Emarsson, *^J6n Trausti Aefi og verk,”

Timant Tkjddraeknisfelags Islendmga

(Winnipeg), 1928, R Beck, Icelandic

Poems and Stories (Pnnceton and
NY), 1943

R B

Maimonioes, hlosES BEN Maimon (Hebrew,
1 1 35-1204), physician, scholar and the most im-

portant Jewish philosopher of the middle ages Bom
m Cordoba, Spam, he was compelled to embrace

Islam when thirteen, but adhered to his Jewish re-

ligion m secret Later his family escaped to Eg3^t,

where Maimum re-avowed Judaism In his Gume
to the Perplexed (first in Arabic, but known
through its Hebrew translation), Maunomdes sought

to synthesize Aristotelian philosophy and Judaism

It exerted a tremendous mfluence on non-Jewish

philosophers of the penod In his Mishneh Thorah,

or ]ad he-Hazakah, he compiled and arranged syste-

matically all the laws found in the Talmud He
similarly arranged the 613 precepts in his Sefer

Hanntzvoth He was an emdite scholar and wrote

many w^orks on lomc, mathematics, and medicme

He was undoubtemy the outstanding Jewish per-

sonality of the Middle Ages, and his mfluence on

Jewish thought is unparalleled

I Husik, A Hist of Medieval Jewish Phi-

losophy (N Y), 1930, D Yelhn and

I Abrahams, M (Phila), 1936
L A.

Malherbe, Francois de (French, 1555-1628),

the ^bespectacled grammanan’, was one of the chief

architects of the Classic school m France Himself a

poet of but moderate talent, he nevertheless con-

tnbuted largely to the formation of the classic doc-

trme through his ceaseless efforts toward the purifi-

cation of the language and toward the ‘disaplmmg’

of hterature His own poems, mostly occasional m
character, treat the great commonplaces of human
expenence with elegance and restramt and with the

pronounced lack of self-revelation that was the cardi-

nal tenet of Malherbe’s creed Malherbe hkevwse

accomplished a grammatical purification of the lan-

guage by means of his famous Commentaries on

the poems of Desportes, true, he concerns himself

here with the details of composition, but so forceful

was his example, so sure his taste that his dicta

were to remain law for more than two centuries He
served as disciplmarian to the new Qassic school,

forcing it into the fields that were to prove fruitful,

and as such he nchly deserves the sohd place he

holds m the second rank of French vraters

E. Gosse, Aspects and Impressions (Lon-

don), 1928,
R J N
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Mallarme, Stephane (French, 1842-98), while

living the quiet life of a professor of Enghsh m
Paris, exerted a powerful influence on the symbolis-

tic movement in French verse Nearly all the great

figures of the school of 1900 were his guests and
disciples at the famous ‘Tuesday evenings’ in his

apartment Mallarm^ began writing as a Parnassian

poet, but soon changed to the obscure manner of

the symbolists Like Verlaine, he believed in the

suggestive power of poetry, declarmg that higher

realities can be exposed only through the medium
of musical verse For his vehicle he created a new
kind of language, freed of many of the trammels

of formal grammar, and a new vocabulary likewise,

with these weapons he set out to translate his inner

visions, hallucinations (which are never sickly—cf

his Apres-mtdi dfun jaune) that have nothing to

do with logic, but that constitute a kind of superior

reality based for the most part on analogy His in-

tent was to create a poetry that could be understood

only by another poet, hence, each reader creates his

own sense for each work, his own poem
Remy de Gourmont, Decadence, trans

W A Bradley (N Y ), 1921

R J N
Malory, Sir Thomas (Enghsh, ca 1 394-147 1),

the first great English prose writer, while imitating

French originals, set his Mart d'Arthur in simple,

flowing English His style is highly flexible, fitted

alike for simple narrative and for lofty imaginative
passages He chose consciously the concrete, sensu-

ous words that were the natural language of the

oets from whom he obtained his material, though
e wrote m prose Though compiled by 1470, Mort

d'Arthur was pubhshed in 1485 by the first English
pnnter, William Caxton

E Venauer, M
F F M

Manealuti, AL-, Mustafa Lutfi (Arab, 1876-
1924), an Egyptian of Turkish-Arab descent, was
basically the product of the al-Azhar school of
Moslem theology He began as a poet, but made
his name as a prose vrater In al-Nazardt QS^ecula-
tions, 1910) he expressed the confused outlook of
his generation His sermonic exhortations were new
m Arabic hterature In addition to pan-Islamic zeal,

nationahsm, and Syrian hterary influence, his prose
is marked by native Egyptian wit Tummg to both
romantiasm and naturalism, he became an out-
spoken critic of the environment that gave bim
birth, lapsing at tunes to a state of despair illustrated
m his other famous work al-Abardt (Tears)

H A R Gibb, Bullettn, School of Orten-
tal Studies (London), 1929, vol 5, pt 2.

E J J

Maning, Frederick Edward (New Zealand,
1811-93), was bom in Dublin and went to New
Zealand m 1833 He was for many years intimately

associated with the Maori people and m 1865 be-
came a judge in the Native Land Court In 1863 be
published Old New Zealand, which, because of the
raciness of the style and his great knowledge of

native customs, has been repnnted several tones It

is one of the few books that have attamed the status

of a New Zealand Classic

A Curnow, Annals of New Zealand Ltt

(Wellington), 1936
I A G

Mann, Thomas (German, b 1875), Nobel pnze
winner (1929), is the greatest hving German wnter
Whether it be an autobiographical novel like Bud-
denhrooks (1901), a novel portraymg the spintual

atmosphere of pre-war Europe like Magic Mountain
(1924), or the more recent Joseph cycle with its

study of the psychological evolution of rehgion,

Thomas Mann’s chief concern in his writing is with
the problem of the relation of art to hfe To its

delineation in its various aspects and its final solu-

tion he has devoted the major part of his life This
was also a favorite topic of Goethe’s and GriU-
parzer’s, although each dealt with the question in a
different manner Thomas Mann’s literary career

may be said to parallel that of Goethe, his aesthetic

aloofness in his earher period resembling Goethe’s

middle classical period, his present absorption in

moral, political, and social questions findmg its coun-
terpart m Goethe’s similar interests at the dose of his

career Another favonte topic of Mann’s is the rela-

tion of death to beauty, which finds its finest expres-

sion in his Death tn Vemce (1913) Perhaps the

most stnbng charactenstic of Mann is his capaaty
of combmmg devotion to the best ideals and tradi-

tions of German hterature with a sensitiveness to

the problems of our own tune

H Slochower, No Voice Is Wholly Lost,

Manrique, Jorge (Spanish, 1440-79), typical

fence-sitter between the Middle Ages and modem
times, IS noted for the Couplets on me death of Don
Rodngo Manrique his Father (1476) In elegiac but
sober mood, he embodies the personal sorrow m a

general philosophy of death, with picturesque exam-

E
les from history (well rendered in English by
ongfellow),

Anna Krause, J M and the Cult of Death
(Berkeley), 1937

H. A H
Mansfield, Katherine (Kathleen Beauchamp,

1888-1923), was bom in Wellington, New Zea-

land, and died at Fontainebleau, France She is the

best known and most highly valued of New Zealand
wnters Her best work was done m the short story,

which she developed with sensitivily and insight

Collections of her stones were pubhshed from 1918
(Prelude) onwards Aft^t h^r death the pubhcation
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o£ Her Journals, Letters, and critical reviews, Novels

and Novelists, though severely edited, revealed her

as a critic and commentator of great integrity

E M Smith, A Hist of New Zealand

Fiction CWelhngton), 1940
I A G

Manzoni, Alessandro (1785-1873), was the

leader of the Romantic movement m Italy, and the

author of the best-known Itahan novel, 1 Promesst

S'posi (The Betrothed, 1828-1840) Manzom^s best

work was done in the years from 1812 to 1840, his

earliest products were poetical, a senes of warmly
lyrical and deeply rehgious Sacred Hymns (1812-

22), and two romantic tragedies, The Count of
Carmagnola (1816) and Adelchi (1820) After the

early 1820^3, Manzom's work was chiefly in prose

several theoretical discussions of literary prmciples,

especially On Romanticism (1823), treatises on lin-

guistic matters (1845-69), and philosophical and
other writings The Promesst S'posi, his only nov^l,

IS a story of two yoimg people and their misadven-

tures in the early 17th c Manzom^s basic techmque
of the histoncal novel denves from Scott, but he

adds to It his 6wn psychological insight, balance of

outlook, and religious feelmg

A Momighano, A M , 2d ed (Messma),

1929
R A H

, Jr

Maqqari, AL-, Ahmad ibn-Muhammad (Arab,

1591-1632), was bom at Tlemcen, Algena In

1628-30, at the suggestion of his Damascus fnends,

he composed Nafk al-Ttb (Gust of Fragrance'), a

history of Arab Spam combined with a biography of

ibn-al-Khatlb (d 1374), its last important Modem
author and statesman This is a presentation of

histonco-hterary aspects of Moslem Spam, extracted

m the mam from sources now lost It is the prmcipal

authority for that cultural effervescence which Spam
expenenced under the Saracens

H A R Gibb, Arabic Lit (London),

1926
E J J

Maqrizi, AL-, Taqi-al-Din (Arab, 1364-1442),

was bom in Cairo, but his forebears were from

Balabakk m Syna In Cairo and Damascus he occu-

pied high office as deputy qodt and learned teacher

His title to fame rests upon al-Mawd'iz (Sermons),

devoted to Egyptian topography, history, and an-

tiqmties

Phihp K Hitti, Hist of the Arabs, 2d ed

(London), 1940
E J.J

Marcus Aurelius (Greek, 121-180 ad), al-

though emperor of Rome from 161 to 180 ad,
wrote his Meditations m Greek, the language of the

Stoic philosopher, Epictetus, whose Discourses had

mfluenced Aurehus strongly m his youth Wntten

m an impretentious style amidst the hardships of his

mihtary campaigns along the Danube, the Medita-

tions attest his smcerity and high sense of duty, and
enable us to estimate the personahty of the last of

the great Roman Stoics by his own thoughts as well

as his official acts as emperor

H D Sedgwick, M A (New Haven),

Mariana, Juan de (Spamsh, 1536-1624), was

the first Spanish histonan, as opposed to the older

chromcler With darmg theories on government, po-

htical economy, nghts of kmgs and conditional ad-

missions of regicide, his colorful Historia de Espana

(1601, earher m Latm) presents hvely anecdotes

whose truth he himself suspects His organization,

style, and variety are drawn from Livy

G Cirot, M, histonen (Bordeaux), 1905HAH
Marino, Giovanni Battista (Itahan, 1569-

1625), was the leading spint in the trend toward

exaggeration and over-decoration in hterature, at the

beginning of the 17th c, known as ‘Manmsm^
After a stormy career at Naples and Turm, he spent

the last years of his hfe at Pans, where the pubh-

caUon of his long poem Adone (1623) brought him

wide, if ephemeral, fame Marmots l3mcs (collected

m The Lyre, 1602-14, The Gallery, 1620), his other

minor poems (The Shepherd’s Pipe, 1620) and the

Adonis embody his frank hedonism and sensuahty,

emphasized rather than veiled by excessive use of

rhetoncal devices and literary artifice

A Borzelli, Istona della vita e delle opene

di G B M (Napoh), 1927
R A H

, Jr

Marivaux, Pierre (French, 1688-1763), spe-

cialized in studies of the kmd of mannered, intel-

lectualized love that became typical of decadent

French soaety shortly before the Revolution His

plays, the best of which is The Game of Love and

Chance (1730), all treat the same theme of courtly

love, m w^ch the characters analyze their feelings

m a subde, tenuous dialogue, 'manvaudage,' which

well expresses the over-civilized, slightly decadent

spint of the times His two unfinished novels, the

Life of Marianne and The Peasant Parvenu, are of

the confession type, well suited to the kind of

psychological analysis that was his specialty Man-

vaux was an exact mirror of his age, well equipped

to catch Its mood of skepticism and the persiflage

with which It distracted itself from the soaal evils

round about

Arthur TiUey, Three French Drmatists

(Cambndge), 1933
R J N

Mark Twain See Clemens, Samuel L

Marlowe, Christopher (English, 1564-93),

the greatest of the scholar playwrights, was one of
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the most striking figures of the English Renaissance

Marlowe’s dramas marked the transition from the

chaotic writers of his time to that of Shakespeare

His works contained the logical development of one

idea, that man is dominated by a passion for power

His characters are well drawn and his success in the

use of blank verse astounded his contemporaries

Each of his four dramas Tamhurlatne (1587), The
Tragical History of Doctor Faustus (ca 1588), The

Jew of Malta Cca 1590), and Edward II (1593)

shows remarkable growth in dramatic technic

F S Boas, C Mf A Btografhtcal and

Cntical Study, 1940
F F M

Martensen, Hans Larsen CE)anish, 1808-84),

the greatest Danish theologian in modem tunes His

field was especially that of systematic theology, his

Dogmatics and Ethics bemg standard works of his

time, and used in translation both on the continent

and m the Enghsh speaking theological umversities

C M V

Marti, Jose (1853-1895), Cuban apostle of

independence, was early stirred by a hatred of

oppression and imbued with revolutionary ideas,

these motivate most of his wntings Twice deported

to Spam, he settled in New York and devoted him-

self heart and soul to the freemg of Cuba In 1889

he stirred the Spanish world with a speech which

concluded “Those who have a country, let them

honor it, those who have not, let them conquer one”,

and m 1892 he launched a revolutionary party which

he directed until the outbreak of hostilities He met

death m action For Cuba he is a national lieio» but

his influence, both literary and political, is much
wider One of the most ongmal writers America has

produced, his style, marked by intense earnestness

and great dignity, especially in his articles m La
Nacton (Buenos Aires), his prologues, and his many
speeches, is one of the most personal in the Spanish

language Forty-five volumes of his collected works

were pubhshed by 1943

R Meza Fuentes, De Diaz MtrSn cu Rubin
Dario (Santiago), 1940

J R S

Martial (M Valerius Martiahs, Roman, ca 40-

ca 104 ad) has been called the greatest epigram-

matist of all time The extraordinary range and
quantity of Martial’s work, and the ease with which
he depicts m inasive phrase the folhes of men m
high or low station, mark him as an outstanding

commentator on human idiosyncrasies In the re-

stricted field of the epigram, he has won a place

far ahead of any other poet m antiqmty and rarely

equalled or surpassed in modem tunes The frequent

occurrence of passages which offend by reason of

their undue coarseness or obseqmousneSs does not

to a great degree lower Martial’s position m the

histoiy of the epigram

P Nixon, M and the Modern Epigram
(N Y), 1927

j j s

Martins, Joao Pedro de Oliveira (Portuguese,

1845-94), one of Portugal’s most penetratmg thmk-
ers of the 19th c

,
looked upon history as “the study

of the dynamism of human societies that are formed

statically with two pnmordial elements the consti-

tutional capacity of the race and the propnety of the

place chosen for its establishment” Man, he be-

lieved, retained certam animal instincts m the play

of which conflicts between societies have arisen No
amorphous society can have a history, for there is

history only where there is drama Ohveira Martms
recognized sociological, but denied the existence of

historical, laws His most important works are Hel-

lenism and Christian civilization (1878), History of

Iberian civilization (1879), Histona de Portugal

(J879), Biazil and the Portuguese colonies (1880),
Portugal contempordneo (1881), System of religious

myths (1882), Outline of primitive institutions

(1883), The regimen of wealth (1883), Portugal

on the seas, (1889, 1929), The children of King

John I (1891), The perfect prince (1896)
M C

Masaryk, Thomas Garrigue (1850-1937),

president liberator of Czechoslovakia, played an enor-

mous role m fashioning the modem state and m
developing the philosophy and thoughts of its people

From the time when he was appointed professor of

the Charles University in 1882, he continued the

work of impressmg upon the young students the

value of a critical reahsm and a democratic pomt of

view, his mfluence and personality far outweighed

his books, e g ,
Russia and Europe There was hardly

a problem of importance to the modem world that

he did not discuss, it is no exaggeration to say that

he was the intellectual father of an entire genera-

tion, as he was the actual inspirer and leader of his

nation’s struggle for independence and its orgamza-

tion after independence was secured

Paul Selver, M, 1938CAM
Masefield, John (Enghsh, b 1878), poet, cntic,

dramatist, and novehst, is a man of varied experi-

ences and travel His early success with Salt Water

Ballads (1902) gave him confidence m his abihty

and he has pubhshed several volumes of verse, m
addition to novels for boys, which are more romantic

than his poetry He succeeded Bndges as Poet-

Laureate (1930) In his poetry there is a blendmg

of physical exultation and spiritual exaltation, pro-

fanity and ecstasy, sordid melodrama and spintual

elevation His mterest in ordmary men and firs sym-

pathy for them is a leading motive in his writmg

W H Hamilton, J M , A Popular Study,

192-5 F F M
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Matran, Khalil (Arab, b 1872) Bom in Bala-

bakk, ancient Lebanese city whose archeological

remains date back to Roman and Phoemcian antiq-

uity, Matran's ancestral roots hnk him with the

princely Christian Arab tnbe o£ Ghassan As a

student he developed habits of dihgent self-cnticism

and analysis which later appear m the painstaking

revision and rewnting of ms ovm poetry From the

parochial schools of his native land he went to

Pans His leading biographer, Ismatl Ahmad
Adham, hails him as ^‘the creative poet of Arabic

”

Among his countrymen he enjoys a wide reputation

as ‘‘Bard of Syna and Egypt His mnumerable odes,

and his later theatncals, reflect the poetic gemus of

an Arab steeped m world culture The first frmts

of his verse, Diwdn al-Khalll (1908), demonstrate

onginality and spint More than that of any other

modem, his poetry reveals a marvelous equipoise m
which forms and concepts, expression and feehng,

are set m a happy harmony that suggests a great

aesthetic sense rj t t

Maurice, Furnley (Frank L T Wilmot, Aus-

tralian, 1881-1941), was a poet and critic whose
quick mteUigence never rested satisfied with any one

style or manner His poetry, therefore, tends to

appear miscellaneous, ranging from qmet Ijmcs to

oratoncal public addresses, to sardomc attacks on

pohtical affairs, to amusing odes on such subjects as

Ufon a Row of Old Boots and Shoes tn a Pawn-
hroker’s Window A similar exploratory attitude char-

acterizes his cnticism which is, to some extent, a

defense of his approach to hterature But integrating

all his work is the conviction that literature must

keep pace with life, a pnnaple he was prepared to

put into practice at the expense of making a single,

clean impact on the readmg public This also made
him a determined partisan of an Austrahan literature

that would reflect Australian expenence Conse-

quendy he was, m the Australian environment, a

seminal figure whose stature is bound to grow with

the years

V Palmer, F W (F M ) (Melbourne),

1942
Matsuo Basho (Munefusa, Japanese, 1644-94) C H G

IS probably the greatest haiku poet He was a native

of Iga, studied m Kyoto, and finally flounshed as a

master poet m Edo He denoimced the epigram-

matical style of the traditional schools and created

his own, known as the Shofu, which was character-

ized by symbohsm, naturahsm, and quietude This

revolution elevated the haiku school of poetry to the

status of pure literature m the truest sense of the

word His style has continued to exerase a great

mfluence, and it is not too much to say that all the

schools of haiku writing today have taken over his

spint Bashd hved up to his own idea of the essence

of haiku composition, that “the eternal truths of

nature and human hfe, and freshness of expression

and fechnique” should be its guide

Tsukura Fujunura, Ni^fon Bungdku Dai-

pten CComprehensive Dictionary of Jap-

anese Lit, Tokyo), 1934 Y U
Maupassant, Guy be (French, 1850-93), is one

of the finest products of the reahstic school m France

God-son of Flaubert, he modeled his novehstic tech-

nique on that of the master and from him learned

the double art of nunute observation of reality and

Maximus Confessor (580-662) culminates the

development of Chnstian thought by the Fathers

In dogma, in the course of ms famous polemic

against the Monothehtes, he rounds out the Patnstic

exposition of the Incarnation Of mystical theology

he became the true founder in his Commentary on

an orthodox mterpretation of Pseudo-Dionysius

His teachmg may be summed up imder two heads,

the union of God with humanity by the Incarnation,

the union of the individual with God by the exer-

cise of perfection This synthesis but gives mtellec-

tuai expression to his own personahty and ideal

Keen controversiahst and logician, he was also monk
and contemplative For the faith he endured long

impnsonment and mutilation Every advance m the

development of Chnstian thought had been won m
the suffenngs of saints and the blood of martyrs

Their glory finds a fittmg crovm and climax m the

work and death of Maximus of Chrysopohs, the-

ologian, confessor, Samt
V Grumel, M de C , m DicUonnatre de

theohgie cathohque, X
M J H

the rendering of life as a hving whole His hterary

career was bnef (insamty cut it short when he was

forty) but crowded, for he numbers in his hterary

baggage 27 volumes, mostly shortstones and novels,

mcludmg the novels One Life (1883^ Bel-Ami

(1885), Strong as Death (1889), and the famous

short-story Ball-of-Pat (1880) He sees life with a

kind of sardonic irony and renders it in a perfect

and impersonal style, "with not so much as a reflec-

tion on Its cruelty and bitterness He was the perfect

literary craftsman, the wnters' wnter

Ernest Boyd, G de M (N, Y ), 1926

K J N

Medici, Lorenzo de( called 11 Magmfico (Ital-

ian, 1449-92), was at the same time the leading

Maecenas of 15th c Florence, and, m mnate genius

at least, its leadmg lync poet, although his manifold

pohtical and commercial activities occupied too much
of his tune, and his death occurred too early, for his

poetical talent to reahze its fullest capacities His

Canzoniere shows imngled traces of Petrarchesque

and popular mspiration, the latter appears m fuller

and fresher form in his Carnival Songs and Dance

Songs, elegant and anstocratic adaptations, with deh-

cately melancholy and Epicurean overtones, of popu-
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lar lync forms The same adaptation of popular

genres, with lively humor and a touch of satire,

appears in Lorenzo’s Nencta da BarhertnOf a love-

song in the manner of the Tuscan nspetto, in The
Symposium, a parody of Petrarch’s The Trmmfhs,

and in his The Hunt with the Falcon, an account

of a day’s hunting

E Rho, L tl M (Ban), 1926

R A H Jr

Mehmed Namik Kemal, or Namik Kemal

(Turbsh, 1840-80), became as a co-editor with

Shinasi Efendi, a founder of the New School He
was an active member of the Young Turk party

His poetry, much of which circulated clandestinely,

was one of the most effective means of building a

spirit of nationalism and stirring a revolutionary

demand for liberty His editorials, which introduced

western ideas, and his historical wntmgs, also were

aimed at a political awakening He is generally re-

garded as one of the great writers of the Turkish

race

J K B

Melville, Herman (USA, 1819-91), now
recognized as a major novehst, has only m the last

quarter century been recovered from the virtual

obscurity that attended his dehherate shift to uncon-

ventional metaphysical fiction from his early popular

tales of South Seas adventure (Tyfee, 1846, Omoo,

1847) and of seafaring life (Redhurn, 1849, White-

Jacket, 1850) Although these tales are now more

widely read than ever, the art and depth of the three

symbolistic novels {Js/lardi, 1849, Mohy-Dick, 1851,

Pterre, 1852) are the major cause of his revival,

despite the fact that only Mohy-Dtck achieves real

mastery of the s)mibohstic method This trilogy re-

veals Melville’s lonely, undisciplmed, hut mighty

search of the universe for ultimate truth, his dis-

illusion IS shown in The Confidence Man (1857)
and Clarel (1876), a long philosophical poem, and
a sort of reconciliation appears in the posthumous

Btlly Budd (1924)
W Thorp, H M (N Y), 193B

ECS
Menander (Greek, 342-291 b c ) was the most

representative of the writers of the New Comedy m
Athens, who made a comedy of manners from the

social life of their own period His plots, deahng
with the tabulations and eventual recognition of a

foundlmg, are cleverly worked out by a variety of

deVices, they reflect the uncertainty and spintual

uneasiness of the period That, combined with his

lifelike characterization t and dialogue, won him a

reputation for realism and pathos, and continuous

populanty throughout antiqmty The long fragments

of the Girl from Samos, the Girl with the Chpped
Hair, and the Arhitrants, known from papyn, now
enable us to form a judgment at first hand rather

than through the adaptations made of his plays by
Plautus and Terence

P Legrand, The New Greek Comedy,
trans J Loeb (London), 1917

CAR.
Mencius See Meng Tzu

Mendele Mocker Sforim See Abramowitz,
Shalom Jacob

Mendelsohn, Moses (Hebrew, 1729-86), re-

nowned German philosopher, wrote very htde m
Hebrew, but brought the Enlightenment mto the

ghetto, which finalty broke down its walls He was
the leadmg spirit of the Measef ^Collector'), which
maugurated a new epoch in Hebrew literature Phs
Blur, the translation of the Bihle into German "with

a commentary in Hebrew, opened eyes to the beauty

and grandeur of Hebrew In his essays, and as editor

of the Measef, he advocated secular education, the

love of classical Hebrew, and a simple straight-

forward style of writing He is justly called the

Father of the Haskalah (Enlightenment)

S Spiegel, Hebrew Reborn (N Y), 1930
L A

Menendez y Pelayo, Marcelino (Spamsh,

1856-1912), IS the greatest literary critic of Spam
As a patriotic and religious task, he edited the master

works of Spam, and contributed great fragments to

a history of Spanish literature He especially stressed

the esthetic problems, which he approached with

skill and intmtion in his History of esthetic ideas m
Sfam

M Artigas, La vida y la obra de M P
(Zaragoza), 1939 HAH

Meng Tzu (Chinese, ca 372-289 b c ), the

greatest admirer of Confucius and his teachmgs,

whose name has been a household word over the

length and breadth of China for more than zo cen-

turies and whose Latinized name Menaus has been

known to the Occident smce the i8th c The record

of his teaching is found m the book under his

name Its philosophic root is his behef m the ethical

goodness of man’s nature and the importance of the

people in the body politic In his liberal and en-

lightened system of pohtical economy, he advocated

division of labor, inspection of work by government,

maintenance of education, good roads, poor-laws,

freedom of trade, the abolition of war, and the de-

osing of unworthy rulers He developed his points

y well-ordered arguments and apt illustrations His

thinking was realistic from the point of view of the

idealists, and idealistic from the viewpoint of the

hard-boiled realists

L Giles, The Book of M (London),

L A Lyall, M (London), 1932
S C L

Meredith, George (English, 1828-1909),
though a poet, is best knqwn as one of the l^te?
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Victorian novelists Like Eliot, he was a psychologist

and somewhat o£ a moralist His prose style is filled

with poetic imagery, his poetic style is analytical at

the same time that it is emotional Behind all his

wnting IS the intellectual spirit of comedy Meredith

IS allusive in style, yet at vital moments he displays

a heightened sense of reahties

R E Secourt, The Life of G M
F F M

Merimee, Prosper (French, 1803-70), one of

the true artists of France^s Romantic period, is best

known for his tales of far places and colorful scenes

The Chronicle of Charles IX (1829), Colomha

(1840) and Carmen (1845) are excellent novels

combmmg the Romantic love of local color with the

strictest reahsm of d6cor and sentiment Tamango
and Matteo Falcone are short stones of true psy-

chological intensity, of the same Romantico-reahstic

type M^nm^e was an artist in the stnctest sense of

the word always sober, fearful of the excesses of the

Romantics, possessed of an evocative power that per-

mitted him to suggest a whole scene or a whole

moral complexion with a half-dozen Imes of prose,

he constantly sought the vahd artistic effect Never

falling mto the recherche or the ^arty,^ he constantly

remained the champion of the pure classical style

and employed its best resources in the creation of

some or the finest short compositions m French

literature

G H Johnstone, P« M (N Y ), 1927
R J N

Metastasio, Pietro (Itahan, 1698-1782), bom
Pietro Trapassi, was the leadmg i8th c author of

melodrammt and the imperial poet of the Austrian

court after 1730 Of his melodrammi, famous m
their time throughout Europe, the best known are

The Desertion of Dido, 1724, Cato m Utica, 1727,

Semtramis, 1728, Artaocerxes, i73o> Clemency

of Titus, 1734, Themtstocles, 1736, Atttho Regoh,

1740-50 Metastasio treats epic and heroic themes,

taken from classical sources, with i8th c sentunen-

tahty, gallantry, elegance, and Watteau-hke deh-

cacy His contemporanes admired the romantic m-

terest of his dramatic situations, the nobihty and

mdrahty of his sentiments, the purity of his lan-

guage, and the facile skill and sweetness of his

versification

L Russo, P M , 2d ed (Ban), 1921,

G Natah, La vita le o'pere dtP M (Li-

vomo), 1913 R A H , Jr

Meyer, Conrad Ferdinand (German-Swiss,

1825-98), wrote a number of historical short stones

CDas Amuletty DerHethge, Angela Borgia') and one

novel CJwrg Jenatsch, 1875) m which, m spite of

great accuracy in details of time and place, the em-

phasis rests on the psychological analysis and elua-

dation of the characters, hence their mfluence on

hterary psychology In his poems, a record is kept

of the author^s troubled mner hfe But m contrast

with modem mtrospectiomsts, Meyer strove hard to

conquer his problematical frame of mind by binding

and neutralizing it through the medium of perfect

form and expression, believmg with Nietzsche that

it is the fimcUon of art to make hfe bearable and

even joyfully acceptable

A Burkhard C F M , The Style and the

Man (Cambndge, Mass), 1932
H B

Mickiewicz, Adam (1788-1856), the greatest of

the Pohsh Romantic poets, was bom m Lithuama,

then part of Poland He spent his early hfe and

received his education at Wiino Later he was exiled

to Russia, from 1829 on he hved chiefly m Pans

and died in Constantinople, where he was endeavor-

mg to raise a Polish Legion to serve agamst Russia

in the Cnmean War He early passed from the pre-

vaihng classical tendency to Romanticism Nearly

all of his great works were wntten before 1829,

except his masterpiece Pan Tadeusz (1834) An
ardent patriot, Mickiewicz hved only for Poland,

which he lovingly pictured in all its strength and

weakness, he showed his country as a tmly martyred

nation and mspired a sense of nussion and of Mes-

sianism that has marked most of Pohsh thmkmg
smce his time He was a world genius with a match-

less power of picturmg the nature of his coimtiy

and the character of his people, Pan Tadeusz re-

mams as a hvmg monument of the Poland that was

and can be
M Gardner, M , 1912, J Kallenbach, M ,

1925 C» A. M.

Mikszath, Coloman (1847-1910), the most

widely read Hunganan novelist after J6kai, followed

the latter with some historical novels His outstand-

ing works deal with contemporary soaety, especially

his native Northern Hungary (The Good People of

Palocz, trails London, 1893) A skeptic, yet funda-

mentally an optimist, his portrayal of the lower

nobility is far from fiattermg, still, he had sympathy

for his easy-gomg, rather shallow, yet, on the whole,

likeable characters, and saw with regret that these

colorful, even though inwardly decaying, people

were doomed to extinction The gentry of his later

novels are a mthless, unscrupulous dan usmg all

available means to achieve wealth and social posi-

tion Disillusioned by the experiences of his pohtical

career, Mikszath was quick to detect human weak-

ness, especially in exceptional characters that, in

their attempt to escape reahty, developed some fixed

idea The composition of his novels is loose, still, his

works have not lost their appeal Mikszdth is witty,

his humor is dehghtful, the action of his novels often

takes an unexpected turn, his language is most ex-

pressive and direct, free from affectation

Zs Harsdnyi, K M, m NRH, i933»

E Katona, C M , m NRH, 1934
A S and F. M.
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Milton, John (English, 1608-74), is, after

Shakespeare, the greatest q£ English poets In the

first or Horton period o£ his work, he composed

UAllegro and 11 Penseroso, which reflected two

moods, cheerfulness and melancholy, Cavalier and
Puntan The middle period is that of the sonnets

and prose works His sonnets are masterful, digni-

fied, even austere His prose pamphlets are broad m
scope, mcisive in treatment In the third penod,

Milton, though blind, created his masterpiece,

Paradise Losity the noblest of Enghsh epics In it

two interests are united the problem or evil, and
the love of beauty Although the theme had long

been a challenge to writers, none save Dante ever

conceived an action so immense Miiton^s prose had

a tendency to be tedious, for its excessive use of

Latinisms and an involved sentence structure, as a

poet, he possessed an elevation, a majesty, and an
mtegnty tliat have not been surpassed Not only was
his verse stately and melodious, but he was a master

of words, choosing them for sound as well as for

sense In the conflict between righteousness and
peace, the Puntan in Milton chose nghteousness,

and was satisfied
Ltfe of M
F F M

In the latest edition of Milton^s works, nearly half

of his total hterary output is wntten m extraordi-

narily correct Latin prose In his youth, he wrote

Latin verses, memorial odes, congratulatory verses,

and some vigorous hnes on the Gunpowder Plot His
Letters to ms fnends and his State Pafers, docu-

ments written m the name of Parliament, were
accompanied by his lengthy theological treatise on
Chnstian Doctnne His famous controversy with
Claude de Caumaise is contained m his Pro Populo
Anghcano Defensto Milton^s efforts on this latter

work resulted in the total failure of his eyesight

His sound tcainmg in the Classics was the source of

the extraordinary mythological element in both his

Latm and his English verse E A O
Miranda, Francisco dr Sa de (Portuguese, d

1558), spent the years 1521-26 m Italy, and mtro-
duced the spirit and forms of the Renaissance m the

literature of his country Essentially an mnovator,
without great creative powers, he exercised a wide-
spread influence on his contemporanes The sonnet,

which reached noble heights with Camoes’^ and
Quental,^ was first cultivated by him He also experi-

mented with the tragic drama and ivrote exceUent
verse m the traditional manner Later m life he
showed some bitterness at the changes that had
overcome Portuguese soaety, in the &ld of htera-

ture he was largely responsible for the metamor-
phosis An attractive personality of a certain patri-

archal grandeur, he is one of the important figures

of the productive Portuguese i6th c
A F G BeU, Studies m Portuguese lit

(Oxford), 1914 MG

Mistral, [Joseph Etienne] Frederic (Proven-
gal, 1830-1914), helped bring back Provengal from
the status of a dying dialect to that of a hterary lan-

guage His genius was manifest early (the narrative

poem, Mirhoy 1859, source of an opera of Gounod,
is rich in scenes of the countryside) and Mistral was
made first head of the F6hbnges, a soaety (1854)
founded to foster Provengal culture To this goal
Mistral’s work contributed greatly, both m his fur-

ther poetry (an allegory, Calendau, 1867, short

poems with an autobiographical preface, Lis Isclo

d'Or, 1876, an epic of the Rhone, Lou Pouhno ddu
Rouse, 1897) and in his great collection of the
Provengal language and lore, Lou Tresor ddu
Felihnge (1886) His works made modem Proven-
gal hterature knovm to the cultured world, m 1904,
he was awarded the Nobel Pnze

F Dovmer, M (N Y ), 1901
U T H, Jr

Mistral, Gabriela, pseudonym of Lucila Godoy
Alcayaga (Chilean, b 1889), first called attention

to herself as a humble, sorrow-cmshed rural teacher,

with Sonnets of Death (1915) Brought to Mexico
by Jos6 Vasconcelos, she visited New York, where
Desolation, contammg her best poems, was published

m 1922 More unrestrained than the North Amer-
ican woman in voicmg her feelings and expressmg
her emotions, she frankly laments her defeated m-
stinct for motherhood With an almost inexpressible

tenderness toward all children, she has turned m-
stead, as a means of expression, to their education,

the betterment of the down-trodden, and the destmy
of the Hispanic countries Her poetry, charactenzed

by depth of feeling, wistful tenderness, and great

emotional power, represents the highest and best

in Amencan motherhood Her themes are often the

mother, the child, the home, her treatment of them
is simple but indisputably her own Her prose, as

yet uncollected, has many of the quahties of her

verse—^simphcity, music, mtense emotion, and—^at

times—even a shading of mysticism She was
awarded the Nobel Prize m 1945

A S Blackwell, Some Sfanish-Amencan
Poets, 2d ed (Phila ), 1927, F Onls,

Antologia de la foesia esfanola e his-

fanoamencana (1882-1932, Madrid),

1934

J R S

Moliere, Jean Baptiste Poquehn called (French,

1622-73), IS Frances greatest coimc poet Takmg
the cmde scenanos of the Itahan commedia dell’arte,

he so infused them with his gemus as to give the

old subjects the force and freshness of ongmahty
Moh^re was the complete man of the theatre

author, actor, manager, he spent his entire mature
life on the boards and died as he wished to die,

playing one of the great roles he himself had con-

ceived His ^eat successes (Tartuffe, 1664, Don
Juan, 1665, The Misanthrope, 1666, The Miser,
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1668, The Bourgeois Gentleman, 1670, The Hypo-
chondriac, 1673) are comedies of character m which

Mohere^s ‘sad and manly gaiety' 301ns laughter with

the profoundest observation of the foibles and weak-

nesses of mankmd His doctrine was constantly one

of moderation each one of his best plays is directed

at some human type that makes itself ndiculous by

Its surrender to some passion—^for money, for leam-

mg, for religion Whoever so departed from the

path of wisdom and moderation foimd himself the

target of the wisest—though not the bitterest

—

satire m French hterature Though Moh^re’s plots

are sketchy and often weak, the verve that sparkles

m them, the wit that flashes, the profundity of

observation that brmgs the grave smile of reflection,

have raised him to the eminence of a universal

figure, his name the synonym for that jestmg, gird-

mg spirit which is eternally Gallic

P A Chapman, The Spirit of M (Prince-

Molin, Pelle (Swedish, 1864-96), was a coim-

try bt>y who received his education as an artist m
Stockholm For years he hved alone m a cottage m
his home province m northern Sweden He died m
northern Norway After his death, the well-known

author Gustaf at Geijerstam collected some of the

short stones Molin had contnbuted to magazmes and

pubhshed them m book form under the tide, Adalens

poesi (The Romance of Adalen, 1897) This book

gave the author the recognition he had never re-

^ceived in his hfetime Pelle Mohn mtroduced north-

ern Sweden mto modem hterature, and the '‘roman-

ncism of the wilderness" that charactenzes some of

his novels has had a mighty mfluence on a whole

generation of provmcial poets and novelists

G Attorps, P M , 1930

A W
Molnar, Ferenc (Hunganan, b 1878), drama-

tist and novelist, pictures m his short stones woman
who, by sex-appeal, selfishness, and unscrupulous-

ness, turns man mto her ever perturbed slave The

Paul Street Boys (Pal uccai fiuk, B'pest, 1907, trans.

N Y
, 1927) IS a movmg story about children, their

code of honor, their cmelties and sympathies Out-

side Hungary, he is far better known as a dramatist

His masterpiece is Liliom (B'pest, 1909, trans

N Y, 1929, adapted as the musical comedy

Carousel, 1945) An idyl of the metropohs, it owes

Its great success to a combination of naturahsm and

romanticism, sophistication and sentimentality Yhe

tme-to-life characters of the big aty ‘tough and his

gende mate, their inarticulate yet eloquent love, the

harmless and hilanous satire on Heaven, the novel

background, the transparent symbohsm with its

pathos and humor, are truly ^etical Liliom has

focal color, yet it is profounmy and umversally

human Molndr's success is due pardy to his sophis-

tication, which is permeated with sentunent^ty.

and pardy to his skill m finding dramatic elements

in any situation This latter abihty is, however, a

source of weakness at the same time, for his themes

are at times too flimsy to be of more than passing

interest Still, m moments of mspiration, Molndr is

not only a craftsman but a poet His apparent cyni-

cism and sarcasm never hide completely ms pity and
compassion for suffermg hmnamty

G Stragnell, A Psycho-Pathological Study

of M *s “LtZzow," m Psycho-Analytical

Reviexv, 1922, J Brophy, F M et le

theatre anglais, m NRH, 1937, F W
Chandler, Modem Continental Play-

wrights (N Y), 1931
A S and F M

Montaigne, Michel Eyquem de (French, 1533-

92), was the great introspectiomst of the French

Renaissance Declaring that hfe m the wodd of

affairs gave him no time to think, he retired to his

chateau to read within himself the nddle of his

existence The Essays (1588) are the product of his

searching In them he treats hterature, pohtics, re-

hgion, a thousand different subjects, but with pleas-

ant egoism returns constandy to himself This mtro-

spective habit brought him to an unembitter^ skep-

ticism, summed up m his famous question What
do I Imow*^' His ramblmg spnghdy style, reinforced

by many an apt and quotable phrase, is a fit instru-

ment for his smihng irony This engaging style, with

his gende wisdom, has given him a readmg pubhc

larger perhaps than that of any other Frendhman

of nis age

I C Wilhs, M (N Y), 1927

R J N

Montemayor, Jorge de (Spamsh, 1520-61),

was the founder of the pastoral romance m Spam

His Diana (1559), imitating the Itahan Sannazaro's'^

Arcadia, swept court circles, with its casuistry of

love, and the clever lyrical poems between the prose

passages The style is typical of the early Counter-

reformation, m Its softemng of the sensuous scenes

to an artifiaal chastity His influence spread wide,

espeaaHy to Sidney*^ m England

H Rennert, The Spanish Pastoral Romances

(Baltimore), 1892
H A. R

Montesquieu, Charles Louis de Secokdat,

BARON DE (French, 1689-1755), was one of the

creators of the modem science of TOhtical econcany

His great work, the work diat einbodied his whole

life and thought, was the Espnt des Lots (1748),

In this abstract, systematic study, Montesquieu ex-

ammes the three types of government, republican,

monarchical, and despotic, men reviews the law in

Its application to the citizeniy, findmg the English

system of the separation of powers to be the only

one that guarantees hberty to the mdividual Finally,

he investigates the law m its relationship to chmate,
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geography, character o£ the race and so on, thus

giving impetus to the study o£ the relativity o£

human institutions Though Montesquieu’s dry, in-

cisive style IS eminently suited to his theme, it is not

as stylist that he is known today, hut rather as the

thinker who provided the first rational political

argument against the despotism o£ the Old Regime

C A Samte-Beuve, Portraits of the i8th

C , trans K P Wormeley (N Y ), 1905
R J N

More, (Sir) Saint Thomas See Erasmus

Morganwg, Iolo See Wilhams, Edward

Moricz, Sigismund (Hungarian, 1879-1942),

novehst, deals mainly with dwellers on the great

Hungarian plain, Alfold all is somber and oppres-

sive in the villages he depicts He was repeatedly

attacked for his naturalistic presentation o£ the peas*

ant, shrewd, brutal, eager only to acquire land, led

by animal instinct But Moricz pitied this robust and

gifted class, oppressed by its low social and economic

status His forceful novels express faith in the genius

of the Hungarian peasant and bitterness over the

misery and rum brought upon him by the upper

classes Since 1908, M6ricz has been the strongest

influence in the development of the regional novel

m Hungary
Schopflin, Magyar Irak (B’pest), 1919,

G F^pa, M Zs (B’pest), 1940
A S and F M

Morike, Eduard (German, 1804-75), Swabian

poet and novelist, whose work is filled with a dehght

m melody and form, harmony and beauty He wrote

a great many occasional poems and gave artistic ex-

pression to even the least important of things (To a

Lamff 1846, The Old Weather-Cock, 1852) Some
of his poems are perfect imitations of the folk song

(Agnes, 1831, The Soldier’s Bride, 1837, Beautiful

Rohtraut, 1838) His novel, Painter Nolten (1832),
IS in the romantic tradition, more lyncal than nov-

elistic Among his Novellen, Mozart on his Tnp to

Prague (1856) is best known, for its charm and
delicacy, its charactenstic Gemutlichkeit

S L S

Morris, Hugh See Moms, Huw

Morris-Jones, Sir John See Jones, John Moms

Morus, Huw (Welsh, 1622-1709), was the

greatest figure in Welsh poetry between the Middle
Ages and the classical revival of the late i8th c He
spent his life on his father’s farm, and he addressed

neighboring gentlemen in cywyddau and englynion

of the conventional type But his most charactenstic

work is m the free meters, upon which he imposed
so much of the old cynghanedd and such elaborate

rhymes that they became almost as complicated as

the old forms He wrote elegies, ^^poems of asking,”

satires upon abuses of the tune, religious and ethical

carols, love poems Most interesting, as a class, are

his political poems He was a Royalist, and under
the Commonwealth concealed his real meanmg in
animal allegories, as the wnters of the cywyddau
hud had done, but on the Restoration he wrote
openly welcoming General Monk to London, with
a satirical Elegy of Oliver's Men as well as a long
and elaborate Interlude on the Civil War He wrote
a poem on the Rye House Plot of 1683, and hved
long enough to write congratulatory poems to King
Wdliam on the Battle of La Hogue and the war in

Flanders

Eos Ceiriog, sef Casgliad 0 BSr Ganiadu
H M , 2 V (Wrexham), 1823

j j p

Motoori Norinaga (Japanese, 1730-1801) was
the outstanding wagakusha (Japanese classical

scholar) of the Edo penod At 21 he went to Kyoto
to study medicine, but at the same time he became
interested in Confucianism, inspired by the works

of Keicho However, he soon fell imder the influ-

ence of Kamo no Mabuchi, an eminent contempo-

rary wag(}kusha Motoon was a prolific write!, his

monumental work is Kopki Den ^Commentary on

Kopki), 1798, to which he devoted the greater part

of his career It is not merely an exhaustive study

of Kopki, and that means of Shinto itself, but also

an exposition of undiscrimmating nationalism and a

vigorous attack on Chinese ethics and philosophy

From the hterary standpoint, his style is natural and

plain and avoids the use of phrases too unfamihar

to his contemporanes

Heibonsha, Dai Hyakka Jiten Qapanese
Encyclopedia, Tokyo), 1933

Y U
Muhammad ben Suleyman See Fuzuh

Multatuli See Dekker, Edouard Douwes

Murasaki Shikibu (Japanese, 978-1015^) was

an outstanding authoress of the Heian period, her

real name has not been handed down to us She

wrote Genp Monogatan (Tale of Genp), m the

early nth c, the first realistic novel in Japanese

literature Her lengthy sentences, which are full of

detail, do not m any way impair the charm of her

flowmg style Besides die Tale of Genp, Lady

Murasaki contnbuted two other works Murasaki

Shikibu Nikki, her own diary, and Murasaki Shikibu

Shu, an anthology that reflects her remarkable un-

derstandmg of human nature

A Waley, The Tale of Genp, a novel m
6 parts (London), 1935 YU

Muretus, Marcus Antonius (1526-85), is one

of the greatest Latmists of the Renaissance, in the

long line of classical scholars that imitated the style

of me ancients He is best known for the punty of

his Latin prose style His knowledge of Cicero seems
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to be greater than that of his contemporaries, he was
equally facile in the more trenchant style of Taatus
His Vanae LeeUones m 19 books are a collection of

emendations of classical texts and discourses on

Latin usage His lectures on literature remind one

of the Pro Archta of Cicero He was tutor to Mon-
taigne, an intimate of Dorat, Joachim du Bellay, and
Ronsard, and was associated with Paulus Manutius

m the pubhcation of texts of classical authors

J E Sandys, A History of Classical Schol-

, arship (Cambridge), 1908

E A Q

Musset, Alfred de (French, 1810-57),

'enfant terrible' of French Romanticism, is the poet

of passion and regret Victim of an affair with

George Sand, he drew from his sadness the fine

inspiration of his best poems, the four Nights (May
Night, 1835, December Night, 1835, August Night,

1836, and October Night, 1937, the greatest) In

these lync outpourmgs is to be found none of the

pose of a Hugo, none of the bravado of a Byron, but

only the deep, impassioned sentiment of a dehcate

soul wounded by life Although he is best known as

France's purest lyricist, Musset is hkewise famous

for his Comedies and Proverbs, a collection of small

plays centered on the social aspects of ethics and

philosophy, which depend for their charm on their

cultivated dialogue and exquisite psychology His

bnght spirit is perhaps best seen in his many poems

of arcumstance, poems in which his fantasy has

free rein and where laughter gives way to touching

meditation No poet in France has ever displayed his

heart more wiUingly or more smcerely Few have

been so charming

H D Sedgwick, A de M (Indianapolis),

Mutanabbi, Al- (Arab, 915-65), foremost poet

of classical Arabic, was bom an Iraqi, son of a

Kufah water-carrier At Damascus and among the

Syrian Bedouins he discovered his poetical genius

and a certain mystical mama, hence the appellation

"al-Mutanabbi" (pretender prophet) supplanted his

real name abu-al-Hasan Ahmad ibn-Husa3m Pre-

sumably m connection with that prophetical claim,

the governor of Hims, Lulu', had mm jailed for

about two years Thereafter, his productive career

opens in Aleppo at the Hamdamd court of Sayf-al-

Dawlah (944-67), foe of the Byzantines and patron

of such luminaries as the philosopher-musician al-

Farabi, the hterary histonan al-Isbaham, and the

' preacher ibn-Nubatah He eulogized Sayf m a vem
elevating himself from the rank of encomiast to

equal standing with royalty Estranged at last, he

went to Egypt's ruler, the former Negro slave, Kafur

the Ikhshidid (966-8), then returned to Iraq Next

he appeared at the Buwayhid court of Adud-al-

Dawlah (949-83) in Shiraz While traveling in

Iraq he was slam by bngands Noteworthy among
commentaries on his Diwdn (Poetical Collection)

which estabhshed his eminence, is that of al-Wahidi

(d 1075), ed Dietenci, Berlin, 1858-61 His ornate

imagery, lavish use of metaphors and proud expres-

sion have insured him continuing popularity, as

demonstrated in Damascus upon the thousandth

anniversary of his birth Of him, his critic and
admirer al-Tha‘alibi (961-1038) could sing

"More merit can no man achieve

Save that his faults are numbered "

Reynold A Nicholson, A Lit Hist of the

Arabs (Cambndge), 1930
E J J.

Namik ICeaial See Mehmed Namik Kemal

Nanmor, Dafydd See Daf)dd Nanmor

Natsume Soseki (pseud of Natsume Kmnosuke,

Japanese, 1867-1916) was bom m Edo just before

the epoch-makmg Meiji Restoration was completed

In 1893 he was graduated from Tokyo Irnpenal

University where he had majored m Enghsh litera-

ture From 1900 to 1903 he continued the study of

English hterature m England Retummg to Japan,

he became a lecturer at his Alma Mater tmtiJ he

became literary editor of the Tokyd Asahi news-

paper m 1907 At this time Japanese naturahsm was

at the height of its power, and Natsume was the

first to raise a strong protest against it His philos-

ophy may be summed up m the distinctive term

Yoyu Bungaku (Literature of the Leisure School),

wmch emphasized that life was happy if people

knew how to enjoy leisure His moral, humorous,

refined, and intellectual tendencies created a con-

spicuous world of Its own, and his works were and

still are welcomed, especially by the intelhgentsia

Kikuchi Kan, Mushakoji Saneatsu, Kume Masao,

and other contemporary writers have been greatly

mfluenced by him Botchan (Master Darling), 1906,

and Kusamakura (Unhuman Tour), 1906, are but

two of his many works that weU represent his re-

fined taste and moral attitude

Heibonsha, Dai Hyakka Jiten (Japanese

Encyclopedia, Tokyo), 1933
Y U

Nedim, Ahmet (Turkish, d ca 17^0), is the

last of the four most famous poets of the classic

period He hved m the famous "Tuhp Penod*' (Lale

Devri) and his poems reflect, as do those of few

other poets, the spirit of his times, "the love of pleas-

ure, me passion for beautiful things, and the all

pervadmg love of magnificence
"

J K B

Nefi or Erzrum (Turbsh, d ca 1635), the great-

est poet of the reign of Murad IV, 1623-40 He
gained face as a writer of the kasida, an Arabic

poetic form, usually a poem m praise of some great

personage He showed grandeur of imagmation and
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bnlliance of fancy, with imagery clothed m well

nigh flawless language, yet his vocabulary and hterary

idiom and even his grammatical constructions were

so Persian that he became known as the “founder

of the artificial school ’’ In his satires he sought

revenge on many an enemy, and it is said that he

was feheaded because of a violent satire on the

Vezir Bayram Pasha

J K B

Neirin See Anemn

Neruda, Pablo (pseud of Neftali Reyes,

Chilean, b 1904), is probably the most gifted of the

younger Spanish-Amencan poets of today His first

volume of verse, The Song of the Feast, gave evi-

dence of deep poetic feelmg, but his Cre'pusculum,

decidedly postmodernisuc in tone, fully revealed his

genius Since 1927 the diplomatic service has pro-

vided him with colorful and changmg background

Deeply American m spint if not in theme, Neruda

is a modernized romantic whose verse is character-

ized by extreme subjectivity and an all-pervadmg

feehng of cosmic despair

A Alonso, Algunos stmholos insistentes en

la poesta de F N , in Revista htsp

moderna, V (1939), Torres-Rioseco, The
Epic of Latin Am Lit (N Y ), 1943

J R S

Newman, John Heistry, Cardinal (Enghsh,

1801-90), was the foremost rehgious -writer of the

Victorian age He took orders m the Anghcan
Church at a time when controversy was strong over

whether to accept the more hberal attitude or clmg
to the earlier traditions His support and study of

the traditions convinced Newman of the vahdity

of the Roman Catholic behefs, and he entered the

pnesthood In 1864 he sought to justify himself to

the world m Apologia Pro Vita Mea His vratmgs
show him a hterary man, bnOiant, cultured, vividly

imaginative Distinguished m self-revelation, he was
capable of subtle and penetratmg irony His prose

possesses the classical virtues of simphcity, direct-

ness, and mformahty
W Ward, The Life of} H,C N

F F M.

Nietzsche, Friedrich (German, 1844-1900),
philosopher and poet, began as professor of classical

philology at the Umversity of Basel Early works,

such as Die Gehurt der Tragodie (The Birth of
Tragedy, 1871), reveal mfluence of classical tram-

mg but also of Schopenhauer and Wagner After a
penod of scepticism, cntiasra, and the sloughmg
of his early idols, he attained an optumstic yea-

saymg to life, extolhng extreme mdmduahsm In
Also Sprach Zarathustra (Thus Spoke Zarathustra,

1883-91), he best expresses his final views His
chief philosophical tenets—-the will to power as the
elemental urge of the human speaes, the superman
as the ultimate goal of man^s evolutionary stnvmg,

the doctrme of eternal recurrence—are not too well

systematized and lend themselves easily to re-mter-

pretations and mis-mterpretations Collections of his

aphorisms and brilhant insights are Menschltches,

Allzumenschhches (Human AlLToo-Human, 1878),
Jenseits von Gut und Bose (Beyond Good and Evil,

1885), Zur Genealogie der Moral (Genealogy of
Morals, 1887), Gotzendammerung (Twilight of the

Idols, 1888) An excellent styhst m prose and verse,

he nses at times to Bibhcal heights but sinks at

other times to mere ranting at the top of his voice

In his last creative period, he was provocative, chal-

lenging, sensational, egocentric, then, msane dunng
the last decade of his hfe, while his fame was spread-

ing like wildfire throughout Europe

J Huneker, m The Pathos of Distance

(N Y ), 1913, C Brmton, N (Cam-
bridge, Mass ), 1941, The National so-

cialists' use of N , m Journ of the Hist

of Ideas, I, 1940
S L

Niger, Samuel (Yiddish, b 1883), most prom-

inent Yiddish literary cntic Bom m White Russia,

at an early age he joined the Jewish nationalist

revolutionaries and became one of the leaders of

the S S (Zionist-Sociahst) party Smce 1907 he

has devoted himself to literary cnticism Gained rec-

ogmUon through the Literansche Monatshnft (Lit-

erary Monthly'), which he edited Vilna, 1908)
After a period of study m Berhn and Berne, he

edited (1913) the Pinkes (Record), a miscellany

devoted to philology and the history of hterature,

and (19 1 3-1 5) a pcmular monthly Di Yiddishe Veit

(The Jewish World) In 1919 he settled m New
York and joined the staff of the monthly Di Tsu-

kunft (The Future), and the daily Tag (Day)

Since 1941, editor of the Tsukunft He is consid-

ered the head of the Yiddishist movement, which
mamtams that the hterature and the culture of the

Jewish people are bihngual Hebrew and Yiddish

Y M
Nizami (Abu Muhammad Ilyas Nizam al-Din,

Iraman, 1140-1203) is acknowledged master of ro-

mantic masnavi (narrative couplets), his influence

and populanty have remamed xmsurpassed m Iran

and Turkey He is considered second only to Firdausi

m the romantic epic style Of his Khamsa (Five

Treasures), which took some 30 years to compose,

the best poem is Khosraw and Shitin (ca 7,000

couplets), a tale of the Sasanian kmg Khosraw
Parviz II (ruled 590-628) It was this work that

established his claim to renown at the age of 40*

The Makhzan al-Asrdr (Storehouse of Mysteries),

his first poetic production, is a work of rehgious

didacticism rather than of romance, and contams

the Sufi tmge of mystic speculation The Book of

Alexander is a combination of romantic fiction and

philosophy ivntten m epic form Nizami^s style is

generally adorned with colorful figures and varied
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turns of rhythm He has also composed theological

and ethical poems and a Divan
C E Wilson, The Haft Paikar (London),

1924 MAS
Nonnus (Greek, 5th c ad) wrote the last, long

epic poem in the traditional style and language of

the Homeric epic Although Nonnus was nominally

a Christian and wrote a verse paraphrase of the

Gospel of St John, his major work was the

Dionysiaca, which recounted the myths connected

with Dionysus in a poem about twice as long as

the Iliad It is far from the Iliad m unity of struc-

ture, directness, and ease of movement, hut is an

interesting blend of the literary tendencies of his

own penod—scholarship reflectmg the antiquarian

interests of the Alexandrians and their Roman suc-

cessors, and an oriental flondness of description and

eroticism indicative of the harharizatton of the

Hellenic tradition

G F Damiam, VuUimo foeta fagano

(Torino), 1902 CAR
Noot, Jan van der (Dutch, ca 1539-ca I595)»

Flemish poet, wrote under the mfluence of the

French PHiade His work, though uneven, contains

some very fine l3nfics His The little wood was fol-

lowed by The Theatre or Stage, which contains

translations and original poems, and the somewhat

obscure Olympias

^ ^
Nordal, Sigurdur (Icelandic, b 1886), whose

masterful short stones and bnUiantly wrought,

thought-provoking prose-poems have earned him a

place of honor in Icelandic hterature, occupies a

stiU more important position as a creative scholar,

literary cntic and essayist, with penetratmg lectures

on philosophical and religious subjects, and his

masterly articles and essays on literary and cultural

themes He is at work on the first extensive cultural

history of Iceland, tslenzk manning ^Icelandic Cul-

ture, V I, 1942), a penetrating study, combmmg
high scholarship and nch poetic imagmation, writ-

ten with rare mastery of style

S Einarsson, N’^ Timant Th^Sdrae-

knisfilags Islendinga (Winmpeg), 1931

R B

Nordstrom, Ludvig (Swedish, 1882-1942), was

bom in Hamosand, where has family belonged to

the more influential circles of the town His mother

was English, cntics have found some GaUic traits

in his temperament As a reahstic observer and

gemal nanator of hfe m the northern region of

Sweden—^which only a couple of generations ago

was still regarded as somewhat of a Swedish Siberia

—^he was a complete success He wrote Fishermen,

1907, Provincial Bohemian, 19^1 >
Idyls in the Km^

dcm of 6hacka, 1916 His collective, philosophical

ideas, however, (Petei Svensks historm 1-4, 1923-

27) were never taken senously by his readers and

dunng the last years of his life he turned more

exclusively to reporting, eg, a survey of the hy-

gienic conditions m the Swedish countryside Dirty

Sweden, 1938 He was mamed (1909-38) to the

authoress, Manka Stjemstedt

G Lindeberg, L N s utvecMingshist, 1933
AW.

Norris, [Benjamin] Frank[lin] (USA, 1870-

1902), brother of the problem-novehst Charles Nor-

ris, and one-time art student in Pans, represents

many conflicting extremes In a collegiate revolt

against his own earlier historical extravaganzas he

began (under the spell of Kipling and Zola) the

naturalistic glonfications of bmte force later pub-

lished as McTeague (1899) and Vandover ana the

Brute (1914) Then, after carrymg that theme to

spectacular romantic and melodramatic excess

(Moran of the Lady Letty, 1898), he shifted to a

more humanistic, socialistic protest m the puzzlmg

but stimulating symbolism or The Octo^s (1901)
and The Pit (1903) The former, probably his most

important work, is a strange mixture of reahsm,

melodrama, expressionism and poetic mystiasm,

seemingly centered around the optimistic exposition

of evolution by Herbert Spencer Noms’s early

death cut short his extensive plans, and today ms
work seems inconclusive despite its frequent artistic

power
E Marchand, F N A Study (Stanford

U , Cal ), 1942
E C. S.

Novaeis See Hardenberg, Fnednch von

Nuwas, ABU (Arab, ca. 750-ca 810) Ending
his residence m Basra, Kufa, and the desert, the

Persian-bom abu-Nuwas settled m Baghdad Here

he won the favor of Har^ al-Rashid, and of his

son al-Aimn who succeeded as cahph In old age,

he turned to ascetic livmg and celebrated his con-

version m rehgious songs His title to fame rests,

however, upon his wine songs and pederastic odes

Less artistic are his panegyncs, elegies, and songs of

the chase which, though cast m plamtive verse and

conveying deep feeling, do not reach the same rare

pitch His love lyrics and folhes, denoting cynical

and debauched traits, breathe a seductive tenderness

and the embodiment of a genuinely brilliant and

imaginative mmd His satires, jokes, and drollenes,

sometimes coarse and repulsive, reflect a witty in-

tellect, and their lund character is overshadows by

a frank and genuine joyfulness His dependence

upon unknown predecessors prompts some critics to

doubt his onginahty Yet, he is the greatest Arabic

lyncal poet of antiquity

R A Nicholson, A Literary History of the

Arabs (Gambndge), 1930
E J. J
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6 Bruadair, Daibhidh (David Broder, Irish,

ca 1625-98), was the greatest of the Jacobite poets

of Ireland Like Keating he belongs to the period

of transition from the classical metres of the bards

to the song-metres used by Egan O^Rahilly and his

successors, for 0 Bruadair was a master of both

forms He witnessed the Cromwellian campaign,

the Restoration and the Williamite Wars in Ireland,

and his poems are important as documents for the

political sentiment of the Irish in his time

J MacErlean, Duanatre Dhdihhtdh Ui
B 3 V (London), 19 10-17

M D
6 Dalaigh, Donnchadh Mor (Donough O'Daly

The Tall, Irish, d 1244),' was a famous religious

poet of the bardic school Thousands of lines of his

verse have been preserved, but it has not found keen

appreciation among modern readers The Four

Masters call him ‘a poet who never was and never

will be surpassed'

D Hyde, A Ltt Htst of Ireland (Lon-

don), 1899
M D

O'Down, Bernard Patrick (Australian, b

1866), began to publish booklets of jstrong, highly

individual poetry m 1903 His collected poems ap-

peared m 1941 (The Poems of Bernard O'Dowd,
Melbourne), but he has otherwise pubhshed htde

smce 1921 O'Dowd's poetry is hard packed with

thought and often highly ornamented with hterary

and nistoncal learning In 1909 he published a credo

entided Poetry Militant An Australian Plea for

Poetry of Purpose, in which he declared ‘1 hold that

the real poet must be an Answerer, as Whitman
calls him, of the real questions of his age that is to

say, that he shall deal with those matters which are,

in the truest sense, interesting, and m the noblest

sense useful, to the people to whom he speaks " His

poetry represents a consistent efFort to apply his

credo His view of what is **mterestmg" and ^^use-

ful” is to a considerable extent determmed by his

non-Marxian Austrahan socialism and his convic-

tion, shared by many others of his generation, that

in Australia a unique avdization, fiom which an-

cient wrongs would be absent, could be built

C H G
Oehlensraeger, Adam G (i 779-^1850) The

greatest Danish dramatist, espeaally in the field of

tragedy He draws his themes from the mythological

and old histoncal sources of the Nordic His first

production, The Golden Homs, became prophetic

of his entire contnbution, and symbolic^ of his

revivifying mfluence on the national consaousness

C M V
6 Huiginn, Tadhg Dale (Thadeus O'Higgms

The Bhnd, Ini, d 1591), is one of the best known
and most accomplished of the Irish poets of the

16th c He came of a long hne of poets, for poetry

was a hereditary profession in Ireland He enjoyed
undisturbed possession of the family estate m Co
Sligo until his death, and his son, who was still a

child, succeeded to the inheritance The family was
apparently dispossessed dunng the CromweUian Set-

tlement

E Knott, The Bardic Poems ofT D OH,
2 V (London), 1922-26

M D
6lafsson, Eggert (Icelandic, 1726-68), leadmg

and most influential writer of his day, wrote edifying

and inspirational poems m the spirit of the Enlight-

enment movement, his greatest production being
Bunadarhdlkur, a senes of poems eloquent in their

praise of country life Pnmanly, however, he sought

to awaken the dormant national feeling of his coun-

trymen and strove to bnng about ndier Icelandic

prospenty and culture based on the hentage of the

past The preservation and the punfication of his

mother tongue were especially dear to his heart His
poetry vibrates with cieep love for his native land

and gehmne admiration for its history and anaent
literature A great scientist no less than a poet, he is

the co-author of a monumental naturai-histoncal

work on Iceland, the first authoritative and compre-

hensive work of its kind He exerted a lasting in-

fluence on the cultural life of his country

H Hermannsson, E O (Ithaca, N Y),

Omar Khayyam (Ghiyas al-Din Abu al-Fath

'Omar ibn Ibrahim al-Khayyam, Iranian, ca 1050-

1123) is best known in Iran as a philosopher, as-

tronomer, and mathematician, being the compiler

of the astronomical tables known as the Zij-e Malihr

shdhl, and the author of the first Arabic algebra as

well as of a work entitled The Difficulties of Euclid's

Definitions, aU of which have been preserved Omar's

complaints of Fate and the world's injustice, and his

satires on the hypocrisy of the pious gained for him
the hatred of the clergy, who labeled him a heretic

Owing to his unpopularity, comparatively few manu-
scripts of his Riwdhyydt (quatrains) have come
down to us It was mainly through Edward Fitz-

Gerald that he became generally known to the

English-speaking world His quatrams have been
translated into many languages

E FitzGerald, Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam,
4th ed with notes (N Y), 1917MAS

O’Neill, Eugene [Gladstone] (USA, b.

1888), probably Amenca's foremost dramatist de-

spite his unevenness, has been a lifelong experi-

menter in themes and techniques (his most spectacu-

lar mnovations were the symbohc use of masks as

in The Great God Brown, stylized asides as in

Strange Interlude, dual actors to represent spht-per-

sonahty in Days Without End, unusual scenic
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devices as m Desire Under the Elms and Dynamo^
distorted sets in several plays) His own early ele-

mental expenences formed the basis for his ap-

prentice one-act plays of the sea, but many hterary

influences (the Greek drama, Freud, German ex-

pressionism) are discernible in his mature tragedies

Although he revolted to strong reahsm from the

romantic sentimentalism represented by his famous

actor-father, he has nevertheless retained a strong

flair for the melodramatic and exotic, and his great-

est strength hes m a blend of the reahstic and
romantic, as in Mourning Becomes Electra^ where

his rich, illuminating and earthy style can work
powerfully with a probing of psychic conflict In

1936, he was awarded the Nobel Prize

J T Shipley, The Art of E O'N (Seattle,

Wash), 1931, B H Clark, E O'N,
The Man and His Plays (N Y ),

1933. 193^ ECS
Opatoshu, Joseph (Yiddish, b 1887), writer of

short stones and novels, bom m a small town m
Poland, migrated to America at twenty His chief

genre is the powerfully vmtten naturahstic story,

with a predilection for the physiological In his

trilogy (Iw Polish Woods, 186s, and Alone'), re-

flectmg Jewish life in Poland m the mid 19th c

,

we, discover a restramed romantic undertone He
shifts from the descnption of types and characters

of the Old World (from his first novel, A Roman
fun a Perd-Ganef, The Romance of a Horse Thief,

to his last collection of stones about the Jews in

Nazi Poland, Vew Polyn iz gefaln, When Poland

Fell), to a descnption of Jewish and non-Jewish life

m America (his novel Di Tentsenn, The Dancer,

short stones on such general topics as Lmtcheray,

Lynching) The construction of ms stones is meticu-

lous, and he IS a master of style

C A Madison, O, Novelist in Menorah

Journal, Vol xxvi

Y M

O'Rahilly, Egan (Aodhagdn 6 Raithile, Irish,

c 1670“!726), was one of the poets of the later

tradition^ who used the stress-metres knovm collec-

tively as Amhrdn (song) These poets had astonish-

ing skih lu rhythm and rhyme, and O’Rahally ex-

celled in the craft He hved through the Wilhamite

Wars, and ^witnessed the rum of the Irish nobihty

and gentry upon whom he and his class were de-

endent He died m poverty, and is said to be

uned in the tomb of the O'Rahillys m Muckross

Abbey near Killamey His poetry mdudes elegies,

satires, and lyncs, the two themes of his lync poetry,

which is his best work, are the nun of Ireland and

his own despair

P Dinneen and X 0*Donoghue, The

Poems of E O'R (London), 1911

M D.

Origen (Greek, c 185-253/254 aod ) was the

greatest scholar of Chnstian antiqmty and one of

the most profound of Chnstian thinkers While still

in his teens, he was made director of the Catecheti-

cal School of Alexandna, which under him attamed

Its greatest fame He was eventually forced by his

enemies to leave Alexandna, settlmg at Caesarea m
Palestine Under the influence of Pmlo Judaeus and
Clement of Alexandna—^who had been his teacher—^he showed a speaal fondness for the allegoncal

interpretation of Scnpture, and he was deeply m-
fluenced by Hellemc philosophy m his theological

speculation He fell into senous dogmatic errors,

but he himself clearly mtended to be orthodox

Origen was the most prolific of all ancient Christian

writers (he wrote more than 1,000 works), bemg
called *'man of steel” (Adamantios) for his untir-

ing mdustry, but he did not possess the gift of a

good style At Caesarea he assembled a valuable

library He made wide use of stenographers and

cop5nsts—some women among them—^in his work

In spite of the charges of heresy agamst him, he

exerased an enormous mfluence on subsequent

Chnstian wnters in East and West His chief works,

which are extant m fragments or m Latin transla-

tions and extracts only, are the Heocafla, a truly

gigantic cntical edition of the Greek and Hebrew

texts of the Bihle arranged m parallel columns (he

makes use of the obeliscus and asterisk to indicate

omissions, etc), Bibhcal scoha, commentaries, and

homihes, the Contra Celsum, the most significant

Chnstian apology of the Ante-Nicene penod, the

De fnnci'piis, the first handbook of Chnstian dogma,

and the De oratione, on prayer in general and a

commentary on the Our Father

Vacant-Mangenot, Dictwnnaire de thd-

ohgie cathohque, art **Ong^ne” CBy ^
Bardy), Vol XI (Pans), 1932

M R P M
Ortega y Gasset, Jose (Spanish, b 1883),

shanng with Spengler the conviction that all west-

ern civilization is on the dechne, attnbutes this to

the communistic and fascistic trends described in

his best seller The Revolt of the Masses He com-

bines with a keen mind a subtle sense of values,

these appear—^with a German cast of thought—^in

his literary cntiasm, Meditations on Don Quixote

and Dehumanization of Art

C Barja, Lihros y autores contemfordneos

O’Shtuvan, Owen Rob (Eoghan Ruadh (>

Suilleabhdin, Irish, 1748-84), is perhaps the best

known Gaelic poet of the i8th c He was bom near

Killamey of a peasant family, and had a gay spirit

and a heart tor laughter m spite of the misery of

Ireland m his time He received a good education

and opened a school when he was only eighteen,

but the enterprise failed through his own fault, and
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the rest of his short life was spent in wandenng
adventure He served in the British navy and took

part in Rodney's victory over the French m the

West Indies in 1782 After his discharge, he again

opened a school near his birthplace, but again he

failed He died m misery in 1784 The hope of the

Jacobites is his favorite theme, 19 of his extant

poems are in atshng- form His mastery of rhythm

and rhyme is comparable to that of O'RahiUy

P Dinneen, Amhrdtn Eoghatn Ruatdk Ui
Shutlleahhdtn (Dublin), 1902

M D
6ttaiisson, Hallfredr (Icelandic, 970-1007),

one of the great love poets among the skalds, is

nevertheless much more important as the first Chns-

tian court poet, converted by Olaf Tryggvason, Nor-

way's great missionary-king, to whom he became

deeply attached His devotion to his beloved master

is recorded in a memorial poem m his honor, Hall-

fredr's most notable production Some of his in-

dividual stanzas, especially those reveahng the con-

flict between the old and the new faith, are par-

ticularly noteworthy

Lee M Hollander, The Skalds (Princeton

and NY), 1945
R B

Ou-Yajstg Hsiu (Chinese, 1007-72), leading his-

tonan, essayist, poet, and statesman of nth c

China, who habitually began his historical essays

with the word '"Alas", but who also wrote on subjects

that are light and gay He was the celebrated author

of the Hstn T^ang Shu or a new history of the

T’ang djmasty, which is a most readable improve-

ment of the T*ang Shu compiled by Liu Hsu (887-

946) For versatility and fluency of style it may be
compared to Macaulay’s History of England Among
his other published works are A New History of

the Five Dynasties CHstn Wu Tai Shth^, The
Peony Tree of Loyang (Loyang Mutan Chi), My
Fillea-out Verse (Lw Yt Tz'u), and The Funda-
mental Meaning of^ the Book of Songs (Mao Shih
Pan Yt)

H A Giles, Hist of Chinese Lit (Lon-

don), 1929, Chinese Biographical En-
cyclopedia, Chung Kuo Mtng Jen Ta
Tz'u Tten (Shanghai), 1933

S, C L.

concludes, "We shall survive, we shall survive’ For
this we know That spirit is eternal and hfe wiU
always grow

"

A H Wmsnes, Vol V, Norsk Litteratur-

histone (Oslo), 1937, K Elster, Vol VI,
Norsk Litteraturhistone, Second ed
(Oslo), 1934

T J

Ovid (P Ovidius Naso, Roman, 43 b c -19 ad)
represents what might be termed the cavalier ele-

ment in Augustan poetry He was not wholeheart-

edly m sympathy with those in the entourage of

Augustus who would hark back to the simple virtues

of the founders Connna’s peccadilloes, the tragical

monologues of deserted heroines, the art of cos-

metics, an epic on miraculous transformation, a

calendar of the pagan year,—all was gnst for his

facile pen An imperial edict relegating Ovid to

exile did not hinder his muse from its customary

work His poems written m exile show the poet duly

chastened, but stdl exultant m the power or his own
genius

E K Rand, 0 and hts Influence (Bos-

ton), 1925

J J s

Owen, Daniel (Welsh, 1836-95), is the most

popular novelist of Wales His works contain many
faults—so many that attempts have been made to

edit them to suit the modern taste—^but they con-

tain also very positive virtues Like Dickens, whom
he looked up to as his master, he had learned

through yottthful poverty and hardship to sympa-

thize with the poor and humble, he depicts them

sympathetically but with a good deal of humor He
was criticized because his books contain "nothmg

but what happens every day," but he has made
the somewhat narrow arcle in which he grew up
live for us as it lives nowhere else Rhys Lewis,

which IS to a considerable extent autobiographical,

IS his most popular book, Gwen Tomos, in some

respects, his best He also 'wrote a volume of short

stories, Straean y Pentan

Rhys Lewis, Minister of Bethel, trans.

James Hams (Wrexham), 1915, sl trans

of Enoch Hughes, by Claud Vivian, ran

m the first 3 v of Wales (1894-96)

J J p

Overland, Arnulf (Norwegian, b 1889), out-

standing lync poet Bom in the city of Knstiansund
on the More coast, the son of a smp mechamc, he
grew into manhood as a fervent advocate of social-

ism PnoT to World War II he was knovm for his

unusual mtensity, his mcisive cntiasm, his religious

scepticism, as well as for the extraordinary pnnty
of tone and '^mastery of expression in his lyncs.

Folloiving the German attack on Norway, m April

1940, Overland became one of the most inspnmg
national bards He ivrote the stirrmg poem that

Owen, Goronwy, "Goronwy Ddu o Fon,"

(Welsh, 1723-^69), was the leading figure m the

1 8th c classical revival Unable to secure a hving

in the Church m Wales, he spent his life m Eng-

land and Virginia His earlier poems are m the

spirit of the, English Augustans translations of

Horace and Anacreon into the cywydd metre, The
Wish (Y Gofuned), m the spirit of Martial, the

satmeal poem on The Garret (Y l^ennawr) His

other satires are more m the sprat of the earher

Welsh s^tmsts His study of the Gogynfeirdd led
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him deliberately to cultivate an inflated obscure

style Leivis Morris thought that Owen^s Ltneage
and Quahty of the Muse (fionedd a Chyneddfau'r
Av;en'), ^vhich derived true poetry from the song
that the morning stars sang together, contamed
^nervous lines and grand expressions” finer than
anything in Milton, Dryden, or Pqpe His poem
on The Great Judgment (Y Varn Fawr') is much
praised for its grandeur, hut sometimes it is merely
pompous and occasionally it falls fiat At times the

cyngnanedd too obviously guides the thought
Owen’s letters are valuable for the light they throw
upon his critical ideas

R Jones, The Poetical Works of the Rev
G 0,2 V, 1876, S Leivis^ A School

of Welsh Augustans (Wrexham), 1924,
has translations

J J P

OroMEi See Wang Shou-Jen
,

Palacio Valdes, Armando (Spamsh, 1853-

1938), a humorous and elegant novdist, contrasted

the spiritual and the worldly woman, m Martha
and Mary (1883) siding with the worldly type

His landscapes are woven nchly into his plots,

either his native province Astuna, or sunny Andalusia

as m Sister Saint Suhtce, his ividely translated best

seUer

A Cruz Rueda, A P V (Pans), 1925HAH
Palamas, Kostes (Greek, 1859-1942), is the

foremost poet of modem Greece A man of philo-

sophic and intellectual bent, he has mtroduced many
divergent mfluences mto Greek poetry, but has

maintained an individual lyric note Throughout his

entire life, he has worked consistently to show the

continuity and umty of the Greek spint in all its

mamfestations m the ancient, Byzantme, and mod-
em worlds His success can be judged by the mu-
tators whom he has inspired and the followers whom
he has mfluenced He can be read as the best mdi-

cation of the heights to which modem Greek htera-

turef may well aspire

A Kampanes, Istona tes neas BUemkes
Logot^chnias (Athens), 1933, A E
Phoutndes, K P , Life Immovable
(Cambndge), 1919 CAM

Pan Chao (Chmese, ist c ad), the first woman
histonan in Chmese history, who completed the

History of the Former Han Dynasty (Chten Han
Shu) partially written by her brother Pan Ku
(ad 32-92), and the first educator to write a

Pnmer for girls The primer is the celebrated Nu
Chieh (Women's Precepts'), which has been a

popular manual for mstmction of girls in the Far

East for 18 centuries It compnses an autobiographi-

cal sketch and sev^ chapters dealing ivith the posi-

tion, duties, and quahties of woman, and showing

how to secure love and affection of her relations

The aim of the Pnmer is to teach girls to become
good wives and good mothers Chinese women to-

day still respect Pan Chao as Lady Ts’ao or Great

Aunt Ts’ao, but they would not accept her thesis

that woman’s position should be subordinate to that

of man
N L Swann, P C Foremost Woman

Scholar of China (N Y ), 1932, F
Ayscough, Chinese Women Yesterday

and Today (Boston), 1937
S C L

Pan Ku See Pan Chao

Pantycelyn See Williams, William

Pardo Bazan, Emilia (Spanish, 1852-1921), m-
troduced French naturalism mto Spamsh hterature

Accepting Zola’s ideas, in The Decisive Question

(1883) she defended the moderate naturahsm ex-

emplified m her novel Mother Nature (1887) Rich
in vocabulary and colorful innovations, she was at-

tacked for abandoning the traditional hues of Span-

ish reahsm

G Brown, La vida y las novelas de Dona
E P B (Madrid), 1940

H A. H
Paeini, Giuseppe (1729-99), the leadmg poet

of 18th c Italy, was noted especially for his part

m the regeneration of Itahan spmt and customs

His odes (1757-95) are styhstn^y based on the

racUce of the ^cadians and neo-classicists, but

epart therefrom m the direction of simphaty, ro-

bustness, and senousness, m content, they combme
deep but qmet personal feelmg "with vigorous

patnotic and moral sentiments His long poem The
Day (1763 ff, incomplete) is a satincm account

of the day of a young Milanese ctctsbeo or gigolo-

dandy, notable for its demmciation of the ems at-

tacking Itahan family and national life

E, Bellormi, La Vita e le Ofere dt G P
(Livorno), 1918

R. A H, Jr

Pascal, Blaise (French, 1623-62), mathemati-

cian and mventor, is one of France’s great apostles

of rehgion A follower of that rigid Cathohasm
called Jansenism, he 'wrote a scathmg attack on
Jesuitical casuistry m his Provincial Letters (1657)
but his real fame rests on an unfinished work,

scarcely more than a collection of notes and remarks,

the Pensees, Thoughts, which were to be the

foundations of a bng apolo^ of Chnstianity, De-

darmg that rehgion itself is logically defensible, he

brought to Its support the most vivid and mspired

of styles, so brilliant that it has been called ‘flarmng

geometry’ Man, to Pascal, was a never-ending para-

dox this ‘thinlang reed’, neither angel nor bea^
was his sole textbook, the source of aS his specula-

tion Rarely has any author seen himself and his
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fellows more clearly, none has better translated tbe numerous novels, dialect and country idioms make
essential contradictions of our nature them hard to read

M Bishop, P , the Ltfe of Gemus (N Y ), Jean Camp, ] M de P , sa vte, son oeuvre,

ig^6 et son temfs (Pans), 1937
R J N HAH

Pascoli, Giovanni (Italian, 1855-1912.), a

fnend and disciple of Carducci, was a poet in Latin

and Italian, and is especially remembered for bis

Myncae (1891-1900), Poemettt (Jjitxie Poems,

1897-1904), and New Poems, 1909 His poetical

inspiration was more personal and intimate than

that of Carducci, and Chnstian mysticism is an im-

portant element of his later poetry Later, in Odes
and Hymns, 1906, Songs of King Enzto, 1908-9,

and Italic foems, 1911, Pascoli tended to a more
Carduccian style and pagan mspiration

A Galletu, La foesta e Varte dt G P

,

2nd ed (Bologna), 1924
R A H

, Jr

Pater, Walter (English, 1839-94), made sigmb-

cant contribution to 19th c literature in his inter-

pretation of The Renaissance His was the philoso-

phy of the aesthetic and the ascetic Although
sympathetic with the romantic pomt of view, his

own wnting shows classical restraint His mterest m
the Renaissance was as a meeting pomt of the two

tendencies Pater was, after Arnold, the most im-

portant critical mfluence in late Victonan literature.

His criticism is impressiomstic, but his sensitivity to

beauty m all forms makes his studies subtly penetrat-

ing and illuminating His genius was contemplative

rather than creative, he possessed the rare power
of portraying the mental processes of his characters

A C Benson, W P
F F M

Paul the Silentiary (Greek, 6th c ad) was
a master of ceremonies at the court of Justinian and
Theodora, and the wnter of some of the most
vivacious love poetry of Greek hterature. Much of

It is personal in tone and akin m manner and
feehng to the love poetry of the English poets of

the 17th c, among whom it found popularity and
imitation In addition to his love poetry, Paul wrote
some descnptive poems of Santa Sopma, m which
a feeling for the richness and grandeur of the

church, unusual m Greek poetry of that type, is

combined with precise, detailed description

A Veniero, P S. (Catania), 1916.CAR
Pereda, Jose Maria de (Spanish, 1833-1905),

was the classic representative of the regional novel
The sea and the mountains aroimd Santander fur-

nish his settings, characters, and plots The fisher-

folk m Sotileza (1885) and the mountameers m
Rocks Ahead (1895) are shown as unspoiled types
of a strong race far from the aty’s madding crowd
Conservatism and Cathohc conviction mark his

Peretz, Yitskhok Leybush (Hebrew, Yiddish,

1852-1915), one of the three classics of modern
Yiddish literature, poet, dramatist, story teller Bom
in Zamosic, a town renowned for its Mashtlim, he
launched his literary career with Hebrew poetry,

later began to write in Yiddish, his first Yiddish poem
appearing in Sholem Aleikhem^s Yiddishe Folks-

hihliotek In 1890 he moved to Warsaw, workmg
for the Kehillah (community organization) In the

9o^s he helped the young Jewish labor movement,
with his realistic stones on social problems Then
he turned to a romantic descnpUon of the great

figures of the Hassidic movement, and helped create

a neo-Hassidic trend in Yiddish and Hebrew htera-

ture He manifested a tendency to symbohsm and,

on the basis of folk tales or invented motifs, wrote

his highly artistic Polkstimlikhe Geshikhtn (Polk

Tales'), contaimng ethico-philosophical ideas His

symbolic drama Dt Goldene Keyt (The Golden

Chain') embodies the basic principles in the history

of religious thought and the idea of continuity m
the long chain of Jewish culture In his last sym-

bolic drama, Ba Nakht ofn altn Mark (At Night

m the Old Market Place), he comes to a pessumstic

conclusion m regard to his own ejfforts in arousmg

the people to a more mtensive spiritual life, to

greater militancy, and faith in themselves He was

one of the initiators and movmg spmts of the

Czernowitz Conference, m 1908, which proclaimed

Yiddish as the national language of the Jewish peo-

ple Towards the end of his hfe he was active m
the establishment of the Yiddish school system His

works were translated mto English, Frencfi, Spaiush,

German, Russian, and other languages

A A Roback, P,, Psymologist of Litera-

ture (Cambndge, Mass), 1935, H
Rosoff, Nine Yiddish Writers.

Y M
Perez Galdos, Benito (Spanish, 1843-1920),

f
reat liberal novelist, made of his most readable

ooks almost thesis-novels for his ideas on progress

and enhghtenment Thus to fight rehgious and

racial prejudice he wrote Mrs Perfect (1876) ‘and

Gloria (1877) He wrote a senes of histoncal novels,

seeking to illustrate the destiny of Spain Fmanaal
pressure did not permit of his pohshmg his works,

as the dnve for ms pohtical and social ideas earned

him to sarcasm and attack

Lt B Walton, P G and the Spanish

Novel of the i^th c (N Y), 1928.HAH
Perk, Jac{^ues (Dutch, 1859-81), poet, while

stdl at school, ivrote verse and criticism which made
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him a forerunner of Holland's literary revival of the
i88o's On his early death, his friend Kloos collected

his poems, which are of a very personal and lyrical

nature

J G
Pestalozzi, Johann Heinkich (German-Swiss,

1746-1827), was more than any other man re-

sponsible for overdue educational reforms m Europe
Eager to assist m the rebuilding of his homeland
devastated by the French armies, he developed m
theory and in practice a new type of elementary
instruction in which the emphasis was put on a
combination of practical skill vnth theoretical knowl-
edge, with the ultimate purpose of enabhng chil-

dren to become socially useful, by earning an honest
hvmg and by enlarging the area of goodwill and
love To disseminate especially his conviction of

the paramount importance, for youth, of a harmoni-
ous familv hfe he wrote Ltenhard und Gertrud
(1781-87) which as a didactic novel surpasses

Uncle Totw's Cabin, perhaps not so much as a
work of art but as a font of spiritual strength and
of sound pedagogical advice

L F Anderson, P (NY), 1931
H B

Petofi, Alexander (1823-49), the greatest

Hungarian lyric poet Durmg his lifetime, particu-

larly the forties, democratic ideals, coupled with the

desire for Hunganan mdependence, gained an ir-

resistible momentum in Hungary This mspiration

was mtensified by the mterest m folk-poet]w due to

the collection of Hungarian folksongs by John
Erd61yi m 1846 Petofi adopted tone, simphcity, and
directness from folk-poetry He bewailed the sad

fate of his country, he loved woman as the incarna-

tion of physical and moral beauty, nature, because

she reminded him of his country, the Hunganan
Plain, Alfold, with its romantic dwellers, gypsies,

bngands, and herders, because its vastness was to

him the symbol of hberty Petofi's imagmation, his

gift pf dramatizing every situation, his sincenty and
pathos, make him one of the most accomplished

poets of all tunes

S Fischer, P 's Lehen und Werke (Leip-

^ zig), 1889, A B Yolland, A P (Bpest),^

1906, A S Blackwell, A Hung Poet,

m Poet Lore (Boston), 1916

A S and F* M
Petrarca, Francesco (Petrarch, Italian, 1304-

74), the greatest purely lync poet of Itahan htera-

tuxe, has been called ‘the first modem man of let-

ters' He IS at present remembered almost exclusively

for his Italian writmgs (the Canzontere—his col-

lected poems, most of them for his beloved, Laura

—

and an eptco-ajlegoncal poem, I Trtonfi, 1352-74)
In his sensitivity, mtrospection, and extreme mterest

m classical antiquity, and m his love of perfection

m form, Petrarch anticipates the Renaissance, but

he was typically medieval in being intensely and self-

tormentingly Chnstian, and m not perceiving the
gap between antiqmty and his own times In his lync
poetry, Petrarch continues and refines the tradition

of the Provencal lync, to some extent mdependendy
of the dolce stil nuovo, “the sweet new style ” His
poetry is marked by technical perfection and formal
pohsh, even at times by excessive preoccupation
with external devices such as puns and ‘conceits’,

rather than by an all-pervadmg emotion
E Tatham, F P, tm first modem man

of letters (London), 1925-26
R A H

, Jr

Though considered the first man of the Renais-
sance, Petrarca in his Latin Secretum finds his

spiritual and mtellectual home in St Augustme At
Avignon he saw and loved Laura, to whom he ad-
dressed his youthful sonnets in Italian, but what
he deemed ms most important works are m IAtm
His Africa is an epic on the conflict of Scipio

Afncanus and Hannibal His material is drawn
from Livy while the style is modelled on that of

Virgil He was assiduous in searching for mss of

Classical authors, discovering the Pro Archia of
Cicero and his Letters to Atticus Petrarca wrote
many Latm letters to his contemporaries and many
to the ancients, as to Cicero and Homer His works
are not great hterature, but his humanistic mterest

m mss and mscripnons, his reverence for Cicero,

and his reahzation of the importance of Greek, set

the mould of the Renaissance, at a tune when the

growth of the vernacular might have enveloped
Latm as a living language

P de Nolhac, P et VHumantsme (Pans),

E A Q.

Petursson, Hallgrimur (Icelandic, 1614-74)^
Iceland’s greatest rehgious poet, can safely be as-

signed a j^ce among the great rehgious poets of all

time, because of his immortal hymns on the Passion

of Christ, Passmsaltnar In these hymns, bom out

of great poverty, and misery and spmtual conflict,

and bearmg ample evidence of long labor and pains-

taking care, profound and sincere rehgious feehng

expresses itself in simple though eloquent language

Generation after generation of Icelanders have sui^
these hymns, and their mfiuence on the rehgious

and moral life m Iceland is beyond estimation

Over fifty editions of the hymns have been punted
P6tursson’s memorable funeral hymn, Alt etns og

hldmstnd etna (Even as a Little Flower), is to

this day generally sung at Icelandic funerals He
also wrote secular poetry of great ment, often char-

actenzed by rare metncal slml

G V Pdcber, The Passion-Hymns of-Ice-

land (London), 1913, Icelandic Medi-

tations on the Passion (N Y ), 1923
R B

Philostratus See Flavius Pbilostiatus
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Photius (820-91), a many-sided and lugWy

onginal genius, made an epoch in Byzantine Litera-

ture and exercised a fateful mfluence on the destiny

of the Eastern Church As patnarch of Constanti-

nople he rejected the primacy of the Pope, ad-

dressing a arcular to all the bishops of the Orient

rousing them to revolt against Nicholas I This well-

documented encyclical and his book Procession of the

Holy Ghost have served ever since as arsenals of

polemic The dissident Greek and Slavic com-

munions look up to Photius as their hero and

standard hearer This deference he owes unmanly

to his learning, it is his unique scholarship that

makes him a world fi^re His erudition was vast,

his interests, universal His home, and later his

episcopal palace, he turned into a one-man uni-

versity, for which he composed all the textbooks

and directed all the reading and research Remark-

able as an orator for rare msight and pathos, charm-

ing and witty in his private correspondence,

enormously influential in shaping the canon law of

his church, Photius, were it not for his part in the

unhappy schism that divides Chnstendom, would
be universally acclaimed as the last and one of the

greatest of the Greek Fathers

E Amann, P in DicUonnatre de thdologie

cathohque XII

M J H

Pindar (Greek, 518-442 bc) was the most

bnlhant wnter of Greek choral 13^:10 poetry He
made a profession of wnting choral songs to order

and produced a vanety of types, but is known by
the surviving odes m honor of victors at the Pan-

hellenic Games Pmdar^s work marked the culmina-

tion of choral lyric, it is the best presentation of

the spint of the great anstocratic famihes of Greece

With his celebration of the victor’s prowess, Pindar

interwove m complex pattern a myth, and his own
estimate of the significance of the whole per-

formance All are presented in a senes of vivid

pictures with a wealth of imagery and bold

metaphor, which ensured Pindar the admiration of

his successors, although it precluded any attempts

at successful imitation of either his style or spint

U von Wilamowitz-MoellendorfF, P *(Bec-

lin), 1922, D M Robinson, P CBala
more), 1936, G Norwood, P CBerkeley,

Calif), 1945, CAR
PiNSKi, David (Yiddish, b 1872), dramatist and

story-teller Born in Mogdoff on the Dmeper, he
studied m Vienna and Berhn, simultaneously mak-
ing his literary debut with stones of the life of the
working man> as a contributor to Peretz’ Yomtov
Bletlelm (^Holiday Leaves) Smce 1899 m Amenca,
where he plays a prominent role m the ranks of

Jl^abor Zionism (former editor of the daily Dx Tsayt,
He wrote historical romances, later, novels

I150

of Jewish life in Amenca His mam accomplishment

is in the field of the drama, beginning with family

drama and realistic conflicts QYankel der Shmtd,
Yankel the Blacksmith) and comedy (Der Oytser,

The Treasure)

f

he changed at about 1914 m the

direction of symbolism and abstractionism A num-
ber of his dramas have been translated into Enghsh
Three Plays (1918), Ten Plays (1919), The
Treasure (1920), King David and His Wives

(1923), The Final Balance (1926)
Y M

Pirandello, Luigi (1867-1936), was modem
Italy’s leading dramatist, and, next to d’Annunzio,

Its best-known literary figure He began his hterary

career as a novehst, and in his short stories and

novels, especially The Late Matthew Pascal (1904),
Si gira QShooP 1915) and One, no one, and a

hundred thousand (1910-26) he first developed his

literary treatment of the insoluble problem of per-

sonal identity in its relation to individual person-

ality His plays, of which the best known are

Right you are if you think you are (1917), Six

characters in search of an author (1921) and

Henry IV (1922), develop this theme and relate

it to the questions of reality and insanity Pirandello’s

dramatic technique is highly individual, essentially

untheatrical in its nature, involving the presentation

of intellectual problems in peculiar and paradoxical

forms He was awarded the Nobel Pnze m 1934W Starkie, L P (London & Toronto),

R A H, Jr

Planudes, Maximus (Byzantine, 1260-1316),

famed chiefly for his Anthology of Greek epigrams,

spent his life as monk and teacher at Constanti-

nople, accumulating an immense erudition and writ-

ing on every subject four disputations in theology

against the Latins, treatises in philosophy, text-

books m grammar, syntax, history, and geography,

commentaries on Theocritus, on Heimogenes m
rhetoric, and on Diophantus in mathematics His

not inconsiderable volume of verse mcludes a hymn
to St Demetrius, some fine poetry of nature, and,

extraordinarily enough, a lucubration on urine

analysis To folklore he contributed a collection of

proverbs, a biography and prose paraphrase of Aesop

He possessed, too, mat rarest of all accomphshments
for a medieval Greek, a knowledge of Latm His

numerous translations greatly enlarged the eastern

intellectual horizon, while they prepared the later

flight of his compatriots to the west and the final

reunion of the two great streams of culture Maxi-

mus Planudes ranks high among the Byzantme
forenmners of the Humanism at the root of the

modem world M J H
Plato (Greek, 427-347 b c ) was both one of

the greatest prose waters of Greek literature and

the most profound of Greek philosophers His
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thougKt IS presented mainly in the form of dialogues,

of which the earlier are vivacious and distmguished

for their characterization, notably that of Socrates,

while the later, in which Plato’s mature reflections

are embodied, are of a more expository nature

Plato’s use of the dialogue form became a model

for much of the philosophical wntmg of his sue-

cessors The imnor dialogues deal mostly ivith

definitions, but in the Repuhhc, his most famous

work, the problem of social justice is worked out m
full detail as an ideal and, m his last work, the

Laws, in a more practical form An mdicaUon of

the influence of Plato’s thought, embodied m his

superb prose, may be seen in the fact that all his

works have survived from antiqmty

G C Field, P and hts Contemporaries

(London), 1930 CAR
Plautus, T Maccius (Roman, 220-184 bc),

adapted numerous comedies from the Greek, for per-

formance at one of the four great festivals of the

Roman year The plots and characters were taken

bodily from the comedies of Greek wnters who had
lived more than one hundred years earher Never-

theless, there is a definite Itahan quahty in his 21

extant plays The clever slave that outwits his master

and paves the way for the love-adventures of his

wastrel son, however, is Greek, not Itahan So are

many of the other stock characters Some of these,

like the principal character m The Boastful Soldter

or the miser in The Pot of Gold, have become per-

manent possessions of the European theatre smee

the Revival of Letters It is difficult for us to under-

stand the totally different estimates of the comedies

of Plautus m antiqmty It is a far cry from the

statements of an ancient cntic that if the Muses

were to speak m Latin they would employ the lan-

guage of Plautus, to the severe criticism of Horace

that he cared chiefly for tangible results m box-

office recemts

C Knapp, P and Terence (N Y ), 1925

J J s

Pliny the Youncsek (C Plmius Caecihus

Secundus, Roman, ca 62-ca ii3Ai>)mhis letters

to his numerous fnends reflects the soaal back-

ground of a polished gentleman of an age when the

expression of ideas was limited more and more by

political circumstances* Most important of all as an

insight into Phny’s character is the correspondence

with emperor Trajan, m the tenth book Here we
observe the humane character of an admmistrator

troubled by the problem of deahng with the Chns-

tians m Bithyma These and the letters contaming

first-hand reports on the eruption of Mt Vesuvius

in 79 A D attract a wide circle of readers

H H Tanzer, The Villas of P the Y
(N Y ), 1924, E T Merrill, Selected

Letters of the Younger P (London),

19:^7
J J s.

Plutabch (Greek, ca 46-127 An) was the great

popular humanist of Greek culture for the Roman
Empire and modem Europe After a youth spent m
travel, he retired to his native town of Ghaeronea in

Boeotia, where he lived a full and mellow hfe as a

citizen and man of letters Neglecting the purely

stylistic renaissance of classical Greek, Plutarch

showed a wide and varied mterest m philosophy,

religion, and history He may be called the ongi-

nator of the discursive essay, for, m the Morals,

while mainly concerned with popular philosophy, he

included scientific, hterary, and religious topics as

well Plutarch regarded history as a storehouse of

moral and psychological examples, on which he

drew for the portrait studies of great men m his

Lrves His mterest and obvious smcerity made him
a popular author m Byzantine and European htera-

ture, he has been the favonte author of men so

widely divergent as Napoleon, Rousseau, and Mon-
taigne, who called the Lives has ‘breviary

”

R Hirzel, P (Leipzig), 1912, R C
Trench, P (London), 1873CAR

Poe, Edgar Allan (USA, 1809-49), erratic

and tragically hyper-sensitive gemus who was bom
m Boston of actor parents and educated m England

and the South, did much of his creative work while

a joumahst in Philadelphia and New York Defin-

mg The Poetic Principle (1848, pub 1850) as “the

rhythmical creation of beauty , , • an elevating

exatement of the soul,” he mspired through theory

and practice especially the French symhohstes ana

later Anglo-Amencan imagists A master of prose

tales of terror, sensuous beauty and ratiocmation, he

marked out valuable artistic ‘flaws’^ of unity and

effect for the short story And he practically estab-

hshed American cnticism and aesmetic theoiizmg,

despite the frequent personal crotchets of his own
“tomahawk’' method His persistent romantic at-

tempts to umte imagmation and reason culminated

in a puzzlmg prose-poem called Eureha (1849)

A H Qumn, E A P, a Critical Biog-

raphy (N Y), 1941
E. G S

P0L121ANO, Angelo (Pohtian, Italian, 1454-94^,

was a close fnend and follower of Lorenzo de*

Medici, and equally dose to htm in poetmal spint-

A typical humanist in education and activity, he

engaged extensively m philological work on the clas-

sics, of which his Miscellanea are a collection of

mdividual essays He was also a particularly gifted,

elegant and pohshed wnter in Greek and Latin ver^

and prose These same quahties are evident m his

Italian works the Stanze (i475“'8), a poemm ottava

nma in honor of Giuhano de’ Media, a senes of

poems m popular iync forms, such as nspetu and

canzoni a halh, and the The Pahh of Orpheus

(1480), a treatment of the classical thane oi

Orjdieus and Eurydice m the form of the indigenous
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teatro sacro Perhaps less spontaneous m his lyncal

inspiration than Lorenzo II Magmfico, Poliziano

equals him in elegance and perhaps surpasses him

m formal perfection

P Micheh; La vita e h o^ere di A P
(Livorno), 1917

R. A. H Jr.

Polybius (Greek, ca 201-120 bc) was the

greatest historian of the Hellenistic Period Taken
to Rome as a hostage m 167 b c , he grasped the

implications of Rome's development as a world

power, and hy his training as a soldier and statesman

in contact with the leading men of Rome, he was

enabled to express his views m a comprehensive

history of the Mediterranean world from 266 to 144
B c Polybius departed from the rhetorical tradition

of Greek histonography estabhshed in the 4th c

and dealt with his subject matter pragmatically and,

on the whole, impartially, which made his work a

standard reference for later historians Its rather

pedestrian style, however, did not win it general

populanty among the hterary critics

J B Bury, The Ancient Greek Historians

(London), 1909 CAR
Pope, Alexander (Enghsh, 1688-1744), was the

foremost poet of the i8th c classiasts, perhaps

because of his Cathohc behef, almost the period's

only example of an author who was solely a man
of letters He gave to English verse a precision and
a technical finish such as it had not emphasized

before He formulated rules of poetry, he satinzed

fashionable society, in brilliant epigrams, in couplets

so neatly chiseled, so mevitable, in their phrasing,

that they have passed into current speech Pope is

the poet of a period that set great store by formahty,

in that period, he is supreme
Leshe Stephen, A P

F.FM
Poquelin, Jean Baptiste See Mohhe

Potgieter, Everhardus Johannes (Dutch,

1808-75), poet and cntic After visiting Sweden
(1831) he wrote Nordic scenes and outlines In

1839, with a number of friends, he founded the

review De Gids (The Guide^ which had a pro-

found and vivifying mfluence To it, he contributed

critical studies exaltmg the Golden Age of Dutch
hterature (17th c ) He wrote the biography of his

fnend Bakhmzen van den Brmk, and pubhshed his

^collected poems

J o.

Prada, Manuel Gonzalez See Gonzdlez Prada,

Manuel

Pratt, Edwin J (Canadian, b 1883) is

greatest in his swift, realistic narrative verse of the

sea His most significant contnbution has beenlfiis

^revolt against the romantics who sang of the woods

and streams, and who beheved that certam words
and images were unpoetic To paraphrase Words-
worth he has followed the ‘^steps of the man of

science" and carried “sensation into the midst of

the objects of science itself " Intractable words like

“pleiocene," “turbine," “microscope," and “inverte-

brate" are assimilated and transformed into poetry

His themes and moods, clearly and accurately com-
municated, vary from the gargantuan humor of The
Witches’ Brew and the heroic drama of The Roose-

velt and the Anitnoe to the sad martyrdom of

Breheuf and His Brethren Implicit in most of his

poetry is his concern for humanity and his pity for

the tragic waste ansmg from man's confusion Col-

lected Poems (N Y ), 1945
E K Brown, On Canadian Poetry (To-

ronto), 1943, W E Colhn, The White
Savannahs, 1936

C. J V
Prichard, Katherine Susannah (Australian, b

1884), IS the most powerful novelist of her genera-

tion Her finest work is found m Working Bullocks

(1926) and Coonardoo (1929) A collection of her

short stories is Kiss On the Lifs (1932) She has also

written poetry, plays, and some leftwmg pohucal

propaganda Her fiction presents an uncompromis-

ingly realistic assessment of the Australian situations

with which It deals, tempered by an intense love

for the Australian bush

C H G
Prichard, Rhys (Welsh, 1579-1644), usually

called Vicar Prichard or “The Old Vicar," for the

benefit of his parishioners put his precepts mto
verse, in colloquial language and the simplest of

meters He recommends to them the Little Bihle of

1630

Mae'r Bibl bach yn aivr yn gysson,

Yn laith dy fam, I'w gael er coron,

Gwerth dy grys cyn bod heb hvmnw,
Mae'n well na thref dy dad I'th gadw

“The Little Bible is now harmonious In your

mother tongue, to be had for a crown. Sell your

shirt rather than go without it. It is better than

your father's homestead to keep you," and he ex-

horts them to virtue

Os cais Satan gennyt feddwi,

A charowsio gwin yn wisgi,

Dywed yx a'r hoU rai meddwon
Ddydd y fam I'r tan a'r brwmston

“If Satan tines to get you drunk. And to carouse

gaily on wme, TeU him all drunkards shall go To
the fire and brimstone on the Judgment Day " He
gives them advice on their courting also, and on

making their wills Prichard pubhshed only one song

durmg his lifetime His songs were collected after

his death by Stephen Hughes as The Welshmen’s
Candle (Canwyll y Cymry), some editions, of which
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about 40 have been called for, bear the title The
Mormng Star (Y Seren Foreu)

The Mormng Star or the Dtvme Poems of

Mr Rees Pnchard, Trans into Eng
Verse hy the Rev Wtlltant Evans
(Merthyr Tydfil), 1815

J J P

Procopius (Greek, ca 490-575 ad) was the

serious and competent historian of Justinian’s reign

and, at the same time, the mahgnant scandalmonger

of the emperor and the empress, Theodora Both m
historical method and language, Procopius found

his models m Herodotus and Thucydides In the

Histones, the wars of Justinian against Persia and
the barbarian kmgdoms of Afnca and Italy are de-

scribed In the Buildings, the architectural works

sponsored by Justinian throughout the Empire are

treated m a diy and techmcal manner, reheved by

passages of adulation for Justiman Procopius, in

both these works, appeared as a smcere patriot of

the Byzantine Empire, but m the Secret History he

makes a malicious attack on its_ rulers, m the most

indecent language

J Haury, Zur Beurteilung des Geschicht-

schreihens P von Caesarea (Munich),

1896-97
CAR

Proust, Marcel (French, 1871-1922), retired

after a bnlhant social career and set himself to the

task of recreating the experiences of his youth and

early manhood, along with the miheu m which they

had occurred The huge work, m seven large vol-

umes with the general title q£ A la recherche du
tem'ps ferdu (1913-27, trans as Remembrance of

Things Past), is a connected whole, but is scarcely a

novel m the ordinary sense of the word It is rather

an extremely subtle depiction of a social group, with

Its vices and rare virtues, its sms and its boredom,

and a romanticized autobiography of incredible com-

pleteness Although Remembrance of Things Past is

very long and frequently dull, its observation

^ of a sodal entity, its artistic (and sometimes

recherchd) style and its phenomenal recreation of

the high pomts and the tavia of a lifetime give it

a value unexcelled m later modem French htera-

ture

L Pierre-Qumt, M P, trans H and S
Miles (N Y ), 1927

R J N

PsAiLA, Dun Karm (Maltese, b 1871), versatile

priest and national poet of Malta, began ivith work

in Italian (O F Tencajoh, Poeti Maltese d'Oggi,

Rome, 1932) Smce 1912 he has used Maltese, for

translations (I Sefohn, by Ugo Poscoh) and orig-

inal poems CThe Ego and the Beyond—a. reply to

Foscmo) Poems of his are trans by M Butcher

H P.S.

PsELLUs, Michael (Byzantine, 1018-78), mspir-

ation of the bnlhant iith c Renaissance m Byzan-

tine hterature, was one of the greatest mmds and

meanest souls m the Middle Ages His competence

in law hfted him out of the middle class—^no mean
feat—^to the highest pubhc ofiGice Dean of the

School of Philosophy at the Umversity of Constan-

tinople, he mastered, as a preliminary, music, mathe-

matics, and astronomy, then Aristotle and the whole

tradition of the Academy from Plato, whom he

revered, to Proclus He laughed at magic, but be-

came proficient in alchemy, astrology, and divma-

tion for a possible msight mto the laws of nature

Add to this hst of accomphshments treatises too

numerous to mention on every subject from anatomy

to the topography of Athens, and you have only half

the man, the saentist PseUus, the artist, was the

styhst par excellence of Byzantine hterature His

Chronografhy (history from 976 to 1077) excels

in trenchant word-pictures of contemporaries An
able orator, an exceptional epistolograpner, a facile

versifier, Psellus attained an mtellectum stature that

few men in history have equalled

J M Hussey, Church and Learning tn the

Byzantine Empire (London), 1937*

M J H
Pushkin, Aleksander Sergeyevich (Russian,

1799-1837), IS accepted by all Russians as their

greatest artist and master of the language, Com-

mencmg with Anacreontic poems as a hoy in ihe

Lycee of Tsarskoye Syelo, he speedily absorbed all

that was best m Romantiasm, Byronism, the cult of

Shakespeare and of Scott, and finally developed a

restrained and majestically compress^ style quite

unlike diat of his early poems. He apphed the same

economy of means in his choice or details and of

motivation of his characters m his Little Tragedies

and m his prose stones He united all that was best

m the i8th c with the ideas of the early 19th His

Russian is preemmently musical, and it is no acci-

dent that his prose and narrative poems have the

same careful polish as his occasional lyrics Such

characters as Tatyana m Evgeny Onyegm, the old

monk Punen m Bons Godunov, Peter the Gi^t m
Poltava and the amusmg landowner Byelkm in the

Tales, are more than faimliar to every Russian* Later

poets and cntics have tracked down the logic his

ideas, for back of bis often fnvolous statements

there 15 a keen mind with an ardent love of bberty

and a strong assertion of the nghts of the po^
genius to defy the trammels of official censorship

As a man and a writer, Pushkm won the love

his contemporaries and even Tsar Nicholas I xecog-

mzed that he was the great character of his reign.

E J. Simmons, P (Cambndge, MassO>

a A. M
Pyeshkov, Aleksyey Nicholayevicibl See

Gorky, Maxim
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Queiroz, Jose Maria de Eca be (Portuguese,

1846-1900), a law graduate of the venerable Um-
versity of Coimbra, entered the consular service He
spent many years in England and m France, where

he died Ega. de Queiroz introduced the reahstic

technique in the Portuguese novel with The cnme

of Father Amaro (1875) This work was followed by

other great novels on life in the provinces and in

Lisbon, Cousin Basil, The Maia family From 1887

to 1900 he turned to more general, less naturahsUc

subjects, writing The Relic, Corresfondincia de

Fradique Mendes, The illustrious house of Ramtres,

The city and the mountains, Last fages There were

many other works from his mdefatigable pen, some

of them published posthumously The count of

Ahranhos, Alves and Co
A Lins, Hist lit de E de Q (Rio de

Janeiro), 1939
M C

Quental, Antero de (Portuguese, 1842-91),

was the principal poet of Portuguese realism A
capable versifier, he raised the sonnet to heights that

have been exceeded only by Gamoes * His attitude

toward hfe was both philosophical and religious, and

the themes he chose for his poems reflect his mterest

in basic problems This may be seen in his Com'plete

sonnets (with a splendid mtroducUon by Oliveira

Martins’^), especially Despondency and In God*s

hands Antero wrote in defense of Pms IX^s Syllabus

of Errors, became interested in socialism, worked for

a time as a craftsman, and visited the United States,

but the fire of his soul was never consumed When
he committed suicide m one of the squares of the

pnncipal city of his native Azores, his irrepressible

genius was already widely acclaimed, among the

19th c poets of Europe

S G Morley, trans Sonnets and poems of

A de Q (Berkeley, Calif), 1922
M C

Quevedo y Villegas, Francisco de (Spanish

1580-1645), caustic cntic of Spam’s incipient de-

cline, attacked pompous style, flattery, the concept

of honor—soaety In Life Story of Buscon (1626)
and Visions (1627) he leaps from ordinary life mto
nightmarish fictions of cruelty, disillusion, disgust

Seeking in vain to reconcile thought and expression,

he became a hterary and pohtic^ victim of a tune

out of joint His style represents the most witty and
conceit-full mannerism

R-L Bouvier, VEspagne de Q (Pans),

1936
HAH.

Quintilian (M Fabius Qmntihanus, Roman,
35-ca 100 AD ) was, hke several other representa-

tive wnters of the ist c
,
a Sfaniard by bnth As

teacher of rhetoric under the auspices of several

emperms, he enjoyed a high repute The Institutes

of Oratory, wntten after his retirement, is a treatise

at once on education, on rhetonc, and on hterary

criticism Quintdian’s observations on pedagogy are

both original and, judged by modem standards, im-
usually profound In the loth book is a comparative

survey of Greek and Latm hterature, full of shrewd
and incisive criticism Though much has been de*

nved from Greek sources, enough remams to stamp
this book as an important milestone m the history

of European hterary criticism

A O Gwynn, S J , Roman Education from
Cicero to Q (Oxford), 1926

j j s.

Quiroga, Horacio (Uruguayan, 1878-1938), is

generally acknowledged as the best shortstory vmter

vof Spanish America Intelhgent but imstable, he
early showed himself a modemista in the prose and
verse of Coral Reefs (1901) A visit to Misiones in

northern Argentina so fascmated him with the

region that he returned to hve there m 1910, his

stones of that wild tropical region soon won hmi
wide acclaim Like Another's Crime (1904) and
The Haunted Ones (1905), which showed a marked
influence of Poe, his last work, The Great Beyond

(1934) was based on morbid themes Although he
did not approach either Poe or Maupassant m tech-

nique, The Solitaire, The Beheaded Hen, and Hired

Hands are excellent examples of narration The
stones m which his genius found highest expression

are those imbued with the atmosphere of Misiones

—

The Savage, Anaconda and The Return of Anar

cowifl—which brought him international fame

J R SpeU, Contemporary Spanish-Amer-

lean Fiction (Chapel Hill, N C ), 1944

J R S

Raabe, Wilhelm (German, 1831-1910), was a

leading exponent of the realistic tradition m Ger-

man fiction. His first work. The Chronicle of Sper-

lingsgasse (1857), gives an intimate view of the

ebb and flow of human life as it courses through the

mmd of an imimportant mdividual in an obscure

street of Berhn His Hunger Pastor (1864) is filled

Math the tragedy of human existence Yet, though

the author for a time adopts the pessimistic philos-

ophy of Schopenhauer, his novels reveal no abate-

ment of the love and tenderness he feels for his

characters, nor any rendmg of the web of humor
and pathos, understanding and forgiveness, which

he weaves about strugghng humamty
S Liptzm, Hist Survey of German Lit

(N Y), 1936
S L.

Rabbihi, Ibn-'Abd- (Arab, 860-940), bom m
Cordova, was a descendant of an enfranchised slave

of the Spamsh Umayyads cahph, Hisham iBn-Abd-

al-Rahman (788-796) He is chiefly known by an
anthology entitled al-Iqd cd-Fand (Unique Neck-

lace) It is divided mto 25 books, each b^rmg the

name of a different gem, and "contams somethmg
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on every subject" He was the most distingmshed

literary figure of Spanish Islam, his work surpassed

only by al-Aghdnt (Songs, by al-Isbahani) m the

field His writing breathes the genius of the Arab
soul in the varieties of its cadences, energies, vigor,

tenderness, exultant joy, sorrow

C Brockehnann, Ihn *Ahd Rahhht, m
Encyclopedia of Islam

E j j

Rabelais, Fkangois (French, 1490^-1553), is

the apostle of that joy of hving which was so much
a part of the Renaissance character After a career

as monk and doctor, he set out to embody his philos-

ophy in a vast coimc allego^, the story of the giants

Gargantua and Pantagrum (pub 1532-62) Though
the work is known cmefly today for the nbald gaiety

and enormous buflEoonery of Pantagruel^s adven-

tures, Rabelais himself intended that the reader

should ^suck the substantial marrow’ of the work
That ^marrow’ is the doctrme that man is essentially

good and that a ^new’ kind of education, sharply

opposed to scholasticism, is needed to brmg out his

goodness Although the archaic language makes
Gargantua and Pantagruel inaccessible m the ong-

inal to most readers today, the work still keeps a

large audience through the medium of translations

and modernizations It is perhaps the most umver-

sally known work of fiction ever composed m French

Samuel Putnam, F R , Man of the Renais-

sance (N Y ), 1929,

R J N*

Rabi^ah, 1BN-ABI-, ^Umah (Arab, d ca 719)?

son of a wealthy Meccan father and a Christian

mother, wrote poetry m distmct contrast to the

primitive passion of Imru’ al-Qays It breathes a

joyous and seductive strain played to the rhythm of

simple, unpretentious words His verse, revolting to

pious Moslems, has haunted contemporaneous and

later generations by its hit and subue charmu His

Diwdn (Poetical Collections, ed P Schwarz, 2 v,

Leipzig, 19QI-9) is evidence that he passed his best

years m pursuit of noble dames By the inspiration

of these ne sang his many love-lyncs

H A R Gibb, Arabic Lit (London),

Rabinovitch, Sholem See Sholem Aleikhem.

Racine, Jean (French, 1639-99), raised the

French classic tragedy to its ^eatest heights A
senes of ii great plays, the best of which are

Andromaque (i66y), Berenice (1670), Phidre

(1689) and Athahe (1691), estabhshed his reputa-

tion as France’s finest dramatic poet Borrowmg his

subjects from antiquity, he so refined and developed

them that he comd justly say that he had ^made

something out of nothing ’ With him the tragedy

was to consist solely of the shock of character on

character, the few incidents of the play sprmg only

from the nature of the protagonists, circumstances

and coincidence play but the smallest role But it is

most of all Racme’s poetry that gives his dramas
their consummate success, subtle and musical, it is

the perfect vehicle for these tragedies of love and
passion, which are the more impressive for their

restraint

A F B Qark, J R (Cambndge, Mass.),
* 1939

R J N
Raimbaut b’Aurenga (d’Orange, Provencal

troubadour, fl 1150-75), his poetic name was Lin-

haure So far as we know, he is the earliest of the

troubadours who were purely Provencal Some 40
of his poems are extant, among them, mteresting

tensos or debates with other troubadours, as Albert

Malaspma, Guiraut de Bomeil, Pierre Rogier Some
of his lyrics are addressed to the Countess of Die,

with whom he had a haison His wealth and rank

made him a leader among the troubadours of his

day, he seems to have been a *'good sport" and
kindly patron There is very httle content to his

verse, but he took great dehght m complicated verse

forms He used alliteration, nch rhymes, repetition

of words, and was inclined to practice trobar clus

Amusing in this connection is ms celebrated debate

Era m platz, Girauts de Bomeil, m which he argues

in favor of literary obscunty

U T. H
, Jr

Ramuz, Ghabubs Ferdinand (French-Swiss, b
1878), has vmtten a long senes of novels about the

small-town and rural life of his immediate surround-

mgs Cntics, at first bewildered by the paradox of a

subtle thinker and perfect styhst taking his material

from a very primitive milieu, labelled him an ex-

treme regionalist or the French exponent of %lood
and soil" hterature Gradually, and with the aid of

Ramuz’ theoretical wntmgs (Journal, 1943), it be-

came clear that there is a definite purpose behmd
this self-imposed hmitation distrustful of pale ab-

stractions, he wants to recapture man’s basic emo-

tions m all their concreteness, at the place of their

ongin Hence his preference for the country-side,

where the impact of elemental expenence upon un-

sophisticated men and women creates the archetypal

forms of patnotism, love (La beauti sur la terre,

1928), hatred, fear (La grande peur dans la mon-
tagne, 1925), or faith (La guertson des maladtes,

1924)
P. Kohler, Vart de R. (Geneva), 1929,

H B

Reeves, William Pember (New Zealand, 1859-

1932), was bom m Lyttelton, New Zealand, and

died in London (where he had become Director of

the London School of Economics and later Chair-

man of Directors of the Bank of New Zealand)

For many years he was engaged in pohtical life m
New Zem^nd As a poet he was one of the group
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that m tlie 1890's contxibuted largely to the literary

movement, notably m Colomal Couplets (1889) and

New Zealand and other Poems (1898) His poems

New Zealand and The Passing of the Forest are two

of the finest things wntten in the country m the

19th c His major work is The Long White Cloud

Csd revised ed , 1924), acclaimed as the best book

on New Zealand It is finely vmtten m good prose

by a man that could combine an interest m practical

affairs with a feehng for literature ^'The Long

White Cloud" is the Enghsh translation of Aotearoa,

the Maon name for New Zealand

G H Scholefield, Dictionary of New Zea-

land Biography CWelhngton), 1940
I A G

Reisen, Abraham (Yiddish, b 1876), popular

poet and writer of short stories Bom m a small

tovm m White Russia into a family of more than

mean literary ability—his father ivrote Hebrew
poetry, his sister Sarah is a poetess and storyteller

and a younger brother Zalmen is a hngmst and a

student of literature He published his first poem at

the age of 16 in Peretz’s Yidishe Bihliotek, and

toward the end of the century began vmtmg stones

in Der Yid In 1900 he published a miscellany

(Twentieth Century') m which he defends the use

of Yiddish Settled m Amenca in 1914 In 1928,

toured the U S S R , where he was given an en-

thusiastic reception His influence is manifest m a

number of Russian Yiddish vmters

Y M
Reyes, Alfonso (Mexican, b 1889), diplomat,

scholar, poet, and essayist, was educated at the

National Umversity and early became a member of

a hterary group that included Henriquez Urena,

Vasconcelos, Rafael L6pez, Julio Tom, and Antonio

Caso After a diplomatic career that mcluded service

in France and Spam (1913-14, 1920-27) and am-
bassadorship alternately in Argentma and Brazil

(1927-38), he became director of the Colegio de

Mexico, m which capacity he contributed mate-

rially to broademng the mtellectual oudook of

Mexico He has edited works of Rmz de Alarcdn,

Quevedo, Graadn, Lope de Vega, and G6ngora, as

well as Those of his countryman, Amado Neivo,

some of the prefaces are reprmted m Capitulos de
literatura espanola (1938) As an essayist, his pol-

ished style, entirely in keepmg with the high level

pf hi$ thought, has easily given him first rank
among America's representative men of letters

Among his poetical works are Huellas (Mexico,

1922), Ifigema Cruel (Madnd, 1924), Versos

Soctales (Havana, 1932), Otra Vez (Mexico, 1936),
outstandmg among his essays and cntical articles are

Vist6n de Andhuac (S^ Jos6 de Costa Rica, 1911),
SimpaHas y diferencias, 3 senes (Madnd, 1921-22),
and a 4th entitled Los Dos Camtnos (1923), Dis-

curso for Vtrgtlto (Mexico, 1931), Atenia poliUca

and Tren de Ondas (Rao de Janeiro, 1932), Los

Siete sohre Deva, Las Visperas de Espana (Buenos
Aires, 1937), El Deslmde (Mexico, 1944) He has
-^made translations of French, Russian, and English
literature, especially Chesterton An anthology of his

best works, prepared by Castro Leal, was pubhshed
in Mexico in 1944*

J R S

RibALOW, Menaghem (Hebrew, b 1899 m
Chudnow, Russia), received a thorough Hebrew
education, then attended the Umversity of Moscow
He began his literary career as a poet and short

story wnter Coming to the U S (1921), he helped
spread Hebiew culture m Amenca, he was a
founder of the Histadruth Ivrith, wnth that goal He
also established (1922) the Hadoar, only Hebrew
weekly in the U S As editor of Hadoar, the

American Hebrew Year Book, and of Ogen, Hebrew
pubhshing house, he has been the prime figure in

American Hebrew literature A brilliant joumahst
and cntic, he is the author of Sefer Hamassoth, a
book of cntical essays (1928), Sofrim Vlshtm
(Writers and Personalities, 1936), Dichter und
Shafer fun Nei-Hebraisch (Poets and Creators of
Modern Hebrew Literature, 1936), Kethavim
Umegiloth, further essays (1942), and an anthology

of Hebrew poetry in Amenca (1938)
L A,

Richardson, Henry Handel (Australian, 1880-

1945), nee Ethel Hennetta Richardson She
originally mtended to devote herself professionally to

music, but eventually turned to writing As a nov-

elist her musical interests are most clearly reflected

m her great early novel Maurice Guest (1908) and
her late but slight novel The Young Cosima (1939)
The German background of these novels was chiefly

acquired while she was a music student at Leipzig

Her Austrahan childhood provides backgrouncl for

short stones, for her story of school days. The Get-

ting of Wisdom (1910, rev 1931), and above all

for her tnology The Fortunes of Richard Mahony,
published m separate volumes m 1917, 1929
But Miss Richardson's emmence as a wnter hardly

rests on her assoaations with places Rather it rests

on her superlative powers as an analyst of character

Among the wnters of her generation she is pre-

eminent for her exhaustive and utterly convincing

analyses of the psychological development of diffi-

cult individuals hke Maunce Guest and Richard

Mahony Although Miss Richardson spent most df

her life in England, and was therefore an expatnate.

It is significant that she herself felt that her work

belongs to Austrahan literature Her husband, J G
Robertson (d 1933), was for many years Professor

of Germanic Language and Literature at the Um
versity of London

G H G,

Richardson, Samuel (English, 1689-1761), a

London punter, wrote the first English novel, Pamela
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Cl 740), for the purpose of teaching his readers to

vmte Clarissa (1748) presents a pattern for hvmg
in a senes of letters puhhshed in instalments Ebs
aim in all his wnting was to teach morahty and
correct deportment His novels lack breadth and
freshness, they deal with a petty world of tnfles and
scruples His strength lay m his power to anal)^e

and portray emotions

A Dobson, Life of R (London & N Y.)>

Richter, Johann Paul Friedrich (Jean Paul,

German, 1763-1825), often called the most German
of all German waters because of his sentimental

idylls of middle-class domestic happmess, ro-

mances patterned after the educauonal novels of

Rousseau’^ and Goethe * The most famous of these

are Titan (1802) and VlegeVjokre QTeenSy 1804)
His heroes are noble-mmded, sensitive school-

masters and pastors, who stave for harmony between
the real and the ideal, but who rarely attam more
than a trivial and sentimental solution of their

problem His stories are fiUed with the petty events

of simple everyday life, told in a rambhng and
humorous style and with many a whimsical paren-

thesis that would make his works unreadable today,

were it not for the imagmation and beauty that

mfuse them

J G Robertson, A Hist of German Ltt.

S L S.

Rihani, Amin (Arab, 1876-1940), a Syro-

Amencan bom m the Lebanese hamlet of Freik6,

was brought to the U S A at the age of 12 In his

personahty some of the finest traits <3 the Arab and
Anglo-Saxon blend A naturalized Amencan, he

spent most of his latter years m the Near East His

Maker of Modern Arabia (1928), Around the

Coasts of Arabia (1929), appeared m Euglish and
Arabic editions As a moderate, sagacious champion

of the pan-Arab cause, he established connections

of mutual esteem and common usefulness with the

kings and rulers of Arab lands and through the

" popularity of his vmtmgs carved for himself a posi-

tion of international emmence To Arab youth he
bore a progressive message and, Maronite Chnstian

though ne was, won the admiration of the Moslem
pubhc His vibrant, somewhat whimsical prose bears

witness to a brilliant and humane mtellect

Who Was Who in America, Vol I, 1899-

Rilke, Rainer Maria (Austaan, 1875-1926),

foremost exponent of that poetry which holds that

words, meters, rhythms, and their possible combma-

tions possess a cogmtive faculty of their own and are

capable of fathommg otherwise inaccessible existen-

tii levels, provided mey are sustamed by a sensitiye

poet willmg to work ceaselessly at the improvement
of his artisuc tools A first reward for such absolute

devotion to art came to Rilke in the form of a deep
penetration into the magic of simple thmgs, espe-

cially his Dmggedichte m Die Neuen Gedichte

(1907/8) impart a heightened awareness of our
objective surroundings that seems to be much more
essential than what common expenence can give

It was in the logic of his creed that Rilke^s final aim
should be a complete ecstasy m which the most per-

plexmg mysteries of existence—^Life, Death, God

—

m so far as they may be approached through the

medium of poetry, could be apprehended The
record of this progressive via contemplativa and
ultimate mystic revelation is contained m the

Dutneser Elegten (1923) and m the Sonette an
Orfheus (1923)

E C Mason, Rilke^s Afotheosis (Oxford),

Rimbaud, Arthur (French, 1854-91), was a
famous poet at 17, at 19, he had completed his

literary career He early came to Pans, where he
met Paul Verlaine and under his influence produced

some of the finest French symbohstic verse After a
quarrel with Verlaine he ceased wntmg and fimshed

ms short life m Egypt and the Indies, engaging m
a vanety of trades For him, reahty was the constant

hallucmation in which he hved, he followed his

fantasy as a law of his bemg, emanapating him-

self completdy from the world around him He
could not express the mner reahties he witnessed

with the language of Hassic^ hterature, so he set

about creating a language of his own that should

appeal to all the senses simultaneously, advancmg his

famous theory of Worful vowels' m support of his

invention Rnnbaud’s verse is frequently so obscure

as to be almost incomprehensible, but when it is at

last understood it reveals great beauty of treatment

as well as startling novelty of conception, as m the

Volume that contains his best work, Illuminations

(pub 1886)
E M Starkie, A R (N Y ), 1938,

R J N
Rivera, Jose Eustacio (Colombian, 1889-

1928), produced his masterpiece, The Vortex

(1924), as the aftermath of membership in the

Colombian-Venezuelan boundary commission The
charm of the novel lies m its magnificent portrayal

of the vast Colombian plams and the almost unpen-

etrable forest region between the Onnoco and the

Amazon, but the characters and the events recounted

aroused the world to the abuses suffered by the

enslaved rubber gatherers of that region Rivera also

issued a volume of sonnets, The Land of Promise,

largely inspired by the tropical setting of his native

Neiva, picturesquely situated on me Magdalena

River His abihty as a superb word pamter was
enhanced by the wildness and tropical luxuriance of
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a background tben unknown to international bter-

ature

A Torres-Rioseco, Granges novehstas de

la Amenca htsfana (Berkeley, Cal ),

1941,} R S-pell, Contemforary Sfanish-

Amencan Ftction (Chapel Hill, N C ),

1944

J R S

Robinson, Edwin Arlington (U S A, 1869-

i935)> IS generally regarded as the chief American
poet of this century A traditionalist in forms and
metres, with a strong sense of the dramatic, he
nevertheless achieved a highly individual style, char-

acterized by simple and natural diction and mate-

nals, intellectual precision, and an (occasionally ob-

scure) oblique approach resting upon subtle sug-

gestiveness His deep seriousness was relieved by a

sardonic humor, but his preference was for the

reflective (The Man Against the Sky, 1916) or

tragic (his Arthurian trilogy Merlin, 1917, Lancelot,

1920, Tristram, 1927), and intense study of char-

acter IS central to his work, from the famous sketches

(often based upon people he knew in his native

Maine) such as Richard Cory, to the later full-

length examinations of individual psychology m the

modern world (Taltfer, 1933). Sonnets, 1889-

1927 (1928) IS a noteworthy collection

H Hagedom, E A R A Biogiaphy

(N Y), 1938 ECS
Rodo, Jose Enrique (Uruguayan, 1872-1917),

is an essayist and philosopher who exercised a deep

influence on the generation that followed him His

principal work is Ariel, m which he deals with the

question of genuine culture, appraises that of the

Umted States (Caliban), and urges Spanish Ameri-

can youth to cultivate spiritual rather than material

values In The Motives of Proteus he offered a

philosophy of life based on the conception that

change is life Deeply concerned with the destiny of

Amenca, he was the first to consider Spanish-

American culture as a unit In his philosophic

essays, his style is one of calm beauty, the envy of

many, while those on Montalvo and Dario are

examples of brilliant criticism which made him
known in many lands The spmtual master of the

early modernists, he by no means equals Emerson,
Montaigne or Bacon

G Zaldumbide, J E R (Madnd), 1919,
I Goldberg, Studies in Spanish Am Lit

(N Y), 1920

J R S

Romains, Jules (pseud of Loms Fangoule,

French, b 1885), has embarked on a huge work,
Men of Good Will, which wfll, if it is ever com-
pleted, give complete expression to his theory of

‘unanimisme’ and will rival the vast creations of

Balzac and Zola Beginning with the decade before

the first World War, it is an attempt to recapture
the external history of the past in its totality, to

portray all groups and all milieux in French society

Its debt to Zola is self-evident Romains is one of

the most popular writers in modem France, but it

may be noted that his prose frequently fails to nse
above the level of good journalism and is a htde
lacking in true emotional appeal and profundity He
IS now mostly known for Men of Good Will, but
an early novel. Death of a Nohody (1911), and a
play, Knock (1923), which recalls the bitter satire

of a Regnard, were truly original in concept and
were executed with first-rate professional skiU The
later work, however, tends to be too inclusive, too

diffuse. It is too often popular literature in the worst

sense of the word
M H Stansbury, Vrench Novelists of

Today (Phila ), 1935
R J N

Ronsard, Pierre de (French, 1524-85), was the

leader of the Renaissance school of poetry known as

the PMiade Destined by his highly-placed family

to be a courtier, his career was cut short by deafness

and he consecrated his middle and later years to

literature Although in his time he was most knoivn

for the longer genres, which he imitated from the

Greek—the Odes (1550-53), the Discourses (1560-

69), and an unfinished epic, The Franctade—today

he is most read in his Amours (to Cassandre, 1552,

to Mane, 1557, to Hdl^ne, 1569) sonnets in which
an amazing technical resource is brought to the

expression of sincere and delicate sentiment Despite

his complex art, his lync tone is so moving that even

today It is easy to understand his Renaissance tide

of Prmce of Poets

D B W Lewis, R (N Y ), 1944
R J N

Rosenfeld, Morris (Yiddish, 1862-1923), first

prominent Yiddish poet in Amenca Bom in a village

in the distnct of Suwalki, he began at 15 to wnte
poetry under the influence of the folk poets Eliakum

Zunser and Michael Gordon, and the Haskalah poet,

Abraham Goldfaden Leaving Russia in 1882, he

lived for a while in Amsterdam and in London,

settling in New York in 1886 In 1889, his first

collection of poetry, The Bell, appeared, followed

by Di Blumen-Kete (The Garland), and The Book

of Poems (trans Leo Wiener, Songs from the

Ghetto, 1898) Meanwhile Rosenfeld earned his

livehhood as a tailor m a sweatshop Later he was

on the staff of several Yiddish penodicals* His

poems excel in realistic directness and frequendy

in detailed pathos, fresh and impassioned

R P Stokes and H Frank, trans Songs of

Labor (1914)
Y M

Rossetti, Dante Gabriel (English, 1928-92),

poet and artist^ with Holjnan Hunt aud MiU^s
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formed the Pre-Rapliaelite Brotherhood; to re-estah-

hsh the early artistic spirit of mdividuahty and free-

dom In his poetry, Rossetti seldom used popular

themes, nor was he interested in the pohtical, saen-

nfic, or rehgious currents of his time In spirit he
was medieval and Italian He combined the ornate

and the sensuous with an intellectual concern for

meanmg He was interested m the concrete expres-

sion of beauty as a means of understandmg b^uty
Itself His later poems are fiUed with melancholy,

frequently, the supernatural dominates the theme

M Beerbohm, JR and Hts Circle

F F M
RoussEAti, Jean Jacques (French, 1712-78), the

prophet of Romanticism in France, source of one of

the mtellectual currents that brought about the

Revolution, has exerted a more powerful influence

on posterity than perhaps any other man of his

race His works were the direct product of his un-

happy hie Born to a poor Protestant family of

Geneva, he was a victim of parental neglect and

soon began his endless wandenng He early made
himseK notorious by his Discourse on The Arts and

Sciences (1750), m which he sustamed the thesis

that culture is synon5mious with corruption, and by

the Discourse on the Origins of Inequality (1754),
another indictment of modem society In two great

years, 1761-62, Rousseau then proceeded to i^ve

ms mark m three fields of intellectual endeavor

m 1761 came La Nouvelle Helotse, a long, romantic

novel m letters, source of the Romantics^ view of

nature, m 1762, he pubhshed the Social Contract,

in which he preached the restoration of an eqmtable

society based on man’s ‘natural’ rights, and Emile,

the most famous French treatise on education Many
modern theories of schooling stem directly from its

basic idea of the ‘natural’ development of the child

Rousseau is widely read also in his Confessions

(1765-70), among the frankest ever pubhshed, and

in his Reveries of a Solitary Strol&r (1776-78),

which contain some of his finest pages In his rebel-

hon agamst society as he found it, m his frank self-

revelation, m his impassioned preaching of the essen-

tial goodness of man, he was the father of the

Romantics of a generation later As a styhst, this

man of httle educaUon was constantly powerful and

effective, eloquent and movmg Although it cannot

be claimed that his hterary and philosophical mflu-

ence has been of unqualified benefit to postenty,

Rousseau did perform the important function of

awakenmg his time to some of the very real defects

of society Even those that most contest bun confess

his greatness

M Josephson, T-J R (N Y), 1931

R J N
Ruiz, Juan, called '‘the Aichpnest of Hita”

(Spamsh, early 14th c ), was the humorous portrait

pamter of medieval life, love, and manners, m
monotonous but amusing rhymes Qaiimng that he

fought carnal love m the name of the Divme Love,

he calls his cyclopedia of luxury and knavish tncks

The Book of Good Love Its pictures of roguish

life, satire on women, songs m praise of country

girls, are stdl attractive reading—Longfellow made
some congemal translations

F Lecoy, Recherches sur le *‘Lihro de

Buen Amor** de J R (Pans), 1938HAH
Rumi (Jalal al-Dm Mufiammad, Iranian, 1207-

73), founder of the Mawlavi sect of dervishes and

the author of Masnavt, a collection of 26,000 rhymed
couplets The appellation Rumi, a native of Rum or

Asia Minor, was given to this Iranian poet because

he spent most of his life in Konya (Iconium) His

mystic philosophy, enthusiastic devotion, and reli-

gious ecstasy expressed by the whirhng dance, are

familiar to his readers m the East His Masnavi

embodies the Sufi philosophy the world and aU

that IS in It are but a part of God, and the universe

exists only through Him, the Love Divine is aJl-

pervadmg and the streams of hfe pour their waters

into the endless ocean of the supreme soul, man
must pohsh the mirror of his heart and wipe away
the stains of self that blur the perfect image there

This is the essence of Rumi’s religious and mystic

teachings

R A Nicholson, The Mathnawi of

Jaldlu*ddin Rumi, 8 v (London), 1925-

40 MAS
Rydberg, Viktor (Swedish, 1828-95), after a

difficult childhood, wrote his first, more important,

novels, Fnhytaren fd Osterspn (The Ereehooter of

the Baltic, 1857), and Den siste Atkenaren (The

Last Athenian, 1859) In Smgoalla (1858, trans

1903), a story of the medieval penod, he expresses

his charactensne romantic id^sm Besides his

novels, he published two volumes of poems C1BS2J

1891) m vvbch he has given his philosophical ideas

a beautiful, poetic form He never became the leader

of a hterary school, hut he exerted a strong mfluence

on his generation He is, perhaps, the most idealistic

of the Swedish poets

O Hoimberg, V lyrik, 1935
A- W,

Sa de Miranda, Francisco de See Miranda,

Francisco de Si de

Saadia ben Joseph (Hebrew, 882-942), bom
m Dilaz, Egypt, of an bumble family, became the

greatest Jewish figure of his day He won eady

xenovvm as a scholar and was called to the gaow^
(presidency) of the Academy at Sura, Babylonia.

This great mstitution of leammg was then on the

dechne, Saadia rais«l its standmg to that of the days

of the Talmudic sages He labored m many fiehis of

learning and distmguished himself m all In Ins

Emunoth Ve-Deoth (written first m Arabic), 1^
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was the first Jewish, philosopher to found a system

of philosophy based upon Jewish conceptions His

Agron IS the first Hebrew dictionary His transla-

tion of the Btyie into Arabic was of ^eat service to

future exegetes His Stddur, the order of service,

contained not only his ovm hymns and rehgious

songs, hut rescued from obhvion many of the com-

positions of earlier hymmsts He engaged m many
controversies and left many responsa, of espeaal

importance are those combating the Karaits

I Husik, A Hist of Medieval Jewish

Philosophy (N Y ), 1916, H Malter,

Saadia Gaon (Phila ), 1921,

L A
Saavedra, Angel de, Duke of Rivas (Spanish,

1791-1865), was the most typical Spanish romantic.

He recast the old ballads m his Legends, which

culminate in the epic The Exposed Moor (1834)
Recogmzing also the picturesque values of a drama

of fate, appealing not to the lope of the imnd but

to the powers of the senses, he wrote the melo-

dramatic Don Alvaro or the Force of Destiny

(1831), which survives in Verdins opera

E Allison Peers, R and Romanticism

(London), 1923 HAH
Sacchetti, Franco (ca 1330-1400), was the

only figure approachmg major importance m late

14th c Itahan hterature. He is remembered chiefly

for his poetry, especially gracious ballads and madri-

gals, and for his novelle These are preserved m a

collection of 223, out of 300 ongmally 'wntten They
are artless rather than studied in then narrative

technique, and do not show either the psychological

msight, or the mastery of prose style that charac-

terizes Boccaccio's tales They are sml notable, how-
ever, for then natural and spontaneous style, their

humor, and their realistic portrayal of 14th c

bourgeois existence

L. di Franaa, F. S novelliere (Pisa),

RAH, Jr.

Sachs, Hans (German, 1494-1576), the cobbler-

poet of Nuremberg, wrote more than 6,000 works*

Meisterheder, tales and fables, tragedies, comedies,

carnival plays He turned mto simple rhymed verse

QKnittelvers'), fixed Meistersmger patterns, or primi-

tive dramatic dialogue, all that he found mteresting

m the Bihle, classical literature, Itahan stones,

anecdotal and legendary matenal Contemporary
events also furnished him vnth subjects, as m the

famous Wittemhergisch Nachugall (1523), a song
of praise for Luther and the Reformation His works
show the moralistic and didactic attitudes of the

nsmg bourgeoisie of his age, but reheved by a
gemal humor, vigorous enthusiasm, and trenchant

expression

S Liptzm, Hist Survey of German Lit.

(N Y), 1936 « j .

Sa'di (Mushamf al-Din ibn Mushh al-Din

'Abdullah, Iranian, 1184-1291), a moral teacher,

didactic poet, a great Sufi and a philosopher; best

known as "the nightingale of a thousand songs,”

devoted his long hfe to study and travel and pro-

duced a series or books which are to this day taught

in the schools of Iran, India, and Turkey He fin-

ished his Gulistdn (Rose Garden') when he was
over sixty years old It is the most widely read book
in Iranian hterature Its 8 diapters contam some
verses and sentences m Arabic, mcludmg quotations

from the Koran The prose section usudly tells the

story and the verse pomts the moral The Bustdn

COrchard) is an exquisite poem, it contams moral

precepts and rules or life Its themes are vaned and
touch on many subjects such as justice, government,

love, humihty, moral education, gratitude, self-

control The Pand-ndma (Book of Advice) is con-

cise and elegant and is written in a meter that flows

in easy cadence Sa'di has not the epic force nor the

romantic strain of Firdausi or Nizami, but his wnt-

mgs abound in sound wisdom and are often witty

and to the point He did not confine himself to the

ethical and didactic field, but also composed a

senes of odes, elegies, and other short poems which
have warm feehng and a distinctly human touch

He has also written several short treatises known as

Risdla

Henn Mass6, Essai sur le Po^te Saadt

(Pans), 1919 MAS
Sainte-Beuve, Charles-Augustin (French,

1804-69), was, with Hippolyte Tame, France’s best-

known 19th c hterary critic After a mmor success

as poet and novehst, he turned to cnticism and
hterary history and made his reputation vwth three

excellent works. Tableau of i 6th C Poetry (1828),
History of Port'Royal (1840-60), and Chateau-

hrtand ana his Literary Group (i860) These works,

together ivith a long senes of hterary essays which
appeared in penodicals and which were later gath-

ered in 28 volumes under the general title of Monday
Chats (1851-70), present Samte-Beuve m his

entirety Although he makes some pretense at

'saentific' cntiasm, he was in reahty far more mter-

ested m the psychological mterpretation of the hter-

ary figures he studied And, although we may have

some reservations as to his method and mterests, it

cannot be demed that he saw men with astonishmg

clanty in their works and had the talent to recon-

stitute them as hving bemgs through the medium
of his words alone.

L. F Mott, S-B. (N. Y), 1925
R J N.

Saint-Simon, The Duke oe (French, 1675-

1755), author of the finest Memoirs m French hter-

ature, is a character xmique and fasematmg Of high

birth, he combined the quahties of a feudal lord
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living m an age when feudalism was long since

dead, with those of a social histonan, a polemist, a
satirist, and a reahstic novehst The Memotrs Cpuh
1830) cover the penod of Louis XIV’s later years,

1691-1723, and today constitute our most valuable

record of what might be called the Isackstairs* his-

tory of the reign Although they suffer from a com-
plete lack of composition, although they have no
scholarly attention to detail and to organization,

although, because of Samt-Simon’s viaous hatred for

certain figures, they are often untrustworthy, they

are nevertheless a supreme achievement of observa-

tion and a magnificent example of human verve and
energy No greater compilation of colorful, reahsuc

material exists concerning those years which saw the

fall of the Sim Kmg and the dissolution of the great

court of Versailles

Mane Cher, Poison at Court CN Y),
1931

R J N
Salawi, AL-, Shihab-al-Din al-Nastri, or Slawt

(Arab, 1835-97), bom at Sal6 (Sla), an Atlantic

seaport of Morocco, is the modem histonan of his

country A hfe-long civil servant of the Sharifian

makhzan (government), he served m the legal ad-

mmistration at Casablanca, Marrakesh, Mazagan,
and Tangier His chief work, Kstah al-Isttqsd* (Book

of Inquiryf 4 v, Cairo, 1894), is the first complete

Arabic history of Morocco, it shows knowledge of

European as well as Islamic sources The affairs of

his native Sal4 occupy the center of the stage m his

chrono^aphy, a year-hy-year record of each sultanas

reim, but he adds cntical reflections on Moroccan
culture One of the rare Moroccan modems that

wielded the Arabic language with facihty and ele-

gance, he was basically a htt6rateur, though his

style, hmpid and chaste, tended to he free from
hackneyed phraseology and rhymed prose.

E L^vi-Proven^al, Les Histonens De
Chorfa (Pans), 1922

' E J J

Sallust (C Sallustius Cnspus, Roman, 86-35
B c ) has acquired a reputation as a pubhast and
histonan which is in mverse ratio to the extent of

his actual contnbutions to hterature The endurmg
quahty of such extant monographs as his Cattline*s

Consftracy or his Jugurtha rests as much on the

significance of the events there recorded as on the

pomted sentences for which he was espeaally noted*

His huge fortune, obtained m the usual manner by
plundenng the provinaals, was placed on the side

of Juhus Caesar His epigrammatic style served as

an excellent medium for his penetrating analysis of

character In this respect he is the hteraiy father of

histonans, such as Taatus, that above all search for

hidden motives and mtentions

J C Rolfe, Works of S (Cambridge,

Mass) T T <5

Sanchez, Florencio (1875-1910), Uruguayan
dramatist, outstanding for his nationalist influence,

was profoundly affected by sociahstic ideas and by
contact with Rub6n Dario His early plays, Ladrones

and Canallitas, employed local scenes and characters

and suggested his distinctive dramatic abihty, but

not until M^hip el dotor (Buenos Aires, 1903) was

his pecuhar abihty to reflect the hfe about him
recognized The conflict here presented, centermg

about two generations—the gaucho father and the

atified son who preaches his nght to happiness

—

first turned popmar attention from European to

nationahsuc drama Of the 20 plays produced spo-

radically before 1909, this play and La gnnga have

received highest praise Their charm hes largely m
their reahsm, natural dialogue, engrossmg plot, fresh-

ness and verve

Angel Flores, F S , Uruguayan Play-

wright, m Panorama, Jan, 1944, R
Richardson, F S and the Argentine

Theatre (N Y ), 1923

J R S

Sandburg, Carl [August] (USA, h 1878),

bom in Illinois of Swedish immigrant parents, has

expressed in his hnef, cadenced free-verse chants

(^Selected Poems, 1926) the raw, powerful, crude,

laughmg dynamic force of industrial America, as

weU as a tender and sensitive appreaation of the

delicate and lovely in the common and common-
place A spiritual descendant of Whitman, his per-

ceptive verse technique rests upon the immediate

and factual, hut this is transcended in his best

poems by a sense of obscure beauty and spiritual

infinity His militant social humanitanamsm and
faith in the working class have found their noblest

expression m The People, Yes (1936), a verse pano-

rama of Amencan folk history, and in his menu
mental, accurate biography of Lmcoln QAhraham
Lincoln The Praine Years, 2 v, 1926, The Wat
Years, 4 V, 1939) E. G. S.

Sannazaro, Jacopo (Itahan, ca 1456-1530),

was the chief vernacular poet of Naples in the 15th

c, and the initiator of the pastoral romance An
intense lover of the classics and a member of

Pontano^s Academy, he wrote extensively m Latm
five remarkable piscatorial eclogues (Piscatonoe),

three hooks each of elegies and epigrams, and a not

wholly successful minglmg of Chnstian story with

classical ornamentation and machinery m the epic

The Birth of Christ Sannazaro^s chief work m
Itahan is the Arcadia, a romance in mixed prose

and verse, comhimng idylhc descnptions and scenes

of pastoral hfe, based mamly on classical remini-

scences, with dehcately personal romantic melan-

choly

F Colangelo, Vita di Giacomo S., 2a ed.

(Napoh), 1819
R. Au H. Jr.
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Sappho (Greek, ca 650-^ b c ) was the great

love poetess o£ Greek lync poetry Bom on the island

of Lesbos of an aristocratic family, she gathered

about her a circle of young women in a religious

assoaation to worship Aphrodite In their company

she found her own spintual satisfaction and an

inspiration for her poetry Such an association was

sufficient in itself to stir the psychopathological in-

terest of later antiqmty and modem times, which

assured the ongin and life of the many legends

clustermg about her name The scanty remains of

her poetry, however, show an intensely feminine

and direct spint, which expressed its feehngs in

simple and exqmsite verse Sappho had many imi-

tators, such as Anacreon and Catullus, and"a con-

tinuous popularity, even until the 7th c a n , as the

papyms fragments from Egypt show
C M Bowra, Greek Lyrtc Poetry (Ox-

ford), 1936 CAR
§ARRUF, Ya'qub (Arab, 1852-1927), bom in

Lebanon and educated at what is now the American

University of Beirut, settled in Cairo, making Egypt

the scene of his activities as one of the chief builders

of the new Arabic thought, with his influential

journal al-Muqtataf CCulhngs, founded 1876) His

works, marked by careful research, included books

on chemistry, toxicology, astronomy, and hterature

These writings not oiuy stimulated intellectual life,

but proved me adequacy of Arabic for the trans-

mission of modem scientific ideas By its vigor, sim-

plicity and flexibility, his prose set the pace for

many wnters It enjoys a well-recognized reputation

for freedom from pedantry, for purity and elegance

D S Margoliouth, in Journal Royal

Astatic Society, 1927
E J J

Saxo Grammaticus (^ 1150-1 220), the father

of Danish literature* His book Gesta Danorum be-

came a constant informative and inspirational source

of hterary productions through many centuries, and
became a fountain of Danish nationalism It contains

the story of Hamlet
C M V

Schiller, Friedrich von (German, 1759-

1806), Germany’s greatest dramatist, the *^poet of

the people,” for m his works national feeling finds

an echo and a spur* Throughout his life he strug-

gled for an ideal of art which would unite beauty

with morahty Thought is predominant m his verse

(The Ideal and Life, The Walk, The Song of the

Bell), yet the images are vivid and the rhythm
active His ballads (written after 1797) are among
the most popular m German literature (The Diver,

The Glove, The Cranes of Tbycus), in them the

problem of destiny is projected m dramatic and
passionate style Schiller made important contnbu-
tions in his historical wntmgs GRevolt of the Nether-’

lands, 1788, History of the Thirty Years* War,

1790) and in his philosophical essays (Ow Grace

and Dignity, 1793, Aesthetic Letters, 1796, On
Naive and Sentimental Poetry, 1795-96) The
philosophical element is also present m his plays,

with fate and freedom as the poles of his world,

hut here Schiller is a sovereign artist with a sure

feeling for the theatre and an innate sense of

dramatic values His nine dramas are nch m their

variation of dramaturgic pattern, and have inspired

later dramatists to strive to emulate their pathos

and theatrical vision (The Rohhers, 1781, Fiasco,

1783, Love and Intrigue, 1784, Don Carlos, 1787,

the trilogy Wallenstein's Camp, The Piccolommt,

Wallenstein's Death, 1795-97, Mary Stuart, 1800,

The Maid of Orleans, 1801, The Bride of Messtna,

1803, William Tell, 1804)
Calvin Thomas, The Life and Works of

S (N Y ), 1901 S L S

ScHLEGEL, August Wilhelm (German, 1767-

1845), was not an original mind, but served as

the mediator between the obscure but creative ideas

of his younger brother Fnednch and the German
Romantic School which put them into practice In

his Lectures on Dramatic Art and Literature (de-

livered 1801 to 1803 m Berlin, and 1808 in Vienna),

he presented the basic ideas of German romanticism

as promulgated by Fnednch Here August Wilhelm
contrasted the plastic, if limited, perfection of the

Greeks with the incomplete, but greater stnving of

'the modems, whose aim is toward universahty and
infinity, and pomted to Shakespeare as the great

model for the romantic wnters to follow He has

also won endurmg fame by his contnhution to the

Tieck-Schlegel translation of Shakespeare, and by

his excellent work as translator of It^an, Spanish,

and Portuguese classics and of Hmdu hterature

S Liptzin, Hist Survey of German Lit

(NY), 1936
, p, M

Sghlegel, Friedrich (German, 1772-1829}, a

leading theonst of the German Romantic School,

laid the foundation, in his hnlhant fragments and

other wntmgs, for the ideas that were later adopted

and put into practice by the creative wnters of that

school His definition of romantic poetry as 'progres-

sive universal poetry,* his demand for a hlendmg of

the different forms and genres, and his urging of a

new mythology, a synthesis of Spmozistic panmeism

and physics, have become basic for romantic writ-

ing up to the present Finally, Schlegel made a real

contribution to the art of modem hving m his

novel Luanda (1799), by defining love as a syn^

thesis of both physical and spintual elements, in

which woman is man’s partner rather than a vague

ideal or a playthmg
S Liptzm, Hist Survey of German Lit,

(N Y), 1936
P M.
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ScHNiTZLBK, Arthur (Austnan, 1B62-1931), a

master o£ tlie impressionistic techmqne and a bom
analyst o£ human behaviour, with a sceptical view

o£ Me, has le£t an mtimate chronicle o£ Vienna be-

£ore and after World War I, especially o£ mtel-

lectuals and o£ cultured, independent bourgeois peo-

ple Some o£ his characters, notably £rom the dra-

matic dialogues Anatol and Ltebelet, have become

synon5imS for easy-going, pleasure-lovmg yoimg men
and women 0£ the approaching political and soaal

storm his work gives no intimation, with the out-

standing exception o£ the play Professor Bernhardt

(1912), where the re£usal o£ a Jewish doctor to

admit a pnest to a patient who does not know he

is dying, £oreshaioWs the emption o£ racial an-

tagonisms

S Liptzm, A S (New York), 1932
H B

ScHURER, Fedde (Frisian, b 1898), is the most

widely read poet o£ the Young Fnsian Movement He
has stood nearer to the people than any other o£

the Young Fnsian poets, whose art has o£ten been

too intellectual and individuahstic Schurer’s inspired

verse may be called genume national art It is grace-

£ul, spontaneous, and direct, reachmg its greatest

heights m the rehgious and the national Many o£

his spinted patriotic poems jiave become the battle

hymns o£ the nationalists His poems are collected

in Verse, 1925, On Wtngs of Song, 1930, Wtth
Every Wtnd, 1936, and Votces From Two Shores,

1940 Schurer has also wntten some short stones, a

few plays, and Samson, a Bibhcal drama in verse

J Piebenga, Koarte Sktednts fen de Fryske

Sknftekenmsse (Dokkum), 1939
B J F

Scott, Sir Wjulter (English, 1771-1832),

wnter o£ histoncal novels, was first the poet o£

the Scottish highlands His best poetry was wntten

m ballad spmt and expressed the vitahty o£ the

Scottish folklore Scott was a prodigious wnter, com-

posing some two novels yearly Not smce Shake-

speare^s time had any author presented such a vivid

senes of histoncal scenes and types or such a large

number of hfehke and nationally
1
representative

characters, especially as in the W^averley senes His

knowledge of Me was wider and more vaned than

that of any other novelist smce Fielding.

R H Hutton, Sir W S

F F M
Sei SnpNAGON (Japanese) was an outstanding

authoress of the Heian pnod (794-1 192). Her

hfe IS obscure except that she was bom of the

anstocratic Kiyohara family, which was noted for

Its high literary accomphshments, and that she

herselt was once a court lady of no mean rank She

was a careful and objective observer of Me, and m
contrast to her contemporary, Murasaki Shikibu,^

, showed a somewhat cynical and even obstinate

nature in her dashing way of wnting Her Makura
no Sosht (Pillow Sketches), the first attempt at a

style known as zuihttsu (desultory essays), demon-

strates well her cleverness in making use of her

profound knowledge of Chmese hterature

Fujimura, Tsukum, Niffon Bungahu
Datpten ((Comprehensive Dictionary of

Japanese Lit, Tokyo), 1934

Seneca, L Annaeus (Roman, ca* 4 Bc-65
An), presents the strange enigma of a man who
seems to have condoned evil in high court circles

and at the same time extolled all the Stoic virtues

in prose works of considerable distinction There is

much profound thought packed into his epistles to

his friend Lucilius He is a master of the epigram

His pithy, sententious statements on every conceiv-

able subject pa\ed the way to the modem essay of

Montaigne and Bacon Seneca’s rhetoncal trainmg

led him also to write 9 closet-tragedies which have

had extraordinary mfluence on European drama, far

beyond their mtrmsic ment as declamation pieces

R M Gummere, S the Philosopher and

his Modern Message (Boston), 1922,

C W Mendell, Our S (New Haven),

Sevigne, Madame de (Mane de Ghantal, French,

1626-96), was the great correspondent of France’s

Golden Age Her vast collection of Letters (pub

1725) give us a complete and entirely engagmg self-

prtrait of a devoted mother and spnghuy lady of

soaety, but they offer us also a more imprtant pic-

ture of the manners and customs and people of the

court of Loms XIV Scarcely a notable figure of

the times escapes her sharp glance, no event of

importance and hardly a significant detail pass un-

prceived by her She was blessed, moreover, with

a style and manner that give her figures hfe and

movement More than any other correspondent, she

contributed to the formation of the Frenchman’s

genius for the composition of the private letter,

even today she is a guide and model in the art of

pleasant self-expression

Arthur Tilley, Mme de S. (Cambridge),

1936
R J N

Shakespeare, William: (English, 1564-1616),

IS the supreme dramatic poet not only of England

hut of all ages and the world His hterary activity

may he divided into four periods. In the first, he

was concerned mainly with comedy, chronicle plays,

and sonnets It was a time of apprenticeship and

imitation, as shown in The Comedy of Errors, the

plot taken from the Menaechmi of Plautus In the

second penod, he shows himself a finished artist,

urbane and poised Here, also, he devoted himself

mainly to comedy, though he wrote the histoncal
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plays Henry IV and Henry V, foreshadowed in

the first period by Richard III Twelfth Ntght is

thought to he the greatest of Shakespeare^s comedies,

combining the high comedy of romance and the low

comedy of Engli^ life In the third period, Shake-

speare attained the height of artistic expression, his

spint enveloped in melancholy, in writing his great

tragedies Othello, many take as his supreme achieve-

ment m dramatic technique It is a domestic tragedy

with a singularly modem tone, in which he creates

his greatest villain, lago Here too fall his great

tragedy of indecision, Hamlet, the wild ambition

of Macheth, the intense passions of King Lear In

the fourth penod, Shakespeare forsook the tragic

for the romantic, the probable for the improbable,

with his genius, he made even the fanciful real He
seems to have had the power to transform whatever

he touched He is unequaled in technique and m
characterization He is a master of word music, of

deepest sympathy and universal appeal

C I Elton, Wm S and His Friends

F F M
Shaw, George Bernard (English, b 1856),

foremost of contemporary dramatists, was*^ earlier a
novelist, a music and a drama critic A devotee of

social propaganda, he writes plays to advance his

opposition to accepted opmions He presents his

ideas with a mastery of dramatic technique, disre-

garding the conventional forms of the theatre, and
with a keen argumentative style in his lengthy

prefaces to his plays His skill m dialogue and
verbal fence makes for constant intellectual excite-

ment His plays are significant m that they have

taught audiences to find drama m ideas as well as

action, and humor in states of mind as well as in

situations

G K Chesterton, G B S
F F M

romantics Well educated and of noble birth, he
spumed a baronetcy because of revolutionary ideas

Freedom from tyranny and institutions inspired

such earlier poems as Queen Mah In no other

writer is the poetry so pure, so independent of sub-

ject, so mere a harmony in the early Greek sense

Shelley is a master of eloquent phrase and metncal

form, as in Eptfsychidion, Ode to the West Wind,
Adonais, using difiEerent forms in each with ap-

propriateness and power He employs metaphors

often, and the emotions of ecstasy and dejection are

always linked in his writing In his essay Defense

of Poetry, he expressed his belief that poets are

^hhe unacknowledged legislators of the world”

J A Symonds, S

F F M
Shevchenko, Taras (Ukrainian, 1814-61}, was

the greatest Ukrainian poet He was bom a serf on
an estate on the Dnyeper, liberated m 1838, he was
sentenced in 1847 to serve in the army as a pnvate,

with a strict prohibition of wnting and painting

Freed in 1857, but kept under police supervision,

he was already a broken man His early wntings

are filled with a desire to revive the glorious days

of the Kozaks and are marked by their anti-Pohsh

character, but in his later days he emphasized his

aversion to the Russians and his demand that

Ukraine must again be free He vehemently pro-

tested against all injustice, in his pictures of the

fallen girl, he almost unconsciously merges her

with the enslaved and unhappy Uktame Largely

self-taught, he was a poet by the gift of God In

him Ukrainian hterature has a figure that can

compare with the best the Slavonic world has to

offer

C A Manning, Essays on Ukrainian Lit,

1944 CAM
Shawki, Ahmad (Arab, 1868-1932), of Turkish

descent though a second generation Egyptian,

Shawqi’s formal schooling began on native soil and,

like that of many a highborn compatriot, was com-
pleted in France Favored at the Khedival court, he
served his country in several official capacities His
devotion to the deposed ruler of Egypt, upon the

outbreak of World War I, led him to Spam as an
exile With his first poetical collection, al-Shaw*

qiydt (1898), he inau^ated a notable literary

career Of consummate beauty, grace, and power,
his verse had a transforming mfluence upon the

cultured Arab His prose served as *a highly ac-

ceptable vehicle for a number of theatncals which
were the bnlhant achievement of a pioneer. He
combined the traditional dignity of Arabic expres-

sion with the novelty and vitality of French

E J J

Shelx^y, Pergx Bysshe (English, 1792-1822),
stands with Keats as the two younger poets of the

Sheyh Galib (Turkish, 1759-99) was the last

great poet of the old Turkey His fame depends

almost entirely on the long allegorical ^'mesnevi”

poem, Love and Beauty (Husnu Ashk), wntten

when he was 21 He was foj: some time the ‘^sheyh”

(shaikh), or grand master, of the Mevlevi (whirlmg

dervish) tekke in Pera, and his tomb may stiU be

seen there

J K B

Shimazaki Toson (Haruki, Japanese, b 1872)
IS a product of rural Nagano m central Japan To-

gether with Masamune Hakucho and Tokuda
Shusei, he had an important share in the develop-

ment of contemporary Japanese hterature In fact,

he has contributed successively to the schools of

romanticism, naturahsm, neo idealism, and neo-real-

ism Hakat (A^postasy, 1906), a novel with a so-

ciological theme, on the maltreated minority known
as eta, became a pattern for many novels* In Yoake
Mae (Before the Dawn, 1935) Shimazaki’s per-
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sonality and ait reached full maturity In this long

novel in two volumes, he descnbes simple country

people against the background of nature and his-

tory, in a style which, though simple, reveals his

profound and nch sentiments A humanist of rugged

individuahty and extremely modest life, his great-

ness lies m his constant search for new significances

in realism He must also be remembered as a great

lync poet

Fujimura, , Tsukum, Nxppon Bungaku
iDaijtten (Com'prehenstve "Dictionary of

Japanese Lit, Tokyo), 1934
Y U

Shinasi Efendi, Ibrahim (Turkish, 1826-71),

began his career as a derk m the Impenal arsenal

on the Golden Horn From an elderly derk there he
learned Arabic and Persian, from a French officer

he picked up French This industrious self-education

was rewarded by the Sultan, Abdul Mejid, with a

penod of study in France On his return, he began

to edit a newspaper Terpmani Akval (In^preter of

Events') in an efert to mtroduce new hterary ideals,

and later, in collaboration with Namik Kemal, he

published the still more famous Tasvin Efkdr

(Tahlet of Opinions) His translation of French

poems and prose pieces from La Fontaine, Racme,

and Lamartine (1859) is considered the begmnmg
of the hterary revolution that made possible the

new Turkey The Hymn is considered by some

to be the finest of his wetical efforts He was the

founder of the New School

J K B

Shneor, Zalman (Hebrew, Yiddish, h 1887 m
Shklov, Russia), the son of a jewelry merchant,

ran away from home at the age of 13, and remamed
a rebelhous spirit in his literary work as in his life

His poetry, as well as his prose both m Hebrew and

in Yiddish, is marked by great vigor and mdividu-

ahty He is almost always concerned with universal

subjects, and the problems that torment his soul

He IS a reahst, laying bare the sordid hfe around

him In his novels, he loves to portray rough and

vigorous characters Shneor traveled extensively,

living in Odessa, Warsaw, Bexlm, Pans, and smce

1940 m New York
S Spiegel, Hebrew Reborn (N Y ), 1930

LA
Sholem Aleikhem (pseud of Sholem Rabmo-

vitch, Yiddish, 1859-1916), one of the three dassics

of modern Yiddish hterature, greatest Yiddish hu-

monst and most popular wnter, bom m the Ukrame,

where he spent an idylhc childhood, but a trying

adolescence A tutor in the home of a Jewish estate

owner, he fell m love with his pupil Marrymg her

despite the opposition of her parents, he soon be-

came heir to the wealth of his father-m-Iaw He lost

his money, partly m publishing his Yidtshe Folks-

bibhothek (1888-89), and bec^e a broker on the

stock exchange m Odessa, an expenence that later fur-

nished him the matenal for his famous work, Menakh-
em Mendel (a sjunbol of the Jewish Luftmensch)
Towards the end of the century, he was able to

devote himself exclusively to hterature In 1914 he

came to America The most important stages m his

writing are i) short, realistic stones, influenced by
Mendele, 2) novels of the Jewish mode of life

(Stempenyu, Yoseh Solovey), 3) tales of Kasrilevke,

the synthesized town of poor but happy Jews
(‘litde people with small outlooks”)* 4) Menakkem
Mendel and other stones of the mhabitants of

Kasnievke abroad C^sovim fun a Komt-Voyazhor,

The Writings of a Traveling Salesman), 5) vanous

types of simple folk, m his senes Tevye der Mtlkk-

tker (Tevye the Dairyman), 6) stories about chil-

dren, culminating m the novel Motel Peyse dem
Khazans Motel (Peyse, Son of the Cantor), 7)
works of Jewish hfe in Russia (Der hlutiger Shpas,

Bloody Jest, Di blondzhende Shtern, Straying Stars),

8) the autobiographical novel Funem Yand (From
the Fair) This scheme is only partly chronological,

nor does it include dozens of popular humorous
stones, and his dramatic works Sholem Aleikhem

has been translated mto Hebrew (by his son-in-law,

the wnter I D Berkowitz), into Enghsh, French,

Spanish, Russian, German, and several other lan-

guages

M Samuel, The World of S A (N Y ),

1943, C A Madison, S. A, in Poet

Lore, Vol XXXIH, I D Berkowitz,

Dos S A Bukh
Y M

Shumayyil, Shibli (Arab, ca 1850-1916),

Synan metaphysicist and morahst, bom m Kafar-

shima, near Beimt, hved mainly in Egypt He
translated Ludwig Buchner’s Kraft und Stoff, be-

coming the champion of rationalism in the Arab

world. His Kitdb al-Haqiqah (Book of Redhty,

1885) and Falsafat al-Nushu*w-al-lrttqd (Philoso-

phy of Evolution, 1910) were based on Darwin,

Spencer, and Buchner His more literary remains

include a treatise on ai-Ma'am’s* RisMat al-Ghufrdn

and his Shakwa voa Amal (Complaint and Hope),
a work addressed (1896) to despotic *Abd-al-Hamid

In a poetical manifesto

—

Ri]hdn (Prepondenng)—

he called for the abohtion of ^'antiquated religion’^

A witness of the 1908 revolution and the first half

of World War I, his reflections distinguished him
as one of the period’s rare intellects

Jean Lecref, in Bulletin d^J^tudes Onen-
tales. Tome I (Pans), 1931.

B J J

Sicidites, Michael See Glycas, Michael

Sidney, Sir Philip (English, 1554-86), though

a wnter of prose, is most noteworthy as an Eliza-

bethan lync wnter and sonneteer His Astrophd and
Stella IS the first real English sonnet sequence, tell-
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ing a story of love, as do the sonnets of the Itahaii^

Petrarch Sidney^s sonnets have grace, ease, sm
cerity, and a genuine character, reflecting the spint

of the writer His Arcadia is in the extravagant

euphuistic prose of the period, his Defense of

Poesie, although attacked, was the first scholarly

literary criticism of the language

J A Symonds, Life of S

F F M
SiENKiEWicz, HeisRyk (1846-1916), the greatest

Polish historical novelist and perhaps the most uni-

versally knovm Polish writer, especially for Quo
Vadts, a tale of the Roman Empire He came to

manhood after the disastrous Polish revolt of 1863,

at a time when reahsm was in fashion and when
It was regarded as foolish to worry ^hout ideals

Yet his trilogy drawn from Polish history of the

17th c succeeded, in the framework of the litera-

ture of the day, m rekindling Polish self-confidence

and in rebuilding the belief of the people m their

past and also in their future He was less successful

in dealing with themes from modern tunes A popu-

lar writer, he died on the eve of Polish liberation

and the great mass of the people were grateful for

his figures, which were reahstic and romantic, ad-

venturous and real at the same time

J Kallenbach, H S, 1917, M M Gard-

ner, The fatfiot novelist of Poland, H

,

1925 CAM
SiGFUssoN, Saemundr (Icelandic, 1056-1133),

renowned m his day for unusual learning, also was a

personage of far-reaching influence in the pohucal

and cultural life of the Icelandic nation, through

the founding of the famed school at his ancestral

home of Oddi and through elevatmg to a position

of lasting importance the family of 0dm, or Oddaver-

iar, as they are known He is, however, most im-

portant as a pioneer histonan, for it appears certain

that he was ‘*the first wnter of history in Iceland,

but in the Latin language, and probably he was the

first to acquaint his countrymen with foreign his-

torical wntings’^ None of his writings in this field

has been preserved, but he is quoted in vanous his-

torical works, and all the evidence points to his

having vmtten, in Latin, a history of the Norwegian
kings down to the year 1047

H Hermannsson, S S and the Oddaverjar

(Ithaca, N YOj 1932.

R, B

SiGURjoNssoN, Johann (Icelandic, 1880-1919),
Iceland's greatest and most famous dramatist, owes
his fame primarily to the mmressiveness and the

stage success of mis drama Eyvtnd of the Hills

(1911), where his great dramatic power and hterary

art find their richest expression This stern and im
passioned tragedy of the outlaw and ihe woman
;who sacrifices all to share his lot is equally notable

1166

for magnificent poetry, penetrating charactenzation,

and stark reality Sigurjonsson’s next drama, Galdra-

Loftur CLoft's Wish, 1915), in Eng m Poet Lore

(1940), is also based on an Icelandic folk-tale, cen-

tering around an Icelandic Faust Here are some
intensely dramatic scenes, passages of pure beauty,

as well as splendid and delicate characterization His
last drama, Logneren (The Ltar, 1917), is vmtten
on a theme from saga, generally acclaimed as

the greatest of the Icelandic sagas In many respects

an impressive drama, it is nevertheless overshadowed

by the great classic which inspired it and furnished

Its theme
Modem Icelandic Plays, trans H* K

Schanche (N Y ), 1929, J Johnson,
'7 S Poet Lore, Summer, 1940

R B.

SiLEVERSTOLPE, GuNNAR Mascoll (Swedish,

1893-1942), son of an army officer, was bom on a

country estate in the province of Vastermanland, of

a family with literary traditions He pubhshed his

first book, a collection of poetry,» in 1919 Its tide,

Arvet (The Heritage'), became a symbol of his atti-

tude toward hfe The tradition and interests he repre*

sented were those of a highly-educated nobleman,

deeply responsive to the beautiful in art and nature,

and this attitude is beautifully expressed ip his col-

lection of poems (Dagsljus, Daylight, 1923, Vardag,

Weekday, 1926, Efterdt, Afterwards, 1932) His

idyUic childhood was one of his best sources of

inspiration He never expressed ^ny social interest,

but this does not signify that his world was without

problems The contrast between his worship of the

heroic and his duty as a poet and a scholar seems

to have been a strain that he felt strongly durmg
the World War, when the times called for action

G M S, fyrtio dr, 1933
A W

Singer, J J (Yiddish, 1893-1944), one of the

outstanding Yiddish novehsts of the mterhellum

eriod Son of a Rabbi in a small tovm m Poland,

e surreptitiously read the secular hterature m Yid-

dish and in Hebrew He wrote a long naturalistic

novel, which won him a large reading public His

novels are highly naturalistic, presenting stnking

and usually negative characters from different Jew-

ish strata against a broad background Popular m
English translation are The Smner, The Brothers

Ashkenazi, East of Eden
Y M.

SjoBERG, Birger (Swedish, 1885-1929), was

bom in a small tovm, Vanersborg, where his father

was a haberdasher He was a success among his

fnends as a singer of sentimental and humorous
songs, wnting the words as well as the melodies

himself After a collection of these songs in 1920,

he toured through Sweden with his guitar, and the

author of Fndas vtsor (Songs about Fnda) was
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greeted everywhere as the Bellman of this century

In 1924 he published a novel, Kvartetten som
sfmngdes (The Quartet That Scattered^, a story

of small town life, written in Dickens’ style, and
in 1926 a collection of poems, Krtser och kranser

(Crises and Garlands) The pecuhar and expressive

style of his poems was often difficult to interpret,

they are imbued with the agony of life

- R Malm, Diktarvarld och verkhghet hos

B S, 1930 ^ ^
Skallagrimsson, Egill (Icelandic, 900-983), is

the first Icelandic skald known to us by name, as

well as the greatest of them ah Egils saga, one of the

very best of the Icelandic sagas, centers around him
and tells of his heroic eimloits With his sonorous

poem Hofudlausn (Head-Ransom), he purchased

his life at the hands of his arch-enemy King Enc
Bloody-Axe A man of no ordinary mould, rugged

ahke in features and character, Egill is the very

embodiment of theWiking spmt, defiant even of the

gods themselves, yet possessed of deep sensitiveness

He was a master of metrical form and excelled m
graphic descriptions The full measure of his poetic

genius IS seen in his Sonatorrek (Sons* Lament),

a memorial poem mourning the loss of his two

sons In a stnkmgly ongmal manner the poet touts

out his heart in this forceful and remarkable duge,

one of the greatest poems m Icelandic hterature

Lee M Hollander, The Skalds (Prmce-

ton and NY), 1945
R. B

Slowacki, Juljusz (1809-49), the second of

the Pohsh Romantic poets, whom some cnucs place

on the same level as Mickiewicz,’^ lacks the broad

appeal and the optimism of the older man He was

far more sceptical and philosophical than Mickiewicz,

of whom he was in turn friend and cntic, and he

could not beheve m the dose assoaation of nation

and church that Mickiewicz did He was far more

interested in the spint than in the body and his

greatest"poems, as Krdl Duch, portray the develop-

ment of the ^int His poetical form is almost per-

fect and his fantasy is unlinuted m its ffights, but

there is always something austere and intellectual

about him that makes him often inaccessible to the

multitude

J Klemer, J S, 1919-20CAM
Smorenskin, Perez (Hebrew, 1842-85), bom

in a village m Russia, orphaned at ten, was mtro-

duced to Haskalah by his older brother. He led a

^ life of suffering, wandering from place to place,

supporting himself by smging in choirs and givmg

Hebrew lessons In Odessa he came in contact with

Hebrew writers and there started his literary career

in the Hamehz In 1867 he arrived m Vienna,

where he mtended to enter the university but m-

stead became a prmter, and m 1868 founded the

Hashahar (Dawn), which mdeed heralded the

dawn of a new era m Hebrew hterature As cntic,

essayist, and novehst, he advocated enhghtenment

and education, fought ignorance and the supersti-

tious rabbis, but he foresaw that the Haskalah was

estrangmg the Jews from their own culture and

hentage, and also opposed assimilation When the

Zionist movement was launched, in the i88o’s, he

rallied to its cause He gathered around the Hasha-

har a new group of young writers In its pages they

advanced the new nationalism Durmg the 15 years

of Its existence, the Hashahar was the cathedral of

Hebrew hterature and thought. Smolenskm^s reputa-

tion as a novehst was supreme Though his re^stic

novels of Jewish hfe lack refinement, and often

betray the hamed pen of the busy writer and editor,

they also testify to Smoienskm's great descriptive

gifts For several generations they were the classics

of Hebrew fiction

N Slouschz, The Renascence of Hehfew
Lit (Phila ), 1909, S Spiegel, Hehrew
Rehom (N Y), 1930

Smollett, Tobias (English, 1 721-71), a Scotch-

man, was a physiaan by profession who, m the

early days of the novel, turned to hterature. His

first novel, Roderick Random (1748) and also his

later wntmgs. Peregrine Pickle (1751) and Ferdi-

nand, Count Fathom (1753) were picaresque tales

of high adventure Much of his wnting was auto-

biographical These adventures gave Smollett an

opportumty to descnbe men and things His chief

contributions to the novel were, enlargmg its area

by fumishmg special types of character and ina-

dent, as m his last novel Humphrey CUnker (177O
and by introducing at least one special interest, the

sea

Sir Walter A Raleigh, The English Novel

(London & N Y), 1899, 1929.

F. F. M.

SoDERBERG, Hjalmar (Swedish, 1869-1941),

with his ironical wit, his skepticism, and resignation,

IS a typical representative of the ^ffin-de-si^e’’^ in its

Swediffi form As a master of style, he ranks among

the foremost m Swedish hterature His production,

however, consists of only a few volumes—^ihiee

novels (Martin Btrcks ungdom, 1901, trans. Marim
Bird's Youth, N Y & I^don, i93o)» ^

lections of short stones (Selected Short Stones,

trans. Prmceton & N Y, I935)> ^d a couple cff

plays (Gertrud, 1906) He has often been calM the

typical Stockholm wnter, but for many years he

made his home in Copenhagen, where he also <lied.

Durmg his last year he was interested in theology

and the history of rehgion His selected works were

published in 10 v, 1919-21

S Stolpe, H S, 1934, B Sodefbeig,

H S, in The Am -Scandinavian R,
Dec 1941

A. W.
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Snorri Sturluson See Sturluson, Snom

Sophocles (Greek, ca 497-405 b c ) was the

most truly representative writer o£ classical Greek

tragedy Although most o£ his time must have been

devoted to the writing o£ plays, he lived the well-

rounded Me o£ an Athenian auzen, holding public

ojB&ce and interesting himsel£ m the mtellectual

movements and pleasures o£ his period He is

credited with the mtroduction o£ a third actor into

the drama, and made his plays complete umts in

themselves, not part o£ a trilogy It is, however,

m the subtlety o£ his language, the harmonious

construction or his plots, exemplified by the most

per£ect of Greek tragedies, the Oedt'pus Tyrannus,

and the complete mastery o£ the forms of his dramatic

art, that he best expresses the classicism of 5th c

Greece
T B L Webster, S (Oxford), 1936CAR

Southey, Robert (Enghsh, 1774-1843), was

associated in his early career with the romantics

Coleridge and Wordsworth, and shared their revolu-

tionary ideas His paafism is clear in The Battle

of Blenheim His prose has, however, survived bet-

ter than his epic poetry, most notable, besides the

Nelson, are his Lives of John Wesley and John

Bunyan These display his smcenty and gravity,

as well as his perspicmty and scholarship His last

30 years were spent as poet laureate, which post

he restored to a dignity worthy of great poets

E Dowden, S
F F M

Spenser, Edmund (Enghsh, 1552-99), was con-

sidered the chief Enghsh poet of Ms time A pohti-

cal appointment took him to Ireland, where he
wrote his masterpiece, The Faene Queene, the most
significant non-dramatic poem of the Elizabethan

penod It was his idea ^‘to fashion a gentleman ox

noble person m vertuous and gentle discipline To
this end he planned a poem of 12 books, each to

portray a noble virtue by means of noble knights

and romantic stories His allegories are often ob-

scure and the stones mtncate The work is marked
by entertainmg narrative, beauty of phrase, melody
of verse, nobihty of thought For The Faene Queene,
he developed the Spenserian stanza—8 iambic

pentameter hues capped by a hexameter, rhymed
cfhahhchcc—an ex<jmsite pattern fox Ms sensitive

moods
Spenser’s poems faU into three classes, the pas-

torals of The Shepherd^s Calendar, reflectmg some
of the poetic fasMons of Ms age, the allegories of

The Faene Queene, and the poems of mendsMp
and love, such as Amoretti, mspired by Ms Insn

wife*

Much of Ms work lacks human mtetest, Ms
frequent use of archaic words and spelhng makes
for difficult reading His faults are more tl^ offset

by his virtues, Ms moral purpose, Ins sense of ideal

virtue He has been called the poet-pamter of the

Renaissance His influence on later waters has

earned him the title of ^‘the poets’ poet
”

R W Curch, Life of E S
F F M

Sritteler, Carl (German-Swiss, 1845-1924), is

still a much contested figure m modem German
literature Defying the realistic and naturahstic

tendenaes of ms days, he devoted years of formal

and intellectual work to the creation of an epic

Der Olympsche Fruhling QOlympan Si^nngtvme,

1900-10) m wMch Greek mythology provides the

characters for a tumultuous not of colorful happen
mgs ranging from cosmic events to family quarrels

If this wo3; reveals a truly impressive power for

creative imagmation and its adequate artistic ex-

pression, a later g)ic Prometheus der Dulder
(Prometheus the Sufferer, 1924) shows Spitteler as

a stem cntic of modem Me, who recommends hard
inner work and noble aims as the only road to hu-

man dignity In 1920 he received the Nobel pnze,

so far the only Swiss poet thus distmgmshed

R Faesi, S S $ Weg und Werk (Frauen-

feld), 1933
H B

Ssu-Ma Ch’ien (Chmese, ca 145-97 b c ), the

first Mstorian to regard all Mstory as his field, and
the celebrated author of the Shth Chi (Historical

Records or Memoirs) The Shih Chi covers the

history of CMna from the begmnmg to the author’s

day, a period of some 2,500 years It consists of

130 sections, arranged under five headmgs, wMch
mclude not only accounts of emperors and feudal

nobles, and biograpMes of distmgmshed persons,

but also treatises on ntes, music, laws, calendars,

astronomy, astrology, imperial worship, waterways,

and economics In it are found excellent chronologi-

cal tables and registers of prmces, ministers, and

generals It is mdeed '^the first Mstory m wMch
truth was sifted from fancy” Since its first appear-

ance, about 100 B c
,

it has served as a model

Its author says that Ms narrative ^^consists of no

more than a systematization of the matenal that has

been handed down to us There is no creation, only

a faithful representation
”

K S Latourette, The Chinese, Their

History and Culture (N Y), 1934*

L C* Goodrich, A Short Hist of the

Chinese People (N Y ), 1943
S C L

Stael, Germaine de (French-Swuss, 1766-1817),

the daughter of the French mmister of finance

Necker and the wife of a Swedish baron and am-

bassador to France, remams with Chateaubriand

the leading figure of Emigrant hterature durmg the

rei^ of Napoleon I, whose wrath she had exated

wim her cntiasm of Ms tyranmcal methods The
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champion o£ avic and personal liberties, she showed
as much independence in her life as m her novels

(Connnej Delfhme)^ i£ not more Her great con-

tribution to European civilization was, first, her book

De VAllemagne OS 10') which opened the channels

o£ mutual understanding between France and Ger-

many, and secondly, her fi£teen years at the castle

o£ Coppet, on Lake Geneva, where her salon became

the cleanng house £or modern ideas, with such in-

tellectual leaders as A W von Schlegel, Byron,

Constant, H von Kleist, W» von Humboldt, as

her guests

R M Wilson, G de S , The Woman of

Affairs (London), 1936
H B

Stagnelius, Erik Johan (Swedish, 1793-1823),

is o£ten mentioned as the £oremost poet of the

Swedish neo-romantic school, but he did not be-

long to any hterary circles and took no part in the

contemporary hterary discussion He graduated from

the University of Uppsala in 1814 and entered the

civil service in Stockholm A nervous sensualist, he

lived a life of intemperance and sexual excess,

which, in 1822, resulted in a breakdovm It was

only after his death, when his collected poems were

pubhshed, that he was recognized as one of the

foremost poets of his time Ltljor t Zaron (Lthes of

Sharon, 1821) expresses his agnostic ideas m lync

form, Martyrerna (The Martyrs') depicts the re-

ligiosity of the first Christians, and the tragedy

Bachanterna (The Bacchantes) is a dramatic

paraphrase of the Orpheus myth His poetry is char-

acterized by glowing passion and a pompous form

that has hardly been surpassed in Swedish hterature

F Bok, E J S, 1919, 1942, O Holm-

berg, Sex Kamtel om S , 1941AW
Steele, Richard See Addison, Joseph

Stefansson, David (Icelandic, h 1895), is not

only the most productive and versatile poet of pres-

ent-day Iceland, as well as the most popular, but also

in many respects the most important one With his

first collection Svartar f'jadnr (Black Feathers, i9t9)>

notable for its haimting, folklore strain, lightness

of touch, and musical quahty, he struck a new note

^ m modem Icelandic poetry These quahties charac-

terize his five large volumes of poems smce pub-

hshed, together with a deeper undercurrent of feel-

ing, increasmg penetration, and wider vanety of

themes He has written vivid descnptive poems,

well-rounded portraits of individuals, and challeng-

ing social satires, marked by high lync quahty

With his two-volume novel, Solon Islandm (1940),

penetratmgly and bnlhandy told, as well as with

ms two recent dramas, he added to his stature as

a writer

R Beck, Icelandic Foems and Stones

(Pnnceton and N Y ), 1943
R. B.

Steinbeck, John [Ernst] (USA, b 1902)*

wnter of fiction and drama, has not only shown

admirable economy, dramatic and narrative force,

and styhstic virtuosity that rank him as a major

craftsman, but has also achieved fruition in a va-

riety of approaches and methods, each reveahng

new growth and maturmg of mind He has, like

many successful modem wnters, generally com-

bined romance with naturalistic narrative details—

from his fine, lyncal The Pastures of Heaven (193^)
to the almost sentimentalized soaal protest, The
Graces of Wrath (1939), and his fundamental op
timism in the face of suffenng and evil has per-

sisted even in the artistic, simple gnmness of The
Moon Is Down (1942), a story of Nazi-occupied

Europe The Long "Valley (1938) contains a rep

resentative variety of previously pubhshed short

works ECS
Stendhal Henry Beyle, called (French, 1783-

1842), was the foremnner in France of the modem
school of psychological novehsts In two fine works,

Le Rouge et le ISJoir (1831) and the Charterhouse

of Parma (1839), he reveals an exquisite talent for

the penetration of human motives and a dry, m-

cisive style that is admirably adapted to his analysis

These two novels, which appeared forty years be-

fore their time, contain much of Stendhal himself,

for his heroes are always sketched, morally at least,

in his own image and hkeness His was the doctnne

of the pursuit of happiness at whatever cost, and

his works display an amorahty which indicates that

he regarded life as only a laboratory for the de-

velopment of his own ego But he has the great

ment—^rare in his tune—of depicting life, not as it

should be, but as it is He is thus the literary fore-

father of Flaubert and of Zola

R Kayser, S ,
the Life of an Egoist,

trans G Dunlap (N Y ), 1930
R J N

Stephansson, Stephan G (Icelandic, 1853-

1927), a self-educated farmer, migrated with his

parents from northern Iceland to America at the

age of twenty, and was three times a pioneer, m
Wisconsin, North Dakota, and Alberta, Canada,

where he made his home after 1889 He made up

for his lack of schoohng with concentrated reading

and* managed, despite the ngoxous toil of pioneer

farming, to write six volumes of poetry and attam

emmence as one of the greatest poets that Iceland

has produced His amazing productivity is matched

by die vanety of his simject-matter His nature

poems and his poems on themes from the sagas

and other northern lore are rich in picturesque de-

tail and deep thought, and forceful in style A
fearless spokesman of ie oppressed, he frequently

found inspiration in current events, hut although

his interests were world-wide, his love of Iceland
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and things Icelandic is one of the strongest notes m
his poetry His onginahty, and the nchness of his

language, are equally remarkable

Watson Karhconnell, '"Canada^s Leading

Poet S G S The U of Toronto

Quarterly, Vol 5 No 2, 1936, F S

Cawley ‘The Greatest Poet of the

Western World*^ Scandtnavtan Studies

and Notes, XV, 1938
R B

Stephens, Alfred George (Australian, 1865-

193 3)> IS the most mfluential critic in Austrahan

literature A forceful, dogmatic, rather crabbed

writer, and an indefatigable editor, he became some-

thmg of a Grand Cham m his time He as much
as any smgle person gave character and direction

to the hterary influence of The Bulletin during his

association with the paper as literary critic (1896-

19063 and he exercised a similar mfluence through

his own magazine, The Bookfallow (1899-1925),
and his numerous occasional pubhcations Stephens

was a determined partisan of Australianism m htera-

ture In prose this resulted not only in a spate of

highly perishable local color stuff, but also m the

work or Henry Lawson and Tom Collms His in-

fluence on poetry was less satisfactory, for he had
a weakness for rather paUid romantic verse, yet his

s)nnpathies included Nedson, O’Dowd, and Bren-

nan, though It is doubtful that he understood the

latter No full collection of his work has been
made The most considerable book he published m
his lifetime was The Red Ragan (1904JAGS His Life and Work, ed Vance

Palmer (Melbourne), 1941 (The
“life” is a Foreword The bulk of the

book consists of selected essays)

C H G

Sterne, Laurence (English, 1713-68), an early

English novehst, was a clergyman by profession

Almoi^h his novels Tnstram Shandy (1760) and
The Sentimental Journey (1768) lack the co-

herence of prose theretofore, they are full of the

suggestiveness of bnlliant talk They are products

of Sterne’s ill-regulated existence His novels ex-

celled m character sketching and subtle humor
Sterne had the power of imparting genuine human
quahties to his characters, giving them an abidmg
reahty and charm by playmg directly on the sensi-

bihties of his readers

W L Cross, Development of the English
Novel (London & N Y ), 1906

F F M
Stteter, Adalbert (Austnan, 1805-68), was

the novelist of the Bohemian Forest He is micro-
scopic m his observation of nature The waftmg of
a breeze, the rip^mg of a brook, the shimmermg

of the stars, the growth of an ear of com, the

change in the shade of the grass, were in his

opmion more universal phenomena than the

momentary stroke of lighting, peal of thunder, or

eruption of lava He therefore held that these subtler

manifestations of nature should receive most at-

tention on the part of poets His best stones, col-

lected under the title Studies (1844-50), influ-

enced Austnan impressionism

S Liptzm, Hist Survey of German Lit

(N Y), 1936

S L

Strindberg, August (Swedish, 1849-1912), be-

cause of his rebelhous attitude toward life, always

had difficulty in findmg his place m society After

having been teacher, actor, and newspaperman, he
got a position at the Royal Library, and married

the actress, Sin von Essen, but m 1883 he left

Sweden In 1872 he had pubhshed Master Olof,

now one of the classic dramas m Swedish literature

Through his social novel, Roda rummet (The Red
Room, 1879, Eng 1913), he became the leader of

a new naturalistic school His histoncal short stones,

Svenska oden och aventyr (Swedish Destinies and
Adventures, 1882-91) are typical of his antagomsm
toward soaety In Giftas (Mamed, 1884), a collec-

tion of short stones wntten m Switzerland, and
because of which a legal smt for blasphemy was
brought against the author in Sweden, he opposed,

the emancipation of women In Utopier t verkli”

gheten (Utopias Realized, 1885) he discusses social

and economic problems In the later 8o’s he devoted

himself to the writing of several novels and short

stones, m which Swedish nature and folk hfe have

been pictured in a way that is unsurpassed Hemso-
homa (The People of Hemso, 1887) and Skarkarls-

liv (Skerry Life, 1888) He also wrote several natu-

ralistic dramas m which he vaned the theme of the

struggle between the sexes Vadern (The Rather,

1887), and Broken Julie (Miss Julia, 1888), which
echo his own expenences—he was divorced in 1891

He passed through a religious cnsis, which he has

depicted m Inferno, 1897, Legender (Legends,

1898), and Till Damaskus (To Damascus, I-II,

1896, III, 1903) He returned to Stockholm, for his

most productive penod He ivrote dramas such as

Gustaf Vasa, 1899, Fdsk (Easter, 1901), Dodsdan-
sen (Dance of Death, -1901), Kronbruden (The(

Crowned Bride, 1902), Svanevit (1902), and sev-

eral novels He supported a theatre, Intima teatern,

which speaahzed in his plays, and commented on
actual pohtical problems in the press In 1912 he

died of cancer Stnndberg is one of the most colorful

personahties m Swedish literature All the ideas of

ms generation—social, rehgious, and finally pohtical—^became his personal problems As a novehst, as

well as pla)nvright, he mtroduced a new penod m
Swedish hterature, and as a master of style he is
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unsurpassed His collected works were published in

Stockholm, 1912-20, on 55 v

M Lamm, A S
, I, 1940, II, 1942, G

Uddgren, S the Man, A ] Uppvall,
A S ,

a Psychoanalytical Study With

Sfeaal Reference to the Oedipus Com-
plex, in Poet Lore, 1920, V J McGill,
A S , The Bedeviled Viking (N Y ),

1930, A Gustafson, Some Early English

and American S Cnttctsm, in Scandi-

navian Studies, 1942
A W

Sturluson, Snorri (Icelandic, 1178-1241), au-

thor of the world-famous Prose oi Younger Edda,
which reveals vast knowledge of skaldic poetry as

well as mastery of metncal form, is no less renowned
as Iceland’s great historian In fact, the versatihty

of this mfluential chieftain and center of numerous
political storms and feuds during the turbulent 13th

c in Iceland was less amazing than his literary pro-

ductivity His greatest work, Heimshnngla (The
Glohe'), begins with prehistoric times and relates m
consecutive fashion the story of the Norwegian
kmgs dovm to the year 1177 This was both an

ambitious undertaking and a pioneer work m the

field Scientific accuracy, sound cntical judgment,

and mastery of style charactenze this remarkable

work and mark Snom not only as one of the great-

est of historians but no less as an unusual hterary

artists He excels particularly in portraymg contrast-

ing characters and m reproducmg the spirit of the

age

The Prose Edda, trans Arthur G Brodeur

(N Y ), 1916, H Koht, The Old Norse

Sagas (N Y), 1931
R B

Su Shih (Chinese, 1036-1101), better known as

Su Tung-p’o, an almost universal genius and a great

favonte with the Chinese hterary pubhc, was a

native of Meishan, Szechuan Provmce His family

was famous for its literary achievements As a states-

man, he served his people m many capaaties and in

many parts of his country. He wrote numerous

essays and poems which are a delight to read for

themselves mone, apart from the stimulating quahty

of their contents They are mteljectually scmtillant

and philosophically radiant Among his best known
works are Tung P'o Tz*u (The Etlled-out Verse of

Tung P'o) and Tung P*o Chuan Chi (The Com-
plete Works of Tup'g P’o) He was also a gifted

calligrapher and pamter

H A Giles, Hist of Chinese Lit (N Y
6t London), 1929, H A Giles, Gems of

Chinese Lit Prose (Shanghai), 1923
S C L.

Su Tung-p’o See Su Shih

Suetonius (C Suetomus Tranquillus, Roman,
ca 75-ca 160 ad) made a notable contnbution to

ancient biography in his Lives of the Caesars, com-
piled when Suetomus was secretary to emperor
Hadrian In a dry matter-of-fact style he chromdes
everything, good or bad, about the emperors from
Julius Caesar to Domitian Nowhere else at this

period, except in the graver pages of Plutarch, do
we find such a senes of cunous and choice items

about the great as weU as about those whose names
have become a byword for depravity

J C Rolfe, S ' Lives of the Caesars (Cam-
bndge, Mass )

J J s

SuGiMORi Shinsei See Chikamatsu

Sun Wen (Chinese, 1866-1925), better known
as Sim Yat-sen, leader of the Chmese revolution and
foimder of the Chinese Repubhc, was bom in

Kwangtung Province He received his early educa-

tion in his village, his Enghsh education m Hono-
lulu, and his training as a physiaan m Hongkong
For forty years he labored indefatigably for the

cause of revolution and the reconstruction of Chma
As a writer on pohucal subjects, he wrote with pas-

sionate earnestness His wntmgs mclude The Plans

for National Construction, The General Principles

of National Construction, the San Mm Chu 1 (The
Three Democratic Principles’), and the Sun Wen
Hsueh Shuo (The Doctrine of Sun Wen), m which
he attempted to prove with well-ordered arguments

that It IS much easier to do than to know. He wrote

a work in English, The International Development

of China, *Vhich m its grandeur antiapated the

Five-Year and Four-Year Hans”
P M W Lmeharger, S Y -s and the

Chinese Republic (N Y & London),

1925, L Sharman, S Y -s Hts Life

and Its Meaning (N Y ), 1934
S C L.

Sun Yat-sen See Sun Wen
SuYUTi, AL-, Jalal-al-Din (Axah, 1445-1505)

Most prolific writer of the Mamluk, if not lie whole

medieval Arab, penod, al-Suyuu was Egyptian by
birth although his early Persian ancestors, smne 9
generations hack, had come from Baghdad His con-

suming passion to explore all the cohfines of Islamic

learning was matched by an inveterate versatihty,

561 titles standing to his credit His extant works

help hndge the gaps in our knowledge of classical

ArAic literature He collected traditions relating to

the study and exposition of th^ Koran, he discussed

philology m an extensive encyclopedia, and, in the

field or history-biography, he made notable contn-

butions The gift of poetry, however, did not come

to him easily Nonetheless, his experiments in belles-

lettres are weU known a composition of maqmnahs
(assemblies) that failed to meet the standards of the
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-classical type, a set of wntings in the area of sex

hterature, and, in the field of popular romance, a

collection of Jiha’s anecdotes

Carl Brockelmann, “al-Suyuti,*^ Encyclo-

pedia of Islam

E J J

Swift, Jonathan (English, 1667-1745), though

a poet, IS most famous for his two satires, The Tale

of a Tub, a portrayal of the Chnstiamty of his day,

and Gulliver's Travels, written to ridicule all pre-

tensions to learning The most hitter and morbid of

satires for its time, the latter book has become enter-

tainment for later children Swift’s power lies in his

prose style, clear-cut, graphic, and straightforward,

in his ability to make every scene, no matter how
distant or grotesque, as natural as life itself, and m
his keen wit In almost all his writing there is a

counterbalance of earnestness and play

Sir Henry Craek, Life of J S
F F M

SwiNBUBNE, Algernon Charles (English, 1837-

1909), poet and critic of the late Victorian period,

held a deep appreciation of classical art, almough
in much of his writing he was unrestramed His

poem Hertha expresses a thoroughly pagan point

of view Swinburne was a master of verbal melodies,

in command of meter no poet of the century excelled

him As a cntic, he displayed a wide knowledge of

Enghsh and French hterature, expressmg his judg-

ments not only m prose but in verse He is a poet

of form, of undulant, smging hnes, rather than of

idea

E W Gosse, The Life of A C S
F F M

Sytstra, Harmen (Frisian, 1817-62), is one of

the best representatives of romantiasm m his lan-

guage Drawing his inspiration from the epic past of

Magna Frisia, he wrote his robust prose and vigorous

verse with an intense and ardent national note

Much of his work, still uncollected, is found m the

volumes of Iduna, which he founded in 1844
Selected Poems appeared in 1894 (2d ed 1909)
With Tiede Roelofs Dykstra (1820-62), he founded
the Society for Fnsian Language and Literature in

1844
P Sipma and D Kalma, It H -S -hoek

(Suits), 1918

B. J F

Tacitus, Cornelius (Roman, ca 55-ca* 118
ad), has achieved extraordinary success as an his-

torian of a penod which, because of violent partisan-

ship, has been exceedingly difficult to chronicle with
a fair aj^roximation to truth In a style wluch is

the ultimate in sententiousness and cryptic brevity

he attempts in his Annals and Histones to reveal the

hidden motives behmd the many tragic events of
the rst c Besides a hook on hterary cntiasm and an
excellent biography of a Roman administrator in

Britain, Tacitus has left us a work on Germany
This IS an ideahzed picture of the sturdy qualities of

the Germans as a contrast to what he felt was the

decadence of the average Roman atizen of his day

G Boissier, T , and Other Roman Studies

(London), 1906

J J s

Tai Chen (Chinese, 1724-77), better known as

Tai Tung-yuan, outstanding scholar and philosopher

of 1 8th c China, was bom m Anhwei Provmce At
the age of 20 he began to write, m the course of 23
years, he had wntten or edited some 50 works of

which 35 were pnnted and are extant He made con-

tributions to the study of the Chou Li, of the old

works on mathematics, of phonology, and of philos-

ophy In the field of philosophy, he made the most

valuable contribution by the production of two

works Yuan Shan GPhe Origin of Goodness^ and

Meng Tzu Tzu-i Shu-cheng, by which be showed
the proper method of classical study and philological

research and created a spirit of rationalistic inquiry

He strongly repudiated the teachings of Chu Hsi’^

(1129-1200), and urged man to hve his hfe fully

on both the physical and mental planes

A Hummel, ed , Eminent Chinese of the

Ch'ing Period, Vol II (Washington,

D. C), 1944
S C L

Tai Tung-yuan See Tai Ch^n

Taine, Hippolyte (French, 1828-93), the most

^scientific’ critic of hterature m France durmg the

19th c, is the converse of his great contemporary,

Sainte-Beuve As cntic, he is best kaovm for ms
History of English Literature (1863) and his Phi-

losophy of Art (1865-69), as histonan, for his huge

and unfinished Origins of Contemporary France, as

philosopher, for his On Intelligence (1870) Tame
saw hterature through the philosopher’s eyes and

believed that any given work is the product of three

mam forces, the race, the time, and the environ-

ment m which It was created His criticism, then, is

often no more than an effort to demonstrate his

theory, it thus suffers from two essential faults, first,

that It IS not cnticism at all hut analysis and mter-

pretation, second, that it neglects completely the

imponderable factor of individual genius Neverthe-

less his approach is masterly, his logic suxe, his style

clear and artistic, although his ideas may now be

dated, he stands as the best representative in criti-

cism and philosophy of the school of naturahsm in

France

I Babbitt, The Masters of Modem French

Criticism (Boston), 1912
R J N

Taliesin (Welsh, 6th c) is said to have been

household hard to Unen of Rheged and his son

Owam, and to have wntten also to other pnnces of
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the tune The 12 poems that can with reasonable

certainty be ascribed to him are histoncal and rather

prosaic in tone, although he has an occasional stnk-

mg hne, such as “The wide host o£ Bntam went to

sleep with the light m their eyes (Kyscit Lloegyr

Uydan nifer a leurer yn eu Uygeit)
** He has been

credited also with a number of mythological poems
which have never been adequately studied or trans

lated Some may possibly be by him Others perhaps
are the lyncs of a prose tale somewhat like the late

Romance of Taliesinj Lady Guest’s translation is

from an i8th c expansion of this Still other poems
that pass under his name are obviously compositions

of the monastic or bardic schools of the later Middle
Ages

J Moras-Jones, T , in Y Cymmrodor, 28,

1918

J J P

T^ao Ch’ien (Chmese, 372-427 ad), better

known as T’ao Yuan-ming, is the greatest of aH

nature-poets of Chma He wrote less than 100 lync

poems, yet every piece is a gem His long prose-

poem Kuei Chu L^t Tzu (The Return, or Home'
ward Bound) and several short poems are known to

every school boy, and have become subjects of popu-

lar Chmese paintings His philosophy of life is set

forth not only m verse but also in prose, of which

the masterpiece is the Dirge on his own Death The
simphcity ol his way of hvmg and of his style of

wntmg IS awe-mspinng, and at the same tune soul-

searching Small wonder that he is regarded as “the

most harmonious product of Chmese culture
”

Lin Yutang, The Importance of Living

(N Y ), 1937, A Waley, 170 Chinese

Poems (N Y ), 1922, The Temple and
Other Poems (N Y ), 1923

S C L

T’ao Yuan-ming See T’ao Ch’ien

Tasso, Torquato (Itahan, 1544-95), has been

termed by Symonds ^the gemus of the transition

from the Renaissance to the Counterreformation
’

Endowed with exceptional personal and poetic sen-

sitivity, and educated extensively m classical and

modem hterature, he began his literary career with

the short epic Rinaldo 5160-63) While attached

to the Este court at Ferrara, he composed the pastoral

play Aminta (1573) and his epic of the Crusades,

the Gerusalemme Liherata (Jerusalem Delivered,

1570-75) From this time on, xehgious scmples

and a futile revolt agamst court hfe deranged Tasso’s

overly sensitive mmd, but m luad penods he com-

posed a number of dialogues, an tmsuccessful re-

vision of his great epic imder the title Gerusalemme

Conquistata, and a creation epic II Mondo Creato

The split m Tasso’s personahty is evident m his

work, the rehgious and epic aspects of the Liherata

are hardly successful, and it is m the Aminta and

the idylhc 4nd romantic scenes of the Liherata that

his essentially hedonistic and lyrical gemus is at its

best

A Solerti, Vita dt T (Tormo), 1885
R A H Jr

Tassoni, Alessandro (Itahan, 1565-1635), was
one of the most ongmal authors and one of the

most independent cntics of the early Seicento In

his Diverse Thoughts and his Considerations of

Petrarch’s Poetry, Tassoni attacked, often with more
vigor than discrimination, not only academic classi-

cism but also the over-venerated classics themselves,

such as Petrarch and Homer Tassom’s love of argu-

ment and contradiction led him often to excessive

independence, but also to frequent keen cntical per-

ception His mock-epic The Rape of the Bucket

(1615-22), begun as an attack on his personal

enemies, became a satire on senous chivalnc ro-

mance in general, and was the prototype of many
similar poems in Italy and other countnes (Boileau,

Le Lutrm, Pope, Rape of the Lock)

J Cooper Walker, Memoirs of A T (Lon-

donJ, 1815

R A H Jr

Tchernihowski, Saul (Hebrew, 1873-1944),
was bom in the Crimea into a cultured femily

Unlike most of the Hebrew writers of the time, he
received a secular, continentai education, rather than

the conventional Jewish education limited to the

Bible and the Talmud Thus he is first the man' and
then the Jew As a poet he ranks with Biahk
Tchermhowski is the poet of nature, of the wide
spaces, of nvers, of mountains His tender love

poems introduced a new note mto Hebrew poetry,

that of the natural expression of a young and ardent

soul As a Jew, he rebels agamst the Sd tradition,

the Judaism of religion and ethics He behttled the

Jewry of books, and sought a generation of strong

and free Jews attached to the soil, appreaative or

beauty and nature Tchermhowski mtroduced a new
medium of speech into Hebrew and enriched its

vocabulary He translated many works of foreign

poets He wrote a biography of Immanuel of Rome,’^

and some short stones Being a physiaan by pro-

fession, he assisted m the compilmg of a Hebrew
medical dictionary

S Spiegel, Hebrew Reborn (N Y ), 1930
L. A.

Tegner, Esaias (Swedish, 1782-1846), after a

childhood of poverty, was helped by a wealthy fam-

ily, became professor of aesthetics, then Greek and,

m 1824, Biiop of Vaxjo His first poems (1799)
are mfluenced espeaally by Schiller, but the patn-

otic ode, Svea (1811), his contemporanes regarded

as a Swedish Marseillaise, and Tegner became at

once the national poet of Sweden Havmg jomed
Gotiska forbundet, a society for the promotion of

mterest m Swedish antiiqmty and the old Notdic

ideals, he used pld Nordic themes for hjs poems, as
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the epic cycle, Fnthiofs saga (1825), often men-

tioned as Sweden’s national epos Some of liis poems

from tins period express his political ideas, m others

he used historical themes (Karl JI, 1818, Axel,

1822) The idyl Nattvarsharnen was written m
hexameter (1820) Tegn^r suffered from melan-

chqlia, and for a tune was forced to seek care in a

hospital for the insane After his recovery he wrote

another idyl in hexameter, Kronhruden (The
Crowned Brtde) Tegn^r is not only one of Swe-

den’s greatest poets hut was unsurpassed as an

orator and wnter of letters

E Wrangel, T t Lund, I-II, 1932, The
Chtldren of the Lord*s Suffer, trans

H W Longfellow, Vrtthtofs Saga,

trans W L Blackley CN Y ), 1914
A W

Tennyson, Alfred, Lord (English, 1809-92),

supreme interpreter of the complex life of the Vic-

tonan era, spoke not only for himself hut for his

age and nation, their feelings, struggles, aspirations

He consciously prepared himself for a great role,

sensitive to criticism, he labored to perfect his chosen

art Tennyson touched every subject of interest to

his times As poet laureate, he brought poetry nearer

to national life than it had been since the days of

Shakespeare His Idylb of the King, though not so

great as Malory’s Mort d’Arthur, revived the Ar-

thunan theme in a manner that wakened national

interest In Memortam, an elegy on the death of

Arthur Hallam, is felt to be more personal and sym-

pathetic than other elegies, with reachings toward
the universal Tennyson, though not a profound
thinker, is a master of verbal melody His romantic

spint, his love of nature, his almost perfect work-
manship, rank him with the foremost English poets

H Tennyson, A , Lord T a Memoir
F E M

Terence (Publius Terentius Afer, Roman, ca

195^159 B c ) by his adaptation of Greek comedies

to please the polite society of Rome serves as a link

between the so-called New Comedy of the 4th c

and that of his own day In an extant epigram

Juhus Caesar called him half-seriously halved

Menander ” This statement may be interpreted both

as adverse criticism and as a compliment Because

of the rather extensive gaps in our knowledge of the

Greek New Comedy, cntics are divided in their

opinions as to Terence’s ongmahty The nth c

nun, Hroswitha, used his plays as models for her

dramatization of stones of Chnstian martyrs During
the Revival of Letters, notably in France, Terence’s

6 plays' were eagerly read and mutations both in

Lahn and in the vanous European languages were
everywhere composed

G Norwood, Plautus and T (N Y0 >

1932, The Art of T (N Y ), 1932

J } s

Teresa de Jesus, Saint (Spanish 1515-82), is

the great visionary introspectionist and mystic of the

Spanish Counterreformation Her combmed con-

templative and active life led to the reformation of

the Carmelite Order and the founding of many
convents Her Autohiografhy and her Inner Castle

(1588) develop new concepts of mystical progress

With unique clarity, she heaps up symbols, alle-

gories, compansons, metaphors, to interpret spiritual

experiences, with her own terminology reaching out

to the ineffable Her basic idea was to live as though
there were but she and God Her Spanish is conver-

sational, full of nch and native humor, she is one
of the best talkers in literature

R Hoornaert, St T in her Writings (Lon-
don), 1931 HAH

Tevfik Fikret (Turkish, 1867-1915) was one

of the most popular poets of this century, and fa-

mous as the editor of the weekly journal Serveti

Funun during the New Literature (Edebiyati

Jedide) period He created a new language of

poetry, and made new rules for rhyme on the pnn-
ciple that rhyme is intended for the ear rather than

the eye Whereas the older poetry made each verse

a unit in meaning, Fikret made the sentiment run
through the whole poem or at least several verses.

He also introduced the sonnet His great work is the

collection of poems called Ruhahi Shikeste (The
Broken Lute') One of his famous poems, Sts

(Mist), was directed against the despotic rule of

Abdul Hamid In recent years his fame has suffered,

partly due to the presence in his poems of many
unusual Persian and Arabic words, thus putting him
out of tune with the present-day tendency toward

Turkification

J K B

Thackeray, William Makefeace (Enghsh,

1811-63), prohfic novelist of the Victorian age, was
a consummate satinst He sought his material in the

clubs and drawing rooms, exposmg the shams of

soaety and the vulgarity of snobs At once a satinst

and a sentimentalist, he worked with a refinement

that did not make for populanty His style was emi-

nently the man, its vanety and range were preasely

that of his own thought The objective and impar-

tial nature of his character drawing is clearly iflus-

trated in 'Vanity Fair, remarkable for its subtle an-

alysis His prose IS endowed with a flexibility respon

sive to every demand
A Trollope, Life of T

F. F M
Theocritus (Greek, b ca 300 b c ) estabhshed

pastoral poetry as a literary form His life was spent

ih Sicily, Alexandria, and Cos, but the ^‘Arcadia”

of his idylls IS Sicily and southern Italy, Theocritus’

rustics are more concerned with love and song thai)

with their flocks'' and livehhood but, despite some
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Alexandnan artificiality of treatment, the warm,
sunny days in mves and on the hillsides live in the
poems As well as writing idylls, Theocntus com-
posed dramatic sketches, of which the most vivacious
(No XV) presents two chattering ladies of Alex-
andria on their way to the festival of Adorns His
poetry found many imitators m his own and the
Roman penod and won renewed populanty durmg
the Renaissance

P Legrande, Etude sur T (Pans), 1898

CAR
Theodobe Studites (Byzantme, 759-826), ahhot

of the^ celebrated monastery of Stuchon at Constan-
tinople and master of the epigram, rendered glorious
service to orthodoxy, the rehgious vocation, and
Byzantine Literature Foremost among the defenders
of images, the sanctity of marriage, and ecclesiastical

supremacy in faith and morals, he wrote some of the
best polemic against iconoclasm and the adulterous
union of Constantine VI Creator of a new monastic
organization that still governs the Greek and Slavic
cloisters, he composed two remarkable treatises on
asceticism. Great and Small Catechests Many of his

private letters, nerving his correspondents against

persecution and consoling them, are pearls of epis-

tolography ^His poetry consists exclusively of reh-

mous epigrams that breathe a charming simphaty, a
deep love of God, an all-embracmg ardor for the
cause ever nearest to his heart, the spmtuahty of

himself and his monks, he neglects no one from the
abbot to the shoemaker and bell-nnger The ong-
mality of his subjects, his sincerity and genmne
feehng, restored to Byzantine hterature the only
genre in which it ever excelled, the epigram Thnce
exiled for his convictions, St Theodore Studites is

one of the noblest and most winning personahties

in Byzantme literature

M. J H

Theodoret, Bishop of Cyrus m Syria (Greek, ca.

395-460), was the last great re|)resentative of the

School of Antioch and one of the most prolific

authors of the Eastern Church—exegete, orator, apol-

ogist, theologian, historian, letter wnter Of his

works. It wdl sufl&ce to mention Eramstes seu

'polymor'phuSf a dialogue between a beggar (repre-

senting Monophysitism) and a Cathohc, Graecorum
affecttonum curatio, the last and perhaps the most
beautiful of ancient Chnstian apologies addressed to

the pagans—^more than 100 pagan waters are cited,

his orations on Providence, very carefully composed

from the viewpoint of style, a collection of more
than 500 letters, of which 230 are extant, distm-

guished for their style and one of the most valuable

histoncal sources for his age, finally, his best known
work, the Ecclestasttcal History

,

covenng the period

from 323 to 428 A D , and deserving of a more favor-

able judgment than it has received in the past from

many scholars Theodoret’s style is dear and pleas

mg and he shows a fine sense of form Photius
praised the Attic beauty and punty of his diction

O Bardenhewer, Geschtchte der althrch-
hchen Ltteratur, IV, standard 2d ed
(Freiburg im Breisgau), 1924

M R P M
Thibault, Jacques-Anatole See France,

Anatole

Thomas, William, 'Islwyn'* (Welsh, 1832-78),
was a Methodist minister who preached with success
but had no regular charge, and an editor of jpenodi-
cals His long poem The Storm has something of
Wordsworth in it, like Wordsworth, he is very un-
even His two poems on Htght, one in the strict

meters and one m the free, express the idea that God
is best felt through the starry heavens, and that
''through the day it is the world that speaks,” while
night "makes the world be silent and makes Eternity
speak through the stars”

Owen M Edwards, Gwaith Barddonol L
(Wrexham), 1897

J J P

Thomas a Kempis (1380-1471), a Brother of

the Common Schools m HoDand, is best known as

author of the Latin Imitation of Christ The sim-

phcity and calmness of the man shmes through the
work His constant insistence is on humihty, pa-
tience, obedience, tbe sweetness of the inner life,

and the royal destiny of those that follow the Gross
The hook has probably had more effect on the
spintual life of succeeding centunes than any other

hook except the Bihle, It has been translated mto at

least 50 languages and has gone through 6,000 edi-

tions It IS wntten m rhythmical prose often ap-

proachmg poetry m its sublinuty At the dawn of
the Renaissance, Kempis is still imbued with the
other-worldly, spintual ideals that animated Gregory
the Great at the dawn of the Middle Ages

S Kettlewell, T a K and the Brothers of
the Common Schools (London), 1882

E A Q
Thomson, James (English, 1700-48), was a

foreruimer of the romantic movement His fame
rests on The Seasons and The Castle of Indolence

The Seasons, wntten m blank verse, was the first

long poem m which tbe mterest centered in nature

mstead of man Although the style was ornate and
rhetoncal, and the vocabulary highly Latmized,

Thomson wrote as a genume lover of nature The
Castle of Indolence, m the Spensenan stanza, has a

certain sensuousness in the descnptions and magic
in single phrases and stanzas which give Thomson’s
work a romantic quality in a classics background

G C Macaulay, T T
F R M,

Thoraeensen, Bjakni (Icelandic, 1786-1841),
camjB, as a student at the Umversity of Copenhagen,
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under the influence o£ the Danish poet Oehlen-

schlager, leader of the Romantic Movement in Den-

mark, and in turn introduced Romanticism into Ice-

landic poetry Nevertheless, Thorarensen owed stiU

more to ancient Icelandic poetry, in particular the

Eddie poems He not only frequently uses the old

verse forms, hut succeeds exceptionally well in re-

producing the spmt of the old poems He is more

concerned with the thought-content than with the

form of his poetry. Vigor, penetration, and nch

imagery characterize his best poems He wrote much
occasional poetry, and his obituary pieces are both

powerful and onginal His love poems and patriotic

poems are also outstanding, one of the latter. Eld-

gamla Isafold, written during his Copenhagen days,

stiU remains popular

R Beck, “B T—Iceland’s Pioneer Roman-
ticist,” in Scandinavian Studies and

Notes, XV, 1938, Icelandic Poems and
Stories (Princeton & N Y ), 1943

R B

Thordarson, Sighvatr (Icelandic, 995-1045),
the court poet and devoted fnend of King Olaf

Haraldsson (Saint Olaf) and mentor to his son.

King Magnus, was endowed with both an uncom-
monly attractive personality and genuine though not

particularly vigorous poetic spirit His several poems
dealing with the heroic achievements of King Olaf

are significant, not least the one lamenting the king’s

death His most important and unique poem is,

however, his Bersoghsvisur COuts'poken Verses'),

written as a reprimand to Kmg Magnus and re-

markable for Its sane frankness, which so impressed

the young kmg that he mended his ways Si^vatr’s

oetiy IS spontaneous, simple m language, and re-

ned, not least his beautiful and welPwrought indi-

vidual stanzas

Lee M Hollander, The Skalds (Pnneeton
& N. Y), 1945

R B

Thordarson, Thorbergur (Icelandic, b. 1889),
whose hterary production is as large as it is vaned,
has shown rare and remarkable mastery of all types

of Icelandic style, from the loftiest to the most
ludicrous He estabhshed himself as a master-styhst

with his first work, Br6f til Ldru (Letter to Laura,

1924) and has mcreasmgly revealed his mastery m
that field m numerous essays and more extensive

works His autobiographical wntings are notable for

their cultural-histoncal importance Because of his

radical soaal and hterary views, this brilliant satirist

has frequently been the center of controversies, but
his influence upon many of the leadmg Icdandic
ivriters of the day is far-reaching

S Emarsson, T T. fimmtugur (Reykja-
vik), 1959

R B.

Thoreau, Henry David (USA, 1817-62),

called by Emerson a bachelor of nature,” put into

practice the concepts advocated by his fellow Tran-

scendentahsts, shocking New England with a vision

made whole ivith deed, and a '^passive resistance”

to formal institutions (Civxl Disobedience, 1849)
Leaving his beloved Concord rarely after graduating

from Harvard, he plied his several trade skills only

when necessary, and devoted his time to hvmg fully

and recording in his Journal (14 v, 1906) his con-

stant search for values Individual spmtual freedom

—concomitant with jpersonal moral restraint—com-

pletely outweighed for him matenahstic, conven-

tional comforts and wealth, or Life without Principle

(1863) The Maine Woods (1864), Ca'pe Cod
(1865), and A Yankee in Canada (1866) are post-

humous supplements to his more famous prose

works His Poems of Nature were pubhshed m
1895, and Collected Poems m 1943 His most

memorable work CWalden, or Life in the Woods,

1854) records with sensitivity his impressions dur-

ing two years (1845-7) spent in a hut by Walden
Pond

H S Canby, T (Boston), 1939
ECS

Thorgilsson, Ari (Icelandic, 1067-1148), is

^'credited with having laid the foundations of Ice-

landic histoncal literature,” and therefore occupies a

central position in the history of Icelandic fetters

generally His tslendingah6k (The Book of the

Icelanders), which admirably summarizes the early

history of Iceland, was the first histoncal work writ-

ten m Icelandic It has been justly styled model

of histoncal method,” and constituted a sound foun-

dation for later Icelandic histoncal writing Sense

of proportion, conscientious use of sources, and

above all rare love of truth charactenze An’s work

New evidence has lately been brought forth m sup-

port of the idea that he is the author of the remark-

able work Landndmahdk, on the colonization of

Iceland

H. Hermannsson, ed and trans The Book

of the Icelanders (Ithaca, NY), 1930

R. B

Thoroddsen, Jon (Icelandic, 1819-68), the pio-

neer novehst of Iceland, wrote two notable novels,

Piltur og stMka (Lad and Lass, 1850), and Madur
og kona (Man and Wife, 1871), the latter unfor-

tunately incomplete Both are, however, character-

ized by vivid and truthful portrayal of Icelandic

country life, and great narrative skdl He succeeds

adnurably in characterization, his books presentmg

a whole gallery of sharply individualized flesh ana

blood creatures His spontaneous humor adds bright-

ness and color to the story, his style, clearly mflu-

enced by the Icelandic sagas, is concise and vigorous.

His lync poems are less significant, but they are

smooth and graceful, enhvened by his fine humor,

and some of them stJJ remam popular, especially bis
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cLaiming patriotic song, 0
, fogur er vor fdstur^drd

(O lovely is Our Fatherland')

j

a great favonte

W H Carpenter, ^^An Icelandic Novelist,*'

in New Englander and Yah Review,
Vol X, 1887 g

Thucydides (Greek, ca 460-400 b c ) was the

most penetrating and saentific o£ the Greek his-

torians He had reached matunty at the time of the

Peloponnesian War, and, realizing the disintegratmg

effect that the war was having on the ide^s and
traditions of Greek soaety, he set himself the task

of writing Its history Thucydides broke from the

Ionic tradition of Greek histonography to conceive

his work in the spirit of 5th c rationalism, and to

write It in a style that reflected in some measure the

introduction into Greek prose of the techmcal mno-
vations of the sojflusts To his task Thucydides
brought a rare power of analysis, imparUahty, sound
judgment, and an abihty to wnte gnppmg narra-

tive, that made his work a model of historical wnt-
ing, although the harshness and obscunty of his

style brought blame from the hterary cntics

J Fmley, T (Cambndge, Mass ), 1942CAR
Tieck, Ludwig (German, 1773-1853), was the

most important creative wnter of the German Roman-
tic School, the inventor of the watchword of German
romanticism, “the moon-dlumined magic mght " He
tried his hand at virtually all the hterary semes, m-
cludmg translation and hterary cntiasm His name is

popularly associated with the well-known German
translation of Shakespeare, although he acted only as

editor His dramas are lustoricajUy important, but

intrmsically secondary achievements A better work

IS his ^art novel,' Franz StemhaWs Travels (179S),

m which love of medieval art, Durer, and i6th c

Nuremberg, medieval rehgious faith, and lynasm,

are happily blended His crownmg achievements are

Fuss-in-Boots (1797), m which he makes brilliant

use of the hterary device of romantic irony, turmng

the well-known fairy tale mto hterary satire, and

his novelhn These are of two types the romantic

novelh precedmg 1821, as The Fair-Hatred Eckbert

(1797), ivith Its nature demomsm, and the longer,

more reahstic, discursive novelh, as The Superflutty

of Life (1837), a charimng story, m which Tiecfc

plays m romantically ironic fashion with the back-

OTound of reahstic life Tieck's wntings, particularly

mose of his earher penod, had considerable influ-

ence not only on German waters, but also on Ver-

lame m France, Gogol m Russia, Colendge, Scott,

and Carlyle m England, and Longfellow, Poe, and

Hawthorne in Amenca
E H Zeydel, L T., the German Roman-

ticist, 1935 p, M
Tirso db Molina (Spanish, 1584-1648), of the

Lope de Vega^ school, gave the first Dow ]uan

drama to world hterature Interested in metaphysical

problems, he wrote the well-known drama of grace

and free wiU, The Man Condemned for Mistrust*

A radical theorist, he dismisses Aristotle's rules m
favor of the romantic drama He uses his techmcally

clever plots for plays, novels, and short stones, but

with so few personal traits that the attnbution of

certain plays to him is unverified

A H Bushee, 3 Centuries of T (Oxford

& Phila ), 1939
H A, H

Tjodobf from Kvine (Norwegian, fl ca 900),
leading poet at the court of Kmg Harald the Fair-

haired Known principally for his genealogical poem,
Ynglmgatal, written in honor of the long's cousin

Ragnvdd, but givmg the history of the royal fam-

ily Such genealogical poems are among the earhest

recorded works of hterary meat m the Scandinavian

North Tjodolf also wrote the famous shield poem,

Hausthng, m which he mterprets the imagery that

accordmg to pagan wamor custom had been en-

graved upon a renowned battleshield Tjodolf's his-

torical knowledge and his mythological interpreta-

tions make him an early pioneer among the rojral

bards He was also a significant chieftain, ownmg
large estates m Kvmesdd in Agder, southern Nor-

way His poetic style is, m the manner of his tone,

characterized by omateness and the abundant use of

metaphor
Finnur Jonsson, Sk^aldedigtning, 4 v

(Copenhagen), 1912-15, Den oldnor^
og oldtsland^ litteraturs histone, 2d

ed, 3 V (Copenhagen), 1920-24.

^
^ J

Tolstoy, Count Leo Nikolayevich (Russian,

1828-1910) was an outstandmg figure of the 19th

c From childhood he showed m his hfe and writ-

ings the conflict between his desires and his knowl-

edge of the nght, but widi both sides of the dilemma

raised to the highest degree No one has yet cleared

the strange enigma which he offers whether he was

a profound pagan yeammg to be a Christian or a

smcere Christian swept astray by the appetites of

the flesh He was forever tom by contradictory

forces He was a rationahst trymg to prove irration-

alism, or perhaps an irrationauist trying to location-

ahze himself mto reason He yearned lot a general

synthesis of aH things and at the same tune spumed
everything except direct personal contacts From

his earhest story, Childhood, wherem he undertook

to present the life of a boy of his own station m
life, to the last stones, as Resurrection and Hadft

Murat, he makes a long spintual confession of his

hopes and his aspirations, ms stnvings and his dis-

hkes His hero was always a landovraer or an army

officer The official was his speaal detestation Yet

he produced real characters, with a photographic

capaaty for descnption that sweeps the reader along

When he pauses to moralize, he holds up as t&
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noxm o£ human life unattainable ideals Almost all

of his great characters, as Olenin m The Cossacks,

Pierre Bezukhov m War and Peace, and Levm m
Anna Karemna, show us Tolstoy own struggles to

decide on the meaning of the good life They reveal

his marvelous gift of picturing S5nnpathetically a

soaety which m other moods he despises None as

he can picture the impulsive individual who follows

the force of his natural instincts and wins through

to his goal without conscience, without remorse, and

none can so picture the tortures of the individual

whose conscience is constantly warning him of his

mistakes After the emotional crisis of the 1870'$,

his ethical and rational theones drove him from art,

but again and again he reverted to his former man-

ner He was a master of contradictions, yet he was

one of the foremost Russian authors, and m his

presentation of Russian life he has never been sur-

passed

A Maude, L T (London), 1918, M
Gorky, Recollecuons of T, 1920, Naza-

rolf, T , an Inconstant Genius

C. A. M.

Tousseul, Jean (Olmer Degee, Belgian, 1890-

1944), dreamed of being a school teacher spreading

love of peace and charity toward the humblest of

nature’s children He has told his own story m Le
Podme de la Terre et des Hommes Intent on the

legend and history of his country, he is in one sense

a regionalist, but m his village seeks a microcosm,

his vision embraces mankind Stark simplicity of

language and plot characterizes his work With all

his gentleness, he descnbes himself as a ^^revolu-

tionary in my own fashion,^* but m his crusade for

the humble oppressed, he counsels passive resistance

He hved by his pen—an all but impossible gamble
m Belgium—and won the admiration of the best

cntics of his country His work is almost evenly

divided between collections of stories, novels and
volumes of reminiscence In these latter he acknowl-

edges himself a man beaten by hfe^s turmoil and
trying to escape Like Rousseau he seeks consolation

in nature His cychc novel, ]ean Claramhaux, has

been translated into English

D4sir6 Dentut, J T , VHomme et VOeuvre
(Brussels), 1945

J-A G
Troelstra, Piter Jelles (Fnsian, 1860-1930),

was the neatest figure in the Fnsian romantic re-

vival at me end of the 19th c Though he spent,

most of his life as leader of the Social Democratic
Party of 'the Netherlands and was a man of letters

for only a comparatively short time, his contnbution
to Fnsian literature was of the greatest After his

education as a law student, he founded the penodi-
cal For House and Home (1888), winch in fresh-

ness and literary standards immediately excelled die

popular ' magazine Plain and Straight Piter Jelles,

as ne is c;ommonly known among his countrymen, m

the year 1909 pubhshed his Harvest, a volume of

verse which in spiritual quahty and lync grace was
at that time probably surpassed only by Gysbert

Japiks’ Fnsian Poetry of 1668

J Piebenga, Koarte Skiednis fen de Fryske

Sknftekennisse (Dokkum), 1939
B J F

Ts^ao, Lady See Pan Chao

Tsubouchi Shoyo (Yuzo, Japanese, 1859-1935)
was an eminent dramatist and authonty on Enghsh
literature His name is associated with the mjecUon
of realism into the traditional Kahuki He critiazed

Kahuki dramas, including those of Chikamatsu, as

being fantastic, and tried to create a new school of

historical playwriting In Km Hitoha (A Leaf of

Paulowma, 1 896) his ideas were realized with great

success In 1906, he started an ambitious attempt to

reform the popular drama of Japan by the introduc-

tion of Western masterpieces To this end, he began

training actors for the production of Shakespeare^s

plays, the first to be presented being The Merchant

of Venice and Hamlet, although neither of them

was successful In 1928 Tsubouchi completed the

entire translation- of Shakespeare’s works which he

had started in 1907 As an essayist, he opened the

eyes of contemporary novelists by the publication of

an essay, Shosetsu Shinzm (Essence of the Novel),

1885, which emphasized the importance of an ana-

lytical depiction of human nature and attempted to

minimize the value of morality as an essential part

of the theme
Fujimura, Tsukuru, Nippon Bungaku

Daipten (Comfrehensive Dictionary of

Japanese Literature, Tokyo), 1934
Y U

Tu Fu (Chinese, 712-770), a poet of highest

rank, often mentioned as the equal of Li Po At
the age of 1 5, Tu Fu acquired a brilliant reputation

as a precocious youth, but he failed at the pubhc
examinauon for the first literary degree He then

devoted himself to poetry as a profession, and later

won the attention of the emperor and his contem-

poraries After varied experiences as an official at

the court and in the provinces, he gave up his gov-

ernmental position and wandered about, livmg a

hfe of adventure, suffenng intensely at the hands*

of vacdlatmg fortune This accounts for the under-

tone of sadness in his poetical work His writings

were collected and pubhshed under the title Tu
Kung Pu Chi (The Collected Works of the Secre-

tary of Works Tu)
F Ayscough, T F , The Autohtography of

A Chinese Poet (Boston & London),

1928,

-S C, L

TnntrR Aled (Welsh, fl ca 1480-1530) was a ^

nephew of Dafydd ab Edmwnd and one of the last
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of the great" poets of the cywydd penod At an
eisteddfod held at Caerwys in i523(?) he received

the hardic chair for his codification of the rules of

cynghanedd, and these “rules of Tudur Aled” have
remained standard down to the present day except

for a few points on which they were misunderstood

by writers of the 19th c He has poems of praise,

poems of asking, and elegies of the usual type His
love poems, apparently, he does not take too seri-

ously He was on the Lancastnan side, but he
believed the War of the Roses was fought for a

bad cause, and he decned strife between families

He was the first to introduce into Welsh the idea

of “the wheel of Society^' Peace, Wealth, War, and
Poverty foUowmg each other in endless succession,

each giving nse to the next He was a competent

craftsman, but he knew also how to write hnes that

haunt the memory His elegy on Dafydd ah Edmwnd
begms, “The hand of God has slam the muse, Slam
the soul of all the ancient learning (Llaw Dduw a

fu’n lladd awen, Lladd enaid holl ddwned hen)
**

Of Robert ap Si6n he writes, “Dead man, the

maiden loves The earth of thy grave for thy sake

(Y gwr marw, e gar morwyn Ddaear dy fedd, er dy
fw3m) ” He is one of the most quotable of poets

T Gwynn Jones, Gwaith T A, 2 v

(Cardiff), 1926

j J p

Uhlanb, Ludwig (German, 1787-1862), Swsl-

bian poet, the creator of some of Germany's most
popular folksongs and ballads (I Had a Cofnrade^

1809, Siegfried's Sword, 1812, The Minstrel's Curse,

1814, The Luck of Edenhall, 1834), many of which
have become famous as songs His inspiration was
denved from his interest m German folksong (he

pubhshed an extensive collection of “old High and
Low German folksongs'’ from 1844 on) and from

his studies of German hterary history as professor

of German language and hterature at Tubmgen
(History of German Literature and Legend, 8 v,

1865-68) He also attempted to wnte hxstoncal

dramas but was not successful in this genre

S L S

Unamuno, Miguel de (Spanish, 1864-1936),
eclectic, arbitrary, but fascmatmg popular philos-

opher, supported at the same time mdividualism,

socialism, humanitanamsm, personal immortahty, a

European and a traditional Spam Spamsh youth

found eternal ideals of Spain m his Life of Don
Quixote and Sancho (1903) and his Tragical Senti-

ment of Life (1913) Like Santayana, he sought m
his own person to take on the fignt agamst material-

ism, home m other lands by generations of hberal

protestantLsm

Arthur Willis, Espana y U. (N Y ), 1938HAH
Tung Po See Su Shih

Turgenev, Ivan Sergeyevich (Russian, i8i8~

83), was the most western of all Russian novelists

A bitter foe of serfdom, he nonetheless admired the

cultured life on the big estates as it was hved before

the emancipation, yet he followed the changes m
the temper of the younger generation His heroes

(except for the nihilist Bazarov m Fathers and Chil-

dren) are mainly young men of good family who
distmctly feel their obhgations to their unfortunate

brothers His heroines are far stronger characters,

ready to sacnfice themselves for a cause m which

they beheve All of his characters are dehghtful per-

sons with whom we should be glad to assoaate,

this has led to penods of decline in his reputation

He was the only one of the great writers actively

interested in the pohtical movements of the day,

but he was always the 19th c gentleman, in his

limitations and his virtues Yet he had a sense of

form, and in Russian hterature he stands for many
of those quahues that his younger friend Henry

James did in American He and his characters well

represented that mixture of idealism and meffiaency

that was the earmark of large sections of the Russian

mtelhgentsia But of the Russian prose writers he

was the greatest artist in the formal sense of the

word
A Yarmolmsky, T , The Man, hts art

and his Age (N Y ), 19^6CAM

Undset, Sigrid (Norwegian, b 1882), the great

est literary figure of contemporary Norway Her
father was a professor of archaeology in the Univer-

sity of Oslo, she herself, a renowned student of the

Christian Middle Ages m Europe Her mother came
from a Danish family Durmg the recent war Fru

Undset endeared herself to Norwegians and Danes

alike, because of the intense loyalty she showed

toward these countnes m their struggle for existence

As a literary artist she reached monumental propor-

tions m the historical novels, Knstm Lavransdatter,

1920-1922, and The Master of Hestviken, 1925-

1927 In addiuon to massive histoncal landscapes

and intimate community descriptions, she gives m
her works full length portraits of men and women
struggling through the years of hfe, to find no ade-

quate satisfaction until their souls rest m God Her

style IS broad without much concern for the gentle

gracefulness of romanticism, but it has a cumtuative

power and a graphic authenticity that enable the

reader to cross boundaries and rise to a view of the

distant hills of the eternal She was awarded the

Nobel Prize m 1928

Just Bmg, S. U (Oslo), 1924, H. A.

Larsen, S U (NY), 192.9

T J

Valera, Juan (Spanish, 1827-1905), “the last

humanist,'' mban, elegant, aloof novehst of psycho-

logical illusions Student of Spanish mystics,^ he

takes pleasure in finding heneath divine aspixatlcms
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the helpless victun of a carnal love He writes with

refined suhdety, as in his first novel of this type, the

famous Pepjtfl Jtmenez (1874) An elegant and

limpid style pervades his work
Romero Mendoza, Don J V (Madrid),

Valery, Paul (French, h 1871), poet, mathe-

matician, philosopher, is one of France^s outstanding

contemporary men of letters A follower of Mallarmi

in verse (his The Young Fate, 1917, The Cemetery

hy the Sea, 1920, Charms, 1922), he turned his

mind to higher subjects than the master had, treat-

ing the great problems of being and destiny His

works in prose are more accessible Introduction to

the Method of Leonardo da Vtnct (1895), An Eve-

ning with M Teste, in which he analyzes the

^supenor being* who is brought to sterility by his

assion for analysis, Eufalinos (1923), are m the

nest tradition of French belles-lettres But it is as

abstract thinker, not as stylist, that VaMry has

meaning for us he represents a necessary tendency

in the modern world—the return to logic and to

reason, to the old disciplines of the mind, in the

attempt to find a solution to the urgent moral prob-

lems

R Michaud, Modern Thought and Litera-

ture tn France (N Y 3, 1934
R J N

Van de Woestijne, Karel (Belgian, 1878-

1929), at first a journalist, later an official and pro-

fessor of hterature at the University of Ghent, is one
of the greatest lyric poets of our times He had no
other subject but his own tortured ego, his fight be-

tween mmd and matter He expressed this intellec-

tual adventure m highly ornate lyrical verse, that, as

-years went by, became more and more religious At
the end of nis life, he wrote some short sarcastic

lyncs, based on folk themes, that have a brutal

beauty His poetry was highly baroque at tunes,

often It was poignant and deeply moving His art

IS autumnal and grave, sensual and mystic altogether.

Since the Middle Ages no greater poet has lived in

Flanders
‘ Clark Stillman, The Flemish Poet K van

de W in Poet Lore (Boston), 1941.

J -A G
Varnlund, Rudolf (Swedish, 1900-45), was

bom in Stockholm His background was proletarian

He worked m the pnntmg office of a (My paper
Before he began his career as a writer he traveled
around Europe and received, perfiaps, his deepest
impression from Germany His first book was a
collection of short stones

—

Doda manmskor (Dead
Peofle, 1924). In the following years he published
many short stones and several novels (Vandrare till

mtet, Wanderers mto Nothing, 1926, Hednmgama,
som tcke hava lagen. The Genules, Which Have

1180

Not the Law, 1936), and finally turned to

writing plays (Den heliga famil^en. The Holy
Family, 1932), where his expressionistic technique

became a genuine asset He died in an accident,

and everyone that follows Vamlund*s slow but
gradual development gets the impression that he
still had his best years before him

H Ahlenius, Arhetaren i svensk dikting

A W
Varro, M Terentius (Roman, 116-27 b c ),

followed the trachtion of encyclopedic learning inau-

gurated by Greek scholars in Alexandna over a

century before Varro was eager to gather into sev-

eral scores of volumes mformation of widely differ-

ent nature He compiled a volume On the Latin

Language, one in dialogue form On Agriculture

influenceci the didactic poem of Virgd deahng with

the same subject His most important works on
ancient Italian cults and customs are lost for the

most part, but the information contained therem

furnished excellent material for the Church Fathers

in their long fight against paganism

J W Duff, A Literary History of Rome, I

(N Y), 1932

J J s

Vasconcelos, Jose (Mexican, b 1882), is the

apostle of culture m Spanish Amenca As a journalist

he has exercised a wide cultural mfluence, as a

member of the anti-Catholic cabinet of Obregdn, he

modernized the school system, established close cul-

tural ties with South Amenca by exchanging dele-

gations of intellectuals such as Gabnela Mistral, and

gave great impetus to nationalism through patronage

of young wnters and artists such as Diego Rivera

An unsuccessful canchdate for the presidency, he

has spent penods of exile in the United States, to

whose idems he is hostile As a soaologist, he had

great faith m the possibilities of the Indian and

predicted the evolution of a cosmic race in the

tropics, as a philosopher, he has broadened Mexican

thought through many compilations and some ong-

inal thought, as a vmter, he is best knovm through

his four-volume autobiography (1935-39)^ begin-

ning with Ulysses the Creole, m which he gives a

sweeping but intimate picture of the Mexico of his

era

L A Sdnchez, Histona de la lit» ameri-

cana (Santiago), 1940

J,
R S

Vazov, Ivan (Bulgarian, 1850-1921), the first

Bulgarian professional man of letters, for over fifty

years was a recogmzed master of literature, during

this time he worked m almost every field to raise

the standards of the literature and to mtroduce an

inteUigent comprehension of the past, present, and
future of his country. He was a prohfic writer.

Among his works are Pod Igoto (Under the Yoke,
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1893), a novel of the Bulganan revolt of 1876, the

first Bulgarian novel to he translated mto foreign

languages, the poem EfOfea na Zahravemte (Epic

of the Heroes

f

1879), a glorification of the Bulgarian

leaders before the msurrecuon, Pesm za Mdkedont^u

CSongs for Macedoma, 1914), Ne shte zagme QWe
will not fertsh, 1920), Legendt fn Tsarevets (Leg-

ends of Tsarevets, 1920), legends of the Second

Bulganan Empire at Tirnovo, the histoncal dramas,

Borislav (1909) and Ivaylo (1911), the comedy

Mtkhaldkt chorhadzht (The nch Mikhaldkt, 1912)

Almost all of his works are now accepted as Bul-

ganan masterpieces, and he bids fair to hold high

esteem, regardless of the pohtical future of ms
country

Ts Mmkov, I V , m Bulgarskt Ptsateh,

Vol IV, 1929, D Shishmanov, Survey

of Bulganan Lit, 1932
a A M

Vega Carpio, Lope de (Spanish, 1562-1635),

was the founder of the great Spanish baroque drama

Declarmg that the Spaniards’ dramatic mterest could

be satisfied only with the presentation of everythmg

from Creation until Doomsday, he wrote for the

popular, non-Anstotehan stage His themes are na-

tional and mtemational, classical and contemporary,

sacred and profane Avoidmg profoimd problems, he

sought tragic or unusual circumstances m ballad and

folk tradition He has high command of language,

rhetonc, and prosody, and with his drama, ncmy
lyrical quahties Outstandmg among his plays are

The Star of Seville and Puente Ovejuna, bom nch

in democratic sentiment He is beheved to have

written over a thousand plays, about half of which

survive

K Vossler, L de V und sein Zeitalter

' (Mumch), 1932 HAH
Veldeke, Henric van (Dutch, late 12th c),

oldest known poet of the Netherlands, bom near

Maastricht On request of the Countess of Loon, he

put the legend of St Servatius into verse While

attached to ^e court of Geves, he translated the old

French Roman dTnias He wrote a number of love

poems, and had some influence on the development

of Middle High German poetry

J G,

Velez de Guevajeia, Lms (Spanish, I579“i^44)>

whose fame was long based on his peculiar rogue

story, The Limpng Devil, is now considered the

ongmator of the pageant-hke hterary stage play His

baroque views and artistic expression make him the

forerunner of Calderon One of his most effective

patnotic dramas is The King is More Important than

One*s Blood

Forrest E Spencer, The Dramatic Works

ofLV^G (Berkeley, Cal ), i937
^ H A a

Verga, Giovanni (Itahan, 1840-1922), was the

leader of the realistic school, and at the same time

one of Its outstanding regional wnters His most

important novels are The Malavoglias (1881) and
Mastro Don Gesualdo (1888), the only completed

parts of a series (I Vinti, The Conquered) he m-
tended to write portraymg hfe among the lower and
middle classes of Sioly Of his short stones, the

best known is Cavallena Rusticana (Rustic Chivalry,

1880, made an opera with music by Mascagm)
Verga’s observation is exact and detailed, his analysis

of character penetrating, and his style firm and

sober, not without Sicihan dialectal mfiuence

A Momigliano, G V narratore (Palermo),

1924
R A H

, Jr

Verhaeren, Emile (Belgian, 1855-1916), was

raised in a small Flemish village on the shores of

the Scheldt To French poetry he brought new ac-

cents and new themes In harsh, tense rhythms he

spoke of Flanders’ great past and of the brutal beauty

of the modem industnal landscape He had the

same sweeping power as Whitman, the same en-

thusiasm for life In his latter years he wrote har-

monious love poems His dramas, Le Cloitre and

Helene de Sfarte, are eloquent and vital His m-
fluence on European poetry and his fame among

English-speaking readers were very great

Amy Lowell, Swc Prench Poets (N Y ),

Vergil See Virgil

Verlaine, Paul (French, 1844-96), represents

the reaction against naturalism that took ^ce m
France m the late 19th c Begmmng as a follower

of the Parnassian poets and later of Baudelaire, he

soon earned the hterary tendencies of the latter much

further in the direction of symbohsm After the

failure of his marriage and under the mfiuence of

the young Bimbaud he became a vagabond and

fell into the most dissolute of fives, dying in pov^
and abject misery Verlaine’s great contnbution^ to

French verse was his relaxing of the Parnassian

manner to the pomt where music dominated, where

the irregular replaced the sharply chiseled, where

vague harmomes rendered the obscure impression.

His Saturnian Poems (1866), Gallant Festivals

(1869), Songs without Words (1874) and Wisdom

(1888) contain the best of his work

W C Thorley, P V (London), 1914^

R* J N
Vico, Giovanni Battista (Itahan, 1668-1744^,

was the author of various works on jurisprudence

and history, of which the most important was the

Principles of a New Science of the Common Nature

of Nations (1725, 1730) In this work, Viim de-

velops a theory of cydical development m history,

and posits the mtimate mter-relation of a pence’s
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linguistic, poetical, cultural, and political history

He estahlisnes a tripartite senes o£ cultural penods

or stages o£ development the age o£ gods (savage

li£e), o£ heroes (barharous or semi-civihzed), and

q£ men (civihzed) Vico’s intuition was far supenor

to the historical data at his disposal, his mtellect

was deep, intense, but narrow in scope and outlook

He IS important pnmanly as a pathfinder and in-

novator, and a source of inspiration for later thinkers

(Herder, Rousseau, Croce)

B Croce, La plosofa di G B V (Bari),

R A H, Jr

Vieira, Antonio (Portuguese, 1608-97), one

of the masters of Portuguese prose, excelled in

sacred eloquence A man of many facets, he was

born in Lisbon, educated in Brazil, entered the So-

ciety of Jesus, played an active role in the political

life of Portugal after the restoration (1640), wab

denounced to the Inquisition for certain prophetic

writings, and returned to South America The prose

of this eminent Jesuit, which shows influences of

culteramsmo and in which paradox abounds, places

him on a plane with the best men of letters of

PortugaL His many sermons and letters have been

widely read

J Ldcio de Azevedo, Htstona de A V

,

2 V (Lisbon), 1931
M C

Vigny, Albred de (French, 1797-1863), was
the philosopher of French romantic verse Although

born to a noble family, he was almost constantly

unhappy and his bitter view of the world is fre-

quently reflected in his poems His pessinpastic in-

spiration is best seen in his Poems Ancient and Mod-
ern (1826), in the Fates (1864), and in the famous
play Chatterton (1835), one of the great successes

of the Romantic theatre An excellent histoncal

novel, Cinq-Mars (1826), and his PoePs Journal

(1867), m which he reveals himself perhaps more
completely than he intended, are his other important

works Unlike the other Romantics, he is rarely

gay, but his seriousness has such smcenty, his pessi-

mism rings so true that today his work is more re-

warding than that of any of his Romantic con-

temporanes

A Whitndge, A deV (London & N* Y),
I933‘

R. J N
Villon, Francois (French, i43i-i465>), scholar,

rogue and great poet, was one of the very few
writers of pte-Rena^ssance days to choose his own
real sentiments, not the formahzed concepts of

courtly love, as the matter of his poetry His Testa-

ments (The Lesser Testament, 1456, The Great
Testament^ 1461) are satincal legaaes that give us,

withm the framework of the earthy Bohemian tavern

hfe of the times, a believable portrait of a real man,
With his fear of death, his love of good cheer, his

dread of ithe dark unknown, Wntmg with wry

irony in language of mtense clarity and reahsm,
scorning the artifices of the courtly poets, he offers

us a gallery of portraits, among which his own,
unconsciously sketched, far transcends the personal

and enters the realm of the universal

D B W Lewis, F V <N Y), 1928
R J N

ViNjE, Aasmund (Norwegian, 1818-1870), the

principal “landsmaal” or native language author of

the mid 19th c He was in close touch with Ivar Aasen
and did much to convince the Norwegians that the

Aasen language reform held the promise^ of a great

literary vehicle Vinje eked out a very meager hveh-

hood by contributing to the columns of vanous
newspapers He also pubhshed his own, the Dolen
(The Dalesman'), and associated himself in 1851

with Hennk Ibsen and Paul Botten Hansen in the

Andhnmner publishing venture He wrote excellent

prose with a remarkable change of pace, giving the

reader a feeling of constant surprise, but ms greatest

contribution was made in the realm of poetry, espe-

cially in a series of gripping nature lyncs Ved
Rondane (At the Rondane Mountains) and Vaaren
(S-pnng) have taken their places by the side of the

great Wergeland*^ poems of the previous decade.

Like Wergeiand, Vinje passionately loved nature,

especially the sublimity of the great mountams found
expression in his poems His style is not nch m
color, but the lines are very melodious in the mood
of the folksong

O Midttim, A V $ sknfter i samling 5 v
(Oslo), 1916-21, V Vislie, A V ,liv og

dikting, 2d ed (Oslo), 1929 \

T. J

Virgil (P Vergilius Maro, Roman, 70-19 bc,)
holds a place next to Homer in the field of heroic

epic poetry The legendary Aeneas appears only

faintly hmned in the extant epic cycle as repre-

sented by the Homenc Iliad and Odyssey Some of

the legendary associations of Aeneas and his com-

anions with Italy and the west had been developed

y such Latin poets as Ennius and Naevius before

Virgil decided to make this theme his own The
choice was further determined by the fact that the

family of Juhus Caesar laid claim to Aeneas as one

of its ancestors Encouraged by Augustus, Virgil set

himself to the arduous task of co-ordmating and
embellishmg tfiese traditions, so as to present a

romantic and heroic background for the Roman state

In this difficult objective he has achieved a success

that should be measured in the light of expectations

rather than by the canons of the epic as established

by Homer The Aeneid is the first of a long hne of

literary epics The tendency of the present day to

estimate more highly the so-caUed popular epics

should not blmd us to the real purpose and achieve^

ments of epic poets such as Virgil, who are the heirs

of a long period of introspective and profound

thought In his earher and highly succ^sful at-
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tempts at pastoral and didactive poetiy, Virgil had
learned the art of expressing himself in verse of
unusual distinction T^e Theocntan pastoral is a
more bnlliant and significant work, hut a tenderness
and quiet humor pervade several of Virgil's Eclogues
This quality of tenderness, noted hy Horace, is

found preeminendy in the famous fourth eclogue,
with its picture of a child whose birth is to usher
m a golden age The patnotic fervour of the
Georgtcs is sure to touch even the unsympathetic
reader who may be irked by a didacticism somewhat
alien to the modem mind

T Frank, V , a Btography (N, Y), 1922,
E K Rand, The Magical An of V
(Cambridge, Mass), 1931, H W
Prescott, The Development of V's An
(Chicago), 1927

J s.

Voltaire (Fran9ois-Mane Arouet, French, 1694-
1778) earned on through most of the i8th c the

mocking GaUic tradition, where wit clothes sober,

penetrating thought His long life was a crowded
one Son of a bourgeois family, the indiscreet wit
early found himself m difficulties at court, he took

refuge in England and later became a successful

urveyor of English ideas in France On his return

e devoted himself to philosophy, to saence, and to

a vast hterary output Fmdmg himself popular and
widely read, hi returned to court only to leave it

again at the mvitation of Fredenck the Great to

come live with him in Potsdam After an mtellectual

honeymoon, the two fell out and Voltaire returned

to France, to a hterary production almost without

parallel m French annals He practiced with suc-

cess nearly every genre poetry, chiefly of an m-
adental character, tragedy (especially Zmre, 1732,
Merope, 1743), history (The Century of Louts

XW, 1751, Essay on Manners, 1756), philosophy

CPhtlosopktcal Letters, 1734, Treatise on Tolerance,

1763, Philosophical Dictionary, 1764), the philo-

sophical tale QZadig, 1747, Candide, 1759) No
other author has so thoroughly dommated his time

Although he is rarely profound or origmal, he is

the finest of synthesists, an accurate and bnlhant

reflector of the Zeitgeist, and m his long battle for

tolerance and for the progress of hberal and saentific

ideas Voltaire rendered his age a vital service His

style, even today a model of deftness and gaiety,

was of great aid to him in hi^ appomted task He
has been well called the 'first of the second rank'

N L. Torrey, The Spirit of V. (N Y ),

VoNDEL, JoOST VAN DEN CFhltch, I587-1679),

Holland's greatest poet He was bom m Cologne,

but his parents moved to Amsterdam when he was

10, and VondeFs name is mtimately associated with-

that of his aty His first literary efforts were under

the influence of French poetry After 1625, he took

an increasmgjiy active part in avic life, and ex-

pressed his views m stirnng lyncal verse Greetings,
Songs of the pnnee Involved in the religious con-
flicts of his tune, he published some satirical verse.
The Eumhler of the Roosters run, The Curry-comb
In deeply moving elegies he commemorated his wife
and two of his children In 1641 he was converted
to Cathohasm, the beauty and greatness of which
he celebrated m The Glory of the Church His
plays are either historical or Biblical, they are lyncal
and philosophical Lucifer, Adam m exile

J. G.

Wackenrooer, Wilhelm Heinrich (German,
1773-98), was an outstandmg theonst of German
romantic art Together with ms fnend Tieck, he
undertook several journeys to vanous centres of
German mediaeval and Renaissance hfe and art,

which culminated in two works wntten chiefly by
Wackenroder Mean Effusions of an AxtAovmg Lay
Brother (1797) and Phantasies on An (1797) In
the former he celebrated the beauty of mediaeval
and of Itahan Renaissance art, and proclaimed the

need for religious inspiration m art In the latter

the same spmt prevails, but music is given

E
recedence over paintmg Wackenroder's teachmgs
ad an important mfluence on Tieck and through

him on the mediaeval art-cult of the German Naza-
rene artists, and on Ruskin m England,

E H Zeydel, L Tieck, me German Ho-
manticist, Ch 6, 1935

P M
Wagner, Richard (German, 1813-83), wrote

operas that represent a remarkable contnbution to

modem dramatic art, the music-drama, in which,
as m Greek tragedy, all the arts are fused His well-

constmeted plays embrace m then content folk

legend, heroic traditions, and national attitudes

In form they are on the highest level of poetic

expression, the later dramas bemg particularly in-

teresting for their mutation of the verse form popu-
lar in the penod of the play, for example, the use

of assonance m the Ring of the Nthelungs (1853-

74), or the rhymed couplet (KmttcZvers) in The
Metstersingers (1862-67) His development of the

symbolic musical leitmottf has been imitated m
contemporary hterature, espeaally hy Thomas
Mann Wagner's melhfluous verse, his vocabulaxy

and imagery, the longings and loves of his charac-

ters, his medievalism and nationalism, the philosophi-

cal symbolization of the aspirations of both artist

and folk, all unite to make ms works the consumma-
tion of the aesthetic aims of the romanticists-

J G Robertson, A Hist^ of German Lrt^

(N Y), 1930
S L S.

Wallin, Johan Olof (Swedish, 1779-1839),
was bom m tbe provmce of Dalama; he graduated

from the Umversity of Uppsala in 1803 Having
received a pnze from the Swedish Academy for a

poem, Uppfostraren (The Educator, 1805), he was
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oidamed as a minister, and mtroduced m literary

circles as the ^^coining man’* m hterature. His career

in the church was successful, and in 1837 he was

appointed archbishop In his literary career he came

into conflict with the representatives of the young

neo-romantic school This had an important m-

fiuence on his development, which we can follow

from a general moradism to a personal rehgiosity

In the religious field he was no creative thinker,

hut as editor of the Swedish Hymnology of 1819

he not only modernized old hymns but also wrote

128 new hymns m which he gives the thoughts and

traditions of the Swedish Church a beautiful, often

sublime, form His position as one of the most

important religious poets of Sweden was further

estabhshed through his famous poem, Dodens angel

QThe Angel of Death, 1839) which has four Eng-

lish translations Among his other poems are Skdl

for George Washington (A Toast to George Wash-

ington^, Hems'jvkan ([Homesickness'), Medhorgar-

sang ([Song of the Citizen)

E Liedgren, W s larch som fsahndiktare,

1916, 1929 ^ ^
Walton, Izaak (English, 1593-1683), a hnen

draper, showed his love of reading and fishing in

his two books, Lives of Donne, Wotton, Hooker,

George Herbert, and Bishof Sanderson (1670) and

The Comflete Angler (1653) His Lives axe among
the most charming pieces of portraiture that have

come down to us, through their refined style, revela-

tion of character, and humanity His Complete

Angler, a medley of personal remimscences and a

dissertation on the lore of anghng, is a classic of

Its kmd and one of the most dehghtful of English

books

Th Zouch, Life I W (London), 1823,

LI Poivys, 13 Worthies (N Y ), 1923
F F M

Wang, Shou-Jen (Chinese 1472-1528), better

known as Wang Yang-mmg m Chmese and Oyomei
in Japanese, was the most distmgmshed statesman,

soldier, philosopher, essayist, and poet of i6th c

Chma He had the ongmahty and courage to work
out a philosophy that differed from that of the

Neo-Confucian scholar Chu Hsi ' Accordmg to

Wang, truth is to be sought from within and m-
tmtion, or conscience, is the source of information

concemmg the moral law He emphasized the im-

portance of self-disciplme and of action m ac-

cordance with knowledge His prose is characterized

by flmdity of expression, his verse, by fineness of

feelmg His literary works were pubhshed under the

tide Wang Wen Cheng Chuan Shu (The Comflete
Writings of Wang, the Cultured and Accom-
ftished)

^
Henke, F G ,

The Philosofhy ofWY-m
(London)^ 1916

S C L

Wang Yang-inwg See Wang Shou-Jen.

Wedekind, Feank (German, 1864-1918), was
a bitter critic of the naturahstic movement and an
irreconcilable opponent of the bourgeois complacency

of his period Extolhng the value of untrammelled

erotic mstincts and of a brutal frankness in human
relationships, he became the chief herald of Nietz-

schean vitalism in German literature Fruhlmgs
Erwachen (The Awakening of Sfnng, 1891), a

moving tragedy of adolescent youth turning in vam
for a(wice to unintelhgent parents and ignorant

teachers, remains Wedehind*s truly constructive

work, while most of his other plays—Earth Sprit

(1895), Pandora!s Box C1904), Der Marquis von
Keith, Franziska—wexe more successful m preparing

the way for primitivism and irrationahsm than m
conveying his romantic vision of a healthier civihza-

tion

F Kutscher, F W (Munchen), 1924
H B

Welhaven, Johan Sebastian (Norwegian,

1807-73), one of the trail-blazmg spmts of the

Norwegian renaissance Great student leader m the

young national university, champion of Dano-Nor-
wegian mtellectualism Best known for the satirical

E
oem, Norges demring (The Dawn of Norway)
,oved for his national romantic songs based on

themes from history and folk legend Had a pro-

found influence upon the development of poetic

style Universally acknowledged as one of the finest

word artists in Norwegian hterature Prominent

member of the Scandinavian movement of the mid
19th c Always of a deeply religious nature in spite

of his mtellectualism and hiS noticeable tendency

toward snobbishness, he wrote m his later years the

poem, Diktets dnd (The Sprit of Poetry), two
stanzas of which have been made into the imfor-

gettable hymn, Lord of Sprits

A Lochen, / S W $ hv og sknfter, 2 v
(Oslo), 1900, F Paasche, Volume III,

Norsk litt hist (Oslo), 1927.

T J

Wereel, Franz (Austrian, 1890- 1945), became
after his escape from Nazi Germany a most suc-

cessful playwright (Jacohowsky and the Colonel)

and novehst (The Song of Bernadette) in the

United States For German readers his early lyncal

phase of moderate expressionism holds a much
greater attraction, proclaiming as it does the possi-

bility of a better world ^(Der Weltfreund, 1911,

Wir Sind, 1913), m which mutual sympathy and
umversal understanding wiU prevail, and ringing

with a sincerity that results in a perfect stylistic

balance between rhapsodic enthusiasm and sober

simphaty In a war novel (Barbara dder die

Frommigkeit, 1928) he has given epic emphasis to

his inveterate belief in the victory of kindness and

regard for human hfe over destructive stupidity

R Specht, F W (Wien), 19^6

H. B,
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Wergeland, Heistrik (Norwegian, 1808-45),

the greatest lync poet and the most significant

national leader o£ the renaissance m Norway Be-

tween 1825, when he together with Welhaven,"^

became a student leader at the young university,

and his death in 1845, he exhibited a phenomenal
activity, writmg poetry, dramas, stones, at the same
time that he edited journals in the interest of popu-

lar education He was mfluential in pohtics, in the

planning of national enterpnses, in the building of

patriotic institutions Wrote the ambitious rehgious

epic poem, Creation, Man, and the Messiah Best

known for his love and nature lyrics, espeaally the

group he wrote while on his last sickbed To Sp^ng,

To My Golden Flower, and To My Little Rahhit

are characteristic of a large group or verse showmg
intense love for the growing hfe of this world, but

also a sublime resignation to the will of an aU-

lovmg God Wergmand, m contrast to his nval

Welhaven, was known as a people’s champion, a

genmne democrat, and a deep-dyed Norwegian

patriot His farces were used m the pohtical dis-

cussion of the times rather than on the stage, his

numerous public orations were glowmg and surgmg

with an hitherto imknown mtensity of spirit His

style was uneven, but in his most mspired works he

attained to a sheer poetic beauty unsurpassed m the

history of Norwegian letters

H Jaeger and D A Seip, H W s samlede

verketj trykt og utrykt, 22, v (Oslo),

1918-27, and G M Gathome Hardy,

J BitheU, and I Grondahl, Poems hy

H W (Oslo), 1929
T J

Wessee, Johan Herman (Norwegian, 1742-

85), one of the two leadmg Norwegian writers of

the 1 8th c The other is Ludvig Holberg,’^ con-

sidered also a Danish dramatist Wessel was the son

of a pastor near Oslo, but he too did most of his

literary work m Copenhagen, the capital of the west-

ern Scandmavian United Kmgdom He was the

stimulating spirit of the Noiwegian Society at the

umversity, but also Sr vagabond enjoymg an mdul-

gent life in the alehouses He wrote the celebrated

parody. Love, But no Stoekmgs, m which he ridi-

culed certam clumsy imitations of the French classi-

cal tragedy Loved for his genial humorous narrative

poems, as The Smith and the Baher, The Murder

of the Dog In the more serious Ode to Sleep he'

shows depth of feehng and true poetic sensitiveness

In grace and elegance his style is unsurpassed m the

1 8th c literature of his country

A Winsnes, Det norske selskap (Oslo),

1924, J Levm, J H W , 2d ed (Oslo),

1878

Wharton, Edith [Newboed Jones] (USA,
1862-1937), Jamesian xeahst m prose fiction, is noted

for her perfecdy controlled selection, restramt, and

clanty within the traditional style and design, and

for her insistence QThe Writing of Fiction, 1925)
that ^*every great novel must first of all be based

upon a profound sense of moral values ” From The
House of Mirth (1905) to The Gods Arrive (1932)
her novels are marked by the non-didacUc mterplay

of morals, social conventions, and false values, gen-

erally on the tragic level, the same is true of such

novelettes as those in Old New York (1924) and

the eleven volumes of collected short stones, where
her method is that of representation rather than

presentation The rather narrow and sometimes

dated 5cope of her matter has tended recently to

decrease her standmg, despite her pohshed style

and sense of human values

R M Lovett, E W (N YO, 1925
ECS

Whitman, Watt (USA, 1819-92), emerged

in 1855, after an undistmguished though pohticdly

radical journalistic career, as a consaous cuWnation
of the romantic faith m the individual and race,

and revolt against convention Discardmg usual

rhyme, meter, stanza form, allusions, and diction,

he created a deeply rhythmical, alhterative, and

culminative free verse of his own to match the ampli-

tude and frankness of his new themes—the sensuous

beauty of physical life, the cosmic evolution of

democratic comradeship, and the mystic unity of

mdividuai Personahty with the whole His five

major lifetime revisions, rearrangements, and ex-

pansions of Leaves of Grass reveal the gradual

growth of his concept of venty m imity and Sj^tu-

ahty, transmuted from his early egoism and cSchra-

tton of passion Democratic Vistas (1871) is Whit-

man’s reahstic prose cnttosm of Amenca’s failure

to fulfil the democratic mission he envisaged for her

G W Allen, A W. Handbook (Onca^),

^5^46 E. a s,

Whittier, John Greenxbae (U S A , 1807-

92), was the most famous 19th c poet of New Eng-

land romantic provmaahsm and reform His earhest

work, inspired hy Bums and aided hy William

Lloyd Garason, is represented hy the romantic

Legends of New England m Prose and Verse

(1831) Voices of Freedom (1846) shows his natural

opposition as a Quaker to slavery, and Songs of

Labor (1850) reveals his creed of sympalhy with

the workmg classes His later poems of rehgious

centrahty and of the countryside remain his most

mature and memoiahle woik With htde formal

education, Whittier developed well his natural assets

of truthfulness and sincenty, despite a certain jour-

nalistic ohtuseness toward technique and a tendency

toward diffuseness and too obvious morahzmg

G R Carpenter, J G W. (Boston), 1903,

W Bennett, W, Bard of Freedom

(Chapel Hdl, N C), 1941ECS
WiEEAND, Christoph Martin (German, 1733-

1813), one of the spmtual fathers of modem Get-
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man literature, began as a Klopstockian seraphic

singer in tune wim the hollow sentimental htera-

ture of the virtuous age (SymfathieSf 1755), trans-

lated Shakespeare rather poorly into prose (22

plays, 1762-66), wrote a number of verse tales of

a sensuous and fanciful nature (Musanon, 1768,

The New Amadts, 1771), and a senes of cultural

romances with a background of ancient Greek life,

the Onent, or the Middle Ages These novels re-

volve, however, around the ideas and problems of

the penod in Agathon (1766-67), Platonic love

and rattonahsuc hedonism, Wieland’s own creed,

m The Golden Mirror (1772), enhghtened despotism

and statecraft, in The Ahdentes (1774), provinaal-

ism and fanaticism His most famous work is

Oheron (1780), a verse romance m ottava nma,
showing the poet^s charactenstic facility, his humor-

ous persiflage, and his delight in voluptuous atti-

tudes and scenes Wieland became the tutor of

Duke Karl August of Weimar in 1772 and thus a

member of the illustnous group of poets and scholars

m the German Athens Here he published and
edited the Deutscher Merkur (1773-1810), the

first modern review devoted to helles lettres in

Germany S L S

Williams, Edward, ''lolo Morganwg'^ (Welsh,

1746-1826), was intensely interested m the tradi-

tions of Wales, and especially of Glamorgan, he
preserved every fragment he could discover, but his

treatment of his sources is so uncntical as to impair

the value of his whole collection Parts of it have
been published as Cyfnmch Betrdd Ynys Prydam,
The lolo Manuscnfts, and Sarddas, but much still

remains in manuscnpt Through the Gwyneddigion
Society he became acquainted with Owam Myfyr
and William Owen [Pughe], coUaboratmg with
them m publishing the Myvynan Archaiohgy To
their edition of the poems of Dafydd ab Gwilym
he contnbuted a number, but the text has been
so tampered with that they represent largely his

own work He possessed considerable poetic ability,

but he liked best to take a few suggestions from an
old manuscnpt, weave a poem about them, and pass

it off under another name That is the ongin of

the poems long credited to Rhys Goch ap Rhiccert
Gwaith -loh Morganwg, Dan olygiaeth

Cadrawd (Llanuwchllyn), 1913

J J

Williams, William, 'Tantycdyn*^ (Welsh^
1^17-91), under the influence of Howel Hams be-
came one of the leaders of the Methodist revival,

travelhng about 150,000 miles m 50 years He is

best known as a Writer of hymns, of which he has
left ov^ 800, these have been immensely popular
in Wales, and some hke “Giude me, O diou great
Jehovah*^ have had considerable circulation m Eng-

^
lish translation Among his longer poems, A View

"
^of idle Kingdom of Christ QGolwg ar Deymas Cnst,

is an ambitious survey of the whole scheme

1186

of human salvation, and The Life and Death of
Theomemfhus (Bywyd a Marwolaeth Theomem-
fhus, 1764) IS a sort of Pilgrim's Progress m verse
It represents the spmt of the revival, and much of
It IS undoubtedly autobiographical, Saunders Lewis
has called it one of the first documents in the Ro-
mantic movement The poem is full of crudities, and
Its narrow asceticism is displeasing to some, but the
author's sincenty justifies it Wilhams also wrote a
number of prose works, the most ambitious being
Pantheologia, a history of all the religions of the
world, written in dialogue form

HoU Weithiau Prydyddawl a Rhyddtei-

thol y Diweddar Barch, W W, Pant-
y-celyn (London), 1867

J J P

Wolfe, Thomas [Clayton] (USA, 1900-38),
unique, energetic giant of lyrical expressiveness m
the modem novel, was profoundly moved by the

contrasts between his native North Carolina back-

ground, New York City, and Europe Professedly

influenced by Joyce and Dostoevski, he hterally

forced from Inmself thousands of pages of sprawl-

ing, intense, detailed, and grandiose manuscript
(see The Story of a Novel, 1936) which—^pruned

and tumbled into novel-form (Look Homeward
Angel, 1929, Of Time and the River, 1935, The
Weh and the Rock, 1939)—^revealed chiefly his

own lust for experience and self-fascmated feehng

of incompleteness, reconciled in the end by a kmd
of mystic behef in the vitality of America His faults,

hke ins virtues, were gigantic, but his style has un-

doubtedly influenced much recent fiction

• ECS
Wolff, Elizabeth (1738-1804), and Aagjb

Deken (1741-1804), Dutch nov^sts Elizabeth

Bekker mamed (1759) Parson Wolff As a parson's

wife she busied herself with the study of literature

and theology In 1772 she pubhshed a volume of

poems whicn show her as a hvely and progressive

woman In 1776 she met Aagje Deken, who had
been educated m an orphanage, and had also pub-

hshed a volume of verse The two women became
fast fnends In 1782 their novel Sara Burgerhart

was pubhshed, in 1783, Willem Leevend In 1788
they went mto political exile, living in France until

1798, thereafter at The Hague

J a
Wordsworth, William (English, 1770-1850),

was the foremost nature poet of the romantic schooL

His close fnendship with Colendge was one of the

most staking alliances m our literary history, and
the most bnHiant and prolific work of both was
done while it endured Wordsworth chose to write

about commonplace objects and experiences, and
sought to htihze the temporal actuahties of the

outer world to express the mner spnatual life* In
his Preface to the Lyncal Bfidlads, poems by both
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Colendge and Wordsworth, the latter states his

poetic ideas and ideals

F W H Myers, W
F F M

WuMKES, Geart Aeilco (Frisian, h 1869), has

for many years been prominent in the ardes of

the Knsdik Frysk Selskip, which he helped to foimd
with the Rev S Huismans in 1908 His greatest

single contnbution to Frisian hterature is his trans-

lation of the Bthle, of which the New Testament

appeared in 1933 ^pd the entire canon in 1943, In

his The Fnstan Awakenmg, 1911, he presents a his-

tory of the orthodox religious revivaf m Fnesland

m the 19th c His Toilers in the Frisian Field, 1926,

and Pathways of Fnesland, 2 v , 1932-34, are

standard works on the history of Frisian culture

Wumkes writes a creative and vmle style, some-

times marred by careless figures of speech and other

defects of apparent hastmess His Days and Years

is the engaging autobiography of an outstandmg

national leader

D Kalma, De Fryske Skriftekennisse fen

1897-1925 (Dokkum), 1928
B J F

Wye^ne, Ellis (*'Ehs Wyn*( Welsh, 1671-1734),
was a clergyman, he published m 1710 a new
and revised edition of the Welsh Book of Common
Prayer at the request of the Welsh bishops, and a

translation of Jeremy Taylor^s Holy Living (fikeol

Buchedd Sanctaiddj in 1701, but his fame rests

upon his Gweledigaetheu y Bardd Cwsc (1703)
Tnis is based upon the Suenos of Quevedo, through

the medium of Roger L’Estrange^s rather free Eng-

hsh version, but it is so thoroughly adapted to the

Wales of Wynne^s own day that it is almost an

onginal work Several poems are mduded m
Wynne's version, and he also wrote a number of

carols and hymns, indudmg the well-known one

beginning '‘Myfi yw'r Adgyfodiad mawr (I am the

great Resurrection)
"

J Moms Jones, Gweledigaetheu y Bardd

Cwsc gan E W (Bangor), 1898, R
G.' Davies^ The Vtstons of the Sleeping

Bard (London), 1897.

J J P

Yankev ben YiTskhok See Ashkenazi, Yankev

ben Yitskhok

Yaziji, Air, Nasif (Arab, 1800-71), a Christian

Lebanese, heard the enchantmg voices of medieval

Arabic literature, becoming its foremost representa-"

tive among Moslems and Christians alike* Bom in

Kafarsluma, near Beirut, from his punstic study of

the Arabic dassics he drew his unique Imgmstic

eruditioBL His 12 years as secretary to the Amir
Bashir—autocrat of Lebanon—^won him prestige

and sdf-rehance When m 1840 he moved to

Beirut, there sprang around him a school of devotees

held together by the single-eyed vision of hterary

revival as the safest way to national emanapation
On grammar, logic, rhetoric, and prosody he wrote

books, mtended primarily for use m the schools of

the American mission, that became standard in the

teachmg of Arabic His stature as a man of letters

makes nun an apostle of Arab awakening
George Automus, The Arab Awakening
' (Huladelphia), 1939

E J J

Yehoash (pseud of Solomon Bloomgarden, Yid
dish, 1871-1927), one of the greatest poets of the

new Yiddish poetry Bom m Lithuania, ne imgrated

to America in 1895, and was the first to render

Amencan poetry into Yiddish (Hiawatha). He in

troduced a great vanety of forms, and a very com
phcated technique of tonahty, mto Yiddish poetry,

Yehoash was a devotee of the Apollonian trend

in art, his poetry spnngmg from the mtdflect

rather than the feehngs He has very subtle nature

poems and tender, partly symbohc, expressions of

moods He exerted a profound mfiuence upon the

development of Yiddish poetic diction He also trans

lated the Bible mto Yiddish

Y. M
Yuan Mei (Chmese, 1716-1797) native of Jen

huo, Chekiang province, scholar of mdependent

mind and charmmg personahty, had an ongmal

style of thought and writing, his prose and verse are

sull widely read and much admired As a man ci

culture, he is typical of the mtellectual aristocracy

of i8th c China In some respects he was a radical,

as concerning education of women Desirmg to de*

vdop the hterary talent of young women, he unfe-
took to teach a group of them the art of veise-

making Of those who had studiai imder him, 18

became noted, poetesses He wrote numerous witty

and amusmg letters, later collected and pubhshed

under the tide Hstao-ts*ang-shan Fang Chm-tu (Let

ters from the Hsiao-ts*ang-shan Studio). Like the

philosopher-poet Li Li-wang of the 17th c, he was

not only a bnlhant man of letters but also a great

epicure With his mventive mind, he wrote much
on house and garden, clothing and food, particularly

on the philosophy and enjoyment of food His

gossipy htde h^k on cuhnary art was pubhshed

under the title Sui Yuan Bhih Tan (The Menu of '

the But Garden) All his wntings were mhiisied

as Sm Yuan San-shth Chung (Thtriy hum of Lit-

erary Productions from the Sut Garden).

A Hummel, ed , Eminent Chinese of the

Ching Period, Vol 11 (Washington,

DC), 1944, H* A Giles, Hist of

Chinese Lit (N Y & London), I92<9*

S C L,

Yunus Emre (Turkish, d* 1307) was a mysdc

of the dervish type, whose hymns, written in llm

late istb or early 14th c., are stiH loved by Turks
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today Writing in tiie Turkish o£ the people and m
Turkish metres at a time when classic writers used

Persian, he is regarded today as the first great na-

tional poet His poems are to he found m a Divan

(or Collection or poems arranged m alphabetic or-

der of the last letters) which has been repeatedly

pnnted m recent years

J K B.

Zar'a Ya'qob, King (Ethiopic, 1438-68), whose
throne-name was Constantine I, the fourth son of

David I, became one of the greatest kings of Ethi-

opia He was pious, learned, and a lover of htera-

ture, many books were ascnbed to him The Chroni-

cles of his reign state that he took 14 years to write

7 of his boofe He had the reputation of bemg a

second Solomon, was the first lang of Ethiopia to

open negotiations with a Pope (Eugene IV) He was
a lover of art, for him Francisco di Branca-Leone
of Venice painted the famous picture of the Ma-
donna and Child that caused considerable trouble

in Ethiopia, because the Virgin was represented

with the child on her left arm in Ethiopia the

left hand is the ‘'hand of dishonour'^

S A B. M
Zab’a Ya'qob (Ethiopic, 17th c) was the son

of a peasant farmer As a boy m school he was
briUiant and original He refused to accept the
Roman faith, and suffered considerable persecution,
for his free-thmbng pleased neither orthodox nor
unorthodox He asserted that Judaism, ChnsUamty,
and Mohammedanism were equally good or bad
He viewed religion and life as a reahst and philoso-

pher As a boy in school he learned by heart many
books of the BiHe, which in part accounts for his

fine style The only biographical works in Ethiopia
of any great hterary worth are those wntten by him
and his pupil, Heywat, each m a book called The
Enquiry (ed. Littman, Corpus Scriptorum Christian-
orum Onentalium, Senes Pnma, xxxi)

S A B M
Zaydan, Jurji (Arab, 1861-1914), a Synan bom

in Beirut, made Egypt his home He composed a
score of histoncal novels, a 5 v history of Idamic
civilization, a 4 v history of Arabic hterature, and
was editor of the progressive monthly al Hildl (The
Crescent") His works, vmtten on a vanety of sub-
jects unmatched in any modem hterature, sought
to disseminate Western ideas, grounded in admira-
tion of classical Arabic histoiw and hterature Chns-
tian though he was, his leadership ranks second to
none in me Moslem-Arab world

Martm Hartmann, The Arabic Press of
Egypt (Inndon), 1899

.
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Zola, EikiLB (French, 1840-1902), founded the
naturahsUc school of hterature in France Attracted

1188

by the new scientific concepts, he determined to

employ the methods of the laboratory in the crea-

tion of a group of novels, the Rougon-Macquan
series, which should be the "natural and social his

tory of a family during the Second Empire*’ Like
Balzac, he set out to transfer all classes of French
society to the pages of his novels, but imlike htm he
attempted to employ his works in the proof of a
theory of heredity His pseudo-science is the weak-
est portion of his work, but he has the great ment
of having opened to the novelist a whole new field

of observauon, the proletanat Although he is often

prolix and pedestrian, he nevertheless frequently

nses to real mastery, as in UAssommoir (1877),
which created his success, Germinal (1885), and
La Dehdcle (1892)

Matthew Josephson, Z and his Time
(N Y), 1928

R J N
Zoroaster (Zarathushtra, Iraman, 660-583

B c ), the Prophet of Iran, was of the Spitama
family and a descendant of Haecat-aspa His message
is given in the Avesta, the only surviving monu-
ment of ancient Iranian literature, of which the

Gdthds (hymns) are supposedly his own words
The Gdthds reveal valuable information concerning

the original nature of Zoroastnanism and are easily

distinguished from the other portions of the Avesta
by style, language, and form Zoroastrianism, often

referred to as dualistic, is essentially one of the

earliest monotheistic religions It teaches that Ahura
Mazda (the Lord of Wisdom) is the creator of

heaven and earth and the Supreme God He created

man to help him fight against Angra Mamyu (the

Evil Spirit), who is not coordinate with him, but
IS inferior to him at all times This evil spmt is

known in the Gdthds as the Dm; (the Lie) He is

always the enemy of the good, and seeks to destroy

It and Its followers. The reward for good and bad
is a dominant feature of Zoroaster’s teaching, it

appears throughout the Gdthds
A V WiUiams Jackson, Z the Prophet

of Ancient Iran (N Y ), 1919MAS
Zorrilla y Moral, Jose (Spamsh, 1817-1893),

is the purest Spamsh romantiast Keepmg dear of

imitation of the French, he is dosely bound to

Spanish tradition and national popular taste Thus
he concentrated on the rejuvenation of the ballads,

and on a Don Juan drama with a happy ending

—

winning even more popular favor than Tirso de

Molina His style is colorful, his techmque gathered

widely from the modes of Spam
*

N Alonso Cort6s, 2., 3 v (Valladohd),

1916-20.

H. A H.


